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The Year 1886

Driven from Pillar to Post.— The
has waxed old and
The new year has come, has believers in the "Wiley lie," about the
taken possession of the destinies of man- manufacture of comb from parafflne, filling
passed

away

1

kind, and changed the dial of time one
figure ahead.
philosopher has well said
that change, incessant change, is the constant law of nature
The flower changes
into the fruit, the seed ^into the stalk, the

it

boy into the man,

the following

A

1

life

into death, the old

with glucose and sealing it over with a
"hot iron," are industriously engaged in
finding the place where it is said to be manufactured—but each time are tolled in the

attempt

!

A correspondent

lately

wrote us

year into the new year
The seasons
An acquaintance of mine says that they
change, the skies change, the oceans change, manufacture comb honey in Chicago, at the
the whole face of nature changes
Filled northeast corner of Adams and Halstead
he saw them capwith the mighty thoughts that these un- streets. He told me that
ping the cells with a " hot iron," but that he
varying facts produce, we enterto-day upon did not see them making the comb. Suppose
the duties and responsibilities which the you do a little detective work and try to find
new year presents, remembering that the out what is going on at that corner.
old year, wili;all its joys and sorrows, pains
Upon investigating that locality the
1

I

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

and pleasures, toils and troubles,

Voinill.

is

no morel

How rapidly the

day8,!months and years
The
pass on, in the sweeping tide of time
1.3 years of j. toil which we have spent in
guiding the destiny of this JotiRNAL, seem
but a few months, now that they are past
But it is very pleasing to realize that it now
enjoys a reputation and influence second to
none In the world of apiculture Its weekly
visits to thousands of homes all over the
world is welcomed with enthusiasm
Ring out, O Bells! ring silver sweet,
The " fleeting shadows " warn us of our
O'er hill and moor and dell
approaching end, and bid us to be ready for
In mellow echoes, let your chimes,
it.
Meanwhile to us is appointed the strife
Their hopeful story tell
and peril of warfare— battling for the right,
waging war on the errors of the past, and
Ring out ring out all-jubilant,
doing our share in erecting the temple to be
This joyous, glad refrain
dedicated to truth, honesty, justice and
" A bright Now Year, a glad New Year
progress. If we shall do our work faithfully
Hath come to us again* 1'*
and well, we may expect the welcome
words, '* Well done I" Our co-workers in
Tlie First MontUIy for January, 1887, "the ages to come," will sit in judgment
which came to our desk v/aathe ApiculturUt. over our labors, and their verdict, shorn of
It is vastly improved under its present man- all the prejudices of the present" time, will
aRement. We congratulate Mr. Alley upon be based upon the just merits of the case.
his punctuality in publishing it.
Let our work, then, be done faithfully and
well, and with reference to the ever-advancing principles of progressive thought and
Tlie best tiling we can do to extend action.
the circulation of the paper is to ask our
The American Bee Journal is published
subscribers to consider themselves on in the interestjof honey-producers, and its
especially friendly and co operative relachief work and aim is to present the best
tions with our aims and purposes, and send thoughts
and methods of the ever-advancus the names of the right kind of people, to ing apiarist of to-day. It aims to record
whom we will send sample copies. When what is being done by practical and experithey read the paper even once, a great many enced men in every department of our
of them become regular subscribers.
pursuit, and to take every advantage of the

Jan.

5,

1887.

No.l.

I

I

I

!

"detective" could find nothing of the socalled "manufactory;" a drug-store, two
saloons, and a shoe-store were all that could
be discovered
There were no basements
under these stores.
1

One block from that corner there is a
laundry with a Chinese near the window
ironing collars, cuffs, etc., with a cake of
beeswax by his side and it Is quite possible
that this innocent laundry-man has been
accused of "making comb" and "capping
the cells with a hot iron I"
;

;

1

I

I

;

1

aid

A Tlslt from Frank Cheshire may be
expected next summer.
writes us as follows

Mr. Arthur Todd

:

I

received a note from Frank Cheshire, of

London, England,

last week, in which he
me that he is thinking of visiting the
United States the coming summer. It he
does, I hope the bee-brethren will extend to
him a hearty welcome.
tells

offered

by

scientiflc

show that itbas done

discoveries.

To

this in the past, it is

only necessary to point to the copious index
at the end of each volume.
It is quite unnnecessary to state that we
shall in the future, as in' the past, endeavor
to "keep abreast of the times," and place
before our readers all the new things in our
ever-advancing pursuit, as soon as they

come

to light.

The record,

charftcter,

club rate of the former.

1^~ Sample Copies
will be sent

of the

Bee Jocrnai,

free upon application.

Any one

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

;

somewhere, by somebody.

Tlie Standard-Bearer of the apiculture of today, says an exchange, is the
sound. Intelligent man who believes that
progress is the law of our' race; who holds
that no man of enterprise can afford to
stand still while the world goes forwardthat inactivity means simply stagnation and
decay, and that.the surest proof of vitality
and vigor, both of muscle and brain, is the
steady, forward movement of wise and
practical men, who are always intent on
working out better methods, and always
ready and willing to enrich the general
fund of knowledge with the fruits of their
experience. Whenever such, in the course
of their investigations, succeed in bringing
to light new facts or new processes, they
give a fresh impulse to industry, and make
their couDtrymen their debtors.

Every Day the business letters that come
to this ofiBce are fully attended to and finally
disposed of— none are left until the next
which the writer has
or Postoflice address.
We endeavor to be prompt and accurate,
and if our subscriliers will practice the
same virtues, more than half of the little
annoyances that happen will be done away
with.

power day, except those

and usefulness of the American Bee JourTlie Brltlsb Bee Journal and the
AMERiCA>f Bee JonnN.tL will hereafter be
clubbed at $3 for the two, postpaid, for a
year. This change in the clubbing price Is
neceessary on account of an advance in the

It is positively disgusting to notice the
persistency with which it is reported that
persons have seen "comblmanufactured and
sealed with machinery."
Y'et
whenever
" cornered " for the proof, they are never
able to say more than somebody saw it done

nal, in the past is its guarantee for the
future.
It will further the interests of
honey-producers by losing no opportunity
to create a demand for this product, both at
home and abroad— thus aiming to beneflt
the pursuit at large.
Our friends are invited to sustain and extend the influence of a journal devoted to
their interests and pursuit; one.which has
demonstrated through a career of 'nearly a
quarterof a century, its ability to sustain
and promote their cause ! It is, in fact, a
common cause, one which all should feel
proud to join in advancing.

omitted either

in

name

Clubs should be forwarded

to this oBlce

two or three subscribers have
been obtained. Any one having sent three
subscriptions with $2.7.5, may send two
more with $1.S."), making 80 cents each for
the five, and at the same late for all above
that number.
as soon as
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With Replies

tbereto.

[It is quite useless to asli for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them pet them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journai,. If you are
In a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed. 1
;

Bees Dying in Winter Years Ago.

Qncry, No, 356.— I have heard that bees
did not die in winter -iO or 50 years ago, as
they do now it they had plenty of honey. Is
this true ? If so, what has made the change ?
-H. W.

There were no bee-papers 40 or 50
years ago to give reports of deaths.
iDon't you believe a bit of it. They
did die.— J. P. H. Brown.
I am inclined to believe there is a
difference, but I will not attempt
fully to account for it.— C. C. Miller.
Bees, when inprotected,
have always
suffered from bee-diarrhea and died
in severely cold and protracted winters.— G. L. Tinker.
Do not believe all that folks say
about the " good old times," for their
remembrance is often incorrect. The
winter of 1855-56 was the hardest

That

Is

not true.

sufficiently

winter

known by Father Langstroth.

— Dadant & Son.

It is true to a certain extent. The
cutting off of our forests has much to

do with
ties

it

;

much

this

making most

locali-

colder than formerly.— G.

M. DOOLITTLE.
I do not know

that this is true. The
climatic changes are greater than
they were 50 years ago, and it is
claimed that the foreign races are
not as hardy as our native bees.— H.

D. Cutting.
I presume the
I think it is true.
reason is that the winters were then
much milder. Clearing off the forests
We used
has changed our climate.
to raise peaches plentifully in central
Michigan now we cannot except on
very elevated areas. A. J. Cook.
If we give the bees equal protection,
and report no more than we did 40
years ago, the difference will not
seem so great. Forty or 50 years ago
our prairies were mostly unsettled,
and the timber had not been cleared
from the hills of the East. Replace
the forests and the increased rainfall they are supposed to bring, and
the success will return. I do not know
whether the theory is true or not.— C.
;

out by nature of the weakest or poor- comes from the evaporation of the
est, on the line of the "survival of honey.— J. P. H. Broavn.
the fittest," or it may be— I do not
In part. The moisture may conknow.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
dense from the air, and freeze away
.50
from
the cluster.— A. J. Cook.
As I did not keep bees 40 or years
ago, I cannot answer. Is it a fact
Yes, but when I see ice and frost
though y and who can give us the at the hive-entrance of a colony, or
proofs V It is my impression from my upon the combs, I know that the bees
studies, that bees have always died are suffering from the cold, and will
to a greater or less extent in winter, not come out in good condition in the
and I know that the winter problem spring.—G. L. Tinker.
has been a matter of discussion for
The question cannot be answered
centuries.— J. E. Pond, Jr.
fairly by yes or no. The moisture is
I helped my father work with his caused in all probability, partially by
bees 40 years ago, and bees winter breath, and more so, by emanations
now as well as they did then, the con- or perspiration, as we "might call it.
ditions being the same.
Bees have al- The whole matter is more or less conways been wintered in Kentucky on jectural. We know that where there
the summer stands, without protec- is no ventilation, moisture forms and
tion. Our fathers, 40 years ago, win- freezes.
We know, also, that heat
tered their bees in large brood-cham- and cold will produce moisture.— J. E.
bers, full of honey, and the bees clus- Pond, Jr.
tered in the centre of the combs, the
A current of warm air coming in
best material possible for bees to be contact with a cold surface will part
surrounded with, Now-a-days bees with its moisture, and if the surface
are robbed of their nest (combs), and is cold enough frost or ice will be
forced to roost on the sides of the formed, as we see illustrated in the
frosty wooden walls, and these walls stair-way that leads into a warm
are packed on the outside with just cellar.
The heated air thrown off
enough chaff or sawdust to keep out from a warm cluster of bees comes in
the influence of the sun, and preserve contact with the cold walls of the
the frost on the inside for an un- hive, where it parts with its moisture,
limited time.— G. W. Demareb.
which adheres to the wall, and is
This is partly true and partly false, formed into frost or ice as to the deat least in this locality.
Forty or 50 gree of cold and dampness present.
" breath " is warm air, but
years ago bees were put into winter Of course
quarters with much less bee-bread any warm air will produce the effects.
G. W. Demaree.
in the combs; as the country was
I can hardly see cause for much
cleared up pollen-producing fall weeds
took the place of spring-pollen pro- frost and ice aside from the vapor exducing trees.
This truth has given haled by the bees. Possibly a small
rise to an idea that old, tall box-hives amount of moisture might be evapare safer for wintering bees than flat orated from the honey in the cluster
frame hives. About 14 years ago, under some circumstances, and tliere
two farmers living a few miles away might even be condensation of a
had, in autumn, 65 and 85 colonies small amount from the outside air if
respectively, in all depths, sizes and it should Bnd the combs colder than
shapes of box-hives. In the following the outside air.— C. C. Miller.
spring they had one live colony each.
The moisture in the hive, whether
—James IIeddon.
from the cluster of bees or from the
Even the meager record we have of honey evaporation, will condense and
the losses of bees in winter half-a- form frost or ice on the wood in very
century ago, shows that there is but cold weather.— The Editor.
little difference
between then and
now.
The climatic changes, produced by the destruction of our native forests in the East, will easily
Laying in Qneen-Cells— Drone Eggs,
account for all the difference which
exists.— The Editor.
Query, No. 358.— Do queens ever lay

—

eggs in queen-cells, after the cells are
started ? If so, did any one ever see them ?
Do queens lay the eggs that produce drones?

—

W. Dayton.

Moisture in Hives.

I

Querj', No. 357.— On examining my bees
on the summer stands, I frequently find the
combs covered with ice and frost. Does the
the bees produce all this moisture?
Please say "yes" or " no," as your experi-

hreatJi of

ence

may have proven.— W.

T., Ills.

No.— James Heddon.
No.—H. D. Cutting.
No.-C. W. Dayton.

do not know that it is true. If it
Yes.—Dadant & Son.
true it may be attributable to the
Perhaps not all, but I should say
clearing up of the country, allowing the most of it.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
the winds to sweep over the country
If the moisture arising from the
or it may be
with greater force
of the bees is what you mean by
caused by movable combs, which al- body
" breath," yes.— G. M. Doolittle.
low us to take away the best honey
The breath of the bees does not jsroor it may be that chaff packing and
cellars have not allowed the culling duce all the moisture— some of- it
I

is

;

;

—T. F. p.. Ills.

answer " yes " to all of this query.
J. Cook.
never have seen them do so.— J.

—A.
I

E. Pond, Jr.
They have been seen

laying

in

queen-cells. Queens lay the eggs that
produce drones.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
I never saw the queens do so. Not
in all cases do queens lay the eggs
that produce drones.— H. D. Cutting.
I have seen queens depositing eggs
in queen-cells in two instances. To
the second part, yes.— C. W. Dayton.

My

Yes, to both questions.
assistant once saw a queen lay in a
queen-cell, and I have seen droneeggs, by the score, laid by queens.

G. M. Doolittle.
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not.

issue of the Bee
and to direct
special attention to the plan of having Alsike grown extensively by
farmers within range of one's apiary
also to the
comparative value of
Alsike and the common red, as a
Explanatory.— The flgTires before the
fertilizer, as indicated by the roots, so
Qames indicate the number of years that the
accurately shown in the two enperson has kept bees. Those aftpr, show
gravings presented
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previousspring and fall, or fall and spring,
ALSIKE clover for bee-pasturage.
as the time of the year may require.
This mark
Alsike or Swedish clover ( TnfoUum
Indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named; hybridum], as its name indicates, is a
5 north of the center; ? south; O* east; native of Sweden, where it grows
*0 west; and thl8<5 northeast; ^3 northwest: wild being both hardy and produc£>« southeast; and P southwest of the center
tive.
It is commonly known by the
of the State mentioned.
name of Alsike, that being a parish in
Sweden where this clover originated.
It was brought into cultivation in
For the American Bee JouraaL
Sweden about the beginning of the
present century, was introduced into
BlE Crops of Honey—How to Secure. England in 1834, and soon thereafter
found its way into the German
States and other parts of Europe, and
M. 31. IJALDRIDRE.
was finally brought into the United
There are two topics, just now, of States, through the Patent Office,
immense importance to bee-keepers about the year 1853.

Queens

who make

I think that queens lay eggs in
queen-cells after the cells are started,
but I do not know that any one ever
saw them in the act. To the last part
of the query I would say, yes, generally.— C. C. Miller.

My opinion is that the queens lay
the eggs often found in queeu-cells
about swarming time; but I never
saw one laying in them. The queens
also lay the eggs that produce drones.
I have seen them in the act of laying
drone eggs.— G. L. Tinker.
I

never saw a queen laying in a

queen-cell.
Honest men who have
produced far less honey than I have,
and claim to know, say that the
queen sometimes lays in the queen-

and sometimes the workers
transfers eggs to them.
Yes, queens
lay eggs that produce drones.
The
best of fertile queens do that. I know
this by personal observation. James
cells,

Heddon.
I do not believe that they do, but I
do not positively know that they do

Certainly 1 never saw the like.
lay eggs that do produce
drones, and so do laying workers. But
I have failed to see any evidence that
laying workers ever ply their occupation of egg-laying in a hive occupied
by a colony in normal conditions. I
have noticed that sometimes, when a
queen is introduced to a colony that
has laying workers, the latter will go
on laying for a short time after the
queen is received, but it is not long
till either the queen or the laying
workers disappear. Perhaps there
may be exceptions to this, as well as
to other rules.— G. W. Dejiaree.

peared in the

Journal

first

1881,

;

:

©

—

their

the production of- honey

main support.

One

secure big crops of honey
other,

how

money.

is
;

how

to

and the
the most

to sell them for
JJeing deeply interested in

both topics, I have given them much
thought and attention during the past
twenty years. In this article I will

show the reader how to secure
big crops of honey, and of the very
best quality. To do this we must
try to

have bee-pasturage in abundance, and
of the very best kind, and a pasturage that we can rely upon every year.
Desiring to be brief, I will at once
direct special
attention to Alsike
clover as the honey plant for the

Yes, to all three questions.
It is
that laying workers lay eggs
which produce drones, but it is more Northern States and Canada. At the
than probable that the drones are last meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society, Mr. A. I. Root
worthless.— The Editor.
is reported as having said as follows
" If possible those plants should be
raised for honey that have value aside
Convention Notices.
from honey-production." And again,
that " Alsike clover stands at the
1^~ The Annual Convention of the Vermont
It does not appear
Bee-KeeperB' Aseociatlon will be held at the Van head of the list."
Ness House. BurlinKton.Vt., on Janaary la and 14, from the report of that meeting that
1887.
K. H. Holmes, Sec, Shoreham. Vt.
these statements were disputed. At
the Detroit meeting of the society,
The next annual convention of the CorttW
land Union Bee Keepers' Association will be held W. Z. Hutchinson reports the sumIn Union Hall, at Cortland, N. Y.. on Jan. 12, 1887.
ming up of what was said there about
D. P. Shattuck, Sec.
" Alsike
Alsike clover, as follows
can be grown with profit, as a honey
The
eleventh
XF
annual meeUng of the N. W.
plant, on land worth $50 per acre. It
Ills. & S. W. Wis. Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held in the Grand Army Hall in itocbford. Ills
has yielded more than $2-5 worth of
on the third Tuesday in January. 1887. There
seed per acre."
will be a two days' session.
J. Stewart, Stc.
Hon. Matt. Anderson, of Dane
or The Northeastern OIilo, Northern Pa. and county, Wis., has 80 acres of Alsike
Western New York Bee-Keepers' Association will at this writing. He has 20 acres that
hold its Hth annual convention in Chapman's
Opera House, at Andover. o.. on Wednesday and he harvested for seed and hay, the
Thursday. Jan. la and -'0, 1887. First-class hotel past season, and from which he got
accommodations are offered at tl per day to those "110
bushels " of seed, and "at least
attendinK tbe convention. A general invitation is
extended to all.
M. E. Maso.v, sec.
25 tons of good hay, after hulling,
worth enough to pay all expenses of
true

for

:

:

V^

The next annual meetInK of the Nebraslia
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in
Lincoln. Nebraslia. on Wednesday, Jan. 12. 1887.
at Red Ribbon Hall, commencing ":it 1 :3o p.m. and
contlnuInK for :s days. E. Kretchioer, of CoburK,
Iowa, will deliver an addresn on Modern Apiculture. E. M. Hayhurst, of Kansas City, and many
others from abroad are expected. Members can
return on one-third fare over the B. & M., V. 1'.
and M. P. lines, by srcurinK a certldcate of payment of fare to Lincoln, from the Htrent of their station. In order to secure the reduced rates on return trip members hoimiit; such certiflcates must
present them to the Secretary of the Bee-Keepers Association for endorsement.
H, N, Patterson, Sec.

cutting and hulling."
Some years
ago he sold his " whole crop on the
Board of Trade in Chicago for $11 per

bushel."
I might go on and fill column after
colum of the Bee Journal with

similar quotations, but I forbear.
After a careful survey of the whole
question, I think I cannot do better,
at this time, than to quote the following, prepared by myself, which ap-

Alsike Clover Plant in bloom.

Alsike clover is regarded by botana hybrid between our common
red and white clovers. The stem and
branches are finer and less woody than
the common red, and when cut and
cured for hay, it is perfectly free from
fuzz or dust. It does not turn black,
but remains the color of well-cured
timothy. It has, as the following cut
shows, numerous branches and a
multitude of blossoms which are rich
The bees have no trouble
in honey.
in finding the honey, as the blossoms
are short and the heads no larger
than white clover.
The blossoms at
first are white, but soon change to a
beautiful pink, and emit considerable
fragrance. The leaves are oval, of a
pale green color, and may readily be
distinguished at any stage of their
growth from the white or red clover
by the total absence of a pale white
blossom on the upper surface of each
leaf, a peculiarity unnoticed by previous writers.
ists as
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It ripens, in the latitude of Chicago,
in the latter part of July, but needs
not to be cut until August, if tlie

weather should be unfavorable. The
crop of seed is always obtained from

which respect it is
unlike the common red.
It is not
advisable to cut this clover more than
once each season, but it may be pastured moderately during the fall.
When cut for seed, it may be threshed
from the field with a common clover
machine ; but, if more convenient, it
may be stacked and threshed during
the" fall or winter.
Care should be taken in handling
this clover, as the seed shells very
easily
but this is looked upon as a
point in its favor, as the land thus
becomes re-seeded every year, and so
early, that if the autumn proves to be
a wet one, nearly every grain will
germinate, and a "fine growth of new
plants will be secured for the following year. The seed is very fine— being
this cutting, in

son and exhibition, fully as much difference in the size of the crowns and
the quantity of roots and rootlets
have been found as the cuts indicate.
The representations are very accurate,
and the reader will do well to examine them closely and note the difference, which seems to be decidedly
in favor of the Alsike. Having now
grown Alsike on a variety of soils for
the past 17 years with good success, I
know that what I have set forth in
this article are facts and not theories.

;

common

as the

red.

The

the very best honey plants at a
expense.
One hundred acres
of Alsike, mixed with other grasses,
in full bloom during June and July,
in the neighborhood of 100 colonies of
bees, would insure a large crop of the
choicest honey every year, and cause
the bee- keeper to swing his hat with
joy. Now, if every reader of the Bee
Journal will act upon this advice
the present winter, hundreds of tons
of the finest honey will be added to
the crop of 18S7, and I am quite sure
of

trifling
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seed-

The Honey Markets,
DR.

C. C.

etc.

MILLER.

On page 772 of the Bee Journal
" Will Dr.
for 1886, the editor says
C. C. Miller, who has had a theory
about publishing honey markets for
years, tell us what he thinks about

;

:

much

the better way to
or the common red. or with both. When thus
mixed, they are a help to each other.
The Alsike, being a native of a cold
climate, does not winter-kill, and besides, it acts as a mulch in winter and
spring to the common red, and keeps
the latter from being destroyed by the
heaving-out process.
As the red
clover shades the roots of the Alsike,
which grows close to the surface, it
protects the latter from the effects of
arouth. The timothy and red clover
being both upright growers, lift and
keep up the Alsike from the ground,
which is very desirable. The stem of
the Alsike is too fine to support its
many branches in an upright position,
and hence is more inclined to lodge
than the common red. For the reasons given, the combination of the
three named plants is very important,
and will prove successful wherever
It is

when first brought here, a beenow be supplied with one

me for calling your
attention to the project ; if so, I shall
feel amply repaid.
St. Charles, d Ills.

pods contain 1, 2, 3, and sometimes 4
grains, which explains why it is so
prolific- a moderate yield being from
150 to 200 pounds of seed to the acre.
When sowed by itself, 4 pounds of
seed is a great plenty for an acre
but this is not the best plan to pursue,
especially with our dry western prairies.

price

range can

you will thank

about tlie size and shape of white
clover— a pound containing, it is said,
about 600.000 grains, or three times as

many

could not and would not object to this
last proposition, as it would be no
more work to sow the grass seed
mixed with Alsike than if it were
left out.
As the Alsike seed can now
be purchased for about $15 to $18 per
100 pounds, instead of $75 to $100, the

mix Alsike with timothy

the matter proposed by Mr. Baldridge y"
I am very glad indeed to talk about
a matter of such vital importance to
bee-keepers. First, as to my "theory"
of which friend Newman speaks
It
was a very simple one, namely, that
Alsike Clnver Root and Crown, Red Ciover Root
should
give
us
as
full
the bee-papers
and Crown,
average size, a year old.
as possible about the
average size, a year old. information
different honey markets, especially
But my main object in this article the large citie.s, with the prices at
is to call special attention of bee- which commission men were selling,
keepers to Alsike as a honey-plant. It etc. in short, my theory was that the
is well known to the fraternity that papers should do just what they have
my favorite honey-plant is melilot since more or less perfectly carried
clover, than which none better has out.
yet been found in the United States.
Kight here I want to thank Bro.
But melilot will never be cultivated Newman for his last improvement in
to any extent except by bee-keepers, adding dates to the market reports,
as no farmer would think of such a which, in my estimation, add fully 100
thing as growing it for hay and pas- per cent, to their value. What is now
ture. But Alsike clover is a plant wanted is to have these reports corI
that every farmer can and should rect—a difficult thing to achieve.
tried.
cultivate, whether he keeps bees or think an organization such as Bro.
When mixed, sow the usual quan- not, as it is superior to the common Newman speaks of on page 723, might
tity of timothy and red clover, and red, for hay or pasture, for all kinds be a good thing. JBut I am not very
not more than 2 pounds of Alsike seed of stock.
sanguine about its consummation.
to the acre in fact, 1 pound will be
Now, let me indicate to bee-keepers Bro. Newman says: "As this matample. If wanted for seed, it might what should be done, and that right ter is one that interests every beethen be best to use 2 pounds of Alsike speedily. Suppose you have 50 or 100 keeper in America, we may reasonto the acre. Timothy and red clover colonies of bees, more or less, then ably expect that they will take hold
do no harm, as the crop may be cut so visit the farmers in close rang:e and of the matter in such a way as to
early that the Alsike will be the only ascertain how many acres they intend bring it to a successful issue." IJro.
?lant ripe enough to furnish seed, to seed down to grass the following Newman, I'm afraid they just won't.
'imothy seed being about the same spring, and induce enough of them to I was somewhat sanguine over this
size as the Alsike, cannot very well sow at least as many acres to Alsike, matter of being informed as to the
be separated from it but such is not timothy and red clover, as you have supply, and thus properly controlling
the case with red clover, as a fine colonies.
The more land you can prices, and a few years ago I was apsieve will quickly do the work.
thus get seeded down the better. In- pointed one of a committee to obtain
Alsike clover, as a fertilizer, must duce them, if possible, tobuy the seed for the North American Bee-Keepers'
be as good a plant as red clover, if not at the cost price, but if you cannot do Society statistics from the bee-keepers
better, as an examination of figures 2 this, let them have it at half the cost of North America.
thought "as
and 3 will show. Having often dug price, but if this fails, then make this matter is one that interests every
up specimen roots of both Alsike and them a present of as many pounds as bee-keeper in America, we may reathe common red clovers for compari- they will sow acres.
They certainly sonably expect that they will take
:

;

—

.

;

We
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do anything it must be done soon. I
Let any
would suggest this plan
bee-keeper who can make an exhibit
next fall, or who may be acquainted
with the member of the Board in his

hold of the matter in such a way as to
]5ut
bring it to a successful issue."
thev didn't ; and that, too, when all
that was required of them was an expense of one cent each for a postal
Besides, look at the apathy
card.
with regard to the Bee-Keepers'
Union. Mind you, I- am not saying
anything against the project, but only
of the apathy that prevails, and if
there is a meeting in Chicago to talk
it over I expect to be there.
" To make the
Mr. Newman says
North American Bee-Keepers' Society
such a central body would be very
True, " the united wisdom of
easy."
apiarists ought to be able to devise
the ways and means and make a sucVery
cess of such an institution."
true; and perhaps they will, in spite
of all my croaking.

sion in the home markets is good,
especially extracted honey I am not
so sure about comb honey.
But it
will not do in that case, as he says, to
let the commission man fix the price.
Neither are you any more obliged to
let the commission man in the city
fix the price.
You can, and some
producers do, Qx the price below

but as suggestions are already made
in tbat direction, at least by implication, it may be well enough to give a
slight glance at them. Mr. Baldridge
" Every important trade or
says
business, almost, has an organization
to control, to limit production, or to
fix prices, but the honey-producers
have none !" Limiting production

mind using the traps to prevent help us.
swarms going off the first time issuCambridge,^

—

:

district, write them at once,
calling their attention to the matter,
and urge them to favor a larger and
more liberal list for bees, honey, etc.
I have already written to Hon. .Samuel
Dysart, President of the Board, and
with whom I am acquainted, calling
his attention to the business, and also

own

which be dare not sell, and I liave
never yet found any difficulty in getting him to obey instructions. So the
difference between the commission
man that Mr. Baldridge wants us to sent him a sample premium-list someestablish, and the one he wants us to thing like the Michigan State Fair
abolish, is simply a difference in our list; the Board will, therefore, have
own way of dealing. Of this and an idea of what we want them to do.
published reports I may have more to I think the State Board meets early
in the year, so we must attendlo the
say again.
matter at once, and if they meet at
QUEEN-TRAPS AND SWAKMING.
any point where the Editor of the
Jouknal can conveniently
I can hardly tell what I was think- Bee
Perhaps it is premature to discuss
what they should or would do, in case ing about when I answered Query, reach them, I suggest that he attend
Very likely I had in the meeting and urge the society to
such an organization were completed, Number 347.
:

:

and
and

fixing prices

might be

might be
wrong.

all

right,

Indeed, 1
am not sure that limiting production
could in any case be right. I am not
very familiar with the matter, but I
have very serious doubts whether the
action of the coal monopolists is a
righteous proceeding.
Mr. Baldridge is a man of bright
thoughts, and one who was an apicultural writer more than 25 years ago,
when I was going to my neighbor to
find out what disaster was threatened
to my bees when I found the gnawings of cappings on the bottom-board.
But is he not looking altogether on
one side of the commission busings.
If I understand him rightly he thinks
"the wholesale commission dealers
are a curse to honey-producers," and
that we should sell " on commission
only " to the consumers. The objection seems to be to the commission
J. V. CALDWELL, (125-208).
men in the large cities. Well, commission men have enough sins to anIf any bee-keeper of .the State has
swer for, and some of them may be a attended our State Fair,
as I have
bad lot, but really I would not like to done the past four seasons, he could
see them all wiped out.
There are not fail to notice the meager display
good men among them, and I hardly in the bee and honey department.
feel like laying our sins at their door.
The writer sent a few nice crates of
I had once a conversation with one honey last season,
which with one or
of them, who, in one sense, was " a
two other small displays constituted
curse to honey-producers," and yet I the entire show from
the great State
do not believe he was to blame for it. of Illinois, which annually
produces
I knew him well from a boy, and I betons upon tons of the finest honey in
lieve him to be an honest man, and
the world.
Of course the premiums
he told me that people shipped him offered by the State
Board have been
honey when he did not want it, and too small to offer us
much Inducehe just had to sell it tor anything he ment, but on the other hand
the beecould get for it, to get the dauby, keepers of the State
have, given
sticky stuflE out of the way.
He did Board but little encouragement to the
get
not want to handle it. Now you see out
a more liberal premium list for
this helped to demoralize the markets,
bees, honey, etc.
Now, fellow apijust in the same way as the man
arists, let us bestir ourselves at once
bringing in his pailful of broken honey and
see if we cannot show our brethinto the home market and selling it
ren in Iowa and Michigan that we
for almost nothing
and yet the com- have the interests of our calling
at
mission man was not to blame.
heart.
In many cases, perhaps in all, Mr.
The Board will soon meet to revise
Baldridge 's plan of selling on commis- the premium list for 1887, and if we
it

all

;

Ills.

thus saving the expense of a
[If the Board meets in Chicago, and
watcher, as I had been studying and
are informed of the time and place,
we
But to
corresponding about this.
prevent swarms altogether the trap we will attend the meeting.— Ed.]
would be much worse than useless. I
have tried something like it a number
For the American Bee JoumaL
of times by caging the queen in the
hive, and it was a dead failure every
Honey for all-No lonoplies.
time. Indeed, with a queen free in
the hive, but with its wing clipped,
JULIUS tomlinson.
they will kill the old queen and
swarm with a young one. I should
On page 723 of the Bee Journal
much like to be considered a veteran,
but I do not quite want to be consid- for 1886, is an editorial deprecating
ered in my dotage yet, and I am the sale of honey by country people,
afraid I shall if I answer many at what is called ruinous prices, thus
queries as carelessly as the one re- breaking down the local honey market, and compelling the "apiarist"
ferred to.
Mr. Hutchinson thinks " it is better to send his crop away for sale.
Let us see. " The bee-keeper from
to control or prevent the desire " for
swarming. Mr. H., you cannot do it. a distance" has, say from 50 to 200
There is the " chip " on my shoulder; pounds of honey. Of course he wants
to sell it. He needs the proceeds to
knock it off, if you dare.
So he
help out his scanty income.
Marengo, 5 Ills.
brings it to town. He finds the market supplied by the " apiarist." No
For tbe American Beo Journal.
What shall he do
dealer wants it.
He cannot go to town every day— he
Tk Illinois State Fair.
does not want to take his honey
ing,

i"

home.
ceeds,
lize

He had calculated on the proand he feels that he must rea-

something.

So he does the next

retails" it all over town.
I fail to see anything wrong or
This is a free
dishonorable in this.
country, and we must all of us take
The
the chances of competition.
" apiarist" in this place has the same
thing to contend with, only this difference, that the " apiarists " near by,
men who have honey by the ton, break
down our market. But we have this
compensation, that the consumer gets
cheaper honey, and people, who seldom taste of honey, are induced to
buy, and finding it good, will buy

best

thing—"

Now

again and again.

But to remedy

this state of things,

a closer bond of union is advised, to
protect each other's interests, and to
" organize for protection."
It is
thought that " the united wisdom of
apiarists ought to be able to make a
success of such an institution," and
the recent Michigan State convention
was called upon to ''discuss" the
scheme and " take the matter in
hand." Now I have no objection to
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discussion, but as to taking the " mat- the honey-producer, in any measure
ter in hand," I am glad the Michigan which is proposed in the interest of
For
convention did no such thing.
be

such a scheme,

if

undertaken, would

surely fail.
The " bee-keepers from
a distance," and there are multitiidet
of them, could never be reached by
such an organization, and if they
could, no purauasion would induce
them to join it. All such combinations are, in their nature, monopolies,
and opposed to public policy and no
monopolies are so odious as those
which seek to make scarce and dear
the food products of the world.
have too much of this monopoly business in this country now, and this,
with the most bare-faced class-legislation has brought many an honest

the pursuit ; and it would, indeed,
" surprising " not only to our Bro.
Tomlinson, but to ourself, to find us
in " opposition " to our " life work."
But such is not the case by any means,
except as vainly imagined by Bro.

For the

AmencaQ Bee JounmL

We

penury and want.
Three-fourths of the food products
of the world are consumed by the
toiling poor, and if the products of
our apiaries ever attain to the dignity
of a prime necessity, it must be within the reach of tne humblest toiler.
toiler to

W.

On page
for 1886, is

E.

its

Recommenilation.

760 of the Bee Journal
an article entitled, " Adul-

A

;

'i

!

!

A

A

desired to have this matter
fully " discussed."
Bro. Tomlinson
has presented his view of the question very clearly.
Some are presenting " the other side " quite forcibly
while others express their " doubts."
simply outlined a plan for such
organization, if it was decided to have it
formed—hut strenuously advocated a
thorough discicssion of the merits of
the subject before any move was
made. We are Jilways on the side of
;

We

he once manufactured some liquid
honey, in which there was not a drop

of the real article, and sent it to New
l''ork to be tested. It was pronounced
genuine. Naturally, and justly, that
verdict destroyed his confidence in
their extracted honey.
Of course
as to comb honey
that cannot be changed after it leaves
the apiarist, and, therefore, must be
pure, unless the bees were fed sugar
or glueose. But there is a great difference in the taste of the varieties of
so-called white clover honey. Beauti-

Now

ful

because, as they say,
they have customers who will buy no

at wholesale,
other.

A

New

York called
gentleman from
He was
this fall to purchase honey.
Said he
a last winter's customer.
" Recently I bought some very nice
York as a preslooking honey in
sent for some friends in the country,
whom I was visiting. I was disappointed, for it was so far inferior to
your honey in flavor. I have a nephew
In Paterson who purchased a ton of
nice looking comb honey in Western
Y'ork, at 12 cents per pound,
which he retails at 18 cents, but it
He paid me 2.5
does not suit me."
cents per pound, and was perfectly
:

New

KOGARDUS.

terating Comb and Liquid Honey." It
was written for the American Grocer,
to inform the subscribers of that
paper about the honey they buy and
sell.
The writer assumes that exAnd whether we like it or not, this is tracted honey is no longer adulterated
the tendency, of the honey markets with glucose ; that glucose is more
likely to be adulterated with honey.
to-day.
With prime extracted honey, in
traveling grocer sells a good deal
Chicago, at 5 to 7 cents per pound, of honey for me.
Last year, he sold
and in other cities from 3 to 4 cents both comb and liquid ; this year I have
per
from
5
to
6
cents
and prime sugar
limited him to comb honey, having,
pound, and with the increased pro- comparatively, but little liquid honey,
duction of sorghum., how is it possible only that which I extracted from imto advance prices by a combination V perfect sections.
Sometime ago I
The tendency certainly is to still told him that he would find a case of
Shall our honey be a honey ready for him at my house.
lower prices.
necessity on the table of the poor, or " By the way," said he, " can't you
This is let me have some extracted honey V I
only a luxury for the rich
the conundrum which the " combined bought some in New York the last
wisdom of apiarists " is called upon time I was there. They may talk to
to solve.
me about their cheap honey !" Then,
God, in his good providence, has with a change of countenance and a
filled His flowers with the precious shrug of the shoulders, and a tone of
nectar, with a lavish hand.
He in- voice expressive of deep disgust, he
tended that honey should be plenty, added: " But, my gracious it hasn't
and cheap. With our improved pro- any taste at all. There's a bottle of
cesses and fixtures, and increasing it
It looks beautiful, as nice as
knowledge of the nature of the honey- yours, but I want no more of it. I
bee, there is practically no limit to shall get rid of this as soon
as
the production of honey.
There is possible."
now an hundred-fold more honey
Its appearance was certainly inproduced than 25 years ago, and it is viting. I glanced at tlie natne of the
safe to assume that this increased firm, and wondered what it was V It
production will go on in an acceler- reminded me of some corn-syrup
ated ratio. And you, Mr. Editor, are which I saw a few years ago at a cerdoing your utmost through your most tain dealer's in New York, in which
excellent paper, to help on this in- there floated a comb of white clover
creasing production, and thus aiding honey. I was told it was on exhibia kind Providence in supplying His tion because it promoted the sale of
poor with this precious food. It is genuine honey.
novice without
surprising, therefore, to find you in the guidance of an expert, would
opposition to your life work, by advo- have preferred it. It was not necescating a scheniie to make scarce and sary for me to say anything to the
dear that which God intended should grocer, except that I would try to
be plentiful and cheap.
supply him.
Allegan, 9 Mich.
druggist in Paterson said that

[We

retailed here at 18 cents per pound,

New

Tomlinson.— £d. J

;

Flavor of Honey,

is

and yet there are grocers who pay me
for prime sections, 20 cents per pound

:

white honey,in profuse abundance,

satisfied.
I do not, of

course, question the
honesty of apiarists, knowing that no
sweets enter my hives but those
which the bees gather from natural
sources. The yield of honey in this
section is not so large as in some
other sections, but I doubt whether
and certhe quality can be excelled
tainly that should count for something. The price of honey, evidently,
should be graded as far as possible,
not simply according to appearance,
but far more according to flavor.
Oakland, 6 N. J.
;

For the American Bee JoumaL
Disturliiiig

Bees in Winter,

DR. A.

B.

etc.

MASON.

Having been so universally successwintering my bees for so many
winters, it may not be uninteresting
to some to learn of some of my bad
" luck." I have thought of it whenever I have read or heard it said that
disturbing bees in winter was a beneSuch has not been my
fit to them.
experience.
ful in

In November, 1883, my bees were
placed in the cellar, which was under
the kitchen. The hives were piled in
tiers, live high, one end of the pile
being under a door that we came in
at from out-doors, and of course more
or less stamping of the feet to remove
snow was done here. The top of the
upper tier of hives was not more than
a foot from the floor, and were only
I nocovered with a honey-quilt.
ticed, sometime after the snow came
to stay, that there was a large number of dead bees on the cellar-bottom,
and I began to look for the cause.
One evening, while removing dead
bees from the entrances of the hives,
some one entered the kitchen door
above, stamping on the floor, and the
bees under the door gave a very
thorough buzz at every stamp, and
the buzzing was less and less intense
as the colonies were further from the
door ; the bottom tiers under the door
If the
not being disturbed at all.
stamping was continued for a little
while some of the bees would put in
an appearance at tlie entrance.
few of the hives were entirely emptied
of bees, and many more colonies were
very materially weakened.

A
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unnecessary to men- a great help to have all of the beecombs in all these colo- papers print petitions and enclose one
nies, except some experimental ones, in each paper, with the request that
were left in good condition, with subscribers procure signatures and
plenty of honey, and with no signs of return the petitions to the editor of
diarrhea. Some may wonder why the such papers, who in turn ought to
combs were not fouled with diarrhea, arange with a member of the legislabut to those who know that for the ture to have the same enacted into a

Perhaps

it is

tion that the

seven winters I have wintered
bees witliout bee-bread, the reaBut as we have
son may be plain.
been told that " the pollen theory has
last

my

gone," I suppose this method had
nothing to do with that theory, nor
the theory anything to do with the

9
unless so defined, it must be
and affirmatively shown, and of

statute
fully

more than ordinary nature to convict.
I can conceive that bees may be so
kept in thickly settled towns as to
constitute a nuisance, but the cases
will be rare, and will not happen with
bee-keepers of intelligence. Each one
law.
I should like to hear from of us must take the matter home, and
others. This, to me, seems a legiti- see to it that the general good of beemate undertaking, and should be keepers is not injured by individual
pressed immediately, as the State action.
legislatures will soon be in session.
Poxboro,o+ Mass.
Burton City, 5 Ohio.

[Such blank petitions cannot be enAlthough I am taking five bee- closed in the bee-papers. It is posipapers, and like them all, still I find tively prohibited by the Postal Reguthat I am more anxious about the lations. It will take but a few minarrival of the " old reliable " Ameri- utes to write
the heading on the sheet
can Bee Journal than any of them.
I have taken it so long that it seems of paper, to be used for signatures,
like an old friend and it seems to me and each person circulating the peti-

Convention Notice.

lack of diarrhea.

;

to get better with age.

;

E^

The New York

Eastern New York
Eastern Bee-Keepers' Associations will hold their great united convention
at Albany.N. Y..on Jan. 11, 12 and 13, 1887. This
convention will be one of the largest, if not THE
largest, ever held anywhere in this country, and it
behooves every bee-keeper to attend. A grand
tion should send it direct to the
exhibit of apiarian fixtures is promised. Among
ber of the legislature for that district, the subjects to be brought before the convention
are the following Alsike Clover as a lloney-Plant,
requesting his influence to have such by C. M. Goodspeed The Chapman Honey-Plant,
U. Chapman Rendering Old Comb into Wax. Ira
a law enacted.— Ed.]
Barber Extracted Honey, DadiRjt & Son The
Middle-man in the Wholesale Market, C. F. Muth;
For tbe Amencim Bee Jonmai.
Cause of late Depression of the Honey Market, L.
C. Root Bee- Keeping by Woman, as an OccupaBee-Papers and the
tion, Mrs. L. M. Thomas
Are Bees Trespassers ?
Supply Trade, John Aspinwail Scientiflc Ventilation of Bees in Winter Repositories. P. H. Elwood:
J. E. POND.
Overstocking the Honey Market. Capt. .1. E. HethOutlook of Bee-Keeping in the Future,
This question is one of some, little erineton
A.E.Manum Conventions as a Means of Promoimportance at the present time, as ting the Financial Welfare of Bee-Keepers. James
upon the answer thereto depends the Heddon Separators, N. N. Betsinger Bee-Keepfuture of the industry of bee-keeping. ing as a Science, Arthur Todd Advantages and
In answering, the only practical view Disadvantages of Patent Rights to Bee-Keepers,
that can be taken, in the legal aspect O. M. Doolittle The Bee-Hive of the Future, R.
of the case ; as upon the law depends F. Holtermann and Foreign Honey Market for
the whole matter.
North America, S. T. Pettit. The head-quarters
It is a great fundamental principle of the Convention will be at the Globe Hotel,
State St. cor. of Pearl Board $2 per day. Board
both of law and of equity, that a
the Kimball House, 6;) Washington Ave., $1 per
has a right to do what he chooses ; to at
day. All who desire to secure board at either of
enter into and engage in any business these hotels, will please inform Mr. Jno.Aspinwall,
he pleases, provided, however, that in Barrytown, X. Y., ut once.
so doing he does not" injure or tresGeo. H. Knickehbockeu. Sec. N. V. State.
John Aspin'Walt., Sec. Eastern N. Y.
pass upon any other man. So we
F. E. Johnson, Sec. N.J. & Eastern.
State, the

New Jersey &

and the

mem-

Auburndale,x5 Ohio.

:

;

For tbe Amoncan Bee Journal.

;

;

Legislation for Bee-Keepers,

25—J.

K.

ROEBUCK,

;

:

(.3-5-84).

;

;

While a number have written upon
this subject, there is, however, a certain feature of it that has not yet

been mentioned. AVe need a stringent
law protecting the bee-keepers against
open cider-mills and the pomace
therefrom. I know that thousands
upon thousands of bees are needlessly
killed
sometimes so many are killed
;

as to deplete colonies, so that it is
very uncertain of successful wintering; but even if wintered, a colony
will be so weak in the following
spring that it will take until after the

honey season is over to become populous enough to gather surplus, or to

commence again

at

the cider-mills,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

man

:

may
and go through another siege, until
finally it becomes exhausted, and a assume that any man has the natural
but not the legal
loss of the colony is the result. Again, right to keep bees
should the bees be confined for a long right, if it can be shown that any
TVe Ask every subscriber to promptly
winter season, diarrhea from the use other person is injured by his so renew his subscription and at the same time
of cider as food will kill them before doing. It is not to be assumed, how- induce a neighbor to talse it, by convincing
ever, that any fancied complaint will
spring.
him that It is for his interest to do so. By inNow what shall be the remedy ? be considered as constituting a nui- ducing: your beekeeping neighbor to take
While I am opposed to special or class sance the complaint must be gen;

;

the Bee .Iournal for 1887, you will be doing
cannot see any wrong in eral. The law realizes that men are yourself a duty, because he may thus be
asking protection against an evil that human, subject to the sway of passion,
educated so as not to ruin your market for
needlessly exists; and when two or and liable to complain through spite,

legislation, I

more industries conflict, it becomes
the duty of our law-makers to harmonize the surroundings of each so
as to give them equal rights and protection. Bees will go to open cidermills and we cannot possibly prevent
(at least I cannot). Cider-mills
can and ought to be protected against
the bees by tight buildings and
screens, and the pomace from the
apples can be disposed of so as to not
injure the bees.
While I ask for a remedy I will also
propose one. Let all bee-keepers circulate petitions for signatures, and
present them to our legislatures, asking for a law that will compel cidermill men to screen their mills and
dispose of the pomace so as not to be
exposed to the injury of bees.
To
efEect a thorough canvass, it would be

them

or to satisfy a revengeful spirit and
for that reason a cause will not be
adjudicated a nuisance unless it is
general in its effects, and is an injury
to the many instead of one.
trespass to an individual may be
a nuisance to him, but would hardly
be considered a common nuisance.
The form of the statute in this State,
follows the common law form, and is
" To the great damage
as follows
and common nuisance of all persons
there passing, inhabiting or being."
Apply this to our bees, and it will be
seen ihat each case must be individual
that the law of trespass may
apply in many cases, but the law of
nuisance seldom if ever and that to
show a nuisance will require evidence
of the strongest nature and character.
Some things are made nuisances by
;

A

:

;

;

honey by selling his at a ruinous price, for
lack of knowing- its real worth. This matter
of marketing honey will be fully discussed
in these columns duing the next two or
three months, and no one interested in
honey-production can afford to do without
its weekly visits.

Few

Samples to advanCan you Use a
tage in getting up clubs— just send a postal
card to this office for them, saying how many
you desire, and we will cheerfully send
them. A favorable word from our readers,
who speak from experience, has more weight
with their friends than anything we might
say. Every one of our readers can lend us
a helping hand, in this way, without much
trouble, and at the same time help to scatter
correct apicultural knowledge and promote
the welfare of our pursuit.
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bees in this county now than there
were 16 years ago. Four years ago in
this little village there was not 1.000
1887,
Time and place of Meeting.
pounds of honey produced annually
Jan. 8.— Hardin County, at Eldora. Iowa.
J. W. Buclianan, Sec, Eldora. Iowa.
Selling
this year there was 5 tons.
Jan. 11-13.— N.Y. State, E N.V.. &c.. at AIbany,N.Y. honey in one's home market is a slow
Jno. A»pinwiill. Sec, Barrytown. N. Y.
way of disposing of it, but it is a sure
Jan. 12.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
way. It will not be overdone by
D. F. rihatiuck, Sec, Homer, N. Y.
specialists, for there are too many
Jan. 12.— Nebraska Stale, at Lincoln, Nebr.
who think there is a fortune in the
H. N. Patiersorj. Sec. Hnmboldt. Netor.
business, till they have tried it and
Jan. 13.— Vermont, at BurlinKton, Vt.
found that it did not pay them. It is
R. H. Holmes, Sec, Sboreham, Vt.
true that honey is cheap, but so are
Jan. 13.— Sheboygan County, at Hingbam, Wis.
I am
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls. Wis. beef cattle, pork and wages.
not discouraged, for if no calamity
Jan. 18.— N. W. Ills. & 8. W. Wis., at Rockford. Ills.
overtakes me, I will have 5 tons of
J. Stewart, Sec, Ruck City, His.
usually
Jan. 19, 20.— N. E. Ohio, N. Pa.. &c.. at Andover, O. comb honey next year, as I
Mason,
Andover.
Sec,
O. double my crop every year.
M. E.

Local Gonvention Directory.

expecting to meet with losses on account of bees having stored honeydew.

;

^" In order to have this table complete, Secre-

The Market Reports.— F. A.
MilledgeviIle,-o

Ills.,

Snell,

says

In regard to market reports, I am
in favor of continuing them until we
get something better.
Other papers
quote prices of honey, and why should

we not be posted as beekeepers
through our own papers V
The

American Bee Journal quotations
have been a help to me in selling in
our towns here at home.
aim to be posted.

Grocers

Bees in Fine Condition, etc.— Al-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

M. fonso B. Bray, Bois D'Arc, 9 Mo., on
Johnson, Augusta,Os Iowa, on Dec, Dec. 24, 1886, writes
Slats in Honey-Board, etc.— F.

:

13, 1886,

asks

I

Will Jlr. Heddon explain why slats
in a honey-board cannot go crosswise
of the frames as well as lengthwise V
Using lath, and having no joints to
break, there will be so much chance
for brace-combs between the frames

and slatted board,

Bees Wintering Well— J. W. Bittenbender, Kuoxville,$Iowa, ou Dec.

[Mr.

Heddon

etc.

replies thus

:

"In

the

place laths are unfit to work into
any part of a bee-hive. The slats of
first

20, 1886, says

Bees are wintering well so far. The
coldest was 14° below zero. "We have a honey-board should be smoothly
3 inches of snow now, and fair sawed, and be far more uniform than
weather.
laths. The objection to having the
slats

run crosswise of the frames

is

Well.— J. A. Kicken- that the openings or joints are not
bacher, Gahanna,© O., writes
completely broken, and after you

am

bees.

a small boy beginning to keep
I

now have 12 colonies, and had

only 6 last spring to start with.
I
have taken off 700 pounds of surplus
honey from the 6 old colonies.
My
bees are in fine condition, their stores
being suflicient to take them through
the winter. I very much agree with
Henry W. Haag, page 810 of the Bee
Journal for 1886, that something
must be done to protect bee-men. The
case is the same in this locality.
There are so many that sell their
honey for a trifle that tliere can be
but little profit in the business. Let
us unite and stick together for the
next year ; the result will be in our
favor.

did

Bees

:

Bees did well in this locality last have used this principle, you will
summer. I commenced with 8 colo- never try to do without it."]
nies in the spring, and I now have 22
good ones 2 swarms absconded. ExAn Average Season.—B. Z. Smith,
cepting three, all the increase was
secured by natural swarming.
The Tuscola,ot Ills., on Dec. 28, 1886, says:
three were made by the nucleus plan.
The honey crop the past season was
I have taken over 400 pounds of lioney, an average one for this locality.
I
about 170 pounds of which was comb secured 5,000 pounds of comb honey
honey, and the rest extracted. I sold which averaged 11 3-5 cents per pound
my comb honey at 20 cents a pound, here. I put 150 colonies in a brick
and the extracted at 15 cents a pound, cellar made especially for bees. It
in 3-pound cans. I could have taken has an 8inch sub-earth ventilator 120
more honey if I could have given my feet long, and an escape pipe 4x6
bees the proper attention. They have inches' inside, running up through a
plenty to winter on. The past sum- honey-house.
Give us the commismer was a very dry one, but it did not sion-men's reports for awhile yet, any
appear to affect the honey-flow any. way.
On the last of September we had a
heavy frost which killed all the fall
Selling the Honey Crop, etc.— Geo.
flowers.
Spitler, Mosiertown,x> Pa., writes
;

:

The general complaint of bee-keepOver-Doing the Bee-Business.- D.
that the season just past has
R. Eosebrough, Casey, o+ Ills., writes ers is
been a poor one for honey as well as
I
believe that bee-keeping will increase, though a few apiaries have
never be overdone in this country. It had a large increase in colonies, and
requires men of pluck to make it a some individual colonies did well in
success it will never be overdone by gathering honey. I notice that some
lazy men, or by women entering the correspondents complain of not being
I have no such
ranks of bee-keepers, for their is too able to sell honey.
much hard work connected with it. complaint to make, but of course I
Mixed farming will not interfere, for have to sell my product at 12 and 12^^
in such cases the bees are nearly cents, both wholesale and retail, at
always the most neglected. Farmers the door while what is sold at the
engaging in the business will not in- stores at wholesale brings the same.
fluence it any
they are my best Owing to the sale of honey by those
honey-customers, and the only ones who produce but little, at a low price,
that want bees
but they do not take all have to sell at the same price, or
care of them, so there are no more else be called— mean. Some of us are
:

;

;

;

;

Fixing the Price of Honey.— E.
Rood, of Fargo, (5 Dak., says
:

There is something wrong in allowing middle or commission men to fix
and advertise the price of honey for
the producer.

Outlook Good for Wintering.— S.
M. Cox, Alvarado,d Ind., on Dec. 21,
1886, writes

colonies last
23
I started with
spring, increased them to 64, and took
1,300 pounds of comb honey and extracted 100 pounds. I disposed of 11
colonies, and now have 40 packed in
clover chaff on the summer stands. I
expect to pack the rest as soon as the
weather is favorable. I think the
outlook for wintering is good, and I
hope to be able to make a better report next year.

Chaff Hives for Wintering.— 4—
John Davis, (29), Allison.cx Ills., on
Dec.
I

21, 1886,

says

commenced

:

last spring

with 16

colonies, increased them to 29, and
got 000 pounds of comb honey, for
which I received 15 cents per pound;
and 300 pounds of extracted honey,
for which I received 8 cents per
pound. I have kept bees for 4 years,
and never lost any in wintering. I
keep them in chaff hives on the summer stands. I would like to see re-

ports from bee-keepers
hives.

who

use chaff
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Starters in Section and Brood- the cellar. with a chimney. When it stores. But now it is handled by all
The
Siimuel Cushuaan, Paw- gets very cold I intend to shut off a tirst-class dealers in groceries.
Frames.
there are
part of the draft, or all of it, so as to business is not overdone
tucket, 3 H. I., writes
keep the temperature as near 45'= as thousands of men, women and children in the United States who never
Dr Tinker, in his reply to Query, possible.
tasted honey.
People do not buy
No. 34-5, says ttiat he gives swarms
molasses, as they did a score of years
brood-frames with starters only, and
VV.
Far.
Favorable
Winter
so
ago they are afraid of everything in
also sections with starters. AVill he
tell us whv he does not use full sheets Mason, Fillmore. »o Ind., on Dec. 27, the form of syrups, and honey is
silently taking their place. I would
or full combs in the sections, instead 1S86, writes:
like to see the price of honey higher,
of starters V
So far we are having a very mild but all the "resolves" of producers
[Because it does not pay me to do winter.
times snow has will not affect it more than the Pope's
Several
Bees on the bull against the comet.
so.
I sell all of my honey here at fallen, but not deep.

—

;

:

—

;

summer stands are doing well this
home, and must produce a fancy arti- winter, and
as a rule they have plenty
and custom. I of stores. I look for good reports in
have had many sections tilled on full the spring, if the winter continues
sheets of the best thin foundation ob- favorable. I weighed a part of my
colonies on Nov. 12, and the rest on
tainable, and I have not been able in
Nov. 25, and stored them in ji beea single instance to produce an article house. To all appearances tliev are
My colonies
that would not excite suspicion that now in fine condition.
run a little below the average last
it was partly an artiticial product.
fall.
My bees reared a large crop of
The presence of the foundation would brood in August and September,
be detected by the yellow cast in the there being a few swarms cast as late
centre of the comb, and often by the as Aug. 27. Tlie fall crop of surplus
crop of
foundation sticking to the teeth in honey was lost by the over
fall brood, and no doubt it will reeating. The wax of natural comb quire more
winter stores on this
cle or lose prestige

never sticks to the teeth in eating. I
use and recommend full sheets of
brood-foundation in building up colonies in the spring, and at other times,
but I use only starters 2 inches wide
for swarms. I prefer starters 1 inch
wide for sections.— G. L. Tinker.]

account.

:

May

pounds of which was in one-

three years.
of 1886
colonies of bees, increased
The Season of 1886.— R. Bacon,
them to 76 by natural swarming, and
had about 2,500 pounds of comb honey Verona.© N. Y., on Dec. 22, 1886, rein two-pound sections, and oOO pounds ports as follows
of extracted honey. I have 74 coloFailures attended the most of our
nies now in the cellar in good condibee-work through the past season in
tion. The past was a fair season, but
Spring opened quite
this locality.
cut short by drouth.
well for bees, but later everything in
White clover,
their line changed.
Large Surplus Crop.— Frank Mc- which looked very promising in the
Nay, Mauston,© Wis., on Dec. 25, start, failed to yield much honey;

commenced the season
-IS

18S6, says

:

basswood was almost a

total failure,

and we got but tew swarms. Very
four apiaries are in excellent many colonies had to be fed for wincondition for winter, after storing a ter, and the small crop of honey
surplus of 25,000 pounds of honey.
secured had to be sold very cheap.
Taking it all in all, it was a hard year
Cellar-Ventilation, etc.— Wm. Hill, for bee-keepers, and makes them feel
Prophetstown,x)Ills., onDec. 21, 1886, a little discouraged.
writes
Raising the Price of Honey.— Mrs.
I had 25 colonies
in the spring
L. Harrison, Peoria,© Ills., says
which 1 increased to 45, by natural
swarming. I put my bees in the celI have a favor to ask of the " Honey
lar on Dec. 3.
We had one cold night Producers' Association," when it
before I put them in, and they be- meets at Chicago, and it is this Will
came somewhat frosty, but they have they please raise the price of corn y
dried out nicely, and are now very Dry corn, raised last year, only
quiet.
I keep the temperature as brought 28 cents per bushel in central
near 4.5° as I can. They seem to be Illinois, at the nearest railroad stathe quietest at that degree of temper- tion
the corn was raised on land
Honey is low,
ature. I bad 3,900 pounds of honey worth S65 per acre.
the past season, 1,200 of which was but no lower than other produce, and
extracted, and the balance comb the business was never on a better
honey and average of 156 pounds per basis than at present.
Little more
colony, spring count. I ventilate my than ten years ago, honey was seldom
cellar with a 3-inch pipe that connects seen, and only inquired after at drug-

My

:

:

:

;

;

[While the plan you have adopted
has been successful in many instances,
enough good honey for winter stores
should have been " laid by " in the
combs, early in the season.— £d.
J

27, 1886,

writes

:

I read with interest Mr. Baldridge's
article suggesting the idea of organiz-

with 80 colonies
I started last
of bees, and 1 have increased them to
131.
I tookofi ll,000pounds of honey,
7,000

I

Some of my bees in the cellar are
short of stores, and I feed them once
a week, by turning half-a-tumbler of
syrup on the bees and combs. Is that
right ?

The Honey Crop of 1886.— E. F. on Dec.
Meeker, Duncan,© His., on Dec. 23,
1886, writes

Baldwin,

Prices of Honey— Double-Walled
Hives.— A. W. Fisk, Bushnell,*o Ills.,

Season Shortened by Drouth.— pound sections.
My crop is nearly
Wm. Gemmill, Shannon, ~o Ills., on all sold. I have all races of bees, and
have been cross-breeding for the past
Dec. 23, 1886, says:
with

Winter Stores.— John
Steamburgh,N3 Pa., asks:

ing a union convention for the purpose of taking measures for protection
against the ruinous low prices for
honey. It is my impression that a
convention of this kind, properly
organized and managed, would benefit
us more than any other organization,
and I hope this subject will be freely
discussed, and some wise measure
devised to put up, and keep up, the
price of honey. We are experimenting here with double-walled chaff
hives, and I think if they are properly
constructed they cannot be excelled
for summer and winter protection and
management. I am wintering a colonly of bees in a double-walled hive.
I have 6 colonies in double-walled
plastered hives, and some in doublewalled chaff hives, all on the summer
stands.
I also have a few bees in
single-walled hives in the cellar, and
all are doing well so far, although we
have had no very severe weather.

Home Market for Honey.
^ff~

To create Honey Markets in every
town and city, wide-awalfe honey

villag-e,

producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey " (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphletson "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices :
Single copy, 5 cts. ; per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
;

and Medicine" to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell lots of it.
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More Fremluniiii Mr. L. J-. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at

^^^S«i5BMI©^I^,^,^

any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.

As a premium to the second largest club
we will send my mail, postpaid, a copy of
the Farm Account Book," worth $.3. The

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

'•

PROPRIETORS,

postage

g23&925 WEST MADISONST.,CHICAGQ, ILL.
At Oue Dollar a Year.

As

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

BUSINESS MANAGER.

is

tliere f s Anotlier firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
JournalJ* on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

We

would save
would be particular
address and name, when

if all

anticipate a largely Increased list
of subscribers for 1887, as $1.00 cannot be
invested by any bee keeper that will bring
him better returns.

to give their P. O.
writingto this office. We have several letters
Colored Posters for putting up over
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostOHice, County honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
or State. Also, if you live near one post- as well as useful. We have prepared some
ofiSce and get your mail at another, be sure for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
to give the address we have on our list.
them, and try to get up a club.

IVhen Keuewlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now so c}i^ap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $.3.00—
direct to this office. It 11^111 pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Tlie
is

Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a venj
tempting offer. It contains 106 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $.3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

Frank Cliesliire's new book on Bees
Report of the Indianapolis Convennow published in pamphlet form, and Bee-Keeping, can be had at this office.—

uniform with that of

last year. It will be
sent postpaid for 25 cents to any address.

We have also bound it

up with

"it

is

,

;

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

Fifty-Xwo Dividends from the investdollar is just what every subscriber of the American Bee Journal
receives. Can any better interest be found
for the investment of one hundred cents?

ment of one

To Coi-respondents. — It

tion

modern bee-keeping," and states that
based upon purely natural principle
and is the only system that can ever "
relied upon, because no other conditio
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
— a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages
is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be
obtained at this office.
era in

20 cents.

^fTjccxal glatices,
us much trouble,

Simmlns' Non-Stvarming System is
title of a new English bee-book.
The
author claims that it will inaugurate a " new

the

last year's,

together with tbe History of the Society
this we will mail for 40 cents.
Or If you
send us one new subscriber (with one dollar)
besides your own renewal, we will present
you with a copy by mail.
;

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Vol.

I,

bound

If so,

where ?

Yucca Brusl>es are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
(id 1 cent each for postage
;

II

Dr. Miller's Book,

"A

Tear

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
year, we will club for $1.50.

in cloth, $3.50, postpaid.

F. Duncan SnliTen, Advertising Agent,
Park How, New York, inserts advertisePremium Wortli Having.— The New ments in all first-class Newspapers and
York World and the American Bee Jour- Magazines with more promptness and at
nal (both weekly) will be sent for one year lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
to any address in North America for $1.90. He gives special attention to writing and
And in addition PRESENT to every such setting up advertisements in the most atCLUB subscriber a " History of the United tractive manner, and guarantees entire
States," containing 320 pages and 22 fine en- satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
gravings, bound in leather and gilt.
This " History " will be sent free by ex- of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
press at the subscriber's e.vpense or will free.
be mailed for 10 cents extra to any place in
3

;

the United States or Canada.
It is arranged chronologically by years,
ti-om 1492 to 1885. Every event is narrated
in the order of its date. These are not conBned, as in other works, to political matters,
but embrace every branch of human action.
This premium is worth the whole of the
money sent for both periodicals, and should
induce thousands to subscribe, and thus get
two unrivalled weeklies for nothing.

Reader, do you not just now think of
one bee-keeper who does not take the
Weekly Bee Journal, and who should do
80 ? Perhaps a word or two from you will
Induce him to do so. Will you not kindly
oblige us by getting his subscription to send
on with your own renewal for next year?
When you do so, please select any 25 cent
The Convention History of America
book in our list, and we will send it to you with a full report of the pi'oceedings of the
post-paid, to pay for your trouble. We are Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
aiming to get 5,000 new subscribers for 188'
the American Bee Journal for one year,
—will you not assist us to obtain them ?
will be clubbed for $1.25.

Our Book Premiums.-To encourage
our present readers to get one or more
additional subscribers we will present "25
cents' worth of books for every new subscriber (accompanied with $1 for one year's
subscription), sent direct to this office. Thus
for five new subscribers with $5, the getter
up of a club gets $1.25 in valuable reading
all

matter, to be selected by himself from our
It
list on the second page of this paper.
will pay you to devote a few hours to the
interests of the Bee Journal. Every one
who keeps bees ought to take it. We will
furnish sample copies free in any quantity
We
to those who intend to get up clubs.
7.
expect to get 5,000 new subscribers for

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OCR CLUBBING

Honey and Beeswax Market,

LIST.

American Bee Journal

We supply the

one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

2 00.. 1 75

Bee-Keepers'Mag:azine
Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Apiculturlst
Canadian Bee Journal
Kays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

150,.
2 00
2 00.
150..
5 25

1

00

.

12.5..
.

.

.

125
140
1
1

70
76

1.35

.

4 50

25.
00..
60..
00..
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
4
00..
Account
Book
Farmer's

2 00
1 75
1 50
2 00
2 10
3 00

150..
Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50

1.30

.

2
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Neivman). ..2
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..!
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)....3

1

40

American

One yearly subscription for the
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

paper or book,

in

The following

l8

the Staff of

I.ire, so is

judicious advertising the staff of business
You may as reasonably expect one " good
square meal " to sulHce for three months, as
to expect one advertisement to bring in
Many
business for that length of time
persons cannot remember anything longer
than about seven days. To stop advertising
in a dull season, is like tearing out a dam
because the water is low— either plan can
I

I

giduertisjemjents.

are our very latest

quotations for honey and beeswax

:

CHICAQO.

HONE

7.— Market Is well supplied with all the
grades, and the demiind is light. I^rices are nominal at I l@l:ic. for wliito tn 1-lb. sections. Fancy
white in scant pounit Mectlons, lac. Very little extracted Is being sold, and prices range from 4@7c.
BEESWAX,— 22c.
R. A. BURNETT.
161 Soutti Water St.
Dec. 8.

NEW

rORK.

BEES
FOR
SALE.
rA C01.0MES
BEES,

of
in two stnry
Hives, lor sale CHE.VP.
a rare opportunity. February is thi'
time for moving them.

'jy Langstroth
This

is

For further particulars, address,

HONEY.— In

consequence of a large stock of
comb honey on this market, fancy prices cannot
be maintained. Fancy white honey In paper boxes, or glassed, are In better favor bere tban the
unglassed honey, hence the difference in the
Fancy
price. We quote present prices as follows

(Senate Chamber),

lA2t

Stqiiuc;

7i^@8c.
ket.

kegs

fancy buckwheat l-lbs., 8X«iSic., and 2-lbs.
Extracted white clover, none in the marbuckwheat, in

Calif, ext'd, ho-lb. cans, 5®6c.:
and barrels. 4((S5c.

BEESWAX.-21®2ac.

MCCAUL & HILDRBTH

Dec.

BROS.,

34

7.

Hudson St.

BOSTON.

HONEr.— The demand

We

has improved.

are

selling one-pound packages of white clover honey
atK^(3l4c.; ^-pounds at ll@12c. Extracted, 5(§t7c.

BEKSWAJC.-24

CIS.

per

lb.

Blake & Riplky,

1.

Chatham

57

Street.

HONEY.— The

market

comb honey

Buckweat,

inc.

a

is

trifle

more

In 1-lb. sections,
Extracted, 7(»yc.

active.

ll@12^c.

BEESWAX.-2ac.
Dec.

M. H. Hunt.. Bell Branch. Mich.

13.

HONEY PLANT.
Having expended thousands of dollars in
bringing before the people one of the most
wonderful honey-producing plants known
in the United States, or even in the world,
and testing it honestly and fairly, wish to
say through your valuable Journal that
the seed contains so much oil that nothing
but fresh seed will grow, or by thrashing, if
the seed is bruised or broken, it will not
grow for this reason. And by the advice of

many prominent

DETROIT.
Beat white

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

THE CHAPMAN

:

1-lb. papter boxes, or glassed. i:lc.; same
unglassed, 12c., and in 2-lb. glassed sections, 10®
lie; off grades 1 to 2 cts. per lb less. Calif, comb,

white in

Jan.

As Bread

13

CINCINNATI.
HONEY.-There Is a quiet tone

cided to

bee-keepers, I have dethe limited amount of seed I

sell

have raised this season at the following
prices, and will send to those Iwho have
already ordered the amount of seed due
them at this low price: One-half ounce 30
cents ; 1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1..30 : 4
ounces, $2 "» pound, $3 1 pound. So. One
pound of seed is sufflcient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set. Write all
orders plainly, and give your post-olHce in
;

prevailing, but

the demand is fair for choice comtp and extracted
Manufacturers buy
honey. In small packages.
very sparingly. The supply is large and prices are
downward. We quote prices for extracted honey.
3(gi7c. per lb.
Nice comb bnngs 12@15c. per lb. in
a jobbing way.

BBBSW AX.-Good demand,— 20lg22c. per lb. for

;

;

H.

full.

52A2t

A'ersaillee,

CHAPMAN,

Cattaraugus

Co., N.

Y.

but result in disaster.
choice yellow.
Enterprising queen-breeders and supply- Dec.21. C.F.MUTH&SON.Freeman & Central At.

P. S.— See official report of the Committee
in ne.xt issue of American Bek Journal,

dealers know the value of advertising " all
the year round." Persistently keepingtheir
name and business continuously before
buyers, will eventually place them on the
successful side, if they have a valuable

Wooden

article to sell.

A "sign"

a

is

mute

invitation

pass a man's place of business a
"circular" will only reach the one to whom
but an " adverit is personally addressed
tisement "in a well-conducted and widelycirculated paper (like the American Bee
Journal) has an influence " far and wide;"
it finds customers and almost compels them
to consider the claims of the wide-awake
advertiser.
To yearly advertisers the
A.MERic.tN Bee Journal offers special inducements. This is just the time to make a
contract for the year 1887.
;

;

We Keep

this Notice standing

all

the

"

Always give the name of the
PostoBice to which your paper is addressed.
Tourname cannot be found on our list unless this is done," and yet many ask us to
change their address without even mentioning to what Postoliice it has heretofore been
sent. It often costs us more to find their
old address than they pay for the Bee Journal for a year as we may have to examine
:

little lower. Choice 1-lb. sections of best
white sell at 13^l4c. : second grade 1-lbs.. 10@12c.
choice white 2-IbH.. II@l2c. Extracted, slow at 6c.

BBBSWAX.-Scarce at 25c.
17.
A. C. Kendbl.

Nov.

;

115 Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.

to those

who may

year round

CLBVBLAND.

HONE Y.—The market is not very active and prices a

HONEY.— The demand for honey is only moderate and the supply ample, of very flue quality
and in extra good order. We quote choice 1-ib.
sections of white at I2(a)i3c.: 2-lb8., ii(&n2c.: dark
not wanted. Extracted, white, in barrels, halfin tin packages,
barrels and in kegs. 6®6^c.
G%feu7e.; dark, in barrels and ^-barrels, 5@6c.
BEESWAX.— Nominal at 25c.
A. V. Bishop, 142 W. Water St.
Dec. 13.
:

household

pall.

THOS.

ILL.

4Aly

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
of

all

kinds kept in stock,
at low rates.

THE ftUINBY SMOKER
a specialty.
Send for Illustrated l*rice-Llst.
\V. E. CLARK,
Successor to L. C. Root,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

;

Extra white comb lie:
Extracted, white, 4(^4Hc.; am-

CHICAGO

ItallanOueen in full Colony, only
IMPOKTES
»8.00 -O. N. BALDWIN, Clarksville, Mo.

:

HONEY.— Trade is quiet.

e. KH-WMA-Ji <& SON,

923 4 925 West Madison Street,

rather duller
the last week, but prices are well maintained, particularly for choice white extracted and choice
white comb honey, as both kinds are not freely of3Hfei4Vic. for extracted, and
'SVe quote
fered.
with easier sales for the best
bta) 2c. for comb
grades, than for the darker honey, as none seem
to be able to use the dark just now.
BEESWAX.- Dull at ltl®22c.
Dec. U. SCHACHT&IjEMCKE. 122-124 Davis St.

amber, 7i4'^lUo.

Honey!

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pailswell painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tieht-tlttlng wood cover, at 1S8.85
per dozen. They will hold »5 lbs. of honey, and
when em pty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— The market has been

1

Pails for

WE

lA17t

ber. 3!^®35ic.

BEESWAX.— 200230.
O. B.

Oct. 18.

SMITH &

KANSAS

Co., 423 Front Street

CITY.

HONEY.— Demand isgood for allgrades.and receipts have been very large of comb and extracted. Home bee-men have kept out of the market

until this month having glassed every lb. section
on both sides they are reducing prices, selling 60
lbs. of glass with liio lbs. of honey, making our
;

market lower. There crop is about 70,0UU pounds.
We quote White cloven-lbs.. 12(a)13c.; 2-lbs., lie:
;

our subscription lists in every State, Prov- H-lbs., 13814c,; dark l-lbs., loc: 2-lb8., 8(Sluc.—
California 2-lb8., h(<?)11c. Extracted white clover,
ince and Territory in North America. Please ec.
dark,4»5c.: white sage Calif.. 5>ic.; amber, 5c,
BEESWAX 22c.
be more careful in the future, and never
Nov.20. Clem'ons.Cloon & Co., cor. 4th 4 Walnut.
omit your name, Postofiice, county and
ST. LOUIS.
State.

ITALIAN QUEENS.

1887.

1887.

QUEENS FOR
eW.lKK.VNTED
If you want Nice, Bright Queens,

S5.
the

progeny of which are good workers, and
couid be seen working on Red Clover at
any time within the last two years, send for

my

J.

Circular.
ICtf

X.

WILSON,

NICHOLASVILLE, KY.

Dadant'sFonndationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

:

HONEY.— Choice

One Dollar invested

tor the weekly visits
of the American Bee Journal for 1887,
will richly repay every apiarist In America.

price
latter
Strained, In barrels,
is for choice white clover.
in
No. 1
and
color
of
bright
fancy
Extra
3M@4c.
advance on above prices. Extracted
packages.
in barrels. 4>4(ffl5. in cans 5@6c. Market dull.
Firm at 2o!^c. for prime.

H
BEESWAX.Dec.

20.

Vandervort Foundation MiU.
e Inch, Price, $20.00.

comb, 10@12c.:

It

makes the

THOS.

:

D. a.

TDTT 4

CO..

Commercial

St.

finest extra thin

Foundation for

comb honey. For Sale by
923

4

025

0.

NEWMAN

West Madison

Street.

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
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s^liat Mr. Beyer

THE

F'eaBe
says:„;
accept lUr
•

thanks for the spleudid seeds received from your firm
It would be a rather lengthy lit^t if I should name all. bu":
will eay that amoniitBtSS first, aud 3 eccoud premiums
awarded me at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
Southern Micliigan, 28 first premiums were for veiretables raised from youryeeds. What firm can b'-at
AiGL'ST Beyek, So. Bend, lud.
this? "
t?eed of this quality I am now ready to sell to every one
who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FREE my
egetable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1SS7. Old customers
d not write for it. I catalogue this season the native wild
potato.
JA8. J. H. GRE(iORY, Seed Grower, Marblehead, Mass.
Bt

K^^

^EGORV^

CentefTable.
Literary and Educational.

A

CRISP and charming Monthly. Well

edited, clearly printed, and pleasingly
illustrated. Prize Contributions. Send

stamp for sample, or better

send

still

fifty

Tou

cents and get the paper for one year.

A Year among

the Bees,

BEIN'Q

A

will

Talk about some of the Implements, Plans
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Prodttction of Honey his Exclusive

PRIZES!

Address,

G. IVEAVIT

& 925 West Madison

SON,
CHICAGO,

amount of Comb Honey
for particulars.

to the
largest
during- 1887. Write

THE BEE-KEEPERS'
cenls per Year.
BAKRYXOWN, N. Y.

mAGAZINE, 25
lAtf

AN &

St..

by the Magazine,
AKE
Subscribers who obtain the
offered

Price. 7S cents, by mail. This is a new worh
of about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound

923

152 John

St.,

HEAD-QUARTERS

IN

CINCINNATI,

O.

THE SOUTH

For the manufacture of

B~5r X3I^- O- O- aVEIX^XjOEI?,.

THOS.

Address,

DUGALD McKILLOP.
31C6t

BuKiness.

in cloth.

be amply repaid.

(Mention

ILL.

this

Journal.)

Bee Keepers' SiipTDlies
Ouuham and Root FoMndation

a specialty.

Queens and Bees from March to November.
|:^8end for my Illustrated Catalogue,
PATTJL
r.. VI ALtON Bayou Qoula. La.
.sctf
Italian

,

Friends*

If

you are in any way interested

In

BEES OR HONEY
We

BeeKeepers

will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culturei
with a descriptive price-list uf the latest improve-

Senil-Monthly Gleanlngrs

BEESWAX.
We

pay 80c. per lb., delWered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
hould always be on each package.

WholesalesjR

LiTiLCWIS

THOS.

OHIO.

& 925 West Madison Street,

See Advertisement In another column.

AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADVISEE.

BEEKEEPERS' ADVANCE
a 16-page Monthly, at 25 cts. per Year
Isclubbed
with the American Bee Journal

SPECIFIC No.
The only

successful

Breeder of High-Glass Poultry.

for $1.20. Sample copy sent free, with our
Illustrated Catalogue of Supplies.
Don't forget to send name and address
on a Postal, to
SONS.
J. B. inASOIV

THE HORSE,
KENDALL, M.

J.

bined Machines, last winter,
hiTeswith Tin. cap.
KXi honey-raclis, 500 broad
frames, 2,0* .0 honey-boxes
and a trreat deal of other
work. This winter we hare
double the amount of beehivet^. etc., to matte and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
It will do all you say it will."
Catalogue and Price - List

.'.('chaff

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN
No. 484 Ruby
45Ctf

45Al2t

B.

CHARLTON.N.y.,aay8— "We
out with one of your Com-

^O
H* Y.

1^ £;Jeif^Av£HP TooLff s.jI'upplif^

"

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

;

table Rivinfi all the principal drm^s used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enKravlng of the
horse's teeth atdifTerent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

SQUARE GLASS HOSE¥-JARS,

;

Price 85 cent*— in English or German.
THOS. G.
Oc SON.,
923 & 925 West Madison Street. Chicago.

NEWMAN

Ill

etc.

For Circulars, apply to

;

CHA8.

M17TH

SON,

oOCOt

Ifl.

III.

BALDRinGE:,

ST.

CHARLES,

ILLS.

OHIO POULTRY JOURML,
pages — Handsomely
O.—
DAYTON,
$1 per Year. Wil send you
Illusti-ated
:i2

;

sample copy for only 8 cts. in stamps.
CINCINNATI. O.
Freeman <t Central Ave.,
Or, we will send you the American Bee
P.S.— Send inc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers Journal and OHIO POULTRY JOURNAL
for only $1.40.
Address, ROBT. A. BRADEN,
SWARMING BEE-HIVES. 51A3t
DAYTON, OHIO.
Most practical for surplus honey

NONi
Queens

F.

<&

World. E.xcellent for rearalso for Increase, when desired.

in the

dCnd fO llGntS year amon^ the Bees;**
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
»R. €. C. lYnLIiER,
20Atf
MARENGO, ILLS.

Bockford,

crop the past season was 19,000 pounds.
Correspondence desired.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

A. TREATISE KlTlnfc an index of diseases,
and the Bymptoms cause and treatment of each, a

BARNES,
St.,

"ISrANTED.— Some one with or without
VV experience, but with some ready cash,
to join me in rearing Bees and producing
Honey, and to take a lialf interest in 100,
My honey
l.jO. -JOO, or 2.50 colonies of bees.
m.

D.

N. Y.

BARNES' FOOT-PQWER MACHINERY.
Read what J. I. PARENT.of

remedy for

—Uumplirejs'JUetliuueCo.) iU9 Fullon St.j

CIIO'WX.EJ-S',
BATAVIA,

&

Sold BY DiiUGGiSTS, oreent postpaid on receipt of

By

J".

48Ctf

MECHANICS FALLS, MAINE.

Nervous Debility, Vital Weal(ness,
and Prostration, from nver-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or ^ viiiia and lar^e vial powder, for $5.
price.

IF.

;

lAlt

In use 30 years.

Ohio.

Send for Crowley's Price bist before purcbasiug
anything, from the hives to the occupants. Satisfaction guaranteed, the prmciple of business.

retail.

The British Bee Journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

The British Bee Journal and the American
Bee Journal, one year, for $3.00.

ROOT, Medina,

I.

10 per cent. Reduction

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
time beiDR, showlnK what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

A,

A SON,

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

contains the best practical Information for the

dress written plainly, to

CHICAGO. ILL.

923

All orders BUed the day they are received,
lD6t
except for bees and queens.

e. ATElYMAIir

ments in UlveHt Honey Extractorit, Comb
Foiindntlou, Section Honey Boxes, all books
acd journals, and everythinR pertaining to Bee
Culture. NothinqPaXenied. Simply send your ad-

ing

:

Lareo Oarden Ould«
Freetoall. VoH should

Write for Circulars.

liave

VICTOR W. CliOI'OH, GENESEO, ILLS.
51A6t

it.

Best varieties,
at low prices.

all tested,

IC01.JB

dz-

BKO.i

Seetlsmeu. Pellu, la.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.

June

28, 1881.

rumor afloat
olis, wo learned there was
that the Patent on the ONE-PIECE SECTION
a

for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-filled by
the apiarist.

—

had been set aside circulated by unprincipled parties, to mislead bee keepers. Wo
would say in regard to this, that such is not
the case. It is now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a great while, when we will
notify all through the Bee Journal. Until
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering write us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
order. Address,

J.

FORXCROOK &

To

hold

1

*'

2

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
'*
pounds

THOMAS
923

1,

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

have a largo quantity of

& 925 West Madison

St..

$4

(0

c
o

a

S

i d

A cloth-bound

book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.

The followl/ng

"2

H

"Chapman Honey-

-

05

Price per \i ounce. 40 cents ; per
ounce, 80 cents 2 ounces, ?1..50 4 ounces,
$2; 8 ounces. $3. Warranted genuine.
Also all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sole right for Shuck Bee-Hives and Feeders
in Canada. The Stanley Automatic HoneyExtractors. Address,

a,

Celebrated Places, and of life

Bnlen

®

sa

W

M

Contains also a Million Useful Facts.

The Weekly Bee Journal,
and the

®
» §
u
® ,^3

"5

-d

J-t

o
© ^M

J.

St.,

SON

CHICAGO, ILL.

^^

TELLB ABOUT

o

Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,

How to Kat it,
to Do.

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,

Things to Avoid,
Perils of Summer,
How to Breathe,

How much

Overheating Houses,
Ventilation,
Influence of Plants.

to

Wear

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Exercise.
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth.
Bupertluous Uair.
After-Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned. Headache, cause A cure,
Preventing Near-Sight- Malarial Affections,
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.

TELLS

HOW TO CUKE

Black i:yes, Bolls, Burns. Chilblains, Cold Feet,
-Corns.CoughB, Cholera. Diarrhoea, Diphtheria, Dysentery. DunrtrutT. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, liettdache. Hiccough. Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, Inilaiued Breusta, Ivy PolsonIng.Moles, Pimples. Piles. Rheumatism, Ringworm.
Bnortng. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nlpples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites. Sweating Feet, Toothache. Ulcers, Warts
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

US CentA.

Sent by Mall, post-paid.

NEWMAN

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO. ILL.
A:

and

§a

book ttaat Rives a
amount of information, of the 0ttDOBt Importance to Kverybody, concerning their daily
nablts of EatlnK. Drinking, Dressing, SleeplnR
Bathing, Working, etc.

What to Eat,

See Advertisement

In

another column.

retail.

Alley's

See Advertisement In another column.

Drone and Queen Trap.

>.

-^

MANUFACTORY
HIVES, SECTIONS,
FOR

AM

I

&c.

now prepared

to supply dealers

and others

with

Hives, Sections, Sbipplng-Crates,
Supers, etc.,
make a specialty of L.ANGSTKOTB
AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made
of

all

kinds.

I

Price, by E.vpres8, 5U Ct8.: by mail, 63 cts.; 12 in
flat, and one nailed (13 in all), f3.50 ; 50, in the

the

flat,

923

GEORGX: TAYI.OR,
DUNDEE, Kane Co.,

UAtf

ILLS.

AU men seeking Hesilth, Strenptu
andEnergy should avoid drutrging
tlie stomach and send for Pror.
All!>«TOK>S XKEAI ISE.
which is published especially in

WEAK;
W

tlio interests

of those

who

Weak, Nervous
It

aid Dey^n have b<-en

at

''•"

"''^

THE MARSTON
46A17t

r^O.

19

Park Place.

New York.

Address.

G.

NE'ninAN

& 925 West Madison

GIVEN

St.,

Sc SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL,

AWAY

THE AMERICAN APICTJLTURIST
A 32-page Djatrazine, published monthly, by
Henry ^lley. Wenham, Mass.

are

^%1-tilitated.
^tk
send
r«^^^
^- f fldni^frt-d nndhnmhtitrgcd
FREE" BOOK,
^TnnHlHi""*"^
I tV I BIU Ij Replete with inroimationorTalue
j
^0 1 1 • vvl* \A voiing and old men.

$12.00.

THOS.

from Poplar. Address,

ti)

Dadant^sFoundation Factory) Trholesale

VAN DEUSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
SPROUT BKOOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale

s 2

Ifreat

letnll.

NEWMAN &

Patent Flat-Bottom Comli Foundation.
High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to tlie pound. Wholesale and
Ketail. Circulars and Samples free

4-3

® ®

4b the title of a very valuable

•Dd

G.

for one year,
postpaid, for $1.S0.

& 925 West Madison

92.3

m3

HiKTs AND Ready Recipes.

THOS.

(liuide,

THOMAS

.a .2?

flAe°BOOro7 HEALTH,

Price only

of

in different regions.

measurlnK Lumber, Logs, Grain.
Liquids, Tables of WeiKhts and Measures of all
kinds, lutercstRulcs and Tables, LumberTables.
Systems of l^and Measures In varlona
parts ot'the United States.
for

(0

.^

BRANTFOKD, CANADA.

IT

fro^ the

United Slates.
Coats-or-Arms of the States and Views

lAtf

things

only a part of the Contents

;

L. GrOOLID &; CO.,

IT

is

Maps of all the States and Territories,
including Alauka and District of Columbia.
DIuKrnniN showiDR area, population, products.
Government, State, School and Indian Liands of
the several States.
Colored

o

Mo

ILL.

Plant."

.iOAtf

>>

||«

&.

:

price.

applicable to the different sections.

^ O 'O
^
s A
d
9 °S
® "m ^

Echinops Sphcrrocephalus—
called

any

at

Postal. Pension and Patent I.<awH of the

FOR SALE.

from
SEED
_ commonly

El.

a

a
o

CHOICE

SON,
CHICAGO,

vast

to Acquire l<ands of any kind belonginKtothe Government by any forms of entry
who may acquire them, and the different laws,:

us.

for sale, in kegs
to 2:io lbs. each, which
on
board
the
cars at 7 cents
will
deliver
we
per lb. f.r White, and 6 cents per lb. (or
Orders
solicited.
Amber Colored.

C NEWMAN

A

aiiioiint of iiilbriiiatlou uot
to be f'oiiiKi elsewhere

£arlte«t Time*.

'JOO lbs.

THOS.

SKEKliIRS or Tourists,

TTOITIE:

Capitalists or Laborers.

How

Extracted Honey For Sale.

EXTRACTEU HONEY

For

Sllsterlen of each of the States
1888.

the one-piece Sections manufactured by

S2a

S.OO
S.50

NEAVMAN &

G.

& 925 West Madison

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

Wo

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.

Prices are as follows:

CO.,

Watertown. Wis., Nov.

holding from

GUIDE and HAN0-B88K

Palls are made
of the best quality of
clear flint glass, with a ball
:ind a metal top and cover.
When mied with honey, the
attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of
package. They can be used

L

attending the North American
WHILE
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Indianap-

SAtt

THE WESTERN WORLD

rpiIESi:

^gg
I'atented

15

Terms, f i.'mi per annum. To ench new subscriber
will send fkek, l>y mail, one of our latest
improved " Drone and Queen Traps." the regular
price of which is (15 cents. sJend for sample copy.
Make Postal Notec and P. O. Money Orders
payable at the Salem, Mass., P.O., or enclose the
li.od at our risk.
49Att

we

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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APIARIAX HEDDON'S GATAL06DE BEES and HONEY,
SUPPMES
For 18S7,

Management

ef an Apiary for Pleasure

and

MANUFACTURED BV

W.

T.

for Quality
specialty made of

WINTERINOand

THE "FALCON" BRAND OF FOUNDATION.
highest

Dealer In a

market price for

full line of

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at tlie same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

BEESWAX.

BEE BLEEPERS'
-

S1JPPr.IES. Four (4) per cent, discount during
Send for my inustraterl Catalngue for
ISS?. Free. Prices always reaHunable.

JANUARY.

^~A

Ijiberal

THOS.

DiJlANT'S FOUNDATION

923

by hundreds of the most practical and
disinterested bee-keepers to be the cleanest,
brightest, quickest accepted by the bees. least apt
to sag.most regular in color, evenness and neataess
of any that ts "made. It Is kept for sale by Messrs.
THOS. G NBWMAN & SON, Chicago, lU.,
Is attested

^"

Honey,"

ARMSTK0N6, Jerseyyille. III.,
KRBTCHMEK, Cohurg. Iowa.
EZRA BAER, Dixon, Lee Co., 111.
M. J. DICK ASON, Hiawatha, Bans.
BD. R. NBWCOMB, Pleasant Valley, N. T.
J. W. PORTER. Charlottesville, Va.
J. B. MASON & SO.N, Mechanic Falls, Maine.

Tlie Neiv Hive.

The OrlBlnal

have many more testimonials like the following, from Leading Bee-Keepers of this country.
See 1887 Catalogue, to know what Prof Cook, W. Z.
Hutchinson, F. P. Stiles, T. L. VonDorn, F. Boombower, and Doctors Tinker, Mason, Miller and
others think, after many of them have thoroughly
tested the New Hive

M. SHUCK, DesMoines, Iowa.

from as
BOLICITED TE8TIMOKIAI.8
gaarantee

ra 2®I

s5m-

---6"

Please send me descriptive circular of your new
hive; the thing seems a novelty to me, and 1 am
W. S. CASSON.
anxioua to understand it.
Cynthiana, Ky., Jan. 22, 1886.

51

I

Atlanta,

CD

Mills
W.G.PELHAM

,§.'?,^'si5

MAYSVILLE,KY.

Qa..,

Aug.

a,

stating it mildly.
come to stay. I

10th Thousand Sold in Just Four Months
5,000 Sold Since May. 1883.
More than .50 pastes, nnd more than 50 fine Illustrations were added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thorouRhly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keepinft. It is certainly
the fullest and most scieotiflc work treatinR of
bees In the World. Price, by mail,»l.a5. Libera!

and

to clubs.

A. J. COOK, Author and
lAly

Pablisher,
Asnicnltural Colleee, Mich.

ATTENTION
Sections, Bee Hives, Honey Boxes, Frames,

Your

principles.

Factory in

tlie

Best of Goods at Lowest Prices. Write
for Free Illustrated Catalogue.
«. B. liEWIS &. CO.,
WATERTOWN, WIS.
37At£

think,

have

D.S.HALL.

Vt.. Oct. 4, 1886.

When I first saw your new hive, in your home
and a half aco, its construction and
system of management being so different from
any other hive. Iwas nut favorably impressed with
it
but in canvassing the subject in my own mind
afterward. I thought of the excellent results that
bad attended the use of your other inventions,
and it occurred to me that possibly this might

'

!=£agi

;s°S
S§ ," £f iffl5§
o-o

Patented

May 20, 1879.

KNIVES
BINGHAin SMOKERStheand
Smoker and

have Revolutionized
Knife Trade, and have made bee-keeping a
pleasure and a success. They are the only
fasting and satisfactory Snokers and
Knives now used by experienced bee-keepera
in Europe, Australia, Cuba, and America.
They are covered by patents, and while they
are always the best that can be made, they
are a)so the

lowest priced.

;

afford me equal satisfaction. The more I studied
the hive, the plainer its advantages appeared to
me, and I determined to give it a comprehensive
trial. After the past season's use of nearly rhi of
them, 1 am prepared to endorse more than you
claim for it. In my judgment. It wili revolutionize our business, and he who would produce honey
at a protlt, will not be slow to adopt this hive as
soon as he realizes how much it lessens the cost of
production. "While my own financial interests
would be enhanced, were its sale restricted, I am
not selBsh enough to desire to keep my brother
bee-keepers from enjoying so good a thing. Wishing you the ample success that your labors in the
cause «if bee-culture justly merit, I am cordially
FURNESS.
and fraternally yours,
Fumessville, Ind., Oct. 10, I886.

DWIGUT

&c

^Vorld

1

apiary, a year

,

I,arii;est

'^-o;

1886.

And there exists considerable
prejudice against your new hive. It being so much
different from the hives in general use here, and I
predict that because it is so different, requiring a
system of management p-culiar to itself, it will
not meet with such general approbation as it deSouth Cabot,

!

BTJ

in

serves.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MA.1KXJA.L OF THK ArlAKX.
13,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
Out
Thonsand

go

Bingham & Hetherington Uncapping Knife.

use 20 hives embracing your late inventions, and 10 say that I like them would be

have

I

' O » CT31M

I

I have been reading your book and 1 regard it as
a most valuable acquisition to our bee* literature.
Your new hive is a wide departure from the old
order of things, and 1 can see much to commend
J. W. PORTER.
it, in the hands of a master.

been limited, yet I see in this hive a great revolution in handling bees, making it a pleasure to hanS. J. JACKSON,
dle them.
South'Tn Agt. of the Southern Despatch fast ft. line.

PATENT
JOUNDATION
'

o

'OS IB^

is

many bee-keepers In lH8.'j. We
every Inch of onr Foundation equal to
Charlottesville. Va., July2, 1886.
ample In eTery respect.
CHA8. DAJJA.NT «te 80N,
I note with pleasure your improved reversible
Patented, 1878.
ILL.
Hancock
Co.,
HAMILTON.
SAty
and interchangeable hive. I consider it the hive,
though my experience in the bee-business has

diflCOUQt to dealers

s«

Bee Smoker I

:

A8PINWALL & TREAinVELL.BarrytoWD.N.Y.
BARTON, FORSGARU & BARNES, Waco, Tex.
W. B. CLAEK Oriskany. N. T.
Q. B. LB WIS & CO., Watertown. Wis.
PAUL L. VIALLON, Bayou Goula, La.
and Bum bersof other dealers. Write for SAMPLES
FREE and Prlce-l^ist (it Supplies, accompanied
with 15« t'OMPI.IMENTAKT' and CN-

14th

&t«S

novel, and I propose to try it.
E. J. COOK, (Bro. to Prof. Cook.)
Owosso, Mich., Feb. 11, I886.

Your hive

Dr. a. L. TINKER. New Philadelphia, O.
D. A. FULLER. Cherry Valley. Ills.

ijast

H

•a

BINOHAH

.

Arthur Todd, IsnnGermantown-aT.PhiladelpBla.

B.

J.

and the book, " Bees and

will be sent for $1.75.

I

B. L.

St..

The American Bee Journal

Mich..

DOtJGHKRTr, Indianapolis, Ind.,
CHA8. H. GREEN, Berlin, Wis.,
CHA8. HBKTEL, Jr.. FreeburK, 111.,

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

G. NEVITTIAIV

& 923 West Madison

for a year

C. F.

F.h.

Dlsconnt to Dealers, by

Dozeu or Huudred.

tlie

MUTH. Cincinnati, O.,
JAMES HBDDON. Dowaglac.

by

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pa^es
is " fully up witli tlie times " in all the improvements and inventions in tliis rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist witli everything tliat can aid in the

receive the bit:hest recoaimendutions as regiirda
superior advantayes for
handling bees at all seasons. Also manufacturer of

WUlpaythe

;

Bee

Editor of the

tine work,all styles of the

and

manshiu. A
The -FALCON" Chaff
SimpllcilTHIve.
HlTe* with moyable upper elory. continues to
its

Frefit

THOMAS American
C. NEWMAN,
JoumaL

FALCONER. Jamestown.N.Y.

Are unsurpassed

^

OR THB

(40 pages,)

No

for.

Prices, by mall, post-paid.
Doctor smoker (wide shield).. 3^4 inch
Conqueror8moker( wide shield) 3
2^4
Large smoker (wide shield)
2
Extra smoker (wide shield)
Plain

smoker

$2 00

2

176
150
126
100

Wonder smoker
IX
Bingham & Hetheringtou Honey Knife,

66

Little

115

2 inch

TO SELL AGAIN, apply for dozen or halfdozen rates. Address,

BINGHAM & HETHEREN6T0N,

ABRONIA, MICH.'S

15Atf

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesale
Circulars sent out, unless asked and retail. See Advertisement In another colasm

Send address

[plainly ivritten) to

James Heddon,
DOWAOIAC, MICH.

Yandervort Goml) Fdn. Mills,

end
Atf

for Sample* Ji
J.

Reduced Prlee-Llit.

VANDEUVOBT, Laceyville, Pa.
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California Bee-Suit.— We have

received a letter from Mr. Bobn, who was
defendant in a suit tor trespass said to be
eommitteed by his bees on a neighbor's
vineyard, stating that the trouble was all
over now. Mr. Bohn, assisted by the National
Bee-Keepers Union, made a very
vigorous light, and the united resistence
was too much for the froit-growers. They
now admit, says Mr. Bohn, that the bees
have not been, troublesome during the past
year.
This shows the value of united
action, and the moral weight of the " backing" Mr. B. had in the National Bee-Keepers' Union
Of course all are well aware
that the Union should have thirty thousand
members instead of three hundred On this
point we commend to every bee-keeper the
following from one of our correspondents :
I

1

Vol,

mi.

Jan, 12,1887,

No.2.

The moral effect of numerical strength is
and many battles have been won by
sheer force of numbers, and without striking a blow. So with us : If we can show an
unbroken front, composed of a majority of
the bee keepers of the country, and cause
it to be understood that each and every one
of us are pledged to pull together in unison
and harmony for defense of our rights, we
shall bear down all opposition by this moral
weight alone.
great,

All New Subscriptions will bCKin with
the year, and until further notice we will
send the back numbers from January 1,
unless otherwise ordered.

A meeting; of the Maine Bee Keepers'
.Association will be held at Mechanics Falls,
Maine, on Jan. 25—27, 1887, and it promises
to be one of exceptional interest and importance, on account of the recent movement for a consolidation of the different

bee associations of the State, in one society,
which Is to be incorporated by the Legislature.

We will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with ?'2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning-.

Hi>w to Secure a Copy Rigbt on a
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One of

many Topics

tlie

to be dis-

cussed at the convention at Andover, Ohio,
on Jan. 19, is the following which we notice
on quite a lengthy programme: " Can the
bee-keepers of the United States form a
combination and control the price of
honey?" This is one of the Uving issues of
to-day, and is receiving a very thorough and
exhaustive examination.
A correspondent suggests that a rousing
convention be held in Chicago early in May,
"especially devoted to matters outside of
honey-production," taking up the vital
subjects heretofore much neglected, such as
"cost of production, and the proper selling
price for honey, and how to maintain it,"
etc., etc.

thought best to call such a convenought to represent every portion of
of the United States, either by the personal
attendance of representative bee-keepers,
or their written views on the subjects to
come before the meeting. It should also be
stenographies ly reported and published.and
made an "authority" for American apiIf

it is

tion,

it

I

The object of the present preliminary
discussion, is to ascertain the views of
apiarists all over the continent of North
arists.

The very fact that so few are enrolled as America, and decide whether it is desired to
members is a disgrace to those who are en- hold such a convention.
The American Bee JotmNAi, will not
gaged in the pursuit of bee-keeping. Let all
arouse from sleep, join the Union, and thus
make it a " sure defense."

The Uses of Honey

are

many and

people become
more and more acquainted with the various
purposes to which the product of the labors
of the honey-bees can be put, the greater
will be the demand for it. But perhaps one
of the newest ways in which honey is employed. Is recorded in an account given in a
scientific periodical in Italy, wherein is
described an Italian method of preserving
bodies in a soft an lle.xible condition for several months, and by that means enabling
them to be dissected without the least danger to the preparator or the anatomist. To
this end, the bodies are placed in some sort
of receptacle, and then covered with a layer
of the thickest and purest honey that can
be obtained. The using of honey for this
purpose may not be the means of inci-easing
its demand, but it serves to illustrate the
preserving power which pure honey possesses, and also may be a new idea to many.
ever-increasing

;

and

yet take any side in the controversy, but
will await the decision of the mature judgment of the solons of apiculture after a
thorough discussion of the question of
desirability

and

practicability.

as

Alabama now

has an organization of

known

as the "The Alabama BeeKeepers' Association. It was organized last
apiarists,

November, and S. G. Wood, of Birmingham,
was elected President; Geo. H. Hoyle, of
Mobile, Vice-President and J. M. Jenkins,
of Wetumpka, Secretary and Treasurer.
The object of the association was declared
to be the advancement of the bee-keeping
interests of Alabama.
The Secretary desires to have the follow,
;

ing notice made public, and we therefore
give It a prominent place in this paper
:

The association

will
will

meet annually, and
be at the time and

its next meeting
place at which the Alabama State Fair is
held, or the call of the President, Any beekeeper living in Alabama may become a
member of the association by forwarding
his or her address and 2o cents to the Secretary and Treasurer. The fellowship and cooperation of Alabama bee-keepers is earnestly desired. The Secretary will cheerfully
correspond wilth
bee-keepers
desiring
Catalo^ies for 1887. Those on our further information concerning the association, and will mail a copy of the constitudesk are from
tion and by-laws to all applicants as soon as
James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.— .36 pages. printed.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, Ills.— 8 pages.
tration and clerical fees.
G. W. Stanley, Wyoming, N. Y.— 12 pages.
Keep tills Notice standing all the
Victor W. Clough, Geneseo, His.— 8 pages.
" Always give the name of the
year round
.\8 War 111 Europe may be announced
PostotBce to wliich your paper is addressed.
any day by cable, most people are interested
By Usins tlie Binder made expressly Your name cannot be found on our list unto know something about the gieat states
for this Beb Jouux.al. all can have ttem less this is done," and yet many ask us to
which will first be involved.
"Francis bound and ready for reference and exami- change their address without even mention.Joseph I., and the Austria-Hungary Empire "
nation every day in the year. We have re- ing to what PostoMice it has heretofore been
by Geo. M. Towle, gives, in Franh Lfslie'n
duced the price to GO cents, postpaid. Sub- sent. It often costs us more to And their
Pi/imlar Monthly for January, a clear and
scription for one year and the binder for old address than they pay for the Bee Joubwell-written picture of one Power. "When
N.^L for a year
as we may have to examine
?l..iO.
Greek .Meets Turk," by Oscanyan, tells the
oursubscriptlon lists in ever.v .State, Provstory of another. The whole January numince and Territory In North America. Please
ber of this periodical, with its attractive
One Dollar invested for the weeklj- visits be more careful in the future, and never
reading and charming pictures, is a prize for of the American Bee Journal for 1887, omit your name, Postoilice, county
and
young and old.
will richly repay every apiarist in America. State.

Book

is a query from a correspondent.
says he is writing one, and wants to
publish it on his "own hook." We are free
to say that publishing ou one's own hook is
quite risky business; but that is none of
our business, and we will answer the question. Get the title page printed, and send
two copies of it with one dollar to the
Librarian of Congress, Hon. A. R. Spofford,
Washington, D. C, asking him to send you a
copyright. The dollar is to pay for regis-

He

—

We

:

;
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Alcohol takes off
propolis very
In theory it looks as though two or
more colonies divided off in the same readily so will spirits of turpentine.
hive would be to the mutual advan- It is wonderful to see how a little
tage of the several colonies lodging so alcohol will remove the propolis. — A.
closely together
but in practice the J. Cook.
With Replies tliereto.
plan has not been worth the extra
Pour a little ammonia on your
trouble to me.
I suppose that the fingers.
You can also take it off by
"
"
is rubbing grease on your fingers and
chief objection to a double hive
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries In this Department in less time that they are inferior to the single washing in very hot water.- C. C.
than one month. They have to wait their hive for honey producing. I am more Miller.
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a and more
convinced that the less
We have used alcohol for removing
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find complication there is about a hive the the propolis from the fingers, and
The hive does have always found it very effective.
space for them in the Journal. If you are better it will work.
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for not gather honey; it is the bees that
The Editor.
them to be inserted here.— Ed. 1
;

;

;

DouWe HiTGS

for

do the work. Hence the hive that is
the most simple and handy to work
with, is the best.
I am sure that
time will prove this to be true.— G.

finterim.

W. Demabee.

Query, No. 359.— Is it an advantage to
winter two or more colonies in one hive ?
Why are not double hives more generally
used ? What is their worst disadvantage ?—
Glenville. Ky.
I can see no practical advantage in
this system.— H. D. Cutting.

If one can think of no better way to
conserve the heat of a cluster of bees,
than to place another cluster by its
side, he might do so with some little

advantage in that direction. About
all the
disadvantage there is in

double hives, is that they will make
I have never practiced such winter- the cost of honey production enough
ing. Some like it ; others do not.— more than what it will be by the use
of readily movable hives, that their
G. M. DOOLITTLE..
user will be left far behind in the
disit
is.
The
worst
not
think
I do
race. It may take time, but I trust
advantage is that it is often desirable all will see it by and by.— James
to move one of the colonies to a new

RearinE Queens on

tlieir

Heads.

—

Query, No. 361 Lately 1 saw this sen" Queens cantence in the Bee Journal
not be reared standing on their heads." I
want to know if this is so, and, if it is, how
often should a hive be inverted to accomplish this object during the swarming season ?— C. E. B., Ohio.
:

It is generally believed that queens
cannot be reared on their heads. How
often to reverse will depend upon
circumstances.— H. D. Cutting.

Queens are " reared " with their
heads toward the apex of the cell,
which usually points " downward."
Heddon.
location.— G. L. Tinker.
While thus seemingly "standing on
While " double hives " may be of their heads," the latter is protected
Yes, there is an advantage, as it
economizes the packing material, also some advantage in wintering weak and supported by a soft, delicate, and
the labor of packing, when bees are colonies, they are too costly and in- most elaborately woven cushion of
The the finest silk.—J. P. H. Brown.
protected upon the summer stands. convenient for general use.
Their worst disadvantage— and it is Editor.
" Standing on their heads " is the
a big one— is that the hives hinder in
natural position for queens to be
the manipulation of the bees in the
reared. The brood-combs should be
working season.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
inverted every 5 or 7 days. Though I
RemoTins Propolis Stains.
In the case of small colonies it is.
have successfully run an apiary
Double hives are too inconvenient to
Query, No. 360.— What is the best way through one season on that plan, I
manipulate.
One colony might re- to remove from the fingers propolis and the could not determine the exact time.
stain
it leaves ?— Prof., N. J.
hive
manipulated
that
quire the
to be
C. W. Dayton.
would very seriously interfere with
All my experience goes to prove
The
cheapest and readiest material
the other colony.— J. P. H. Brown.
that 999 out of every 1,000 queens are
is kerosene oil.- J. P. H. Brown.
Double or triple hives have no ad"standing on their heads."
Good soap and soft water has al- reared
We tried ways
vjintage that we can see.
The other one is in a horizontal posianswered
my
purpose. G. L.
them. Their worst feature is that
tion.
If stood the other way, heads
Tinker.
you cannot disturb one colony withup, perhaps they might not hatch, but
answer
should
like
to
that
I
an
out disturbing all that are under the
I have little or no experience along
question myself.
I generally let it that line.—G. M. Doolittle.
same roof .—Dadant & Son.
wear
off.— G. M. Doolittle.
I do not think there is any advanI am not so anxious to prevent
Use a little alcohol it will remove natural
tage. The disadvantages are in the
swarming as to practice ininstantly.—
all
propolis
H.D.
Cutting.
bother and trouble of changing back
version for the purpose, even if it isand forth, which are enough to keep
Use home-made soap and wash effectual. I believe it to be an unme from that method.— J. E. Pond.
thoroughly in very warm water. C. reliable preventive, although the bees
Swarms often
It is an advantage to winter 2 colo- W. Dayton.
complete no cells.
nies in one hive, but it is more conI have used naptha and alcohol, and issue without having started queenvenient to move two single hives close have also found that rubbing with a cells.— G. L. Tinker.
together than it is to manage so cum- piece of pumice-stone would remove
I think I have seen one whom I conbersome a hive as a double hive would the stains.— J. E. Pond.
sider good authority state that inbe. I have had as many as 6 colonies
Use a soap that contains some verting once a week will prevent
in a hive.
The worst disadvantage " gritty'" material that will scratch it swarming, but if it be true that bees
was the loss of queens.
C. W. off. I am not certain, but I think will sometimes swarm without startDayton.
ing queen-cells at all, how can invertalcohol will dissolve the propolis.
Yes. Double hives are heavy to W. Z. Hutchinson.
ing prevent such bees from swarmhandle, and I would not want any
Alcohol, linseed oil, turpentine, or ing V I have, however, had no experithing but a single hive at the time of ammonia. Alcohol or ammonia are ence in the matter.— C. C. Miller.
putting on supers. The use of double preferred, because they leave no unAVe find that turning causes the
hives, however, as laid down in "
pleasant smell behind.— Dadant & cells to be destroyed, and seems to
Year Among the Bees," I consider of Son.
cause bees to give up swarming. The
very great advantage.— C.C. Miller.
The best thing I have tried is soap frequency would depend upon circumThey have been used over and over, and warm water, and the friction of a stances. I should have little fear of
and discarded. They are not con- soft corn-cob. The fumes of sulphur swarming if hives were inverted
venient for summer. It is better to will remove vegetable stains.
But every week, though we found one inThe
put several hives together in the win- the stain left by propolis soon disap- version enough in every case.
ter.
Many do this, and winter their pears without any remedy, if you will bees gave it up, and went pell-mell
bees very successfully.— A. J. Cook.
not worry about it.— G. W. Demaree. into the sections.—A. J. Cook.

—

—

;

—

—
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In opening queen-cells I have never
OTovrcspotxdeixcc*
found the queens standing in any
otlier position than " on their heads."
If queen-cells were alvpays built in
such a position that inversion would
Explanatory.— The Ugures before the
destroy the inmates, no queens could names indicate the number of years that the
were
inverted
combs
if
tlie
reared
be
person has kept bees. Those after, show
about once a week. If inverson pre- the number of colonies the writer had in the
vents swarming, I think it is rather previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
awaking new determinations as the time of the year may require.
by
among the bees, than by killing em- This mark indicates that the apiarist is
bryo queens.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
located near tne center of the State named
Inverting is impracticable, in my 5 northof the center; 9 south; O* east;
opinion, and the trouble stated in the K) west; and thisd northeast; ^northwest:
query is the least connected with the o> southeast; and P southwest of the center
method. If an intimation was given of the State mentioned.
as to whether it is desired to rear
queens or not, the question might be
For the Amencan Bee Journal.
answered by some one who had made

©

a

test in that particular direction.

I

should say, do not invert at all.— J. E.

Pond.
I suppose the person who wrote that
" queens cannot be reared standing
on their heads," was aiming to be
witty, but he spoke the truth notmajority of queens
withstanding.
are reared with their heads down, but
not " standing on their heads." Reversing the hive will not destroy
young queens unless they are handled
so roughly that the young queens are
dislodged from their natural position
in the cells while in the larval or
chrysalis state. Eeversing cannot be
depended upon to prevent swarming.
I mean that the plan is not practicable, and perhaps no other plan is. We
must prevent increase, not swarming.
G. W. Demaree.

A

—

While

I

do not claim to have made

As to the feasibility of legislation,
granting and securing to a single
apiarist

exclusive

territorial

rights

beyond his private possessions, but
Special
little need be said or written.
law-making is at best but too often
the result of preconceived aggressions; an attempt to reduce to servility the surplus energy of vigorous
industry, for the maintenance of indolence, imbecility, and the gratification of a depraved thirst for notoriety.
" The earth, and the fullness thereof"
are not, and can never be made the
specific possessions of any single individual, class or association of individuals. The laborer is worthy of the
meat which the Eternal edict imperatively demands that he shall eat by
the sweat of his brow, minus restric-

Feudal
tions by Divine legislation.
attributes have not as yet become requisites of modern bee-keeping. Every
yeoman has a right to keep bees on
J. F. LATHAM.
his possessions, if he chooses so to
When viewed from a strictly prac- do ; certainly not beyond.
In a radical aspect, it seems that if
tical stand-point, it seems that the
pursuit of bee- keeping, as an indus- an apiarist possessing but an acre of
trial vocation, presents but very lim- land could be legislated into the conited requirements that demand special trol of all the bee-pasturage within
surely not to the extent the circumscribed limits of the flight
legislation
called for by other agragrian pursuits. of his bees, the tenor of the same
While foraging, the bee is beyond the legislation would give him control of
control of its master— a free rover, all the vegetation that might profree in its flight, from artificially pre- duce nectar within the same limits ;
scribed limits. The food of the bee, even depriving a neighbor, a mile diswhen derived from the floral adorn- tant, the right to cut basswood lumments of Nature, is but a spontaneous ber, or destroy the nectar-producing
effusion, the bounty of the One Cause, shrubs and weeds that were overperson
a wonder working demonstration of growing his grazing land.
characteristically qualified to
occult power, over which the " lords not
as a
"
bee-keeping,
can exercise no control, make a success of
of creation
and who ought to exercise sufficient matter of course must succumb to the
rationality to deter a desire to control. " inevitable," leaving the blank of his
Apicnltural LeEislation.

;

A

special and thorough testa of inverting, as applied to the destruction of
queen pupa or nymph, from what I
Within the bounds of the apiary the
have observed while largely experi- bee is a possession of the proprietor,
menting with inverting for other and directly or indirectly under his
purposes, I have concluded that it control.
When needed, the beewill not result in a practical method keeper should possess suflicient enJajies dowments to constitute " legislative "
of controlling swarming.
Heddon.
function commensurate to the surof
Queens are not reared ''standing on roundings—the direct exigencies
bee-yard. If an apiary be located
their heads." Though the head points the
place
downwards, their bodies are upheld by sufficiently near the property or
of legitimate employment of another
fine silken cords, and protected by
as to actually endanger the lives or
net-work.
elaborately-constructed
well-being of the occupants, it seems
The Editor.
that a remedy exists in the application
of " common law," by which such
irregularities
may be adjusted, as
Preminin Wortli Having.—The New ofen called for in other pursuits. Mr.
possesses no legal or moral right
York World and the American Bee Jourto keep bees on his own land in the
sent
for
one
year
(both
weekly)
will
be
nal
shadow of the fence separating them
toany address in North America tor $2.00.
from Mr. B's barn-yard, which is in
every
PRESENT
to
such
And in addition
constant use for yarding his domestic
"
the
United
CLUB SUBSCRIBER a History of
animals ; or sufficiently near his dwellStates," containing .320 pages and 22 fine en- ing-house and its surroundings to be
gravings, bound in leather and gilt.
a constant annoyance to the occuThis " History " will be sent FREE by ex- pants, even if he (A) is entitled to the
" priority of locapress at the subscriber's expense or will nominal credit of
homestead
to
be mailed for 10 cents extra to any place in tion," as referring
rights. Neither has B the right to
the United States or Canada.
establish a stock-yard by the side of
It is arranged chronologically by years,
The conveniences of
A's apiary.
from 1492 to 1885. Every event is narrated
public travel are entitled to a like
in the order of its date. These are not conconsideration. No one is obliged to
fined, as in other works, to political matters,
turn from the highway, while purbut embrace every branch of human action. suing a legitimate calling, to avoid a
This premium is worth the whole of the nuisance existing on private property,
money sent for both periodicals, and should whether such a nuisance be constiInduce thousands to subscribe, and thus get tuted in a colony of bees, a mad bull,
or any other endangering obstacle.
two unrivalled weeklies for nothinfr.

—

—
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departure to be

tilled

by the

fittest

survival. From the above fact it is
quite certain that the genuine apiarist will never lack room in which
to exercise his talents ; and that, too,
without the need of a " special legislation."
Cumberland, 9 Me.
For the American Bee JoumaL

The Honey-Protocers' Association.

EUGENE SECOR.

On page 774 of the American Bee
Journal for 1886, Mr. M. M. Baldridge discusses the above subject in
connection with several others along
the same line. While an association
of that character might do some good,
it would not, in my judgment, be a
It seems to
panacea for all our ills.
me that the commission men come in
for more than their share of criticism.
I do not believe them all to be angels,
by any means, but perhaps on a closer
acquaintance we might be able to
discover where wings ought to be.
They do not fix the price of honey—or
if they do, it is the producer's fault
in not confining them to a selling
price. If I send a consignment of
honey to a commission house, and
write them to hold it for a certain
price, or await further orders, I think
they would follow instructions if they
were a reputable firm- and none
others should be trusted. If they did
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it."
They who stick are the
one's to succeed.
Remember Lot's
The trouble is, one of my neighbors, wife.
Now as to the reports of honey in
who is not a millionnaire, and who
miglit want to use the money for his the bee-papers, I do not see what harm
crop, sends the same house his honey that does. Almost every other thing
also, and writes them that he wants is quoted in the produce papers. Are
it worked off as soon as possible, even hogs any cheaper because the daily
if they have to shade the price a little, papers quote them y
Forest City, 5 Iowa.
as he has a note at the bank which
must be met at a certain date. The

not, I should probably not send

them and bear

any more.

commission men will probably sell
The grocer
this man's honey first.
who bought it can undersell the one
who woiild buy mine. Not to be outdone by his neighbor grocer he bears
the market in order to get his as

Apicnltural Progress.

JAMES HEDDON.

man

Now

!

where are the ninety and nine V hood and perjury.
Slumbering in the security of blissful
Two or three years ago

Apropos to the above I have had to
smile at the ignorance or frown on the
thievishness of a few who have sent
letters asking a question that cannot
be answered this side of an expensive
suit in the United States courts
" What will yourpatentclaimshold?"
The best answer to such a question
the most appropriate answer— may be
found in the following illustration
When this country was new, and
nearly all the land belonged to the
government, the settlers very few,
and the timber free to any taker, a
resideat named Joseph Industry conceived the idea of chopping a large
quantity of wood, which he thought
would be needed by a railroad, whicli
he felt sure must come that way in a
few years. lie began the work of
cording up the wood as fast as spare
time from the farm would admit, and
after a few years had a pile 4 feet
By and by
high and 200 "rods long.
he noticed parties taking wood from
Several
different places in the pile.
times he asked those who had taken
wood if they did not know that this
wood was the result of his labor, and
rightfully belonged to him ; and they
said " y-e-s," but it was " awful good"
wood, m uch better than their own, and
they did not think he would care if
they took a little ; that they could have
chopped down the same trees had
they chosen to do so.
Finally he shouldered his rifle, making up his mind to protect his wood
at all hazards. One day while sitting
on the pile, he saw a neighbor, Dave
Indolence, carrying wood away, and

—

him to stop. Dave answered
by asking him how far his rifle would
Joseph replied that its
carry up.
range was about 80 rods when Dave
"
claims I'll
If that is your
said,
take the wood and you can fire away,
for its a hundred rods down here you
see you didn't fix up the results of
your labor in the right shape."
called to

;

I

wrote an

ignorance. Seventy-five of the numarticle in Gleanings discussing the
ber will never hear of it, because they feasibility of establishing among beedo not read the bee-papers. They keepers an honorary patent system.
will go on dickering their honey off to
"Oh!
one smiled and said:
Tom, Dick and Harry, for what they Some
pshaw, no apicuitural inventor could
can get, until it becomes so cheap realize protection through any such
that they will take no interest what- arrangement.
AVe have too many
ever in the business, and let their
dishonest men in our ranks." I am
bees die. The law of the survival of
aware that there are dishonest beethe fittest will in time fix things.
keepers, but they are not in the maButter is a staple article. It has a jority by any means, and among the
market value governed by supply and more intelligent who lead the van, I
demand, the same as wheat; yet am glad to say they are largely in the
thousands of pounds of what is called minority. Before I wrote that article
butter are annually sold at less than for Oleanings, I looked the ground
10 cents per pound— below the cost of over carefully— I have been looking
production. Butter is also a luxury. it over ever since, and to day I feel
Wealthy people are willing to pay a positive that if the honorable men of
fancy price for a really tine article. our class men who readily see or can
Some dairymen know how to " get be shown the right, will (and I believe
there," and supply this demand. They they will) use their influence for right
make money while the other fellows and justice, we can inaugurate a proeke out an existence competing with tective system not only cheaper, but
" oleo." Honey is not a staple. The much better, and freer from fraud
only way to sell it is to reach the than the patent system which is now
palate.
have very little trouble trying to protect the world's invenselling our best grades of honey at a tors in tlieir right to the results of
price above cost of production.
their own labor. The patent office
I do not see any other way out of now stands in the way of moral prothese low prices than to produce the tection. While we all know that laws
are absolutely
best at the lowest possible cost, and await governing conduct
the result. If honey is cheaper than necessary, the student of human nadiscover that
it used to be, we produce it more ture does not fail to
cheaply. The best appliances and the these necessary laws have a tendency
best methods will win. Let us " grin to remove from the human heart a

We

science.

:

For tbe American Bee JoumiU.

did. And
Whoever looks back over the great
so it goes. The trouble is in the producers who do not fix their own progress of apiculture during the last
prices. Mr. Baldridge says the same two decades, will not fail to discover
what are we going to do that inseparably connected with this
thing.
about it V It seems just as impossible progress is the one of mechanical into fix the price of honey in the world's vention. Perhaps I might well have
markets as it is to fix the price of said that this invention constitutes
the major portion of that progress.
wheat.
I know Yes, surely, a look backward verifies
I live in the " wheat belt."
AV'here would we be
there have been more bushels of the statement.
wheat sold during the past year at to-day had the Langstroth hive,
comb foundation
honey-extractor,
less than the cost of production than
above it. The farmers know it too, machine, bellows smoker, under bevbut what folly it is to talk of getting eled honey-knife, and scores of lesser
these farmers to combine and hold manufactures never been devised V
They
their wheat for paying prices
When looking outside of our art,
must either sell it or the sheriff will. how readily we discover that invenEven if they could hold it, they lack tions have enabled us to live better
organization and unity of purpose. and have more comforts of life than
And you might preach the benefits of the kings and queens of a century
a producers' association to them as ago. It is no wonder that civilized
long as Noah preached to the antedi- nations have devised ways and means
luvians, and few would be saved but to stimulate these inventions by way
the preacher.
They would not come of patent ofBces. There are, however,
to his meeting. They would not read serious objections to these offices, and
his tracts. So with honey-producers. the laws and rulings connected with
One out of a hundred might identify them. They are expensive (somehimself with the organization, but times vastly so), and they beget false-

cheaply as the other

part of the deep convictions of con-

'

'

;

I find that it is a too common opinion that it is only by virtue of law
that property in invention, exists.
Certainly we know that legal property
—property which the law will protect
exists in invention only by virtue
but morally, property in
of that law
invention is a law in nature, and the
right of property in invention will be

—

;

recognized by every honest

moment he

man

the

realizes that fact.

Property never was nor never will
be produced by law; it must be the
product of labor. It must be earned.
There are many men who legally own
a large amount of wealth who never
earned it, but surely some one did.
be created by law,
our government might support all its
If property could

people

them

in

that

way

;

aye, legislate

all rich.

invention did not exthe nature of things, a statute
to protect such property by law would
amount to legal robbery.
In the article for Gleanings, which I
have referred to, I proposed for conIn
sideration something like this
the main we would follow the rulings
Regarding the
of the patent office.
question of prior invention, we would
If property in

ist in

:
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they may be and simple. All the difficulties and
not spend a minute nor a cent dis- our customers, so that
The more inconveniences of swarming are laid
cussing it. We would give tlie right made good consumers.
can make the larger aside, and this is all left to the hive
to tiie prior publisher for reasons of consumers we
readier the sale to perform, v/hich it faithfully accomjustice, practicability and morality. the demand, and the
the better prices we can secure. plishes.
1. An inventor does nothing for the
Geneseo,~o Ills.
the comb
public until he publishes his inven- When it can be avoided,
cut
consequently they owe him should not be broken, unless it is
tion
that an
For tlie American Boe Journal.
nothing before that time. 2. It would up and put into glasses so
sold
do away with all falsehood and per- equal amount of liquid will be
or the comb sold enjury, claiming the invention to be old. with the comb
Basswood vs. Linien.
If boxes are used, have them
If it could not be shown in publica- tire.
made of planed lumber.
tions, and that it had not been aban- neatly
covif
S. T. PETTIT.
Shingles are often rough, and
doned, the claim would hold good
it
and if it could, it would not cost a ered in some places with old comb,
appearOn page 805 of the American B ee
dollar to show it, and invalidate that hardly presents an attractive
ance sufficient to induce rapid sales. Journal for 1886, appears a short reclaim.
We are all interested in this, as it port on the above heading, in which
There are other equally superior aids in making sales.
Dr. A. B. Mason complains that I
and
as
have,
might
that
we
rulings
take the ground in the Canadian Bee
Eldon.QMo.
publiour
and
small,
so
is
our class
Canadian basswood
Journal that
cations (which form the popular senhoney is superior to the United States
For the American Bee Joomak
timent) so tew in number, I believe
basswood honey. The report reads
such an honorary inventor'srightsas follows
system, and also wholesome regula- DisWinE Bees ill the Brood-Cliainlier,
" The Doctor thought it perfectly
tions regarding the marketing of our
right
to make Canadian articles disVICTOR W. CLOUGH.
honey, and receiving what it is worth,
tinctively Canadian, but it should not
" priority of location," etc., can all be
done by casting unwarranted stigThe criticism on page 810 of the be
fixed successfully and greatly to our
upon our productions. We should
mas
concerning
advantage. I am in favor of respond- Bee Journal for 1886,
try to elevate ourselves by pulling
not
forcibly
ing to Mr. 15aldridge's call, and desire the "non-swarming system,"
down others." Most certainly, I fully
to hear the honest expressions of reminds me of my neighbor who says: agree with the Doctor, that we should
"
have
in
so
I
interested
should
say
Bees AVell, I
those who are more
not cast •' unwarranted stigmas " upjustice and the welfare of our class, known all about them all my life. I
on the productions of others " nor
care
to
inor
bee-literature,
controversy.
want no
than in simple
try to elevate ourselves by pulling
hives;
the
improved
Mich.
any
vestigate
Dowagiacp
down others."
old kind are good enough for me."
I confess that I am not a little surThis old veteran has about 20 colonies, prised that any one, especially Dr.
For Vie American Bee Journal.
and for his whole apiary I would not Mason, should disagree with me in
give him one non-swarming hive. It
I am fully persuaded
this matter.
Tie Marketim of Honey.
seems needless to explain why. He that if the Doctor will take the
is continually mourning over the poor
trouble to get average samples of
N. J. SHEPHERD.
season, no profit in bees, etc. Is there
basswood honey from the different
not a reason for all things V His bees points of the United States, especially
farm
kind
of
almost
any
selling
In
have the same latitude, same fields,
southern limit at which
products there is considerable differ- and exactly the same chance as mine, from near the
produces honey, and comence in the price received, and in a excepting in the house, which divides this tree
with Canadian linden
great majority of cases a considerable the difierence.
There is no season pare them
will be the first to
proportion of this is due to the way or that ray bees fail to procure a good honey, that he
the superiority of Canacondition in which products are sent yield of honey, and they are one of acknowledge
Honey is no exception, the most profitable investments I dian linden honey.
to market.
Mr. Muth, than whom perhaps no
and in many cases the cause of the have. I never have any loss in winlow prices received is largely due to ter. But one of my neighbors, who other man in the world handles more
the condition in which it is sent to persists in overhauling the brood- honey, classes United States basswood
honey, and
chamber, in one winter lost 40 honey with late dark
prices it accordingly. Before taking
Like all other products, it must be colonies.
I took a great deal ot
made neat and attractive in order to
I have a few colonies in common this ground,
Boxes or hives that I manipulate for surplus pains to understand the matter, and
sell to the best advantage.
frames made so that the comb will honey, their pi-oductions being from consequently I feel quite solid in the
present a clean, neat appearance, aids 50 to 100 pounds, and cast one and two position that I have taken. Without
materially in securing a good price. swarms each. In the last three years a question, basswood honey taken in
To send honey to market, as is often those in the non-swarming hives have the United States in our latitude,
done, taken out of the frames or boxes never swarmed, and produced 250 when the bees gather it under favorand dumped into a jar or bucket, cut pounds of honey. All these are ar- able circumstances, that is, not gathor broken into convenient pieces, and ranged in the same orchard, the bees ering at the same time inferior honey
allowing a goodly portion of the best visit the same fields, and why the from other sources, the article is of
and quite equal
to run out and settle at the bottom
difference in the yields, if not in the the very best quality,
to Canadian honey. But it should be
then to sell the comb to one pur- construction of the hives ?
chaser and the liquid honey to
The critic recommends a " frequent kept in mind that this strip or belt
another, and that not clear of small disturbing of the brood-chamber " for bears but a small proportion to that
bits of comb, is certain to give dis- a large surplus of honey. I wonder if of the whole of the United States. In
satisfaction to the purchasers, and a he advocates punching a hen's nest in writing the article complained of I
less quantity will supply the demand. order to secure a greater hatch
One referred to the United States as a
Taken generally, if properly managed, is as reasonable as the other. What a whole.
^
,
,
Of desirable job it would be, if the apiary
There was honey at the Industrial
the home market is the best.
London,
at
Exhibition
overstocked
Colonial
easily
and
course this may be
contained a hundred or more colonies.
where there are quite a number en- This " frequent disturbing " is work England, from nearly all the British
gaged in the business in the same which I do away with, and those who Colonies, and I am proud to say that
neighborhood, and of course another have faith in it's usefulness are the samples of Canadian linden honey
were the clearest and brightest on exmarket must be found.
ones I wish to compare notes with.
be very
With my system I never move a hibition. Canadians would
Many new purchasers are either
their fine, bright,
have
to
indeed
sorrv
any
bees
in
disturb
my
or
entirely
by
brood-frame
made permanent or lost
honey classed with
the first purchase, and if we expect to wav, only to remove the full sections sparkling linden
Here late, dark honey, and the price ruled
build up a paying b\isiness every rea- and replace with empty ones.
of that article. Mr.
sonable effort must be made to please is what makes bee-keeping so easy down to the price
;

;

;

!

;

;

;

!

.
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do as you saw fit. On the
other hand, 1 would not say beneficial
results may not be obtained by an organization, which would have for its
aim the union of bee-keepers in marketing their honey.
apology to offer.
In every large city let a wholesale
Belmont, Out.
and retail (or retail only) honey-store
[United States basswood honey is be started by the honey producers'
by no means dark, and is not so company, and competent persons put
classed in this city. That it varies in in charge to supply the existing demand for honey, and make every
different localities is true, but it is
effort to create a further demand.
never dark. Ed. J
Then let the organization have an
early report of the honey secured for
the season, etc. What we will secure
For the American Bee JoumaL
The beeby this metnod is this
keepers themselves will become the
DevelopiiiE tlie Honey larM.
retailers in our cities, and they can
put a stop to any practice injurious to
B. F. HOLTERMANN.
their interests, and the middle-men
and
be greatly done away with
The remark in Mr. Baldridge's arti- will
without loss to the bee-keepers they
cle on page 774 of the Bee Journal
can cheapen honey for the consumer.
for 1886, which, it appears to me, reThese two points alone are of imquires consideration, is that in regard
value.
He states that mense
to commission men.
Brantford, Ont.
they are responsible, to a great extent, for the present low prices of
For the American Bee Journal.
honey. Look, for a moment, at the
great fall in the price of honey in
Canada, as in the United States, for
ControllinE tlie Honey Market, etc,
the last ten years. I do not believe
L. N. TONGUE.
that one per cent, of the Canadian

MacphersoD did right in sayjng tbat
there was no intention to cdst a slur
upon American honey. Not at all; I
simply stated what I stip believe to
be a fact, and so, of course, I have no

tried to

If the
market. My answer is this
plan proposed above, or some better
one, is established, how is the wholesale man going to get honey to sell V
This plan is going to bring the wholesale buyer at your door.
:

LEGISLATION

:

For

low, proportionately, for about ten
years, as in the United States.

regard to allowing retailers to
only at a certain figure, as do
flour producers on Fox river, I need
only to say honey has not yet become
floiir ; it may be on the road to it— let
us liope so at least but families cannot
Ill

sell

;

do without flour. Our home market
for honey has, as yet, to be developed,
and I know it is quite difficult enough
to do this, and if we offer such obstructions as indicated, we must suffer by hindering the development of
our market.
It is right enough to
endeavor to secure a uniform retail
price for a uniform article, but compulsion is not the method to be

adopted.

As to what our aim should be, it is
to sell as low as we are compelled to
do, and have a fair remuneration for

am

glad to see bee-men coming
on this important subject.
The question to decide is, how can
the object be accomplished so as to
effectually take the honey out of the
hands of those who ruin the price of
honey y My plan is this:
Let the
Bee-Keepers Union have control of
the matter. From statistics they can
ascertain the honey crop next season,
so as to fix a price that will pay the
producer a reasonable compensation
for his labor and capital, having in
view the interest of the consumer as
well. There is reason in all things,
and I believe the Manager and Advisory Board of the Bee-Keepers'
Union are as well qualified to judge
correctly in the matter as any.
(I
would not wish to be understood to
say that others are not as well qualified.)
Some may ask, how can the
market be controlled in this way ?
Why, just have leaflets distributed
to each member of the Union, giving
prices fixed upon by the managers.
The next thing to be done is
I

forward

our product. This question will right this
Let each member canvass his
itself
honey will (ind that level, and locality, and buy up all the surplus
if it is below it now, the cheapness from small
producers, putting the
will develop the market, and event- same into the hands of middle-men to
ually those not able (through locality, sell at a price fixed by the managers,
ability, or other circumstances) to sell thereby controlling the market most
as cheaply as others, will drop out
effectually. How about the funds to
the remainder, or more properly, purchase this honey V
As for my
those under favorable circumstances, part, I would rather pay two dollars
will remain and secure remunerative for this purpose than to pay one dollar
prices. But this is aside from the to fight lawsuits.
How about the
question at issue. We can never by men that are compelled to sell V Why,
any organization regulate the price of advance a reasonable sum, holding
honey. Those likely to become mem- their crop as collateral security.
bers of such an organization are the
How is it, bee-men y Is this plan
same who do not demoralize the mar- feasible V If not, give a better one.
ket the others you cannot reach.
It seems to me something might be
In Canada, whatever your move- done to secure a reasonable price for
ments are for the advancement of our honey, and stop flooding the marapiculture, they are outside of it, and ket by small producers.
they do just as they see lit, and you
Bee -men are asked their opinions as
find you are behind, for you have only to publishing quotations on the honey
:

;

;

QUESTION.

tlie

American Bee JounmL

Successful Bee-Keening, etc.
L. J.

;

honey has been handled and sold on
commission; in fact, I am safe in
saying that it is a practice which we
have not resorted too, and in spite of
that, surely no one will deny that our
prices are low, and have dropped as

— PRIORITY

In regard to the priority question,
I for one am utterly opposed to any
such legislation. I have no patience
I say
to write upon the question.
down with it. In my opinion such a
law would be unconstitutional.
Wonewoc,© Wis.

KEYES.

I have been interested in reading
the reports of bee keepers from different parts of the country, as to the
amount of honey produced by given
colonies of bees, and must say that I
am somewhat surprised that none exceed my own efforts, taking into consideration the tact that three years is
the extent of my experience in manipulating bees for honey. In this section of country the past season has
fallen short of the average for honey,
yet from 18 colonies put out in the
spring, I harvested a few pounds over
1,400 pounds of comb honey in onepound sections, and increased the

of colonies to 35, which I
have put into the cellar in the finest

number

condition possible.
I have come to this conclusion, by
observation, that one hour's neglect
in the heighth of the honey harvest
As soon
is a loss to the bee-keeper.
as sections are filled they should be
raised, giving room for work below
while the capping is going on above.
The hive I use contains eight frames,
and is somewhat smaller than the
Langstroth. Ah, some of the older
members of the fraternity say, too
small, too small ; but remember this
country is not California, nor Florida,
but away up north ; and, again, where
are your lOframe hives that go very
far in advance of my small hives ?
My section-cases are to exactly fit
each other, and each section is provided with a full-sized tin-divider
which makes them queen-excluding,
hence there is no brood in the sections. I allow natural swarming, removing the old hive at the proper
time to secure all returning bees in
The section-cases are
the new one.
removed from the old hive and placed
on others where the work will be continued, and thus work once begun in
the sections it never ceases until completed, the capping being done 2 or 3
stories higher than where the honey

was put

in.

For wintering I use a rim the size
of the top of the hive, 2 inches high
(or wide), covered with burlap on
both sides, and filled with dry forest
leaves. The hives are tiered up, and
This
the entrance left wide open.
plan of wintering suits me because it
proves safe, which is all any one could
wish.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
In regard to the market I would say,
National Bee-Keepers' Society
would place a man in every large market to sell the members' produce, thus
controlling the price, and take it out
if tlie

of the hands of commission men, I
would join it and help support it, for
it is so very unsatisfactory to deal
with those who care nothing for your
goods, so long as they get ahead of
their competitors, and get their commission.
Nora Springs, 5 Iowa.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

at other people's prices, and thus ruin crop before shipping-time next year,
the market.
I refer to the home and to lix a proper price for the same ;
trade.
should be able to produce issuing printed circulars to me, and
finer honey, and sooner or later, teach to every other honey-producer in the
every one to distinguish between su- land, with tbe above contract, or its
perior and inferior grades. I see no equivalent, to be sent by producers to
good reason why I should sell my fine- all commission men for signature,
bred and well-developed horse tor the before shipments are made to them.
same price that McCracken sold his This established price should be
ring-boned and spavined nag up at printed in all bee-papers instead of
Cobtown ; neither will I sell first-class the present tricky system. Bee-keephoney for what some one sold third- ers can be reached through the beepapers, for probably nine-tenths of all
class.
producers
take
them.
I hope to see immediate action taken prominent
in this matter.
In a multitude of These producers in nearly all cases
would adopt the common price of the
counsel there is wisdom.

We

Columbiana, (^ Ohio.
U.

S.

Honey-Proilucers' Association.
ror tbe American Bee JoumaL

SAMUEL RAU.
The idea of a United States HoneyProducers' Association, as advanced
by M. M. Baldridge, meets, in the
main, my hearty approval, and if not
too late, I second the motion for immediate action. Something of this
kind is certainly the " one thing needful " for our pursuit just now.
We
need more thorough organization for
"With
very
few
our own protection.
exceptions, all the other pursuits are
organized, from the doctors who stand
by the cradle of our infancy, to the
funeral directors who make the last
grab at us as we go down to that
bourne from whence no traveler e'er
This organization could
returns.
gather statistics of the honey-yields
in the different sections of our country, and Bx prices accordingly. There
would be, as a matter of course, some
obstacles to overcome, but " where
there is a will there is a way," and
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Uniform Price
B. H.

for Honey.

STANDISH.

been so busy producing
I have
honey and trying to make a living out
of it, that I never have taken time to
write an article for publication, and I
only do so now because a subject of
vital importance
to me has been
broached.
difficult to

In looking about, it is not
find other occupations in

which men, with no more capital or
tact, are more sure of fair pay for

Estimating Committee.
Commission men then would be reunderbidding one
strained
from
another. Also those who are dishonest would be prevented, by the
terms of the written contract, from

making false returns. Prices in the
large centres of trade would be fixed—
by producers, not by sellers. Prices
in small towns are largely inHuenced
by prices in commercial centres.
could then have something to say
about the prices in our home market.
Let me illustrate the influence of
the present commission system on our
home markets by the following
I produce honey enough to supply
our little village, and I usually have
done so, after a few smaller producers
have sold out. This year I placed
some honey in a grocery on sale.
traveling commission man saw it, and
the following conversation between
him and the groceryman followed
" What do you pay for that honey ?"
I pay 14 cents per pound." " Well, I

We

services, than bee-keepers but I cannot enter any of those occupations. I
have spent a long and expensive apprenticeship in this. I find my capital
invested in a business for which there
If such should
is seldom a buyer.
come to me, I would have to study up
some other business before it would
be justice to my family to embark in will
;

A

sell

you honey and warrant

it

just as good in every particular at 10
in it, and like many others,
they can be surmounted.
cents per pound. You see it is put
I am forced to stay in it, as a doctor
The nail manufacturers, makers of
into our hands on commission, and it
is forced to stay in his profession.
stove castings, the tile men, manudoes not make any difference to us at
wish
to help to correct its
Therefore
I
facturers of stamped tin-ware, and
what price we sell it.
get our
evils.
many others that I could mention,
The
commission just the same."
that
glad
man
in
Iowa
says
he
is
regulate the prices of their producgrocer ordered a year's supply, and
10
that
honey
is
being
sold
at
cents
tions quite successfully in this way,
when it came it was as nice as was
and why cannot we do the same V per pound. Perhaps the bee-keepers ever sold but how much will mv
sell
their
of
that
State
can
honey
Then this organization would be the
brother bee-keepers down near Bockproper authority to give market quo- without loss at that price this year. ford get for it V It needs no argu'{
Unless ment, but experience, to convince
tations and reports. Leaving honey But how will it be next year
on commission is practiced some in producers do something about it, bee-keepers that not only their efforts
this locality, and I gave it a trial last prices will be about the same then
to bolster up the market, but also the
fall, but it was not successful with at least not much higher— though the efforts of honorable commission men
me. I went to a reliable party in a crop be one-fourth of the present crop. are paralyzed by the unscrupulous,
neighboring town, who was engaged It has been my experience that every who receive honey without firm inin the drug and grocery business, and other year, on an average, brings structions as to its sale.
proposed to furnish him good honey either a light crop or a failure.
is the time to appoint an Esin neat cases ; he was to sell it at not if we sell the full crops at the cost of timating Committee for next year.
how
are
we
to
pay
for
the
production,
exceeding 20 cents a pound, and pay
The working expenses of this comme 15 cents per pound for what he family crust out of the average ?
mittee need not exceed 10 cents per
sold.
He accepted my proposition,
I intend to have the commission each producer.
What do others tbmk
and I furnished him the honey. But merchants with whom I deal, sign an about it ?
a fence-corner bee-keeper, who had a express contract, or I will not send
Evansville,9 Wis.
few colonies of bees, and kept a them honey next year. This contract
jewelery store, placed a few pounds must have the following three points
the price at
of honey in his show-window and in it:
1. I am to fix
ConventioD Notices.
labeled it " 16 cents per pound." His which tlie honey may be sold. 2. They
honey was inferior to mine, but result- must accept my weights. 3. If the
tW The Annual Convention of the Vermont
ed in the demoralization of the honey- honey is not sold I am at the expira- Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at the Van
it.

I

am

We

A

;

Now

trade in that town and after leaving
honey on sale three months, only
one pound of it was sold.
So I departed for more inviting tields.
It seems to be the little birds that
spoil the grapes. Those who have a
few colonies of bees in a fence-corner
behind the pig-pen, bring their honey
to market in a slovenly condition, sell
;

my

Now

Ness House, Burlinnton.Vt., on Janunry 13 and 14,
tion of 60 or 90 days, I am to have the :8S7.
K. H. HOLMKS. Sec, Shoreham, Vt.
privilege of transferring it, by paying
^^
The Northeastern Michigan Bee-Keepers'
freight and cartage.
Association will hold its fifth annual meetinK on
ih.s7, in the Common Council
Feb.
Now, what I want is an Estimating Wednesday,
Rooms, at Bay City, Mich.
W. Z. HDTCHINSON, Sec.
Committee for the Mississippi valley
one for the Atlantic coast and one
f3Br The eleventh annnal meetlne of the N. W.
for the Pacific coast, composed of niB. & 3. W. Wis. Bee-Keepers' Association will be
in the OrHOd Army Hall in Itocbford. Ills.,
prominent and active bee-keepers held
on the third Tuesday in January. 1x87. There
who are to estimate the size of the will be a two days* session.
J. Stewart. Stc.
li,

;

;
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Local Gonvention Directory.
Time and place

1887.

.side

of Meetino.

Jan. 13.— Sheboygan County, at HinKbum, Wis.
Mattie B. Tbomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
Jan. 18.— N.W.

Ilia.

J.

Jan.

19,

&

8.

W.Wis., at Rockford,

Stewart, Sec.,

Rock

City,

Ills.
Ills.

20.— N. E. Ohio, N. Pa., &c.. at Andover, O.
M. E. Mason, Bee, Andover, O.

Feb. 2.— N. E. Michigan, at Bay City, Mich.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

Feb. 3.— "WisconsiD State, at Madison, Wis.
F. Wilcox, Sec, Maustoo, Wis.

t^~ In order

to

have

this table complete, Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Bd.
Uirles are requested to

Stl^^Jl&^

with black, tarred roofing-paper. swarm, which gave

me

.50

pounds of

Where the bees are, it is as dark as in extracted honey. Two other colonies
any dungeon— no ray of light can gave me over 200 pounds each, and a
From these 2
penetrate it.
It is entirely below fine swarm on July 4.
ground, but very dry, and the tem- colonies I took 75 pounds of comb
honey, and each had at least 40 pounds

perature remains at about 60° all the
time. The bees are quiet at all times.
I have just been into see them. They
came out on the alighting-board to
see what I wanted, the same as they
do when approached on a summer
evening with a light. I have had bees

when

i3ut into the cellar on Nov. \o.
had some colonies that gave me no
surplus at all, and some but little, but
on the whole I think they did well,
considering the condition they were in

I

last spring.

for about 10 years, but I never gave
them any attention until the past

[The " photo " is a nice one, and is
summer. In December, 188.5, 1 found placed in the Bee-Keepers' Album on
that some of my colonies were almost our desk. With your bright-looking
without food. I put up the partition wife and three children, matronly
in the cellar, took in the light colonies
and fed them. The result was that mother, nice home and bees, you
they came out very strong last spring, ought to be extremely happy.— Ed.]
while those that were left on the summer stands were very weak until
Fixed Price for Honey.— Joel
almost midsummer.
Helser, Huntington, d Ind., writes

:

In regard to a fixed price for honey
Bees in Good Condition.— John D.
Organization for Honey-Producers.
in the United States, I would say, 18
S. H. Mallory, Decatur, 9 Mich., on Abel, Porest City,-o Mo., on Dec. 30,
cents per pound for choice comb
1886, writes
Dec. 31, 1886, writes
honey, and 12 cents per pound for exI have 21 colonies on the summer tracted.
I am heartily in favor of a honey
but I am stands, not packed, but with plenty
producers' association,
doubtful about ever controlling the of food for winter. I got scarcely any
Farmer Bee-Keepers, etc.—Wm.
honey market. There are too many honey last summer. I intend to place Rob^on, Rolla,0 Mo., on Jan. 1, 1887,
of the slip-shod class of beekeepers one and two pound sections on all the
to think of buying them out, as Mr. hives in the spring. 1 place a thick writes
But there are paper on the hive, then the top-board
Baldridge suggests.
For 20 years 1 have not known
My bees seem to honey
various ways in which such a society upon the paper.
so low in price as during the
now.
be
in
good
condition
might do good. But I think that beepast season. For the past 14 years I
keepers should be thoroughly orhave been handling bees here, and I
ganized and the sooner the better.
Bees in a Clamp. A. Mclnnes, must say that I have never known
white clover to yield so much honey
London, Ont., on Jan. 3, 1887, says
as it did through June, and up to
The Market Reports.— John ConI have 13 colonies in a clamp. The July 15.
The farmers who happened
Kans., says
ser, Glenn,
clamp never needs to be disturbed in to have a colony or two were very
In regard to excluding the market winter or summer. It always has the much elated over their surplus honey;
reports of honey, given by the com- same appearance. I keep the tempera- some brought it to the stores in washmission men in bee-papers, I say yes, ture from 40° to 50°, Fahr. My damp boilers, some in wash-tubs and pails,
so tar as commission men are con- is more for spring, as I can keep the utensils that looked as though they
cerned. We have been damaged by temperature at 60° or 70°, or any de- were for other purposes than being
their reports, as I think they make gree desired. I have 4 colonies that besmeared and daubed with such an
there was only about unsightly mass of comb and honey
I are very weak
the prices to suit their business.
think that a good way to get correct one-half of a pound of bees in some of for which they received in store pay
reports, would be to let the secre- them. I am too near the city, and the from 10 to 12J^ cents per pound. Contaries of the bee-associations give the bees get into the candy shops in the sequently the market was not as good
monthly reports in the leading bee- fall of the year and get lost. We are as in former years, for those who
having very cold weather and lots of have been trying to tempt the taste
papers.
snow.
My clamp is covered com- with their one and two pound secwith snow. I can see the tions of honey.
This question is
A Little Bee-Man's Report—Vin- pletely
" Why do you
The often asked of me
temperature every morning.
cent Quinn,Penn Yan,*oN.Y., writes
cold weather does not seem to lower ask such a large price for your honey?
Three pounds for half a dollar is too
I tliought I would send in my re- it more than 1 or 2 degrees a day.
much. I can get it at the stores for a
port. Pa gave me one Italian colony
Some
in May. I beat pa, for I picked out
Excellent Results, etc.— Elias Fox, bit," (meaning 12!^ cents).
his best colony in the yard. I got 60 Hillsborough ,*o Wis., on Dec. 28, 1886, people would try to make a person
believe that if it was honey that was
pounds of honey, and it cast one
but for my part, give me
enougli
swarm. Pa helped me to rear three writes
something else besides wash-tub
queens to form nuclei, and I built
I send you a photograph of my Italthem up to strong colonies. I now ian apiary, consisting of 60 colonies honey. My bees have been put into
have 5 colonies in the cellar, and they also of my mother, myself and family, winter quarters with ample stores,
are doing well.
and my dwelling, work-shop and ice- but not as strong in bees as I would

—

:

:

—

;

:

o

:

;

:

;

;

house.

On

April

15, 1886, 1

took from

Bees in a Green-House Cellar.— my cellar 40 very weak colonies. On
Joseph Heacock, Jenkintown,o, Pa., April 25 I was called away for ten
days, and during the time it turned
on Jan. 1, 1887, writes
cold, and my bees dwindled so that on
my
bees
in
one
end
of a May 13 my 40 hives contained probI have
In the otlier end ably enough bees to make 5 good
green-house cellar.
is a ]0-horse-power steam boiler.
A colonies. I then bought 2 more, infire is kept up day and night from fall creased the whole to 60, and took 3,400
to spring for heating the green-house. pounds of honey, and my bees have
partition made of boards extends more honey than they will consume.
across the cellar between the bees and One colony gave me 130 pounds of
the boiler, and this is covered on one tine honey in sections, and a fine
:

A

like.

Splendid Season and Crop.— S. J.
& Son, Cedar Rapids,©* Iowa,
on Dec. 30, 1886, write

Church

:

93 colonies, spring count, we
obtained 11,000 pounds of honey, and
50 pounds of beeswax, and increased
them to 130 colonies. All are wintering nicely in a cellar 12x12x7 feet,
with the temperature varying from
40° to 50° above zero, but the most of

From
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we think which killed the timber. I had 6,000
Our honey was all pounds of extracted honey, and 600

the time at 45^ above, which
is

about

riftlit.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

extracted but 2,000 pounds, and nearly pounds in one-pound sections. I still
The following are our very latest
all was sold in our home market ; one intend holding on to the bees, and
bakery took the bulk of it at $(> per hoping for that " good time coming." quotations for honey and beeswax
100 pounds in barrels.
Our comb
CHICAGO.
HONEY.— Market i3 well supplied with all tUe
honey sold for 10 cents per pound to
Use of Separators.— H. M. Moyer, gTHdes, and llie denmrid
Is li«ht.
Prices are nomgrocers. We saved for spring feeding
inal at 1(tisl2c. for white in
-lb. sections.
Fancy
(X Pa., says
white in scant pound nectiona, l;<c. Very little exin the frames (iOO pounds. The average Hill Church,
tracted is being sold, and prices rant'e from 4@7c.
per colony, spring count, is about 120
If one will produce comb honey in
BBESWAX,-22c.
K. A. BURNETT.
Dec. 8.
pounds. It was the best season and the best and most marketable shape
lei South Water Bt.
best crop we ever had.
We worked each and every year, he must use
NEW YORK.
on the tiering-up plan.
HONEY.— In consequence of a large stock of
separators
at least in this locality.
comb honey on this mariiet, fancy prices canDot
I wish that I had never tried to pro- be maintained. Fancy white honey in paper boxor tiiassed. are in better favor here than the
Poor Season for Honey.— S. H. duce honey without separators. In 4- es,
unelassed honey, hence the difference In the
We quote present prices as follows Fancy
Moss, Colchester,to Ills., on Dec. 29, entrance sections it is a little better, price.
white in 1-lb. paper boxes, or glassed. 13c. same
but also not satisfactory.
unKlassed. Ii'c.and in 2-lb. glassed sections, 10@
1S80, says
:

1

1

:

;

:

:

:

lie; off grades

1

to 2 cts. per lb less.

Calif,

comb,

H'Miloc; fancy buckwheat l-lbs.. H^-uOc.
2«lb8.
I began in the spring of 18SG with 70
Poor Season.— C. P. Ilewett, King- 7^@8c. Extracted white clover, none inand
the marcolonies. I have 120 packed for winCalif, ext'd, Mi-lb. cans, ssec; buckwheat. In
ston,© Wis., on Dec. 18, 1886, wrote ket.
kegs and barrels. 4C«.5c,
ter in good condition.
honey crop
BEESWAX.— 21f*2ac.
was 2,S(J0 pounds of comb honey in thus:
MCCAUL & HILDBBTH BROS.,
Deo. 7.
34 Hudson St.
sections, and 1,200 pounds of extracted.
The past season was a very poor
BOSTON.
The season for honey was very poor. one. I have Italian, Syrian, and
HONEY.—
The
has Improved. We are
White clover was cut short with the native bees, but have built up a strain selling one-pounddemand
packages of white clover honey
dry weather, and the fall crop of hybrids that are one-third larger atl3@14c.: 2-pound8at Il(a)12c. Extracted, 5@-7c.
BKE8WAX.-24
cts.
per
lb.
amounted to nothing.
than the other bees, and appear to be Jan. 1. Blake & riplet,
57 Chatham Street.
an established strain. They are the
DETROIT.
The Season of 1886.— J. F. Mc- tirst out in the morning, and the HONEY.— The market
is a trifle more active.
Millan, Healey,(5 Ills., on Dec. 25, latest out at night.
Best white com b honey in 1-lb. sections, 1 i®V2hic.

My

Buckweat.

1886, writes

In December, 1885,

I

put 35 colonies

Eastwood, Waterville,-o

says

Dec.

O.,
some of them were very
The tirst thing I read when I get
weak, as the fall flow of honey was
very poor.
1 lost some, and after the Bee Journal is the market respruig dwindling was over 1 had 22, ports. Do not throw them out. I do
some of which were weak
As soon not think the price of honey can be
as they commenced breeding nicely I governed by laws or rules, any more
equalized them as nearly as I could. than that of any other produce. The
I prevented swarming, so I had only small bee-keeper usually " knows it
4 swarms, and one absconded. I made all," and will sell his little mess of
3 nuclei, as I had procured an Italian poor honey when he thinks best,
queen. The flow of honey from fruit which really affects the market much
bloom and white clover was good, but the same as "cow-grease" might
basswood was nearly a failure. The affect the butter market. This must
fall How was better than last year.
I regulate itself, on the principle of
secured 920 pounds of comb honey, supply and demand, and quality. In
and 80 pounds of extracted. Some of regard to "priority of location," I
my neighbors got but little. My bees would say that at present I have the
are in the cellar now.
field here
but others were here before me, and should new bee-keepers
in, the question would simply
Good Report.-"— P. J. England, come
be " the survival of the fittest."
(23-35), Fancy Prairie,© Ills
on Dec.
in the cellar

inc.

Extracted,

BEESWAX.— 2ac.

Governing the Price of Honey.— L.

CINCINNATI.

:

;

.

;

7(§J9c.

M. H. HUNT.. Bell Branch. Mich.

13.

HONEY.— There

is a quiet tone prevailing, but
comb and extracted
honey, in small packages.
Manufacturers buy
very sparingly. The supply is large and prices are
downward. We quote prices for extracted honey,
3@7c. per lb. Nice comb brings 12@15c. per lb. in
a jobbing way.
BEE8W AX.-Good demand,— 20@22c. per lb. for
choice yellow.
Dec.2I. C.F.MtjTH & SoN.Freeman i, Central At.

the

demand

Is

fair for choice

CLBVELAND.

HONE Y.— The market is not very active and prices a

little

white sell at
choice white

lower.
isifoHc.

Choice 1-lb. sections of best
second grade 1-lbs.. 10® 2c.
1

:

Il@l2c. Extracted, slow at 60*
BKESWAX.-Scarce at 25c.

Nov.

2-lb9..

A. c.

17.

Kendbl.

1

IS Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY. -The demand
erate

for honey is only modand the supply ample, of very flne quality

extra good order. We quote choice 1-Ib.
sections of white at I2(jsi3c.; 2-lbs.. i1{»12c.: dark
not wanted. Extracted, white, in barrels, halfbarrels and in kegs, 6€i6Hc.; in tin packages,
6J^(ai7c.: dark, in barrels and ^-barrels, 5@fic.
BEESWAX.— Nominal at 2.50.
Dec. 13.
A. V. BISHOP. 142 W. Water 8t.

and

in

,

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— The market has been rather duller
The Way to Winter Bees.-F. A. the
last week, but prices are well maintained, parhave secured 4,635 pounds of exticularly f(jr choice white extracted and choice
tracted honey, and 15 pounds of comb Gibson, Kacine,o+ Wis., on Jan. 4, white comb honey, as both kinds are not freely offered.
We quote 3!^(fJi4!4c. for extracted, and
honey from 23 colonies, spring count. 1887, writes
9(a)12c. for comb: with easier sales for the best
I have also increased my apiary to 35
grades, than for the darker honey, as none seem
All of my colonies wintered last to be able to use the dark just now.
colonies.
BEESWAX.— Dull at l!i(ai22c.
year except three, which were queenSCHACHT&IjEIUCKE, 122-124 Davis St.
Deo. U.
less.
I doubled up some, sold some,
HONE Y.— Trade is quiet. Extra white comb llo;
Severely Cold Weather.— M. A. and commenced the spring with 75.
amber, 7}^'§loc. Extracted, white, 4<ai4i4c.; amGill, Viola, p Wis., on Dec. 31, 1886, They did splendidly the past season. ber, s}4@>3He.
BEESWAX. -2(;i®23c.
I took 2,000 pounds of comb honey,
writes
Oct. 18. O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front Street.
6,000 pounds of extracted, and each
One morning this week the tem- colony has from 40 to 50 pounds to
KANSAS CITY.
perature was 36^ below zero. But the winter on. I allowed no increase. I
HONEY.— Demand is good for all grades, and rebeen
very large of comb and extraoceipts
have
outlook is better, for it was up to 2.5° have sold all my comb honey at 12 and ted. Home bee-men
have kept out of the market
below zero yesterday.
I have
one 15 cents per pound most of the ex- until this month having glassed every lb. section
both sides they are reducing prices, selling 60
cellar with 107 colonies in,that ranges tracted is sold at from 9 to 12 cents on
with
lbs. of honey, making our
lbs. of glass
from 47° to 51°, but another one with per pound. The bees are doing nicely market lower. There crop is about 70.000 pounds.
White
clover
l-lbs.. I2cg)l3c. 2-1 bs.. llo:
We
quote
only 25 colonies has been down to in the cellar, which is at a tempera- Vj-lbs., 13(8140,; dark 1-lbs.,
inc.; 2-lb8., ffflec—
34°
but I think I have arranged it ture of 42° to 45°. I visited them California 2-lb8.. H(gillc. Extracted white clover,
dark.4(a'.''>c.; white sageCalif.. 5^c.; amber,5o.
to-day so I can keep it above 40°. I when it Was 42°, and found several 6c.;
BEE8WAX.-22C.
would rather, if possible, that the large clusters hanging below the hive NoT.20. CLKMONS.CLOON & Co., oor. 4th & Wainnt.
temperature would never touch below 6 inches.
ST. LOUIS.
I do not put on bottom50° after Jan. 1.
This may not be boards in winter. In my estimation
HONEY.— Choice comb, 10@12c.; latter price
orthodox, but I think the ifacts are this is the way to winter bees. I keep Is for choice white clover. Strained, in barrels,1
3M&4C. Extra fancy of bright color and in No.
pointing that way for this climate. the liives about a foot apart each way, packages, H advance on above prices. Extracted
barrels. 41^(^5.; incansS^Bc. Market dull.
My yield the past season was small, with cushions of sawdust over the inBBESWAA.-Firm
at 2l>iic. for prime.
on account of drouth and hail storms bees.
D. Q. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St,
Dec. 20.
28, 1886,

writes

I

:

;

;

l*i(j

:

;

I

:
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quack-grass and weeds.) As to the value of tbe
plant to the honey-producer, there appears to be
no room for doubt, whether quantity or quality, or
both, be considered.
Within reach of Mr.
The Coraraittee appointed by the North Ameri- Chapman's apiary no other resources were
can Bee-Keepers* Society at the annual meeting accessible for honey-gathering,
the severe and
held in Detroit, Mich., in December, l8-<5, to prolonged
drouth having destroyed all other
investigate the merits of the honey-bearing plant honey-yielding
blossora8,and yet in some instances
now lieing cultivated by Mr. Hiram Chapman, of the bees were making an excellent showing in the
VerBailles, N. Y., met at that place on July 28 one hives.
No definite conclusion could be reached as
member of the committee, Mr. Manum, of Bristol, to the probable returns in pounds of honey from a
Vt., was not able to be present, but as each mem- given area. That the
returns would be satisfactory
ber of the Committee was furnished with a suffi- was evidenced by the fact that
the entire area
cient number of plants to afford opportunity for was " alive with bees,"
and they visited the flowers
observing their growth and habits, and also to from daylight until dark, and
sometimes 8 or 10
gain some information concerning the value of bees were upon
a single head at one time. Mr.
the plant as a honey-producer, a letter from Mr. Hubbard, wiio cultivated
some of these plants,
Manum, in which he gives the result of his experi- obtained from Mr. Chapman, reported that he had
ence and observation, is herewith appended.
counted the number of visits made by bees to a
Tiiid plant, which Mr. Beal, of the Michigan
single head from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. He reported the
Agricultural College, and Mr. Scribner, Assistant number as being 2,135, actual
count.
Botanist of the United States Department of
In order that the Committee might have some
Agriculture, tells us is Echinops SphcerocephaluSt is idea of the quantity of nectar
secreted in the
an imported perennial, native in Central France, flowers of a single head, the day before our
and like all of the family to which it belongs, very arrival, Mr. Chapman had wrapped a thin paper
This plant will probably be about a head, the half of which
rich in honey.
was in full-bloom'
popularly known in this country as the " Chapman and tied the paper around the stem with
tape,
Honey-Plant,*' so named on account of Mr. thus preventing the bees from appropriating
the
Chapman being first to cultivate it, and beingflrst nectar for 24 hours. Upon removing the paper on
to bring it to the notice of those engaged in bee- the forenoon of the day of our visit, the flowerets
keeping.
were found to be dripping with nectar, and the
We found three acres of the plant in bloom, the drops sparkled in the morning sun. Each of us
height of the mature plant being from 3 to 4^ have made similar tests with like results since
feet, and each root bears from 5 to 15 round balls that time.
We cheerfully and confidently recom"
or heads from l inch to IJi Inches in diameter. mend this plant
to the bee-keepers of North
These heads stand upright, and tlie entire surface America, as a most valuable acquisition to the list
Is covered with small, white flowers bearing bluish
of bee-forage plants.
stamens. The stalks and leavesso nearly resemble
We believe that a trial of the plant will, better
those of the common thistle that, were it not for than any other words
of approval from us, publish
the head, the difference would not be easily its own

Xlie Report of

tlie

Committee on tbe

Cliapniau Honey-Plaut.

;

I find that by cutting back the plants in June,
they will bloom later in tlie season. This would
be of advantage, perhaps, to those who are
favored with an abundance of buckwheat for
their bees to work on during August, as by cutting
it back it would then commence to bloom the last
of August, thereby aff"ording good pasturage for
bees in September.
In conclusion I must say that I am very well
pleased with the plant, judging from this first
year's trial, and I venture to say that the time is
not far distant wnen it will be extensively cultivated fur its honey-producing qualities. I expect
to plant an acre next spring. Were it possible for
me to meet with you at the Convention, I would
move a vote of thanks to Mr. C. for having
introduced this valuable plant. It is valuable not
only to bee-keepers, but to the florist as well,
because it is a very beautiful plant, and so very
rare withal.
I remain yours truly,
A. E. Manum.

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club
1 00

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

.

2 00.. 1 75

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

125.. 125
150.. 140

The Apiculturist

2 00.. 170
2 00.. 1 75

Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

150.. 135
4 50

5 25.

.

commendation.

There is, however, in this particular, a
very marked difference, the appearance of the
head being aptly described by its botanical name,
which signifies round-headed and in appearance
noticed.

like a hedge-hog.

Tlie flowerets

and Cook's Manual
2 25. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman) ... 2 00 1 75
1..
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 60.. 1 50
2 00
Dzlerzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
Hoofs A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
4 00. 2 00
Mr. Manum, another member of the Committee,
Guide and Hand-Book
150.. 130
reports as follows
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
Bristol, vt., Oct. 7, 1886.
MR. L. C. ROOT, Chairman of the Committee on
One yearly subscription for the American
the Chapman Honey-Plant — D^ar Sir:
As I Bee Journal must be ordered with each
.

Respectfully submitted,
C. ROOT, A. I. ROOT, N. W. McLAIN.

.

.

.

.

.

on the top of the head open

first,

then tiiey open later along the sides of the ball,
continuing in the order of nature around the
entire surface of the sphere. Near the stem the
last flowerets open, after the blossoms on the top
of the heads liave disappeared and the seed
capsules of the first blossoms have hardened.
Unlike the thistle, the seeds are provided with
no balloon by which they may be borne by the
wind. The seed is in weight and appearance very
like a small grain of rye, is enclosed in a capsule,
and falls directly to the ground if not seasonably
gathered, not spreading more than oats if left to
fall without harvesting.
From the time of the appearance of the bloom
upcm the tops of individual heads, until the fading
of the last blossoms upon the lower part of the
head near to the stalk, is about 8 days, the
continuance of the blooming depending upon the
nature of the soil and the season but the heads or
buds sent out from each individual shoot and
forming each individual cluster, vary in degree
and size, so that the natural term of blooming and
honey-bearing may be safely reckoned at from 20
to 30 days. The term of blooming may also be
prolonged to a considerable extent by cutting
back a portion of the plants, and the facility with
which the honey harvest may be thus prolonged
constituesan important feature when estimating
the valure of this plant. The plant is hardy, easily
propagated, perennial, and appears to flourish in
all kinds of soil, and there is no danger of its
becoming a pest or noxious weed. It does not
bloom until the second season, and as it does not
spread in seeding, its extirpation would be easily
accomplished.
Its seed may be scattered in waste places, or it
may be sown in drills or hills like onion seed. It
seems to be characteristic of the plant to root out
all other vegetation, and take possession of the
soil. No weeds, and but very little grass was seen
growing in the three-acre plot observed. (A tenacre field sown broad-cast, and harrowed in like
rye, has also made a vigorous growth, and seems
to be taking possession of the soil in opposition to
;

failed to put in an appearance when the Committee
met at Mr. Hiram Chapman's, in July last, it is

not only due to you, but to Mr. Cliapman and tbe
Convention as well, that I make a short report of
my experience with the Chapman Honey-Plant.
50 roots of which Mr. C. so kindly sent me last
spring.
The plants thrived well through the
summer under moderate cultivation, and planted
on light, sandy soil. I did not take extra pains
with them as I wished to test their hardiness. The
plants commenced to bloom on July 14, and
continued to bloom until Aug. 21, making 30 days
that they continued in bloom, and from the first
day of their blooming until the last the little
flower-balls were covered with bees every day,

from early morning until dark, rain or shine. (We
had no very heavy rains during this period), the
bees constantly going and coming. I have counted
16 bees on one ball at one time, all sucking the
sweet nectar from the richly-laden flowers of the

Chapman Honey-Plant.
At Mr. C's request 1 covered three of the balls
with tissue paper and two with muslin. On the
following day there were several bee-keepers
here. I removed the paper from the balls, lo and
behold, the flowers were flUed, yes, covered, as it
were, with honey. We found by bidding the hand
tinder one of the balls, and jarring it, tlie honey
dropped in the hand enough to make several
drops. In a moment a bee lit on one of the
uncovered balls and never moved until its sac was
filled, and it flew away.
On timing them, I found
that five bees filled themselves and flew away in 2
minutes and 20 seconds from the time the first bee
lit on the plant.
Tlie two balls that were covered
with muslin were now uncovered, but the honey
seemed to have evaporated, as there was but little
visible, although I had noticed bees alight on the
muslin and try to suck the honey through the
cloth. This fact was conclusive to me that the
bees could smell the honey through the cloth.

paper or book,
of the prices

advantage
column.

in order to take

named

in the last

GonTention Notices.

ly

The Northeastern

Western
hold

its

Ohio, Northern Pa. and
Bee-Keepers' Association wiN
8th annual convention in Chapman's

New York

Opera House, at Andover. »'., on Wednesdav and
Thursday. Jan. 19 and 1^0,1887. First-class hotel
accommodations are offered at $l per day to those
attending tbe convention.

extended to

A eeneral

invitation

M. E. Mason,

all.

is

Sec.

ly

The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' ApsocIation meets at the Capitol in Madi-on, Wis., on
Thurday, Feb. 3, 1887, at 9 a.m. All progressive
bee-iieepera are earnestly invited to attend, and
supply-dealers are requested to exhibit their best

implements and inventions. The State Atrricultural convention will be in session at the same time,
commenciiKT on Feb. 1 and closing on Feb. 4, which
will bean additional inducement for many to attend. Hotel rates are from $1 to $3 per day. Return tickets will very probably be given over the
principal railroads at reduced rales.
F. Wilcox, See.

More Preniiutns.— Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
oflBce the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as debut it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.
sired,

As a premium

we

to tbe second largest club

my

mail, postpaid, a copy of
the '* Farm Account Book," worth $3. The
postage is 20 cents.
will

send
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tS^ Sample Copies

Home Market for Honey.

of the

Bee Journal

be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

^^ To

create

Honey Markets

in every

wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
village,

town and

city,

Honey "

(only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them pUntifully, aud the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
:

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN & SON,

FROPRIKTORS.

923a,925WESTMADiS0NST.,CHICAG0,ILl.
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

H.

BD8IN1188

;

;

NEWMAN.

MANAGER.

A New Crate to hold one dozen one-pound
sections of honey.— It has a strip of glass on
each side, to allow the honey to be seen. It
Is a light and attractive package. As it holds
but one tier of sections, no damage from the

drippings from an upper tier can occur. We
can furnish the material, ready to nail, for
9 cts. per crate. Glass IMc per light, extra.

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food Red liabels for one-pound pails of
and Medicine" to every one who buys a honey, size 3x4
inches. — We have just
!4
package of honey, will sell lots of it.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
:

for $1.00 ; 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.''.00; all with name and address of
;

^pfecial gl0tijcts.
Correspondents. — It would save
much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

us

writing to this office. We have several letters
(Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOfflce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address

we have on our list.

\flien Renetvlng

your subscription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to Join with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now «o cheap that no one
it.
We will present
a Binder for the Bee Jouknal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—

can afford to do without

direct to this office.

It

Yucca Bruslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
odd 1 cent each for postage

will pay any one to

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

E.

Duncan

SnifTen, Advertising Agent,
York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with moje promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.
3 Park

Row,

New

apiarist printed

As tUere
name of

the

on them—by mail, postpaid.

Is Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our

correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.
The Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and

the American Bee Journal for one year,
Simnilns' Non-Sivarining System is
will be clubbed for $1.25.
the title of a new English bee-book. The
author claims that itwill inaugurate a '* new
Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
era in modern bee-keeping,'* and states that
"Itisbased upon purely natural principles,
Our Book Premiums.—To encourage We have a few left, and make you a vary
and is the only system that can ever be all our present readers to get one or more tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
relied upon, because no other condition additional subscribers we will present 25 printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
exists in the economy of the hive that can cents' worth of books for every new sub- and the price is $3. We will club it and the
be applied to bring about the desired result scriber (accompanied with $1 for one year's Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
—a total absence of any desire to swarm." subscription), sent direct to this office. Thus you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.
It contains 64 pages; is well printed and for five new subscribers with $5, the getter
Illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be up of a club gets $1.'25 in valuable reading
obtained at this office.
matter, to be selected by himself from our
If yon want a good printing office and
It
list on the second page of this paper.
newspaper, just write to James B. Gray, of
will pay you to devote a few hours to the
Preserve yonr Papers for reference. interests of the Bee Journal. Every one Waverly, N. Y., who has a prosperous business to sell, on account of failing health.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
who keeps bees ought to take it. We will
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
furnish sample copies /ree in any quantity
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscripWe
to those who intend to get up clubs.
tions for the Bee Journal.
expect to get 5,000 new subscribers for IBS'?.

^(IxitxixstmtnU.

Dr. imiler's Book,

"A

Year

Among

the Bees," and the Bee .Iouksal for one
year, we will club for $1.50.

Tbe Report of
tion

is

the Indianapolis Conven-

now published

uniform with that of

in

pamphlet form,

last year.

It will

be

sent postpaid for 25 cents to any address.

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send twopr
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

We have also bound it up with last year's,
together with the History of the Society;
Or if you
this we will mail for 40 cents.
send us one new subscriber (with one dollar)
besides your own renewal, we will present
you with a copy by mail.

TREES.-ii,ai4,(ioo sold
FOREST
Tea limes as many ready for lHb7.

In 1886.
I offer the
larsteat stock, (n-eateet variety and lowest prices to
lists
free.
found
In
America.
"Wholesale
be

Geo. Finney, Evergreen, Door Co., Wis.
'JElIt

LOOK HERE

!— We make tbe only Buckeye
V-Groove One-Piece SECTIONS in America, to
order— any size. Also, tbe Scleoiltic Bee-Hive, and
all other Supplies used hv bee-keepers. For Price
address
2C6t

List,

<T.

B.

MVKKAY,

ADA.O.
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What Mr. Beyer saysij;

Please
>
accept
firm
seeds
received
from
your
eplendid
tbiiiiks for the
L -would be a rather lengthy list if I should name all, but
will say thataraonustSS first, and 3 secoud premiums
awarded me at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
SoutherH Michigan, 2S first premiums were for vciretables raised from your seeds. MTiat firm can beat
"
August Beyeu, So. Bend, Ind.
is?
Seed of this quality I am now ready to sell to every one
tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FREK my

m

I

BEES FOR SALE.
fTA COIiONIES of BEES, In two-6tory
0\J Lang-stroth Hives, lor sale CUE.AP.
This is a rare opportunity. February
time for moving- them.
For further particulars, address.

is

tho

I

ege table and Flower Seed Catalotruo, for 1387. Old customois
not write for it. I catalogue iliia season the native wild
potato.
JAS. J. n. GKEliORY, Seed Urower, Marblehead, Mass.

(Senate Chamber),

Wooden

A Year among
^

Vt

the Bees,

Talk about some of the Implements, Plans
Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2^ years'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Uoney hU Exchisive

and

PRIZES!

Biuiness.

B"5r IDX^.

C- C- I^IXiXjIETi-

Prlce, '75 cents, by mail. This is a new work
of about 114 paues, well-printed ana nicely bound
In cloth. Address,

G. NEW]? AN & SON,
023 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.

bousenold

pail.

A

THOS.
923 & 925

SON,
6. XE^V^MAN
West Madison Street. CHICAGO

by the Magrazine,
AKE
Subscribers who obtain the
offered

amount of Comb
for particulars.

Honey

to the
largest

duriufir 1887.

$8.00 -O. N.

BALDWIN, Clarksville. Mo.

4Aly

Write

THE BEE-KEEPERS'
BARRYTOWN, N. Y.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

ITIAGAZINE, 23 cents per Vear.
lAtf

(Meotlon

this

of

The British Bee Journal and the American
Bee Journal, one year, for $3.00.

at low rates.

a specialty.

years.

The only

fiO

snccessful

Successor to L. C. Hoot,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
ADd

See Advertisement In another column.

retail.

Dadant'sFonndationFactory, wholesale

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SOLDBY DRUGGiSTS,

price.

or Bentpoetpaid on receiptof

—lIiuuplu-crs'iU.u<liciae€o.} 1U9 Vultua SUj

K.

i'.

F.

MTTTH

Successors to A, E.

Bee-Hive,

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

SI7P3
The 3 frame basket Is in a
tn of the same size and style as

iiie^frame. The 4 frame basket
18 in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or ^iO
Ibi of honey. It will becomplete.
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
$lhi)0 Extractor. 13x20, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $«.<K> Ex-

;

;

;

NEWMAN &

THOS.

G.
G23 & 925 West Madison

d6nd 75 uBntS Year among^ the Bees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. €. C. irniiLiER,

MARENGO,

'20Atf

ILLS.

BEESWAX.
SOc. per lb., delivered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
"We pay

honld always be on each

THOS.
923

&

92rj

O.

West Maflison

NON

pacfcatne.

NEWMAN
Street.

SWARMING

SON,

Wood

BEE-HIVES.

;

51A6t

"

For4

"

10x18

size, 13x20
For 2 frames of any
*'
"
13x20
For 3
"
"
13x20
For 4

THOS. G.
923

'•

"
.

"

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

Street,

.

$8 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.10
10
.14
14
.12
.12
.16

ly LIGHTNING GLUERS,

MANITM'S BEE-SMOKEKS,
all

made

of the best material and in a workmanSend stamp for Sample SECTION

like

manner.

and

Price-List.

2E12t

SysteniBtic& Convenient

DATIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE
REVOLVING COMB-tTAXOER.
Tool Box and Reco; ding Desk Combined.

$18.00

Price, complete, only

SON,

CHICAGO. LLL.

Clover Seed. Wholesale and
Ar.SlKE & White
Hlldemann, Ashippun. Wis.
S.

51-2-5

G. NEWM.IN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.

BroodTO SHIP. — LanEStroth
READT
at w cents per
Frames, prepared
I'm

to nail,

Vandenort
6

Iiicli,

Foiiiidatioii Mill.
Price, $20.00.

makes the tlnest extra
comb honey. For Sale by
It

THOS.

G.

923^925 WestMadtBon

I

.^

IjarfTO

thin Foundation for

NEWMAN
Street.

Oarden Guide

Freetoall. You should
h.ive it. Best varieties,
all tested, at low prices.

& SON,
CUICAQO,

:

H
for $4.00. 1 have several thousand of those
Nice Brood-Frames In the tlMt, which, if ordered
before Apr. 1, raav be had lor t-< par l,iKKl, freight
prepnid by C. W. DAYTON, Bradford, Iowa.
2Dii

.^1

Most practical for surplus honey

W. CXOi'GH, GENESEO, ILLS.

Sides,

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Bsoapes, Bee-Feeders, and

have no covers.

For 2 American f ram 38. 13x13 Inches
"
10x18
For 2 Langstroth ""
"
"
For 3
10x18

CHICAGO. ILL.

in the World. Excellent toi- rearalso lor Increase, when desired.
,r Queens
Write for Circulars.

%'ICXOR

ble sides in
$10.00 Extractors

Retail.— E.

<«E

BKI8T01.

the Standard Hive of Vermont,

tractors, all the difTerent styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and

SON.,

Street. Chicago. Ill

Bristol, Vt.

the

Thumb

In finswerto frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Lant^itroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new

D.

Manum.

poplar, (the best timber In
the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a "Wood
-ScreTV for Clamps. Separators and

HONEY EXTRACTORS

KtTinK an Index of diseases,
aid the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table RivinK all the principal druRs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effecta and antidote
when a poison a table with an enirravlng of the
hnrsc's teeth at different ages, with rules for tellins
the affe of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.
Price 85 cent*— in EnKlisb or Qerman.

another column.

SECTION HONEY BOXES,

45Al2t

By

in

made from white

EXCELSIOR

X XREATISB

See Advertisement

DRAKE & SMITH,

CINCINNATI. O.
Freeman 4 Central Ave..
P.S.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

THE HORSE,

retail.

MAXUFACTCKEBS of

SOUT,

<fc

and

etc.

Circulars, apply to

CHAS.

remedy for

Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness,
and Prostration, frnni .iTer-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or o vials 'md larce vial powder, for $5.

Illustrated Price-Liat.

W. E. CLARK,

For

~In use 30

kinds kept in stock,

Send for

SQUARE OLiSS HOSEY-JARS,
HOMEOPATHIC f% ft
SPECIFIC No.

all

THE aUINBY 8M0KEB

Journal.)

AND B£E-EE£P£B'8 ADTISEB.
time bein^. sbowlnK what to do. and when and
how to do it- It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

ILIi.

IH:P0RTKI> Italian Queen in full Colony, only

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
The BRITISH BEE JotTKNAL i8 published every
Week, at Ten ShiliinKS and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

Honey

Pails for

E

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tigbt-fltcing wood cover, at S'S.lfiS
per duzen. Therwill hold SS lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can he utilized for use as an ordinary
TT|/

BEING

LITTLE EOCK, ABK.

lA2t

ILL.

IC01.E .&

BKU., Seedamen,

Pellu, la.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
many Encouraging

and enthusiastic
have been received, during the past
month, showing the hearty welcome which
the American Bee .Journal receives at the
homes of its many subscribers. We cannot
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The Canadian

Bee-Lawsuit

was

brought before the Convention of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, at Toronto,
and " it was decided to take no action— the
defendant not being a member of the assospare the space in the Journal necessary to ciation, and it being manifest that the lawprint them, but our appreciation is none the suit bad grown out of a dispute between

letters

The following, from two of
tor that.
the most prominent bee-keepers in America,
may be taken as samples of them all. We
hereby tender our thanks to all for their
" kind words," whether they have expressed
less,

One prominent

their appreciation or not.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

bee-keeper remarks as follows

:

have often wondered how you can'give
It
us so good a paper at a dollar a year
been
with much pride that I have seen
has
the American Bee Journal rise from
where it was when it catue into its present
editor's hands up to the great excellence of today. It has especially seemed to excel all
past record during the year 1886, and I am
proud to say that no bee-paper in existence
(and I subscribe for them aH) can begin to
compare with it I"
Another correspondent and prominent
"

I

I

apiarist writes

Love to see the

setting sun.
Sink splendidly from sight
I love to watch, while one by one
The stars peep out at night.
All Nature's charms, in short, I love.

I

Her

forests, fields

and bowers

;

But, O, all other things above,
I love her many flowers.

He wuo Is Afraid of

"I deem the American Bee Journal the
best and most valuable of any I receive (and
that comprises all that are published in the
United States, Canada, and England). Its
editor seems to be actuated by a desire not
only to instruct and benefit, but also to
make the American Bee Journal a distinctively high-toned periodical."
In order to keep up to the present " standard of excellence," the American Bee
Journal needs five thousand new subscribers, and we hope to get them during
the present year. Many are working with a
will for its prosperity, and if a few more
would do likewise, we should soon have the

stings and thorns
never obtain the famous honey of desired number of subscribers to make it
Mount Hybla, for there the roses are guard- pay at the reduced rate of a dollar. We
ed by the thorns, and the honey is defended would ask all to kindly do what they can to
by the bees.
send us new subscribers for 1887.
will

Tbere will be a Rusb

for supplies

needed In the apiary after awhile, and we
cannot do better than to urge all to look
over their stock, ascertain what will be
needed, and get it on hand before It is necessary for use thus avoiding the perplexity
consequent upon Its possible delay in reach-

—

ing them in time.

The ITnlon Convention

at Albany, N.
week. It was attended by
those who usually go to such meetings in
that State. The following were the olficers
President,
elected for the ensuing year
W. E. Clark, Oriskany Vice-President, Ira
Secretary, G. H.
Barber, De Kalb Junction
Knickerbocker, Pine Plains Treasurer, J.
Y.,

was held

last

;

;

;

neighbors." The action In this case, Mcintosh vs. Harrison, was taken by the plaintiff
" to compel the defendant to abate a nuisance In the shape of bees kept on his
premises."
As we understand that the
apiary has been destroyed by fire, there will
be nothing to complain of— the nuisance (If
there was any) having been abated long ago.

As Mr. Harrison was not a member of the
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, or any
other society of bee-keepers, including the
National Bee-Keepers' Union, it seems that
he had no claim to the assistance of any one—
especially In a neighborhood quarrel. Everything indicates that a bad state of feeling and
much vituperation pervaded both litigants,
and but for this, in all probability no lawsuit would have occurred.
At the Toronto convention Mr. J. B. Hall,
of Woodstock, who had been cited as a witness in the case, expressed the firm belief
that the judges would give a fair decision,
when the matter came before a full court.
We hope that such will be the case, and
await the verdict of the court.

We

have Received

a copy of "The
Descriptions, or Record of
Plant Analyses," by Prof. Geo. G. Groff, a
This
learned apiarist of Lewlsburg, Pa.
valuable acquisition to botanical literature
contains a synoposis of the terms most
frequently used in plant descriptions, a
schedule of botanical laboratory work, and
a list of suitable subjects for theses.
The book is prepared for the use of both
teachers and students, and is a very nice
assistant to those interested in plants and
flowers.
It could also be used to an excellent advantage by bee-keepers, as by its
use they would be enabled to analyze, and
keep a record of the many honey-plants
which beautify their surrounding country.
The price is 45 cents per copy.

Book of Plant

;

Chenango Bridge.
It is No lionger an Open Qaestlon
President Clark was re-elected, a fact
whether newspaper advertising pays. What
which speaks well for his management dura business man now considers in this coning the past year. In his annual address he
nection is how, when and where it can be
recommended delegate conventions instead
done to Insure the best returns on the inof mass meetings, as heretofore held, and a
L. Scofleld,

vestment. Have something of value to sell
corresponding better service to our pursuit.
then select the paper which sends the
He said
greatest number of copies to those who
One of the most important topics we are
should use the article. Use as few words as
to consider is, how can we cheapen the cost
posBible, and let them be printed in large of producing honey, a subject of more imThe
type, so as to catch the eye. These are some port to bee-keepers than any other.
subject of the middle man is also worthy of
of the secrets of successful advertising.
consideration. I do not think we can dispense with the middle man but it is not
right that he should make more money on
Mr. E. C. Jordan, proprietor of the one crate of honey than he does on two
White Sulphur Springs In Fred Co.. Va., and barrels of sugar. Comb honey is as much a
luxury as butter, and ought to command
one of the foremost apiarists of that State, fair prices to the producer. In conclusion.
sent a useful Christmas present to the President Clark thought the best interests
a
American Beb Journal. (It was delayed of the Industry would be served by having
delegated convention, instead of assemin transit, and was not received until Jan.
bling in a general way, as now.
14.) It consisted of a heavy iron inkstand,
with bottles for three colors of ink, and its
name is "The Virginia." It is so heavy
Any One who cannot debate a point or
that it would be very difficult to upset It. theory without attacking the motives of his
Mr. Jordan has our thanks for his thought- opponent, does not understand the first
:

;

fulness, as well as for the nice present.

principle of friendly discussion.

Mrs. McKechnle, of Angus, Ont., who
manages about 100 colonies of

personally

bees, occupied the chair during part of the
recent sessions of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association, and did so very gracefully. The

Rev. W. F. Clarke asks
" Is not this the first recorded Instance of
a lady beekeeper filling such a position ?"
and then he adds, "Score one for Canada 1"
:

No 'Tis well but it is not the first We
have been present at conventions where
Mrs. L. Harrison has filled the chair very
gracefully. One of which was at a session
of theNorthwesternSociety.held in Chicago
;

I

1

I

The South

Piatt, Nebr.,

Bee-Keep-

ers' Association, lately organized with
nine members, and representing 186 colonies of bees, elected as officers the followPresident, Geo. W. Warren, Harvard ;
ing
Vice-President, J. B. Kidd, Clay Centre
Treasurer, A. B. Reed, Glenvllle Secretary,
The meeting adC. K. Morrill, Harvard.
journed to March 7, 1887, at the Court
House in Clay Centre.
:

;
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the tops of the frames, and covered
up warmly. These colonies had a
flight on Dec. 18, and were in splendid
condition. Granulated sugar will not
few coloanswer for this purpose.
W^itb Replies thereto.
nies fed on the best unrefined New
Orleans sugar, mixed as described
above, are also doing well.— G. W.
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Demare.
Queries in this Department In less time
than one month. They have to wait their
Lay a frame of sealed honey on }^turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer inch sticks on top of the frames, imthem get them returned, and then find mediately over the cluster, and cover
space for them in the Journal. If you are with the quilt.
Bee-candy placed in
in a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
the same position will answer, but
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
not as well as the honey. When you
put the colonies out in the spring, the
same robbers will " clean " them
again, unless you are very careful.—
Feedini Bees i n Winter.
J. P. H. Brown.
Place frames of honey flatwise over
Query, No. 362.— What is the best way
to feed bees in the winter, that are short of the frames, being careful not to chill
honey ? I have 2 colonies that have been the bees, by letting the warm.air esrobbed of their winter stores, and I wish to cape. The Editor.
save them if possible. — H. W., Mass.

A

;

See

page

my

article
741 of the

tilation, for if the air is sufficiently
pure otherwise, I should not be much

afraid of the steam.
Still, you can
tell better about it by seeing whether
the bees appear quiet. C. C. Miller.

—

If there is " steam " in your cellar,
I think you will And everything dripping wet after awhile.
The reason
that bees will not winter in a cellar in
this climate, is on account of dampness. In my fruit and vegetable cellar,
which is frost-proof, there is a curtain
of burlap hanging at an inner door,
to keep the cold air from entering

when

is opened, and
sometimes as wet

the outer door

this cloth shutter is

as

on feeding bees, on

Bee Journal

do not know whether there is any
in the steam. It may be that
upon opening the cave, the air therein
being cooled shows steam, whereas
any one in the cave before you opened
it would say there was no steam in
the cave. At any rate I think I
should want some provision for venI

harm

water

make

can

it.

— G.

"W.

Demaree.

for

Steam in a Bee-Caye.
1886.— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Put candy over the frames, and
Query, No. 363.— I have 15 colonies of
cover it with a woolen quilt or bees in a small, dry. warm cave but since I
The bees should be in a put them in, there is steam in the cave. Is
blanket.
If so, what
this steam injurious to bees?
cellar.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
shall I do about it?— G. W., Mo.
Give them frames of sealed comb
Give a little ventilation.— Dadant
honey.— .1. E. Pond.
Put in full frames of honey, if you &SON.
The steam results from evaporacan get them ; if not, use a soft candy
sugar and water. tion, the bees causing it in throwing
made from coffee
frames
in
cakes
off the water part of their food, and,
Place it on top of the
with me, it does no harm. G. M.
or bars.— H. D. Cutting.;
Put them into the cellar and lay DOOLITTLB.
1 would make some small ventilasome sugar candy over the frames as
The tion at the top and bottom, care being
near as possible to the bees.
candy is quickly made, by mixing taken not to reduce the temperature
honey and powdered sugar. Dadant too much.— J. P. H. Brown.
&Son.
The steam will do no harm if the
Make a candy of granulated sugar cave is warm enough, and there is
and lay it over the frames ; or, what is ventilation for the steam to get out.—
better, use the " Good " candy, made G. L. Tinker.
of powdered sugar and extracted
If the temperature is high enough, I
honey. Comb honev can be fed in the do not think the dampness injurious.
same way.— G. L. Tinker.
There is probably no better method
removing the dampness than by
Pile combs of honey one upon the of
ventilation.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
other, with the sides flatwise over the
Probably not if bees remain quiet.
cluster, until there is enough to last
until spring, after which adjust the Ventilation would remove the steam.
The steam indicates saturated atmospacking.— C. W. Dayton.
should feel afraid of.—
Peed " Good " candy, or else fill the phere, which I
combs a la Dr. Miller. I prefer candy A. J. Cook.
I infer that the cold air rushing in
laid over the combs, if one must feed.
I should never permit bees to go into when the cave is entered, caused the
winter with so little food.— A. J. steam, in which case it would not be
injurious. The disturbance produced
Cook.
by visiting the cave often may be
I will let others answer that have
Dayton.
had more experience. It is a blunder detrimental.— C. W.
ventilator pipe
Ordinarily, no.
to have bees in such condition. The
time to feed is when they can fly reaching to within 3 or 4 inches of the
If you had
floor would help you.
freely— James Heddon.
given the degree of temperature, it
I think the very best way is to give
such
answering
in
would be a help
combs of honey, either laying them questions.—
H. D. Cutting.
right
hanging
cluster
or
top
the
of
on
Dampness will do no harm, if the
in or beside the cluster. At any rate,
see that the bees get to the honey.— temperature is not too low. To get
rid of the •' steam," open ventilation,
C. C. Miller.
temperature.— James
wintering some of my and raise the

Though the steam

is

quite harmless,

can easily be removed by giving
very slight ventilation.— The Editor.

it

;

A

—

A

I

am now

A

colonies on a mixture of standard
The
sugar and extracted honey.
sugar was mixed into a stiff mass by
adding extracted honey and kneading
the mass until it was stiff enough to
pack into shallow frames, and these
were placed right over the cluster on

Heddon.

If the
It may, and it may not be.
cause is lack of ventilation (and I
but
should judge it was), ventilate
be caretul and not reduce the temperature too low, or render it unequable.— J.E. Pond.
;

Dampess

in a Bee-Cellar.

Query, No. 364.— I

my house,

built

an addition to

16x20 feet, and it is only single
boarded, and a rough floor laid over the
cellar. I put 36 colonies in on Nov. 9, all in
good condition, and the cellar is wet and
cold, so the water stands in drops on the
under side of the cover, and the bees are
very uneasy. My bees are in one-story Simplicity hives, just as they were on the summer stands. What would be best to prevent

such dampness ?— New York.

Not knowing
should say

it

the

temperature, I

was too

cold.

—H.

D.

Cutting.
See

my

answer to Query, No. 363.—

James Heddon.
If you can keep the temperature of
your cellar between 45° and 48°, the
drops of water will do no harm.
I
should judge that the cellar was too
G.
Doolittle.
cold.—
M.
Keep the cellar warmer. If the
temperatute were up to 4o°,rahr., and
well ventilated, it would be different.
The main thing, I think, is to keep
the cellar between 38" and 48°, Fahr.
—A. J. Cook.
You made a mistake in putting
your bees into the cellar.
I should
use a small stove to temper the atmosphere, and to keep it as near 45'^
or 50° as I could.— J. P. H. Brown.
In my opinion, such a repository as
you describe, is a perfect " bee-killer."
I should put a coal-stove in that cellar
and keep the temperature at the point
where the bees are most quiet. AV. Z.

—

Hutchinson.
If the moisture is on the under side
of the hive-covers, they need more
upward hive-ventilation. If it is on
the cover of the cellar, it will do no
harm. The driest of atmospheres

contain some moisture which may
condense and adhere to cold surfaces.
To prevent the dampness on the cover
of the cellar, keep a fire in the room

above, or cover the floor of the room

with sawdust.— C.

W. Dayton.
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make some
and with a little
ventilation it would soon be dry. We
would put some straw or fodder over
that door.— Dadant & Son.
The

fire

best would be to

in that cellar,

The dampness of itself will do no
barm. Keep the temperature equable
at about 45°, Fahr. If you cannot do
that, your bees would be better off on
the summer stands.— J. E. Pond.
should put a stove in the cellar
it out by a slow process— give
ventilation at the tops of the hives
until the bees are dry and quiet.
AVant of proper exhalation from the
bodies of the bees is the cause of all
uneasiness and disease in bees during
the winter months, and cold is at the
I

and dry

bottom of

all

this.

perience

in

my

Such

is

apiary.

my

— G.

ex-

W.

Perhaps plaster of Paris, or lime,
put in occasionally might help matLet in what air you can withters.
out cooling the cellar too much. You
might try a hive or two with a little

more upward ventilation, or perhaps
better still, give very abundant air at
the entrance.— C. C. Miller.

Dampness does no harm

of

itself.

and dampness that does the

mischief. A damp cellar should be
kept warmer than a dry one, because
at the same degree cold is more
severely felt in the former, owing to
the more rapid conduction of heat.
"We feel the cold on a damp day much
more keenly than on a dry day. If
the cellar is wet and cold, warm it up,
by all means. It is entirely practicable to use a stove in a cellar where

there are bees, to warm it up and
drive out the dampness, the wet and
the cold, aud thereby save the bees.
The light may be closed in by any
faint
safe and suitable means.
light, especially in the evening, does
little injury.— G. L. Tinker.

A

Put a fire into the bee-cellar at
once, and keep the temperature at
that degree which insures quietude to
the bees.— The Editor.
ConTentioD Notices.
Vf~ The Northeastern MlcbiKan Bee-Keeper8'

Association will bold its fifth ahnual meetlnK on
Wednesday. Feb. 2, 1887, in the Common Council
Rooms, at Bay City, Mich.

W.

z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

1W

The next meetinv of the Hardin County
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in Eldora.
Iowa, on Feb. 12, 1887. at G. W. Wards office, at
10 a.m. Our monthly meetings are yery interesting, and we hope for a larfte attendance.
J.

W. Buchanan,

Sec.

I*" The Northeastern Ohio. Northern Pa. and

Western New

would have on hand as a rule,
used the brood to some extent.
The next season I began getting
combs built during fruit-bloom, going
Explanatory.— The dgurea before the to each hive every five days and cutDames Indicate the number of years that the ting out the comb before any of the
person has kept bees. Those after, show larvse in the cells were large enough
the number of colonies the writer had in the to soil the comb. These combs thus
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring-, obtained were fitted into the boxes,
which, in addition to those left over
as the time of the year may require.
from the previous year, gave me all I
This mark
iq^icates that the apiarist is needed, so that the using of brood
located near tne center of the State named
was entirely dispensed with, except
5 north of the center; 9 south; 0+ east; occasionally on a very obstinate col*0 west; and this 6 northeast; *o northwest: ony which would scorn all my persuao^ southeast; and ? southwest of the center
I have never
sion except brood.
of the State mentioned.
known brood placed in boxes to fail in
making the most obstinate colony
work in them, and I sometimes resort
ror the American Bee Jourmtl.
to it now in these days of sections and
comb foundation, putting the sections, when finished, in the third
itli Coinl).
Sections Filleil
grade of honey.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Upon the advent of comb foundation, to supply my lack of poorly-filled
When I first began bee-keeping I sections, I would place frames filled
found that one of the greatest hin- with foundation in the centre of
drances to my being a successful comb strong colonies of bees prior to the
honey producer, was that of getting honey harvest, so as to get the founthe bees to work early in the season in dation drawn, feeding, if necessary,
the boxes or surplus arrangement. to accomplish this object, so that I
Often the best part of the season might have all the sections filled with
would pass away before a bit of work comb which I needed. This latter
would be done, save in the brood- plan I have seen recommended by
chamber, the result of which was many others since I adopted it, scores
honey in marketable having secured by its use crops of
little surplus
shape, with the body of the hive over- nice white honey exceeding by far any
loaded with honey, and but weak hitherto produced.
colonies of bees (owing to the honey
After passing through all of this
crowding out the queen) for winter. experience, and becoming so thorThis state of affairs worried me, and oughly convinced that I was right, as
I began experimenting earnestly to to write several times for the Amerisee what could be done to overcome can Bee Journal and other beesoon found that papers, that I considered " sections
I
the difficulty.
wherever a frame of brood was placed, filled with comb left over from the
if within a reasonable distance of the previous season better than money in
main cluster, then the bees would a bank," imagine my surprise on
commence work on either sjde of reading the advice given by Mr. Dibit, especially on the side between this
bern, on page 774 or the Bee Jourbrood and the main cluster.
nal for 1886, where he says that to
up to
Taking advantage of this fact which bring Mr. Thielmann's ideas
times, he should " after exI had learned, about ten days before modern
them
the main honey harvest commenced, I tracting cut out the combs, melt
would place an empty frame in the up, and burn the old sections." After
and expericentre of many of the colonies of bees, all these years of labor
leaving them there for 8 or 9 days, ment to accomplish a thing which to
heighth
very
when they were generally found full me and others seems the
of nice white drone-comb which con- of perfection, why are we now called
" cut out the combs " and
tained brood ill the egg and larval upon to
combs in "melt them upV" I have carefully
form. I now cut these
pieces about 3 inches square, and re-read Mr. Dibbern's article, and!
any reason given for such
fitted a piece into as many boxes as I fail to find
had colonies which refused to work in a procedure; neither do I find any
As soon as reason given for the burning of the
the surplus apartment.
such boxes were placed on the hives, old sections.
With me, sections five years old are
the bees would take possession of
To be
them, at once going to work, and in a as clear and bright as any.
day or two work would be com- sure, he says that sections " must be
menced in the rest of the boxes also. scraped of every particle of propolis,"
As this was in the days of 6-pound but there is no reason given for preboxes, this piece of comb was all out ferring new sections, after being so
of sight so that the darker color of scraped, to old ones. Many of us canthis central comb did not show to in- not afford to purchase sections for the
jure the sale of the honey. However, fun of burning them up, even if Mr.
As I said of " modern transI did not like the practicing of any- D. can.
thing that looked like putting the best ferring," so I say of this " modern
side out, so I kept on experimenting, comb honey production," if any man
when I soon found that a few partly- has plenty of money to " throw at
filled boxes left over from the pre- birds," I do not object to his doing so,
vious season answered the same pur- providing he does not cause his family
pose, only I had to use about three to suffer but I do object to having it
times as many as I did of the brood. made to appear that if we would keep
As this took many more such boxes abreast of the times, we, who cannot

®0rrcsp^crmXjeMCje,

than

I

I still

©

i

Demakee.

It is cold
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Yoric Bee-Keepers' Association will

its 8th annual convention in
Chapman's
Opera House, at Andover. <*., on Wednesday and
Thursday. Jan. ly and 20, 1887. First-class hotel
accommodations are offered at %\ per day to those

bold

atlendintf the convention.
extended to all.

A

general invitation

M. E. Maso.v,

is

See.

VF

Tbe Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' ApsocIation meets at the Capitol in Madi-^on, Wis., on
Thnrday, Feb. 3. 1887, at 9 a.m. All protrresslve
bee-keepers are earnestly Invited to attend, and
supply-dealers are requested to exhibit their best
Implements and inventions. The State Aifrioultural convention will be in session at the same time,
Commencine on Feb. and closing on Feb. 4, which
will bean additional inducement for many to attend. Hotel rates are from $1 to $3 per day. Return ticket* wilt very probably be given over the
I

principal railroads at reduced rates.
F. Witcoi, Sec.

;
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about
afford it, must go to such a needless If honey is sold in a certain city at a making inquiries something
waste of time, labor and money, as certain price, is it not right that this prices in the large cities, and if there
Mr. Bald- are those who give wrong quotations,
Mr. D's modern honey-producing calls fact should be published
" They are to a great ex- if they know the matter is being
If Mr. D's surplus arrangement ridge says
for.
low looked after they may be induced to
is so faulty that his sections are soiled tent responsible for the present
why
the first year so as to be unfit for use prices that prevail everywhere for be more careful. I see no reason
the second, I would advise him to honey." There is, I believe, much we may not have as reliable quotatruth in this. It results from the tion for honey as for other products.
look about and get something better.
Marengo, 5 Ills.
I perfectly agree with all that Mr. fact that some of them report the
D. says about getting " honey in the price of honey at a figure lower than
best possible shape," and putting it that for which they are actually
For tbe Amencaa Bee JoumaL
upon the market in " faultless pack- selling.
A producer. Smith, sends some
ages," having all graded and in workMarketing an Over-Proiction.
manlike shape, as it should be, but I honey to a commission man, Jones,
do not see why all this cannot be and Jones sells it at 13 cents per
C. W. DATTON.
done without all the labor, expense pound when his market report reads
and waste he advises in his last 11 cents. Thirteen cents is really the
Many are wedded to the idea that
market price, and there is no difliculty
paragraph.
in selling at that price, and Jones is because honey is a glut on the market
Borodino,© N. Y.
selling all honey of like quality at in Chicago, it ought to bring a corthat price, but by quoting it in the responding price away out here in
This is turning relaE'er tbe American Bee Journal.
papers at 11 cents, he makes Smith the country.
believe he is getting an extra price. tions bottom upwards, and for the
So far, no great harm is done, for sake of apiculture it should be deme Honey Market Reports.
Smith gets just the same for his serted.
honey as if the market quotation had
In a recent issue of Gleanings, three
DB. C. C. MILLER.
been correct. But here is where the causes for the low price of honey are
A producer in the given as over-production, general
In continuation of what I formerly trouble comes.
as literal depression of trade, and adulteration.
said on page 6, there is this objec- country taking the report
upon the Of the first we have lack of consumption to the wholesale commission truth, and basing his price
sells his honey for 2 tion
the second has no effect, except
He stands as an additional printed report,
man
thus de- in paying debts already contracted;
ought,
middle-man, and must have his pay cents less than he
the
is
What
market.
and as to adulteration affecting the
for his labor in the form of the com- moralizing the
Exclude the commission price of pure honey, it is hardly admission, and from this results the remedy ?
Before their reports missible. It is certain that the more
fact that the producer gets just so men's reports
of glucose there is in the honey the
much less, or the consumer pays just were given, we had quotations
their prices lower will the price of the mixture
so much more than he otherwise wholesale buyers, and
would. But this same objection holds were still lower, and the producer in be, but when we come back to a pure
the printed article we will find the old and corequally against wholesale dry-goods basing his price upon
merchants, or, indeed, wholesale quotation, did not always discriminate responding price that is regulated enmerchants of any kind, and we could between the two, but if 11 cents was tirelv by consumption at present, and
same to him has fair prospects of being so reguhardly dispense with all wholesale quoted it meant all the
commission lated for years. Adulteration does
It is all right to whether it was buyers' or
merchandising.
What shall we not affect standard gold.
markets, and men's quotations.
cultivate the home
probably none too much has been do then V It will hardly do to omit
When we have prod uced more than
said urging this, but certainly we reports altogether.
will be consumed as a luxury, then it
Friend Newman, on page 771 of the must supersede other sweets. I find
must not go to the opposite direction
'•
Of white clover at 7 to 8 cents per pound
so far as to say that no honey what- Bee Journal for 1886, says
ever must be sent to the city markets. course market quotations on honey with the corresponding lower grades
Much can, no doubt, be done to in- must be published," (and he is surely to be an able competitor. It is recrease the consumption in the home right) " and if not supplied by the ported that the price of cane-sugar is
market, but there are cases in which commission men, they must be made now at or below the cost of producthe home market is in such condition by the producers, or a selected com- tion. The general consumer has not
that it is but right that the denizens mittee by the producers' association." yet learned to supersede sugar with
they cannot at present, beof the city should have a taste of our As yet the producers' association can- honey
not make them, and I can hardly see cause there is not enough honey prodelicious sweets.
at duced for the purpose.
so
make
them,
can
producers
how
There are
Whatever may be in the future, in
left to the edi- some "weak
hearted" bee-keepers
the past the only thing to be done was present it seems to be
wholesale buyers and com- who have not the push and vim to
to sell to the city wholesale buyer or tors and
place their product before the consend to tbe wholesale commission mission men.
But the difliculty comes back, can sumer, who are trying to sell their
man. I have done both ways, and
where I could sell outright for cash we get reliable reports V As already product at home, and are thereby adhave been cases vancing the making of honey a cheap
I liked that plan much the best, but intimated, there
of food, even while it might
if, by shipping to a commission man, where it looked to me as if the quota- article
I know
my honey would net me 10 to 20 per tions were too high. At any rate, remain a high-priced luxury.
cent, more than outright sale would after shipping to a point where a high of grocerymen who buy nice comb
bring me (as has been the case), then figure was quoted, I have received honey at 10 to 11 cents per pound in
In trade, and sell it at 15 to 20 cents per
the commission -man was a blessing much less than the quotations.
I know of others
this case did the dealer quote a higher pound for cash.
to me.
idea of obtain- who buy comb honey built crosswise
As to publishing the reports of figure than he hadof any
custom, or did he of the rows of sections, for 10 cents
commission men, there is some ing for the sake
could sell for and per pound, and will not pay any more
really
what
he
quote
the
that
objection
Mr.
weight in
and
did this attract for my choicest one-pound sections
for
was
selling
get
a
makes,
that
they
Baldridge
suddenly that can be removed from the crates
good deal of free advertising; but I such large shipments as to
like so many bricks.
am not sure that they are to blame for depress the market ?
I have become so disgusted with
The whole matter of obtaining reit.
If we cannot get the information
any other way, we must be glad to liable quotations is in some places grocerymen that I often forget them
get it through them, even at tbe ex- beset with difliculties, but at present when selling honey. There are beepense of giving them a free advertise- I see no better way than to continue keepers in my neighborhood who adment. The thing we want is, to have the present plan, and if there are any vertised honey at about 6)^ cents per
pounds was easily
all the light and knowledge we can who make dishonest reports, let such pound, while 9,000
It is not a sold at 8 to 10 cents per pound, and
get, and what objection is there to reporters be reported.
getting it from the commission men ? very diflScult thing to find out by there was hundreds of calls for more.
'i

:

;

:

'i*

:

;

;
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have driven to the most business honey of good sale. Presently the
corner in a city and retailed 500 apiarist, to obtain a larger yield, perpounds in pails, pitchers and jars, in ceived the idea of taking the honey
4 or 5 hours, and in this I have not from the combs as soon as it was
mentioned an exceptional instance. gathered, and before the water had
But the greatest excellence usually evaporated from it.
comes with the greatest labor, and
From some of these reasons there
this saying is as true with selling are many who can say that extracted
honey as it is with anything under honey ferments, or that there has
good salesman, in my been too much of the stuff sold. Take
the sun.
opinion, exercises more home-made a fine article that has remained in the
science than a dozen who handle bees; combs until it is thoroughly ripened,
and the fact that a grocer makes as and we will find those who will not
much in a few hours by handling even look at it, much less taste of it.
honey over the counter, as the bee- Others will taste, and buy a trial
keeper does in bending his back over pound
the next time it will be 10
the hives all summer, attests the pounds, and end with a 100-pound keg
statement.
truth of this
for winter, the last time around.
It requires ingenuity, skill, and no
It is not the over-production or
small amount of energy to go into a present adulteration of honey that is
dull town and collect a crowd to sell the greatest obstruction to the use of
them honey. The production of honey extracted honey. People have been
is a very pleasant business— it is the duped and be-fooled so much that
To they think there cannot be any good
down-hill side of bee-keeping.
sell the honey is beginning to appear honey outside of the combs, and many
we
should
and
business,
like up-hill
have not the faith to experiment. It
not be slow in learning to share the may be seen that the apiarist of toas
such
we
are
bad,
if
the
with
good
day must tear down and remove much
disposed to view it. When one finds that has been done heretofore, and
a soft retreat, and makes it known, begin to build from near the foundahe may soon enjoy much company.
tion.
perfect honey-producer should be an
Bradford, <f Iowa.
expert at handling bees and selling
I

A

;

A

honey as

well.
For tbe

When we

have become so numerous
pay regular honey buyers
that
in our towns, then it is probable that
it

the

will

liMm

bee-keeper will take his

usual

honey to town and accept the price
offered by the buyer, who sells it
again, as do the above-mentioned
grocerymen. I like to pass by the
grocerymen when out selling honey,
as then 1 may reach home without
being duped.
In other years I shipped honey to the
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MarKet Reports,

M. M. BALDKIDGE.

771 of the Bee Journal
the Editor requests his
readers to express themselves upon
the matters set forth on page 774, in
my article on the " Honey Producers'
Association," but cautions them " to
The highest price take time to think before writing."
large markets.
obtained for extracted honey was 6
On page 810 of the same volume, an
cents per pound, and the lowest was Iowa reader hastens to tell what he
300
pounds.
This
year,
nothing per
thinks about my " proposition to exbeing somewhat at leisure, I experi- clude the market reports from the
mented a little in the honey market, bee-papers." He says " If two ediand purchased of a producer near by, tions were published to accommodate
the finest comb honey, at a price that both factions," that he would "rather
netted him less money per pound have the one containing the market
than was realized for my extracted.
It is evident to me that
reports."
One apiarist shipped his extracted this Iowa correspondent is not a very
honey to St. Louis and realized 2% critical reader, and that he did not
'•
take time to think before writing."
cents per pound.
Yes the greatest bar to the con- Why ? Because there is nothing in
sumption of honey is adulteration, my article about excluding " the
but the adulteration comes about in market reports from the bee-papers !"
this wise
Years ago when Mr. What I had to say was simply in reto excluding, from the beeDoolittle and others obtained 2.5 to 30 gard
cents per pound for honey, the mer- papers, the market reports on honey
chants and others found it profitable as fixed and manipulated by the
business mixing honey with sugar, as wholesale commission men. This being
The improved the case, will this Iowa reader please
that was cheap.
methods of handling bees rendered " take time to think " over and anhoney more plentiful, and conse- swer the following question ? Suphoney-producers of the
quently the price began to fall. This pose the
necessitated the use of a cheaper and United States would form an associapoorer basis for its manufacture, and tion, and from its members select a
as a matter of course it ended with committee competent to fix a fair,
glucose.
living price for honey, based on supOn this the lovers of honey inno- ply and demand, for both producer
cently feasted until they were sick arid consumer, which market report
and disgusted. Upon looking around would you then rather see in the beethemselves, they discovered that there papers the one thus prepared and
was the real " bee-honey " and the agreed upon by the association, or
adulterated, so they inquired for those fixed and manipulated as now
" bee-honey," and had confidence in by the wholesale commission men?
bee-keepers.
Then was extracted Come, now, get right down to busi-

On

for

page

1886,

:

;

:

—
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ness and give us your best thoughts
upon the subject.
On page 811 of the same volume, a
Michigan reader tells what he thinks
about " excluding the market reports
of commission men." He says these
reports " are generally the first thing"
that he reads ; that he would rather
dispense with " any other part of the
paper," and that they " benefit " the
bee-papers " as much as they do the

commission men."
I regret to see that this

Michigan

correspondent did not " take time to
think before writing." But, if he did
" take time to think," he forgot to
send us the thoughts we so much deHe says the market reports of
sire.

commission men are " generally the
first thing " he reads, but neglects to

Will be please tell us why
tell »o%.
he reads them, and of what value
they are to him, or to honey-producers V Does he read them for the
express purpose of being governed by
them in the sale or the purchase of
honey at home or abroad V If so, then
that is one of the reasons we want
them to keep out of the bee-papers.
wish to donate
If honey-producers
their honey to retailers or consumers,
they can do this without any further
aid from the wholesale commission
men.
But, says the Michigan reader,
these market reports are of as much
" benefit " to the bee-papers as to the

"commission men." Now, is this
Pray tell us of what benefit it
is to a bee-paper to have the price of
honey fixed and manipulated by commission men instead of by honeyproducers ? Does any one suppose that
it does a bee-paper any good to have
its readers disgusted and disheartened
by such low prices as the commission
men have fixed and manipulated for
them in the past to be governed by ?
Do you think a bee-paper is benefited
when the low prices of commission
true ¥

men cause its readers to quit the
business in disgust, and become nonAgain, do you think it
subscribers?
benefits a bee-paper to publish market
reports on honey that no honey-producer would be willing to show to his

Nor in fact to a
he thinks
honey-producer whom
might be governed by them ? Perhaps it has never occurred to you, nor
in fact to the proprietors of the beepapers themselves, that there are

honey customers ?

subscribers who refuse to incirculation simply betlieir
cause of the market reports of wholeIn fact I
commission men.
sale
know of many subscribers who keep
the bee-papers out of sight of their
friends and neighbors, simply for the
same reason that many grocers do
Now this
their trade periodicals.
practice would be changed in case the
bee-papers contained simply the market reports of honey producers. Then
there would be nothing in the beepapers which the honey-producers
would be unwilling to have others see

many

crease

and read.

Now let me call the attention of
the readers to some of the benefits
the commission meu secure by their
free advertising in our bee-papers.
These standing free advertisements
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secure them other farm products to
sell on commission besides
honey.
They do not in fact need to expend a
dollar in legitimate advertising to get
all the farm produce to sell on commission they desire to handle.
So,
you see, what a nice thing it is for
the commission men to get control of
a whole column of our bee-papers,
free gratis, for nothing
In view of the foregoing,
1

who now

A

memorial from the Oxford BeeKeepers' Association was presented,
asking for action in regard to the
matter. There was considerable discussion as to the possibility of enforcing legislation, if it were obtained.
Sir. Abbott, in reply to a question,
said there was no law in England in
regard to this disease in fact, there
was no legislation on bee-keeping
;

at

all.

thinks that the bee-papers are really
The resolution was laid on the
benefited as much as the commission table, but at a subsequent session was
men?
taken up again, and a committee apSt. Charles, 5 Dls.
pointed to confer with the government and endeavor to secure a stringent law to suppress foul brood.
For tTie Amencan Bee JoumaL
Mr. Cornell introduced a resolution
asking aid from the public funds to
Ontario Bee-Keeners' Association.
enable the association to invite Mr.
Cheshire to pay a visit to this counREV. W. F. CLARKE.
try and deliver lectures on bee-keepThe adjourned annual meeting of ing. He said that he had sounded
the above-named body was held in the Mr. Cheshire on the subject, and beCity Hall, Toronto, Jan. 5 and 6, 1887. lieved he would come if his expenses
The meeting had been adjourned were guaranteed. He spoke of Mr.
from September last, to give time for Cheshire's eminent ability, and scienthe return of the commissioners who tific researches, expressing the opinhad been to England in charge of the ion that no other living man equaled
display of Canadian honey at the him as an authority on apiculture.
Colonial and Indian Exhibition. The
Rev. W. F. Clarke concurred with
expectation
that these gentlemen Mr. Cornell as to Mr. Cheshire's great
would be present, and give a report acquirements, and spoke in the highof their doings, was a special attrac- est terms of his book on bee-keeping.
tion of the occasion. Three out of Still he thought there were serious
four were on hand, but to the regret objections to the proposal made. It
of all, Mr. D. A. Jones had been de- would be impolitic to ask the governtained in England too long to admit ment to make a special grant of
of his arriving in time for the meet- money for this purpose.
They had
ing. The others, Messrs. S. T. Pettit, shown great liberality in connection
president of the association,S. Cornell, with the exhibit of Canadian honey in
and B. McKnight received the hearty England, which they had aided to the
congratulations of their fellow bee- extent of $1,000, and they had promkeepers on their safe return.
ised an annual grant of $500 in aid of
President Pettit, in the course of this association. We must not keep
his annual address, said
The events crying " give, give," or we should be
of the year 1886 truly mark an epoch looked upon as greedy and hard to
the progress of our association. It satisfy.
We might by asking too
has emerged from its chrysalis state much, jeopardize what we had already
to enjoy its higher and better, its obtained.
By and by, when the
fully-fledged legal existence. Through fruits of the liberal expenditure made
the generous assistance given by the began to be manifest, we might, permembers of this association, your haps, ask for more. With all respect
commissioners succeeded in putting to Mr. Cheshire, he doubted if his
on exhibition at the Colonial Exhibi- lectures would be of much practical
tion the largest, and perhaps the value to Canadian bee-keepers.
His
nnest display of honey ever made in scientific researches taxed the intelthe world. The English people of all lectual capacity of our most advanced
classes received your commissioners bee-keepers, but in the practical work
with marked attention, and treated of the apiary, he could teach us very
us with the greatest kindness and little, from the difference of climate
courtesy.
Our brother bee-keepers and circumstances between this counover in the Mother Country gave us a try and Britain. We would not think
right royal reception, and vied with of getting English agriculturists or
each other in making us feel happy horticulturists to come here and inand at home during our stay with struct our farmers and gardeners.
them.
When any of them settled here, they
The President introduced Mr. J. A. had to become learners to a large exAbbott, of Southall, EngJand, son of tent. It would be the same with
a noted English bee-keeper. Mr. Ab- English bee-keepers.
It would be
bott, who was warmly greeted, briefly wiser to invite some leading United
expressed his appreciation of the States bee-keepers to come over to
hearty reception tendered him. Mr. our associations, and he believed they
:

m

Abbott was

member

elected an
of the association.

A resolution

honorary would cheerfully do so, if their expenses were paid, and the cost would

was introduced

look-

ing to legislation with a view of exterminating foul brood. Mr. F. Malcolm, Mr. J. B. Hall and others testified to the prevalence of the disease
in various quarters, and urged the
necessity of vigorous measures being
adopted in order to stamp it out.

be

much

less

while the gain would be

far greater, than to bring a lecturer

sion strongly setting against the project, the resolution

was put and nega-

tived by a large majority.

THE ENGLISH EXHIBIT.
The evening session having been
devoted to a reception of the commissioners to the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition, and the hearing of their
reports, Mrs. McKechnie, of Angus,
the second vice-president, was, in the
absence of first Vice-President Pringle, called to the chair, which she
filled with much grace and ability.
Rev. W. F. Clarke, chairman of the
reception committee, expressed the
sense of obligation which all felt in
view of the task these gentlemen had
undertaken and fulfilled on behalf of
the honey interests of Canada. When
their reports were heard he believed
all would feel that they had acquitted
themselves nobly, and earned the
lasting gratitude of all the bee-keepers of this country. This feeling had
become so general in advance of their

formal report being submitted, that
it had been proposed that something
should be done in the way of a presentation, or a reception banquet, but
difliculities had interposed, rendering
anything of this kind impracticable,
still he felt sure the commissioners
would not consider that their wel-

come lacked

cordiality, or their grati-

He
tude sincerity on this account.
understood that no written report had
been prepared, but that each gentleman was

to give his

own

individual

account of things, and he had no
doubt that what they had to say
would be heard with the deepest interest. After their addresses, he had
a motion to propose on behalf of the
reception committee.
President Pettit gave an interesting account of his impressions of the
exhibition, particularly in regard to
the honey exhibit. He quoted the
following notes in regard to honey
exhibits from the other Colonies of
the Empire:
Cape colony— Two Samples. One good

one.

and one dark and poor.
Gambia, West Africa— One sample. This was
granulated at top and bottom, liquid in the centre,
and quite dark. It had tlie flavorof brownsugar,
and I think it can never become popular.
VlCToRTA, Australia, liad some broken sections.
Honey dark, thin, and the tlavor resembling the
The sections were
juice of baked sweet apples.
well tinished. and separators were used.

Queensland— Honey very thick. About as
dark as buckwheat, with one-third clover mixed
with it, but more transparent. The flavor was
verv good, and agreeably pleasant unlike anything on exhibition, and might possibly become a
dangerous rival to the Ontario product.
QPEBEC had 3 pounds of clover and one of buckwheat.
British Guiana— Honey dark and thin, of
peculiar but somewhat pleasant flavor. Liquid on
:

top. settled granules to the bottom. Does not set
solid. Color, from light to dark, bottom to top.
Kesembling raw sugar, the lightest colored of
which is placed in the bottom, and then a semi-

transparent thin honey poured upon

The President

said there

it.

was some

honey from Kew Zealand, while
that from the West Indies was fair in
Not one of the
flavor, but dark.
honeys he bad noted, with the exception, perhaps, of that of Queensland,
need be feared as a rival to Canadian
honey in the British markets, or the
markets of Europe. As people there
fair

the way from England.
Mr. Abbott conferred in the opin- became educated to light honey, it
ion that British bee-keepers could not would take the preference over any
Canadian brethren, other quality. He made no compariinstruct their
owing to the difference between the son with British honey it was good,
two countries. After some discus- and some people said it was superior
all

;

,

J
|
i
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If the bee-keepers of Ontario, it was acknowledged^ had
Ontario worked together liarmoniously made the best and most sensible exand took the greatest pains to send hibit of all. Her apples, cheese and
the best honey to the British mar- honey had created a tremendous senkets, by decrees Ontario honey would sation. The two former ranked high
find its way in that country and in in the English market, and before
Germany, "and the bee-keepers of long, he believed the honey would
Ontario would have a ready market for attain just as high a position. It was
all the honey they could produce.
not an over-estimate to say that 100,The experience 000 people must have tasted Ontario
Mr. Cornell said
of the commissioners was that the honey at the Colonial.
Rev. W. F. Clarke said he regretted
honey would have been disposed of
far more readily if it had been done that Mr. D. A. Jones, of Beeton, had
up in small packages, the large pack- not yet arrived from England to comages being very unsuitable for making plete the quartette of encouraging
an exhibit. When the small packages reports. He moved " That the memhad been sold, the delegates hunted bers- of the association hail with
around London for some small re- pleasure the return of their commisceptacle into which the large tins sioners after the fulfilment of the task
could be subdivided, and at last they which they undertook, and that the
found a small can holding about two thanks of the association were due
ounces.
It took five persons some them for the eminent services they
weeks to fill thousands of these cans, had rendered that the association
which sold like hot cakes to visitors expressed its deep sense of obligation to the bee-keeping brethren and
to the exhibition at twopence each.
The Ontario exhibit had been well sisters of the Old Land for the great
advertised.
The Pall Mall Gazette courtesy and kindness extended to
interviewed the delegates, and in this the Ontario commissioners, and that
way thousands were led to inquire for the association rejoice in the presthe Ontario honey exhibit. As a re- ence among them of Mr. Abbott, a
sult of this exhibit, about £930 clear member of the British Bee-Keepers'
of all the expenses had been handed Association." Adopted.
to ilr. Couse, secretary of the associaMr. Abbott said he would have
tion, for distribution among the On- pleasure in conveying to the British
tario exhibitors, which was a fair Bee-Keepers' Association the sense
Canadian price.
of the resolution just passed.
He
the Ontario
trip to London quickly took the spoke very highly of
conceit out of a man, even out of a honey exhibit, and said the only
bee-keeper. The bee-keepers of Eng- honey he had ever seen to compare
land knew as much of their business with it was some sent over from Italy
as any other body of men and they and Switzerland a few years ago. He
treated the Ontario delegates in a reminded the association that every
most hospitable manner.
year the production of honey was on
Mr. McKnight said great credit was the increase in Great Britain, and
due to the one lady and the 26 On- prices were coming down. Ten years
tario men who had sent over their ago he could get what was equivalent
honey to England, not knowing what to 50 cents a pound, now he could
its fate might be; and the thanks of only get 14 cents. In order that Canathe association were due to the On- dian honev might compete successtario
legislature for the generous fully with English, it would have to
grant it had been given. To the Do- be put on the market at a cheaper
minion representatives at the Exhibi- price than the English, and he betion, Sir Charles Tupper, Mr. Chip- lieved the Canadian bee-keeper could
man, and the others, the thanks of not fairly expect to get more than 8
the association were also due, those cents a pound for extracted.
gentlemen having rendered the deleSECOND DAY.
gates every possible assistance.
He
ventured to say that no exhibit from
After some discussion on hives,
Canada had done more to advertise and queen-excluding honey boards,
the country than the Ontario exhibit, the report of the Secretary-Treasurer
and he had been told by a prominent was read and adopted.
English government ofl3cial that nothUnder the Act of Incorporation,
ing had done more to remove the which now rules the association, it is
erroneous impression which prevailed ordered that the officers shall be a
in
Great
Britain respecting the President,
Vice-President, and a
climate of Canada than this same Director from each of the thirteen
exhibit.
He said that Mr. Cowan, agricultural districts into which the
the president of the British associa- Province of Ontario is divided. Pretion, would visit the Dominion next vious to the election it was resolved,
year, and he hoped every bee-keeper that the old constitution be rescinded,
in Canada would show him every and that the asssociation accept and
courtesy. The greatest care had been act under the new order of things esexercised to get the honey over in tablished by statute.
It was found
good condition. There were 700 cases that all the districts were not reprealtogether, and of these only 12 sec- sented, and a resolution was passed
tions, next to nothing at all, were that
directors be appointed by so
broken. In the event of any Canadian many of the districts as could be
bee-keeper shipping honey over there filled, and instructions obtained from
in the future, ne would advise that the government, as to filling the two
comb honey should be exposed as vacancies that were left.
much as possible. The results to
The following gentlemen were electCanada from the Colonial Exhibition ed officers of the association for the
generally would undoubtedly be great. ensuing year President, S. T. Pettit,

to Caaadian.

:

;

A

;

:
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Belmont Vice-President, J. B. Hall,
Woodstock Directors, 3rd District,
M. B. Holmes, Delta; 4th, W. C.
;

;

Wells, PhiUipston;

5th, S.

Cornell,

Lindsay 6th, Jacob Spence, Toronto
7th, W. F. Clarke, Guelph
8th, J. F.
Dunn, Ridgeway 9th. Martin Emigh,
Holbrook 10th, R. McKnight, Owen
Sound; llth, A. G. Willows. Carhngford 12th, Lewis Travis, Alvinston
13th, F.
H. Macpherson, Beeton;
;

;

;

;

;

;

Auditors, G. B. Jones, Toronto, and
F. Malcolm, Innerkip.
The meeting decided to make Hon.

A. M. Ross commissioner of agriculture of Ontario, and Sir Charles Tupper honorary members of the association, in recognition of their valuable
assistance.
It was agreed to ask the directors
of the Industrial Exhibition Association to increase and improve the accommodation in the apiary department at the Fair Grounds.
Mr. Malcolm presented an invitation from the Oxford Bee-Keepers'
Association to hold the next annual
meeting of the association at Woodstock. The invitation was accepted.
The following resolution, moved by
Mr. Malcolm at the Wednesday's
meeting, was adopted
That a committee be appointed to take steps to
secure legislation to stamp out the
disease known as foul brood by quarantine or other measures.
The question of taking action in
the case of Mcintosh vs. Harrison
:

was brought up. The action in this
was taken by the plaintiff to
compel the defendant to abate a nuisance in the shape of bees kept on his
premises. It was decided to take no
case

the defendant not being a
of the association, and it
being manifest that the lawsuit had
grown out of a dispute between
neighbors.
Mr. J. B. Hall, of Woodstock, who had been cited as a witness in the case, expressed the firm
belief that the judges would give a
fair decision, when the matter came
up for final hearing before a full
action,

member

court.

Mr. David Chalmers read a brief
paper on the presence of bee bread in
honey exhibited at the Toronto Industrial. As one of the judges on
that occasion, he deemed it his duty
to call attention to this matter.

Mr. Hall stated that bee-bread
would be found in sections where
swarms were hived on " starters " instead of full combs, and the surplus
chamber from each colony was transferred to the new swarm. On motion,
Mr. Chalmers received thanks for his
remarks.

The association then adjourned.
At a meeting of directors held immediately after adjournment, Mr. W.
Couse was re-appointed SecretaryTreasurer, in accordance with the
statute.

Guelph, Ont.

By

ITslns; the Binder made expressly
for this Bee Journal, all can have them
bound and ready for reference and examination every day in the year. We have reduced the price to 60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one year and the binder for
$1.50.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place of MeelAnt.

1887.

Jan.

19,

20.— N. B. Ohio, N. Pa., &0., at Andover, O.
M. B. Mason, Sec, Andover, O.

Feb. 2.— N. B. Michigan, at Bay City, Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, RogersTille, Micb.

what combinations mean,

as most of 1885

manufacturers in certain lines of
goods are compelled to combine in
order to keep each other restrained
within certain limits, under heavy
penalties. This plan always worked

Feb. 12.—Hardin County, at Eldora, Iowa.
J. W. Buchanan, Sec, Eldora, Iowa.

well in staple goods, and is recognized
by business men everywhere. How far
the principle would work in the case
under advisement, I trust ere long
will come to the surface in a movement in the right direction.

}^r In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlBKS.- Ed.

Cider-Mills and Bees. —J. Lee Anderson, Lawrence, 5 Ills- writes

Feb. 3.—Wisconsin State, at Madison, Wis.
F. Wilcox, Sec, MauBton, Wis.

Feb. 4.— Fremont Prosressive, at Fremont, Mich.
Geo. B. Hliton, dec, Fremont, Mich.

On page

Uf

Severe Winter, etc.— JE. E Ewing,
Rising Sun,(^ Md., on Jan. 8, 1887,
says:

We have had a

severe winter here
thus far. The cold weather set in a
month earlier than usual, and has
been pretty steady and severely cold
about all the time. Last season was
a poor one for honey in all the Middle
There are not
Atlantic country.
many bees kept here except in boxhives. Half of the farmers, perhaps,
own from 1 to 5 colonies, which are
likely to suffer before spring opens.

9,

Mr. Roebuck says

" Let all bee-keepers circulate petitions for signature, and present them
to our legislatures, asking for a law
that will compel cider-mill men to
screen their mills and dispose of the
pomace, so as not to be exposed to
the injury of bees," etc. It seems to
me that if Smith owns a cider-mill,
and the land upon which it stands,
that there can be no law made that
can compel him to " screen " his mill
against Jones' bees that are kept
from one to three miles away. But if
a law of any kind can be made, it
would be one to compel Jones to
keep his bees on his own premises. I
am not interested in any cider-mill,
but I am interested in bees, having
nearly 100 colonies, but that does not
prevent my using " reason and common-sense," which, on the whole, is
about as good law as can be made.
Is not that so ?

we

increased them to 5 colo-

by dividing them, and got 75
pounds of comb honey. These bees
were hybrids. In the fall of 188.5 my
wife's father gave her a colony of
nies,

Italians,

making

in

all

6 colonies,

which we packed in chaff hives, and
left on the summer stands. They all
came out in good condition last
spring. We now have 13 strong colonies in chaff hives on the summer
stands. I have sold 2 colonies at $5
each, and have had 1,190 pounds of
surplus comb honey in 1 J^-pound sections.
We have sold nearly all of it
in our home market at 123^ cents per
pound for light, and lOcents for dark.
My wife worked in her father's apiary
two seasons, so we were somewhat
acquainted with the habits of the
little workers when we commenced.
Basswood was nearly a total failure
in this locality.

Controlling Swarming, etc.— David
Rawhouser, Columbus City,<x Iowa,
on Jan. 6, 1887, says
My bees did well last summer. I
commenced the honey season with
I now have 160 in my
100 colonies
I
cellar, and they are doing well.
pounds
of comb honey last
took 8,000
season. I have been looking for the
:

;

for years that could step up
boldly to knock off such a " chip " as
the one now on Dr. Miller's shoulder;
but the man always fails to control or
prevent the desire for swarming. Mr.
Quinby offered $100 for a non-swarming hive. But it has not been forthin
except
rare
legislation,
[Class
Z.
Swarming-That "Chip."-W.
coming. It seems that Victor Clough
the
general
undesirable
to
is
cases,
dare not strike at the " chip " now
Hutchinson, of Eogersville,(i Mich.,
public, and should be discouraged. up, either.
writes
gave no endorsement to the plan
There is no man from whose shoulWintering Bees in a Bee-Cellar.—
der I should be more delighted to proposed by Mr, Roebuck ; and only
knock a chip than from that of Dr. stated that blank petitions were, by Otto Bussanmas, Bevington,© Iowa,
Miller. In regard to this question of
on Jan. 3, 1887, writes
law, prohibited from being enclosed
controlling or preventing the desire
Last November I built a bee house
Ed.]
bee-papers.—
the
in
the
Doctor
mentioned
by
to swarm,
cellar purposely for my bees. It
and
Doctor
ask
if
the
page
let
me
on
7,
is 14x24 feet ; a brick floor is in it, and
has read Mr. Simmins' little book on
Experience with Bees,—
5-inch tiling lengthwise, entering the
If he
the prevention of swarming.
H. Davis, Cherry Valley, 5 His., on floor 4 inches underneath ; also a
has, and knows that Mr. S. is incorfurnace in one end, to heat it if necessays
rect, why has he not told us so long Jan. 5, 1887,
sary. The cost of the cellar was $250.
ago ?
bees
a
year
nothing
about
knew
I
On Kov. 15 I put 89 colonies into it.
ago. But I obtained 13 colonies in I can keep the temperature at 35°
Regulating Prices of Honey.— J. the fall of 1885, and since then I have without using the furnace. Is it adA. Bayard, Athens,Os Ohio, writes as read " Bees and Honey," and the Bee visable to raise it to 45° V I use cloth
Journal. I put the bees into the and burlap for covers, 3 or 4 thick,
follows
cellar, and in the spring they all came
The proposition for a combination out in good condition. I have in- and some excelsior in the caps. I use
the enof honey-producers, to dx the price of creased them to 35 good colonies, and Langstroth hives, leaving
honey in the markets of this country, took off 1,600 pounds of comb honey. trances open, and no top- ventilation.
in
temperature
looks like a big contract, when we I received about 200 pounds of black So far I have had the
take into consideration that the busi- honey, which I sold for 8 cents per the cellar at 38° to 43°, by using the
Four or 5 colonies were
ness embraces almost an entire conti- pound the other I graded and sold furnace.
nent, with all its varied climate and tor 10 and \2]4 cents per pound at restless, and their hives contained
many dead bees on the bottom-boards.
An umpire, home.
conflicting interests.
chosen to take the matter in hand,
[Yes ; use the furnace, and keep the
would find it verydilficult to draw the
Good Results.- G. Crouse, Ithaca,© temperature at 45°, Fahr.-Ed.]
line, so as not to interfere with the
Mich., on Dec, 29, 1886, writes
export trade, and thereby throw the
had our first colony in July,
vast surplus on the home market. If
The Season of 1886.—Abe Hoke,
California should rebel by refusing to 1884, my wife hiving them in a com- Union City,©* Ind., on Jan. 7, 1887,
enter the combination, we should And mon hive with movable frames. They writes
her low-priced honey competing suc- built 8 frames of comb and stored
I began last spring with 26 colonies.
cessfully in all the markets of the some honey, and we fed them 5 pounds
country, enjoying a monopoly of the of granulated sugar. In the fall I One proved to be queenless, and I
business ; while the rest of us would put some corn-stalks around the hive, gave them brood and they reared a
be hanging on to the ragged edge, leaving the entrance open so the bees queen and gathered enough honey for
•'
waiting for something to turn up." could fly in fair weather. They win- winter. I increased my apiary to 37
As a merchant in times past, I know tered all right. During the summer colonies, by natural swarming. I sold

man

We

:

Wm

My

:

;

:

We
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3 colonies, doubled back one, and put
33 into winter quarters, 15 in straw
hives placed in brick cases 4 inches
thick, with 15 inches of hay over the
top ; and 17 colonies in straw hives

cased on the outside with %-inch
of an
lumber, well painted, and
inch space between the straw and the
I got about 800 pounds of
casing.
comb honey, and about 100 pounds of
extracted. I have one colony in a 3comb observatory hive packed in dry
sawdust.
My bees are all on the
summer stands, and I think they
have plenty of honey to last until the
Good comb
latter part of March.
honey sells, at wholesale, for 15 cents
per pound. The price of honey is too

%

had one given to me, and chaff hives, packed the same as last
bought a pound of bees, and with this year and 20 colonies in the cellar in
help I increased my apiary to 16 colo- the Langstroth hive, with two-ply of
nies, besides a small log hive and a carpet over them. The cellar ranges
glass one for curiosities. I took the in temperature from 36° to 42°. They
glass hive and some honey to the all seem to be in good condition at
town "cattle show." It attracted this time, and each has from 30 to 50
much attention, and has helped me pounds of natural stores for winter.
to dispose of my honey. I sell my All that I know about the business I
honey at 25 cents per pound for clover, have learned in the American Bee
apple, goldenrod and aster honey, and Journal in the last two years.
20 cents per pound for buckwheat
honey. I am building up a home
Drones Flying on Christmas.— Col.
trade, and the trade as yet keeps up R. Walton, Industry ,*o Pa., on Jan.
colonies,

;

with

my

supply.

The Bee Journal

I could not well
Its regularity
get along without it.
bears a great contrast to certain other
low, and we ought to combine to raise bee-papers.
the price. I sold honey 20 years ago
Bee-Keeping in Arizona.— J- H.
at 40 cents per pound, wholesale, and
I can now buy as much with 10 cents Brown, Prescott,© Arizona, on Jan.
as I could then with 40 cents. Then
7, 1887, says
I would have had, altogether, 100
now I have 800 pounds as the result
I obtained 50 pounds of honey per
count, and one-half
fall
of the season's work.
colony,
swarm per hive. Our honey is dark,
but improves
Milk-White Honey.-M. G. Mad- and some of it is strong,bees
are a terwith age. Our mixed
dock, Marion,o* Iowa, asks the fol- ror, and if the Holy Land is like the

lowing

:

unadulterated candied
ever of a milk-white color V
Is

comes

regularly,

and

bees, I do not want to go there. But
honey bees with less energy might not pay

at all. I think they go 8 or 10
at times for honey.

miles

[Yes; we have had pure, linden
honey, which, when granulated, apEesults of the Season.-W. F. Koe,
peared very much like lard. Its qual- Candor,? N. Y., on Jan. 7, 1887,
ity

was

excellent.

Ed.]

writes

I commenced the season with 60
Contemptible Conduct.— J. M. A. colonies in 10-frameLangstroth hives,

in fair condition. I increased them
to 100 colonies, and took 2,000 pounds
50 colonies of bees are all in the of comb honey in 1-pound sections,
cellar, and seem as quiet as on a sum- about one- half white and one-half
mer day. I notice that the winter dark, and 50U pounds of extracted
problem has dually largely settled honey. I worked some of my neighdown to cellar wintering, and in my bor's bees on shares, and got 15
opinion it will so remain. Our honey swarms for my share, making me 115
market was nearly ruined last fall, by colonies. They are all heavy with
men that happened to produce some natural stores 05 colonies are in the
honey, and then coming to town and cellar, and 50 are packed in sawdust
selling at the groceries all they could on the summer stands. I am selling
at a nominal figure, and then ped- my honey at 7 cents per pound for exdling it all over town ; thus not only tracted, and 8 to 10 cents for comb
injuring the market, but destroying honey.
the grocery trade that they first sold
to.
Is not such conduct contemptiHome Market for Honey, etc.—D.
ble?
Y. Kennady, ]5atavia,(x Iowa, on
Miller, Galva,x)

Ills.,

writes

:

My

;

1887, writes
Wintering Drones— Selling Honey. Jan. 6,
In the fall of 1885,
Allen Latham, Lancaster,© Mass., on

:

10, 1887,

My

says

bees did very well the past sea-

I sold all but 15 colonies, and
they increased to about 40. I obtained a splendid yield of comb honey,
and sold the most of it at home for 20
and 25 cents per pound. It was a remarkable season for nectar. The bees
that I had out on shares did better
than they have for 6 or 7 years. One
or two colonies are carrying their
This is
drones through the winter.
something new to me. They had a
flight on Christmas, the drones and
young bees flying and roaring as if it
were in June. I should like to know
if others have ever had such to happen. My bees are in prime condition.
VVell, Mr. Editor, I would like to enter my protest against taxing bees,
and also against bee-legislation.

son.

Selling Honey at Home.— Uriah
Stephenson, Gladstone,*ollls.,onDec.
12, 1886,

wirtes

:

Eighty colonies, spring count, have
produced 7,100 pounds of honey,
mostly extracted, and I increased

them

to

107

colonies.

By

properly

grading it, putting it up in suitable
packages, and taking it around, it

recommended
fied that I

much

if I

itself, and I
sell three

could

had

it,

am

satis-

times as

and at much better

than commission men can.
Talk about there being an over-production of honey surely there is not
as much produced as would be consumed in the country around our apiaries, if we would only go around and
present it in proper condition, and not
wait for them to come to us. As for
those inexperienced bee-keepers, I
made my best sales all around them,
to their nearest neighbors. I have no
fault to find with commission men.
If we
Bee-keepers are to blame.
would go around the country, I affirm
that we can sell all our honey, and
every vear the trade will be better,
instead of throwing it all on the commission men's hands, and making it
a drug. I have 115 colonies in a good,
dry cave, 40x8 feet, and 10 feet high
with all apertures
in the centre,
closed as tightly as I conld make
them and while the mercury is far
below zero outside, it is at 47° in the
cave. I put the bees away in the
latter part of November, and I expect
to be able to make a good report next
prices

—

1 had 28 colonies,
chaff hives with tops packed
with straw, and 10 in Langstroth
Bees seem to be in good condition hives well packed in straw. On Feb.
so far, and bid fair to winter without 16, 1886, I moved tbem 2-5 miles on
loss.
They have had one flight since the cars. They all wintered nicely
the advent of winter (the middle of except one late swarm that starved,
November, here). That flight was a and 1 lost 2 in April. I do not know
We are now the cause. They left plenty of honey
little before Christmas.
having a cold spell, it being 18= to 20° in the hives. That left me 25 colonies
below zero some mornings. When in good condition, but, owing to the
they had their flight I saw drones fly drouth, one-third of them did not
;
from one hive, thus showing that swarm. I increased them to 48, and
onehoney
in
drones can be wintered. In this hive secured 1,500 pounds of
was a late swarm that became queen- pound sections, which I sold for 12}^
less, and reared a queen late in the and 15 cents per section in my home
fall, and, it seems, having kept the market.
It was all sold by Nov. 15, spring.
drones so long, it concluded to keep and I could have sold three times
them forever. Though as to that, I that amount at the same price. I
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
saw one of the drones giving a free, hope that I will be able to supply the
I now have 28 of the American Bee JotJRNAi, for 1887,
but not willing, ride to one of the demand next year.
workers. I started the season with 5 colonies on the summer stands in will richly repay every apiarist In Anieri«a.

Jan.

8, 1887,

writes

18 in

:
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OCR CLUBBING

Honey and Beeswax Market.

^^S^JBMIOAlfv^i,

The following

are our very latest

quotations for honey and beeswax

:

CHICAGO.

HONET.— Market

Dec.

161

8.

Issued every Wednesday by

G.

NEW

NEWMAN & SON,

NEWMAN.

Business manaqer.

YORK.

HILDRETH

it

BROS.,

34

7.

Hudson St.

BOSTON.
has Improved. We are
selling one-pound packages of white clover honey
at 13®14c.; 2-pound8 at ll@12c. Extracted. 5®7c.
BEESWAX.— 24 cts. per lb.

HONEY.- The demand

Correspondents. — It would save
trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

UB much

We have several letters

(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offloe, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mall at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

your subscription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bek
JOUBNAL. It is now 80 Cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
£ Binder for the Bee Jocrnax, to any one

sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It \rtll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

is

Jan.

Blakx

1.

ft

Ripley, 57 Chatham

HONEY.— Few
ted

is

l2'.^c.;

Best white
10®llc. Extrac-

sales are reported.

comb honey,

Fall

offered for eSiSc.
at 23c.

BEESWAX.-Firm

Jan.

M. H. HUNT.. Bell Branch. Mich.

10.

kinds has been very
slow since Christmas, and occasional concessions
have to be made to effect a sale of comb honey.
extracted
honey. 3@7c. per lb.
We quote prices for
Nice comb brings I2@15c. per lb. In a jobbing way.
BEESW AX.-Good demand,—20@22C. per lb. for
good to Choice yellow.
Jan. 1 1. C.F.MtJTH & SoN.Freeman & Central At,
for

all

CLBYBLAND.

HONE Y.—The market is not very active and prilittle lower. Choice I -lb. sections of best
white sell at 13t«.14c. ; second grade l-lbs., 10@]2c.:
choice white 2- lbs.. ll@l2c. ilitracled.slow at 6e.

ces a

BEESWAX.— Scarce at 25c.

Nov.

17.

A. C.

Kendel,

.

Canadian Bee Journal

.

.

1-50..
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers
5 25.
2 25..
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00..
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00.
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
4 00..
Farmer's Account Book
150..
Guide and Hand-Book
.

.

.

.

Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 HO.
1 75.
A Tear Among the Bees

.

.

135
4 50
2 00

175
1 50
2 00
2 10
2 00

130
1

40

1 50

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, In order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

Preminm Worth Having.—The New
York IToj-W and the American Bee Journal (both weekly) will be sent for one year
to any address in North America for $2.00.

115 Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— The demand for honey is only moderate and the supply ample, of very fine quality
and in extra good order. We quote choice l-lb.
sections ol white at I2ai3c.; 2-lb8.. ll@12c.; dark
not wanted. Extracted, white, in barrels, halfbarrels and in kegs, 6@6^6c.: in tin packages,
6',^(5/7c.: dark, in barrels and H-barrela, 5@6c.

the title of a new English bee-book. The
BEESWAX.— Nominal at 25c.
author claims that it will inaugurate a " new
A. Y. Bishop, 142 W. Water St.
Dec. 13.
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
BAN FRANCISCO.
"it Is based upon purely natural principles,
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra white, 12®13
and is the only system that can ever be
Extracted, white,
cts.; amber to white, 8!^@ll.
relied upon, because no other condition 4H®4Xc.; amber and candled, 3H@ic. Trade is
«xists in the economy of the hive that can quiet.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.
Jan. 10.
be applied to bring about the desired result
HONEY.— As generally at the beginning of the
a total absence of any desire to swarm." year, honey is very quiet, but prices are well maintained, in consequence of the continued absence
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
of the needed rnlns end allhougb it is too early
illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be to say anything regarding the next crop, prospects
are not so good as tney were last year at this time.
obtained at this office.
Large orders from Europe remain unexecuted, pri:

—

PRESENT

to every such
" History of the United
States," containing 320 pages and 23 fine engravings, bound in leather and gilt.
This " History " will be sent free by ex-

And

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— Demand

.

150.. 140
2 00
1 70
2 00. 1 75

Street.

DETROIT.
comb,

1 75
1 25.. 1 25

2 DO.

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

Tbe Apiculturist

BBBSWAX.-21®2ac.

^jptcml ^oixcts.

Slmmlns' Non-Swarmlng System

St.

;

MCCAUL

IVben Renewing

South Water

Price of toth. Club
1 00.

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

consequence of a large stock of
this market, fancy prices cannot
be maintained. Fancy white honey in paper boxes, or glassed, are in better favor here than the
unglassed honey, hence the difference in the
Fancy
price. We quote present prices as follows
white in 1-lb. paper boxes, or glassed. 13c.; same
unglassed, 12c.. and in 2-lb. glassed sections, 10(^
lie; off grades 1 to 2 cts. per lb less. Calif, comb,
Sfaioc: fancy buckwheat l-lbs., 8X"i9c., and 2-lbs.
7^@8c. Extracted white clover, none in the market. Calif, ext'd. hO-lb. cans, 5@6c.i buckwheat, in
kegs and barrels. 4(a5c.
Deo.

writingto this office.

of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

HONEY.— In

923& 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL,
At One Dollar a Year.
H.

the

comb honey on

Proprietors.

ALFRED

all

We supply the Anjerlcan Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

grades, and the demand is light. Prices are nominal at u@I2c. for white in 1-lb. sections. Fancy
white in scant pound sectionB, 13c. Very little extracted is being sold, and prices range from 4@7c.
R. A. BURNETT,
BEESWAX, -22c.

'^^i^

THOMAS

well supplied with

is

LIST.

in addition

CLUB subscriber a

press at the subscriber's expense ; or will
be mailed for 10 cents extra to any place in
the United States or Canada.
It is arranged chronologically by years,

from 1492

to 1885.

Every event

narrated

is

in the order of its date. These are not confined, as in other works, to political matters,
but embrace every branch of human action.

premium

is worth the whole of the
sent for both periodicals, and should
induce thousands to subscribe, and thus get
two unrivalled weeklies for nothing.

This

money

As tbere Is Another firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this ofiBce.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

;

;

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

ces being under 4c. here, and owners refusing to
sell for less than 4Mc.. at which price we quote
good to choice honey. Comb honey firm at 8(a»12c.
BBESWAX.-Active at 1«®21C.
SCHACHT & Lemcee. 122-124 Oavls St.
Jan. 10.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— The demand is light, and stocks of

year,

we

will club for $1.50.

can now be obtained at

and are In no way

safe.

:

;

Dr. MUler's Book, "A Tear Among
the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one

all

grades are large. We quote White clover l-lbs.,
12c.; dark l-lbs., 8@l0c.; white clover 2-lb8., 10@11
cts.; dark 2-lbs„7®9c. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark, 4* 5c. white sage, 5@5>ic. amber,4>«@5.

Money Orders

Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,

;

;

BEES WAX.-20® 23c.

Jan.

13.

CLKMONS,CLooN4CO.,oor.4th AWalnot.
ST. LOUIS,

HONEY.- Choice

comb, io®12c.; latter price
Strained, in barrels.
for choice white clover.
3M@4c. Extra fancy of bright color and In No, 1

All

New Subscriptions

will

begin with

the year, and until further notice we will
send the back numbers from January 1,
unless otherwise ordered.

Is

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

piickages, M advance on above prices. Extracted
in barrels. 4M®6.; in cans 5@6c. Market dull.
Firm at 2n!i!C. lor prime.
D. 6.
4 CO., Commercial St.
Dec. 20.

BEESWAX.—

^"

TUTT

The Fremont Progressive Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation will hold Its semi-nnnual meeting in conjunction with the Farmers' Institute, at Fremont,
GEO. B. HILTON, Sec.
Mich., on Feb. 4, 1887.

We •nrlll Present

Webster's Dictionary

(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

determine their meaning.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Home Market for Honey.

B^ To

create

Honey Markets

System and Sacceas.

In every

Tlllag-e, town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat

Honey"

(only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a DEMAND for all of their crops at

^F"

45

^dvizxtistmznts.

who Intend to be syslematio In
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
All

COMPANIOSr
YOUTH'S
and this paper

(new subscriber)

(old or new subscriber), both
year for $2.05. choice Italian duern (to new
eustomera, to advertise my stock), .v> cts -Reeular
1

price K5 cts. Two sittlnKs of Brown l.eichorn
125 £|CSN for $1, and warranted to reacb you Id Kood
condition, and produce birds tbat will score from
150 91)
to
points. CIran AUjrke Clover Seed at
per bushel. Hmall Frnlt-Plants at one"
Honey as Food and
The larger ones can be used for a few col- $7.50
remunerative prices.
half the usual price.
"
I can and will furnish any paper in the U. S., at
onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
Medicine are sold at the followlnf? prices :
prices that will astonish you. Write for large 20Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per and still keep the record all together in one paRe Catalogue and (.Uub-Llst for 1887. Reference
given
In your own county or town. Orders booked
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent book, and are therefore the most desirable.
now. ASUKE8S, BOX 36. Thornhlll, Onondaga
gostpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
¥.—

n orders of 100 or more, we will print. If
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).

To give a«fay a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine" to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell lots of it.

Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
As each separate

fiber

extends the

whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
bandy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
odd I cent each for postage
;

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
3 Park Row,

New

York, inserts advertise-

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed

satisfaction.

In

all his

"

f 1 00

200 colonies (420 pages)

9.')

;

;

bees.

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)

dealings, he

is

52A40t

free.

Onr Book Premiums.—To encourage
our present readers to get one or more
additional subscribers we will present 25
cents' worth of books for every new subscriber (accompanied with $1 for one year's
subscription), sent direct to this office. Thus
for five new subscribers with to, the getter
all

Co N.

" Simply this, and nothing more."
C. M. GOQDSPEKD, Thorn Hill, N.Y.

,

3Alt

More Premiums.—Mr.

L. J. DIehl, of

Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.
As a premium to the second largest club
we will send my mail, postpaid, a copy of
the ' Farm Account Book," worth $.3. The

postage

is

Bee -Keepers' Supplies,
OF ALL KINDS,

IN PRICE.
A GREAT REDUCTION
STAIIFFER
Send for Price
Beeswax.
A. F.
3Dtf

STERLING, ILLS.

NEWJNE-POUNO HONEY
new size
THIS
Uooey Fails

PAIL.

of our Tapering

isof uniform design

20 cents.

We Keep

Cash paid for
Sc CO.,

List.

tbls Notice standing

all

with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a ball or
handle,— malilDg it very convenient
to carry. It is welj-made and, when

the

filled

with honey.makes a novel and

attractive small package, that can
Always give the name of the
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
Postoffice to which your paper is addressed. consumers will buy it In order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRICE, 75 cents per
Tour name cannot be found on our list un- dozen, or S5.00 per lOO.
less this is done," and yet many ask us to
XHOS. G.
& SON,
change their address without even mention- 923 A 925 West Madison Street.
CHICAGO. ILL,
ing to what Postoffice it has heretofore been
sent. It often costs us more to find their
Bee-Keepers' Supplies
old address than they pay for the Bee Jourof all kinds kept io stock,
nal for a year as we may have to examine
at low rates.
our subscription lists in every State, ProvTHE dtriNBT SMOEEB
ince and Territory in North America. Please
a specialty.
be more careful in the future, and never
Send for Illustrated Prlce-LlBt.
omit your name, Postofflce, county and
IV. E. CIiARK,

year round

:

"

NEWMAN

;

State.

A Ne«f Crate to hold one dozen one-pound
sections of honey.— It has a strip of glass on
each side, to allow the honey to be seen. It
is a light and attractive package. As it holds
but one tier of sections, no damage from the
drippings from an upper tier can occur. We
can furnish the material, ready to nail, for
9 cts. per crate. Glass 13ic. per light, extra.

Red Labels

Successor to L. C. Root,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. T.

lA17t

Dadant's FoundatienFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertlaement

another colamn.

In

BeeKeepers
Supplie

one-pound pails of
WholesalesiR
honey, size 3x4'/5 inches. — We have Just
up of a club gets S1.25 in valuable reading gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
Ot-tiOi
100
matter, to be selected by himself from our supply them at the following prices
All orders ailed the day they are received,
$1.00
250
500
$2.00
for
for$1..50
for
1,000
except for bees and queens.
lD6t
list on the second page of this paper.
It
all with name and address of
will pay you to devote a few hours to the for $3.00
apiarist
printed
on
them
—
mail,
postpaid.
by
interests of the Bee Journal. Every one
who keeps bees ought to take it. We will
furnish sample copies free in any quantity
Tlie Convention History or America
for

ETiewis

TOLEDO

:

;

;

;

;

We
to those who intend to get up clubs.
expect to get 5,000 new subscribers for IBS'.

with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the

Tbe Report of the Indianapolis Convention is now published in pamphlet form,
uniform with that of last year. It will be
sent postpaid for 25 cents to any address.

We have also bound it

up with

last year's,

together with the History of the Society ;
this we will mail for 40 cents.
Or if you
send us one new subscriber (with one dollar)
besides your own renewal, we will present
you with a copy by mall.

American Bee Journal

for one year,

will be clubbed for $1.25.

mcK
FLORAL

If you are in want of
Garflen. send 10 cts.
can he deducteri from

or anything for the

JAMES VICK, SEEDS
ROCHESTER,

Bo you IFant a Farm Account
We have a few left, and make you
tempting

Book

?

a very

contains 106 pages. Is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $.3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Journal tor a year and give
you both for $2. If you want It sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.
offer.

aliove,

fi)r
till-

flr^t

which

order.

SEEDSMAN.

N. Y.

OCJR I1.1.1ISTRATED CATA1.0Gl'E
Sent

It

FREE upon

THOS.

application.

NEWMAN ic

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A White Clover Seed. Wholesale and
AI.SIKE
Retail.— B. 8. HUdemann, Ashlppun, Wis.
51-a-5
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,Wliat Mr. Beyer says:j;f—
thanks for the splendid et-eds received from your firm
would be a rather lengthy lietif I should name all, but
will say that amongst 3Starst, and 3 second preraiunia
awarded me at our faire in Northern Indiana and
SoutherH Michigan, 2S tirst premiums were for vegetables raised from your seeds, \yhat firm can beat
"
August Beter, So. Bend, Ind.
'this?
Seed of this quality I am now ready to sell to every one
who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FREE my
cgetable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1BS7. Old customers
need not write for it. I catalogue this season the native wild
potato.
JAS. J. H. OREOOBY, Seed Grower, Marblehead, Mass.
bt-'sl

V*'

It

^TALO

The

NEW

Heddon Hive, i

We

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell tha
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
:

lA6t 7D6t

A Year among

the Bees,

BEINO

A

Talk ab(nit aome of the Implements, Plan$

and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exclusive

PRIZES!

Business.

by the Masrazine,
AKE
Subscribers who obtain the
offered

Price. '75 cents, b7 mail. This Is a new work
of about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound
Address,

In cloth.

923

THOS. G. NEWTT AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, TIX.

amount of Comb Honey durinjr
for particulars.

to the
largest

1887. Write

THE BEE-KEEPERS'
BARRlfTOWN, N. Y.

inAGAZIIVE, 23 cents per Year.
lAtf

(Mention this Journal.)

The engraving glvea a good idea of the hive.
The brood-chamber is in two sections; also the

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISEB.
The British Bee Journal is published erery
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement in another column.

contains the best practical Information for the

time being, showing what to do, and when and
bow to do It. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the American
Bbk JotTRNAii, one year, for $3,00.

Muth^s Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,
For

HOMEOPATHIC fl
ff
SPECIFIC No.
In use 30 years. The only encceasful

fiO
remedy

Sold BY DrtjgGiSTS,

or sent postpaid on receiptor

—liiuupbre^'s'JlIedicuieCo.} iU9 Fulton St.}

N. Y.

<fe

$4.00,

SOST,

Freeman 4 Central Aye.,

-

P.S.— Send

Hints to Bee-Keepers

lOc. for Practical

CINCINNATI, O.

EXCELSIOR

Nervous

price.

MTTTB

HONEY EXTRACTORS

45A12t
In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, we bave concluded to adopt these two new

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL, H.

B. J.

The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leavinK room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It wilt be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
f le.'Hi Extractor, I3x20, which la
intended for any size of frame.
sizes.

D.

TKE^TISB KtTinR an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each,
table ^vinK all the principal dnifcs used for the
horse, wltb the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the

A

;

;

horse's teeth atdifTereot aKcs.with rules for telling
the &ge of the horse a valuable collection of reolpes. and much valuable information.
;

Price S5 cents— In EuKllsh or German.
THOS. G. NEmriAN & SON.,
923 & 925 West MadlBon Street. Chicago.

Ill

;

;

PAINTED, and ready for immediate

Circulars, apply to

CHA.S. F.

for

Debility, Vital Weal(ness,
and Prostration, from nver-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 5 vials and lar^e vial powder, for $6.

etc.

surplus arrangement, which may be interchanged
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-half
of a regular bee-space, bo that the surplus cases
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE niVE Includes the bottom-hoard
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames ;
two surplus arrangements, each containing 28 one*
pound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can ha interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is nailed ANn

Bxceptintr with the $8.00 Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The 98.00 and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

use.

Price,

complete.

It Is absolutely essential to order one
nailed hive as a pattern rorputtlov those
In the flat together correctly.

HIVES READY TO NAIL.— In filling orders for
these hives. In tbe flat, we make 6 different combinations, so that our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for us to quote prices, and the different
kinds wilt be known by tbe following numbers
Xo. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two 6-inch brood-chambers. 16 frames, and
tbe slatted honey-board. Price. 3B1. 55 each.
'No. 8 is the same as No. i, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchangeable, but not reversible.Price, S3.00 each.
No. S is the same as No. 2, with two surplus stories as therein described. Price, 4^8. 50 each.
"So. 4 is the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections In wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed,
inverted, and interchanged, tbe same ss the broodcnambers. Price, 9If;3.30 each.
Xo. 5 is the same as No. 4, with two surploB
arrangements as therein described. Price, S3.00,
No. 6 contains all tbe parts as described in the
sample nailed hive. Price, 9S.75 each.
Those desiring the hives ivithout the stand.honeyboard or sections, may make the following deducStand, 14 cents
tions from the above prices
honey-board, 8 cents and the 28 or 56 sections, as
the case may be, at H cent each, respectively,
We will also make the following deductions on
quantities ordered all at one time For 10 or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
7 1-2 per cent. for 50 or more, 10 per cent.
:

:

;

;

OGnO fO uBntS Year amon?

the Bees;"
114 paares, cloth bound. Address.
i>R. c. €. jnriLijER,
MARENGO, ILLS.
20Atf

For 2 American tramps,
For 2 Langstroth "
"
"
For 3
*'
"
For 4
For 2 frames of any size,
^'
"
For 3

BEESWAX.

THOS.

G.

13x13 Inches
"
10x18
"
10x18
10x18
"
13x20
13x20

NEWMAN &

$6 00

800
10 00
14 00

12 00
12 00
16 00

SON,

aOc. per lb., dellrered here, for yellow 923 & 925 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
BeeBwaz. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
Italian Queen in full Colony, only
IMPOKTKI>
honld always be on eaob pacfease.
$8.00 -0. N. BALDWIN, Clarksville. Mo.
4Aly
THOS. e. SE'WttA.y <ft SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
923 & 925 West Madison Street,

PNl

Most practical for surplus honey

in the World. Excellent for rearing Queens ; also for Increase, when desired.
Write for Circulars.

VICTOR
51A6t

TV.

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
makes the flnest extra thin Fonndatlon
oomb honey. For Sale by
It

THOS.

CliOCGH, GENESEO,ILLS.

923

0.

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

Street,

THOMAS
92.3

We pay

-SWARMING BEE-HIVES. Vandervort Foundation

:

;

;

0.

NEWMAN & SON,

& 923 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

S EEDS
BHBCOI.£ di BRO.

TT.T,.

Laree Qarden Onlde
Freetoall. Vou should
have it. Best varieties,
all tested, at

low prices.

~
Pella, la.
iSeedamen,

Some one with or without
WANTED.—
experience, but with some ready cash,

me in rearing Bees and producing
Honey, and to take a half interest in 100,
150, 200, or 230 colonies of bees. My honey
crop the past season was 19,000 pounds.
Correspondence desired.
to join

for

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

m. M. BAI.DRIDGE;,

50C2t

ST.

CHABLES,

ILLS.
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Iliiining the

Home Market.—L.

W.

of Lakeview, Mich., has no
doubt thoughtlessly ruined his home market
for honey, by selling fall honey in the comb,
after having sold all of his clover and linden
crop of honey in that town. It was a very
unwise transaction, and we mention it just
Have
to warn others from a like fate.
nothing but the beat honey put into the
sections, e.\tracting the dark, and sell it for
manufacturing purjioses, or keep It for
feeding to the bees in the spring.
Indignation ran high in that town, and the
honey was denounced as an adulteration ; it
was stated by some that he fed his bees with
"blackstrap molasses," and had the bees
store it in the sections.
The buyers were
indignant, and said anything that came to
their minds, without waiting to know
whether it is true or not.
A neighbor, Mr. J. Essinger, came out
with an explanatory card, in the Lakeview
Enterprise, on Dec. 24, In which he stated
the following
It/.enhouser,

THOMAS
Voinill.

G.

NEWMAN,

Jan. 26, 1887,

No,4.

:

Ihadafleld of red Lancaster wheat that
was sown on low ground, and just when the
wheat was nicely headed out, we had a frost
that injured the heads so that there was but
little wheat in them, and the juice that
Mr. Scliroder, in Southern Austria, very
should have filled out the kernels remained
writes us as follows concerning- the weather in the stalks therefore, the stalks remained
green, and after the wheat was cut the juice
and bees there
began to ooze out of the stubble, and in a
We had a very fine November, but it was couple of days it turned dark, just about the
quite rainy during December, though there color of molasses, and it was sweet and
were some fine, warm days when my bees sticky, and so abundant that in gathering up
were on the wing. They flew on Dec. 20, the sheaves of wheat, our boots and clothes
and worked on the Xespola Japontea.
became perfectly wet and daubed with it.
:

:

Prof. Foster* who predicted last summer
that this would be a cold winter, with great
fluctuations of temperature, now advises
ice men to put up large quantities of ice, as
there will be a large demand for it next
summer, and the opportunities of gathering
ice will not be so favorable the following
winter.
That means that a hot summer followed
by a mild winter is predicted.

Many of

our readers have sent us the

names and addresses of their bee-keeping
neighbors, to whom we have sent a sample
copy of the Bee Journal, so that they may
sec just what it is doing for them and the
apicultural pursuitgenerally, and give them
an opportunity to become regular subscribers.

We hope others

will feel free to

do the same.

Take Time to Think.—This is the best
advice we can offer to our readers.
Now,
while the bees are in their winter repose,
plan for the future. It will be money in
your pockets to do this. In the morning,
when the mind is the clearest, think and
decide what you intend to do, and then
devise the best method of doing it. Think
of what improvements you should make in
in

vi

!

page 4

will

query show most conclusively. The same
discontent with the present, and admiration
for the past has been exhibited in every
generation. The "good times" havealways
been in the past
and the present have
always been the "evil days." An exchange
remarks as follows on this subject
;

We are told that more children die now,
and that life is shorter. All this is untrue ;
there has never been, in the history of the
world, any time as good as to-day, and life
is growing longer.
In Geneva, Switzerland,
they first kept an account of longevity. In
the IGth century the average life was 21
years in the 17th century, 2.5 years
in the
18th century, :W years: from 1801 to 183.3,
30 vears from 1814 to 1833, 40 years.
We see that in Geneva in the 16th century,
the average age was 21 years, and in the
mth century, 40 years. Fifty years ago, the
Life Insurance Company in Philadelphia,
used a table in which the expectation was 28
years. The life table of the United States,
calculated in 1860, made it 41 years. At no
previous period in the history of the race
has sanitary progresrf approached that of
the 19th century.
;

;

;

Tlie Bee-Keepers of Cedar VaUey,Iowa,
have organized a society, which they have
named a "Produce and Supply Union." Its
constitution says

:

.'J.

1886

:

Mr. L. Itzenhouser, being a large producer
of honey, has taken great pains to control
the home market at Lakeview, having made
nice show-cases to hold his comb honey,
while the extracted is offered in cans and
other vessels with neat labels. Mr. Itzenhouser put the honey on the market and
disposed of it as fast as the busy bees could
gather it
first the white clover, then the
linden were disposed of. and the customers
were thus unsuspiciously led on to tackle
the dark honey gathered from the buckwheat
and other fall bloom, and perhaps some of
the "vile stuff " gathered from the stubble
is no
better than the honey-dew which
troubled us some time ago. The only remedy
is to either keep the stuff off the market, or
soil it cheaply for just what it is, and thus
try and not to be unjustly charged by those
not well informed in the mysteries of beekeeping, of adulteration.
;

This should be a warning to all— never to
allow any fall honey to be put into the sections, or offered for sale after being extracted without fully explaining what it is.
We cannot be too careful to maintain a
home market after having once created it.
Let us hang this red signal out as a warning
I

I

The Oood Old Times,—On

be found a q uery. why more bees die in winter now than they did .'lO years ago.
Of
course they do not; it is only one of the
fallacies of the times; as the replies to the

The objects of the Union are : 1. To
provide effective means for the even disAnd here comes the secret of the dark, tribution
of honey. 2. To prevent, as far as
strong honey. There were thousands of Mr. possible, reckless
sales. .3. To find a wider
Itzenhouser's bees gathering the juice from market.
4. To secure higher and more even
the stubble and carrying it home.
This I grades of honey,
uniform packages and
can prove by Mr. Biidlley, Mr. White and prices.
To purchase supplies (as nearly
Mr. Bassett, who are my neighbors and as practicable! of
one house or firm, and
helped me harvest m.v wheat. I have eaten thereby obtain
prices and a uniform
some of the dark honey, and think it is the grade. 6. This lower
Union is a compact between
same that was gathered from my wheat its members to secure
a more ready sale for
field.
honey, even, uniform package and wider
Mr. S. J. Toungman, of Cato, Mich., wrote market, but not a monopoly.
us as follows about this affair on Dec. 27,
The Secretary is H. E. Hubbard, of La

your bees, and in your beepasturage, in your surroundings generally,
to all
and then make your plans for accomplishing these improvements. Think of the hives,
sections, cases and crates you will need, and
"The Ontlook of BeeKeeping in the
then procure them, so that they will be on Future," was the subject of an essay by Mr.
hand just when needed. This advice would A. E. Manum, of Bristol, Vt., at the late
save thousands of dollars every year to bee- convention at Albany. As Mr. Manum is an
Read, experienced apiarist, the subject was placed
keepers, if they would but heed it
study, and "post up" on the pursuit, and in good hands. From 71.5 colonies of bees
you will never regret it. If you do this, he obtained 30,000 pounds of comb honey,
will be wiser, happier and richer
besides G.OOO pounds of extracted honey.
your apiary,

51

Porte City, Iowa, who will send copies of
the constitution and by-laws to all applicants.

Mr. E. C. Jordan, the apiarist of White
Sulphur Springs, Va., sent a Christmas
present to the Kev. T. DeWitt Talraage, consisting of a Virginia ink-stand and some of
the excellent honey of " old Virginia." The
Winchester, Va., Times says his reply was as
follows

:

received your valued Christmas present,
the inkstand, made out of a cannon of the
late war. Many thanks
Surely we must
be near the time when the sword shall be
turned into a ploughshare, for here we have
a gun changed into an ink-stand. I thank
you also for the honey that tastes of your
bright Virginia fields.
I

1

Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
desk are from
G. B. Lewis

&

Co.,

pages— Bee-Hives and

Watertown, Wis.— 32
.Sections.

E. Kretehmer, Coburg, Iowa,- 32 pages—
Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
J. H. Martin, Hartford, N. Y.,— 4 pages—
Chrorao Cards, etc.
A. F. Stauffer & Co.. Sterling, Ills.,— 12

pages— Hives and Apiarian Supplies.
Cole & Brothers, Pella. Iowa,— 40 pagesFlower and Vegetable Seeds.
Plant Seed Co.. St. Louis, Mo.— 64 pages-

Vegetable and Flower Seeds.
James J. H. Gregory, Marblehead, Mass.—
.nO
pages— \'egetable. Flower and Grain
Seeds.
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It is very hard to be sure about
such things, and you will find out
better by trying some in each place.
Even then, you may not decide correctly, for if one room is full and the
AVltli Replies thereto.
other contains only a few, these latter
will probably have the advantage. I
think that under the kitchen would
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time be the better place, and although the
than one month. They have to wait their noise may do no harm (I hardly think
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a it will), I should rather have the
dozen at a time to each of those who answer cellar plastered overhead.
C. C.
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are Miller.
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
I know little practically of winterthem to be inserted here.— Ed.1
ing bees in the cellar, but I am aware
that noise does not interrupt bees, and
they are not interrupted by slight
concussion when closely clustered, if
Winterini BeesJWer a Kitclien.
Laying a
it is not too continuous.
double floor and filling the space beQuery, No. 365.— Where the cellar un- tween with lime mortar, will deaden
der the dwelling- house is partitioned off in
rooms to match the ones above, which room the sound and remove all apprehenSo far as I
would be the best to winter bees in, the one sions on this account.
under the kitchen where a Are is kept all have seen, this plan practiced in
the inmates

—

;

daj', and being occupied with
of the house during the day. or the one under the parlor where there is no regular fire
kept, only on extra occasions, probably not
to exceed a dozen times during the winter ?
Will the noise in the kitchen, resulting from
the daily exercise of the family, be injurious to the bees under such room ? If so,
would the lining of the cellar-room overhead, with thin lining boards, flooring
boards, or plastering, deaden the sound
from above so as not to be injurious to the
bees below? If it would be, which of the
three would be the best ? If not, is there any
material that could be filled between the
two floors that would answer the purpose ?
If so, what ?— A. J., Ohio.

erecting warm buildings the workmen
use " poor mortar," that is, add only
enough lime to make the mortar sufficiently

compact not to crumble.— G.

W. Demakee.
I should put the bees in that part
of the cellar in which the temperature was the most suitable, without
regard to the noise made above. As
the cold of a room in which no fire
is kept affects the temperature of a
several degrees, I
cellar beneath
should line that cellar room overhead
in preference to the other. For the
space of 3 feet I lined my cellar overhead on the north side, and filled in

Put them in that part which has
Noise
the most eveu temperature.
will not injure it there is no jar.—
with the fine shavings made in sawDadant & Son.
The temperature
ing white poplar.
I
kitchen.
Put the bees nnder the
now varies but little from 41° without
have
noise.
I
the
have no fear from
a fire, and no moisture can be seen
wintered bees perfectly under exactly about the hive or cellar.
Moisture
Hutchinson.
W.
Z.
conditions.—
such
appears and water will run out of the
The room that is freest from damp- entrances of the hives at about 36"
ness and preserves the most even and below. This was last January.
fire in the cellar made the air sweet
temperature, say from 40° to 50".
Noise will not hurt the bees, but jars and pure, and dried up the moisture.
G. L. Tinker.
and vibrating motions will.— J. P. H.
Beown.
If the temperature is always high
After several such trials I never enough there, I would put the bees
could ascertain that kitchen noise under the parlor. If not, I would put
made any difference with the bees. I them under the kitchen. Disturbance
would prefer to place the bees in the sometimes seems to aggravate the
warmest apartment.— C. W. Dayton. causes of bee-diarrhea, but when the
it does
Put the bees under the kitchen. primary cause is not present
this to be
Noise without a jar does not injure no harm. I have proven
Jame.s Heddon.
if they are so arranged that true.
bees
they stand on the ground without
Put the bees under the kitchen.
touching anv part of the wood -work Bees cannot hear— therefore noise will
to the house.' they will be all right.— not disturb them, if there be no jar-

Let the sections rest on each other.

— C.

W. Dayton.

There ought to be a bee-space between the tiers of sections.— W. Z.

Hutchinson.
Not necessarily.

A bee-space facili-

tates rapid handling.— G. L.

To my mind such space

Tinker.

unnecesbut some prefer it.— G. M. Doolittle.
We should prefer to have them rest
on each other, if practicable.—
Dadant & Son.
The sections are kept cleaner from
propolis by allowing them to rest immediately on each other; though I
would allow U inch bee-space, and it
works well.— J P. H. Brown.
This question is a mooted one. As
for myself I prefer continuous passage-ways, and the sections come out
cleaner and nicer than where a beespace is allowed.— J. E. Pond.
sary

is

;

.

According to my practice, yes. I
have tried both ways on a large scaler
and I could never " tier up " cases
crowded with bees without smashing
bees, if there was no bee-space intervening between the cases. My bees
enter the cases through the bee-spaces
as readily as when no bee-spaces intervene.— G. W. Demaree.
Every time, and with the dawn of
a little more light, no one will ever
think of such a thing as allowing the
sections to come nearer together than
will

allow

a

bee-space

between-

James Heddon.
In tiering up, each method (with
and without a bee-space intervening)
has its advantages and disadvantages.
AVhere no bee-space is given, the sections are kept cleaner than they are
where it is provided. Either plan
will be successful.-

The Editor.

A

Raising

—

;

G. M. Doolittle.
It will depend upon which will give
the nearest to an equable temperature. The noise will probable not
affect them unfavorably.— J. E.Pond.
I would prefer the room under the
parlor in preference to the one under
the kitchen. If you use a non-conductor of noise, it will be of heat also.
I have several times seen that the
noise and jar from rooms above is
detrimental to bees.— H. D. Cutting.
I would put them under where the
Are is kept above all the time. I have
no fear of noise. A simple floor above
The fire above tends to
is enough.
keep the room below from getting too
cold, and can be made to aid ventilation.— A. J. Cook.

Lining
Editor.

ring.

is

unnecessary.— The

tlie

Hives in

tlie

Cellar.

Query, No. 367.— I have excavated under the house, and put in a furnace to heat
mv house, and I also have dug a cyclone
cellar and put my bees into it. The temperature ranges from 42° to o4°. Now, by raising
the hives up nearer the rafters I can increase
the temperature as high as 60° or 65°. How
would it do about Feb. 1 to raise the hives
up so the bees would go to breeding fast?—
G. M.G., Minn.
I would not disturb them until they
were ready to put out permanently.
J. P. H. Brown.

Do not go too fast. March 1 will be
Are
soon enough in your locality.
you sure you can raise the temperature 20° by simply raising the hives

from the floor toward the ceiling V—
H. D. Cutting.
As the result of two experiments, I
Query, No. 366 In tiering up sections, think this plan would be advisable. I
should a bee-space be left between the cases have more to learn of that method,
rather than to have the sections rest on each
Bee-Spaces Between Cases.

however. I will be better prepared
to answer about next April or May.—

other?— Catskill.

Most
Cook.

certainly, every

time.—A.

J.

C.

W. Dayton.

should say do not do it. My very
between mine.— best colonies, the past season, were
C. C.
those which did not have a particle of
In my practice I want the sections brood, not even eggs, when removed
to come together, or as nearly so as from the cellar at the time elm and
The first and second soft maple were in bloom.— G. M.
practicable.
bee-space is all right.— H.D. Cutting. Doolittle.

A bee-space is left
Miller.

I
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I'HE
should not do

I

If

it.

your bees are

^ovxcspontitntt.

well enough
health,
just "let
alone " until it is time to put them
in

out.— .James Heddon.

You can try it, but I should not' on
I believe it unwise to
very many.
raise the temperature in the cellar
above SOJ, Fahr.— A. J. Cook.
1 should prefer to leave them as
they are, rather than to risk them in
the higher temperature.— J. E. Pond.
It cannot do much harm, but we
would not do it, tor you will probably
lose as many bees by restlessness as
you will gain by breeding. Dadant
Son.
Why
I think the plan a good one.
not raise part of the bees and leave
part at the bottom, and then tell us
which does the better?— W. Z.

&

Explanatory.— The llgures before the
names indicate the number of years that the
person has kept bees- Those after, show
number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.
the

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named;
6 north of the center; 9 south; 0+ east;
west; and this 6 northeast; ^northwest:
o* southeast; and ? southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

sure about it,
do not feel at
but I should feel afraid to try very
many in that way. Try a small number and see how it works, and be sure
to report. For one, I should much
like to know the outcome. I feel
afraid that under ordinary circumstances bees would not be quiet at
€0" or (irp. and I think I should rather
have them quiet, whether they bred
all

or not.— 0. C. Miller.
If it is desired to keep bees quiet
and save their strength and vitality
until a time when their activity will
be of some account, then the temperature of the cellar should not go above
50°, for the reason that at .lO^ and
above, the bees are always active in
the hive. Again, I should not want
to force them, if I could, beyond their
natural disposition to rear a little
brood about Feb. 1. Rearing a great
amount of brood in February and
March will not be profitable for many
reasons.
It is the bees that are
reared in April and May, and up to
the middle of June, that gather the
most of our surplus.— G. L. Tinker.

As an

experiment, there

may be no

harm

in trying it on a part— and then
comparing results. Still we fail to
see a good reason for the experiment.
They will breed soon enough for all
practical purposes without it.—

The

Editor.
Convention Notices.

ty

The Northeastern Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association will hold its Hftli annua! meeting on
Wednesday. Feb. :!, IHH7, in the Common Council
Booms, at Bay City, Mich.
w.
»*"

Z.

UcjTcniNSON,

See.

The Fremont ProKresslve Bee-Keepers' As

Bociatinnnill hold its semi-annual meetinn in con
Junction with the Farmers' Institute, at Fremont,
-"-- 4, i«87.
ilich..on Feb.
Mic*GEO. E. Hilton,
Sec.

—

•

—

-

-

tW~ The next meetinK of the Hardin County
Bee-Koepers' Association will be held in Eldura.
Iowa, on Feb. IJ. ihh7. at G. W. Ward's office, at
10 a.m. Our monthly meetincs are very interesting, and we hope for a lar*ie attendance.
J.

ly^ The Wl9con9in

W. BucHAXAN,

See.

State Bee- Keepers' As'soci-

ation meets at the ("lapltol In MadNon, Wis., on
Thurday. ?'eb. :{. I8S7. at 9 a.m. All procresstve
bee-keepers are earnestly invited to attend, and
flupply-dealers are requested to exhibit their best

Implements and inventions. The State Atrricullural convention will be in session at thp same lime,
comraencintr on Feb. and clot^inKon Feb. 4, which
will bean additional inducement for many to attend. Hotel rates are from *l to fi per day. Return tickets will very prfibably be Kiven over the
principal railroads at reduced rates.
1

F.

Wn,cox,

Sec.

To thoroughly understand their
wants, as regards their dwellinghouse and great laboratory, we should
be conversant with their nature and
habits. We should first understand
their wonderful power of reproduction, and their
instincts of great
strength numerically, during the most
important period of their existence
the laboring days of summer— and as
the days wane back to the season of
their long nap, they again decrease in
numbers back to that of probably not
over one-third or one-fourth of their
prime condition in summer.

To

suit

these

requirements,

our

must be so constructed that we
can adapt them to these requirements
with the greatest possible ease and
dispatch. They must be so arranged
that we can contract or expand the
hives

For tDe Amerlcaa Bee Journal.
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Illinois Central

Convention,

The Illinois Central Bee-Keepers'
Association met at the Court House
Mt. Sterling, Ills., at 10:30 a.m., on
Nov. 24, 1886.
After the usual routine of opening,
Mr. J. M. Hambaugh, of Spring, Ills.,
in

read

the

HIVES,

following essay, entitled,

FRAMES AND SECTIONS.

It has been said by a noted apiarist,
that " all other things being equal,
bees will gather as much honey in a
nail-keg as in anything else." While
we cannot exactly admit this, it is
about as true to state that bees in one
of the modern improved hives, with
no more attention paid them than
was paid to them in tlie primitive
days of our ancestors, would probably
yield no better results than the proverbial nail-keg, or ancient logs and
straw-skeps. It then follows that to
enhance the production of honey, we
must not only be equipped with the
proper means, in the way of hives
and fixtures, but we should also be
equipped with a knowledge of how
and when to act; the latter being
fully as important as the first.
Prior to the invention of the movable-frame hive, bees were a source
of mystery, and comparatively little
was known of the nature and habits
of these wonderful little insects, aside
from the "business end," with which
all seemed to be familiar.
The old
methods by which the bees instructed
the aborigines in this important
branch of their physical anatomy,
still remain with them to this day,
terrorizing many with the thoughts
of so pointed an industry.
It was
the inventive genius of
Father Langstroth that perfected the

work begun by Huber, Munn and
and brought forth the most

others,

progressive and useful of all other
inventions in the apicultural worll,
namely, the first practical movableframe hive. All honor due to Father
Langstroth for this great invention,
and his scientific researches as given
in hia invaluable work, the "Hive
and Honey Bee." The invention of
the movable-frame hive has been the
source of all practical improvements,
and has been the key whereby to unlock the mysteries connected with
this

most wonderful and mechanical

little insect.

brood-chamber at our wish.
Our
brood-frames should all be of exact
dimensions, cut by machinery, and
be interchangeable with all the hives
throughout the entire bee-yard likewise should all hive-bodies, supers,
covers, stands, etc.,
be of exact
dimensions, and interchangeable. In
my estimation the chief and most important item for first consideration is
the adopting of the brood-frame, after
which all other requirements must be
;

made

to suit.

In the consideration of the broodframe, we must cater to the natural
instincts of the queen as regards her
power of reproduction.
should
give her every resource whereby she
will be enabled to ply her vocation
uninterrupted, and in accordance
with laws governing her nature. We
should work for the bees as the most
essential requisite, for with our hives
literally boiling over with bees, tjie
season permitting we can rest assured
of the harvest.
In this consideration, take a peep
at the bees in their abode, when left
to " their own sweet will " in the construction of their combs and broodchamber. Having transferred many
colonies from box-hives and old fashioned " bee-gums," I have taken pains
to notice how the bees prepare the
combs for the reception of the brood,
and how the queen proceeds in her
avocation of egg-laying, when left to
her own will. It is evident that deep
combs, with brood beneath the stores,
is in accordance with their laws, and
if any one will examine the broodnest in early spring, he will find near
the centre of each a small patch of
sealed brood in the centre of two or
three of the combs, from the size of a
silver dollar to that of a hand, and
immediately around this will be found
larva; in various stages of development, and on the outside of all,fre3hly
laid eggs
this is conclusive evidence
that the queen directs her movements
in a circle, commencing in the centre
of the comb, as near as the nature of
circumstances will admit. This leads
to the conclusion that the broodframes should be made large and
roomy, if we desire to obtain the best
results numerically from the queen.
We should have the combs large
and uninterrupted with horizontal
bars and bee-spaces through the centre of the brood-nest. I believe them

We

;
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to be a detriment to the strength of
the colony, as the queen is bound to
lose time in her onward march from
cell to cell, when she is confronted
with these bars and spaces, and
thrown out of her natural path. I do
not believe that a hive is perfect in
its construction, that will not give the
queen full power of reproduction as
nature has endowed her. When this

Mr. Petty claimed that he could
etc.
advocated and practiced by some, is find a queen in a sectional hive in
by giving the bees ready access to the one-fourth the time that others could
sections from all four sides of the in the large frame hives, by blowing
sections, having bee-spaces at the a little smoke in at the entrance,
when the queen would soon appear on
sides as well as the top and bottom
but, as the " proof of the pudding is top of the frames, where she could be
captured.
Mr. Petty uses
in the eating thereof," we must await easily
future developments, and should we wedges in place of set-screws Mr.
succeed in getting our surplus honey Black said that set-screws were essenin proper shape without their use, we tial to overcome swelling and shrinkshall have accomplished quite an item. age caused by variable weather. Mr.
that tight, secure lids
Viewing the subject from a finan- Petty said this
difficulty.
would avoid
cial stand-point, our hives should be
Mr. Camm said that he did not disconstructed on the principle of accomturd and handle bees as much as he
plishing the greatest results with the
used to he had hives in which some
They
and
time.
of
money
outlay
least
of the combs had not been disturbed
should be of as few parts as possible,
He did not favor large
and so simple of construction that for years.much
as he used to, and he
combs as
they can be operated by the novice.
believed in interchangeable frames,
Should we adopt one-half of the dethus being able to take drone comb
vices suggested by the bee-fraternity
from the orood-nest, and put above,
at large, especially for the production
etc. He prefers for general use a
of comb honey, we should sliortly
12 inches long by 10 inches in
have a veritable curiosity shop; frame
depth.
hence, to sum up, I will say that we
Mr. Hambaugh considered it necesshould adopt large brood-frames to
have all combs readily movinsure the very best results numer- sary to
esout, without the use of separators, as

;

very important item has been accomplished, we must also be prepared to
meet the needs of the most populous
colonies, by giving plenty of room at
home, and not allowing them to
vacate for the want of room.
We will suppose that it is on the
eve of the honey flow, with the hives
boiling over with bees, and young ones
hatching by the thousands daily. We
must now look to the surplus department, which every wide-awake apiarist has in readiness for the harvest.
We must be prepared to have it gathered in the most marketable shape in
comb form. To do this, we must
cater to the wants of the markets,
and see how the consumers desire
their honey prepared, and what style ically, and a hive that will accommoof package receives the most ready date ten frames, or contracted by the
sales ; by consulting the markets we use of division-boards to any number
see quotations are given in comb less. The surplus department must
form put up in one and two pound also be as easily expanded or consections, and occasionally in one-half tracted to suit the strength of the
pound sections, but it is generally colony, and harvest the surplus in the
conceded that the one and two pound very best shape for market in one and
sections are the standards, and hence two pound sections.
the proper size for the markets ; other
I have found from practical experisizes do not meet with general favor, ence that the wintering of bees on
hence the need of adopting these sizes. large combs has been much more sucAs it is an essential point to have cessful than on small ones, under the
all of our comb honey put in nice, same form of treatment in out-door
marketable shape, a word or two upon wintering, coming through to spring
numbers, building up
this subject will not be out of place. stronger in
I would have the surplus receptacles more rapidly, and in much finer coneasy of access, and so made that if dition to meet the clover harvest.
the strength of the colony demands,
The foregoing ideas that I have
we can use one, two, or as many tiers been free to express, have come
as we please, and as fast as the sec- through no solicitations from others,
tions are completed and fully sealed, for certainly I have no "ax to grind,"'
they can be easily and quickly re- but are my individual ideas, gained
moved, and empty ones given in their from four years of experience in the
place. I would have each and every production of honey by modern imsection as it is taken, built in a man- proved methods. If I am wrong in
ner that will be marketable, and ad- any of my ideas, I will thank any one
mit of crating for shipment. This to set me straight, and will cheerfully
important item has led to many de- stand correction. We live to learn,
vices, whereby we might accomplish and let us live conscious of the fact
this end, chief among which is the that we can never attain to so high a
use of separators.
standard of perfection but that we
This seems to come nearer accom- can be taught something from our
plishing the object than any other fellow-man.
method, yet it has its opponents on
the ground that the separator is obW. T. F. Petty said it was well to
They are disturb the queen a little to the conjectionable to the bees.
more reluctant to enter the sections, venience of the apiarist, even if it
and will not gather as much honey should prove that the colonies should
with their use as they will without. not be quite as strong numerically,
The separator also takes up valuable which he doubted.
room, making two bee-spaces between
Mr. Camm asked the dimensions of
each row of sections, where one bee- the frame that he (Mr. Petty) uses, to
space will accomplish the purpose which Mr.
P.
replied, 18 1-6x4?^
without separators. To do away with inches, with closed ends, and frames
them, some use full sheets of comb spaced 1}^ inches from centre to cenfoundation in the sections, and claim tre. His hives are interchangeable,
while others claim that using one, two or three sectional
a success
more than starters in the sections is brood-chambers.
a detriment to the honey, causing a
To a question as to the way of recentre lining that destroys the finer moving the frames, should the bees
melting properties to the taste, there- glue them, Mr. Petty answered by
by damaging the market value.
asking the reason for removing them.
Another method by which the sec- Mr. Wallace considered it essential
tions may be nice and evenly drawn for removing and introducing queens.
;

;

;

able and interchangeable. It was
sentially necessary in the spring in
spreading brood, building up weak
colonies, etc. He believed that strong
colonies were the prime factor in
honey production, and that we should
labor to that end, and large combs
were an advantage over small ones in
this respect.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

President Camm, in his annual address, spoke at length of the magnitude of bee-keeping of its growing
importance as an industry the sale
of comb foundation the past season,
of but one firm, aggregated 53,000
pounds, which was sufficient evidence
of the magnitude of the business.
He spoke of the necessity of finding
a market for our product, and favored
the idea of a union of beekeepers
with uniformity of prices, and placing a salesman upon the road to sellour product by sample. He said that
the bee-keepers had no time from
home duties to go upon the road. He
spoke of the great necessity of putting
our honey up in the most attractive
shapes, etc.
;

;

THE USE or SEPARATOKS.
Mr. Petty said that he had used
sections with full sheets of foundation, but the results were unsatisfactory. Some of the sections were
bulged, while others were not fully
drawn out. He had trouble with the
salesmen, by their not being easily
removed from the crate. Since using
separators he saw no perceptible difference in production, while the honey
was in far better shape for the market. He wanted, when his name was
attached to a section of honey, for it
to stand on its merits. He uses broad
frames with wooden separators attached thereto.
Mr. Cullinan considered separators
a detriment, especially tin, as heat in
a cluster was necessary to the secretion of wax, and tin is a non-conductor of heat. He thought a great deal
depended upon having the hives level.
Mr. Hambaugh said ihat anything
put in the hive that would drive out

THE
the heat was detrimental to honey
production ; that It was better to put
up with some little inconveniences.
The bulged and imperfect sections
could be sold in the home market, and
used upon our own daily tables, and
the ones more perfect could be crated
for markets at a distance. We cannot
very easily afford a shortage, when
the per cent, of imperfectones are not
too great. He believed that separators, especially tin, were a detriment
to honey production.
Mr. Camm said, in looking over a
large number of his sections, that it
was difficult to tell which was top or
bottom, and whether separators had
been used or not. He considered that
he got as much honey suitable for

market without separators, and combs
more securely fastened at the bottom.
Mr. Petty said that bees did not start
so many sections at once where separators were used, and left fewer incomplete ones. Mr. Hambaugh asked
if bees would start as quickly with
only starters in the sections, as they
would where full sheets were used,
and if as much honey would be obtained from the former as from the
latter.

Mr.

Camm

said

that

consumers

would educate themselves as to what
was best in comb honey, sooner than
bee-keepers would educate themselves
He
to supply that which is best.
thought that the " fish-bone " could

worked against
the honey-trade. He said that it was
not the most honey that we were
working for, but the most money.
Mr. Petty said that if the apiarist
would label his honey that was drawn
out on full sheets of foundation, and
also that which was made from starters only, he would find that tlie honey
built on starters would take the best.
" How can we keep the bee-yard
clean of weeds V" was asked.
Mr. Cooper said he believed the
lawn-mower the best. He had used
sawdust, but found it blew around a
great deal, making it unpleasant.
easily be detected,and
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Mr. Camm said that bees should
have shade in the heat of the season,
to prevent the combs breaking down.
" Will it do to move bees about the
Mr. Camm
middle of November ?"
" Yes, provided they can
replied,
have a flight right away." Mr. Petty
said that there was nothing in the
gorging idea, and that he would not
hesitate to put them into the cellar
for winter immediately on arrival.
Mr. Cooper then suggested the idea
of raising wrens, as they were a
benefit in eating worms, moth, etc.
Mr. Camm agreed with Mr. Cooper.
" How do you sulphur honey so as
to keep it free from moth i"'
Mr. Petty said that he had but little
he crated his
trouble with moth
honey as soon as taken from the hive,
and had noticed that when honey was
paced in a dark room, moth would
collect. He advised fumigating with
sulphur, the fumigator to be at the
top of the comb.
Mr. Hambaugh advised putting in
a close room impervious to moth
;

millers.

"

What should

price

be the difference of

between comb and extracted

honey V"
Mr. Wallace said that 150 pounds
of extracted honey could be obtained
as easily as 50 pounds of comb honey.
Mr. Camm said that he considered
8 cents per pound for extracted better

He
than 12^ cents for comb honey.
could get 1.50 pounds of extracted to
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and that one bee-space was

all-suf-

ficient.

Mr. Hambaugh stated that bees in
their natural state built their combs
straight, with no obstructions, making continuous

passage-ways from

to top, and considered it a
vital point to construct hives with

bottom

continuous passage-ways as near as
possible.
" Are side passage-ways in sections
Mr.
and supers of any advantage
replied that he had tried this
plan, and believed there was an advantage. Bees seemed to attach the
section all around in better shape.

V

Camm

The convention then adjourned
9 a.m.

till

on the following day.

THURSDAY SESSIONS.
The convention assembled at 9:30
a.m., when President Camm read an
essay on " The Different Baces of
Bees."

His experience had
Syrians and Cyprians.

extended to

The

Syrians

he thought were inclined to breed up
too late. They came through winter
in fair condition, built up very fast,
brought in honey like water, but the
cappings seemed to lay directly on the
honey, presenting a greasy appearance. They were very irritable if the
combs were disturbed, but easily subdued with smoke also very nervous
and fidgety when being handled.
They invariably crossed with blacks,
and the crosses were no better, if as
He would
good, as the pure bloods.
He could not
not have Cyprians.
subdue them with smoke. They are
vicious and cross. They are good honey
;

pounds of comb.
Mr. Petty said that he sold comb
honey at 15 cents per pound, and extracted at 8 cents be thought that he gatherers, and for rearing queens,
could make as much at one as the as he could get one-half dozen queens
other.
from one frame. They swarmed later
" Will honey keep that has been exthan any other bees, but made up for
tracted from well-ripened sections, the lost time.
The queens had a
and sealed in air-tight vessels V
trait of flying when being handled.
Mr. Hambaugh stated that he had
Mr. W. J. Cullinan, of Mt. Sterling,
He had ex- then
never tried the plan.
read the following essay on
100

;

tracted as often as every seven days,

his honey was
with no bad results
MARKETING HONEY.
put in barrels and placed in the cellar.
I shall not attempt a complete and
He thought that the results would
upon this subject,
Mr. Hambaugh had found from ex- have been larger had he extracted exhaustive treatise
but merely outlining its principle
perience that where chickens were oftener.
to be drawn out
allowed to run in the apiary they
Mr. Camm had seen honey in the features, leave themthose
whose riper
would make ugly work, especially in hands of dealers, that had soured. and rounded up bymatter
will give to
in the
the morning, by scratching and throw- He thought it was on account of its experience
greater weight, and
He their utterancesmuch
ing full the entrances to the bee-hives, being placed in a damp cellar.
more value to
making considerable work and no considered a damp cellar the worst make them of
Besides, he had place in which honey could be placed. the listener.
little annoyance.
It is with pleasure that we view
Mr. Petty had noticed signs of
met with several narrow escapes from
sparks catching from the fermentation from what he consid- the rapid advancement that is being
fire by
the
smoker, and concluded to do away ered the best of honey when placed made in the science of apiculture,
vast improvement in methods of mawith the sawdust under his hives. in air-tight glass jars.
" Is a bee-space between the tops nipulations of hives and frames, as
He laid his apiary off facing the
bee itself
southeast, and then set dwarf fruit of of the brood-frames and the supers of well as the breeding of the
while gazing on this pleasing picture
various kinds, 8 by 10 feet apart. He any advantage ?"
then made a small mound for each
Mr. Black said that it was an ad- we cannot shut our eyes to the fact
given
hive to rest upon, from old bleached vantage. He had tried putting sec- that honey has not as yet been
ashes that had been used for soap- tions directly on the frames, and did its rightful place among the commerAnd why,
cial products of the world.
making, so that a fruit-tree would not want any more.
stand at the southwest corner of each
Mr. Cooper had tried the same, and we ask, is this thus ? It is because,
that has been
hive. He had not yet used the lawn- did not like it. He left a y-iuch bee- in the great struggle
mower, but thought that he would space between the honey-board and made to attain preeminence in the
breeding of bees and the production
by another year, as he believed this sections.
Mr. Petty said that the difficulty of of honev, we have, in a very marked
about the most satisfactory plan.
" Is shade a benefit to the beesV" brace-combs could be obviated by degree, lost sight of that equally imwas then asked.
making the bee-space i^ of an inch portant concomitant of the business,
the
Mr. Petty said that the bees would instead of ^3 of an inch. Mr. Camm viz The profitable disposition of
article which we produce.
be better off without it. and that they confirmed >lr. Petty's statement.
That we have learned the art of
should be in open territory, with lots
Mr. Petty said that he had done
of ventilation.
away with the slotted honey-board. producing honey is amply attested by
;

;

:
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the millions of pounds now annually
thrown upon the markets of the
world that we have not learned to
dispose of the same in an advantageous and profitable manner, the
over-crowded and constantly glutted
state of those markets proclaims in
;

thunder tones.

Some

cry over-production

would say that there
production, nor is there
I

if

is

1

To such
no over-

likely to be,
educate the people to its

we but
we produce

use as

it.

forcing honey in
large consignments upon tne commission men and dealers of the great
trade-centres of the country, is doing
more to break down prices and ruin
the business of the apiarist than anything J know of in the category of
And so wide-spread
evils to-day.
and general has this mania become
prominent commission merthat
chants are advertising that they will
not receive consignments of honey

The

practice of

without previous arrangement with
Prices quoted in the
the owners.
over-glutted markets of New York,
Boston and Philadelphia become the
standard for Cincinnati, Toledo and
Chicago— in fact, the whole country—
and the demand ever unequal to the
supply, the tendency is always downward. And so it seems that if this
state of things continues, the beekeepers must be content to work for
a very small profit in the future.
I have a remedy for this much-tobe-deplored state of affairs, and it is
contained in one short sentence, viz
:

"Work up

home

market!"
These few words contain volumes;
they are the key to the whole problem, and if acted upon they will "work
miracles toward keeping up the price
of honey and creating a demand
your

The secret lies in keeping
the honey out of the hands of commission men, out of the large cities,
and bringing into actual contact with
the consumers in the country.

therefor.

Having

lost
its rightful prestige
folly and neglect of our

through the

ancestors, it remains for us by persistent endeavor in wise methods to
restore it to its proper place in the
commerce of to-day. Consumers having long since learned to exclude it
from their every-day list of edibles,
and regard it as a luxury to be indulged in only on rare occasions, no
longer run after honey as they would
after meat, flour and other staples,
and consequently we must run after

them and solicit their patronage
would market our product.

if

we

Had I a large crop of honey to dispose of, I would start out and canvass
the surrounding country, taking in as
much territory as the amount of my
I would have
crop would warrant.
my honey in attractive shape, my
comb honey in one and two pound
sections, extracted in one, two and
three pound glass jars, ten-pound tin

stood its merits best, and could best accept the price rather than return
explain them to his customers, and home with their honey.
Mr. Middleton said that he had no
would push its sale those who leave
in Jacksonit to sell itself are not the proper per- trouble in selling honey
He had never got less
ville markets.
sons to handle honey.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, of Augusta, than 15 cents per pound for comb
Ga., in an essay read before tlie Texas honey.
The convention adjourned until 1 :30
convention in 18S3, and published in
the American Bee Jouenal for p.m., when it was again called to
" Not one order.
that year, truthfully said
It was decided that Mr. Middleton
grocery merchant in fifty knows how
The expert sales- should mail to each member of the
to handle honey.
man, like the expert producer, must society, packages of white California
have a natural fitness for the business. sage seed, now in his possession, at
When a merchant is willing to un- the expense of the society.
dertake it, and displays the necessary
The subject of uniting the two so-"
tact and ability to introduce the com- cieties in one— the " Illinois Central
modity to his customers, the bee- and the " Pike County Association "—
keepers of the neighborhood should was then discussed, and the idea met
because there would be with favor. It was unaminously desustain him
a likelihood of his being better able cided to retain the present officers,
to keep up the price and extend the and meet with the Pike County Assosales, than if it was put in the hands ciation at their next annual meeting,
of half-a-dozen grocerymen of the for the purpose of uniting with the
town to sell at all sorts of prices, and same, the name to be changed to the
to be offered in all sorts of shapes." " Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' AssoI presume all can verify the truth of ciation," or some other equally approthese remarks, which are as applicable priate name.
here as in Georgia.
Mt. Petty then related his experiHoney placed in the hands of dealers ence of the past in wintering bees,
to be disposed of, should always be in being largely in favor of cellar winthe most attractive shape possible. tering. He stated that he had weighed
The day is past when honey can be his colonies when put into the cellar
sent to market in uncouth shape, and and when taken out, and the concommand a paying price. Wherever sumption of honey would aggregate
He had not lost a
progressive specialists have planted about 6 pounds.
themselves in a community, loose colony of bees in five years, but had
comb honey defiled by bee-bread and lost a few weak nuclei through
dead bees, is no longer considered " a neglect.
dish fit to set before the gods ;" and
In regard to a question from Mr.
must, in the near future, together Camm concerning Alsike clover, Mr.
with the log-gum and box-hive, joiu Cooper said that it was preferable to
the silent army of the things that the red for hay ; it was not so dusty,
were.
and kept much better in the mow.
I have found comb honey to sell He would sow no more red clover
well here in the one and two pound when he can get Alsike. His neighsections, the one-pound being prefer- bors sowed it and were well pleased
able. I do not think a smaller sec- with it.
tion would sell to any extent in towns
Is pollen in the combs a detriment
of this size. Extracted honey I have to bees in confinement V" Mr. Petty
found to take best in pint and quart said it was not of sufiacient detriment
Mason jars. Larger packages do not to pay for removing it. Mr. Hamseem to sell well in the stores, but in baugh said under certain circumsoliciting orders I have sold consid- stances that it was, such as during
erable in 10-pound and still larger lots. long confinement and continuous cold,
As to the time of selling, I would with no relief by cleansing flight. Mr.
advise to begin as soon as customers Camm thought if the pollen was kept
can be obtained, but not to push its from souring, it would not injure
honey was as
sale early in the season. The demand them, and that sour
pollen.
for honey is never very great until the conducive to disease as
" Would you extract honey from the
advent of cool weather. There is
always a lull in the honey-trade at brood-chamber during a honey flow V"
the time new sorghum comes into Mr. Hambaugh said that he would
market, but this lasts but a few weeks, not, unless it was necessary to give
the queen laying-room.
and the honey-trade goes on again.
"Will it do to feed dry sugar
In conclusion I would say, bide
Camm
your time be in no hurry show no to bees in confinement V" Mr.
Porto Rico, a
disposition to sacrifice your product, said, "yes," if it was
and, my word for it, you will be able soft sugar.
The convention then adjourned,
to dispose of the same in due season,
to meet as stated above.
at remunerative prices.
;

:

;

;

;

and

These, in brief, are ray methods.
If any one has other or better methods,
or can improve upon those which I
have given, I shall be glad to hear
I would them.

and fifty-pound kegs.
stop at every house, show them what
Mr. Hambaugh had found from perI had, explain its merits, and I would
make sales. In a month or so I would sonal experience that the small procanvass the same territory again, and ducers were the ones that ruined the
markets. Grocerymen were inclined
so continue till all was sold.
In placing honey in the hands of to place their own price on the honey
dealers, I should select such as under- of unposted producers, who would
pails,

J.

AVIien

M. Hambaugh,

Renewing

Sec.

your subscription

please try to get your neiglibor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Beb
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one

can afford to do without

it.

We will

present

any one
sending us three subscriptions— with t3.00—
direct to this office. It Mfill pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
a

Binder

for the

Bee Journal

to

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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Glassed and UnElassed Honey Sections.
C. JI.

CRANDALL.

The market quotation from Kanreflections on
tirm terms
" home bee-keepers." 1 am so fortu"
home beenate as to be one of the
keepers " referred to, and liad a good
percentage of that 70,000 pounds of
honey tliat was said to be kept out of
the Kansas City market until late.
The assertion that the " home beekeepers " held their honey till about

sas

City,

>[o.,

what the

casts

commission

Dec. 1, or until that report was made,
was untrue. I have had honey in the
Kansas City market every hour since
July l,188t>; I also had glassed and
unglassed, side by side, in not less
than three commission houses
and
so have Messrs. L. W., A. A. and P.
Baldwin, J. H. Jones, C. K. Ormsby,
A. R. Matthews, John Conser, and
others. More than 60 per cent, of our
crop sold by Oct. 15, and fully 90 per
cent, of it was glassed but it was not
as bad a case of " glassing " as the
;

;

article and in as
find condition as any— sent here without a price set on it, and I have seen
that honey sold this year for 11 cents

points— as nice an

per pound, when, if we had all held
for 14 or 15 cents, it would have
brought that.
The bee-keepers of
western Missouri and eastern Kansas
have always tried to hold the market
up, and have always succeeded, until
honey from other points was thrown
on the market and sold at the first otter.

Independence, +o Mo.

—

We

as active, dull, lively, quiet, etc.
hope that all other bee-periodicals

do likewise and thus do away
with one abuse of the privileges here;

commission Arm would have the vast tofore granted.

army of intelligent readers believe.
They say that 160 pounds of honey
has 60 pounds of glass on
truth
there

is

that

when we

while the
glass both sides
it

Ed.]

For the American Bee Jonmal.

;

than 36 pounds of glass
on 160 pounds of honey. While they
have been selling honey consigned to
them for 11 to 13 cents per pound unis less

glassed, the
"home beekeepers"
have been selling their honey (not a
whit better) through other commission houses for 14 and 15 cents per
pound, and both sides glassed.
While the commission Brm in ques-

tion has been lighting glassed honey,
and denouncing it as a fraud, our customers have demanded glassed honey,
and if that commission firm would

Leiislation for Bee-Keepers.
J.

E.

POND.

The question of priority of location
of an apiary is one on which my views
are so well known, that I need not,
neither do I care, to discuss it ; but
the question of legislation on that
subject is one on which more light is
needed, and for that reason may well
have a small share of attention.
Special legislation has at all times,
in civilized nations, been a matter of
serious thought, and one that has

read the Bee Journal they would
see in the New York quotations been severely criticised. It is simply
glassed honey quoted at 1 cent per making laws for the protection of a
pound higher than unglas.sed, and certain class against all others, and as
that, too, in a market where 70,000 a consequence the means of creating
The importance and
monopolies.
pounds would cut a small figure.
I will say for the benefit of all com- gravity of the question is such, that
mission firms, that as long as our cus- only for the strongest possible logical
tomers demand honey glassed, the reasons, or perhaps (unfortunately)
" home beekeepers " will furnish it, for the bribe of a large sum of money,
and they will not " hold back till has any special law affecting the relate," and then throw it on the mar- lations of business ever been passed.
ket and reduce the prices, but will do
So far as apiculture is concerned,
as we did this year, and for the last the Congress of the United States has
twelve years, namely, stock the Kan- no power to legislate in the matter
sas City market early in July, and try each and every State alone having the
to keep the honey market up, and not right under the federal compact to
try to run it down, as that commis- make laws that will govern or control.
sion house has tried to do for the last Now the question arises, can any
two years. If they had staid with the State make any law whatever, that
" home bee-keepers " and held the will give any one man more rights
market up, we could have obtained 15 than another to keep bees in a c,ertain
cents for our " home bee-keepers' " locality, that will work fairly and im70,000 pounds, as well as the hundreds partially ? If so. what? In the first
of thousands of pounds shipped to place, bees are foragers, and do not
Kansas City from other points.
confine their predatory visits to any
In conclusion I wish to say this to given field ; neither can they be so
bee-keepers who ship honey to the confined
hence the illustration of
Kansas City market
When you send breeders on the plains has no force
a fine article, limit the commission here.
merchant to some price. I have seen
Originally, society in a crude state
thousands of pounds of honey in Kan- had no boundaries' there was land
sas City shipped from Iowa. Wiscon- enough for all.
Soon, however, insin, Michigan.
Illinois
and other crease of population made such
;

;

:

;

boundaries necessary, and the land
tenure obtained. Apply this to bees
If a certain man owns all the land for
a radius of Wse: or six miles from a
given centre, and keeps his bees at
that centre, he may well claim that no
one else siiall keep a colony on his
land
but how about the case, should
he place his apiary directly on the
boundary between himself and his
neighbor ? Again, suppose the neighbor owns all the land save one-fourth
of an acre
can any equitable law be
framed that would say the owner of
the one-fourth of an acre may keep
bees, while the owner of the rest of a
large township shall keep none V
In my opinion, the whole question
Bee-keeping,
resolves itself to this
like every other occupation, should be
governed by the same general laws,
competition alone being allowed to
control.
The man who is the best
qualified by study and experience,
and who by the application of his
mental powers can produce honey the
cheapest, will be the winner in the
race. In other words, the " survival
of the fittest " is the only law that
can be made that will prove just and
:

;

;

[This illustrates one of the evils
complained of concerning the "Honey
Market Reports." It is one that never
should have existed— that of wedging
free advertising into market quotations.
Hereafter we shall omit all such matter, and confine the reports to the
figures without remarks, except to
express the state of the market such

will
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:

equitable.
If the state of things were such that
a certain person was obliged by law
to keep bees, then perhaps equitable
laws could be framed to protect him
but so long as we all in common have
the legal right to labor in a certain
field or not, the choice being our own,
it certainly is cowardly on our part to
ask for any protection that is not
given equally to any other branch of
As a lawyer, I might as
business.
well ask that no bee-specialist should
attempt to occupy my field, as for
him to ask that I should not be allowed to keep bees, simply on the
question of priority.

Foxboro,o* Mass.
For tue American Bee JoumaL

DisturMng Bees in Winter,
p.

M. PUHL.

In regard to disturbing bees in winter, my experience has been the reverse of Dr. Mason's, as described on
page 8. In November, 1883, 1 put 149
colonies into a cellar under a kitchen,
the hives being placed 5 tiers high,
about 3 inches from the ceiling. The
kitchen was 1-5x23 feet, and was the
children's play-room, when not in use.
When they were in it, I would go into
the cellar to hear what effect it would
have on the bees, and it seemed like
being in a boiler-shop with all hands
at work. I would give the children a
signal to stop playing, so I could hear
But they
if it bothered the bees.
were as still as could be.
I swept the floor once a week, and
five times during the winter I scraped
the dead bees from the bottom-boards
with a wire hook. I had one colony
could get at conveniently, and
it every time that I went
at least a dozen times
into the cellar
I took out combs to see what they
doing.
were
On April 14, 1884, 1 took out of the
cellar 148 colonies, and I never before.
that
I

I

uncovered

;
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nor since, have had bees so strong the discouraging, reports complained
and sweet in the spring, and they of.
consumed very little honey. Some
If I bad more honey than I could
colonies had natural stores, some dispose of at home, I would ship it to
sugar, some part sugar and honey, large towns and cities, and place it
and about a dozen had plenty of bee- myself in the hands of retailers on
bread, but I could not distinguish a commission, and keep out the middle
particle of difference. The one that men entirely. Such a course on the
died had not stores enough, and was part of producers would soon change
about in the centre of the tier of the tenor of our market reports. At
hives.
I swept up a trifle over 3 all events I would fix my own price
bushels of dead bees, from November, for honey, and in no case let middle
a
1883, to April 14, 1884.
man do it for me.
I have been in about fifteen beeI have proved this course to be a
cellars, and I never yet discovered
that outside noise disturbed bees. I practical one, and I hope all will aphope that no one will misunderstand prove of the course suggested by Mr.
me, and think that one can go into Baldridge, to establish a honey-prothe cellar and kick or handle the ducers' association to make out our
hives much as he pleases, without in- market reports, and to offer such sugjury to the bees, for I believe in keep- gestions as may be to our' mutual advantage.
I would further suggest
ing everything as quiet as possible
but not as quiet as a bee-keeper that commission men be not allowed
thinks who came to see me a few days to even advertise their reports in our

While

in the cellar talking to
him about the bees, he stopped me
and whispered, " Don't speak so loud;
you will disturb your bees." I do not
believe that any outside noise whatever will disturb bees in a cellar, as

ago.

long as the floor upon which the hives
stand, or the walls which they accidently touch, are not jarred.
South Toledo.x) Ohio.
For tbe American Bee Journal.

bee-periodicals.

New

Local Convention Directory.
Time and pUice

!887.

Feb. 2.-N. B. Michigan, at

City, Mich.

HoKersTtlle, Mich.

Feb. 3.— Wisconsin State, at Madison, Wis.
F. Wilcox, Sec, Mauston, Wis.

Feb. 4.— Fremont Progressive, at Fremont, Micb.
Geo. E. Hilton, Sec, Fremont, Micb.
Feb. 12.— Hardin County,
J.

afc

Eldora, Iowa.

W. Buchanan, Sec, Eldora. Iowa.

^F" In order to have

this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

taries are requested to

Lady

Presidents.

son, of Peoria,©

Philadelphia,©* Ohio.

of Meeting.

Bay

W. Z. HutcbiDsoD, Sec,

—Mrs.

Ills.,

L. Harriwrites
:

Hit him again
Knock the chip
from his shoulder
Mrs. Cassandra
Bobbins, of Indianapolis, Ind., was
President of the Indiana State BeeKeepers' Society for 1884 and Mr.
!

!

For

tlie

Amenhan Bee Joumat

Bee-Keeping in

;

Culia.

Muth

that she was the best
President they had in working up the
A. SNYDER.
meeting ; and made the best address,
although she was difiident as a preHaving just returned from Cuba, I siding oflScer.
to
desire
give a description of that
country for bee-keeping.
Scorpions
Bees Wintering Well.— Wm. Anand flies are very plentiful the sting
of the former is very poisonous, often derson, Sherman,K5 Mo., on Jan. 17,
causing lock-jaw and death. Taran- 1887, says
tulas (large spider) are quite plentiVery cold weather has prevailed
ful, the bite of which is almost certain
On Jan. 3 the
death. There are many large snakes, here for some time.
but they are not poisonous.
The mercury dropped down to 21° below
was
the coldest we have had
natives all carry a sharp-pointed knife zero. It
about 8 inches long, in their belt. for some time, though my bees had a
flight
on
good
Jan. 12 and 15, and are
Their food is very different from ours,
and I thought I had next to nothing in good condition to stand another
Bees are doing
to eat not a particle of butter was to long confinement.
be had ; no fresh meat, except for an well in this locality this winter, and
enormous price. Their principal meat if nothing adverse happens to them
is beef cut in thin strips, made as hereafter, we will have plenty of bees
salty as possible, and dried in the sun next spring.
as hard as leather.
Report.— J. D. Gehring, Parkville,
1 have had Cyprian, Syrian and
hybrid bees (all of good mettle), but x)Mo., Superintendent of the Park
they are as gentle as lambs compared College Apiary, writes as follows on
with the bees that I saw in Cuba. No
one can work with bees there without Jan. 18, 1887
veil and rubber gloves, and then one's
have now 40 colonies of bees in
clothes are pretty well covered with good condition, packed with leaves
stings and bees.
oband on the summer stands.
The climate is as fine as one could tained 600 pounds of white comb
honey,
and
300
pounds
of
extracted,
wish for.
There is seemingly no end
to the flow of honey, but the price is from 14 colonies, spring count, and an
Five were queenless
very low, only about 20 cents per increase of 16.
gallon, or 1% cents per pound after in May, but they held their own and
paying the duty, which is 20 cents per built up to strong colonies, but gave
gallon. Cuban honey is of fair quality, no surplus.
but rather dark. I think that here at
the North we can winter our bees
Raising the Price of Honey.— Geo.
with less labor, less expense, and less
Poindexter, Kenny,© Ills., writes
loss than they can be summered in
Cuba. They need constant care durHaving had some experience in
ing summer, there being but very selling honey, I would say that when
little honey in the fields at that time I am in a cily or town with a sample
to protect them from fighting robbers, of honey in one and two pound secand being destroyed by moths. Their tions, I enter a large grocery store,
honey harvest is from November to show the sample, and tell them that
March. All the industries of Cuba it is warranted white clover or bassseem to be far behind those of the wood honey, as the case may be. The
United States.
what is
grocer says, " That's nice
Indian Fields, N. Y.
that worth."
I reply, 15 cents per
said

;

Ttie

Honey-Producers' Association.

DR. G.

L.

TINKER.

The

editor's advice on page 723 of
for 1886, is the
same that I have followed for years
in selling ray crop of comb honey. At
present my honey is selling in this
place on a commission of only 10 per
cent. I find that there is no hesitation anywhere to taking it on 15 per
cent., and I think that is what it
should be. There are many reasons
why we should pay the retailer well.
I am witli our solicitous and unselfish editor of the Bee Journal
and Mr. Baldridge in this matter,

the

Bee Journal

heart and soul, and I hope immediate
action will be taken by honey-producers, to stem the course of commission men in forcing down the price of
honey in our leading markets. Our
merchants and grocerymen in the
small towns and cities are guided by
these low market reports in making
all

purchases.

Farmers and others who have small
amounts of honey to sell, are compelled to almost give it away
some
;

refusing the low prices offered, go
about trying to sell direct to consumers, and the latter opine directly
that there is no sale for the article in
the market at the price asked, and
the result is that it goes a-begging at
a price below the cost of production.
All this is traceable directly to the
low market reports of commission
men. But the fact that comb honey
has sold here on our streets at 8 and
10 cents per pound, has not prevented

me from

selling mv honey readily at
18 cents per pound." I believe that it
would sell for more if it was not for

;

We

We

:

o

;
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Eound. "Oh," he says, "just step
ack here and I will show you Chicago
prices." In a pamphlet called the
Chicago Grocer, he finds one-pound
sections quoted at H and 12}^ cents.
" We can't pay any more than Chicago
rices," he says. Then I take my
E oney and try some other grocer,
when I get the same kind of reference, and so on until I have no honey
What shall I do ?
sold at 15 cents.

Wait

town until the price of
raises, or sell it at 11 to 12)^

in the

honey
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We

division-board between them, and
On the
placing a cloth over them.
third day I took off the cloth, put on
the honey-boxes, and put both colonies together for surplus storing. To
my surprise everything worked well
they worked rapidly, filling the upper
story twice with two tiers of sections.
I prepared 2 others in the same way,
and with about the same results ; but
the queens must be retained in the

of no way to warm it.
burned
coal, so I had no live coals to use, but
we have a gasoline stove, and she
suggested that we try that, and it
worked to perfection ; for in a very

we

sister that has to swelter over a hot
stove in preparing you something to
eat, or when ironing your " Sundaygo-to-meeting shirt."
I have been
using that same stove again this winter, and with lots of comfort too, to
keep the cellar at the right temperature.

brood-chamber, and in this way

colonies as we
please in one hive, with as many
mistresses, so long as they stay at
home. I probably will give this matter a more extensive test next season.
Up to Jan. 12, we have had very cold
weather, the temperature being as
low as 32° below zero. The temperature in the bee-house is i2P above.

may work

as

many

few minutes the temperature was all
right. Now I hope no one will ask
me what I would do if I had no gasoline stove or chimney, for I should at
once say, get a gasoline stove, especially if you have a wife, mother, or

Or would it be
cents per pound V
better to go home and wait until the
honey all freezes and cracks, then
sell it in the spring with a loss of
leakage, and at a lower price y I
would like to join an organization
that would raise the price of honey,
and I would give a little money and
The Priority Question.-Dr. C. C.
all my influence to help make it a
Miller, Marengo, 6 Ills., says
success. But with a big crop of fruit
Bees Under the f Snow-- Stephen
of our own, and California fruits
And now it is Mr. L. N. Tongue, on
lasting all winter, I do not think that Gillson, Eureka,© Mich., on Jan. 14,
page 24, who sets up the priority
the organization would be a success.
1887, says
question in order to knock it down.
I am wintering 4 colonies of bees. Has Mr. Tongue not yet found out
H.
W.
Clean, White Sections, etc.—
The hives are packed on top with that nobody ever asked for, or hinted
cushions, and protected by a wind- at wanting legislation on the priority
Kerr, Waynetown,*o Ind., writes
break all around, except the east side. question V
Is there any surplus honey case
The hives are full of honey. Last
made, that will only allow the bees to night we had a blizzard that covered
Results of the Season.— John P.
touch the inside of the sections V The them entirely with snow. I am keeptime has come when we must place ing them merely to study their na- Wylie, Prairie Centre, 5 Ills., on Jan.
our honey on the market in clean,
14, 1887, says
ture, and as a pleasant pastime.
white sections— sections that bees
have not crawled over, and that have
I started last spring with 15 coloThe
not been covered with propolis.
I
Results.— Chas. Solveson, (50- nies of bees in healthy condition.
Good
commenced last May with 2-5 colonies,
first swarm issued on May 22, and the
on
Nashotah,o>
Wis.,
Jan.
16,
total increase was 36 swarms. I sold
increased them to 43, and took 2,100 90),
3 first and 2 second swarms when they
Eounds of honey 1,500 pounds of it 1887, writes
eing in one-pound sections, and the
White clover began to bloom on issued I now have 46 colonies. I
balance extracted. I have 8 colonies June 1 about 15 days earlier than secured 2,600 pounds of comb honey.
not
in the cellar, 12 in a bee-house, and
usual— and my 50 colonies were hardly Some of the second swarms did The
the balance packed on the summer prepared for so early a harvest
yet yield more than 20 pounds.
;
stands.
from 48 colonies worked for honey, I drouth cut the crop considerably
than it would have been, as
[No the edges of all sections are obtained 2,500 pounds of comb honey, shorter
the white clover plants dried up and
more or less exposed to the travel of and 3,000 pounds of extracted honey, did not yield much honey.
nearly all being from white clover, as
the bees. You can clean them by we had but a one-fourth crop of linden
:

:

—

:

;

—

;

honey. We hardly ever have any fall
Partly-Filled Cases on Hives.— Jhoney, but the past season, however,
the bees gathered a lot of dark, bitter P. Benner, New Lisbon, oO., on Jan.
Successful Wintering Expected.— stuff, which I presume is what is
12, 1887, writes
S. Shoup, Coloma, P Mich., on Jan. called " honey-dew ;" although I reI commenced last spring with 16
moved large quantities of this "stuff,"
16, 1887, writes
and part
remained amongst their colonies, part Italians
much
still
The prospects are very fair so far. stores for winter. I hope, however, hybrids. Ten were good colonies, 4
Bees seem to be in good condition,
The spring
that it was mostly consumed before medium, and 2 weak.
both in the cellar and on the summer
they were placed in their winter was late, but with care they built up

scraping.— Ed.]

:

stands, and bee-men generally, here,
are feeling pretty confident that the
bees will winter well, unless this cold
spell remains too long.
The past
8eaaf>n was a very good one here. I
have disposed of the most of my
honey at a very fair price. I am
holding it at 15 cents per pound. I
have taken considerable pains in putting it up, and ship only that which
is hrst-class.

quarters. On Nov. 24, 1 carried into
the cellar 78 colonies, while 12 remained on the summer stands packed
with chaff. All appear to be doing
well so far, although it has been 40°

Two

Colonies in

One Hive.—AV.

Ind..

on Jan.

15,

1887, writes

In Query, Xo. 359, it is asked
whether it is an advantage to winter
2 or more colonies in one hive.
I
have 3 colonies in a bee-house now,
and I will wait for the results and report. Last spring I put 2 colonies
into a Mitchell long hive, putting a

about

and commenced

May

15,

;

wanting them, I put back and doubled
up quite a number. I took about
1,500 pounds of fine comb honey in
for
Heating
BeeStove
Gasoline
one-pound sections, and 100 pounds
I could have taken
Cellars.- Dr. A. 13. Mason, Auburn- of extracted.
perhaps 200 pounds more in partlydale, 'o O., writes
filled cases, but as honey was low in
Dr. Tinker, on page 82.5 of the Bee price, and of dull sale, I concluded to
Journal for 1886, says " There is let the bees have it. I know many of
nothing impracticable about raising our best apiarian writers condemn
the temperature of a bee-cellar by the practice. My bees are all in chaff
means of an anthracite coal stove." hives, packed away about Nov. 1, in
Where would the Doctor put the excellent condition.
stove-pipe, if there was no chimney
for the cellar V My "better half"
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Year Amonghelped me out of such a dilemma two
Our cellar was getting the Bees," and the Bee Jouknal for one
years ago.
too cold to suit me, and I could think year, we will club for 11.50.
below

zero.

:

Mason, Fillmore,*o

to swarm
earlier than I had
known bees to swarm for 40 years. I
increased them to 35 I could have
increased them to many more, but not

rapidly,
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OUR CLUBBING
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Home Market for Honey.

LIST.

American Bee Journal

We supply the
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

in every
wide-awake honey
"
producers should get the Leaflets Why Bat

of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices :

Price of both. Club

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

The American Bee Journal

1

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

2 00.. 1 75

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

00

.

125.. 125
150.. 140

170

The Aplculturist

2 00..

Canadian Bee Journal

2 00.. 1 75

1.50.. 135
Hays of Light
PBOPBIKTOES.
4 50
5 25
The 7 above-named papers
d23&,925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHICAGQ,ILL. and Cook's Manual
2 00
2 25
Bees and Honey (Newman). .2 00. 1 75
At One Dollar a ITear.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 60. 1 .50
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ALFRED

H.

Dzierzon's Bee-Bookrcloth).. .3 00..
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture.. 2 25..
4 00
Farmer's Aecou nt Book
150..
Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 .50.
1 75.
A Tear Among the Bees

NEWMAN.

.

Business manager.

.

.

.

^p^jetial ^0tices,
To Correspondents. — It

would save
would be particular
address and name, when

tS~ To

village,

create

Honey Markets

town and

city,

Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
:

;

1

To give avray a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
30 package of honey, will sell lots of it.

1

40

2 00
2 10
2 00

1 .50

Ifucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
paper or book, in order to take advantage soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
of the prices named in the last column.

One yearly subscription for the Amhrican
Bee Journal must be ordered with each

whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
Premium ^Vortli
sticky with honey, they
We have several letters York World and the American Bee Jour- can be washed, and when dry, are as good
<BOine Inclosing money) that have no name; N.4L (both weekly) will be sent for one year
as ever. The low price at which they are
many others having no Post-Offioe, County to any address in North America for $2.00. sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
or State. Also, if you live near one post- And in addition PRESENT to every such
more of them, so as to always have one
offlce and get your mail at another, be sure CLUB SUBSCRIBER a " History of the United
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
to give the address we have on our list.
States," containing 320 pages and 22 fine en- each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
gravings, bound in leather and gilt.
lid 1 cent each for postage
This " History " will be sent free by ex'We Keep tbis Notice standing all the
year round
"Always give the name of the press at the subscriber's expense or will
E. Duncan SnliFen, Advertising Agent,
Postoffice to which your paper is addressed. be mailed for 10 cents extra to any place in
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseYour name cannot be found on our list un- the United States or Canada.
It is arranged chronologically by years, ments in all first-class Newspapers and
less this is done," and yet many ask us to
change their address without even mention- from 1492 to 1885. Every event is narrated Magazines with more promptness and at
ing to what Postoffice it has heretofore been in the order of its date. These are not con- lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
sent. It often costs us more to find their fined, as in other works, to political matters, He gives special attention to writing and
old address than they pay for the Bee Jour- but embrace every branch of human action. setting up advertisements in the most atThis premium is worth the whole of the tractive manner, and guarantees entire
nal for a year as we may have to examine
our subscription lists in every State, Prov- money sent for both periodicals, and should satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorince and Territory in North America. Please induce thousands to subscribe, and thus get able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
be more careful in the future, and never two unrivalled weeklies for nothing.
52A40t
free.
omit your name, Postoffice, county and

ue much trouble,

if all

to give their P. O.
writingto this office.

Having.—The New When they become

;

11

;

:

;

State.

As there
the

name of

is Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our

SImniins' Nou-S\Tarnitug System is correspondents would write " American Bee
the title of a new English bee-book. The Journal " on the envelope when writing to
author claims that it will inaugurate a " new this office. Several letters of ours have
«ra in modern bee-keeping," and states that already gone to the other firm (a commission
"it is based upon purely natural principles, house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
and is the only system that can ever be

Our Book Premiums.—To
all

encourage
our present readers to get one or more

additional subscribers we will present 25
worth of books for every new subscriber (accompanied with $1 for one year's
subscription), sent direct to this oflSce. Thus
for five new subscribers with $5, the getter
up of a club gets $1.25 in valuable reading
cents'

upon, because no other condition
the economy of the hive that can
Money Orders can now be obtained at matter, to be selected by himself from our
be applied to bring about the desired result the Post Offices at reduced rates. Five list on the second page of this paper. It
a total absence of any desire to swarm." dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. will pay you to devote a few hours to'the
It contains 04 pages
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to interests of the Bee Journal. Every one
is well printed and
illustrated. Price .50 cents. It can now be get them instead of the Postal Notes which
who keeps bees ought to take it. We will
obtained at this office.
are payable to any one who presents them, furnish sample copies /re€ in any quantity
and are in no way safe.
We
to those who intend to get up clubs.
relied

«.\i8ts in

—

;

expect to get 5,000 new subscribers for 188'''.
Preserve your Papers for reference.
All New Subscriptions will begin with
you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free the year, and until further notice we will
Tlie Report of the Indianapolis ConvenIf you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- send the back numbers from January 1,
tion is now published in pamphlet form,
tions for the Bee Journal.
unless otherwise ordered.
uniform with that of last year. It will be
If

sent postpaid for 25 cents to any address.

Colored Posters

Present Webster's Dictionary

for putting up over
boney exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use

(pocket edition), and send it b.v mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

them, and try to get up a club.

determine their meaning.

ItVe ivill

We have also bound it up with last year's,
together with the History of the Society ;
Or if you
this we will mail for 40 cents.
send us one new subscriber (with one dollar)
besides your own renewal, we will present
you with a copy by mail.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

who

intend to be systematic in
i^~
their work in the apiary, should get a copj of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices arc reduced, as follows

The following

For 50 colonies
" 100 colonics

125
130

The

larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all tog-ether in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

:

HONEV.— Sellers ask
sirable

to 10 cts. for any-

comb lioney this includes dark undeand crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
:

Good 1-ib. sections, lOiaU'c; choice, 12^@l3c. No
demand for extracted, and very little for comb.
BBKSWAX,— 220.
R. A. BUIINBTT.
Jan. la.
161 South Water St.

NEW

represented upon it are explained, the story
will be repeated many times, educating people and extending your reputation.
Bees,

Flowers,

L. J. Diehl, of

any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.

quote prices as follows Fancy
white in -lb. paper boxes, or glassed, l:^c.: same
unbiassed, 12c., and in 2-lb. glassed sections, 1U@
lie; off grades 1 to 2 cts. per lb less. Calif, comb,
8<.a.loc.; fancy buckwheat -lbs., 8>^t«9c., and 2-Ibs.
7H@8c. Kxtracled white clover, none in the market, ('alif. ext'd, »-o-lb. cans, 5tft6c.; buckwheat, in
kegs and barrels, 4to.')c.

As a premium to the second largest club
we will send my mail, postpaid, a copy of
the Farm Account Book," worth $3. The
'•

postage

is

4Atf

STEPHENS,

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Hudson St.

uf

HONBT.—1-lb. packages of white clover honey

ted

a specialty.

Successor to L. C. Root,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N, Y.

comb honey,

offered for 6(ot8c.
BEESWAX.- Firm at
is

lA17t

2.ic.

M. U. Hunt.. Bell Branch. Mich.

10.

JESSIE.

CINCINNATI.

HONEV.— We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
Nice comb brings 12@l.'jc. per lb. in a jobbing way.
BBBSW AX.-Good demand,— 20®22C. per lb. for
good
Jan.

We

arc the introducers of the Jessie
Strawberry, and the only firm that can
supply plants to the trade. It is the

to choice yellow.
11.

C.F.MtJTH&SON.Freeman* Central AT.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white, in 1-lb.
13c.:

white

second quality white, 12c. dark 1-lbs.,
2-lbs.. u@l2c. Extracted, 6c. Market
A. C.

14.

most remarkalilc new fruit of the a^e.
Send for particulars and colored plate;
also for copy of Greens Fruit Grower,
and our illustrated Fruit Catalogue.

sections, sells at

BEBSWAX.-25C.

Jan.

Sendcl. lis Ontario

inc.:
dull.

TREE SALESiVIEIV WANTED.

Street.

You can make money gelling- our trees,
and get your own trees free. Green's

MILWAUKEE.

Red Labels

one-pound pails of
honey, size .3x4^ inches. — We have Just
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for

BBESWAX.-25C.

,

A. V. Bishop, 142

19.

:

for tl.OO 2.iO for$l.."i0 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.1.00 ; all with name and address of
apiaiist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

:

Cts.: amber to white,
4!4^cb4>ic. ; amber and

quiet.

Jan.

wrlll

be a

Rush

for supplies
needed in the apiary after awhile, and we
cannot do better than to urge all to look
over their stock, ascertain what will be
needed, and get it on hand before it is necessary for use— thus avoiding the perplexity

consequent upon

its

possible delay In reach-

ing them in time.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra white,

:

There

O. B.

10.

8^@Il.

Bee Journal,

expressly

can have them
bound and ready for reference and examination every day In the year. We have reduced the price to 60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one year and the binder for
for this

all

Trade

candied, 3^®4c.

is

GREEN'S NTRSERV

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

quote good to choice extracted at
and comb honey drm at8<9l2c.
BKB8WAX. -Active at 18(js21c.

Jan.

SCHACHT & LEMCKE.

10.

KANSAS

122-124 Davls St.

CITY.

quote white clover i-pounds at
12c.: dark I-lbs..«fM*]oc. white clover 2- lbs., l(j@ll
cts,: dark 2-lbs„ 7(ai»c. Extracted, white clover,
6c.: dark. 4'".5c. white sage. 5(g<5>^c.: amber, 4H®5.
BBESVVAX.-2(/(s23c.
Jan. 13. CLKMON8.CLooN&Co.,cor. 4th AWatnat.
:

:

HONEY.— Choice

comb, 10®12o.;
latter
price
for choice white clover.
Strained, in barrels,
3ii^4c. Extrafancy of bright color and in No, 1
Is

packages,

J4

advance on above

in barrels. 4(&5.

:

in cans, 5(3:6c.

a business man now considers in this connection is how. when and where it can be
done to insure the best returns on the investment. Have something of value to sell;
then select the paper w^hich sends the
greatest number of copies to those who
should use the article. Use as few words as
possible, and let them be printed in large
type, so as to catch the eye. These are some
of the secrets of successful advertising.

Successors to A, E.
-^'^

Extracted

prices.

Market

dull.

(the best tTruber in
the world for honey-boxesj. Clamps, and a

Wood

Thomb-Scrcw

for Clamps.

Wood

LIGHTNING GLUERS,

t*"

;

for $4.(Xi. I biive several thousand of those
Nice Brood-Frame» in the flat, which, if ordered
before Apr.
muv be bud for $m per .tMXi. freight
prepaid by C. VV. DAYTON. Bradford, Iowa.
2Elf

5iK»

i

REE-SITIOKERS,

made of

WE WANT
C>3Sr

Agetiis everywhere to travel aad distribute
uircuiar.
in ewry tuwn and
village ihev ^uas tbruUb'ti. Mou ^wi v.viii>^a,b>tss aud girls, nbo

S-A-Xj-A-IfSr

do not ivi»h lo be away (rum home uvlt Dik;iiL, have a graud
oiiporiumiy to make liundrods of l»ulJur8 iu tbeir owa
All whg wisU to diatribuu: ciruuUra fur us will be
viciiiily.
reijuireJ to havt- saiiiples of our goods ou baud to exbibit lo
wbiiever may call oa them to Bee the goods wbii-h they are adA sample package of our puods aud full par\tTiisiu;i lur us.
ticulars will be seut with ciraulars I** T-t. ^FS 1=5 - (Xv^Write
and secure an aijcncy before it is loo late,
Seud
w help pay postage, packing, etc.. etc.,
and we will forward to you at once, taeclher with a contract
for you to sign. Tbis rontract explains how a tialary l«* paid

XS

CENTS ONLY

TREES.-ii,ai4,ooo sold
FOREST
Ten times as many ready for 1887.
be found

In

In 1886.
offer the
to

I

and lowest prices
America. Wholesale lists free.

Geo. Pinney, Evergreen, Door Co.,

"Wis.

Separators and

the beat material and in a workmanlike manner.
Send stamp for Sample SECTION
and Price-List.
i!El2t

TO SHIP. — Langstroth BroodREADY
FrHmes, prepared
cents per Hkj
at
9*}

Sides,

ITIANUITI^S
all

largest tutock, greatettt variety

BRISTOr.

the Standard Uive of Vermont,

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders, and

BEESWAX.— Firm at 21c. for prime.
19.
D. G. TUTT tc CO., Commercial St.

l .

Uee-Hive,

Bristol, Vt.

of the

SECTION HONEY BOXES,

Jan.

to nail,

Manum.

lyTANUFACTUKERS

made from white poplar,

No Longer an Open Question

whether newspaper advertising pays. What

N. Y.

DRAKE & SMITH,

HONEY.— We

gtdwjertisjenxjettts.
It)

CO.,

ROCHESTER.

4A5t

HONE v.— We
4J4c.,

$1.50.

It

15 colored plates, giit cover, 75 cents.
Green's Descriptive Catalogue, with 5
colored plates and two back copies of
Fruit Grower, 10c. Address,

12®I3

Extracted, white,

ST. LOUIS.

Ry ITsIng the Hinder made

Guide to Grape Culture, ;25c. Green's
Guide to Strawberry Culture, '2'i cents.
Green's Fruit Grower, 50c. per year,
and Green's "How to Propagate and
Grow Fruit," 50c all to one address
for 50c. Green's Tree Agent's Guide.
15c. Green's Books, (3) combined with

-We

HONEV.
quote choice 1-lb. sections at 12®
12^0.; 2-lb8., ll(»12c. No call for dark. White e.\tracled, in barrels and kcgs.e@6^c.: in small packages. 7(<i8c.; dark. In barrels and kegs,5®5>sc.
Jan.

Illustrated Prlce-Llst.

W. E. CliARK,

are reported. Beat white
10@llc. Extrac-

sales

I2t^c.; Fall

kinds kept in stock,
at low rates.

Send for

DETROIT.

HONE T.— Few
Jan.

sections of honey.— It has a strip of glass on
each side, to allow the honey to be seen. It
Is a light and attractive package. As it holds
but one tier of sections, no damage from the
drippings from an upper tier can occur. We
can furnish the material, ready to nail, for
9 cts. per crate. Glass 131ic. per light, extra.

all

THE ftUINBY SMOKER

at I3@14c.: 2-poundB at ll(§J12c. Extracted. 5@7c.
BBBaWAA.-24 cts. per lb.
1.
Blake A uiplkt, 57 Chatham Street.

Jan.

comb,

Y.

Chetopa, Labette Co., Kans.

BROS..

34

7.

H. IflAKTIN,
HAKTFOHD, N.

SAtE.— FARM— splendid location
FOR
for Bees or Fine Stock.— Address, WM,

BOSTON.

20 cents.

A New Crate to hold one dozen one-pound

Address, J.

:

BEESWAX.— 21(a2ac.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH
Dec.

liiiplenieutH

things, and all to profitably aid bee-keepers.

VORK.

HONEV.— We

I

Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of suhscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at

and

(liiltlreii

elegantly printed in el<£lit colors.
Sample packasc, 10 cts.— One sample and
Price List of some old thiug:s, some new

1

More Premlunift — Mr.

?

CARD

from 7

thing oir in

YOU RESIST THIS

BEAl TIFHI., instructive and
THE
amusing- CHKOino CARD, designed

especially lor Bee-Keepers. It has a decided
happy effect wherever shown. This
will not he thrown away. When the articles

CHICAGO.

$] 00

(1-0 pages)
(220 pap-es)
200 colonies (420 pa^es)

are our very latest

quotations for honey and beeswax

:

"

m

Honey and Beeswax Market,

System and Success.
All

61

monthl7,and
\t<a

can have

if .1.--ir-il,

the

EXPENSES
IN ADVANCE.
and address priated oq the circularB

voiir rjftmi;

A.|.lr'?-« at

once.

BRAHFORn KLOCK, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

62

What Mr. Beyer says :j;--Tho
IIU
lease

accepcruj

^

seedd received from your
yuur firm.
lirm.
Bpk'iidid Ei-eds
best thanks for the splendid
It, would he a lather Ifc'iimhy list if I should name all, hut
svill say that ainon:j:ritoS first, and 3 second x'rcminms
awarded me at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
SoutherH Michigan, 2S first premiums were for vouetables raised from your seeds. What firm can h«'at
'*
August Beyer, So. Bend, Ind.
'this?
Seed of this quality I am now ready to sell to every one
"who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FREE
egetable and Flower Seed CataloLriie,forlSS7. Old customers
need not write for it. I catalot^ue this season the native wild
potato.
JAS. J. n. GREGORY, Seed Grower, Marblehead, Mass.

K^^

I

We

Mcu/ UnAAnn

i|j„p

Ilia II IIUUUUII
illlUl
bave made arrang-ements with the

inventor by which we shall make and sell tha
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale

and

retail

;

nailed and also in the

flat.

my

A Year among

the Bees,

BEING

A

Talk about some of the ImpUnunts, Plans
of a Bee-keeper of 25 years'
Experieiice, tvho hns for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exclusive

and PracUees

PRIZES!

Business.

C- O-

S^5r IDT^.
7S

Price.

IS^IXjXiIH:!^.
is

a new work

of about 114 paces, well-printed ana nicely bound
in cloth. Address,

XHOs.
923

G. ne:^v]t

& 925 Wesi Madison

by the Magazine,
ARE
Subscribers who obtain the
offered

cents, by mail. This

sc son,
CHICAGO,

for particulars.

to the
largest
Wi-ite

18.S7.

THE REE-KEEPERS'
ceuts per Vear.
RARRYTOWN, N. V.

MAGAZINE, 'Z5
lAtf

an

St..

amount of Comb Honey during

(Mention

TLL.

JouKNAL.)

this

The engraving gives a good idea of the hive.
The brood-ehamber is in two sections; also the

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPER'S ADTISEB.
The British Bee Journal is published every
Week, at I'^n Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

Bee Advertisement in anotber column.

contains the best practical Information for the
time beinK. showing what to do, and when and
bow to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the American
Beb Journal, one year, for JS.OO.

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC fl
f%
SPECIFIC No.
In use 3D

years.

Nervous

The only

fiO

successful

Vital

Debility,

SOLDBY DRUGGiSTS.

causes.
for $5.

or sent postpaid On recelptof

—UumpLircya* JSedicineCoij 1U9 Vultoa SUj

N, Y*

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL,

B. J.

M. B.

TREATISE

KivinK an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table ^TinR all the principal druKS used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an en^aving of the
horse's teeth at different aees.wtth rules for telling
the &fte of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information,
Price 85 cents— in EuRlish or German.
;

;

;

THOS.
923

G.

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JABS,
For

A:

SON,,

Street. Chicag-o, 111

etc.

Clrcularp. apply to

CH^S.
Freeman

<t

P.S.— Send

remedy for

45AI2t

A.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

M17TH

F.

<fe

SON,

CINCINNATI.

Central Ave..

-

lOc. for Practical

Hints to Bee-Keepers

O.

EXCELSIOR

Weakness,

and Prostration, from over-work or other
$1 per vial, or 6 vials and larRe vial powder,
price.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
I angstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
IS in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lb**, of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
f 16.(H> Extractor, 13x20, which is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $8.00 Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
110.0*.) Extractors have no covers.

surplus arrangement, which may be interchanged
Tbe cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-half
of a regular bee-space, bo that the surplus cases
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers.or th'e latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE HIVE includes the bottom-hoard
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing 2h onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. Tbis latter
chamber can ba interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is nailed and
PAINTED, and ready foi immediate use. Price,
^.ot.», complete.
;

;

;

It Is absolutely eaaentlal to order one
nailed hive as a pattern for putting those
In the flat tosether correctly.

HIVES READY TO NAIL— In fllUngorders for
these hives, in the flat, we make 6 different combinations, so that our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for us to quote prices, and the different
kinds will be known by the following numbers
Xo. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two B-inch brood-chambers, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey-board. Price, JBl.SS each.
Ko. 3 is the same as No. 1 with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchangeable, but not reversible.—
Price. JSa.OO each.
No. 3 is the same as No. 2, with two surplus stories as therein described. Price. !H>3.50 each.
Ko. 4 is the same as No. l, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections in wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed.
Inverted, and interchanged, the same as the broodcnambers. Price, I1$>2.30 each.
No. 5 is the same as No. 4, with two surplus
arrangements as therein described. Price, S3.00.
No. 6 contains all the parts as described In the
sample nailed hive. Price, itfie.'TS eagh.
Those desiring the hives without the stand. honeyboard or sections, may make the following deduoStand, 14 cents
tlons from the above prices
honey-board, 8 cents and the 28 or 56 sections, ta
the case may be. at H cent each, respectively*
We will also make the following deductions on
quantities ordered al at one time For 10 or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
7 1-2 per cent.; for 50 or more, 10 per cent.
:

,

.

:

06nO lO uBHlS Year amon^
114 pages, cloth bound.

DR.

the Bees;"
Address,

mil^LER,
MARENGO, ILLS.

C. C.

20Atf

BEESWAX.
We

pay «Oc. per lb., dellrered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
hould always be on eacti package.

THOS.

m
923

e.

NEWMAN Jt SON,

& 925 West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

2
2

For3
For4
For

2

For3
For*

American frames, 13x13 Inches
"

"
"

"

frames Of any" size,
"
"

•'

THOS.
923

"

Langstroth

G.

8 00
10 GO
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

"
"

"
*

"

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

,..$8 00

"

10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
13X20
13x20

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Street.

Vandervort Foundation

;

-SWARMING BEE-HIVES.
Most practical for surplus boney
in the

It makes the finest extra
comb honey. For Sale by

THOS.

World.

;

VICTOR W. CLOrOH, GENESEO, ILLS.

923

G.

;

mcK

Mill.

& 925 West Madlaon

& SON,
CHICAGO. ILL,

Street.

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

in

another column.

G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOMAS
923

thin Foundation for

NEWMAN

:

1

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.

E.xcellent for rearing Queens also tor Increase, when desired.
Send 2 cents for Circulars.

51A12t

For
For

FLORAL

oxJir>E.

you are in want of
Garden, send 10 cts.
can 1)P (Ifducterl from
If

or anything for the
for above, which
ftic fii-^t

ordpr.

JAMES VICK, $[[DS SEEDSMAN,
UOCIIESTEK,

N. Y.
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Honey Sold on

Coniniisslon.- We

for years been trying to impress upon beekeepers the necessity of working up their
home markets— creating a demand for
honey. Now that prices are low is just the
time to thiuk. liee-men have themselves
contributed largely in depressing the markets in large cities, by glutting them with
honey, and then the prices there reduced on
that account are made the standard for the

have for years urged bee-keepers either to
sell their honey in their home markets, or,
if they must ship it, to be sure to sell it
for
cash, rather than to leave it to be sold by
commission men. In this issue of the Bee
Journal, Messrs. F. I. Sage & Son give their
views on this subject in very strong language. They wind up by saying " either the
cash buyers or the commission men must
country towns. Now the only cure for this go." They present many good reasons for
is to prevent the bulk of the honey from
coming to this conclusion, and we hope
being sent to the large marts of trade, their remarks will be read carefully, and
6.
and have it consumed at home. This can considered thoroughly.
be done, if every person interested will but
While we have sold considerable honey
labor with this end in view. To illustrate this in Chicago,
we always buy It of the proidea, we ask attention to the following from ducer
and then it is our own, to sell at such
."
an
e.vchange,
which
is " right to the point
prices as we may deem best, and many times
Voinill.
Fen, 2, 188],
1,5.
One characteristic of success is close and have we sold it at a less figure than we gave
wide-awake attention to the work in hand, for it. We have now on hand about fifty
such, for instance, as marked a New York thousands
of pounds of white extracted
driver on the line of stages which have recently been withdrawn from Broadway. He honey, and should be glad to sell at any day
had a genius for driving a stage, and was for less than it cost us. If it was held on
noted for keeping his stage full of passen- commission
by some men, it would no doubt
gers, and for taking in more fares than any
other driver on the route. His success was be sacrificed so as to get the commission ;
not accidental. His eyes were forever on but now, while nothing could be gained by
the lookout, both on Broadway and in the an immediate
sale, much may be realized by
streets, so that he never failed to see a
Another tee-paper is to be started in side
holding it for a rising market.
distant nod nor a slight gesture.
Canada to be called "The Canadian BeeA similar alertness for business is notice- It is never right to give the control of
Keeper," to be published monthly at Brant- able among the fruit-venders. Three carts
your property out of your own hands and
full
of bananas and other fruit may be seen
ford, Ont.
standing close tojfether by the sidewalk. to ship honey to be sold on commission by
The man in the middle cart will work every unreliable parties, is the greatest of foolishstanding: up calling attention to ness,
An English Horticulturist, who is a moment—
entailing loss to the owner, and breakhis stock, and alert to grapple with any one

iiEjmim
NEWMAN,

THOMAS

;

careful observer of insect life, has noticed
that honey-bees rarely go near those flowers

which bumble-bees seem to

The

Bee-Keexiers'

like best.

Advance

is

the

name of anew bee-paper published by James
B. Mason & Sons, Mechanic's Falls, Maine.
contains

It

monthly

Died

pages, and
at 25 cents per year.

Hi

— Mrs.

is

published

Wilson, of NicholasviUe,
Ky., died of pneumonia on Jan. 20, 1S87, at
1 a.m. This we learn from the afflicted husband, who is known to our readers as an
apiarist, who adds:
"She was a faithful
Christian, a loving- wife, and a devoted
mother." We condole with Mr. Wilson in
his

J. T.

bereavement.

who comes up with the slightest intention
of buying.
But the other venders will be seated and
half-dozing-, or reading a newspaper, carelessly waiting for a customer to ask for
fruit. Before noon the appearance of the
wagons shows the Inevitable result. By
night, the middle wagon is empty, while the
other venders wheel home a good part of
their stock to keep until the ne.\t day, and
complain of " bad luck" and " hard times."

ing

down

the market for allotherproducers.
always safe to find out whether those
to whom you ship goods are reliable, hefore
entrusting them with your property.
It is

The Canadian Honey Crop.—In his
annual report, the Commissioner of Agriculture for Ontario, remarks as follows
:

To follow

the

example of the "hack-

driver " and "fruit-vender" is a sure cure
for the "slow sale" and "low prices" of
honey. If you cannot do the selling, you
can easily hire some one to do it. There are
a plenty of men who would be glad of the
chance to do it for a commission.

Ex-President

I. N. Cotton, of the
State
Bee-Keepers' Association,
wants to add the following to the remarks
heretofore made
about lady presiding
oSacers at bee-conventions :

Indiana

"

The reports from the

apiarists of the
Province are extremely contradictory as to
the success of their industry during the past
season. Some correspondents state that the
honey yield has been an unusually large
one, that bees have swarmed well, and are
in fine condition for winter, while others in

the same township complain that the very
oppositecondition of things prevails. Taking
the Province as a whole, however, the favorable reports are in a decided majority, and
the yield of honey may be described as from
fair to good. The area of apiculture appears
to be extending in the Province, notwithstanding that some old apiarists have given
up the industry, owing to the fatality of
recent winters, and the fact that the low
price of honey— 8 to 10 cents per pound, a
figure frequently quoted— is generally complained of."

Three Colonies of bees were found,
about the middle of January, occupying
comfortable quarters in different hollows of
I see that the question of ladies presiding
the trunk of one tree. Mr. Berl Matteson, at bee-keepers* meetings has been raised.
Indiana State Bee-Keepers' Association,
The
of Bingham, Mich., was the one who was
in 1884, elected Mrs. Irvin Bobbins Presithus surprised when cutting down a tree. dent, and she served for one year with honor
It is Said that bees can predict the
He sawed out the part containing the bees, to herself and credit to the Society. Are not
weather. They do it with their little stings,
took it to his home, and will endeavor to the Indiana bee-keepers ahead ?
and, curiously enough, they always make it
winter them.
They appeared to be well
provisioned with honey.
Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
desk are from
The Capital of the United States has
A Correspondent sends us a printed Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula, La.—20 not
a very ancient history, but its early
Apiarian Supplies.
slip, stating that a family In New Jersey pages — Bees and
days are worth recalling, when done as inHildemann,
Ashippun,
Wis.
B.
S.
pages
terestingly
as W. Edgar McCann has done In
had been "made ill by poison in their
Supplies.
the February number of Frank Leslie's
" What will be the effect -Bee-Keepers'
honey," and asks
Monthlv.
As if in contrast we
Popular
Frank A. Eaton. Bluffton, O.— 6 pagesof these frequent reports upon our pur- Italian Bees and Queens.
are then taken from pictures of Old Wash"
Domesda.v
ington
to
the
Book," that monsuit /" As this is a case where the poison
E. C. Long, Williamsville, N. Y. i pages- ument of the political sagacity of William
was put into the honey for the base purpose Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
Dr. Joseph Simms, in an
the Conqueror.
of injuring others, it will have no more
Iowa Seed Company, Des Moines, Iowa— .36 article on " The Forehead," combats some
popular ideas, and shows that genius has
effect upon the pursuit than it would upon pages— Seeds, Plants, etc.
often lurked under a receding brow, and
the dairy interest if it had been put into
idiocy or crime under a well-developed one.
milk. Evil minded persons may put poison
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits "The Man Outside"- "An Incident of the"
into anything. If they are intent upon injur- of the American Bee JoiraNAi. for 1887, San Gabriel Valley" and "Our Sweetheart
are all worth reading, and the illustrations
ing others.
will richly repay every apiarist In America. unusually good.
1

:
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I do not keep the hives are not likely to be disturbed by full
open but a moment of time, and cover daylight, but when they get uneasy,
the bees up warmly after the feed is darkness will, I think, keep bees in
placed in position. If it is a mere the hive that otherwise would come
question of handling bees in the out. On the whole, I prefer to have
spring, I do not disturb them unless my cellar perfectly dark, generally.
it is warm enough for the bees to fly C. C. Miller.
in the oi)en air. I do not handle them
I do not think that any other ventiwhen it is so cool that the bees are lation is required for a few bees. For
likely to be chilled if they are dropped many, I should like sub-earth ventiYou cannot always lation, so as to be sure of the right
from the combs.
tell when this would occur, by the temperature and good air.
I would
degree of Fahrenheit.- G. W. Dem- have the cellar perfectly dark. A. J.
AREB.
Cook.
You cannot go altogether by the
Other ventilation is not necessary.
thermometer. On a clear, dry, bright Though " absolute darkness " may
sunshiny day, a lower temperature not be positively essential, it is genwill do than on a cloudy, damp day. erally desirable.— The Editor.
You had better not disturb bees much
when they cannot fly freely. Still, if
they are likely to run out of stores,
WliyMtlieBeesPerlsli?
you can put some feed where they can
get at it even when quite cold. C. C.
Query,
No. 370 Late in the fall of 1884
Miller.
I had 3 light colonies of bees that I fed sugar
It is quite unnecessary to open the syrup by putting it in combs and placing

Of course

Witb Replies

thereto.

[It is quite useless to aek for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
in a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
them to be Inserted here.— Ed.1
;

Feeiliiig

Bees in the Surini.

Query, No. 368.— When feeding bees in
the spring, that were wintered on the summer stands, at what degree of Fahrenheit
should the weather be to make it safe to
open the hives to feed the bees ?— C. L.,Iowa.

Almost any spring weather

will do,

you do not leave the hive open unnecessarily.— Dadant & Son.
If the sun shines, at 50" and above.
If the day is cloudy, it had better be
60° and above.— G. L. Tinker.
If they need spring feeding, you
can do it any bright sunny day. Close
the hive as soon as possible.— H. D.
if

—

—

If
hives in order to feed the bees.
you must open the hives, let the temperature be at 50°, Fahr., if it is a
bright day or more, if it is cloudy.—
;

The Editor.
Ventilating Bee-Cellars,

etc.

Cutting.
" warm day," say
Ct«€ry,No.3j69,— l.If bees are wintered in
a cellar tliat is kept at a temperature of 40°
with the temperature not below 55° to
50°, is other ventilation than is ordinarily
or 603. X do not think, however, that given a fruit and vegetable cellar essential
I should choose a

one hive (American) on top of another, for
the bees to carry the syrup down.
But
within 24 hours it became intensely cold,
and remained so for about 20 days. When I
opened the hives I found them nice and
clean, but to my surprise the bees were
dead, with plenty of honey within reach.
The hives were packed from 3 to 4 inches on
all sides, but not on top.
They had a screen
6x6 inches in the bottom-board, and the top
was on each hive. 1. Can you account for the
bees perishing ? 2. Will bees freeze when all
the conditions are right ?— S. B., Ind.
1.

No.

2.

No.—James Heddon.

'/

this is

important.— W. Z. Hutchin-

son.

In such a cellar
sential ?— B., Iowa.
2.

is

absolute darkness es-

In

probability they starved.
When bees become very cold they
will not leave the cluster for food, but
remain and starve. H. D. Cutting.
all

If in the morning, 60° to 80°, acI think not.— James Heddon.
If late
cording to clouds and wind.
1. No.
2. No.— H. D. Cutting.
in the evening, any temperature will
I guess they starved to death.
It
There are excep- was so cold that they could not leave
2. Yes.
1. No.
do. The main point is not to excite
C. W. the cluster to get the honey.— C. C.
the bees to fly out to become chilled tional instances, though.

—

—

Dayton.
death.— C. W. Dayton.
I think that your cellar is all right
I do not like to open the hive to
takeout frames, etc., at a lower de- as it is. It is better to be dark.— J.
§ree than W- in the shade. But why P. H. Brown.
isturb the brood-nest in feeding V It
No but I would prefer a little venG. M. Doolittle.
is not necessary.
tilation in mild weather, and darkness
at all times.— G. M. Doolittle.
Just that temperature when the
bees can fly out with safety. At least
1. In my opinion,
no. 2. I think
that is my opinion, and it works well that absolute darkness is an essential
with me, in carrying it out in prac- requirement for cellar wintering. J.
to

—

;

tice.— J. E. Pond.
I place the feeder above the cluster,
and I can feed at any temperature.
This is why I like the Smith feeder,
as described in last editions of my

book.—A.

Cook.
and upwards. Much
depends upon whether or not the sun
strikes the hive, as it should. I always
reckon degrees on a thermometer that
Sixtv to

J.
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stands in the shade.

James Heddon.

enough feed in the
50= I think is best. If in
great need of both, I would quickly
raise the quilt and lay sticks of candy
between and across the frames over
the cluster. As soon as warm enough,
feed sugar syrup in atmospheric feeders over the cluster. If they will take
it up, keep on until they get enough
to last until they can gather from
natural sources, then stop " tinkering."— J. P. H. Brown.
I feed them soft candy or candied
honey on top of the frames at any
time, if I know they need feeding.
It is best to give

fall.

About

Miller.
The bees starved

to death.

Next

time put the food where the bees can
get it— at the clxister— and not away off,
separated from the bees by a barrier
of freezing atmosphere. J. P. H.

Brown.

—

The bees were not able to reach the
honey, and starved. If bees can get
to their stores they are not liable to
freeze.— G. L. Tinker.
E. Pond.
Bees will not freeze when all the
If there are many hives it will need
more ventilation than if there are conditions for successful wintering
only a few. Absolute darkness is not are right.— G. M. Doolittle.
essential, but it is far the best, as f evper
The bees may not have gotten their
bees will try to go out.— Dadant & stores in proper shape for so longSon.
continued and severe cold. I do not
I cannot comprehend why an abund- think that bees will freeze " when all
ance of pur air should be objection- the conditions are right."— W. Z.
able neither do I know that any more Hutchinson.
ventilation is needed than that ordiThe cold was so intense that funcnarily given a fruit and vegetable tional activity ceased. The bees percellar.
I do not think absolute dark- ished with the cold.
This is why I
ness objectionable
neither am I cerpacking or chaff
refer cellars to
tain that it is essential— W.Z.Hutch- E ives. A. J. Cook.
inson.
Twenty days of intensely cold
No my cellar is 25x30, and 7 feet weather without any let-up would
deep. It is closed up as tight as I can perhaps wear out the constitution of
make it, so that no perceptible cur- almost any colony of bees, situated as
rent of air comes in anywhere. Not- you describe the colony in question.
withstanding, there is an active circu- I have frequently had the opportunity
lation of air in the cellar, owing to to learn that bees in the cluster can
the presence of a fire in one of the endure intense cold for a few days at
rooms overhead.— G. L. Tinker.
a time, but this does not argue that
1. Yes.
2. Not as long as the bees continued cold will not wear them
are quiet. Bees in the best condition out.— G. W. Demaree.

—

;

;

—

;
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1. I should p;uess that they froze to
death, being iu such a condition that
they were unable to economize the
2. If I should
heat of the cluster.
find a colony of bees frozen, I would
know that at least one of the most
was wrong,
conditions
essential
namely, ample protection.— C. AV.

Dayton.
In all probability the extreme cold
weather came on before the stores

down in quantity
bees to live on, and
as they could not break from their
clu.ster, they simply starved because

could be l)rought
sufficient for the

were not within their
their stores
reach.— J. E. Pond.
to reach the
1. Not being able
honey on account of the length of the
" cold snap," the bees probably
starved. 2. No.— The Editor.

Co vvcsp^ou deuce.
Explanatory.—The llgures before the
indicate the number of years that the

namrs

Tliose after, show
the number of colonies the writer had in the
previous spring and fall, or fall and spring,
as the time of the year may require.

person has kept bees.

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named
east;
i north of the center; 9 south;
west; and this 6 northeast; "o northwest:
O- southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

O

For

tlie

American Bee JounmL

LeEislation for Bee-Keeiiers.

DR.

C. C.

jnLLER.

I have read carefully Mr. Heddon's
article on page 77.5 of the Bee Journal for 1886, and would give 17 cents
to sit down in a room all alone with
him and talk it out. I have also spent
some time looking up the articles
written on " Priority of Location." In
the first three paragraphs of his article on page 775, 1 am in entire accord
with him, excepting the Urst sentence

of the second paragraph. There are
matters of right that do not come
within the province of legislation.
He thinks that bee-territory is one
of them. Just at this point our views
diverge.
As I look at it, for the
farmer as well as the bee-keeper, it is
best that the territory be distinctly
marked out, and this by legal enactment. I think the time would never
have been taken up iu the discussion
of priority of location if there had

been legislation. That whole discussion was based upon the belief that
for the most successful prosecution of
bee-keeping, control of territory was
necessary, and as there was no such
thing as legal right in the case, the
next best thing was to try to hold it
by other means. That very discussion showed the need of having tlie
matter settled in some way, in the
opinion of at least part of the writers.
The question as to the prior right
of the first comer need cut no figure
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If we can hold given locality occupied by A, with 100
peaceable possession of our territory, colonies, and any number beyond that
B starts
I should even be willing to have a will overstock the ground.
fresh deal made, and pay full price up on the same ground. The number
may
vary
him
for a deed to my territory.
If I be- of colonies kept by
lieved that one person has the same from 1 to 100 or more. It is not likely
natural and lucnal right as any other, to be the larger number, but whatI certainly should want the territory ever the number, we will suppose that
divided up by law. In the generality A, being the fittest to survive, inof cases, I believe in the priority right, creases his number, thus oversto.'-kiug
but the man who has the fullest con- the ground so badly that B, with his
fidence in his moral right to the ter- bad management, gets little or no
ritory he first occupies, needs to feel surplus, anil gives it up as a bad job,
with a total loss of his whole investthat he has a legal right.
Mr. Ileddon thinks that " whoever ment. Of course the more bees he
will present this proposed legislation has, the greater will be his loss.
Let us see see how it is with A. If
to an able lawyer, will first receive a
smile in return." Quite likely. Prob- 100 is his maximum number of coloably a large majority of persons, at nies for greatest profit, and can
nectar within reach, if
first thought, will feel like smiling at gather all the
such a proposition, but after a little he increases one colony more he loses
thinking the able lawyer might think just the amount that colony consumes
tor its own use— say -50 pounds of
differently.
Mr. Heddon asks if I get the " idea honey— and for every additional colhe will lose
of the relation between a condition of ony that he increases,
lose
bee keeping that will result in the the same amount. He will also
for every
greatest good to the greatest number, at least the same amount
and the question of the survival of colony B keeps.
I can hardly see any way to figure,
the fittest." Yes, I think I do. but
will not lose nearly as much as
that is not what we were talking that
small number,
about. I said I did not see " how he B, and if B has only a
the heaviest
reconciles the idea of a natural ex- A is likely to have much
shall unthat
clusive right of the prior occupant loss. Now is it right
with the 'survival of the fittest.'" dergo this tax now and then, even if
Neither could 1, with my idea of what he does hold the ground by it V The
farmer pays so much, and owns his
was involved in priority of location.
territory without fear of intrusion;
But in the article in question, Mr. why not the bee-keeper ?
"priority
locaof
Heddon says that
Can any one tell
Anothei thing
tion gives one a natural right, provided
far from an established apiary it
how
location.'"
(Italics
that
is
tohold
he
fitted
would be right for a new man to
are mine.) Now, look here, is not
start V Opinions will probably vary
that rather a new departure ? Narupon this point for years to come,and,
rowed down to few words, does it not
case of clashing, who is to settle it ?
mean just this— the' man first on the inAgain, we have supposed thus far
ground has the right to hold it, pro- that the field is fully occupied, and
can keep everybody else
vided he
the occupant will have no diffiaway V Never mind, we will not that
This is
culty in overstocking it.
quarrel over that part of it. but I will
hardly true in the majority of cases.
try to show what seems to me the
mainly
depends
C has .50 colonies, and
need of legislation in either case. If upon his bees for his bread and butI am not mistaken, Mr. H. advises
ter, having nothing ahead. If D starts
that in case any one invades my terin with 2o colonies on C's ground, it
number
of
ritory I shall increase my
may be some years before C can
over-stocking
colonies, and by thus
" freeze him out," especially if C has
unprofitable
make
it
so
the ground
the same disaster some of us have had
that he will abandon the project. He
in wintering bees.
mentions that he has practiced this,
Still again, the intruder may keep a
and that three or four persons who number of colonies for a series of
have already tried, in as many in- years, even if it is a losing game,
stances, to occupy some of his terri- hoping the tide may turn, and as he
tory, have learned by sad experience
business upon which he
and has otherfor a living, and as he gives
the unwisdom of their attempt
depends
his words imply the possibility that
little time to his bees, he can go on
now and then some person may do the continuously from year to year, with
same thing again. Now the sad ex- 5 or 10 colonies, and 5 or 10 such men
perience of those three or four per- in a field may spoil it for any man.
sons was a bad thing for them, wasn't No one need tell me that a man's selfit V
It cost tliem something in dollars
interest would prevent him from
and cents, to say nothing of the men- doing this. It is done. I know of
the
feeling
resulting
from
tal damage
cases, and probably others do. On all
of failure. For their sakes, would it
accounts, then, should not every man
not have been better if he could have have a legal right to his ground V
saved them their loss by saying,
Marengo, 5 His.
" This territory I hold in fee simple

in the present case.

A

A

:

;

my own, and you must go elsewhere if you want to keep bees ?"
But leaving their loss out of the

as

question, did

their experience cost

y I wish we had the
exact figures in the case, with full
details.
But without having them,
let us make a little estimate, and I
will try not to be unfair. Suppose a

Mr. H. nothing

Associt3p- The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers'
ation meets lit the Capitol in Ma<il-oD, wis., on
Thursday, Ket). :i, 18S7, at 9 a.m. All proirreBsive
bee-keeiiers iire earnestly invited to attend, ana
supply-dealers are requested to exhibit their best
Implements and inventions. The State Ajrncultural convention will be in session at the same time,
commencliiB on Feb. 1 andclosingon Feb. 4, which
will bean additional Inducement tor many to attend. Hotel rates are from *l to*:! per day. Return tickets will very probably be Klven over the
railroads at reduced rates.
principal
^
F. Wii-cox, See.
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FOUL BROOD.

For the American Bee Journal.

The Marl(eting
J.

H.

of Honey.

ANDRE.

am

pleased to see that this leading part of bee-keeping is being thoroughly discussed. The business at
the present time looks more like a
regular stock gambling affair than
one of the legitimate branches of sustaining a livelihood.
I expressed my opinion some time
ago, that the producer and consumer
were both at the meicy of the retail
dealers. They usually pay in trade
10 cents per pound, which is equivalent to about 8 cents and retail honey
for 12 to 15 cents per pound. In this
some are selling splendid
vicinity
comb iioney for 7 cents per pound,
and I do not doubt but some has
I

;

been sold as love as 5 cents.
What we need is a dealer in every
city of 10,000 inhabitants, or upward,
who will take all honey that comes to
market, and handle it honorably If
it cannot all be sold in his home mar;

The disease first broke out in his
apiary about the first of last July. He
was not certain as to how it originated, but thougl)t it was started by
robber bees gaining access to a few
kegs of honey, which had been purHe said
chased some time before.
that the incipiency of the disease was
few affected
difficult to describe.
cells appeared at first the larvce were
of a light coffee color, and as the disease advanced the larvae changed to a
dark coffee-color,like the coffee berry,
and finally dried up in one side of the
cell.
If a tooth pick be inserted into
an affected cell, the diseased matter
will adhere, forming a sort of string.
He stated that during the past season they had sixty cases of it. Each,
as soon as discovered, was treated as
follows All the combs of the affected
colonies, after the bees were shaken
off into a clean, new hive, were conHe
signed to the boiler furnace.
thought it cheaper to give the bees a
clean, new set of frames filled with
foundation, than to extract the old

him ship it to some larger
In order to do this I do not see
how it can be done without a regular
" Union," and
published
prices
weekly, each member of the Union to
be furnished with price-list. Of course
it would have to be backed up by
funds, but let each member pay 50
cents or one dollar annually.
This business of selling must become a regular trade, or we may as
It needs a
well stop bee-keeping.
dealer in every city that will give it
the same attention that a butterdealer gives his trade. There would
be no need of running the business
alone in a small city ; poultry, butter
or fruit dealing could be united with
it, but let the honey trade take the
When the honey trade is reclead.
ognized as a regular business, this 5business will stop.
cents-a-pound
People will have some confidence in

ket, let
city.

it

then.

not at all afraid but what the
minds of those who have undertaken
the matter will set it to rights for it
has become a public necessity, and
such has been quickly righted in all
I

am

;

ages.

Lockwood,$ N. Y.
For the American Bee Journal.

The OMo state Convention.

The Ohio State Bee-Keepers' Association held its annual convention at
Columbus, O., on Jan. 11, 12 and 13,
The first day only an informal
meeting was held.
The morning session of the second
day was called to order, with Dr. H.
Besse in the chair. The minutes of
the previous meeting, and the Treasurer's report were read and approved.
1887.

The election of officers resulted as
President, Ernest R. Root,
follows
of Medina, O. ; Secretary-Treasurer,
Frank A. Eaton, of Bluffton.
By request of the convention, President Root gave the following talk on
:

have

filled

the

sections about half,

it an
empty one. and so on, giving plenty

raise the case

of room.

and put under

I find that

by this plan they

seldom swarm.
F. A. Eaton
to control

— It is an easy matter
swarming when running for

extracted honey, as a liberal use of
But
the extractor will greatly aid.
the difficulty is when working for
comb honey. I have practiced very
successfully extracting from the side
combs in the brood chambers, and
If the
placing them in the centre.
colony is very populous I remove one
comb, placing in the centre an empty
frame with only starters, thereby
giving the queen plenty of room ; at
the same .time I put on one tier of
sections, then tier up as fast as the
honey-flow will warrant.
" Which is the best to give to a
swarm, frames full of foundation, or
only starters V"
I)r. Besse— I use starters only.
President Root gave W. Z. "Hutchinson's plan.
J. S. Rickets said that Mrs. Jennie
used full sheets of foundation,
diseased comb, render out the wax, Gulp
preferred them.
and boil the frames for use again. and much
The convention then adjourned
The diseased hives were then scalded until
the following day.
out with steam. He was not sure but
that the disease might appear again
MORNING session.
THIRD
the coming season, but in no colonies
C. E. Jones gave a talk on the prothe
disease
re-appear.
so treated did
duction of fine comb honey. He said,
Dr. Besse said that he did not think in brief, that he does not want a colit was necessary to go to that great on}^ very strong with bees, preferring
waste of expense of burning the a hive of 6 or 7 frames only. He does
frames, comb and honey. Why not not put the sections on too early, but
extract the honey, rendetthe wax and waits until white clover is fairly
boil the frames, and in that way save started, and gives starters only in
which would otherwise be sections, placing the sections the
that
wasted V
same w^.y as the brood-frames, so as
President Root thought that there to insure straight combs. He recomwould be more or less risk attending mends removing the sections early,
such a practice and that robber bees and does not aim to secure the most
might gain access to the diseased honey, but the best.
" Does it pay to feed back partlyhoney and wax while so working.
After some further discussion of the filled sections to finish others V"
subject, the convention adjourned to
It was not considered profitable.
meet at l.p.m.
President Root then gave a detailed
description of the Heddon hive and
AFTERNOON SESSION.

A

;

:

DAY—

;

its

The convention was

called to order
at 1 p.m., with President Root in the
discussion of questions
chair.
should a house
then followed. "
be constructed to keep honey best,
summer
winter
and
V"
both in
Dr. Besse—Keep it in a dry house,
where it never reaches either extreme
of heat or cold.
F. A. Eaton— Keep it in a honeyhouse that gets quite warm in the
summer and fall, then remove it to

A

How

management.

Mrs. Gulp- 1 do not think it profitable to change the hives in an apiary
of 50 or 60 colonies, for any
discarding the old ones.

new

hive,

She then
gave iiu interesting account of her
without
apiary
an
management of
help. She works an apiary of 60 colonies; keeps her queens' wings clipped her report for the past season
was 5,600 pounds of comb honey, for
which she received 18 cents per
pound and 2,400 pounds of extracted,
some room where the temperature for which she received 15 cents per
does not go down to freezing.
pound. Her bees are hybrids. She
"Is comb honey injured, or made prefers them for honey to any others.
?"
After
unsalable, by its freezing
afternoon session.
some discussion it was generally
The discussion of questions was
agreed that the quality was not injured by freezing, but combs cracked continued as follows
" Does the queen determine the
by the "freezing and thawing would
sex of her progeny at will V"
cause the honey to drip.
" Which is the best method of conMr. Miller— I have been taught that
the sex of the bee is determined by
trolling or preventing swarming ?"
J. W. Newlove— I use single-tier compression, owing to the size of the
;

;

:

and give the bees plenty of
room by tiering up. Put a case of
crates,

sections on the hive about ten days
before the honey-flow starts. When
the bees are thoroughly at work and

cell.

C. E. Jones— I think that she has
the full power of determining the sex.
F. A. Eaton— I have seen the
queen lay eggs in queen-cells only
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slightly started ; also in foundation
that was not drawn out more than
of an inch.
Moisture in bee-hives in winter was
discussed at some length. Dr. Besse
said that moisture in hives is caused
by the moi.sture in the air condensing
by the warm air in the hives coming
in contact with the cold air from outside, the same as the frost forms
around house-doors in winter.
Mr. J. S. Mock stated a new use for
broad frames for division-boards.
Nail thin boards on each side, filling
the space with dry sawdust, forest
leaves or some light material. They
are good for winter or summer use.
The committee on exhibits reported
Frank A. Eaton, sectionas follows
case and skeleton honey-board combined adapted to the tiering-up system and removing sections with ease.
Earl Clickenger exhibited a sectioncase, a case of dne comb honey, jars
of extracted honey, Bingham smoker
and honey-knife, and an Eaton bee-

%

:

;

J. W. Newlove showed a
combined shipping and honey crate

feeder.

;

also well adapted to tiering

up".

The convention

then adjourned,
F. A. Eaton, Sec.

sine die.

For tbe American Bee Joumai.
Tlie

CaBnings ofer Honey.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

I have always enjoyed a discussion
with Mr. ('. P. Dadant, but, from
reading his last article on page 794 of

Bee Journal for 1886, 1 fear I
shall be deprived of the pleasure of
controversy to a large extent, as his
assertions are so well qualified ; but I
will do the best I can.
If I understand Mr. Dadant correctly, he admits that all honey-cappings may not be impervious, but his
position now is that the majority of
them are impervious and, in stating
his position, he gives a line or two
the

;

from Mr. Frank Cheshire.

As he has

quoted Mr. Cheshire, I will " follow
suit," giving the paragraph preceding
the one from which Mr. Dadant
quotes. It commences on page 173 of
Mr. Cheshire's new book, "Bees and
Bee-Keeping," and is as follows
" Liquid dyes kept within worker or
drone cells for weeks, have not, in
any case, stained water lying in the
surrounding ones, which I have never
found other than perfect, notwithstanding the extreme thinness of the
walls. The bees labor at both sides
of the latter, not only scraping the
:

shreds, but rubbing them into complete union with their maxillfe, and
this will account for their freedom
from faults but observation has led
one to form a different opinion of
the sealing of honey-cells, which, in
former years, I described as air-tight.
Most bee-keepers have noted that
snow-white sealed honey, if kept in
a damp place, changes color, the
sealing appearing to grow transparent, and the honey itself not infre;

quently weeping.
By experiments
and microscopic examinations, I have
made evident that former ideas were

71

men, who have free use of the different bee-periodicals, and can so work
their cards that they can sweep the
board every time.
We know honey can always be
bought at less than their quotations
in the papers, which are given as an
advertisement, to induce shipments
of honey. After they get the honey,
how easy it is, when making returns,
to say that it did not come in good
filled first and covered afterwards
order
was a little off in color or
but the bees, when the cell is ap- quality ; we had an unexpected rush
proaching fulness, cap its lower part, of honey from California or elsewhere,
then add honey, and increase the and were forced to sell at lower
cover, placing shred upon shred, after prices, etc.
the manner a turf wall is built, until
We have handled more honey than
no smooth- any three houses in New England,
the process is complete
ing by the burnishing action of the during the past eight years, have paid
maxillaj on the inner side is possible, " spot cash " for it, and defy any man
so the air interventing between the to say we owe him for a pound of
irregular tape-like shreds cannot es- honey ; yet if we wish to insert an
cape, and at the close forms a layer advertisement in the bee-papers in
betwean the honey and its celllid, search of honey, it costs us from $15
giving increased whiteness to the to $40; while the commission men
cover, and preventing also immediate who risk nothing, but are sure of a
leak, even should a fault remain. The good commission, are given a full
air being cut through in uncapping, column of the best kind of advertisSteeping ing. We do not object to paying for
the caps are removed dry.
in water for three days a well finished our advertisements, but do believe it
.super containing about 780 cells, all to the interests of the honey producers
but 49 revealed that they were defec- that the commission men's quotations
tive, by losing their opaque white- should not be published even if they
ness ; for the honey had absorbed pay for it
water, and was now in contact with
Some may say that cash buyers
the inner wall."
have helped to lower the price of
I might bring forth more facts and honey.
To prove that this is not so,
arguments in support of my position, we shall in the future, no doubt, buy
but it seems as though the above is more honey of commission men than
so complete an answer to Mr. Dadant, ever before, because we can buy it at
that it is unnecessary to say more.
less figures than we have the face to
Rogersville, (^ Mich.
offer in the country for the same
quality of goods. Starve out kill off
your commission men, and your honey
For t&e Amertcaa Bed JoumaL
The
will sell for a higher cash price
more commission men, the lower the
Casli Buyers ys, Honey on Commission.
the more cash buyers, the
price
higher price you will get
F. I. SAGE & SON.
Our remarks are not wholly aimed
M. M. Baldridge calls the commis- at those who quote honey in the beesion men a "curse" to the honey papers, as there are a number of them
producers. Our opinion is that truer who are entire strangers to us, but at
words were never written, and we are this method of doing business, wherepleased to see that some are getting by the bee-keeper is entirely at the
Let
bold enough to speak their minds mercy of the commission men
plainly. That the reader may under- us look at it in a common-sense way.
likely
to
stand our position we wish to say that Would any business man be
for the past eight years we have continue to go into the country and
"
" in honey by the
bought and sold comb honey. In 1884 invest hard cash
we purchased 72 tons of honey for car load, that he may bring it to the
" spot cash " at the highest price we cities to sell in competition with men
could afford to pay many tons of this v.'ho are selling goods in which they
honey was bought in the country at have not one penny invested? Who
from 13 to 15 cents per pound (to pay could do so, and compete with them V
freight, breakage, traveling expenses, We have had enough of it, and shall
etc., it ought to sell for 2 cents per look to the commission men before
pound more in the cities), but very investing very heavily with the beesoon we found that commission men keepers hereafter, unless the beewere underselling us, and in the end keepers form some scheme by which
we sold considerable honey for less thecomraission men will be sihut out,
than it cost us in the country. Later and forced to become cash buyers
we found we could buy honey of ihe
We hope this matter will be thorcommission men for considerable less oughly ventilated through the -Jourthan we had been paying in the coun- nal of journals, and if it shall be
try.
Notwithstanding we sold at a decided that the cash buyers of honey,
loss, the commission men beat us who go into the country with their
right along, and Informed the whole- money, are a detriment to the beesale and retail grocers throughout keeper, then let the producers use
our routes that it made no difference their best efforts to kill them off, by
at what price we offered honey, they .encouraging the commission men to
would discount it, and they did sol their utmost. Either the cash buyers
The indications are that we shall be or the commission men " must go."
compelled to buy of the commission
Wethersfield,5 Conn.

inaccurate, and that not more than
10 per cent, at most of the sealing of
honey is absolutely impervious to air.
•To extract honey, it is necessary to
shave off the sealing; and if this be
done skillfully, the wax is removed
so free from honey as to show at once
that the covers have never been in
contact with the cell contents.
"The horizontal position of the
cells prevents their being perfectly

;

;

—

!

;

!

;

!
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some

of the

many

valuable books,

if

you wish to succeed, and to keep
Helps

ill

Bee-Keeping.

EUGENE

SECOK.

Every business or trade has its
Every person "well
trade secrets.
up " in his business knows something
(I mean by
of those trade secrets.
" trade secrets " the knowledge which
has naturally grown up and developed
in every department of thought and
labor, especially valuable to that dePossibly they may not
partment.)
have been learned from books or class
periodicals
but, if not, they are acquired by long and patient study and
observation— by a thorough 'mastery
of the trade, and by personal contact
with superior minds in the same line
of work.
All knowledge is not necessarily
learned from books.
Experience, observation, conversation these are all
teachers.
know
the old adage,
all
" Experience is a dear school, but
fools will learn in no other." Observation and conversation, too, are dear
;

—

We

schools.

Life

too short to glean all that
be known through the sense
of sight or hearing alone. Knowledge
gained only from personal experience
or the face-to-face method is too slow
for the age of railways and telegraphs.

ought

is

to

It did better in Plato's time. Now, it
smatters too much of the " fromhand-to-mouth " way of providing for
one's physical wants, i. e., work only
when hunger compels. That is just
the way the man does, who, when he
needs any information, has to hunt a
neighbor to impart it, or go without.
The better way would be to lay by a
store for future use, like the thrifty
colonists whose interests the Bee
Journal represents.
The above is prefatory to what I
wish to say as to helps in bee-keeping.
Langstroth, Quinby, and their contemporaries in the pioneer work of
building up the business of apiculture
in this country, labored under the
great disadvantage of a lack of literature on the subject. What they accomplished was the work of a life
time laborious, unremuuerative work
too. Every beekeeper cannot afford
to go through the same experience
they did, in learning the
C of
bee-culture. It is easier to get our
experience largely at second hand.
can now learn in a week what it
took them a quarter of a century to
find out.
First, then, in the matter of helps,
read the standard authors on beeculture.
Do not be stingy about it
either.
Follow the same plan rec-

—

A B

We

ommended by

a noted Divine regard" For every
ing the family library
child born, add $10 worth of books."
For every colony of bees, you can
afford to get one standard work on
:

bee-culture. Keep this up till all the
best works on the subject are in your
library. If your management of the
bees is not enough better to pay for
these books, you may well conclude

that bee-keeping

is

not your

forte.

Having 10 colonies of bees, more or
less, and having procured and read

abreast the times, some of the many
The
bee-papers are indispensable.
best students of the age are giving
their ideas and observations through
Some
the columns of these papers.
of the best writers have never published their experiments in book form.
Much that is interesting and instructive is found nowhere else. They are
the guide- boards along the way yes,
better than that, because we can
carry these with us. Through them
we can talk with the best authorities
from Maine to California. Even the
entertaining
advertisements
are
showing the status of the art. One
bee-paper is not enough, either. All
that is valuable is not confined to one.
" The liberal soul shall be made fat."
If the farmer never enriches his land,
he must be content with small returns. If the bee-keeper never fertilizes his brain, he must be content
to " play second fiddle," or twang on
an old jew's-harp, while the procession is going by.
AVe cannot learn everything from
books and periodicals, but as all men
are wiser than one man, we shall be
very dull students if we do not get
more information out of them than
we had in the outset. It is easier to
absorb the experience of others and
verify it, than to originate everything
ourselves, and prove it afterward. In
bee-talks, whether neighborly or at
conventions, we find another source of
acquiring knowledge. I never knew
a bee-keeper who was not ready to
tell all he knew at any time of day or
night.
Bee-keepers' societies are
useful to the learner. And a neighbor who is well " up " in the "secrets"
is a well-spring of delight to a beginner, if he knows how to apply the
" pump."

—

Forest City, 5 Iowa.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Bees Carrying out Brood,

etc,

W. H. SMITH.

The author

of Query, No. 344, has
had an experience similar to my own.
In 1884 I had a colony that commenced carrying out brood in all
stages, from the smallest larvae to

matured bees.
They commenced on July 1 and were still car-

nearly

,

rying out brood on July 11.
IIow
much longer they continued this work
I do not recollect, but I remember
that after I was completely baffled I
called on several neighboring beekeepers to get some light on the matter, but I failed, until Mr. Wm. Bingham, of Aylmer, Out., suggested that
it was possible they were doing this
to make room for the rapid flow of
honey that was so plentiful, and as I
had already put on surplus boxes
which they refused to enter, he recommended drumming them at night
until they ceased carrying out, which
I did, commencing early in the evening and continuing until about mid-

during the night, so I concluded that
if that was the treatment they needed,
I

would give them enough

of

it,

so I

continued the drumming for two
nights more. I then discovered that
they had commenced working in the
upper story, and had ceased carrying
out brood. They did not trouble in
that way any more.
The problem, to my mind, was then
fully solved.
They had from some
unknown cause objected to work in
the surplus boxes (a freak peculiar to
bees), and had determined to store the
honey in the brood-chamber, even at
the sacrifice of brood.
HEES STEALING EGGS.
Last year I gave an account of eggstealing by bees
this year I have
;

another, which is as follows
I had
a young colony of Italian bees which
I had made by division, giving them
comb and honey, with no eggs or
brood, but I gave them a queen-cell
which in due time produced a Bne
Italian queen. In the course of time
I discovered eggs and brood. I was
of course satisfied that all was well,
but judge of my surprise when I
found that the young bees were
:

black

!

My

theory is that the Italian queen
got lost on her wedding tour the bees
had entered a hive of a black colony
and stole an egg from which they
reared a black queen.
Mt. Salem, Out.
;
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Joint Bee-Keepers' Conyention.

For mutual and individual
the bee-keepers

of

the

benefit

counties of

Floyd, Chickasaw and Bremer
formed the joint bee-keepers' association of Nashua, Iowa, on Jan. 12,1887.
The meeting was called to order by
Mr. George Stocks, of Chickasaw
county, upon whose motion Mr. Thos.
Tracy, of Bremer county, was elected
Jjutler,

President; G. 11. Potter, of Chickasaw county, was elected Vice-President and C. W. Dayton, as the Secretary.
After transacting the preliminary business of the association,
a lively discussion of the important
questions of the present time was
entered into, lasting two days. As to
the profitableness oi bee-keeping, it
was decided that under good management it would pay economical living
expenses.
Should queens be superseded at the
Not unless they
age of 3 years?
showed signs of failing productivenees. The bees will usually attend
to the superseding of queens.
How can we get the best quality of
honey V Leave it in the hive until it
;

is

"

dead"

ripe.

What has been

the average net
the honey crop of 1886 ?
Eleven cents per pound for comb and
8 cents per pound for extracted.
Can any location be overstocked
with bees V It was thought that our
location
was overstocked by beekeepers, or else each bee-keeper must
night.
It was
be overstocked with bees.
The following morning I found that thought that planting bee-pasturage
they had carried out only a very few was essential.
price

of
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Is it profitable to use foundation in
the sections V Yes. How much V
small amount if thick, and more if it
is very thiu.
"What is the best height from the
ground to place hives ? For the accommodation of the bees, 4 inches.
For the accommodation of the operator, 2 feet.
It would also be varied
by the exposed or windy location.
Is it advantageous to use the sections of old comb left over from the
previous year V Not always.
Will the clipping of queens' wings
affect their progeny y No.
What about the large reports in the
bee-papers V
It was observed that
they are of sudden appearance and of
short duration, often misleading, and
a damage to the pursuit.
Thirteen hundred colonies were
represented, and 72,000 pounds of
honey had been produced in the apiaries of those present.
The convention then adjourned to
meet again before the time for procuring supplies for the apiary for the
coming se;vBon, according to the orders
of the Executive Committee.

A

C. \V.
For

tlie

Dayton,

<Sec.
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Our Neigiors
DIl. A. B.

anil

onr Bees.

MASON.

In reading Rev. W. F. Clarke's
article on the Canadian bee-lawsuit,
on page 823 of the Bee Journal for
1886, I notice the following from Mr.
Harrison:
"So you may judge in
some measure what sort of people I
have had the misfortune to live

among.

state of
I9th century."
This

reminds me of something I read when
a boy, and I often tell it as I remember it, although it may not be as I
read it. It is as follows
man was moving from one region
of country to another some distance
away, going from '-Down East" to
"Out West," I believe, and spending
the night at a public house, was telling " mine host" what had neighbors
he had, and how glad he was to leave
them and the " good man of the
house " told him he would find just
such neighbors where he was going.
In a short time another man was
:

A

;

moving from

the same neighborhood
by the other, and going to the
same neighborhood the former had
gone to, stopped at the same public
house for the night, and his only
left

or greatest regret at moving was, that
he had to leave such good neighbors.
But he was told that he would find
just such good neighbors where he

:

l)eing near swarming time I advised
him {unknown to his neighbor) to try
and get one of his swarms to cluster
on one of his neighbor's trees, and

same

story.

Now,

if

the store-keeper

a commission merchant, he will
drop the price down, and the producer
will be the loser.
If he bought the
honey, he will hold the price up until
the cheap honey is all consumed, then
he will generally get his price. Now,
is

to

whom

shall we sell, the
retailers ?

commission

men, or the

Knoxville,? Iowa.
For

It
that they found it there.
worked " like a charm," and the beekeeper lent them a hive to put the
swarm in, and the trouble was over.
Try some such way, those of you
who are likely to have trouble with

see

tlie

SelliiiE tlie

O. N.

Amencan Bee JournaU

Honey Crop,

BALDWIN.

We cannot afford to do it, nor is it
right to give the commission men free
keep them sweetened what those in other branches of inup, and see if it does not pay.
dustry have to pay for. It seems to
Auburndale,x3 O.
me that the publishers should publish
the correct quotations for honey in all
For the American Bee JoumaL
the principal markets, and then
charge commission men the same rate
they charge others for advertisements.
Dispsiiig of tlie Honey Crop,
I went to St. Louis last year and
sold honey at 18 cents per pound,
J. W. BITTENliBNDER.
when the commission merchant
I
I do not think that we can get com- quoted it at from 10 to 12 cents.
plete control of the honey market, as also shipped honey to Kansas City,
all have a perfect right to keep bees, and obtained through the commission
and in this way we get a class of bee- merchant 13 to 14 cents per pound.
keepers that we cannot control or While I was satisfied with the reinfluence. If we organize under a law turns, how do I know but what he
that every one who wishes to keep sold it at 20 cents per pound, and still
bees must get a license and give a got his commission out of my 13 to 14
bond for the faithful fulfilment of his cents y By having the markets reagreement, then we could elect a ported by disinterested parties, it
board to make our prices, and all bee- may be possible to realize a better
at any rate, I believe it would
keepers would have to sell at one price
price. But in these days we have too give better satisfaction.
As regards class legislation, esmany second-class bee-keepers who
keep a few colonies of bees this is pecially for bee-keepers, I do not
the class that injures our honey mar- think that we could do anything that
ket, as they have not enough honey would reward us for the trouble of
to bother with, and as a general thing obtaining it. We, as a class, ought
they have a poor grade of honey, to rejoice that we have already so
poorly gotten up, in large boxes, or in many privileges, and still our bees
untidy packages. They think that it are not subject to the tax imposed on
does not pay to be so particular, and other property from which we redo not have time to care for their bees ceive a less proportionate income.
I would like to have a bee-keepers'
properly. This class is also equally
slow and careless about creating a honey-association to keep up the
price
of the products ot our labor, but
market for honey.
As a rule, a first-class bee-keeper you might just as well try to make
aims particularly to get his honey up wheat bring $1, or corn 50 cents a
upon how
It all depends
in nice shape, has the honey trade ot bushel.
the city, and the merchant and the badly a man wants a thing and the
consumers look to him for honey, quantity in market, what he will pay
for it. We now get, on an average,
if he has enough to supply them.
Now what will the second-class 12}4 cents per pound for white clover
bee-keeper do V He has not enough comb honey, and we can buy the best
honey to trouble with it much, and he granulated sugar for 6J| cents per
and every thinf, else, or
has no money or credit, or other pro- pound
duce to sell. Now what will he do V nearly so, is in proportion. Ought we
He is compelled to sell his honey. He not be able to produce,honey as cheap
takes it to town and offers it at a as the best grades of sugar, by using
price which the merchant sells his, the same capital, energy and skill in
but gets no buyer. He puts the price production V The time is not far disdown, down, down, till he gets some tant when the apiarist must accomone to buy it. This is generally at a plish the most with the least labor
very low price. He then succeeds in and expense, and be faultless in the.
getting a crowd around his wagon, way he prepares his packages of
and he is doing a large business on hoiiey for market, or his competitors
will leave him with the sack to hold,
cheap honey.
In a day or two a customer calls at while they are reaping the harvest.
Clarksville,CK Mo.
a store to buy a pound of honey. He
your neighbors

;

;

;

It is a deplorable

things for the

was

did not " kick up a fuss" about being
stung, but laughed at their own
swollen cheeks.
At a bee-convention recently, I told
how a bee-keeper in Cincinnati got
the " right side " of a neighbor. Their
lots joined, and there was likely to be
trouble about the bees, and the beeIt
keeper came to me for adyice.

73

going.

Mr. L. C. Root cut the grass for his
neighbor, to prevent his getting stung
by Mr. Root's bees. I wonder if Mr.
Harrison ever offered to help make
that objectionable pig-pen any less
offensive. I do not believe that it is
necessary to have trouble with our
neighbors about our bees. Last season I helped to gather the asparagus
near my bees for a neighbor gardener,
and occasionally sent them honey to
put on their warm biscuits, and they

;

asks the price, and is told 15 cents.
" Why," he says, " the other day a
man sold a wagon-load at 15 cents per
pound." He leaves the store, and
soon another customer enters with the

fW

The Fremont ProKressive Bee-Keepera' Ab-

Bociation will hold

its

semi-annual meetinK

In

con-

junction with the Farmers' Institute, at Fremont,
OEo. K. Hilton, Sec.
Mich., on Fob. 4, 1H87.
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of the outcome, as I have never had 6
per cent, loss in any winter, except 3
years ago when I lost all, which was
Time and place of Meeting.
1887.
caused by impure stores, and lack of
Feb. 3. -Wisconsin Stfite, at Madison, Wis.
F. Wilcox, 8ec., Mauston, Wis.
proper attention in the fall. I think
Feb. 4.— Fremont Proeressive, at Fremont, Mich.
the usual way of reporting the honey
Geo. E. Hilton, dec, Fremont, Mich.
yields, as the average per colony
Feb. 12.—Hardin County, at Eldora. Iowa.
spring count, is wrong and misleadJ. W. Buchanan, Sec, Eldora, Iowa.
yield by that rule would be
ing.
^F" In order to have this table complete, Seore- an average of 127^^ pounds; whereas
full
particulars of I obtained mine from 15 colonies, and
tarleeare requested to forward
time and place of future meetlHKs.— BD.
highest and the
I think that the

Local Convention Directory.

a great many causes, and we have no
right to lay the blame on any one
cause in particular.
For instance,
the man that has a few bees in a
fence-corner is not to be blamed for
all this, by no means.
For in this
town the cause is quite different.

There has been honey shipped here
that was said to be produced in the
East, but on a close examination it
was found to be the product of a large
honey-producer in the West, and
This shipped to the commissioners of the
lowest amount should be given
Eastern cities. He was no fenceis the only true way of reporting.
corner bee-keeper. How all this can
be done with a profit to the beeWill Bee-Keepers Unite?— W. B. keeper is a mystery to me. The conThorne, Glenn,ot Kans., writes as veniences for producing honey in the

My

.

West must be

follows

Honey producers are no easier to
Bees Flying.— Chas. Smith, Plum induce to combine than are the
farmers who, from past experience,
Tiee.6 Ind., on Jan. 24, 1886, says
have proven that any extensive orI have 10 colonies on the summer ganization for mutual protection is
stands, not packed, but with plenty very improbable. If the \morganized
of honey. Bees have been flying tor producers determine on any one inthe last few days. I sold all my honey dustry, supposing it to be profitable,
at 15 cents per pound. 1 agree with that industry is "fated." The raisMr. Joel Helser, as to price of comb ing of cattle, for instance, was suphoney being 16 cents per pound.
posed to be among those industries
that could never be overdone yet the
David past fall has witnessed a collapse of
Stormy Weather,
etc.
:

;

—

Jantzi, Crosshill, Ont.,on Jan. 15,1887,

writes

that great industry at Kansas City.

Honey,

or, in fact, any article of daily
is liable to share the

a

great deal better

than they are here in Indiana.
I
would suggest that all the bee- keepers'
associations in the United States call
a meeting for the purpose of discussing this matter, and send delegates to
a national convention, at some central
point then they would be fully prepared to organize a society, if need
be. I would further suggest that the
new organization be consolidated
with the Bee-Keepers' Union, if such
a thing could be done. Then the beekeepers would become a power,
ptherwise so many different organizations for the same purpose would
amount'to nothing.
;

consumption,

same fate when once it attracts the
Results of the Season.— Daniel
As honey
attention of the masses.
producers, can we unite with profit in Whitmer, South Bend,*oInd., on Jan.
arresting the downward tendency of 19, 1887, writes
the honey trade ? I say emphatically,
On Nov. 20, 1885, I placed in the
yes
Will they unite V I say, no
cellar 118 colonies, leaving 62 on the
summer stands. All were in excelPrice of Honey— Reversible Hives. lent condition.
I lost one in the
—Fayette Lee, Cokato,© Minn., on cellar, and 11 on the smmer stands,
principally by spring dwindling. By
Jan, 6, 1887, writes
uniting 1 had 160 colonies to begin the
willing
to
proI, for one, am not
season with. The spring was favorcommission
men
honey
and
let
duce
able, and they built up to fair workon
it.
have
produced
the
price
I
set
ing condition.
On Monday, the flrst
a great many thousands of pouuds of week in June, 25 swarms issued. They
it, and have always set my own price
might have done better in surplus
on it. But it looks as if the large gathering had I been at home.
The
producers were trying to drive all the season was fair up to July 15. They
Reporting Honey Yields, etc.— A. small producers out, and they will do stored 53 pounds per colony, spring
D. Stocking, Almena,o..Mich.,on Jan. it it honey becomes any lower in price. count— or 7,000 pounds of comb and
I say, let comb honey sell for 15 cents 1.000 pounds of extracted from un24, 1887, writes
a pound, and extracted for 9 cents a finished sections.
I have now 207
Every colonies in the cellar in a temperaTliis is my price.
Last spring, at Ligonier, Ind., pound.
where my bees are, I had 8 colonies bee-keeper in the United States ought ture of 45° the most of the time, and
They to know what the price of honey 36 colonies on the summer stands, all
of bees in prime condition.
were wintered on the summer stands, should he, and I do not know of any having an average of 40 pounds of
with chaff" cushions 2 inches thick better way then to send extra copies honey per colony. All are pure Italover the brood, and the hives raised of bee-papers to every subscriber to ians except 36 colonies of hybrids.
from the bottom-boards by a rim 2 give to those who do not take them, About 10 swarms absconded. I sold
inches deep put under the hives; the and let such copies contain the pro- 5, and gave 2 to friends.
entrances were left open full width, ceedings of the producers' association,
and protected from the storms by when it meets, and what the price of
leaving a board against the front of honey shall be. I should like to hear
Preparing Bees for Winter.— L.
the hive. I had no loss. I increased reports from those who have been Eeed, Orono,© Mich., on Dec. 23,
them to 17 colonies; sold 1, and 2 ab- using reversible hives ; whether they 1886, writes
sconded. I obtained 1,020 pounds of get any more honey or not. It is 30°
honey in one-pound sections from 15 below zero this morning.
It was so dry here the past season
colonies, an average of 68 pounds per
that bees did but little from July 1
The largest amount from
colony.
Organization for Bee-Keepers.— A. till Aug. 15. After the rains came we
any one colony was 121 pounds in one- Cox, White Lick,0 Ind., writes
had a good fall yield. Bees swarmed
pound sections the smallest was 4
but little, and they began the winter
I am in favor of a honey-producers' in splendid condition, strong in bees,
Eounds in one-pound sections. The
ives were heavy with spring stores association, if gotten up in a proper and having plenty of honey. There
But how to do this, is quite was no " bug juice " the past fall. The
(I do not extract from the body of the manner.
hives), and I prepared 16 colonies for an item. The low price of honey is colonies that I had expected to lose
this winter the same as I did for the attributed to a great many causes by last winter, came out all right, and
winter previous, and I have no fears different correspondents. There are built up to strong colonies some of

We have had very stormy winter
weather so far, and the roads are all
blockaded with snow. Last season I
had 10 colonies to start with, and I
had during the season 27 good swarms,
making 37 colonies, of which I have
sold 7. The honey season was very
short, on account of the drouth; but
my bees gathered 850 pounds of honey,
750 pounds of it being extracted,
which I sold for 12% cents per pound
in my home market, and the balance
being comb honey I sold for 18 cents
per pound. Comb honey sells best in
this locality. I have packed my bees
on the summer stands with flax chaff,
and all are in fine condition now.

!

!

:

:

:

;

;
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I tried the non-swarming hive invented by Jasper Hazen
before you were out of dresses, or
perhaps before you were born as a
bee-keeper ; nor any of the nonswarming hives invented since. lam
so much of an old fogy that I must be
fairly convinced that a thing will be
so far. All of my hives have loose successful before I try it. Of course
bottom-boards, and on these boards 1 I believe, and so do you, that a colony
nail strips 1 inch by 2, just the size of may be prevented from swarming, or
the hive. When I put them into the even from having a desire to swarm
cellar I invert the bottom-board and as for example, taking away its brood
place the hive on the strips, which constantly, so as to keep it a mere
leaves the frames 2 inches from the nucleus but what we want is to keep
bottom-board, so all dead bees fall a strong colony booming right through
down clear from the frames. When the entire season, working in sections
put out I reverse the board, when the without ever showing any inclination
hive is clear of dead bees and dirt. to swarm. That's the chip you're to
In winter 1 leave a case on the hive aim at.
Nothing would delight me
filled with woolen cloths or clean rags. more, than to come off second best in
I leave the entrances open full width. the flght
and I think it among the
If a colony is very strong in bees, I possibilities that we may yet master
give it a little ventilation at the top the problem
but for the present I
of the hive. If my bees have good want you to understand, Mr. H., that
"
"
honey they will come through all
that chip lies in peaceful security
right prepared in this way.
on my shoulder

them stored some surplus.

I

began Neither have

with 35 colonies, and increased them to '>t, by natinal swarming.
I sold about l.OCO pounds of
honey in one-pound sections at )2J^
cents per pound. I put my bees into
the cellar on Nov. 15, 18S(i the temperature in it has been from SS"-' to 50°,
last spring

;

;

;

;

;

Good Shipping-Crate.— C. W. Dayton, Bradford,

(^

Iowa, writes:

75

during the honey-flow, as it is so late
that the bees begin to prepare for
winter, and will not swarm unless
they are very strong and have no
room to store honey. There is plenty
of goldenrod, but our bees seldom
notice it; our crop is from heart 'sease, buckwheat, and the late red
clover bloom. My bees are in the

and the only trouble seems to
the temperature low
it goes up to 50' with only
the outside door shut. They make a

cellar,

be to keep

enough
low

;

hum

quiet

;

should they be perfectly

?

[Regulate the temperature of the
prevent restlessness.
"low hum" shows happiness. Ed.]

cellar so as to

A

Bees Removing Brood, etc.— L. M.
Foster, Friend, o, Nebr., on Jan. 17,
1887, writes

Concerning my query (No. 344), I
also think that the trouble (bees car-

rying out brood) was caused by the
bees being determined to load the
BarFull of Information.— O. B.
brood-chamber with honey. The colrows, Marshalltown,+o Iowa, on Jan. onies mentioned were in 10-frame
Langstroth and Simplicity hives,
22, 1887, writes
each of the hives having 9 framea
I commenced keeping bees about 15 almost
entirely
filled with brood.
years ago, but I had a very discourag- There was no lack of food, as some
In of my c(Monies had already stored
ing time of it for several years.
the fall of 1884 I attended our State several pounds of honey in the surand County Fairs, and found I was plus boxes. I had 5 colonies, spring^
away behind in apiculture. In Jan- count, increased them to 11, and one
uary, 1885, 1 sent for a sample copy of absconded. I obtained 400 pounds of
the American Bee Journal, and I nice comb honey, notwithstanding
got more information on modern bee- the drouth. The most of our honey
culture from that one copy than I had is obtained from heart's-ease, or as
gotten in ten years before. I sub- some call it, black-heart. My bees
scribed for it, and in the two years are wintering well out-of-doors, with
that I have been taking it I have chalf cushions on the top stories, and
never seen anything that I wanted to a passage over the frames under the
conceal from any one ; and whether cushion.
the market reports are published or
not, I presume I shall continue to
Management of Bees.— J. Rthink it the best Bee Journal in the
world
It reaches me each Wednes- Galley, Avery, $ Iowa, on Jan. 21,
day before noon, and is read with 1887, writes
great interest.
My knowledge of bees is drawn
mostly from observation and experiBee-Keeping in Nebraska.— D. M. ment. I used comb frames before
Imlay, Seward, ex Nebr., on Dec. 22, the war, and one-pound sections in
1867.
I have had the best success
1886, writes
with the Langstroth brood-chamber
There was only about half a crop of containing from 10 to 16 combs, with
honey in this locality last season, division boards and the bottom -boards
while 25 miles west of here there was clamped on the lid with a 2 or 3 inch
a large crop. I began the season with rim. (Both can be dispensed with in
78 colonies (nearly all in poor condi- tiering up the hives in the cellar for
tion), increased them to 128, and ob- winter.) I have supers (with rabbet
tained about 4.000 pounds of extracted in the side-board of the hive dishoney, 800 pounds of comb honey, and pensed with), slatted honey-board,
35 pounds of beeswax. The extracted and the hive with an additional story
honey will average about 9 cents per high enough to hold 434-inch sections,
pound, and the comb honey about 15 with a flange of light hoop-iron nailed
cents per pound, while beeswax brings on the lower outer edge to shut on the
25 cents per pound. I have kept bees hive like a band-box. These hives
since 1881, beginning in a small way. can be tiered up to any desired
I put on a super, spread a
I have advanced a little in the busi- height.
ness but if I could, with my present cloth over it, and as soon as it is
experience, return and correct my pretty well filled with honey take it
mistakes. I could make $2 where I off, place an empty one in its place,
have made $1. The past was a pecu- and put it back to be finished. Seven
Local showers during and a half inches is too shallow for
liar season.
the summer made a very material caps, as only one case of sections can
difference in the honey crop. This is be placed under it at a time. I cona very poor place to rear queens, as sider it important to give room in the
the honey-flow comes in the fall but honey season, without waiting for all
we are not bothered with swarming the sections in one case to be finished.
:

Having

purchased

considerable

honey in crates that hold 12 one-pound
sections each, I have becnaje convinced that that size of crate is a
decided improvement over all other
sizes.

With honey

in

that size of

have been enabled to make
sales of whole crates instead of 1 or 2
sections, as heretofore. I do not conpackage

I

fine this to a single instance or several
instances, but that has been my experience right and left, far and near,
during the whole of the past season.
I can sell one-half more honey in a
given time, and obtain a better price
for it, than with any larger size of

crate.

My

Favorable Winter for White
Clover.— W. S. Taggart, Barton, oO.,
on Jan. 20, 1887, says
I began two years with 4 colonies of
bees in boxes, transferred them to
Victor hives, and increased them to 6
colonies with which to commence the
season of issfi. I bought 4 colonies in

box-hives, transferred them, and increased them to 21 colonies. by natural
swarming. My apiary averaged 82
pounds of comb honey per colony,
nearly all in one-pound sections. Bees
are wintering well here.
They are
all wintered on the summer stands.
The winter has been favorable for
white clover, and of course this looks
well for another season.

Swarming— That "Chip."— Dr.
C. Aliller,

Marengo, 5

Ills.,

writes

C.

:

On page 42. Mr. Hutchinson asks if
have read Mr. Si mm ins' book on the
prevention of swarming.
Xow, look
here, W. Z., do you call that a square
blow struck at that chip V I don't.
Let me ask you, have you tried Mr.
Simmins' plan and succeeded V To
answer your question, however, I have
read the book and found it interesting, but I have not tried his plan.
I

!

:

;

;
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OUR CLUBBING

^.ff^S^S^^^Alfv^v,

Home Market for Honey.

LIST.

pg" To

'^Ejmmm
Issued every Weduesday by

THOMAS

G.

village,

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors,

The American Bee Journal

create

town and

city,

Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result

of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

'^4^

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
"
producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

Price of both. Club
1 00..

will

be a

demand

for all of their crops at

remunerative prices, " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices :
Single copy, 5 cts, per doz„ 40 cts, per
The Apiculturist
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
Canadian Bee Journal
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
Hays of Light
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
The 7 above-named papers
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc, (giving the name and address of the bee2 25. 2 00
and Cook's Manual
keeper who scatters them).
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.. 175
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60.. 1 50
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
Dzierzon's Bee-Book(oloth)...300.. 2 00 and Medicine " to every one whor buys a
Roofs A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
4 00.. 2 00 package of honey, will sell lots of it.
Farmer's Account Book
150.. 130
Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50. 1 40
1 75. 1 ,50
A Year Among the Bees
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bce-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

2 00.. 1 75
125.. 125
150.. 140
2 00.. 1 70
2 00.. 1 75
150,. 135
5 25. 4 50

;

;

.

923&925 WEST MADISON ST.,GHICAGO,IU.
At Oue Dollar a If ear.

ALFRED

H,

NEWMAN,

.

.

Business Manager.

,

.

Yucca Brushes are employed for reOne yearly subscription for the Asierican moving bees from the combs. They are a
Bee JouRN.ii. must be ordered with each soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
paper or book. in order to take advantage bees. As each separate fiber extends the
would save of the prices named in the last column.
whole length of the handle as well as the

^p^eciaX ftoticcs.

Correspondents. — It
if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

us much trouble,

^rritingto this office.
<Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post>Ofiice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postr
oflace and get your mail at another, be sure

to give the address

we have on our

list.

they are almost indestructable.
they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
urtd 1 cent each for postage
brush,

When

We have several letters

System and Success,
who

intend to be systematic in
cop j of
the Apiar.v Register and commence to use it,
the prices are reduced, as follows :
t2e~ All

their

work

in the apiary, should get a

;

$] 00

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies ('220 pages)

125
150

Preserve your Papers for reference. " 200 colonies (420 pages)
you have no BINDER we will mail you
The larger ones can be used for a few colWlien Renewing your subscription
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptogether
in
one
and still keep the record all
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
tions for the Bee Jocrnax,.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
JotTRNAL, It is now so cheap that no one
If

can a^ord to do without

it.

We will present

one
Colored Posters for putting up over
More Premiums Mr. L, J, Diehl, of a Binder for the Bee Journal, to any
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive, Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees sending us three subscriptions— with $3,00—
es well as useful. We have prepared some as a present to the person sending to this direct to this office. It ivlll pay any one to
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or office the largest club of subscribers for devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
more free of cost to any one who will use 1887, The subscriptions may be sent in at
them, and try to get up a club.
any time before the first of May at our reguDr. Miller's Book, " A Tear Among
lar club rates, and additions made as dethe Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
be
stated
that
you
are
but
it
must
All Ne^v Subscriptlous will begin with sired,
year, we will club for $1.50,
that premium, so that we can
the year, and until further notice we will working for

—

send the back numbers from January

1,

keep account of the subscriptions.

unless otherwise ordered.

The 'Western World Gnide and Hand
Book of Useful Information, contains theinformation over
The greatest amount of useful
put together in such a cheap form. The

Simmius' Non-Stvarming System

We

will Present Webster's Dictionary
<pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
tletermine their meaning.

As tliere is Anotlier firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write ** American Bee
Journal " ou the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Olfices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
4ind are in no way safe.

title of a new English bee-book.
author claims that it will inaugurate a

the

modern bee-keeping," and
is based upon purely natural

is

"new

era in

states that

"it

principles,

printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides

the only system that can ever be
one year, we will
upon, because no other condition his own, with $3,00, for
present a copy of this valuable book.
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm,"
Do you 'Want a Farm Account Book ?
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
We have a few left, and make you a very
illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be
tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
obtained at this office.
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $3, We will club it and the
The Report of the Indianapolis Conven- Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
If you want it sent by
tion is now published in pamphlet form, you both for $2,
uniform with that of last year. It will be mail, add 20 cents for postage.

and

is

relied

;

sent postpaid for 25 cents to any address.
We have also bound it up with last year's,
together with the History of the Society
Or if you
this we will mail for 40 cents.
send us one new subscriber (with one dollar)
besides your own renewal, we will present
you with a copy by mail.
;

The Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Journal for one year,
will be clubbed for $1,25,
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

i^i following
qEjoSiltions for

:!

are our very latest

honey and beeswax

:

CHICAGO.

HONET.— Sellers .isk

10 cts. for any-

from 7 to

hnncy

thiiiit otr in coiiil)

lliis

;

Includes

unde-

iliirk

and 2-pound sections.

sirable an»l en.nkt'ii combs,

Good I-ll>. section-., i(i.'vi2<'.: choice, l2M.@l;ie. No
demand tor extracted, and very little tor comb.
161

ly.

NKW
HONEY.— We

South Water

is lait:e, ittui

Supply of comb boney
is improvinK.

4frt4'^c.

y-t

21.

Hudson

St.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
at i:)®i4c.; 2-pounds at ii®i2c. Extracted, 5®7c.
BBKSWAX.-24 cts. per lb.
Jan, 21. Blaki & Riplxt. 57 Chatham Street.

ted

Best white

sales are reported.

comb honey, 10®llc. Extrac-

offered for 6<5i8c.
at 23c.

Is

M. H. HUNT., Bell Branch, Mich.

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.— We quote for extracted, 4@7c. per lb.
Nice comb brings I2@16c. per lb. in a jobbing way.
BEES WAX. -Good demand,— 20®22C. per lb, for
good

to Choice yellow.

C.F.MUTH & SON.Freeman & Central At.

Jan. 22,

CL,BVBLAND.

HONE Y.—Choice white, in
second quality white,

13c.:

white

2-lbs..

11@l2c.

BEESWAX.-25C.

Jan.

A. C.

14.

1-lb. sections, sells at
12c.: dark I-lbs., loc:

Market

Extracted, 6c.

KSNDBL, 115 OntBTlo

dull.

Street.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY. -We quote choice

sections at 12®
dark. White ex12Hc. 2-tbs., ll&»12c. No
tracted, in barreieand keg8,6@t)^c. in small packages, 7@8c.; dark, in barrels and keBS,5@5^c.
i-Ib.
call tor

;

;

BBESWAX.-25C.
Jan.

A. V. BISHOP, 142

19.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBT.— We quote: Comb, extra white,

12@13

Extracted, white,
cts.: amber to white, 8^i@tl.
4^@4>ic.: amber and candied, :5M®^c. Trade is
quiet.

Jan.

O. B.

Ki.

HONE Y.— We

F.ICTOHY OF

BEE HIVES, &G.
ly

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

quote good to choice extracted at

and comb honey Arm at8(%12c.
BBBSWAX.-Active at 18@21c.
10.
SCHACHT & Lemcke, 122-124 Davls St.

4^c.,

5Ctf

PAUr. I..

quote white cloyer 1-pounda at
12c.; dark l-lbs.,8@10c.: white cloTer2.1bs., U)®11
cts,: dark 2-lb8„7@9c. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark, 4fi 5c. while sage, 5@5}^c. amber,4>6@5.
:

;

BBESWAX.-20S23C.
13.

JSilijCatalogue forlssT Frea. Reduced
5D6t

H advance on above prices. Extracted
4(ai5.
In cans, 5(§:6c. Market dull.
BKBSWAX.- Firm at 21c. for prime.
Jan. 19.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St,

—

:

;

By Using the Binder made

E^

Bee Journal,

_

ITALIAN QUEENS.

r887.

1887.

WARRANTED QUEENS FOB

you want
6 progeny
of which

$5,

Nice, Bright Queens, the
are good workers, and

If

BEES OR HONEY

Send for Price List to
S.D.1TIcI.E:AN, Columbia,

5C.3t

m

Tenn. We

will with pleasure send a sample copy of th&
Oleaiilnfca In Bee-Cultnre»
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improve-

Seml-Monthly

YOU RESIST THIS

?

BEAllTlFlil^, instructive and
THE
amusing CHKOMO CARD, designed
has a decided
happy effect wherever shown. This CARD
will not be thrown away. When the articles
represented upon it are explained, the story
will be repeated many times, educating peoBees,
ple and extending your reputation.
especially for Bee-Keepers.

ments In HlvfM, Honey Extractori*, Coinl>
Foundittlon, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented, Simply send your address written plainly, to

It

Floivers, Cliildren and Implements
elegantly printed In elgbt colors.
Sample package, 10 cts.— One sample and

Price List of some old things, some new
things, and all to profitably aid bee-keepers.
Address, J. H.

A.

L ROOT,

Medina, Ohio.

10 per cent. Reduction
Send for Crowley's Price List before purchasing
anything, from the hives to the occupants. Satisfaction guaranteed, the principle of business.

Breeder of High-Glass Poultry.

MARTIN,

HARTFORD,

4Cly

N. Y.

BATAVIA,

48Ctf

N, Y.

18S7.

BEES.

ITAliIAN
MYcannot

QUEENS.

e.\-cf'llefi

cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
Till chaff hives with 7- in. cap,
II Ml honey-racks, 5'X) broad
frames, 2,0ii0 honey-boxes
and a great deal of other
work. This winter we have
flouble the amount of beehives, etc., to make and weexpect todo ItwiththisSaw.
It will do ail you say it will."
Catalogue and Price - Ijlst

Reariuir

in

FINE BEES and

Reduced for 1887,

Be sure to send for my
before buying. Address
5D.3t

CHARLT0N.N.Y.,say8— "W©

BEES AND QUEENS

BEAVITI' and
QH.\1.1TIES. t^"! make a

be

WOBKING

BARNES- FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Read what J. I. PARENT.of

((ueens.

FRANK

A.

NETV

EATON,

Catalogue

Bluffton, O.
Free. Address,
45Ctf

200

COLONIES

Choice ITALIAN and

ALBINO BEES

FOK SALB AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Also a

full line of

Bee Keepers' Supplies
COfIB FOUNDATION

from Cliolce,

expressly
Select, Yellow liF.ESWAX a Specialty,
at very low rates, both wholesale and retail.
all can have them
Do not fail to send for my 27th Annual
bound and ready for examination erery day Catalogue
before purchasing.
in the year.
We have reduced the price to Address, WILliIAm W. CABY,
Coleraiue, Mass.
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1,50,
Mention this paper when writing.
5Dtf
for this

Wbolcsale and

Retail,— B. 8. Htldemann, Asbippun, Wis.

51-:j-5

Circular.
J. T. WILSON,
1887. myICtf
NICHOLASVILLE, KY.
Colonies, Nuclei and Queens
Friends, if rou are m any war interested In

;

Red Labels for one-pound pails of
honey, size .3x4^i inches.
We have just
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for$1.00 ; 2.i0 forfl.50 ; 500 tor $2.00 ; 1,000
for $r*.00
all with name and address of
apiaiist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

A(.SIKi: & White Clover Seed.

1887.

Prices

comb, io@12c.; latter price
for choice white clover.
Strained, in barrets,
3^®4c. Extra fancy of bright color and in No, 1

Send for Price List,
Cash paid for
Beeswax,
A. F. STAUFFEB A; CO.,
3Dtf
STERLING, ILLS,

could be seen working on Red Clover at
any time within the last two Tears, send for

ST, LOUIS.

HONEY.- Choice

l8

OF ALL KINDS,

A.H.'WJ^-^S 03Sr HA-ISriD.
ACBEAT REDUCTION IN PRICE.

BALDWIN, Clarksville, Mo.

^JT^^-KEEPERS' Gnide, Memoranda &

specialty of

Ci.BHONS,CLOON&Co.,cor. 4th ftWalnnt.

fiackages,
n barrets.

~FIAL.I.ON, Bayou Goula, La,

O.N.

(jueens.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.- We

Jan,

Italian Queens.

Italians. Tested Queens, June, 1.25 each,
PURE
$12^doz. Full colony & tested queen,June,$6.

Jan.

:

A:

Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.

Prices.- Jos. Nysewander, DesMoines, Iowa.

BEESWAX.- Firm

Jan. 22.

HSfQuMRTFWloijTH

5Aly

DETROIT.
Fall

Bee -Keepers' Supplies,

l^arly Nuclei

BOSTON.

HONET.— Few

aEIlewis^gHfg?
AH orders tilled llie day they are received^
except for bees and queens.
lD6t

TORE.

deiinuid for alt kinds

comb, I2^c.:

WHOLESALEisRE

52A40t

free.

:

BKBSWAX.— 2H9I23C.
MCCAUL 4 HILDBETH BROS.,

Jan.

Supplies]

In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed

St.

Fancy white in 1-lb. sec(iU4)te
tions, ltm\-2c.; in 2-Ibs., 9(ai(ic.: off grades. 1 to 2
Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, fitS
cts. per lb. less.
8^c.;in 2-lbv., 7(*7H>c. E.\tracted, California. 5®)
5^c.: biickwbeiit,

fiNKeepers

satisfaction.

R. A. iJUK.SETT.

BBESWAX,-2JC.

Jan.

K. Duncan Siiin'en, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New Yorlc, inserts advertisements in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special intention to writing and
setting up advei'tisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire

77

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES,
Ruby St., Rockford. 111.

No. 484

HERK :— We make the
IOOK
V-Gronve One-lMece SECTIONS

only Buckeye
in America, to
the Scieniitlc Bee-Hive, and
all other Supplies used bv bee-keepers. For PriceList, address a, B.
ADA,0.
J

order— an?

size. AIf.o,

AIURKAX.

JCfit

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

What Mr. Beyer says:.

Please
accept my
_
^
your
Brm.
from
received
sc-eds
splemlid
t tbanliB for the
It would bo a rather lengthy list if I should name all, but
premiums
and
second
first,
3
33
amongst
will Bay that
awarded me at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
.-Southern Michigan, 2S first premiums were for vegetables raised from your seeds. 'V^'hat firm can beat
August Beyeb, So. Bend, Ind.
ig?"
Seed of this quality I am now ready to Bell to every one
garden, sending them FREK my
plants
a
who tills a farm or
egetable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1887. Old customers
this season the native wild
catalogue
not write for it. I
potato.
JAS. J. H. GKE(iOKV, Seed Grower, Marblehead, Mass.

NEW

Th

Heddon K^ve.
ever.

We

have made arrang-ements wi QQev'
inventor by which we shall make and Sv _
'

Heddon Reversible Hive, both
and

retail

;

at whoii

nailed and also in the

•

le

flat.

It la absolutely enwentlal to order one
nailed hive as a pattern Tor puttlns those
In the flat together correctly.

HIVES READY TO NAIL.— In fllMiiKOrders for
these hives, in the flat, we make 6 different combinations, so tbat uur customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for ua to quote prices, and the different
kinds will be known by the foHowlng numbers
No. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two 6-inch brood-chamberB, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey-board. Price, 9K1-5S each.
No. S is the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchangeable, but not reversible.—
Price. 9S3.00 each.
No. 3 is the same as No. 2, with two surplus sto*
ries as therein described. Price, DSa.SO each.
No. 4 is the same as No. 1, with the addition of
offered by the Magazine, to the one surplus story containing 28 sections in wld6
Subscribers who obtain the largest frames with separators, which can be reversed,
amount of Comb Honev during 1887. Write Inverted, and Interchanged, the same as the broodcnambers. Price, 1VS.30 each.
for particulars.
No. 5 Is the same as No. 4, with two surplus
ITIAOAZIIVE, 25 cents per Vear.
arrangements as therein described. Price, S8.00>
N. Y.
lAtf
No. 6 contains all the parts as described In the
(Mention this Journal.)
sample nailed hive. Price, ])f>>B.7A each.
Those desiring the hives tvithout the stand.honeyboard or sections, may make the following deducStand, 14 cents;
tions from the above prices
honey-board, S cents and the 28 or 56 sections, as
the case may be, at J^ cent each, respectively.
We will also make the following deductions on
Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale quantities
ordered all at one time For 10 or more
and retail. See Advertisement in another column. hives, 5 per cent, discount for '2o or mora hires
7 1-2 per cent. for 50 or more, 10 per cent.
:

A Year among

the Bees,

BEING

A

TaVi about same of the JmpUmtnts, Plans
Practices of a Bie-keeper o] 25 !/«""»'
Experience, who luzs for S years made the
Production of Honey his Excliisive

and

Business.

B"5r X)H. C- C. 3VEIXi31.E:it.
Price, '7S cents, by mail. This is a new work
of about 114 pases, well-printed ana nicely bound
In clotb.

Address,

THOS.
923

NE\n»

G.

& 925 West MaxJison

AN &

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
ANB BE£-EE£F£B'S ADYISEB.
The BRmSH Bee Journal is published every
Week, at Ten ShiHings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Bsq.
The British Bee Journal and the American
Bee Journal, one year, for f 3.00.

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC f^
SPECIFIC No.

A

fiO

.

In use 30

years.

Nervous

The only

Debility,

snccessfnl

Vital

PRIZES!

AKE

THE BEE-KEEPERS'

BARRVTOWN,

:

;

:

;

;

Muth's Honey Extractor,
SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

etc.

For Circulars, apply to
CHAS. P.
soar.
CINCINNATI, o.
Freeman 4 Central Ave..
P.S.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

MUTH A

and

price.— UumpUrcjs'iHetUciiie Co., lOOl'iiiton

St., ^. Y.

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Lint'stroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL, U.

B. J.

A TKEATI8JE

The 3 frame basket is in a
cnn of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and In every way
identical, except in size, with the
I16.W Extractor, 13x20. which Is
Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $8.00 Exsizes.

S.

an Index of

siiyinK

dlseasei!.

and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table Riving all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
;

a table with an engraving of the
horse'steeth at dlfTerent ages, with rales for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information,
Price %S centa— In Bngllsh or Oerman.

when a poison

;

:

G. NETOTOAN

THOS.
923

& 925 West Madison

&

SON,,

Street, Chicago, 111

Send 75 Gents year among the sees:"
114 paees, cloth bound. Address,
DK. C. C. JTIILI^ER,

MARENGO, ILLS.

20Atf

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal lead *
Ing to the honey gate, and movable sides In the Comb Baskets. The $S.OU and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

For 2 American f ram 3B, 13x13 Inches
For 2 LanKstroth
10x18
10x18
For 3
For 4
10x18
2
frames
of
any
size,
13x20
For
''
'•
13x20
For 3

BEESWAX.

THOS.

We pay «Oc. per lb., delivered bere, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, tne shipper's name
hoald always be on each package.
THOS.
923

e.

NEWMA-Sr

& 925 West Madison Street,

NON
I

923

NEWMAN &

CHIOAGO, ILL.

are the introducers of the Jessie
Strawberry, and the only tirni that can
supply plants to the trade. It is the

SON,

TREE SALESMEN WANTED.
malse money selling our trees,
and get your own trees free. Green's
Guide to Grape Culture. 25c. Green's
Guide to Strawberry Culture, 25 cents.
Green's Fruit Grower, 50c. per year,
and Green's " How to Propagate and
Grow Fruit," 50c all to one address
for 50c. Green's Tree Agent's Guide,
15c. Green's Books, (3) combined with

You can

,

15 colored plates, gilt cover, 75 cents.
Green's Descriptive Catalogue, with 5
colored plates and two back copies of
Fruit Grower, 10c. Address,

GREEN'S NtRSERY

CO.,

ROCHESTER,

4A5t

N. Y.

VICK
FLORA.L

or anything for the
for above, which
the first onler.

If yon are in want of

Garden, send 10 cts.
can be deducted from

JAMES VICK, SEEDS SEEDSMAN,
ROCHESTER)

CHICAGO, ILL.

Mill.

of

N. ¥•

It makes the finest extra
oomb honey. For 3ale by

THOS.
923

G.

THE

thin Fonndatton for

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

Street.

ftUINBT

SMOKEE

Send for Illustrated Prloe-Llst.
ft

W. E. CLARK.

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.
I

GENESEO.ILLS. Dadant'sFonndatieiiFactory, wholesale
retail.

kinds kept in stock,

a specialty.

•

and

all

at low rates.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.

Most practical for surplus honey
Excellent for rearalso for Increase, when desired.

JESSIE.
We

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

in the World.
;

G.

& 925 West Madison Street,

$8 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

Yandervort Foundation

SON.

•SWARMING BEE-HIVES.

ing Queens
Send 2 cents for Circulars.
VICTOR IV. CliOUGH,

5IAI2t

<fe

ILL.

most remarkable new fruit of the age.
Send for partictilars and colored plate;
also for copy of Green's Fruit Grower,
and our illustrated Fruit Catalogue.

EXCELSIOR

Weakness,

Prostration, from ..ver-work or other causes.
vial, or 5 vials and larsre vial powder, for $5.
Sold BY DittnQGISTS, or sent postpaid on receipt of

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

remedy for

$1 per

THOMAS
023

See Advertisement in another column.

lAlVt

Successor to L. C. Boot,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. T.
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Tlie Union has Lost None !— Of all the
Rat-Tat-Tat- Battle the drums for we
have received the following positive Order suits against bee-keeping In the United
States, which
from a self-appointed Supreme Dictator
the National Bee-Keepers'
Union have deemed expedient to defend, not
RossviLLK, .Ian. 29, 1887.
Editor of American Bee Journal :— one has been lost
Stop "bee-legislation" in the Bee Jouknal,.
The "Freeborn" case In Wisconsin was
It is no matter for discussion. It is undebatable— unsensible — unnecessary — un-Ameri- presented in such a manner, backed up by
can-tending to anarchy. Now stop it, and the Union, that the judge kicked it out of
let "the survival of the Attest" settle the court
M. F. Tatman.
subject forever
I

:

I

1

THOMAS

G.

Isn't that sublime ? Who appointed him a
dictator to the three hundred thousands of
bee-keepers of America? By what authority
or law does he decide for hundreds of thousands that the subject shall not be debated ?
Who appointed him a dictator to issue the

NEWMAN,

JSlDXTOlEt,.

Order—" Now stop it "?
The only excuse that can be offered for

In the "Bohn" case In California, the
united resistance of the bee-keepers of the
Nation was too much for the fruitgrowers—
and that trouble, which was proclaimed by
a Nebraska apiarist to be " too much for
the Union to compete with," is now all
conquered
the ^raisin growers [admitting
that they were mistaken I
I

The "Darling" case in Connecticut was
such sublime assurance is the thought that dismissed as soon as it was discovered that
No one he was "backed up" by the National Beeour would-be dictator is a crank
in a sane condition would assume the pre- Keepers' Union
Now, the "Richardson" case injindianahas
rogative he so boldly claims
His friends
should seek some quiet retreat where he been dismissed by the court
This is the
"case" which was so badly misrepresented
may regain his mental equilibrium
We have had nothing to say as yet on the, at the Indianapolis convention, by an offimerits of the question of " bee-legislation," cious neighbor, and it is with much satisfacbut when we have anything to communicate tion that we are now able to say that the
"Union" was too much for the enemies of
shall not think of asking permission of
we
Combs
Parafflne
!—
The
Iiocatiiig the
Dictator for our doing so. And the pursuit of bee-keeping
would-be
the
"
"
the
Wiley
lie
about
stupid advocates of
Several "suits" have been allowed to go
correspondents desire to "discuss"
the tnanufacture of comb from parafBne, If our
that fulmination cannot shut by default in justices courts, so that we
subject,
the
fliling it with glucose and sealing it over
could "appeal" them, and thus^have the
American Bee Journajl.
with a " hot iron," are still industriously them out of the
decision from the higher courts. This plan
engaged in trying to find the place where it
has been eminently successful, and prois said to be manufactured— but each time
The Union Convention at Albany, N. ductive of good.
Bro. Root, in the
are foiled in the attempt
condensed report of which will be
The four cases

mnill.

Fen, 9, 188],

N0,6.

1

I

I

I

!

I

I

another

'*

enumerated

Y., a

last issue of Oleanlngs, gives the result of

hunt," in the following language

:

A short item appeared in the Pittsburgh
West-End Bidktin, to the efteet that there
was an establishment in Pittsburgh making
<!Orab honey, etc.
Our good friend W. H.
Ferguson, of Bloomsdale, 0., while in the
above city, took the pains to follow it up.
Tlie editor of the paper declared there was
no mistake about it, and gave the street and
number. When our friend got there they
said it was a fact, but that it was otf somewhere else, up three flights of stairs, and so
on. What do you think they found ? Why,
a man who makes cement and sealing-wax
and it happened that this worthy tradesman
also put up very neat little cakes of wax for
the sewing-table—just that, and nothing
more.
;

The

persistence of these scoundrels would
praise-worthy in any laudable undertaking, but when trying to defend that lie of
Wiley's, by finding an apology for its utterance, is very disgusting. Poor fools they
will always have "their labor for their
pains 1"
tie

I

found in

this issue of the

American Bee going matter are

Journal, was a decided success, and a very decided, and it is
harmonious body. The Bee-Keepers' Maga- to feel proud of—not one:)case has been
decided against tlie bees ! I
zine speaks thus of it
The convention at Albany was quite a
This shows the valuelof united action, and
There were present bee-keepers the moral weight of the "backing" of the
success.
from Virginia, Pennsylvania. New Jersey,
Cannot all
Vermont, Massachusetts, Ohio, Michigan, National Bee-Keepers' Union
and several other States. The one notable now see that the Union should have thirty
feature was the entire absence of any fric- thousand
members, instead of
three
between the members— everything
tion
moved in such perfect harmony. Under hundred
I

I

the exceptionally able guiding of President
W. E. Clark, not a clash occurred, and every
proceeding was carried on with order and
Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
decorum. Mr. Clark, to our mind, makes a
most capital presiding ofBcer, being im- desk are from
partial, dignified and decided.
Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Augusta, Ga.— 18
There were present on the platform at the pages— Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Queens,
etc.
time the presidents of four different beeJ. W. Bittenbender, Knoxville, Iowa—
viz
New
York
State,
keepers' associations,
Eastern New York. New Jersey and Eastern pages Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
and the Philadelphia Association. We do
John A. Thornton, Lima, Ills.- Bees,
not remember of such a thing ha\'ing oc- Queens, etc.
curred in the annals of bee-keepers" convenGeorge Pinney, Evergreen,
—10
:

Perhaps our statistical
in America.
friend. Editor Newman, will correct us,
however, on this point.

tions

We have no
Tlie Bee-IiaivBuit against Mr. C. C.
Richardson, mentioned on page G91 of the
Bee Journal for last year, has terminated.
The suit was dismissed by the judge. The
attorney's fees amount to $20. of which the
Union pays one-half and Mr. Richardson the
other half.
This is another triumph for the Union,
which backed up the defendant in such a
way as to show that the pursuit cannot be
attacked with impunity.

in the forethat Shave been Anally
a record for every member
all,

rect

"the

desire to criticise nor " corMagazine, hut being called on we

—

Wis
—Forest Trees and Tree Seeds.
A. C. Nellis, 04 Cortlandt
—Seeds.

St.,

New

pages

York.

If One has a Good Thing, which the
people really need, the more widely he
and Indianapolis meetings. At the Cincin- makes it known, the larger will be his sales;
nati convention of 1880, there were three he will gain nothing by economizing in this
editors of bee-papers, five presidents of bee- matter, provided he advertises with good
societies, and three ex-presidents of the judgment.
We rejoice to
society on the platform.
notice such harmony, and hope it may long
Just as the forms of this issue of the Bee
continue.
Concerning another visitor the Magazine Journal are ready for the press, wo learn

will say that there were four or more
" presidents " on the platform at the Detroit

remarks as follows

We had with

us at the meeting on the secAs there is Another firm in Chicago by ond and third days, Mr. Jas. A. Abbott, of
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our Southall, England, who, up to a late day,
correspondents would write " American Bee was in partnership with his brother in one
of the largest bee-keepers' supply business
Journal " on the envelope when writing to in England, but who is now about to start
this offlce.
Several letters of ours have another house himself. This gentleman is a
and when he talks
already gone to the other firm (a commission man of close observation.
" bee-business " he knows what he is talking
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. about.

that the Canadian bee-lawsuit, mentioned
on page .35, has been decided against Mr.
Harrison. This was a neighborhood quarrel about the removal of a pig-pen, and bad

temper was very evident on all sides. The
Canadians raised a fund of $.50 to defend
the suit, but what action (if any) was taken
for its defense, our correspondent does not
state.
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making the
hum " spoken of, will be tend somewhat toward
J. E.
more equable.
found in every hive, in every winter, temperature
and that the same is not evidence at Pond.
the " gentle

—

unfavorable conditions.— J.

all of

h,.

m

:

Bees ADsoliitelyjuiet in Winter.

"gentle

hum"

indicates

2 Will a body of water on the floor of
?
a well-cemented cellar increase.or dimimsh,
of the air in the cellar?- F.,Wis.
moisture
the

wet

know anything about

C.

absolutely so.— J.P.

2.

Brown.

H.Brown.

should not be alarmed at it.— C.

Miller.

Extra Comtis for Extractini.

Query, No. 373.—The coming season I
work 7.5 colonies for extracted honey,
but I have no extra combs. 1. How shall I
built at the least exI do not know that a cellar can be proceed to get combs
pense ? Should full sheets of foundation be
too dry or too wet. I should suppose used, or starters onlv ? 2. Should the frames
that the water in the cellar would to be filled be placed above or beneath the
below, would there not be
make the air more damp, but I may brood-nest? If built
?— W. Va.
less drone comb
W. Z. Hutchinson.
will

humming is not an obsymptom.— W. Z. Hutch- be wrong.—

This gentle
jectionable

'i*

As temperature (not humidity) i&
the essential point in the cellar winIt
can.
2.
that
it
1. I do not think
tering of bees, let that be kept at from
will increase the "moisture.— J. P. H. 45° to 50°.— The Editor.

Doolittle.

I

it

— C. C. Miller.

abless
Query, No. 371.-Ought bees to be best
1. Dryness or dampness have
solutely quiet when wintering in the
wintering than temperawith
to
do
coloof
my
some
placed
condition ? I have
the flrer ture.
If the temperature can be kept
nies in the cellaf this winter, for
hum from 43° to 47°, I should worry little
time, and I can always hear a gentle
by placing my ear near the entrance, is about the other conditions.- G. M.
that an alarming condition?— H. C. f.

Not

Different persons hold different

tinder
some circumstances the water on the
contentment.— The Editor.
would certainly increase the
floor
moisture, and 1 can hardly think of
any circumstances in which it would
diminish it. There have been casesEffect Of Water in Bee-Cellars.
of successful wintering of bees in
too which a stream of running water in
Query, No. 372.— 1. Can a cellar be too
it
be
can
the cellar was believed to be helpful.
dry for wintering hees ? If so,

A

]Sro.

for answers to
fit IB quite useless to ask
time
oieries in this Department in less their
have
to_ wait
than one month. They
about a
turn, be put in type, and sent
answer
dozen at a time to each of those who
then And
them get them returned, and If
are
you
space for them in the Joubnai-.
not ask for
In a "hurry" for replies, do
them to be inserted here— Ed.1

1.

theories, but after all, do they really

Pond.

inson.
The low hum that you hear is not a
bad sign.— Dadant & Son.
It is very seldom that bees are
"absolutely" quiet. A gentle hum
i).
is not an alarming condition.— H.

We

do not think that it can be too
I should use full sheets of foundadry, but we think that it can be too tion placed beneath the brood-nest.—
standing body of water, if J. P. H. Brown.
wet.
colder than the cellar, will absorb
I use full sheets of foundation
Son.

A

moisture.— Dadant &
placed above the brood-chamber, and
I should prefer a very dry cellar for I have no trouble with drone comb.—
bees. Yet I have known cellars to H. D. Cutting.
Cutting.
have 2 to 3 inches of water and yet
In a short and abundant honey-flow
gentle
a
No. Bees always make
the bees came through in good con- foundation is worth $1 per pound. If
matter
no
alive,
humming noise if
dition. 2. It will increase it.— II. D.
it is light and continued you might
how quiet.— G. M. Doolittle.
Cutting.
extract often from fewer combs, and
right,
heard
are
usually
conditions
is
hum
other
in frames with
1. If the
This gentle
gradually work
spite
hibernatwinter
just
that
will
in
bees
are
that
I think
when bees
starters.— C. W. Dayton.
ing (V) condition most desirable. You of humidity. 2. If the air and water
In my locality I cannot get combs
may rest in peace, so long as it is are of the same temperature it will built in the natural way for extractwater
the
make
But
Cook:.
effect.
A.
J.
no
have
thus.—
without sustaining very
and saturation of the ing purposes,
I have never been able to discover a the warmest,
great loss in the way of surplus
Brown.
H.
P.
place.-J.
take
will
less.
air
or
more
colony that did not hum
honey. 1. It pays well to employ full
get a supply
The gentler the hum the better are
1. I hardly think so, if ventilation sheets of foundation to
W.
nap.—
C.
their
they enjoying
and temperature are all right. 2. I of extracting combs. 2. They should
Dayton.
think it can. It depends upon the be placed above the brood-nest all
Quietude is the natural condition of ventilation. Our cellar with its sub- the time.— G. W. Demareb.
bees while in winter quarters. A low, earth ventilation has water in it all
I should use comb foundation, and
gentle hum indicates high tempera- the time, but it is not unpleasantly
I should not care where the frames
and
pleasantest
temperathe
damp. Some of the
ture in' the hive. When
vpere placed. We can secure many
ture falls a little, they will quiet down sweetest cellars I know of have large frames of comb in the spring before
Cook.
Dbmareb.
G.
W.
A.
J.
silence.them.—
cisterns in
to perfect
the season opens, by placing foundacellar cannot well be too dry tion right in the brood-chamber- A.
1
Bees hibernate when wintering in
tempera-

m

A

the best condition. In this state they
are absolutely quiet as far as the eye
can detect, except at feeding times.
The imperceptible respiration is accompanied by a faint murmur that is

more

distinct

where many colonies

are placed close together,
cellar.- G. L. Tinker.

as in a

No. Sometimes they make a great
deal of noise, and come out in nice
Much depends upon what
condition.
causes them to make that noise.
Disease causes restlessness, but restlessness does not always, nor usually,
cause disease. Your bees are as quiet
as is

usual.— James

Heddon.

My own opinion is that the nearer
the bees can be kept to an absolute
state of quietude, the better they will
winter. In practice, a state of " absolute " quietness cannot be maintained.
I apprehend, however, that

or too wet for bees, if the
ture is suitable. 2. It would increase
thehumityof the air; but heat and
cold has so much to do with the relative humidity that much depends
upon the temperature as to the degree
of moisture in the air.— G. L. Tinker.
No ; moisture will do no harm if the
temperature is kept in harmony with
Water thrown on the floor of my
it.
cellar would increase the humidity of
the atmosphere therein, because it
would soon dry off.- James Heddon.

I think not bees always generate
more or less moisture ; I question also,
whether it is possible, without using
heat, to have a dry cellar. 2 Ordimuch will depend,
narily it will;
1

;

J.

Cook.

In such a case I should use full
sheets of foundation, placing them in
the upper story when the honey
harvest arrived, and raising a frame
of brood to this story so as to secure
1.

immediate work there. 2. I should
place them above.— G. M. Doolittle.
foundaI would use full sheets of
might
tion. I put it in above ; you
you
try both ways. I would advise
extracted
not to prepare to produce

honey, but to work for comb honey,
unless most of your surplus crop is

dark.— James Heddon.
The higher the
1
I do not know.
price vou get for honey, the more you

to use foundation. I think
however, upon other conditions, such can afford is more inducement to use
there
tliat
usual
The
as ventilation and warmth.
where the honey-flow is
and ordinary effect of the water will foundation
of short duration, than
and
profuse
thus
and
warmer,
be to keep the air

•
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during a long-continued and moderate to a great extent, by an association of
2. I think that I would place butter producers?
If you do not
think so, then study the proceedings
them above.— C. C. Miller.
of the butter producers, who, through
I fear there would not be time to
their representatives, meet every
get a full set of combs built before the

flow.

Monday in Elgin, in this Fox river
harvest, without using foundation.
valley, and be convinced. This assoI may be mistaken. Some recent exciation not only regulates the price
periments lead me to hope that I am.
on all the butter made in factories,
It is my opinion that comb built units members, but likewise, to a
der the brood-nest in the spring would by
great extent,that made by the farmers
be at once filled with brood, and
they who do not patronwhether drone comb would be built themselves
the factory system. And how do
would probably depeud upon the age ize
we know this V Because all the dairy
of the queen and the amount of drone
sold to consumers, in this Fox
comb already possessed.— W. Z. butter
river valley, and elsewhere wherever
Hutchinson.
these factories exist, goes up or down
in price, according to grade, in perfect
1. I would use full sheets of foundation. 2. As soon as the colony is harmony with that of factory butter
strong enough to build e.xtra combs, as given from week to week by the
I would place frames of foundation Elgin Board of Trade. Well, what is
between the frames of brood, and add the present price of factory-made
the frames as fast as they could be butter y For Monday, Dec. 20, the
used. The foundation would not be price per pound, at wholesale, as
wired. The super should be of the given officially, was 30}^ cents, and
flame same size as the body of the that for Monday, Dec. 27, was 32
hive, and the frames interchangeable. cents. And was much butter sold at
Use a queen-excluder between the such " extravagant " prices V I should
cases, and continue to add frames be- say, yes. For Monday, Dec. 20, the
low, and raise up the frames of brood sales, as given officially, were 68,794
until as many combs as needed are pounds, and for Dec. 27, the sales
built.— G. L. Tinker.
aggregated 232,532 pounds

—

I

This is a mooted question. I
apprehend, however, that it will depend upon location. Mr. Hutchinson
lavors the " starter " idea I have
found full sheets to work better in
my own case. Test the matter and
report. 2. Place them above by all
1.

;

means

;

at least that is

my own

opin-

do not think that any difference would be found in the amount of
drone comb built, whether placed
ion.

I

above or below.— J. E. Pond.
Use full sheets of comb foundation
in or above the brood-chamber.- The
Editor.

Corvcspaudcucc.
©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near toe center of the State named:
O north of the center; 9 south;
east;
•Owest; and this (^ northeast: N3 northwest:
0> southeast; and P southwest of the center
«f the State mentioned.

O

For the American Bee Journal,
Tlie Hflney-Prodncers' Association.

M. M. BALDRIDGE.

Now,

butter

producers
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of doing business that might appear
to some to be impossible and impracticable innovations. But we do not

always know what we can do until
we try. Then let ua try, for awhile
at least, what appears to me, and to
many others, to be a very simple,
practical, and common-sense method
of disposing of our honey, to-wit:

Have

it sold at our prices to consumers, through retail agents, and by
them only on commission.
" I am 'sorry," says Mr. C, that our

honey "has gone down in price as
has this season."
is it ?

it

Well, whose fault

Mainly the fault

of the

honey

producers
If they will not organize
—if they will not pull together, if
they will not quit flooding our large
cities with honey, and if they will not
stop patronizing the wholesale commission men, then they have no one
to blame but themselves.
Mr. C. attributes the present low
prices on honey to the good honey
season " one of the best " he lias seen
Now,
in his "14 years experience."
because the honey crop has been extra good perhaps, in his neigliborhood, or in his county, or in his State,
Mr. C. evidently infers that the honey
extra good
yield has also been
!

;

throughout the United States Honey
and producers should remember that the
control the price of their farm pro- general crop of honey was not last
duct, why cannot honey producers, year any above the average, and that
through their representatives, do like- when it is extra good in one locality,
wise on gilt-edge honey V I say they or in several localities, that there are
can if they will it so. Yes, and they still many other localities where it
can do this with far less friction, and may be poor or be below the average.
more successfully than butter pro- This has generally been the case, in
ducers. And why V Because the sup- the past, and will undoubtedly be the
ply of butter never ceases— being pro- case in the future.
duced every day in the year. Not so
" Most bee-keepers," says Mr. C,
with honey
for when we once ascer- " when their product is ready for the
tain the supply of honey, at the close market, want the money for it, or its
of each honey harvest, we are then equivalent."
That is true, but do
assured that no more can be pro- they now get what they want ? Do
duced, with rare exceptions, until bee-keepers now get their money
there comes another honey harvest. when they ship their product to the
Then, by knowing the supply, as- wholesale commission men ? Not
certained mainly through the mem- often, I can assure you. Then if not,
bers of the honey-producers' associa- why bring up this as an objection to
tion, and the probable demand, its' an association of
honey producers
committee can approximate pretty whose chief purpose is to fix a fair,
closely to the proper prices to fix upon honest price on honey to consumers
it in the fall of the year, and without
based on supply and demand, and to
a weekly meeting as butter demands. hasten the disposition of it by having
But, says Mr. C, we must place our it placed and kept on sale by retailers
honey " on the market " in precisely everywhere and at all times. When
the same way that we do any other every proper place for retailing honey
farm product, and not as you desire, in country, village, and city, is kept
to-wit
In the hands of retailers to properly supplied with dhoice honey
be sold by them at fixed prices and at all times, and at a reasonable fixed
only on commission.
price, why should not the entire crop
Let us investigate this rmist idea. iDe disposed of each year even more
Because our parents and grand- par- readily than now ?
suppose," says Mr. C., that
ents used straw hives, brimstoned
" the crop has been a good one," and
their bees, and took their honey to
market in wash-tubs, is that any rea- the price of choice comb honey " is
son that we 7)ii(.s« do likewise?
And placed at 20 cents per pound, and the
because farmers generally sell their market price is only 10 cents." What
produce to middle men in order to is to be done ? Why, my dear sir, you
reach consumers, is that any reason are supposing something that would
How could " the market
that honey producers must do so ? As not exist!
yet I have seen and read nothing that price " on honey be 10 cents when the
convinces me that honey producers universal price, in every State in the
cannot organize and agree among Union, is fixedby the honey producers
themselves to adopt new methods of of the United States at 20 cents ?
if

through their representatives,

can,

!

fix

;

:

"Now

Is there anything practical in the
idea of an association of honey-producers to fix and control the prices
on honey ? Mr. Caldwell, on page 808
of the Bee Journal for 1886, says
" i\^o, most emphatically." And why?
i3ecause "honey is one of the products
of the farm, and, as such, it must be
placed upon the market in precisely
the same manner as any other product."
WeW, let us see about this. Butter, dealing with consumers. It so hapAnd "what are we going to do,"
I believe, is also one of the products pens that we live in an age of pro- says Mr. C, " with the farmers and
of the farm. Xow, is not the price of gression, and that we have the power, sniall honey producers?"
Now, do
gilt-edge butter fixed and controlled if we will it so. to adopt new methods not worry over that problem.
The
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farmers and small producers will not
be slow in finding out that the large
producers have adopted new tactics,
and have quit fooling their honey
away for less than its true value.
They will not then be so anxious to
hasten to market and sell the " stuff"
at any price as now. The trouble at
present is, they are afraid the large
producers will flood the markets, and
thereby cause low prices, and this
simply makes them try to anticipate
such a state of things. Another
Unless their honey is in
thing
small packages, of good quality, and
in good condition, it will do no more
harm to the wideawake honey producer than the poor or unsightly butter made by farmers does to the giltedge commodity made in factories.
But when the farmer and small producer adopts the one-comb sections,
and has his honey in proper condition
:

for the retail trade, and we find that
their prices will do harm to large
producers, then we had better huy
their product.
can then place it
upon the market and have it sold for
us, by and through our agents, and at

We

a

profit.

Mr. C. seems

to be afraid that the
turn their attention to
rearing bees and producing honey
when they find they can sell the

farmers

may

honey at good prices, and this will
" crowd an already overstocked market." Such as his perhaps may be.
This he thinks will make matters
worse than they are at present. Now
the overstocking of the markets with
honey seems to be a great bug-bear to
many, but not so to me. I have been
too long in the honey trade to have
any such fears. I do not believe that
we can very well overstock the markets of the United States with choice

comb honey,

in case we distribute it
properly, and see that it is kept on
sale and in sight at all times, and in
a presentable shape. The chief trouble
at present is, as the Editor says, unequal distribution— cow'pledi with the
fact that the majority of retailers are
entirely out of it nearly one-half of
the time.
" There is," says Mr. C, " but one
Sractical" way to accomplish "the
esired end," and that is for a few
rich bee-keepers to form a syndicate,
buy all the honey, and make a
" corner " on it. No, sir, we want no
" corner " on honey, in the sense he
indicates. Nor do we need a Vauderbilt. When our large honey producers
once make up their minds to organize
and pull in one direction, there will

then be members enough in each and
every honey-producing locality to buy
out the mischief-makers therein, or to
report such to head-quarters, when a
way will be provided for protecting
its members everywhere.
I do not
apprehend much trouble in that direction—still I may be mistaken. Suppose we give the plan a trial and find
out
Reader, what say you
St. Charles, 5 Ills.
!

'i

New

All
Subscriptions will begin with
the year, and until further notice we will
eend the back numbers from January 1,
unless otherwise ordered.

Dr. Miller, without attempting to
establish or maintain any particular
strain of bees, makes a practice of
Norttern Illinois Conyention.
buying, each year, one of the best imported Italian queens that can be had,
C. M. HOLLINGSWORTH.
thus constantly securing the advanThe regular annual meeting of the tage of fresh blood, and the farther
Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Asso- advantage of pure blood, if there is
ciation was held at Rockford, Ills., on such a thing in bees.
For tue AmerlcaQ Bue JournaL

Jan. 18 and 19, 1887, and the writer
was appointed to prepare for the Bee
Journal a summary of the discussions on topics of general interest.
Dr. C. C. Miller was present, and was
constantly called upon for his views
and experiences, which he gave in an
entertaining and instructive manner.

Mr. A.

BEES AND PLANTS.
J. Swezey first read a

well-

prepared essay on the agency of bees

and other insects in the
and cross-fertilization of
S.,

who

is

fertilization
plants. Mr.

a fruit-grower, had form-

erly believed that bees do some harm
to fruit-growers, without being in any
way beneficial. But investigation of

MARKETING AND SHIPPING HONEY.
had

Mr. Highbarger

this season

sold 5,000 pounds near his home, by
taking it around in a wagon through
the country, and to the nearest villages. He sold comb honey at from
10 to 12 cents, and extracted at 8 cents
per pound. Mr. Hollingsworth, in the
village of Winnebago, had, by advertising with postal cards, sold 1,500
pounds at the apiary, besides 600
pounds at the village stores, which
was a large increase over the home
sales of last year.
Dr. Miller discovered a few years
ago that commission men in the large
cities made a practice of under-quoting the market, so that their customers would be the better pleased with
the price obtained for shipment. This
often had the effect of fixing the price

the subject by reading and observation had convinced him that the harm
they do is very trifling compared with
the good they do to the fruit interests.
Dr. Miller asked if there was any in the country markets below what it
plant which was known to depend should be. He further showed that
solely on the visits of the hive-bee some producers make the mistake of
always putting the local price at the
for its fertility.
Mr. Hollingsworth cited Darwin's price in the large markets less the
experiments with white clover. In cost of shipment to those markets.
one case a number of heads that had But in localities where there is a
been protected by a net produced but deficiency, the local price should be
few seeds, and in another case, no the city price plus the cost of shipseeds while heads outside the net, in ment. The idea that producers could
both cases, which bees had been seen combine to fix the general price of
to visit, seeded
abundantly bees honey met with no support whatever.
With regard to the shipment of
being the only insects mentioned by
Darwin as having been seen on the comb honey, the views brought out
plants.
But experiment has also were, that when sent by express it is
shown that, even with plants which apt to be damaged by hurried and
when sent by
are capable of self-fertilization, the careless handling
crossing of
one
individual
with freight and transferred on the way, it
another by the agency of insects is of is liable to suffer from improper
great benefit, causing them to pro- packing in the car by those who make
and when properly
duce more and better seed, larger and the transfer
sounder fruit, and more vigorous loaded and sent by freight without
plants in the succeeding generation.
transfer, there is very little risk.
Dr. Miller said that he felt sure Thus a large shipment can be sent
that even bee-keepers themselves more safely than a small one.
In an essay on " Bee-Keeping as a
were not fully aware of the importance of the office which bees perform Pursuit," Mr. Fuller said that he had
in this way. If it is a fact that white only followed it in connection with
clover depends as much upon the farming, but considered it, when wellpresence of hive-bees as red clover managed, as profitable as other purdoes upon the presence of bumble- suits.
bees for the production of seed, the
HIVE BOTTOM-BOARDS.
fact is of the first importance to
distinction
was made between
farmers and dairymen.
To take
away the bees would be to take away loose bottom-boards and those that
vote
the white clover from their pasture are not loose but movable.
showed a large majority against havfields.
ing the bottom-board nailed on the
ITALIAN VS. BLACK BEES.
In moving hives with loose
hive.
It was admitted that the black or bottom-boards, Mr. Gammon used a
German bees go more readily into large U-shaped iron clamp with a setthe sections and produce a fancier screw at one end to clamp the hive
But Mr. Lee and bottom together. Mr. Rice used
article of comb honey.
thought that they carried too much two ropes and sticks and a wedge for
of the honey into the supers, leaving the same purpose.
the brood-chamter poorly supplied
Mr. Hollingsworth had Langstroth
for winter.
He preferred to keep hives with bottom-boards that were
Italians only, if for nothing else, on removable, but not loose. The botaccount of their better disposition.
tom of the portico is nailed on like
"President Whittlesey said that the the top, and the two give the hive
Italians would gather the most honey stiffness. In its back edge are twa
small auger holes to receive projectin a poor season.
;

—

;

;

A

A
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ing headless-nails driven Into the
and
front edge of the main bottom
two long wooden buttons with square
notches on the back end of the hive,
hook on projecting nails in the back
end of the bottom-board.
;

REVERSIBLE HIVKS.
Dr. Miller had tried an Invertible
hive last summer. It had some good
points, but with all his inverting and
re-inverting he failed to make the
bees understand what was wanted of
them they would not work in the
;

sections.

Gammon

Mr.

had

last summer tried

a sectional hive but when he undertook, by interchanging the parts, to
have the honey carried from the
brood-department into the sections,
he failed entirely. He had never had
a hive become so clogged with honey
lie
to the restriction of the queen.
had also fitted a set of ordinary frames
for reversing. When he first reversed
them, he found one capped queen-cell,
which he removed, and others started.
day or two later he found the bees
had destroyed the latter, and was
much elated, thinking that he had
found an easy preventive of swarming. But about the time the first
queen-cell should have hatched, out
they went, and they kept on swarm;

A

ing,

and

at

last

killed

their

queen.
ALSIlvE CLOVER.

is not injurious to bees, but
the mischief lies in the rapid change
of temperature. Any old shed, coalhouse, or in fact any building that
can be darkened answers the purpose.
Noise does not disturb the bees, if
the hives are not jarred.
To those who have large numbers of
colonies I recommend for winter
quarters a building on the plan of an
the walls being packed
ice-house
with sawdust, perfectly air-tight at
the bottom, with a small ventilator at
the top, without any light-holes as
windows, so that when the door is
closed the bees will be in a perfectly

weather

—

dark room.

Geneseo,^

Ills.

Vermont Convention,

The Vermont Bee-Keepers' Assomet at Burlington. Vt., on

ciation

Abbott

President P. C.
13, 1887.
occupied the chair, and congratulated
the association on having started
from the humble position of a small
Addison county association and risen
Jan.

to the dignity of a State organization,
so that every bee-keeper in the State
might have the benefit of associated
effort and experience.
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" Shall we feed sugar or honey when
hives are deficient in winter stores "i"'
was discussed by Messrs. Crane,
Bond, Leonard, Davis and others, the
weight of opinion- favoring honey as
the best and cheapest.
Miss M. A. Douglas, of Shoreham,
read an essay on " How shall we market our honey V" She admitted that
she was undecided whether it was
better to sell individually or through
an association. She was strongly in
favor, however, of placing a first-class
article on the market in preference to
adapting the quality of tne supply to
the demand. This essay took the first
prize, and will be published later.
Mr. Leonard led the discussion on
" What is the best method of requeening colonies V" From the best
colonies he took sealed queen-cells in
the swarming season, and put them
into a cage in the middle of a queenframe with
less colony to hatch.
divisions both ways covered on one
side with wire cloth, and on the other
with a board or slats was used for this
purpose. He introduced the queens
into the hives in an introducing cage.
Mr. Manum favored the introduction of fertile queens, which he placed
in a cage over a frame of unsealed

A

honey and unhatched bees. He then
cut a hole in the frame and placed it
H.
was
by J.
The first essay read
own
in the colony, and the bees would
"
which
In
Embryo,"
Larabee, on
work their way through to the queen.
intended
advice,
valuable
contained
Sometimes the bees would seal the
especially for beginners in apiculture. hole up, when the hatching bees and

A. E. Manum discussed the subject
From ten years' experience, Mr.
"
Lewis pronounced this one of the very of The brood-chamber from April 1
1," giving his methods of
best grasses for hay and pasture, es- to Aug.
colonies in the
pecially on low ground. For hay it strengthening weak
should be sowed with timothy, which spring, preparations for the collecextending
helps to hold it up. Sow 1 bushel of tion of surplus honey, and
harvest,
seed to 16 acres. It makes but one to the close of the honey

queen could feed on the unsealed
honey, and the queens could lay in the
cells deserted by the young bees. The
discussion was continued by Messrs.
Holmes, Hall and others.
Adjourned until 9 a.m.
The first business of the second day
The sub- was
the report of the Secretary, which
showed that the expense of the pres-

crop of hay, does not turn dark in preparation for winter, etc.
curing, and stock eat it up clean. It ject was fully discussed.
" Cellar vs. out-door wintering
will re-seed itself indefinitely.
Dr. Miller had not succeeded in get- was the subject of a discussion, led
who
ting it to grow, and it did not re-seed by Dr. F. Bond, of Cornwall,
favored cellar wintering, although he
itself for him.
governed
by
best
to
be
thought it
Both Mr. Lewis and Mr. High- circumstances. His apiary was located
of
the
reports
barger gave good
in a windy place, so that he used a
Alsike as a honey-plant. They thought cellar, it was well to economize heat
that it was better than white clover,
He put his colonies
to save honey.
and less affected by drouth.
in the cellar just after the ground
The President of the association for froze, and took them out about April
the ensuing year is Mr. L.Highbarger, 10, or when the weather was warm
of Adaline, Ills. ; and the Secretary is enough for the bees to work. He did
Mr. D. A. Fuller, of Cherry Valley, not pay much attention to ventilation.
Ills.

Winnebago, 5

Ills.

For the Ajncrlcan Bee

JoumaL

Bees in Winter Quarters.
V.

W. CLOUGH.

Winter quarters should exclude
and from the time they are put
away in the fall until removed in the
spring, the room should remain dark.
This will fceep them quiet, even dur-

light,

ing warm days. After being prepared
for winter, I do not want my bees to

have any

The

flight.

F. M. Wright, of Enosburgh, found
it necessary to ventilate, and recommended upward ventilation from the
He did not put his bees out
floor.
lie
until about the last of April.
placed a quilt over the frames and
raised the hive off from the bottomboard.
The question was further discussed
by Messrs. Leonard, Manum and
Crane, the weight of opinion being in
favor of wintering in the cellar. Mr.
Crane gave his views on the condition
of the temperature as governing the
amount of moisture held by the
atmosphere. A cubic foot of air at
10^ would hold in suspense about onefifth of a grain of water and a rise in
the temperature will largely increase
the amount of moisture that will be

repository should be so constructed that tlie variations of temSudden held.
perature will be gradual.
Adjourned until evening.
changes should be avoided. Cold

ent convention amounted to $13.27, of
The
which $3 had been received.
Treasurer's report showed $7.27 in
the treasury, leaving a deficiency of
53. The above reports were accepted
and adopted, and a contribution taken
at the time was sutBcient to defray all
expenses and leave a balance in the
Treasurer's hands.
The following were elected oflicers
of the association for the ensuing
President, P. C. Abbot, of
year:
Essex ; Vice-Presidents, F.M.Wright,
of

Enosburgh

;

D.

S. Hall, of

South

E. Crane, of Middlebury ;
Secretary, R. H. Holmes, of Shoreham Treasurer, J. E. Crane, of Mid-

Cabot

;

J.

;

dlebury.
^ XX
i
An essay by J. H. Martin, of Hartford, N. Y., entitled " The exhibition
of honey at the county fairs," was
He noticed
read by the Secretary.
the fact that the eastern bee-keeper
finds a sharp competitor in the western producer, as there they have a
longer honey-flow and a cheaper mode
of living, so that they can put their
crop on our eastern markets at what
seems to us ruinously low prices ; he
thought we should advertise by exhibiting at our county fairs, and push
our business with the same enterprise
that the dry-goods merchant does his,
and, in order to maintain living
prices, high-pressure methods would
have to be resorted to.
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growing Alsike, the interests of
farmer and bee-keeper were identical.
B. Bacon said that farmers near
Oneida Lake were growing Alsike to
a large extent. Their subsoil was clay.
His honey had been greatly improved
by Alsike.
" Honey-production by plants."
Secretary Knickerbocker said the
After the adoption of some resolu- yield was from two to three tons per
tions, the convention adjourned to acre.
meet at the call of the executive comM. D. West sowed two acres to
Alsike, with one-third timothy. The
mittee.
hay was as described, and had a remarkably rich odor when put in the
barn. The Alsike remained in land
E. O. Tuttle, of Bristol, presented
the subject of " How to conduct conventions," etc.
A. E. Manum presented the claims
of the Chapman honey-plant.
Prof. \V. W. Cooke, the State chemist, presented a valuable essay on

Union CoDTentiou

at Alliany, N, Y.

The New York

State, the Eastern
York, and the New Jersey and
Eastern Bee-Keepers' Associations
convened at Albany, N. Y., on Jan.
11, 1887, with President Clark in the
chair. After the routine business, an
essay by C. M. Goodspeed was read on

New

three years.

upon

it.

The bees

did not

work

Afterward he saw bees on

roadside Alsike.

A member said that Alsike secreted

light soils than on
heavy. Five years ago he persuaded
a number of farmers to try Alsike.

more honey on

The store-keeper was then selling 15
bags of red clover seed. Last year he
ALSIKE CLOVER AS A HONEY-PLANT. sold 20 of Alsike and 4 bags of red
clover.

He

said that Alsike comes in before
basswood, and is in its prime by July
10. It blossoms very freely, and yields
more honey than white clover, and as
much as basswood. He esteemed it
next to basswood. The amount of
Alsike honey in his whole crop was

sometimes all the white
honey was tinged with Alsike ; at
other times only a portion of the
lower part would be. As feed for
stock there was no better. His hrst
crop was sowed late, and wet in curing, yet his cattle ate it in preference
to his best-cured hay.
It should be
sowed with other grasses, and cut
late.
It seeds rather poorly, and does
not do well on light soil, but on moist
land there is an immense yield of rich
fodder and fine honey.
A. I. Koot had eight acres of Alsike
on rather dry soil near Columbus, and
from it obtained a rich crop of honey
when his neighbors had none. It
makes fine forage, especially for milch
cows, and a small amount goes a great
way. As pasture it is excellent, increasing the flow of milk.
John Aspinwall had seen it growing
in St. Lawrence county, and was told
by the farmers that it did better than
other grasses.
T. F. Bingham said it was much
raised for sheep in his State, and to
some extent for cows. He had fed it
to three horses, and they did better
on Alsike and a little grain than on
the best timothy or herds-grass and
more grain. For bees he preferred it
to either white or red clover.
H. N. Waters had raised it for 10 or
12 years, and found it succeeded best
variable;

on wet

soil.

L. C. Koot said that good farmers
like Alsike because it attracts the
bees, and so a more perfect seeding is
obtained.
farmer told him that his
cattle
would eat
weather-stained
Alsike in preference to his brightest
and best-cured hay. He had secured
honey from his clover by the ton, and
it cannot be surpassed ; the flavor is
of the finest— better than that from
basswood, though not as white. In
Herkimer county it grows by the
roadside as common as white clover.
On dry soils it will not last long, but
on moist it becomes permanent. In

A

President W. E. Clark sowed a
12 years ago, to Alsike and
timothy. Had cut good crops every
year, and that of last year was the
best of all. Last spring, when other
grasses were heaved, Alsike was not,
and after rolling, it was a perfect mat.
Cut it July 22, and the bees worked
on the aftermath until October.
Hiram Chapman spoke at length on
the honey qualities of a perennial,
known as Echinops sphoerocepkahis, or
the " Hedge-hog-plant," which is fully
described on page 28 of the Bee
piece,

Journal.

rendering old comb into wax.
Ira Barber uses a large kettle, hold2-5 pails of water, and melts up the
old comb from 20 to 25 hives at once,
putting in only a few combs at a time;
keeps a good fire, but not to boil
takes out with an 8x10 inch basket
strains as fast as dipped, and cools in
large dishes.
A. I. Root said the solar wax extractor was for small bits of wax
thrown in from time to time and
melted by the heat of the sun.
If
thrown in each day there would be no
accumulation of rubbish. Old, hard
combs were tried, the thermometer
run up to boiling point, and all the

ing

wax taken

out.

It

will

work

in Jan-

uary under cover.
COSIMISSION MEN.

An essay

by C. F. Muth was read.
Mr. M. is one of the largest dealers in
honey at the West, and a practical
bee-keeper. He regarded the middle
man as a necessity, a benefactor to
the producer, and not a leech, working up a demand for bee-products
which the producer usually had not
time for, and often not the ability.
Their interests are sympathetic, and
they should be in full agreement.
A. I. Root said that some men
could retail their honey profitably,
The latter
while others could not.
need the middle men. He said that
Mr. Muth had had great success in
selling honey, and was honorable in
his dealings.
R. Bacon said that the market was
injured by small growers, who trade
off their honey early in the season for

what the store-keeper

will pay,

and

then this price is used to beat down
the larger growers.
J. Aspinwall said that the market
quotations for honey were wrong, in
that the large dealers' figures govern
the small sales.

H, Segelken said that the price of
honey was governed by the price of
other sweets. When the latter recover from their depression, honey
will also improve.
A. I. Root said we must educate the
young bee-keeper in marketing his
products. He often bought up the
small lots to prevent their depressing
the market, selling them afterwards
at a slight advance, or even at the
same figure, to a customer who
wanted a cheaper article, and holding
his price on his best goods. Had sold
some of these lots at 15 to 18 cents.
We need better acquaintance with
each other, and better education in
business methods.

MARKETING HONEY.
H. R. Wright, a wholesale dealer of
Albany, said that there was an overproduction of honey because it had
not yet become a staple article. There
was a great need of a uniform style of
comb and package. The pound comb
was too large for this market, a %pound comb being enough for an
average family at one time, and he
favored selling by the comb instead
A package that
of by the pound.
could be sold at 10 cents wo\ild be in
steady demand. The several hundred
styles of boxes and cases interfere
with quick sales. He showed a sample of a box that he preferred— a plain
case 4x5i4 inches, holding 11 ounces.
The oblong is more salable than the
square, and people do not wish to pay
for extra wood or glass. As the selling season is before "the holidays,
glass is not needed, unless the honey
He urged the
is to be carried over.
convention to adopt a uniform packhad
to be sold
age. The odd styles
He thought
separately and slowly.
honey was improperly
extracted
named. Liquid honey was a better
term. The public associated the word
with other " extracts " of commerce,
in which there is often adulteration.
L. C. Root said Mr. Wright's talk
was another evidence that when we
try to help others, we always help
ourselves. We were getting at facts
which would help both producer,
dealer and consumer. It was evident
that our markets were far apart. Mr.
Wright was the first man he had
heard advocate unglazed boxes. In
New York they require them glazed,

and prefer one and two-pound

sizes.

Pierce, of Gansevoort, and
several others, thought sales should
be by weight and not by piece.
Buyers were used to the pound

Thomas

methodj and would expect a given
weight in the small packages.
Mr. Wright explained that there
was no deception in selling by the
People bought the small
comb.
combs as they did canned goods, and
understood it. The weight of honey
in combs was variable, and the socalled one and two pound boxes would
not run evenly.

a
•
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A. I. Root said that this discussion this way failure will be reduced to a
was one of the finest features of the minimum, and the future will depend
convention. As the introducer of the upon the amount of brain power
one-pound paclcage, he well remem- exerted.
bered the opposition it encountered
L. C. Root said that economy was
from dealers and others, but that was the word for the hour, even though
overcome.
In managing a general the most economical people of the
store, he had found 10-cent packages
and articles very salable and prolitable, even at small margin and there
was no reason why the 10 cent honey
;

package should not be equally popular.
J. A. Abbott, of England, said the
sales there were in proportion of
one-pound to 300 two-pound
1,000
boxes.

DEPRESSION IN THE HONEY MARKET.
L. C. Root said
In early days
:-

when

ten-pound boxes
were in use, the honey was well
sealed and of better character than
that produced by the new methods.
But they could not be divided without
waste and trouble. When the single
comb came into use consumers were
willing to pay for glass on each secthe

five

to

Then bee-keepers got

tion.

enthusi-

astic about extracting honey by centrifugal force.
But gradually the
price of tlie latter went down because
of inferior quality and adulteration.

Honey handled

in large cities

by un-

skilled persons has hurt the market,
and we have failed to secure the attendance and co-operation of dealers
at our meetings. The cost of production must be reduced and better pack-

ages devised. Liquid honey must be
shipped in sealed packages
combs
perfectly capped and sealed.
J. W. Porter laid the chief cause
;

of depression in general, as well as
that in the honey market, to limited
coinage, sustaiuing his point with

many

financial and historical facts.
R. Bacon said our people were not
educated in honey-eating not one in
twenty uses it. If every person would
consume but a pound a year, the de;

mand

could not be supplied. Strikes
were making a great difference in our
sales
the thousands out of work
have no money to buy honey or anything else.
;

RELATIVE

An

VALUE OF EXTRACTED

HONEY.
essay by Dadant
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Mr. West had hives in a neighbor's
mowing field, and he used to mow
around the hives, until the neighbor
himself brought his team after sundown and cut it. He also helped his
neighbor put up the hay.
L. C. Root would avoid all litigation

world are refused a place on this con- if possible. Would show objectors
tinent. Bee-keepers are restive be- the necessity of the business, and
cause they have to sell low. Luck is would rent their land if it could be
a good word when p is put before it.
had.
F. L. Smith once had a similar
VENTILATING BBE-CELLARS.
but the
troubl* with a neighbor
L. C. Root said that pure air was a neighbor had a daughter and he had
necessity, but if let in through tubes a son, and they settled the whole
it produced disturbance.
He pre- thing so satisfactory that he and his
ferred to withdraw the impure air, neighbor had been good friends ever
and did it by pipes attached to the since.
The report of the committee on exstove-pipe. The colder air will press
in whether there are ventilators or hibits was severely criticized because
it passed over all patented articles,
not.
R. Bacon's first ventilators were of and the meeting sent it back to the
plank nailed together, which brought committee for correction.
in air from the outside. Next he used
The ofTicers for the ensuing year
pipes carried under ground 100 feet. are
President, W. E. Clark, of OrisNow he makes his walls as tight as kany ; Vice-President, Ira Barber, of
possible, and has closed up the sub- De Kalb Junction ; Secretary, Geo. H.
earth air-pipes, using a 5-inch pipe Knickerbocker, of Pine Plains ; Treasto conduct the impure air off.
He urer, I. L. Scofield, Chenango Bridge.
finds a strong pressure of air in this
Adjourned to meet at Utica, in 1888.
pipe. He keeps the temperature at
about 40'^ ; hives are set close, with
inch holes in the bottom-board.
He
has 80 hives in a space of 10x17 feet.
Colorailo State Conveiitioii.
Mr. Adams, of Troy, has lost many
bees, and does not use cellars any
The State association met at DenHas lately built a house cost- ver
more.
on Jan. 17, 1887.
ing $.300. The room above is only
The society was reorganized, a new
that below is of brick,
clap- boarded
constitution and by-laws adopted, and
heats with a stove, and
plastered
the Secretary ordered to take steps
bees are wintering well. Put them in
for incorporation.
Nov. 13, and has not had over a quart
On the Secretary's list there are
of dead ones. Bees need more ventiover 200 bee-keepers who own 3,500
than
lation
they now get. He gives
colonies of bees. He thinks there are
one-inch holes to hives. The proper
over 6,000 colonies in the State, owned
temperature is 50-', which will drop to
by 500 bee-keepers. Two Greeley
40-3 at night.
men have 150, and sell over 12.000
pounds of honey annually.
OUTLOOK OF BEE-KEEPING.
The following officers were elected
L. C. Root— The trouble with our
business is wider-consumption,' not President, Dr. D. W. King, Boulder
ouer-production. In the future honey Vice-President, at large, E. Millison,
can and will compete successfully Denver'; Secretary, S. C. W. Shiff,
Denver; Treasurer, William Davis,
with all other sweets.
read some census Denver.
J. H. Martin
W. L.
County Vice-Presidents:
statistics showing the annual producV. De Vinney. Jeffertion of butter to be 107,873,000 pounds; Porter, Weld
maple sugar, 9,272,000 eggs, 3,000,000, son W. K. Sinton, El Paso ; C. C.
and honey. 1,149.000 pounds a mere Lounsbury, Larimer; G. AV. Swink,
;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

& Son was
Bent; D. S. Grimes, Arapahoe; W.
with comb honey, taste if fiilly distributed. If the pro- E. Pabor, Mesa; E. J. Post, Huerthe extracted takes the lead for use ducers of each county would combine fano Miss Matie Sternberg, Boulder.
as a syrup on cakes, etc., and is more and put their products on the home
There was considerable discussion
in general use than the comb. The market, there would be none left for
over the enemies of bees. Toads were
beauty of the latter has kept up the export.
L. Smith said
We are behind considered the worst. The President
price.
Where dark honey abounds theF.times.
When I was at Toronto, said he had experimented with them
the extracted is more used.
Would three years ago,
I saw over fifty tons he had taken the toads and marked
rather produce extracted at 6 cents
of honey on exhibition.
Who has them so that he should know them if
than comb honey at 12 cents.
These toads were
seen two tons at any of our State or they returned.
BEE-KEEPING IN THE FUTURE.
county fairs V (" Twenty pounds at carried across a creek 1,000 feet away
Utica Sate Fair," remarked L. C. and 15 feet wide, yet in a short time
An essay by A. E. Manum was the
It was best to
Root.) Let us stop talking about low they had returned.
read. Fifteen years ago one ton of
have the hive a few inches above the
honey was a large shipment for a bee- prices, educate the people and eduground, with a sloping board, so that
cate ourselves.
keeper now a carload is not noticed.
they could get up to it on returning
BEES IN LAW.
Fifteen years ago the price was 30
home at times when they could not
cents a pound now it is 15 cents, and
that
member said
his neighbor, a fly well.
likely to go still lower. But as an off- retired banker, had brought a lawAdjourned to March 3, 1887.
set, we have an increase of consump- suit iigainst him for not removing his
read.

As compared

;

:

;

;

;

A

and a lessening of the cost of bees. The distance was 85 feet. The
meeting of the Hardin County
tW The next
production.
neighbor on the other side (distant 75
Association wtl) be held In Eldora,
We must become specialists; one feet) was not troubled. He has 145 Bee-Keep*T8'
Iowa, on Keb. 1-2. 1H87, at G. VV. Ward's office, at
devote himself to comb, another to colonies, but the banker claims that 10 a.m. Our ni»)nthly meetiDKs are very Interesting, and we hope for a larjfe attendance.
extracted,another to brood-rearing. In one colony is as bad as one hundred.
J. w. Buchanan, Sec.
tion
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1887.

of Meeting.

Feb. 12.— Hardin County, at Eldora, Iowa.
J. W. Bucbanan, Sec, BIdora, Iowa.

Mar.

3,

4.— Pan-Handle, at Wlieeling, W. Va.
W. L. Kinsey, Sec, Blaine, O.

^^

Id order to have this table complete, Secretariea are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetluKs.— Ed.

is ruined in this place, and it has
been done by men that understand
the bee-business— men that produce
honey by the ton. In several instances
goldenrod and Spanish-needle, the I have instructed men in apiculture,
latter being the most important. We and as a remuneration for the inforalso have a great variety of other mation given, they have in every inflowers that yield honey more or less. stance undersold me in the disposiOur market is handy. I sell ?i of my tion of their crop of honey. I do not
honey from my wagon in Kansas and fear the slip-shod, and old-fashioned
Nebraska. From my experience of honey-producers, but men that know
some that even have
15 years I am fully convinced of the something

ket

soft maple, cotton- wood, elm, a great
deal of fruit bloom, and later, honey
locust ; then white clover and linden.
In the fall we have heart's-ease,

;

superiority of Italian bees. One correspondent, I believe, said that the
Italians were more inclined to rob
His exijerience is
than the blacks.
exactly the opposite of mine, for in
nearly every instance in my experience the black bees are the ones that
Working up Home Markets.— J. are thieving, or trying to. When
honey is abundant in the flowers,
H. Martin, Hait£ord,o+ N. Y., says
there is not much difference in the
It seems to me that bee-keepers are quantity of honey stored
but when
away behiud other trades in their honey is scarce, the Italians and hymethods of pushing their products brids will be gaining a little when the
upon the market. I£ honey goes beg- blacks are at a stand-still or going
ging for a market, it is because too backwards.
many adopt the sit-down-and-do-

Uf

:

farms, and are dealers in live stock;
men who are making money out of
farm products. But what do they care
for the bee-specialist, or their own
honey crop, just so they get it disposed of is what they are after. Some
may think that I am severe, but I
mean business I have become disgusted at the movements of some
!

who ought to know

better

!

;

Only an Average Season.— I. N.
Rogers, Jackson, 9 Mich., on
1887, says

.Jan. 31,

:

nothing policy. If bee-keepers would
The past season was only an average
commence with their county fairs,
Not Overstocked with Bees.— An- one in this county, although comand work them up thoroughly, and drew Craig, Empire,? Dak., on Jan. mencing two weeks earlier than

then after the fairs work up every
town near them, there would be but 17, 1887, says
little honey to be sent to commission
The past summer was one of unmen. I think that I know about this, usual drouth and heat, and unfavorfor I speak from experience.
able for bees, and so far the winter
has been unusually severe. I had one
colony last spring which cast a swarm
Bees in Splendid Condition.— S. on June 15, and I had to feed both of
Valentine & Sons, HagerstowUj'oMd., them for winter. They are packed
with prairie hay.
I hope they will
on Jan. 24, 18S7, write
winter, although I have some fears
It now has been nearly 3 months
for their safety. They have not had
that our bees have been without a a flight since Nov. 5. There is not a
flight, but on Saturday, Jan. 23, the
bee-keeper within 30 miles of here
weather was pleasant, and the bees so I have to learn the business alone,
had a good flight. On Sunday morn- by reading and experimenting. I have
ing it continued pleasant and they made some mistakes, one of which
were out early. Through the day the was in the width of the top-bars of
mercury rose to &2P, and the bees had the brood-frames, which I made too
a splendid opportunity to clean up wide but I intend to remedy it in the
their hives they made good use of it, spring.
and were ready for gathering before
the day was past. Bees have wintered
Dr. H.
Bees Wintering Well.
nicely so far
in fact we never saw
them in better condition. Colonies Besse, Delaware,© Ohio, on Jan. 31,
have lost very few bees since they 1887, writes
were prepared for winter, and the
My bees are wintering well so far.
hives seem as clean and sweet as they
were in the fall. We have lost 3 col- Last October I built a bee-house for
it is 20x24 feet.
On Nov. 18 I
onies out of 310, but in every case it them
was our fault. We let them get out put 161 colonies into it. I keep the
of honey, and very naturally death temperature at 44°, on an average
must be the result. We shall try to the lowest has been 38°, and the
highest 56°. I use no artificial heat,
be more kind hereafter.
but govern the temperature by ventilators. At some future time I may
Superiority of Italian Bees, etc.— give you
a full account of my bee15—L. G. Purvis, (48-75), Forest City, house. It is a " daisy."
«o Mo., on Jan. 24, 1887, writes
:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

I never had bees build up to
overflowing so early since I have kept
One colony of hybrids cast a
large swarm on May 8, and another
on May 10.
colony of black bees
cast 2 swarms in May, and stored 48

usual.

them.

A

pounds of comb honey in sections by
thamiddle of June, when the drouth
came and continued until the middle
of August. During this drouth bees
hardly held their own, some of them
having to be fed. Basswood was a
failure. Fall flowers yielded a good
harvest.

Commission Men Ought to be Our
Friends,— Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo,
5 Ills., on Jan. 29, 1887, writes thus
:

understand it correctly, what
is complained of on page 57, is the
remarks made about putting certain
lots of honey on the Kansas City market. Now I can see nothing objectionable in the matter of telling what
is put on the market and when ; inIf I

deed, what

we want

is

the fullest in-

formation about everything pertaining to the business.
If there is any
thing stated that is not correct, of
course the correction should be made,
just as any incorrect statement in any

part of the columns of the Bee Journal should be corrected. What we
want is the full truth. Let us not be
unreasonable with the commission
men. They are our friends, or ought
to be. Simply let them know that if
incorrect reports are given they are
I commenced the season of 1886
Selling Honey.— Daniel Whitmer, likely to be looked after.
with 48 colonies, some very weak, a
few very strong, and the rest of me- South Bend,to Ind., writes
dium strength.
I obtained
5,450
Were it not for some injudicious
Bees in a Cave.etc— John Turnbull,
pounds of extracted honey, and 1-50 beekeepers the market in this locality La Crescent,©. Minn., on Jan. 13,1887,
pounds in sections, and increased my would be much better than it is at
apiary by natural swarming to 75 col- present. Two years ago I got 17 cents writes
onies, iloney sold at an average of for comb, and V2}4 cents per pound
I began with 19 colonies last spring,
10 cents per pound for extracted, and for extracted honey.
But suddenly and I now have 59, all by natural
15 cents for comb honey. This is there appeared a man who was very swarming, except 5 nuclei. I had 2
rather a favorable location for the deficient in wisdom, from Michigan, colonies the combs of which melted
bee-business in some respects. I am and sold his at 12>^ cents per pound, down on July 5. Bees did well dur28 miles northwest of St. Joseph, Mo. and finally as low as 9 and 10 cents. ing white clover, but very little in the
have an abundance of willow. Now where is my profit ? The mar- fall. Some of my late swarms were
:

We
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short of stores. I took 1 ,000 pounds low-bee-keepers wrote to this same
of comb honey in 1 and IJi pound sec- commission merchant, asking him
tions. My first 150 pounds of honey [ what honey was worth. He named a
sold for 15 and 16 cents per pound. mere pittance, and referred him to
Afterward honey was crowded into what the egg-buyer said that honey
the city, so that it was sold as low as could be bought for in central New
8 and 10 cents per pound, and in trade York.
Again, a man with a few
at that. I have sold the most of mine pounds of inferior honey, and in bad
for 14 and 15 cents per pound. I think shape, will take it to town, and haul
that I can sell what I have left for it around and shout, " What will you
that price. I built a bee-cave in the give for honey V" Still another, with
side of a hill. I put up boards in a few colonies of bees will have his
front to keep up the bank, and then honey in proper shape, and take it to
put logs on for a roof, laying the logs the grocer and say, " I must have
close together. I then put 2 feet of some groceries
give me what you
straw and 2 feet of earth on the logs, can for my honey."
The grocer is in
then a shingle roof over all.
It is direct communication witn the New
10x16 feet, 7 feet in the clear, with a York commission house
of this I
hall 6 feet leading into the cave, with have had them tell me, in the better
two doors. The temperature is from days of bee-keeping. I think that
20° to 30" below zero outside ; in the Mr. B. n. Standish, on page 25, is
;

;

cave it is now 10° above zero. I have about right.
a box in it 3x4 inches, inside measure,
for a ventilator.
The bees are very
Clipping Young Q,ueens' Wings.—
quiet.
I had always wintered my
bees in the cellar. There is nothing Jno. D. Gehring, Parkville,^ Mo.,
to disturb them in the cave.
writes

In all the bee-books which I have
in Missouri.— J- W. read, and in all the bee-papers to
Johnson, McFall,^^ Mo., on Jan. 26, which I have had access, I nowhere
have found any noticeable mention
1887, writes
made of this most important fact,

Dry Season
:

The

past season was a poor one here
for bees. I have nearly 40 colonies
in the cellar in good condition.
We
are hoping for a good season this
year, for we need honev, and that
means money. 1 think "that only a
few bees will winter, because it was
so dry last season, and the most of
the bees are kept in logs or box-hives,
and their keepers robbed them too
close in the forepart of the season.
My health is so poor that I cannot
tell whether I will get any honey or
not next season, although it may be a
good season for the bees. It is said
by some that bee-keeping is a good
thing for invalids. I was in the late

Queens' wings clipped before
they are fertilized, are utterly worthless
Old beekeepers may laugh at
this
statement, so strongly made,
until they reflect tliat there was a time
when they, too, had to learn this
but it
from expensive experience
seems to me these same old bee-keepers were a little dull when they forgot
to caution beginners not to clip a
queen's wing before she has begun
viz:

!

;

to lay.

—
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out of a can, for the store-keeper, but
it is all clean work, and the glass
buckets make a nice appearance. I
always have them placed in a showcase, or where they may be easily
seen. The pails have bails, and are
handy to carry. I also put up honey
in pint fruit-jars, but I sell five dozen
glass buckets where I sell one dozen
of the fruit-jars.
I sold more than

my entire crop of extracted honey last
year in this way.
My crop for 1886
was 4,000 pounds of extracted and
2,000 pounds of comb honey, from 118
colonies. Last fall I was in Detroit,
and I did not And one store that had
extracted honey put up in glass pails.
O, how I wished that East Saginaw
was as large as Detroit
It is a little
hard at first to work up a trade, but if
I found a store-keeper that I could
not sell to, I would let him take one
dozen of each kind of pails and tell
him that when the honey was sold I
would call for the money for them ;
and in this way I worked up a nice
home market. In order to hold the
market, I would alwiiys exchange
other honey for that which was candied
for if it stands any length of
time it will get hard and not sell well.
Do the fair thing with your customers, and you can always sell your
honey.
!

;

—

Bee-Cellar
Lined
Overhead.
Frank A. Eaton, BlufEton,x) O., on
Jan. 26, 1887, writes

:

I notice in the answers to Query,
•No. 365, that it is generally conceded

that the lining overhead in a bee-cellar
is not necessary.
My experience is
different. I consider it very necessary, not only to prevent noise, but to
help regulate an even temperature.
Lath the joist overhead with common
plastering-lath, and pack it as it is
lathed with good oat-straw; this will
absorb the moisture of the cellar and
help to regulate the temperature. I
have wintered over 100 colonies without any loss (except from starvation),
in this sort of cellar for the past four
winters.

J. A.
Young Bees Hatching.
Buchanan, Ilolliday's Cove, 5 W. Va.,
on Jan. 22, 1886, writes
war, and I sometimes wonder whether
Bees are having a grand " romp " in
any of my old comrades keep bees.
the open air. The temperature is 65°
[Yes
hundreds of them are en- above zero in the shade, with the sun
bright and warm. The bees are in
gaged in keeping bees and producing splendid condition. I opened a few
honey.— Ed.]
hives and found that the queens were
all laying, and in a few instances some
Bees Playing in Mid-Winter.—
Severe Weather, etc.— S. W. Ilieh, 1887 young bees were hatching. Clover
Jonas Scholl, (70-72), Lyon's Station,
Hobart,OHN. Y., on Jan. 31, 1887, is not yet injured by the winter,
Ind., on Jan. 29, 1887, writes
which makes good prospects for the
says:
coming season.
Bees have come through the long
We have had some very severe
cold " snap " in fine condition. After
weather here this winter, but as our
six weeks of confinement to the hives
Honey
Extracted
in
Glass
Pails.—
bees were in excellent condition in
they had a good flight on Jan. 22. It
the fall, I predict that they will win- John Rey, East Saginaw ,0 Mich., on
is quite a satisfaction to see the bees
:

;

o

ter well, as they appear to be doing Jan. 21, 1887, writes:
nicely now.
Last season was very
For selling extracted honey I would
unfavorable here, as the crop was
like to have every bee-keeper in or
very light and of poor quality.
near a city, try glass pails. It is a
hope for a better crop next season.
nice way to put up extracted honey,
and it will almost sell itself. Of course
a label with the bee-keeper's address
Fixing the Price of Honey.—
It is the
should
be on every pail.
H. Balch, of Oran,0 N. Y., writes
best way for me to handle choice exyear ago last fall a well known tracted honey in my home market,
egg-buyer told me that he had found and it brings the price of extracted
a few hundred pounds of honey in a honey up from 12 cents to 14 cents
back place that he could buy for a per pound. I use pails holding Jij
small sum for cash.
He wrote to a pint, 14 pint, and 1 pint. The pint
certain prominent commission mer- pail holds 10 ounces ; the J^ pint pail
chant in
York city, telling him holds 1 pound, and the 1 pint pail
what honey could be bought for in holds 1}^ pounds. There is no daubcentral New York.
One of my fel- ing, no waste, and no dipping honey

We

Wm.
:

A

%

:

play in the sunshine in mid-winter.
In the last ten years I have made no
material change in the manner of
wintering bees, because it has been
This winter oneso satisfactory.
third of the colonies have " Hill's device " over the frames instead of
This gives the bees
square sticks.
to cluster more compactly under
the blanket, and easy access to their

room

For convenience and utility,
but few inventions have been given
to the bee-keeping public that excel
this simple arrangement.
stores.

New

ty The

Pan-HuiKlle Bee-Kccpprs' Association
WhcclinK. W.Va., in the K. of P. Hall,
on Mar. 3 auU 4, ish7.

will inci-I at
1

laK

Main

St.,

W.

1,.

KINSKT,

Set.
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Home Market for Honey-

LIST.

t3^ To create Honey Markets in every
We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the follovring publica- village, town and city, wide-awake honey
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

„
.
The American
Bee Journal
,„.

and Gleanings

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS.

923 A,925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO.ILl.
At One Dollar a Year.

Price of both. Club

100..

Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Miigazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide
Tbe Apiculturist
Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers
in

2 00. 1 75
125.. 125
150.. 140
2 00,. 1 70
2 00,. 1 75
1.50,. 1 35
5 25. 4 50
.

.

and Cook's Manual
2 25., 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman) ... 2 00
1 75
Binder for Am. Bee Journal., 1 60,. 1 .50
.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

Business Manaoer.

.

^^jccxal glotitcs.
To Correspondents. — It
much

Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book. "Success,".,
A Year Among the Bees

We nave several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Olfloe, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoflBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
writingto this office.

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
Single copy, 5 cts.

;

;

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell lots of it.

,

1 50,. 1

.30

1 .50.
1 75,

40
50

.

1

Yucca Brushes are employed for reOne yearly subscription for the American moving bees from the combs. TTiey are a
Bee Journal must be ordered with each soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
paper or book, in order
.

1

to take advantage

whole length of the handle as well as the
they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
System and Success.
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
t3^ All who intend to be systematic in more of them, so as to always have one
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
the prices are reduced, as follows
iirtd 1 cent each for postage
For 50 colonies (1'20 pages)
$) 00

would save of the prices named

trouble, if all wouid be particular
to give their P. O. address and uame, when

us

.

Dzierzon's Bee-nook(cloth),,,300,. 2 00
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture.. 2 25.. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
4 00
2 00

Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices

in the last

column.

brush,

;

:

"
"

100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

125

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post OBBces at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one

Preserve your Papers for reference.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you

More Premiums.— Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., ofl'ers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at

1

50

The

book, and are therefore the most desirable.

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us .3 new yearly subscripany time before the
tions for the Bee JonRNAi.

of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.
first

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
Red Iiabels for one-pound pails of
more free of cost to any one who will use honey, size
3x4H inches. — We have just
them, and try to get up a club.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100

"When Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Dr. Miller's Book, "

A

Year

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
year, we will club for $1.50.

The IVestern IVorld Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains thegreatest amount of useful information over
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

one sending us two new subscribers besides
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
all with uame and address of present a copy of this valuable book.
apiarist printed on them—by mail, postpaid.
:

We

will Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
<letermine their meaning.

One Dollar invested for the weekly
of the American Bee Journal for
will richly repay every apiarist In

visits

1887,

for $1.00
for $3.00

2,50 for$l,.50

;

;

.500

for $2.00

;

1,000

;

By Using tlie Binder made

expressly

for this Bee Journal, all can have them tempting offer.
It contains 1(36 pages, is
bound and ready for examination every day printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
in the year.
We have reduced the price to and the price is $3. We will club It and the
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
year and the binder for $1.50.
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

America.

Continuous Advertising brings much
larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
than periodic or spasmodic advertising.
Keep this point before the people.

Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a very

eS" Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
will be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

Tbe Convention History of America
with a

full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Journal for one year,
will be clubbed for $1.25.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
honey and beeswax

quotations for

gidmrtisjemjewts.

sirable

BKE8WAX,-22C.

;

R. A.

NEW

;

No

BURNETT,

161

ly.

South Water

St.

YORK.

HONKT.— We

quote: Fancy white in 1-lb. sections, I0iai2c.: in :J-lli8.,aail0c.; off k'rades. 1 Ui 2
cts per lb. Ief*s. Buckwheat, in l-lli. sections, H@
8Hc. in 2-llis., 7(a7Hc. Extracted, California. 5l&
;

.i^ic; buckwlieat,4®4'<c. Supply of comb boney
is larce. and demand for all kinds is improvinp.

BKKSWAX.— 21®23c.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH

BROS.,

Jan. 21.

34

HOLIilNOSWORXH,

Hudson

St.

is

Arm

at 4@4!4e., and

BEESWAX.-in®21c.
SCHACHT & l^BMCKE,

Jan. 31.

Address.

Davis

St.

BOSTON.

HONKT.— 1 -lb. packaffes of white clover honey
at I3@14c.; 2-pound8 at Il@I2c. Extracted, o@7c.
BBB8WAX.— 24 cts. per lb.
Jan. 21. Blake & Riplit. 57 Ctaatbam Street.
DETROIT.
sales are reported. Best white
Fall comb honey, lu®llc. Extracoffered for 6@8c.
Firm at 23c.

BEESWAX.-

M. H. HUNT., Bell Branch. Mich.

HONEY.— We quote for extracted, 4@7c. per lb.
comb brinjis l2@lac. per lb. in a jobbioR way.
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 20@22c. per lb. for

Nice

flood to choice yellow.

OET LEFT !— Nothing extends
DON'T
reputation equal to the brilliaDtCbromo
Bee-Card. See pasre 77, or address.
J. H. MARTIN, HARTFORD, N. Y.

eW(3tm)40t

To confer with a reliable
WANTED.—
married man who has ag"ood knowledge
Bees, with a view of establishing an
Apiary near Boston. Address.
GA2t
BOX 151, MILTON, MASS.

CF.MCTTH&SoN.Freeman 4

Central

WANT£D, an active,

At

second quality
2-lb8..

Il@l2c.

Jan.

14.

man

every

in

THOMAS

CLEVELAND.

BEESWAX.— 25C.

reliable

insurance organization now having 60,C)00 members, and we are willing to pay liberally in cash for
It can be perservices rendered in tliis work.
formed at odd and leisure hours without
interference with regular business, and is an
occupation affording much pleasure to those
engaged in it. For full explanation how to go t«
work and what to <lo, address

HONE Y.— Choice white, in
13c.:

solicited.

MADDOX, Alexandria, La.

city and town in the State of Illinois to work
up Councils of the American Legion of Honor, an

CINCINNATI.

white

T.

of

HONEY.— Few
comb, 12Hc.:
Jan. 22.

"W*.

6Atf
122-124

the order they are in
(»r Draft

ittid ill

bee-yard. Uctnit by P. <). Money Order,
NewOrleans. CorrL^spondence & ofTers
comb on

at 7<ai2c. uerlb.

Jan, 22.

;

whipped as ordered,

HONE Y.— Extracted

Is

FOR

:

SAN FRANCISCO.

ted

BALDWIN. ClarbsvUle. Mo.

O. N.

READT TO

from 7 to 10 cts. for aiiythis includes dark undeand crooked combs, and a-pound sections.

Good l-lb, sections, Kicml-icj choice, ll.'H®13c.
demand for extracted, and very little tor coiub.
Jan.

ItallanB.

5Aly

CHICAGO.
comb honey

1-lb. sections, sells at
white, I2c.: dark l-Ibs., inc.:
Extracted, 6c. Market dull.

925

G. NE\VI?JtAN,
West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILLS.

cannot give my bees the
WANTED.—
attention they should have, and I am
I

A. C. EXNDBL, lis Ontario Street,

MILWAUKEE.

HONE -We

Y.
quote choice 1-lb. sections at 12@
lai^c; 2-lb8., Il(ail2c. No call for dark. White extracted. In barrels and kegs, 6@6i.tc. in small packages, 7<%Hc.; dark, in barrels and keK9,5®5^c.
:

therefore anxious to obtain the services of
a competent, reliable apiarist, to aid me. I
want a single man. For further particulars
JORDAN,
E.
address.

C

JORDAN SPRINGS,

6Atf

Fred

VA.

Co.,

BEESWAX.— 2oC.

Jan.

A. V. Bishop. 142

19.

CZiOVSR SSSDS.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We

quote Comb, extra white, 12013
amber to white, 8^@11. Extracted, white,
4^®4>ic.; amber and candled, :j^<3i4c. Trade is
:

cte.j

quiet.

Jan.

10.

O. B.

SMITH & CO., 453

Front

Bt.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— We

We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: |S.oo per bushel, $2.25 per peck,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or S'weet
Clover Seed: $«'«'> per bushel, *i.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly tilled upon arrival.

quote white clover 1-pounds at

12c.; dark l-lbs.. 8®I0c.; white clover 2-lbs., lo@ll
cts,; dark 2-lbs„ 7(Si9c. Extracted, white clover,
6c.: dark. 4(«5c. white sage, 5@5^c. amber,4H@5.
:

THOS.
923

Sc

925

G.

NEWMAN

West Madison

Street,

Jan.

Ci.EMON8,CLooN&Co.,cor.4th4Walntit.

HONEY.— Choice

ST. LOUIS.
comb, 100120.;

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

1

H advance on above prices. Extracted
5®6c. Market dull.
BEESWAX.- Firm at2Ic. for prime.
Feb. 3.
D. G. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.

packages,

ID barrels, 4!4®sc.; in cans,

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

Successors to A. E.

ee-Hlve, the Standard Hive

Brood, per

ILL.

lb

poplar, (the be»t timber in
the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a
Xhnmb- Screw for Clanips. Separators and

Wood

Wood

Sides.

FASTENER
WAX

.

.

.

MANIITI'S BEH-SITIOKERS,
made

of the best material and in a workmanmanner.
Send stamp for Sample SECTION
and Price-List.
2El2t

all

like

NEW ONE- POUND HONEY

CALIDWELL,

E. Duncan SuiiTeii, Advertising Agent,
Park Kow, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

Co.,

PAIL.

with the other sizes, having the top
turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to ca-rry. It is weli-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
edfcie

.

FOUNDATION

CAMBKIDGE, Henry

6Att

!» LIGHTNING- GLUERS,

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders, and

.-iSc.
.

til.,

of Vermont,

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails isof uniform design

lb.
.^^. . .^^. 45c
best
in tlic nKirket.
wurk(.Hl— Dunliuiu 8 cts.and Vaadervort 15
cts. per lb. NuCirculars. Sevea vears experience
in the business.
J. V.

Ah"

Vt.

BRISTOl.

made from white

:

All ircsli MiM.le.

of the

SECTION HONEY BOXES,

It,-*

Dunham

Manum. Bristol,

ANTTFACTCRERS
]VrA»

OLD TIME PRICES
Vandervort Thin, pi-r

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
ic

DRAKE & SMITH,

furtlier nntico will accept orders for
U^TIL
follows— to be sbippert in
FOUNDATION

April

$18.0O

NEWMAN

THOS.

I

latter
price
Strained, in barrels.

for choice white clover.
3^@4iic. Extra fancy of bright color and in No.
is

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVINO COMB-HANGER,

SON,

Ac

CHICAGO,

;

BBESWA.X.-2(J(»23C.
13.

HAVINCJ

other interests which claim my
attention, I wish to sell my apiary of
138 Colonics, In the village of Winnebago,
Ills.— 7 miles from Kockford, and 100
SHIP. — Langstroth Brood- miles west of Cblcano. The location is
first-rate, and no other apfary near.
The
Frames, prepared to nail, at 00 cents per UK)
r>im for $*(>".
I have several thousand of those
past season. 8^ colonies increased to 138, and
Nice Brood-l'Vanies in the flat, which, if ordered gave 7,000 lbs. surplus— nearly all white cloI.t)(i0,
per
Apr.
l,
niav
be
had
$«
freight
before
lor
ver, and 4-r> of it comb ; 2,300 lbs. sold at
preoaidbjC. W.DAYTON. Bradford, Iowa.
home for cash without peddling-. Langstroth
2Etl
Hives, with good Combs, Tiering up SectionSALE.— 100 Full Colonies of Italian and Cases, Bivision-Iioards and Feeders, ExtracHvbrid BEES, in 2-story Standard Langstroth tor, and good Honey-House. (Rented place
Hives, Ht $10 per Colony. Four-Hfths of the of one acre.)
Combs are drawn out from Foundation in wired
If not disposed of before April, it will be
frames all Queens reared under the swarming
impulse, exct'pt H few superseded in full colonies. sold at auction.
With the hugest order {not less than 10) I will give
C. m.
an Excelsior Honey-Extractor with 2nd largest
(not loss than r>), an Excel. Wax-Extractor and
6E3t
WINNEBAGO, ILLS.
provided
niy
Bees.
Bees
Uncapping-Knife—
1 sell

PURE

Tested Queens, June. 1.25 each.
tl2^doz. Full coiony&tested queen,June,$6.

:

HONKY.— Sellers ask
thliiK otT in

APIART FOR SALE

axe our very latest

The following

93

be sold for

'20

cents or

less.

Many

consumers

will buy it in order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRIC£. 75 cents per

dozen» or :St»>00 per lOO.

ILLS.
923

THOS. G. IVElVmLAN & SON,
CHICAQO, ILL.
A 925 West Madison Street,

:)

Chapman

Hoiiey-Plaut Seed

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
of

lEchinops sphoerocephahcs.)

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
We can supply this seed POST-PAID
One-half ounce, 50
setting up advertisements in the most at- at the following prices
i
2 ounces, ^L.^O
1 ounce, $1
cents
tractive manner, and guarantees entire ounces, $2 !« pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- pound of seed is Bullicient for half an acre,
able and prompt.
Send for his Catalogue if properly thinned out and re-set.
& SON,
of Srst-class advertising mediums.
Mailed
THOS. G.
free.
o2A40t
923 & ua5 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
:

;

;

;

;

;

NEWMAN

all

kinds kept in stock,
at low rates.

THE aniNBY SMOKER
a specialty.
Send for Illustrated Priee-Llst.

W.
I

E. CliARK,

Successor to L. C. Root,
iriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y,
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^Wliat Mr. Beyer

SI

^'

^i^K.

says:j;,^-:

have made arrangements with the
Inventor by which we shall make and sell the

n ill say thatamonaBtSSdrst, and 3 second premiums
awarded me at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
first premiums were for vegecan beat
tables raised from your seeds. What firm
"
AVGUST Beyer, So. Bend, lud"jljig^
one
every
sell
to
to
ready
now
am
quality
I
Be'ed of this
my
. who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FKEl.
customers
Old
18S7.
for
Catalogue,
Seed
Vegetable and Flower

need'not write for

I

it.

Heddon Reversible Hive, both
and

catalogue ihis season the native wild

Marblehead, Mass.
JAS. J. H. (JREttORY, Seed Grower,

PRIZES!

Talk about some of the ImplemtnU. Plans
Practices o) a Bee-keeper of 2.5 i/eor»'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exclusive

and

Business.

S"5r 131^. c-

c

3vciiji:,e:ii.

offered by the Magazine,
ARE
Subscribers who obtain the

of Comb
for particulars.

amount

Price, TS cents, by mail. This is a new work
0* about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound
In cloth. Address,

THOS.
933

G. INE^VJ

& 925 West Madison

SON,
CHICAGO,

to the
largest

Honey during 1887. Write

THE HEE-K.EEPERS'
tents per Year.
BARRYTOWN, N. Y.

MAGAZINE, 25
lAtf

AN &

St.,

(Mention this JOURNAL.)

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEK'S
Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
The BRITISH Bee Journal is published every and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowin, Esq.
Extractor,
The British Bee Journal and the American
Cold-Blast
Smokers,
Perfection
$3.00.
year,
for
one
Joobnal,
Bee
ADVISER.

Muth's Honey

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

THE HORSE,
By

B.

KENDALL, M,

J.

etc.

CHA8.
Freeman

D,

F.

mrrxH

<&

G.

In answer to frequent inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
LanKstroth frames, we have con-

SON.,

Street, Chicago,

j

111.

j
[

oGnd 75 UGntS Year among

the Bees;
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
IVIJLI.ER,
BR. C. C.

MARENGO,

20Atf

"

1

cluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket is in a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room un"•rneath the basket for 75 or 80
of honey. It will be complete,
iih covers, and in every way
iffiticul, except in size, with the
,

ILLS.

Jie;.iMi

NON

SWARMING

I

BEE-HIVES.

Most practical for surplus honey
in the World. Excellent for rearing Queens also for Increase, when desired.
Send 2 cents for Circulars.

'

;

Extractor, 13x20, which

FRAME-PLYERS.

)

NEWMAN & SON,

JESSIE.
of the Jessie

Strawberry, and the only firm that can
supply plants to the trade. It is the
most remarkable new fruit of the age.
Send for particulars and colored plate;
also for copy of Green's Fruit Grower,
and our illustrated Fruit Catalogue.

TREE SAIiESMEN WANXEB.
You can make money selling- our trees,
and get your own trees fx-ee. Green's
Guide to Grape Culture, 2oc. Green's
Guide to Strawberry Culture, 25 cents.
Green's Fruit Grower, 50c. per year,
and Green's " How to Propagate and
Grow Fruit," 50c., all to one address
Green's 'Tree Agent's Guide,
Green's Books, (3) combined with
15 colored plates, gilt cover, 75 cents.
Green's Descriptive Catalogue, with 5
colored plates and two back copies of
Fruit Grower, lOo. Address,

for

.50c.

15c.

GREEN'S NURSERY

ingtoth,e honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
Extractors have no covers.

THOS.
923

taking frames out of hives, or
FOR
raoving- them
any way desired.

Is

intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the fH.OO Extractors, all the different styles
haveatrainersoverthecanallead-

For 2 American f ram 2s, 13x13 Inches
10x18
For 2 Langstroth "
"
"
10x18
For 3
'•
"
10x18
For 4
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
"
t
13x20
For 3
^
"
13x20
For 4

51AI2t

in

G.

& 925 West MadiBon-St., CHICAGO, ELL.

CO.,

RGCHESTER._ N. Y.

4A5t

in

VICTOR W. CL.OUOH, GENESEO, ILLS.
JONES'

THOMAS
92.3

We arc theintioducers

HONEY EXTRACTORS

Price as cents— in English or Qerman.

THOS.

;

son,

:

& 925 West Madison

;

;

10c.

EXCELSIOR

;

:

923

:

:

CINCINNATI, O.
Central Ave.,
for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

6c

P.S.— Send

table giving all the principal drugs used for the
horse. with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teetli at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information,

NEWMAN &

No. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two 6-incb brood-cbambere, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey-board. Price, #1.55 each.
No. 2 is the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 2S sections without
separators— interchaDgeable, but not reversible.
Price, S13.00 each.
No. 3 is the same as No. 2, with Uao surplus stories as therein described. Price, )$!SS.50 each.
No. 4 is the same as No. l, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections in wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed,
inverted, and interchanged, the same as the broodcnambers. Price, S3.30 each.
No. & is the same as No. 4, with two surplus
arrangements as therein described. Price, 1B3.00,
No. 6 contains all the parts as described In the
sample nailed hive. Price, JSS.'ys each.
Those desiring the hives tvithout the stand.honeyboard or sections, may make the following deducStand, 14 cents
tions from the above prices
honey- board, 8 cents and the 28 or 56 sections, as
the case may be, at >s cent each, respectively,
We will also make the following deductions on
quaniities ordered all at one time For 10 or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
7 1-2 per cent. ; for 50 or more. 10 per cent.

For Circular?, apply to

giving an index Of diseases,
A TKEATISE
symptoms cause and treatment of each, a

and the

at wholesale
nailed and also in the flat.

;

HIVES READY TO NAIL— In fllUngorders for
these hires, in the flat, we make 6 different combinations, so that our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for us to quote prices, and the different
kinds will be known by the following numbers :

Year among the Bees,

A

retail

It Is absolutely esRentlal to order one
nailed hire as a pattern for putting those
In the flat tosether correctly.
Hives, nailed and painted, S4.00 each.

lA6t 7D6t

A

Heddon Hive.

We

iSoutheiB Michigan, 28

potato.

NEW

The

1
. .1
i.~ *„_ *i,* r,.^i,inji;i-i a.-niia rpf-pivpfl
vour firm^
firm.
your
bcBt thanks for the Bplendid seeds received from
list if I should name all, but
It would be a rather lenilthy

G.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

$8 00
8 00
00
00
00
00
00

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

Vandervort Foimdatiou

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.

It is

pay )80c. per lb., dellyered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, the shipper's name
hoald always be on each package.

THOS.

SON,

CHICAGO, UjL.

Street.

BEESWAX.
We

It makes the flnest extra thin Foundation lor
made of Japanned iron, and can be utilized
in many ways. It has a long claw for loos- comb honey. For Sale by
ening frames, and a hook which may be used
THOS. 0. NE-WMAN & SON,
for carrj'ing other frames besides the one
CHICAGO, ILL.
923 A 925 West Matllson Street.
held by the Plyers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.

923

e.

UTEWMAN

& 925 West Madison

St

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Street,

iVICK
FLORAL
m
H

A Pr rill'
A

want of
Garden, send 10 eta. I"
can lie deducted from
If yon are in

\P

I

\

"' anything for the
for
above, which
the first order.

JAMES VICK, OLLUO SEEDSMAN,
I

G. XElVIttAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. II.LS.

THOS.

923

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See AdvertUement

In

another column.

KOCHESTEK,

N. Y.

THE AMERICAIJ BEE JOURNAL.
Down-Rlglit DiKlionesty.— In the

Ber-

Ijeglslatlon A; :aiii8t Bee-Keepers.
Bell Branch, Mich.,

we find the following Mr. M. H. Hunt, of
us by a correspondent writes as follows

ryville, Va., Courier,

which was sent to
from Maryland

:

:

G.

Recently a beekeeper of Berry\nlle, Va.,
merchant in York, Pa., about 300
pounds of honey. Instead of receiving a
check, he received a letter from the merchant's son, saying the honey was almost
worthless, and would be sold for what it
would bring. Mr. D. promptly took a train
lor York and dropped into the store he had
shipped to. Upon inquiry he found that he
was in the presence of the young man who
had written the letter which took him to
York, and he asked if he had any honey for

NEWMAN,

Fen, 16, 1887,

keeper and
the

No,],

W. T.

F. Petty has sent us samples
new queen shipping-cages. They are

inches by 1 inch high. There are
places for the bees and food separately,
with an entrance to each in the side, which
by a sliding door— the whole
Is covered
weighing less than half an-ounce. The ventilation is unexcelled, and the whole thing
is neat, light, strong and cheap ; it can
easily be filled with bees and food, and can
be sealed up by simply attaching the necessary one cent stamp. The grain of the wood
of the thin top and bottom runs crosswise of
the cage, making it very strong and light.

2xl'/4

your man first." If a thunderbolt had
shaken the house the young man could not
have been more startled at the manner he
was confronted by the person he sought to
victimize with rascality, and he was compelled to hang his bead in shame.
Mr. D. demanded his money, and after a
few words a check for it was issued.

where a

:

sincerely trust this is a mistake, but if the
project is really under serious consideration, I hope the projectors, whoever they
may be, may re-consider the matter. Instead of two or more inferior, half-supported
bee-Journals in Canada, let us have one good
one
Two papers cannot, in my opinion,
thrive and succeed.
I

Now, we can inform our Canadian friends
that a tblrd

Canada— to be
Bee-Master."

—the only
and

loss

those

"Class legislation"
all

times,

is to be regretted at
and we seriously doubt whether it

should ever be enacted. In the cases cited,
it would be a grievous burden upon apiarists, and should be energetically opposed.

Tbe National Pare Food CouTentlon
was held in Washington, D. C, on Jan. 19,
1887. The President's address contains the
following
This is an unselfish movement, as broad in
its character of beneficence to present and
future humanity as the cerulean vaults of
heaven. Its benefits are truly unselfish, for
its foes as well as its friends shall receive its
blessings.

Its

virtues,

like

rain

from

Maryland correspondent suggests heaven, shall fall upon foe and friend alike.
that, " in order to obtain fair prices for We have begun action, and we will not
cease until we have accomplished all it is
honey, the time will come when private possible to accomplish. To every foe who
routes, similar to the city milk routes will turns up to discourage us we shall find a
have to be established in order to sell the hundred friends to cheer us onward in this
battle, for pure sustenance, the foundation
honey produced 1"
of happiness, prosperity and good governOf course it must be borne in mind that ment. The people shall know their enemies,
those who for gain would give no encourthe above is an extract from a local paper, agement to elevate their race to that state
and may not be quite correct in detail, and of true happiness that comes from the vigor
we hope, for the sake of our confidence in and virtue of good health. This nation cannot exist many years without protecting its
humanity, that it is an exaggeration.
people from fraudulent and injurious
The honey routes have been tried In this adulteration. The time is here, and now we
vow eternal steadfastness to this work, until
city, and were very profitable until Perrine the commerce, the health and life of the
(the "boss" adulterator) ruined the busi- American people be as fully protected as
Now, are the same of the people of almost all
ness with his glucose abomination
foreign governments.
it would be impossible to do anything in
that line, for almost every customer remembers the Perrine wagons^and their trash
Some YearH Ago, in central Illinois, Mr.

Our

'

'

I

It

experience

Eugene Secor

was elected Vice-Presi-

dent of the Iowa State Horticultural Society
at its late annual meeting at Charles City.

We

learn the above from the Winnebago
Summit, which also contains the following
about wind-breaks in prairie country

H. Thayer had several colonies of bees, but
they all winterkilled. Not caring to re-stock
the hives he destroyed all but one of them
that one he left just where it stood when
the bees in it died. Last summer, says a
correspondent, he noticed a lot of bees
busily cleaning out that hive, and the next
day a swarm came and occupied it. In
about 15 minutes after that another swarm
came from the opposite direction, and also
went into it— the two swarms uniting peaceThey are now in winter quarters
ably.
doing well.
;

:

The society offers liberal premiums for
Catalogues for 1887.—I'hose on our
new seedling fruits that are desirable, and
The desk are from
also for the planting of forest trees.
evergreens recommended for general plantG. M. Doolittle, Borodino, N. Y.—4 pagesing are, white and Scotch pine and Norway

spruce, and red cedar and arbor-vitse for Bees and Queens.
J. D. Goodwich. East Hardwick, Vt.—
hedges. Evergreens make the best windbreak, and their cheapness ought to induce page— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
M. Richardson, Port Colborne, Ont.— 16
planting
He
says,
of them.
a more liberal
by the thousand, they can be got for about pages— Bee- Keepers' Supplies.
J. W. K. Shaw & Co., Loreauville, La.—
plant
out
a cent apiece, large enough to

bee-paper is projected in
where wanted. European and American pages— Italian Queens.
called "The International larch (tamarack), and 30 or 40 other varieties
A. D. D. Wood, Rives Junction, Mich.—
Of course all cannot prosper of deciduous trees are perfectly at home here pages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

dismal failure
as to
subscribe for some of them.
possible result

to the

who

reported in California,
petition to the legislature is being

signed in San Diego county, asking to have
the bees removed from the lands adapted to
the production of raisins.

I

Referrluj^ to an item on page 67, about
another bee-paper for Canada, a correspondent in the Canadian Bee Journal says

on the matter.

A similar matter is

might be made successful where such
is unknown, and such methods
unthought of. Perrine boasted that the
Robert, son of C. H. Lake, of Baltimore, business brought him thousands of dollars
until he ruined it by his avariMd., died on Jan. 22, 1887, aged 11 years. every year,
dishonesty
This is the third child Mr. Lake has lost oiouBness and
within the past two years.
He buried bis
only daughter, aged 12 years, two years ago,
and his oldest son a year ago, 21 years old.

his friends in this State ; also let
district know how

member from each

they feel

Oh, yes," was the reply, "I have a fine
article just from Virginia, and will show you
a sample of it," and thereupon stepped back
and in a few minutes returned with some of
the beautiful honey.
"Is it all like this?"
" How
" Yes, sir," said the young man.
much have you ?" was next asked. "About
500 pounds." "Are you sure the lot is as
good as that ?" he next asked, " as I am a
good judge of honey." "Just walk back
here and see for yourself," said the young
man. " Well, I am glad to hear you say so,
and now I'll introduce myself. I am Mr. D.
to whom you penned this letter"— producing the letter—" and the next time you undertake to play a sharp game be sure of

and ice, and the thermometer indicating 20°
below zero.

Ittr.

bee-keepers in every legislative district to
send in remonstrances signed by every bee-

••

Floivers.— We acknowledge the receipt
of a bouquet of flowers from Mr. .1. W.
Winder, of New Orleans, La., which came by
mail on Feb. 7. With it was two stems of
white clover in bloom, the stems being a
foot long. This shows what a varied climate
we possess— flowers in bloom there while
here the land was clad in a mantle of snow

of bis

.5

sale.

'SnDXTOTi..

YoinilL

have just read a copy of a bill introduced
in our legislature making it unlawful to
keep over colonies of bees within 25 rods
of the public highway or dwelling bouse not
owned by the owner of the bees. Should
this bill pass it will be a serious matter for
a large number of our friends. I advise the
I

sold to a

THOMAS
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is

projectors, as well

Iowa, and should be more largely planted.
beautify the landscape, break the
force of the wind, and add to the money
value of every farm where planted.
in

They

Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.— 3 pagesApiarian Supplies.
F. M. Atwood, Bileyville, Ills.— 7 pagesApiarian Supplies.
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you feed such thin syrup as that, by putting the supers under the
feed will weigh but 13 brood-chamber.— G. W. Demaree.
pounds, as soon as it is evaporated or
1. Put on upper stories and adopt
ripened to the consistency of ripe the tiering-up method, by all means.
honey. I use 3 pounds of water to 10 The number of stories to use will depounds of granulated sugar, when pend upon the honey crop ; enough
If

what you

liritb

Replies tbereto.

[It IB quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them ; get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journai,. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask tor
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1

feeding late. Whether there will be
much further loss in weight, will depend upon how much breeding, robbing, etc., is going on.— Jajvies

Heddon.
Because the loss is so great, feeding
back extracted honey to the bees to
make comb honey has been a failure.
Only the sugar will count— the colony
will probably only increase 10 pounds.

-The Editor.
Feeaim Syrup

should be used to catch all the nectar
the bees bring in, and also to allow of
full evaporation or ripening before
extracting. 2. I think not ; I should
place them above, by all means.— .1.
E. Pond.
Place the extracting supers above
(not below) the brood-chamber. The
honey will not be better, but the plan
more convenient. Whether the quan-

honey will be much or little
depend upon the season.— The
Editor.

tity of

will

to Bees.

YnMm Extracted HoEey.

anery, No. 374.—Ten pounds of granumake a little over 16 pounds

lated sugar will

lfthi8S^Tup is fed to a colony
Query, No. 375.— Having 30 colonies of
having empty combs, so that the bees will
Management for Coml] Honey.
have to store" it in the combs, how many hybrid bees in 10-frame Simplicity hives,
honey by
more pounds will the colony weigh at the can I produce more and betterbrood-chamend of a week, providing other colonies are extracting directly from the
Query, No. 376.— Next season I shall
neither losing nor gaining in weight the ber, or bv placing extracting supers on the work my apiary for comb honey, and this is
hives, and using the tiering-up plan ? Would the course I am thinking of following
bees to have their liberty all the time.—H.
it be advisable to place Simplicity broodFirst, I shall get the bees to breeding as
with wired frames and full sheets early as possible, and keep all combs full of
Try It and tell us through the Bee chambers,
underneath the brood-cham- brood by contracting, uncapping honey, and
foundation,
of
JOUKNAL.—G. M. DOOLITTLE.
ber already in use ?— W. P., Wis.
giving only enough comb for the queen to
It would depend upon the time of
keep filled with brood, striving thus to have
Place extracting supers above the all the honey put into the boxes. Next, I
the year the feeding was done.— G, L.
Son.
shall permit one swarm from each colony;
brood-chamber.— Dadant
TiKKER.
shall hive it on 4 or 5 frames with starters
on
the
supers
extracting
placing
By
pounds,
about
10
of foundation, and with a large case of secOn the average,
tiering-up plan. tions filled with comb foundation. Now as
the
using
hives,
and
built,
no
combs
is
there
Providing
It
to the old colony that has cast a swarm
G. L. Tinker.
'hat was my experience with pure
is without a queen, and for two weeks the
should
why
it
see
Should
not
2.
do
plan.
I
tiering-up
and
the
1.
Use
honey,
bees will put the honey into the broodnot be so with syrup.— C. W. Dayton. prefer to place them on top.— G. M. frames, thus getting the start of me. I propose to set aside, early in the spring, a few
Experiments seem to show that the Doolittle.
colonies to rear queens. placing these queens
loss in storing about equals the water
I think that I should prefer to tier in nuclei until wanted. Four days after a
allow
must
we
that
in the syrup ; so
up. I would hardly put anything be- colony has cast a swarm, I shall cut out all
introduce one of
In the low
brood-chamber.
C. C. signs of queen-cells and
the
only for pounds of sugar.
these young queens, which I will e.Tpectto
above case there would be about 10 Miller.
keep the honey out of the frames by keeping
plan
pounds of stores. It is curious about
I should prefer extracting supers them filled with brood. Does the above
this loss ; but the fact still holds.— A. and tiering-up ; but if you resort to seem feasible ?— A. L., Mass.
of syrup.

;

&

—

:

—

J.

Cook.

Mathematically, the question cannot be answered. Bees, when fed a
given quantity of sugar syrup, always
fail to store the same quantity in the
combs. This is why all the projects
)f feeding back honey, sugar syrup,
etc., have failed in a pecuniary sense.
—J. P. H. Brown.
Yes, 10 pounds of granulated sugar
will make a little over 16 pounds of
syrup, more or less, according to its
density, and considerably less if it is
as thick as it ought to be. In a week
after you feed it, you will find that it
has not increased the weight of your
hive more than 8 or 10 pounds. The
proper way is to feed combs of sealed
honey.— G. W. Demaree.
It is hard to tell without actually
Even then the next trial
trying it.
might show a different result. Would
not 16 pounds of syrup from 10 of
sugar be pretty thin ¥ At a rough
guess I should say there might be a
gain of 5 pounds, but it is only a
guess, and as before intimated the
results might be very different at
different times.- C. C. Miller.
My tests in this direction have
shown me that a loss in weight will
be found ; that is, the weight will not
be as much as the food itself before
being given and I find, too, that

an extra brood-chamber beneath the
one already in use, you will need no
extra supers on top.— J. P. H.Brown.
I would adopt the tiering-up system,
by all means, and put the super over
the brood-nest.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Tier up and extract from the surPut on tiers of
plus department.
combs " under " the brood-chamber
proper.- James Heddon.
I should prefer to put on a super
and tier up. It will not give you any
satisfaction to put a full size frame
under your brood-chamber.— H. D.

Cutting.

is

;

days.

Give the queen in 24 hours, and for
me I should as soon have a virgin
queen for this purpose as a laying
one.— G. M. Doolittle.
Theoretically, your plan is perfectly
feasible, but practically it will be attended by a few objections, such as
too many swarms, and too much
laborious "tinkering," particularly
in a large apiary. Besides, a constant
disturbance of a colony of bees during
the midst of a honey flow is objec-

tionable.— J. P. H. Browj>i.

I believe your plan to be a good one,
for a lengthy and light honey flow
well-cured
honey
Honey is honey ; and
locations we must get
from the same kind of bloom is but in many
from an old colony that
honey
the
secured.—
however
equally excellent
honey flow is

A.

J.

Cook.

By using supers and tiering up.
AVith this method,excluding honeyboards must be used to confine the
queen, and one or two combs of
brood should be placed in the lower
story, and then watch that young
queens are not reared in the upper
story. Under these conditions it is
1.

2.

right.— C. W. Dayton.
The quality of the honey will be all
the same whether you extract from
all

™
J|

I prefer the tiering-up plan ; not to
get better honey, but for convenience.

the brood department or from supers,
;
a variation in different colo- but to take the honey from supers, on
the best
nies, and at different times as to the the tiering-up plan, is much
way. There is nothing to be gained
loss in weight.— J. E. Pond.
there

Yes.— Dadant & Son.
Yes all but the waiting four

does not swarm. The
too short for such manipulation and
building up of the colonies after
swarming. It needs a cheap assistant with a sharp eye. to find and cut
out queen-cells.— C. W. Dayton.
Your theory is all right. Let us
know just how it turns out in actual
practice.— H. D. Cutting.
The above plan is feasible, but it is
doubtful if the best one that may be
pursued. The rearing of the young
queens as proposed would cost the
use of several colonies, and result in
a loss of the honey they would produce, with only a trifling gain; for.
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after a colony or two hasl swarmed
there will be queens enough costing
Again, if
nothing for all purposes.
the flow of nectar Is short, as Is the
rule, it seems best to prevent inThis mark
indicates that the apiarist Is
crease by hiving the swarms into located near the center of the State named;
hives of brood which may be readily 5 north of the center; 5 south; O* east;
prepared for the purpose where there •O west; and this 6 northeast;
northwest:
are many colonies in an apiary.— G. o> southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
L. Tinker.
of the State mentioned.

^oxictspon&tnu.
O

^

Yes, and it would be even if queens
were not introduced. The old hive
be full of brood when a swarm
leaves, and there will be but few bees
left; so that the new queen will be in
time. I should not go to the trouble

For tbe American Bee Joumal.

•will

Feeding Bees for Winter.

DR. A.

to rear the queens, but rear one from
each colony. I think it will pay best.

B.

MASON.

Nearly every fall since I began beeCook.
keeping, 18 years ago, I have had to
work
suggest
will
The plan you
feed some of my colonies so that they
very well. In its main features it is might have plenty of stores for winmuch like my plan for preventing ter. Previous to last season I had
increase, and utilizing the swarming worked for extracted honey almost
energy. I do not cut out the queen- exclusively
extracting all the white
cells at all, for the reason that I shake clover, basswood, and sweet clover
nearly all the bes off of the frames on honey, relying upon the yield from
the seventh day in front of the hive fall flowers for winter stores and the
containing the swarm, and this so fall honey being often a minus quanweakens the old colony that the first tity, has obliged me to do a large
queen that hatches, or any virgin amount of feeding, sometimes as
queen turned into the hive, will de- many as 70 colonies, and it has alstroy all the queen-cells, and prevent ways been a dreaded task.
I prefer to introduce
after-swarms.
On removing sections and the supers
virgin queens to colonies just after
used for extracting, the first of last
casting a swarm.— G. W. Demabee.
October, I found that most of my
would require feeding in
It is worth trying. As the plan is colonies
one of your devising you will be more order to have plenty of stores for
likely to succeed with it than if any winter, and I proceeded as follows,
one else devised it, but the longer you and the work was so readily and rapkeep bees the less you will feel cer- idly completed that I shall never
tain about what any plan will do till dread feeding again
You might
The frost having previously killed
fully tried by the bees.
try one or two colonies by giving the the honey-producing flowers, and the
new queen, without waiting four bees being quiet and closely clustered,
on Oct. 6 I weighed every hive and
days.— C. C. Miller.
its contents, and noted the number of
Theoretically, the plan is not only
spaces occupied by bees, and the

—A.

J.

;

;

work number

feasible, but it is the plan to
after. In practice it will be

found

of

frames,

etc.

to

follow

many " snags " that

will be

a quantity of tin boxes holding about
a pound of honey each, I had them
Hlled, and going to the hives where
food was needed, I removed the cover
prac- and turned up the back end of the

for queen-rearing will, in this case,

be worse than wasted.

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

Do

not do

of your proposed plan is

it.

tical with a small number of colonies.
I would let the old colonies supply the

new queens, and you need have no
fears of

higher with one hand, and
poured in the honey rapidly, and so
kept in all the bees. When too dark
to see well, a light was held for me.
The next morning every thing was
quiet, and in " apple pie " order. This
still

operation was repeated for two evenings, and my bees were ready for winter quarters, so far as I was concerned.
When I commenced feeding there
of 9 1-5 pounds of
honey to each colony, and I fed an
average of 6 pounds per colony, and
the average loss in weight for the
three nights and two days while feeding was ]J^ pounds. A colony that
was not fed any, lost 1^ pounds, and

was an average

One
others not fed lost in weight.
colony that was fed 6 pounds gained
3% pounds more than was fed; and
there was no robbing.
On Nov. 13 all were placed in the

an average loss in weight
from Oct. 9— the date of the last feeding of 15-7 pounds.
The above is a portion of my essay
read at the Michigan State Beecellar with

—

Keepers' Convention, held at Ypsilanti recently,

and at which

I

am

re-

ported as saying that the loss in feeding 6 pounds of sugar syrup was IX
pounds. I did not feed sugar syrup,
but fed as stated above, well-ripened
honey, and I was surprised at the
loss in weight, and should have expected greater loss in feeding syrup.
Auburndale,"© O.
For the American Bee

JoamaL

Securing a Uniform Price for Honey.

it,

;

Much

ence, so graphically described a few
years ago in OUanings, when he tried
working at the bees at night with
" Mrs. Novice " holding the light, and
the bees doing a large amount of
crawling. I did not raise the quilts,
but raised the front end of the hive

Towards

evening the weather became warmer,
owing to the so that the bees were flying quite
found to
lively. I shook the bees from several
run against. My advice is, to follow hives, and found their weight. I also
this plan as nearly as possible, as it is
weighed several empty combs, and
the general plan used by all experi- empty hives, and by a brief calculaenced apiarists.— J. E. Pond.
tion I found the amount of stores
For the " first two weeks " not very each colony had, and when one
much honey will be gathered by the needed feeding, I raised the front end
old colony. There certainly will not, of the hive about 2 inches, and nearly
to prevent
if the lleddon method of preventing closed the entrance, so as
and robbing while feeding. Having on
after-swarming is practiced
even if there is, the bees will " ele- hand a quantity of well-ripened unvate "it to the sections just as soon marketable honey on the morning of
as the young queen begins to be Oct. 7, it being warm and the bees
crowded for room. The colonies run flying I commenced feeding. Having
difficult
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the old brood-chambers be-

coming clogged with honey, for as
soon as the young queens need the
room, it will all be changed to brood.
—James IIeddon.

Your plan will doubtless succeed in
an apiary of medium size. Try it with
a few colonies, and then you can better judge its practicability.
The
Editor.

—

quilt and poured from one to five
pounds of honey into each hive.
But few colonies were fed before
the bees of the whole apiary seemed
to have found out that there was
honey to be had. if they did have to
fight to get it. and I had to suspend
But not wishing to be
operations.

out-generaled, I prepared for an evening entertainment, and as soon as the
bees had nearly ceased flying I again
commenced operations. But not
wishing to repeat " Novice's" experi-

J. F.

LATHAM.

gist of the articles and
in the closing
numbers of the Bee Journal for
1886, and thus far this year, embodying suggestions relative to concerted
action by apiarists in regulating the
sale of their honey, seem about " pat"
particularly
to the call of the times
those of the Editor on page 771, and
Mr. Baldridge on page 774 of the Bee
Journal for 1886. Although the
slip-shod, back- woods - go - as - you-

The general

remarks that appeared

;

please bee-men mentioned by the
Editor, and the " wholsale commission dealers " and " up-with-the-times
mischief-makers " mentioned by Mr.
Baldridge, may be quite prominent in
their spheres, they fail to complete
the list.
But little fear need be entertained
in regard to the " slip-shods," as their
shadows, now scarcely discernible,are
If the
fast relegating to— nowhere.
" real mischief-makers " described by
"
Mr. Baldridge as running around,"
etc., disparaging their good fortune,
and '• forcing grocers and everybody
at their own
else to take the stuff
price," are serious obstacles to a brisk
demand for honey at paying rates.
'

'
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anotber class who may
be added to the list and described as
" running around " among producers
offering " spot cash " for their whole
crop at the apiary relieving them of
all trouble in finding a market, costs

there

is also

any " robbing of Peter to pay Paul
edict from a local association; or
Board of Trade that would monopolize
the sale of all the honey within its

Monopolies are expensive
reach.
luxuries. The less tribute a product
handlers, the more
of transportation, and as often viewed pays to useless
negotiations
by the bee-keeper, commissions ; but satisfactory will be the
the most directly
the actual " runner around," when of those who may be
making calculations of his sales, needs interested in its movements.
no prompting to anticipate which
With the foregoing incomplete sumside of " profit and loss" will be aug- mary of the subject, it seems that the
mented by the commission -illustrat- main features of an association for
ing very fully that Mr. Baldridge, honey producers need be no more or
who represents himself as an old less than a systematic centralization
honey dealer, is well posted in what of ideas based on information reprehe is writing about. Notwithstand- senting the true status of the honey
ing the many facts in his statements, crop each season ; the requirements
the "white sheep " of the flock ought of trade, demand and supply, in the
not to be blackened by inappropriate different localities of our apicultural
Scape-goats often fail area ; and a central body distributing
appellations.
to an the bill of the immolator
the rays of its satellites— instead of
Eight and 10 cents per pound, at the reverse— by a genuine, bona fide
present costs of production, for a good market report, coupled with such
quality of comb honey at the apiary, suggestions as the movements of the
does not invariably result in pushing markets from time to time demand.
Cumberland,? Me.
things the right direction, when the
same honey costs the consumer 15 and
neither will a
20 cents per pound
For tue American Bee Journal.
second-hand purchase of a ton or
lightin
honey
same
the
more of
oyer Honey,
Tie
and disposing of the

B-or the

American Bee JoomaL

A Monal Honey

Company.-

SAMUEL RAU.

;

!

;

CapMS

weight packages,

same

at a price per section that

paid per pound,

list

among

was

the " busi-

C. p.

DADANT.

After reading Mr. J. V. Caldwell's
article on page 308 of the Bee Journal for 1886, 1 thought a good deal
about the honey " corner " he slightly

hinted at, but as the " corner " business has heretofore been manipulated,
I confess the idea was rather unsavory to me.
Since then I have read of the cattle

of the West, who complain of
the middle men robbing them of all
the profit in the business, and are
moving towards forming a gigantic

men

They contemplate forming an association with a capital of
$100,000,000 in 1,000,000 shares of $100
each. Now, it seems to me that we
honey producers of this country,

cattle pool.

"flowing with milk and honey,"
could get something feasible and
tangible out of this movement to
help our own case.
Why could not the bee-keepers or
North America form an association
with 100,000 capita! in 10,000 shares of
$10 each ? Or, if this amount is in-

the capital to
of the weak-kneed
ones may, at first sight, be almost
scared, and in amazement wonder
where all this money is to come from,

adequate, increase
$1,000,000.

Some

ness-like methods " th«t always result
On page 71, Mr. Hutchinson speaks
in securing to all bona-fide producers
" a fair, honest and decent price for of my incidental quotation from Mr.
The
see.
Cheshire's writings, as though it was but hold your peace and
their honey."
article. I company would have to be organized
my
of
argument
main
the
But what is a fair, honest and debasis posto read the article over upon the most substantial
cent price for any commodity but the would ask him
is the sible ; be under the management of a
question
my
answer
and
medium rate that represents the equisound, sealed cells liquid certain number of directors to be
librium of value in exchange— the ex- honey in the
I elected by the stock-holders; these
is granulated V
other
the
while
If
a
positor of supply and demand?
sample of directors should be no weak-kneed or
him
a
send
offer
to
would
of
production
bee-keeper makes the
prepaid, but I hesitating men, but the most practihoney wholly or partially the means that honey, free and
cal, substantial, energetic, influential
the same thing.
seen
he
has
suppose
his
of
exigencies
the
of a livelihood,
and pushing men in the whole fraterthe
of
exchange
require
an
quoted
avocation
I also wish to state that I
nity ; they should be men of experifruits of his labor for other commodi- onlv Mr. Cheshire's conclusions on the
ence and unquestionable honor They
cappings,which
tes that the calls of life demand.
imperviousness of the
should be men of pluck and the
brisk exchange on satisfactory terms, Mr. Hutchinson does not give.
ability to organize— such men as the
mt.
from
results in " business prosperity."
little
so
quoting
reasons for
Western Union Telegraph Company,
lethargic call for the staples of life Cheshire were, that the part of his
and the Standard Oil Company have
" business depression."
results in
writings given by Mr. Hutchinson is at the helm. Do not say that we do
When an excess of production is rather contradictory in itself since he not have them ; we have the material
forced upon the market the consumer says that "tlie air intervening be- out of which to make them.
The
gets the advantages of low prices; tween the irregular tape-like shreds opportunity and the occasion almost
"
lean " market and high caniiot escape " (italics mine), which
while a
the men.
When a would mean, if it means anything, invariably produce
prices favor the producer.
take one share
bee-keeper
each
Let
in
produced
Moreover,
large surplus of corn is
that the cell is air-tight.
stock, for say every 40
capital
the
of
gets
consumer
the West, the Eastern
Mr. C. calls the honey-cells air-tight. colonies of bees, or fraction thereot
his supply at a comparatively low
These contradictions in the most that he owns. I am writing without
increases
deficient
crop
while
a
cost
work on any statistics at hand, and this is
In either case the exi- thorough and most scientific
the price.
that has cor- made merely as a suggestion, and
gences of location lead the consumer bee-anatomv, in a book
Ibese
rected gross errors, that we all be- might be improved upon.
to comply with the fluctuations of the
" lieved as truths, in the writings of shares might be made payable in sevmarket, which he can neither " bear
show that eral different annual payments, bear
nor " bull "—local production not our leading teachers, only
is a 6 per cent, interest, and be secured by
being sufficient to aid him in influenc- this question of imperviousness
representfirst mortgage on the bees
thorny one.
ing " trade rates."
On these mortgages any amount
I would add only this : I have re- ed.
It is not apparent that a diction of
carry on the
the honey men- of capital necessary to
sale rates can be made radically appli- peated, on some of
Middle
raised.
be
could
business
tests
the
article,
cable in estabhshing a uniform price tioned in my former
dispensed with,
entirely
be
conld
men
it
steeping
of
for a product derived from an area so made by Mr. Cheshire,
the prothe result in thereby increasing prices to
variant as those from which the in water for weeks, and
increased cost to the
without
ducer
not
for
a
negative,
entirely
was
honey crop is obtained. When api- my case
, ,
,,
^
,
i
absorbed water. True, consumer.
arists in California, Texas or Florida single cell of it
The company should sell stock only
Cheshire s
can produce honey, transport it to the this does not disprove Mr.
prohoney
and
bee-men
different cir- to actual
Eastern markets, and sell it for less test, but it proves that
entire honey
I ducers, and control the
results.
than what would be remunerative for cumstances cause different to make interest of this continent. It could
Hutchinson
Mr.
ask
would
beethe
honey from the apiary of
grades soon guarantee to its stock-holders
beeper to whom the Eastern markets this test himself on different
better prices than they are now rehoney.
comb
of
differthe
how
is
are home markets,
ceiving, as well as guard against any
Ills.
KD
Hamilton,
by
not
Surely,
equalized
/
ence to be
:

A
A

;

Why

!

My
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further depreciation of prices. They
would of course have to establish
honey depots in all the principal
cities and towns of this country, and
perhaps eventually open up markets
in foreign lands. Then let no honey
be sold at any price except through,
or by the consent of this company,
and each member be allowed to ship
in honey in proportion to the amount
of stock he has.

You can call this a " corner," pool,
or what else you please, but I am convinced that if rightly organized and
ably managed, a company of this kind
could not fail to be of immense advantage to the bee-keepers of this
country without working to the detriment of any one. The railroad companies pool issues ; the great manu,

racturing and mining companies organize and combine for their own
financial safety and protection, and
why not we V Xo doubt there would
be obstacles to remove and difficulties
to surmount, and many a " Doubting
Thomas " to silence. It might even
take several years to fully organize
and equip a company of this character, but perseverance and persistent

would in due time accomplish
end, and lift the vast
honey interests of this country out of
the slough of despondency and place
them upon the solid basis of permanent prosperity. The hour is ripe
effort

the desired

the opportunity of a life-time
fore us.

Will

we improve

it V

is

be-

What

say you, fellow bee-keepers ?
Columbiana, (J O.
For tbe

How

to Sell

W.

As
think

J.

Amencan Bee JouraaL
Honey,

etc.

CULLINAN.

to fixing the price of

honey, I

would be difficult to do, although much might be done toward
keeping up the price.
I am of the
opinion that if bee-keepers would
organize themselves into commercial
unions in every State, gather up the
honey of their specified territories,
grade, crate, and offer it in attractive
shape and at stated prices, it would
be a big stride toward success.
In the meantime, each individual
it

honey-producer should thoroughly
canvass his (or her) own neighborhood, and thus build up a trade of
their own. There is no apiarist but
who has lots of customers all around
him, and he will surprise himself if
he will but make an effort to bring
them in contact with his product and
solicit their patronage.
Tell them (your customers) that
honey is good for the lungs and liver
that they will not cough so much nor
be so bilious that it is a blood purifier,
a mild laxative, in fine a thorough and
harmless renovator of the whole system that they will live longer, feel
better, be more at peace with themselves, their Maker, and with mankind ; die happier, and leave a greater
legacy to their children, if they will
but consume honey in lieu of other
sweets.
Remember, ' you know not
what you can do until you try !"
;

;

On Nov. 27, 1886, 1 carried 16 colonies of bees into the cellar, the temperature of wliich I have tried to
keep as near 42", Fahr., as possible,
although at one time it sank to the
freezing point. I find that the bees
keep the most quiet at from 38° to
42°.
On Jan. 20 I carried 3 colonies
out of the cellar, and found, upon examination, that they were in splendid
condition, with scarcely a dozen dead
bees to the colony, and hardly any
perceivable diminution in their stores.
I never saw bees lookcleaner,brighter
and happier at this season of the
year. It is too soon to crow, but I
must say that I am highly pleased
with cellar wintering, so far
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nies in good working condition in the
short space of time. Under these conditions have I reported successful
wintering of the bees, and that they
were not ready to sip from the clover
when it came into bloom.
By the suspension method I have
wintered strong colonies in all temperatures ranging from 30° to 50°

above zero, and maintained all the
winter, and it was a rare case if the
colonies were not well supplied with
healthy bees when taken out in the
spring.
In wintering very small
colonies at a temperature of 30°, they
gradually dwindled away, yet not so
fast but that some bees remained to
protect the queen until taken out of
Mt. Sterling,o Ills., Jan. 27, 1887.
the cellar.
This experiment was
tried many times, and it was seldom
that the colonies came through the
For tbe Amertcan Bee JoumoL
winter in good condition.
When the temperature for the
Effects Of too Mncli Ventilation.
small colonies was at 50°, they came
out tolerably well, but as they needed
C. W. DAYTON.
warmer and closer packing in the
spring,
and close attention all the
Though I have always argued in
favor of ventilation, I did not always time, I gave up their care as too
I think 60°
find it entirely satisfactory. Many of "puttering" business.
the readers probably know that I would be about right for 2frame
practiced suspending the colonies in nuclei in the forepart of the winter,
and 75° or 80° the proper temperature
" mid-air" in the cellar.
start brood-rearing in March and
When I began keeping bees I to
April. Ten degrees lower than that
thought if I could get the bees safely would do if their brood-chambers were
through the winter I should be satis- tightly sealed above, but I flud where
fied.
This was only partly the case. the brood-nests are tightly sealed all
While I was pleased to find the colo- winter, moisture accumulates and

nies strong and healthy it was less
pleasing to see them entirely destitute
of brood. By experiment it was found
that the nearer the condition of the
colonies approached the " mid-air
suspension method of ventilation, the
more certain was the preservation of
the lives of the bees, and their ability
to rear brood was proportionately lessened.
My cellar is contrived so that any
degree of temperature between 40°
and 50° can be easily maintained.
The colonies were put into the cellar

disorders the colonies so that 99 out
of a loo are in a deplorable condition
long before spring comes to their relief.
The abundant ventilation and
consequent conditions seems to restrict the bees so that they remain
tightly clustered for the economizing
of heat.
Bradford, (5 Iowa.
For tbe

Amencan Bee-Joomal.

Prevention of Swarming.
from Nov. 12 to Nov. 2.5, and taken
out from April 12 to April 25 in every
J. H. ANDRE.
year.
Sometimes 100 colonies wintered entirely without loss, and when
The general opinion of those who
put out they were found without so have spent a life-time with bees, is
much as an egg to indicate the pres- that there is no sure way to preence of a queen.
vent swarming, unless the colonies
When they were put out late in are kept weak by dividing, and then
April it would be late in May before one must use care or the hatching of
young bees could be reared to take young queens will frustrate his plans.
the place of those that were fast dis- But if one does not want natural
appearing on account of old age. As a swarms, he will hardly want to divide

consequence, btrong colonies that continued a month without replenishment, became weak, and consisted
almost entirely of young bees. Had
the colonies come from the cellar
weak in bees they would have been
very likely to have dwindled entirely
away
but the colonies that were
wintered on the suspension principle
were almost without exception very
strong and healthy when put out, so
they built up again after the dwindling season was over.
Having the colonies in their weak;

est

condition

(in

number

of

bees)

about the middle of May, and the
white clover coming into bloom from

June

10 to

June

20,

it

made

lively

business getting the weakened colo-

colonies.

My way

swarms (remember,

I

of

preventing

do not say

it is

feed the bees in the
spring until the apple blossoms
furnish nectar ; if there are no blossoms, feed the bees later, but discontinue the feeding at least a week or
ten days before white clover blossoms;
this will get the colony strong in bees,
and enough should be fed so that 10
pounds will be stored in the hive.
There is usually a short honey drouth
between apple bloom and white
clover, and if the bees have been fed
liberally previous to this, it will be
quite natural for the queen to cease
laying. This will give a strong colony
of bees, and of the right age to gather
honey instead of swarming, and when
infallible) is -to
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the harvest of white clover comes
these colonies will not be overstocked
with eggs or brood.
Give them a
chance to work on surplus, and if you
take off the cases entire, do not wait
for them to fill the last sections, but
put the unfinished ones in the next
case. This is a good plan to try, and
one that does no damage.

Lockwood,9 N. Y.
vor tne American Bee Journal.

U. S. Honey-Proilncers' Association.
J. F.

HAYS.

In his suggestions to honey producers in regard to selling their honey
in home markets, Mr. M. M. Bald" Pay retail agents a
ridge says
good commission if they disobey instructions, take away the unsold
honey and refuse to supply them with
any more until they comply with your
wishes."
I do not look upon this plan in such
sanguine light as does Mr. B., for in
99 cases out of 100, instead of the
dealer complying with the producer's
wishes, he would be supplied with an
inferior
quality of honey, likely
enough built by the bees in a soapbox inverted on an old-fashioned
box-hive, while the producer with his
first-class honey would be left in the
lurch. This is a very important point
to consider in this matter of controlling the price of honey, and for which
I can see no remedy.
Mr. B. next informs us that 20 and
25 cents per pound is none too much
for honey, on the principle of " live
and let live." Now let us look at the
inconsistency of this.
few years
:

;

A

ago honey was in demand at 25 cents
per pound
then honey producers
were almost " tickled to death."
They boasted that they were making
from 200 to 500 per cent, on their investments, and boasted so long and
loud that they attracted public attention, and the people were not slow to
take hold of a business requiring such
small capital and with such paying
results.
Naturally enough, there are
now more than fifty honey producers
to where there was one then consequently prices for honey have fallen
on account of over-production. Now
there is quite a change in the tune.
;

;

Instead of

boasting

of

enormous

whims about
not getting former high prices, on the
principle of " live and let live."
Mr. B. next proceeds to berate the
commission men. He says that commission men are to a great extent responsible for the prevailing low price
of honey. Will any bee-man admit
such misanthropic nonsense? His
remedy for the evils commission men
have wrought, is organization. By
what means he expects honey proprofits there are pitiful

ducers to better their condition when
organized, he leaves his readers in
blissful ignorance. So did the leaders
of the Grange movement a few years
ago. That word " organize " possesses
a magical power that is generally sufficient to cause men to jump without
considering where they may alight.

The farmers were made

the grounds slope to the north, and
the outside entrance and several
windows are on that side, and as I do
not try to keep any of the rooms from
freezing except the bee-room (which
is also the vegetable apartment),when
the fluid in the thermometer gets to
playing " bo-peep " down among the
thirties, and continues those antics
for two or three days, the bee-room
will sooietimes get a little too cold.
Then the oil-stove is lighted. I find
United States honey-producers' it so simple, so cheap, so easily conassociation with its members
so trolled, so perfectly adapted to the
widely situated must, of necessity, needs, that I ask nothing better.
Forest City, 5 Iowa.
not only fail of its object, but make
matters a great deal worse.
Simply
because a little handful of flour-proFbr tbe American Bee JonmaL
ducers on Fox river can control the
price of a staple commodity, it does
ImproTing tlie Honey
not follow that the bee-men of the
United States can likewise control the
GEO. W. PENN.
price of an article that is not a staple,
and with a steady increase of its proI think that it is time for the beeduction to contend with besides. Beemen should be warned by the sad ex- keeping fraternity to wake up, and do
something to better the condition of
perience of others.
What injures
the honey markets.
Macomb,+o Ills.
our honey market more than anything,
producers.
Take my
is the small
location for an illustraton, which will
For tbe American Bee Journal.
compare well with the whole country.
certain per cent, of all trades and
araiDg Bee-Repositories.
professions in this town and country
keep bees
the per cent, will run
EUGENE SECOR.
Doctors, 3 out of
about as follows
During our coldest weather it is 5 merchants, 2 out of 18 ; lawyers,
1 out of 15 ; shop-keepers, 4 out of 9 ;
often desirable to heat our bee-repositories. The cheapest way in which hotel-keepers, 1 out of 5; laborers,
12 out of 40; and
this can be done, and at the same teamsters, etc.,
time produce the desired result in farmers, 2 out of 5. Now but a small
health and comfort to the bees, is per cent, of all these people will pay
worthy of consideration. Some use a any particular attention to their bees;
hard-coal stove, and some, I believe, so if they happen to get any honey it
an open fire in a cellar fire-place. In will be in bad shape for market, and
large rooms where it is practicable to they will almost give it away to get
use either of these, I see no reason rid of it. Farmers sell broken lots of
why they might not be economical honey for 8 cents per pound, and take
and satisfactory. Others carry a hod it in trade and in large boxes, to be
of live charcoal into the cellar at cut out as sold, they may get 10 cents
every " cold snap." This I think can per pound. So I am compelled to
hold mine until all these lots are sold.
be improved upon
the use
to

believe

that they were suffering terrible
things at the hands of '' middle men;"
and the cry was, " organize," and
organize they did, but tney ignominiously failed to better their condition
one whit. Does Mr. B. expect honey
producers to make themselves a
laughing-stock, as did the Grangers,
by demanding a high price for their
honey on the -ground that they are
organized ?

A

liM.

A

f

;

:

;

;

by

oil

or gasoline stove.

of an
I have not used
using for the sec-

the latter, but I am
ond winter, the former. I am inclined to the opinion that a common
kerosene-oil stove, such as are used
in a great many summer kitchens, is
good enough for all practical purposes. So far, this winter, I have had
to light mine only a few times. The
temperature out-doors has dropped
several times to about 30° below zero,
but the cellar has been kept at as
near 45° above zero as possible. When
it gets below 40° I light the oil-stove.
In a few hours the temperature of a
room 12x20, and 7 feet high, will be
raised 10°.
The cellar under my house is 32x40
feet, divided into four rooms.
The
partitions are studded, lathed and
plastered. The house is heated with
a soft-coal, hot-air furnace.
The
northwest room is occupied by that.
The southeast room, cornering with
the furnace-room, is the bee-cellar.
It has no outside windows nor doors.

The merchants say to me that they
would rather pay me from 3 to 5 cents
per pound more for my nice onepound sections of honey, but they are
compelled to take it off the farmers'
hands or lose their trade. So they
cannot afford to pay much for it, and
hence they sell it cheap, although I
have been getting 123^ cents per
pound in cash for my comb honey.
Of course it sells slowly as long as
so much cheap, broken stuff is on the
market.
In making a delivery recently, of over 4,000 pounds to about
40 stores, I learned some new ideas.

One was that the finest and nicest
honey put up in the best shape has to
take a " back seat." I called at one
store, just after delivering 5 cases of

one-pound sections, to tell them about
the empty cases, etc. Not seeing any
of my honey in sight, I began to
wonder what had become of it so

me that they did
the cases would be
empty. In looking at it they conIt is Egyptian darkness from Novem- cluded that it was such a nice lot of
ber until April.
The heat from the honey, and in such nice condition that
furnace affects it but little, except they had thought best to keep it out
that the whole cellar is kept dry by it. of sight until all the other lots were
(Seed-corn is kept in the cellar.) As disposed of.
Of course I could not
They
know when

quickly.

not

told
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say anything, for they had paid me
for my honey, and they had a perfect
right to do as they liked with it.
Comparing the sale of extracted
honey with that of comb honey, I
have sold each year 5 pounds of extracted to 1 pound of comb honey. I
always carry a sample jar, and hll it
out of my bulk of honey, so I can
truly say it is an exact sample of all
of my linden honey, or white clover,
or what variety it represents.

was

raised 2 or 3 inches higher than
the front end.
The winter, though quite rigorous,
was not so severe on bees as the one
previous.
There was intervals of
moderation, that gave the bees a
chance for flight. On Feb. 8 and
Feb. 22 they had good flights; also on
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irresistible, that

a hive

is

not perfect

in its construction that does not give
the queen her full capacity of egglaying, and uninterrupted power of
reproduction; and the surplus department must be made to accommodate the needs of the most populous
colonies, or contracted to meet the
March 6 and March 15. I removed requirements of the smallest.
the wind-breaks, packing, etc., from
The production of my home apiary
March 15 to March 17, and found 6 was 3,416 pounds of extracted,and 400
dead colonies out of 101
generally pounds ot comb honey in 1 and 2
speaking, I found the bees in splendid pound sections. I worked 66 colonies
Our merchants are generally shrewd condition.
Those that had gone into for extracted honey, 11 colonies for
business men, and one can expect
quarters strong in numbers, comb honey, and 3 for queen-rearing.
them to ask some questions hence winter
one must be posted, and have an an- were in the best condition. Quite a The increase was made by division
swer ready for every question. When number were found very scant of and natural swarming, and amounted
you once have a trade established stores, and had to be fed. Two had to 92 colonies.
Spring,+o Ills.
with a merchant, and the merchant died of starvation, 2 from being robwith his customers, on your brand of bed in my absence, and 2 were too
small
numerically,
and
succumbed.
For tbe American Bee Journal.
extracted honey, you will have no
One was in a Quinby hive, and 5 in
difficulty in selling.
Simplicity
hives
in
the
one
the
In this manner I have sold, this
SBCCial LeEislatioB for Bee-KeoDers.
season, 25 barrels of nice extracted Quinby hive was a mere nucleus when
honey. 1 have sold just about one- it began the winter.
N. N. BETSINGEE.
The 17 colonies at my out apiary
fourth as much comb honey. About
the only way to successfully control were simply prepared by putting the
When Dr. C. C. Miller introduced
the honey market, in my opinion, is division-board on the north side of this subject in the International conthe
hive,
until
the bees covered the vention held at Indianapolis, to the
to have one buyer in each market,
and every store in that town or city combs fairly. I put %-inch sticks most of us it was a surprise that a
under
the
burlap,
and filled the cap man of so much thought and study
to buy honey only from that one
full of dry leaves.
These 17 came should take the position of the debuyer.
I
In that way all stores can avoid through in splendid condition.
sirability of obtaining special legislabeing overstocked with a lot of equalized each and every hive with tion for bee-keepers.
Without prebroken and inferior lots of honey. from 15 to 30 pounds of stores, accord- meditation, I found myself on the
These mess lots can be bought cheap ing to their strength prior to packing, negative side of the question,staunchby this buyer.and sold to some factory and I noticed, when overhauling them ly denouncing such a course but,upon
so as not to ruin the general market. after all packing was removed, that reflection, and after reading all that
In this part of the country there is too while some of the colonies seemed to has been written on this subject, I
large a percentage of the people gen- have an abundance of stores, I could am conscious of the feasibility of such
erally keeping a few bees, to make it scarcely notice any difference in their legislation, for the following reasons
weight, many being scant and some
profitable for any one.
1. Because it is just and right, and
destitute. Can any one give a reason
Colfax,© Iowa.
we should demand protection from
for this (to me) strange phenomenon ?
;

;

;

;

:
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the Government.
2. We are public benefactors, producing a sweet by means of our
profession that cannot be excelled
for its usefulness, for the sustaining
of both body and mind.
the honey
3. The production of
crop would be much larger, and
could be produced at a less cost than
at the present time.
4. The price of our product would be
more uniform and mOre easily regulated, not by monopoly, but by the
amount produced, and thus be more

Early in the spring I removed the

15 colonies in Quinby hives to the
out apiary, a distance of three miles,
making an apiary of 32 colonies in
Quinby hives I kept each kind sepJ. M. HAMBAUGH.
arate as nearly as I could. During
fruit-bloom I bought 17 colonies of
In the fall of 1885 I put into winter bees in box-hives, and transferred
quarters 101 colonies of bees in my them to movable Simplicity combs.
home apiary, and 17 in another apiary. These 17 additional colonies I added
My home apiary contains 85 Simplicity to my out apiary, making 49 colonies
hives, and '16 Quinby hives', a la in all, spring count. Vegetation was
Dadant the other apiary has all from a week to 10 days in advance of
Quinby hives. I wintered all on the the previous two years. From April
summer stands, removed all surplus 25 to May 7 bees built up rapidly and
combs from the sides, and confined gathered some honey from willow and
the bees on from 5 to 9 combs
re- fruit-bloom.
White clover bloom
moved the burlap on the top of the made its first appearance on May 7,
combs, and placed strips
of an inch and bees gathered honey from it on
thick every 3 or 4 inches crosswise of May 12.
the brood-frames, to admit the bees
I worked the out apiary for exover the top of the brood-frames, tracted honey, and during the season
which gives free circulation of air, I took 5,700 pounds from it, and inetc. I then tucked side burlaps close
creased the apiary to 56 colonies by
and snug around the outside frames, natural swarming. The average per
letting them lap over the top of the
colony was 116 16-49 pounds, spring
brood-nest; and packed dry, hard count.
maple leaves at the sides, and filled
Our fall harvest was almost an enthe can. I also put long slough-grass
tire failure.
My home apiary did not
around each hive, being careful not produce nearly as much as the out
to obstruct the entrance.
apiary, from the fact that within a
Quite a number of my colonies were radius of three miles it is surrounded
80 strong that I could not confine the with over 500 colonies of bees, and,
bees on less than 8 or 9 frames, in besides, linden pasturage is not so
which instance I would place the good, and the bees in the Simplicity
division-board on the north side of hives did not build up to the strength
the hive, and simply fill the caps with of those in the larger hives.
This
absorbents. I should have said be- much has been gained from practical
fore that the rear end of each hive experience, and my conclusions are

The Season Of 1886,

;

;

remunerative to us.
a science, and
5. Bee-keeping is
should therefore be upheld by our
Government, which would encourage
the attainment of perfection in our

;

%

pursuit.

Marcellus.O N. Y.
For the American Bee Jonmali

Resnlts of
S.

tlie

Season.

VALENTINE.

In the vicinity of Hagerstown and
southwest of it, the bee-keepers are
jubilant over the results of the past
season, whilst north and east of this
place it was another failure. In the
fall of 1885 my bees were put into
winter quarters weak in numbers and
very short of stores, and came out
weak in the spring but April being
;

warm
I

and pleasant, they

very fast.

May

built

brought with

it

up
an
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abundant crop of all kinds of bloom,
but very little honey, the weather
being too wet and cold. On June 1
I had to feed 110 pounds of sugar in
one of my apiaries, and to have done
justice it should have been a barrel
About June 18 the honeyof sugar.
flow commenced, and continued until
July 25, when the heavy rain-storms
cut it short.
After this we got no
honey. I had plenty of fall bloom,
but scarcely any honey was gathered
The honey flow was
after Aug. 1.
not much over half its usual length,
yet it was a good yield.
In the spring of 1886 I commenced
at my out apiary with 68 colonies, 12
to 15 were weak, and the balance in
fair condition. From this yard I took
2,000
3,000

pounds of honey in sections, and
pounds of extracted honey, and

put into winter quarters 173 colonies.
In this apiary I took 2 colonies of
Albino bees in April and worked
them to see what could be realized
from them the one I worked for
;

comb honey, and the other for extracted. The one worked for comb
honey (counting

it

in

honey and

in-

product must sell. I would prefer to
My crop this season from 70 colobe left free to buy and sell in the open nies was 2,000 pounds of comb honey
market of the world. I do not like 5,100 pounds of extracted honey, and
the idea of being cramped or in any $30 worth of beeswax. About 15 davs
way hemmed in or dictated to.
were spent in selling this honey from
" Fix a price " that would fairly a peddling-wagon direct to consumers.
compensate the producer. How could The average price obtained was 18
12i^ cents for
this be done V In one State the aver- cents for comb, and
age yield of surplus honey may not be extracted honey. By the time all my
more than 25 pounds per colony, in honey was sold the demand was just
another State the average would be 50 booming.
In conclusion 1 want to say that we
pounds. In this one case the honey
sold at 20 cents per pound would be will hear no more wails from bee?5 per colony, which might satisfy keepers about dull sales, low prices,
the producer.
In the other case, 15 and the need of a honey-producers'
cents per pound might be considered association, if every one who has
good enough. How would an associa- honey to sell will go to work, and by
tion proceed to Hx and regulate prices a persistent effort sell his honey to
for each locality, and for the differ- his neighbors, and to all within a reaent grades offered for sale ?
Specu- sonable marketable distance. Let all
lators would upset all the anange- pursue this course, and keep it up, and
ments every time. No, this is not I will guarantee that in less than six
months from to-day, they will be
the way out.
Still another plan has been proposed, offered a paying price for tneir honey
and that is to establish storage-houses by commission men who will then be
where all honey produced shall be willing to pay for space in our beestored, then graded and held until the papers for the privilege of quoting
ofliers would justify, or rather satisfy the markets, or be left out.
Holliday's Cove, 5 W. Va.
the producer.
In order to enable
producers to hold out for the best
prices, the association is to advance
money to the needy ones on their conLocal Cpnyention Directory.
signments. If any bee-keepers are
willing to go into such an arrange- 1887.
Time and place of Meeting.
ment, it appears to me that they have Feb. 23-24.—B. Iowa & W. ni., at Davenport, Iowa.
J. Wadsworth, Sec, Moliae, Ills.
no confidence in their own business

crease) netted me $112.30; the other,
$56, although the latter was the most
promising in the early part of the
season.
I put into winter quarters 20 colonies from the stock worked for comb
honey. They are all in good condition. If I live and my bees live, I capacity, and
therefore give their Mar. 3, *.— Pan-Hantlle. at Wheeling, W. Va.
W. L. Kinsey, Sec, Blaine, O.
shall keep a record of those 20 colo- business into the hands of
others to
nies, and report next fall.
At my manage for them.
1^~ In order to have this table complete, Secrehome apiary I used most of the coloparticulars of
Some years ago a wool-growers' tarles are requested to forward full Bd.
nies for queen-rearing, so I took only
time and place of future meetlDt^s.—
association was organized in this
2,000 pounds from it, most of it being

neighborhood.

comb honey.
Hagerstown,^ Md.
For tbe Ametlcan Bee Journal.

That Organization for Bee-Keeiiers.

JNO. A.

BUCHANAN.

A

wool-house was es-

Steubenville, O., and
subsequently removed to Philadelphia, Pa., where a great many farmers
sent their wool to await better prices
—which they generally failed to get.
man in whom great confidence was
placed was selected to manage affairs, and this he did'so adroitly that
he cheated them out of the whole
business, the concern being left in
such a shape as to entirely ruin financially a great many excellent men of
this and other neighborhoods. Here
the proceeds of a life-time of toil and
struggle for a competency was swept
away— all for lack of confidence in
men to transact their own business.

tablished

first in

s^MSK^

A

If it can be made to appear that the
.nterests of bee-keepers would be best
subserved by forming a compact for
the purpose of sustaining the price of
their product, the sooner they organize the better.
This course has
been hinted at quite frequently since
honey has been sold by so many at
prices that have not justified or paid
Talk about the middle men and the
cost of production. It is claimed that commission men
taking all the prothis unhappy state of affairs should fits
This is the way I treat them
not of necessity exist; and that by Last fall I drove into a town
a few
legislation, or by the organization of miles distant
with a load of honey,
an association for the purpose of and went to the principal dealer in
holding up the price, would be the honey and stated my price. Said
he
remedy for the existing trouble. As " I can buy just as nice honey as that
to the foolishness of any attempt at for 10
cents." "And you retail it for
securing legislation in the interest of 20 cents do you." " Yes, and have no
the pursuit, I would say such folly is trouble to get it."
"Well," said I
unpardonable.
you ivill have trouble in the future."
As to a "honey-producers associa- So at the house adjoining his store
tion," and the possibilities of its I commenced selling nice comb honey
power ever becoming so great as to at 18 cents, and extracted at 121^
be able to control prices, I have grave cents, or 10 pounds for $1. I visited
doubts. Mr. Baldridge says that pro- this town once a week while my honey
ducers should know what is a fair lasted, selling on each trip an average
price for honey compared with that of 50 pounds of comb honey, and 450
of other commodities, and then de- pounds of extracted. It is needless
mand this price. He also intimates to sav that the sales of honey by
that this association of honey pro- middle men in that town was comducers shall fix a price at which their pletely ruined.
!

:

Bee-Keeping in Idaho.— P. H. McDonald, Star, p Idaho, on Jan. 81,
1877, writes

My bees

wintered well

last

winter

on the summer stands without any
protection. I had one swarm on May
3, and a second swarm on May 13.
This winter so far has been favorable.
My bees have a flight every
week. So far the lowest the mercury
has been was 6° above zero, and we
have not had an inch of snow at one
time, and but very little freezing.

Good Honey-Flow.—Henry Hobn-

:

adle,

Chadwick,~o

Ills.,

on Jan.

31,

1887, says

I put out 30 colonies last spring;, $
which were very weak, and I increased them to 46.
had a good
honey flow, audi secured 2,000 pounds

of

We

of white clover and basswood honey
in 1-pound sections,about 1.000 pounds
of fall honey, and have 1,000 pounds
of unfinished sections.
I sold my
comb honey at from 12 to 13 cents in
my home market, and 500 pounds of
extracted at 10 cents per pound.
bees are in a bee-house in straw hives

My

packed with straw under a shed.
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Experience with Bees.— K. H. because the latter leaks more, and
Bloomington,© Ills., on Feb. 4, when a case is opened it is all daubed
up. I have kept store for 10 years,
1887, writes
and the more nice honey I could show
I left 30 colonies on the summer on the counter the more I could sell.
stands in the fall of 1884, in what I I never had a complaint about glassed
thought good condition. In the spring honey. About 14 to 15 cents is the
of ISSi I had 3 weak ones left. In the right price for comb honey at wholeExtracted honey should never
fall of 188.5 I had increased them to 8 sale.
good ones. In the spring of 1886 I be sold for less than 10 cents per
Honey at 6 to 7 cents per
found them all right, and during the pound.
season I increased them to 26 colonies, pound is cheaper than " black-strap,"
which ere on the summer stands in the cheapest grade of molasses.
good condition, and I took as surplus
600 pounds of comb and extracted
Bees Refusing Food.— Geo. W.
honey, about an equal quantity of
each nearly all of which 1 have sold Plinke, Louisville, 5 Ky., writes thus
at 16% and 10 cents per pound. I still on Feb. 5, 1887
have considerable surplus to feed and
build up my apiary with in the spring.
I have two colonies wintering in a

My

Fell,

;

:

Benefiting Honey-Producers.— A.
L. Leach, Dwight,© Ills., says:
that honey producers
I believe
would be much more benefited than
in any other way, by controlling
swarming as much as possible, and

uniting to ship their honey to a single
wholesale dealer in each city, who
would be governed by a national
committee, and give security to do
honest work. Then let each ship what
honey he cannot sell at home.
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a large amount of clover when the
winters are favorable, and also a large
amount of Alsike, and some buckwheat. From .50 colonies last spring
I had 2,200 pounds of comb honey,
is

pounds of which was clover, and
remainder from fall flowers and
buckwheat.

1,800
tlie

My Success in Bee-Keeping.—Mile
George, Bowling Green,~oO., on Feb.
9, 1887, says
I commenced the season of 1886
with 18 colonies, which I transferred
from Gallup frames to American
frames. I did not get my bees until

the last of May, and had the hives

and frames to make after that. I put
32 colonies into winter quarters, and
cellar; the temperature being about they are all right so far. I got about
40°. They are very quiet, and seem 800 pounds of
extracted and 100
to be doing well, although they had pounds of comb honey.
bees are
only about 10 pounds of honey when I all in chaff hives.
put them in the cellar. I gave them
liquid honey, but they would not
Moving Bees a Long Distance.—
store it away. 1. What was the reason for their not doing so ? 2. "Would John H. Shelt, Spearville, 9 Kans., on
it not be best to raise the tempera- Feb. 7, 1887, says
ture in the cellar? 3. Would it be
I came to Kansas last Kovember
advisable to put them on the summer
stands on March 1. 4. If not, would from Ohio, and carried a small colony
miles,
it do to put them out on some warm of bees with me on the cars, 900
day, and put them back again in the and brought them through all right.

My

:

They have had two good flights since
I have had them here. I keep them
take
not
did
[The reason your bees
in a cave, and they are doing well.
Basswood in Illinois.-J. P. Faurot, the feed you gave them was because
Hope,o» Ills., writes
of the too low temperature, and beAssociation for Honey Producers.
I would like to ask the readers of sides this, they had natural stores
American Bee Journal, within reach. I would not raise the —James Heddon, Dowagiac, 9 Mich.,
the
whether or not basswood ever yields
writes
much hone^ in the State of Illinois. temperature or make any changes,
I believe that we owe a debt of
Mrs. L. Harrison, of Peoria, said in nor put the bees out until settled
to Messrs. F. I. Sage & Son
a communication that it did not. I weather, as long as they are quiet, thanks
Mr. M. M. Baldridge
have no means of telling, as I live in provided they can get at all of the 10 (page 71), and
(page 85) for their able articles on the
a prairie country, but 1 thought of
honey promoving my bees to the timber if the pounds of stores that their combs subject of our interests asBaldridge's
basswood would yield so as to make it contained. In the condition you de- ducers. Just compare Mr.the report of
article, on page 85, with
pay. My 33 colonies, spring count, scribe, they have stores enough to
the decision of the members of the
yielded 3,300 pounds of white clover
them Northern Illinois Convention, as
comb honey, with an increase of 20 last until it is due time to put
out, when you can feed them readily. found on page 86, the middle of the
swarms.
The report of their
column.
Whether or not they can get at all of last
decision occupies three lines, and
Bees Doing Nicely.— P. L. Gibson, their stores depends upon the shape contains no argument or reasons
Muscatine,
Iowa, on Jan. 21,1887, of their hives, narrow, shallow hives Mr. Baldridge occupies three columnSj
says:
with fewer combs are best. If, upon every paragraph of which is brimful
Whether or not we can
both.
My bees are doing nicely. They examination, you find they are out of of
stop a " comet," " corner " the honey
temperature
cave
with
the
at
are in a
available stores, I thir.k in your lati- market, or accomplish any other de40° to 4P above zero, inside, while it
and last proposi- sirable purpose, after having held a
ranges from 10° to S(P below outside. tude your fourth,
James hundred conventions devoted to the
I have 40 colonies, and although I tion, might be expedient.
best ways and means to produce more
think the cave is a little cool, it is Heddon.]
honey in the United States, do you
perfectly dry ; but my bees are not
not think that we can profitably hold
entirely quiet at that point. 1 received
Bee-Keeping in Minnesota.— I. W. Just one to discuss methods of dispos40 pounds per colony, spring count
it, at a living price, and prevent
but on account of a dry summer I ob- Rollins, Elgin, o. Minn., on Feb. 8, ing of
others from " cornering " its ?
tained no fall crop.
writes
1887,
evening

?

:

o

—

Glassed and TJnglassed Honey.— B.
E. Foster, Utica,© N. Y., writes

was pleased to see Mr. Crandall's
on glassed and unglassed
honey, on page 57.
I have kept bees
for 10 years, and if I should keep them
50 years no one would find a section
of my honey on the market without
glass
for if glass is put on clean it
makes the honey look better. For my
glassed honey I get about 3 cents a
pound more than for the unglassed,
I

article

;

I have kept bees in a small way for
about 10 years, and have increased my
I comapiary from 1 colony to 60.
menced with the box-hive made of
8-frame
now
have
rough boards. I
Langstroth hives, and use two-pound
and one-pound sections with wide
frames. When I commenced to keep
bees there was no white clover, and
but little basswood within 5 to 10
miles, and bees had but little to
father honey from except wild
owers, and did rather poorly. There

Convention Notices.
^T" The annual meeting of the B."lstern Iowa
and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held in Moore's Hall, nil East 3rd Street,
at Davenport, Iowa, on Wednesday and Thursday,

Feb. 23and 24, 1S87. commencinRat 10 a.m. Beekeepers and those interested in bee-culture are invited to be present. Those wishinp to exhibit beeflxtures or toney, will please bring the .same for
J. Wausworth, See.
inspection.

tW The

Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Association

will meet at Wheeling, W.Va., in the K. of P. Hall.
1 138 Main St., on Mar. 3 and 4l18»7.
W. Ij. Kinset, Sec.
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System and Snccess.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Sellers ask

pEjmiu

comb honey

BE;B8WAX,-2:ic.
Jan.

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS.

923&925WESTMADIS0NST.,GHICAG0,ILL.
At Oae Dollar a Year.

R. A.

NEW
HONEY.— We

South Water

YORK.

:

is

large,

4fgi4'.^c.

and demand for

Supply of comb honey
kinds is improving.

all

BBK8WAX.— 21@23c.
MCCAUL & HILDKBTH BROS.,
34

Jan. 21.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

Business Manaobb.

Hudson

St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y.—Extracted
at7<ai2(\per lb.

is

Arm

at 4@4Mc.,

BEESWAX.- 19(a2lc.
31. 8CHACHT & LEMCKB,

and comb

122-124 Davis St.

Jan.

^:pfcdal ^0tijces»

St.

quote Fancy white In 1-lb. sections, 10(ai2c.: in 2-lb9., 9@10c.: off grades, i to 2
cts. per lb. less. Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, 8@
8Hc.; in 2-lbs.. 7®7i^c, Extracted, California. 5^
5^c.; buckwheat,

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lh. packages of
BEESWAX.—24 cts. per lb.

who

intend to be systematic in

:

for any-

BURNETT.

161

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

cts.

;

19.

All

work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as foUows

from 7 to :0

this includes dark undesirable and crooked corabs, and 2-pound sections.
Good 1-lb. sections, I0(«i2c.; choice. i*2i^®iyc. No
demand for e.xtracted, and very little for comb.

thing off in

tS^
their

white clover honey

at 13®14c.; 2-pounds at ll@12c. Extracted, 5@7c.

For 50 colonies
" 100 colonies

$1 00

(120 pages)
(220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

"

125
1

50

The

larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and stiU keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

—

More Premiums Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.

Jan. 21. Blake & Riplkt, 57 Chatbam Street.
Correspondents. — It would save
DETROIT.
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
Yacca Bruslies are employed for reHONEY.- Few sales are reported. Best white
to give their P.O. address and name, when comb, I2iic.; Fall comb honey, 10®lle. Extrac- moving bees from the combs. They are a
ted is offered for 6@8c.
writJngto this office. We have several letters
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
BEESWAX.- Firm at 230.
Feb. 11.
M. H. H0NT., Bell Branch. Mloh.
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
bees. As each separate fiber extends the

To

many

others having no Post>0)Bce, County
Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

or State.

O.F.MUTH & SON.Freeman & Central Av.

Jan. 22.

money Orders

can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

As

these are absolutely safe. It will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journai,.

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at band
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

One Dollar invested

for the weekly visits

of the American Bee JotrRNAL for 1887,
will richly repay every apiarist In America.

The low price at which they are
any bee-keeper to have six or

of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
add 1 cent each for postage

HONE v.-Choice white, in 1-lb. sections, sells at more
second quality white,

13c.;

wbite2-Ibs.. Il@l2c.
14.

12c.:

dark

Extracted, 60.

BBESWAX.-25C.
Jan.

1-lbs., inc.:

Market

dull.

;

Kendxl. lis Ontario

A. C.

Street.

MILWADKKE.
HONEY.-We quote choice i-lb.

sections at 12®
2-lb8., 1 l®12c. No call for dark. White ex;
tracted, in barrels and keg8,6@6^c. ; In smalt packages, 7®Sc. ; dark, in barrels and keKS,5@6^c.

ViUc.

BEESWAX.- 25C.

Jan.

A. V. BISHOP, 142

19.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.-We quote Comb, extra white,
:

12013

amber to white, d^®ll. Extracted, white,
4^®4>^c,; amber and candied, 3M®4c. Trade Is
Cts.;

quiet.

Jan.

We ^vlll Present

as ever.

sold, enables

CLBYBIANB.

10.

O. B.

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

^Vben Rene\vlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Beb
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

KANSAS CITY.

Colored Posters

for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

whole length of the handle as weU as the

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.—We quote for extracted, 4®7e. per lb. brush, they are almost indestructable.
Nice comb brings 12@15c. per lb. In a jobbing way. When they become sticky with honey, they
BEESW AX.-Good demand,— 20O22C. per lb. for can
be washed, and when dry, are as good
good to choice yellow.

HONEY.— We

quote white clover l-pounds at
dark l-lbs., 8@l(ic.; white clover 2-lbs.. 10®11
dark 2-lbs„7^uc. Extracted, white clover,
4f5
dark,
6c.;
5c.: white sage, 5®5^c.; amber,4>6®5.
12c.;
cts,:

BEES WAX.— 20® 23c.

Jan.

13.

CLBMONS,OLooN*Co.,oor.4th&Walnnt.
ST. LOUIS.

Tlie Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the

American Bee Journal

will be

for one year,

clubbed for $1.25.

HONEY.— Choice comb, I0®12c.; latter price
is for choice white clover.
Strained, In barrels,
3>^®4Mc. Extra fancy o( bright color and In No, 1
packages, M advance on above prices. Extracted
in barrels. 4>-4(s.5c.: in cans, S®6c. Market dull.

Tlie Western World Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
By Using the Binder made expressly and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
for this Bee Journal, all can have them one sending us two new subscribers besides
bound and ready for examination every day his own, with $3.00, for one year, we vrill

BBB8WAX.— Firm at 2Ic. for prime.
Feb. 3.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

in the year.

60

We

have reduced the price to present a copy of
Subscription for one

this valuable book.

cents, postpaid.

year and the binder for $1.50.

Red

Do you W^ant a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a very

Labels

for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4;^ inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
for $1.00 ; 250 for $1.50 ; .500 for 12.00 ; 1,000
for $3.00 ; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.

—

^P~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one

will

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

It contains 166 pages, is
offer.
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Joubn-^l for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent br
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

tempting

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Dr. Mlller'B Book, " A Tear

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Joubnai, for one
year, we will club for $1.50.

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

the name of "
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this ofBce.
already gone to the other flrm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Mr. Geo. Plnney

OB THI
Management of an Apiary
and Frefit b;

Supplies]
ET.Lewis''

All orders Ullud the day they arc received,
l.D6t
except for bees and queens.

- Keepers'

Supplies,

OF ALL KINDS,

IN PRICE.
A GREAT REDUCTION
STAUFFER
A. F.

T>TlTl-TrEEPEBS' Gnide. Memoranda*
jJilXiCatalogue for 1887 Free, Reduced
Prices.

—Jos.

Nysewander, DesMoiues, Iowa.

5D6t

((ueens.

America. His advertisement appears in
another column.

Catalogue before
Be sure to send for my
Frank A. Eaton, Bluffton, O.
buying. Address

men to work
Three
WANTED
an Apiary and Nursery.
live

7Atf.

S. I.

FREEBORN,

in

Ithaca, Wis.

PRACTICAIi Bee-keeper wanted for four
months.
7A3t.

P.

100
For

Correspondence

COLONIES

of

BEES
many.

Reason, too

aale cheap.

H. NEUHAITS,
Burlington, Racine Co., Wis.

7A8t.

HOW

OLIVER FOSTBK,

7Atf.

Italians. Tested Qaeens, June, 1.25 each.
PURE
$12 Vdoz. Full COIOD7 & tPBted queeD,June,$6.

5Aly

O. N.

BALDWIN. Clartsville. Mo.

Full Colonies of Italian and
T?QR SALE.— 100
in 2-story Standard Langstroth

X" Hybrid BEES,
Hives, al $10 per Colony. Four-flfths of the
Combs are drawn out from Foundation in wired
frames all Queens reared under the swarming
impulse, except a few superseded in full colonies.
With the larjjest order (not less th;ui lu) I will give
an Excelsior Uoncy-Extractor with 2nd largest
(not less than .5), an Excel. Wax-Extractor and
Uncapping-Knife— provided 1 sell my Bees, Bees
shipped as ordered, and in the order they are in
bee-yard. Remit by P. O. Money Order, or Draft
;

:

on New Orleans. Correspondence & offers solicited.
Address, W. T. MADDOX, Alexandria, La.
6Att

GET LEFT!— Nothing extends
DON'T
reputation equal to the brilliant Cbromo
Bee-Card.

J.

Bees, with

6A21

BOX

TXfANTED.— I

151, MILTON, MASS.

cannot give my bees the
'» attention they should have, and lam
therefore anxious to obtain the services of
a competent, reliable apiarist, to aid me. I
want a single man. For further particulars
address,
E. C. JORD.\N,
6Atf
JORDAN SPRINGS, Fred Co., VA.

ALBINO BEES

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Also a

of

all

full line of

binds kept in stock,
at

low

rates.

THE QITINBY SUOEJBK
a specialty.
Send for Illustrated Price-List

W. E. CLARK,
Successor to L. C. Hoot,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

lA17t

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed
(Edwwps

sphcerocephalus.)

POST-PAIO

We

can eiJpply this seed
One-half ounce, 50
at the following- prices
i
2 ounces, S1.50
cents ; 1 ounce, $1
ounces, $2 H pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for halt an acre,
:

;

:

:

Bee Keepers' Supplies
FOUNDATION from Choice,
Cons
Select, Yellow BEESWAX a Specialty,
both wholesale and

at very low rates,
Do not fail to send for

this

properly thinned out and re-eet.

THOS.
923

G.

NEWOTAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

retail.

Vandervort

CARY,

Coleraiue, Mass.

Mention

if

my 27th Annual

Catalogue before purchasing.
WII.I.I.4M W.
Address,

paper when writing.

Comb

Seed for Samples
Atf

J.

«ft

Fdn. Mills,

Reduced

Prlcc-rtlsi*

VANDEEVOBT, Laceyrille, Pa.

for SALE.
APIARY
THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL QA
and Hybrid Bees
of
COLONIES wired
frames,
Lanystroth
U\J
AND BE£-KEEFEB'8 ADVISES.
Italian

in

The British Bee journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the

time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do It- It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and the American
Beb Joitrnal, one year, for fS.OO,

Also

GIVEN PRESS.

at $4.(iO each.
basB-

Whitecloverand

wood range, and no other bees near. Reason for
selHnp— I have finished my law studies and am

_
GEO. EL SHIBLEY, Richmond, 111.

going West.
7A 1 1

CZiOVSK SSSDS.
We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: $8.00 per bushel, $2.25 per peck,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or S"weet
Clover Seed: le.oo per bushel, »1.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly filled upon arrival.

THOS.
923

a view of establishing an
Apiary near Boston. Address.
of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

FOR SALE AT

N. T.

—To confer with a reliable
WANTED
married man who has a good knowledge

for a year and the book, " Bees aiid
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

COLONIES

Choice ITALIAN and

See page 77, or add ress,

a. MAHTIN, HARTFORD,

OWCJtmWOt

St., CHICAGO, ILU
The American Bee Journal

^"

NEW

pamphlet, and my 5Dtf

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

NEWMAN & SON,

G,

& 923 West Madison

."iDSf

TO RAISE COMB HONEY.

Price 5 cent?. You need this
free bee and supply circular.

THOS.
92.3

BE.\UTY and
-WORKING QU.\L,ITiES. tgff~l make a
specialty of Rearlui: FINE BEES and
QUEENS. Prices Reduced lor 1887.

solicited.

BALDWIN, Independence, Mo.

Liberal Dleconnt to Dealers, hy
tbe Dozeu or Hundred.

cannot be excelled in

200

gidwertisjemewts.

^~A

18S7.
BEES
(jueens.
Y ITAMAN BEES AND QUEENS

established the evergreen business in Sturgeon Bay, Wis. .nearly
25 years ago. He now claims to have the
only nursery of the kind in the State, and to
do a business in that line second to none in

M"

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at tlie same time produce the most
honey in its be.st and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

STERLING, ILLS.

3Dtf

Journal.

Editor of tlu

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pa^es
is " fully up witli tlie times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarigt vrith everything that can aid in the

Cash paid for
A: CO.,

for Price List.

for Pleasure

THOMAS American
C. NEWMAN,
Btt

I

TOkEDO

Bee

'

;

Wholesales?Re.ta

Send
Another firm in Chicago by
Newman & Son," we wish our Beeswax.

Is

BEES and HONEY,

BecKeepers

E. Dnncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
3 Park Kow, New York, inserts advertisements in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

As there
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G.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison Street,

SON,

CHICAGO,

IliL.

OLD TIME PRICES
further notice I will accept orders for
UNTIL,
FOUNDATION as follows— to be shipped In
April

;

Dunham

Brood, per

lb

Vandervort Thin, pfrib

All fresh made,

Al>o the best
in the market,

35c,
45c,

FOUNDATION

FASTENER
^
Dnnliam 8 cts, and^„
Vandervort
15
WAX worked—
rs experienct
e xperience
No Circulars. Seven y ears
cts, per
stelL,
in the business.
J. V. CALDWEr
lb.

6Atf

.

CAMBBIDOB, HenryyCoTuXS.

My vegetable and flower seed caCaloKue
Kent free to all who write for It. It la fall
enFH'avlngs, with over forty of the beat of
new vegetables. It contains among Its vast
a larger number of home grown seeds.

will be
of fine
all

the

variety

I have
reason to believe, than can be found In any other
catalogue published In this country. Farmers who
make money from valuable new vegetables are
those who, being the first to raise them, get a mo-

nopely of their markets. Such will plant largely
of this king of all the early drumheads, the AllSeasons Cabbage; for, my friends, t( has come to
stay t

JAMES J. H. GK^GOBY, Marblehead, Mass.
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THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

GLASS PAILS

A Year among

FOR HONEY.
TB:ES£
of the

Patis are made
best quality of

A

Talk about $oine of the ImplemenU, Plant
Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 year$*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exclusive

and

clear flint Ktass, with a ball

Patented June

find a

28, 1881.

When

J.

FORNCROOK &

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-filled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

To hold
"

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
2 pounds

I

1,

Bu^ness.

Price, 0*5 cents, by mall. This is a new work
ot about 114 paxes, well-printed ana nicely bound
Address,

In cloth.

G. NEWIT AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, 1X1*.

THOS.

923

si.eo

.

s.eo
S.50

3

THOMAS
923

G. NEITOTAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

PRIZES!

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Nov.

lAtf

metal top and cover.
filled with honey, the

attractive appearance of
these palls cannot be equaled by any other style of

WHIIiB:

attending the North American
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Indianapolis, we learned there was a rumor afloat
that the Patent on the ONE-PIECE SECTION
had been set aside— circulated by unprincipled parties, to mislead bee-keepers. We
would eay in regard to this, that such is not
the case. It is now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a great while, when we will
notify all through the Bee Journal. Until
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering write us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
order. Address,

the Bees,

BEING

1886.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

by the Magazine, to
ARE
Subscribers who obtain the

the

offered

largfest

amount of Comb Honey

durins- 1887. Write

THE BEE-KEEPERS'
ceiits per Year.
BARRYTOWTV, N. Y.

for particulars.

IflAGAZINE, 25

Extracted Honey For Sale.

lAtf

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTKACTED HONEY, in kegs

(Mention this Journal.)

holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. eacn, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

THOS.
923

G.

NEWOTAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant'sFoandation Factory, Trholesale
and

FOR SALE.

EcMnops Sphcerocephaliis—
called "Chanman HoneyPlant." Price per li ounce, *0 cents ; per
ounce, 80 cents 2 ounces, $1.50 ; 4 ounces,
$2; 8 ounces. $3. Warranted genuine.
Also all kinds of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Sole right for Shuck Bee-Hives and Feeders
in Canada. The Stanley Automatic HoneyExtractors. Address,
<Sc

in

another colantm.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

;

GrOOLID

See Advertisement

Muth^s Honey Extractor,

from
SEED
commonly

ZE. L.

retail.

SqUARE GLASS HOSEY-JARS,
For

Circular*, apply to

CHAS.

F.

M17;rH

etc

A SOST,

Freeman 4 Central

Ave..
CINCINNATI. O.
P. S.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepen

CO.,

BRANTFOKD, CANADA.

50Atf

Patent Flat-BottomComb Foundation
.High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
j
|^r>/A^^i feet to the pound. Wholesale and
'""1
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

JESSIE.

Guide to Grape Culture, 25c. Green's
Guide to Strawberry Culture, 25 cents.
Green's Fruit Grower, 50c. per year,
and Green's " How to Propagate and
Grow Fruit," 50c all to one address
,

Green's 'Tree Agent's Guide,
Green's Books, (3) combined with
1.5c.
15 colored plates, gilt cover, 75 cents.
Green's Descriptive Catalogue, with 5
colored plates and two back copies of
Fruit Grower, 10c. Address,
for 50c.

GREEN'S NURSERY

CO.,

ROCHESTER.

4A5t

GIVEN

MANUFACTORY
FOE HIVES, SECTIONS,
&c.

AM

I

BEESWAX.
THOS.
923

O.

ATEWMAN

& 925 West Madison Street,

<Ss

Dadant'sFoandation FactorT) wholesale
«Dd retail. Bee Adrertlsement

In

another column.

and others

UiTes, Sections, Sblpping-Crates,
all

kinds.

Supers, etc.,
I make aspeclalty of LANGSTROTH

AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
My Sections are all made

supply dealers BOlicited.
from Poplar. Address,

DUNDEE. Kane Co.,

a
M\ ^
WBs
r AA
pK
^—

-*1

All

ILLS.

men BeekiDg Health, Strengtn

O.,

or enclose tbe

Dadant's FoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See Advertisement

tn

another oolumn.

™y ^^"^ Book— "A
Qflnrl 7R Ponto
OCnU I J UCiUd Year among- the Bees;**
114 pages, cloth bound. Address.
DR. C. C. irriLLER,
20Atf
MARENGO, ILLS.

B^r nndEnergyshouIdavoiddrngging
the stomacti and send for

Prof.

«f % niAltSTOK'^ TIIEATISE,

^ which

published especially in
the interests of those who are
is

Weak, Nervous
hllitated.

THE MARSTON

and DeIf yon have been

drugged andhnmbugged send at
once for this
Replete with information of value
to young and old men.
nO. 19 Park Place. N^w York.

STRONG!
46Ai7t

payable at tbe Salem, Mass., P.
ll.OOutourrisk.
lAtf

^°^

GEORGE TAYLOR,

SOX.

CHICAGK), ILL.

to supply dealers

with

of

A 32-page magazine, published monthly, bj
Henry Alley, Wenham, Mass.
Terms, $1.00 per an num. To e&cbneiu subscriber
will
send free, by mail, one of our latest
we
improved " Drone and Queen Traps," tbe regular
cents. Send for sample copy.
price of which Is
Make Postal Notes and P. O. Money Orders
fi.=.

now prepared

U A.tf

pay SOc. per lb., dellrered bere,for yellow
BeeBwax. To avoid mistakes, tbe shipper's name
boald always be on each package.

AWAY

THE AMERICAN APICULTUEIST

N. Y.

We

(SOLE MANnFACTUHERS),
SPHOUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

lAtf

TREE SAI^ESnrEN WANTED.

You can make money selling our trees,
and get your own trees free. Green's

VAN DEUSEN ^L SONS,

J.

We are the introducers of the Jessie
Strawberry, and the only firm that can
supply plants to the trade. It is the
most remarkable new fruit of the age.
Send for particulars and colored plate;
also tor copy of Green's Froit Grower,
and our illustrated Fruit Catalogue.

SWARMING BEE-HIVES.
Most
NONi
Queens
ing-

Send

practical tor surplus

honey

in tbe World. Excelleut for rearalso for Increase, when desired.
cents for Circulars.
;

'3

FREE BOOK, VICTOR "W%0LOL'«H,GENESE0,ILLS.
.51AI2t

Dadant's FonndationFactory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement In another oolumn.
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Tliat Iies^lHlutlon which we mentioned
More of the AVIley We.— Mr. John
week as heinf,' sought to be made in Crawford, of Pleasant, Ind., on Feb. 13,
Michigan is stirring' un the bee-men there. writes us the following
last

:

Mr. S. Shoup, of Coloma, Mich., has sent us
I send you a copy of the ScicntiUc Ameria copy of the bill. It was introduced by Mr. can, which has some more of the Wiley
scientific
pleasantry. I think it is really too
MoCormick, and recommended by the combad, for a paper of the standing of the
mittee on Koads and Bridges. It reads as Scientific American
to publish such falsefollows
hoods-doing an injury to an important in:

A bill

THOMAS
VoinilL

G.

NEWMAN,

Fel 23,1887,

No,8.

J)\T^>4^

Eggs-actly.— Our good

friend, Dr. C. C.

has sent us a box
of the nicest of fresh eggs. His thoughtfulness is only exceeded by his generosity.
Miller, of

Marengo,

Ills.,

Mr. Harrjr,

of Cisne, Ills., has sent us a
new queen-cage for shipping and Introducing. Il Is a wire tube inclosed in a wood
block, wUch is well ventilated ; and when
received, the tube containing the queen may

be introduced without handling the queen.

Does Extracting honey cause foul
brood ? is a question sent to the Bee Journal by Mr. Skinner. He asks us to state the
question, and let any one answer it who
desires to do so. It is now stated. Let the
" wise ones " reply.

The Elarrlson Case In Canada stands in
about

this condition, says our correspondent
*'It had been argued before it came
to the notice of bee-keepers generally, and
DO further evidence could be given until the
Judge had given his decision, which he had
reserved— and when given, that was against
U6." Whether it will be appealed or not is
not yet decided.
:

to prohtbit the keeping of bees in
large quantities near any public highway or
dwelling house nut owned or occupied by
the keeper or owner of such bees.
Skction 1. The People of the State of Michigan enact. That it shall not be lawful for any
person to keep to exceed five stands of bees
within 'Z5 rods of any public highway, or
less than 25 rods of any dwelling house not
occupied by such keeper or owner of bees.
Sec. 2. Every keeper or owner of bees
neglecting or "refusing to comply with the
provisions of the preceding section after
due serviceof written notice shall besubject
to a penalty of $."> for each day's neglect or
refusal, which may be enforced and collected
before any court of competent jurisdiction.

Mr. Geo. E. Hilton, President of the Michi-

gan State Bee-Keepers' Association, writes
thus
This bill, should it pass, would be a great
calamity to our pursuit, and to the State as
well. As it is almost a necessity to have
our bees reasonably near both, and it simply
means the extinction of the honey-bee. and
a terrible calamity to the horticulturist, I
feel it my duty to urge every beekeeper in
the State to write to their Senators and
Representatives, asking their assistance in
defeating any such bill. Just deluge them
with letters. Use the best arguments at
your command to prove that our rights are
being infringed upon, and that we are alive
to our interests, and demand our rights.

dustry. The article referred to is said to be
the report of a conversation between Health
Commissioner De Wolf, of Chicago, and an
Evening Journal reporter. Bees have wintered well so far, and have had a good flight
for several days past.

From the article in question we quote the
following, containing the allegations about
comb honey

:

" There is no such thing in this city as the
adulteration of articles of food, as a sanitary
question," said Health Commissioner De
Wolf, of Chicago, to an Evening Journal reporter
"I have heard, also, that honey
was found in the comb in beautiful cuts,
where neither the comb or the contents had
ever seen a bee-hive. The comt) was manufactured out of parafline, and the cells were
filled with glucose, but that is not a sanitary
violation.
It is a commercial fraud, for
honey is glucose."

—

Mr.

S.

D. Webster writes thus

:

Mr. Editor, this is from your own neighborhood, and you had better get your Health

Commissioner set right on the comb honey
question, as he has evidently been taken in
by the Wiley lie. I send it to you because I
suppose you cannot see al? the progeny of
that pestiferous publication.
While a slander travels faster than lightning, a correction goes along like a snail.

The damage done by that Wiley

lie never
can be repaired, or its influence counterMr. Shoup says
"I hope you will do all acted. No matter what is said to the conyou can to help us defeat it. It seems trary, it will be regarded as true by thoustrange that any sane man would undertake sands, and be quoted by
them, as though
to get such a bill to become a law."
Wiley was "authority "—instead of being
Mr. Charles Walker, of Bravo, Mich., convicted by his own confession of lying
writes thus
without the least shadow of an excuse. Dr.
While we have been talking of forming De Wolf is another of the victims of quoting
an Association, and of "Legislation," a bill his so-called " scientific pleasantry."
has been steathily framed and introduced
into our legislature which will be of great
detriment to us. and unless we send in a
Mr. Henry Cripe introduced a new
prompt and vigorous protest, it may become
a law. This bill aims a blow at our homes. "queen" into his hive at North Manchester,
The warning note has been sounded from Ind., on Jan. 29, 1887. The Bee Journai,
Bell Branch, and we should now get up a
remonstrating petition and send it to Lan- wishes the bride and groom a long and
sing at once. The offlcers of our bee-asso- happy life, and hopes that "the queen " will
ciations should take the matter up, and ever enjoy the
love and esteem of her presevery district should send in a petition
against the Bill at once. Such an array of ent admirer that the "hive" will never
names should be sent as would surprise our "run short of stores," or be overtaken by
legislators. The injustice of the Bill may be
any calamity
Now is a good time to enseen in the fact, that 5 colonies of bees can
be kept close to the highway, but .30 or 40 joy "the honey-moon;" !for soon "the
colonies must be moved back 2.5 rods, flowers that bloom in the spring" will call
whether the owner has land enough to do it them to the labors and toils of
the apiary
or not
I will spend both time and money
to defeat this Bill, and hope all other bee- Then they as well as the bees must work for
keepers in our State will do tlie same. " To a good harvest.
be fore- warned is to be fore-armed."
:

:

;

I

I

I

E. R. Neivconib's catalogue is a very
unique and tasty pamphlet, and is a credit
to him as well as the printer. The "catalogues" which the supply dealers are
issuing MOW are about as much of a credit
to the pursuit as those issued ten or fifteen
years ago were a disgrace to it. This is very
praise- worthy.

Frank
for

March

Leslie's Sunday Magazine
above the average of maga-

is

zines.

Illustrated articles on "Russian
Schools," " Some Memories of the Tuileries,"
Burled Greek City in Egypt," and

"A

"Famous

English Literary Women," give
variety and interest to this number. There
Is an abundant store of short papers, poems,
sketches, etc. The illustrations are numerous and beautiful.

Prof. Cook is the man to look after the
interests of bee-keepers.
He is near the
State Capitol, and knows just how to manipulate matters to prevent any injustice being
done to bee-keepers. He also has the will as
well as the sense of justice and right. Above

others in Michigan, he is the bee-keepers'
friend. We commend the whole case to him.
all

Maple Sugar and

the Sugar Bush, by
Prof. A. J. Cook. This is the title of a new
pamphlet of 40 pages, published by A. I.
Root, of Medina, f>. It is nicely printed,
and profusely illustrated. It is intensely
interesting, and should be read by all who
are engaged in the production of maple
sugar. Price, 40 cents. It may be had at
this olBce.

Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
desk are from

Henry Cripe, North Manchester Ind.— 18
pages— Apiarian Supplies.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill. Mo.— 8 pages
—Bees, Queens, and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
B. J. Miller & Co., Nappanee, Ind.— 10
pages— Hives and Apiarian Supplies.
James M. Hynes, Stewartsville, Ind.— 12
pages— Bees, Queens, and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
J. C.

Vaughan, 146 West Washington St.,
Ills.— 72 pages, large quarto-

Chicago.

Flower and G:irden Seeds.
Charles F. Uhl, Millersburg.

O.— 4 pages-

Bees and Queens.
Joseph E. Shaver, North River, Va.— 16

pages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Edward R. Newcomb, Pleasant Valley, N.
¥.—34 pages— Bees, Hives, and Bee-Keepers'
Supplies.
Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Iowa— 12 pages
—Queens, Bees, and Supplies forthe Apiary.
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Yes. If by width you mean depth,
In no cases
to the shades.
would say 13 inches but, then, such
should the brood be spread fasier I
frame would be very inconvenient
than the bees can coverit. The frames a handle— too deep.— J .P. H. Brown.
containing pollen should be placed on to
the outer border of the brood-nest.—
I have failed to see any advantage
HVitb Keplles thereto.
J. P. H. Brown.
from spacing brood-combs closer than
and
I do not approve of the so-called 1% inches from centre to centre,
in the spring. I do not believe there exists any.— G.
for answers to spreading of the brood
[It is quite useless to ask
in
time If extra combs were needed early
L. Tinker.
Qieriea in this Department in less
would put them at the
than one month. They ha™ '». ^^"
It will make very close work, but if
*^f a
^ the spring, I
about
in
sent
and
type,
the
in
if
put
later,
turn, be
everything is very true and straight
answer side of the brood-nest
dozen at a time to each ot those who
the
put
would
then find colony were storing, I
you may succeed with it. From % to
them get them returned, and If
the 1 inch for the top-bar is the proper
you are comb's (not too many at a time)
Bpace tor them in the Journal.
for
ask
not
do
"
replies,
Judgment
"
for
brood-nest.
hurry
in a
centre of the
width.— C. C. Miller.
them to be Inserted here.— Ed.1
must be used in this matter. With a
How large your brood-chamber
the
hive,
brood-chamber
sectional
should be depends upon the style of
by
enlarged
safely
be
can
brood-nest
the hive, character of your location,
placing a section beneath that already and your proposed plan or system of
in
Siiring.
Colonies
Building
occupied.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
management.— James Heddon.
brood.
spreading
practice
you
not
do
method
do
I
377.—
What
By shaving the combs to Ji of an
anew. No.
in With the brood-chamber made in two
inch in thickness as advised by Mr.
pursue in the arrangement of the combs
colonies
up
building
the brood-chamber in
horizontal sections, when the queen J. E. Pond, 9 frames can be worked
in spreadi ng
in the spring ? In other words,
the second in the space you mention, but the
to the needs more room I add
the brood do you pay any attention
bee- section below, which is in the direc- combs should be wider apart for winrelative position ot combs containing
hatchher tering.
or
eggs
extends
tion the queen naturally
When combs are worked
bread, witb those containing
arrange^thera
ing larviB y If so. how do you
nest, but can have no tendency " close " to crowd the honey out of
broodill.
t—VI.C.,
when putting in the extra combs
the
in
already
to cool off the brood
the brood-chamber into the surplus
needed, other halt of the brood-chamber.— cases, it is handy to work a divisionI simply add frames as
board at one side of the hive to faciliplacing them next to the brood.— A. James Heddon.
any tate the removing of the combs, when
I do not think it will make
J. Cook.
are
the frames
there is a necessity for removing
Move the combs outward and put real difference how
the matter of bee- them.— G. W. Demaree.
regards
Leave
placed
as
centre.
the
in
comb
an empty
I do not use the "spreadI think it would be impossible to so
the pollen where it belongs, on the bread
" at all
my plan being to build work, as great difficulty would be
Son.
ing
&
Dadant
frames.—
outside
taken
brood
up by adding frames of
found in removing and replacing the
I aim to have the combs containing from colonies that can spare them. frames. I am in favor of working
the least amount of brood on the out- The main point with myself is to with %-inch wide frames, spaced just
the
side, and that usually Includes
keep the brood in the centre of the bee-space apart. I work 10 frames in
0. VV.
combs containing pollen.
cluster, so that it will have all the a M}i-iTich wide Langstroth hive,
Dayton.
heat possible.— J. E. Pond.
and use a dummy to fill in the extra
work in
I do the most of my spring
placed in space. This allows me, by removing
be
can
needed
as
Frames
the fall, before bees go into Winter
first, to take out and rethe centre of the brood-nest, or at the the dummy
quarters. I pay no attention to the
is place frames with ease to myself and
brood"
the
"Spreading
outside.
bee-bread; the bees will attend to
bees.— J. E. Pond.
often disastrous, especially unless safety to the
that.— H. D. Cutting.
practiced by an expert.— The Editor.
The proper width of brood-frames
centre
I put the empty combs in the
From centre to cenis % of an inch.
the
keeps
which
of the brood-nest,
tre it should not be less than 1%
posirelative
same
the
bee-bread in
inches.— The Editor.
Nnmlier of Frames in a HiTe,
tion to the brood as before. However,
the
beewhere
little
matters
it
I think
Query, No. 378.— Will it do to work 9
bread is.— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
frames in a bee-hive only 1114 inches wide,
Tin-Rests in Sumlns Cases.
The combs to be added should be inside measure ? If so, what would be the
placed between those having the most proper width ot the frames ?— H.
Oncry, No. 379.— What are the pb.1ecsealed brood, and those having much
Seven-eighths of an inch would be tions, if any, to the use of tin rests, folded
bee-bread kept close to those having
for supports to the sections in surIf the the proper width.— W. Z. Hutchin- T-shape, ?— J. R., Ind.
the most unsealed larvas.
plus cases
son.
always
is
colony is not very strong it
No. Such a hive should not contain
If made properly out of heavy tinbest to add the needed combs at the
plate I see no objections to them.— J.
over 8 frames.— Dadant & Son.
side.— G. L. Tinker.
P. H. B140WN.
of"
By commencing at page
I use 133^ inches for 9 frames, and I
They are very good.—Dadant &
Year Among the Bees," you will see prefer it to any other distance. I do
that I do not do very much spreading, not think that you would be success- Son.
and when extra combs are added they ful with the distance you propose.—
I do not know of any— A. J. Cook.
outside the G. M. Doolittle.
are generally added
I do not know of any serious obbrood-nest.— C. C. Miller.
You can get the 9 frames in the jection if the supers are made right.
" spread the brood," be- ni4 inches, with a Jg-inch frame, but See page 38 of " A Year Among the
I do not
cause I believe my bees build up more it will be close work. It will give Bees."— C. C. Miller.
rapidly by being allowed to follow you better satisfaction to use 8
The obection to T-staped tin-rests
their own instincts, which leads them frames.— H. D. Cutting.
me would be that it leaves a
with
to concentrate and pack closely the
Nine space between the sections, and could
only eight.
prefer
should
I
If the
brood in the early season.
would necessitate too much crowd- not well be used with side-opening
brood-nest has been contracted, 1 ing. 1 always have my frames % of sections.— G. L. Tinker.
the
of
simply add combs at the side
an inch wide.— A. J. Cook.
The only objection of any account
brood as fast as the bees can cover
that
I know of, is that the sections
llj^
in
frames
9
tried
Demaree.
I have never
them.— G.
lafgely covered with propolis,
will
be
inches
in
9
frames
Seven
If your colonies are in good condi- inches.
require a vast amount of labor to
and
very
hung
they
when
well
tion, with plenty of stores, and with worked
clean them. This, to me,
true. They did not always hang true, properly
prolific queens,the "let-alone method
been a serious objection, and has
has
the
removed
occasionally
bees
so
the
in
the
you will find to work the best
prevented me from using such supYears ago, the "spreading brood and cells from the side of a ports.— J. E. Pond.
end.
Dayton.
C.
W.
comb.—
colomany
brood" furor consigned
nies

;

;

m

:

1

;
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i'HE
are very liable to get bent out
I dislike to adjust the sections to them— it requires so much

They

of shape.
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off the covering as quickly as possible, and as I always get the lirst shot,

three

whiffs of

11^

(jTovrcs^ovuleucc*

smoke there sends

They have other them pell-mell down into the hive.
care iu doing it.
While they are getting over their
disadvantages and some good points
but not enough to ofl'set their bad scare and coming back to the top of
;

manage to get one or two
ones.— James IIbddon.
out. The main point is to
The frames
It is a mere matter of taste.
move
deftly, gracefully and surpristin T supports answer every purpose. ingly swift undercover of the smoke.
I have used them in some of my secC. W. Dayton.
tion-cases for several years. By their
I can manage such bees without
use separators can be worlsed between
Having them in
tlie rows of sections, the separators being often stung.
resting on the stems of the inverted a properly adjusted hive, I would
the hive, I

—

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named;
east;
5 north of the center; 9 south;
•O west; and thisd northeast; "<3 northwest:
t>» southeast; and
P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

For

tlie

AmerlcaQ Bee JourDac

A Screen-House for tlie Apiary,
leave them to themselves except to
adjust the surplus cases, and to reJAMES m'NEILL.
move the honey, doing the work when
the bees were busy at work in the
"
fields.
As all thrifty bee-keepers are layWith the
fiercest kind of
position in the case, and hybrids " my plan would be to pinch ing plans and making preparations for
central
holding them hrmly, no matter which off the head of the queen and change the coming season during the leisure
up.— G. W. the strain of bees.— G. W. Demaree. of winter, I will offer a few suggescase is
side of the
tions iu regard to a screen-house, and
Dkjiaree.
I think they can. Use Scotch snuff
Their liability to bend is the great- in a roll of cotton cloth in the smoker, advise every bee-keeper to get one
I
use.— The or tobacco in any other convenient ready for use the coming season.
est objection to their
got my idea of the screen-house from
Editoe.
form with shavings. If there is a Mr. Heddon's book, " Success in Beeliability
of
robbing, the smoking
Culture." And here let me suggest
should not be done until towards
to those who hesitate about spending
evening.
There
is little danger of
•50 cents or a dollar for bee-literature,
HaMling Cross Bees.
smoking them too much, as during that there is no investment from
the night following they will fully re^uerr, No. 380.— Can very cross bees be cover so as to defend the hive in the which they are so likely to receive a
successfully handled without getting many
big return. This one idea from Mr.
stings ? If so, how would you proceed with morning, and will be good bees for Heddon's book was well worth ten
the fiercest kind of hybrids ?— L.
about a week after. I have seen times the price of the book to me the
nothing that will take the fight all
Smoke them nntil thoroughly sub- out of bees like tobacco, and it does past season.
Owing to the drouth the honey-flow
dued before the hive is touched.— W. one good after being stung to use it.
ceased entirely about the middle of
Z. Hutchinson.
G. L. Tinker.
July last season, and the bees of my
Use a good bee-veil and
Yes.
My experience has been that very out apiary became so demoralized
smoker.- A. J. Cook.
cross bees will sting when handled, that I could do nothing at all with
Have a cheap boy to handle a good and I have never found any means of them in the way of taking off honey.
smoker while you handle the bees.— preventing them from so doing. To Work as quickly as I might I could
Dadant & Son.
not go through more than two hives
handle them I use gloves and a veil
Take the fight out of them by an ap- this does not prevent the stinging, without having a desperate case of
plication of plenty of smoke before you but does protect me from their stings. robbing on my hands ; and if there is
open the hive. Use a bee-veil.— J. P. I know of no other way to protect anything in this world which -is
H. Brown.
one's self, other than, don't keep such down-right aggravating,it is trying to
take honey from the hives when the
Provide yourself with a very large " fellers."- J. E. Pond.
And if an invertible case is
wanted, another set of the tin T's
can be secured between the crossrows of the sections at the top of the
case, thus securing the sections in a
J.'s.

—

smoker ; then remove the queen and
good veil and a large size smoker
introduce one that would give less are the essentials. The best way is to
trouble.— H. D. Cutting.
get rid of
irascible
bees.— The
This requires too long an answer Editor.
for this department. I have treated
it to my own satisfaction.
See my
book, under the head of "Subduing
System and Succesa.

A

Bees."— James Heddon.

I always got lots of stings with
such bees, and when too cross I
pinched the queen's head off.
late
number of the British Bee Journal recommends oil of winter-green rubbed
on the hands to prevent stings. This
is from no
less authority than Mr.
Frank Cheshire.—C. C. Miller.

A

air is full of robber bees.

In my despair I thought of the
and soon had one
screen-house,
modeled after Mr. Heddon's descripHis
tion with some modifications.
house is a stationary affair with a
board roof, and all his hives have to
be carried to it for manipulation.
Mine is made much lighter, so that it
along to suit my conAll who intend to be systematic in can be moved
ten or a dozen hives being
their work in the apiary, should g-et a copy of venience,
manipulated at one place. My screenthe Apiary Register and commence to use it.
house is 5x6 feet on the ground, and 6
the prices are reduced, as follows
high. I would have made it 6x6 feet
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00 square but for lack of room among
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
3 25
my hives. The two sides are covered
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150 with wire cloth, the upper half being
The larger ones can be used for a few col- double according to Mr. Heddon's

^^

:

I never had any bees that I could
not subdue, except the Cyprians, onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
Blow smoke into the entrance, at the and still keep the record all together in one
same time gently jarring the hive by book, and are therefore the most desirable.
pounding on it with the fist.
Wait
two minutes and proceed to handle
them as you please.— G. M. DooMore Premiums.—Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
LITTLE.
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
I think they can.
It should become as a present to the person sending to this
second-nature to always face the office the largest club of subscribers for
breeze when in the apiary with the 1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
face thrown forward and downward. any time before the first of May at our regu-

directions.

But

if

I

were

making

another one I would have the lower
half double instead of the upper, as
the manipulated hive, being placed
on the ground, the outside bees are
attracted to it, and cluster on the
wire-cloth as near to the hive as possible, while the bees inside are attracted by the noise of those outside,

and cluster opposite them on the inside, so that if any honey is passed

out. it is done through the lower half
for a protector.
I ap- lar club rates, and additions made as de- of the screen.
proach a hive very suddenly, blow sired, but it must be stated that you are
The two ends of my screen-house
the smoke in at the entrance a few working for that premium, so that we can are covered with thin muslin, and the
times to scare tlie guards, then get keep account of the subscriptions.
top is also of muslin fastened to two

Use smoke
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lines of business, to all trades and to
light sticks 6 feet long, and kept taut should be, is one of the difficult feago
and in place by a pin through the tures of converting the washings of all professions ; the weaker must
instru- to the wall. As well might a law be
ends of these sticks into the upright cappings into vinegar.
door which swings on ment used by brewers known as a enacted to protect some lawyer, docside-pieces.
The Saccharometer, would, of course, tor or merchant who had not sufficient
hinges is placed in one end.
ability to protect himself, as to prosides of the house are, of course, sep- show the amount of honey in the
tect a bee-keeper from competition.
arate, and are held together by two water, even if the taste did not fully
Again, where shall we begin, and
Van Deusen hive-clamps at each determine the increasing sweet in the where
shall we end V
For myself I
water as it was souring. I have made

An

A

corner.

No implement for the apiary which a few cheap instruments to be used
have ever made— not even excepting by those who wish to know how sweet
the solar wax-extractor— has proved water should be for vinegar, and may
acits usefulness so completely as this be relied upon as permanently
I

screen-house.

When

as huckleherries outside, all is serene
within. I have an idea that the bee-

out entirely

test.

exist.

keeper is stung more by robber bees
than by the bees of the hive which is
operated upon, though of course they
are more savage when robber bees are
ready to pouuce into their hive as most perfect vinegar.
I trust that the above may enable
soon as it is opened. One can work
the screen-house and many to obtain the one article of
in
all day
scarcely receive a sting, and this I universal use. in its known pure state.
Abronia, 9 Mich.
regard as a great, though incidental,
recommendation. The fact that we
work
with
our
can go right along
For tue American Bee JoumaL
during a dearth of honey, when withto
be
have
would
operations
out it all
Tlie OiiestionofBee-Leiislation,
suspended, is what makes the screenHence I advise
house so valuable.
J. E. POND.
every bee-keeper to build a screenhouse for next season's use.
Dr. C. C. Miller is undoubtedly
Hudson,©, N. Y.
honest in his opinion that the question of who may and who may not
Tor tiie Amencaa Bee JoamaU
keep bees in a given locality, should
be settled by legislation, but he fails
Making Honey-Vinegar.
as yet to point out the legal remedy
For
in the form of an enactment.
T. F. BINGHAM.
myself I fail to see just how any
statute could be framed that would
Long ago I was requested to de- work justly, or that could be so apIn the
scribe my plan of making honey- plied as to prove equitable.
vinegar. To simplify the whole un- first place, bees are only property so
derstanding of the matter, it is well long as they are within the immediate
Secondly,
to state just how much honey is re- control of their owner.
quired to make a gallon of the best there is no way by which bees can be
vinegar made. One pound of honey kept within such control, except by
and one gallon of water will just becoming the absolute owner of all
make the article required. That is, the laihd within such a radius from an
29 pounds of honey will make— water apiary, that no flight could be exbeing added to it enough to fill a reg- tended beyond the territory actually
ular 32-gallon barrel— one barrel of held in fee by the bee-keeper. Thirdly,
the best vinegar. The vessels I use bees as foragers are neither respecters

now

I have read with great inrerest the
articles regarding a national organization for the purpose of obtaining better prices for our honey. For one I

make

rels,

;

To know how sweet water

of those that

M. SEGARS.

it in are common alcohol bar- of persons or property, and cull or
which I find at drug-stores. I pillage nectar from any spot where it
saw out one of the barrel heads and can be found by them.
Eaint the outside to prevent the ironTaking the above points into conoops from being destroyed by the sideration as factors in the problem,
vinegar.
how can it be possible to enact a just
The barrels and vinegar are kept in and equitable law to govern the matmy house-cellar, so covered with bur- ter y To say that one man may keep
lap as to keep the dust out and let the bees to forage on another's territory,
air in. One year converts this water while that other shall not keep them
and honey into the clioicest vinegar. to forage on his own land, would
More age will make it sharper or most certainly not be democratic, and
more acid, but at one year old it is most positively would be unrepubliThe law made applicable to
can.
fine enough for any use.
Of course sweetened water from keeping bees, should certainly not
washing honey-cappings is the most differ from the law applicable to
that
common waste of the apiary, and to other property, and any law tends
competition
utilize it is presumed to be the desir- tends to reduce
monopolies.
able matter in connection with honey- also to the production of
I think, as does Mr. Heddon. that
vinegar. Still, with the low price of
honey bee-keepers may find a reason- the law of the " survival of the
able outlet for some "of their poor fittest " is the only law that can be
honey, such as is unfit to sell as an applied equitably and if some one
article of delicate luxury for table meets with a loss by reason of his inability to work as easily, cheaply and
use.

to

many

Who

can draft any law in
Vinegar made of honey may be regard to bee-keeping, that is better
evaporated, and the honey will candy than the law of honest competition ?
roxboro,o* Mass.
in the residuum, and may be so reclaimed when honey is more prized
For tne American Bee JoumaL
than vinegar. So it will be seen the
honey still holds its place, even
the
though it has previously been
Tk Honey Markt in California.

robber bees are curate for such

rampant, and stings are as plentiful

believe that we have laws enough
now, and that instead of making
more it would be far better to wipe

understandingly as does another, that
sweetened and constantly fermenting it is a matter that is common to all
slowly

must say that if such a union can be
formed to work harmoniously for the
interests of all sections of our country,

would doubtless do much good. But
what is the prospect of being able to

it

Surely,
secure such co-operations?
the present membership of the " National Bee-Keepers' Union," especially from this State, does not appear
in the least encouraging.
Our fellow-bee-keepers here are
sadly demoralized by the low prices
of honey and other obstacles, and
seem to prefer the slumber that reduces their property to naught, rather
than labor for their own welfare. I
have been exclusively engaged in the
honey business for the past twelve
years as a producer and shipper. My
own crop for 1886 was about 40,000
pounds, most of which was extracted.
I shipped to various markets about
350,000

pounds; most of this honey

of the best quality and
sold here, on the car, for the pitiful
prices of 3}^ to 3% cents a pound.
Deduct from these prices the cost of
packages and labor, and what an inThis
remained
significant profit
may explain the demoralized condition of bee-keeping in California, and
why Italian bees in movable-frame
hives can be purchased for less than
$1..50 per colony.
The frequent suggestion of making
a market at home for our honey, is
good, but in that regard I will say
that honey is no luxury in California
can do but little in
households.
placing our large productions in home
markets in this thinly settled country.
The production of this county for 1886
was about 540,000 pounds of extracted
and 130,000 pounds of comb honey,
taking the third rank of counties in
were obliged to sell,
this State.
and the bulk of our crop had to be exported. The many bitter experiences

was extracted,

!

We

We

of making consignments to commission houses have quite destroyed our
confidence in that class of mankind,

and we are no longer lured by their
tempting quotations.
The market reports of commission
men have proven themselves to me to
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In shipments
be glaring falsehoods.
of honey, covering a period of twelve
years, I have never succeeded in a
single histdnce in gettins the prices
appearing in the market reports. I
have known commission houses to
make returns of all prices under quotations as low as to bring the consignor in debt $1.90 on a shipment of
nearly 8,000 pounds of extracted
honey, which sold for $8.10 above the
freight and commission, and bill
rendered for melting, having candied,

TniKD DAY.
Called to order by President Ryan
at 9:30 a.m.
The session was devoted to special
business, and cdusiderable wrangling
and personal feelings cropped out by
some member, who was modestly
rebuked.
The association then adjourned to
meet in Lincoln on Jan. 11, 1888, for
their next meeting, and then proceeded in a body to visit the State

dealing, as well as a brotherly regard
for members of the craft, ask Congress to foster and sustain that which
it has long been trying to quash, viz :
monopolies ? For a bee- monopolist,
while he might not be as big a man,

H. N. Pattekson,

Sec.

For the American Bee Journal.

and he can become the king
bee-keeper upon a small investment.
San Bernardino, o« Calif.
brother,

Leiislalion for Bee-Keepers.

'

Tlie

Nebraska State Convention,

The Nebraska State Bee-Keepers'
Association metT in Lincoln, Nebr.,
on Jan. 12, 1887. The convention was
called to order by Vice-President J.
G. Hodges.
Owing to the slow arrival of members, the regular order of business
was postponed until the next day,
and the meeting then listened to an
essay by Mr. A. D. Keller, on " Wintering Bees," which was followed by
a discussion.
Mr. Muir said he had found it to
pay to ship honey to city markets to
be sold on commission.
The members present were requested to make to the Secretary a
special report of their success and
failures for 1886.

SECOND DAY.

J.

CULLINAN.

is

;

—

;

;

in the pursuit, and the perseverance to stay with it.
Ills.

one of considerable

However, I am of the
importance.
opinion that it would not be feasible
to secure such legislation, from the
fact that it would be impossible. As
well ask Congress to give to some certain man in each of the counties of
the different States of the Union, say
the pioneer sheep-raiser of each respective county, the whole, sole-right
to that county as a territory in which
to rear sheep. It would certainly be
very agreeable to the one securing the
set-ofi, as he would have a good local
demand for his wool and mutton.
But would not the thousands " left
out in the cold " by such a law soon
"rise in their might" in opposition
to such unjust legislation ? And yet
the passage of such a law could, in
my opinion, be as easily obtained as
the passage of one giving to certain
bee-keepers an exclusive right to the
they happened to
territory which
occupy.
Were one greedy enough to wish it,
it would certainly be very " desirable " to have a township or two set
off to him as his exclusive territory
in which to pursue his chosen occupation
you might then go just a step
further and say that no one else
should sell honey within the same
another step and say that
territory
no one living within its limits should
purchase honey outside that territory
in iact, it would be difficult to draw
the line, when once well started, as to
;

:

;

ened by over-stocking, and the prices
lowered by over-production, the weakkneed and wavering will forsake the
Held to those who have an abiding

Mt. Sterling,*©
This subject

Called to order by the Vice-President at 9 a.m. The finance committee, having reported favorably the reports of the Secretary and Treasurer
were read and accepted.
The committee on foul brood, appointed at the last meeting, reported
that Mr. Henry, of Filmore county,
whose bees were thought to have foul
brood, had destroyed his bees by fire.
After the enrollment of members,
Prof. Bessy, professor of botany at
the State University, delivered an adAnd
dress, showing how bee-keepers and where to stop "legislating."
botanists could work to each other's about the time one got everything
"
mutual benefit and extended an in- " fixed up to suit his select exclusive
vitation to the members to visit the ideas, the thousands of bee-keepers
University, which was accepted and who did not happen to be among the
pioneers of their localities, would
appreciated.
Mr. E. Kretchmer, of Coburgh, raise such a howl with their congressit would soon beIowa, gave an instructive address on men, I think, that
"•
"
the past and present apiculture in the come altogether feasible as well as
"
desirable " to have that
extremely
West.
President W. F. Wright's resigna- law rescinded.
tion having been offered by letter and
For years Congress has been enaccepted, Mr. R. R. Ryan, of Brad- deavoring by appropriate legislation
shaWj was elected president of the to check the great cattle companies of
association. The remainder of the the West from monopolizing large
day was spent in discussing the fol- areas of that vast domain to the exlowing subjects
Every
The solar wax-ex- clusion of actual settlers.
tractor and
wax rendering; best honest-minded man will uphold the
method of increase what time in the Government in the course it is puryear is it best to exchange queens
And now should we beesuing.
what strain of bees is the best for keepers, who are supposed to possess
business
and the best method of in a somewhat unusual degree the
creating a honey market.
noble traits of honesty and fair;

!

who wishes
to and make them pay if he knows
how. And when the crop is short-

faith

W.
For tbe Amencan Bee JouniaL

sheep-monopolist, the cattle-monopoAnd
list and the land-monopolist.
so, I say, away with the idea of
monopolies of every kind and class

Let every one keep bees

tfniversity.

$10.
If there is no way to secure better
prices, and with some degree of certainty, send us some still, enthusiastic

would come under the same head and
be in every way as bad a man as the

For the American Bee Journal.
Tlie Honey-Proilncers' Association.
.T.

V.

CALDWELL.

Mr. Baldridge's article, on page 85,
needs, in my judgment, a brief answer. He says that the Elgin factorymen meet each week to control and
But it seems
fix the price on butter.

me in this he must be mistaken.
In the general market, the law of
supply and demand must be the ruling power. He says that for Monday,
Dec. 20, 1886, the price of butter, as
fixed by the factory men, was SOJ^
cents. Very well ; this price was no
noubt for the finest grades. Now
suppose they had put the price at 40
cents, does Mr. B. think that they
could do so and still hold their trade V
I have to-day a price-current from a
to

Chicago commission firm, and I notice
that creamery butter is quoted at 28
to 30 cents per pound, and that, too,
with no mention of Elgin butter and
I have no doubt but what good butter
shipped from any point brings that
price, thus showing conclusively that
;

the market will bear that figure
whether it should chance to be made
in Elgin or Rockford, or any town in

the country.
But again, butter is one of the
necessities in every family in the
land, while the finest honey is relished
by comparatively few. Honey is a
luxury, and in my opinion it will continue so to be, and we may just as
well face this fact one time as
another. My experience in my own
market confirms me in this. When
cents
it sold in years past at 18 to 20
per pound, a certain amount was consumed, while now with nice comb
honey selling at 11 cents I cannot see
that the demand has increased a parWhen a man enters a store his
ticle.
inquiry is for staple articles— butter,
If he chances to
sugar, coffee, etc.
" That looks
see the honey he may say
nice, don't it V" and that usually

ends

it.

.

.

in this matter I do not wish
to discourage any real practical suggestions. If a society can be formed
distribute our product evenly
to
throughout the country to keep us

Now

;
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were
in a few minutes that there
informed as to the yield in general
than I desired
aud to benefit producers in any real more at home
hop
coulil
So it is witli the toad it
practical manner, I should certainly
the year, but it does not.
in
day
every
coaud
sympathy
give it ray hearty
They can be found in some quiet
operation.
taking a little rest. It is the
"
place
large
our
When
B.,
But, says Mr.
snake, lizard, and all
honey-producers make up their miuds same with the
even the so-muchreptiles
small
the
direction,
one
in
pull
and
organize
to
talked-of aligator will spend several
etc., then his one price object may be
here several
Well, whom does he weeks, and some say
accomplished.
months in quietude, after obtaining a
call " large producers V" Suppose one
on a few pine-knots to
party producing 20,000 pounds be- square meal
from collapsing. 1
comes a member, while in the same keep his stomachneed not doubt but
that we
place are 20 small bee-keepers pro- think
hibernate, but I think
ducing each 1,000 pounds who do not what bees do
so only at times when there
join the association, would his 20.000 they do
going on, or very
pounds have the effect of raising the is no brood-rearing
least.
at
little,
amount
same
the
price any more than
Altoona,© Fla.
in the hands of the small bee-keepers
!

;

;

it ?
1 think not.
in all candor, Mr. B. had better leave this matter of a fixed price
to the inexorable laws of supply and

would in lowering

For the

Now,

ApicuMral
A. N.

Ills.

For the American Bee Journal.

:

honest apiarist to compete at a disadvantage with the rogue y
forcibly
Mv attention has been
patents, by
calle'd to this subject of
ot a
the appearance before Congress
bill

demand.
Cambridge,>o

Amencan Bee JoumaL

the authority of ex-commissioner of patents, Benjamin Butterworth, M.C., of Cincinnati, who says
'•Not to exceed 10 per cent, ot the
patents issued by the Government of
the United States prove valuable to
So that besides the
the patentee.
expense of time, labor, material and
cost of patent, the inventor runs a
great risk for which he should when
successful be substantially rewarded.
Mr. Heddon suggests an" Honorary
Inventor's Rights System." But does
that he
it not appear to the reader
of
has too much faith in the honesty
bee-keepers y Would it not leave the

we have

known

as " Bill

Patents.

CLARK.

.

In the article on " Apicultural
" WhoProgress," the writer says
ever looks back over the great progress of apiculture during the last
two decades, will not fail to discover
that inseparably connected with this
progress is the one of mechanical in-

JOHN CRAYCRAFT.

^'o. 4458

"

,

w

For the American Bee Journal.
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linterQuietMeofBees.

H. R.,

which, if passed, will strike a deathblow to inventors of apiarian implements.
East Le Roy, 9 Mich.

Tlie

Use

of Comli Fonndation.

H. M. GATES.

think there need not be a doubt ventions.

Perhaps I might well have
"Does it pay to use foundation?
said that this invehtiou constitutes is often asked, so I will give my exprogress."
the major portion of that
perience with it. My way ot increasTo the above we may heartily an- ins mv number of colonies is by natthat
suppose
swarms
to
swer, yes. But are we
ural swarming, and I hive the
we would now have all these mechani- that issue in June on empty frames.
cal conveniences without patent laws If it should be a good season they will
was 72° in the shade, yet I noticed to protect the inventor ? I think that just about fill the brood-chamber of a
very few bees flying, and not having a great many of our labor-saving de- Langstroth hive.
Where I hive
examined or even opened any hive vices would be unheard of in the swarms on old combs or foundation^
to 60
for some four weeks at a time, I went absence of governmental protection
each colony will store from 40
over them, equalizing the stores of for, in the first place, there would be pounds of fine honey, and leave plenty
the colonies as to their individual less inventing, and, in the second in the brood-chamber for winter.
wants so that all would have plenty place, many inventors would try to Counting the surplus honey at 20
until the flowers come again.
keep their inventions a secret in or- cents a pound (I never sold a pound
more easily com- fofless), I have from $H to $12 per
I opened the hive of a fine colony der that they might
busiof Italians, and found them in a state pete with others in the same
and deducting from 80 cents
the colony; foundation, leaves me a nice
of quiet, almost a death-like stillness. ness. But with proper protection
to $1 for
imor
new
used founbut in a few moments they were in inventor advertises his
profit per colony. I have
an active state. I continued the ex- proved utensil. So that every one dation in sections in half sheets and
amination on other colonies, and has an equal chance with his neigh- W-inch guides on the top-bars, and i
found them in almost the same slate bor. Again, the proper protection of fSund that it pays just the same in
mechanical
induces
of quietude, although at the same the inventor
time there were a few bees around knowledge to spread very rapidly; ^"^The^past" season I placed from 1 to 2
ot
the entrances, occasionally one pass- hence, it acts as a great civilizer.
frames of foundation in the centre
At this time there is
It is quite generally understood that the brood-chamber, and as soon as i
ing out and in.
very little brood, there being no a great many apiarists are strongly dared to spread the brood apart, I
source of honey, and from this I am opposed to any one who will protect took out the outside frames that had
led to think tliat even in a warm his property with a patent. There is little or no honey or brood in them,
climate like this, when brood-rearing an indirect and a direct reason for using them to hive swarms on, and
out
First, manufacturers
is stopped, and no honey in the fields this opposition.
getting the foundation drawn
to gather, even though it may be of apiarian supplies,who manufacture better and more even in that way
advise
peothe
warm and very pleasant, the bees will more than they originate,
than in any other I then hived
take on this repose and remain so at ple not to patent their inventions; swarms on but 2 frames of old combs
intervals of several days at a time, and these probably really considered for the first 24 hours, placing a,t the
and then come out on a general it unfair to take out a patent, for, as same time on the top (using divisioncleansing flight, re^turn to the same Faraday said, "The force of the boards, of course) from 8 to 24 twothis forced the bees
quiet until instinct tells them that it temptation which urges us to seek pound sections
appearances as
is time to commence their prepara- such evidences and
the sections immediately.
occupy
to
to
to
tions for the propagation of their race. are in favor of our desires, and
In this way I find that it is best
which oppose them, use only J^-inch guides in sections.
To further confirm my examina- disregard thosegreat."
"It consists
wonderfully
tion, I know of a very strong colony is
One thing that I have of ten noticed
tendency to deceive ourselves
of
of the common small yellow-jackets in the
hiving swarms on full sheets
in
we wish for." This
all
in the centre of a
that
that make their home on the ground. regarding
is,
foundation
antiof judgment affects the
at the top of the
I went to it to learn something of error
not only through hive, especially
them, and I found a few at the en- patent bee-keepers but in a direct frames, they will often build new
manufacturers,
intrance, as it were, on guard, but none the
comb on top of the foundation, the
^^
out the cells to
passing in or out. I thought I would manner also.
drawing
of
stead
patent
the
oppose
For those who
This led me to try
stir them up a little and see if they
length.
on the ground of monopoly. proper
at home. I did so, and I found system
I

but what at a season of cool or cold
weather,with no flowers and no broodrearing, bees take on a state of
quietude even in this warm climate
of South Florida. It was warm on
Christmas day, and the temperature

;

;

.

were

.
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getting it drawu out in the early
spring, and using old combs gave the
queen a chance to commence laying
at once, and forced the majority of
the bees to use their wax in combThis plan
building in the sections.
may be old to most bee-keepers, but I
learned it by hard study and close
watching, and I shall do the same
thing this season. All the bees seem
to be wintering exceedingly well so

I know, for I have stopped many
swarms after tliey had gotten well
under way for tlie woods. If they
cannot hear, how is it accounted for ?
I have had swarms so intent on
going that they tried it two days in

This
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Cuban honey-extractor and waxextractor are vei-y much alike, both
being a piece of coarse linen. For extracting honey, the combs (that are
taken from the end of the hollow log,
or from under it) are placed in the

succession, and were brought back linen sack and squeezed until no more
and the queen's wing clipped before honey (and dirt) can be obtained.
they would stay.
Then, it is well Then the sack is placed into boiling
known that a swarm will not leave water until the wax is as nearly all
unless the queen is with them. How extracted as can be under such a
is the knowledge of her presence com- process.
far, in this locality.
municated through the swarm, if
In transferring nearly 100 of the
Shideler.o Ind.
they cannot hear V
above-referredto colonies from the
Who has not heard the young logs to the Langstroth hives, I did not
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
queens piping as soon as the first one find one that was not affected more or
some of which
is hatched, and answering each other less with the moth
of Honey.
The
in quick
succession, one a sharp, were completely destroyed by its
shrill sound, and the other a muffled ravages.
It is not uncommon to see a
T. H. CAKTY.
sound— evidence that one is in con- colony of bees festooned outside of
On page 70 it states that the pro- finement V After an experience of the log where there is a tree near the
ducer and consumer are both at the over 47 years in handling bees, and end, or anything else for them to
mercy of the retail dealers, as they being a bee-hunter longer still, I am attach their combs to having moved
usually pay in trade 10 cents per convinced that the faculty of hearing out for the convenience of the moth
pound for honey (which is equivalent in bees is very acute— a thing, I think, and roaches which out-number the
bees. Where a colony has been long
to about 8 cents), and retail it for 12 that can easily be demonstrated.
Hoosick,o X. Y.
in this condition and established busito 15 cents per pound. In this vicinity
ness outside, the combs get weathersome are selling splendid comb honey
beaten, and have the color of a
for 7 cents per pound, and I do not
For toe American Bee JoumaL,
hornet's-nest.
doubt but some has been sold as low

MMm

;

;

as 5 cents.

Bee-Keeping in Culia.
This reminds me of some honey I
bought of a bee-man to retail at 15
H. E. HILL.
cents per pound, and in a day or two
the bee-man was around selling to my
Bee-culture, with the
improvecustomers at 12 cents, so I was com- ments of modern times, is a thing enpelled to

come down

to his price.

If

bee-keepers want to keep up the price
of honey they will have to get the
retail dealers of their towns to help
them sell their honey. Make prices
with the dealers so they cannot afford
to send after honey, and do not undersell them, for if they hare any grit they
will make you regret your promise.
Sell all you can in home markets, and
do not glut the large markets that
make the prices on all produce.
The commission men, as a rule, do
the best for their customers that they
can, for that is their bread and butter,

tirely

unknown

in

this

portion

of

Cuba, and our method of handling
bees has created quite a sensation

among

the natives.

One native,

after

watching the proceedings for a few
minutes, called a friend, saying,

My

apiary

is

located at

La

Gloria,

about three miles from the city or
Cienfuegos, among the hills and fields
that are now " a perfect sea of
bloom ;" and the bees are working
from morning until night upon the
Companea, and another plant which I
should pronounce mother -wort. These
plants grow here in great profusion,
and yield large quantities of honey
and pollen. The palm, cocoanut and
banana also furnish some nectar now.

La Gloria, Cuba.
" Come and see what strange people
!"
these are— how they play with bees
For the American Bee JoumaL
Some of them say that " bees cannot
do well when they are disturbed and
A Case for Onen-Side Sections.
handled in such a way." Another
says when he discovers our secrets he
H. W. FUNK.
will make " millions ;" then a more
enlightened brother informs him that
I am in hopes that we will welcome
the secret lies in " that kind of
and on their name rests their busi- whistle (tbe smoker) that is worked a better surplus case for pound secness, just like the producer; if the with the hands;" saying that "he tions than any of those now in use.
latter's name becomes associated with knows how to make them come or go The fraternity is always on the alert
for improvements, hence it surprises
adulteration, and it is said that he with that thing."
sells glucose for honey, his honey is
I should like to give a description of me that the new style of sections
not sought for.
a Cuban apiary, but to convey any with side-openings do not attract
idea of tbe appearance of those that I more attention. I have just finished
Canty, 9 Dak.
have visited, I fear is beyond my a case adapted to their use, of which
skill.
I think of no better way, how- I will try a number the following seaFor tbe American Bee Joui-Dal.
every, than to ask the reader to im- son. I think they will do. This case
agine a pile of hollow palm and cedar consists of a rim just as high as the
Can Bees Hear?
logs varying in length from 3 feet to section, and just long enough to adcross6, and in diameter from 5 inches to 2 mit 4 rows of sections easily
D. BRIMMEK.
of an inch wider
feet, that have been laid around by a wise it is about
Without regard to " posi- than the 8 sections. (This size is for
cyclone.
I think the idea that bees cannot tion of the entrance," they lay to all the lOframe Langstroth hive.) Into
hear is erroneous, for many reasons, points of the compass ; but all occupy this space a %-inch board is dropped
and a few of those reasons I will try a horizontal position, with an occa- as large as the inside of the case
to state. One is, they do not emit the sional exception where one is seen between it and the case wedges are
same sound in the act of flying at all laying with one end upon another log, driven down tight with a hammer.
times.
For instance, an angry bee and the other end resting on the Perhaps thum-screws would be an
can be distinctly distinguished from ground. I can assign no reason for improvement on wedges. Care must
one not angrv. Some will sav that is this position, unless it has been be taken to have the sections all of
caused by their wings. Then I would thoughtfully placed in this way by the the same width.
ask, how do a few bees lead a large apiarist to save his bees the annoySeparators with little legs to stand
colony in a straight line to some tree ance of carrying water for the brood on till the case is wedged, could be
previously selected a mile or more in rainy weather. In each of these used very conveniently ; it would take
awayV— a fact that T have known for a hollow logs is a colony of bees, or else only three separators to put one in
long time also that a swarm can be the remainder of one' that has been every alternate space.
If the beestopped by creating sounds above that destroyed by the moth or flown to space between the cases is desired,
of the swarm and the leaders
but it some place more in accordance with the rim need only be made bee-space
must be continuous to be effective. its idea of a suitable home.
wider. I think the sections could be

^

;

:

;
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•wedged tight enough so that they
would not sag in the centre of the
slotted board has been incase.
vented, cut to correspond with the
openings in the bottom of the sections, to be used where no bee-space

A

have discarded both, and I am now
using clover chaff, which I use quite
heavy on the sides, but lighter on top
of the frames, and leave it quite loose
with plenty of air over the top. I find
the chaff always dry; I think it is the
best material to carry off dampness,
and at the same time retain the heat
furnished by the bees inside the hive.
I have also tried forest leaves, and I

and I have never asked any
oue what they would give for honey.
If they thought that my prices were
high, I would say that the honey was
mine, and that if they did not sell it
they would lose nothing. Honey was
selling for 5 to 8 cents lower than my
price, but it was in a very different
given

desired below the first section-case.
with these open-side sections bees will be less liable to
swarm, as a string of them will be
more like the large frames used in find them far inferior to the chaff ; if
extracting supers than disconnected leaves are used they should be packed
sections with divisions between. Next or pressed down but slightly, as the
fall I expect to know more about the moisture does not pass readily up
matter. All the above is mere theory, through, but will condense and drip
and the true bee-keeper believes in down upon the bees. When I exhis theory until experience or com- amined ray bees the other day, considerable water and dampness was
mon-sense teaches him better.
found inside the hives, while those
Bloomington.O Ills.
packed with tlie clover chaff were
All
perfectly free from dampness.
the colonies were alive on Jan. 20,
Local Convention Directory.
and some took a flight in a light rain,
with the temperature at 50° above zero,
1887.
Time and vlace of Meeting,
quiet. All
Feb. 23-24.— B. Iowa & W. Ul.. at Davenport, Iowa. while the others remained

is

I thinlc

J.

Mar.

3,

Wadsw*.)rth, Sec, Moline, lUs.

4.— Pan-Handle, at Wbeeling, W. Va.

W.

St.

to

have

My

Sending Comb Honey by Freight.

— Capt.

:

What is
honey

this table complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlnKs.- BD.

First Pollen for 1887.-Z. A. Clark,
Arkadelphia, ? Ark., on Feb. 10, 1887,
says:

brought in the first pollen
days earlier than
last year. They have worked 6 days
this year on elm and maple. It is 72°
in the shade today, and the weather
is balmy.
Last year was a sorry
honey year with us it was too dry.
21, fifteen

;

Sundry
Galena,x)

&

Son
fttiestions.— Hallett
ask these questions

Ills.,

:

What

proportions of honey and
water will make the best vinegar
and what time is necessary to make
good vinegar from honey
2. How long have bees been kept in
a cellar during winter and come out
in good condition V
3. Why sow Alsike clover for beepasturage when it blossoms the first
time with white clover?
black bees gather honey
i. Will
from the second crop ?
5. Will a
swarm of bees be any
more likely to settle south of the
hive, for the reason that the entrance
is towards the south ?
6. How close may hives be put for
safety and convenience V
7. What shape
and how large a
piece of foundation should be put into
sections V
1.

See page 118. Mr. Bingham
Bees ftuiet.— D. Q. Roberts, Hol- good authority on honey-vinegar.
lansburg,-KD O., writes
2. Five months.
[1.

is

a

3. Cut it, and have it bloom later.
experience with bees was
They did well through
4. Yes.
the summer, both in swarms and
5. There is a little more likelihood
honey.
I stored them away in my
of it, but no certainty.
cellar in November. They seem to be
6. From 2 to 4 feet ; but they touch
very quiet in their wiuter "quarters. I
use Langstroth hives.
There are in some apiaries.
many dead bees thrown out of the
7. Fill them.— Ed.l

My first

last spring.

hives.

Why is this V

[They are old bees, and, when dead,
My Way of Selling Honey.— A. D.
are thrown out.— Ed.]
Stocking, Almena, P Mich., writes:
On page 58, Mr. George Poindexter,
Clover Chaff for Winter Packing. after giving his experience with his
" "What should I do V" I
S. .1. Youngman, Cato,© Mich., on honey, asks,
would say, try the plan I did. At
Jan. 26, 1887, writes
first, every time I went to town I took
Those that have bees have rather a small case of nice one-pound secabandoned cellar-wintering, and those tions of honey in my hands, and
with experience are more successful showed it to all whom I met, and sold
than formerly.
Some have decided some and took what orders I could,
that they have killed their bees with and left some with a few good men to
I set the
kindness, having in many cases packed be sold on commission.
them too heavy and tight. I have price at which it was to be sold, paid
market
reports
used both oats and wheat chaff', but I no attention to any

—

:

by railway

?

ful handling.

'f

My bees

the best way to pack comb
in sections, to be sent 150 miles

seem to be wintering well. Extracted
[Pack it in crates which show the
honey is in good demand I sold all of honey
through glass, to ensure caremine at 10 cents per pound.

Mo.

taries are requested to

on Jan.

Eegnier, Saarlouis,

Charles
Prussia, asks

Joseph, Mo.

E. T. Abbott, sec., St. Joseph,

^F" In order

shape. I established my reputation
for the quality of my honey, and in
the style in which I put it up.
honey was always of first quality ; if
I had any that was inferior I sold it
for what it was, or kept it at home,
and I never had any trouble in selling
my honey at my own price.

;

L. Kinsey, Sec., Blaine, O.

Mar. 16.— St, Joseph Tnter-State, at

;

Have

it

packed with

the combs parallel with the rails, and
if tiered up, let it be secured so it will
not be thrown down by the cars'

" bumping."— Ed.]

Early Brood-Rearing.- T. A. DanWewahitchka,-o Fla., writes as

iel,

follows on Feb.

We have had

5.

1887

some

:

weather for
Bees are bringing
in pollen in quantities, and building
up rapidly they average from 2 to 3
frames of brood to the hive. Maples
have been in bloom for some time.
fine

the last 3 weeks.
;

Reversible Extractor.— A.

Windham, Oh N. 1'., asks
Would it pay to obtain a

J. R., of

:

reversible

honey-extractor in an apiary of 200
colonies ?
[It would pay,
one.— Ed.]

if

you obtain a good

Wholesale and Retail Prices of
Honey, etc.— T. M. Coleman, Glendon,»o Iowa, on Feb. 9, 1887, writes
:

There is one thing that I have not
seen mentioned in the discussion on
controlling the price of honey, that I
think could be remedied to some extent, and that is, the great difference

On
in wholesale and retail prices.
page 8 a writer says that prime extracted honey is 5 to 7 cents per pound
in Chicago, and 3 to 4 cents in other
f infer from his article that
cities,
he

is

pleased at the prospect of honey

becoming an

article

common on

the

tables of all classes. But I am told
that this cheap honey from our hands
goes on the tables of consumers at 12
to 15 cents per pound, and often
higher. I shipped a lot of extracted
honey to a grocer in a distant town,
and it cost him about 10 cents and I
have prositive proof that he sold it at
20 cents a pound. There are so many
men in the grocery business that they
;

.
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proatonour
They wanted me to sell my
honey to them at 10 cents per pound,
and let them retail it at 15 cents the
past season, but I would not do it.
ily honey was in one-pound sections,
are claiming too large a
labor.

in nice cases each with a glass side,
I determined I would not go to
all the trouble necessary to put it on
their counters, and let them merely
hand it out to their customers, and
take one-third as their share. As to
bee-legislation, 1 do not think we need

and

'
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hive, creased them to 33, sold 3, and doubled
with bees, in up some, so that I now have 23 in the
in all stages, cellar and 4 in a tenement house outoccupying a doors, in which they winter well. We
square in two had a very poor season for honey last
frames.
We are inclined to think year, as it was so dry. The clover did
that our bees have began breeding too not last long, and we got very little
early, and on too large a scale for the basswood honey, and no fall honey. I
changeable weather that we are hav- had to feed sugar to some of the late
ing. Two hundred colonies wintered swarms before putting them away for
winter. I weighed and marked each
in the cellar are doing nicely.
hive as I put them away, so I will be

being a

warm

we opened a

day,

which was very strong
which we found brood
even to capped cells,
space of about 6 inches

able to

tell

how much

it

requires to

Shipping Bees and Keeping Honey. winter a colony of bees. The cellar
H. M. Moyer, Ilill Church,cx Pa., is about 4(P Fahr., and the bees are
bees did well last winter in a cellar
dry and all right.
with the temperature at 34J above asks the following
zero much of the time; and this
1. Is it safe to ship full colonies of
Making Wax-Sheets.-J. F. S., of
winter they seem to be doing finely bees by express in Langstroth hives,
when it runs down to 30° above zero. by fastening only the top-bars of the Charles City, 5 Iowa, asks the followMy home is lonely this winter my frames? Or will they swing too much ing question
wife, after going with me for 35 years on the bottom-bars so that it will
In making wax-sheets for foundaof life's journey, has gone on before pinch the bees V
me, to •' the better land." May be I
honey keep as tion, how can they be dipped to make
2. Will extracted
ought not to say anything about it well during the summer if it was in both ends of even thickness V
here, but the Editor's words about a freezing room the winter previous[Dip twice, reversing the ends of
his mother, last October, spoke to my say in a room whose temperature was
heart in such a way, and called out a good many times at zero— as it will the board.— Ed.]
such sympathy from bee-keepers, that when it was in a room which did not
Bees
in
Splendid Condition.—
I feel nearer to all of them.
freeze
Henry Cripe, North Manchester, 6
lx%
pieces
cut
It
is
better
to
[1.
Ind., on Feb. 11, 1887, writes
Food for Shipping Bees.—Jacob inches, and as long as the depth of
Bees in this locality had a good
Alpaugh, St. Thomas, Ont., asks
the frames, and put one between each
flight on Feb. 9 and 10, and seem to
This be in splendid condition.
1. What is the best food to put in end-bar, wedging the last one.
My bees
with queens while being shipped, or is perfectly safe, unless the combs were all on the wing except 5 colonies
with bees shipped by the pound V 2.
that are buried in a clamp, and they
break.
How is it made V
will have to stay in where they are
2. Yes.— Ed.]
until the latter part of March. I have
2. Ask I.
[1. The "Good "candy.
wintered some in this manner for
R. Good, of Nappanee, Ind.— Ed.]
-E.
Bees at Work on the Maples.four winters, and never lost a colony,

much

if

My

any more than we have.

—

:

;

:

i*

:

:

J.

My Report.— John B. TuUy, Wyoming,©

Ills.,

on Feb.

commenced

11, 1887,

says

:

spring of 1886
with 3 colonies of bees, and increased
them to 8, by natural swarming. I
obtained 900 pounds of honey in onepound sections, besides plenty for the
bees to winter on.
I

the

Patented Bee-Hives.— W.G.Hayen,
Pleasant

Mound,?

Ills.,

says

:

Please answer this question through
the Bee Journal
If a person sells
me a bee-hive, and some one else has
a patent on it, who would be respon:

sible ?

8, 1887,

Riverton,*o Miss.,

writes

on except several that starved.

:

Bees.— John Rey,
My bees were wintered on the sum- Good Weather for
mer stands, and are doing well. They East Saginaw,© Mich., on Feb. 10,
commenced bringing in pollen on 1887, says
they
23, and are still doing so
seem to be very strong in numbers,
and I think they are working on
maple and spicewood. It is earlier
than usual, but we are having very
warm weather for this season of the

Jan.

Bees are having a fine time, as the
weather is warm and just right for
bees to have a cleansing flight. They
are spotting the snow some, but it is
in a dry state. Every colony in my
yard came ont in strong force, and in
year. My apiary is in Arkansas, west
a healthy condition. I notice a good
of the Mississippi river, and near its
many young bees and a few drones
banks.
from some of the strongest colonies,
I think that fully 80 per cent, of the
Spring Weather and Bees Flying. bees will winter in northern Michigan.
G. L. Rankins, Weston,+o Ky., on
Feb. 8, 1887, writes
Clover in Nebraska.— N. W. AfSerMy bees had a nice flight on Jan. baugh, Cameron,© Nebr., on Feb. 8,
13, and now on the 4th to the 8th of 1887, writes
February we are having spring
I have 37 colonies of bees on the
weather, and the bees are humming
around
I wintered my summer stands, packed all
as if it was April.
they have' plenty
bees on the summer stands, and lost except the front, and
one colony it was a late swarm, and of honey. Bees have been flying every
the weather is
the mercury was 8 month this winter
it froze oii Jan. 1
mild. I had a good yield of fall
below zero.
here
;

—

:

you did not know that it was
patented, you would be an innocent
purchaser.— Ed.]
[If

Bees Breeding Early.- John Nebel
High Hill,ot Mo., on Feb. 14,

& Son,

1887, write

;

;

;

We have had some verv changeable
weather lately. The temperature has
fallen .50^ in 18 hours. On Feb. 10 it
was 700; on Feb. 11,20°. Bees that
are on the summer stands have had
several good flights since Jan. 20. The
winter has not been very severe on
bees here, so far but they have consumed more of their stores than usual,
and as they are breeding very rapidly
now (the weather being quite warm),
they will need a good deal of attention to supply them with enough
;

stores

Mathews,

Feb.

until fruit

blossom.

honey. As soon as we getclover
I think that Nebraska will produce
My Experience with
more honey than any other State, as
Cleary, Algona,5 Iowa, on Jan. 21, clover blooms in June and heart'sease in the fall until frost. I am in
1887, writes
favor of a bee-keepers' union to regucolonies
I
obtained
2
ago
years
Two
One thing
late the price for honey.
of bees, and secured a few pounds of I am afraid of is, that the California
honey from them, and increased them honey will regulate the prices here.
year
to 4 colonies the first year.
ago last fall I got 16 colonies more
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Tear Among
and put the 20 in the cellar in the fall,
and last spring I took out of it 19, the Bees." ami the Bee Joijbnax, for one
Jan. 24 some of which were very weak. I in- year, we will club lor $1.50.

Bees.— Wm

A
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Ifucca Bmslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the

Honey and Beeswax Market.

j^^^^^^^^m:<^^

The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
HONEY.— Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for any- When they become sticky with honey, they
tbinpr off in comb honey this includes dark undecan be washed, and when dry, are as good
airable and crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
Good 1-lb. sections, 10(^12c.; choice. V2^@\'^c. No as ever. The low price at which they are
demand for extracted, and very little for comb.
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
BB)BSWAX,-22C.
E. A. BURNETT,
more of them, so as to always have one
Jan. 19.
161 South Water St.
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
NEW YORK.
HONEY.— We quote Fancy white in 1-lb. sec- each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
tions, 10(ai2e.; in 2-lbs., 9®10c.: off tirades. 1 to 2
iidd 1 cent each for postage

CHICAGO.

T^-^

^mSmmm
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors.

:

;

:

Buckwheat, In I-lb. sections, 8@
8!^c.; in 2-Ib3., 7@7^c. Extracted, California. 5@)
S^iC; buckwheat. 4r«^4^c. Supply of comb boney
and
demand
for all kinds is improvinp:.
is large,
cts.

923 &,925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGOJLL.
At One Dollar a If ear.

per

lb. less.

BBBSW AX.—2

ALFRED

BROS.,
34

NEWMAN.

H.

Wtoen Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to Join with you in taking the Bee
JotjRNALi. It is now 80 cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It vrlll pay any one to

(a23c.

1

MCCAUL & HILDRBTH

Jan. 21.

Hudson

St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

Business manager.

HONE y.— Extracted is firm at 4@4^c., and comb
at8fsi2c. per

lb.

BEESWAX.-lfKa21c.
Feb.

^p^jecial ^otites.

SCHACHT & LBMCKE,

9.

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
atl4@15c.; 2-pnundB at ll(ai2c. Extracted. 5@7c.
Demand

To

122-124 Davisl St.

BOSTON.
for

1-lb.

sections lively.

BEBSWAJS;.— 24

— It

CIS.

per

lb.

would save Feb. 11. Blake & kiplkt. 57 Chatham Street.
US much trouble, if all would be particular
DETROIT.
to give their P. O. address and name, when
HONEY.— Few sales are reported. Best white
comb
comb,
Fall
honey, iu®llc. Extrac!2Mo.:
writing to this office. We have several letters
ted is offered for firajsc.
{some inclosing money) that have no name;
BEES WAJC.- Firm at 23c.
M. H. HUNT.. Bell Branch. Mich.
many others having no Post>OfBce, County Feb. II.
or State. Also, if you live near one postCINCINNATI.
office and get your mail at another, be sure
HONE Y.— We quote for extracted. 4®7c. per lb.
Nice comb brings l2(ajl.'ic. per lb. in a jobbiDg way.
to give the address we have on our list.
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 20S22C. per lb. for

Correspondents.

The Western World Gnide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

good to choice yellow.
Jan.

C.F.MUTH&SON.FreemanA

22.

Money Orders

can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead ot the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Central Av.

CLUVKIiAND.

HONE Y.— Choice white. In

Tliere Is

1-lb. sections, sells at
1-lbs.. e-gioc:

secondquallty white,12c.; dark
white 2-lbs.. ll®I2c. Extracted, 6c.
13c.;

Market

dull.

BEE8WAX.-25C.
Feb.

A. C. Kendbl. 115 Ontario Street.

15.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— We quote choice 1-lb. sections at 12®
V2Hc.: 2-lbs., ll®12c. No call lor dark. White extracted, in barrels and keg8,6@6^c. in small packages. 7@8c. : dark. In barrels and kegs,5®5>6c.
;

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mall you

BEESWAX.— 25C.

If

Jan.

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

A. V. Bishop. 142

19.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.- We quote Comb, extra white,
;

Bee Journai..

Colored Fosters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Jodrnal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

We -will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

Jan.

O. B.

10.

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

KANSAS
HONEY.— We

CITY.

quote white clover 1-pounds at

12c.; dark 1-Ibs.,8t9i0c.: white clover 2-IbB., io®ii
cts,: dark 2-lbB„7®9c. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark. 4<ti 5c. white sage, 5@5J^c. ; amber,4>6@5.
:

:

BBESWAX.-2U@23C.

Jan.

13.

Cl.KMONS.CLOON4Co.,cor. 4th&Walnot.

ST. IjOUIS.
comb, 10@12c.; latter price
for choice white clover. Strained, in barrels,
3!^®4Mo. Extra fancy of bright color and In No. I

HONEY.— Choice

is

H advance on above prices. Extracted
In cans, 5@6c. Market dull.
4i^(rj>5c.
BKBSWAX.-Firm at 2Ic. for prime.

packages.

in barrels.

Feb.

3.

TUTT &

CO.,

Commercial

By Using the Binder made
One Dollar invested

for the weekly visits
for 1887,
will richly repay every apiarist in Amerloa.

American Bee Journal

The Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the

American Bee Journal

will

be clubbed for $1.25.

for one year,

E. Duncan SnilTen, Advertising Agent,
Park Eow, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
3

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

in the year.

Convention Notices,

St.

expressly

for this Bee JonRNAi,, all can have them
bound and ready for examination every day

We have reduced

the price to
Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1.50.

60

that—

:

D. G.

determine their meaning.

ot the

insisting

I2@13

amber to white, 8^@11. Extracted, white,
4M®4>^c.; amber and candled, 3^@4c. Trade Is
cts.;

quiet.

no nistake in

as in all other things, so in advertising— the
best is the cheapest, no matter what its first
cost may be.

cents, postpaid.

Red Labels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4(4 inches. — We have now
t^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Jodrnax
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can will be sent free upon application. Any one
supply them at the following prices
100 intending to get up a club can have sample
for $1.00 250 for$1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000 copies sent to the persons they desire to infor $3.00
all with name and address of terview, by sending the names to this office,
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. or we will send them all to the agent.

ly

The annual meeting of the Eastern Iowa
and Western Illinois Bee-Keepers' Assticiation
will be held in Moore's Hall, 111) Bast 3rd Street,
at Davenport, Iowa, on Wednesday and Thursday,
Feb. 23 and 24, 1887, commencing at 10 a.m. Beekeepers and those interested in bee-culture are invited to be present. Those wishing to exhibit beelixtures or honey, will please bring the same for
inspection.
J. Wadswortu, Sec.

pr" The St. Joseph Inter-State Bee-Keepers' Association will meet in the Lecture Room of" Cnitv
(Uiurch." nt St. Joseph. Mo.. (9tli between Felix &
Edmund Sts.). on Wednesday, Marcli 16, I8H7, at 7
E. T. Abbott, See.
p.m. All are invited.

:

;

;

;

The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Association
tymeet
at Wheeling, W.Va., in the K. of P. Hall,

;

will
1

138

Main

tiiaj;

St.,

on Mar. 3 and

4,

1

8-<7.

W.

li.

KiNSEY, See
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What Mr. Beyer says :„-;•-

thanks for the splendid seeds received from your firm.
would 1)0 a rather lenutliv list if I should uame all, but
wilUaythatamon^Btastirat, and 3 second premiunn
awarded uio at our fairs in Northern Indiana and
SoutherB Michigan, 2S lirst premiums were for vei,'etables raised from your seeds, ^^^lat tirra can beat
August Deter, So. Bend, InA
J8?'»
Seed of this quality I am now ready to sell to every one
g.arden, sendiui! them FREE my
plants
a
or
farm
_j tills a
egetable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1SS7. Old customers
this season the native wild
catalogue
I
for
it.
d not write
potato.
JAS. J. H. GRE(JORV, Seed Grower, Marblehead, Mass.
I

OLD TIME PRICES!

SALE CHEAP, for cash, to lOO ColoFOR
nics -Beei brflie pound, of either Italian or
1

Albino Bees.

KLKINOW,

- Address. OTTO
QUEENSUate), Detroit, Mieh.

an,i

further nolicL' will Hcoept onlers for
UNTIL
KOUNDATIUN us follows— to be shipped in

Wayne

(0pp. Ft:

1

^*Ktt

ITALIAN QUEENS
FINE
trom Importeil and Tlome-Bred

April

sale, reared
M.itliers. In

Dunham

f"""

:

FREEBORN,

S. I.

of

We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: $8.00 per bushel, t~.-25 per peck,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or S'weet
Clover Seed: *6.00 per bushel, $i.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly tilled upon arrival.

BEES

Reason, too luauy.
For sale cheap.
H. NEUHAUS,

NEWMAN

Burlington, Racine Co., Wis.

TA8t.

1

923

THOS. G.
& H25 West Madison

Street,

SON,

A:

CHICAGO,

LLL.

and 4 5 of it comb 2,300 lbs. sold at
home for casli without peddling. Langstroth
ver,

I

TO RAISE COMB HONEY.

HOLLINGSWORTB,

iiLIVBR FOSTER, Mt. Vernon, Linn

HIVES, SECTIONS

Italians. Tested Queens. June, 1.25 eacn.
il^Vduz. Full colony&tpsted queen,June,$6,
O. N. BALDWIN. Clarfesville. Mo.
oAly

I>URB

before you
Price-List.

of the
at flO
Combs are drawn out from Foundation in wired
frames all Queens reared under the swarming
impulse, except a few superseded in full colonies.
"With the largest order (not lesB than lu) I will give
an ExcelBinr Uoney-Bxtractor with 2nd largest
'lot less than 5), an Excel. Wax-Extr»ctor and
Bees
MappindT-Kiiife— provided 1 sell my Bees.
i;iped as ordered, and in the order they are in
-vard. Remit by P. O. Money Order, or Draft
on New Orleans. Correspondence & offers solicited.
Address. W. T.
Alexandria, La.
per Colony.

SUPPLIES
and

:

DRAKE & SMITH,
Successors to A, B.

Bee-Hive,

-^'-^

BEES for SALE, Cheap.
1 AA Colonies of American-reared ItalJ-UU laii Bres, best strain, strong, and in
10-frame wired Simplicity hives for sale at
Z. A. C1.ARK,
$8.00 per Colony.
AKKADELPHIA, ARK.
8Etf
;

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

to

Bee-Card. See pajre 77, or address,
J. H. MARTIN, HARTFORD. N. Y.

Wood

Sides.

the best material and In a workmanSend stamp for Sample SECTION
2El2t
and Price-List.

all

made of

manner.

BEES and HONEY,
OR THE

of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit ; by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoumaL
Editor of the

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the imi.s
Srovements ami inventions in tliis rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with evervtliiiig that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBoimd in cloth, 81.00, postpaid.
dition.

Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozeu or Hundred.

Iiiberal

THOS.

151, MILTON, MASS.

give my bees the
T> attention they should have, and lam
therefore anxious to obtain the services of
a competent, reliable apiarist, to aid me. I
want a single man. For further particulars

C JORDAN,

JORDAN SPRINGS, Fred Co., VA,
KEAUY TO SHIP. — Langstroth Brood-

tiAtf

Frnme;", prepared to nail, at !>u cents per ltx>
5«jtj for t4.wi.
I have several thousand of those
Nice Brood-Frames in the flat, which, if ordered
before Apr. l, may be had fer *>* per l.ouci. freight
prepaid by C. W. DAYTON. Bradford, Iowa.
;

2Elf

SECTIONS.

a snecialtv of the manufacture of
^Ei:T1uN8 of the White
the whitest aii<) best wood fur the purpose.
\\
make all styles and sizes, but recommend the
siii-openiMc Sections as superuT v> any other.
'riiL* L'reat accuracy and tine Hnish of our Sections
:ue the admiration of everybody. Sample :i cents,
iTicc-ljistof Sui)pheB Iree.
i''iplar.
I-

Address,
M:tl

OR. G. I^. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

G.

NE\»TWAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

^"

St..

CHICAGO, ILL.

The American Bee Jodknal

for a year and the book, " Bees
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

T'l/'ANTED.— I oannot

make
WEDOVE-TAlLtD

LIGHTNING GLUERS,

B^"

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escnpes, Bee-Feeders, and

923

Bees, with a view of establishing an
Apiary near Boston. Address.

of

E.

BKISXCI.

the Standard Hive of Vermont,

ri-om white poplar* (the best timber in
the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a ^Wood
Thumb-Screw for Clamps. Separators and

^~A

To confer with a reliable
WANTEO.—
married man who has agood knowledge

address,

Bristol, Vt.

of the

SECTION HONEY BOXES,

6W(3tm)40t

BOX

Manum.

mude

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

MADDOX,

GET LEFT !— Nothing: extends
DO'T
reputation equal
the brilliantCbromo

«A2t

ILLS.

Management

Four-lifths

;

6Atf

V.

8E6t

SALE.— 100 Full Colonies of Italian and
T70R
Hybrid BEES, in j-atory Standard Lan^stroth

or

my Catalogue
H. BROWN,

send for
Address.
jr.

X
Hives,

WINNEBAGO,

6E.3t

DON'T BUT QUEENS,

You need this pamphlet, and my
TAtf.
bee and supply circular.
Co., Iowa.

'rice 5 cents.
1-

;

Hives, with good Combs, Tieringup SectionCases, Division-Boards and Feeders, Extractor, and good Honey-House. (Rented place
of one acre.)
If not disposed of before April, it will be
sold at auction.
C. m.

like

HOW

Winnebago,

138 Colonies, in the village of

Ills.— 7 miles from Kockford, and 100
miles west of Cliloaeo. The location is
The
first-rate, and no other apiary near.
past season. 82 colonies increased to 138, and
gave 7,000 lbs. surplus— nearly all white clo-

ILLS.

cZiOvsn sssDS.

Ithaca, Wis.

Bee keeper wanted for four
Correspondence solioitcd.
P. BALDWIN, Independence, Mo.

COLONIES

Co..

other interests which claim my
HAVING
attention,
wish to sell my apiary of

TllANUFACTCKERS

months.

100

CAMBRIDGE, Henry

6Atf

in

PBACTlCAIi
TA.3t.

pit lb.... ^^.....;^... 45c.
AlMp'tiii- best
tlii>

MA3t

TAtf.

35c.

pi-r lb

FOUNDATION
All fn-sii niiido.
i"
nmrket.
FASTENER
Vandervort 15
WAX worked— Dunhiiiii h cts. and
cts. per lb. NoCirculars. Seven years experience
in the business.
J. V. CALDWELL,

;

live

Brood,

Vandervort Thin,

April, Untested yueons.fl.ii each.ur $13 per rtoz.;
Queens
Mar to Nov.. «1 each per iloz. »10. Tested
$1 more Select Tested, 1 1.50 more. Address all
orders to, J. P. Caldwell, SanMarcos, Hays Co., Tex.

men to work
Three
WANTEO
an Apiary and Nursery.

:

APIARY FOR SALE

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

Price, by Express, 50 cts.; by mail, 65 cts.: 12 in

the
flat,

flat,

and one nailed

112.00.

(13 in all), $3.50

;

50, In

of

the

Address.

AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISEE.
The British Bee journal is published every
at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

Week,

contains the best practical information for the
time beinfc, showlnK what to do. and when and
how to do it. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the American
Beb Journal, one year, for $3.00.

in stock,
at low rates.

alt Itinds liept

THE aUINBT SMOKER

G. NEWiriAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ELL.

THOS.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

and

a specialty.
Send for Illustrated Price-Llat
\V. E. CLARK,
Successor to L. C. Root,
Oiiskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

lA17t

Wooden

Pails for

Honey

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Pailswell paiDteu <'n the outside, and with -^ iron
a ti«bi-tlttini.' wood cover, at »ii.a*i
TLev will hold »i» lbs. of honey, and
per dozen.
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
taousenold pall.

W
hoops and
W'f

JE

G. NElV&fAX <fe SOJV,
West Madlsonaireet. CUlCAliO ILL.

THOS.
923

4;

925

THE AMERICAJS BEE JOURNAL.

T26
THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

& Convenient

Systematic

Year among the Bees,
j;eing

A

Talk about sovxe of the Implements, Plan$
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2."> years*
Experieiice, %uho has for 8 ytars made the

Production of Honey his Excltisive

Patented June

BuMinrss.

28, 1881.

attending the North
WHIIiE
Bee-Keepers' Convention at

Indianapwe learne(i there was a rumor afloat
that the Patent on the ONE-PIECE SECTION
bad been set aside— circulated by unprinolpled parties, to mislead beekeepers. We
would say in regard to this, that such is not
the case. It is now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a grreat while, when we will
notify all through the Bee Journal. UntU
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering write us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
-order. Address,
olis,

J.

FORNCROOK &

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
BBVOLVIXG COMB-BAXGBR,
Tool Box and Kecording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

G.

(0
0)

SON,
CHICAGO,

of Comb
for particulars.

amount

o

ILL.

h

o

P3

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

O

and

See Advertisement

retail.

®

e4

y Muth's Honey

SQUARE GLASS HOSET-JARS,

Alley, Wenhatn. Mass.

Clrcularp. apply to

For

CBAS.

'*

T^
<o

O

lj;g;^»^.™v,j

:S~;SS1

H

We are the introducers

of the Jessie
Strawberry, and the only Arm that can
supply plants to the trade. It is the
most remarkable new fruit of the age.
Send for particulars and colored plate;
also for copy of Green's Fruit Grower,
and our illustrated Fruit Catalogue.

Guide to Grape Culture. 23c. Green's
Guide to Strawberry Culture, 25 cents.
Green's Fruit Grower, oOc. per year,
and Green's " How to Propagate and
Grow Fruit," 50c all to one address
for 50c. Green's Tree Agent's Guide,
15c. Green's Books, (3) combined with

J.

u
«

Chapman Boney-Plant Seed

MANUFACTORY
FOR HIVES, SECTIONS,

»25

West Madison

A SON.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Street.

Hadanl'sFouiidatiou Factory, wholes.ile
nnd

retail.

See Advertisement

In

:

AM

I

now prepared

to supply dealers

:

;

;

;

:

sufficient for halt
if properly ttiinned out and re-set.

pound of seed

&c.

and others

THOS.

with

Hives, Sections, Shipping-Crates,

923

&

is

G.

an

acre,

NEWMAN & SON,

925 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Supers, etc.,
make a specialty of L ANGSTROTH Dadant's FonndatienFactory, wholesale
AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with and retail. See Advertisement In another column.
supply dealers Bolicited. My Sections are all made

of

all

kinds.

T

We pay »Oc. per lb., dellTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, toe shipper's name
hould always be on each package&

(Echinops sphcerocephalus.)
can supply this seed POST-P.IID
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
4
2 ounces, S1.50
1 ounce, f 1
cents
1 pound, $3. One
pound.
$3
ounces, S2 %

We

I

from Poplar. Address,

CO.,

BEESWAX.
»23

VAN DEIJSEN & SONS,

-*^

GEORGE TAVLOR,
11

G. N^WJAA.Ji

Comb Foundation

(SOLE MANnFACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

.

,

15 colored plates, gilt cover, 75 cents.
Green's Descriptive Catalogue, with 5
colored plates and two back copies of
Fruit Grower, 10c. Address,

A SON,

High Side Walls, 4 to 1-t square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

3C-B

TREE SALESMEN WANTED.

You can make money selling our trees,
and get your own trees free. Green's

M17TH

F.

etc.

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman <t Central Ave.,
P. 8.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

(-1

Patent Flat-Bottom

JESSIE.

THOS.

Extractor,

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

A 32-page magazine, published montbt j, by

N.

another column.

In

!3

Terms. $1.00 per annum. To each netc subscriber
we will send fkke. by mail, one of our latest
improved Drone and Queen Traps," the regular
price of which is f^ cents, aend for sample copy.
Mabe Postal Notet^ and P. O. Money Orders
fayable at the Salem, Mass., P. O., or enclose the
1.00 at our risk.
lAtf

ROCHESTER,

TT.

o

APICULTURIST

GREEN'S NURSERY

THE BEE-KEEPERS'

(0

AWAY
THE AMERICAN

4A.5t

the

to

S

s

GIVEN
Henry

ILL.

largest
durinpr 1887. Write

Honey

c MAGAZINE, 35 cent."* per Vear.
BAKRYTOITN, N.
lAtf
o
(Mention this Journal.)

NEWMAN &
St..

SON,
CHICAGO.

~ ARE offered by the Magazine,
Subscribers who obtain the

a

IS
S)

have a large quantity of CHOICE
"WHITE EXTRACTED HONEV, in kegs
holding from 200 lbs. to 223 lbs. each, which
-we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

We

THOS.

AN &

St.,

PRIZES!

u
« ^ I

Extracted Honey For Sale.

& 925 West Madison

& 925 West Madison

$18.00

«
a
o S
.^•'^
S3
U tS
©

1886.

I^~Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

923

X£IO$. G. NE^Vl?
923

G. NEWOTAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
4i

1,

Price, TS centfl. bymalL This is a new work
ot about 114 pages, well-pvinted ana nicely bound
In cloth. Address,

THOS.

CO.,

Watertown. Wis., Not.

lAtf

C- C- I^IXjXjE:!^.

B"2" IDT^.

American

another column.

Sfind

WEAK

XHEATISE,

NON

published especially in
of iliose wlio aro

iterests

Ki'

SI

ervous and DeIf you have been
and hnmbncged send at

.-^

^hiiitated
driitTfred

tronG
THE MARSTON

once for this
Replete with
to

SWARMING

ILLS.

BEE-HIVES.

Most practical for surplus honey
World. E.xcellent for rearalso for Increase, when desired.

in the

Queens

;

Send 2 cents tor Circulars.
„ „ „
ILLS.
VICTOK W. CI.OI GH,GENESEO,
51A12t
.
-,

FREE BOOK,

infor niinion

MARENGO,

20Atf

All men seeking He.-iKh.Slrengtn
flndEnergy should avoid drugging
the stomach and send for Prof.

MAllSTOr^i'S

75 CBntS reaTamonJthe^Beesr
MILLER,

114 pajres, clotb bound. Address.
UK. C. C.

DUNDEE, Kane Co., ILLS.

Att

of value

young and old men.
Park Place. New York,

Oadaut'sFoundatioiiFactory, wholesale

Oc 19

t

And

r.?t,ili.

see AilvertHemeut In another column.
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Passed Aivay.— Speaking of the " death
record " of the most renowned apiarists of
Europe during 1886, the Bulletin of our
friend Bertrand.of Nyon, Switzerland, says :
Switzerland deplores,

among

others,

the

removal by death, of M. Mona Italy, Mr. C.
FumagalU, the author of a hive largely in
use among Italians
France, M. Jules
Madare, President of the Sooiote de la Somme, and M. Maurice GIrard, a distinguished
entomologist and author of a valuable book
on bees Scotland has lost her James Anderson, a veteran of Scotch apiculture, who, in
his day, was remarkably successful with the
Stewarton hive und. lastly, Russia has seen
;

;

;

THOMAS
Voinill,

Q.

MarcH

NEWMAN,
2,

188],

Mr. M. F. Xatman, whose

No.9.

letter ap-

with our commeots on page 83,
writes an explanation and apology. He did
not intend quite as much as his words implied, and he meant it more in jest than in
earnest.
His explanation is quite satis-

peared

factory.

;

the passing away of Dr. A. Butlerow, Professor of Chemistry and of Medicine at the
St. Petersburg University.
Dr. Butlerow
was the promoter of modern bee-keeping in
Kussia, and his works are considerable,
among which is a Russian translation of
Berlepech's book. The deceased doctor was
also founder of a school of apiculture.

We formed the acquaintance of Dr. Butlerow when attending the Austro-German
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Prague, Bohemia, in 1879. The Czar of Russia had
commissioned him to confer a " decoration "
upon Dr. Dzierzon for his valuable aplcultural services. In the presence of some
.3,000 persons he conferred this great honor
amidst much enthusiasm. At the banquet
which followed, the editor of the American
Bee JotTRNAL had the honor of his company, together with Herr Andreas Schmidt,
(now deceased), Dr. Dzierzon, the Baroness
Von Berlepseh, Herr Vogel, and some other
celebrated bee-masters.

131

None Lost!— Just
of our readers

imagine the surprise
to have seen the

who happen

Canadian Bee Journal of Feb. 10, upon discovering, on page 031, the following paragraph
The " Union " in the United States claim
to have lost nine of the suits which they
have thus far defended
In our paper of Feb. 9 we stated that the
Union has lost none of the suits which It
had deemed expedient to defend, and after
placing each suit on record, by enumerating
it and the decision arrived at, we added
The four cases enumerated in the foregoing matter are all that have been finally
decided, and it is a record for every member
to feel proud of—not one case Uas been
:

1

:

decided against

tlie

bees

'.

l

would be fair to presume that the
Editor of our Canadian cotemporary wrote
the word " none," and that the printer set
it up nine.
As a vast difference in the two
statements is caused by the substitution of
one letter, we hope that the Canadian editor
It

make the necessary correction both
speedily and cheerfully.
Justice demands
it, for the
Union has defended only four
suits, and of these not one lias been lost!
will

We Commended that

Michigan

legisla-

tion matter to Prof. Cook, in our last issue
(page 115), and we are well persuaded that
it is In good hands.
Mr. George E. Hilton,
President of the Michigan State Association,
writes thus :

But since then a number of the prominent
You are right Mr. Editor. I wrote to Prof.
Fayette Lee, of Cokato, Minn., has sent apiarists of the Old World have passed away,
Cook last week, and he says he will attend
us a model of a tin bottom (like a pan) for in addition to those enumerated by M. to it. He thinks that there will be no trouble
orates, to prevent the leakage from daubing Bertrand. Among them are
Herr Andreas in defeating such an unjust Bill. I liave also
:

grocers' counters. It is a very nice thing,
but we fear would be too expensive for

Schmidt, who, for nearly a quarter of a
century had edited the Biencn Zeitung in
general use.
Germany the Rev. Herbert R. Peel, editor
of the British Bee Journal ; Mr. John Hunter, author of Hunter's Manual, in London,
The Costs in the case of Mcintosh vs. England Prof. Von Siebold, the faithful
Harrison thus far amount to about one friend of Father Dzierzon, and others whose
thousand dollars. If the case were carried names we do not now recall.
to the Supreme Court, the costs would be an
Peace to their dust We shall all soon join
additional twelve hundred dollars. So says
" the silent majority 1"
the Canadian Bee Journal.
;

;

I

written to the State Horticultural Society in
session at Hillsdale, to pass a resolution
against it. I have seen our representative,
and arranged to have the matter postponed
for 30 days, which he says he can and will
do ; in the meantime, I think our forces will
be sufBciently centered to over-balance any

which Mr. MeCormick can make.
Here follows a letter from Prof. Cook, who
accepts the trust, and will, as he has done so
many times before, see that justice is done

efforts

to the pursuit of bee-keeping.

He

says

:

The " Bill to wipe apiculture out of Michigan " (that is my title to it) will never pass,

Tbe Great Sabject of tbe Day for the Referring to an item on page 67, about
American people, is the exposed condition another bee-paper for Canada, Mr. Allen
of our great seaports, in a dozen of which Pringle, in the Canadian Bee Journal, says
I sincerely trust this is a mistake, but if
one-fourth of the wealth and resources of

and will probably never be called up. Michigan aims to foster her important industries
and not to throttle them. Such a Bill could
not get a dozen votes in the Michigan legis
Still, I hope every bee-keeper in
lature.
the project is really under serious considera- Michigan will write to Hon. Mr. MeCormick,
Mich., urging him to withdraw the
Lansing,
tion, I hope the projectors, whoever they
serve to enlighten him and
may be, may re-consider the matter. In- Bill. It will
to the status of this business.
others
as
stead of two or mure inferior, half-supported
bee-Journals in Canada, let us have one good
one
Two papers cannot, in my opinion,
thrive and succeed.
Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
Mr. W. F. Clarke, In the same paper, on desk are from
page 927, under date of Feb. 10, 1887, reF. A. Snell, Mllledgeville, Ills.— 16 pages—
Apiarian Supplies.
marks thus
J. W. Powell & Son, Mankato. Minn.— 16
I most thoroughly endorse Mr. A. Pringle's
remonstrance afiainst the establishment of pages— Bees, Bee-Keepers' Supplies, etc.
Smitii & Smith, Kenton, O.— 2-4 pages— Imanother bee-paper in this country at present.
Certainly no one who has the best in- plements in Bee-Culture.
terests of Canadian bee keeping at heart
C. Weckes8er,Marshallvllle, 0.— 16 pageswill advocate the expediency of a rival bee- Bees, Queens, and Garden Seeds.
Eaper. Our friends from across the lines
David Hill, Dundee, •Ills.— 8 pages— Everave committed the error of starting too
:

the whole nation is accumulated. Destruction of a great port would spread ruin to all
parts of the country. Mr. Joseph Nimmo,
his article, "Our Unprotected Seacoast," gives a lesson that all should read in
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly for March.
Jr., in

Bees on Shares.— We have several Inquiries as to the terms of such contracts,
and

:

order to answer them all at once we
usual terms of such contracts.
It is usual for one party to furnish the
bees, and the other the care and labor. The
expense of new hives for swarms, comb
They are constantly greens, etc.
foundation, sections and crates for comb many bee-papers.
Ezra Baer, Dixon, Ills.— 8 pages— Bees,
honey, kegs or barrels for extracted honey, springing up like mushrooms, and soon die.
Queens, and Apiarian Supplies.
extractors, smokers, queens, etc., to be
There is considerable truth in the remark
Hughes c& Tatman, North Topeka, Kans.—
equally divided. At the end of the honey about there being too many bee-papers in 4 pages— Bees, Queens, Chickens, etc.
season the honey and increase of bees are the United Stales, but three for Canada
Edward Gillett, Southwick, Mass.— 16
equally divided- leaving each to take all would eclipse any showing that could be pages— Ferns, Plants, Flowers, etc.
W. W. Rawson & Co., 34 South Market St.,
chances of marketing as well as wintering made " across the lines."
Boston, Mass.— 24 pages— Vegetable and
the bees. A written contract, stating the
Too many bco-papers boom the pursuit, Flower Seeds.
whole agreement In full is always desirable weaken prices, and destroy confidence by
N. N. Betslnger, Maroellus, N. T.— 6 pages
to prevent misunderstandings.
-Perforated Separators.
the premature death of the weaklings.
in

will state the
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keep tinguished from the other bees by the
quires less food afterward to
for hairs being all worn off from the
Feeding
going.
brood-rearing
tr. abdomen, so that they appear black
business.—
dear
pretty
brood is a
and shiny. Where there are layingW. Demaree.
workers there will generally be seen
given
No satisfactory answer can be one many such bees, but only a few of
Any
to the question as stated.
them may be developed into layingmay speculate.— The Editor.
workers.— G. L. Tinker.

TVitb Keplies thereto.
ask for answers to
rit is quite useless to
less time
Queries in tliis Department in wait
their
have to
They
than one month.
about a
turn, be put in type, and sent
answer
jho
those
of
each
dozen at a time to
and then find
(tet them returned,

You

m

them
8pl"efortheminthe Journai. H you are
do not ask for
In a "hurry" for replies,
them to be inserted here— Ed.1
•

LayinEWortoBees,
a laying worker-bee from
a queen ?-Kan8.

A

Twenty cubic inches

of honey rep-

resent one pound in ordinary

inson.
By the
queen I

how

as compared with a
of no means of telling
the other workers unless

size,

know

them from

— G. M. DOOLITTLE.

little.
They appear exactly like the other
The amount of stores consumed in
eggs. I
providing for the larva; depends alto- bees, unless when depositing
movements to
gether upon the amount of brood. A have imagined other
be disframe 12x12x1^ would hold from 5 to betray them. They cannot
W
upon
0.
satisfactorily.
depending
tinguished
honey,
of
pounds
8

—

if. i±.

Brown.
Langstroth brood-frame, regular
weighs
size, full of honey in the comb,
nearly 9 pounds. I do not think it
would be possible to ascertain accu-

A

stores, pollen and
honey a frame full of larvse would
consume before being sealed. 1 might

rately

how much

pounds
1 ounce of pollen and 4
honey .-G. L. Tinker.
A Langstroth frame fully filled, and
with comb Ji of an inch thick, as I
use mine in the brood-chamber, will
weigh not far from 5 pounds of

guess
of

honey.— J. E. Pond.

In favorable weather for broodrearing I should judge that a frame
of brood was equivalent to a frame ot
In colder weather it takes
honey.

more honey .-C. W. Dayton.

Too much depends

to

warrant an

in pounds. Larval food and
much of the food of the workers durthe active season, consists of pol-

answer

,

ing

len or bee-bread.- James

Heddon.

hard to say. Bees in the height

It
day
of the season, when conBned all
by a rain, will often lose from 1 to 3
pounds, as shown by scales. Yet so
many things are to be considered that
even this is no criterion. Bees often
use 15 or 20 pounds of honey in the
spring while ailing their hives with
is

distinguish

laying-workers

Bees

Mmi

to

Accent

tlie

Hive.

my

bees swarm
Query, No. 383.— I let
naturally, often several swarms clustering together. They would not accept the hive, but
crawl all over it, both inside and outside. Is It
because they have no queen, or top many 7 1
thehave tried doubling up the colonies, dividing
bees and putting them into several hives, and
raising the hives 10 give them air, but all to nj
had
avail They would Anally die out. I have
single swarms act the same way.— Teias.

Dayton.

It is because they have no queen.—
They are distinguishable only by
Brown.
If we are right. Count J. P. H.
dissection.
The lack of a queen causes such
Barbo, of Milan, was the first to show
the condition of their ovaries by actions.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

microscopic descriptions.—

Dadant

The loss of the queen, I judge, by
the bees balling her or otherwise, is
unless you see them the cause.— G. M. Doolittle.
laving. They look like other workers,
Such actions on the part of bees
and so are easily distinguished from
always indicates the loss of the
a queen. A. J. Cook.
queen.— G. L. Tinker.
You cannot distinguish a laying
I hardly know what the trouble was,
worker from other workers ; though I
was lacking.— C. C.
have observed that the underside of unless the queen
the abdomen of a laying-worker was Miller.
I should say that they had no queen.
fuller than that of an ordinary one.
H. D. Cutting.
You have only positive knowledge
when you catch them in the act of
It is usually because the queen does
disare
They
depositing the egg.
not enter the hive. By practical exsame
the
in
queen
a
from
tinguished
perience in the apiary is the way to
way you distinguish a pig from a learn to overcome this class of diflttBrown.
H.
J.
P.
goat.—
culties.- James Heddon.
There is no way to distinguish a
The fact that they "die out" suglaying-worker from other worker
The queens
gests queenlessness.
bees, unless you can detect them in
in the cluster,
You could were balled and killed
the act of laying eggs.
or after hiving. You should find and
distinguish a laying-worker from a
cage a queen for them for two days.
idenqueen if it was possible to first
" Single swarms " might do so when
vV.
G.
laying-worker.
the
tify
honey was not very plentiful.— C.

&SON.
You cannot

—

—

—

Demaree.
The only way

I can do this myself,
by seeing her in the act of depositing eggs, and I have never found any
appreciable difference in size or form
worker and any
Yet we do not know how between a laying is easy enough
brood.
It
worker-bee.
other
time.
same
in
the
much they gathered
to distinguish a laying-worker from a
—A. J. Cook.
queen, as the queen always shows the
conthe
It depends somewhat upon
mark of royalty, while the worker,
feeding
In
dition of the weather.
or otherwise, never does.— J.
laying
have
no
colonies in the spring that
Pond.
E.
ot
pounds
3
reserve stores, about
It is not possible always to distinhoney for the first square foot of
laying-workers from the other
guish
second
the
for
pounds
sealed brood 2
though it is easy to knovv
workers,
tor
less
something
and
square foot,
(if you can get your eye on it)
one
never
have
I
foot.
square
the third
from a queen by the length of the
tested the matter accurately, but
Somelatler's body, and the size.
heat
proper
the
up
get
bees
the
after
be disstart, it re- times the laying-worker can
the
at
feeding
high
by
;

to

frem any other worker bees, unless
you can catch them in the act of laying.— J asies Heddon.
Laying- workers are not distinguishable from other bees; if you have
seen a worker lay. you can easily determine by its size that it is not the
queen.— The Editor.

combs, you catch them laying.— G. M. Doo-

the condition of the honey.— J.

any

;

can I distinguish
Querr, No. 382.-H0W
other workers, or from

laying worker bee looks like any
other worker bee.— C. C. Miller
The bees sometimes treat her in a
Honey ConsnieUnRearini Brood.
manner somewhat similar to the way
she
of honey a queen is treated. Occasionally
ouery. No. 381.-What amount
brood-frame 12x12 inches, or a may be seen laying.-W. Z. Hutchis ripresented in a
wlmt
words
Langatroth sized frame ? Or. in other by the bees
(consumed
amount of stores have been
until the cells are
in providing for the larvaj
sealed ?-8.

distinguish

can readily

worker from a queen by the difference
in size, as has been shown in engravbut I will let some one else tell
ings

is

W

Dayton.

When bees swarm, and two or more
swarms cluster together, they often
become demoralized by reason of the
presence of more than one queen, and

It pays me to
but one queen at the time
of hiving them, if it is desirable to
Such swarms
unite all together.
should be hived on the old stand and
given one or two frames of brood, so
that if the queen is killed by the mixture of strange bees, they will have
the presence ot brood to rear a queen.
G. W. Demaree.
Queenlessness, without doubt, must
The
for such actions.
account

refuse to do any good.

remove

all

—

—

Editor.

I'HE
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the hives you could very likely tell by
the number of bees, what colony had
swarmed. If you are away, as you
Query, No. 384.— I am obliged to be ab- say, you ought certainly to clip the
sent from my apiarv till 3:45 p.m. each day. If.on
Then the bees
juy roturn, I flna a swarm on a tree, what is the wings of your queens.
beat way <if ascertaining from what hive it came ? will show you, as they will go back,
i have tried sprinltlinK with flour, l)nt with little
and usually you will find the queen in
•«uccesa. Please e-xplain fully. -F., New Jersey.
the hive, or in a knot of bees hard by.
By observiug the appearance of the —A. J. Cook.
colony. The hive that has just cast a
Take a tea-cupful of bees from the
awarm will have fewer bees than swarm
and put them in a bee-tight
usual at the entrance and if sections box, being sure not to get the queen.
be
comparatively
will
on,
they
are
Hive the swarm, placing them (as
deserted.— J. P. H. Brown.
soon as in the hive) where you wish
If there are only a few colonies in them to stand. Now open the box,
the yard they may be examined if and at the same lime throw all the
there are many, the swarm may be bees in the air so they will take wing,
hived, and then watch be kept to see when in a moment or two they will
where the stragglers finally go.— W. return to the parent hive and set up
the call (by fanning of wings) of
Z. Hutchinson.
" home is found." G. M. Doolittle.
Learn the condition and strength
You can toss a few bees in the air
of each colony, so that you can on
your return note the change, if one some distance from the swarm, and
If ascertain which hive they return to
casts a swarm in your absence.
one has many colonies it may be im- or you can examine the hives and see
Eossible to tell where second-swarms from which a swarm has come out.
ave issued, unless the bee-keeper is Either plan is uncertain, however.
on hand very soon after then scat- Why not use a queen and drone trap,
tering young bees, and bees with crip- or make your swarms either on the
Either
pled wings in front of a hive, will be nucleus plan or by dividing
the index.— G. L. Tinker.
way would be preferable to myself,
than to have swarms issuing during
After you have hived the swarm an unavoidable absence. J. E. Pond.
and taken them away from the place
where they were clustered, take a
If they have no queen with them,
bunch of the bees to a little distance you ought to be able to see which hive
and throw them in the air. In a little they go into. 1 would search the
while you will find them ventilating queen out of the cluster and put her
at the entritnce of the old hive.
If into a cage, and when the bees begin
floured, it is all the better. But the to return to the hive, remove it and
best way is to clip the queen's wing.— put a new one in its place. As soon
•C. C. Miller.
as they begin going into it, let the
amongst them.
You
I have experimented considerably queen loose
to overcome cases like the one here should know which colonies are most
described. I have succeeded by put- likely to swarm. This would aid you.
C.'W. Dayton.
ting soaoe flour in a deep tin cup and
dipping up some bees from the clusBy using a drone and queen trap
ter, and after shaking them up, and you may prevent the queen from leavgiving them a good scare, turn them ing, and the bees will return to the
ioose in the apiary.
Some of them hive. Then you can divide the colony
will generally go straight home and at pleasure.
The flour would, no
discover to the observer the hive from doubt, successfully determine from
which the swarm issued. Once in a which hive the bees came, if tried
while the bees refuse to identify their just before they cease to fly.— The

(^tiXXtST^tiMtitntt.
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This mark
indicates that the apiarist Is
located near tne center of the State named
6 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
•O west; and this li northeast ; X) northwest:
o» southeast; and ? southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

;
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Restoring Good Prices for Honey.

;

—

;

;

'(

—

—

old home in this way, and I

am Editor.

"swamped."-G. W. Demaree.
The " flour" plan is a success with
Flour a tea-cupful after having
kept them until just as the bees in
your apiary cease flying, and then

carry them some rods away to some
warm nook, and scatter them broadcast hurry to your apiary and you
will see where they swarmed from.
;

James Heddon.
After you have hived the swarm
will find a few bees trying to
where you took the swarm
Take a good handful of flour
-and throw it upon them and drive
them from the place, and you will
•soon find them at the entrance of the
hive from which they came. I do not
think it ever failed me. Use plenty
of flour.— H. D. Cutting.
There is no sure way unless you can
fin(^the queen.
If you remove her
from the cluster, then the bees will
go back to their old hive. By close
attention previously, you would be
able to know possibly what colony
was preparing to swarm. By opening

you

cluster
from.

Much is being written about the
low price of honey, and the consequent discouraging prospect for beekeepers, and the blame for this state
of things seems to be laid, by some
at

writers, chiefly

the doors of the

who keep only a
bees, and who con-

farmers and others

few colonies of
seq.uently have but little honey to
sell, and hence it goes at any price,
thus spoiling the market for others.
To the careless observer this, no
doubt, has much of the appearance
for no doubt some
of truth in it
know by painful experience that even
a very small quantity of honey sold
at a low price in a small town makes
;

very hard for the next person who
to the same market with
honey to sell, to get any more for it
than his predecessor sold his for. But
before we saddle all the blame upon
this class of producers, let us see if
the cause for this condition of things
is not traceable to some other source.
It is not because those who have
but little honey to dispose of are
willing to sacrifice the little they may
have for mere nothing— not at all for
generally those who have but little
honey to sell feel the necessity of getting all they can for it, as much so as
those who have more. But let us see
how one of those farmers is trying to
sell his small lot of surplus honey to
it

may come

;

some shrewd grocer.
The farmer says, "Mr. Grocer, can
I sell you some nice comb honey today V'
Grocer

Convention Notices.

me.

JOSHUA BULL.

for

:

"

How much

do you want

?"

it

XW The St. Jose[)h Inter-State Bee-Keepers' Ag- " Twenty-cents per pound."
soclalion will meetin the Lecture Room of" CJnity
" Whew-o-o-o
why honey is sellChurch," at St. Joseph, Mo., Oth between Felix &
Edmond Sts.), on Wednesday, March 16, 1887, at 7 ing for only 10 to 12 cents in Chicago,
p.m. All are invited.
B. T. Abbott, Sec.
and if you should send it there, when
you have paid freight and commisI*" The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Association
you would not have more than
will meet at Wheeling, W.Va., In the K. of P. Hall, sion,
1138 Main St., on Mar. 3 and 4, 1887.
about 8 cents per pound left for your
W. li. KiNSEY, See
honey. But now, to be fair with you,
I will give 9 cents cash, or if you will
take your pay in groceries. I will allow
System and Success.
10 cents per pound for it."
"That is not enough ; it would be too
^'~ All who intend to be Bystematic in little pay for the time and labor that
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of I have spent in taking care of my
the Apiary Register and commence to use it. bees ; allow me 15 cents, and you can
!

the prices are reduced, as follows

"
"

have

:

$1 00

100 colonies
pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

125

('320

it."

The

(120 pages)

For 50 colonies

1

50

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep tho record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

!

grocer (very independently)
" O, no, no, I can get honey
says
shipped from Chicago for less than
You must accept my offer or
that.
we cannot trade."
The farmer goes on and visits a
number of other grocers with like results, and at last is obliged to sell for
:
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what they choose to give, or else
them at all. The man who
is more extensively engaged in the
business, and has established a repujust

not

sell to

kept standing in a conspicuous place
upon the counter in one of the leading stores in this town so that every
person who enters that store will be
an extra-nice sure to see it and the result is that

;

tried

it

tan

;

as often as desired.
For the grocery-trade

I

made

But treat every one with

Be

cordial klndnesf).

courteous, kind-hearted, magnetic, polite.
1 think you'll succeed in the business

And

all

right.

Seymour,o Wis.
sior

the American Bee

BniUing np Nuclei

JoomaL

into Colonies.

WM. MORSE.
Last spring I disposed of all of my
bees and fixtures except two 3-frame
nuclei, which were very weak.
On
April 1 I transferred them to a
" dividing hive ;" each had 3 frames
partly filled with honey, and bees
enough to cover one side of one frame,

As the weather was
cold I put hot stones wrapped in paper
on top of the frames every night and
and no brood.

On

April 6 one queen commenced laying. On April 9 the other
commenced laying, and when the 3
frames were well filled with brood
and honey, I gave another, and so on
until each had 5 frames well filled
with brood and honey. That was June
8; I then took one frame with bees
and queen and formed a nucleus, and
put the others together. That gave
me 1 good colony with 9 frames well
filled with brood and honey.
I then put on 24 one-pound sections,
a and on June 13 I tiered up with 24

show-case with a drawer underneath
the glass part in which can be placed
a quantity of sections for convenience
in supplying customers without opening into the upper part where all
should be kept in neat and tasty order.
This case tilled with nice honey is

colonies, each hav-

and honey, 3
empty combs, and 24 one-pound sections half worked down.
They kept on in the sections aa
the honey sells freely, and the demand though they had not been disturbed.
steadily increases. The fine appear- One gave me 105 pounds of honey in
ance of the honey thus exhibited has one-pound sections, and the other 88

:

hardly realize how rapidly this home
trade will grow and develop if we
only furnisn the germ, and then
nourish it with a first-class article of
honey, and square dealing.
Five years ago it was diflBcult to
sell honey at all in this town, but now
I can sell all the surplus I have without any effort, only to get it ready.
To put up comb honey for private
family use, I make nice, light crates
to hold 12 sections each, after the
Heddon pattern, only instead of nailing the cover on, I nail a thin moulding all around the edge of the cover
in such a manner as to shut down
over the top of the crate about half an
inch, fitting closely to keep out flies,
ants, and all other troublesome insects then give it two coats of good
light-green paint, and it is ready for
use.
When the crate is filled with
nice comb honey, the snowy whiteness of the combs showing through
the glass in the ends of the crate,
appears in beautiful contrast with the
color of the paint, and looks very neat
indeed; so that almost any housewife is captivated at first sight with
its inviting appearance, and is generally very willing to purchase aerate.
These crates, if properly eared for,
will last for years, and can be refilled

18, 2

;

tation for producing
:
article of honey, may stand a little
better chance ; yet he is very largely
at the mercy of the ruling prices in
the large cities.
often attracted
the attention of
Who, then, is to blame for the low strangers who have visited this place
prices which prevail in those large on business from Green Bay, Milmarkets? Is it not fair to conclude waukee and other places, so that
that every one who sends honey to when about to return, they have on
those markets, when they are already several occasions bought some of this
fully supplied, is repousible for the honey to take home with them, saying
depression of prices, just in proportion that it was the nicest thing of the
to the amount which he sends in V kind that they had seen. By means
Because when any market has a suf- of this show-case I have recently reficient supply to meet all demands, it ceived a number of orders for honey
does not take a very great overplus to from parties of whom 1 had never
cause a reduction in prices ; and when before heard. I obtained 15 cents
the prices are once down, it is not per pound for comb, and 10 cents for
easy to get them up again, so long as extracted honey, net, for last season's
an overplus is continually being forced entire crop ; and no freight nor comupon the market. Therefore, if all mission to be deducted therefrom.
would withhold their honey from Now let every perpon who wants to make money,
these great centres of trade, until the By keeping of bees and producing of honey,
a moment of what I am telling
supply is so reduced as to allow it to Consider
" Build up a home market," and do your own
selling
command a fair price, it seems to me
give all the proflts away in commission.
that much better prices might then Don't
For that leaves your purse In a wretched condition.
be maintained ; not only in those
places, but also in our home markets. It is foolishly wrong, yes more, 'tis a pity
send all your honey away to the city.
Meanwhile, let every honey producer To
When hundreds of people around you would buy It;
be vigilant in working up a home If you don't believe this, just start out and try it.
market, for there are thousands of When selling your honey, make good weight and
measure
Eeople in this great country that
that always gives to each customer pleasure.
ardly taste of honey from one year's For
Don't try to get gain by fraud and deceitend to another, who would buy quite Dishonesty always deserveth defeat.
freely if it was only placed where they An injury often provoketh resentmentcould get it without extra trouble. Integrity brlngeth true peace and contentment.
Then be not repulsive through covetous blindness.

Those who have never

me, on June

ing 5 combs of brood

morning.

more one-pound

sections, and on June
18 all the sections were about half

pounds.

I think I can produce onethird more honey with the same
strength of bees in the spring with a
" dividing hive," than any other hive
that I have seen, with less labor, and
can control the swarming.

Kockford,5

Ills.

For the American Bee Joornal..
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Harrison Bee-Lawsnit.

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

The judges have given their decision on our Canadian bee-lawsuit,
and bees are now virtually interdicted
as a nuisance, within the limits of
incorporated villages,towns and cities.
No appeal has been taken by the defendant, and unless the Ontario BeeKeepers' Association moves in the
matter there will be none.
I doubt
the wisdom of incurring any further
in
the
case.
The
higher
expense
court would almost infallibly confirm
the judgment of the lower one.
If nothing further is done, there 1»
a precedent established by which
magistrates, judges, and*courts will
be guided in all future complaints.
These will be made, we may be very
sure. The old proverb, " Let sleeping dogs lie," applies. " All is quiet
along the Potomac" while every
canine in the region is locked in slumber, but let one awake, and " give
voice," and the chorus of barks becomes universal. For my own part, I
shall " git eout " of the limits of the
corporation with my bees as quickly
as possible. I have been anticipating:
tills trouble for some time past, and
in re- letting my farm a year ago last
October, I reserved an old saw-mill
and about an acre-and-a-half of a
cedar grove, one of the loveliest spots
imaginable for an apiary, with right
of way, and a room in the farm-house,
for just the emergency which has
arisen. It will be a considerable inconvenience, but there are several
mitigating circumstances, viz 1. The
distance is only two miles. 2. It will
take my bees that much further from
an apiary now only a mile off in which
there was foul brood last summer. 3.
Danger of over-crowding, which was
beginning to loom up here in the city,
will be greatly lessened. 4. My farm
neighbor opposite sowed fifty acres
of Alsike clover last summer, which,
ought to be a bonanza for my bees.
It is not often that a calamity is attended' with such, and so many attendant circumstances calculated tolessen it.
This precedent will quickly be
:

quoted far and wide through the
then put back the newspapers. It will have its infiuence
frames of brood and queen, divided on the American as well as the Canathem with a division-board between dian side of the lines. If a fight is
them, and gave each 3 empty frames set up, I believe it will terminate disand put on the sections; that gave astrously to bee-keepers. My voice

worked down.

I
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Our
not for war. I think we may just wrong with the "channels."
as well accept the situation first as map shows us that these gentlemen
cause considerable are not transportation-cost of one
will
It
last.
know that
trouble and loss to many bee-keepers, cent per pound apart.
but in the long run I do not think these " channels " have been fingered
that it will be disastrous to the in- by some one, either producer through
Those who ignorance,or buyers through mischief,
apiculture.
terests of
have disapproved of any but special- and we would like to "finger" it a
ists going into bee-keeping, should little ourselves.
Mr. C. W. Dayton, on page 38, has
hail the new regime, for it will cut out
all the ' small fry " at one fell stroke. presented arguments, many of which
'•
He
priority of are contrary to my experience.
It will go far to settle the
location " dispute. Bees will be kept says that when we have produced
on " bee-farms " instead of on small more honey than will be consumed as
There will be less exposure to a luxury, it must supersede other
lots.
robber bees, foul brood, mixing of sweets. I say that whoever builds
swarms, and other evils born of con- upon that foundation must be willing
tiguity. Dr. Miller will now see that to sell extracted honey at 3 cents per
there is another phase to legal pro- Cound, and I am not;. I well rememer years ago telling some of my
protection against beetection, viz
keepers, as well as protection among friends that if they did not stop
"
gushing " and exciting everybody
them.
Our friend J. B. Hall has long flat- about the great profits of the beetered himself that a special Act of business, they would yet see extracted
Parliament would be necessary before honey sell at less than 10 cents per
municipalities could pass by-laws or- pound ; they laughed at that and said
dering the removal of apiaries outside it would never be so low that I was
lie now finds " scared," and that they were " workcorporation limits,
another of life's illusions rudely dis- ing in the interest of honey production." Well, now it is down there,
pelled. Alas
and they tell us they are delighted
Guelph, Ont.
that consumers can obtain it at so
low a price, and that the children of
Tor tbe American Bee JoHmaL
the poor can have more of it to eat.
It seems they are working for conThat Honey-Proicers' Conyention.
sumers, and as they have had something to sell to bee-keepers all this
JAMES HEDDON.
time, it is strangely possible that in
these arguments some of them were
I have read the different articles working for themselves.
upon the subject, and pondered many
True, honey production was once a
an hour upon the feasibility of a profitable business. Its followers were
special North American Bee-Keep- well paid, and a well paid class of
ers' Convention, to be held, say early customers
and subscribers (even
next May. For years I have written though not so many of them) are betabout subjects relative to such a work, ter for supply-dealers and bee-papers
and hopefully dreamed of the time than a large number of failing ones.
when something might be done
truth can be told so many times
directly in the interest of the honey that it becomes a falsehood so may a
producer.
Let us hold a meeting falsehood be told so many times that
without a sample of or a word about it becomes true. Let me illustrate
apiarian supplies, or how to produce how these truths have affected our
more honey. It is a grand thing to business Certain apicultural writers
know how to obtain a maximum yield said that honey production was a good
at a minimum outlay of capital and paying business ; that a man could
labor, but as it is also a most welcome become rich at it; they told this
state of affairs to know where and truth so many times that it has behow to exchange this crop into that come false
Again, certain honeymedium of all exchanges money dealers said that the price of honey
and further, that we have held hun- was down in their city, and they told
dreds of conventions, nearly all of that falsehood so many times that it
which have ignored this subject, let became a truth
If you could to-day
us hold one tnree-day convention in make all the manufacturers, prowhich we will exclude discussions ducers and consumers in this country
directly relating to production.
Let believe that hard times was close
this convention be devoted to the upon us, they would come at once
weeding out of our pursuit many
It has been intimated many times
fallacies
whicli
have clogged our in this paper. that many local markets
wheels of progress.
have been ruined by some bee-dabbler
I have had to smile at the miscon- who had no means of knowing how
ception on the part of many.
much his little crop cost him, opening
Mrs. Harrison mentions the "Pope's the market at a price below cost of
The specialist can probull against the comet," and others production.
talk as though we were proposing to duce honey cheaper than any one else,
can tell just what it
alone
meet for the purpose of " bucking the and he
inevitable," and uprooting all the costs, because he is not backing up
natural channels of trade. But all we this class of production by any other.
can hope to do is to somewhat
Do you not think, if we hold a constrtlighten some of them
When we vention in which we discuss the
read that Smith is readily getting 18 " average cost of production," until
cents per pound for his comb honey, we settle on a figure, that a report of
and Jones is sellinghis (equally good) this discussion and settlement will
for 10 cents, we know something is have a tendency at least to lessen the
is

We

:

;

A

;

:

—

!

!
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number

of cases where local markets
I
are ruined as before mentioned V
think it will and if that is all we
shall accomplish, it would be many
fold more than was ever done at any
can shake
previous convention.
hands and get acquainted, and talk
;

We

about producing honey and wintering
bees, in the lobbies, the same as at
other conventions ; but I have not and
will not mention one-tenth part of
the advantage of such meeting.
overstock our field and produce
two pounds of extracted honey to get
the price of one pound of comb ; as
Mr. Baldridge says, we sell this two
pounds to a family that consumes one
pound a week, and wait two weeks
instead of one before we can make
another sale.
Exclusive production
of gilt-edged comb honey is one
among dozens of the ways out of our

We

trouble.
I have scarcely touched the subject
at the head of this article, and there
are some very good reasons which
will be brought up at that convention
that will not be presented before.
Depend upon it, we shall have the
most intensely interesting meeting

ever held by

bee-keepers;

one un-

paralleled in its promotion of the
" dollar and cent" interests of honeyproducers one whose report will be
eagerly sought, and of lasting benefit
to our pursuit.
Dowagiac. ? Mich.
;
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Necessity of Pollen for Bees.

SAMUEL CUSHMAN.
In response to Prof. Cook's article

on page 742 of the Bee Journal for
1886, 1 would say that in my article
on page 711 of the same volume, my
quotations are his exact words, as
any one can see by turning to " Pollen
Theory," on page 2-5 of the same volume, except that the printer put
" nitrogen " where I wrote nutrition.
I ask an interested to read the Professor's essay.
I am willing to admit that I used,
on page 616, the term nitrogen (" elementary nitrogen exists only in the one
form of gas") where I should have

used nitrogenoiis (but this was not in
the quotation), and that mineral salts
should not have been called by me
organic food. I do not question the
correctness of the analysis quoted by
Prof. Cook, and admit that muscle is
not the greater part of it nitrogen.
As the definition of nitrogenous is
" Pertaining to nitrogen or containing
nitrogen," the real question at issue
is the same.
Albuminous or nitrogenous material is found in white of eggs and milk
as albumen ; in cheese,caseine ; in lean
meat, fibrin, and ingrains as gluten.
The ideas given by Prof. Cook were
that the excreta of bee-diarrhea is

almost always— if not always— composed of pollen -grains, while bees
that had no pollen in the hive showed
none in their excreta, therefore by
removing pollen we could prevent
diarrhea! That if bees were kept in
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the quiescent state they needed only
that they
honej; to serve their wants
have in their blood and tissue enough
albiftninous material to last all winter, and that pollen would not be
needed. That in animals fat alone
serves the purpose of all food, and for
a time keeps up nutrition that possibly all organic food may be converted
that nitrogenous food (food
into fat
containing nitrogen) can be transformed into fat by a peculiar vital
process. That almost pure muscle is
transformed into fat as an example,
fatty degeneration of the heart is
given. That carbo-hydrates are falsely
That
called heat-producing food
carbo-hydrates are the best food for
bees in winter quarters. That carbohydrates are used with other food to
build up tissue. That heat is produced
by vital work. That the albuminoids
are absolutely essential in food to
;

;

;

;

!

form

vital tissue.

That

blood and body of the bee contain Y
They store both carbonaceous and
nitrogenous food in their combs, why
do they not lay in a supply of one and
not the other of these elements, if but
one is needed V Animals that hibernate store up in their bodies both of
these elements sufficient for winter.
Bees generally breed in the spring
before the hives can be opened. How
about those with no pollen V If the
pollen theory is sound it will live, no
matter what is said against it. If it
is not sound, the sooner all find it out
and turn their attention to real causes,
the better for our pursuit.
Pawtucket,^ R- 1-

I
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Bee-Hat

JonmaL

WM. MUTH-KA8MUSSEN.
you would fain your nose protect
From bee-8tlriK8, don't a veil select
For my experience with a veil
Is, tbat it is too ligbt and frail.

When,

my wheat

Whatever may be the

prices.

efEects

of competition and combination, supply and demand do more than all

things
to
regulate prices.
it be labor at one end of the
list, or produce at the other, all are
subject to the same inexorable law.

other

just like some, a veil

'f

;

And

Resultine in disaster dire,
cause, as then perhaps you'll
A wail of quite a different kind.

more

than they can bridge the Atlantic
Honey producers are no better off.
The season of 18.S.5 was a very poor
one. I, with about 1,100 pounds of
honey to sell, had almost a monopoly
of the trade. I got about 16 cents per
pound for it. It was the best I could

find,

Now, if you my advice will follow.
I'll tell vou what will bent "all hollow"
The veil and such like institutions
Then you can draw your own conclusions.
:

cheap hat, made of straw,
(A calico hat is even better)
Then borrow needle and thread from

A few consumers would buy
honey at 18 or 20 cents per pound, and
a few dealers would handle it at that.
The majority would not touch it.
do.

First, Ket a

Or

if she'll

sew for you, why,

" ma,'

let her.

make a cylinder, to-wit,
wire-cloth, which your head will
So easy, that it won't come close
To neck or ears, nor to your noae.
Next,

Of

First scorch the wire-cloth o'er the

1886,

Full width of face

best.

is

and four times as manj; competitors,
what is the sense in thinking about
keeping the price at the previous
There have been
figures
year's
many times as much honey sold last

fire.

paint from woven wire
This makes it easier on the eyes,
While bright paint oft the siRht defies.

;

!

in front.

I

find

year as the year previous, because the
quantity on the market has put it
down within the reach of the masses.
Where one person will buy honey at
20 cents per pound, six, perhaps, will

;

From thence decrease the width beyond
The shoulders make it scant behind.
;

Join narrow ends to form the rear.
Turn in the rasged edge? both.
That they may not your fingers tear.
Now make a wide fringe out of cloth
,

;

buy

Sew

this to cylinder, below.
That it may o'er your shoulders fall.

To rim of hat you now
This whole concern

;

will

it

at 15 cents.

Is all.

shades the head, protects the eyes.
Admits the air, is coo) and nice,
And if the wind a little blows.
There is no danger to your nose.
Independence, CalifIt

;

are few groceries in Springfield that I

At least one man
in honey unless he
could get it at 10 cents, and none of
them would give over 12}^ cents. I
worked hard to get a number of
grocers to sell on commission, and
succeeded with just one.
have not
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tissue V

Regulating

GEO.

tlie

F.

Price of Honey.

R0BBIN8.

When I hear a man talk about paying 20 per cent, commission, if a
grocer will retail honey at 20 cents
per pound,or about compelling dealers
to sell and consumers to buy at your
price, I do not know whether to laugh
or growl. I would laugh to see it
tried here. It is easy to say, but it is
a far difierent thing to do.
I fancy I hear my brother, as he
surveys his growing stock on some
balmy, vernal day, soliloquizing thus:
" Mares are worth more than horses,
and steers more than
would be better for me

heifers.
to have

It naturally fol-

lows that more grocers will be found
This theory I have
to handle it.
found to hold good in practice.
To create a home market has long
been my hobby, and I have done my
consequently there
best to make it

sew

and tbat

The year
afford it.
having four times as much honey

They could not

fit

Then beat the

Trim wire-cloth q uite wide

of this country can no
set the prices for their products

The farmers

used,

I

My nose was also oft abused
On one occasion e'en it got
Two stings at once, which made me hot

I hold that the nitrogen in food
cannot be transformed into fat, and
that muscular tissue or albuminous
material cannot be entirely changed
into fat.
That stored fat (or otherwise) cannot as a food serve the purpose of albumen or nitrogenous material.
That in fatty degeneration of
the heart the fibrin or albuminous
material is carried away and replaced
by fat. That fat is not made into
tissue, is not truly vitalized, but is
merely stored in living tissue. That
carbo-hydrates are heat-producing,and
serve the purpose of fuel for the body,
to carry on the vital forces and eventually produce heat. That this surplus
fuel in animals is stored as fat to be
drawn upon in time of need.
I would like to ask, how could bees
have any pollen in their excreta, if
there were none in the hive ? Who believes that bees cannot have diarrhea
that is not colored by pollen ?
Is
cold or improper temperature harmless to bees if their pollen is removed?
Will not excess of moisture in the air
of a hive produce diarrhea y Can they
be made so quiescent or inactive as to
live until the hive is opened in the
spring, without wearing out any

(

to say. I will sell all

their
energies during the past year as never
before, to get the labor markets at
their disposal, so to speak, and what
Nothing
have they accomplished
but to demonstrate the utter futility
of any such expedients.

If

A veil may easily take Are,

very slight page 87, 1886). We would
infer then that they do need pollen,
although but a very slight amount.
Even if they do hibernate, or have
hibernating spells (which I believe is
all that is claimed by Rev. W. F.
Clarke), they would need pollen between those spells when active. If
without pollen and tliey do wear out
nerve and muscular tissue, will not
the result be an impoverished and
feeble condition V
Tissue worn out must be replaced.
How much of that material can the

him

at a dollar per bushel, my hogs at 6
cents per pound, etc. The consumers
have something to say about that,
and it is rigl)t that they should. It is
no more reasonable for me to talk
about getting my price for honey.
I have made most heroic efforts in
that direction the past fall, and I
know how it goes. It is no use to
up arbitrary
talk about keeping

Labor combinations have bent

for Protection,

pollen.

The Professor says that bees do not
hibernate, are not quiet, but in the
winter cluster are continually changing from the outside to the centre of
the cluster, although this activity is

for

Whether

in all vital

action some of this albuminous material is used up and must be reThat active workers need
stored.
That in order to get bees
pollen.
through the winter without diarrhea,
when the temperature cannot be controlled, they should be deprived of

all mares, and my calves all
males, and that is just what I'll do."
Will he V It would be about as well

colts

It

my

visited.

would not deal

Mr. W., who has sold honey for me
on the above terms for several years,
persistently refused to do so last year.
Some time ago I tried to sell him a
he wanted
lot at 12 cents per pound
;

He

me

finally offered
at 10 cents.
11 cents ; if he could not get it at that
I had the
he would look elsewhere.
it

honey on hand, and it was take that
or ship it, and stand the chances of
getting less. I had been canvassing
the city, and I knew the state of the
market. Another grocer wanted the
same amount at 10 cents, and because
I would not sell it at that I have it

•
'

!
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Perhaps some may say that here
"'
where the advantage of a " pool
would come in the grocer would be
made to pay a little more at least.
1 presume if the business was all in
the hands of specialists, and grocers
would handle it, and their customers
yet.

IS

;

at prices fixed, such a pool
effectual. But those are the
rubs. In the first place very few will
The
purchase honey at any price.
Mr. W. before mentioned, told me
that lie had sold considerable honey

purchase

might be

it
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red, during which I found that all wide and as long as the front side of
was quiet in the hives until about 1 the brood-chamber was stood on the
p.m., by which time the sun would bottom-board out in front and away
so warm the interior of the hives that from the entrance 4 inches, and then
the cluster would be broken and un- leaned against the hive. When snow
rest maintained until about 7 p.m., falls I only sweep it up over this board
when the cluster would again be and front side of the hive.closing each
formed. In this way the life of the end between the board and hive with
bees was being worried out, and I snow, while the rest of the hive is
thought to open the entrances, for I left as it was. In all cases the bees
began to realize that I should lose my are in chaff hives with a 4-inch thick

bees

if

the entrance to one
at 12K cents that he would not other- hive I soon saw that such a course
wise liave sold at all. But he could would not answer, for out rushed the
see that it cut into the syrup trade.
bees en masse, as though they had esAgain, specialists cannot always caped from prison, taking wing and
As soon as
control the markets, and all markets rising above the hive.
cannot be controlled alike. In Spring- they came above the hive the cold
field is a prominent lawyer and a north air struck them, when they
wealthy druggist who keep bees were soon spinning on their backs on
Together they the snow or wallowing in the same,
largelv for pleasure.
produced nearly 2,000 pounds of nice never to rise again.
comb honey which they sell at 12}4
The next day I was called some discents per pound in trade. That knocks tance from home, and on the way I
me out. as I want cash, while an opu- saw a man sweeping snow up about
lent lawyer or merchant can very his hives. I sto|)ped and asked him
easily consume that much in groceries. the reason for so doing. He said he
Again, here is an old, retired farmer had two reasons, the first of which
who potters with bees largely as a was that in times of extreme cold the
pastime, and he finds it very conven- snow greatly protected the hives and
ient to pay for his groceries in the second, that at times when the sun
same way. What do these men want shone brightly (yet the air was not
with combinations? They take no warm enough "for bees to fly in safety)
interest in the honey business, prop- the snow kept the hives cool, so that
erly speaking, and could not be pre- the bees had no desire to fly. I now
vailed upon to join any combination. had learned a way to obviate my
And there are enough of such men to trouble, as he told me that every time
defeat any pool that might be formed the snow fell he swept it about the
hives, thus having snow about them
in a flush season.
when there was any on the ground.
Mechanicsburg.O Ills.
From this on for two or three years,
after every fall of snow I piled it
For tue American Bee Joonsal.
around the hives until they were
covered up, the entrances being closed
Tlie Hiye-Entrances in Winter.
All proved satisfactory,
all the time.
except the work part of it, until one
G. M. DOOHTTLE.
winter nearly all of the colonies so
treated seemed to get too warm, and
correspondent wishes to know about Feb. 1 broke cluster and went
" if the entrance of the hives should
to breeding. After I ascertained this
be closed while the ground is covered fact I took the snow away from a few
with snow." As I have experimented hives down as far as the lower edge
largely along this line, perhaps I can- of the cap or corner, which caused
not do better than answer this ques- them to quiet down, and when spring
tion through the Bee Journal.
opened these few were about all I had
Soon after I began keeping bees a left.
friend recommended closing the enAbout this time I had a number of
trances to keep the bees in the hives colonies to drift under some 10 feet
at times when mild weather occurred deep, so that I lost all track of them,
with snow on the ground, for, said he, and after trying once or twice to
" if you do not do this, lots of bees shovel down and find them, I gave it
When
will be lost on the snow, especially up and waited until spring.
toward and in early spring." He also they came out, only 3 out of 12 were
said that if plenty of upward ventila- alive, and of the 3 alive only 1 came
tion was given, the bees would get through to June, and that was very
all the air they required from above, weak.
These 12 only represent the
80 no harm could possibly arise from success I have had with bees drifted
the supply of air being cut off below. in snow whether the entrance was
I closed the entrances as advised,all open or closed, although others report
going well as long as it kept cold and successful wintering under like circloudy.
One bright, sunshiny day, cumstances.
Xot being satisfied with anything
although quite cold in all other places
except where the sun shone on the so far attained, I next left the enfront side of the hives, I was out in trance open and swept snow up
the bee-yard when I heard a little against the hive as far as the broodThis appeared
clicking noise all about me. Wonder- thamber extended.
ing what it was, I listened and soon to give better results, still I kept on
found that the noise came from the trying other experiments until four
hives, a closer inspection revealing years ago, at which time my hives
that it was produced by the bees were fixed as follows
gnawing at the hive-entrances, trying
The entrance of each hive was open
to get out. Several such days occur- 4 inches in length, and a board as
;

A

:

filled with sawdust over the
frames above the quilt. In this way
my bees have wintered to please me,
except as dead bees sometimes accumulate on the bottom -board to such
an extent as to cause the combs to
mold still the most of the old bees go
out into the vacant space in front of

cushion

something was not done.

Upon opening

;

the entrance to die, yet not all.
To obviate even this occasional
trouble, I have this winter

made

for a

part of my colonies a rim 1}^ inches
wide, and as large as the bottom of
the hive, which is placed on the bottom, and the hive placed on this
which gives room below the combs
for all the dead bees that may accuThe
mulate, besides plenty of air.
colonies thus fixed seem to be in the
best of condition at this writing,
while some not so fixed are getting
restless on account of their not having
a chance to fly since the five days of

November, and our winter being
unusually severe thus far.
Now about bees flying when the
I find that
snow is on the ground
bees can take wing from the snow as
well as from bare ground, provided it
The degree of
enough.
is warm
warmth I find necessary for such successful flight is 45° in the shade, providing it is perfectly still and the sun
shining brightly. If partly cloudy or
the wind blowing lightly, it must be
.50^ in the shade, or else we suffer loss.
With a high wind and cloudy a little
loss will occur with it as warm as 57°
to 60°. At all times not warm enough
for flight the bees remain quiet if
fixed as above, providing they are not
restless at a temperature of freezing
and below. Colonies suffering from
the so-called diarrhea are never cluslast

:

tered quietly.

Borodino,© N. Y.
For tne American Bee JoornaL

Getting Extra Comlis

for

Extracting.

JOHN KEY.

How

In reply to the question, "
shall I proceed to get combs built at
the least expense ?" I will give the
plan that I have been using the last
three years. I always save the drone
comb when I examine a hive in the
apiary, or whenever I find a broodcomb that has any drone comb in it I
cut it out and insert worker comb in
I do not allow any drone
its place.
comb in the brood-chamber.

My

brood-frames are theLangstroth
10-frame hives; the surplus
cases are only half as deep, and hold
7 brood-frames for comb honey, each
brood-frame holding four one-pound
sections with separator. My extracting combs I work in the same cases,
size, in
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as they are the same size as the frames
The way I
that hold the sections.
get good, strong extracting combs, I
lay the drone comb on a bench, and
lay on one of these brood-frames, with
a thin-bladed knife cut the comb
on the inside of the frame, and the
comb will tit in tight. It is hardly
necessary to wind a string around it
to keep the comb from falling out, as
the frame being so shallow, the bees
will soon have it fastened to the frame
all around, when it forms a strong
extracting comb that will last for
years.
There is not the least danger of
the queen laying in these combs.
After they are drawn out they are 2
inches thick, and even thicker; I
have had them 3 inches thick. They
The uncapping
are nice to uncap.
knife will reach clear across the comb,
The
it being only 4)4 inches deep.
comb is stronger, and it will bear
handling better than if it were the

as " trowels." I look upon this
The
as another ephemeral illusion.
formic acid in honey is probably a
secretion that is added to it while the
honey is being handled by the bees.
Dr. C. E. Rulison— I, too, have
watched bees for hours, when they
were sealing honey, and the work is
all done with the mandibles.

them

Langstroth frame; but the
best of all is, if you have no reversible
extractor, these shallow combs can
be reversed inside of the extractor,
and 8 of them can be put in at one
time. Eight of these frames will hold
more honey than 4 of the broodcombs.
My experience has been that whenever a case of extracting dtone-combs
were on a hive they would not build
drone comb below in the brood-chamber even if I put in an empty frame
size

full

;

and

let

them build comb

it

would

always be worker comb. It is natural
for them to have drone comb in the
hive, and if it is kept directly over
the brood-chamber, they will not build
Besides, what harm is it if
it below.
the queen does get up there and lay
in the drone comb ¥
I work on the tiering-up plan. The
drones will hatch out in due time, the
cells will be filled with honey, and
just the way I get them started
When I put
to work in the cases.
the first case on a hive, I take a frame
from one of the colonies that has
brood in the surplus case, and put it
in with the case that goes on the next
"
hive. This is what I call a ' baiter
or a "decoy," and the bees will go
right to work.

that

is

East Saginaw,© Mich.

W. Z. Hutchinson— I have never
tried the plan, but Mr. Heddon says
that the Simmins' method of prer
venting swarming is a "fallacy." I
am sorry to hear so much against the
system, for now that "chip "on Dr.
Miller's shoulder seems further from
my reach than ever.

R. L. Taylor— I have never had any
repressing swarming.
INDUCING BEES TO WOBK IN SECTIONS success inHutchinson—
Unless it was
W. Z.
Dr. Eulison— Use shallow brood- in an out apiary I fail to see benefit
nGsts.
in preventing swarming (i. e., of yi)'s4
W.Z. Hutchinson—A good flow of swarms), unless the harvest was unI have
honey will start them the quickest of usually early and short.
anything; but with me they start always secured more honey from a
much quicker when the sections are colony (and its increase) that swarmed
tilled with empty combs.
than from one that did not swarm.
President Taylor— With me comb
Honey-plants were discussed at
satisfacfoundation has given more
some length, but the opinion preempty
combs.
tory results than
vailed that their cultivation was ununless they furnished
Dr. Whiting— I once saw 25 colo- profitable,
nies very quickly started to work in something aside from honey. Alsike
the sections by raising the cover and clover was the favorite, and the
the covering over the sections, thus
allowing the warm air to pass up
through the sections.
AV. E. Harris— I thought reversing
the brood-combs had settled this

furnishing of seed to surrounding
farmers was recommended.
Quite a number of instances were
mentioned to show the advantage of
a space below the combs in winter.
problem.
"Old or young bees for winter"
W. Z. Hutchinson—With very shal- was one of the queries that came in
W. E.
low combs but little is gained in this for its share of discussion.
respect, as the combs are about as full Harris preferred to have all the bees
other.
of brood upon one edge as the
hatched before the middle of October;
The shallower the W. Z. Hutchinson agreed with him.
Dr. Rulison
inversion.
for
need
combs the less the
He would have them all hatched
sooner than that, rather than later,
TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE.
and have the bees prepared for winPresident Taylor— With the tem-l ter early.
President Taylor had inperature at 40° I believe bees will duced late breeding by feeding the
winter as well.if the air is dry, as they bees sugar, yet the bees wintered
will at a higher temperature but a well.
vioist atmospnere.
All agreed that it was better not to
W. Z. Hutchinson— One of the re- unite weak colonies early in the
cent queries in the American Bee spring.
^ ^
Journal, asked if the presence of
The following oflflcers were elected:
water in a cellar added to the mois- President, R. L. Taylor, Lapeer;
ture of the air.
Vice-President, John Rey, East SagiDr. Rulison— I once contended for a naw
Secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson,
dry atmosphere in which to winter Rogersville and Treasurer, Dr. L. C.
bees, and Prof. Cook replied that in Whiting, East Saginaw.
the College bee-cellar the water
The convention adjourned to meet
usually was 6 inches deep, yet the next December, in East Saginaw,
bees wintered well.
Mich., in connection with the MichiDr. Whiting— This all depends upon gan State Bee-Keepers' Association.
the relative temperature of the air
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
and water. If the water is warmer
than the air, there will be evaporation if colder than the air, the moisBee-Legislation, etc.— James Hedture in the air will condense upon the
water. Ice in a cellar will dry the don, Dowagiac, ? Mich., writes
atmosphere.
Dr. Miller has been studying the
PREVENTION OF SWARMING.

,

—

,

;

;

;

:

For tne American Bee Journal.

Nortlieasterii

licliipn Conyeiilion.

Dr. Whiting— I had a neighbor that
kept his bees from swarming by outThe Xortheastern Michigan Bee- ting out queen-cells and slicins off
Keepers' Association held its fifth the heads of the drones before they
annual meeting on Feb. 2, 18,87, at hatched.
Bay City, Mich. After the reports of
W. Z. Hutchinson—Mr. Simmins
the Secretary iind Treasurer had been says that bees will not swarm so long
members
the
read and accepted, and
as they have unfinished combs behad paid their dues. President Taylor tween the brood-nest and the enhis
address.
read
After the address the following
Dr. Whiting— In the days of box" Do bees, by hives I knew of a swarm being hived
query was asked
means of their stings, add formic acid in a tall hive. The first season it
to the honey when capping it V"
built the combs about one-third the
Tlio next season it
Dr. L. C. Whiting— I have, for way down.
hours, watched bees at work sealing swarmed before the hive was one-half
honey in an observatory hive, and full of combs.
Dr. Rulison— I have tried this
never saw any indications that the
bees brought their stings into use, method several times, but it is not
either to add formic acid or to use always a success.
:

question of bee-legislation for years,
and then was unfair enough to surI
prise us with its announcement.
did not kuow there was so much

argument on his side; I thought it
was all "jug-handle" proposition.
I am not sure that any of us can successfully answer his last article, and
I shall not try it, and give him the
case for the present at least.

Errata.— There was a slip of my
pen or the " typo," for I never place
any kind of surplus receptacles " under" the brood-nest, and do not advocate it. See my answer to Query,

No.

375.

[To change the word on to "no"
will make the answer read correctly.

—Ed.]
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Local Convention Directory.
1887.

Mar.

3.

Time ond piaet of M«e((n«.
4.-Pan-Handle. at Wheeling, W. Va.

W.

L. Kinaey,

Sec, Blaine, O.

Bees Storing Rye-Meal, etc.— S. H,
Feeding and Packing Bees.—
Subscriber desires the following ques- Rickard, West Bridgewater,*o Pa., oa
Feb., 19, 1887, writes:
tions answered
:

When

the fall flowers are scarce,
Mar. 16. -St, Joseph Inter-State, at St. Joseph, Mo. so that the bees cannot gather enough
Joseph.
St.
Mo.
Abbott,
dec.
E. T.
honey for winter, and through some
Vf~ In order to have this table complete, Secre- unavoidable circumstances they canfed enough before putting
taries are requested to forward full particulars of not be
time and place of future meetlBtfs.— Kd.
them into the cellar, can they be fed
at intervals while in the cellar, as a
general thing, without injurious re-

^iMS^^^^
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1.

sults V

My

bees had a good flight yesterday..
10 colonies in the upper part
of my stable, fixed so that they can fly
out and in at will. They carried in
quite a lot of rye-meal.
I examined
them and they had plenty of storesand quite a lot of brood in all stages ;
some of them had part of three framesfilled with brood.
The bees outdoor*
took no meal, but perhaps they are
not breeding like those in the stable.
I notice that some are agitating beelegislation. I think that it would be
a detriment to nine-tenths of the
bee-keepers.
Why not " let well
enough alone," and not make bad
I

have

recommended at all times
forest leaves are used, to use
either sugar or maple leaves, or beech
leaves, to pack bees with for winter.
Will not any other kind of leaves do
as well to pack bees with as the aboveChristian mentioned leaves V Will not any kind
Bees in the Cellar.
Weekesser, Marshal ville, 5 Ohio, on of leaves, even fruit-tree leaves, ab- worse ?
sorb the moisture as well as the maple
Feb. 16, 1887, says
leaves y
Sundry Questions.— Jno. E. Heard,.
Having been very successful in win[There is no doubt but that under
tering bees in a cellar which opened
PikeTille,oTenn.,asks the following;
into a basement kitchen, and on ac- certain circumstances, with all condicount of a rather neglected condition tions right, bees may be fed pure cane
1. What quantity of
bees in the
of the apiary, I placed about one-half
spring is an average good colony V
into another vacant cellar sugar syrup every day, in a cellar.
of
2. It is

when

—

:

my bees
the past fall, and expected my usual
success. I had no apprehensions in
regard to their condition, until the
temperature went down, and the
nuclei became affected with diarrhea.
I at once took them all out, letting
them fly for a day or two, and packed
a part of them and returned the rest
to a better cellar, where, I believe,
they are now faring as well as usual.

2. What is the average fair wages
for one to take charge of 150 colonies,
tion to prevail so late in the season ? spring count, and then produce fron>
I should use any kind of leaves that 200 to 250 queens for sale ?
3. Can old people get spectacles to
were the handiest.— James Heddon.] wear naturally,
that will magnify two
or three times larger when looking
Bees Wintering Well.— Thomas C. over bee-frames ¥
Stanley, Boyleston,? Ills., on Feb. 18,
[1. That depends upon how early in
1887, says
the spring.
Say from ten to thirty
In the fall of 1S8.5 I put into winter thousand.
Proper Spacing of Brood-Combs.— quarters 60O colonies, and in the
practical apiarist should com2.
spring of 1886 I had 200 poor colonies
Louis F. Burgess, North Walton,©..
left.
The past season I increased mand between .50 and 100 per cent,
N. Y., asks:
them to 400, in one way and another, more than the wages given to com1. What is the exact depth of the and obtained a surplus of about 3,000 mon laborers.
So far this
cell in which the pupa-bee is confined pounds of comb honey.
3. You can get spectacles that will
for development. 2. What is the ex- winter I have not lost 5 per cent., and
act space between combs that bees I hope that we have seen the worst aid you greatly in looking over combswill leave
on sealing cells, either here, and that we may now have a for queens.— James Heddon.]
brood or store ? I am after the proper successful season or two.
spacing of brood combs from centre
Bees Packed in Chaff,— J. O. Munto centre, concerning which differing
J. W.
Making Honey- Jnmbles.
statements have appeared.
son, Peruville,© N. Y., on Feb. 3,.
Park asks the following question

But why allow such a starved condi-

:

A

—

:

[An average

1887, says
are honey-jumbles made
I
onds of an inch the spaie bees leave have been told that they will get soft
I put 70 colonies into winter quarbetween their combs, varies somewhat in damp weather, and spoil. Is this ters, and thev had a good flight about
where they build with no guide except true V What are they worth ? What the middle of January ; they appeared
will the outfit cost to make 10 pounds all right. I winter my bees in chaff
their instincts. This is true of both of honey-jumbles per
hives. I expect a good crop of honey
day V
store and brood combs. As it is best
and not a little money next season.
[Will any one who can, please anto adopt a system that keeps the
swer the above questions ?— Ed.]
combs the same distance apart all the
my Advertlseiuent has caused a real
year around, no doubt that distance
Zinc ftneen-Exclnders.— Jos.Beath, rush, so that I have made up my mind that
is 1% inches from centre to centre.
Corning, ? Iowa, says
the American Bee Jodknal is an excellent
Jame.s Heddon.]
I work my apiary for extracted advertising medium, considerinff the small
It far exceeds
size of my advertisement.
Bees are Uneasy.— Mr. E. D. Lerch, honey, and use a frame 12x12 inches,
9 frames to the hive ; the top story for my expectations.— C. W. Dayton, Bradford,
Leeds Centre,© Wis., writes
surplus is the same size. My queens Iowa.
My bees are uneasy, crowding use, on an average, about J^ of the
around the entrance, and many come upper story for brood in the honey
More Premiums.— Mr. L. J. Dlehl, of
out in the cellar. They have quilts season which continues during white
over the hives, and the temperature clover, and with intermissions until Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
is from 38° to 42^.
There is a good the fall flowers are gone. About what as a present to the person sending to this
fire in the room above, and the cellar per cent, of surplus would I be likely office the lartrest club of subscribers for
door leading to it is open at night. to gain by using zinc queen-excludersV 1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
reguWhat is the matter with them?
[While the zinc queen-excluders any time before the first of May at our

of thirteen-thirty-sec-

How

i*

;

:

rates, and additions made as de[The description given is insuffi- may be very convenient, they would lar club
sired, but it must be stated that you are
cient to determine the cause of the not affect the quantity of surplus working for that premium, so that we can
trouble.— Ed.]
honey obtained.— Ed.]
keep account of the subscriptious.
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Duncan

E.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

^^^MS^aiO^E^^^^

3 Park

Snlffen, Advertising Agent,

Row, New York,

inserts advertise-

following are our very latest ments in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
quotations for honey and beeswax
lower

The

:

HONBV.— Sellers ask

from 7 to 10 cts. for anycomb honey this includes dark undeand crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
Good I-Ib. sections, lnf<or2c.: choice, 12^@13c. Not
mucli call for extracted, and very little for comb.
thing off in

;

sirable

BBKSWAX.-25C.
Feb.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Pkoprietors,

«23&, 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHIGAGO.ILL.
At One Dollar a If ear.

B0RNETT,

R. A.

21.

161

Issued every Wednesday by

NEW
HONEF.— We

South Water

St.

sections, I0(ai2c.; in2-lbs., 9®10c.; ofT grades, 1 to 2
cts. per lb. less. Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, 8®
Extracted, California. 5&
8>fec.; in 2-lb3., 7@7^c.
site; buckwheat, 4&4'.sc. Supply of comb honey
is large, and demand for all kinds is improving.
AX.— 2 ®23c.
1-lb.

1

MCCAUL & HILDBBTH BROS.,

Jan. 21.

ALFRED

H.

3-1

NEWMAN,

Hudson

St.

HONE Y.—Extracted is firm at 4®4!^c.. and comb
at 8(ai2c. ner lb.

BEESWAX.— 19®21C.
9.
SCHACHT & LBMCKE,

Feb.

^:pccxal ^0titjes.
To Correspondents. — It would save
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writingto this ofHce. We have several letters
(Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no P08t>0fflce, County
-or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

122-124 Davis St.

HONEY.— 1-Ib. packages of white clover honey
at 14®15c.; 2-pound8 at I l®r2c. Extracted, 5®7c.
Demand for 1 -lb. sections lively.
BBK8
24 cts. per ib.
Feb. 11. BLAKX ft RIPLET, 57 Chatham Street.

WAX.—

DETROIT.
sales are reported.

is

offered for 6®8c.
at 230.

BEESWAX.- Firm

M. H. HUNT.. Bell Branch, Mich.

Feb. u.

Nice

comb brings

for extracted, 4®7c. per

12®15c. per

lb.

a jobbing way.

lb. in

BEBSW AX.-Good demand,—20®22c. per lb. for

good to choice yellow.
Jan. 22.

C.F.MUTH& SON.Freeman & Central

Money Orders

can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates. Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

As

these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
•and are in no way safe.

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

At.

CLBVBliAND.

Feb.

A. C. KENDKL. lls Ontario Street.

15.

HONEY.—
quote choice 1-lb. sections at 12®
i2i«c,: 2-lbs., ll®12c. No call for dark. White extracted, in barrels and kcg8,6®6Hc.: in small packages. 7@8c. dark, in barrels and kegs,5®5^c.

We

:

BEBSW AX:.-25C.

Jan.

A. V. BISHOP, 142

19.

W. Water St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.— We

quote

:

Comb, extra white, 12®13

Cts.; amber to white, 8^@U.
Extracted, white,
4^®4)^c.; amber and candled, 3^®4c. Trade is

Jan.

10.

O, B.

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

quote white clover 1-pounds at

12c.; dark 1-lbs.. 8®10c.; white clover 2-lbs., 10®11
cts,: dark 2-lb8„7@9e. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark, 4®5c. white sage. S®5!,^c. amber ,4>^®5.
;

;

;

BEKSWAX.-20®23c.
13. Clsmons. Cloon&Co., cor. 4th & Walnut.

Jan.

HONEY.— Choice

ST. LOUIS.
comb, io@12c.:

One Dollar invested

for the weekly visits
for 1887,
'Will richly repay every apiarist in America.

American Bee Journal

latter

price

for choice white clover. Strained, in barrels,
3>4@4Ho. Extra fancy ot bright color and In No. 1
ftackages, H advance on above prices. Extracted
n barrels. 4i<i®5c.: in cans, 5®6c. Market dull.
is

BBBSWAX.-Flrm
Feb.

3.

D. G.

—

;

;

—

Beekeeper wanted for four
Correspondence solicited.
Independence, Mo.

BALDWIN,

miarcli 20, I will offer 4-piece,
dovetailed SECTIONS, smoothed

1-lb.,

BROOD-FRAIflES of any size, prepared
to nail, 90 cts. per 100
$4.00 per 500.
Send for description, to C. W. DAYTON,
;

9Dtf

DT 1 TT7BERRY Plantseach
& Vick's Strawberry
JJXj yj Hi Plants,
in any quantity,
1

Cent
WORKS, Otter Creek, Wis.

postpaid.— MRS.ETTIB

_9Alt

HEKE !-We moke the
LOOK
V-Groove One-Plece SECTIONS

only Buckeye
In America, to
the Scientlflc Bee-Hive, and
all other Supplies used bv bee-keepers. For Price
List, address J. B.
ADA.O.
2Cet
size. Also,

MUKKA'T.

SAVE MONEY,

BY sendin(?youraddres8

on a postal card for my
,
of Bee Keepers' Supplies, as

good as ever but very niiicli cUeaper.—
Write nonr, or you may forget it, to
A. J. KING, 51 Barclay St., New York.N.T.
9Alt

^~

To confer with a competent
WANTED.—
person— male or female— to attend to
the Apiary. When not attending to Bees,
will give constant employment the year
round. Suburban city limits of New Orleans.
Address,
POSTMASTER,
9Alt
Lee, Orleans Parish, La.

Afk COLONIES of Italian

X\jyj
9A9t

Sale.

BEES

DANIEL WHITMER.

for

South Bend, Ind.

APIARY

for SALE.
QA
COLONIES of Italian and Hybrid Bees
U\J
wirerl frames, at $5.00 each.
in Ijiincstrotli

Also G-IVEN PRESS. White clover and baseranjire, and no other bees near. Reason for
selling— 1 have finished my law studies and am
Koing West.
i»Ait

at 21c. for prime.
CO., Commercial St.

GEO. H. SHIBLEY, Richmond,

IlL

COMB FOUeATION.
DUNHAOT

expressly

for this Bee Joitrnal, all can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
in the year.
We have reduced the price to
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one

Iiabels

for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4V4 inches.
We have now
;gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.1.00 ; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them b5' mail, postpaid.

UNTII,

TUTT &

year and the binder for $1.50.

Red

P.

wnod

By Using tUe Binder made
-of the

7A3t.

1

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.- We

in

Ithaca, Wis.

PBACXICAli

New Circular

MILWAUKEE.

quiet.

TVe will Present Webster's Dictionary
<pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $3.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
-determine their meaning.

FREEBORN,

BBESWAX.-25C.

Colored Posters

for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
<them, and try to get up a club.

S. I.

order- any

HONE Y.— Choice white, in 1-lb. sections, sells at
13c.: second quality white, 120.: dark 1-lbs., 9®10c.:
white 2-lbs.. ]l@12c. Extracted, 6c. Market dull.

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

7Atf.

BRADFORD, IOWA.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.- We quote

—Three
men to work
WANTED
an Apiary and Nursery.

on one side, for $3.00 per 1,000. Sample free.
With each order I give, free, a Section-box
Former. Address, M. A. I^OHR,
VERMONTVILIiE, Eaton Co., MICH.
Best white 9Alt

comb, 12^c.; Fall comb honey, 10@llc. Extracted

TJX'T?-KEEPEES' Guide, Memoranda*
^JXiXjCataloguc for 1887 Free. Reduced
Prices.— Jos. Nysewander, DesMoines, Iowa.
_5D6t

months.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— Few

ADVERTISEMENTS^
live

SAN FRANCISCO.

Business manaobr.

52A40t

tree.

TOEK.

quote; Fancy white in

BEBSW

prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements In the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed

He

CHICAGO.

t^~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Journal

win be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

Brood Foundation, 40c per lb;
Extra-Thin Vandervort Foundation, 45c.
^VAX made into foundation for 10
lb.
and 20c. per lb. Ten per cent, discount on
all orders received before the I5th of April.
Samples free.
F. W. HOLMES,
Coopersville, Mich.
9Dtf
per

ATTENTION
Sections, Bee Hives, Honey Boxes, Frames, &c

Largest Factory In

tlie

World

I

Best of Goods at Lowest Prices. Write
for Free Illustrated Catalogue.
CO.,
G. B. LEWIS
WATERTOWN, WIS.
37Atf

&
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Beyer

j:vWliat Mr.

says:j;^f-

lIunikB fur the epk-nclid ecods received

V-&*

from your
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ARMSTRONG'S

firm,

iL would bo a ruthcr lengthy list if I should mtme all, but
w ill y;iy that amongfitSStirnt, and ;J second premiuma
:i\v;ird<.(l me at our fairs in Iforthern ludiana and
SniiihtTu Micbi^ran, 28 I'lrst premiums were farTe(,^etablcs raised from your seeds. "What firm can beat
"
August Beteu, So. Bend, Ind.
this?
Seed of this quality I am now ready to sell to everyone
who tills a farm or plants a garden, sending them FUEK my
Tecctable and Flower Seed Catalogue, for 1887. Old cnstomors
need uot write for it. I catalogue this season the native wild
potato.
JAS. J* H. tiUE(iORl',tieed CI rower, ilarblehead, Mass,

liATALOO^S
iDet

i-JAtii

COLONIES

200

Choice ITALIAN and

ALBINO BEES

FOR SALE AT

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Also a

full line

1887.

1887.

Colonies, Nuclei and Queens

^~

Send for Price List to
S.

liCSt

D. McIiEAN, Columbia, Tenn.

of

CAN YOU RESIST THIS ?
Bee Keepers' Supplies THE
BEAIITIFIII.,
and
amusing CHROMO CARD, designed
COMB FOUNDATION from Cliolce,
instructive

BEESWAX a Specialty,
at very low rates, both wholesale and retail.
Do not fall to seed for my 27th Annual
Select.

YelJow

Catalogue before purchasing.
Address,

5Dtf

TVIIililAin AV. CARV,
Coleraiiie, ITIass.
Mention this paper when writing.

BeeKeepers

will

'

oHiOi

AliL KINDS,

Send for Price List.
Cash paid for
Beeswax.
A. F, STAl'FFKR A; CO.,
3Dtf
STEKLING, ILLS.

CZiOVSB. SSS33S.

Early Nuclei

1887.

6

JERSEYVILLE,

Ac

ILL.

of

T.

WILSON,

NICHOLASVILLE. KY.

ICtf

all

kinds kept in stock,
at low rates.

THE QUINBT SMOEEB
a specialty.
Send for Illustrated Prtce-Llst
\V. E. CIiARK,
Successor to L. C. Root,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. T.

ITALIAN QUEENS. 1887.
QtHBENS FOR $5.

If

lAlTt
Priends,

if

you are

any way Interested

tn

in

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure

send a sample copy of the

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Seml-MConthly Oleanlnfps In Bee-Cultare*
Head what J. I. Pa rent, of with a descriptive price-list of the latest improTe('HAHLTON,N.Y.,saya— "we ments In Hives, HoBey Extractor*, Comb
cut with one of your Com- Foundation, Section Honey Bi»3ces,all books
bined Machines, last winter,
chaff hiTes with 7 In. cap,
I'Xi honey-racka, 5(tn broad
frames, 2,0*0 honey-boxes
and a preat deal of other
work. Thi» winter we have
double the amount of bee.M

1

hives, etc., to make and we
e.vpect to do It with this Saw.
Itwlil do all you say It will."
OataloKue and Price • List

SON,

CHICAOO,

Bee-Keepers' Supplies

WARRANTED

J.

ILLS.

SOUTH

<V:

Circular.

free.

ARinSTRONG.

E. S.

Address,

Italian Queens.
tVNintb annual Catalogue now ready,
SCtf FArri. I,. VIAI.L.ON. Bayou Goula. La.

Clover Seed

NEWMAN

our 32.page Illustrated Catalogue,

BEE HIVES, &;G.

at the
following prices: tS.OO per bushel, $2.-'5 per peck,
and 25 cents per poujd. Also, Melilot or Sweet
Clover Seed: le.oo per bushel, »1.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly filled upon arrival,

G.

T.

you want Nice, Bright Queens, the
progeny of which are good workers, and
could be seen working on Red Clover at
any time within the last two years, send for

A

THOS.

H. MARTIN,
HARTFORD. N.

IN THE
F.ICTORY OF

A.IL.'WA.^Z'S OlSr HCA^lSTr).
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICE. my

* S25 West Madtaon Street,

'

9Atf

Bee -Keepers' Supplies,

923

Reversible Hive.

cheapest, simplest and most practicali
to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case Is
perfection itself."

Hive ever ofl'ered
;

HEAD-QUARTERS

All orders tllleil tbe day they are received,
except for bees and queens.
lD6t

We are now selling Alsike

New
The

Flowers, Clilldreu and Iniplenieuts
elegantly printed in eight colors.
Sample package, 10 cts.— One sample and Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.S0„
Price List of some old things, some new
Send your name and post-oftice address,
things, and all to profitably aid bee-keepers.
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
Address, J.

WHOLESALES?RETAU-r

or

It has a decided
effect wherever shown. This CARD
not be thrown away. When the articles
represented upon it are explained, the story
will be repeated many times, educating people and extending your reputation.
Rees,

happy

4Cly

iSupplics]
kiliLBWIS

especially for Bee-Kcepers.

Free.

Address,

W.

F.

& JOHN BARNES,
Ruby St., Rockford,

No. 4K4

4.'iCtf

and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. NothintiPaUmXid. Simply send your address written

A.

10 per cent. Reduction
Send for Crowley's Price List before purchasing
anything, from the hives to the occupants. Satisfaction guaranteed, the pnnclple of business.

I.

ROOT, Medina,

Ohio.

EVERGREENS

25 varietiea; FOREST TREES,
SO varieties, all sizes. Prices from
50 cents per 1000 up. 50 varieties

TREE

,

8EEDB. Jjow^ st Prices, J
Lart^est Stock and Greatest VarieLarge Trees for
ty in America.
Street and Park Planting in great il
Wholesale Lists free,
varietv, by the carload.
of

III.

plaijtly, to

•;

liKO.

FINNEY, Evergreen, Door Co., Wis.

7D2t.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISES.

H:?:\'Jtt.W;iilil

Breeder of High-Class

RATA VIA,
issy.

48Ctf

ej^eff^AVenP tools &/upf>uF^.

100
For

COLONIES

sale cheap.

of

BEES

Reason, too many.

H. NEUHAUS,
'ASt.

Burlington, Racine Co., Wis.

Poultry,

(jueens.

N. Y.

QUEENS.
Be sure

(jiioens.

buying.
6I)3t

BcariiiK FINE BEI':S and
Pricew Reduced lor 1887.

to send for

Address

my NEW Catalogue

contains tbe best practical Information for the

time being, showing what to do. and when and
how to do It. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

Y ITAIilAN HEES AND Ql EENS
M' cannot be e.xvelled in BEAUTY and
WORKING Ql AlilTIES. |gr"l make a
specialty of

The British beb Journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

before

Frank A. Eaton, Bluffton, O.

The British Bee Journal and the Amebioan
Beb Journal, one year, for $3.00.

Vandervort

end
Atf

Comb

for Sumplra
J.

dtc

Fdn. Mills,
Reduced Price-LlaW

VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.
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THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.

CHEAP ENOUGH
JUST THINK OF
A

Complete 2-Story

WE
Patented June

28, 1881.

attending the North American
WHILE
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Indianap-

we learned there was a rumor afloat
that the Patent on the ONE-PIECE SECTION
bad been set aside— circulated by unprincipled parties, to mislead bee-keepers. We
would say in regard to this, that such is not
the case. It is now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a great while, when we will
notify all through the Bee Journal. Until
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering write us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
order. Address,
olis,

J.

FORNCROOK &

JAM

Watertown,

Not.

1,

1888.

the one-piece Sections manufactured by

sold heretofore for $l.'2o each. In order
to reduce the stociv we will sell tbem for 80
They take the Langstrsth
cts. per hive.
frame, 9iixl7''s Inches, and are made of pine.

Remember, we are offering great inducements to Dealers and Large Consumers, on
our One-piece SECTIONS. Price-List
of Supplies free.

smjTH & SmiTH, KENTON, OHIO.
9Ctf

5«
o
£•§
J- 2 e
^ a
9
® -gf^

us.

a

Extracted Honey For Sale.
have a large quantity of CHOICE

WHITE EXTRACTED HONEV, in kegs

holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
-we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents

per

Orders solicited.

lb.

G. NEWTTIAN & SON,
S23 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.

AWAY

GIVEN

!

THE AMERICAN APICULTURIST
A 32-page magazine, published monthly, by
Henry ^lley» fVenham, Mass.
Terms, $1.00 per annum. To each new subscriber
•we will send free, by mail, one of our latest
improved " Drone and Queen Traps," the regular
mrice of whicb is fi5 cents. Bend for sample copy.
Make Postal Notes and P. O. Money Orders
payable at the Salem, Mass., P.O., or enclose the
:fl.00ttt ourrisk.
1

Atf

OLD TIME PRICES
further notice will accept orders for
UNTHj
FOUNDATION as follows— to be sbipped in
I

-April

:

Dunham

Brood, per

35c.

lb

Vandervort Thin, per lb.
All fresh marie.

.

Also the best
in the market.

-^t^c.^
FOUNDATION

TASTENER
Dunham 8 cts. and Vandervort 15
WAX worked—
Circulars. Seven years experience
per

<jtB.

lb.

No

In the business.

6Atf

HOW

J.

V.

CALtlWELL,

CAMBRIDGE, Henry

Co.,

ILLS.

TO RAISE COMB HONEY.

Price 5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and my
7Att.
free bee and supply circular.

OLIVER FOSTEK,

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Italian and
X^OH. SALE.— 100 Full Colonies of Langstroth
J Hybrid BBBS, in 2-.story Standard
Hives, at $10 per Colony. Four-flfths of the

<;omb8 are drawn out from Foundation in wired
frames all Queens reared under the swarming
impulse, except a few superseded in full colonies.
:

With tiie largest order (not less than 10) I will give
^n Kxcelsior Honey-BxLractor with 2nd largest
:

(not less than 5), an Excel. Wax-Extractor and
Uncapping-Knife— provided 1 sell my Bees. Bees
shipped as ordered, and in the order they are in
bee-yard. Remit by P. O. Money Order, or Draft

on New Orleans.
Address,
BAtf

Correspondence

&

offers solicited.

W. T. MADDOX, Alexandria, La.

BEESWAX.
We

pay 90c. per lb., deltrered here, for yellow

jBeeswax.

To avoid

mistakes, the shipper's

name

bould always be on each package.

THOS.
i923

G,

NEWMAN A SON.

& 925 West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Hive

In the Flat, for 80 cents.
have a large stock of the above that

•a

a

CO.,

'WIb.,

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

We

IT!

liaiigstrotli

>>

i
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From England we

micliigan Apiarists Aroused !— The
have the following
from our friend William Carr, Esq., Bill Introduced Into the Michigan legislature
who, during our last visit to England In by Mr. McCormIck, of Allegan, has thor1879, was our constant companion. He has oughly aroused the apiarists of that State.
been a reader of the American Bee Jour- Mr. Julius Tomlinson, of Allegan, has a
NAi. for many years, and a faithful friend to letter published In the Detroit BDeningiVeMJg,
from which we copy as follows
Americans. He writes
letter

:

:

My Dear Mk. Newman

THOMAS
VoLIIIIL

G.

:— I wish you could

have come over to our Colonial E.vhibition
last autumn; and seen the rapid strides we
had made in beekeeping since you favored
us with your company in 1879.
We made the most we could of your
Canadian neighbors during the three months
they were with us. They represented the
"Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association," and
have returned to Canada with $-1,93.5 which
they received for the honey they brought,
alter deducting the expenses.
They went to si-o almost everything of
No. 10. interest in all parts of this country, and
everything was thrown open to them, and
highly delighted were they with their reception. You would see an account in the
bee journals of some of the entertainments
we gave them, and how they said they were

NEWMAN,

Marcli 9,188],

pVt^v^^

pleased.

This Bill, if it should become a law and be
enforced, would practically destroy the important industry of bee-keeping in this
State. I venture the assertion that there is
not one apiary in one hundred in this State,
located '2,5 rods or more from the public
highway. In the nature of the business,
it cannot be so located.
Apiaries must be
near the homes of their owners, and they
are so, invariably. If I had to go '25 rods to
attend to my bees in swarming time, and
care for them in other ways, I would be
obliged to give up bee-keeping. and so would
every other bee-keeper in the State.
I cannot understand the motive for this
legislation. Laws should only be enacted on
the demand of a general public sentiment.
If there has been any demand for this law I
have not heard of it. There can be but two
valid reasons for this proposed law. One is
the protection of the public who use the
highway, and the other the protection of
homes. In both of the respects it fails. Five
colonies of bees near the highway maybe
as damaging as .50, and I apprehend that
should one attack the Hon. Mr. MeCormick
(as well they might in retaliation for such
legislation), he would speedily receive such
damage as would convince him that he has
made a serious [nistake in his little Bill.
This Bill would fail equally to protect
homes. Bees enter dwellings only to obtain
some unprotected sweets which they covet.
The.v roam everywhere, from three to five
miles from their hives
25 rods Is no protection at all. Three miles distance at least
would be needed.
I trust that the manifest Injustice of this
Bill will convince the legislature that Its enactment would be a grievous mistake.

If you coul4only have come, you would
have been not onlv a New-man. but a. very
great man amongst us, as there is nobody
we should have rejoiced to honor more than
your kind and iieidal self. I often show
photograph to my numerous beeThe Minnesota Valley Bee-Keepers' your
'friends. Wishing you every happiness you
Association was formed on Feb. 25, with can desire, I am
Tours very truly,
William Carr.
about 20 members, who are enthusiastic
Heath, England, Feb. 1-t, 1887.
Newton
hee keepers.
We should have been delighted to have
but
accompanied our Canadian friends
Tlie February Number of the Beewhen we make another visit we may bring a
Keepers' Advance is a great improvement
shipload of honey from the United States^
over the initial number. The type is smaller;
the trip and "create" a
to "sweeten"
more taste is displayed in getting it up, and
The 180
British market lor our honey
creditable.
is
more
There
printing
is
the
tons of American comb honey which was on
improvement.
room
for
still much
exhibition and sale when last we visited
London, soon vanished, and was as success"
Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
Prof. «;. G. Uroff, of Lewisburg, Pa., is ful, we imagine, tlnancially, as the Canadian desk are from
of
autumn.
last
engaged to deliver a course of lectures on shipment
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, Mich.— 1 pagesapiculture, open to all students, at the
We thank our Bnirlish friends for the Apiarian Supplies.
Bricknell University in that city, next May many kindnesses shown to our Canadian
F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. T.— 24 pages
and June. This we glean from the annual brethren— for " we are all Americans, you — Apiarian Supplies.
Samuel Cushman, Pawtucket, R. I. l
catalogue of the University, which is on our know 1" Give us a chance to reciprocate,
Honey.
desk.
by making a visit to America— and we will pages—
W. Gary, Coleraine, Mass.— 28 pages
Wm.
try to repay the debt with Interest.
—Bees and Apiarian Supplies.
;

;

!

M. S. Roop, successor to A. B. Howe,
to bold 30 one-pound
Council Bluffs, Iowa— '20 pages— Bee-Hives
received from J. W. Powell &
Supplies.
and
At tlie Nebraska Convention Mr. Henry
Son, of Mankato, Minn. The sections are
John S. Collins, Moorestown, N. J.— 18
(as was reported on page 119) had burned his
pages— Small Fruit Plants and Trees.
protected from the bees on all sides, keeping
thought to have foul brood.
them clean and marketable, by a honey- bees that were
J. A. Everitt & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.— 48
oversight, the vote of thanks which pages— Vegetable Seeds.
an
Dy
board with slots to correspond with the
this announcement, was omitted.
followed
C. W. Costellow, Waterboro, Maine— 12
openings to the sections. We have before
the vote stated, " saved the pages— Apiarian Supplies.
received several with such protections at This course,
M. J. Dickason, Hiawatha, Kans.— 16 pages
cost of inspection, and danger of the disease
the bottom of the case, but none with it at
—Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
spreading." In the third paragraph the word
the top also, allowing them to be tiered up
Lewis Roesch, Fredonia, N. Y. -12 pagesomitted. It should have read
and still kept from contact with the bees. "not" was
Grape Vines, .Small Fruit Plants, etc.
thus
It is placed In our Museum for the inspecM. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich.— 12 pages
Mr. Mulr said he had not found it to pay to —Bees, Queens, and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
tion of visitors.
ship honey to city markets to be sold on
Thomas G. Newman & Son, Chicago, Ills.—
commission.
36 pages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
F. D. Wellcome, Mechanic Falls, Maine— 16
Eastern Oregon may not be very noted
A letter from Mr. Shier, of Sanilac county,
pages— Small Fruit and Bee-Keepers' Supfor bee-keoping, but a farmer there dis- Mich., quite agrees with Mr. Mulr. He says plies.
covered si.x pounds of honey In a pumpkin, he sent 1,'200 po\ind8 of nice comb honey to
as will be seen by the following Item from a commission merchant, who was found to
The First Number of "The Canadian
an Oregon paper
be offering it at 8 cents per pound, but
Honey Producer," to be published by E. L.
make a sale.
In the lower Kock Creek country Mr. could not
Goold & Co.. Brantford, Ont., is on our desk.
Kcene has colonies of bees, and he says
lh»y did fairly well last year.
He raised
It contains 24 pages— about one-half of them
souio large pumpkins In his corn-patch, and
Tlie Annual Review, by Geo. W. being very creditably filled with matter of
some of them got so ripe that they bursted
the other
open. He noticed some of his bees making Meade & Co., of San Francisco, Calif., is re- interest to honey-producers
regular trips to one of the pumpkins, and ceived. It gives statistics of the crop for pages are devoted to advertising. It has a
going In and out of a crack in it. He cut the
healthy appearance, and we wish it prospumpkin open and there found 6 pounds of last year of dried fruit, raisins, prunes,
honey. He says that before going to Oregon almonds, walnuts, peanuts and honey. They perity. It is edited by R. F. Holterraann,
ho had read much about the advantages of say that the crop of honey has all been sold, who is known to our readers as a former
the State, but none of it ever said that he
American Bee
to
the
correspondent
is
could raise pumpkins and honey on the and that the outlook for the future
1 Journal.
same vine
bright I

A

Section Case,

sections.

Is

:

;

1

!
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high as 6 stories, or 60 frames, and
are about. 2. Twenty-four abtained 580 pounds of honey from
has
system
tiering
The
frames.
to 30
"one- the colony, so managed.— C. W.
"
always eclipsed the long idea

when they

(iivr (lucres
-Witli

Replies tliereto.

ask for answers to
rit is Quite useless to
in less time
Queries in this Department
wa.t the.r

one month. They ^ave to in about a
tiirn he nut in type, and sent
answer
Ttlme to'?aeh of those who
dozen
then nna
them B-et them returned, and If
are
you
Journal.
the
BM^e'for them in
do not ask for
a "hur^y" for replies
Ed.
here.—
them to be inserted

{i"an

«

•

S

I

tried both ex- Dayton.
story plan, and I have
Some coloIf it works, all right.
tensively .-James Heddon.
swarming than
•' tier
is nies are less given to
up
to
but
You may ;
will not.
1
Editok. are others. Room alonefever. Mr.
preferable. 2.'Twenty.-THE
always preclude swarming
Simmins says that room in front will.
Possibly room and inversion combined
may solve the matter. Here is a fine
Preyentionjf^warniiEE.
work.— A.
field for good experimental
swarmCook.
cannot
J.
386.-Why
Oiiei-T. No.
This is purely a theoretical matter,^
and one that can only be tested praclarge broodtically on a large scale.

ProdncinE Extracted Honey,

Ouerv, No. 385.-1. Can

I (ret as

I

j

,

A

to the above Pla^
/jame
lowing «escribed hive with 8

feed'efS'aicording

^^^,

much

nest tends to discourage swarniing. 1
question very much whether the matmatter
ter of inverting will affect the
Bees will swarm uneither way.
accountably at times and then again
they will not, and cannot be made ta
have much yet to learn in
do so.
this direction.— J. E. Pond.
;

We

best advantaae

?

-Kinney

Co., lex.

so
Yes, by making the single story

that

it will

hold 30 or more frames.—

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
you
1. I think

would get more
9
honey by tiering up. 2. I prefer
frames to each stSry.-H.D.CuTTiNG.
the hive is
1. Probably you can, if
2. Perhaps not less
large enough.
than 15, and more might be better.—
C. C. MiLLEE.
it is not so
I presume you can, but
convenient as the latter method
With a " long idea " hive I think that
LangI should -wish for from 16 to 20
stroth

combs.-W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

While I think you can get fully
smgle-story
as much honey from a
Eight or
hive, I prefer to tier up. 2.
to 16 in
9 frames in double story— 12
one story for extracted honey.— r1

.1

H. Bbown.
1 With proper management

.

T
It
And that ft
1 flnrt

3
is J
IS

oltl.and has never
years u
yeui
.

Strong colony.— A.

,

swarmed.

brood-nest and

L., Ills.

in such a hive so manipuand kept well shaded, would be
much less apt to swarm, and your
my
results in surplus honey are what
experience would lead me to expect.

A colony

lated

not make a You bring about many of the same
believe in re- conditions that I do with my new
brood- hive
You miss the advantages ot
versing, but believe in a large
and I greatly prefer
"contraction,"
Son.
&
Dadant
nest.—
the parts of the horiinterchanging
not
do
Very large brood-chambers these zontally divisible brood-chamber, to
always prevent swarming; but
There is
tiering the practice of inverting.
in connection with inverting,
instinct of the
still left the natural
prevention.
Its
toward
and as
up etc., go far
bee to re-produce the species,
en—J. P. H. Beown.
yet I do not claim to be able to
prein
swarms.
1 have had no experience
tirely prevent all issuing of
atterfrom
venting swarming, aside
Heddon.
plenty —James
swarming, unless it be to give
trials, you are the
repeated
After
ventilaand
of surplus room, shade
person to answer the
competent
most
tion.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
question.— The Editor.
Circumstances and locality make a
you
It
great difference, in may cases.
•

One swallow

summer."

does

We do not

I think lucceed so well, keep on with your
be system, and you will soon find out
Sliipers Ys, Honey-Dealers.
could
honey
as much
or the bees.—
system
in
as
the
is
hive
it
whether
single-story
a
obtained in
any other. 2. Twenty .-G.L.Tinker. H. D. Cutting.
for a term
I think
If your plan works well
1 If there is any difference
method. of years, then you can say you are
it is in favor of thetiering-up
Remember
ot master of the situation.
°ar?l?at Sfi^'!?ils''tl?e1;o''„V'rd^t
2 Mine vary according to the size
C. that " one swallow does not make a ™Sifex-"^-^es''i'o',!art'^/
the colony, from 20 to 50 frames.—
to tna
writes
B
amount
he
the
^^^ purchased
^^^^ ^
summer." Nearly double
W. Dayton.
you report has been
honey
comb
of
you
Poppleton,
No, unless like Mr.
from a colony worked on the
usea25-frame hive. AVe prefer the secured
plan, in a single season.—
swarming
stones,—
half
JSntpai'd-Tthllame tiJe he suggests arbiwith
plan
tiering
Doolittle.
M.
G.
tration.
,x.„ above, upon whom does the
Dadant & Son.
the
lie ? And is a honey-dealer
You are just the one to answerhalt „„\?/nfOTOo? of purity
the
I can get the best results by
Try
any customer who, on examining
of a")
^??L m'iroy 01
atthemercy
question by actual trial.
(without subjecting
t
honey^cieY
of
tiering-up plan. But I have done very
shipment
ana
a
What
^^^ ,^grated ?
your colonies this way in 188 ^
.

I

|

extracted

'

SI

>.

well with a hive holding 16 or 18
frames, and extracting as often as the
combs are filled. I prefer the tiering
plan.— G. W. Demareb.
not as
1. Yes; but such hives are
convenient, do not look as well, and
are discarded bv us after many years
be
2. There ought certainly to
use.

A single colony
great
does not prove much, as there is
Miller.
variation in colonies.— C. C.
large hives
I am aware that very
have a tendency to keep back swarmswarming, but when bees get the
no
ing fever badly, they will swarm
matter what sort of hive you use.
20frames.— A. J. Cook.
queens in
least I The presence of very old
1. I do not think you can, at
swarming time has more to do with
have never been able to do so. 2.
desire to swarm than does the
About S frames in the brood -chamber, the of
the hive, or perhaps any other
and from 8 to 10 in the upper story, size
inverting
I have no faith in
cause.
will
1
depending upon the honey-ttow
purpose.— G. VV.
any
for
hives
10
use
I
think, give the best results.
1 Demaree.
^
in each story myself but I think
Such management ought to prevent
could perhaps get more honey by the
regular
use
swarming, but why not
use of only S frames below.— J. E.
capacisized fixtures and extend the
upward in
ties (for brood imd honey)
labor
little
with
as
not
1. Yes. but
I have used as
one or more stories.
little exposure to robber bees
report your success.

,

,

and

.

Sir

a;U.pt ,m receipt of accusa^"our"^ shoulla
?-l enn.
tion of adulteration

rest upon
The omts prohandi shouldand
he does

B-s course is correct
arbitration.-J.
wisely in suggesting
P. H. Brown.
an apiThis is a legal question, not
that
I should suppose
cultural one
prove his accusatiie accuser must

A

tion

— W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

business,

This is out of my line of
chemical analbut 1 should say that a
to decide the matysi^ should be 'had
ter.-G. M. Doolittle.
satisfied himAt first B should havethe
honey If
of
self as to the purity
it should hna us
it is not pure then
producer.
wav back to the California
IsCuld prove by competent judges

«i

i'HE
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honey-dealer it was proper for him to inspect it,
adulterated.
of the customer, and and he might reject it, if it was adulthe more so when he ships honey a terated, or not what he ordered. If
credit.— C. W. this was not allowed in law, the purlong distance on
chaser at a distance would have no
Dayton.
But should B
In this case B is simply a middle show for his rights.
man. and should send a bill from the feel agrieved, believing he had tilled
party from whom the honey was ob- the order properly, he would be the
tained. This would be B's voucher plaintiff in his action for his pay, and
that it was California honey. Unless the rights of the parties would be
can prove that the honey is not litigated. Just as long as glucose and
" California sugar syrup is fed to bees w6 will
called for,
-what he
honey," he will have to pay for the hear of such cases as this.— G. W.
honey sent. What course should a Demaree.
dealer adopt, would depend upon the
It is hardly probable that the honey
parties involved.— H. I). Cutting.
is adulterated, because it will not pay
at the present prices of both honey
I should think that B can collect of
and glucose. If
claims that the
without oflfering any proof, and
the honey impure if he honey is adulterated, he should at

that

it is

is at the

mercy

A

A

A

A

must prove
would avoid payment.

Arbitrate
do not, how- least attempt to prove it.
«ver, consider those who answer it by all means.— The Editor.
queries in this department authority
in a matter of this kind. We are
supposed to answer questions because
Qneries Waiting tlieir Tnrn.
we have had experience in bee-keepinj^, and a man, especially a lawyer,
One, whose queries had been waitwho never saw a bee, could answer
this question just as well or better ing for some time,wrote to us a rather
than we.— C. C. Miller.
rough " letter, hinting that we were
The burden of proof rests with him acting unfairly in not letting his
who tirst claims tne honey to be adul- queries be answered earlier. To conterated. If nothing more than asservince him and others that the Queries
tion was needed to justify one in refusing goods, every tickle-minded are on hand, and to prevent a repetirogue could use it to very bad pur- tion or duplication of the questions
poses. Have the honey analyzed, and (as well as to show the order of publithen you will know about as much
cation), we will here print a portion
concerning it as you do now possibly
of those now in type, awaiting their
more.—.James Hbddon.
I

"''

;

turn for publication
Query, No. 388,— What are the best

Were I A, I should send a sample
of the honey to other experts to secure
their judgment as to its value and
quality. Were I B, I should do the
same. Both should be willing to arbitrate.
I would never go to law, but
would always try to be so fair in dealing that any person with whom I had
a difference, would leave the matter
to disinterested parties for settlement.
Law in such cases is a poor remedy
I guess that we may safely say a
*.'
fraud and a delusion."— A. J. Cook.

packages
u]
^ ickaees to put up
"
"
' G
ffranulated
la ^ ?— J.

honey

in for retail,

before

it is
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Query, No. 397.— 1. Would

it

be advisa-

ble to move :^ri or 40 colonies of bees 14 nnlea the
latter part of. July, on a spring-wagon, in order to
get them in a ha-ality where tliey would work on
buckwheat, there being no buckwheat in this
locality. 2. What would be the best way to ventilate each hive whileraovingthem?— Pennsylvania.

Query, No. 398.— Is a cross between
nlolans and Italians a profitable bee ?- H.

Car-

W.

Query, No. 309.— Is not an unpainted
hive both warmer and drier than a painted one,
if not permitted to become wet ?-U.

Query, No. 100.— 1. Will bees work in
the sections as well with a bee-space above as
with a close cover? 2. Would this prevent the
use of 90 much propolis above the sections?— W.
J.,

Tenn.

Query, No. 101.— Bo bees consume more
honev when thcv have an occasional flight, than
tliey "do in coiitiiiued cold weather -on the summer
stands ?— Arnold.

Query, No. 402.— What is the best and
most feasible method for " building up " colonies
in the spring, in time for the white clover honey
harvest ?-E.B..

Ills.

Query 403.— I am

troubled about getting

when the latter are filled
with honey. I use two-pound, close-top sections.
I have to take the sections out of the case and
brush the bees off. Cau you inform me of any
better way ?— Wisconsin.

beesoutof

the sections

Query 404.— 1. Ought the

super or case

Query 405,— What is your

actual experi-

of sections be put on the hive of a swarm at the
time of hiving? If not, when? :•. Ought they to
be put on the hives of old colonics before the
brood-chamber is filled with bropdand huney ?— E.
& W. M.. Va.

ence

down queen-cells
inverted ?— Missouri.

in regard to bees tearing

when the cells are

Query 406.— Can you give any reason
why bees should swarm in January, leaving honey
and brood in their hive'^. also queen-cells and a
few bees? The dav they swarmed it was very
pleasant, and the sun

was shining.- Louisana.

Query 407.— Recently

I

was skinning a

choked todeath, when Isaw several
bees eagerlv sip the blood as it flowed from the
several veins. 1. Did any one ever notice bees do
this before, and at what season of the year ? 2.
Can you suggest any reason for their gathering
blood, as plenty of water was near them ?— Mo.
steer that had

Query 408.— I use an 8 frame Langstroth
hive if 1 change to one having 10 frames, will I
get fewer and larger swarms? Will 1 get more
comb honey ?—Y., Maryland.
;

Query, No. 389.— In doublini? up late
swarms or weak cnI<mie8.do you think it best to kill
the queen of the last bees you put into the hive,
or let the bees du it themselves? I suppose
hive many queenless colonies.— H. C. G.

we

Query, No. 390.— 1.— What race or strain
of bees make thethinnestcell-walls.oruse the least
wax in comb bulMing, and wliat use the most ? 2.
Would yuu recnmuiend a strain tliat built heavy
combs if you had to ship honey some distance to
market ?— G.

;

Query, No. 391.—I use a hive holding 9
This is purely a question of law, and frames about the Langstroth capacity. After
number to 7
as such has no place— at least should swarming 1 wish to reduce the honey
using
frames.

in my judgment have none— in this
department. Opinions of those others
than lawyers or men versed in the
law. can but be of little value
and
the gratuitous opinion of a lawyer
given liere, would not be justice to

Would

secure as

I

much

by

two dummies, one nn each side of the brood-nest
with a bee-space all around the dummies, or
would it be best to use a close-flttine board, and
shut the bees out from passing around them ?—
Subscriber.

;

Query, No. 392.— Would

it

be advisable

Query 409,- Suppose

an earth-roofed

cave, half under and half above ground, frostproof, well drained, well sub-eartli ventilated, containing a trough holding 2 barrels of water, into
which, and from which, by a sub-earth pipe passes
4 or 5 barrels of fresh water every morning and
evening, from a well (the temperature of which
wateri84fi degrees Fahr.) l. Would such a cave
be a good winter repository for bees? 2. Will the
trough of water be a benefit or an injury to the
bees ? 3. How many colonies will be safe in such a
cave, the dimensions being lOxi.'S feet, and an
average of 6 feet high ?— S., Central Ills.

Query 410.— Is

it

Query 411.— All

other conditions being

from the brood-chamber
comb honey ?-T. P., Va.

essential to extract
in the production of

equal. ;how much more comb honey will one
colony or 50col<mie8 of bees store in brood-frames
than in one-pound sections ?— Ohio.

to make the slots in the sections, so that when two
placed tnyetli'T they will be (lueen-excluding,
brothers in the locality of "Penn." are
Query 412.— Mr. A wants to try winterand tlius save tlie expense of gueen-excluding
which communicates, by
If ' Penn." will write me personally, lioney-boards ? It not, what would be the objec- ing his bees in liis cellar,
with the kitchen above. 1. Will it be
stairway,
a
I*—
plan
Ky.
I will answer him, however, without tion to tills
in anv way a detriment to the healtli of his family
have his bees in the cellar? 2. How large a
charge.- J. E. Pond.
Query, No. 393,— Have we what may to
room must be partitioned off for yo colonies? 3.

is

B

be called gentle strains of bees that are the equal,
as producers of (oiub honey, of some of the more
ill-tempered varieties? In other words, does illtemper and extra-working quality exist in bees as
inseparable factors?—L.

right. If we had to prove our
to be pure, every time a fool
calls it adulterated, we would have to
spend hundreds of dollars in chemical
tests, which might be as unreliable as
the fool's assertions.
do not believe that there is any adulterated
is

honey

Query, No. 394.— Having

6 coloniea of

bees. 4 of which ;tre in box-hives, and all in the
cellar {here we I'lit thera out in the latter part of
April), and wisliiii:^ to stimulate them for rapid
increaf<e, will it l>e wise or prudent to transfer
them when tirst put out of the cellar, as I do not
want them in box-hives?— A. G., Vt.

We

Will it be anybeneflt to whitewash t lie
putting in the bees?— H. D. 8.. Pa.

Query 413.— Will
old than on

new combs

room before

bees winter better on

?

Query 414.— How many frames of the
Gallup size would be best for producing comb
honey, where the honey harvest continues from
the last of May until the last of July, with generally a fall crop ?— B., Iowa.

California honey, although some say
that they adulterate it in the East.
Query 415.— 1. Can extracted honey be
market of as high and delicate a flavor
Honey is cheaper now than glucose, Query, No. 395.— Is there any success- put on thehoney
of the same kind? 2. If so. give
as comb
especially in California, but some ful method of eatrhing swarms as tbev issue from the best method of securing and handling the
same?- N. J.
people suspect every one else of being ahive?-Montir,'IIo,N. Y.
dishonest, and will believe a falsehood
Query 416.— 1. When the standard LangQuery, No. 396.— In runninfi- an apiary
sooner than the truth.— Dadant & for comb hoiM'V. iiesirine no increase, ami usint; stroth hive is used for producing extractedorhoney,
shalthe latest inipiovf! hives and supers, how many Isitbestt-i use full-depth second-stories
Son.
colonies can nun lan, having a good knowledge of low siiihts on the tiering-up plan? 2. How deep
What
tlie frames for the latter be?
should
best
returns
hJin-lleso
as
to
bring
the
business.
the
When " " received the case of for tlie monev invested and the time spent?— J. thickne-^s should the top and bottom bars be to
prevent sagging?— New Jersey.
honey—never having before seen it- C,
Ills.
i

A

:i.

,
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would again be carefully
saved for had not Mrs. Harrison said
they were worth $5 per pound ?
I had this experience eight or ten
indicates that the apiarist is years ago, and it puzzled me greatly.
This mark
Still thinking that so great a beelocated near tne center of the State named
east; keeper as Mr. Doolittle could not pos5 north o£ the center; 9 south;
sibly be wrong, I concluded that the
K5 west and this d northeast "o northwest
o, southeast: and 9 southwest of the center fault must be mine, in removing the
honey too soon after it was capped by
of the State mentioned.
the bees and I then tried leaving it

CorrcspontXencje.
O

;

For tUe American Bee JOHrnal.

Sections Filleil witli ComH.

tbe American Bee journal.

;

©

;

e'er

combs

ForceilResiiiration,Bee-LeEislatioii,etc.
G.

W. DEMARBE.

Dr. Tinker's reply to my article,
found on page 808 of the Bee Journal for 1886, presents views so nearly

in accord with my own observations
that I would feel inclined to let the
;
matter rest, so far as he and I are
after
weeks
three
or
two
hives
on the
concerned, if he had not attempted to
was
this
course
Of
finished.
was
it
support that monstrous error about
objectionable in several ways, but I bees "exercising" to "warm up"
could see no other way out of the when suffering from low temperature.
difficulty. I soon found that the bees The Doctor admits that bees do not

themselves had trouble with it from "kick up their heels, or get on a
souring, and were removing great tear," but he would have us believe
In 1884 1 wrote an article in the Bee patches of it after it had been sealed, that they "blow!" That is, when
Journal strongly condemning the and I was obliged to leave many sec- they wish to " warm up " they " simuse of sections filled with combs from tions until fall, when I had a kind of ply begin a forced respiration, the
the year before, expecting to stir up a speckled honey.
opposing force coming from the effect
"hornet's nest;" but beyond receivAmazing philStill not willing to " cut out the old of low temperature."
several
ing a card of thanks from
combs and burn up the sections," I osophy
The fact is, a rising temmore
little
prominent bee-keepers,
continued to save the best, and used perature outside of the hive is the
was said about it, at the time. When them to some extent; even last year, only " force " that bees can utilize to
JourBee
the
of
in recent numbers
although very dry, the result was little raise the temperature in the hive, or
" warm up," as the Doctor puts it.
nal 1 found such bee-keepers as better.
and
Thielmann,
and
Doolittle
Messrs.
I do not put on surplus cases until The " opposing force " to the respiraMrs. Harrison, still advocating a the honey -locust blooms, which with tion of the bees must be warmer air
policy that had proved so objection- us is the'commencement of the white than that with which they are surable to me, I concluded to write again. honey harvest. I care little for fruit- rounded while they are clustered unI am very glad Mr. Doolittle has blossom honey, as it is rather dark, der a temperature too low for their
This
finally concluded to knock this "chip" and it is then too early to greatly in- safety, for an unlimited time.
I am both interested crease
I have no fact alone explains why it is that a
off my shoulder.
the bee-space.
and aroused, after reading his criti- trouble whatever in getting the bees cellar kept at a low temperature for a
cisms on page 37.
to take possession of the sections at great while becomes a very sepulcher
Many years ago— perhaps following once. Now, if Mr. Doolittle cannot to the bees.
who
the advice of Mr. Doolittle,
get his bees into the surplus arrangeWhat Dr. Tinker brings forward as
claimed, I believe, that combs saved ment, without all the puttering and
is the very opposite of the
evidence
their
worth
were
from years before
coaxing described by him, I would facts so well understood in connection
all
saved
carefully
1
at
weight in gold—
advise' him to change his hives
animals.
warm-blooded
all
with
sections or boxes containing comb, as once, or procure bees that have some "
" or involuntary " respiraForced
that
comb
of
particle
"
every
"
well as
get up to them.
tion " is nature's own method of lowercould be used for surplus boxes or
Now let us examine the expense inq the temperature of the aninaal
sections. As this was before the adaccount, of which Mr. D. tries to body; the "opposing force" coming
vent of good comb foundation, this make so much.
Good white- wood
the effects of cool air drawn in,
was perhaps the best that could be two-pound sections can be had for fromexpelled
from the lungs by force
and
done then. When I began to use about
and the wax in of respiration. Bees, as well as all
^4 cent each
sections and foundation I continued
to
be
the comb in a well-filled section
warm-blooded animals respire (or
the same course, saving every section
will buy a nice sheet of comb " pant " as we sometimes say) with
out,
cut
that contained comb that was at all foundation, so that the actual loss is
" over heated,
forced rapidity when
I soon noticed, however,
fit to use.
for each section burned. but never when they are oppressed
cent
only
difference
that there was a marked
The reason
temperature.
On the other hand I have a nice secbetween sections that contained the tion of No. 1 honey, that I can sell witli low
that
I can winter my bees in singlethe
with
filled
those
combs, and
easily, give better satisfaction, walled hives without any loss, if the
Dadant thin foundation, after the more
and sell for 2 cents per pound more bees have plenty of stores, is because
bees had finished them, although side
than the sections produced on th» we have intervals of warmer weather
by side on the same hive. Those that Doolittle plan.
which rouses the bees from their conhad contained the empty comb would
cluster, and enables
I naturally conclude that I am more finement in the
almost invariably grade " No. 2,"
better off; them to take food and recuperate
while the honey in new sections built than 1}^ cents per pound
away my
for the next cold snap, and
on foundation was just " too nice for thatl am not "throwing that my strength
renor
so on through the winter, until
anything," and would just as surely money at the birds;"
" to come to want " by turning spring calls them to active
f aaiilv is likely
grade " extra No. 1."
pursuing such a course. I do not ad- labor.
Nor was the above the only differ- vise burning all the sections if any
bees
I once thought that because
erence, for I found that after these
clean they may be used store food for winter, and because
and
nice
are
sections of honey built from old comb,
they would starve if their stores
again, after cutting out the combs
had been on the racks a month or but if Mr. D. can make any money failed, that the bees must continue
two, they would show a sweaty ap- scraping propolis glazed, honey-be- active at all times. But later observapearance with indications of souring, smeared sections, his time must in- tion has changed my views on this
such as bulginK off the caps, and the deed be of little value.
subject. I have found that during
This disapbees
honey running out.
vital im- very cold spells of weather my
of
subject
this
consider
greatly.
I
pointed and disgusted me
hives appear like
in single-walled
honey.
comb
of
producers
to
portance
and
could
be,
The room was as dry as
the combs, and
for my conclusions, dead bees between
to rise,.
1 also noted that the sections with I have reasons
space to give when the temperature begins
the
not
have
I
which
condition.
perfect
were
in
foundation
gradually feel the effects,
want
all bee-keepers to pro- the bees
now.
I
the
crating
came
to
1
when
course
proportion
Of
in the most and arouse themselves in
honey for market, a re-grading would duce the very best honey
temperature. These are
" No. marketable shape, and tnat cannot be to the rising
of
my
much
and
necessary,
be
from ocular demfilled witji litteral facts drawn
2 " comb-filled sections would now go done by using old sections
are destructive of Dr.
and
onstration,
into " No. 3," while some even had to comb.
T's theory.
Milan,~o Ills.
be extracted to save it, and the empty
C. H.
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Bees in a cellar are in an artificial
condition, and that they should remain active, or '' rouse up " to take
food in a temperature suitable to that
condition, is not strange. It does not
prove anything to the point in the
Dr. Tinker has,
present discussion.
in his articles, brought out more interesting facts concerning the winter
condition of bees than any other
whose writings I have' read, and
therefore I was surprised to see him
support— even in a modilled form— the
error that bees resort to "exercise"
to oppose the effects of falling temperature. It is strange that Dr. T. has
failed to see that this error was invented to bolster up the " pollen
theory," which Dr. T. as well as myself rejected all the while.
Before closing this article

I

wish to

some practical matters which seem to be engaging the
minds of bee-keepers just now. First,
in regard to low prices for honey
call attention to

Past experience of other producers
ought to satisfy honey producers that
no good can be derived from " organi-

as to crowd any one vicinity with bees
until they become unprofitable, the
law of success and failure will have
to work out the problem just like any
other business.
As to the question of "nuisance:"
To ask the question, as many have
done, " Is bee-keeping a nuisance V"
is " kicking before they are spurred."
Bee-keeping is an agricultural pursuit, and has tlin same protection under law that other branches of agriculture enjoys.
But it should be
borne in mind that the "livestock"
handled by the bee-keepers is not so
easily governed as some other species
of live stock are, and for this reason
the bee-keeper must practice extra
care if he would keep out of trouble.
Society is necessarily a compromise,
and a nuisance law is absolutely necessary for the man who " won't budge
an inch."

Christiansburg,5 Ky.
For tbe American Bee Jooma).

zation," or any other scheme in the Eastern Iowa anil W, Ills. Con?ention.
hands of producers, to " force up
The Eastern Iowa and Western
the price of their products. "Supply
and demand " must ultimately prevail Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association held
over all schemes. Looking at the its fifth annual convention in Moore's
matter as I do, we have arrived at no Hall, Davenport, Iowa, on Feb. 23
crisis yet.
There can be no real and 24, 1887. The meeting was called
"glut " as long as the honey market to order by President Geo. L. Gast.
Communications were read from H.
is undeveloped.
It seems to me that
any person of ordinary forethought Chapman, in relation to the " Chap-

should have been able to see that production of honey is likely to " out
run " the development of the market.
This is the only trouble now.
There is much to hold up the drooping spirits of honey producers yet.

Our honey market

is

undeveloped-

there can be no real " glut " as long
as this state of things exist.
"The
way out" is to develop the honey

market, and

this

must be done by
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new seed had had very
chance to germinate
but he
consolingly added that we may have a
dry, that the
little

good

;

fall crop.

were elected for the ensuing
President, Geo. L.
Iowa; Vice-President, J. E. Hunter, Wyomipg, Iowa
Secretary, H. S. Dibber'n, Milan, Ills.:
and Treasurer, Miss Kate E. Case, of
Davenport.
The convention adjourned until the
third Wedne.sday and Thursday of
February, 1888.
Officers

year as follows
Gast, Le Claire.
:

;

H.

S.

DiBBERN,

Sec.
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Leiislation for Bee-Keepers,

DR.

C. C.

On page 794
Journal for

MILLER.

of the
1886,

American Bee
W. II. Os-

Mr.

borne presents his views, and, as I
understand it, from the stand-point
of a

member

of the legal fraternity.

a change in the programme
by touching lightly on the "desir-

He makes

ability," and discussing the " feasiTo tell the
bility" of legislation.
plain truth, I do not at all feel sure
of the feasibility, but I think the desirability so great that it is worth
while to talk about it a good deal to
find out if there is no way by which
man honey-plant," and from N. N. the thing can be brought about. But
like sevBetsinger, in reference to a " wire let me ask why does Mr. O.,
eral others, insist upon making priseparator."
Mr. Jacobs stated how he had dis- ority of location an integral part of
posed of his own and the crop of the subject under inquiry ?
honey of several of the members
Referring to the minutes of the
by traveling through the Indianapolis Convention, we find the
Sresent,
forth and West,showing the superior thing to be inquired into was " the
shape in which his honey was pro- desirability and feasibility of securduced ; in this manner he sold about ing such legislation as will give a bee22,000 pounds, all of which was de- keeper an exclusive right to keep bees
livered with little or no breakage. in a certain territory." Now is there
Mr. Jacobs prefers one-pound boxes any " priority " in that ? I do not see
for shipping, and is very enthusiastic why any should jefer to it at all, exover the way our honey compared cepting Mr. Heddon, and he very
with that of California, both as to properly refers to it because he takes
flavor and neatness of packages.
the ground that priority of location
After discussing the question, "Do gives a man such advantage that he
Let us therebees puncture grapes V" the following needs no legislation.
resolution was read and unanimously fore leave priority out of the question.

individual effort. Work up a demand
for honey in every corner of the country, and the " crisis " will be pushed
a long ways ahead.
Another point of practical interest
is " legislation," to define the rights
of bee-keepers.
By what authority
this could be done, no one has ventured to say, though some one has
intimated that the Congress of the adopted
United States might look after the
"Whereas, Difficulty has arisen
matter as to whether my neighbor B between certain parties— bee-keepers
or myself should yield the right to and grape growers— as to bees puncpasture the lands of the farmers of turing grapes therefore, be it
this vicinity with our bees.
'' Besolved, By this convention, which
But we
are not informed as to where the law is composed largely of grape growers,
may be found giving to Congress of that in the past experience of grapethe United States the right to regu- growers and bee-keepers, members of
late the "domestic" affairs of the this convention, that we have not in
States.
a single instance found grapes worked
But to be serious, from what source upon by bees, unless first punctured
could any law-making power get the by birds or insects."
authority to pass and enforce a law to
The reports of last years' honey
prevent any man from keeping bees crop was taken, and 23
members reon his own premises y Of course this ported 1,113 colonies, spring
count,
would have to be done in fact or in and 116,887 pounds of honey
also 413
;
effect to carry out any measure set- pounds
of wax.
thng a question of " priority of locaIn an address by the President, on
tion." My "location" is my lands, the
prospect for the white clover, he
and by the right of occupancy I keep gave it as his opinion that as
winmy bees on my own premises. This ter has been very favorable, the
we have
simple statement of fact makes inter- a good chance for a crop,
but not oneference impossible.
If bee-keepers half that of last year, from the fact
will be so inconsiderate and unwise
of last summer being so unusually
;

In a nutshell, the matter looks to
like this
The beekeeper, like the farmer, cannot prosecute his business without occupying
a certain amount of territory. It is
for the general good that the nectar
be gathered, just as it is for the general good that the ground be cultivated, and that this be done it is for
the general good that each man, beekeeper as well as farmer, have his
own portion assigned to him so that
there be no conflict. Take the cattlegrazing plains where cattle are runFor a time it
ning on free grass.
may be well enough that there shall
be no ownership of land, but will it
not be the best way to have the land
divided up and each man own his own
territory V Does not the same thing
apply to bee-keeping V As Mr. Osborne makes no objection to the
desirability, only that priority right
is undesirable, and as the priority
right business need not necessarily

me something

:
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enter the question at all, we can have
no discussion upon that point.
As I before said, I am not so certain
about the feasibility, but I am quite
anxious to believe in it, and, lawyer
though Mr. O. is, there is a certain
tone of candor about his article that
makes me hope that he will listen
with good-natured patience to one
who differs from his views, even if he
is entirely ignorant of Coke and Little
is it -ton or -john ?
Mr. Osborne thinks that it would
not do to use the license plan, and I
think I agree with him ; at any rate I
How
think it is not the best plan.
would it do to take the plan I have
already hinted at, and let government
sell out the territory just as it sold
out the soil for cultivation ? The first
thought may be that the territory has
already been sold and cannot be sold
over again, but a lawyer will hardly
make that objection, for, so far as
nectar is concerned, the territory has
never been sold, and no land owner, I
think, pretends to control it. Besides,
the farmer, although in a general
sense he owns his place arid can do
what he pleases with it and on it,
really owns it only for certain purposes or uses. He can by no means
do exactly as he pleases. For instance, some years ago I bought some
hives with movable frames and put
them in use. Mr. R. C. Otis called on
me and told me they infringed on a
a patent-right owned by him, and I
cheerfully paid him $10 that I might
own the 37 acres that I already had
paid for and owned for some other
purposes, but for the purpose of using
Larigstroth hives, the territory up to

—

time had not belonged to me.
this plan of buying territory I
think Mr. O. will not hold his objection that monopolies would be fostered, for there would be no more
monopoly in bee-keeping than in
farming, but the same competition.
By the plan I suggest, Mr. O's last
objection, you see, will disappear, for
Mr. Smith would not pasture his bees
on lands of Mr. Jones, but on liis own.
If the objection is made that Jones
owns the nectar that is on his farm, it
may be taken from him if it is for the
this

With

general good just as my land may
be taken from me, to be used as a
road, and if he is damaged thereby let
the damage be paid. But I think it
will easily appear that instead of
being damaged he is benefited by the
visits of the bees.
I think I agree with Mr. Osborne in
his closing sentiment, that the wellposted bee-keeper can defy competition (under favorable circumstances),
but the fact still remains that under
existing laws he mav be so encroached
upon like Messrs. Heddon and Doo
little, that he may suffer loss there
from.
And now, if Mr. O. thinks there is
nothing unfair about it, I would like
to come over on his side for awhile,
to say that an objection occurs to me
that he has not mentioned. Suppose
we consider three miles as far as bees
travel, and I own three miles in every
direction from my
home, putting
thereon at my home enough bees to
stock the ground. Whoever owns the

may put
territory adjoining mine
apiaries all around me close up to my
and thus take the
territory line,
greater part of the nectar that I
thought was mine. Is there any way
out of this difficulty V
Since writing the above, Mr. C. G.
Beitel, on page 807 of the American
Bee Journal for 1886, gives us
another legal opinion, and thinks that
legislation
class
in Pennsylvania
would not do. ^ow, in the part of
Pennsylvania where I was born and
where I spent many happy days, class
legislation was and still is very popular, if you call it class legislation for
a farmer to purchase and own his own
And just that same kind of
farm.
legislation I think is needed for the
does Mr. Beitel,
bee-keeper.
too, assume that priority of location
has anything to do with legislation

Why

i*

And now, on

page

9,

Mr.

J.

R. Roe-

is now in press, and as soon
as it is published, the price and other
particulars will be stated.

The book

CAPPENGS OVBB HONEY.
would say to Mr.' C. P. Dadant,
that the probable reason why honey
in sealed cells does not candy, and
does candy in unsealed cells, is beI

cause the- latter has no protection,
while the former has, although the
protection may not be absolutely impervious. There is also another point:
Unsealed honey may not be so thoroughly ripened as sealed honey, and
the more completely that honey l8
ripened the slower it is to candy.
If the cappings over honey are absolutely impervious. I do not understand how the honey can so increase
in bulk as to ooze from the cells, as it
does when we say that it " sweats."

Rogersville,d Mich.

legislation against cidermills.
I have had full benefit of
cider-mills and sorghum mills, and

buck desires

For the American Bee JoumaL

wish they were away, but I do not
think it would be a good plan to ask
for any legislation concerning them.
Marengo, 6 Ills.
For tne American Bee Journal.

How

to

Preient Swarming.

B. F.

WOODCOCK.

have now read three reports of
of honey without any
others say, " I allow no inincrease
crease." One man with over 150 coloI

enormous crops
;

Tlie

Use

W.

of Comli Fonnilatioii, etc.
Z.

nies, spring count, reports the best
flow of honey he ever saw, and then
closes with great complacency, sayWill
ing, "I allowed no increase."

HUTCHINSON.

It is evident that those who oppose
the non-use of full sheets of founda- some of the brethren please tell us
tion in the brood-nest when hiving just how to do this thing during a
swarms do not fully understand my a copious flow of honey ?
position.
I started last spring with 69 colonies,
On page 120, Mr. Gates says " If and
secured 8,4.50 pounds of honey,
it should be a good season they (the
I
about three-fifths being comb.
bees of a swarm hived upon empty wanted but little increase, but I got
frames) will just about fill the broodYes,
over 50 swarms, all the same.
chamber of a Langstroth hive. When in spite of tiering up, ventilating,
hived upon combs or foundation each cutting out queen-cells, hiving back
colony would store from 10 to 60 and driving back, out they came pellpounds of fine honey, and leave plenty mell.helter-skelter! My increase was 50
in the brood-chamber for winter."
colonies, but how many swarms issued
If a very large brood apartment is I do not pretend to say. I put two and
used, a good share of it is virtually three swarms together, or they put
devoted to the storing of surplus, and themselves together, more properly
I have always advocated the furnish- speaking.
One day I had 11 swarms
ing of the surplus apartment with in about 60 minutes ; while three were
foundation or drawn combs.
When in the air, my assistant (a little boy 12
"Here comes
I hive a swarm upon empty frames, years old) cried out:
furnished
with another one !" " Yes, and by the way,
or rather upon frames
the
brood-nest
is
cononly,
starters
look at No.26 kicking each other out."
tracted so that some of the bees must
When I hived a swarm back, and
work in the sections, which are taken
often took
from the old lilve and contain combs cut out queen-cells, they work even
Bt this the sulks and would notsurplus room
in all stages of growth.
method I have always secured more when I gave them more
killed the
honey than when full sheets of foun- than they could occupy. I
instances, and cut
dation or combs were used in the queen in several
out queen-cells after 8 days, and yet
brood-nest.
Doubtless all would be glad to save they would not work.
I can control swarming to a very
the expense of foundation, and secure
more honey besides but it se«ms great extent by tiering rapidly and
difficult to fullfj explain, in a few giving room a little before they need
short articles scattered through the it, but imperfectly filled sections has
bee-papers, so that every been the result with me every time.
different
one will comprehend all the points How to prevent swarming, and at the
that have a bearing upon this prob- same time sacrifice neither the quanlem and. at the suggestion of Mr. A. tity nor the quality, or rather the perfect finish of our honey, is with me a
I. Root, I have written a book upon
the subject, in which I have also vital question at this time, and I will
touched brielly upon some other im- ever hold in grateful remembrance
portant points connected with the the one who shall tell me how to do it.
Pleasantville,9 Iowa.
profitable production of comb honey.
:

;

;

;
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sometimes caused by the bees
Mr. Robsuperseding their queens.
inson said that buckwheat blooming
Tlie Wisconsin State Coniention.
late sometimes causes it.
Mr. E. France read an essay on
The Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers' "Controlling increase." He extracts
Association met at Madisou, Wis., on
once a week, destroys queen-cells if
Feb. 3, 1887, witlisome 60 beekeepers any are started, and divides the
in attendance.
strongest colonies by taking two
The Brst subject introduced was,
" How to sell honey V" upon which frames of brood with adhering bees,
to form new colonies.
Mr. E. A. Morgan, ot Columbus, read
EVENING SESSION.
an essay. He recommended selling
The evening meeting was a very
comb honey to grocery men by cooqmercial travelers, in a manner similar pleasant one.
The principal subject
to that in which other goods are sold. discussed was " Marketing Honey,"
He advocated selling extracted honey upon which nearly every one had
in 5 and 10 pound pails direct to con- something to say. Dr. Vance, Rev.
sumers, and for this purpose going II. A. Winter and others advised the
around among consumers once a distribution of small tracts or leaflets
month.
He took strong grounds calling attention to the purity, excelagainst shipping to commission men lence and cheapness of honey as an
on account of their unreliability. The article of food. Mr. Winter recomdiscussion of this subject suggested mended peddling it near home, and
that we should not assert granulation showing it from house to house. Mr.
as a test of purity, for some kinds of Wilcox approved of peddling, prohoney do not always granulate. Wild vided it should not be peddled at the
and honey-dew same price at which it is sold to rebergamot honey
were said to be or this class.
tailers.
If wo sell small packages to
An essay on " Howshall we increase neighbors at the same price that we
our profits V" was presented by Mr. sell it to grocerymen, we shall soon
Prank Minnich, who made the follow- destroy their retail trade.
ing recommendations
The convention did not think that a
1. An isolated place with plenty of honey-producers' association for the
2. Cheap, purpose of fixing, controlling or reguhoney-producing plants.
convenient hives. 3. Not too many lating prices of honey could ever be
bee-spaces for the bees to fill with made practicable.
" mountains " of wax to climb over
The following nflicers were elected
in reaching the sections. 4. Plenty of President, C. A. Hatch
1st Vicebees in the hive.
5. Small starters,
President, H. A. Winter 2nd Vicethat consumers may not object to the President, George Grimm Secretary,
wax-centres in the comb. 6. Tiering F. Wilcox; and Treasurer, M. J.
BXtT tbe

Amexlcaa Bee JoanuU.

is

the hive-entrances, and the bees came
rushing out, but very few flew. After
opening all the entrances I darkened
the lantern and waited awhile; on
nearly all the hives they were hanging out in front similar to the way
they do on a hot day in the summer.
few evenings afterwards I went
in again and found they had returned
to the hives, but a few of the most
populous were uneasy. The temperature was 47°, so I left the ventilator

A

wide open and

let it cool

when they were

all

down

quiet.

to 40°,
It still

keeps at that temperature with the
ventilator closed by filling with peastraw, although we have had much
severe cold weather.
few days ago I was in the cellar
and they were all quiet, with very
few dead bees scattered over the
cellar bottom.
So it appears the
shaking did no harm in this case.
Minesing, Out.

A

For tbe American Bee Journal.
Cofflliiuations for
J.

Honey-Proicers.

M. HICKS.

On page 106 Mr. Jno. A. Buchanan
has given us something of practical
It seems to me, from a long
value.
experience, that as a rule all combinations and unions have proved to be of
very little value to the masses, but
often a bonanza to a few at the expense of the many.
We also find that for several years
past the quotations of honey (not
glucose) has been very low by the
up sections.
Plumb.
The statistics of bee-keepers presThe convention then adjourned to various commission men in many
ent, so far as collected, showed 1,866 meet at the call of the President, in cities, and especially in Cincinnati
and Chicago while at the same time
colonies,
spring count; 3,039, fall February, 1888.
F. Wilcox. Sec.
count; 1.4-50 pounds of comb honey,
I was retailing honey of my own production at 20 cents per pound for exand 144,412 pounds of extracted. The
For
tbe Amencan Bee Journal,
tracted, and 2-5 cents per pound for
average yield percolonv, spring count,
was 99 pounds, of which about 28 per
comb honey. I have disposed of my
Bees before Winterini,
cent, was comb honey. The amount
1886 crop of 4,000 pounds at 20 cts. per
on hand yet was 10,440, being about 6
pound, all of which has been sold
THOMAS STOKES.
per cent, of the crop produced.
direct to the consumer, and not a
pound went into a grocery-store or to
AFTERNOON SESSION.
The queries during the past year have a commission merchant.
President C. A. Hatch read his been a volume of knowledge, but none
I have long since found that it takes
annual address, after which Frank of them more opportune than No. 31-5, industry to produce as well as sell
McNay gave a talk on "Surplus re- where the question is asked if bees honey at a paying price. The value
ceptacles." He recommended shallow would be as likely to winter well of industry is not very much known
frames with separators for holding hauled 80 rods, or be picked up and by our commission merchants, except
sections
at the expense of the producer hence
also favored cases for hold- carried right into the cellar.
ing sections, giving the bees but a
As I was to move to another place every producer should be his own
few at first, and increasing the num- in the spring, I thought it best to dig salesman, provided he always desires
ber as the colonies became strong and a cellar and over it build a workshop, good returns.
It does seem to me, viewing it from
the honey flow increased.
and move the' bees into it where they
Mr. Gammon and a few others pre- would be ready in the spring. There a practical stand-point, that we as a
fer to dispense with separators, but is no cellar here tit for bees, and for class of honey producers cannot afford
the majority favored their use.
three years I have wintered them in to form an organization for the purDr. Vance read an essay on " The clamps; but in this cold climate of poses as stated by Mr. Baldridge, to
value and uses of honey— its adapta- such severe changes, as we have sev- fix a price for honey. It seems to me
tion to the human system," which eral times through the winter when to be more like a gambling scheme,
will be useful if published hereafter.
the mercury will go down from about and should not be tolerated by the
Hon. George Grimm being intro- freezing to from UP to 20° below zero honey-produces. But as remarked by
duced, made a few very pleasant re- by morning, it is too much for any- Mr. Buchanan, I prefer to control and
marks, after which he was questioned thing but an underground repository, sell my honey, when I have it, direct
upon thesubjectof Wintering bees." and have them in first-class condition to those of my immediate vicinity who
know me and desire a pure article
He said that if other conditions are in the spring.
but at a
all right, a cellar may be either wet or
On Nov. 1" it was mild in the morn- not to sell at an exorbitant,
I
dry. Pure food, a slight upward ven- ing, and the ground was thawed about fair living price to the producer.
present location
tilation of the hive, strong colonies, an inch in depth. I drew them up in have now been in my
and a proper temperature are the most a light wagon, taking the 48 colonies for over 15 years, and I have never
than 20
important conditions.
in five loads, hiiving first securely sold a pound of honey for less
" What causes swarms to issue late fastened them in their hives. In the
Battle Ground, to Ind.
in the fall V"
Mr. Grimm said that it evening I took a lantern, opened all
:

;

;
;

;

-}

Mom

;

;

•
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For tbe American Bee Journal.

Mr. Heddon's views on inventions,
on page 22, are likewise defective. A
man can have no right to an invenPriority of Location anil Inventions,
tion save that which organized society
gives him, and to hold this right he
G. M. ALVES.
must use such diligence and such
as society reI wish to enter a protest against prescribed methods
certain views field by correspondents quires. When he fulfils these methods,
of tlie Bee Jouknal. Mr. Heddon society through its holdings of public
thinks that the claims of " priority of policy will give him his inventions, as
location " are right in morals, but so much acquired property. When he
doubts whether legislative bodies fails to satisfy these prescribed
could be induced to enact a law for methods, the same public policy will
deny him the acquirement of such
the enforcement of the same.
Dr. Miller not only accepts the property. All this is as it should be.
principle as right, but goes further,
It is true that a man of delicacy
and gives it as his opinion that it would hardly make use of another's
would be practicable to make it invention, even though unpatented,
statutory.

I

hardly think it necessary

to debate the Doctor's latter opinion,

when the inventor objects. But his
declining so to do, cannot be construed as an act of acknowledgement
of the other's property, but rather as
the concessions of an unselfish man
to the demands of a selfish one.
Let us as law-abiding citizens
sacredly respect all acknowledged
property, but let us not for the sake
of a growing nobler humanity, demand new and harsher lines of selfish-

for the reason that I think few could
be found who would agree with him.
I wish, however, to examine the subject with no reference to legislation.
The claims of the principle rest on
acquired property. There can possibly be no other basis. Its advocates
will say that it has no legal rights,
but that being founded upon morals,
it by right should have, even though ness.
legislators fail to enact.
There is
nenderson,K3 Ky.
much confusion here, let ns attempt
to dispel
First,

upon what principle does
Local Convention Directory.
property in general rest V Examine
any standard treatise on the rights of IH87.
Timt and plfice of Meeting.
consult any competent Mar. 16. -St. Joseph Inter-State, at St. Joseph. Mo.
property
jurist, or properly analyze the subject
E. T. Abbott, dec, St. Joseph, Mo.
for ourselves, and we will find that it Apr. 12.— Stark County, at Canton, Ohio.
Mark Thomson, See., Canton, O.
rests upon the power to hold upon
the right of conquest, or upon public
J^" In order to have this table complete. Secre;

—

time,

as

association

and

taries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.

certain

)^%Em

the association or State said to the
occupiers, pay tribute and otherwise
obligate yourselves to the State, and
the State will by its own power defend you in the enjoyment of your
The Proposed Michigan Bee-Law.
property.
This is the basis upon
Chas Walker, of Bravo,? Mich.,
which the rights of property-holders
writes as follows on Feb. 28, 1887
are founded to-day. The guarantee
is from public policy, not from ethics.
I have been circulating a remonIt must be borne in mind, however, strance to the Bill against keeping
that there are many things neutral as bees in this State, now before the
to morals or ethics, but nevertheless legislature, and I have the signatures
proper, being founded in the needs of of most of the neighbors of the origithe existing state of society, and un- nator of the Bill, not one refusing to
der this head lie the rights of property. sign it. I have sent it direct to Mr.
The great confusion of Dr. Miller McCormick, who introduced the Bill,
and Mr. Heddon lies in the fact, that and I hope that if Prof. Cook is in
in this view all property is based upon Lansing when this Bill is reached, he
There
ethical principles, than which there will see that justice is done.
can be no greater misconception. It has been no trouble with bees in this
has been seen from the foregoing county (Allegan) that I have ever
upon what property does rest. In heard of, and why Mr. McCormick
the present state of society it is very should take the course he has, is quite
important that property's established a mystery to me.
rights should firmly hold, but as men
slowly grow less selfigh, these deChaff Hives for Winter. etc.-J.
mands of property will and are shad- H. Andre, Lockwood,9N. Y.,onFeb.
ing down this harshness. While this
21, 1887, says:
process is going

—

:

steadily on
we are asked

(albeit
to ac-

Bees have not had a good flight here
for over three months. Those on the
harsher views— views that even the summer stands will be apt to winter
oldest common law never contem- poorly, especially those in chaff hives.
plated. The demand seems to me I do not see how any one can advise
almost monstrous in its selfishness.
the use of the chaff hives, for to my

knowledge

in theory at least,

new and

hours of sunshine will have no effect
in warming through the packing;
while those in a single-walled hive
will get warm enough to partake of
food, and will be ready for the cold
again. I have tested them in the

same

yard, and those in a single
thickness of wall came through the
best. Several of those in chaff hives
perished with the cold with plenty of
honey and clean combs. Would it
not be a good plan where colonies
come through weak, and the honey is
sour, to put the bees on clean combs
and feed V The high price of butter
has caused honey to be used as a suiistitute here, and the crop will be used
up cleaner than it has been for years.

Young Bees.— .Inc. W.
9 Mich., on

March

Snuff, Niles.

3, 1887,

writes

:

I started last spring with 7 colonies,
increased them to 18 by natural

The

forepart of the season was good,
but the latter part was poor on account of the drouth. I put the bees
into the cellar about Nov. 20, and
took them out for a flight on March 1

and 2. Several of the colonies had
young bees almost ready to fly. The
temperature of the cellar was at 40°
to 50° all winter.
ftuiet Bees, etc.— W. H. Miller,
Berrien Springs, p Mich., on March 1,
1887, says

forms of civilization began to develop,

very slowly),

tracted cold spell, but the cold will
get in for all of that, and three or four

swarming, and took about 500 pounds
of comb honey, which I sold at 10
cents per pound in my home market.

it.

policy.
Nowhere do we find an
ethical principle at the bottom.
In a savage state man acquired
property by occupancy or conquest,
and held it by superior force. In

mind they are nothing more than
They will keep the
colony a little warmer during a prorefrigerators.

I

commenced

the

spring of

1886

with 15 colonies, the most of them
being in good condtion. I increased
to 51 colonies, and most of them
were put into winter quarters in very
good condition. I also secured about
650 pounds of comb honey. I have
my bees packed out-doors with sawdust, and I think they are doing verywell so far, for they are keeping very
quieti and do not sjjot the hive much
when they fly. They have had several

them

chances for a flight since being
packed, and I hope they will come out
all right.

Wintering Bees, etc.— Alex. Rose,
Sullivan,OIlls., on Feb.28,18S7,writes:
I commenced last spring with 31
colonies of bees, increased them to 63.
1 *ost some queens, and some colonies
dwuKiled last fall which left over 50
pounds of fine white clover honey. I
sold 11 colonies, 6 died during the
winter, 41 ha/e plenty of honey, and 2
are scarce of honey. I am feeding
them. They do not seem to be as
strong in numbers as at this time last
year. I filled the cyps with dry hickory
leaves, which I shall leave on until
warm weather. I believe they will
help to keep the brood warm. I shall
feed syrup for about 3 or 4 weeks,
commencing as soon .^is the weather
gets warm enough to admit of dis-

j
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turbing them. I heard that one man
lost all— 5 colonies another, 3. out
of 50. I think that in small apiaries
they are half dead. Men who had
bees in good condition have lost much
I am going to use Ipound secless.
tions, 7 in a tier, i tiers to the hive,
and will tier up as needed.

need be, except one colony that I
noticed on Jan. 20, had a little touch
of diarrhea, but they seem no worse
now than they were 10 days after I
first noticed them.
*Do bees after
being attacked with diarrhea ever
recover V The colony was very strong
in bees, and heavy with stores when I
put them into the cellar.
My bees
are
all in lO-frame Simplicity hives,
Using Comb Foundation.— John
and 1 put them into the cellar with
McKern, Dryden.Q N. Y., asks
the covers on, just as they were on the
Does Mr. Demaree give a swarm summer stands.
full sheets of
foundation or only
[*Yes, after a cleansing flight.— Ed.]
starters, and are those swarms apt to
Ciist other swarms when working for

had

;
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tering, and produce
per colony.
man

went

A

to

much

less
this

from

Arizona last

honey
place

and when

fall,

he returned he told me that bees in
that Territory produced 300 pounds of
honey per colony, and that at no time
of the year could they not get enough
for their living.
Here a bee-keeper
must be at the expense of making a
cellar, withstand blizzards, and often
lose 50 colonies of bees in one winter;
so I do not think that a bee-keeper in
California ought to grumble at the
low price of honey, for he can count
on scarcely any loss, and an almost invariable honey crop. As to organizcomb honey V I have had swarms in
Happy Bees and Bee-Keepers.— ing to uphold prices, I think that .such
2-story hives and working for ex- Jacob
Oswalt, Maximo,ot O., on Feb. organization would be quite ineffecttracted honey with plenty of room,
ual—the country is too large for that.
18,
1887,
writes
swarm out after they had been to

work some time.

I commenced the spring of 1886
The Need of Frequent Flights.—
with 20 colonies of bees in chaff hives.
During
the summer I harvested 1,000 Green R. Shirer, Greene, 5 Iowa, on
plies as follows :— £d.]
pounds of comb honey and increased March 2, 1887, writes
My management depends on the the number of colonies, by natural I examined my bees yesterday and
the purpose I have in view. If I wish swarming, to 3.5. Last fall my bees
found 4 colonies dead and 3 others
to prevent increase, I put the swarms gathered a fine lot of honey from
nearly so
the rest had a good flight
on half the usual number ot standard Buckwheat and fall flowers, and -I then,
and I think they will come
frames, using only starters in them, allowed them to store it all away in
through all right. I had 51 colonies
and fill up the spaces at the sides of the brood-chamber. In November I in the fall
packed in chaff on the sumthe
frames with division-boards prepared them for winter on the sum- mer
stands
they nearly all have
cleated on their sides so as to make mer stands in splendid condition. On
diarrhea
them stand J^-inch apart. Over all Jan. 23 they had a regular frolic, and signs of apretty badly. There are
general break-up in the
goes a metal queen-excluder, and on now they are all alive, strong and
weather, and if our bees can have
this sets the first " tier " of surplus doing well. I have now as many bees
frequent
flights they will be all right.
cases. By this management the whole as a novice can handle, and I feel like
force of the new colony (swarm) is the boy who caught the bear, " I can't
spent in producing surplus, and hold it, I can't let it go." The beeFrequent Flights for Bees.- D. M.
comes out as a mere nucleus, and is keepers of eastern Ohio are in good Stoler, Saxton,9 Pa., on Feb. 2.5, 1887,
disposed of as such at the close of the spirits, and a good report may be ex- writes
season, either by uniting or letting pected from them the coming summer.
them play out. If increase is desiraMy bees had their first flight on
able, I hive the swarms on full sets
Jan. 21, completely spotting hives and
Hand-Holes in [Crates, etc.—J B., snow in relieving themselves.
of frames filled with foundation, and
give the colonies an abundance of of Iowa, asks the following
have had five weeks of mild weather
room as fast as they need it, practicsince then, bees flying every few days
[1. What is the best method of cuting the tiering system to supply their
during this time. I saw them workwants. If the queens are old there ting hand-holes in the ends of ship- ing on rotten apples and gathering
will be danger of swarms issuing, but ping-crates V 2. Also of making holes water. I had to close the hives on
ordinarily no swarms will issue from in brood-frames for wiring
Jan. 30 to prevent robbing also one
new colonies, if the queens are satis1. The. usual method
is to use a colony carried out a few dead young
factory to the workers.
This influ- wabbling-saw, that is, a saw unevenly bees. I am wintering my bees on the
ence, or queen condition, gives us the
summer stands, with nothing around
key to the situation.— G.W.Demakee. fastened on the saw-arbor but we the hives some are in Simplicity and
use and prefer a cutter-head in place some in the Chautauqua doublewalled hives. All are doing well so
of a saw.
Good Results.— W. H. Graves, New
far. Twelve inches of snow fell in 4
2. Punch the holes with a set of
hours to-day, with indications for
Carlisle,-o Ind.,on Feb. 26, 1887, says:
brad-awls operated by a treadle.— Ed.] colder weather.

[By request Mr. G.

W. Demaree

re-

:

;

;

We

'i*

;

;

;

1 had 36 colonies, spring count, in
1886, and increased them to 70.
They
gathered over 2.000 pounds of comb
honey in one and two pound sections,
which I have sold in
home market
for from 9 to 14 cents per pound,

my

Bees all Right.— T. F. Bingham,
Successful Wintering.— J. W. SanAbronia, p Mich., on March 1, 1887, ders, Le Grand,© Iowa, on March
3,
says

1887, writes

My

bees are in fine condition, both
those that are out-doors and those in
the cellar. They have not seemed to
Bees Recovering from Diarrhea.— care whether they had a flight or not,
Chas. W. Banker, Menomonee,x) Wis., but to-day every bee that desired to
do so, had a flight, and are all in good
on Feb. 28, 1887, writes
condition.
I put 17 colonies of bees into the
cellar about the middle of November,
Honey-Production in California.—
1886, all in good condition except 2
that were a little light in stores, but J. W. Johnson, jMcPall^o Mo., writes
had plenty of bees; they seem to be
On page 118, Mr. Segars, of Califorall right as yet.
When I put the bees nia, wrote about honey-production in
into the cellar the temperature was that State, and bewailing
the low
450, Fahr., and after the middle of price of honey, but he
forgets that in
January the mercury dropped to 35°, that country they seldom have any
Fahr.
it has ranged from 3.5° to 38°
loss of
bees, aiid secure twice as
ever since, and still they are quiet and much honey per colony as we do here,
seemingly
as good condition as while we lose many colonies in win-

mostly for 12}^ cents.

:

:

;

m

Our long cold winter is pratty well
gone, and at this time, from the reports I get, bees seem to be wintering finely. I have not heard of any
signs of bee-diarrhea yet.
I put 61
colonies into the cellar, and with one
or two exceptions all seem to be doing
well
still the next four weeks may
make a change. I have kept the temperature of the cellar, by close watching, from 38° to 46°.
I believe the
great problem in successful wintering
is plenty of young bees in the fall
plenty of good honey in store ; see
that all are prepared late in the season for winter; and a good cellar for
wintering, where the temperature is
easily kept above 40°, and well supplied with pure air.
;
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ODR CLUBBING

Honey and Beeswax Market.

^^^E*^S^SOAIHr^.^.^

LIST.

The following are our very latest
We supply the American Bee Jonmal
one year, and any of the following publicaquotations for honey and beeswax
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
CHICAGO.
of figures. The first column gives the regu:

HONEY.— Sellers ask from
thing otr in

comb

lioney

;

7 to 10 cts. for anythis includes dark unde-

and crooked combs, and -J-pound sections.
Good 1-lb. sections, li)(«5l2c.: choice. 12^@13c. Not
much call for extracted. and very little for comb.
sirable

BEESWAX.— 25C.

Feb.

161

21.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

BURNETT,

B. A.

South Water

St.

NEW YORK.

NEWMAN & SON,

lar price of both.

923a.925WESTniADIS0NST.,GHICAG0,ILL.
At One Dollar a If ear.

Price 0/ both. Club

The American Bee Journal

100..

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

2 00. 1 75
125.. 125
150.. 140
.

The Apiculturist

HONEY.— We

PROPRIETORS,

All postage prepaid.

^^

quote : Fancy white In 1-lb. sections, 10{ai2c.; in 2-lbs., 9®H0c.; off grades. 1 to 2
Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, 8@
cts. per lb. less.
8^0.; in 2-lbs„ 7r"7MiC. E.xtracted, California. 5(&
5Hc.: buckwheat. 4i.(4^c. Supply of comb boney
is large, and demand for all kinds is improving.

2 00..

Canadian Bee Journal
.2 00..
Rays of Light
1.50..
The 7 above-named papers
5 25
and Cook's Manual
2 25.
Bees and Houey (Newman)... 2 00..
BBESWAX.-21<a23c.
MCCAUL & HILDBETH BROS.,
Binder for Am. Bee Journal 1 60
Jan. 21.
34 Hudson St.
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00.
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 23..
SAN FRANCISCO.
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
HONE Y.— Extracted is firm at 4@4Hc., and comb
Guide and Hand-Book
150..
atSf3)i2c. per lb.
Heddon's
book,
"Success,"..
1 50,,
BEESWAX.— Itiiailo.
A Tear Among the Bees
1 75.
SCHACHT & LBMCKE, 122-124 Davis St.
Feb. 9.
. .

. .

.

.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

Business manager.

BOSTON.

^p^ecxal Notices.
To

Correspondents.

— It

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

would save

us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. 0. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have sere ral letters
(eome inclosing: money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

of white clover honey

at 14@15c.; 2-pound8 at 11(9120. Extracted, 5®7c.
Demand for 1-lb. sections lively.
BEESWAX.- 24 CIS. per lb.
Feb. 11. Blake & kiplkt, 57 Chatham Street.

comb, 12^c.:
ted

i^tasc.

BEESWAX.- Firm

Feb.

Best white

comb honey, 10@llc. Extrac-

Fail

offered for

Is

sales are reported.

at 23c.

M. H. Hunt., Bell Branch. Mioh.

11.

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.—We quote for extracted, 4(ai7c. per Ih.
Nice comb brings 12@15c. per lb. in a jobbing way.
BBESWAX.-Good demand,- 20&22C. per lb. for
good to choice yellow.

C.F.MaTH&SON,FTeeman&

22.

Money Orders

As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Central At.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white. In 1-lb. sections, sells at
13c.; second quality white,12c.; dark 1-tbs., 9<§inc.
white 2-lbs.. ll@l2c. Extracted, 6c. Market dull.
BBESWAX.-25C.

Feb.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.- We quote choice i-lb. sections at 12®
12^c.; 2-lbs.. I Ito 12c. No call for dark. White extracted, In barrels and kegs,e®6^c. In small packages. 7@8c.; dark. In barrels and kegs.scsJoHc.
BBESWAX.-25C.

If

Jan.

2 00

175
1

50

2 00
2 10

2 00

130
1

40

1 50

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book,
of the prices

in

order to take advantage
in the last column.

named

Slmmlns' Non-Sivarmlng System
of a new English bee-book.
author claims that it will inaugurate a "

the

title

is

The

new

era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages
is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be
obtained at this office.
;

A. V. Bishop, 142

19.

W. Water St.

—

More Premiums Mr. L. J. Dlehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
the largest club of subscribers for
The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
working for that premium, so that we can
keep account of the subscriptions.
office

1887.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra white,

I2@13
amber to white, 8>$@11. Extracted, white,
4H@4Jic.; amber and candled, 3^®4c. Trade Is
;

cts.;

quiet.

Jan.

Colored Posters

for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee JonRNAL, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

135

A. C. EENXiXL, 115 Ontario Street,

IS.

;

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journai,.

1 75

4 50

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Few

Jan.

can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

170

SMITH & CO.. 453

O. B.

10.

Front St

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— We
12c.:

dark
dark

cts, :
6c. ; dark.

quote white clover i-pounds at

i-lbs., 8i«-i(>c.; white clover 2-lb8., 10@il
2-lbs., 7wyc. Extracted, white clover,
4ffl 5c. : white sage, 5@5J^c. ; amber,4!^@5.

BBESWAX.-2li(s230.
Jan.

13.

CLKMONS,CLOON&Co..cor.4th4Walnut.

Yucca BrusUes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
udd 1 cent each for postage

soft,

bees.
ST. LOUIS.

We nrtll Present

Webster's Dictionary
<pockel> edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $'2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

HONEY.- Choice

comb, 10®i2c.i
latter
price
for choice white clover. Strained, In barrels,
3>i®4Mc. Extra fancy of bright color and In No. I
Is

packages.

H

advance on above

In barrels. 4M<*5c.

;

prices. Extracted
In cans, 5@6c. Market dull.

BEBSWAX.— Firm at 21 c. for prime.
Feb. 3.
D. G. TDTT * CO.. Commercial St.

determine their meaning.

By Usins: the Binder made
One Dollar invested for the weekly
of the

American Bee JotmNAL

will richly

expressly

Bee Journal, all can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
for this

visits

for 1887,

repay every apiarist in America.

in the year.

60

We

have reduced the price to
Subscription for one

cents, postpaid.

year and the binder for $1.50.

Red

Isabels

for

one-pound

pails

of

—

honey, size 3x4'/4 inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
tor $1.00 230 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
for $.'<.00 ; all with name and address of
:

;

apiarist printed

;

;

on them—by mail, postpaid.

B^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

:

Wlien Keneivlng

your subscription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bei
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscinptions- with t.'i.OO—
direct to this office. It irtll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
System and Success.
who

intend to be syslematic in
tret a copy of
the Apiary RoKister and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows

t^~

All

tbelr work in the apiary, should

:

$] 00

For 30 colonies (120 pages)
"

125
150

100 colonies (220 pajtes)
200 colonies 1*20 pages)

'•

The larsrer ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all tosretber in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

157

APIARY FOR SALE WESECTIONS.
my
H.4VING

mul<e a sjipciultv of tho manufacture of

other inti'iests which claim
attention, I wish to sell my apiary of
138 Colonies, in the viliitsje of Winnebago,
Ills.— 7 miles from Kockford, and 100
miles west of Clilcaa:o. The location is
The
flrst-rate, and no other apiary near.
past season. 82 colonies increased to 138, and
gave 7,000 lbs. surplus— nearly all white clover, and 4 5 of it comb
2,.300 lbs. sold at
home for cash without peddling. Langstroth
Hives, with good Combs. j?iering up SectionCases, Division-Boards and Feeders, Extractor, and good Honey-House. (Rented place
of one acre.)
If not disposed of before April, it will be

DOVE-TAILED SErTlONS

White

tlie

..f

Poplar, the whitest ami l.est

woml for the purpose.
styles atui sizes, but recommend the
Side-Openint: Sections as superior to any other.
The L'real accuracy ami tine tlnlsh of our Sections
arc the atlmiratlonof everybody. Sample 3 cents

Wc make all

Price-Listof Supplies Iree-

<;. t.. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

Address,
8Etf

1>R.

Dlf BUY OOEENS,

;

SECTIONS

HIVES,

before you

SUPPLIES

or

send for my Catalogue
Address,
J. P. H.

and

E. Diincau SnlflTen, Advertising Agent, sold at auction.
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseC. in. BOliI/INGSTl'ORTH,
ments in all flrst-class Newspapers and
6E.3t
WINNEBAGO. ILLS.
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere. •HOIK 'oo nBJSaiiv 'VIKOHUV
J500I

Price-List.

He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all bis dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue

HAND- BOOR Tf"^ HEALTH,

of flrst-class advertising mediums.

Mailed

o2A40t

free.

Dr. miler'a Book, "A Year Among
the Bees," and the Bee Jouknal for one

y wTHBsia

'KOj.f).s!iaaHxaH

..•paipuiii SI at uaqAi op j|iM
pooAv-ajH XjBujpjo uaA-i jo 'pooAi pa.iBobp
'4Bad 5nq ! Sui^obs jo j^idBd UA\ojq 'sSbj p|o
asn a.K lauiaapfoms uaq.n asioms aonpojd him
^Bqi jan,} jo ^jos £uv isoraiB u.inq jjiAi siqi

'l! PBq »-« iep jsjii aifl «o
v'
II we pooS mt isnC 9i qaiqii 'SMOitaq
aqi 0) auop uaaq SBq j^in'qiou "asn ^UBisuoo
raoj.; qJinojq^ ujoav oniBoaq qatqM 'laJJBq
iUauaj oi pa.Si|qo n^-jq 3.\Bq om. qSnoqijB
Tbere Is no mistake in insisting that— aqi
PUB'SiSI ai>"I« a"" ui JaJloras B qons
as in all other things, so in advertising— the pBq aABq aj\\ *A\oii^ aa\ aaifoui^ jeqio
best is the cheapest, no matter what its first £hk nBq) ^a.>iiR]sip j.>|BajS n o] :]Bqi puB
'anonis joaninfoA jainajS B puas iiiai
cost may be.
ja3(oms-aaa maqSuia iBaj y„ s.Sbs— ooiS
oBqi ajOOT sn iso.") OAnq pjnOM iBqi aOBds
jajiomg-aag mBqSutn P!BS jo aAiiBJisnn!
The Western World Gnlde and Hand sin.'> 9ii|ii iiiiiU siiuinioa {|nj aAi| Sai
-lo.\ap
aaijB ..'iBujnor aag qsiiug ., jflJiaaii
Book of Useful Information, contains the
aqi JO JOiipa 'aBAvo.> 'ni.tv SBraoifx
greatest amount of useful information ever
:?9aq 5iniqj Jo asBoid -Caqi sb SJOj^omg qons
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are e-xcellent, jsnf lias puB asn puB .inBrn qbd auo iuB poB
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any paiuajBd loa st ji aaaqAv nodn pasjooi et
one sending us two new subscribers besides ja5|oras-aaa mBq3aia aamnaS aqj AlO

year,

we

will club for $1..50.

ajin .lanom'g

s«A\

Hints akd Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valuable book that (fives &
great amount of information, of the Utmost ImEortance to Everybody, concerning their dally
ablts of Eating. Drinking, Dressing, Sleepinft
Bathing, Working, etc.
iB

XX

his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

'NoiNiJO

ADVERTISEMENTS.
—Three
men to work
WANTED
an Apiary and Nursery.
live

7Atf.

S. I.

FREEBORN,

in

Ithaca, Wis.

to ion ColoSALE
CHEAP, for
FOR
nies
Bee^
the pound, of either Italian or
casli.

\>y

:

Albino Bees, mnl

KLKINOW,

i

QUEENS- — Address. OTTO

(Opli. Ft.

Wayne

Uate), Detroit. Mich.

8Etf

GET 1.EFT !— Nothing
DON'T
reputation equal to the

e.ttends

hrilliantCbromo

Bee-Card. See page 77, or address,
J. H. ]?I.1KT1N, HARTP'ORD, N. Y.

6W(3tm)40t

Emm

A SAMPLE COPY
Of the

AMERICAN API€lTI.TrRIST

will be sent tree to all

Address,

lOAtf

who

apply.

HENEY ALLEY, Wenham,

Mass-

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

What to

Eat.

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat it,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Cittthing— what to Wear*

Things to Do.
Things to Avoid,
Perils of Summer,
to Breathe,

How

How much

Overheating Houses,

to

Wear

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Ventilation.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair.
Restoi-ing tbe Drowned,

Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps.
Headache, cause & curo»

Preventing Near-sight- Malarial Affections,
edness,
Croup— to Prevent.

IT

:

—

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

8E0t

0} 'j'Binojio

aoj pjBO pnas 'sajBjg paimfl am ni pjos- ino
o3 }oa op pUB )BBI IBqi BSQO ^luo oqi puBBJ33(oms paoiJd }saq.3iq pnB isaAioi aqj JOJ

BROWN,

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Bolls, Bums, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns.Cough8.ChoIera,Diarrho6i, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons.
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarsetress, Itching. Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning. Moles. Pimples. Piles, KheumatiBm. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Ntpples.Sore Throat, Sun-stroke, Stings and Insect

Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts

Bites,

WhoopinK Cough. Worms

S5 Cents.

Price only

THOS.

G.

in Children.

Sent by Mail, post-paid,

IVEWMAN & SON,

923 & 925 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

BEES for SALE, Cheap.
of American-reared Italno t'olon'es
iau Bees, best strain, stronfr, and in

1
J-"'-'

10-frame wired Slmplielty hives for sale at
$S.OO per Colony.
Z. A. CLARK,
SEtf
ARKADELPHIA, ARK.
;

DRAKE & SMITH,
SucceBsors to A, E.

Manum.

"]yrAlVUFACT«JKER8
Bee-Hive,

Bristol, Vt.

of the

BBI8TOK.

the Standard Hive of Vermont,

SECTION HONEY BOXES.

D.

atvlntf an
A TKEATI8Ecause
and

made from

Extracted Honey For Sale.

Index of dlseaaee.
and tbe symptome
treatment of eacb,
table (rivinc all the principal druRS used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engravlnst of the

w-hlte poplar, (the best timber Id
the world for honey-boxes), Clamps, and a
Thumb-Screw for Clamps. Separators and

We have a large quantily of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRAerED HONEV, kegs

horse's teeth at different ages, with rules fortelllns
the age of the horse a valuable collection of reolpes, and much valuable Information,

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escapes. Bee-Feeders, and

;

ill

holding from 200 lbs. to 223 lbs. each, which
will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents
lb.
Orders eoliciied.

we

per

NEWMAN

THOS.

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

St..

SON,
CHICAGO,
A:

ILL.

;

;

Price 8S c«nta— In

TUOS.

Wood

Wood

Street. Cfaieago.

111.

made

BEAUTIFUL. THE NEW
A

Colonies
PUTT
r II llll HKESIwithlotsof
•

%*****

IJLi'S-^iilfiS
broodi. in 2-

story

Standard Langstroth
Hives, aliuust given away.
1 to oColonies. $7 .30
See advertisement in
6 to 10
"
7 GOV America ti Bee Jour10 to 20 "
6 00 nal, numbers for Feb.
Address, W. T. ilIADDOX,
lOEtf
ALEXANDRIA, LA.
.

)

)

HONEY-EXTRACTOR.

SIMPLEST and

AE,L-IN-ONE-PIECE

Sections, smooth
inside and out. Cuiiib Foundation, Alsike
Clover Seed, and eveiything needed in the
apiary.
Send for free price list, and samples of

Sections and Foundation.

.11. H. HUNT,
BELL BRANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.

lOEtf

LIGHTNING GLUERS

of the best material and in a workmanlike manner.
Send stamp for Sample SECTIOK
and Prloe-Llst.
2B12t
all

SON.,

I»-

MAIVUM'S BEE-SIUOKERS,

BnKllsb or German.

NEWMAN &

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

Sides.

Near

Detroit.

cbeapisl

^o special constructed can or
Any comraun molasses or whisky

in

the market

vessel required
barrel oi- otbei-

suitable vessel at hand will do. It extracts as
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor
It is suitable for American or Ijant'strotb frames
up to 13X211. It wciizlis only R lbs. ready for shiDment. Price in the flat, lu.oo: set up. $2 75 State
right to make, use and sell, I'd.
Date of patent
Feb. 9. 1886. Send for circulars t., tlic inventor

n^AR'?""''"'"'"'-o-nr7ivw-'£-"^-MELCHER.
loAet
O QUINN, Fayette
to.,

TEXAS.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.
Patented June

FORSCROOK &

i,

Journal.

Editor of the

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the imis
provements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarin the
ist with evervtiiing that can aid
successful management of the lioney-bee,

and at tlie same time produce tlie most
honey in its best and most attractive conin cloth, Sl.OO, postpaid.

Bound

dition.

^r"A

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Nov.

lAtf

of

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee

attending: the

olis, we learned there was a rumor afloat
that the Patent on the ONE-PIECE SECTION
had been set aside— circulated by unprincipled parties, to mislead beekeepers. We
would say in regard to this, that such is not
the case. It is now before the tJ. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a great while, when we will
notify all throuarh the Bee Journal. Until
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering ^vrite us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
order. Address,

J.

OR THE
an Apiary for Pleaanre
and Profit ; by

Management

28, 1881.

North American
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Indianap-

WHII^E;

ARMSTRONG'S
BEES and HONEY,

Discount to Dealers, by

I,lberal

Dozen or Hundred.

tlie

&

SON,
G. NEW^MAN
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.
&

92.3
1886.

The American Bee Journal

<^

"
^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell for a year and the book, Bees and
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

See Advertisement

retail.

In

another column.

MANUFACTORY
SECTIONS,
FOR HIVES,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

I

etc.

For Circulars, apply to
CHA8. F.

MUTH Ji SON,

all

kinds.

I

Address,

WE

NEWMAN

SON,
CHICAGO,

St.,

Ar

Comb

•end Tor Samplea
Atf

J.

A.

MAnSTO:\'S XHEA1

ISE.

Business.

FREE BOOK,

IONG;

to

THE MARSTON
46AlTt

young and old mf;n.
Park Place, New Vork.

fO. 19

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls,

4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars atid Samples free

Pa.

J.

VAN DEUSEIV A SONS,

(SOLE MANnF.lCTUBERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

lAtf

In cloth.

kinds kept in stock,

Cliapiiiaii

at low rates.

THE QTJINBY SMOKER

seed POST-PAID
One-half ounce, 50
1 ounce, $1 ; 2 ounces, $1..50
4
cents
ouuces, $'3 W pound, $3 1 pound, $.">. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.

We

Send for Illustrated Price-Llet

£. CliARK,

lA17t

RAISE COMB HONEY.

Price 5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and my
7Ali.
free bee and supply circular.
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co.. Iowa.

BEESWAX.

923

:

THOS.

G.

923

e.

NS^VUAN

& 92.5 West MadlBon

Street,

Jc

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
retail.

See AdTertlsement in another column.

NEWIT

and

retail.

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

oGIIQ it) uGlllS rear among the Bees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
C. C.

ITHLliER,

MARENGO,

SWARMING

ILLS.

BEE-HIVES.

Most practical for surplus honey
in the

Queens

HE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEB'S ADVISEB.

The British Bee journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the
time being, showing what to do, and when and
how to do it. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Ksd.

The British Bee Journal and the American
Bee Journal, one year, for $3.00.

100

COLONIES

;

World. E.\cellent for rearalso for Increase, when desired.

of

BEES

Reason, too many.

H. NEUHAUS,

Burlington, Racine Co., Wis.

CZiOVBK SSSDS.
We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: »8.«i per bushel, 2.25 per peck,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or Sweet
Clover Seed: l«-i"i per busliel, H.75 per peck.
and 2U cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly tilled

THOS.

VICTOR W. CLOUGH, GENESEO, ILLS.
51A12t

ILL.

South

gA9t

7A8t.

ing

SON,
CHICAGO,

of Italian BEES tor
AA COLONIES
lUU
DANIEL WHITMER.
Sale.
Bend, Ind.

See Advertisement In another column.

NON

AN &

St..

1

Send 2 cents for Circulars.
and

G.

925 West Madison

Dadant'sFouudationFactory, wholesale For sale cheap.

DR.

SON,

CHICAGO,

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

20Atf

pay aac. per lb., dellTered here, for yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mlBtabea, tne shipper's name
bonld always be on each package.

ie

;

We

THOS.

:

:

92.3

OLIVER FOSTEH.

this

;

Successor to L. C. Root,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

HOW TO

can supply

at the following prices

a specialty.

W.

Honey-Plant Seed

{Ediinops i:phmrocephalus.)

Address,

THOS.

I

all

75 cents, by mall. This Is a new work
about 114 pases, well-printed ana nicely bound

Price,
if

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
of

Talk about same of th« Implements, Planii
Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 Bjors'
Experience, who lias for 8 years made ttu
Production of Honey his Exchisive

and

once for this
Replete with inforniiition of value

ILL.

See Advertisement In another oolumD

A

and Deybilitated. If yon have been
drugged and hiimbuc^ed send at

Dadant's FoandationFactory, wholesale
ftnd retail.

the Bees,

BEIN'O

Weak, Nervous

Prlce-r<l«t.

VANDERVORT. Laceyville,

A Year among

which is published fspeciallj in
Ihe interests of iliose wlio arc

I

Fdn. Mills,

Reduced

ILLS.

All men seeking Hcdlth, Strengto
andEoergyshould avoid drugging
thestomftch and send for Prof.

Patent Flat-Bottom

Vandervort

AKMSXKONG,

JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

9At(

D0NDEE, Kane Co.,

A.tf
t

cau furnish Electrotypes of Engravings used in the Bee Journal or in our
Catalogue, at 25 cents per square inch. If
to be sent by mail, add 10 percent, for postage. No single Electrotype sold for less
than 25 cents, Measure from outside points
shown, on both the length and width of the
printed impression.

'

GEORGE TAYI.OK,
1 1

Electrotypes of Engravings.

G.
923 & 925 W. Madison

'

Supers, etc.,
make a specialty of L ANQ8TROTH
AND MODEST HIVES. Correspondence with
supply dealers solicited. My Sections are all made

of

Reversible Hive.

cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case is
perfection itself."
Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.50.
Send your name and post-office address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.
E. S.
Address,
;

othere

with

from Poplar.

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman 6c Central Ave.,
P.S.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers

THOS.

&c.

now prepared to supply dealers and

Hives, Sections, Slilpplng-Crates,

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

AM

New
The

923

ic »2.'i

G.

upon

arrival.

NEWMAN &

West Madison

Street,

SON,

CHICAGO, UJ..

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Auotlaer Triumph Tor the Union.—
McCormiclj's Bill to "wipe apiculture out of
Michigan," as Prof. Cook calls it, was tabled
on his own motion on the -itb Inst. In addition to the reraonetrances from officers of
the Michigan Bee-Keepers' Associations, and
apiarists gcnerHlly, we sent him marked
Prof. Cook,
copies of the Bee Jocbnal.
Vice President of the Bee-Keepers' Union,
used his influence, and Mr. Heddon, at Prof.
Cook's request, sent him an offlciai letter, as
President of the Union, and here is Mr
McCormick's reply
:

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

J.\ME8 Heddon,

Pres. Bee-Keepers'

Union—

Dear

Sir :— Yours, in regard to House Bill
89. is at hand, and m reply I will say that
the Bill came up in its regular order, and
was, upon my own motion, " laid on the
table," and I shall let it die there
I do not
wish to injure the bee interests, or drive
them out of the State. Yours, etc.,
I

VolXM.

MarcH 16 J88],

No, 11.

James W. McCobmick.
Lansing, Mich., March

8,

1887.

" In this we again see
•Mr. Heddon says
the use of organization. I think it quite
likely that Mr. McCormick introduced the
Bill without giving it due thought, to please
some disgruntled constituent, and now,
upon re-consideration, Is as glad to let it die
as any of us."
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IHore tying.— C. W. MoKown, of Knox
Co., Ills., has sent to us the Knox County
Beyublioan, with an article marked, copied
from the New York Mall and Express. In it
some lying penny-a-liner has drawn upon
his imagination for writing
a "fancy
article," which damages the pursuit of beekeeping. It is headed, "Honey and Comb
to Order," and the first paragraph reads
thus :
Not only has American enterprise succeeded in manufacturing a honey-comb to
save the bees the trouble of furnishing a receptacle for their sweet store, but it even
threatens to do away with the services of
the industrious little bee, by supplying the
honey also. More than one variety of manufactured honey is at present sold in the
market, as being the genuine product of
the little busy bee. Some of it comes in the
form of strained and clarified honey put up
in glass jars. More of it is supplied in the
comb in small boxes with glass on either
side, through which it may be seen, looking
as natural as if it had been stolen from the
hive.

;

Such irresponsible ifalsifying^is the more
dangerous and despicable, because it will
travel by lightning, and be wafted on every
breeze— while;the truth, as a correction, will
limp along like a; cripple, and be kicked by
every passing coward.

The wily part played'Iby

the] originator of

Here we have another example of the that so-called "scientific pleasantry," will
Rev. Henry Ward Beecber is dead.
benefits to be derived from organization and
cause his name to be execrated by honest
That he was one of the greatest men of the
combined effort. The members of the Bee- persons all the World over. And if he
age, JH conceded alike by friends and foes.
Keepers' Union have many triumphs to be should live
a thousand years, and devote all
proud over, and

Tile

Danish Bee Journal

this

adds another laurel.

1886 is received from Mr. Alfred Rusbrldge,
of Chichister, England, author of " Bee-

Bingham's Viiiesar Test.— So many
have inquired how to make the vinegar test,
Keeping plain and practical how to make
mentioned on page 118, that we here give
It pay, etc."
Articles from this gentleman
Mr. Bingham's method, which will answer
are translated and run all through the year.
all the questions at once :
It Is edited by Hans Ersler, and published at
Take of clean yellow beeswax, one halt
Kalundsborg, Denmark.
ounce, and two ordinary shot, H inch in
;

;

The Bees have Wintered Well, is the
general remark of

all

apiarists.

As we

are

promised an early spring, if the bees have
DO serious "set-backs" the crop of honey
will be good, and plans will have to bo made
to place it upon the market in the most desirable manner, and to maintain living
prices.

In Florida, says H. G. Burnett, in the
Dlfpatch, bees are swarming, and bringing
In honey rapidly from the abundant bloom
of the penny-royal, so that extracting is the
order of the day. The hives contain about
an average of .">0 pounds of honey, most of
which Is sealed over. Prospects are good
for an average of 75 to 100 pounds per
colony of penny-royal honey. By the time
that crop is gathered, the saw-palmetto will
open up, and the bees will be kept busy at
that until June.

diameter. Warm the wax until it is soft,
and put the two " shot" into the centre of
the piece of wax, as nearlv as convenient.
Make the wax into a ball like a marble. Its
upper surface will rise to the surface of the
vinegar or water containing one pound of
honey per gallon— Just the amount needed
for the best vinegar.

The United

States Senate reinstated

the special clause for apiculture in the
Agricultural Appropriation Bill and passed
it, but in conference, in the hurry of the
last days of the 49th Congress, the House
threw it out again, so apiculture will have
to get along again on "short rations" for
another year. This is very unfortunate, when
so much ought to bo done, under Governmental control, for our pursuit during the
coming year.

Deaths.— We were made cognizant
month

remaining life to atone for the damages
he has already done to an honest pursuit,
he would die an infinite debtor to it for the
multiplying tongue [of slander and falsehood never can be controlled or made to
His name
cease its villainous calumnies

his

for the year

last

;

,

I

will

"Go flown

vile dust from whence he spru ng.
Unwept, unhonored, and unsung."

To the

In the Reading matter of their catalogue for 1887, Messrs. J. W. Powell & Son,
of Mankato, Minn., remark as follows
:

To

all

who wish

to be In the front rank in

we recommend the
American Bee Journal, published weekly
the art of bee keeping,

for one dollar a year, by 'Thos. G. Newman
& Son. 9'2,3 and 925 West Madison Street,

Chicago,

Ills.

The above-named paper

live, wide awake
live ben-keeper of

read

As

journal, and will

any one who

will

is a
make a
take and

it.

this

expected,

was unsolicited and
it is

the

totally un-

more valued. Thanks.

Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
desk are from
Thomas B. Blow, Welwyn, Herts, England
Hives, and Honey.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, Ills.— 8
Bees and Supplies.

—60 pages— Bees,

pages-

Reynolds Bros.. Williamsburg, Ind.— 16
pages — Bees and Supplies.
E. R. Plerson. Tarrytown, N. Y.—96 pages
—Seeds and Plants.
J. M. Hambaugh, Spring, Ills. -10 pagesApiarian Supplies.
S. D. McLean, Columbia, Tenn.— 2 pages-

of the loss, by death, of the wives of
both Mr. Ira Barber and Mr. F. C. Benedict,
two well-known apiarists of this State. They
Carelessness In writing seems to be so have our heartfelt sympathy. Another who
very prevalent that we desire to call atten- joined the "Great Ranks" was Mr. A. T.
tion to it before another season's business Blauvelt, of Blauveltvllle, N. Y., a veteran Bees.
commences. We have to day (Friday) re- bee-keeper and breeder of very fine bees.
E. M. Yeomans, Andover, Conn.— 4 pages
—Bees.
ceived a postal card, without name, post- Bee-Keepers' Magazine.
4 pagesJ. W. Eckman, Richmond, Tex.
offlce, county. State, or date, complaining
James Harper, of Mason, Mich., who has
Poultry.
because the writer received no reply to one been a subscriber to the American Bee Bees and
before sent— which was probably In the same Journal for 20 years, has Just passed to the
condition. To all let us say be sure to write other shore. His 48 colonies of bees packed
There Is no Mistake in insisting that—
your name plainly, with postolHce, county In chaff are wintering finely— having re- as in all other things, so In advertising— the
and State before sending an order to any cently had a good Sight. This Information best is the cheapest, no matter what its first

—

(or goods.

comes from

his son.

cost

may

be.
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have seen grades
that could not be
eaten without getting the mouth full
of wax. It will no doubt pay the best
in the end to produce the lightest
combs even if we have to ship far to
WltU Keplies thereto.
market.— G. L. Tinker.
accordGlass jars, tin pails or kegs,
The real difference is too slight for
to
answers
for
ask
your
to
of
useless
rit is quite
the requirements
less time ing to
a choice.— The Editor.
Quer/es in tliis Department in wait their market.— The Editor.
to
than one month. They have
sent in about a
tSrn. be put in type, and
of
each
thof^jlo answer
dozei at £ time to
then find
them (ret them returned, and M
Late Si arms.
DouMiM
you are
Joubnal.
gplce for them in the
Tlie Best Bees for Comli-BiiMiiiE.
••
hurry " tor replies, do not ask for
In a
Eel
up late
here.—
Onery, No. 390.-In douhlinff
them to be inserted
What race or strain iwarms
Onerv No. SS"*.— 1—
or weak colonies.do you think it best to kill
oell-walls.or use the least
hive,
the
into
put
thinnest
you
bees
last
the
the
make
ot
of bees
the queen
what use I
I suppose we
it themselves 7
wax ill comb building, and strain
h Javv or let the bees do
'l"^' h.^lV
colonies.— H. O. U.
queenless
t"lV' 'l^;''^^
many
Would you recommend a
hive
distance to
combs if you had to ship honey some
PacKaps for^acteci Honey.
market?— G.
Kill the poorest queen.— Dadant
package is usually the most salable,
convenas it is compact in form, of
some
ient size for use, and what is of
consequence, reasonable in price, ilie
upon tbe
style of package will depend
taste of customers.— J. E. 1 ond.

hardly detected.
of

1

:

Query,

No.

388.-What

packages to put up honey
RraQulated ?—J. G.

are the best

in for retail,

before

it iB

cans.
Glass-jars, tumblers, or small

—J. P.H. Brown.
than a gallon),

I think there

is

little

difference.

&SON.

The blacks use the most wax in capI never put in but one queen. I
prefer to select.— A. J. Cook.
ping.— G. M. Doohttle.
Some think that
bees do it,
I do not know.
I think I would let the
black bees make rather thicker caps. unless there was a choice of queens.
A.
whiter.—
Surely their combs are
C. C. Miller.

A

—

The
It depends upon your trade.
low prices make large packages more
Hence
than heretofore.
protitable
we would advise small kegs and cans
holding from 10 to 50 pounds,although
we use 5-pound cans to a very good
advantage.— Dadant & Son.
glass jars, 1
I have used the Muth
and 2 pounds; the objection is that
Tin packages
they cost too much.
honey
are cheaper, but do not sell the
Glass packlike the glass jars do.
it
best,
ages for the retail trade are
we cau get them cheap enough.— G.

W. Dkmaree.

market.
It will depend upon your
Find out what the people want, then

supply that want. In this locality
small glass packages sell best. If you
can sell granulated honey in your
market, I would advise putting it

m

packKges.-H. D. Cutting.
marIt depends entirely upon the

tin

useful vessel of small size,
tightly sealed, like tin
pails or jelly cups, or fruit cans are
the best. Some markets prefer Muth
the
jars, but they are of no use after

Some

which can be

honey

is

out.— A.

J.

Cook.

best package to put up liquid
honey for retail is a glass package
afterwards be used for
that may
other purposes. I saw recently a new
sealing cap for glass jars of foreign

The

design, introduced by Mr. James A.
Abbott, of Loudon, that must prove
verv valuable.— G. L. Tinker.

upon the
It will depend entirely
Ascertain the
taste of purchasers.
wants and requirements of the marThe
ket, and follow them.

pcnd

m

,

— W

For packages (less
glass.— James Heddon.
J. Cook.
this or that
Probahly pint and quart fruit-cans
I think the claims of
made of flint glass.-G.M.DooLiTTLE. variety of the honey-bee for making
allowed to thin cell-walls is more imaginary
If the honey is to be
these seeming diffexgranulate, I know of nothing better than real. All
upon the variety
more
depend
Hutchinson.
ences
Z.
pails.-W.
than tin
of the honeyamount
the
upon
and
consumer.
jar belonging to the
J. P. H. Brown.
flow.—
and
tumblers
The second best is
the thinI believe the Syrians have
raised-cover pails. The jar usually
over the honey, and the
holds the most,and is emptied soonest. nest cappings
blacks the thickest. I would recoiiiC. W. Dayton.
mend the latter simply for the sake
Different markets require different
In regard to the
appearance.
of
by
packages, and you must find out
cell-walls I cannot
the
of
thickness
O.
experiment for your own market.—
gay _W. Z. Hutchinson.
C. Miller.
The yellow race of bees use the

ket.

I

comb honey

minimum amount

of

wax

in con-

combs and capping the
honey. The black race uses no more

structing the

in the side-walls than do the
yellow bees, but they make it up by
piling on the capping; this gives them
the reputation tor " white honey.'
G. W. Demaree.
We think the weight of the cellwall depends especially upon the temperature of the hive, not on the race.
Those who tell vou that one race
builds heavier cells, are not sure ot
it,they only thinkso.— Dadant &boN.
Who can tell V Considerable guessing has been done on this subject, but
the difference is so slight that it woii d
require a microscopic test to tiilly
Get the best honeydetermine it.
bees vou can end, and do not stop to
bother much about the slight difterence that might be found in thickness

wax

—

be united in the
should prefer that one had been
queenless a few days.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Not unless there is a difference in
If such exists,
favor of the former.
kill the poorer one.— G.M.Doolittlb.
Always save and cage the best
queen, and destroy the others.— J. r.
If colonies are to

fall

I

Brown.
Much depends upon

H.

the time of the
year and the honey flow. When the
bees were gathering rapidily I sliould
let them do the killiug.— Jas.Heddon.
In case of weak colonies I think it
best to kill all queens but one, and
tor
ca^e that one between the combs
48 hours. With swarms having young
" survival of
queens, leave it to the
the fittest." When the swarms have
old queens I would cage one for 24 or
48 hours.— C. W. Dayton.
bees has
If the colony receiving the

a 200d queen, I should take away th&
queen from the other.-H.D.CuTTiNG.
poorer queen,
I always destroy the
and then I know that the best one is
saved; otherwise it would not be
known which was left, as one would
as
be as apt to be killed by the bees

the other, and there is no certainty
destroyed
that both even would not be
by them,— J. E. Pond.
the colonifsto
I prefer to have all
at
be iinited but one, queenless for
work of
least three days before the
as
a
It is not safe
uiting is done.
of comb.— J. E. Pond.
rule, to unite colonies when
general
German bees make the brightest and both or all have queens. Sometimes
thinnest combs. They use less wax thev may be dumped together, queens
and make straighter and smoother and all without serious consequences,
work. The yellow bees use more wax, but it is a careless way of proceeding.
make more uneven and darker combs,
G. W. Demaree.
and while such combs may bear transdoubling up
It is best in all cases in
portation better, they cost more, and
queen nine days
one
kill
to
colonies
do not sell as readily, and any combs before doubling up. Then cut out
can be transported safely if properly queen-cells and unite. Any other
loss ot
crated.— James Heddon.
plan will be attended by some
The Syrians make the most deli- bees by fighting, and necessitates the
1
The Carniolans and caging of one of the queens, the other
cate combs.
i he
blacks also make light combs,
killed.-G. L. Tinker.
build- to be
Italians use more wax in comb
the poorest queen some time
Kill
maThe
ing than any other race. 2.
and when uniting, cage
previously;
so
made
jority of people prefer combs
Editor.
queen.-THE
other
the
is
wax
delicate that in eating the

—

I'HE
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penence iinder the circumstances, as and Dr.
Tinker have advanced suffiI expected that all the bees
had per- ciently to call for new light on
the
ished, or at least would be in a
torpid subject, if any shall be forthcoming
condition.
Allow me to place this declaration on
I at once placed them
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
in a well ven- record:
While my investigations
looated near I lie center of the State named; tilated, dry cellar, where the temperamay all be superficial, and my deductiire
never
north
of the center; ? south; O east;
O
falls below 40°, or rises tions all
wrong.
I do most emphatiO west; and thlsd northeast: X3 northwest: above 50°. In the meantime I kept cally deny that bees
do ever hiberwatch of their condition with some nate,
£>. southeast: and P southwest of the center
at any time or under any cirof the State mentioned.
apprehension as to theiroutcorae. For
cumstances, from the day a colony
a time a slight rap with the knuckles first
enters a hive until the last bee
on the hive would cause a lively remakes its final exit!
sponse, when later on they grew
The trouble with apiarists in the
Tie Jolly Honey-Bee.
fainter and fainter, and at the end of
a month every bee in the hive was past in regard to this question, is that
J. F. LATHAM.
dead, superinduced by exposure to we have been resting the case on
cold, over-eating and long confine- theory alone, in preference to getting
Near a r unn; wood-side, on a sloping spot,
By a purllni; strpanilet. is my cozy cot
ment, resulting in diarrhea in its down to bottom facts. No one, so far
Where content labor, joyous, lithe and free
as I know, has yet been able to bring
most odious form.
As will a busy, jolly honey-bee.
The above served as a pointer to to view (in an optical sense) the exact
Sportlnu in the sprlne time on tlie balmy air
movements or true status of the infurther investigations
Watchlnii at the

(^oxvcspoxxiXcnct,

'

©

I

•

portal with a jpalous care

Btorintt up the pollen from the willow-tree
As will u busy, jolly honey-bee.

among my

;

40 side of a
cluster of bees during the'
winter months whereas the breaking
up of the same for the purposes of
scrutiny, would only defeat the object
in view, with the risk of destroying
the colony.
The very quiet appearance of the bees forming the cluster
or crust thereof, is entirely immaterial as furnishing any clue to the
condition of things within. They are
simply doing '• picket duty," and are
within the radius of the heat of the
cluster; can change location at will,

other colonies wintering on the sum-

mer

stands. I found on visiting them
Ere the welcome sunbeams usher In the day
day or night, with the temperature
Or the pearly dew-drops catch the Klowing
ray
below zero, that a never-ending '-roar"
HumminK in the meadow, buzzing o'er the lea
As will a busy, jolly honey-bee.
or song would issue from the bees
Nurslne up the broodllnKs.cleaning out the room
within, indicating great activity and
rooking down the honey. from the maple bloom'
vigorous respiration within the clusUr.iggiiig out the cripples with a Spartan glee
As will a buay. jolly hooey-bee.
ter, in order to counteract the
enPcontlng through the bower.searching in the dell croachments of their most deadly
»or the sparkling nectar in the flow'rets bell
enemy— cold and frost. When a day
Bai-ting in the sunrblne merrily and free,
arrived for a passable flight, all took
Aa will a busy, jolly honey-bee.
wing that were able, whilst others
When the shades of eye lengthen
the plain.
«r the dark ning heavens threatenon
too
sick, crawled out on the snow to
coming
Hie ray journey homeward.fn)m the sturm toraiii
flee
die.
Thus despoiled of theirnumbers
As will a laden, jolly h mey-bee.
•

'

•

to

Rushing from the

portal, circling in the air.
Pitching In the tree-top. clust ring-anywhere
Closliig In a murmur, floating from
As will arOTing. jolly hODey-bee. the sea

:

such a degree when spring

came

I

was minus what had been 20

good colonies, with

'""iner with a restless zeal
n^Jl^.^J'^J"""^ ""
""s's"'- oeath the pearly seal\Ji,i'}'lt '",' "/
forme.
A,«„r^ti!;L"'',''J''^,"'2'"""-"'"«"Wre8
Aa a provident, joily honey-bee.

finally

more or

less crippled.

all

the other 20

;

and take food to assist in keeping up
the temperature of the hive at all
times. The idea that bees wake up
at regular intervals to eat, and then
relapse again into sleep, rests not on
the shaddow of foundation in fact.
They eat (not all at once) but promiscuously, at all times, and under all
circumstances, more or less; just as
nature and the surrounding conditions
require them to do.
The lower the
temperature the more they eat the
stronger the respirations, the louder
they sing— until finally the roar " is
distinctly perceptible from the entrance of the hive.

Fortunately this condition of things
only obtains in exceptionally cold
winters,
with long-continued deprespropolis, from the oozing
oP.^I'n"/,.'!?!^®
Closing
up the op'nings, driv ng out the cones
sion of temperature. In handling and
Slpplng irom the aster. In the sunny lel. dronescaring
for
bees for over 30 years I
Aa Will a busy, jolly honey-bee.
hazard nothing in saying that with
"' antumn, creeping on amain.
the
B'a,*'t'^
B
above
asts \ht
or
the {'"it
similar conditions, the
Sulidatos on the fading plain
same results will be realized in all
and snug.
A.^i'o"''''^"/''"°;''"'""'«l"K«l»-e
As
will a prudent, jolly honey-"
bug."
future time.
That a remedy is at
hand is also true. It lies in the secur"S' spring-sun melts away the snows
Tn^ .1.""^"
ing the conditions of temperature that
"'mson verdure on the maple tree.
Pr„t,' ? to her
Prompts
dutles-a thankful honey-bee.
all know about rapping with our
require of bees the least consumption
Cumberland. Me.
knuckles on the hive, in order to get
of food of whatever kind, as well
as
the minimum amount of respiration a response from within, as to life or
and exertion, simply suflicient to death. If alive, the response comes
ror the American Bee Jonmal.
counteract the encroachments of cold quickly; but if no response is made,
in our various localities of the North. then the bees are dead, and the sooner
they are brushed from the combs the
Winter Deportment Of Bees,
For in-door wintering of bees, all better.
The question then arises
late experiments point to 45° as the
can bees respond to a rap on their
J. W. BAYARD.
central idea among advanced apihive, if asleep, or rather, enjoying a
Misfortunes or accidents often de- arists— where bees can ply their nat- " hibernal period V" If they can, then
ural vocations, consume the
velop important truths, that
least nature in their case has been very
other- amount of stores, and suffer the
mini- gracious, and left other hibernating
wise might remain a mystery
forages. mum of loss. The same
will apply insects, as well as animals,
years ago, at night thieves to
sadly in
out-door wintering, only the difler- the lurch.
n^^.^}^from my apiary
earned
Fori feel very confident
an extra
and wel provisioned colony ofstrong ence of being unable to control the that nothing short of an earthquake
bees, temperature in a degree, by
our vari- could produce a kick from a beetle
which they wrecked in an open Held
or
a ous methods of packing, and the conshoit distance away, about
a growl from a wood-chuck. Surely
6 days tusion of ideas on the
subject.
So
then,
there
is
an
apology
due some.^^*°''« I '1'scovered for the present we
must take it as it where.
thr^Ln'^^f'^
^n the meantime,
h.Hfoii
had fallen *to a depth of 10 inches,snow comes.
As
the
young
professor,
who
knew
and
In close connection with this
the temperature was 1.5°
below zero lem of successful wintering, prob- that bees only massed on the outside
that being exceptionally
comes
of
their
hives
as
the
more
genial
place
cold for this the oft-moot«d and
much discussed to sleep in very hot weather, and
reaching the hive and question of
to
liiberiiation.
ffMn""^-;
f°°
The
lifting It from the snow,
very prove his theory ran his fingers
the bees re- hidden and peculiar
condition
of
sponded with a." roar," as unexpected
a among the clusters, and collected his
colony of bees during winter, has pay
a^ a clap of thunder would
as he went along, so with the adhav^been given rise to a multitude of theories
vocates of hibernation.
If at any
to adjust some much speculation,
tLh'i^^^'^P""^
and not a little time you become anxious to
of the
broken combs, the bees darted
test your
guess-work.
Rev. W. F. Clarke has theory, just run
your fingers down
severely on the long since settled the
hamf/"'', ? ""^.u"^
question
aftirmthrough
a
(so-called)
hibernating clus•"'^^'"'^ *ook wing outativelv, from his stand-point; Prof
«i^^ h".
ter of bees, and collect the same kind
dark-colored feces Cook demurs in liis scientific
nr, ?hf
i'''^^''^'Sf *
and con- of "coin," you having the choice of
on
the snow.
This was a strange ex- servative way
whilst Mr. Demaree temperature,
anywhere
from 50=
;

;

•

'

•

We

^y^

;
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above to 20° below zero. This would are at all practical. The best I have quainted with the use of honey, will
be entirely practical, and, I have no seen is the advice to " create a home greatly extend the market. But some
Not 20 per cent, of the may say that I produce but a small
market."
doubt, satisfactory.
States use honey amount of honey, and need not be
The nearest approach to the inside people of the United
I grant that I
all, and not 10 per cent, to any ex- troubled for a market.
of a cluster of bees, that I have been at
The people must be educated am but a small bee-keeper, yet the
able to reach in the winter season, is tent.
second season I sold over 1,600 pounds
through a tin tube 2 inches in diam- up to a honey standard, and this can
done by putting the article of honey, and those who have a much
eter by 7 inches long, inserted through only be
There are but larger amount must make a stronger
their reach.
a 2-inch hole in the honey-board. within
effort to increase their market
I beThis reaches completely the top cen- few things not absolute necessaries lieve a great deal can
be done by
that will sell themselves.
tre of the cluster, and takes in very
going amongst the farmers.
It is not over-production, and will
distinctly its fair proportions of all
Last season there were several beethe intonations of song and sound not be so long as three-fourths of the
from below so by placing the ear to people never see a drop of honey from keepers in the vicinity of my market.
California pro- I visited all that were likely to have
the upper end of the tube, one can Jan. ] to Dec. 31.
more distinctly hear that never-end- duces honey at a profit at 5 cents per honey to sell I set a price for honey,
ing song or voice of the bees, as they pound. If it is not over-production, and they all agreed to sell for no less,
superintend aSairs within the cluster. or high cost of producing that is the and they did not yet there was not
This tube can be left in all winter, by trouble, can we not well assume that enough to supply the demand, and a
stopping the upper end to prevent it is lack of education y At any rate good deal was brought in from a disand sold at a lower price.
draft, and serve as a means of obser- let us not charge the middle-men with tance
vation at any time day or night, at being swindlers until we find them Much might be accomplished by proany degree of temperature, ranging dishonest but let us look for the real ducers taking this course in their own
from 50° above to 20° below zero; cause, and see if we do not find it vicinity.
I believe that much good might be
thus proving conclusively that the pretty near home.
accomplished by a honey producers'
Foxboro,©* Mass.
honey-bee never abates one " jot or
association for the bee-keepers of the
tittle " of its song of zee, zee, zee
country, by ascertaining the amount
during the lifetime of the colony, at
For tbe American Bee Jonmai.
of honey likely to be put upon the
anv time or under any circumstances,
market, the amount produced in the
or at any degree of temperature. Of
course where a colony of bees reaches Honey Market— Proicers' Association different parts of the country, the
prospects of the demand, the prices it
a state of torpidity, through the efA. D. STOCKING.
would be likely to bring, and the pubfects of starvation and cold, an exlication of the same. But to establish
ceptional case is formed, for they are
As the question of the marketing a uniform price for honey would be
virtually dead.
of honey is attracting a great deal of impossible, for the reason that the
Athens, o^ Ohio.
attention now, I wish to give my ex supply may be large in one locality,
perience in this line, and to make a and the price low
in another part of
For the American Bee Journal.
few suggestions which may be of in- the country the supply may be short,
terest to some.
and the prices high and shipping
Tie Sale of Honey- -liile-Men, etc.
1 was located 6 miles from Ligonier, honey from one locality to the other
Ind.,and was the first to introduce will be accompanied with too much
J. E. POND.
honey in sections in the market there; expense and loss.
whenever I went into town I always
Again it would be impossible to
"What is this "hue and cry " about took a small case of one-pound sec- unite the majority of bee-keepers in
the middle-men V Are they not as a tions and showed it to all I met. I such an association, and if it could be
rule as honest and conscientious as sold what I could and took orders I done it would be accompanied with
any other class of business men V If also left some at two good grocery so much expense as to make it imnot, why are they tolerated for such a stores on commission. I set the price practicable, as it would be a heavy
lenth of time and suffered to get rich, at which my honey was to be sold, tax upon the honey-producers.
in our large cities V Is the trouble and told them I did not care at what
An effort has several times been
with them, or are they at all responsi- price others sold— this honey was made to obtain reports of the prosIs it not rather with the mine, and if they did not sell it they
ble for it
pects of the supply of honey in differHoney-producers, as a lost nothing and that when the other
producers
ent parts of the country, through the
class, are not proficient in the matter was out of the way they could sell district and county associations but
of conducting general business. This mine. I established a high reputaThe assothey have always failed.
is no discredit to them, as it requires tion for the quality and style of my
ciations referred to by the different
education and experience in a particu- honey which I was very careful not to correspondents are all organized by
lar line of business to become at all lower, and I have ever since sold my
capitalists, and none of them control
proficient therein.
honey at a higher price than any other but a small portion of the products of
It seems to me that the trouble lies that was ever brought into the same the dairy, etc. and I apprehend there
in the fact that vast quantities of market. I have never been able to are but few capitalists among beehoney are massed " all at once " into supply the demand, and I never but kpPD6rs
some large centre, and the producers once went over 6 miles from home
It would be much more profitable,
of the crop (all anxious to obtain with honey, and never asked any one I think, to drop the discussion of this
speedy returns therefor), are urging what they would give for honey. I question and devote our efforts to the
their commission man to sell.
He, had a good trade amongst the farmers home markets and the reduction of
anxious to please, does sell, and as who had once kept bees but had lost the cost of production.
Much more
they had become accustomed might be accomplished by one or
there are several houses in each large them
They
came
to
city, competition waxes hot, and low to a free use of honey.
more prominent bee-keepers in each
prices necessarily follow.
The com- my apiary and generally would take township, in seeing every bee keeper
mission man is not to blame; he is such as I did not think nice enough in his own township and uniting them
as anxious as any one to obtain good to put on the market. I have sold as all in a township organization for
prices, as his percentage is thereby high as 100 pounds to one farmer.
their own protection and benefit.
increased, but the pressure on both
great deal has been said against Let them establish a price for their
A
sides— from the producer to sell, and farmers and others keeping bees, but honey, and work in unison with those
the glutted state of the market— is so I have found that those who have of adjoining townships to sustain
great, fearing that between "Scyllis kept a few bees and have become uniform prices and work up the honey
and Charibda," he may be foundered, accustomed to the free use of honey, market amongst the farmers and in
he sells with tlie crowd for the best and then lost their bees, have proved the towns in their vicinity, and, if
price he can get.
and I be- necessary, buy up all honey that
to be the best customers
What is the remedy V Various plans lieve that any plan used to bring the would be likely to injure their marare offered, none of which to my mind mass of the people to become ac- kets. Such associations could report
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

;
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and work in unison with their and the consumer. Let honey seek
county or district associations. What its level along with other products of
honey is sold in the towns would be man's labor, and when we cannot
left on commission with good, wide- produce it at the prices the times and
awake grocers, the association estab- circumstances justify, let us step out
lishing the price at which it is to be and surrender to those who can. We
BoW being careful to establish and should endeavor to increase the demaintain a high reputation for the mand by giving the consumer somequality and purity of their honey. thing to '• tickle histaste," and by our
Much more might be accomplished honest, square dealings, let him know
in this way than by any producers' that he can rely upon our word, and
association, and thus tlie problem of feel that he gets value received for his
money.
the honey market would be solved.
We should endeavor to maintain
Now is the time to work up such good
prices by placing a superior
organizations and prepare tor the
coming season's operations it can be article upon the market, put up in
done at little expense, and would re- such shapes as will attract attention,
and suit the convenience of the pursult in great good to all.
chaser; but until the farmers, cane
Almena, ? Micti.
and sugar producers, wool-growers,
etc., effect a "corner" on their proFor tlie Amencan Bee Journal.
ducts, I believe it useless for the
honey-producers to organize with that
U. S, Honey-Proiliicers' Association,' end in view; on the other hand, I
believe it to be detrimental to their
to,

As to legislation, I doubt if any
good could be accomplished by it;
but I think much might be done to
promote sales of honey, and hold
prices at a reasonable figure by united
effort.

Weedville,6 Ta.

;

;

J.

•

M.

HAMBAUGH.

While

interests.
zations to

I

believe in organi-

defend our rights, elevate
To organize a controlling per cent. and increase our industry, I do not
of the honey-producers of the United believe in "corners," monopolies, etc.
•
Spring,*© Ills.
States, and thereby bring them under
the controlling influence of the association, is a task not easily accomFor the American Bee Journal.
plished. Can the North, the South,
the East and the West he brought toTie PrcYention of Increase, etc,
gether under one bond ot brotherhood, so that therewill be no infringABEL GRESH.
ing of 'rights, one upon the other, in
the financial transactions of the enI have been looking in vain over
tire honey traffic of the United States V
Can our oganization be so strong that several of our prominent bee- papers
we can successfully " bull " and to find some experienced apiarist give
" bear " against the laws of supply his method— or some practical one—
whereby increase could be prevented,
and demand V
We will suppose for argument's and yet get the full benefit of work
sake, that we are now organized, and from the bees, in producing comb
have proclaimed to the world that the honey in sections. Nearly all agree
prices on our product shall no longer that prevention of natural swarming
be trailed in the dust, and consumers is not practical, but hint or say inmust pay us 15 cents a pound for ex- crease could be practically prevented
tracted honey, and 2-5 cents per pound but I have the first to see who venfor comb honey, or go without it; tures to give explicit details of how he
what does any one think would be the accomplishes the object.- It begins to
;

result? I believe the mass of the look to me as if their methods were
consumers would argue that they can considered " tricks of the trade "not
obtain granulated sugar at 1-5 pounds to be divulged. I know that hiving
for a dollar, being equivalent to less back into the same hive is not practhan 7 cents per pound
from this tical with me. Hiving back into a
they will say they can make syrup hive whose colony sent off a swarm
some days previously, is condemned
costing less than 6 cents per pound
hence the folly of paying 1.5 cents per by good authorities. Uniting swarms
pound for honey when they can get a or parts of swarms, when swarming
fair article of syrup for 6 cents per at the same time, is of little benefit,
Sorghum molasses can be unless swarms are small, and, even
Eound.
ought from 40 to 60 cents per gallon, then the object is only partly attained.
and the larger per cent, of the conMr. Simmius' method of preventing
sumers will live on sorghum at those the desire to swarm may work in
figures rather than to pay at the rate England,
but I have my doubts about
;

;

of $1 .65 per gallon for extracted honey.

how this

it

succeeding in my apiary.
Still I
glad that Mv. Simmins has given

state of affairs

am

can be benetiled by an association of
honey-producers V We might be able
to raise a " corner " on our product,
but at the present low rates of other
sweets, it would eventually succumb,
and at last be governed by the laws
governing the supply and demand.
To me, there appears to be but one
remedy, and one road out of the mire.
and that is expressed in this short
sentence
Increase the consumption of
honey 1
Do away with commission men entirely, and sell only to the retail dealer

his

Can any

:

tell

fair

methods should be given a
trial, and if each would con-

all

have had any experience on this line
report

it

in the Hee Journal, giving
for the benefit of the

method,

fraternity in general.

tlie
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Coml) Founflation-Foiil Brood.

VAN VECHTEN.

CHAS. H.

could not do without foundation
price.
I use it in full sheets in
the brood- frames and in the sections.
By its use a pound ot bees can be
built up into a good colony when the
bee-keeper has no empty combs ; and
by putting it into sections in full
sheets, it is wonderful to see how the
bees build it out, and the amount of
honey they store from Alsike clover.
My bees averaged 160 pounds of clover
honey per colony. I use a chaff hive
something like the " Falcon," only the
ends have hooks to keep the doors in,
a catch to the bottom, and the cover
is on hinges with a wooden staple and
stick on one corner. When the cover
is open the stick holds the cover level,
where tools and crates can be piled
on. The back is double-walled, and a
false bottom is under the hive, both
of which are to be packed. Ttie hive
takes 8 frames, 10xl6>^ inches. I wire
the frames and use a steel wire for a
brace instead ot a tin post. The hive
has an 8-inch entrance and a 1-inch
hole 6 inches above the entrance for
free circulation. By putting 2 bushels
of chaff on the hive, the bees will
winter as well as calves or horses.
I

at

any

In answer to the question whether
extracting causes foul brood, I would
sav that there are quite a number of

bee-men in this

locality,

and some of

us have kept bees for 30 years.

We

in sections, and
I never heard of a single case of foul
brood here. I should think that revolving the brood in all stages, with
such force in extracting, would kill
some of it in its first stages but I
notice that Mr. E. France, of Wis-

work

for

comb honey

;

consin, extracts from all the combs,
and his bees never had the foul brood.
I also read of a farmer who had a lot
of bees in box-hives, and they were
rotten with foul brood. It seems to be
hard to decide.
Victor,*o N. Y.
For

tlie

Best Metliofl of

to the public, as it gives
to work and experiment on,

tribute his theories, or better still, his
practice in this direction, together
with results, I believe the problem
would eventually be effectually solved,
for "in the multitude of counselors
there is wisdom." Let those who

full

Tor

method

us ground

and
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larMng

Honey.

THOS. TKACY.

There seems to be a question as to
method of market honey. In

the hest

many of the large cities the wholesale houses have ceased buying honey,
going to the commission house to fill
their orders, and the retailer only
buys from day to day, throwing the
carrying all on the producer or market man.

Honey

shipped

by

freight to commission

promiscuous
men, for them
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to pay freight, etc., and sell without
dictation, is what spoils the market.
Have control of the car ; load it yourselt ; sliip to yourself
pay your own
freight ; unload it yourself deliver it
to four or six of the best houses in the
city in good condition
set your own
price, and hold it as long as you
please. The retailer that buys honey
for 12 or 13 cents per po»nd, and sells
it for 25 cents per pound is the worst
man connected with the business,
keeping half or more of the people
from buying any, and the rest from
using half they want.
Sell your honey to somebody, or
buy somebody else's. All should
not go to market ten men with one
ton of honey will break down the

in the spring
the more warmth the
better, especially at nigbt, after they
are on their summer stands.
All
stimulative feeding will be in vain, or

market more than one man with ten
tons. Commission men are a part of
the community, and probably about
an average; somebody must handle
the honey between the producer and
the consumer or retailer. I produce
a few tons of nice comb honey every
year, and will sell it as it comes from
the hive for one-half what I should

The Marshall County Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Marshalltown,
Iowa, on Saturday, Jan. 15, 1887. The
morning session was spent in a social

;

;

;

;

even is harmful, if the colony is not
kept warm, and every unnecessary
disturbance or excitement is damaging at any time of the year, but
mostly so in the spring and we cannot feed bees in the spring without
creating more or less excitement and
;

disturbance.

Thielmanton,cx Minn.
For

it in a distant city, with curing, crating, shipping, freight, draying, commission, carrying, risk, etc.

Let every man sell as much honey
as he can at home, and as many as
desire to do so, let them peddle it,
and there will yet be hundreds of
tons to be marktted. Let us hear no
more about the commission men—
they are a necessity, and are what we

make them.

Nashua, (^ Iowa.
For tbe American Bee JounmL

Feeding

to

Stimlate Broofl-Rearing.
C.

THIELMANN.

A great

deal has been written in
the bee-periodicals about stimulating
bees, but so far as my experience has
taught me, stimulative feeding of
bees in early spring does more harm
than good, and therefore, of late
years, 1 have fed my bees in the fall
instead of in the spring, provided
they had not plenty of stores to winter
on and for the spring. 1 intend that
they shall have enough food the middle part of October to last them until

May.

1 let them do their own feeding in the spring.and they will "make
their nest " just as it suits them best
also put their stores where it is most
convenient for them to use it.
By so doing the cluster is not
broken up, no excitement is created
by which many of the most vigorous
bees are lost in going too far from
the hive, getting chilled, and never
return; no heat (which is so much
needed) is lost, and the colony, if let
alone, is progressing faster than we
imagine.
I fully agree with Mr. Heddon's
idea, given as follows:
"The best
way to build up weak colonies in the
spring (supposing they have plenty of
honey and pollen in the hive) is to
keep them as warm as possible I"
It is an unquestionable fact that
warmth for a weak colony, or any colony, is indispensable for good progress

American Bee Journal.

larsliall Co., Iowa, Conventiou,
I

;

ask for

tlie

best to have new combs occasionally,
for they are more healthy, and tfie
bees will be larger in size.
Mr. Diller said that he does not
feed his bees, but when he puts them
out he keeps them as warm as possible by covering the hives with cloths
or quilts; that is all the spring care
he wants his bees to have. He does
not manipulate them much, as he believes the disturbance injures them.
A. Pinkerton said that his bees
worked while he was disturbing them,
and did not care for it. Others present took the same view, that the disturbing or manipulating was no detriment, but an advantage when properly done.
Mr. Koeper stated that he had an
extra large colony build up in the way
discribed by his spring management
that he did not allow it to swarm, but

worked it for honey, and duriug our
way, and no doubt the time was well good honey harvest of 188S, he took
employed.
600 pounds of surplus from it. It was
At 1 p m., the President and Vice- mostly extracted. He has a largePresident being absent, Mr. A. Pink- sized hive, so that he extracts from
erton was called to the chair.
The tlie body of the hive. He extracted
usual order of business being disposed every third day. He also had a case
of, Mr. Pinkerton made a few re- of sections on top of the hive.
Mr.
marks on the subject of surplus ar- Koeper is anative of Germany, where
rangements.
he received a good training in apiculHe uses the one and two pound sec- ture and horticulture. He made the
tions, preferring the open-top sections same report to me once before, giving
so as to tier them up, by placing the exact number of pounds, which
empty ones under those just being was a little over 500.
filled
or finished.
The subjects for discussion at the
For his retail
trade he prefers the five-pound box, next meeting are:
"Summer manfor he finds it about as easy to sell a agement of
bees," W. P. Cover;
"
five-pound box to many of his custoHoney-plants," L. Koeper " Surmers as to sell one and two pound sec- plus arrangements," A. Pinkerton.
tions. Tor producing extracted honey
The society then adjourned to meet
he uses the two-story Langstroth hive. on Saturday, April 16, 1887. at 10:30
Mr. L. Koeper opened the discus- a.m., in the Court House at Marshallsion on spring management of bees. town, Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec.
;

He

winters his bees in the cellar, puts

them out as soon as the weather

per-

mits in the spring, which is generally
not until some time in April. This is
done in the afternoon. He closes the
hive-entrance to suit the colony. In
two or three days he examines all,
and unites weak colonies, if any are
found. He does not keep queens over
three years, for a young queen lays
the best. By close attention he makes
his queens lay to their greatest capacity, so as to have all colonies strong
by the time the white clover crop
comes. To simulate breeding he feeds
liquid honey, which he warms and
places in troughs two or three rods
from the bee-yard. He puts cut-straw
on the honey to prevent their drowning. The feed is put out in the afternoon, and he has never had any
trouble with robbmar by placing feed
out in this way.
He also uses rye
flour for pollen, and thinks that a
little feeding of this kind for two or
three weeks, or until the bees begin
to store from the fields, is agreat help.
He feeds inside the hive if the
weather does not permit the outside
feeding.
He examines the hives
often, and assists the bees by placing
empty combs in the centre of the
brood-nest as needed and as more
room is required he enlarges the size
of the brood-chamber. If the pollen
becomes spoilt he cuts it out, and
does not leave the combs in after they
become a little old. He said that it is

For the American Bee Journal.

Open Cider-Mills and Bees.
J.

R.

UOEBUCK.

I am glad that Mr. J. Lee Anderson has noticed my article on page 9,
and partly replied to it on page 42.
His opposition to my views proves
that the subject is not one-sided so
far as we are concerned. The reader

will please notice that in my first
article I referred to " open cidermills," and not
to "cider-mills"
only, as Mr. A. has it.
I attempted
to show some of the injuries bees sustained by having access to open cider-

these he has not denied. Then
what shall be the remedy V
The remedy impliedly proposed by
Mr. A. is for an apiarist to " keep his
mills

;

1 asked,

bees on his own premises," and then
says that he is " not interested in any
cider-mill," but in nearly 100 colonies
of bees, but that that does not prevent him from using " reason and
common sense." Whom he is quoting
as using reason and common -sense I
no not know. What Is the difEerence,
or who cares who is interested in

;

cider- mills V

This, with me,

is not a question as
will have, or which shall
how to legislate so
the
wall,
but
go to
as to have the benefit of both cider-

to

I

which we

•
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mills and apiaries, the former to use
up the fruit of the orchard for the
benefit of humanity, and the apiary
or bees to carry the pollen and fertilize the blossoms of the orchard and
fields, and to gather honey from every
open flower which would otherwise be
wasted. Both can prosper, and should
be had side by side. Since Mr. A. has

the right to pasture the

fields through feet, and are surely in fine condition.
which such streams flow. Powder- How they will come out in the spring
mills are good in their place, but are of course remains a query, but I can
not allowed in populous cities.
All say that I have been quite successful
these and many otlierindustries ought for 6 years in wintering in this way,
to and do exist, but are justly pre- with the exception of the year we had

scribed.
So cider-mills can and ought to interest us enough to want them, but
named the familiar characters of they should be closed and prescribed
" Jones aud Smith," and made out a from doing unnecessary damages to
case for comparison, let me use the other industries equally as important
same for a case that came under my and honorable. Bees cannot be kept
personal observation last September. from— and ought not to be kept from—
It is as follows:
occupying the place nature, or a Wise
Jones owns a home, has nearly 100 Creator has chosen for them to occolonies of bees, has kept his bees for cupy, any more than one should waste
over 15 years, and of late years made his time in trying to reverse any
a specialty of giving his undivided other law of nature.
Burton City, 5 Ohio.
time to them during the working season of bees, making a comfortable
living from them.
Last September
For trie American Bee Journal
his neighbor Smith erected a cidermill not over liOO yards from Jones'
ii Winter, etc,
apiary
the mill is of the most improved pattern, having a capacity of
Z. SMITH.
B.
150 to 200 barrels of cider per day.
Jones went to Smith saying, " You
"Why is it that so many of our best
will ruin my bees."
Smith replied,
" I do not want to do that I will run apiarists claim that noise above a beethe mill and see."
The result was cellar will make no difference with
our bees V They say, put them under
that on the first day a few bees

much of the so-called bark louse
honey-dew, when we lost about 30 per
cent, of our bees.
I
believe in wintering bees on
so

their natural stores, and plenty of it
if sugar syrup is better for them than
honey, it surely is better for mankind.

Then why produce honey V Of course
sugar syrup will be fed to colonies
that are scant of stores, when honey
is not to be had.
Tuscola,o* Ills., Feb. 14, 1887.
For the American Bee Journal,

Tin-Rests in

MMm M

;

;

got

around the mill, the second day a
larger number, and the third day the
scene resembled that of half a dozen
or more swarms about clustering on
the mill, going into the grinder, on
the pomace, on the flowing cider, etc.
Smith being a good sort of a man concluded that it was too bad. and
stopped operating had he continued,
and had " Jones " been Mr. Anderson,
the result would have been (at least I
think so) that Mr. A's " nearly 100
colonies " would have been ground
up, drowned, killed and diseased in a
1

very short time.
In this particular
case Jones used common sense by
offering to help Smith, free of charge,
to board and screen up the mill, to
which Smith consented, and there
was no further trouble, except from
the pomace. The workmen at the
cider-mill, and
the neighbors all
agreed that Smith did right, and that
it he had not allowed or helped to
close his mill, Jones and the community would have had to get their
honey from some other source, and
that Jones' business would have been
ruined. Suppose Smith had kept on
(as he might have done) and told
Jones to " keep his bees on his own
premises," what amount of common
sense " would it have taken to keep

the bees at home V
I agree with the Editor of the Bee
Journal, that "class legislation is
undesirable except in rare cases," but
I think that this is one of the " rare
cases." I also believe that we ought
to be interested in cider-mills, and
that every man has a right to build
and operate cider-mills, cheese factories, chemical works, dye-factories,
powder-mills, etc., but I do not believe
(and legislatures have shown by wise
laws that they do not believe) that
these industries should have the right
to contaminate the air, and poison
pure streams of water to the destruction of health, and the killing of
farmers' cattle that by nature have
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Cases.

BETSINGER.

I wish to show the advantages in
the use of tin-rests. In a surplus arrangement space is its greatest value,
and when it is occupied by wood or
taken up with bulky substances to
accomplish its object, it is in that
proportion deficient.
In my experi-

the kitchen where the children romp
while they may winter ments in producing comb honey I
there, 1 prefer a cellar separate from have found the nearer the sections
anything else.
come to the brood, the sooner they
My bee-cellar has two coats of were occupied by the bees ; therefore
plastering 4 inches apart, over-head, tin for section-rests are infallible.
The strengthening of tin- rests is
then one row of brick (as it is a brick
cellar under ground), and then the considered as yet imperfect, and. with
Where
sills of a honey-house, shop, or what- many, an unsettled question.
ever I care to use it for.
The other metal separators are used and so adday, as I wanted to do some work justed as to come in contact with
tin-rests, they
can be
very
in the shop, I thought it would be the
best to see if noise would molest the securely fastened by means of soldering,
which
makes
a section support in
bees. So I quietly slipped into the
cellar, after engaging my brother to strength second to none, and yet
maintaining
the
same advantage
strike on the floor, and found that the
bees, on entering, very quiet, but found in any other more cumbersome
alas
the very lirst stroke raised a section-rest of admitting the sections
loud hum, and the longer the noise longitudinally in a solid line.
There is also another advantage in
continued the worse they were, until
they began to fly from the hives quite the tin-rests that cannot be found in
that is, where tiering-up
often, about as we have noticed them any other
doing in March, at a very warm time, is desired, just bee space can be given
when they are generally breeding, between the upper and lower case,
and very warm weather causes great and not allow the section supports of
the upper case to come in contact
uneasiness.
with the top of tlie lower sections,
I am quite certain that none of the
hives touch the wall, as I was very which will, of course, greatly alleviate
particular about this when placing the difficulty caused by propolis on
them in the cellar. I am also very the sections, and also prevent the
sure that no more noise was made union of the two cases. Further, the
than five or six boys would make danger of crushing bees in tiering
when romping in a kitchen over the the cases is greatly lessened, without
bees. I have some knowledge of this the necessity of using an extra rim
as I was brought up in a family of six for such a purpose.
Marcellus, ©N". Y.
boys.
Is it not quite certain that
such noise or jarring vibrates the air,
walls and everytliing in close conDr. Ifllller's Book, "A Year Among
nection y I am led to wonder whether
the Bees," and the Bee JonKNAL, for one
or not nearly all bee-keepers

and play;

I

I

—

I

;

would

not prefer a cellar where there would
not be any disturbance in the least.
My cellar to-day is at 45°, with
some water on the bottom, which is
pure, as it comes from a sand vein and
passes right out at the tile, which is
8 inches, aud is also the ventilator.
The entrances of the hives are all
wide open, ond the lids are raised
about }4 of an inch.
There are 150
colonies in a room about of 1,000 cubic

year,

we

will

club for $1.50.

Tlie Western World Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information ever
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are e.xcellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one sending us two new subscribers besides
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.
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Local Convention Directory.
1887.

Time and place

of Meeting.

Apr. 12.— Stark County, at Canton, Ohio.
Mark Thomson, Sec, Canton, O.

nated as Mr. Alves says, but for all
this it requires no delicacy on my
part to refrain from burning the
wood my neighbor has chopped, or
the coal he has dug nor is he unjustly or unwisely " selfish " in asking
me to allow him alone to enjoy the
results of his labor until I exchange
with him an equal result of my labor.

remaining 7 colonies, and increased
all to

about

18 in

1885, besides extracting

pounds of honey. In the
spring of 1886 I purchased 9 colonies,
sold 4, and packed 28 for winter. I
had to feed them in the forepart of
the summer. 'Bees gathered some
honey last fall. I examined one colony
Feb. 2, and found about 4 inches
square of eggs and a few larvae they
now have eggs in three combs. They
Transferring Bees, Planting Trees, brought pollen from elm on Feb. 2.
La., Do bees weigh the same if starved,
A. Vought, Illawara,d
etc
as they do when they gather plenty of
writes
honey y Or, will a pound of bees conI have bought some log "gums" tain the same number in a good
seathem.
transfer
with bees in
I shall
son as when they find no honey, and
the bees by the Heddon process. He have no more in the hive than they
says " Twenty-one days later I drive will consume V
the remaining bees, etc." l.Now, I
LThe difference would be almost imwish to make two or more colonies of
one, as they are very strong; must I perceptible, in either case.— Ed.]
rear or buy queens, or will they have
started queen-cells and hatched a
May Convention of Bee-Keepers.—
young queen in 21 days ? 2. I wish to
place a row of trees" around my pas- R. F. Holtermann, Brantford, Ont.,
ture, with a view of using them as says
2.50

;

Apr. 16.— Marshall County, at Marshalltown, Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec, IjeGrand, Iowa.

^T" In order to have this table complete, Secretartes are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetlBtzs.— ED.

;

—

:

Satisfied.— A. F. Currier, Du
Plain,© Mich., on March 7, 1887, says:

Well

my

bees into the cellar on
and took them out on
March 2 for a flight. They were
happy, and seemed to enjoy the warm
sunshine ; it did me good to see them.
But the best of all was that all but posts for a wire-fence in the future.
one colony out of the 22 were in good What kind shall I plant ? 3. What
condilior.. I carried them out in the kind of honey plants can I raise along
I am ditch-banks and fences, that will not
morning, and back at night.
well satisfled.
be damaged much by horses tramping
upon them in turning while cultivatNorth American Bee-Keepers's So- ing the crop.
ciety.— Aaron Hunt, Gordon,*© Ohio,
I.Mr. Heddon answers: "They
writes
will have a new fertile queen at the
I would like to suggest that the time of the second drive. 2 and 3. One
next meeting of the North American acquainted with the climate and soil
Bee-Keepers' Society be held during
the Fat Stock Show at Chicago next could not advise you. J. W. Winder,
Then the members can get Jackson Pass. Depot, New Orleans,
fall.
lower rates on all the railroads ; at •La., or Paul L. Viallon, Bayou Goula,
least such was the case here last year.
La., would, no doubt, give you the
I would like to hear from others in
information, if you write to them for
regard to this matter.
it."— Ed.]
Examining Bees, etc.— A. C. W.,
T. i T. Phlegar,
Early Spring.
of Minnesota, ask the following
Pearisburg, ? Va., on March 3, 1887,
1. When is the
best time of the
day for a novice to examine a colony writes as follows
of bees V 2. Which is preferable, 8 or
I put into winter quarters 12 colo10 frame Langstroth hives for produc- nies of bees, and have lost one on
ing comb honey
account of its being too weak when
winter began. The spring is nearly
[1. At about noon.
20 days earlier this year than last,
2. If for top-storing, the 8-frame
when the first pollen was brought in
hive is better, so as to force the bees on March 20 ; this spring it is March
Last year was too cool and wet
to store in the sections.— Ed.]
2.
here for bees. I think the coming
Ethical Principles, the Rights of season will be a favorable one.

I put
Nov. 24,

1886,

—

:

'f

Property,

etc— James Heddon,Dow-

agiac, 9 Mich., writes thus

:

:

In reference to the proposed convention to be held in Chicago in connection with honey markets, is May not
rather late for those who have work
to attend to at that time— in fact for
all bee-keepers ?
It should be a success, and I should regret a failure,
even in a measure, for any such
reason.
[If a convention is to be held this
spring, the time and place should be
announced at once. If delayed much

longer it cannot be held until the fall,
and then it might save much expense
to hold it the day before or after some
other important convention.— Ed.]

My Experience

with Bees.— Thos.
on Mar.

Ellicott, Fentonville,(^Mich.,
5, 1887,

says

:

fair success keeping bees,
I
although I have met with some losses.
Last summer I secured 2,300 pounds
of comb honey, and 100 pounds of extracted from 24 colonies, the most of
them being very light in the spring.
I now have 80 colonies, and I have
paid out for the bees about $70 in

have had

cash.

Bees Working Hard.— G. B. Cartmell, Jackson,«o Tenn., on

Bee-Keeping in Texas.— J. N. Colwick, Norse,© Texas, on Feb. 9, 1887,

In reply to Mr. G. M. Alves, I would
writes
say that my limited study of common
law (and patent law) prepare me to
I commenced bee-keeping in 1882,
accept the abstract principles as laid when I found a swarm in an oak tree,
down in his last article, on page and with the help of my brother we
154.
I am aware that Nature is cold brought it home, after having run
and cruel that she appreciates no away from the stump several times
difference between justice and piracy; for fear of stings. These bees inthat the great law of ''the survival creased the second season to 4 coloof the fittest," by which the liawk nies
one was killed by mice in the
must survive upon the flesh and blood winter, and 8 came through and
of smaller
birds (wliose agony he swarmed. I had in " box-gums " 10
seems to enjoy, as with beak and claw colonies when fall came, besides havhe tears them in pieces), or perish for ing taken about 200 pounds of comb
want of food, is shocking to the moral honey. A carpenter made 3 two-story
ethics of civilized man. I know that Simplicity hives for me, to which I
property right of land (which Henry transferred 3 of the weakest colonies.
George says is not right at all) origi- In the spring of 1884 I transferred the
;

;

March

5,

1887, writes

My bees have wintered well. I have
not lost a colony. I have 23 colonies
They carried in
all strong in bees.
the first pollen on Feb. 10. Peach and
plum trees have been in full bloom for
a week, and the bees are working hard
on them.
Reversible Honey-Boards.— James
M.Goodrich,South Frankfort, c$ Mich.,
writes

My reversible bottom-board for the
The
Simplicity hive is made thus
board is 3 inches longer than the hive;
there is a rim on three sides of it, 3C
of an inch wider than the bottomboards are thick, and the same thick:
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•THE
ness as the body of the hive.
The
boards reach across the hive, and are
the same length as the hive is wide
on the inside, and are halved or
matched, the rim being nailed to the
board, so that it projects %of an inch
on each side of the board nailed to
the hive, which rests on the rim, and
this leaves a Hy-hole
of an inch in
front, the width of the hive, and the
entrance-blocks are held as (irmly as
in the portico hive, and the bottoiriboard is the same either side up.

%

tractors aside for a few years at least.
So long as extracted honey shall be
produced in such quantities as it has
been for the past few years, we will

Honey and Beeswax Market.

The foUowing are our very latest
be obliged to sell our gilt-edged comb quotations for honey and beeswax
honey for about 12 or 13 cents per
CHICAGO.
But by ceasing to extract
Eound.
Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for anyoney, we have every reason to be- .HONEY.—
tnjnK off In comb honey this Includes dark undelieve that we can agree on a price for BIrable and crooked combs, and 2-pound sectionB.
sections, Kiwlac; choice. 12i.«@l3c. Not
comb honey that will be remunera- (lOodl-lh.
™JI for extracted, and very little for comb.
tive.
bb:bswax.-25c.
We may have by all odds the ™H9."
r. a. bCtrnett,
161 South Water St.
most interesting meeting that ever Feb, 21.
was held on this continent.
NEW YORK.
:

;

Early Spring Indicated. — B. T.
Abundance of Bloom.— W. S. DongBaldwin, Marion,
Ind., on March 8,
lass, Liexington,0 Tex., March 8,1887,
1887, writes

writes
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HONEY.— We

quote Fancy white In 1-Ib. sections. 10(ai2c.; in2-lbs.,9(aiinc.; off grades. 1 to 2
cts. per lb. less. Buckwheat, in Mb. sections, 8®
Site; in 2 lbs., 7®7'i,c. Extracted, California. 5(8
:

SVc.j buckwheat,

4f<«4><c.

Supply of comb honey
Is Improving.

and demand for all kinds
BEBSWAX.-21(3,23c.

iB larsre,

MCCAUL & UILDRBTH BROS.,
began the winter with 94 colonies
My bees have wintered in splendid packed
Jan. 21.
34 Hudson St.
in chafl on the summer stands;
condition as usual, if supplied with
DETROIT.
honey each had from 30 to 40 pounds all are alive yet and in good condition,
HONEY.- Best white comb, lOOllc. Supply
except 2 or 3 that are queenless. The
of nice honey to winter on. On Feb.
anfi sales are slow.
maples have commenced to bloom, large
BBESWAX.-2;jc.
1 they began to bring in
pollen very
and
M. H. HONT, Bell Branch, Mich.
the bees gathered their first pol- Mar. 11.
fast from
the elm, and now wild
peach is yielding both honey and len from that source to-day, which is
SAN FRANCISCO.
pollen
cotton-wood is also yielding 10 days earlier than last season, 42
HONEY.— Extracted is firm at 4@4^c., and combdays
earlier than in 1885, and 14 days at H'ai2r. per lb.
pollen. Fruit-trees are in full bloom,
earlier than in 1884.
Hence we will BEESWAX.- 19'a2Ic.
so the bees are having all they can do.
have an early spring if it holds out. Feb. S. SCHACHT & LEMCKE, 122-124 DavlB 8t.
I have one strong colony that is clusBOSTON.
tering on the outside in the heat of Do not the best honey years follow
the day. All of the hives are becom- late, backward springs, and poor years atHONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
14@15c.;
2-pnund8
at Il(ai2c. Extracted. 5@7c.
and failures follow early springs y
ing crowded with bees.
I noticed
Demand for -lb. sections lively.
BBB8WAX.-24 CIS. per lb.
horse mint springing up by the thou- Can P.Benson " of Marengo 111 ., tell ? Feb.
11. Blakk a. RIPLIT. 57 Chatham Street
ands. The weather is delightful here
some of the farmers have corn large
Prospects Favorable in Alabama,—
CINCINNATI.
HONEY.— We quote for extracted. 4(?)7c. per lb.
enough to cultivate, while others B. B. Toney, Holly Tree,d Ala., on
Nice comb brings 12@15c. per lb. In a Jobbing way.
have just planted theirs. Some peo- March
BEE8W AX.-Good demand,—2U@22c. per lb. lor
I

;

;

I

,

'

'

,

;

I

Bees and Grapes, etc.— Louis WerIlls., on March

ner, Edwardsville,?

writes

7, 1887,

:

have had a little difficulty with a
neighbor about bees and grapes. He
got up a petition and had all sign it
who would, to get me out of the city
but I have worked hard and convinced
the City Council that bees do not
puncture grapes, so they declared that
the bees were my support, and they
threw it out, saying that it was only
I

;

prejudice,

and

that

was

wrices:

7, 1887,

ple are planting cotton.

all.

The

made next

pood

to nothing out of

my

to choice yellow.

C.F.MtjTH & SON.Freeman

Jan. 22.

& Central At.

bees last year
I had 70 colonies in
CLBVBLAND.
the spring, and obtained 25 gallons of
HONEY.— Choice white.i -lb. 8ecttons,sellBati2H
<ai3c.;
Becondquaiity
white, lu@iic.: white 2-lbs.,
honey, all told. They increased to 111
loailc.
Buckwheat, 8690. Extracted, 5(860.colonies, and were without honey the Market dull
BBKSWAX.-25C.
last of August. I was preparing to
Mar. 9.
A. C. Kendsl. 115 Ontario Street.
feed the 25 gallons of honey to the
bees, when I noticed that they were
MILWAUKEE.
bringing in honey, and in 4 weeks
HONEY.— We quote choice I-lb. sections at 11®
they had from 20 to 50 pounds of 1-2C.; 2-lbs., lOwuc. No call for dark. Whlteextracted, In barrels and kegs.GgiHI^c. in small packhoney each, which was of good ages,
7(g8c.: dark. In barrels and kekH, 3&5c. Dequality. Till to-day I have lost but 3 mand fair and supply ample.
BEESWAX.- 2oc.
colonies, leaving at present 108. The
Mar. 5.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
peach-trees are now in bloom, and
SAN FRANCISCO.
bees are now doing well. Everything
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra white, 12®I3
is now favorable for a good crop of
cts.; amber to white, 8H@li.
white.
honey; last year it was too wet and 4H'^*Xc.; amber and candled, Extracted,
3^^4c. Trade is
;

;

:

party could not give bond for the
costs of a suit, so they gave it up.
cool for
secretion.
My average
Thus the case is ended so far. Bees per colonyitswas
4 pounds
Now have
have been working on maple and elm not I made a better
report than did
since Feb. 27, and they are in fine
Dr. Miller, on page 44 of the Bee
condition, having plenty of brood and
Journal
issev I would rather
young bees. Bees have wintered have had afor
better one to make, but I
nicely, and the prospect for a good
am
glad that it is no worse.
year in this locality are quite flattering. 1 will have drones flying by
Bees ftuiet in the Cellar.— D. E.
April 1, and I think there will be
early swarming and plenty of white Hopkins, Indian Ford,? Wis., on
March 8, 1887, writes
clover this year.

quiet.

Jan.

10.

O. B.

SMITH & CO., 433

Front

St.

!

I put 69 colonies into the cellar on
Stop the Extractor.- F. L. Merrick, Nov. 2.5, 1886, and they are all right.
They have been very quiet all winter;
Waldron,o Ills., writes as follows
the temperature has not varied over
I heartily agree with Mr. James 4°.
The cellar has a ground bottom,
Heddon. on page 15.5, about holding a and is perfectly dark. I ventilate it
Isorth American Bee-Keepers' Con- with a 4-inch pipe connected
with the
vention next May
not for the pur- heating stove above.
Also a 4-inch
pose of exhibiting bee keepers' sup- pipe extends through one of the cellar
plies, or anything of the kind, but to windows,
to let in cold air if needed
discuss the best methods of produc- it has a damper that can be
closed
ing honey— whether it is best to con- when it is too cold. The bee-room
is
tinue to extract honey. I agree with 9x18 feet, and 10 feet
high.
I use
Mr. Heddon, that we must have a Langstroth hives, and tier them up
4
change that we should produce "gilt- high, after removing the caps,
and
edged comb honey ;" and put our ex- leave the full entrance open.
;

;

;

KANSAS
HONEY.— We

CITY.

quote white clover l-pounda at

12c.: dark 1-lbs.. 8[<?;l(lc.: white clover 2Ibs., 10^11
eta,: dark 2-ib3., 7(a;9c, Extracted, white clover^
6c. dark, i"j 5c. white sage, 5{S)5!,6c. amber ,4^®s.
:

:

:

BEES WAX.-2( .6230.

Jan.

13.

Ci.B:MONS,CLooN&Co.,cor.4th&Wftlnut.
ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Choice

comb. 10®i2c.: latter price
for choice white clover.
Strained, in barrels,
3>4'S4Mc. Extra fancy of bright color and In No. 1
piickages, 4 advance on above prices. Extracted
in barrels, J^faiSc. In cans, 5(^(ic. Market dull.
BKE8WAX.— Klrmat2lc. for prime.
Feb. 3.
D. G.
& CO.. Commercial St.
is

;

TUTT

Continuous .Advertising brings much
larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
than periodic or spasmodic advertisiDg.

By Using tbe Binder made

expressly
can have tbem
bound and ready for examination every day
We have reduced the price to
in the year.
for this

60

Bee Journal,

cents, postpaid.

all

Subscription for one

year and the binder for f 1.,'jO.
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OUR CLUBBING

ADYERTISEMENTS.

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Joarna)
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

^4

lElJmiWL
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

Proprietors,

of figures. The
lar price of both.

first

column gives the regu-

All postage prepaid.
Price of both. Club

The American Bee Journal

1

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

2 00..

The Apiculturist

00

.

H.

NEWMAN,

BUSINESS MANAGER.

^p^ccial Notices.
To
UB

Correspondents.

much

trouble,

if all

— It

1 .50.

4 50

50.,

2 00

2 00
2 10
2 00

Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book. "Success,"..
A Year Among the Bees

1

30
1 40
1 50

money Orders can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Oflices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.
Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

to

(opposite Ft. Wayne Gate), Detroit, Mich.

llAlt
()(\ COLONIES of BEES for Sale, in 8^jV/ frame Langstroth hives, wired combs,
strong in Bees and every way desirable at
F. D. N AGLE,
S6.00 per colony.

—

One yearly subseription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each

llA4t

paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

BEES!

SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

300 COLONIES ITALIANS

for spring delivery at
READY
per poun*l, accor-linc to time.

and Brood cheaper

60

cts. to »1.00

Choice Queens
Also ADJUSand other supplies.

proportion.

in

HONEY-CJASE
TABLE
Circular free.

would be particular

office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Burlington, Wis.

llDit

Exchange — Bees and
WANTED
1 75
Queens for a Gold Wateh, or some150 thing else of value. — OTTO KLEINOW,

Dzierzon's Bee-Book(cloth).. .3 00.
Boot's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
4 00.
Farmer's Account Book
1 50.
1 oO.
1 75

100

2 00

would save

to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing: to this oflice. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-OUice, County
or State. Also, If you live near one post-

holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

5 25

1

923&925WESTMADISaNST.,GHICAG0,ILL.
2 25.
and Cook's Manual
At One Dollar a If ear.
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..! 60.

ALFRED

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTBACXED HONEV, in kegB

THOS. G. NEWMAN A: SON,
175
125 923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
140
Pfll nUICC of ITALIAN and
170
uULUIiIlo iiybkiu bees
175
for Sale Cheap. H. J. SMITH,
135

135.
2 00.

Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

Extracted Honey For Sale.

OLIVER FOSTER,

E.Duncan

Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
1 Alt
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.
3 Park Bow, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and Partner Wanted '^'ptiry^ri^"c^f"nre^s:
Magazines with more promptness and at mostly Italians 5 tons surplus honey (ninelower prices than can be obtained elsewhere. tenths of it comb) last season from 94 colonies or will sell the entire business. Bees
He gives special attention to writing and are nlliii fine condition ; 11 years' experience
setting up advertisements in the most at- in the business. G. C. SOI»EN, Agt.,
CANANDAIG U A, N. Y.
llAlt
tractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
BEES,
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
Essays by eleven prominent beekeepers, sent to all who apply.
52A40t
__
tree.

.

1

;

;

HQW TO WINTER

ELEVEN

hen6y alley,
Wenham,

More Premiums.—Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., otters a colony of ItaKan bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887.

The subscriptions may be sent

in at

Mass.

A NEW HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
SIMPLEST and cheapest the market.
THE
^o special constructed can or vessel required.
in

or whisky barrel or other
suitable vessel at hand will do. It evtracts as
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor.
It is suitable for American or Langstroth frames
up to lyxJii. It weighs only 8 lbs. rea'ly for shipment. Price in the flat, »2.5i> set up. $J.75. State
o.
Date of patent
right to make, use and sell,
Feb 9, 18M6. Send for circulars to the inventor

Any common molasses

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free any time before the first of May at our reguIf you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- lar club rates, and additions made as deH
tions for the Bee Journal.
sired, but it must be stated that you are
and manufactor.
J. C. MELCHER.
working for that premium, so that we can l.,A6t
O'QUINN, Fayette Lo., TEXAS.
keep account of the subscriptions.
Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
Yucca Brushes are employed for reBy B. J. KENDALL,. M. D.
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or moving bees from the combs.
They are a
A. TREATISE Rlvlnft an Index of diseases,
more free of cost to any one who will use soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the and
thesymptomB cause and treatment of each, ft
table Ktving all the principal drugs used for the
them, and try to get up a club.
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
;

THE HORSE,
;

horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an entrravlngof the
horse'steetb at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable information.

whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestruotable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
Price 85 centa— In English or Qerman.
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
& SON.,
THOS. G,
as ever. The low price at which they are
Bold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or 923 & 925 West Madison Street. Cbioag-o. 111.
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits add 1 cent each for postage
SECTIONS and Foundation at reduced
of the American Bee JotmNAL for 1887,
prices. Send for samp es.
will richly repay every apiarist in America.
When Renen'lng your subscription Also a full line of SUPPLIES at very low
;

We will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

;

NEWMAN

;

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
one-pound pails of bees to join with you in taking the Bee
honey, size 3x4V5 inches. — We have now Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can can atford to do without it. We will present
supply them at the following prices
100 a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
for $1.00 250 forSl.fjO 500 for $2.00 1,000 sending us three subscriptions — with $3.00—
It will pay any one to
for S-'^.OO
all with name and address of direct to this oEBce.
apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid. devote a te-w hours, to get subscribers.

Red

Isabels

for

:

;

;

;

;

EXTRA NICE

rates.

Price-list free.

Beesivax.
A. F. STAUFFEK

|F»~ Casta for

& CO.,

STERLING, ILLS.

3Dtf

for SA1.E CHEAP.— 50 Colonies
BEES
of Black and Hybrid Bees, strong-, and

frame Langstroth
$4.50 per Colony. H.
in 10

llA3t

hives.
I..

For

fale at

PANGBOKN,

Maqiioketa, lotva

.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

You Will Not Find -f'?--

HEDDON'S CATALOGUE
For 1887,

173
erable with years,

and greater travellers than Stanley; seed saved from the odds
and ends of various crops; seed raised from unsalable

{40 pa»;e»,)

^

onions, headless cabbaRCs, spranjiling carrots, or refuse
beets.
{1 am always liappy toshowmy seed stock.) But
if you
want Nonhern seed, honestly raised, home
grown (not more than two oiher catalogues conta'n as
many), seed warranted (see the cover), valuable novelties, some
of which are to be found in no other, send for my vegetable and
flower-seed catalogue for 1887, FBEE to all.
It contains 60 varieties of Beans, 43 of Pears, 41 of Cabbages, 53 of Melons, 44 of
Com, etc., etc., besides a large and choice variety of flnwer seed.
JAMES J. H. GBEGOBY, Marblehead, Mass.

flAND^BOOro7 HEALTH,
Hints and Heady Recipes,
Is the title of a very valuable book that gives a
great amount of Infurmatlon, of the Utmost ImEortance to Kveryhody, concerning their daily
abits of Bating, Drinking. DresslDK, Sleeping
Bathing, Working, etc.

IT
to Eat,
How to Eat it,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,
Ptsrlis of Summer,

How

The New Hive.
hare mitny more testimonials like the followfrom LeadloK Bee-Keeper8 of this country.
See mH7 Catiilonue. to know what Prof. Cook. W. Z.
Hutchinson, F. P. Sttles. T. L. VonDorn, F. Boomhower. and Doctors Tinker, Mason, Miller and
Gibers think, after uian; of them have thoroughly
tested the New Hive
I

:

novel, and 1 propose to try it.
E. J. COOK. (Bro. to Prof. Cook.)
Owosso, Mich., Feb. ii. !*>«?.
is

,

Pleiise send

me descriptive circular

of your

new

hive: the thtnR seems a novelty tn me, and 1 am
anxious to understand it.
W. S. CASSON.
Cynthiana, Ky.. Jan. •22, 1886.

I have been reading your book and I regard it as
a most valuable acquisition to uur bee- literature.
Timr new hive is a wide departure trotn the old
order of thinkfs. and 1 can see much to ronimend
It. in the hands of a master.
J. W. PORTER.

Charlottesville, Va.. July

2,

Bervex.
84»utb Cabot, Vt., Oct. 4. 1886.

D.S.HALL.

saw your new hive, in your home
and a half a«o. its construction and
system of managemeDt being so different from
any nther hive. 1 whs n-it favorublv Impressed with
It: but in CMovassing the subject in niy iiwn mind
afterwani, thought of theexcetlrnt results that
had attended the use of your other inventions.
an<i It i-ccur-ed to me that possibiy this might
first

apiary, a year

I

Black Eyes. Bolls, Burns. Chilblains. Cold Feet.
Corn8.(\iugh8.rbolera,IJiarrhcei, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Kar Ache. Felons.
Fetid Feet. Freckles, lieadache. Hiccough. Hives.
Hoarseness, itching, Indamed Breasts, Ivy Poison-

85 Cents. Sent by Mali, post-paid.
G. IVEWTIIAN & SON,
WeRtMarliPonSt.. CHTCAOO.TLL.

Price only

THOS.
92:i&n*3.T

ratt'S.

both wholesale and

retail.

Do not fail to send for my 27th Aunual
Catalogue before purchasing-.
WII,I<I.4IfI

W. CARY,

Coleraiue, Mass.
5Dtf

Mention

this

paper when

writing*.

TJX'X'-KEEPEKS' Guide, Memoranda*
JD£<£<CatHiojfue fur 1887 Free. Reduced
Prices.

—Jos.

Nysewander, DesMoines, Iowa.

SDet

Cn
****

Varieties of

Kvergreeubaua Forest Trees and

I will uot be undei sold
Special
treeE by the carioad. Lists free,

Tree Seeds.

prices

on large

GEO. FINNKK. Everereeu,

Wis.

THE WESTEKN WORLD

BecKeepers
Supplies]

GUIDE and HAND-8C8K

WHOLtSALES?Ri

OF USEFUL INFOEMATION.
For HOrriE SEEKERS or Tourista,

E,T,Lewis*gWS?
All Orders Hiled the day they are.received,
except for bees and queens.
IDOt

I

I

DWIGHT FURNESS.

and fraternally yours,

Furnessvllle. Ind., Oct.

10, 1886.

Brood Foundation. 400 per lb;
Extra-Thin Vandervort Foundation. 4.jc.
made into foundation for 10
per lb.
and ^Oc. per lb Ten per cent, discount on
all orders received before the 1.5lh of April.
F. W. HOLMES,
Samples free.
Coopersville, Mich.
9Dtf

WAX

[plainly

per

to nail. 90 cts.

9Dtf

AMERICAN APICLI^TIRIST

will be sent free to

Address,
lOAtf

HENBY

who apply.
ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
all

Comb Foundation

^Hijrh Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

to

J.

James Heddon,
DOWAUIAC, MICU.

.500.

W. DAVTOIV,

A SAMPLE COPY
Of the

Patent Flat-Bottom
rcritteii)

The following

Colored

Mups

lAtf

VAN DEUSEN

Si

SONS,

(SOLE MANDPACTCRERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

is

only a part of the Contents ;

all the States and Territorlei,
IncludknK Alac^tca and District of Columbia.
I>laffrani8 sbowioK area, population, products.
Guvernment, 8tate, School and Indian L-auda of
the several States.

of

HIatorlea of each of the States from the
i!,urlle8t

BRADFOHD. IOWA.

found elsewliere
anr price.

at

DI'NHAin

Circulars sent out, unless asked

Send address

to be

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.

COMB FOUNDATION

Send for description, to C.

AUer the pact season's use of nearly iimi of
am )>rHpared to endorse more thsn you
claim for it. In my Judgment, it will revolutionUe our business, and he who would produce h<iDey
at a prbt. will not be slow to adopt this hive as
soon as he rea Izes h<»w much It lessens the cost of
production. While my own flnanc.al Interests
would he enhHnced. were Its sale re.-tricted,
am
not seiash enough to desire to keep uiy brother
bee-keepers from enjoying so cood a thing. Wishing you the ample sucress that your labors in the
cause oi bee-culture Justly merit, I am cordially

CapitallHts or Laborers. A va»t
amount of Inforiuatlon uot

"

trial.

for.

FOINDATION from Choice,
COMB
Select. Yellow BEESWAX a Specialty,
at very low

llD2t

of any size, prepared
BROOD-FRAMES
perlOO; $4.0n

No

Bee Keepers' Supplies

ing. Moles. Pimples, Piles. Rheumatism, Rlngworiu.
Snoring. Stammering, Hore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Ntpples.Sore Throat. Sun-atruke, Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, roothache. Ulcers, Warts
Whooping Cough. Worms In Children.

afford me equal satisfaction. The more I studied
the hive, thn plainer its advantage> »ppenred to
me. and 1 determined to give it a comprehensive

tbem,

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

.

I have in use 20 hives embraclnfi your late inyentlonx. and lo say that I like them would be
Btatine tt mildly. Your pnnciptes. I think, have
come to stay. I find there exists considerable
prejudic- against your new hive, It bPing so much
dtfff-reni from the hives in general ut*e here, and 1
predict that because it is so different, requiring a
system of management pculiar to itself, it will
not meet with such general approbation as it de-

I

HOW TO CURE

TELLS

ALBINO BEES

FOR SALE AT

Address,

Superfluous Hair.
After-Dinner Naps,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & cure.
Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial AS'ections,
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.

dle them.
S. J. .JACK>*ON.
Southe
a pf of the Smtthem Despatch fast ft. line.
Atlanta. Ua., Aug. 9. 1886.

When

How much to Wear
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid tbem.

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Exercise,
Occupation for Invalids, Carp of Teeth,

IT

Choice ITALIAN and

1886.

I note with pleasure your Improved reversible
and intf rchnngeable hive. I consider it the hve.
thouvh my experience in the hee-busincss bus
been limited, yet I see In this hive a yreat revolution in handtInK bees, making it a pleaniire t- h:in-

m

How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,

Overheating Houses,

iDfT.

Tour hire

Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing— Best way.
Dungs & Lung Diseases,

to Breathe,

COLONIES
Also a full line of

TELLS ABOUT

What

200

Times.

Acquire Stands of any kind belongInK to the Guvernment by any forms of entry
who may acquire them, and the different laws,:

Hto^r to

applicable U) the different sections.

PoHtat PenaloD and Patent Laws of the
United Htutes.
Coats-or-A rms ar the States and Views of
t'elebrated Places, and of life in different reRions.
for measurlnfr Lumber,
Lops. Grain.

Rales

JL.lquld8,

Tables ot WelRhts and Measures of

all

and Tables, LumberTables.
Lniid Measures In varluus
l»arts or the United Slates.
kinds. InterestRules

Syitetns

«*f

Contains also a Million Useful Facts.

The Weekly Bee Journal,

for one year,

and the buide, postpaid, for $1.^0.

THOMAS G.NEAVMAN& SON
92.3

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE "BOSS" ONE-PIECE

SECTIONS.
Patented June

BEES and HONEY, ARMSTRONGS
OR THK

an Apiary
and Profit; by

Management

we learned there was a rumor atloat
that the Patent on the ONE-PIKCE SECl'ION
had been set aside circulated by unprincipled parties, to mislead bee keepers. We
would say in reg-ard to this, that such is not

—

the case. It is now before the U. S. Supreme
Court, at Washington, and will probably be
decided before a great while, when we will
notify all through the Bee Journal. Until
then pay no attention to rumors.
Before ordering write us for prices. We
will furnish you Sections as cheap as the
cheapest. Let us hear from you before you
order. Address,

J.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

Watertown, Wis., Nov.

lAtf

1,

See AdTertisement In another column.

retail.

successful management of the honey-bee.
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

^"A

Liberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

THOS.
923

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
mnd

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" in all the imis " fully up with the times
provements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everytliing that can aid in the

1886.

EP~Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Journal.

Editor of the

attending-

olis,

for Pleasure

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee

28, 1881.

the North American
WHILB
Bee-Keepers' Convention at Indianap-

of

&

G.

NE^nWAN

925 West Madison

^^

St.,

Sc SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

The American Bee Journal

for a year and the book, " Bees
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

•HOIK

''00

ubSsiiv

and

New
The

Reversible Hive.

cheapest, simplest and most practical
ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive : your reversible section-case is
perfection itself."
Sample Hive, complete and painted, S2.50.
Send your name and post-office address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.
E. S.
Address,

'VINOaUV CU '^JIOOI Hive

'KOxa.vimaHiaH * KVHOMialsn

cr^l Bn&BBftBimSXB CZZJ D O] '.iBinajio
Extractor, aoj pJ80 pnas 'sajBJS psjmn am ai pios—^no
o3 loa op puB 59B[ ?Bqi eann ^[uo am puB—
Ferfection Cold-Blast Smokers,
8J9310CQS pooiJdjsaqSiq pnB jsaMOt aqi joj
SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS, etc.
..•paipnis) SI J! uaqai op i\\ii.
For Circular*, apply to
pooAi-ajg ^jBuipjo uaA^ jo 'pooii p9A'Boap
CBtA.S. F.
SOU,
Sui^oBS jo jadBd uaiojq "sSrj pjo 9Atf
'jB3d jnq
Freeman <t Central Ave..
CINCINNATI, O. asn 9M SuiJapfoms usqii asioms aonpojd uiM
UJnq ([!» S|q;
P.8.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepera }Bqi lanj jo 5J09 Rav asoraiw
331i[ J85i6aig V
•'xy pBq 9Ai JiBp isjg ain "o
SBAt 11 SB poos SB^gnf si qoiqM •s.nonaq
aqi 01 anop U9aq 9Bq SUTqjou 'asn luBjsuoo

Muth's Honey

HVTH A

*

*

ARMSTRONG,

JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

;

:

Electrotypes of Engravings.

WE

can furnish Electrotypes of Engravings used in the Bee Journal or in our
CatalOKue, at 25 cents per square inch. If
to be sent by mail, add 10 percent, for postage. No single Electrotype sold for less
than 25 cents. Measure from outside points
shown, on both the length and width of the
printed impression.

XHOS.

NEWMAN gc

G.

923&925 W.Madison

Vandervort

end

Comb

Tor Samples

SON,
CHICAGO,

St.,

ILL.

Fdn. Mills,

Kednced Prlce-r#lat.
J.VANDERVOET.Laceyville, Pa.

Atf

«jk

raojj qJ/nojqi ujo.m acoBoaq qDiqAi *(9JJBq
oqi MdudJ 01 pa^nqo uaaq aABq aAi q^noqjiB
puB'siSI a>>"l* asn ui ja>(ocng b qons
pBq 9ABq aAi 'Avouif 9JA jajfoms jat|io
XUB UBqi '9aaBJ>«Ip X»V3iT, v oj 5Bqj puB
'aifonis joanmioA 49iB».i.o B pnag niAi
jajioois-aag raeqiiuisi jBaj v.. siBS— ooit
UBqi ajoui sn 580.5 aABq pjnoAi iBqj aoBds
jaiiocng-aag mBqSnig Pl^s jo aAUBJjsnii!
sin3 9U|u ill!A\ «iiiun[oa tl".( 9a!| Seu
-lOAap jai.lB ..'iBujaof aag qanMa ,, 'fl'taaii
aq) }0 JOjipa 'iiBAiof> "ai,!! sbuioiix

in

another column

Bee-Keepers' Supplies
of

all

:5S9q siuiqi Jo asEaid iSaqq SB SJasioms qons
}9nf nas puB aan puB aJiBcn ubd auo iu-e puB

pajuajBd }0u

si ii a.iaqAi

nodn

ja3[Ocag-a3H niBqgnia autnuaS aqj

AVO-tL

HOW

(Echinops sphcerocephalus.)

Send for Illustrated Price-List

can supply this seed POST-PAID
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50
4
cents
ounces, $2 'A pound. $3 1 pound, $5. One
:

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co.. Iowa.

BEESWAX.
We pay a3c. per lb., dellrered here, lor yellow
Beeswax. To avoid mistakes, t&e shipper's name
honld always be on each package.

THOS.
923

We

;

Q.

NEW^MAN A

& 92^ West Madison

Street.

SON,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

and

retail.

See AdTertlsement in another columa.

;

pound of seed

is sufficient

1 f\(\

COLONIES

of Italian

ILL.

BEES

for

DANIEL WHITMER.

Sale.

South Bend, Ind.

THOS.
923

G.

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Dadant'gFonudatiouFactory,frbolesale
and

retail.

Bee Advertisement

In

another column.

oGHO (3 uGniS Year amon^

the Bees:"
Address,

114 pages, cloth bound.
DR. C. C. IH11.L.ER,

MARENGO,

20Atf

ILLS.

GET LEFT !— Nothing extends
DON'T
reputation equal to the hrilliautChromo
J.

contains the best practical Information' for the

time being, ahowiuK what to do. and when and
how to do It. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and theAMEKicAN
Bek JotTRNAL, one year, for $3.00.

100

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

The British Bee Journal ib published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

for half an acre,

properly thinned out and re-set.

Bee-Card.

Uadant'sFoundation Factorr, wholesale

:

;

:

if

OLIVER FOSTER.

THOS. G. NEWT? AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

AND BEE-EEEFES'S ADVISES.

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed

Price 5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and my
7Ati.
free bee and supply circular.

in

'HldOHSIMS THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

a specialty.

TO RAISE COMB HONEY.

75 cents, by mall. Thia is a new work
about 114 pages, well-piinted ana nicely bound
Address,
ciutb.

Prlce.
Df

X\J\J
9A9t

THE QUINBT SMOEEB

lA17t

Biiitimiss.

923

pajioo; st

at low rates.

W. £. CLARK,

Talk about some of the Implements, Plana
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 'Jr, years*
Experience, who has for 8 ytars made the
Production of Honeu hia Excl^isive

:

kinds kept in stock,

Successor to L. C. Boot,
Oriskany, Oneida Co., N. Y.

BEING

A

—

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and retail. See Advertisement

Year among the Bees,

For

of

BEES

Reason, too luauy.

U. NEIIHAUS,
Burlington, Kacine Co., Wis.

7A8t.

CZiOVSB. SSSDS.
We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: 18.00 per bushel. $2.25 per peek,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or Sweet
Clover Seed: »e-i«i per bushel, »i.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly filled upon arrival.

See page 77. or address,

H. jn.\RTIN, HAHTFOHD,

GW(3tinl40t

COLONIES

sale cheap.

THOS.

N. T.
923

&

925

G.

NEWmAN

West Madison

Street,

Sc

SON,

CHICAOO, lUi.

THE AMERICA!^ BEE JOURNAL.
More

aboat Houey.— Mr.

Ijles

Whinery, of Winona,
JouRNAi, as follows

o.,

T. R.
writes to the Bee

:

611 of Johnson's New General
EncyclopiEdia I find the following : "Honey
is said to be now much adulterated with
glycerine, and even imitated, as a whole, by
combining the latter product with other
material, and flavoring with appropriate
essential oils." Now I would like to know
whether it is possible to adulterate honey
with glycerine.

G.

It is " possible " to mix glycerine with extracted honey, but it is not done, because it
is not profitable to do so— and all adulterators look out for that; that is their prime
Incentive. Glycerine is worth three or four
times as much as extracted honey, and you
may as well talk abo>it adulterating silver
by putting " pure gold " into it, as to tbiuk
of adulterating honey with glycerine 1 I
Since the Wiley lie about comb honey was
published as a " scientiflc pleasantry," every
editor, author, and correspondent seems to
have a "license" to add more lies about
honey to the large stock already published.
They will go so far as to even intimate that
honey is made as a whole from glycerine
and other ingredients, flavored with essential oils. The fools never stop to think that
this "stuff " would cost three or four times
as much as the pure, unadulterated, extracted honey could be purchased for
These fellows lie out of whole cloth when
the truth would serve them far better

NEWMAN,

S^TDXTOTi..

Yoinill.

MarcH 23,188].

No. 12.

t>\T^^^

lP»Sri

'^^lunnM

Forward l?larcli ! ^nd Marcb is here,
blustering some, but it is drying up the mud
and letting the ice and snow melt gently
!

under the rays of Old Sol. So far, the bees
are doing finely, and everything promises
for a good season for both bees and honey,

I

I

Sliipping Honey to Great Britain was
the subject which brought the Ontario BeeKeepers' Association together at Toronto,
on March 16. After much discussion it was
decided that the shipping of honey in the
future be left to individuals, or that some
competent persons should purchase it in
Canada and take it under their personal
supervision to Europe and sell it there for
themselves. The association concluded that
it could not undertake the work.

mr

'

E, Sandrord writes thus to the
editor : " 1 think you ought to ask for some
able article on the question of grocery-men
not wanting to sell extracted honey, for fear
that it will hurt the'sale of their syrup trade.
Then let bee-men have it published in their

home

papers."
This is a question of "business," and we
hardly know what more could be said to
induce grocery-men to push the sale of extracted honey when put up in nice salable
packages, than has already been printed in
B. Z. Sniltb, of Douglass County. Ills., this JonRNAL. It any "able articles" are
has issued a circular on the advantages of offered on that subject they will receive our
Alsike clover, which he is freely distributing best attention and full endorsement.
among the farmers in his locality, in order
to increase honey production. This is very
praise-worthy, and shows energy and busiA IV^est Virginia Bee-Keeper tells
ness-like qualities, which should be practiced how he out-witted the middle-man of his
by apiarists all over the country. Mr. Smith home town, as follows :
requested us to get up a Leaflet some weeks
Last fall I drove into a town, a few miles
ago on this subject, but we were feeling so distant, with a load of honey, and went to
unwell then that we could not undertake it. the principal dealer in honey and stated my
Said he: "I can buy just as nice
Now we have done BO, and as it is just the price.
honey as that for 10 cents." "And you retime to sow the seed, let them fiy all over tail it for 20 cents, do you?" "Yes, and
have no trouble to get it." "Well," said I,
the country.
" you wMi have trouble in the future." So
at the house adjoining his store I com-

The Outlook In Florida Mr. John T.
Detwiler writes thus to the Dispatch :
Mr. Ira D. Barber, of New York, has been
here for two weeks, and expressed himself
highly satisfied with the condition of the
colonics. Mr. B. is a veteran bee-keeper,
and is one of the few men who winter their
bees successfully. He and his brother keep
nearly .500 colonies. His first visit to this
place was in December, 188:i, and now, since
the mangrove has been destroyed, he expresses the opinion that the outlook would
not justify much of an expenditure for the
Eroduclion of either comb or extracted
oney.

Bee>Keeping In Rusala, says Ben
Perley Poore in the American Cultivator, is
carried on to a great extent— the annual
product being valued at two and a quarter
millions of dollars.
The expenditure is
chiefly made by the Greek Church, the ceremonies of which require such a large consumption of wax candles as to greatly favor
this branch of rural economy in Russia, and
preserve it from the decline to which It is
e.xpo8ed in other countries, from the increasing use of stearine, oil, gas and other
fluids for illuminating purposes. The rearing of bees is now almost exclusively
dependent on the manufacture of candles
for religious ceremonies, and on the consumption of honey during Lent, it being
then used instead of sugar by the strict observers of the fast.
The government encourages this branch of rural industry, as
affording to the peasant an extra source of
income, and has adopted various measures
for the accomplishment of this end.
:

On page

THOMAS
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Another " Find " of tVIId Houey

is

thus mentioned by a correspondent from
Utica, Pa., in the New York Sun. He says
:

A few days

ago James Cousins and S. P.
McCracken were going through the woods,
when they were surprised to see bees swarming about an old and very tall tree, near the
top.
Believing that the tree contained a
great store of wild honey, the two men set
about securing it. Two 25-foot ladders were
spliced together and run up the tree, but
they fell 25 feet short of reaching the spot.
Cleats were then nailed on the trunk of the
tree from the top of the last ladder to the
hollow place. Standing on the top pair of
cleats one of the men chopped a hole in the
trunk. A hollow place 10 feet deep and 14
inches in diameter was found. It was packed
full of honey. The mass was taken out entire, without breaking the immense comb,
and lowered successfully with ropes to the
ground. There were over 300 pounds of
honey. After securing the honey the bees
were hived, and will lay up their next season's store in a

modern

hive.

Who says that Pennsylvania
State ? How about combs 10
Langstroth
Cousins

frames

I

is

not a bee

feet long vs.
Big story 1 Happy

I

Catalogues for 1887.— Those on our
desk are from

—

Aspinwall

& Treadwell, Barrvtown,

N. T.

pages— Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Frank A. Eaton, Bluffton, O.— 1 page—
Section-Case and Skeleton Honey-Board.
E. S. Armstrong. Jerseyville.Ills.— .'i6 pages
-Reversible and Crown Bee-Hives, and Bee.'!8

Keepers' Supplies.
Mrs. J. N. Heater, Columbus, Nebr.

pages— Bees, aud Bee-Keepers'

F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N.

—

Supplies.
Y.— 28 pages

menced selling nice comb honey at 18 cents,
and extracted at l^J'i cents, or 10 pounds
for SI. I visited this town once a week
while my honey lasted, selling on each trip
an average of 50 pounds of comb honey, and
450 pounds of extracted. It is needless to
say that the sale of honey by middle-men in
that town was completely ruined.

—Apiarian .-Supplies.
Arthur A. Davis, Clark's Green, Pa.— 12
pages— Bees, Apiarian Supplies, etc.
J. C. Wilms. Waupun, Wis.- 8 pages— Bees.
Poultry and Ea-gs.
Abbott Brothers, Southall, London, England— 50 pages— Bee-Hives and Appliances.
Thos. Jackson, Portland, Me.— 10 pagesSmall Fruit and Nursery Stock.
E. M. Bullard, West Swanzey, N. H.— '28

was written for the

Joseph Nysewander. Des Moines, Iowa— 30

Well, this

is

stale.

It

pages— Poultry,

Seeds, Plants, etc.

Bee Journal by J. A. Buchanan, and pub- pages— Specialties In Apiculture.
A. L. Swinson, Goldsboro, N. C— 2 pageslished on pagelOB. It is "going the rounds" Queens.
of the papers without credit, when
have been credited to this paper.

it

should

Frank
April

is

Ijeslie's Sunday Magazine for
redolent with the breath of spring,

which will soon break all
land.
Mr. James Heddon is now an editor. Here we have picture and over the
song and
To be Knoivn, a man must keep his He has just purchased the Dowagiac Times, story, carrying with thempoem,
the graceful
name before the people, and let them know and his first numhei- is on our desk. It looks recognition of rc-awakening Nature. There
very beautiful full page engravwhere be is, and what be is doing, as well as well and reads well, and we wish him success are severalthis
number will certainly be genings, and
what he has for sale.
of
labor.
field
erally
recognized
as an excellent one.
in this new
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Transferrin Bees Early.

Characteristics of Best Bees.

Qnery, No. 392.— Have we what may

'Wltb Replies tbereto.
to
[It is quite useless to ask for answers
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
;

in the Joubnal. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1

apace for them

ContractinE

tlie

BrooBest.

9
ftnery, No. 391.— I use a hiveholdinR
After
frames about the LaEgstroth capacity.
to
7
number
the
reduce
to
wish
swarmine 1
frames. Would I secure as much honey by using
brood-nest
two dummies, one on eacli side of the
or
•with a bee-space all around the dummies,
and
would it be belter to use a close-flttinK board,
(Bhut the bees out from passing around them
Subscriber,

be called gentle strains of bees that are the equal,
as producers of comb honey, of some of the more
ill-tempered varieties? In other words, does Hitemper and extra-worlsing quality exist in bees as
inseparable factors?—L.

Query, No. 393.— Having 6

yes,sometime3.— C. W. Dayton.
Do not transfer them until the
Yes, certainly so. 2. Not neces- weather is warm, and honey being
sarily.— G. M. Doolittle.
gathered.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Ill-temper and extra-working qualiTransfer in fruit-bloom time. Do
ties are not inseparable qualities.— W. not transfer until they begin to get
Hutchinson.
Z.
C. W.
honey from some source.
2.

1.

—

the first question, I answer yes
to the secoud, no not in all cases.— H.

Dayton.

D. Cutting.

bloom.— G. M. Doolittle.
I would not advise transferring so

To

wait until fruit

I should prefer to

2. No, but some very cross
1. Yes.
bees are also very good workers ; for
soon
instance, the Cyprians.— Dadant &

wait until the first fruit bloom.
H. D. Cutting.
Son.
You can transfer them when put
Yes, most assuredly. Ill-temper and
out, if you will perform the operation
business are not necessary companuse precauin a close, warm room
ions.— A. J. Cook.
and. feed regution against robbing
some
often
too
is
there
I am afraid
larly, so that they may not want for
connection between the two still it sufficient stores.— J. P. H. Brown.
best
the
of
colony
that
a
possible
is
Transfer them during fruit bloom.
workers may also be very gentle.— C.

—

;

;

;

;

I do not think that it would make
C. Miller.
any difference.— A. J. Cook.
What we call
H.
I really think so.
board.—
close-fitting
a
prefer
I
Italians are classed with the
well-bred
Cutting.
D.
of bees, and although
C. W. gentle varieties
Use close-fltting boards.
I have tried nearly all the races and
Dayton.
varieties of bees, I know of none

—

Either will do, with very little dif- superior, as a rule, to the Italians for
ference in favor of either.— G. M. comb honey, and for all the purposes
Doolittle.
that bees can be put to as a source of
The latter method is not so conven- profit.— G. W. Demaree.
ient, and possesses no advantages
Ill-temper and extra-working qualover the former.— W.Z.HuTCHnstsoN. ity need not exist in bees as inseparabut a very great degree
I see no objection to the dummies ble factors
with a bee-space. I have successfully of gentleness in bees is usually attended with a want of energy.
used them.— J. P. H. Brown.
little " snap " in bees is quite as necI think it is better to fasten the essary as it is in human beings.— J. P.
bees out from the space occupied by H. Brown.
dummies.— G. L. Tinker.
Yes most undoubtedly. The best
In hot weather the dummies will honey-gatherers I ever had were the
for
cold
but
these
probably do as well,
progeny of a gentle queen
weather the close-fitting board is bet- workers were beautiful in color, and
ter.— C. C. MiLLEK.
so gentle that smoke was seldom rehave
In the summer months I prefer to quired in manipulating them. 1
colonies of very gentle
let the bees pass under and around a number of
workers, so I can
the "fillers" at the sides of the bees that were fine
part of
combs. I prefer common, loose di- say in answer to the second
E.
vision-boards hung bee-space apart,to the query— not by any means.— J.
any solid dummy.— G. AV. Demaree. Pond.
I think we have, but I have seen no
We do not believe in close-fitting very
valuable bees that were exceedwant a bee;

A

;

transfer them earlier, if you
them and keep them warm, but
we would not do it, for there is more
danger of robbing— Dadant & Son.
In my locality I would not transfer

You may
feed

bees before fruit-bloom, and I suppose it is the same in your locality.—

Miller.
would do it at the time of

C. C.
I

fruit

bloom, or in time of fruit bloom, if by
the old method; or at the time of
swarming, just before they swarm, if
by the better " Heddon method."— A.
J.

Cook.
There are both advantages and

ment.—James Heddon.
If

they have

plenty

stores I

of

would not transfer them until they
begin to work on the fruit-bloom.
Bees that have plenty of stores do

When bees
stimulating.
are transferred when working in the
fields, they right things up in better
style than if transferred in the fall or
too early in the spring. The weather
should be warm enough for the bees
not need

to

spread themselves

all

over

division-boards.
space at the bottom, at least. But we
would never advise reducing the hive
Son.
after swarming.— Dadant

little crossness seems combs, or they are apt to patch
ingly gentle.
G.
combs.
desirable, but not so cross that they clubbed - shaped

these methods.— The Editor.

world.— The Editor.

&

A

cannot

be handled without smoke

dis-

advantages connected with so early
transferring, and which you will receive the most of depends upon the
season, and your skill and manage-

;

We

colonies of

bees, 4 ot which are in box-hives, and all in the
cellar (here we put them out in the latter part of
April), and wishing to stimulate them for rapid
increase, will it be wise or prudent to transfer
them when first put out of the cellar, as I do not
want them in box-hives ?— A. G., Vt.

—

the

up

W.

Demaree.

The Syriostoring honey.
I would either transfer them when
I do not think it would make much Albino bees are fairly gentle, and first put out of the cellar, or wait until
difference which method is adopted. ttiere are no better workers as comb- after swarming, and then pursue the
As a matter of convenience, relative builders. My conclusion is that ex- Heddon plan of transferring. I reto winter packing, I should prefer the tra-working quality in bees is some- gard it a mistake to transfer bees
tight-fitting boards, as they could be what like the go-ahead and resolute from box-hives during fruit bloom.
working traits of some men— it is It gives them a great back-set from
used as a double wall.— J. E. Pond.
always accompanied by a combative which they do not recover for weeks
There would be no difference, only and fiery spirit.— G. L. Tiniusr.
after. Transfer before they have any
the " dummies " with space all around
of, or else wait until
Yes, we have them in judicious brood to speak
them are much easier to handle. If
a full stock of bees, is my
you contract at all, why not contract crosses of the best strains of German you get G. L. Tinker.
I am and Italian bees. This answers your advice.—
to five Langstroth frames?
No, wait until fruit-bloom. Then
sure that better results will thus be last question in the negative.— James
the weather will be warm enough so
1 have practiced contrac- Heddon.
realized.
" do the job " safely, and
tion on an extensive scale for 5 or 6
Bees from fine, " gentle " queens that you can honey will cause the
incoming
years.— James Heddon.
are in may cases superior to any cross, the
rapbees in the colonies to build up and repair
There is but little choice between ill-tempered or irascible
tendency

when

idly,

and

also prevent

any
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to robbing that would be sure to follow the attempt to transfer earlier.—
J.

E. Pond.
Transfer them during friut-bloom.

—The Editor.

CatcMnE Swams.
Qnery, No. 394.— Is

there any successissue from

ful method of catching swarms as they
ahlve?— Montlcello. N. Y.

Why,

certainly

^oxxtspondtnu.

Qneen-Excliiiiing Sections.

Query, No. 395

— Would

it

181

be advisable
that when two

to make the slots in tiie sections, so
are placed together they will be queen-excluding,
and thus save the exptMise of queen-excluding
honey-boards? If not, what would be the objection to this plan ?— Ky.

While the plan might be feasible, I
have never tried it.— J. P. H. Brown.
I do not think you can get sections
made exact enough to work.— C. C.

©

This maric
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State natned;
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
west; and this 6 northeast; X) northwest:
o^ southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

Miller.

For the American Bee JoumaL

consult the books.

This plan will do if you must exclude the queen at the expense of ven- Propseil Honey-Protocers' Association
tilation
and convenience. Dadant
None that I should care to practice.
& Son.
G. L. Tinker.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
No. Such an arrangement could
Some use a bee-tent with reported
not be made perfect enough to accomsuccess.— G. M. Doolittle.
I have carefully read and re-read
plish the object.— G. M. Doolittlb.
the article on this subject, found on
I have never used a swarm-catcher
No. We need to see between the page 774 of the Bee Journal for
but, in my opinion, a swarm-catcher
confess that I am
is a possibilitv, but not a practica- sections. I prefer % of an inch space. 1886, and I must
We need the honey-board anyway, to that thick-headed that I cannot see
bility .—W. Z. Hutchinson.
anything of benefit in the course adYes. If you see the swarm in time keep the sections neat. A. J. Cook.
not
vised for the world as a whole
you can catch the queen as she comes
In this locality, with the great but what I would be the last one to
often.—
Dadant
it
out. We have done
amount of propolis, they will fill up cry prices of our production down to
&S0N.
too many of the spaces. I have had the helping to enrich another beyond
They can be caught with a net trouble in this line.—H. D. Cutting. a fair compensation for his labor, for
I have
placed before the entrance.
this would be unjust to myself. The
A queen-excluding honey-board is question
often caught them in that way when
that comes to me {and ought
not
always
needed,
the
openings
and
several swarms were issuing and were
to come to every one, it seems to me),
cannot
sufiBciently
in
be
made
exact
together.— C. W.
liable to cluster
by any combination
the
manner mentioned.
W. Z. is, h;ive I a right,
Dayton.
of persons or monopoly of any kind,
Hutchinson.
I have failed to find a good, practito extort money from any or all, that
I believe that plan would work to
cal method. A few low trees in the
I may receive and reap a benefit to
advantage,
in
getting
the
bees
into
vicinity is good enough for all practito myself f I claim that I have no
the
sections,
it might be objecbut
If they attempt to
cal purposes.
such right, and any effort on my part
brace-combs.
tionable
by
reason
of
It
leave, catch them with a shot-gun.
so to do is contrary to the teachings
certainly would save the expense of a
H. D. Cutting.
of Holy Writ, and shows me to be
honey-board.— C. W. Dayton.
selfish, not loving my " neighbor as
They can be caught by means of a
No;
the
objection
would
be
that
myself."
long box partly covered with wire
cloth. The box must be placed over the ordinary sections could not be
Again, I object to such a wholesale
made
enough,
and
if
they
accurate
the entrance of the hive just when the
slaughter of our commission wholedisposed
to
stop
up
could
be,
bees
are
swarm starts out. I tried this plan
sale-dealers. These are charged with
during our great swarming year, 1883, the narrow passages made of wood. being responsible for the low prices
The
use
of
perforated
zinc
as
queen"
a
"
but I do not think it successful or
of honey, but for the life of me I canexcluder is not open to this objection. not see how or where. Honest, sober
practicable.— G. W. Demaree.
G.
L. Tinker.
thought, it seems to me, will convince
I know of no certain method. One
I have never tested the matter, but any person who loves his " neighbor
plan is
On the eve of swarming or
oefore, place the empty hive beside fear the workers would not occupy as himself," that our present prices of
the old one, and adjust a yard to the them readily if the slots were so nar- honey have come from a production
entrances of both hives. This yard, row as stated. It is difficult at times so great that the " thousandaire
by swarming doors, will admit the to get bees into sections, even when cannot purchase it all, while the
queen into it from the hive, but as a much larger space than would allow wages of the day-laborer have been so
sne cannot get out nor back into the a queen to pass through is given.— J. reduced that he cannot afford it as a
luxury as they could 12 to 16 years
old hive she has to pass into the empty E. Pond.
hive followed by the swarm.
This
The objection to the plan is, suffi- ago, when they were getting 300 per
plan worked well with fully developed cient accuracy of the width of the cent, bettey pay than they are now.
queens, but not with virgin queens.
slots cannot be obtained in that way. The persons who have their thousands
J. P. H. Brown.
Besides, every section would have to are not the majority class who conThat depends upon the style of the be perfect, and this would add to the sume honey if they were there would
The be no oppression in advancing prices
Live, how arranged in the apiary, and cost of making the sections.
how closely that apiary is watched. shrinking and swelling of wood makes to a certain extent.
that material unreliable as a queenWho are the consumers of honey ?
Possibly, yes.— James Heddon.
The majority of them are the laboring
My queens' wings are clipped, so excluder.— G. W. Demaree.
That will not work I have tried it. class who now get from 75 cents with
that if desired the swarm can be
caught as it returns. Others have Sections are never made perfect board to $1 .50 and board themselves,
caught swarms at issuing by allowing enough they never will be. Wood in for a day's labor. Will Mr. Baldridge
them to run into an arrangement pre- any shape will never prove a success change his occupation as an apiarist
pared for the purpose. C. C.MrLLER. for forming queen-excluding work- at the present prices of honey with
anv of these, thinking to make money
passages for bees.— James Heddon.
Quite a number of plans have been
at it V I would not. I could not do
The " slots" could not be sufficiently the labor of any of these men for a
given during past years
none of
them, however, have seemed to me to accurate to be depended upon. The single month, and yet I manage my
be practical. I know of nothing bet- Editor.
apiary and have double the money as
ter for the purpose than a queen and
pav for the same at the end of a
drone trap that will catch the queen,
this from the sales
The annual meeting of the Stark County year that they do
ty
and then of course you can manage Bee-Keepers' Society will occur on Apr. 12, 1887. from the apiary even at our " ruinous"

—A.

;

Cook.

J.

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

swarm.- J. E. Pond.
Use a swarm-catcher, or a droneand-queen-trap.— The Editor.
the

;

in

Grange Hall (over Farmer's Bank). Canton.

O.

OflQcers for the ensuint,' year will be elected. All
bee-keepers are ur^ed to be present, and those
having hives or fixtures are requested to bring the
Thomson, Sec.
same for exhibition

Mark

prices.

Again, the commisson men are
charged as having " chief interest
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in their commission, cutting prices to
" get ahead of their rival commission
With my knowledge of
neighbor."
commission men, this is " slanderous." I have on my books the names
of a score or more commission men of
whom I would not listen to reports
regarding their bad practices, any
sooner than I would to such a report
regarding my pastor.a brother churchman, or my nearest neighbor. In
fact.I know that they do not cut prices
for the sake of making sales.
Two or three years ago I had honey
in the hands of several of these, and
to meet what I was very desirous of
meeting, I wrote each to cut prices
so that my honey might be sold inside
of two weeks, so as to give me the
cash I needed. What was the result V
With a single exception they all reme a liberal
plied by advancing
amount on my consignment, and saying that they could not cut prices for
me, as it would injure the market and

A

Replatins

tlie

Price of Honey.

:

GEO.

F.

ROBBINS.

It is nice; let me sell you
When Mr. Baldridge said that the
commission merchants are largely re' What is the price of your best C sponsible for the low prices of honey,
sugar ?" " Six cents."
I think he made a statement that he
" Put me up 10 pounds of the sugar, cannot sustain. It may be so, but I

cents.

some."

From what I
with it and some water I will more than doubt it.
make 13 pounds of syrup which will can learh, I judge that the dealers
do me just as well as honey for the have good reason to lower prices. It

for

;

prices of labor will not warrant me in
any such extravagance as purchasing
honey." So said the customer.
When I got returns for my honey
shipped to commission men, most of
them had sold it for from 1 to 2 cents
above quotations, so that I had lost
one cent at least per pound on what
had been sold at home, and made a
failure besides.
Again, it is the bee-keepers of the
grumbling as to prices
cause much loss to others who had West that are
year before it was
placed honey in their hands. To be this time, while the
is this V Simply
sure I have found one or two commis- we of the East. Why
year there was a large
sion men whom I have had to drop because last
the year befrom my list ; so I have of neighbors crop in the West, while in
the East.
and even bee-keepers, but I wish it fore the large crop was
and
understood that I believe commission Does this not show us that supply
men as upright as the average of demand is the great regulator of all

and not organization
Bee-Keepers' Union cannot

this,

mankind.
are told that " every important business, almost, has an organization." Has the wheat-grower
the fruitsuch an organization
grower, the butter-maker, or the wool
grower ? These are all parallel cases.
If they have, why is it that our
farmers are selling wheat for less than
the cost of production V Why was it
that hundreds of bushels of small
fruit was sold the past summer so low
as not to pay the cost of freight and
handling, say nothing of producing ¥
Are we not getting crazy in thinking
that we must organize or do something to prevent our being cheated
and beaten by those outside the beefraternity y
Once more Mr. B. puts the retail
price of honey at from 15 to 25 cents
per pound, according to quality, and
says that we should supply our home
markets first. Does he not know that

Then we

'/

such prices would exclude our honey
from nearly every such market in the
land

For the American Bee Journal.

keeper was not to blame, for he used
little
persuasive power.
all his
conversation that I overheard will exA customer
plain all. It was this
said, " What is the price of honey y"
The storekeeper replied, "Sixteen

The

?

fix

the

price of honey for the United States,
even at the risk of losing that $1.25
offered to it by Mr. Fayette Lee, if it
will

do

so.

My

honey brought

\}4

cents per pound more in 1886 than in
1885, and does any one suppose that I
would have the Union fix the 1885
price on the honey of 1886 ? No. I
hope that bee-keepers will see the
folly of such nonsense.
As to the columns of the bee-papers
beiug used as an advertising mediilm
for commission men, I did not so understand it.
I supposed that was a
part of what belonged to me as a
No, Mr. Editor, I obsnbscriber.
ject to leaving these reports out, and
I

am

not ashamed to have

it

known

certainly reasonable to suppose that
considerably more honey could be sold
at from 11 to 12 cents per pound than
at 14 to 16 cents. I am not insensible
to the effects of competition in lowering prices but even commission merchants will generally get the best
prices they can and I should say that
a man in that business is far better
qualified than are producers, to judge
how near or at what prices the demand will take in the supply. I do
not believe that the supply could be
disposed of at prices 3 cents higher
than those now obtained.
But there is yet a soberer phase to
this whole matter. The question occurs, are combinations right y for that
is what the idea of a honey-producers'
association means. I hate combinations. They are the very bulwarks of
monopoly, and who does not hate
monopolies, except the few who profit
directly by them y To be sure, monopolies generally work to the benefit of
the few and to the detriment of the

is

;

;

many. It is much easier for 100
brewers or fruit-jar manufacturers to
combine, than for 100.000 farmers or

The last two
bee-keepers.
me impossible, it is true.
But we are now assuming, for the
sake of argument, that such consolidation of interests and effort are posWould such be any the less
sible.
monopoly, because engineered in the
interest of a greater number y Whatever may be the legitimate benefit of
association of interests, they always
beget clannishness, and clans are
characteristically narrow and selfish.
There is a great deal of human nature in them, as Mrs. Chaddock would
10,000

appear to

After the or,
that I do so object
ganization,that Mr. Baldridge wishesrent
a store in
will
he
is perfected,
some of the many smaller cities of
the West, handle and sell all the say.
honey that is sent to him, become reThe producer thinks that the midsponsible for all losses, worry and dle man makes all the money
the
bother, and pay for the privilege of middle man says the producer gets it
quoting the prices of honey in the all. The capitalist tells you that his
different papers— all for 5 per cent, employes are the only ones who make
!

;

y

A year

ago 1 thought I would try
the plan of giving a good, round commission to our store-keepers, and see
if
I could not enlarge the sale of
honey in our town. From the quotations given in the bee-papers I figured
what I thought my honey would net
me shipped to commission men, and to
this 1 added 20 per cent., as that was
the commission I had decided upon as
being great enough to induce the
local stores to try to push the honey
sales.
I then

selected what I thought
would be sold at home (taking only
the verii choicest, so as to be sure and
have all count in the right direction),
and shipped the balance, as I had
formerly done.
The price placed on
the home-sold honey was 16 cents, instead of Mr. B"s 25 cents, but the result gave only two cases of honey sold.
What was the trouble V The store-

Yet this anything ; the employes do not think
V
I trow not.
a large proportion of the whole- so, by a long ways.
The purchaser
sale commission men ask.
thinks a certain price for honey is
I wish to emphasize Mr. Heddon's "awful high;" the apiarist calls it
statement, that '• if we as bee-keepers "awful low."
So it goes. Now, to
desire to bring ourselves into bad re- be fair with one another, each should
do
it
faster
not
we could
pute
place himself, so to speak, in the conthan by perfecting this proposed or- dition of the other, then adjudicate
ganization," or causing to be enacted his warring claims. Hence we honey
legislative laws, both of which, as I producers may well pause and inunderstand them, are looking toward quire if our combinations and arbithat which is not for the good of all trary prices are right.
concerned, but rather toward selfishMr. B. thinks that 20 to 25 cents
per pound for nice honey is only a
Borodino,© N. Y.
fair price, and 16 to 18 cents is fair for
inferior grades. If he were a wageDnion Bee-Keepers' Association of earner at $2 per day— or less— he would
tW TheIowa
annual
meeting
will hold their next
Western
not think so. The laborer with a
at Dexter, Iowa, on Satuday, Apr. 9, 1887, in the
Council Room, at ici a.m. All interested in bees or good appetite, who cannot spread the
present.
requesteti
to
be
honey are
sumptuous table that his employer
J. B. Pryor Stc.

commission
is all
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" To 20 colonies
can, will be one of our best patrons, respondent says
But he was fed 3,500 pounds of extracted
if he can reach our prices.
cannot reach 20 cents per pound, and honey, or an average of 17.5 pounds
in Hr, days.
The total
it is a wrong to keep it beyond his per colony
reach if we can otherwise make a amount of comb honey received from
This I am the3,500 pounds was only 1,250 pounds,
living at the business.
and, I repeat, or 623^ pounds per colony, all in oneconfident we can do
miwit do, if we continue to produce pound sections.
The total amount
honey in such quantity as we do now. for the 20 brood departments was 800
During the last four years I have pounds, or 600 pounds of the 3. -500
fought the downward tendency of pounds of extracted honey stored in
prices as stubbornly as any man, but the 20 hives."
recognizing, as I must, both the
Here we see 1 ,6.50 pounds was used
necessity and the righteousness of for brood rearing and other purposes,
the decline, I can best yield and while 1,850 pounds was stored, an
" make the best of it."
average of less than 5^4 pounds for
There are two reasons for the down- each 10 pounds fed. In this case a
the
prices
of
in
ward movement
large increase of bees is reported,
honey. One is the general change in which was of some value.
the standard of values. Property is
Walpole, ? N. n.
increasing much more rapidly than
the circulating medium, and the one
For tbe American Bee JonmaL
must adjust itself to the other. The
second reason is the rapid growth of
the industry itself. There is so much
Section-Case for Snmlns Honey
more honey thrown on the market
than there was five years ago. That
FRANK A. EATO.N.
honev has declined out of proportion
toother commodities. I agree is true;
I use an 8-frame Langstroth hive
must, for comb honey, and make a sectionbut it will not always be so.
more
permanent
and will, reach a
case of the same material, and of the
footing soon. As water will find its
will
find
an
industry
level, so our
equilibrium as nearly as any occupation ever does.
Hut. chiming with others I would
say, there are two things we must do
First, lovv'er the cost of production;
second, develop our home markets.
As to the market reports, that column is one of the first I look for, and
I would be sorry to miss it.
:

;

We
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one bee-space between each tier. The
sections are protected from bracecombs on the bottom, by the slats,
the same as in a wide frame without
the use of a skeleton honey-board,
with a bee-space above and below it,
which takes up a valuable space, be-

separating the sections too
widely from the brood-chamber. The
movable or hinged side loosens the
sections all at once, making it easy
to remove them, and also allows the
removal of sectlous if desired on the
sides

hive.

There are important points of construction that would not show in an
illustration. The case embraces all
the advantages of single-tier, wide
frames, and a regular open-case combined, as it allows the use of separaWith wide,
tors or not, as desired.
frames an outer case is necessary to
hold them. All I have is the outer
case and the bottom- bar of the wide
frames combined, doing away with
the top and end bars, thereby admitting of taking hold of the top of
the section instead of working the
sections out of a wide frame, ai it ia
usually done.
Bluffton,-o Ohio.

:

Mechanicsburg,© Ills.
For t&e Amencan Bee Joumai
FeeiliiiE
J. L.

Syrim

to Bees.

HUBBARD.

Section-Case for Surplus Honey.

I
desire to thank those who reThe crates are
sponded to my query (Jso. 374) on the size of the hive.
above subject, and will now give my painted, and when set on the hive
If separators
they form part of it.
experience.
Some IS or 20 years ago I was selling are desired, they may be used in this
my surplus bees, and frequently had case by slipping a J^-inch strip of tin
occasion to feed them, buying sugar between the two end rows of sections,
at times by the barrel. Thinking the so as to prevent the separators from
then,'
hives did not gain as fast as desirable, going down between the slats
I occasionally weighed one before and as you put in a row of sections place
after feeding, and came to the con- a separator in.
However, I have no
clusion that 1 got an average increase need of separators
by using sections
of about () pounds for 10 pounds of 7 to the foot, without separators, they
sugar dissolved to make 16 pounds of hold as near a pound as it is possible
syrup. 1 used to let the syrup boil, to obtain, and nearly every section
but if less Ihan 6 pounds of water was can be crated.
This statement is not
used it would skim over when cool made at random, but from actual exand granulate in the cells. After perience, in obtaining comb honey
getting an extractor I added a portion without separators from 100 to 1.50
of honey to the mixture and had no colonies for the past four years. Many
more trouble with granulating in the of the cases in use have" to be used
cells, and could use less water.
inside the hive cover to protect them
My object w-as to show the expense from the weather, and more than one
of feeding sugar in comparison with or two cases cannot be used at a time,
honey. It is an easy matter to have and have them so protected.
plenty of honey stored in combs for
The cover raises with this case, as
this purpose, saving the labor of ex- fast as tiered up, setting on the case
tracting and the expense and trouble the same as on the main hive, it being
of re-feeding, for there is a great loss made of the same material as the
in re-feeding extracted honey as well hive, thereby protecting the sections
as feeding sugar syrup.
the same as the brood-chamber.
An experiment in this line I find It admits (if tiering up to the best
recorded in another paper. The cor- possible advantage, there being but
;

;

For tbe American Bee JouroaL

Tenmeratnre
C.

anfl Ventilation,

W. DAYTON.

As I believed too much upward
hive-ventilation had been given in
previous winters when the colonies
were in the cellar, when the bees
were carried in last fall each hive
received two or more thicknesses of
burlap that was pretty well covered
This would greatly
propolis.
vfith
retard upward circulation, but stiU
The temperature
allow some draft.
(as in other winters) has been very
steady, never going below 41° or above
43°.
On raising these burlap coverings I find the bees motionless, and
the underside of the burlap covered
with many very large drops of water.
Sometimes where the bees cluster
close to the covering, the drops of
water will be on the outside of the
covering, and again where the bees
cluster low on the combs the moisture
will be attached to the upper part of
the combs. Giving the hive a slight
jar, a drop will become detached, and
in proceeding downward unites with
another and another, until quite a

THE
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quantity of water plunges into the 100 strong colonies will come out
and greatly aggravates the strong and healthy in the spring. If
the colonies are suspended in " midFor the first 50 days no moisture ap- air " the temperature must be 44°.
peared, but from that time on until 90 lower degree of temperature will redays after putting them in, the water quire coverings of cloth or cushions.
has appeared.
The tendency for the The temperature at the center of the
accumulation of moisture (consider- cluster averages about 70°, and 56° at
ing the temperature and humidity of the outside, when the bees are quietly
the cellar), was so slight that it re- clustered.
quired nearly 90 days to become
Bradford, d Iowa.
visible. Had the temperature of the
cellar been lower, it would have taken
For tbe American Bee JoamaL
less time, and vice versa. If the temperature of the cellar was low, the
Case for One-PoaM Sections.
warm circulation of the cluster would
not proceed upward so far before
cluster
bees.

A

meeting air whose temperature would
condense its moisture.
If the temperature

is

steady the condensation

will continue.
It may be supposed that a low temperature causes the bees to generate a
greater amount of heat. This is not
the case— they only cluster closer together or more compact, and while
the temperature is increased at the
centre of the cluster, it is less at the
outside. I hardly think bees ever resort to activity to become warm.

When

the

temperature

is

DK.

In the following

take wing immediately. This may be
so in the case of a large colony. Then
if the colony was small all of the bees
might become torpid or chilled, and a
little more cold prove fatal.
I have never noticed indications
that the bees on the outside of the
cluster changed places with those on
the inside when they were in winter
quarters, or when they were not rearing brood. When the temperature is
such that many of the bees on the
outside of the cluster become inactive, they are not wintering well, and
though they may remain quiet for a
time, indigestion will eventually disorder them. In the case of a large
colony there might be comparatively
few diseased, so as to manifest symptoms of disease during the remainder
of their confinement,
but enough
healthy bees may still remain to build
up the colony to gather honey. If the
colony was small, the sick ones would
be likely to include all, so that it
would soon dwindle away if they
should not abscond as soon as removed from the cellar.
When the temperature is low, say
at 30°, it causes the bees to cluster
compactly, and a large part of the
cluster becomes chilled and inactive.
If the temperature is high, they remain active and ready to leave the
cluster at any occasion. The place to

IHLLEK.
letter

very smooth reply.

And now what under the sun does
he want to get up a new section for V
If every man is his own manufacturer
it does not make so much difference,
but the fewer kinds there are, the
easier, and to a certain extent the
cheaper we can get them from the
makers or dealers. Is it true that an
oblong section presents any more attractive appearance than
a square
one ? I doubt it much, and I do not
think that Mr. Funk would care much
for anything of the kind only as a
kind of a necessity.
The necessity
arises from the fact that a super long

enough for four
sections is
Mr. Funk not as long as a4M.x4>4
Langstroth hive.
men- Allow me to say that in actual practice that presents no great difficulty.

refers to a case he has already

tioned on page 121
"

BLOOMraoTON, Ills., March

7,1887.

My

hives are 20^^ inches in length,
supers 19%, a difference,
you see, of 1% inches. At the back
end there is a space, which, following
in the footsteps of Adam Grimm, I
consider desirable for ventilation but
if at any time I want the space closed,
I simply lay a little pine strip over it,
audit is just as well, I think, as if
super and hive were the same length.
The regular Langstroth, which is
better, has
frames %-inch shorter
than mine, so there would be less
space to shut.
The open-side sections have been
tried, perhaps, more than Mr. F. supposes. I gave them a pretty fair trial.
The claim that separators are not
needed with them did not prove true
in my case, and I do not know of any
advantage they possess, although
theoretically I thought I saw advantages. I do not believe they will do
anything to prevent swarming.
Mr. Funk objects to the space between sections in
supers.
Put
tins on the top as well as on the bottom (they only cost $1 per 100), and
no bee can touch the side of the

—I have spent considerable time calcu- and my
lating on a surplus arrangement for
comb honey this winter, as I will have
to rig up from 50 to 75 more colonies
for comb honey this year than before.
On page 121 the reader may see the
result of some of my speculations. I

low a think

large share of the bees on the outside
of the cluster become more or less
torpid, so that the cluster may be
broken and shaken from the combs,
and there will be but few bees in the
centre of the cluster that are able to

C. C.

withal, I think, a good friend of mine,
do not need to try hard to make a

I

I

strip of

make it work. Possibly a
wood laid across the honey-

can

board cross-wise, and strips between
the cases might be an advantage to
support the sections. What does Dr.
Miller think of the case as described

on page

121 ?

The objections I have to the T supported case, are the spaces between
the sections, and in open-side sections
these would be still worse ; but I think
the case preferable to the Heddon,
although my experience is very
limited.
The object of this letter is to get
Dr. Miller's opinion on some other
style of oue-pound sections than the
With his Tease, and the
iU^-iUcase I intend to use, 4 sections will
not be long enough for the Langstroth
hive ; that is, the case that takes 4
sections (IJ.4) lengthwise will not be
as long as the outside of a Langstroth
hive,.and of course we do not want
another rim or cap over the case.
What would Dr. Miller think of a
section 5 inches high by 3 11-16 inches
wide y Five of these would fill a case
that was 20 inches long, and allow %inch for each end-piece, and give 1-16
of an inch space to allow the section

His T tins would want
some room, but they would make the
case stronger, and the ends could then
to slide in.

be a

little

thinner.

What length of
now V Also what

case does he use
sections? The advantages of this
section would be several— first, and
the main one, the case would be as
long as a Langstroth hive. Second,
this section would look just a little
better proportioned than the A^
more like the 6Jfx53^, and all know
they appear nicer than the 4}4xi}4.
The main objection would be an odd

T

;

T

T

section.
If Mr.

Funk should make such an
arrangement as he has mentioned, I
think 1-16 space for the sections to
slide in, will be rather close work.
I never tried it, but I think I should
like the M-inch board used as a follower. But that could be used in the

T super, and I believe
T super.

Mr. F. might

like the

Marengo, 5 His.
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The CapBinEs over Honey.
C. p.

DADANT.

The reason which Mr. Hutchinson

gives, on page 152, for the non-candying of the honey referred to, is not
fix the temperature is where the bees
satisfactory to me. It the protection
on the outside of the cluster will rewhich the cappings afford is sufficient
main clustered because of the cold
to prevent candying, it must also be
and for safety. But few if any of size section— but perhaps they would sufficient to prevent the obsorption of
them should become stiffened by the take well. I know they would if they moisture. It is a fact worthy of
cold. Then when tliere is no disturb- were given favorable mention.
notice that the same grade of honey
240 colonies are doing nicely ; I which when extracted swells the barance on change of temperature, the
think
bees will remain clustered and mothey will winter well.— H. W. rel in which it is contained (air-tight),
tionless all winter, but may be im- Funk."
bursts the cells, and oozes out when
mediately roused to action. When
Mr. Funk being a practical bee- left in the comb. I have seen the
this condition is maintained 90 out of keeper of good common-sense, land statement by different parties, that

—

My
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a long time on the bad ventilation, so that they are comTo pelled to absorb or inhale their own
if sealed.
my mind the explanation of this is moisture, sweat, breath, or whatever
found in Mr.Dibbern's article on page it is called (which in the case of
When any honey begins to work humanity we all know is a deadly
150.
or ferment, the bees find it out and poison), to obviate which an absorbent, such as a cushion on top, is necattend to it themselves.
There might, however, be one point essary. I have therefore come to the

boney which
hive, will

is left

ripen, even

which would divide the decision of
the question, between Mr. HutchinIt might be that
son and mvselt.
during the luirry and bustle of a big
crop, the bees do not seal tlie cells as
carefully as they would afterwards,
and perhaps the leaving of the honey
in the hive until long after the crop
is ended, permits them to attend to
what they had before neglected. This

would explain why honey-comb, which
has been a long time on the hive, is
tougher than tliat which is removed
But the fact reas soon as sealed.
mains to me most positive, that the
" bees aim at compact coverings for
their honey, while the caps of
brood-cells are porous !"

the

I would suggest to Mr. Dibbern,
that the honey in old combs ferments
more readily, only when this old comb
has contained unsealed honey which
has fermented in the cells. If all the
honey put by the bees into old comb
fermented, there would not be an
ounce of sound honey in the broodchamber of an old colony. Like the
juice of all fruits, honey will ferment
in sealed vessels if it contains the
minute germs, or spores, that are the
seed of fermentation. The fermentation is more or less prompt, more or
less active, according to the different
and the
degrees
of
temperature
greater or less amount of watery particles, which furnish the oxygen indispensable to such transformation.

Hamilton,*©

Ills.

For tbe

CMff Hives
C. G.

Amencan Bee Joamal.
for Winter.

BEITEL.

In Mr. J. H. Andre's letter, on page
154, he advances an idea that I have
had for some time. I winter all my
bees on the summer stands in chaff
hives, but I could never see the benetit
of chaff on the sides, for although an
absorbentof moisture, none can reach
it there, surrounded and enclosed with
boards as it is, and I had decided to
try a hive which contains air-tight
chambers, lined with paper, but this
as well as the chaff hive can only retain the warmth but a short time beyond a single-walled hive, and prevents the rays of the sun from warm-

but an individual in an apiary of not
very considerable size. The cost of
pursuing into the courts an infringer
in a small way, is the same, or nearly
so, as the large one, but the damages
received in the way of cash, or its

equivalent, is small, and in nearly
every case would not be sufficient to
conclusion that a single-walled hive, pay the fee charged, and earned too,
with a half-story on top containing a by the attorney conducting the suit.
cushion, with plenty of good food,will
In cases like the above, protection
see any strong colony through the does not protect, for while the law is
coldest winter.
ample, the inventor is ruined in apEaston,o Pa.
plying it for purposes of self-protection.

reasons, and for
others that might be given,
would they not make this article too
Protection of Apicnltnral Inventions.
long, I deem the patenting of any
appliance of our apiaries as an expenJ. E. POND.
sive luxury, and one that will not
serve the intended purpose. Not that
The principle upon which our I do not believe in patents, for I do
patent laws are based is as nearly most thoroughly and completely but
correct as it is possible to make it. the experience of Father Langstroth
The best minds in the world have is ever before me, and 1 know of no
given the subject careful attention reason whv any other would succeed
and study, with tlie result that our better than he did. The remedy for
system of patent-right protection is this state of things may be made the
the model one of the world. The basis subject of a future article
a comof these laws is the generally recog- plete one will be found, however, in
nized idea, by all men of all countries, the application of the " golden I'ule,"
that the inventive genius of man in by allowing to every honest inventor
any direction that will prove of value, all his legal and moral rights in his
should as much be protected as any invention, and respecting his property
other property he may possess, and produced by brain labor, as though it
for the reason that the results of was his actual chattels or money.
brain-labor are property in any sense
If this state of things should obin which the word can be used ; and
tain, there would be far less bickering
to take advantage of these results
and disputes over hives, etc., and I
without the consent of the inventor
guarantee that no larger prices would
is theft, and theft of a meaner kind
be demanded for them than we are
than that of purloining his horses,
now paying. Is there a bee-keeper in
cattle or money. All honest men adthe country who does not recognize
mit this, and admitting it, they ought
the obligations of the moral law ?
in common decency to respect such
Why not then apply the same to their
property rights as much as they do
dealings with their fellow-men ?
the contents of a man's pocket-book.
Foxboro,o+ Mass.
Unfortunately all men are not thus
honest, and many that would not steal
For t&e American Bee JonniaJ.
a penny seem to think that it is all
right to rob an inventor by using his
Plienol and Font Brood.
invention without his consent, and if
For tne American Bee Journal.

For the above

many

;

;

possible without his knowledge. The
patent law steps in here, and guarantees to the honest inventor such protection as it can afford. What is this
It is the granting to the
protection
inventor the right tor a certain length
of time to own and control his invention, and to pursue the infringer and
make him pay such money damages
as he can show that he has suffered.
Now it may not be known to all
that law in patent cases can only be
purchased at very expensive figures,
and right here is where the trouble
lies in protecting patent bee-hives
'?

S. J.

TOUNQMAJsr.

known

case of foul brood
(Montcalm) was discovered by Mr. A. F. Moon (a veteran
bee-master, but now deceased) while
transferring a colony from a box-hive
to the Harbison hive, over 20 years
ago. Mr. Moon was assisted by a
Mr. Hiram Rossman; although the
malady had never before been seen
by Mr. Rossman, it was not new to
Mr. Moon, who had met with it re-

The

first

in this county

peatedly in transferring.

In the fall of 1885, Mr. Rossman and
and apicultural appliances. The ining it as quickly as a single-walled ventor and patentee of a valuable myself visited an apiary near Greenhive.
I have never had much loss machine that costs largely to produce, ville, Mich., where foul brood was
from the chaff hives, but my objection or that is used largely in expensive said to exist. Mr. R. was able at
to them is their weight and cost over manufactures, can well afford to pay once to detect the presence of the dis-

high cost of litigation, as the
will be gained are large
also.
Now let us apply this idea to
the inventor of a bee-hive, section or
any other article of use in the apiary.
In the first place the demand for such
articles is limited, to a certain extent,
and the profit necessarily very small
the infringer, as a rule, is not a mannot caused by pollen, but by ufacturer (supplying a large trade,

single-walled hives.
Now my convictions are, that bees
never die from cold if properly prepared; give them plenty of good
food, have them strong, and they will
survive the most protracted cold
spells, because in these spells they do
what Mr. Clarke calls " hibernating,"
and they eat little or nothing. Diar-

rhea

is

the

damages that

ease, principally by the peculiar odor

arising from the hive when opened,
and later on by the depleted condition
of the hive, and other unmistakable
This
characteristics of the disease.
one case seemed to be all, although it
was quite an extensive apiary, and

We

the bee-keeper had been careless.
advised him to destroy the affected
colony, which he did, and he recently
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told me that he has had no recurrence its virtue when kept any great length
of time in solution ; but I have found
of the trouble.
I have since seen many cases of that it can be kept conveniently in a
foul brood, the result of importing dry state in a common Mason fruitsome bees from the South, and find jar, if the cover of the jar be kept
that in the first stages it may be easily screwd down.
eradicated by the use of absolute
MATERIAL FOR BEE-FEEDERS.
phenol, fed with diluted honey. First
If wooden feeders are used, no
extract all the honey that the affected
colony may have, and pour the medi- doubt many have had trouble as I
cated feed directly into the cells of have with their checking, so as to
By using basswood
brood, as well as empty cells, and cause leakage.
upon the bees, if they should be in the for feeders I have entirely rid myself
way. Phenol is carbolic acid in a of that trouble.

more concentrated form, and

is

one

HOW TO CARRY
of the greatest disinfectants known.
All having any trouble with foul
For carrying bees into the cellar
brood among their bees should try and taking them out, where two perthis remedy ; they will find that this sons are at command, I have found
much-dreaded disease will soon yield very convenient a horse made by
fastening two pieces of light scantto this treatment.
Cato,0 Mich.
ling about 18 inches apart, side by
side, and supplying the platform thus
made with 4 legs of convenient height.
Read at the N. E. Michigan Convention.
The scantling may be fastened together by simply nailing four or five
Items in Bee-KeeBinE.
pieces of narrow board across, leaving
a space clear for a pair of handles like
K. L. TAYLOR.
those of a wheel-barrow at each end ;
In bee-keeping the spirit of the that is, the ends of the scantlings are
adage. " Take care of the pence, and to serve for handles. The legs should
the pounds will take care of them- be well braced. Upon this two perselves," is as applicable as in financial sons may carry 2 or 3 colonies easily,
matters, so I will recount some of the rapidly, and with little disturbance
This horse will also be
'•
little things " whicli I have learned to the bees.
found very convenient for carrying
in my experience in the apiary.
empty hives, cases with sections, etc.
HOW

TO CUT rOUNDATIOK.
The most convenient way I have

discovered to cut foundation into
pieces of the right size for sections,
is to take a board a foot wide or more,
and somewhat longer than the sheets
of foundation, to one end of which
nail a head-board against which to
lay the sheets of foundation to keep
them even. This head-board should
extend above the main board about 2
Now on each edge of the
inches.
main board, beginning from the head,
at intervals corresponding to the size
of the pieces into which it is desired
to cut the foundation, securely nail
blocks so placed as to extend sufficiently above the board as to slightly
overtop the largest pile of foundation
it is desired to cut at one operation.
These blocks are to guide the rule,
and are much better for that purpose

than

nails.

Now

BEES.

A GOOD WAX-EXTRACTOR.
Having a large number of combs

DARKENING CELLAR WINDOWS.
The easiest and most effective way
to exclude the light from windows in
a bee cellar, is to tack over the sash
of each a piece of tar-paper, such as
If
is used in the walls of buildings.
window for
it is desired to use the
ventilation, and at the same time to
exclude the light, make a light box
about 6 inches deep without top or
bottom, of such size that when set on
its side it will just slip into the window-frame fill this box with hay or
straw, kept in place by narrow slats
nailed across both top and bottom,
then slip it on its side into the window-frame in such a way as to leave
the sash free to open and shut, and
there will be ventilation day or night
without danger of admitting light.
;

HOW

TO SHEET WAX.

the board with foundation,
Some may be interested in knowing
putting in as many piles as the width thb proper method of dipping wax
of the board will accommodate, tak- for foundation-making. It is a very
ing care to keep them of an equal simple process, but it cost me a good
height, and with a good knife, a good deal of time to learn one or two very
lubricator, and a straight edge, begin simple things.
I cannot enter into
at the foot of the pile of foundation, details, but will say that there cannot
and it will be found but the work of be much trouble if the dipping-boards
a moment to cut from 100 to 500 are kept sharp ; that is, keep every
pieces of just the size required.
corner of every edge (side and end) as
For cutting the wax there is noth- pronounced and perfect as sharp tools
ing so good as a case-knife of good can make them on straight-grained
material, with about one-half of the wood, and see that the boards are
length of the blade removed in such a thoroughly water-soaked, and then
manner as to leave the remaining part have the wax barely warm enough to
of the blade with a slant from the prevent its hardening on the surface.
point of the edge back. Of course the In other words, the temperature of
melting wax is the best temperature,
knife should be pretty thin.
For lubricating the knife for cut- though it will answer to have it a few
It should be reting wax, nothing is better than a degrees warmer.
solution of Babbitt's concentrated membered that it requires considerlye. This lye cannot be well kept ex- able time to reduce the temperature
posed to the air. and it seems to lose of boiling wax.
fill

to

render into wax, I found it a slow
operation to effect this with the Swiss
wax-extractor, so having a can about
2 feet in diameter, and 20 inches deep,
I had a basket made of perforated
tin, such as is used in the Swiss waxextractor, about 5 inches deep, and of
a diameter just such as to allow it to
slip feely inside the can.
The basket
is strengthened
with heavy wires
across the bottom, and has legs of
folded tin about 4 inches long, and
wire rings for handles.
To operate it, I put the can on the
top of the cook-stove in my honeyhouse, with 2 or 3 inches of water in
put in the basket and fill up with
it
combs, frames and all, and cover
closely.
With a tire under it, the
water being shallow, it boils quickly,
the steam melts the combs in a few
minutes, when the frames can be removed aud the can refilled a process
which may be repeated several times
before removing the refuse ; before
doing which, opportunity must be
given for all the wax to run through
the basket. Of course care must be
taken to keep the can always supplied
with water. The melted wax may be
drawn off through a faucet in the can.
Lapeer,o* Mieli.
;

—

IFoT the

How

to

A. D.

American Bee Jonmai.
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Honey,

STOCKING.

Mr. Joshua Bull, on page

133,

has

exactly given my experience in marketing honey, in a much better manner
I have
than I am capable of doing.
long argued this manner of selling
honey, and I believe that if this plan
was more generally carried out, it
would soon solve the problem of the
honey market. His plan of small
cases for family use I have used for
several years, and I am satisfied that
I have sold more honey than I could
I made
have done without them.
them to hold from 6 to 18 one-pound

sections of several different sizes.
Like Mr. B., I had nice show-cases
standing in a prominent place on the
counters of the grocers I also would
leave some of these small cases with
them, and many a time I have sold a
small case where but one or two sections would have been sold but for
them. I gather up the cases in the
spring, and mine are good yet. Those
;

tried this plan would be
surprised at the results. I also have
found an excellent market amongst
I have had the market
the farmers.
prices of Chicago quoted to me, but I
have placed my honey by the side of
imported honey, and have always sold
it at a higher price ; and then the contrast between my nice, clean honey,
beside the other, would be so great
as to advertise mine.
Almena, P Mich.

who have not

There Is no Mistake in insisting that—
as in all other things, so in advertising—the
best is the cheapest, no matter what its first
cost tnay be.
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Otto
Reuben
Legislative Pretection.
Bees in Good Condition.
Kleinow, Detroit, o^ Mich., on March Havens, Onarga.o Ills., writes
:

Time and place of Meeting.

1887.

Apr. 9.-Union. at Dexter, Iowa.
J.

E. Fryor,

8e<-.,

Deil4?r, Iowa.

11, 1887,

writes

As

a bee-keeper I ask no special
Bees are in very good condition I legislative protection ; I expect sucexpect to have early swarms, as most cess only by hard work, strictly honest
striving to meet the
of my colonies are very strong. I dealing, and
:

;

Apr. 12.— Stark County, at Canton. Ohio.
Mark Thomson, Sec, Canton. O.
Apr. 16.—MarsbiiU Coanty.at Marshalltowu, Iowa.
J. Vi\ Sunders, Sec. l,e(JranU, Iowa.

fW

In order to have this table compteie, Secretaries are requested to forward tull particulars of

time and place of future meetlRbie.— Ei>.

wants of my customers in quality,
style, and price of product.
I find
with Italian drones.
I also have a that pleasant words, kind acts, and
few pure Albinos. I think the bees the free use of honey will do more in
of the queens that are crossed with controlling a "waspish" disposition
"
Albinos, or with Italian drones, are than law. When these fail, and forvery good honey gatherers— a little bearance ceases to be a virtue," and
your pockets are large and full of
better than light-colored Italians.
money, go to law not before. I fully
have about
bees

;

liu

of

colonies

Italian

some have Albino queens mated

;

endorse the action of the

officers

of

Alsike Clover for Fodder.— Mr. the National Bee-Keepers' Union,and
if 3,000 instead of 300 would
Wm. M. Carr, Bradford,? N. H., on think
give their support to the Union it
Feb. 26, 1887, writes thus
would prove grandly successful iu
Bees all Right.-F. W. Schafer,
Have you published a leaflet show- protecting tlie rights of bee-keepers,
Eddyville, 9 Iowa, on March 14, 1887, ing the advantages
of Alsike clover and securing better prices for honey.
:

says:

Bees have wintered nicely so far
out of 22 colonies wintered on the
summer stands only one died, and
that dwindled on account of diarrhea,
Thirty-six colonies in the
I think.
cellar have come through all right so
I put them out-doors on
the
far.

morning of March 12, and some were
work in the afternoon. My father,
who has about the same number of

at

colonies, lost two.

TTsing Foul Broody Combs.— One
of our Canadian subscribers writes as
follows

:

for fodder ? If not, I should think a
circular for distribution among farmers would find ready sale among beekeepers who wish to increase the cultivation of Alsike among their neigh-

Wages

New

in

an Apiary.— C. W.

York, asks the following

B., of

:

What wages should an experienced
man have for taking care of 130 colorequested several nies of bees, spring count, from the
times to publish a Leaflet on this sub- time they are taken out of the cellar
ject, and will do so at once, as sug- until they are put back in the fall ?
" Alsike The apiary is to be worked for comb
gested.
Its title will be
and extracted honey, and about 50
Clover for Hay and Pasturage."
It queens to be reared for the apiary.
will be ready for delivery as soon as
[Very much depends upon the
this Journal is in the hands of its
locality, how well the 130 colonies are
readers. The prices will be 50 cents worked, etc.
In general terms, I
per hundred 500 copies for $2.2.5, post- think a modern practical apiarist who
paid. Order at once and scatter them
is well up with the times, should comfar and wide.— Ed.]
mand one-half more wages, to say the
least, than a common laborer. I conBees in the Cellar.— Jas. W. Mills, sider bee-keeping, in its true sense,
Melleray,CM Iowa, on March 15, 1887, partly a prof ession.— J amesHeddon.]
writes
My bees are in the cellar yet. I
Wintering in a Damp Cellar, etc.—
have lost one colony so far, and some
more of them have the diarrhea. I Esau Russell, Tiffin,o Iowa, on Mar.
would put some of them out for a 14, 1887, writes
cleansing flight, but my cellar is so
Last fall I moved my apiary of 70
small, and the hives are crowded in
so that I wovild disturb all the rest of colonies over three miles, and put
them. One man who had 5 colonies them into a cellar of a house where
in the cellar, lost all of them. I think nobody lived last summer, the beAfter they
that extracting last fall was the cause. ginning of December.
Another man bad 27 colonies and lost were in 2 or 3 weeks water began to
the entrances of some of
7.
I believe they were on the summer come from
the hives. I gave them more ventilastands.
tion, and it soon stopped, but the
cellar did not prove to be a good one,
Condition of Bees in Missouri.- for the hives became moldy, so I put
John Blodget, Empire, x) Mo., on them all out, and the bees had a good
bora.

[We have been

;

Suppose that foul brood makes its
appearance in an apiary that has been
run for extracted honey the combs
have been exchanged from one hive
to another during the honey-flow, and
a good many of them have been taken
from diseased colonies, and are at the
present time mixed up with combs
from healthy colonies. What is best
to do with them ?
Would you melt
;

them

up, or will they be safe to

all

use again

V

:

[By
it

will

means melt up the combs
not be safe to use them as they

all

are.— Ed.]

Bees in Fine Condition.— A. J. &
E. Hatheld, South Bend, 5 Ind., on
March 1.5, 1887, write
:

Our

2:W colonies of bees are still in

the cellar, and to all appearances they
are in the finest possible conditon.

March 12, 1887, writes
flight on March 1 and 2
it was none
too soon, as a great many of them had
Peach-Trees in Full Bloom.— J. W.
wintered
well,
bees
and
are
My
the diarrhea. I lost 7 colonies out of
Howell, Kenton, N3 Teun., on March bringing in pollen from the maples. 70. One colony is a puzzle to me. A
I wintered them
on the summer
10, 1887, writes
little while after I put them out I
stands packed in oat-chafl. Some of
drones coming out of the
My bees gathered their first natural my neighbors have lost very heavily, noticed
hive.
A neighbor bee-keeper here
Eollen on Jan. 2.5. The weather has even 70 per cent, of their bees. Clover
een tine eversince, and the bees have is all alive, and in all probability we said the colony was queenless. I told
been working lively. Peach-trees are will have a good year for honey. Last him that I did not think so, as it was
strong colony of pure Syrians.
I
in full bloom, and bees are getting year the forepart of t>ie season was a
the nectar from them. My colonies good, and then it became so dry that I examined them and found the queen
are strong and healthy. I lost only 3 had to feed some nuclei to keep the and capped brood. The drones are
there are about 70 of them,
fine ones
out of 12.5 colonies, in wintering, and queens
until
heart's-ease
laying
I should think.
all wintered on the summer stands in bloomed
but to the surprise of all
Langstroth hives. I ship no honey to there was no honey from that worth
market. I have built up ^ home mar- speaking of, so feeding was again the
Dr. Mlller'8 Book, "A Year Amoagket, and sell all I can produce.
I get order of the day, or lose the weak the Bee8,"anri the Bee Jouknai. for one
nuclei, and they have wintered finely. year, we will club for $1.50.
12J^ cents for sections of 1-lb. each.
;

:

;

;
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OCR CLUBBINW

Honey and Beeswax Market.

LIST.

The following are our very latest We supply the American Bee JTonrnal
one year, and any of the following publicaquotations for honey and beeswax
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the reguCHICAGO.
:

HONEY.— Sellers ask from

7 to 10

cts.

for any-

comb honey this includes dark undeand crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
Good i-)b. sections, ntctuiJc; choice, rJV^@i3c. Not
much call for extracted, and very little for comb.
ttiing otf in

BBBSWAX,-25C.
Feb.

lar price of both.

R. A.

BURNETT,

161

21.

South Water

Price of both. Club

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

NEW
HONEY.— We

1

Canadian Bee Journal

quote Fancy white In 1-lb. sections, I0(ai2c.: in 2-lbs., 9®ioc.: off grades, i to 2
cts. per lb. less. Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, 8@
:

.

.

Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Apiculturist

YORK.

00

2 00.. 1 75
1 25
1 25
150.. 140
2 00.. 170
2 00
1 75

Bee-Keepers'M agazine

St.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

All postage prepaid.

;

sirable

.

.

.

Kays of Light
1 .50.
1 35
The 7 above-named papers
5 25. 4 50
923&925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGO,ILL. 8^c.; in 2-lbs., 7@7(.fic. E.xtracted. California. 5(§»
5^.c.: buckwheat. 4@'mc. Supply of comb boney
and Cook's Manual
2 25.. 2 00
At One Dollar a If ear.
is larRe. and demand for all kinds is improving.
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
BEESWAX.— 21023C.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..! 60.. 1 50
MCCAUL & HILDKBTH BROS.,
PROPRIETORS.

ALFRED

H.

Jan. 21.

NEWMAN.

;_si

134

Hudson

.

.

Dzierzon's Bee-Book(cloth).. .3 00..
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
Guide and Hand-Book
150..
Heddon's book. ''Success,".. 1 50..
A Year Among the Bees
175..

St.

.

(DETROIT.

Business Manager.

HONEY.- Best

white comb,'10@llc. Suppiy

larpe and sales are slow.

BBE8WAX.-23C.
Mar.

11.

^pf^cial H^titts.

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

2 00
2 10
2 00
1
1

30
40

150

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y.—Extracted is Ann at 4@4>^c., and comb paper or
at8iai2c. perlb.

— It

would save
To
us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
wrltingto this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing" money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Correspondents.

BEESWAX.— 19(a21c.
SCHACHT & LBMCKE, 122-124 Dayis St.
9.

book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

Feb.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

of white clover honey
ati4@i.5c.: 2-pnunds at ii@12c. Extracted, 5@7c.
Demand for 1-lb. sections lively.
BEESWAX.- 24 cts. per lb.
Mar. 11. BLAKE A KiPLET, 57 Chatham Street.

El.

Duncan

Sniffen, Advertising Agent,

Park Eow, New York, inserts advertisements in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

3

CINCINNATI.

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most atgood to choice yellow.
tractive manner, and guarantees entire
Jan. 22. C.F.MUTH& SON.Freeman & Central At.
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorMoney Orders can now be obtained at
C1..BVB1,AND.
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
HONE Y.— Choice whlte,l-Ib. sections.sells atl2^ of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. (3ii3c.: Becondquatity white, 10@lic.: white 2-lb8.,
52A40t
inaiic.
Buckwheat, 8®9o. Extracted, 5(36o.— free.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to Market
dull.
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
BBESWAX.-25C.
A. c. Kendbl, 115 Ontario Street.
Mar. 9.
are payable to any one who presents them,

and are

in

no way

safe.

HONE Y.— We quote for extracted, 4®7c. per lb.
Nice comb brings I2@15c. per lb. in a jobbing way.
BEESWAX.-Good demand,—20@22c. per lb. for

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— We quote choice 1-lb.

sections at 11®
12c.; 2-lb8., 10®llc. No call for dark. White extracted. In barrels and kegs,0@6^c. : in small packages. 7@8c.; dark. In barrels and kegs, 3@5c. De-

PreserTe yonr Papers lor reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you mand

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

fair

and supply ample.

BBESWAX.-25C.

More Premiums.—Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
ofHce the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at

first of May at our reguand additions made as desired, but it must be stated that you are
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra white, 12®13 working for that premium, so that we can
Extracted, white,
Cts.; amber to white. 8J^@11.
4M®4Xc.; amber and candled, 3^®4c. Trade ts keep account of the subscriptions.

Mar.

A. V. Bishop, 142

5.

any time before the

W. Water St.

lar club rates,

;

Colored Posters

for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
morQ free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

quiet.

Jan.

10.

O. B.

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

KANSAS
HONEY.— We

CITY.

quote white clover l-pounds at

lOOU

12c.; dark l-lbB.,8®10o.; white clover 2-lb8.,
cts,; dark 2-lb8„7®9c. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark. 4@>5c. white sage, S®5}^c. amber,4^®5.
;

;

;

BEESWAX.-2Cl@,23c.

Vncca Bruslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft,

bees.

vegetable

fiber,

and do not

As each separate

fiber

irritate the
extends the

Clbmons.Cloon & Co., cor. 4tb& Walnut. whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
ST. LOUIS.
When they become sticky with honey, they
HONEY.— Choice comb, 10@12o.; latter price can be washed, and when dry, are as good
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is Is for choice white clover. Strained, in barrels,
Extra fancy of bright color and In No,
as ever. The low price at which they are
always useful to have a dictionary at hand 3!^@4Hc,
ftackages, M advance on above prices. Extracted
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
n barrels, 4M<§i5c.; In cans, 5@6c. Market dull.
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
BEESWAX.- Firm at 21c. for prime.
more of them, so as to always have one
determine their meaning.
Feb. 3.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mall,
odd I cent each for postage
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
Continuous Advertising brings much
of the American Bee Journal for 1887,
larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
will richly repay every apiarist in America.
than periodic or spasmodic advertising.
When Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
Red Isabels for one-pound pails of
bees to Join with you In taking the Bkb
honey, size 3x4J4 inches. — We have now
By Using the Binder made expressly Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can for this Bee Journal, all can have them can atCord to do without it. We will present
supply them at the following prices
100 bound and ready for examination every day a Binder for the Bek Journal to any one
We have reduced the price to sending us three subscriptions—with $3.00
for Jl.OO 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000 in the year.
for J.'t.OO
all with name and address of 60 cents, postpaid.
Subscription for one direct to this office. It ^vill pay any one to
apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid. year and the binder for $1.50.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Jan.

Vfe

13.

Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postTrill

1

;

:

;

;

;

;
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EXCELSIOR

Hive.

for Sale, in 8-

We have made arrangements with the
frame Langstroth hivee, wired combs,
Bees and every way desirable— at inventor by which we shall make and sell the
D.
NA(iL.I<:,
$6.00 per colony.
F.
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
llA4t
SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
Btronff in

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent Inqnlriee
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

:

for SALE CHEAP
50 Colonies
BEES
of Black and Hybrid Bees, strong, and
in 10-frame Langstroth hives.

H.

$4.50 per Colony.
llA3t

I..

For

pale at

PANCiBOKN,

maquoketii, lonra.

rn COLONIES of Hybrid Bees for Sale,
in Langstroth hives— brood chamber
only — Id full frames in each.
Price,
$4.00 each, on cars. J. AV. HOWELL,
nil

-

Keiitoii, Teiin.

12Alt

BEES

for

NOT
li.OO

SALE.

at auction, but I will sell Colonies at
to te.OO each 50 to 75 cts. extra
for Feeder and 2 or 3 Section-Cases.
Five
per cent, dlseouut for lots of five Colonies, with Cases and 10 per cent, oflf on lots
;

;

of 10 with Cases— Cash with
adv., p. 157, week before last.)
C. M. HOLLING»«

order.

(See

WORTH,

WINNEBAGO,

12Alt

ILLS.

Jj6

oOlCl. Apiary ol
about 30 Colonies in Langstroth hives. A severe injury
prevents caring for them. A BAKGAIN
Prices to insure sale. Write to.

MUST

I

JAMES

T.

NORTON,

WINSTED, CONN.

12Atf

CAIIFOPIA APIARIES.
apply

detailed

description, write

or

to,

FORTH, EASLEY & REPPY, Agts.,
SAN BDENAVENTDEA, CALIF.

12Alt

;

;

PAINTED, and ready for immediate

Extracted Honey For Sale.
We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTEO HONEY, in kegs
holding from 200
will deliver

per

lb.

lbs. to 22.5 lbs. each, which
on board the cars at 7 cenls

Orders

&

G. NEWOTAN & SON,
925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Roo
APIARIAN SUPPLIES
nvt. s.
MANUPACTtJRER OF

And Dealer

—

Price,

It la absolutely essential to order one
nailed hive as a pattern Tor putting those
In the flat together correctly.
Hives, nailed and painted. S4.00 each.

HIVES READY TO NAIL.— In fllllDK orders for
these hives, in the flat, we make 6 different combtnatlons, so tbat our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for us to quote prices, and the dlfiTerent
kinds will be known by the following numbers

ForpAiBericanframas,
For 2 Langstroth
For 3
For 4
For 2 frames of anysize,
'•
"
For 3
"
"
For 4

THOS.
923

13x13 Inches
10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
13X20
13x20

NEWMAN &

(J.

& 925 West Madison Street,

$800

800
10
14
12
12
18

00
00
(»
00
(X)

SON,

CHICAGO. Ilil..

:

No. 1

consists of the stand, bottom -board,
cover, two 6-lnch brood-chambers, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey- board. Price, » 1.55 each.
No. S is tbe same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchacKettble, but not reverelble.—
Price, ]S2.00 each.

No.
la tbe same as No. 2, with tivo surplus stories as therein described. Price, ttS.fiO each.
No. 4

is the same as No. I, with tbe addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections in wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed,
inverted, and interchanged, the same as the broodcnambers. Price, 3tf>2.30 each.
No. 5 is the same as No. 4, with Uoo surplus
arrangements as therein described. Price, S3.00.

the parts as described in the
sample nailed hive. Price, 99.'7si each.
desiring
Those
the hivesovifhouf the stand.honeyboard or sections, may make the following deductions from the above prices
Stand, 14 cents
honey-board, 8 cents and the 28 or 66 sections, as
the case may be, at hi cent each, respectively,
will also make the following deductions on
quantities ordertd al at one time : For lU or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
7 1-2 per cent.; for 50 or more, 10 per cent.
all

i=>,

BEES and HONEY.
C&~ Send lor my New Circular.
Corner North 6th & Mill Streets,
12Etf
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.
in

£//^^AV£/iiS TOOLS &jfupf>ue^. -5:
tfS

•I'

;

THOMAS
923

& 925 West

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Madison-St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

*

^©O
TOURING-

Extraordinary Exchange!
Bee-Supply

to

Kgeuts

elUns gooda

to de»ter«.

$40 a month to dlstribnt« oirculirt.

National Snpplj Co., Otnclmnjttl, O.

POUNDS OF BEES.

H of May 1 will sell the above at
Also Untested Italian Queens
bred from Imported Mothers, to go with the Bees,
for tl.25 each. Cash must accompany orders, and
be sent before April 2n. Reference, ist Nat"! Bank
here.
E. BUKKB, Vincennes, Indiana.
l2A3t
iJ

first

¥1.-5 per pound.

P
n nM CQ
UULUIIlLO
I

disposed of my
HAVING
business, at DesMoines,

Salarr

Free.

ftdTftoeed.

12Aly

:

We

Month
O^
^^'Sample*

EzpeiuM

;

I

solicited.

THOS.
923

use.

H-Oo, complete.

No. 6 contains

we

H6.CI0 Extractor. 13x20, which la
Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the Ih.oo Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadingto the honey gate, and movasldeg la the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
00 Extractors have no covers.

;

3

lAT'E have four Apiaries for Sale, varying
T > in price from $500 to $1,000.
t3f~ For

Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket la In a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
Is In the larger can, with the cona
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will becompiete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the

The brood-chamber Is in two eections also the
surplus arraneement. which may be interchitnge<1
or inverted at will.
The cover, bottom-board, and
lop and bottom of ea _h sectional case has one-ha)I
of a regular bee-siiuoe. sothat the surplus case?
with the sections, nmv be placed between tbe two
brood-chambers, or ilie latter may be transposed
or inverted— in faot, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bured for wires.
A SAMPLE niVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-mch brood-ohamber>*. each containincH frames ;
two surplus arranKcnients. each containing 2S onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separatore. Tbis latter
chamber can b3 interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is NAlLEr and

100

tom

I

flg-ures.

A, J.

l:3Etf

Iowa, to Joseph

^f Italian and Hybrid
Bees for sale at botWrite for prices. ,^

& E. HATFIELD,

SOUTH BEND, IND.

1

Nysewander, I hope my friends and cusITALIAN QUEENS for sale, reared
tomers wilt be as generous with him in FINE
from Imported and Home-Bred Mi>thers. In
orders and good-will as they have with me. April. Untested yueen8.$l.2o each, or $13 per doz.;
I am no longer in the supply trade here May to Nov.. tl each
per doz. tio. Tested Queens
%\ more Select Tested. |i. 50 more. Address all
after March 1, 1887.
orders to, J P. Cald welL SanMarcos, Hays Co., Tex.
12A2t
J. H^.
8A3t
;

90 COLONIES of

BEES

:

FOR SALE.— Italians and Hybrids, on straight

worker comb in Langstroth frames. Simple
and Chaff blves. Complete Surplus Arrangements.

Ad a ress.
CHAS. F. KROEH.
Box 475, OBaNUE. NiiW JEKSEY.

„ . „.
12A2t
,

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

SHTJCKl.

.

A man to work in the apiary.
WANTED.—
Address,
R. GRINSEIjI.,
BADEN,

12Alt

75

St.

COLONIES

Louis Co., MO.

of

Systematic

& Convenient

BEES

Keaaon, too many. For or
FOR Sale.aCheap.—
colony.- Address, A. P.LA WHENCE,
1

75. »4..5ii
90J, Hickory

(Box

Corners, Barry Co., Mich.

l^JAlt

A practical bee keeper
WANTED.—
assist me in caring- for

to

my bees— 100

colonies.

12A2t

S.

HATHA WAV,

MUNCIE, Delaware

Co.,

IND.

My 19th Annual Price-Lisf l'k\1^;':^k^H'^tf.
Queens and NucU'i ('nioniesfa specialty): Also
Supplies-will be st.Mit to all who send their names
and addresses.
H. H.
12-15-183t
LIGHT aTREET, Columbia Co., PA,

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
REVOLVlyO COMB-BASGBR.

an active,
WANTED,
city and town

Price, complete, only^

BROWN,

Price, by Express. 50 cts.; by mail. 65 cts.; 12 in

the
flat,

flat,

and one nailed

$12.00.

(13 in all), $3.50

;

50, in

the

Address.

THOS.

G. NETWTWAN & SON,
»23 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

reliable man In every
to work up local fraCash pay. Address

in Illinois

ternal benefit societies.

THOIIIAS G.
925

West Madison

NEWMAN,

St.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

THOS.

NEWMAN

JI

,

G.
6c SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICA GO, ILL
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BEES and HONEY, BEAUTIFUIi. ARMSTRONG'S
AI.L,-IN-ONE-PIECE

OB THE

Management

and

Profit

;

apiary.

by

Send for free price list, and samples of
Sections and Foundation.

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee

M. H. HINT,
BELL BRANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.

Journal,

Editor of the

Near Detroit.

lOEtf
It contains 220 prof usely illustrated pages
" fully up witE the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiar•ist with everything that can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

SECTIONS.

Is

^^A

make
WEDOVE-TAILED

a specialtv of the manufacture of
SECTIONS of the White
wood for the purpose.
We make all styles and sizes, but recommend the
Side-Opening Sections as superior to any other.
and
fine
finish
of our Sections
The great accuracy
are the admiration of everybody. Sample 3 cents
Price-List of Supplies free.
Poplar, the whitest and beat

Discount to Dealers, by
Address.
tbe Dozen or Hundred.
8Etf

Ijlberal

THOS.
923

G.

DR-

G. L. TI1VKE:R,

NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

NETTMAN ic SON,

& 925 West Madison

^"

smooth

Sections,

inside and out. Comb Foundation, Alsike
Clover Seed, and everything needed in the

ef an Apiary for Fleaenre

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL,

The Ambricau Bee Journal

?andervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
for a year and the book, " Bees and
It makes the finest extra thin Foundation for
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
comb honey. For Sale by
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.
The cheapest, simplest and most
CHICAGO. ILL. Hive ever offered to the public.
923 & 925 West Madison Street.

New

DON'T BUY QUEENS,

Reversible Hive.
practical

H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case is

BEES for SALE, Cheap.
or SUPPLIES
perfection itself."
my Catalogue and 1 C\C\ Colonies of American-reared Ital- Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2,50,
JLUV/ iaii Bees, best strain, strong, and in
Price-List.
Send your name and poet-office address,
J. P. H. BROIVN,
10-frame wired Simplicity hives for sale at plainly written on a postal card, and receive
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.
Z. A. CLARK,
8E6t
SS. 00 per Colony.
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.
ARKADELPHIA, ARK.
8Etf
E. S. ARMSTRONG,
Address,
JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.
CHEAP, lor cash, to lOO Colo- 9Atf
SALE
BEES! 300 COLONIES ITALIANS FOR
nies
Bees bv tlie nound. of either Italian or
for spring delivery at 60 cts. to $1.00 Albino Bees, and QUEENS- - Address, OTTO
READY
per pound, accordinfr to time. Choice Queens KLKINO W, (0pp. Ft. Wayne Gate), Detroit, Mich,
and Brood cheaper in pruportion. Also ADJUS8Etf
HONEY-CASE and other Supplies.
TABLE
Wooden Pails for Honey!
Circular free.
OLIVER FQSTER,
HIVES, SECTIONS

before you

'

'

;

send for
Address,

;

l

;

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

iiAtf

Jones'

Frame

A Year among
Pliers.

the Bees,

BEING

A

Talk about some of the Implements, Plana
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Excliisive
Business.

c- G-

B~5r XDT^taking frames out of hiTes, or
FOR
moving: them
any way desired.

It is
in
made of Japanned iron, and can be utilized
in many ways. It has a long claw for loosening: frames, and a hook which may be used

for carrying; other frames besides the one
held by the Pliers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.

THOS.
923

NEAVMAN &

G.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,

Price, "75 cents, by mail. This is a new work
Qf about 1 14 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound
in cloth.

923

in
1 1 1 1 1 BEES (with lots of brood),
Ar 1VAIJU
story Standard Langstroth
)

.

THE HORSE,
By

B.

KENDALL, M.

J.

D.

A TREAXI8E RlTtnK an Index of diseases,
and tbe symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
;

table (rtvinfi: all the principal dniRs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engrarlnK of the
horse's teeth at different aees, with rules for telling
the a«e of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and much valuable Information,
Price 85 cents— In EuKllsh or German.
;

;

A SAMPLE COPY
AMERICAN

API01TE.TIIBIST

be sent free to all who apply.
Address, HENEY ALLEY, Wenham.tMasslOAtf

A NEW HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
SIMPLEST and cheapest the market.
THE
Mo special constructed can or vessel required.
molasses or whisky barrel or other

suitable vessel at hand will do. It extracts as
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor.
It is suitable for American or Langstroth frames
up to 13x20. It weighs only 8 lbs. ready for shipment. Price in the flat. *2.5n ; set up. $2.75. State
right to make. usL' anii sell, ?l"n.
Date of patent
Feb. 9, 1886. Send for circulars to the inventor

and manufactor.

J. C.

MELCHER.

O'QUINN, Fayette

luA6t

Co.,

TEXAS.

CZ.OVEH. SSSDS.
We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: $8.00 per bushel, $2.25 per peck,
and 25 cents per pound. Also, Melilot or S'weet
Clover Seed: le.oo per bushel, $1.75 per peck,
and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly filled upon arrivaL

THOS.
111.

923 & 925

A

SON,
e. XE^V^MAK
West Madison Street. CHICAGO ILL.

DRAKE & SMITH,
Successors to A, E.

Manum.

MASrUFACTUKEKS

Bristol, Vt.

of the

BKISTOI.

Hive of Vermont,

the Standard

the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a "Wood
Thumb-Screw for Clampf. Separators and

Wood

Sides.

I»" LIG-HTNING-

GLUERS

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders, and

BEE-SMOKERS,

MANUrri'S

the beat material and In a workmanSend stamp for Sample SECTION
like manner.
2B12t
and Price-List.

all

made of

in

Any common

THOS.

G. NEWIflAN 6c SON.,
923 & 925 West Madison Street Chicago.

pail.

XHOS.

Bee-Hive,

-'-

Hives, almost given away.
1 to 5 Colonies. $7 50 See advertisement in
"
6 to 10
7 00 V.4Lmerican Bee Jour10 to 20 '•
6 00) nal, numbers for Feb.
Address, TT. T. OTADDOX,
lOEtf
ALEXANDRIA, LA.

household

Address.

will

Colonies fnd'g^^^RlS

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with s iron
tight-fltting wood cover, at SS.lfiS
per dozen. They will hold 85 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

THOS. G. NEW]? AN & SON,
SECTION HONEY BOXES,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL. made IVom white poplar* (the best timber in

Of the

CHICAGO, ILLS.

3s^ix.l:e::r.

WE

hoops and a

923

G.

NSHnnAN

& 925 West Madison Street,

6c

SON,

HOW TO WINTER BEES,
Essays by eleven prominent beeELEVEN
who apply.
keepers, sent to
all

Address,
llAtf

HENEY ALLEY,
Wenham,

Mass.

GET 1.EFT !—Nothing extends
DON'T
reputation equal to the brilliant Chrome
Bee-Card. See pag-e 77, or address,
J. H. MARTIN, HARTFORD, N. Y.
6W|,3tm)40t

1

AA

X\J\J
9A9t

COLONIES of Italian BEES
DANIEL WHITMBR.
Sale.

100
For

COLONIES

sale cheap.

CHICAGO, ILL. 7A8t.

fori

South Bend, Ind.
of

BEES]

Reason, too

H. NECHAIIS,

manyJ
J

Burlington, Racine Co., WiaJ
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C'alirornla Houey.— In
Good Advice to beginners Is given by F.
"Annual Market Review," Messrs. L. Dougherty in the Indiana Farmer, in the
Schacht& Lemcke estimate the Calitciinia following lines

Shipments of

^^M^3^'

their

;

honey crop for 18S6 at 2,000 tons ol exIn beginning bee-culture do not spend too
and .500 tons In the comb. As to much money— be contented with small
what became of this honey, they remark things— supply yourself freely with beebooks and literature— do not be economical
thus
on this point then get a few colonies of
E.xports to foreign localities have i-een black bees to be Italianized afterward read,
very small compared with former year^^. and observe, and make good use of your obserare as follows
Tn England during J 886, vations.
Hon. C. F. Greening, of Grand Meadow,
were shipped 3,475 cases fof these 1.500
cases were shipped before July 1, and belong Minn., has great confidence In Italian bees.
He
says he knows them to be good, and that
to the crop of 1885).
To France. 588 eases
were shipped, and to Australia. China, they will gather honey and multiply when
black
bees will starve. He has demonstrated
Honolulu, British Columbia, etc., about 1,200
cases. Besides these exports by sea, some that they are earlier and later at work, are
stronger,
and moth-proof.
shipments have been made via New York
Swarming is at its height here about the
and New Orleans to England. France and
last
of
June
and the first of July. During
Germany, but in all they aggregate hardly
this time it is essential for the beekeeperto
over 2.000 cases of honey.
be constantly on the watch for issuing
In 1885 the shipments to Europe were swarms, unless
he practices dividing, and
much larger, and besides large shipments knows their
condition from constant assovia New Orleans from the Southern Coun- ciation.
ties, some 10.000 cases of honey were shipKoom for storing
must be abunped only to England from here and Wei- dantly furnished at a honey
time when it Is being
mington by sailing vessel, and 11,000 eases gathered. If not supplied,
idleness will he
1884
during
the
in
twelve months.
encouraged, and perhaps loss from swarmThe small shipments to Europe in 1886 ing incurred.
were caused by the low prices ruling there
in consequence of too heavy shipments in
Another lying newspaper item about
the preceding years, and by no means by a
decreasing demand abroad, because Califor- comb honey has already appeared in the
nia honey finds more and more favor everyMilwaukee Sentinel and other papers, which
where.
If the shipments to Europe during the past reads thus
year must be called small, they have been
The artificial honey now made in New
unusually large to the Atlantic, Western
York, is so close to the genuine that only
and Southern States of this country. In 1886 the
experts can detect the difference. It is
2.643,440 pounds of honey were shipped by
in " racks " the same as the natural product,
rail overland from here and Southern Staand then the wings and legs of a few dead
tions against 1,270.000 pounds in 1885.
are to be found to further the decepThese large shipments were made practi- bees
cable in consequence of the low overland tion. It can be sold at a profit for 10 cents
per
pound,
and the honey-bee may go.
freights, and in consequence of a small crop
in the Atlantic and Western States, and it is
That "racket" must have "racked" the
to be hoped that the freights will never be
brain of the writer— for the " natural proas high as before for honey, so that also in
the future a large business can be done in duct" of comb honey is put up In "secthis country with our honey.
tions," not racks ; and it does not contain
The supplies on hand have been consider- the " wings and legs " of dead bees !" There
erably reduced by these shipments overland, and in this city they are, at the present Is not a truthful setitenee in the whole paratime, smaller than in 1886. We estimate graph
stocks on hand in this city to be 1.000 cases
of extracted honey and 700 cases of comb
Catalogues for 1887.— 'I'hose on our
honey, and in the interior hardly over 4,000
cases of extracted honey and 2,000 cases of desk are from
comb honev will be found.
George Neighbour & Sons, London EngThe flooding of the Eastern and Southern land— 70 pages— Bee-Appliances.
Martin & Macy, North Manchester, Ind.—
States with California honey during the past
24 pages— Bees, Queens, and Bee-Keepers'
year, has been ruinous to prices, and a very Supplies.
great detriment to all the honey-producers
J. B. Mason
Sons. Mechanic Falls, Maine
outside of the Paciflo Slope.
The Review —24 pages— 13ee- Keepers' Supplies.
tracted

:

;

;

:

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN,

Marcy 0,1881.

Voinill.

No. 13.

After the Sliower, the tranquil sun
After the enow, the emerald leaves
Silver stars when the day is done
Alter the harvest, golden sheaves.

;

;

:

;

To make

Alsike Bloom Ijater, the
growth may be cut when about 6 inches
high, thus delaying the blooming time until
about the close of the white clover honey
yield. It will pay to do this, lor unless it Is
done, the white and Alsike will bloom at the
first

same

time.

A. O. Cra\rrord has

sent us a sample of
"Carton," or folding bo.v for inclosing
sections of comb honey. On the front and
back of the bo.\ are nice printed labels giving
the name and address of the apiarist, etc.
The " Carton '• makes a neat and attractive
package, as well as keeping the honey from
the dust while on the grocer's shelves.
his

The ProdDc-tlon of Coiub Houey as
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson.
This is the title of a new pamphlet of io
pages, just from the press. It is very entertaining and practicaUandany one interested
in the production of honey in the comb will
be benefited by its perusal. The subjects
presented are
Securing Workers for the

I

cS:

states that the prices received by California
apiarists were only " from 3 to 4'/2 cents per
pound, according to quality." These prices

Geo. H. Knickerbocker, Pine Plains, N. Y.

—

M. Locke, Manager of Bee-Farm)
pages— Bees, Queens and Smokers.
Chequasset Kennels, Lancaster, Mass.—
are ruinously low
and, as a result, the pages— Dogs.
prices all over the Cnited States have been
Levering Brothers, Wiota, Iowa— 8 pages—
(Silas

!

lower than ever before

!

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

I

S. H.
Blosser, Dayton, Va.— 8 pagesBut now the "prospect" is brighter!! Queens
and Supplies.
Harvest— Supers — Separators — Sections —
California will have only half-a-crop this
Tieringup— Hiving Swarms on Empty
A. O. Crawford. South Weymouth, Mass —
year, and prices in San Francisco have 8 pages— Bee-Keeping Specialties, Cartons,
Combs, on Comb Foundation, or on Empty
already advanced 25 per cent., with a " ris- etc.
Frames— Building Drone Comb— What Shall
Rev. R. H. Fisher, Oshkosh, Wis.— 14 pages
ing" tendency In Europe, the large stocks
—Silk- Worms and Silk-Culture.
be Used in the Sections— Wa.\-, etc. It can
of last year have been greatly reduced, and
he obtained at this office for 25 cents.
C. D. Diivall. Spencerville, Md.— 16 pagesthere will
lively demand
that
:

I

be a

Leaflet No. 2, entitled " Alsike Clover
for Pasturage and Hay," is now ready for
delivery. It should be scattered at once into
every neighborhood. In order to induce
farmers to plant Alsike, that the bees may

quarter Queens, Bees and Poultry.

in

enhance prices
The quantities of extracted honey now held in all great
Martsof Trade should not be saariflced— for
now the prospect of an advance in price Is
Those
better than it has been for a year.
who have honey in the hands of commission
men should hold it "firm" at fair figures,
and thus sustain and "bull " the market
—this

will also

I

have the ad vantage of it for past u rage. We
send them by mail .50 copies for .'to cents
100 for 50 cents
500 for $2.25- all postThe "gloom" on the honey market is
paid.
It will pay bee-keepers to scatter passing away, and the " fog" is being lifted
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail by the bright sun of " rising values," which
nothing. If ten farmers out of a hundred even now begins to arise on the East horiplant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees zon
Very soon will it bring joy and gladwill reap a very substantial reward.
ness to the apiarists all over the country
1

!

;

;

I

!

I

For aPubllcOTan, who has served the
in the Cabinet and the Diplomatic
service as Minister at the greatest European
courts, and as her ablest and most philocountry

sophic historian. George Bancrolt is little
known to the majority of readers, so far as
his personality is concerned.
The opening
article in Frank Leslie'is Popular Monthly for
April, presents him to us as he is. and the
sketch bv Ansburn Towner is extremelv
clover. The Voyage Down the Red Sea iV
cleverly told by Col. C. Chaillc Long, whose
knowledge of Egyptian matters is so wide,

and who shows great personal observation
and skill in describing.
The stories, of
which there are several, are extremely good
reading.
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when a little help would prove desirable.— .7. E. Pond.
Probably from 100 to 200 colonies.—

The Editor.
With Replies

thereto.

Lit is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
apace for them in the Journal. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
t hem to be inserted here.— Ed.1
;

MoTinEBeestoBncWeatPastnrase,
Query, No. 397.— 1. Would

it

be advisa-

ble to move 30 or 40 colonies of bees 14 miles the
latter part of July, on a spring-wagon, in order to
get them In a locality where they would work on
buckwheat, there being no buckwheat in this
locality. 2. What would be the best way to ventilate each hive while movingthem ?— Pennsylvania.
1. It has been done with good results. 2. Cover the frames with wirescreens place a frame about 2 inches
deep under the hive with entrance
ventilation.— H. D. Cutting.
2. Open the liive-entrance
I. Yes.
to its full capacity, and cover with
also remove the cap or
wire-cloth
cover to the hive and tack over wirecloth or coarse gunny-bagging. Keep
the hives shaded during removal.— J.
P. H. Brown.
In this
I would hesitate to try it.
climate the weather is very hot in
and
top
cover
the
bottom
July, but to
of the brood-chamber with wire-cloth,
and move the bees in the night, or on
a cloudy day, they would not suffer

Great heat and strong colonies are
bad companions.- A. J. Cook.

That depends upon the season and
your surrounding circumstances. To
ventilate the hives, place a 2-inch rim
the full square of the hive, covered
with wire-cloth over each broodchamber. Give the bees water often.

—James Heddon.
Yes ; it probably would. The honey
should be extracted before starting,
and wire-cloth nailed over the brood-

chamber.—The Editor.

Unnaintefl ts. Painteil HiYes.

;

Size of

ADiary

Query, No. 396.— In
I

for

One Man.

runninfr an apiary

comb boney. desirind no increase, and using
the latest improved hives and supers, how many
colonies can one man. liaving a good knowledge of
the business, handle bo as to bring the best returns
for the money invested and the time spent?— J.
for

C,

UlB.

From 100
Bbown.

to 200 colonies.— J. P.

I should say

H.

about 100 colonies.— G.

;

M. DOOLITTLE.
Those words, " desiring no increase," make it difficult to answer
severely.— G.
perhaps 100 colonies.— W. Z. Hutch-

Query, No. 398.— Is not an unpainted
hive both warmer and drier than a painted one.
if not permitted to become wet ?—H.

No, sir.— J. P. H.
Practically,

Brown.

no.— A.

Yes, so

my

Cook.
Tinker.

J.

I believe it is.— G. L.

experience says.

— G. M,

DOOLITTLE.
It is drier,

but not warmer.— C.

W.

Dayton.
yes

Theoretically,

;

but

I

prefer

them painted^ by all means. — U. D.
Cutting.
vV. Dbmaree.
It is warmer, we think, but it abIt would be advisable if you have sorbs and evaporates moisture more
inson.
the time to attend to it. Use wire- readily.
On the whole, we prefer
It varies according to the methods
cloth over the biood-chambers to venand fixtures employed, from 50 to 400 tilate them, and move after night.— painted hives.— Dadant & Son.
or 500 colonies.— C. W. Dayton.
I once thought that an unpainted
G. L. Tinker.
hive had some advantages over the
It all depends upon the man, sea2. I ventilate the hives by
1. No.
painted ones, in the way you menson, locality, and circumstances.- H. covering with wire-cloth
that is
tion, but after trying the matter pracD. Cutting.
tacked to a rim whose size allows tically I have decided that I was misMuch depends upon the man and it to drop over the brood-chamber, the
perhaps 100 colo- regular covering having been re- taken. I now prefer to paint them.
the management
G. W. Demaree.
nies.— C. C. MiLLEE.
moved. This is quick of adjustment.
In practice I can see no difference,,
though — C. W. Dayton.
I think about 150 colonies
;

;

;

;

do not claim to be authority in this
It probably would ventilate the hive
matter —A. J. Cook.
also leave a
at both top and bottom
One hundred and fifty to 200 colo- space of 3 or 4 inches both above and
nies can be managed by one man in below the combs.— W. Z.Hutchinson.
light, easily-manipulated hives, ex1. Yes, if the buckwheat field and
cept in the beighth of swarming
yield is good, and no flowers are yieldtime.— G. L. Tinkbk.
ing where they now are. 2. By using
If I had everything ready, cases, pleuty of wire-cloth. How it should
sections, foundation in frames and in be applied depends upon the hive.—
sections, etc., so as to have no work
C. C. Miller.
to do except to adjust and manipulate
Extract nearly all their
1. Yes.
things in tne apiary, I could manage honey first.
2. Remove the upper
100 colonies easily enough.— G. W.
stories and put wire-cloth over the
Dbmaree.
top of the brood-nest. Move them at
Very much depends upon the edu- night. We have moved bees at all
cation and natural ability of the api- seasons, but have abandoned summer
also upon the kind of bees moving, although it pays well somearist
(Germans are the best), and much de- times.— Dadant & Son.
pends upon how the apiary is located
Buckwheat is an uncertain plant for
also the buildings for convenience
also how much work has been done a honey-yield. If it should yield honey
during the winter preceding. In any well, the experiment would result
should give about 2
I
case do you not plainly see that that favorably.
number of colonies which will keep inches of room over the frames, conone man busy during the rest of the fining the bees with wire-cloth over
season, will require this man and an the whole top of the hive this with a
assistant during a few weeks of the large entrance and a shaded wagon,
would give sufficient ventilation for
time V— James Heddon.
I

;

—

;

;

;

only that paint preserves the wood,
and best of all, prevents it from becoming darker colored than any beehive should ever be.— James Heddon.

Probably very little, if any, difference in warmth and why should it be^
drier V If I understand the question,,
neither hive is to become wet. An
unpainted hive, in theory, will ventilate itself through the pores of the
wood, but in practice no perceptible
difference will be found, in my opinion. The painted hive will last far
the longer.— J. E. Pond,
;

If

"not permitted

to

become wet,""

how could it be drier ? We cannot
see how it could be either drier or
the circumstances mentioned.— The Editor.

warmer under

Carniolan-Italian Bees.

Query, No. 399.— Is a

cross between Car-

niolans and Italians a profltable bee

We

IS. W.

do not believe in Carniolans at

all.— Dadant &
Pond.
An answer to this question will be
Not as good as the pure Italians.
well and it might J. P. H. Brown.
It might pay
largely guess-work. Different localiBuckwheat
fail
of
success.
differ- utterly
ties will give different results
I can see no reason why it should.]
ent seasons, too, will do the same. does not always secrete nectar. Ven- not be.— H. D. Cutting.
above
and
given
should
tilation
be
that
about
Ordinarily I should guess
They are about as good as a cross65 colonies would be all that one man at the side of the hive, especially at
between the Italians and our best I
could well care for, and even with the side. If hot, it is better to move
black bees.— G. W. Demaree.
that number there would be times in the night or early in the morning.

the distance stated.— J. E.

;

I

I

Son.

i'HE
I should prefer crossing 2 strains of
unrelated Italians.— G.M. Doolittle.
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|

do not believe the Carniolan bee
equal to the German for such crossThis mark
indicates that the apiarist is
.ing.— James Heddon.
located near tne center of the State named
cross between the Carniolan and
northof the center; 9 south; 0+ east;
5
black bees might be, but the cross
west; and this 6 northeast; "o northwest:
named would in my estimation be o» southeast;
and ? southwest of the center
highly undesirable.— G. L. Tinker.
I

is

©

A

O

of the State mentioned.

think so; it remains to be seen. I
have a cross between Syrians and
For tne Amencan Bee Joomal.
Carniolans, and I like it ; though I
shall know more about them with
longer experience. I am not yet pre- Preyention of Swarming— Tliat CMp.
pared to speak of these.— A. J. Cook.
S. SIMMINS.
Who knows As yet the Carniolan
I

V

bee has not been here long enough to
be given a thorough test, and of
course crosses with it stand the same.
I myself
do not believe that any
crossing with the Italian will be any
improvement upon that race, or produce as profltable a bee for any purpose.- J. E. Pond.
We much prefer pure Italians. The

Editor.

My

thanks are due to

inson

W.

Z. Hutchnotice of my

for his kindly
in the valuable

pamphlet

Bee Journal. Now

I
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from queen-rearing nuclei complained
of in some quarters, though that is a
thing almost

Perhaps

unknown

to myself.

need hardly say that if
wax is to be produced at a profit, it
will be done while working for extracted
become again
will
it
" strained " honey V At present prices
it will be a question whether " less
labor and more wax in connection
with a smaller average of honey with
many more colonies," will pay better
than " more labor with fewer colonies,
a higher average, less wax, and a
large stock of combs needing careful
attention all the time they are not
occupied." I venture to state that
I

—

"

Time "

will decide in

favor of the

former where many colonies are kept.

By placing several empty chambers
the
American under the brood-chamber before
with

notice that

swarming season

arrives,

the

he intends to give us some collective entrance only in the bottom box, the
evidence in regard to wax production. owner of many hundred colonies may
Whatever he brings forward in his find something else to do during what
has hitherto been considered the
interesting style will be eagerly read
by all but I am afraid there is much busiest and most expensive time in
the extracting apiary.
There is no
yet to be done before anything dehcrowding the brood-nest is regulated
nite can be arrived at. The resources
according
incoming
stores, as
to the
and temperature of one's locality, the
the combs are carried forward in probest bee for the purpose, will all have
an important bearing upon the settle- portion, and thus there is no undue
ment of this question for individual waste in feeding an excess of brood,
as often is the case where the queen
bee-keepers.
an unlimited number of empty
My own position at this time is that has
foundation is used in many cases at a cells at hand.
Though hitherto it does not appear
loss not in all
and every intelligent
bee-keeper will soon find out which to have been observed, the latter
statement
shows wherein lies the sucway he is going, when his attention
cess of the plan of hiving new swarms
is once directed to this matter.
upon starters only. It is the nonI presume Dr. Miller works his
production of many more consumers
apiary for comb honey, or he could
just at the height of the " flow" which
not have much difficulty in preventgives the advantage.
ing the issuing of swarms if working
Now, though I have told the Docfor extracted honey. Now I wish the
Doctor could be here during the sum- tor that swarming has been prevented,
mer, and I would show him those while rousing colonies working in secpowerful colonies working right along tions can be carried right along, I will
" chip," but leave it
all the time without attempting to not touch that
swarm, having no attention whatever for Mr. Hutchinson to strike off next
except a proper manipulation of the season, though if Dr. Miller will do as
supers.
In fact, the bee-keeper's I have shown, Mr. H. will not find it
skill is shown, not by constantly cut- there, as the other will himself reting out the combs between the brood- move it.
One thing more and I have done
nest and entrance, but by so regulating the surplus arrangements that the Many bee-keepers think they have no
bees are so busy in tne sections as to need to prevent swarming but rather
be quite unable to hnish off the combs than submit to the least uncertainty
next to the entrance.
This is fully when working fqj- comb honey in
explained on page 10 of my non- particular, will it not prove a very
much wiser plan to prevent natural
swarming pamphlet.
and make increase by
The foregoing refers to hives placed swarming,
division at the most suitable time V
one above the other, called by us
Rottingdean, England.
"storifying;" but here we have many
long hives in use, and the frames with
starters being ou the same level and
ror tne Ainerlcan Bee JoamaL
Parallel with the brood-combs, it will
e found necessary to cut out the new
Fertilization of Qneens. etc.
:

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Haryesting
LOUISE

S.

Honey.

tlie

HARRIS.

The lontr, bright sammer-days were o'er.
The bees poetic hum
Was husben, till near meridian height,
Plodded the morning sun.

Sweet summer— one poetic dream
I

t

nectar and of fluw'rs
o'er the lawn,
sylvan woodland bow'rs
;

Of hazy halo

And

;

Arcadian haunts, that poet's lore—

The

myptic. the sublime,
BrouKht down to earth to rear aloft
An apiarian shrine.

But now the woods like huge bouquet
Of crimson, rus»et gold,
Tinseled by skill that's Infinite.
The death of summer told.

The nipping frosts their work had done,
The flowers along the waste

No

longer flirted with the bee.

That sought their sweets

to taste.

All Nature spoke of boding storms,
With black-flag soon unfurled ;
To waken from poetic dreams.
And face a stern, cold world
!

And so I donned by hat and
And pupils, (I bad tbrtfe)

beyond them golden sheaves
Garnered by fancy free ;

We marched

along, a phalanx strong.
foraged sweets so free

For
^'G"od beavens !" una blue-eyes hied away,
" Jt stung me on the knee!"

"Ah! ah oh oh !" her comrade sighed.
"My! honey ought t> sell
Five times as high "—but off' she flew—
" A bee's got in my veil !"
But Sam was left, a freckled youth
!

With yellow, sun-burnt

Who

"

wa'nt at

all

hair,

afeard of bees

1"

And vowed he'd " stay right there
And 80 we toiled for weary hours.

!"

nd piled the crates on high.
While myriad »tin»:B and aching backs
Caused many a stifled sigh.
J*

The poetry our

souls bad filled.

Oozed out Ht every pore—
The melody of humming bee

Was now vindictive war.
Sam moved hla veil to "squirt

the juice."

CTwas trickling down his chin.)
By jingo !" and he stumped and yelled—
"The bees are rushing In !"
And still they rame with fresh reomlt,
"

overorue with pain.
beat a moi-t uncouth retreat.

lill

He

And ne'er returned again.
And so I harvested alone

My golden

But now

treasures taila slen Is up—** For Sale-

Bees. Poetry and

All.*'

;

:

veil,

Who saw

!

—

;

combs occasionally as they are
out more rapidly in that position

built

but
with 10 frame hives tiered up, and the
lower body having only starters in
every frame, as before stated the
strongest colonies do not swarm, or
fill out the brood-chamber.
I do not claim to prevent swarming
with any but colonies in normal condition.
In case of superseding a
queen, of course there is the linbility
of several young ones hatching out
and a swarm going off. Then, again,
there are those miniature swarms
;

Vf. T.

HOttENSHELL.

For some time I have been giving
considerable thought to the subject of
queens in confinement; and
during the season of 1886 I was determined to try my plan, which was
to build a tent out of bleached muslin about 10 feet square, and have the
fertilizing

walls spotless white, which was easily
done by shading so the sun would not
shine on the tent at all, but have

plenty of light.
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My way

of preparing the bees for
was as follows
1 took
some combs out of hives where there
that
had not bewere young queens
gun to lay, and where there was brood
hatching, and put them into an empty
hive, closed it up, and kept it in a
warm place until the drones hatched,
then I put the new colony in the tent
and inserted a selected queen-cell.
idea was that as the bees were all
young, they would know nothing of
this object

:

My

the outside world, and therefore work
as if in the open air, which they did
But the worst
to a great extent.
trouble seemed to be that there was

not room for them to fly backward
and forward enough to locate, before
they would strike the canvas, and
therefore some of them would not
return to the hive but I almost overcame this trouble by leaving the top
of the hive open, which did no harm,
for it never rained in their little
world.
They worked nicely on honey which
I kept in the tent all the time.
As I
was very busy I experimented with
only two queens, both of which proved
successful. I expected to try it in a
larger tent the coming summer, had
my health not failed so that I am
obliged to dispose of my apiary and
go west.
1 will give any one the
privilege to experiment on my plans,
and I feel sure success will be attained if patience be used.
I have always been very successful
with bees, and my honey was never
equaled by the honey of any one in
this locality. It has invariably taken
the Qrst premium wherever exhibited.
I sold in my own vicinitv during the
season of 1886, over 5,000 pounds of
coQib honey, at 123^ cents per pound.
;

To

find sale for honey it is necessary
to produce it in the best possible
shape, and create a markt't for a good
article. I tried shipping to commission men, but it did not prove satisfactory. I shipped a car-load to Chicago during 1883, and I had part of it
shipped back, which I sold for 16 cents
per pound, while it was worth only 8
or 10 cents in Chicago.

Munster,5

Ills.

bee-keeping fraternity to accomplish
anything by this method
In the editorial of a recent copy of
the American Apiculturist, I find the
following
significant
suggestions:
" The unequal distribution is evident
to the observing man, and if the producer would sell his honey in country
villages and to his neighbors at the
price the commission man pays him,
there would be but little left to ship
to the city markets, and we think
there would not be honey enough to
go around." I should like to give
special emphasis to the fact that unfortunately the producer is too many
steps from the consumer.
Last fall one of my neighbors sent
a shipment of honey to a leading commission house in Boston, where just
the commission was 10 per cent.— $10
for every $100 sale— besides freight
and cartage. He expressed the opin'i

If the consumers were better posted
as regards the medicinal properties of
honey, it certainly would be used
freely,
habitually and universally,

and quack-doctors would have turned
to them a cold shoulder.
Speaking
from personal experience, I believe it
is second to no other medicine for a
cold, and its use is reported to have
cured lung trouble and warded of
diphtheria.
Then
our dyspeptic
friends will be glad to know that it
aids digestion, and debilitated persons rejoice because it feeds and
strengthens the muscles.

Next let us consider it briefly from
an economic point of view. Suppose
a pound of honey costs 10 cents, and a
pound of butter 20 cents

since these
;
unlike, they can only be

foods are

compared by market value hence we
have two pounds of honey equal to
one pound of butter.
ion that that rate was too high, and
Again, in speaking of the low rates
as the old man said, " Them's just ray of honey, almost all other lines of
sentiments too ;" and they would cer- goods are proportionally low, and it is
tainly be endorsed by the commission not entirely discouraging to the api-

man

if he only realized the
of expense and labor represented by every crate of honey, to say
nothing of the stings and arrows of
those outrageous bees— "the heart-

himself,

amount

ache and the thousand natural shocks
that flesh is heir to" a consummation not devoutly to be wished
The editor above referred to also
remarks that " there is not a country
market where honey is kept on sale
all the year round.
If honey were
kept prominently before the people as

—

!

certain lines of pickles or chow-chow,

there would be much more sold. The
bee-keeping pursuit is away behind
everything else in its method of advertising
even our county fairs— the
place above all others for calling people's attention to our product— are in a
great measure neglected. If it pays
to advertise every other thing under
the sun, it pays to advertise honey.
It pays to circulate leaflets. If those
already printed by different publishers
do not suit the locality, print one that
does; distribute fancy cards with
your business, and you will sell honey
directly under the nose of the beekeeper who does not advertise.
" There is at present a great complaint about low prices, but 5 cents
per pound for extracted, and 10 cents
for comb honey ought not to scare the
;

;

unless he be one of those unfortunate, constitutionally tired creatures who is satisfied to rest on the
down-hill side of his occupation without even a struggle to so much as get
a glimpse of the summit from afar
distress and starvation stare him in
the face, and as a final result he will
be left behind, and eventually " frozen
out." On the other hand, the enthusiastic honey-man will resort to the
"intensive system," and learn to produce more pounds of honey at a cost
less than ever before.
arist,

asserted that almost every
adulterated now-a-days, and
this state of affairs should be favorable to the apiarist, for when once
reputation for furnishing pure honey
is established, success is almost inBuyers that are accusevitable
tomed to flrst-class honey, put up in
packages,
are not satisfied
attractive
with any second grades, but we have
occasional accounts which give greater
stress to the point that the taste of
It is

thing

is

I

consumers should by some means be
cultivated to demand only the A No.
Mrs. Mahala Chaddock, of
1 article.
Illinois, evidently believes in suiting

the article to the customer, judging
from the following extract from an
experience recently given by her unMarketing onr 'Crop Of Honey,
der the head of " Honey in too much
enterprising producer. (I fear it may style:"
MISS M. A. DOUGLAS.
" Two or three weeks ago I sold a
be conducive to blues I) It will cause
I drove up to
it to be put into the hands of thou- man a box of honey.
At the close of our annual honey sands who never tasted honey before. his grocery and gave him the box and
season, or doubtless before, to the It will furthermore have a tendency told him I would come back and atintelligent,
enterprising bee-keeper to make it a staple article." But to tend to it after I had tied the team. I
the ever-recurring question, " Shall bring this about I am firmly convinced did not get back quite as soon as I exwe sell our honey or give it away V" that one more thing is needful— peo- pected, and when I did I heard the
presents itself in all its different ple must be more thoroughly enlight- conversation in the next room. The
phases, for his careful consideration.
May be she won't want
man said
ened upon the subject
It the fruits of the apiary are to
I don't care what
During last fall a business man you to cut it out.'
yield profitably it depends very largely called upon me to purchase some she wants,' said the woman, ' we buy
upon the sale of our honey, and we hnney. In our conversation I men- the honey and pay for it. We can't
are glad that so many well-developed tioned some extracted honey which I eat the boards, and we are not going
minds are at work seeking to solve had for sale, and to my great aston- to pay for them. If we have got to
this intricate problem. I am told that ishment, he did not know what it was eat boards for a living, we can go to
in Orwell. Vt., they have what is —had never seen any— so of course I the lumber-yard and get some cheaper
known as the Fruit-Growers' Associa- had the pleasure of exhibiting some. than these.'
" Here I went in, hoping to stop the
tion, for the purpose of disposing of It is my custom, as far as possible, to
their products.
Would it be advis- avoid speaking of liquid honey as desecration if possible ; but it was too
able or possible for the " many men " strained," because that expression late. I had been very careful to get
of many minds" belonging to the is so suggestive of filth.
that nice honey all into good shape.
Read

at the

Vermont Convention.

:

'

'
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Is it
will he tell, against what class
lawyers?
or
against blacksmiths
Neither of these classes care a blue
button wlio keeps bees, or where they
are kept, any more than Mr. P. and I
care who has the oyster beds, only so
we can have plenty at low prices. Is
it against milliners or merchants?
They are just like the blacksmiths and
lawyers; and just the same indifference will be found among all other
classes until we come to farmers,
gardeners, fruit-growers, and all tho.se
who have to do directly with the proIs the proposed
ducts of the soil.
against these classes?
legislation
They are interested' in having plenty
just completed one with
I have
secure perfect fertilization
which I can put dovetailed sections of bees to
of flowers, and so any legislation detogether very firmly, and have them
sired by bee-keepers will surely not
of exact size, with no projecting ends.
opposed by farmers. Does not the
be
If the pieces are a little long, it only
then that the desired legisobjection
is
makes the sections more firm. It
is against other classes, fall to
lation
larger
impossible to have the sections
ground ?
than the size for which the machine the
Mr. Pond takes the ground that
is set.
I can put together one-half
"
bee-keeping, like every other occumore sections in a given length of
time than by any other plan that I pation, should be governed by the
have ever tried. The device is very same general laws, competition alone
are
simple, and if rightly made it cannot being allowed to control."
desired
get out of repair. It is durable and together there, and if the
would
I expect to have my legislation were obtained there
not expensive.
honey in nicer shape the coming sea- be exactly the same competition
son than I have ever had it, by the among bee-keepers that there is today among farmers. He then insists
use of this device.
that " the survival of the fittest ' is
Onarga,o Ills.
the only law that can be made that
will prove just and equitable." And
For the American bee JournaL
there we are decidedly not together,
if by that he means that bee-territory
Legislation for Bee-KeeBers,
shall forever remain open with no

torejecting, as I prepared it for market, four-piece dovetailed sections
It consists of an iron plate
all the sections that were not entirely gether.
sealed over, and leaving out all in 4J^xl2 inches, slightly concave the
which a single cell was broken and long way, with two beveled jaws atafter all to have it cut out, broken tached, one solid, the other movable,
out, and punched out with great big and adjustable to any size of section.
thumbs and fingers, and dumped into To use it, place it on a bench, or if
a big bucket to settle down and all you desire to sit, take it on the lap.
run into each other, just to save pay- drop one side of the section between
ing for the sections, was a little too the jaws, place another piece in position with the left hand, and with a
much.
"I sustained myself as well as I light blow with a hammer drive it tocould by repeating over to myself, gether ; in the same manner place the
Cast not your pearls hefore swine,' third piece, then remove and place the
and He that is filthy, let him be filthy fourth piece in the jaws and drive
still,' and other scriptural injunctions, together.
;

'

'

but

all

would not do— I was

mad— not

altogether from the money that the
sections would bring, but the woodenheadedness of it all. But I only said
I'd know what kind of honey to bring
them in the future, and I'd cut it out
at home and bring it in a bucket, and
not have the honey dripping al! over

town."

how

But

shall

we market our

Shall we labor on unceasShall we produce the very
ingly
best article possible y Shall we obtain special customers and create a
home market V Shall we organize ?
Shall we permit circumstances to
rule, or by faithful, persistent effort

honey

V
y

orer-rule

circumstances? remember-

ing that the resolute, the indomitable
will of man can achieve much, and
that
"Heaven is not reached at a single bound.
But we build the ladder by which we rise.
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,
And we mount to its summit round by round."'

We

'

boundary

Shoreham,*o Vt.

DR.
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Pntting Four-Piece Sections Togetlier.

point in

making ready

and getting the highest price
for honey, is to have it neat and attractive.

The eye

well

as

as the

must be pleased. To secure
this we must have sections of uniform
size, neat, and nicely put together.
palate

To accomplish

this,

I

have been

MILLER.

I

saw on page

was

first

troubled in these two ways
First,
in getting the bee-space between the
brood-frames and supers, so that
Although it may seem presumpbrace-combs would not be built, I tuous in one who knows so little of
find it hard to regulate.
A little sag- law as I do. to talk to a lawyer, 1
ging of the frames when the spaces think that Mr. l^ond will bear with
are made exactly right.causes trouble. me, if I say how things look to me.
In raising supers, and tiering up, the He objects to special legislation.
Is
sections become daubed with honey that the same thing as class legislationy
:

and comb.

The

other diflBculty has been in
sections put together snug,
solid and smooth.
Sections are not
always of exact length and thickness,
and in putting them together the ends
of the dovetail often project so that it
is impossible to fit them snugly in the
supers and shipping-cases. They are
out of square, and in packing the
combs are cracked, causing leakage,
making it very disagreeable to handle
the honey, and it is impossible to sell
it for anything but a second-class
getting

article.

For some time I have been experimenting with a device for putting

If

lines.

just

is

it

equitable for bee-keepers,

and

why not for

57

at once aroused. But the
thing comes up " priority of
location." Now will Mr. Pond tell us
of a single person who has ever advised, requested or desired any legislation on " priority V" And if he has
reference to the question as to legis.lation given to a committee by the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, there certainly was no "priorWhy it is that everyity " in that.
body tacks on ' priority," I cannot
imagine.

very

sales,

C. C.

Neither do I think it
farmers?
an article on cowardly to ask for bee-keepers just
this topic, with the well-known name what farmers have.
of "J. E. Pond" attached, my inI confess to thorough surprise that

Wlien

terest

UEUBEN HAVENS.
The main

"i"

suppose it is, as several have made
vigorous protests in both prose and
poetry against class legislation. He
says special legislation "is simply
making laws for the protection of a
certain class against all others." This
does not materially differ from a definition of class legislation lately given
" legislation in favor of one class as
against one or more other classes "
so I suppose they are one and the
same.
In the case under consideration,
what is the class in favor of which, or
for the protection of which, legislation is asked ? I suppose Mr. P. will
Now
say, the class of bee-keepers.
I

—

there should be such general opposition to a measure that looks to me so
fair for all, and which I believe would
be for the general good, and I can
only understand It by the general
agreement to unite the priority idea

with

this.

Allow me to impress the fact that
so far as I know, no one has ever advocated obtaining legislation in favor

of " priority of location." The investigation set on foot arose from the
present condition of affairs in the
business. It is the opinion of many,
and is in accord with the general tendency in all other callings,thata business can be carried on more profitably
if those engaged in it confine themselves mainly, if not exclusively, ta
that one business that is, it is more
profitable to have 1,000 colonies of
bees cared for by 10 men than by 100,
as the 10 can afford to be thoroughly
posted in the business, can better
afford to invest in the proper implements and fixtures so as to secure the
crop with the least expenditure of
But there is this
time and money.
;

difficulty in the

way

:

If

a

man

in-

vests money and time for preparation
in tlie business, he wants to feel that
the investment is a safe one, and under the present state of things il is
not entirely so, for after he has made
a fair start, there is nothing to hinder
one or a dozen from starting bees
close by and all around him.
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The question arises, is there any In tiering-up with section-cases,
way to obviate this difficulty V for at Between them should we leave
the bottom should lie the desire to
gather for the general public the most
honey for the least money. There
may be difficulties in the way that I
have not seen, but it appears to me
that some way might be devised
whereby each bee-keeper should own
his territory, just as a man owns the
territory on which he farms, the territory for nectar being considered an
entirely separate affair from the farming territory.
Instead of going into any additional
reasons why this course would be
wise, I may as well say right here
that I think it is not best to take up
any more space with the subject. If
bee-keepers do not want anything of
the kind, that ends it. And, Mr.
Editor, if you will kindly print this
article, I will promise never again to
send to you anything in the same line
so long as I stand entirely alone in
my views. I thought those views
were right, and in the line of the
greatest good to the greatest number.
I still think so.
I venture the prophecy that if ever the time comes when
all the nectar of the country is gathered, and honey becomes a' regular
article of diet upon every table, it
will be when such provision is made
that a man may feel secure in his own
field against intrusion
secure that
no one else may gather the nectar
from fields of artificial pasturage of
his own planting, and that no one
may sit down beside him with bees
that liave the foul brood, or a strain of
bees that will spoU his.
With thanks to all, for the kindly
spirit shown, even when opposing
me, I have done.

—

Marengo, 6

Ills.

spaces

y

COOK.
Yes, certainly, dear teacher, I'm
Quite sure we ought to, every time.
A.

H. D. CUTTING.

In

my

To

bee-practice, I endeavor.
bring the sections close together.

so do I, I think it best
That sections on each other rest.

W.

We

The

F.

HUTCHINSON.

Z.

always ought to leave bee-spaces

Between the

tiers of section-cases.

DR. TINKER.
For them I see no earthly need.
Save to manipulate with speed.

following burlesque of page 52,

meant as a harmless bit of pleasantry, and 1 hope will be received in
the same merry mood in which it is

is

I have never admired the
catecbismal method of teaching apiculture, and though invited to do so.
have never joined in it. Catechisms
were the horror of my childhood.
We had a series in vogue then called
" Pinnock's Catechisms," and geography, history, grammar— even religion— were taught in this way. I
conceived a dislike for catechisms
which I shall never get over. I do
not consider them a good method of
instruction.
It is like taking a drink
of water by tea-spoonsful, each teaspoon held by a different hand.
I
prefer to take a draught of water in
copious mouthfuls and abundant
swallows, and to hold the cup myself.
I saw a templing chance for a '• shot
at folly as it flies," so I loaded and
fired off my little poetic pop-gun.
I
hope the discharge will hurt nobody.

written.

combs of the previous season
was imperfectly ripened, and hence it
finished

kept very poorly.
I believe all of the above bee-keepers to be truthful, but I am at a loss
to understand why their experience
with empty combs in sections should
be so diametrically opposite to that of
Mr. Doolittle and myself. Perhaps
this assertion will bear a little qualification. I can think of one reason why

in drawn comb might remain longer unsealed than that stored
in foundation that was drawn but

honey stored

advance of the filling, t. e.,
the drawing out and filling were both
in progress at the same time.
The
opportunity for ripening is greater
when the honey is not very deep in
the cells ; aside from this, I am unable
to account for so widely different
slightly in

results.

My experience is very nearly like
DOOLITTLE.
that of Mr. Doolittle. When the flow
To my mind, needless is such space,
of honey is bountiful, and the body of
Though some great stress upon it the hives well filled with bees, brood
place.
and honey, and the brood-nest is shalDADANT & SON.
low, but little coaxing is needed to
induce bees to make a start in the
We most respectfully suggest
supers, let them be filled with foundaThat sections on each other rest.
DR. J. F. H. BROWN.
Sections are easier to keep clean
When there is no bee-space between.
But I allow a quarter inch.
So bees can pass without a pinch.
J.

E.

POND.

" This question is a mooted one,"
And must be argued just for fun ;
I'm for continuous passage-ways,
And don't approve of a beespace.

W. DEMAREE.

my practice, yes,"
am always right, I guess.
smash my bees, if there's a crowd,

tion

ordrawn combs

;

but, sometimes,

the honey-flow starts out very slow,
and the bees, especially if Italians
and in a deep brood-nest, hesitate to
make a start in the supers. Honey is
stored in the brood -nest until there is
not room for another drop, then bracecombs are built and filled with honey,
and, as a last resort, the sections are
entered and work begun. In my exgerience, a case of sections containing
alf-finished combs of the previous
season, is worth nearly as much early
in the season as a case of finished

sections of honey.
In my apiary, these empty combs
just over the brood-nest are very atUnless bee-spaces are allowed.
tractive to the bees. Almost as soon
JAMES HEDDON.
as put upon the hives the bees will
begin crawling over them, and as
Bee-spaces " every time," and when
The dawn of beelight comes to men, soon as there is a drop of honey to
spare it is placed in these combs. The
No one will ever think of placing
bees really seem anxious to fill them
Sections together without spacing.
with honey, and in doing this the
TEACHER.
brood-nest is relieved of all pressure,
You all are right, my scholars wise.
crowded with honey,
i. e., it is not
And each, whichever mode he tries.
and, as a consequence, there is more
Will be successful, less or more.
room for brood.
In getting all his bees may store.
Another thing, this empty comb
Guelph, Ont.
above the brood-nest acts as a sort of
stimulus to the bees— it puts them in
While a
a mood for storing honey.
For tiie American Bee JoomaJ.
colony with foundation only in the
sections is hesitating about making a
Sections Filled witli Comli.
start, one with empty combs in the
sections will have commenced storing
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
surplus
by the time the one with
foundation has begun work in the
It is with much interest that I have supers, the one with empty combs
read the articles that have lately ap- will be ready for another case of secpeared in the Bee Journal on this tions and by the time the one with
subject.
Mr. Heddon has several foundation is ready for a second case,
times told me that he preferred sec- the one that had empty combs in the
tions filled with foundation, early in first case will also need another case,
the season, to those containing combs while the first case will be ready to
of the previous season. He said the come off
I will admit that there is not albees would begin work sooner upon
the foundation, seal it over more ways so great a difference in favor of
Mr. R. L. empty combs in the sections but
quickly, and smoother.
I

CLARKE.

Mr. Dibbern goes still further, and
says that honey stored in these half-

G. M.

And

WM.

W. DAYTON.

C.

And

G.

Sayini their CatecMsm,

J.

DR. MILLER.
No special reason I assign.
But I leave spaces between mine.

" According to

For tbe American Bee Jouni&.

Taylor expressed similar views at the
bee- late convention at Bay City, Mich.

I

;

;

!

TEACHER.
First class in bee-keeping will rise,
And listen, while I catechise.

•

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
with ray locality and methods, a case
of sections dlled with combs is worth
nearly as much in the spring as a case
of finished sections of honey and the
honey stored in these halt-tinished
combs has always been sealed over as
quickly as any other, and of as good
quality and tine appearance.
Rogersville,(5 Mich.
;
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Using Sections

witli Olfl Comli.

plus arrangements, and in the evening I place them (sometimes three or
four of them tiered up) on some
strong colonies, and let the bees clean
up everything nicely over night. The
next morning I take them off and
store them in the honey-house, when
they are ready for another harvest.
I

presume Mr. Dibbern would

call

this "puttering," but I can assure
him that I can do this more quickly,
and with more benefit financially,

than he can cut out and melt the
combs and burn the sections not forgetting the time it takes for putting
foundation into new sections. I alone
extracted and fixed up over 1 ,000 sections, as above described, in two days
last fall. To burn old sections is nonsense for an experienced bee-keeper
mine never get old in appearance as
long as I have control of them, and I
;

C.

THEILMANN.

I have read Mr. Dibbern's article
on page 150, and would like to say a
few words in justice to myself and
other prominent bee-keepers whose
experience does not agree with Mr.
D's also to bring out more fully the
unquestionable benefit and use of
;
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the honey was unsalable, and in every
way as Mr. Dibbern describes his
honey in old combs.
The reader can see by the above
that the nature of bees does not
change, and that they cannot make
spoiled honey good ; and in order for
the bee-keeper to secure nice comb
honey in old combs, he must extract
the honey from them and let the bees
clean out every bit before it gets old
and sour. By doing this we can get
just as good honey, in every respect,
in old combs as in new ones.

Theilmauton,o« Minn.
for tne

Have Bees

llie

AmencaD Bee

Journal.

Sense Of Hearing?

;

ELIAS FOX.

am aware

that there are many more
In reference to Mr. Brimmer's artiunfinished sections bee-keepers whose old sections are cle on this subject on page 121, I
partly-filled or
kept
clean
as
but
it appears
as
mine,
after the honey harvest is over.
a few suggestions.
that the "progress" of some bee- would like to make
I was ranch surprised after reading
are all well aware that the
keepers has not as yet reached that
Mr. D's article, as my experience of point.
sound of bees' wings vary, and also
late years with partly- Bnished secWhen I am ready to market my that their odor varies, which is
tions is the reverse of his, though honey, hardly any one, as a rule, can equally as well demonstrated when
some years ago I had the same trouble tell which are old or new sections, they are angry. The same difference
' I found
as he has had. He says
and by letting the bees clean out that there is in the vibration of the
after these sections of honey built every particle of honey, after the sec- bees' wings is as plainly noticeable in
from old comb had been on the racks tions are extracted, the combs will the sound of the cylinder of a thresha month or two, they would show a keep sweet and nice, and the new ing machine, which, as the speed is
sweaty appearance with indications honey put into them will keep as good increased, emits a sharper sound it
of souring, such as bulging the caps, as if new combs had been built. I is also the same of the wind there is
and the honey running out."
can secure much more honey when a vast difference between the sound
It appears that Mr. D. is not mak- the combs are already built
many of the gentle breeze, and the raging
ing the best use of nice comb built in times the bees will fill a case before cyclone.
sections, by melting the comb and they would enter one with only founIf a few bees lead a colony to a tree
burning the sections, else he would dation in the sections.
Even com- a mile or more away, it is on the same
value such combs in sections very paratively small colonies enter and principle that wh^re one or two sheep
highly, and secure No. 1 honey with fill
the sections with combs, that of a flock go, there also will the rest
them every time, and which would would not touch them with only fouu- go ; or the same as a covey of prairie
not sour on that account. I used to nation neither will the queens be apt chickens— if one flies, the whole flock
get such honey from old sections, but to deposit eggs in such sections sooner follows, which is nothing but natural,
I
I have overcome all the difiiculties he than they will otherwise.
I use no and is caused wholly by sight.
refers to, and now I get as good and excluding honey-board, and out of would like to know how Mr. Brimmer
as nice appearing comb honey, by over 10,000 sections filled with honey knows that the tree a mile away was
In making a
using the sections and combs left last season there were only nine with previously selected.
over, as can be produced
at least it some brood in them, and five of which noise to stop absconding swarms, if
sells for the highest market price, and had foundation only.
they stop at all on account of it
very much doubt), I would
has also the best reputation at home.
To show that my bees will still do (which Ithink
that it was more the
For the benefit of those who do not like Mr. D's bees did, and like mine rather
know how to make the best use of old have done years ago (by my manipu- movements that attracted their attenthe
sections filled with nice comb, I will lation); and that locality or climate tion than the noise. I presume
where
describe my method, which is as fol- has nothing to do with it, when they bees would have stopped just
they did, if he had not made any
lows
finish up old combs with some honey
After the honey harvest is over, I left in them from the previous year, noise, unless it was the movements
hasten to take from the hives all the which will look bad, will sour and that caused them to stop ; and it is
surplus arrangements (I have only burst open, 1 will give the following altogether likely that those colonies
that were brought back two days in
one kind of them, which hold 24 one- experience
would have remained just
pound sections each), and sort out all
year ago last fall, by an over- succession,
the sections which are not marketable sight, a case of unfinished sections the same if the queen's wing had not
or finished as a rule these are the which were partly capped over, and been clipped. If such was not the
surely would have come
latest put on, and contain fall or dark ready for the extractor, got in under case, they
honey. When all are sorted out I ex- some surplus arrangements in my out of the hive again and indicated
their intentipu just the same.
tract them as clean
did
as
discover
as

We

:

—

;

;

;

;

:

A

;

and

possible.
While taking
the extractor, I shave

soon

honey-house.

them out
off

of

the
there are
all

bulged or uneven combs, if
any, also the outer edges of such

combs

as are nearly full size (this
latter operation takes off the thick
rim on the end of the cells, and the
comb will he finished and capped with

new wax, which makes a nicer
At this extracting

pearance).

apthe

combs can be shaved with the honeyknife to any size without breaking or
crumbling. After they are fixed up,
I place the empty sections in the sur-

1

not

it

I then took the
until last spring.
opportunity to experiment with 12
sections in the case that were finished
the most. I put them on a hive in a
surplus arrangement, with 12 new

have had one new colony come out
two days, and at a
time when I was away from home
when I returned I found them clustered on a fence-post toward a forest.
I

after being hived

the bees I returned them to the same hive
with clover without clipping the queen's wing,
and linden honey, but the difference and they remained contentedly. If I
between the new and the old sections had been at home and pounded the
was like white and black the white bottom out of a tin-pan, I might have
was the same as all my clover and thought that the noise saved my bees.
linden honey of late years, but on the Thus it goes; we should not jump at
" but prove them as we
old combs the bees (or rather 1) had conclusions,
played the same " trick " as years ago; go."
sections
filled

with foundation

and capped them

;

all

—
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We have all, doubtless, heard young
queens piping in the hives, but under
all circumstances I would much rather
think that it was vibration that
Mr. B. asks,
causes the answering.
how is the presence of a queen communicated through the swarm, if
they cannot hear? I will say that it
is either by the odor or vibration, or
both. I would like to ask him why it
is after a queen is in one's Angers,
that the bees will cluster on the
fingers, if they do not scent the queen.
I had a colony leave the hive last
summer, and I caught the queen and
caged her (her wing being clipped),
and as far as she touched the ground
I could see bees hunting for her like a
hound on the track of a fox. They
even found an old dried up queen
that had been thrown out a week or
two before, and clustered on her.
Now if there is no evidence that bees
are not led by the sense of hearing,
why. I am no judge.
Hillsborough, K) Wis.
For

tlie

Amencaji Bee Journal.

My Emerience

in Bee-Keening,

omitted stating how I prepared
for putting into the cellar.
I
placed 6 dry corn-cobs crosswise of
the frames at regular distances, and
over them laid a piece of burlap cut
one inch larger than the top of the
hive placed the coveron long enough
to give the burlap a set to place, and
all was ready. The cover was removed
when taken to the cellar, and free
ventilation allowed through the burlap. The cobs allowed the bees to
pass over the frames at any time if
they felt so disposed.
I thus had 8 colonies to start with

Local Convention Directory.

I

them

1«K7.

Apr.

9.

Time ond place of MeeUnt.
-Union, at Dexter, Iowa.
J. B.

Pryor.

Sec Dexter, Iowa.

Apr. 12.— Stark County, at Canton, Ohio.
Mark Thomson, Sec, Canton, O.

;

last spring, and all in fine condition.
On May 6 I had the first swarm,

which was a very large one, and I had
7 first swarms by May 11.
I removed
queen-cells to prevent second-swarms.
Most of the first swarms had their
comb completed in the one-story Simplicity hives in six days after being
put in, and were well supplied with
brood.

(I

Apr. 14.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond, Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec, Williamsburg, Ind.
Apr. 16.— Marshall County.at Marshalltown, Iowa,
J. W. Sanders, Sec. iieGrand, Iowa.

Apr. 20.— Wabash County, at N. Manchester, Ind.
Aaron Sinser, Sec, Wabash, Ind.
Apr. 20.— Southern
F.

Illinois, at Benton, Ills.
H. Kennedy, Sec. DuQuoin,

Ills.

Apr. 26.— DesMoines Co., at Burlington, Iowa.
John Nan, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.

May

5.— Sheboygan County, at Hingham, Wis.
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.

EV" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward fall particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- KD.

use full sheets of founda-

During the latter part of June
and the first of July, all (both old and
new colonies) repeated the swarming
process, and queen-cells were again
Good Prospects for 1887.—F. J.
removed, only allowing first swarms;
while a few cast swarms in August. Sawin, Monmouth,*o Ills., March 21,
It will be noticed that I aim to allow 1887, writes
only first swarms, thereby securing
My average yield of comb honey
only strong swarms ready to go to
last year was 93 pounds per colony
work.
In the fall I had 37 strong colonies, of extracted honey, 162 pounds per
From just one colony I took
all the increase by natural swarming, colony.
and a surplus of 2,000 pounds of comb 293 pounds of extracted honey. My
honey, in one-pound sections, and 400 bees have come through the winter in
splendid condition, and the prospect
pounds of extracted honey.
Clover is
I placed my bees in the same cellar, is good for a crop of honey.
and up to January they were winter- alive and looks fine. I like to coming finely, though at a temperature of pare reports on wintering.
tion.)

:

DAVID BROWN.
Being provided with the best beebooks that I could obtain, some 20
years ago I commenced bee-keeping,
and with considerable success. But
removing to this State my bees were

;

home in the East, and
years passed before I again returned to bee-keeping. The study of
the nature of bees and their habits
has always been a pleasure to me, 41°. The temperature is very uniaside from the profits derived from form, though not so low as I had it
last winter.
them.
I have not shipped any
In the spring of 1885 I secured 2 honey to a distance, but am pushing
colonies of bees, choosing colonies a home market, and am having inMy honey is in
that were not only strong in numbers, creasing demand.
but the most active and persistent beautiful shape, boxes well filled, and
workers in the apiaries from which I cappings white and inviting. My aim
secured them, thereby getting a strain is, that none shall surpass me in
of good workers. During the summer placing before the people honey in
of 188-5 my 2 colonies increased to 8, more marketable form or of better
and supplied me with over 350 pounds quality ; and so far I have succeeded.
Maple Creek, ot Nebr.
of comb honey in one-pound sections,
and were, I thought, in fine condition
for wintering, with abundance of
Convention Notices.
stores. I wintered them in an outside
root house 10x24 feet, and 8 feet high,
The Wabash County Bee-Keepers" Associacovered with about 10 inches of earth.
tWwill
meet at North Manchester. Ind.. on April
When the earth was frozen so as to tion
20, 1887, at 10 a.m.
Aaron Singek, Sec.
give a low temperature, I covered it
The serai-annual meeting of the Southern
tW
with a coarse litter to retain the frost
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in
and give uniformity of temperature. the ("lourt House at Benton, Ills., on Wednesday,
invited to attend.
By this means I secured a tempera- April 20, lS87,at lu a.m. AllF.are
H. Kknneby, Sec.
ture of 34°, and retained it at that

left in the old

many

temperature up to March 25.
Union Bee-Keepers' Association of
tW TheIowa
will hold their next annual meeting
They were put in their winter quar- Western
at Dexter. Iowa, on Satuday, Apr. 9, 1887. in the
ters the last week of November, and
were there for 4 months.
hear of
the theory of " hibernation," but this

We

was the nearest thing

to it that I ever
expect to attain to there was only
the slightest sound to be heard— quiet
and still for four months, and the
;

amount

of

honey

consumed

was

scarcely noticeable.
And in what
fine condition they were when put
could
out
I
not conceive of them
being any better lively and ready for
business, which they commenced in
good earnest.
!

—

A New Use for Sweet Clover.— C.
H. Dibbern, Milan, ^ Ills., writes
:

has usually been supposed that
the sweet or melilot clover was of no
use, except for the honey produced.
I find, however, that the stalks contain an excellent fiber that may prove
very useful for various purposes, esIt

manufacture of twines.
Enclosed please find a sample. Is this
not like Abe Lincoln's rat hole,
" worth looking into V"

pecially in the

[Y es and we have looked into it.
have interviewed several hand
manufacturers of twine, but they cannot use it so we sent the sample to a
firm who make, by machinery, hemp
rope, and they say that it will probably answer the purpose, and want to
obtain a bale of it, so as to give it a
thorough trial and determine its cash'
value for such purposes. Ed.]
;

We

;

Council Room, at 10 a.m. All interested in bees or
honey are requested to be present.
J. B. Peyor Sec.

Scarcity of Honey in Virginia.— T.
T. Phlegar, of Giles County, P Va.,on
tW The annual meeting of the Stark County
says
Bee-Keepers' Society will occur on Apr. 12, 1H87, March 19, 1887,
in Grange Hall (over Farmer's Bank), Canton, O.
How funny it sounds to hear the
OflBcers for the ensuing year will be elected. All
bee-keepers are urged to be present, and those bee-men of the North say that they
having hives or fixtures are requested to bring the
same for exhibition
Mahk Thomson, Sec. cannot find ready sile for their honey,
when with us here, 12.5 miles from
Asso- any thing like a city, we can hardly
\W The DesMoines County Bee-Keepers'
ciation will meet on April 26, 1887, at the Court get enough honey to sweeten a little
House at Burlintjton, Iowa, at 10 a.m. All interested in bee-keeping are invited to attend. Arti- sage-tea for the baby's sore mouth.
cles sent for exhibition, to the Secretary, at Mid- A few cans this way would be quite a
dletown, [owa. will be exhibited and returned or
treat.
John Nac, Sec.
sold, as directed.
:
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Sundry ftuestions— F. S. C, of
Wabash Co., 5 Ind., propounds the

her,

following questions

1887, says
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Young Bees

White Clover all Right.-R. R.
Out, etc.— D. D. DaniMadison, 9 Wis., on March 20, Murphy, Garden Plains,-^ Ills., on
March

:

21, 1887,

writes

:

My bees are all right so far— 24 col- Bees have wintered well. I lost
Are bees that have been wintered in the cellar more liable to chill onies in the cellar and 6 out-doors. one colony out of 102 put into a beewhen put out, than those wintered Six colonies with Cyprian queens house, and that was queenless last
One colony had the diarrhea
out-doors V
2. If on a nice day in have plenty of young bees out on the fall.
mid-winter a colony is put out for a combs already. There is a fair pros- pretty badly from some cause, but it
I sold is a fair colony yet it will probably
flight, and the bees spot nothing and pect for a good honey harvest.
The white clover has
on mashing a bee it is found almost half of my honey at 10 and 11 cents die, though.
pound.
Extracted honey is sold not been winter-killed, so if the seaas empty as a shell, would a flight do per
here
son
is
3.
Will
bees
for
cents
pound.
Every
favorable,
5
per
such bees any good V
we will have a good
store as freely when excluded from store has plenty on hand. Some Chi- honey year.
1.

;

;

cago comb honey is selling here for 12
cents per pound.
I sell all of my
Not Lost a Colony.— Jno. B. Samhoney at home. I kept all my bees 5
miles in the country last summer, and ple, Elizaville,©Ind., on March 21,
The Work in the Apiary.— A. A. they did finely. I expect to keep them 1887, says
My bees are doing well. I have not
Fradenburg, Port Washington,©*©., there this summer. There was 10
acres of Alsike clover close to my bees lost a colony.
They were gathering
asks the following questions
last year, and they did a '• land-oflice pollen
on March 12. There are not
Having .50 colonies of bees in the business " on it. 1 had only one nat- many bees in this neighborhood.
spring, all in good condition, how ural swarm.
much of one man's time should it
The Weather in New York.—G.
take to care for them properly for one
Fastening Foundation
Feeding M. Doolittle, Borodino,© N. Y., on
year y All are to be worked for comb
noney in one-pound sections, no al- Bees.— E. W. H.. of Indiana, asks the March 21, 1887, writes
lowance being made for making new following
This winter (it is winter here yet,
supplies, or the care and marketing of
1. I see that the top of the sections although the month of March is called
the honey after it is once put in the I have
have
purchased
a cut for put- a spring month) has been a severe one
honey-house.
In other words, how
the foundation in. How is the on the bees that are on the summer
much time per colony, per year, is re- ting
foundation to be fastened in V 2. Is stands in this locality.
There has
quired to do the necessary work in
there any danger in putting out feed been but one day during which the
the apiary V
for bees where there are no other bees mercury has gone as high as 44° in
[This question is practically an- near, if the feed is a rod or two from the shade since Nov. 3, or for nearly
the hives V Will it set the colonies to five months. As it needs 45° in the
swered on page 196.— En.]
robbing each other ?
shade for bees to fly, with snow on
the ground, it will be seen that the
Good Results.—Mr. T. W. Colbert,
or if bees have been confined all of this
[1. Use a foundation fastener
(20), Smith's Valley,© Ind., on March you do it by hand, run melted wax in time.
The result is that many colo21, 1887, says
the " guide-groove," and the founda- nies are uneasy, and a few are soiling
their combs and hives badly.
Many
I commenced the season of 1886 with tion will be held firmly by it when it
will die if an opportunity does not
9 colonies
increased them to 20, by cools.
come soon for them to get out. Those
the queen, as
[1.

Yes.

2.

when with her V
No. 3. Yes.— Ed.1

:

—

:

:

;

;

dividing, and took 700 pounds of

honey
which

in

comb

one and two pound sections,

2.

It is safe to feed at the entrance

in the cellars are in fine condition.

by using a feeder, or to place honey in
pound. My bees have wintered finely. combs over the frames but there is
Novel Way of Selling Honey.— M.
I packed them in clover chaff, which. always danger when honey is exposed L. Barney & Bro., Hartford,
Wis.,
I think, is better than anything I
near the apiary.
The further it is on March 24, 1887, write
have ever yet tried for packing.
removed, however, the less the danThis is the way we sold our honey
ger.- Ed.]
last year
We accidentally met a
Bees Wintered in a Cave.— R. C.
traveling-man who was selling gloves,
Aikin, Sliambaugh, piowa, on March
mittens, etc.
we gave him a sample
Wintered Well— Honey Thieves in of extracted honey in a J^-pint flask,
18, 1887, writes
Prison. Wm. H. Graves, Duncan,© put $10 in his hand, and said, " sell.'*
Bees have wintered well in this Ills., on March 21, 1887, writes
In a few days we were over-run with
locality.
I put mine in a cave in a
orders at 8 cents per pound, delivered
dry hillside, and so far I have lost
I began the winter with 100 colonies on the cars here.
In 3 weeks our enonly 3 colonies out of 52. The ones of bee's, .55 on the summer stands, and tire stock of honey was sold to country
lost were no better than nuclei last 45 in the cellar.
So far all have come stores in northern Wisconsin, on 30
fall
two of them starved, and one through in good condition, except 2 days' time, and all good sales. Over
was queenless. I think I left them of those out-doors. I have put out 3 tons was sold. Honey in pails we
out too long. They were put in on part of those that were in the cellar. sold for 10 cents per pound.
Dec. 24, and taken out on Feb. 28. I They gathered the first natural pollen
would have left them in longer, but on March 12, the day I put them out
they were beginning to soil the hives, of the cellar. The next six weeks is
Do you ^Vant a Farm AccouDt Book ?
so I put them out; after a flight I put when I usually lose the most bees
We have a few left, and make you a very
3 back, and they are quiet yet. The the weather at that time being so tempting
It contains 166 pages, 1»
offer.
temperature was from 30° to 40°. I variable, they will '' spring dwindle " printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
think they would have done better if in spite of any precaution on my part.
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
put in earlier and kept warmer. AVe They fly out during bright spells of
had a month of winter before I put sunshine, and are overtaken by cold Weeljly Bee Jodrnal for a year and give
them in the cave. I had 28 colonies waves and clouded sky, preventing you both for ?2. If you want it sent by
in the same cave the winter before, their return to the hive. Two of the mail, add 20 cents for postage.
and lost none. I increased the 28 to parties who stole my honey last fall
52, and
The Convention History of America
produced 2,000 pounds of are now serving two years' sentence
honey, mostly extracted. That was in the State's Prison of Ohio they with a full report of the proceedings of the
less than one-half the previous sea- had broken out of jail and came here, Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
son's average.
The dry weather ac- and were taken back asrain about Dec. the AiTEKiCAN Bee Journal for one year,
counted for the diflerence.
1,1886.
will be clubbed for $1.25.
I

sold at

home

at 20 cents a

;

o

:

:

;

:

—

:

;

;
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Honey and Beesvax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regu-

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Sellers ask from

7 to 10 cts. for any-

comb honey this includes dark undeand crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
Good 1-lb. sections, loqilic; choice, \2\^®13C. Not
much call for extracted, and very little for comb.
thing off in

BBB8WAX,-25c.
Feb.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS,

B23&.925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHICAG0,ILL.
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

H.

161

NEW

South Water

YORK.

HONEY.— We

buckwheat, 4t<i4i^c. Supply of comb boney
and demand for all kinds is improving.

large,

is

BEE8WaX.-21®23c.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,
Jan. 21.
134 Hudson

^

F^

white comb,|I0i31Ic.

St.

Mar.

^^p^jecial P0tijces.

M. H.

11.

Suppiy

Bell Branch, Mich.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONRY.— We

quote: Extracted, white, 4M®4'<
amber, 39i'&4^c. Comb, white, I0(»i3c.: amber. 7"tMc. Market Arm.

BEESWAX. -Firm at 20(523.
21. SCHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 Davis St.

others having no Post-Office, County
or Stat«. Also, if you live near one postofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

many

noney Orders can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

BEKSWAX.-24 cts. per lb.
Blake & kiplbt, 57 Chatham

Mar. 23.

CINCINNATI.

'•l.BVBLAND.

HONEY.- Choice white,l-lb. sectlons.sells atl2^
secondquallty white, 10@ilc.: white 2-lbs.,
in@iic.
Buckwheat, 8(^9c. Extracted, 5S6c.—

tai3c.:

Market

135

and Cook's Manual
2 25.
Bees and Honey (Newman). .2 00..
Binder for Am. Bee Journal 1 60
Dzlerzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture 2 25
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
Guide and Hand-Book
150..
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50.
A Year Among the Bees
1 75.

.

.

.

.

,

1 75

4 50

.

.

.

. .

2 00
1 75
1 50
2 00
2 10
2 00

130
1

40

1 50

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

H.

Duncan

3 Park

Snlffen, Advertising Agent,

Row, New York,

inserts advertise-

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

dull.

BEKSWAX.-25C.
Mar.

9.

A. C. EENBEL. 115 Ontario Street

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.-We quote choice l-Ib.

:

fair

and supply ample.

BBBSWAX.-2fic.

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

Mar.

A. V. BISHOP, 142

5.

W. Water

St.

More Premiums.— Mr. L. J. Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
office the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regu-

and additions made as demust be stated that you are
12@13 working for that premium, so that we can
lar club rates,

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We
cts.;

sired,

quote Comb, extra white,
amber to white. 8^@I1. Extracted, white,
amber and candled, 39i(S4c. Trade is
:

4H(qi4}4c.;

quiet.

Jan.

10.

O. B.

KANSAS

HONEY.-We

CITY.

quote white clover l-pounds at

I2C. dark l-lbs., 8i<5Ii>c. white clover 2- lbs., KKtcl
cts,: dark 2-lbs„7tayc. Extracted, white clover,
6c. dark, 4") 5c. ; white sage, 5(sl5^c. amber,4k(3i5.
;

:

I

;

BBESWAX.-2(ife23c.
13. Cl.KMONS,CLOON&Co.,cor. 4th & Walnut.

Jan.

We AVill Present

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Choice comb, 10@12c.: latter price
for choice white clover. Strained, In barrels.
3!^o4Hc. Extra fancy of bright color and In No.
puckawes. \i advance nn above prices. Extracted
Is

1

In burrels.

4':i<3.Sc.

;

but

it

keep account of the subscriptions.

SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.

:

Webster's Dictionary
(pocliet edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

.

1.50..

5 25.

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

Street.

HONE Y.— We quote for extracted, 4@7e. per lb.
Nice corob brings 12(^15c. per lb. in a jobbing way.
BEESW AX.-Good demand,— 200220. per lb. for
good to choice yellow.
Jan. 22. C.F.MUTH & SON, Freeman & Central At

Preserve jour Papers for reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you mand

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

2 00.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
at I4@i5c.; 2-pnunds at 1 i(aii2c. Extracted, 5@7c.
Demand for 1-Ib. sections hvely.

sections at llt9
12c.: 2-lbs., lOi^lic. No call for dark. Whiteextracted. In barrets and kegs,3@tiHe. in small packages, 7@8c.: dark. In barrels and kegs, 3(gj5c. De-

If

Canadian Bee Journal

Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

.

would save Mar.

us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writingto this oliice. We have several letters
(gome inclosing money) that have no name;

The Apiculturist

.

HUNT,

cts-:

To Correspondents. — It

1 75

125
140
170

. .

large and sales are slow.

BBE8WAX.-23C.

.

125..
150..
2 00..

2 00.

.

DETROIT. 1

HONEY.— Best

Price of both. OIuJ)
1 00.

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

St.

quote: Fancy white in 1-lb. sections, 10fSil2c.; in 2-lbB., 9@lOc.: off grades, 1 to 2
cts. per lb. less. Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections, 8@
8!*c.; in 2-lbs.. 7@7^c. Extracted, California, sruj
5Vtc.;

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

BURNETT,

R. A.

21.

NEWMAN,

BUSINESS Manager.

lar price of both.

:

sirable

Issued every Wednesday by

LIST.

In

cans,

5(3ific.

Market

dull.

BEESWAX. -Firm at 2 Ic. for prime.
Feb. 3.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

Yucca Bruslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mall,
dd I cent each for postage
:

One Dollar invested
of the

for the weekly visits
Journal for 1887,

American Bee

will richly repay every apiarist in America.

Red Labels

for

one-pound

—

:

;

;

larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
than periodic br spasmodic advertising.

pails of

honey, size 3x4% inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
for $3.00
aplaiist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
;

II

Contlnnotis Advertising: brings much

:

By

ITsIn«; llie Binder made expressly
for this Bee Journal, all can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
in the year.
We have reduced the price to
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1..')0.

Wlien Renewing

your subscription

plei'o try to get your neighbor who keeps
bee^ to loin with you in taking the Bbb
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one

can afford to do without
a

Binder

for the

it.

We will

Bee Journal

to

present

any one

sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
System and Success.
All who intend to be systematic in
their worli in the apiary, should get a copy of

ISW

the Apiary Register and commence to use
the prices are reduced, as follows

it.

200

COLONIES

For 50 colonies
" 100 colouies
" 200 colonies

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent tnqalrtee
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

POK SALB AT

f ] 00

(120 pages)
(220 pages)
(420 pages)

ALBINO BEES

Choice ITALIAN and

:

205

125
150

The larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
onies, give

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Also a

LangBtroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The ^ frame basket ts In a
can of the same size and style as
the -'frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
ibM. of honey. It will becomplete,
with covers, and in every way
Itlenttcal, except In size, with the

full line of

Bee KeeiDers' Supplies
ConB

FOlil\l»,%TION from Cliolce,

URESWAX
my

a Specialty,
Select. Yellow
at very low rates, both wholesale and retail.
27th Annual
Do not fail to send for

Catalogue before purchasing.

t^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Jochnai,
will be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

SlmnilnH'

Non-Swarmlng System

Address,

5Dtf

100

WILLIAM

Coleralne, Mass.
Mention this paper when writing.

is

of ITALIAN and
COLONIES HYBRID BEES

$10.00 Extractors

For2 American fram3B, 13x13

llD4t

H. J. SMITH,
Burlington, Wis.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL

NEWTWAN &

;

A

!

,

<

correspondents would write ** American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

"A

Tear

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Jottrnai. for one
year, wo will club for $1.60.

6W(3tm)40t

have no covers.

For 2 Langstroth
"
For 3

"

"
"

"

For 2 frames of any size,
^'
For 3
For 4

THOS.
923

«.

$8 00

incfaea

"
"

10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
i«»'?n
13X20
13x20

8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00

"

"

.16

NEWMAN &

& 92.5 West Madison Street,

00

SON,

CHICAGO, UAj.

TJX'X'-KEEPERS' Guide, Memoranda &
^^XiXtfCatalogue for 1887 Free. Reduced

Prices.— Jos. Nysewander, DesMoines, Iowa.
51>6t

COMB FOUNDATIOi\.
Brood Foundation, 40c per lb;
DUNHAM
Extra-Thin Vandervort Foundation, 45o.
per
WAX made Into foundation for 10
per
Ten
lb.

and

lb.
20c.
per cent, discount on
orders received before the 15th of April.
Samples free.
F. W. HOLMES,
9Dtf
Coopersviile, Mich.

all

BBOOD-FRAMES of any size, prepared
to nail,

EXTRA NICE
SECTIONS

per 100

BRADFORD, IOWA.

Price-list free.

rates.

cts.

iiO

Send for description, to C.

and Foundation at reduced
prices. Send for samples.
Also a full line of SUPPLIES at very low

BxpaiuM

Ittollth

ftdranoed.

84.00 per 500.

W. DAYTON,
9Dtf

Salarr
d^QO
vV 9 wAamplM Fr«e. $40
'^

;

goods to dealerl.
mooth to dl8tribat« oirculsn.

to itgeuts setlioK
ft

National Snpplj Co.. OlnclnnAtl. O.

i-:.viy

CaHb for Beesnrax.

t3ff~

A. F.

STAUFFER & CO.,
STERLING, ILLS.

3Dtf

ADVERTISEMENTS.

tructors, all the different style*
have strainers over the canal leadIng to the honey gate, and movaIn the Comb Baskets. The 98.00 an<I

,,iiii^
i-

^ -^i^a^
ble Bides
For4

title

Dr. iniUer'a Book,

-

ir

for Sale Cheap.

of a new English bee-book. The
new size of our Tapering
author claims that it will inaugurate a " new
THIS
Honey Palls Isof uniform design
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
"It is based upon purely natural principles,
handle,— making it very convenient
and is the only system that can ever be
to carry. It is weli-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
relied upon, because no other condition
attractive small package, that can
be sold tor 20 cents or less. Many
exists In the economy of the hive that can
^ „,„„
will buy it In order to give the children
be applied to bring about the desired result oonsumt^rs
a handsome toy pail. PKICE, 75 cents per
—a total absence of any desire to swarm." dozen, or S5.00 per lOO.
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
SON,
THOS. G.
It can now be 923 A 925 West Madison Street,
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
CHICAGO, ILL.
obtained at this office.
GREAT SCHEME Sell honey to the millions.
Examine our new peculiar Small Honey Package, and our brilliant chromo ard. See our large
As tbere Is Another firm in Chicago by advertisement once a month, or address,
J. H. MARTIN, HARTFORD, N. Y.
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our

the

Extractor. 13x20, which \b
Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the 18.00 Bx»!<>.<»(>

CARY,

VV.

Extracted Honey For Sale.
We

have a large quantity of CHOICE

wauted for Piano, Organ. Watch, Opera^ WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs
B£ES
Glasa, Mulberry-trees or Silk-worms.— Address,
Bilkt'iilturlst Fisher, U3&-«th St.,

Oshkoah, Wis.

l3Alt

WANTED.-A

Situation in some California
Apiary. 1 have had 10 years' experience with
Soto l(j(i colonies. I am troubled with catarrh, and
my physician advlBes me to pn west. I have for
Sale 50 COLONlKSof Bees. Will sell Hybrids for
t5 ; Pure Italians, well marked, 16 or Selected
Italians, such as 1 would breed from, for $i each.
Also a 12-inch Dunham Foundation Machine
for J20. Or will sell the whole outtlt, with sections,
40 empty hives, Ac, for $300. Must be sold before
May 1st. tar" Correspondence Solicited.
:

MUNSTER,

13Alt

LaSalle Co., ILL.

holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

THOS.
923

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

St..

CHICAGO,

ILL.

ITALIAN QUEENS for sale, reared
FINE
from Importetl and Home-Bred Mothers. In DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE,
April, UnleBted Queens, 11.25 each, or *13 per doz.
May to Nov., $1 each per doz. tlO. Tested Queens
$1 more Select Tested, »1.50 more. Address all
;

:

orders

to,

J.P.Caldwell,8anMarco8. Ha5'sCo.,Tex.

8A3t

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

Leghorn eggs for hatching; good
PRock&B
stock. Will exchange tor Italian Bees by

Price, complete, only

$18 00.
e. NSWniAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHCAGO, ILL.

THOS.

90 COLONIES of BEKS
SALE.— Italians and Hybrids, on straight
FOR
worker comb
Langstroth frames. Simple

lb.,

•

REVOLVING COMB-HANOBR.

Tool Box and Recording Desk Combined.

Queens, Sectiors nr Foundation.
I3Alt
L. W. UGHTY, Mulberry, York Co., Pa.

in

W.

Z.

and Chaff hives. Complete Surplus Arranceraents.
Ad.tress.
CHAS. F. KROEH,

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.,
written, published, and now offers for
a little book upon

HAS

l2A2t

Bo.\ 475,

ORANGK,

NkW

JBKSBr.

sale,

"THE PEODUCTIOS OF COMB HONEY."
Its prominent feature is the exhaustive manner
in which It treats of the non-use of full sheets of
Comb Foundation in the brood-ncBt when hiving
swarms; but it touches briefly upon some of the
most Important pointa connected with the proflt-

able production-^-^--.
of Comb Honey.
Price of' the book, postpaid.
I

pr

ISAtf

26

cts.

Pnce. by Express, 5<i
flat, and one nailed

the

flat,$l'2.nn.

cts.;

by mall, 65

(13 In all), f3.50

cts.: 12 In
;

50, In the

Cn Varieties of E vergreens anu Forest Trees and
^^
Tree Seeds. I wiU not be undei sold. Special

Address.

NEWmAN &

THOS. O.
923 & 925 West Madison

St..

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

pnoes on large

treee

by the carload.

Lists free.

GEO. PINMUX. Everereen,

Wis.
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BEES and HONEY,
'

OR THB

Management

ef aa Apiary for Fleagnre

and

Profit;

by

THOMAS American
C. NEWMAN,
Bee
It contains 330 profusely Illustrated pages
Is " fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents tlie apiarist with everything tliat can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

^^A

Liberal Dlsconnt to Dealers, b^
tbe Dozen or Hnndred.

THOS.

S"

St.,

We have made arrangements with the
Inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
The brood-chamber is in two sections; also the
surplus arranj^ement, which may be interclianged
onnverted at will. The cover, bottom-board, and
top and bottom of eajh sectional case hasone-liall
of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus case?
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers. or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectiv interchangeable. Tbe brood-frames will
ALi, be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE inVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-hoard, and cover two
'.:-inch brood-c'hambers. each containingb frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing '^>< oneIJuund sections, one with wide frames ami separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can bo interchantted with the other
stories, but cannot he reversed. It is NAILED and

The American Bee Journal

for a year and the book, " Bees
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

and

immediate use. Price,

foi

complete.

It Ib absolntely essential to order one
nailed hire as a pattern for puttlnar those
In the flat together correctly.
Hives, nailed and painted, 9$4.O0 each.

HIVES BEADY TO NAIL.— In fllllns orders for

300 COLONIES ITALIANS

BEES!

for Pprinc delivery at
READY
per pound, according;
time.
in

$1.(X)

proportion.

TABLE
HONEY-CASE
Circular free.
1 1

60 cts. to

Choice Queens
Also ADJUSand other Supplies.

to

and Brood cheaper

OLIVER FOSTER,

Atf

Mt.

Vemon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Frame

Jones'

these hives, in tbe flat, we make 6 different combinations, BO that our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waitinK for us to quote prices, and the different
kinds will be known by the following numbers
:

No. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two 6-inch brood-chambers, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey-board. Price, JKl.SS eacb.
No. 8 is the same as No. I, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchanKeable, but not reversible.—
9'2.00 each.
Xo. 3 is the same as No.

Pliers.

Price,

2, with two surplus stoPrice, S&.SO each.
the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containinR 28 sections in wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed,
inverted, and interchanged, tbe same as the broodcnambers. Price, SS.30 each.
No. 5 is the same aa No. 4, with two surplus
arrangements as therein described. Price, S3.00.

ries as therein described.

4

'So.

©

No.

taking frames oat of btires, or
FOR
moving them in any way desired.
It is

made

of Japanned iron, and can be utilized
in many ways. It has a long claw for loosening frames, and a hook which may be used
for carrying other frames besides the one
held by the Pliers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.

THOS.
923

NETTOTAN

G.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

&

JAMES

A
A BARGAIN

1

to,

T.

A practical
WANTED.—
assist me in caring:

for

colonies.

NORTON,

beekeeper to
my bees— 100

HATHAWAY,

S.

MUNCIE, Delaware

laASt

•^OO
TOURING-

Co.,

IND.

:

H

of

May I

above at
XJ $1.25 per pound. Also Qntested Italian Queens
bred from Imported Mothers, to go with the. Bees,
for $1.2.5 each. Cash must accompany orders, and
be sent before April 2o. Reference, 1st Nat'l Bank
here.

B.

will sell the

BDRK.E, Vincennes, Indiana.

12A3t

THE HORSE,
By

B.

KENDALL, M.

J.

A TREATISE

;

may be, at H cent each, respectively,
We will also make tbe following deductions

tbe case

THOS. G.

JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

Wooden

can famish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on tbe outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tight-flttinp wood cover, at SS.85
per dozen. They will hold 2a lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
bouseboid pall.

THOS.

NEWMAN A SON.

Ct.

923&925 West Madison

CHICAGO

Street.

all

HENliy ALLEY,
Wenham, Mass.

1

fid COI.ONTES of Italian

Xyjyj
9A9t

COLONIES

BEES

of

Reason, too many.

sale cheap.

U. NEUHAUS,

Burlington, Racine Co., Wis.

7A8t.

A Year among

the BeeSp

BEING

A

Talk about some of the ImpUnunt^, Flaru
Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
ProdiLction of Honey his Excbisive

and

Business.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Price.

75

is a new work
ana nicely bound

cents, b7 malL This

of about 114 paees. well-printed

Address,

In clotb.

Extraordinary Exchange!
disposed
HAVING
business,

my

THOS.
923

Of the

after

will

1,

of

ISST.
J-.

DS^.

SHCTJCIS:.

and on straight worker combs.

GOI^OMES

of

BEES

AN &

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO. JJjL.

A SAMPLE COPY
AMERIC.iN APICUIiTlJRIST

be sent free to all who apply.
Address, HENBT ALLEY, Wenliam,!IIass.
lOAtf

bees
bees,

Put on cars for

$4.00 per colony. Will ship in hive or in Ught
shipping-cases. No disease.
i3A4t
H. L. Pangbom, Maquoketa, Iowa.

OA
^"

G. N£:\nT

& 925 West Madison

Bee-Supply
at DesMoines, Iowa, to Joseph
Nysewander, I hope my friends and customers will be as generous with him in
orders and good-will as they have with me.
I am no longer in the supply trade here

March

for

South Bend, Ind.

100
For

BEES

DANIEL WHITMER.

Sale.

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

925 West Madison-St.,

12A2t

IIO..

HOW TO WINTER BEES,
Essays by eleven prominent beeELEVEN
keepers, sent to
who apply.

quaniities ordered all at one time : For 10 or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
7 1-2 per cent. ; for 50 or more, 10 per cent.

&

Honey!

Pails for

WE

for Sale, in 8-

A NEW HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
SIMPLEST and cheapest the market.
THE
Wo special constructed can or vessel required.
in

Any common

molasses or whisky barrel or other

suitable vessel at hand will do. It extracts as
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor.

frame Langstroth hives, wired combs, It is suitable for American or Ijangstrotb frames
strong in Bees and every way desirable— at up to lax^o. It weighs only 8 lbs. ready for shipment. Price in the flat, fJ.oo set up, $J.75. State
$6.00 per colony.
F. D. NAGIiE.
Date of patent
right to make, use and sell, fl- <».
llA4t
SODTH HAVEN, MICH.
circulars to the inventor
;

Feb. 9, 18H6. Send for
and manufactor.

J. C.

MELCHER.

O'QDINN, Fayette

luA6t

;

&

ARmSTRONG,

E. S.

Address,
9Atf

Co.,

TEXAS.

elvlDjz

;

923

Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.50.
Send your name and post-office address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

on

D.

an Index of diseaaei.,
and the symptorus cause and treatment of eacb, a
table BiTinir all the principal dniKS used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an emn-avlnK of the
horse'steeth at different ages, with rules for telllnp
the ase of tbe horse a valuable collection of raolpes. and mocii valuable Information.
frice 185 cent*— In EndUsh or Qerman,

'

;

for Sale Cheap.— Black and Hybrid
BEES
in ten-fame Langstroth hives, strong in

POUNDS OF BEES.

first

'

;

perfection itself."

the parts as described in the

all

Apiary of

WINSTED, CONN.

ISAtf

contains

THOMAS

about 30 Colonies in Lanjrstroth hives.
severe injury

prevents caring for them.
Prices to insure sale. Write

is

sample nailed hive. Price, 98.75 eacb.
Those desiring the hives tuithout the stand.houeyboard or sections, may make tbe following deductions from tbe above prices
Stand, 14 cents
honey-board, 8 cents and the 28 or 56 sections, as

92.3

MUST

Reversible Hive.

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
*'
Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case is

;

SON,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Jj6 OOlU..

New

;

^i.'XK

CHICAGO, ILL.

ARMSTRONG'S

;

;

PAINTED, and ready

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

& 925 West Madison

923

Heddon Hive.

;

JoumaL

Editor of the

NEW

Tiie

NEWMAN &

We are now selling Alsike Clover Seed at the
following prices: 18.00 per bushel, 12.25 per peck,
2.1 cents per pound.
Also, Melilot Or Sweet
Clover Seed:

THOS.
III.

*6.<k)

per bushel,

ti.7r>

923

ft

G.

NEVVMAN &

ma West Madison Street,

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.

per peck,

and 20 cents per pound, by express or freight.
All orders promptly filled upon arrivaL

SON.,

925 Weet Madison Street, Chicago.

Vandervort Foundation MiU.

and

It

makes tbe

SON,

CHK^AliO.

finest extra thin

Foundation for

oomb honey. For Sale by

THOS.
IL.L.

92:i dc

»2S

0.

NEWMAN

West Madison

Street,

& SON,
CBICAQO, ILL.
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Vol.

mi.

0.

XEWMAN,

April, 6, 1887.
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j)\T^4^

Tbe Best Honey Weather I3 when it Is
warm and

moist,

when tbe
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Honey-Candy.— It is praiseworthy to
Opinions Differ.- How very silly it Is to
place good, wholesome, and health-giving condemn another because of an honest dif"candy" within reach of the children, ference in opinion. We cannot all see alike,
instead of the poisonous «tujf that now and it is well that we cannot, else there
tempts their appetite to the e-vpense of their would be no advance made in the pursuit.
health. This would make another outlet for We are forcibly reminded of these diftorthe consumption of the large crops of honey ences by some remarks made by Mr. C. H.
now being produced. We know of some Dibbern, in thePioioman. Ho says :
persons who would gladly manufacture It
Beekeeping has made great progress durfor the market, but are3 not " posted " as to ing the last twenty years ; but I am inclined
to think that even greater progress will be
how to do so.
during the next decade or two. SingNow, we invite every person who knows made
ularly enough, some good btekeepers see
how to make candy, jumbles, or anything of no advantages in some of our best improvea similar nature from honey, to write out ments. Doolittledoes not believe in comb
foundation, but would not do without septhe recipe and send it to us for publication arators.
Heddon likes foundation, but conat once. Please do not lay this copy of the demns tbe separators.
Dadant makes very
Bee Journal away and forget it, but sit nice foundation, but prefers to extract all
his honey.
Hutchinson and Clarke, and
down now and send it, so as to be in time for others
aro enthusiastic over Invertlble hives,
next week's Journal. It is in the general while Pond and Demaree say they are no
good. Now were we to discard all the things
Interest of.bee-keeping to do so.
that even good bee-keepers condemn. I fear
we would have but little left besides the old
"gums" of former days. I find nearly all
the great improvements that are generally
Alslke CloTcr is but sparingly grown In recognized
a good thing. The extractor,
the Northwest at present, but It is a " prime comb foundation, honey sections, cases for
favorite" with those who know its good hives, shipping-eases, separators, and many
other things are grand improvements. I
qualities. In order to answer many queries have
made some valuable experiments with
that are being received, we quote the follow- invertlble hives this season, and firmly believe they are the hive of the future.
ing from the Farm, Stock and Home :

air is full of

When once seeded it Is always seeded.
While the crop does not interfere with cultivated crops. Is in no sense a pest, yet when
Counteracting Fermentation.— That
cultivation ceases a good crop of Alslke will
follow. It makes an excellent fall feed, the " sting " and poison apparatus of bees
The Apiary of Wm. Couse, in Ontario, soon
good until snow covers the ground, and as have another object than that of a weapon
was destroyed by Are on March 15. It con- soon as snow Is off In the early spring cattle
of defense. Is shown by the following' from
of
sisted of 130 colonies
bees, with the nec- will leave hay and other fodder to eat
Alslke. if they can have access to it. A case a German source
essary Implements for the apiary.
of hoven has never been known to follow
At a meeting of the Physiological Society
tbe freest indulgence in Alslke by very of Berlin,
it was stated that when the bee
hungry animals.
has filled the cell either with pure honey or
An Apiarist In France claims that he The stalk is finer than red clover, so that a mixture of pollen-dough and honey, and
has made experiments which prove that while it makes an excellent pasture. It is no has completed tbe lid, a drop of formic acid
only from 8 to 8 pounds of honey are used Ifss superior for hay. For low lands it is the obtained from the poison bag connected
best of all clovers, while on uplands it has with the sting is added to the honey by perby the bees to produce a pound of comb.
proven to be second to none. During last forating the lid with the sting. Numerous
summer's drouth, while all other pastures experiments have shown that this formicwere dried up, the Alslke was fresh, luxuri- acid preserves honey and every other soluGeorge E. Hilton, President of the ant, and keeping stock In splendid condition. tion from fermentation.
Seed with prain, wiieat preferred, and sow
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association,
in connection with timothy, eight quarts of
has been nominated for Supervisor of Day- the latter to two of Alslke.
The Globe, of Flint, Mich., thus menton Township, Newaygo County, Mich.
tions Mr. Hutchinson's new book on "The
Lizzie Cotton.— Mrs. L. Harrison, in the Production of Comb Honey :"
It Is Poor Economy to use old and dirty Prairie Farmer, remarks thus about this
The cover of the book is particularly atflections for comb honey. It will pay better "queen of humbugs ;"
tractive, being of board exactly the color of
fine beeswax, and crumpled to imitate comb
to commit alt such to the flames, and buy
" I have in- foundation.
In an Ohio paper she says
The OUibe Printtng House
new and clean sections for new and delicious vented a hive and new system
of bee man- issued the work, and feels no backwardness
honey.
agement, which render the business pleasant in lathering the Job, as it is the
piece
and profitable. I have received one hundred of typographical execution ever finest
turned out
dollars from a sale of boxhoney from one of the office.
During the year 1886, 11,000 pounds of hive of bees in one year." It is strange that
The printing is a credit to the craft, and
people will be taken in by such advertisebeeswax were shipped from California by ments.
we congratulate the GioBe upon the Job of
to
sea
Europe 41,000 pounds overland by
A pleasant, old white haired grandfather work.
was here last week. He said
"I had been
rail, mostly to New York, and .3,000 pounds
reading this woman's advertisement for
via Panama to New York.
several years, and I sent to her for a hive 1
paid $1*2 in Maine for It. and $2 expressfcge
Tiew Catalogues and Prlce-I,lst8 are
she wanted me to pay her $14 moie for a
While there has been great pains pencil drawing of the hive, but I did not do on our desk. Those desiring to obtain any
taken in breeding queens, it is plain that too it. I have had some hives made like hers, of them should send to the addresses given
and they cost mc $1.25 apiece."
—not to us. The following have arrived
little attention has been given to the propSeveral of her late circulars have been during the past week :
agation of good drones to make beekeepsent to this office by apiarists to whom she
Ing more profitable.— Indiana Farmer.
Earle Clickenger. Columbus, O.— 1 page—
had sent them, but had been warned in ad- Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
vance, and did not send her any money. Our
W. W. Bliss. Duarte, Calif .—14 pages— BeeTwo Ijlttle Boys wore discussing the advice is Do not send money to any one Keepers' Supplies.
S. Valentine & Sons, Hagerstown, Md.— 36
strength of a bee.
"He can pull more'n a unless you know they are reliable, and are pages—
Albino and Italian Queens and Bees,
fly," said one of them. "Well," said the doing business on the " square."
and Apiarian Supplies.
other, " 1 dunno how much he calls pull;
Jos. W. Newlove. Columbus. O.— 13 pages
but when he backs up to you and pushes, I
—Apiarian Supplies, Small Fruit, Piants.eto.
guess you'll fall back every time."
Dandelions, willows, and skunk cabbage
Simon P. Koddy, Meohanlcstonn, Md.—
are the first to yield honey to the bees in the pages— Bees and Queens.
M. W. Shepherd, Rochester, O.— 6 pagesspring. Then comes the blossoms of fruit,
Dr. mUer'a Book, " A Year Among hard maple, white clover, small fruits, bass- Bees, Ferrets, etc.
Charles Stewart. Sammonsville, N. Y.—
the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one wood, sumach, winding up with goldenrod,
page— Apiarian Supplies. This is on the
year, we will club for $1.50.
aster, Spanish-needle and smart-weed.
back of one of M '(rtin's " Chromo " cards.
electricity

aod a storm approacbloi?.

:

;

:

;

;

:
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they are the easiest to manipulate,

and the most satisfactory

The

in all re-

cost is a little more,
but the saving of labor in the apiary
by their use will soon over-balance
W^ltli Replies thereto.
their extra cost ten to one. It is my
belief that we shall look in vain for a
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to better system to handle sections.— G.
Queries In tliis Department in less time L. Tinker.
than one month. They have to wait their
There is probably but little differturn, be put in type, and sent in about a ence, but that little is in favor of a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer bee-space.— The Editor.
them get them returned, and then find
pace for them in the Journal. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
Amonnt af Honey Dsecl liy Bees,
them to be inserted here.— En.l
spects.

first

;

Bee-Space alioye

Query, No. 400.— 1.

tlie

1.

Nearly

if

not quite as well.

my

sir,

if

none

is

consumed

in

breeding, and these flights are not too
frequent and extended.
When bees
exercise they live largely on beebread. Bees consume less honey in
moderate winters of even temperature. Very low temperature arouses
the bees to activity and increased consumption of honey, and later beebread, and then bee-diarrhea follows.

—James Heddon.
No unless they are breeding, when
it is warm enough,for the " occasional
flights."— The Editor.
;

Bflilding np Colonies in

work

Yes, decidedly.— C.

2.

locality.— C.

They do not in this locality.— G. M.
Doolittle.
They consume the most in cold
weather, unless occasional flights in-

duce them

Miller.

to

tlie

Spring.

W. Dayton.

in

the sections as well with a toee-space abovp as
with a close cover? 2. Would a bee-space prevent
the use of so mueh propolis above the sections ?—
W. J., Tenn.

It will help greatly in

No,

by cold pre-

Query, No. 401.— Do bees consume more
honey when they have an occasional flight, than
they do in continued cold weather-on the summer
stands ?— Arnold.

Sections.

Will bees

when quietude caused
vails.— J. E. Pond.

Query, No. 402.— What is the' best and
feasible method for •* building up " coloniesin the sprinc in time for the white Clover honey
harvest ?-E. B., Ills.
most

By

them

wintering

breed.—DADANT& Son. James Heddon.

perfectly.

Theoretically, no for if it is warm
By using warm packing.— C. W.
The bee-space enough to fly they do not consume Dayton.
heat.—
much
to
keep
up
animal
H.
as
Peed enough to keep up breeding
D. Cutting.
A. J. Cook.
and keep the hive warm. Reduce or
2.
1. Yes, they will work better.
My experience is that they do con- expand the brood-nest to suit the
Certainly, it prevents so much pro- sume more honey when they have needs of the colony.— Dadant & Son.
frequent flights during an open, mild
polizing.— James IIeddon.
Pack them up snugly so as to rel..No. 2. The difference is small winter.— J. P. H.Brown.
tain the warmth
see that there is
in either case.— C. \V. Dayton.
depends upon how cold the food in abundance " only this and
It
and
how
much
nothing
also
more. "—W. Z. Hutchinson.
'-1. I prefer the close cover.
2. It weather may be,
protection the bees may have. Well
does with me.— G. M. Doolittle.
This is too large a matter for this

C.

1.

I

;

think

so.

2.

does protect against propolization.

;

;

protected bees consume far less honey

Quite as well, but it would not les- in confinement.— G. L. Tinker.
sen the amount of propolis. J. P. H.
I have found that it is brood-rearBrown.
ing that requires large consumption
I prefer no bee-space above the secMy bees always come
of honey.
tions, and I get no propolis on the
through in the best condition if they
tops of them.— H. D. Cutting.
can fly out often, and I have never
Yes, bees will work just as well discovered that their stores are afwith a bee-space between the sections fected by frequent flights.— G. W.

—

and the cover, and the space

will

Demaree.

prevent propolis being placed upon
It depends something upon how
the top-bars of the sections.— W. Z. cold. In steady weather, just cold
Hutchinson.
enough to keep them from flying, they
I hardly think that it has anything will consume less, probably, than in
to do with the working of the bees in weather warm enough for them to fly,
the sections, but I could not be in- or than in very cold weather.- C. C.
duced to have the bees crawling all Miller.
over the bottoms of my hive covers
It depends. If the temperature is
when I lift them off. I shut the bees mild, but just so as to keep the bees
down at the tops of the cases with quiet, yes. If subject to great excotton or enameled cloth. This keeps tremes then it might be otherwise. I
the tops of the sections clean, and find when I keep my cellar at just
enables me during oppressively hot about 45° Fahr., the bees eat the
weather to wedge up the covers and least.— A. J. Cook.

between the cloth and the
cover, thus cooling the bees without

admit

air

With me, bees have consumed the

most honey in a long, cold winter. If
permitting them to leave the apartthere should be frequent flights, as
ments of the hive.— G. W. Demaree. the
result of continued warm weather,
would be less stores
1. This is a question on which there there perhaps
is much dispute.
I prefer continuous consumed; but if it should be expassage-ways others do not, so every tremely cold between the flights, it
one must test for himself. In an- might be otherwise.— W. Z. Hutchswering this question, I assume that inson.
it does not mean just what it says;
Repeated experiments in my own
for so far as I know, space above is apiary (where I always winter the
used
when
2.
only
tiering.
I do not bees on the summer stands) prove
think any difference will be found.— that the warmer the winter the more
J. E. Pond.
stores there are consumed. The rea2. No; if
1. Yes.
you desire to son is obvious. Increased activity
keep the sections quite free from pro- caused by heat, when great enough to
golis you should use wide frames to induce flight, will of course cause a
old 4 sections. "With a suitable case greater consumption of stores, than
;

place, but I think it has been fully
treated in back numbers by G. M.
Doolittle and others ; also in the various books.- C. C. Miller.

Slight stimulative feeding, Heddon^
notwithstanding, or to please Bro.
Clarke, "in my opinion."
Then
equalize and get all colonies strong.

Cook.
any bees go into winter withi
hives full of honey, so as to have

A.

J.

If

plenty of stores in the spring, they
will build themselves up if they are
packed warm at the top of the broodnest.— G. W. Demaree.

By systematic feeding, and giving
frames of clean worker comb as fast
as the number of bees will justify.
J. P. H. Brown.

By

the reversing of the brood-nest

and spreading of the brood, as I have
given in the Bee Journal.
Experience is needed, however, in
this matter to be successful. G. M.
often

—

Doolittle.
It will require more data than is
given, to tell. It will depend upon
the size of the colony to start with.
Some could not be built up so soon.
My own plan is to draw frames of
brood from strong colonies and give
to the weak, as fast as they can be
spared and cared for, being careful tO'
see that all have plenty of stores bothfor consumption and tor brood. I do
not know ;of any better building-up
process for any state of affairs.— J. E.

Pond.
See that they have sufficient food
and are kept warm.— The Editor.

.
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This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named
east;
6 north of the center; 9 south;
Owest; and this d northeast; ^o northwest:
o» southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O
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Of Drone-Coml).

DOOLITTLE.

I have read with interest the various discussions of Mr. Hutchinson
and others on the drone-comb question, and it seems to me that many do
not fully understand the conditions
under which it is built. The idea of
no drone-comb does not lie in a small
brood-chamber with a surplus arrangement above it, by any means, as
many of the given reports show. My
own experience also convinced me of
this fact, years ago,

when

I

among

the first, if not the first, advocated a
very small brood-chamber with the
surplus arrangement put directly
above it, to secure all worker-comb.
When the conditions are right,
worker-comb is just as apt to be built
where no surplus arrangement is used
as otherwise, and the only reason for
using the surplus arrangement is in
making the conditions more generally
right than they are likely to be without it.
What are the right conditions for
the building of worker-comb ? Simply
The right force of bees so that
this
the queen can follow them in combbuilding with her eggs, so that as soon
as the cells of any comb are deep
enough to receive an egg, a worker
egg is laid therein. As long as these
conditions exist only worker-comb is
built, 1 care not how old or unprolific
the queen is, or how prolific.
From the above it will be easily
seen why a large colony with an unprolific queen builds mostly drone or
store comb, and a small colony with a
young prolific queen builds all worker
:

comb.

That

all

may understand how

to

worker-comb built, I will
give the reader some of the experiments I have tried, and the grounds
gone over, so that little by little I
easily get

arrived at the truth
above.

Among my
comb-building

first

regarding the
recollections of

comb was

really built for the rearing
drones.
Now while this large
amount of drone-comb was of little
harm the first year, yet during June
of the next year the surplus honey in
these combs was converted into drones
to till the combs, which drones, after
being hatched, consumed quite a
share of the honey gathered by the
colony ; thus making a serious thing
of what was built for store comb. It
the queen with the colony was an old
or unprolific one, matters were still
worse, as in this case one-half or more
of all the comb in the hive would be
of the drone size.
The above and the amount of honey
stored in these outside combs caused
me to cut my hive down to 9 frames,
so as to obviate both diSlculties
but
I soon found that I had only remedied
the latter, as I did not put on the
boxes until the hive was two-thirds
full of comb, for at that time all considered it an " unpardonable sin " to
pnt boxes on when a swarm was
hived, unless it was where two or
more swarms were hived together, in
which case the putting on of boxes
would not influence the comb-building any, for there would still be a
force of bees large enough to keep the
comb far in advance of the queen.
I was almost ready to give up in
despair (no comb foundation being in
use at that time), when one day quite
a small swarm came out with a queen
only a year old. I was about to put
them back, when I decided to hive
them for increase, considering that
the colony in the fall would be worth
more than the honey they would obtain if returned
and in the hiving of
this swarm I got my first real light on
the drone-comb subject.
I did not
look at this colony for three weeks
from the time it was hived, except to
see that the combs were being built
true in the frames ; therefore imagine
my joy to find the frames filled with
comb (except a few inches at the bottom of the two outside combs), and
every bit of it was worker comb, and
filled with brood, except a few pounds
of honey along the top-bar.
In a week or so I opened the hive
again, expecting to find that the two
outside frames had been finished

of

;

;

frame between two of the
others, and during the next four days
this was filled a little over half full of

empty

worker-comb, which the queen occupied with eggs
but as soon as the
young bees began to hatch, she only
went over the vacated cells, which
caused the rest of the frame to be
filled with drone-comb.
From this I
took the cue which has controlled me
in all my after work, and which is the
;

father of what is known as the Hutchinson plan of getting worker-combs
built in the brood-chamber
while
working for comb honey.
Without going over all the ground
of my failures, and how I was led
step by step along to perfect success,
I will simply say that success is only
obtained by getting such an amount
of empty surplus room above, with
the right size of brood-chamber below, that the bees build comb below
only as fast as the queen occupies it
with eggs, while there is room above
for all their extra resource of wax and

comb-building propensities. The reason why Mr. Ilutchinson has been so
eminently successful where others
have failed, is because his observations have led him to more nearly
comply with the above than have the
less successful ones.

Before closing this article I must
notice an item bearing directly upon
this subject. I see it advised in a recent paper, by a would-be writer on
the subject of apiculture, that an

empty comb should be given a swarm
at the time of hiving. In my younger
years I tried this, and as a result I
could get only drone-comb built in a
colony so treated, and the same holds
true in giving a comb of brood to a
to keep them from absconding,
as advised by so many, especially it
any of the brood in the comb is hatching so as to give the queen room to
Where
lay her eggs in this comb.
much brood is hatching in a hive, or
there is empty comb in the same, the
only remedy for drone-comb is fuU
sheets of foundation or frames of

swarm

worker-comb.
Borodino,© N. Y.

Securing

down with worker-comb, but was disappointed, for it was drone-comb. I
asKed myself wliy, and soon reasoned
out what I thought was correct, in
believing that as soon as the young
bees began to hatch— which they were
doing when I first opened the hive
the queen had all the egg-laying she
desired to do in the vacated cells, so
no longer kept " hand in hand, as it
were " with the bees, they built the

I found that, with a
good aueen and a large colony of bees
placed in a 12-frame Gallup hive rest for store comb.
(giving 2,100 cubic inches of combThe next year, to thoroughly prove
space), the 9 central combs would be my position, I hived a part of a large
generally all worker-comb except the swarm which came out with an unlower corners or parts of three or four prolific queen, in a hive containing
of the outer ones, while the three out- but three frames. I took enough bees
side ones and the parts noticed would to just fill these three frames in three
generally be drone-comb.
The out- weeks, according to my best judgside sheets would generally be filled ment, but got a few too many, as they
with honey, showing that these combs had the three combs built in 17 days,
were built especially as store comb, the queen having a worker egg in
while the corners mentioned would every cell except a few at the top for
have drones in them, showing that pollen and honey. I now moved along
•only a small portion of this drone- the
division-board and placed an
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Prices for Honey.

GRAVES.

I feel greatly interested in the discussion of the subject of " obtaining

remunerative prices for our honey."
it is of more importance than
anything else connected with the
The wintering problem
business.
has never burdened my mind to any
extent, as my losses have alwaya
been light but it is a subject of some
concern to me to convert a nice lot of
4,000 or 5,000 pounds of honey into
money, without selling it at a price
below cost of production, thereby

To me

;

ruining future prices for other beekeepers, and myself also. As any one
who has been in " the business " any
length of time knows, it is no easy
matter to raise the price after having
been reduced.
I have ever refrained from sending
any honey to our large commercial
centres; I have never shipped a pound
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of honey to a commission house. Not would be to the interest of bee-keepthat I have any ill-feeling toward ers to encourage their use.
them, but because I thought I could
LEGISLATION FOB BEE-KEEPERS.
do better to build up a trade nearer

something like a hoe. Now
sharpen the wide edge and each end.
In use, the fore-finger can be inserted
pitch,

in the

be mistaken, but my
In my article on page 199, I have
deductions from the present discus- given my promise to argue no further
sion in the Bee Journal leads me the desirability of legislation. Since
to think that one of the principal fac- that article was written, two writers
tors in solving the problem is this
have argued the matter on the oppoShip less honey to the large cities site side in this paper.
As I have
canvass your own neighborhood, keep promised to keep my mouth shut, it is
your country towns well supplied at the proper thing for me to shake my
all times in honey put up in an at- fist at them and boastingly tell them
tractive shape. In my experience in how I would have chewed them all up
selling extracted honey in the coun- into little bits, if I hadn't promised to
try or country towns in small pack- let them alone. Seriously, I do not
ages, I find that a package that can think it would be difficult to conbe utilized after the honey is used is far trovert their views, but I am not very
better than anything else for this sorry I made the promise, for there is
purpose.
prefer quart and pint enough of the coward in me to make
I
fruit-jars also glass jelly-moulds.
me glad to get out of a fight, and you

home.

may

I

;

Duncan,©

know,

Ills.

IToT Qxe

American Bee JoumaL

Honey-JumWes— Bee-Leiislation.

of the handle.
For

ttie

American Bee Joomal.

Pan-HanflleBee-Keeiiers'ConTention.

The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Association held its second meeting on
March 3 and 4, 1887, in Wheeling, VV.
Va. The officers of the association
are as follows
President,
Henry Leweday, of

Wheeling; Vice-Presidents, John A.
Buchanan, Phil Tisher, H. J. Shriver,
and L. C. Seabright; Secretary, W.
L. Kinsey, Blaine, O. and Treasurer,
August Geotze, Wheeling.
;

President Leweday delivered his
address, after which the Secretary
read a constitution and by-laws, which
was adopted.
The first question discussed was,

" He that fights and runs away
Will live to fls;bt another day
But be that is in battle slain.
Will never live to flgbt again."
;

My

bow

thanks are due Mr. Heddon for

ESSENTIALS TO SUCCESS.
the manly way in which he has surrendered. It is no discredit to him as
J, A, Buchanan said he believed
a disputant, for the simple reason that that to become a successful bee-keeper
In part reply to Mr. J. W. Parks' I had the easiest side to work on.
it was necessary that certain qualifiquestions on page 139, I would say
At Indianapolis, Mr. N. N. Bet- cations must be inherentin the wouldthat I have never seen but one kind
he must have a great
be apiarist
of honey-jumbles, and the one from singer made a— I am not sure whether
fondness for the pursuit ; such love
whom 1 got them, I understand, has it was a threat or a promise, in either and
appreciation of the beauties of
not been able to obtain from the man- case it was good natured— that he
him to become inufacturers the recipe by which they would give in print the hardest blows nature as will lead
in the mysteries connected
are made. I think they cost about 11 he knew how to give, against the terested
of
bees;
he must be
cents per pound at wholesale, making desirability of legislation. I was sur- with a colony
and
about $5 per barrel. The first sample prised that he should keep silent so naturally patient, persevering
energetic. Order and system go hand
I had last summer. After lying for long, but was still more 'surprised
Sloven or
in hand in this pursuit.
weeks in the open air, where ordi- when he did speak, to find that he
attempt beenary jumbles or cookies would be the only one who said he would tight laggard persons need not
Promptness to do the right
dried and stale, these honey-jumbles me— should be the only one to come keeping.
were as fresh as ever. Not only were out and strike some sturdy blows on thing at the right time is the key-note
to success in bee keeping.
they nearly as good, but I could see my side.
Marengo, 5 His.
W. S. Taggart, of Barton, said in
no possible difference whatever.
regard to the essential qualities of a
During the past winter I have had
bee-keeper, that any person of good
For tlie American Bee Journal.
some that were frozen. Whether tlie
the
obtain
common-sense could
freezing made any difference I cannot
knowledge of bee-keeping mechanisay, but when kept in the kitchen
Scraper for Cleaning Hiyes, etc,
cally, the same as some learn music, a
cupboard, these have dried somewhat,
Beetrade, or any other business.
I. W. ROLLINS.
in which condition they are not so
keeping can be imitated the same as
good. Kept open, in a cool pantry,
any other business ; all it requires to
they become more moist, and if left
The accompanying illustration rep- be a bee-keeper is to read, think, andj
in this condition long enough, they resents a "scraper" for cleaning then add practical work to thought.
become too wet for pleasant eating. hives, frames, bottom-boards and secBEST LOCATION FOR AN APIARY.
Kept in a covered tin-pail in either
place, they undergo no change, or at
From myj
John A. Buchanan said
least the change must be very gradexperience I would prefer a locatioal
ual.
After they have dried in the
well upon the sunny side of a hill, as"
kitchen cupboard, if placed in the cool
the higher altitudes give a more even
pantry, they become moist and as
temperature. Cold air, being heavier
iresh as ever again.
Whether too
than warm air, sinks to the valleys
moist or too dry ihey never appear to
where there is apt to be a greater dehave an old taste. There is certainly
gree of dampness, I have an apiary
something remarkable about their
in the
in a valley, and one on a hill
keeping qualities, and grocers ac- tions.
blacksmith made the one I spring of the year when bees are
quainted with them will keep them in use, with my directions. The followweak and need the most favorable
preference to other things of the kind, ing description siiows how it is made
condition to enable them to keep the
just because they will not grow old on
Take a piece of steel as thick as a greatest possible amount of brood
their hands.
heavy butcher-knife, 3J^ inches long, warm, it is then that I find my hill
As to their eating qualities, as in IM or lii inches wide ; punch or drill apiary rapidly out-stripping the bees
everything else, tastes differ. I think, holes
inch from each end, and 14 in the valley. If bee-keeping alone
however, that most persons would inch from one edge. These holes was the only object in view in selectconsider them a very nice article to should be about
inch, or a little ing a sight, I would only locate in
put on the table for even a company less. The handle should be about 6 such places as would show by the
tea.
I am very found of them.
If inches long, direct measure, 33^ inches flora of the surrounding fields to be
warmed in the oven just before being at the end solid, and the part next to specially adapted to the producing of
placed on the table, I think no one the blade split and brought around in honey.
It might be well to look a
could tell that they were not fresh a bow, entering the holes in the blade little after the markets of the place.
baked.
If honey is used to any ex- and riveted solid. The handle should I should want to have my honey protent in their manufacture, I think it be set 80 as to give the blade a little duced within easy marketable disDR.

C. C.

MILLER.

;

:

A

;

:

^

%
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tance of a number of towns and villages, with not too much opposition.
C. E. Ketter remarked that in his
region (Monroe Co., Ohio), about half

what I shall take for it— no, nothing
of the sort. I want to meet bee-keepers
to discus.s the best ways and
means of disposing of our crop just
same as we meet to discuss the
way up the hills, is the best locality, the
on account of its being above the fog " how " of production.
in the morning, and that the bees
I believe that such a meeting and
have down hill to carry honey instead its report will create a world-wide
of carrying all the honey uphill, where sentiment, based upon truth, and one
the apiary is located on top of a hill. which will be of lasting benefit to
By locating the apiary half-way up a both producers and consumers. Let
hill the bees are more sheltered from us meet and discuss all the questions
storms.
relating to whether it is better to proOn the second day the convention duce more or less comb honey; what
discussed the subject of "Prevention styles of packages are best ; how we
of Swarming."
should grade it ; how to work up the
C. E. Ketter— I have never had any home market, and how to dispose of
success in repressing swarming.
it in city markets; whether or not it
V. Tisher— Bees will not swarm so pays to have all the honey "giltlong as they have unfinished combs edge ;" how to equalize prices over
between the brood-nest and the en- the whole country when the same
trance.
grades are offered ; what is the best
committee was appointed to wait style of shipping-crate, and why,
upon the State Fair Association of about how much it costs to produce
West Virginia, to make arrangements honey the country over; and all these
in regard to premiums for apicultural things that will help the producer to
exhibits at the next Fair. The com- more correctly "make up his slate "
mittee consisted of Henry Leweday, in advance.
L. C. Seabright, and W. L. Kinsey.
Let us see that the children of the
An essay was read by L. C. Sea- poor have their honey
at as low a
"
bright on Spring treatrnent of bees." price in one location as in another,
The convention then adjourned to allowing for transportation. It does
meet at Wlieeling, W. Va., on Oct. 26 not aid these children to have the
and 27, 1887.
W. L. Kinsey, Hec.
prices raised by passing our honey
through the hands of too many mid
diemen. Any subject that is so vital
For the American Bee Journal.
to our interests as this— one that can
find so much room in such a beeReplatiug tlie Price of honey.
paper must surely be worthy of or?
special convention
Do you not think
;

—

A

—

I

JAMES HEDDON.

so,

to notice the " tangleconfusion many are in regarding the " survival of the fittest,"
" priority of location," " special legislation for bee-keepers," and the " proposed honey-producers' association."
Some one attempts to combat JDr.
Miller and misses his propositions and

It is

amusing

reader

V

Dowagiac, 9 Mich.

ment"and

hits

some one

else.

Another

strikes

a supposed death-blow at Mr. Baldridge, and only hits Dr. Miller a faint
" tick ;" and so it goes.
On page 181 Mr. Doolittle brings in

new

For the American Bee Journal.

Some Proofs
J.
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Bees do Hear.

W. BAYARD.

The

question as to whether bees
have the sense of hearing, being one
of secondary importance to bee-keepers, has attracted very little attention
or discussion through the bee-papers.
Some years ago the Bee Journal
published some tests, made by Sir

feature to the problem, viz:
charity. Well, I admire this turn, for
I see no other way out, and, besides, John Lubbock, an English scientist,
every good man really should and which had the merit of ingenuity and
does feel happy to think that if lose simplicity combined, but otherwise
he must, some poor person is gaining were extremely superficial and unsatisfactory.
as much.
While I consider it no .argument,
About the year 1870, the late Mr.
and entirely out of place here as an Adam Grimm, of Wisconsin, was one
argument, I had many times thought of the largest queen-breeders in
that I would resume my old practice America, importing his original stock
of retailing at home at wholesale from the Alps of Italy, claiming for
prices, undergoing the extra labor in- them great superiority over queens
volved by so doing, for the benefit of obtained from the low country in the
neighbors and the relief of the city South, and us being more vigorous
markets.
and hardy. 1 then gave him a trial
My object in beginning this article order for lo queens, and as a. matter
was to correct the idea that we who of convenience to us both', he sent
desired a meeting, expected or desired them in installments of 3 or 4 at a
to "corner" the honey market, and time. One morning in the month of
starve the consumer. We do not ex- August 1 received by express a packpect to destroy the natural channels age containing 3 queen-cages, replete
of trade, but simply to regulate them with queens and bees. (Cages in use
and endeavor to keep others from then were six times as large as our
turning them out of their natural and modern cages that are sent by mail.)
proper course. I am not going to I opened the package carefully, placbind myself to let some appointed ing the cages someS or 10 inches apart
person sell my product, or tell me on a table.
I turned to look after

a
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something in another part of the
room, when to my utter astonishment
I heard the loud piping of queens
from all three of the cages, and hastening to the spot, I found a regular
colloquy in progress, not all speaking
at once, but calling and answering,
back and forth, with much regularity
and great vigor as a challenge to
mortal combat. Soon after the queens
concluded their part of the programme, the bees in all the cages set
up their ever familiar zee, zee, zee as
a finale to the performance.
!

venture the opinion that the
apiarist in all the land
has recognized a well defined and expressive language among bees, such
as rage, joy, defiance and contentment, as well as a call for help or an
appeal for mercy.
No longer ago
than last June, t released a queen
from her cage to a hybrid colony
about dark early the next morning I
made an examination and found her
" balled " by a small knot of bees.
Upon releasing her from their grip,
she darted over the combs, and when
attacked by other bees she fairly
I will

most obtuse

;

screamed for mercy or help. On taking her from the hive I found her
wings and one foot badly mutilated.
In all my experience 1 find where
queens are balled for destruction, they

make these pathetic appeals to their
captors, but they are seldom. If ever,
heeded.

Not so with worker bees when they
get into limbo ; when squeezed by the
manipulator in handling their combs,
and call for help, the response comes
quickly, and very often with a vengeance, as I have many objective
lessons long to be remembered. That
bees manifest no symptoms of alarm
or fear at any outside noise or racket,
is only proof of
their indomitable
pluck and courage to defend all that
comprises their home and perpetuates
their existence. They live in a noise
all through their lives, created and

perpetuated by themselves, hence they
pay little attention to the uproarious

from day

clatter
ficial

or

to day,

natural,

whether

that

is

arti-

going on

around them.
Athens, o^ Ohio.
Read

at the

Ttie

Fremont Progressive Convention.

Production of Comli Honey.

GEO. E. HILTON.

As I have made the production of
comb honey a success for the past
eight years, a review of what I consider the best methods may be of
value the coming season. I trust it
may

present to some

new

ideas where-

by they can increase their
this our chosen pursuit.

profits in

and the most important
a full hive of bees at the
commencement of the honey-flow.
And here an essay of interest could
be written on spring management.
This question is often asked " When
is the proper time to put on the surplus cases '/" The majority of the beebooks say, as soon as little bits of
new comb are seen being built along

The

factor

first

is

:
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the top-bars of the brood-frames. My
answer is, as soon as the surplus season opens ; in this latitude it is at the
opening of the blaclcberry and raspberry blossoms, followed closely by
the white clover, which is our main
source. Previous to this the crates
should all be prepared with sections
filled with full sheets of thin foundation. The bee-keeper should also be
provided with a zinc queen-excluding
honey-board. I like these the size of
This avoids all
the surplus-crate.
propolizing and snapping and cracking of crates in taking off, and all
brace-combs from being built from
the under side of the sections to the
top of the brood-frames.
With me, there is no time looked
forward to with more interest than
the putting on of the surplus-crates
neither is there a time when the apiarist should exercise better judgment.
Approaching a hive, I examine it
closely, and if up to the standard,
namely, well filled with brood and

ones, keeping the crate containing the
least honey at the bottom, and the
one nearest completion, at the top.
This prevents the bees running over
the finished sections, and removing it
as fast as finished, gives it its virgin

whiteness.

This system largely does away with
the swarming-impulse just at the
height of the honey-flow but occasionally a swarm will issue in spite of
everything. In this case what shall
be done to prevent the cessation of
honey-storing in the surplus department
My plan is as follows
As soon as the swarm has left the
parent hive, take off the surplus arrangements, lift out all but one comb
and carry them to a new stand. Put
in from I to 6 empty frames, according to the size of the swarm, filling
the rest of the brood-chamber with a
division-board, put on the zinc honeyboard and surplus cases just removed,
and close the hive. I proceed with a
basket and shake the swarm from
working bees, I remove all bits of their alighting place into it, and dump
comb from the top-bars, lay on the them in front of the hive whence they
zinc queen-excluding honey-board, came. I watch them closely until I
and put on one crate containing 28, am sure I have the queen, and the
4>4x4^xl3^ sections. All things con- work is done. The remaining bees
sidered, I think this size the best.
at the alighting-place, as soon as they
Perhaps the next colony I approach, discover the absence of the queen,
so will
I have not been ableto build up to the will return to the old stand
standard. This I leave until I find the field bees remaining on the 7
another not up to the standard.
I combs that have been carried to the
remove the best combs of brood and new stand, and all the bees in the
young bees (being careful not to take fields returning home gives the same
the queen), remove the four combs working-force as before. The desire
containing the least brood from No. 1, for swarming is satisfied, and the
and change places with them, using work in the sections goes on as though
judgment in making up the brood- nothing had happened. The 7 combs
nest, keeping the brood in the centre have plenty of nurse-bees to care for
of the weak colony, and the combs the larva; in them, and at the same
containing the least brood in the cen- time they are so depleted in old bees
tre of the now strong colony.
I pro- that they very seldom send out a secceed as before, and put on the sur- ond swarm.
plus arrangement, and out of the 2
I want to say just a little in regard
weak colonies 1 have one ready for the to the handling and disposing of comb
honey-flow; and ray experience is honey. I have bought considerable
that more honey is received, and of a honey at different times to sell again,
better quality from this one than and invariably I have been obliged to
would be received from the 2, if left go over the whole 'lot and clean up
to build up during the honey-flow; the sections. I am sorry to say that
besides, the trouble of going over the honey is a luxury and not a staple at
apiary so many times as required in the present time. In times of taking
the bit of comb plan, is saved.
the good wife or
off honey, have
I will now consider the apiary sup- sister,or some good, careful girl, at the
plied with surplus arrangements, and honey -house with a knife or piece of
that the bees are well at work in the glass, and have her carefully remove
sections, and the busy season is on all the propolis and bad stains that
hand.
The sections must now be may appear on the sections ; put them
watched closely, and as fast as the away the best on one shelf, and the
crates are about two-thirds full of second grade on another, with a sheet
honey, raise them up and put an of paper between every two tiers to
empty one, arranged as the first, un- catch any drippings that may occur,
der it this leaves a space to be filled as the honey stains the wood, and the
with combs and honey between the nearer " gilt-edge " we keep our probrood-nest and the partially-filled duct the more we shall realize for the
crate on top. This is just as the bees same.
do not want it, and, as a rule, just as
In packing for shipment, I find no
they are coming to a point where the crate giving as general satisfaction as
swarming-fever is liable to overtake one holding 14 or 16 of these sections.
them, they find this great hole in their Glassed at each end, they range in
midst, and it is surprising how they weight from 12 to 15 pounds; they
will double their energies to fill this stand shipment well, eitnerby freight
cavity
at the same time they will be or express, and the retailer frequently
finishing the upper crate.
crate to a single
sells a whole
It is my custom at this stage of the customer.
proceedings to go over the apiary
I cannot urge too strongly the use
every week. My crates are so ar- of the zinc queen-excluding honeyranged that I can draw out all the board. I consider it one of the grandfinished sections,replacing with empty est inventions of the age— no brood in
;

'?

;

;

;

;

rremont,to Mich.
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:

;

—

the sections, no fastening the sections, crate and all to the broodframes, thus tearing off the bottom
of the sections, or lifting the broodframes out by their adhering to the
crate
in fact, with the experience I
have had with them, I would as soon
think of putting on sections without
foundation starters as to think of
putting on a crate without a queenexcludmg honey-board.

Management
J. J.

i Mle

Extractini.

WALLER.

My experience in bee-keeping extends almost as far back as my recollection, but it has been only a few
years since I first began to keep bees
on improved principles. The first extracting of honey that I ever witnessed, was by a neighbor who used
what I now consider a very imperfect
machine. Instead of having a revolvbasket, the whole can
ing comb
turned, and the honey ran out as it
was extracted. Previous to this I
had read '' Langstroth on the HoneyBee," and perhaps two or three other
works on bee-keeping, but my first
practical lessons were taken from this
neighbor.
1 do not

know that I have learned
and adopted the best ways, but upon
the subject of which I now write, I
pretty sure that for me my plan is
the best ; and yet with all the subjects
discussed in the bee-papers, I do not
now remember to have seen this more
than mentioned. I do not doubt but
that my plan is an old one to most
bee-keepers, and it may be that it
will provoke a smile from experts in
our calling. I believe, however, that
in giving my experience I may do
good in leading others to a better way.
The practice of most bee-keepers,
so far as I have seen and read, is to
go to the hives as they stand in the
apiary, and remove the combs to be
extracted from, taking them into the
honey-house or some other place for

am

working them. I find several objections to this arrangement, and the
principal one is, that at nearly aU
are troublesome.
enrages bees to
have robbers with their peculiar noise,
prying into a hive from the top, it
matters not how careful we are to
subdue the bees of the hive opened.
I know that some will say that we
ought not to extract when robber
bees are troublesome, but I find they
are very bad most of the time, and
somewhat ;so all the time. At the
beginning of extracting last summer,
I examined two of my best Italian
colonies, and from each I got six
stings in the face
In a late number of the Bee Journal, Mr. McNeill explains how he
makes and uses his bee-tent,or screenhouse, and intimates objections to
Mr. Heddon's make of the same, one
of which is that on account of its
weight the hives have to be carried to
Now, to me
manipulation.
it for

times robber bees

We all know how

it

!
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this is no objection, but there are a long distance, and have become
other objections to any screen-house used to shaking so tjiat they will not
which render them impracticable to answer the shaking call by buzzing,
many bee-keepers.
if they are alive or dead, they are
In lieu of bee-tents and screen- shaken so much more violently, and
if
they then refuse to respond, the
houses, I have built a room for extracting purposes which I find to be clerks' curiosity will even go so far
very convenient on other occasions as to use their pocket-knives to break
also. By the side of my meat-house, open one corner of the larger cages,
which is very tall, I built a shed room before they will desist.
8x10 feet. I have a bench made of a
I have noticed that every queen's
dressed 12-inch board extending the fertility through this shaking curifull length of the room to the left as osity is more or less injured in tranit is entered, and just right to work sit; but that the queens in smaller
on without stooping. In one end is cages suffer the most, is reasonable.
a window, and in the other the door.
Would it not be well, if it can be
I find this room to be comfortable, done with any prospect to disconand as there is no floor except the tinue this injurious nuisance of inground, there is no trouble climbing quisitive clerks, to apply to headsteps.
When extracting I simply quarters of the Post-office Departcarry a hive (after smoking the bees a ment, and of the express companies'
little) into this room, and close the officers, to forbid clerks shaking any
door and window, and place at the old queen-cages with queen-bees while in
stand an empty hive, except that it transit ?
has a frame of empty comb. The bees
Often are bees thus injured, and if
returning from work will collect on upon their arrival they do not prove
this comb, and after returning the what was represented, the shippers
bive with bees it is but little trouble are unjustly charged with dishonesty.
to shake them ofiE and let them re- Xearly every queen that I received
turn to their proper home. All the personally out of the post-office or
the bees that take wing while work- express-office, I found the clerks shaking a hive, will collect on the window, ing the cage at the time of my arrival
and there remain until released, un- there and if not they would surely
less the window is arranged to let commence shaking violently as they
them pass out but as I would rather handed the cage to me. It is not as
they were in the window than in the well bad intention as inquisitive
decoy hive, I let them remain until ignorance, which commits the harm.
their own hive is returned to its Ir those clerks could be shown the
stand.
harm that their inquisitive ignorance
One great advantage in this over does, perhaps this nuisance might be
out-door manipulation, is that one is abated without trouble or ill-feeling.
not compelled to be forever stooping,
Portland,^ Oreg.
as the hive can be raised to any
height without extra trouble. Another
Farm, Stock and Home.
freat advantage is, there are no rober bees to bother, and if a few bees
April fort in tlie Apiary.
do get angry and take wing, they very
soon take to the window and are
E. W. POWELL & SON.
trapped.
I suppose many would object to
As it is nearing the time to take
the above plan because of the labor
necessary in carrying the hives to and bees out of the cellar, a short article
from the place of work
but if the perhaps will not come amiss on that
house- is built in a convenient place, subject. We do not take our bees out
close to the bees, I do not think the until April 10 or 15, if we can help it
labor as great as if they are worked (I mean if we can keep them quiet).
If we lose control of the temperature
at their stands in the apiary.
of the cellar, or if from any other
I would be glad to see this subject
cause the bees become diseased, we
discussed (either pro or con) by some
are compelled to take them out as
of our experienced bee-keepers, such,
soon as the snow is gone
but even
for instance, as those whose names
appear in the Query Department of then, I am not sure but the best way
would be to let them have a good
the Bee Jouknal.
flight and then return them to the
Pleasure Ridge Park, 5 Ky.
;

;

;

;

cellar until settled

warm weather has

come.
For tne
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Before commencing to take the bees
cellar, we provide ourselves
with a litter, by fastening two small
poles together with two cross-pieces,
having the poles long enough to receive four hives at a time. We commence taking the bees out about four
o'clock in the afternoon, two men
taking four hires at a time. In this
way the bees are carried steady and
without a jar. We carry out as many
in one evening as our backs will
allow, and often get up early and take
out some more before it is light the
next morning. We take them out in
this way to prevent the bees from
swarming and mixing up, which they

from the

Staking Qneen-Cages in Transit,

GUST. MURHABD.

wish to draw the attention of beekeepers who feel interested therein,
to the abuse committed by inquisitive
clerks in the post-office and expressoffice on the queen-cages with queenbees while in transit. There is hardly
a queen-bee shipped to Oregon which
has not to stand hard shaking of inI

quisitive clerks to satisfy their curiosity whether the bees are alive or
dead and as bees that have traveled
;
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will do sometimes if taken out
morning of a bright day.

in the

As soon as the bees are out of their
winter quarters, they must be examined, their hives cleaned out, etc.
AVe have along box which we put on
a spring wheelbarrow, in which to
carry empty combs, scraps of comb,
and our tools, which consist of a
smoker, a knife to prune the combs
with, H chisel to loosen the frames,
and sometimes the bee-veil, though
usually we have this last article over
the face

when we start.

We now commence
the

first

at one end of
row of hives, examining each

one in succession, cleaning out the
dead bees, if there are any, and supply honey to any that are in need,
from those that can spare it. We give
each colony just what combs they
need for immediate use, using a
'division-board to close up the space
to just the room they can use during
the cold nights of spring. The empty
combs we place outside of the division-board
those containing a little
honey are carried to the honey-room
until they are needed.
make a
careful record of the condition of each
colony, the number of frames they
occupy, the amount of brood and
honey contained, etc. ; then, after
packing snug and warm, the bees are
not disturbed again for two or three
weeks, or until they have filled all
their combs with brood, when more
room is given.
;

We

Mankato, 9 Minn.
B*or

tne American Bee

JoumaL

Tlie Guelpli, Ontario, Conyention.

W3I. F.

CLARKE.

On March 23, 1887, the Guelph BeeKeepers' Association met in the
Council Chamber at Guelph, Ont., at
1 p.m., the President,
Rev. W. P.
The Secretary
Clarke, in the chair.
read the minutes of the last meeting,
which, on motion, were confirmed.
Then followed the
president's address.
Fellow Bee-Keepers .-—We meet near
the close of a winter, which, though a
long one, has not been altogether unfavorable for bees, and it is to be
hoped that a few days will bring the
welcome disclosure that our losses
have been slight. Last season was
an unpropitious one in this locality
for honey-production, and, as we are
not apt to have two bad years in succession, we may look forward to the
coming summer as one in which nectar will abound, and our industrious
little workers gather plentifully both
for themselves

At

and

us.

the present time, there are sev-

interest and importance pressing on the attention of beeis
One
the low price of
keepers.
honey. Honey is cheap and likely to
remain so. It has been proposed to
form honey producers' associations to
regulate tlie market price of honey.
I do not think this course would have
the desired effect. Xo wheat growers'
association could fix the price of
eral matters of
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wheat. No cheese or butter associa- a neighborhood, the exclusive owner- brood-nest. The essay was discussed
tion could fix the price of dairy pro- ship of the bee-forage within certain at some length.
ducts. Tbe law of supply and de- limits. As well might you give the
The thanks of the convention were,
mand will ultimately control these first village store-keeper exclusive on motion, voted to the Mayor and
matters, in spite of all our devices. right of trade until the population corporation for the use of tlie Council
All we can do is to cheapen the pro- reaches a certain number, and so on Chamber also to tbe President for
duction of honey by adopting the best with the first blacksmith, the first his address, and to Mr. R. F. Holterlabor-saving devices in our apiaries; shoemaker, and tbe first preacher. mann for his essay.
ofEer only a lirst-class article for sale, One man may want the whole loaf to
The convention then adjourned to
and so get the best price going himself, and another feel that half a meet on Thursday, Sept. 1, 1887, in
spread information concerning the loaf is better than no bread.
They Guelph, at 10 a.m.
value of honey as food and medicine
must " catch as catch can," and settle
Guelph,Ont.
set ourselves to develop a local mar- the matter as best they may.
We
ket, by exciting a home demand; and, now have too much legislation, and
above all, avail ourselves of that consequently too much litigation. It
Local Convention Directory.
British mart, which, through the en- is good foy the lawyers, but bad for
terprise of the Ontario Government, the common people.
We do want 1887.
Time and place of Meeting.
and the labors of our commissioners more legislation of a higher kind. Apr. 9.— Union, at Dexter, Iowa.
has been proved to be readily accessi- The golden rule and the law of love
J. E. Pryor. Sec, Dexter, Iowa.
ble to us.
have only to be carried out to end all Apr. 12.— Stark County, at Canton. Ohio.
Mark Thomson, Sec, Canton, O.
Another matter of special interest tbe faction fights between capital and
to us is the rights of bee-keepers as labor, and this is amply sufticient to Apr. 14.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond, Ind.
M, G. Reynolds, Sec, WilliamaburK, Ind.
involved in the recent suit of Mcin- regulate the relations and locations
This case went of bee-keepers otherwise we must Apr. 16.—Marshall County, at Marshalltown, Iowa.
tosh vs. Harrison.
J. W. Sanders, Sec. L.eGrand, Iowa.
against the bee-keeper. His bees were bow to that inexorable law of nature
declared a nuisance, and the court which provides for the " survival of Apr. 20.—Wabash County, at N. Manchester, Ind.
Aaron Singer, Sec, Wabash, Ind.
granted an injunction against their the fittest."
Apr. 20.— Southern Illinois, at Benton. Ills.
being kept in close proximity to the
f. U. Kennedy, Sec, DuQuoin, Ills.
blacksmith shop of his neighbor. This
long and interesting discussion
Apr. 26.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
lawsuit undeniably grew out of a followed, mainly in regard to the best
J. Ashworth, Pres., Lansing, Mich.
quarrel between neighbors. The bees means of securing the British market Apr. 26.— DesMolnes Co., at Burlington, Iowa.
Bad been kept near the blacksmith for our surplus honey product. The
John Nau, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.
shop for years, and would have been following
resolutions
were then May 5.— Sheboygan County, atHingfaam,Wis.
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.
kept there still, withoutobjection, but passed
for an unhappy dispute about a pigBesolved, That this association is of May 24.-N. W. Ills. & S. W. Wis., at Rockton, Ills.
D. A. Fuller, Sec. Cherry Valley, Ills.
pen. It would have paid Harrison to the opinion that in order to render
have cleaned out the pig-pen himself, permanent the good results of last ^F" In order to have this table complete. Secreand sprinkled plenty of deodorizing year's honey-exhibit in England, it is taries are requested to forward full particulars of
matter around it, rather than go to desirable that Canadian bee-keepers time and place of future meetings.— ED.
law. An expense of about $1,000 has co-operate in making as large a conbeen incurred by the litigants— $300 signment as possible the coming year;
for the plaintiff, and $700 for the de- and that the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
fendant. The plaintiff has got what Association be requested to appoint a
he wanted at a high cost, and is prob- commissioner to go ahead of the conably as sorry as the defendant that signment and make sales, it being
the matter ever went into court. This understood that the Government grant
case decides nothing as to bee-keep- be a guarantee fund for the one coming in general. Bees may be a nui- missioner as it was for the four last
Disastrous Weather for Bees— E.
sance kept close to a blacksmith shop, year, and that after deducting such
F. Smith, Smyrna,© N. Y., on March
where sweaty horses are apt to get a expenses as the grant does not cover,
sting now and then, but this does not there be a dividend, share and share 24, 1887, says
prove that they are a nuisance every- alike among the consignors also, in
My bees are in bad condition, and
where within corporation limits.
case this is done, the members of this have had no flights since the first
association
season
permitting,
engage,
by
It is thought
week in November 142 days. March
some that we must
have special legislation to define the to supply at least 10,000 pounds of has been colder than February. We
rights of bee-keepers.
If so, the honey, all such honey to be duly in- had a regular blizzard from the northsooner it is attended to the better. spected before acceptance for ship- west on March 22, and there is a great
Unless we have a
But, perhaps it might be as well to ment.
depth of snow.
" let sleepingdogs lie." The commonBesolved, That we consider the di- change soon, there will be very few
some have
sense and good-feeling of the general rectors of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' bees left in this region
public may be counted on to put up Association are in duty bound to lay already lost all, and others one-half
with a little temporary annoyance, before tbe bee-keepers of this country or more.
rather than injure one of the rising a financial statement relative to tbe
industries of our country— that to Canadian honey-exhibit in England
Two Colonies in a Hive.— W.
which we are indebted for the most last year.
Fillmore,tolnd., on March 28,
Mason,
Besolved,
Secretary
That
the
be
luscious condiment that can tickle a
human palate. People, in general, directed to send a copy of the fore- 1887, writes
are forbearing.
AVitness the extent going resolutions to the President of
On page 59 I promised to report my
to which thedog nuisance is tolerated, the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Associaexperience in wintering two or more
though " dogs delight to bark and tion, and that the President of this colonies in one hive. Now that winbite," kill
a great many valuable association and Mr. R.F. Holtermann ter is past I can say that I see no
sheep, and occasionally cause the represent this association at the meet- benefit in the plan for wintering. I
death of human beings by that terrible ing of directors, that may be called to do not think they will make as good a
disease, hydrophobia.
My voice is consider this matter.
showing as single colonies; yet my
not for war over the Harrison suit.
Besolved, That agricultural societies test was not a fair one. The last of
It would never have been instituted, be respectfully requested to appoint
January we had a few warm days
but as the result of ill-feeling, which no parties as judges of honey and with the temperature up to 60° above
ought not to have come into existence. apiarian supplies except those who zero in the bee- house; the bees bePriority of location is another mat- have had experience as bee-keepers.
came excited, leaving the hives and
ter which is attracting much attenMr. R. F. Holtermann then read a getting down on the floor, thus leavtion among bee-keepers.
It is pro- brief essay on " Manipulation and ing several colonies weak.
I was
posed by some to pass a law securing Mutilation," pointing out the evils of away from home at the time, but reto the first comer as a bee-keeper into a too frequent disturbance of the turned the day it became cooler see;

;

A

;

—

;

;

I
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ing the situation, and finding the
temperature still at 62°, I resorted to
putting in ice until the bees became
quiet, but too late to save my bees
from loss, which may be at the cost
of several colonies. So the test is not
a fair one. But I learned that bees
will not remain quiet in as high a
temperature for me as some have
claimed. They are the most quiet for

me

from

at

to

3.5°

40",

and

fairly

quiet up to 50"; but above that they
get restless. Our winter since Jan.
20 has been mild there has been quite
a loss among colonies that were hived
late last fall, but the strong colonies
;

have come through

all right.

Samson's First Colony of Bees.— N.

W.

covet.

It is quite likely that the fiber

now somewhat

injured by exposure
through the winter. The object I
had in view was to call attention to
the possible value of sweet clover as
a fiber-producing plant, and hope that
those having a knowledge of the
proper treatment of hemp, and machinery for handling it,will take it up.
is

Building a Bee-Cellar.— J. H. StanCherokee,^ Iowa, asks the following questions:
ford,

I want to build a bee-cellar the coming summer. 1. How large should
the room be to hold 75 colonies ? 2.

Would you ventilate it with tile ? If
How
so, how deep would you lay it V

AflJerbaugh, Cameron,© Nebr., long
and what size V 3, How high
sends this "old, old story" of 3,000 should the walls of the cellar be V 4.
How many windows V 5. Is a cement
years ago
floor the best ? 6. Is it best to run
Samson went down to Timnath and water through the cellar V 7. Would
saw a woman in Timnath of the you build an outside stairway V 8. Is
daughters of the Philistines, and it best to lath and plaster the joists
when he came back he told his father overhead or ceil it with pine flooring
and mother, and said
I have seen a Bees have wintered well so far. I put
woman in Timnath that 1 love and out 3 colonies, but it was too cold for
Samson said unto his father and them to fly.
mother, get her for me, for she
[1. Two hundred square feet or more,
pleaseth me well
then went Samson
down, and his father and mother to somewhat depending upon the size of
Timnath, and came to the vineyards the hives.
of Timnath, and behold a young lion
2. I would ventilate the cellar with
roared against him, and Samson killed
him, and he went and talked with the tile, and I am trying hard to find out
woman, and she pleased Samson well. just how. At present I should say 6
After a time he returned to take her to 10 inch tile, not less than 5 feet to
for his wife
on his way he stopped
the bottom of the drain, and not less
to behold tlie carcass of the lion, and
Probably this
in it he found a colony of bees and than 150 feet long.
honey
and he took thereof in his would ventilate a larger cellar.
hand, and began to eat, and coming to
3. Seven feet is a good height.
his father and mother, gave some to
4. One is probably enough.
them to eat. Samson had a marriage
5. I have used a cement floor in one
feast,
with honey for supper 1141
years before the Christian era over cellar, and I doubt if it is of any adthree thousand years ago.
vantage.
If you
6. I have had no experience.
No Loss for Four Winters.— Abner can easily try it, do so, and report the
Brown, Lansing,? Mich., on March result both with and without.
25, 1887, says
7. By all means, if possible.
Last fall I prepared 5 colonies of
8. Lath and plaster, I think.— C. C.
bees for winter, and have now taken Miller.]
'i

:
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the most of the little insects, which
Prof. Cook said (and I do not doubt
its truth) produced the sweet substance. My bees, however, gathered
it so freely while it lasted, that about
one-half of their winter stores consisted of it; and I had fears as to it»
bealthfulness for winter use, but I am
glad to say that so far as I can see, it
had no injurious effect whatever. I
have lost but 2 colonies of bees out of
65, and I think that they were overcome by cold, on account of the way
they clustered on their combs.
certainly had an easy winter on bees
in Kentucky. I think the mercury
only on two occasions was below zero,
and then only a few degrees yet I do
not remember to have ever seen as
thick pure ice. My opinion is that
bees have generally wintered well in
this part of the country, and now if
we knew how to successfully control
swarming, I think we could look forward with bright hopes to a large
honey crop.

We

;

'i

:

;

;

;

;

—

Cheap Production of Honey.— E.
Ills., on March

Sandford, Nokomis,©
24, 1887, writes
:

do not see why there is so much
complaining about the price of comb
honey when compared to other things.
I think that if some bee-keepers
would supply their families from the
market instead of from their own
apiaries, they would find that the
same money would go much further
in buying something that would answer about the same purpose. I
think their undivided attention should
be turned to cheap production.
I

Results of the Winter, etc.— J. A.
Reeds, Hinesboro,o Ills., on March
30, 1887,

writes

:

My

bees have wintered apparently
all right.
I did not lose a single colony out of 180 in the cellar but they
are dwindling away during this cold
weather
some colonies are getting
very weak. I helped a neighbor put
his bees out of the cellar; he had 70
colonies, and all were aliye. I hear
of many bees dying that were left out
H. unprotected during the winter. I had

them

;

;

out, and find all in excellent
condition— no signs of disease, and
Fearing Chilled Brood.— W.
plenty
with
of stores. This is the
lUO colonies last year, which I worked
fourth winter that I have saved all Martin, Falls City, o» Nebr., on March for honey, and they stored 6,300 pounds
the bees that I put up the previous fall. 29, 1887, says
of comb and extracted honey. The
clover seems to be frozen out pretty
It has been cold here for more than
Sweet-Clover Fiber for Cordage.— a week, and I fear that chilled brood badly here. I do not expect as good a
flow of honey this year as we had last.
C. H. Dibbern, Milan, xj Ills., writes
result.
swarm
:

:

am

pleased to notice, Mr. Editor,
that yourself and the cordage company seem to be interested in the
matter of utilizing the sweet clover
I

fibers

mentioned on page

203.

My

attention was first attracted by passing my piece of about two acres of
the dry stalks of sweet clover, and
seeing the fiber wave in the wind. I
broke off a few stalks and secured the
sample I sent you. I should judge
that the stalks contain about as much
of the fiber as the ordinary hemp, and
and very much like it. I would gladly
send on a bale of several hundred
pounds, as requested, but to secure
that amount by hand is a job I do not

A

will be the

of bees
1 clustered on a
near
this
place.
hedge-fence
One
young man said he could tell the reason why ; they were in a rented hive,
and had to move out

was found on March

The Prospects in Kentucky.— J. J.
Waller, Pleasure Ridge Park,3 Ky.,
on March 25, 1SS7, writes
:

I reported

last

summer

that

my"

bees were gathering " honey-dew
from the black walnut leaves, and
promised to report further concerning
the outcome. That " honey-flow " did
not last long, as we had a very hard
wind and rain storm which destroyed

Plant Alsike Clover.
I^eaflet No. 2, entitled " Alsike Clover
for Pasturage and Hay," is now ready for
delivery. It should be scattered atonce into
every neiKhborhood, Jn order to induce
farmers to plant Alsike, that the bees may
have the advantage of it for pasturage.
send them by mail 50 copies for HO cents ;
100 for 50 cents ; 500 for $2.25— all postpaid.
It will pay bee-keepers to scatter
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail
nothing. If ten farmers out of a hundred
plant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees
will reap a very substantial reward.

We
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OUR CLUBBING

Honey and Seeswax Market.

LIST.

The following axe our very latest We supply the American Bee Jonmal
one year, and any of the following publicaquotations for honey and beeswax
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the reguCHICAGO.
:

HONEY.— Sellers ask

from 7 to 10 cts. for anycomb honey this includes dark undeand crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.

thing off in
sirable

Good

1-Ib. sections, loia^i-zc. ; choice, li2^@13c.—
Sales have been larger this month than at any
time since November, and prices average a little
lower for comb than the above.
K. A. BUKNBTT,
BKESWAJC,— 25c.

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

Proprietors,

H.

161

28.

NEW
HONEY.— We

923JI 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
At One Dollar a fear.

ALFRED

Mar.

St.

tions. 10(ai2c.; in 2-lb8.. y@10c.: off grades, 1 to 2
per lb. less. Buckwheat, in 1-lb. sections. 8®
8^c.: in 2-lbs., 7@*7f^c. E-xtracted, California. 5§>
5^c.; buckwheat, 4@4^c. Supply of comb boney
is large, and demand for all kinds is improving.
BEBSWAX.— 21023C.

34

Hudson

St.

HONEY.— Best white comb, 10(Sllc. Sappiy
large and sales are slow.
BEESWAX.— 23c.
Mar. 11.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
quote Extracted, white, 4M®4!^
amber, :i9^(a4i-ic. Comb, white, I0@i3c.; amTfaHc. Market firm.
:

— It would sare ber,
BEESWAX.-Firm at 20(823.
would be particular Mar.
21. SCHACHT & LEMCKE, 122-124 Davis St.
to give their P. 0. address and name, when
BOSTON.
writing to this office. We have several letters
HONBY.—1-lb. packages of white clover honey
(some Inclosing money) that have no name at I4@i5c.; 2-pound8 at ii®i2o. Extracted, 5070.
for 1-lb. sections lively.
many others having no PoBt-Offlce, County Demand
BEESWAX.— 24 cts. per lb.
or State. Also, it you live near one post^ Mar. 23. Blaks A Riplet. 57 Chatham Street.
office and get your mail at another, be sure
CINCINNATI.
to give the address we have on our list.
HONEY.— We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
Nice comb brings ll@14c. per lb. Demand fair.
To

Correspondents.

us much trouble,

.

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

.

.

.

Kays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

.50.
1 35
525.. 450

1

.

2 25.
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman) ... 2 00
Binderfor Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00.
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
4 00..
Farmer's Account Book
150..
Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150..
175..
A Year Among the Bees
.

. .

.

.

2 00
1 75

150
2 00
2 10
2 00

130
1

40

150

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We

.

2 00. 1 75
1 25
1 25
150.. 140
2 00.. 170
2 00. 1 75

.

DETROIT.

cts.:

Price of both. Olub
1 00

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

Canadian Bee Journal
1-lb. sec-

cts.

Jan. 21.

P^tijcjes*

All postage prepaid.

The Apiculturist

YORK.

quote: Fancy white in

BUSINESS MANAGER.

^pttml

South Water

MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,

NEWMAN.

lar price of both.

;

paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

if all

E.

Duncan

3 Park

Snlffen, Advertising Agent,

Kow, New York,

inserts advertise-

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire

BEESWAX.— Good demand,—20®23c. per lb. for
good to choice yellow.
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorcan now be obtained at Mar. 29. C.F.MUTH& SON.Freeman & Central At.
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
Five
the Poet Offices at reduced rates.
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
CLEVELAND.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
52A40t
HONE Y.—Choice whlte,l-lb. sectlons.sells ati2>« free.

Money Orders

As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to (Sisc: secondqualtty white, 10@iic.: white 2-Ib8.,
get them instead of the Postal Notes which 10@]ic. Buckwheat, 8^90. Extracted, 5@6c.—
Market dull.
are payable to any one who presents them,
BBBSWAX.-25C.
and are

in

no way

Mar.

safe.

9.

A.

CKENDKL, lis Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.
Preserve your Papers fer reference.
If you have no BINDER we wUl mail you

HONE Y. -We quote choice 1-lb. sections at
No

11®

call for dark. White ex12c.; 2-lbs., 10®llc.
tracted, in barrels and kegs,0@6J>^c. in small pack:

More Premiums.- Mr. L. J, Diehl, of
Butler, Ind., offers a colony of Italian bees
as a present to the person sending to this
oflace the largest club of subscribers for
1887. The subscriptions may be sent in at
any time before the first of May at our regular club rates, and additions made as de-

6H®7c.; dark, in barrels and kegs, 4@5o.—
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free ages,
Demand good.
BEESWAX.— 25c.
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscripA. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
Mar. 28.
sired, but it must be stated that you are
tions for the Bee Journal.
working tor that premium, so that we can
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Comb, extra wbite, 12®13 keep account of the subscriptions.
Colored Posters for putting up over cts.; amber to white, 8!^@ll. Extracted, white,
amber and candled, 3^@4c. Trade la
4M@4Xc.;
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive, quiet.
Jan. 10.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 453 Front St.
as well as useful. We have prepared some
Yucca Brushes are employed for refor the Bee Journal, and will send two or
moving bees from the combs. They are a
KANSAS
CITY.
more free of cost to any one who will use
HONEY.— We quote white clover l-pounds at soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
tiiem, and try to get up a club.
12c.; dark l-lb8.,8®IOo.; white clover 2-lbs., 10®ll
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
cts,; dark 2-Ibs„7®9c. Extracted, wbite clover,
whole length of the handle as well as the
6c.: dark, 4(5i5c.: while sage, 5@5Hc.; amber, 4J^@5.
BEESWAX.-20®23c.
brush, they are almost indestructable.
\l^e TTlII Present Webster's Dictionary Jan. 13. CLXUONS.CLOON & Co., cor. 4th & Walnat.
When they become sticky with honey, they
<pocket edition), and send it by mail, postST. LOUIS.
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
HONEY.— Choice comb. 10®12o.; latter price as ever. The low price at which they are
always useful to have a dictionary at hand is for choice white clover. Strained, in barrels,
3>«®4Ho. Extra fancy of bright color and In No,
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six er
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to packages, M advance on above prices. Extracted
more of them, so as to always have one
in barrels. 4M®5c. In cans, 5®6c. Market dull.
determine their meaning.
BEESWAX.- Firm at 21c. for prime.
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
Feb. 3.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
udd 1 cent each for postage
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
of the American Bee Joubnal for 1887,
Continnons Advertising brings much
will richly repay every apiarist in America. larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
^Vhen BeneTvlng your subscription
than periodic or spasmodic advertising.
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
Red Isabels for one-pound pails of
bees to loin with you in taking the Bki
honey, size 3xiy, inches. — We have now
By Using the Binder made expressly Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can for this Bee Journal, all can have them can afford to do without it. We will present
supply them at the following prices
100 bound and ready for e.^tamination every day a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
for $1.00 250 for Jl.oO 500 for $2.00 1,000 in the year.
We have reduced the price to sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
all with name and address of 60 cents, postpaid.
for $.\00
Subscription for one direct to this office. It ^vlll pay any one to
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. year and the binder for $1.50.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
:

1

;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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ConventioD Notices.

AARON

SINGER,

IV

pr

The semi-annual meetlnu of the Southern
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in
the Court House at Benton. Ills., on Wednesday,
April -20. l.**87, at 10 a.m. All are invited to attend.
F.

H. Kennedy,

IV

IV The annual meeting of the stark County
Bee-Keepers' Society will occur on Apr. 12, 1887,
in Grauf^e UalHover Farmer's Bank). Canton, O.
OflBcersfor the ensuing year will be elected. All
bee-keepers are ur;ied to be present, and those
having hives or fixtures are requested to bring the

same

tor exhibition

100 Colonies of Bees
SALK CHEA1".-In and 10 frame LangFOR
stroth hives. (Jnnd condition.
a

i4Aat

R. Hadfield, Waukesha, "Wis.

I.

Shirlev's
"
mv J M
Send for
i4A3t

Bee-Hive.

Contractible

Descriptive Circular now ready.
Address, 'W. H.
Millgrove, Allegan Co., Mich.

It.

Mark Thomson, Sec.

Thirty Years a

T QNGER
XJ

in the

Send

living.

The DcsMoines County Bee-Keepers'-Assu-

Queen-Rearer.

Business than any other

lor Price-Liat.

Kenward-Hall Apiary.

WE

are offering Italian Tested and Untested
at living prices, and will duplicate any
offer for the Queens of Imported Mothers. Mail
in April for $1 per (loz., $10. May, hoc; per doz.
»y. June, Koc; iier iloz. »8.
Julv. 7oc.; per doz.
Write tor information and price-list.
tl.

Queens

tV

J.

i4C2t

111

in the brood-nest when hivinir
swarms but it touches briefly upon some of the
most Important points connected with the profltableproduction of Comb Honey,
tar Price of the book, postpaid, 25 cts
;

13Atl

Extracted Honey For Sale»

JoBN NA0,

System and Success.

^^ All who

intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Keg-ister and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :

For 50 colonies
"
"

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

f] GO
1 25

SHAW &

K.
CO.,
Loreauville, Iberia Par., La.

per

A GREAT SCHEME.

THOS.

As tbere

Is Another firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

a

20Atf

Address, J.

4Cly

new

is

English bee-book. The
inaugurate a " new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"It Is based upon purely natural principles,
and Is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages ; is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be
obtained at this office.
title

of a

—

itwill

strait'lit

ILLS.

Hybrid bees

shipt>ing-case8.

hives, strong in bees.
Put on cars for
Will ship in hive or in light
Nodisea.se.

worker combs.

i3A4t

OA

H. L. Pangbom, Maquoketa, Iowa.

COLONIES

of BEES for Sale, in 8fraqje Langstroth hives, wired combs,
strong in Bees and every way desirable— at
$6.00 per colony.
F. D. NAGLE,

H. MARTIN,
HARTFORD, N.

11A«

SOUTH HAVEN, MICH.

of Italian REES for
no COLONIES
Sale.
DANIEL WHITMEE,

9A9t

South Bend, Ind.

ffiQO "Month Salary

ageutu oelliog goods to dealer*.
440 a moatlj to distribute oircnlara.
to

*" *'*'***»mple» Prec
KxpeiuM advanced. National Supply Co., Olnelnnatl, O.
l2Aly

Y.

who expect to buy an Incubator
THOSE
will consult their interest byaddressing.
RELIABLE
INCUBATOR CO.,
'*A:it

([r^°"
yi^ss"

Bee-Hives,SeGtions,SeGtion-Cases,
Fonndation & other Apiarian Supplies.

Head.Quarters lor the ** Albino Ctueens.''
We also breed Select Italians.
Address,

S.

,

.

Deoattir,

i»oi .'vns

OF USEFUL INFOBMATION.

HOmE SEEKERS

For

to be round elseivtaere
at any price.

A

cloth-boutid book,

(.ATHERED

BY 40 COLONIES IN

7

DAYS

The 3oll(ywinQ

!

Colored

Mapn

S.

M. LOCKE,

Proprietor.
Manager.
Our Circular for i>i^*7 contains an important letter (regarding thc^e bees) from L. C. Root, that
every bee-keeper vliovild read. Send for it before
ordering Queens e!>('where. Address,

KNICKKRBOCKEH BEE-FARM.
PINE PLAINS. Dutchess

UCtf

Co..

N.T.

DON'T BUT QUEENS,
HIVES,

SECTIONS

before you
Price-List.

J.

8E6t

or

SUPPLIES

my Catalogue and
P. H. BROWN,
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

send tor
Address,

inches,

288 pages

is

only a part of the Contents

all the States and Territorloi,
including Alaska and District ©f Columbia.
showinK area, population, products.

of

SlaKrams

Government,

ENICKEBBOCEEB,

4x7

Price, 60 Cents.

have pur<li:ised L. C. Root's celebrated
breeding stnck. which together with our own,
gives us the choircst collection of Italian bees in
the world, and our tiiat has the

H.

or Tourtsta,
A vast
of inluriuatlon not

Capitalists or Laborers.

Wash. Co.,MD.

WE

Ills.

GUIDE and HAN0-B08K
amount

OF HO;\EY.

Macon Co.,

THE WESTEEN WORLD

V.iliENTlNE * SONS,

HAGERSTOWN,

4.103

G.

author claims that

MARENGO,

for Sale Cheap.— Black and
BEES
m ten-lanie LanKStroth

1
X.\J\J

KNICKERBOCKER

the

^k SON,
CHICAGO. ILL.

St.,

*<" ™y New Book— "
^pnH 7R
OCIIU
IJ Pontc
bClllO Tear among the Bees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. miLIiER,

<-JV7

Best Honey-Producing Record Extant.
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
We will spare a few full Colonies and Nuclei containing
some very clmice breeding queens of this
Several letters of ours have
this olBce.
stock. We makeitsiM'cialtyof reartngONLY FIRSTalready gone to the other firm (a commission CLAsa Italian bees and Qdeens atthe
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
BEE-FARm,

Slmmlns' Non-SYvarmliig System

NEWMAN

«.

& 925 West Madison

923

honey, eaten from the hand without knife, spoon
or stick, as cleanly a.^ to bite an apple. The flrst
and only cheap, suceasful package ever invented.
We also have th(_' tirst Chromo Card especially
for bee-keepers. Bees, implements, etc., elegantly
Printed in eight onlors. Italian Queens, splendid
'oundation. Bees in Hedtton hives, for sale and
all represented on 'lur Card. Circulars and cards
giving full informainm free. Package of 10 Cards
lOcts. Sample Honey-Package with candied honey,
112 ots.
Now is the time to look these things up for
the coming season.

win be sent rKEE upon application. Any one
14Ctf
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

Orders solicited.

lb.

we sell honey to the millions ? Investigate
CAN"
our new [leciiliar .Vcent Package for extracted

150 Send for our new Catalogue with description of
TItE: " SI CCESS HIVE,"
The larger ones can be used for a few colwhich is fast gaiiiiiit: the favor of many bee-men.
onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
ALBINO QUEENS and BEES for 1887.
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
It should be remembered that we are also

fB~ Sample Copies of the Bee Joubnal

CHOICE

i4.0U periolnny.

Sec.

^F" Tile Central Michigan Bee-Keepers* Association will hold the spring meeting in Pioneer Hall,
Capitol Building, at Lansing, Mich., on April 26.
1887, at 10 a.m. A cordial invitation is extended to
all hee-keepel-s. If any have troublesome questions, bring them with you, or send them to the
President, at Lansing, Mich.
J. ASHWORTH, Pres.

W.

" '^'S^S quantity of

nr^fr^iJ**^"

*.".''.?H

dletown, Iowa, will be exhibited and returned or
sold, as directed.

prominent fcuture is the exhaustive manner
which it treats of the non-use of full sheets of

Its

Comb Foundation

EXTRACTEO HONEY, in kegs
man WHITE
holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 7 cents

WENHAM, Essex Co.. MASS.

14Atf

ciation will meet on April 2H, 1887, at the Court
House at Burlington, Iowa, at 10 a.m. All interested in bee-keeping are invited to attend. Articles sent for exhibition, to the Secretary, at Mid-

offers for sale,

THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."

"

;

|y

now

SHIRLEY

Sec.

The Union Bee-Keepers' Association of
Western Iowa will hold their next annual meeting
at Dexter, Iowa, on Satudav, Apr. 9. 1887, in the
Council Room, at 10 a.m. All interested in bees or
honey are requested to be present.
J. E. PRYOK Sec.

Co., Mich.,

HAS

written, published, and
a httle book upon

Sec.

The May meeting of the Northwestern Illinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will beheld atRockton. Ills., on TuesD. A. Fuller, Sec.
day, May -^4, 1H«7.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

RogersnUe, Genesee

Vf The Wabash County Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at North Manchester. Ind., on April
30. 1887, at 10 a.m.
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State, School

the several States.

and Indian Lands ot

Hlstorleo of each of the States from tho
JEarlleat Times.

HoYv

to Acquire I^unds of any kind belongInKtothe Government by any forms of entry
who may acquire them, and tbe different laws,:
applicable to the different sections.

Laws of tb«
United Slates.
Coats-or-Arnm of the States and Views Of
Postal. Pension and Patent

Celebrated Places, and of hf e in different regione.

Snies

for measuring Lumber, LiOgs. Grain,
Liquids, Tables of Weights and Measures of all'
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables. LumberTables.

Systems of Land Meaimres In variousparts of the United States,
Contains also a Million Useful Facts.

The Weekly Bee Journal,

for one rear,
and the Guide, postpaid, for $1.30«

THOMAS
923

NEWMAN &

G.
& 925 We6t Madison

St..

SON

CHICAGO. ILL
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BEES

and

Management

ARMSTRONG'S
HONEY BEAUTIFUI.. New
Reversible Hive.

ef an Apiary for Pleaanre

and

Prefit

;

AIil.-IN-ONE-PIECE Sections, smooth
inside and out. Comb Foundation, A Isilie
Clover Seed, and everything needed in the
apiary.

by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
American Bee JoumaL
Editor

Send for free price list, and samples of
Sections and Foundation.

M. H. HUNT,
BELL BRANCH, Wayne Co., M ICH.

of the

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
is "fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in tliis rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist Willi everything tliat can aid in the

lOEtf

Near Detroit.

SECTIONS.

WE make

THOS.

ITETrmAN

G.

Sc

'

Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.60.
Send your name and post.oQice address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

ARinSTRONG,

E. S.

Address,

JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

9Atf

HQW TO WINTER

E LEVEN

who

BEES

applv.

HEiNRt ALLEY,
Wen ham, Mass.

Address,

UAtf

ILL.

BEES,

Essays by eleven prominent bee-

keepers, sent to all

SON,

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

'

;

perfection itself."

a specialtv of the niiinut'acture of

DOVE-TAILKD SEL'TIONS ot the White
successful management of the honey-bee,
Poplar, the whitest and best wood for the purpose.
and at the same time produce the most We
make all styles and sizes, but recommend the
honey in its best and most attractive con- Side-Openinp Sections as superior to any other.
The ^reataccuracy and fine finish of our Sections
Bound in cloth, Sl.OO, postpaid.
dition.
are the admiration of everybody. Sample 3 cents
^F'X lilberal Discount to Dealers, by Price-List of Supplies tree.
Address, SR. G. L. TINKER,
the Dozen or Hundred.
8Etf
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.
SS3

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hi ve your reversible section-case is

for SALE, Cheap.

I®" The Americait Bee Journal
A NEW HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
00 Colonies of American-reared Italfor a year and the book, " Bees and 1
j-yjyJ lau Bees, best strain, strong, and in THE SIMPLEST and cheapest in the market.
Wo special constructed can or vessel required.
10-frame wired Simplicity hives for sale at Any common molasses or whisky barrel or other
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
8.00 per Colony.
X. A. CLARK,
suitable vessel at hand will do.
;

f

AKKADELPHIA, ARK.
tor cash, to ion ColoSALE
CHEAP,
BEES! 300 COLONIES ITALIANS FOR
nies
Bees by the pound, of either Italian or
for spring delivery at 60 cts. to $1.00 Albino Bees, and QUEENS. - Address, OI'TO
READY
per pounrl, according to time. Choice Queens Kl.KlNOW, (Opp. Ft: Wayne (iate), Detroit, Mich.
and Rrond cheaper in proportion. Also ADJUS8Etf
TABLE HONEY-CASE and other Supplies.
Circular free.
3VL. S. 3R,
I>,
OLIVER FOSTER,
8Ett

i

;

OO

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

iiAtf

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BE£-KE£F£B'S ADVISEE.
The British Beb journal i» pabllshed eyery
Week, at Ten ShUllnRS and lOd. per annum, and
contulna the best practical Information tor the

time belDR, showing what to do, and when and
faow to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the Aubrican
Bke JooRNAii, one year, for $3.00.

Frame

Pliers.

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
And Dealer in BEES and HONET.
t^~ Send for my New Circular.
Corner North 6th & Mill Streets,
12Etf
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

Oni HMICC

bULUniLO

"f Italian and Hybrid
Bees for sale at botWrite for prices.

100 tom A. J. &SOUTH
E. HATFIELD,
BEND, IND.
figures.

100
For

COLONIES

H. NEUHAUS,

in

It is

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILLS.

TdUt about some of the TmplemenU, Plana
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2r, years'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Hoiuy hia ExcbtMvt
Business.

Prlce»

75

POUNDS OF BEES.

In cloth.

BTst\4 of May 1 will sellthe above at
TOURING
per pound. Also

U

Is a new work
ana nicely bound

E£KDALL, M.

B. J.

D.

an Index of diseases.
and the symptomB cause and treatment of each, a
table kIvIdk all the principal druds used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an enKravinR of the
jrlvlnK

;

;

borse's teeth at different aKea. with rules for telling
the a«e of the horse a valuable collection of re;

cipes,

and much valuable InformstlOQ,

Price 85 cents— in EnRllsh or Qerman.
THOS. G.
& SON.,
923 & 925 West Madison Street, Chlcag-o.

Successors to A, E.

Mannm,

Bristol, Vt.

lyrANUPACTCKEKS of the BRI8TOI.
"* Bee-Hive, the Standard
Hive of Vermont,
SECTION HONEY BOXES,
made from white

poplor, (the best timber In
the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a 'Wood
for Clamps. Separators and

Thumb -Screvv
Wood

Sides.

«»-

LIGHTNING GLUERS

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Kscapes, Bee-Feeders, and

made of

the best material and in a worfemanllke manner.
Send stamp for Sample SECTION

all

111.

Street.

& SON,
CHICAGO, n^.

llll BBES(withlotsof
VAJAJ
story Standard
mr II

brood). In 2-

Langstroth

Hives, almost given away.
1 to 5 Colonies.. $7 50 See advertisement in
"
7 00 V American Bee Jour6 to 10
6 00 nal, numbers for Feb.
10 to 20 "
Address, "W, T.
ALEXANDRIA, LA.
lOEtf
)

mADDOX,

DR. FOOTE'S

HAND BOOR OF BEALTfl,
Hints and Ready Recipes.
title of a very valuable book that grives a
amount of Information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their dally
nablts of EutlnK. Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping
BathlnK. Working, etc.
Is

the

IT

TELLS ABOUT
Parasites of the Skin,
Bathing— Best way,
Lungs ik. Lung Diseaaee,

What to Kat,
to

Eat

it,

How to Avoid them,
CiMthing— what to Wear,

How much

to

Wear

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid «hem,
Ventilation.
Exercise.
Influence of Plants.
Occupation for Invalids. Care of Teeth,
After-Dlnner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned. Headache, cause & care.
Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.
Overheating Houses,

MANUM'S BEE-SmOKERS,

NEWMAN

NEWMAN

THOS. G. NEWIT AN & SON,
Perils of Summer,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL. How
to Breathe,

DRAKE & SMITH,

By

0.

& 925 West Madison

Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

for #1.2.'> each. Cash mu.-^t accompany order.s, and
be sent before April 2h, Ueference, 1st Nat'l Banli
here.
B. BUHKIi, Vincennes, Indiana.
12A3t

A TREATISE

THOS.
923

How

Address,

823

THE HORSE,

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foandatlon for
comb honey. For Sate by

great

antested Italian Queens
bred from Imported Mothers, to go with tiie Bees,
*1.2.'>

Mill.

It

cents, by malL This

of about 114 paces, well-printed

"JOO

TEXAS.

Co.,

Vandervort Foundation

the BeeSi

BEINO

A

for carrying other frames besides the one
held by the Pliers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.
923

MELCHER.

O'QUINN, Fayette

luA6t

j

Burlington, Eacine Co., Wis.

A Year among
made of Japanned' iron, and can be utilized
In many ways. It has a long claw for loosening frames, and a hook wh ich may be used

BEES

of

Reason, too many.

sale cheap.

7A8t.

taking frames out of blves, or
FOR
raovins them
any way desired.

;

MANUFACTURER OP

l:2Etf

Jones'

It extracts as
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor.
It is suitable for American or Ijangstroth frames
up to laxi^n. It weighs only 8 lbs. ready for shipment. Price in the flat, *2.5it set up. $-2.75. State
right to make, use and sell, fl"U.
Date of patent
Feb. 9, 1886. Send for circulars to the inventor
and manufactor.
J. Q.

and

Prlce-List.

2B12t

IT

TELLS

HOW TO CURE

Black Eyes, Bolls, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corn8.CoughB,Cholera,Dlarrho6a, Diphtheria, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia. Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarsenessjltchlng, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles. Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
Snoring. Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throat. Sun -stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites.

Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts

Whooping Cough, Worms
Price only

923

95 Gents.

in Children.

Sent by Mail, post-paid.

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

I
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Another Fraud.— Mr.

Willis

M. Barnum,

of Angelica, N. Y., has sent us a marked
copy of a circular sent out by a "concern"

South Bend, Intl., which calls particular
attention to a "Ueolpe" which It has for
sale called " Golden Crystal Honey." Agents
are advised that It puts " a paying business
in

within the reach of all," with " profits im-

mense 1"
Our readers will laugh
profits when they read this
1

at

the

immense

:

from the manufacture
of the Golden Honey. One hundred pounds
can be made in less than one hour at a cost
of less than 7 cents a povind. and sells
readily at an advance of bee-honey for 25
and 30 cents a pound, many people preProfits as a result

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

ferring

Vol.

mi.

April 13, 1887.

No. 15,

j)\T^W^
-—

^

it

to bee-honey.

Any one should know that pure extracted
honey can be purchased for the price which
this " vile compound " can be made, and
which agents are e.xpeoted to sell at 25 to 30
cents per pound But "the Agents' Friend"
does not tell them where they are to find
"suckers" to buy the "vile trash " at such
an extravagant price, unless they may find
It In the paragraph which reads thus
1

diimiDDDiTT-

:

Ob! Happy tbe

That is kissed by the bee
While sipping tranquilly.
Oh quite happy is she.
Also, happy are both.

;

!

grocerymen

This is unbounded cheek, or else the ravings of a lunatic. The fact Is that there has

been so much of a hue-and-cry about adulteration, that It is quite difficult to convince
consumers that even pure honey Is the
genuine article, when offered to them but
this crank would have us believe that consumers prefer this " composition " to pure
honey, and are willing to pay for it three or
four times the price of the pure honey
" What fools these mortals be I"
;

1

Bees Dislike tlie Odor of the stable; and
when in a state of perspiration are

horses

very liable to be stung, If In the neighborhood of an apiary. The San Diego, Calif.,
Union contains the following from a correspondent, who had a valuable horse stung so
badly, so that in his agony he rolled upon
the ground
:

A smudge was made with damp straw,
and the bees thus driven away from the
horse, then the animal was given a good

Is

an

article of unsuris fast working its

;

As when lovers confide,
The gallant chieftain doth
Embrace his lovely bride.

M. HI. Baldrtdge has gone to Mississippi,
where he will remain for several months,
having some bee-interests there which re<]uire his

for bee-honey, and therefore "
are glad to get it I"

dose of laudanum— several tea-spoonluls
altogether— and In this manner the pain was
passed excellence, and it
considerably
He soon recovered
way Into the homes of private families and sufficiently torelieved.
be taken to the stable, and
public hotels. With unstinted perseverance was then thoroughly
sponged
with a strong
our efforts have heon crowned in securing solution of common baking soda
and water.
a secret to manufacture the Golden Honey, This was repeated, and the result
was the
and we defy the best judges to tell it from animal entirely recovered if this treatment
the purest bee-honey, and many experts had not been adopted he
would
unquestionEronounce it superior, as not like the bee- ably have died.
oney, it will never ferment or become
While the soda is an excellent remedy,
rancid, but will keep any length of time in
any climate. There are nine ingredients perhaps a better thing to have used would
be
a solution of ammonia. It is well known
used in the composition of the Golden
Honey, any one of which If absent It would that a little of this will quickly relieve the
pain
when a person is stung, and it would
be impossible to create the bee principle,
consistency and flavor of our Golden Honey. doubtless act much quicker on the horse
than would the soda solution. However,
Hotel keepers usually know too much to either is good, but the application of lauda-

The Golden Honey

lil)-
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be taken in by such villainous trash, and
certainly know more of the cost of food
products than to pay three times the price
for it that would buy pure honey

presence and personal attention.

" Bees," says the Scientific American,
The " fool-killer " ought to make a trip to
" can remember a man." We didn't know
that, but we have frequently had reason to South Bend and "rid the earth" of the
deceitful rascal who wrote the above parabelieve they could dismember him.
graph. While ho defies "the best judges to
tell it from the purest bee-honey," yet these
" Wlio Imported the first Italian bees, same "experts pronounce it superior" beand when was it ?" asks a correspondent. cause, forsooth, it will not "become rancid."
We reply that Mr. Samuel B. Parsons is We have heard of rancid oil, rancid butter,
credited with that achievement.
His first rancid bacon, but never thought any one
queens were received in March, 1860.
would be such a fool as to think honey would
become rancid ! The composition of the
"nine ingredients " called "Golden Crystal
Made a Slate.—The Bee-Keepers' Maga- Honey" may become rancid, but could
zine for April announces a slate for officers never become as rank as the brains of that
for the projected Honey Producers' Conven- bombastic writer
tion for May. It is this
The " Agents' Friend " tells its dupes that
President, James Heddon Vice-President, they can make a profit of $150 on 1,000
A. J. Cook Secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson
pounds of its vile compound, and adds
1

I

num to quiet the suffering animal seems to
be a novelty in veterinary practice.

Sections Filled tvltli Comb.— Some
one has sent us an article of 10 sheets on the
above subject, but as it bears no name, postcounty, or State, we know not from
came. Will the author please supply this deficiency in order to save it from
the waste basket, as we publish no anonyoffice,

whom

it

mous communications.
It is said that the sting of a bumble-bee
contains only one-fiftieth part of a drop of
poison, but it sends it home with as much
enthusiasm as if It were a gallon.— BurHngton Free Press.

I

;

;

Treasurer, Thos. G.
Rev. W. F. Clarke.

Newman

;

;

Historian,

New Catalogues and

Price-Lists are
Those desiring to obtain any
of them should send to the addresses given
"You will always find ready sale for the —not to us. The following have arrived
Golden Honey," the recipe for which " costs during the past week
on our desk.

:

:

No, sir we shall smash that slate in advance. We announced last November (page
72.3) that we could not accept any official
;

position. It

the organization

and gave good and
decision.

We then

sufficient

added

was

effected,

reasons for our

;

The editor of the Bee Jour.wi, already
has more "public duties "than he can well
perform, and bears more of the " honors "
which such bring than he cares to carry.

only two dollars, with the exclusive right to
manufacture and sell In a town of not over
20,000 inhabitants." They are assured that
there is " big money In the business " by the

wh6 adds
Grocerymen are glad to oet it, as very
many of their ciietomers will buy It In pref-

writer,

:

erence, and pay more for it than for the
bee-honey. Any ordinary kitchen utensils
are only necessary for the making of the
honey, and the increasing demand will soon
double any amount of capital that may be
invested in the business.

Bownan &

North Lima. O.— 18
pages— Bees, Queens, Apiarian Supplies and
J.

C.

Co.,

Poultry.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, Ills.— 8 pagesBees and Apiaiian Supplies.
F. J. Crowley, Batavia, N. Y.— 6 pagesBees, Queens, and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Charles Hill, MountJHealthy,

O.— 1 page-

Queens.

Esenhower & Co., Beading, Pa —10
pages— Grape Vines.
H. H. Brown, Light^Street, Pa.— 20 pagesIf the convention is to be held in May, it
Bees, Queens, and Apiarian Supplies.
Is quite time for arrangements to be anC. D. Black, Brandon, Iowa—
pagesnounced. Would it not be better to defer It
First it was just as Bees. Queens, and Honey.
This caps the climax
until the meeting of the North American gmid as bee-honey
then it was superior to
C. L. E.ikin. Wadestown, W. Va.— 1 pageSociety, to be held next fall V
now customers will pay more for It than Bees, Queens, etc.
it
!

;

;

L. L.
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sections I smoke the bees down, then
the case and carry it to the " beeescape," and leave them there until
the bees return home.
I could not
Doolittle.
describe how the " escape " is made,
If the bees are hived on frames filled
here, for want of space.— G. W.
with
or foundation, and a queenIt is poor policy to allow much honey
in
the brood-chamber during the
brood-rearing.— G. M.
heighth of

With Replies

thereto.

lift

comb

Demaree.
excluder used over the tops of the
Every
bee-man has his ' petframes, the sections may well be put
Queries in this Department in less time on when the swarm is hived, as time method " for taking the bees out.
than one month. They have to wait their will thereby be saved. Otherwise wait good way is to place the crate on a
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a two or three days or so, until the board not far from the hive, covering
dozen at a time to each of those who answer queen begins laying below.— G. L. it with a sheet. The bees will crawl
up under the sheet, and will promptly
them get them returned, and then find Tinker.
leave, unless they have the queen
apace tor them in the JotiRNAL.. If you are
1. Yes, with the hives I use it is
with them. Care must be taken not
in a "hurry" for replies, do not asls for best to put on one or two cases of
to give
ingress to robber bees.
them to be inserted here.— Kd.1
sections before hiving. But if you
Dadant & Son.
use a large brood-chamber like the 10frame Langstroth, it is only an exUse open-top sections. Pour a perceptionally good honey-flow that it is fect deluge of smoke down upon the
worth while to put on any sections. bees, when most of the bees will run
Wlen to Pnt on Section-Cases.
2. When the colony gets to be strong down.
Take oft' the case and tremuQuery 403.—1. Ought the super or case in bees, is the time to put on sections. lously shake it in front of the hive,
of
swarm
at
the
a
of sections be put on the hive
It is better to put them on then, even which will dislodge most of the bees.
time of hiving? If not, when? 2. Ought they to
be put on tlie hives of old colonies before the if some time before a honey-flow.— G. The case should then be carried to a
honey
?—
E.
brood
and
filled
with
brood-chamber is
L. Tinker.
room having windows so arranged as
& W. M.. Va.
depends upon the method to allow the bees to escape, but let
It
I answer yes to both questions.— W. adopted.
In answer to both questions none in. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Z. Hutchinson.
we would say, give them the supers
In the first place I would not use
the time, or very shortly either at the time mentioned or soon close-top sections.
1. At
I prefer wide
Editor.
after.—
The
C.
general
rule.—
Not
as
a
after. 2.
frames to hold 4 sections, and make
Miller.
C.
the separators movable, so the bees
can be shaken from 4 sections at once.
2. Tes, as soon as harvest
1. Yes.
They do not brush off readily. .The
opens. Bead Mr. Hutchinson's new
GettiM Bees ont of tie Sections.
only perfect and wholly satisfactory
book.— A. J. Cook.
method of taking comb honey is by
getting
404.—
troubled
about
Query
I
am
1. It depends upon the method of
bees out of the sections when the latter are filled the use of wide frames to be removed
should
be
put
management. 2. They
with honev. 1 use two-pound, close-top sections. one at a time as above.
It is the only
have to take the sections out of the case and
on when the hives are filled with Ibrush
the bees off. ('an you inform me of any method by which the honey can be
there
is
any
honey
before
brood, and
better way ?— Wisconsin.
taken without more or less injury to
gathered.— C. W. Dayton.
the capping.
It is easy to take 60
Use open-top sections, and smoke pounds
of honey free from bees inside
If metal queen-excluders are not them out.— C. W. Dayton.
of 10 minutes by this plan. G. L.
used, it will not do to put on the cases
Turn over the case and apply a Tinker.
until the brood-nest is fairly started
carry
them
then
smoke,
and
little
the cases in the
I put on
below.
Probably the method you mention
into a dark room with a small openspring as soon as warm weather has
If a number of cases
is the speediest.
little light, and the
ing
emitting
a
fully set in, and the bees are gatherof sections are placed in a barrel or
not
use
closeDo
bees
will
pass
out.
glance at the
ing some surplus.
box, and a piece of cloth thrown over
top sections.— J. P. H. Brown.
top-bars of the frames will usually
the open top, the bees will soon crawl
Use open-top sections, when by the or fly to the cloth, and can there be
show white bits of wax, if the bees
are ready for the surplus cases. G. use of smoke the bees can be driven shaken off. Put the section-cases into
off the honey down below before the a close room, and the bees will soon
W. Demaebe.
sections are 'taken from the hive.— G. go to the windows, when they can be
1. I prefer to wait a day or two
released.— J. E. Pond.
until the bees get well started below, M. Doolittle.
One way is to put the bees in a tent
before putting on thesections though
Put crates of sections in a bee-tent
when pressed for time, I have placed of wire-cloth or musquito netting, or bee-house. The bees will leave
them on at the time of hiving, with having a hole in the top of the tent, and may be liberated from the tent or
good results. 2. No. Bees will not and the bees will come out them- house at the apiarist's pleasure. I
Year have placed section-crates in a large
work in supers as long as they can selves. See page 55 of
Among the Bees."— C. C. Miller.
find room below.— J. P. H. Brown.
dry-goods house, over which I spread
Lit is

quite uBeless to ask for answers to

A

;

—

—

A

—

;

"A

With your close-top sections you
cannot practice tiering up. With two
sets of sections on, it you leave off
the hive-cover at night, you will have
but few bees in the top case of secamount of honey or brood, or both, tions early in the morning, and they
James can be taken off with easef placed in
which the hive contains.
a well-lighted room, and all bees will
Heddon.
go to the windows.— H. D. Cutting.
1. If the swarm has left a hive with
a case of sections on, take that case
It is no easy task to get bees out of
and put it on the hive in which the a section case in which close-top secswarm is put. 2. When you see new tions are used. I have a little closet
comb along the top-bars of the standing in close proximity to the
frames, and new brace-combs, then it apiary, which has a door so as to take
H. in the cases. The closet will hold
is a good time to put on sections.
D. Cutting.
quite a number of cases at one and
1. In using what is known as the the same time, and when the door is
Hutchinson plan, yes. If a full hive shut the place is perfectly dark. The
or brood-chamber of 2,000 cubic inches shutter of the door has a bee-escape
The bee-escape permits
is used, it is just as well to wait a in its centre.
week. 1 prefer the former. 2. Not the bees to leave the closet, but they
With my open-top
before the hive is tilled with brood. cannot return.

Yes and usually the super should
be one taken from the old colony that
swarmed. Whether or not the old
colony is ready for surplus receptacles
is not positively determined by the
;

—

—

a blanket, leaving only a small hole.
The bees would leave the sections.
When the bees are not gathering, this
last method may endanger from rob-

bing.— A.
ITes.

J.

Cook.

It is better to

use open-top

sections (one-pound sections preferred), and place the case on end (so the
light will shine through it), smoke
one side, then pick up and shake off
and out nearly all the bees, then place
it on end in a screen-house or darkened room until the rest desert.
There will be no queen nor possibly
brood in the surplus-case if you use

honey-board.
queen-excluding
the way I have done for years,
and now in running the new hive for
extracted honey, I do it with my
extracting supers, and in both cases
so quickly that robber bees cannot get
in their work, even if they should be
the

This

is

on the war-path at the time.—James

^ovxtspantitnu.

Heddon.
The " better way "

is to use opentop sections, and drive the bees out
by the judicious use of the " smoker."

—The liDiTOE.

Destroying Inyertei Oneen-Cells,

Query 405.— What Is your

©

This mark
Indioates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named
5 north of the center; ? south; O* east;
K3 west; and this 6 northeast; >3 northwest;
o» southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

actual experi-

r("t::ti'il to bees tearinR down queen-celis
Ibe cells ure inverted ?— Missouri.

ence in

when
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am sure that in these days of cheap
honey, we must find a cheaper ana
less laborious way of bee-management than to feed sugar in the fall,
remove hives to the cellar, put them
out in the spring, provide outer cases,
pack our bees, unpack them, and
I

away cases.
I think that Mr. Hutchinson exaggerates the difference between the
stores required in the cellar and outdoors, when he says it will pay the
extra cost of spring packing four times
store

Let Cyula Linswik, A. G. Hill,
A. I. Root and other successful outdoor winterers give us their figures,
and I do not think they will sustain
But, I say
this strong assertion.
again, let us have the spring protection, anyhow, and at whatever cost.
I am inclined to think we shall yet
find a way of adding to spring proover.

have none.

—G. M. Doolittle.

have had no experience.

— C.

"TlieProdnctlon Of Comli Honey.'
C.

WM.

MiLLEK.
have never watched to see if
were torn down after inversion
I

cells

W.

Hutchinson.

Z.

As

Brown.

My experience

has been that they
and that they will not. I could
give numerous experiments causing
will,

me

to believe that inverting will not
settle the swarming question. —James

Heddon.
They do not tear them down if they
are yell under way of completion
but if inversion is employed in season,
they will abandon the work and begin
;

anew, t'other side up.— C.
ton.

W. Day-

My

experience is with only 3 coloI inverted the brood-nest each
week, and had no swarming, but got
a tine lot of surplus comb honey.—A.
nies.

Cook.
have given the matter only some
attention to gratify my curiosity, and

J.

I

am satislled that while such unnatural manipulation will cause the
bees to destroy some of the cells, the
plan will not work as a rule. I prophesied some years ago in the columns
of the AsiERiCAN Bee Journal that
reversing hives, etc., would " play
out " when put to practical test, and
the prophecy is coming to pass sooner
than the "prophet" himself had any
idea of .— G. W. Demaree.
I

Both. I have found them torn down
at once, and also allowed to remain.
As yet an inverted queen-cell has
never produced a queen for me. My

experiments in this direction, however, have been few, as the idea
proved itself to me to be unnatural
and impracticable, after a brief trial.

—

.T.

E. Pond.

Plant Alsike Clover.
Lieaflet No. 2, entitled "Alsike Clover
lor Pasturaire and Hay," ia now ready for
This should be scattered into
delivery.
every nelKhtiorhood, In order to induce
farmers to plant Alsike, tliat the bees may
have the advantage of it for pasturage. We
send thenj by mail .iO copies lor 30 cents ;
100 tor 50 cents ; 500 for $2.25— all postIt will pay beekeepers to scatter
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail
nothing. It ten farmers out of a hundred
plant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees
will reap a very substantial reward.

paid.

CLARKE.

Long ago, one remarked, " Of makmany books, there is no end," and

ing

probably be so to the end of
is remarkable how soon some
books become obsolete. They are left
behind in the march of progress, and
remain, like mile-stones, having only
one function, that of marking the
headway that has been made. Looking over my library the other day, I
was struck with the number of books
valued in their day, that are now
nothing but beads on a wire, mere
counters and markers, keeping record
of how the gauie of thought has
it will

do not

invert queen-cells, 1
have no experience in regard to bees
tearing them down.— J. F. H.
I

F.

time. It

tection artmcial heat a? a help to
early brood-rearing. Market gardeners are ahead of us with their hot-bed
methods of forcing spring vegetables.
must discover a method of forchave found out
ing young bees.
that we cannot do it by stimulative
feeding. What we want is a hive in
which heat can be maintained in early
spring at the brood-rearing temperature. Something more is required in
the line of hive invention. I can
gone on.
plainly discern the desideratum the
Mr. Hutchinson's modest little book exigency calls for, but alas
I have
certainly marks an epoch, but I no inventive faculty.
If I had, I
scarcely think will be ephemeral, be- should have made my fortune long
cause it brings out someof those great ago, not as a hive inventor, but as a
apicultural principles which we are novel writer. I have the faculty of
slowly discovering, but which when composition, but not that of invention.
once they have arrived within our
The main object of Mr. Hutchinfield of vision, are there to stay.
One son's
book is to give prominence to
of these is the necessity of using
of comb-building in its
means to multiply workers in time for the principle
He berelation to honey storing.
the honey harvest. Of course this is
"
is a " balance of power
not new with Mr. Hutchinson, but he lieves there
maintained between these two,
has emphasized one of those means, to be
he is right. He is of the
viz
warmth, in a more forcible way and I think
we have deranged this
than common. He proposes to pack opinion that
too large use of empty
bees after their removal out of the balance by a
combs, and of comb foundation. He
cellar, in order to protect them from
not give us theory, but the rethe cold snaps of early spring. This does
experiment. I will not
packing he would retain until the sult of careful
condense his system in
time has arrived for putting on supers. attempt to
this review. It is clearly and forcibly
Mr. Hutchinson anticipates this ob- stated in his book. Let me advise all
jection
why not practice out-door bee-keepers to get the book, study it,
wintering, then winter protection will and practice along the lines it so
answer for spring y His reply is that plainly marks out. Mr. Hutchinson's
the saving of stores by cellar winter- candor and modesty are conspicuous
" I desire
ing will pay for the expense of spring in his closing sentence
packing four times over also, that it and request the freest of criticisms ;
is only by cellar wintering that the and let those who, for the first time,
thing can be reduced to a system the adopt the methods herein advised, do
system being one of uniform food and so upon no larger scale than that on
uniform temperature. Uniform food which they can afford to meet failure;
means sugar, which many of the best and if failure comes let them report
bee-keepers eschew ; and uniform it, together with the accompanying
temperature is a delusive idea, though circumstances, and all will find me
clung to with much pertinacity by ever ready to explain and defend my
Mr. H. and others. Let me endorse views ; or, if necessary, acknowledge
most emphatically spring protection, my errors." Nothing can be fairer
no matter how you get it, and at this than this, or more likely to elicit the
point risk a piophecv to the effect truth.
that we shall yet find a clue to the
Mr. Hutchinson's book is a step in
mastery of this difficulty in some style advance not on the new Heddon hive,
of all-the-year-roiind protection, pro- but along with it, and this fact will
tection against both cold and heat, doubtless expose him to the criticisms

We

We

!

:

:

:

;

;

of those who think they have disPersonally, I covered in it "the sum of all vilwould give considerable if Messrs. lainies." lie may expect to be ridiVandervort and Oliver Poster would culed as a copyist, to have every old,
tell us all they know on this subject. obsolete bee-book ransacked for some-

and
it

I

rather think

we

in the house-apiary.

shall discover
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thing that can be tortured aud twisted
into a germ of his new idea, and possibly he will be accused of trying to
deprive comb foundation men of their
legitimate profits, or even of their
livelihood.
But the great mass of
intelligent bee-keepers will recognize
in this brochure a modest, honest,
earnest attempt to help those who, as
the dedication says, " are getting
their bread and butter by producing
honey to spread on the bread and
butter of others." It will help them
too. because whether they adopt the
author's methods or not, it will make

them more observant of

results,

more

studious of nature's laws, and more
intelligent in their management of
the " little, busy bee."

For the American Bee

JoumaL

ness carried the novice through the
initiation ceremonies of the never-tobe forgotten day— May 30— when both
A Lady's ExBerience litli Bees.
colonies cast immense swarms within
two hours of each other and I beMRS. H. HIXLS.
came the happy possessor of 4 fine
Dear Editor :—I have had a gen- colonies of bees.
eral clearing up of letters, catalogues,
Since that day I have had what ceretc., which have accumulated since 1 tainly might be called uninterrupted
began bee-keeping, three years ago success. On Sept. 1, 1886, the apiary
and thus all the courteous and kindly numbered 41 fine colonies, all from
replies which you have so generously those 2 colonies in box-hives. I have
giveu to the seemingly unimportant never lost a colony from any cause
questions of a novice, have been whatever, and the surplus honey durbrought again to mind.
1 can no ing the three years, as nearly as I can
longer delay the attempt to express calculate, ^as 82 pounds per colony,
my thanks. In no single instance spring count, after deducting the cost
have you failed to give close attention of wintering all colonies.
to every question, and you have unSheboygan Falls, o* Wis.
stintedly given your time and results
of your experience to a beginner, and
For Uie American Bee JonmaU
always in such a manner that the receipt of a postal or letter from you
has been a pleasant incident in beeAnalyzing anil Riiienins Honey.
;

;

I am particularly pleased with the
chapter on " The secretion and utilization of wax." Short though it is,
it lays down principles that are not
only of great importance to the matter specially in hand, but to bee-keep- keeping life.
Thus far I have written no report
ing generally.
There has been, in
my opinion, far too much done in the of my apiary to the American Bee
way of trying to revolutionize the bee. Journal, preferring to wait until
The bee is peculiar, and its value definite ground might be reached.
largely depends upon its peculiarities. Three years of close attention to bees
We must utilize these, not fight and bee-literature ought to bring the
them. I heard Sam Jones the other novice to such point.
During the winter of 1883-84, longday. Among other things, he said,
" I am objected to because of my continued ill-health and anindetinabie
longing
for some out-of-doors pursuit,
peculiarities. These are what make
me Sam Jones. Take these away, led to a general search for some path
and I should not be myself at all, but into such vocations. Silk-culture was
somebody else, and probably some- at first decided upon, and corresbody of no account." "We have tried pondence opened in that direction. It
to make the bee breed in public by an was decided finally that in planting
everlasting opening out of the brood- the mulberry trees, it would be safer
nest, when like all other creatures, its and better to raise them from the
quantity of this, both
instinct teaches it to breed in seclu- the seed.
sion we have tried to prevent it from Chinese and Kussian, was obtained
swarming we have turned its house and I may add, that I have now sevand home upside down and we have seral hundred of these trees set for a
tried to make it cease wax-making hedge around the apiary.
Meanwhile another member of the
and comb-building, and devote itself
as exclusively as possible to honey household became interested in bees,
and
on April 10, 1884, brought home 2
gathering. If we could have made
comb walls as well as foundation, we colonies in box-hives also borrowed
" Every fool Quinby's book, and begun to study
should have done it.
will be meddling," and there is some bee-keeping, ordering me also to do
fool about the wisest of mankind. the same. How mysterious are the
Xow let us stop trying to re-make or secrets of bee-keeping to the novice
re-model the bee, and take it as it I shall never forget how impossible it
came from the Creator's hand. The then seemed, to gain a clear knowlbee is a wax-maker and comb- builder, edge of the many "ways that are
as well as a honey-gatherer and storer. dark " connected with the pursuit.
Who knows but there is a waxy ele- But soon the weather admitted of
ment in the honey that needs to be frequent visits to those box-hives,
abstracted before it goes into the with glass under the doors, at the
Hour after hour was spent in
cells y At any rate, while we appre- back.
ciate and admire the assiduity of the watching the movements— apparently
bee in the honey line, let us not forget tending " no whither "—of the busy
and when one day after
that there is, no doubt, a sphere tor little elves
the exercise of the other function that long waiting, so much patience was
will cause mankind, down to the end rewarded by seeing a veritable drone,
it was recorded in the note-book as a
of time to note,
great event.
"How skillfully she builds her cell,
It did not take many weeks to conHow neat she spreads her wax."
vince me that bee-keeping was the
With these fraternal words, I cor- desirable avocation, provided that it
dially welcome Mr. Hutchinson to the could possibly be carried out by a
noble army of authors
woman. Correspondence was opened
Guelph, Ont.
with two successful lady apiarists,
who at once responded with the nec-

A

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

!

Tlie Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings ef the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Journal for one year,
will be clubbed for J1.25.

essary encouragement and advice.

If

SAMUEL CUSHMAN.

A

close reader of our bee-periodicals for the past two years might have

gathered together from the various
articles the following ideas
The
nectar of flowers is not honey until
changed or ripened by the bees. It is
natural sugar, water," a small quantity
of albumen, gum and essential oil or
flavoring. Bees are able to abstract
much of this water, absorb and discharge it before the nectar is deposited
in the hive.
Formic acid, the active
principle of bee-poison, is frequently
added to this nectar, a large amount
being required by new honey, and but
little to preserve ripened honey. This
acid is a preservative, also chemically
changes the natural sugar to its inverted form a change that the chem:

—

with. This change
gives honey that smooth, mellow
taste for which honey from the old
box-hives is celebrated. The heat of
the bees causes the excess of water to
evaporate, and favors or is necessary
for this chemical change. Bees treat
ists are familiar

capped honey with this acid, which is
absorbed by the porous capping. The
cappiugs of honey are porous until
varnished or gummed over by the
bees.

The

legitimate purpose of the sting
to insert this acid into uncapped
honey, and to pierce the cappings of
stinging is but a side
sealed honey
This view seems to be supissue
ported by the fact that when bees are
not gathering honey, a sting causes
much more effect, supposed to be
is

;

caused by the .accumulated poison

and that
America

stingless bees from South
store little honey, as they
are unable to preserve it.
Hybrids,
which are the worst stingers when

there is no honey to be gathered, are
the best honey-gatherers.

Some think

that

the "crop," or

honey-bag of the bee

is

where

this

secreted and added to the
honey. It is said that a normal colony with plenty of this secretion may
prevent and cure foul brood. Formic
acid is similar in its nature to phenol
(carbolic acid) and salicylic acid
acid

is

Mrs. Harrison and Mrs. Gould should
notice this report, they will doubtless
call to mind the ludicrously anxious
missives which they at that time re- agents used bv bee-keepers to cure
ceived from a stranger. Their kind- foul brood.
They are all preserva-
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cause death to fungus or
According to these results of the
This acid can be noticed in analysis of honey it may not be safe
new lioney by its irritating effect, but for an honest producer to offer as
old lioney, where its strength is neu- many do, $100 reward to any one who
tralized or expended, is smooth and will
prove
by analysis that his
mild.
honey is not strictly pure.
Raw nectar, or ripe honey that is
According to the principles reheated and the acid expelled, does not ferred to, tne samples taken off the
keep so well. New honey, if ex- hive as soon as gathered, would be
tracted, may be thickened by evapora- nearly pure nectar somewhat evaption, but this causes loss of flavor, orated, and would have a large proand such honey is imperfectly changed portion of- natural sugar, styled by
from a lack of the constant addition chemists, cane sugar or sucrose. That
of this acid. Generally, honey is ripe more ripened would have less caneas soon as capped however, much is sugar and more inverted sugar
and
ripe that is not capped, and much is that thoroughly ripened would have
capped that is not ripe.
little or no natural (cane) sugar, and
The longer the honey is cared for more natural glucose or grape-sugar
by the bees, the more completely is it and inverted sugar. If the best ripenripened.
The Dadants and many ed honey is to be taken as a standard,
others work on this principle, leaving then all not as thoroughly ripened will
the extracting supers on the hive un- be pronounced " apparently " adultertil the end of the season.
Such honey ated. This matter of judging the
can be bottled as soon as extracted, purity of honey by analysis is an imand there is no loss of flavor.
portant and a serious one to honeyProbably some of the above is producers, and is worthy the attenWe hope
simply theory. How and when formic tion of our ablest men.
acid is added, cannot be easily known, Profs. Cook and McLain, of the
and will require careful experiments United States, S. Cornell, of Canada,
to determine.
Eev. W. F. Clarke Frank Cheshire, of England, and
says that he has experimented in a others may be able to experiment in a
way to cause him to think that the way to throw more light upon this
sting of the bee is used as a trowel in subject.
comb-building, and that stinging is
Mr. McLain, with the help of the
not its legitimate use. Will he kindly chemist of the Agricultural Departdescribe these experiments V I think ment, should be able to do a service
that honey lacking formic acid or the worth more to our pursuit than sevrequired heat, would be more liable eral years' expense of the Experito the coarse granulation often com- mental Station. If the chemist should
plained of. Fall honey is soon taken be furnished with honey thin and just
from the hive, and this is more liable gathered, that just capped and that
to granulate in the comb even in capped and on the hive until the end
capped cells.
of the season, the result of the analThe ripening of honey seems to me ysis of such honey showing the proan important matter. This is an age portions in each of the natural, inof progress, and while the best and verted and grape sugar, would be of
most successful producers many of great value. One lot might be anathem do not accept these views, this lyzed when it was taken from the
is not sufficient to discard them.
hive, and another lot stored in the
The above ideas may throw some usual honey-room until the time it is
light upon the unsatisfactory results usually sold. It all should be from
of the analysis of samples of honey in the same source and from the same
comb by the Government chemist. colony which should be kept of uniMany prominent apiarists furnished form strength the entire season.
samples, the purity of which they
Pawtucket,5 K- 1could swear to. Some of these samples were i)ronounced apparently adulFor the American Bee Journal.
terated, and others apparently genuine. At the Detroit meeting of the
Preventing or Controlling Increase.
North American Bee Keepers' Society, this matter was referred to by
A. A. FRADENBURG.
some of the members who had furnished samples, and the sense of the
In
10
or 12 years' experience, I
my
meeting was that such a report was
unjust, and caused unmerited injury have been trying to learn how to conto the industry, and that Prof. Wiley trol swarming, and I have concluded
should only have published a report that it is best to let a colony swarm
on that which he was sure of, instead once, then prevent all after-swarms,
but by getting one
of classing the honey as " adulter- so far as possible
ated," " apparently adulterated," and prime swarm from each colony it does
"apparently genuine." This report, not necessarily follow that we are
" Honey and its Adulterations," may obliged to have an increase of 100 per
"be found in the United States Agri- cent, from all that do swarm.
cultural Pieportfor 1885, pages 109 to
For the benefit of Mr. Abel Gresh
117, or the American ApicuUurist, Vol. (whose article appeared on page 167)
III. page 265. Prof. Wiley is the one and others, I will give the plan I tried
who started the sensational story that last summer, and the results; but I
comb honey was made by machinery am not the orginator of it, for I read
Blled with glucose, and capped over it in some piiper last year. It is as
by machinery, and who afterward ad- follows
mitted it to be " a scientific pleasAs soon as a swarm is out, and has
antry." This was from a government begun to cluster, or after it has clusemploye.
tered, put an empty hive in a new
tives, ;ind

germs.

;

;

—

—

;
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location
then put off all the surplus
receptacles of the parent hive, take
the frames out of the brood-chamber
and destroy every vestige of queencells, and put these same frames in
the empty hive. But leave 1 2 or 3 of
the frames, as you may desire, with
brood, honey and adhering bees in the
parent hive, leaving them only one
queen-cell.
Then fill the balance of
the brood-chamber in the new hive
with empty combs or foundation, or
;

,

empty frames.

Now

put the surplus receptacle that

was taken from the parent hive and
shake the
put it on the new one
swarm, that has clustered nicely by
;

the new hive.
they have swarmed according to
nature, have a new home, and are
In a short
satisfied on that score.
time the queen will be attending to
her own business amongst the brood,
and the workers will be workins hard
storing honey in the sections, as they
have no other place to put it, and the
bee-keeper need not wait a week or
this time, in front of

Now

more to see
stored.

any

honey

Incresise of

the above plan on 7 swarms
it was a success in
every case, except one that swarmed
again after 3 or 4 weeks ; but I was
satisfied it was caused by a desire to
supersede their queen, and they allowed too many queens to hatch.
Now about the parent colony, or
what was left of it
I generally left
I tried

last

summer, and

:

2 frames of hatching brood and one
queen-cell, then filled up the hive

with empty combs, and with what
straggling bees returned it made a
pretty good colony with plenty of
stores by fall, and the whole 7 are all
right at this time. If I wanted but
little or no increase, I should leave

but one frame and but

little

brood-

just enough to retain the returning
bees, then put several such together
or else hive the next swarm where ther

one left.
Port Washington,©* Ohio.

last
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Low

Prices for Honey.

R. C. AlKIN.

Much is being said about markets,
monopolies and associations. We can
theorize and talk, but practice and
experience is what opens our eyes. I
have never known what it is to lack a
market for my honey. Experience
has taught me that the most of our
troubles are our own making. I consider that the credit business, coupled
with pride and mismanagement lies
at the bottom of the whole trouble.
I wish to buy more
For example
bees. My neighbor will sell me 10
colonies and wait until January for
:

jump at the chance, thinkcan sell honey to pay for
them. The crop fails I have done
business on capital that was not my
own I have done business on the

the pay.
ing that

I

I

;

;

prospects of

good health and pros-

perity.

My neighbor sees my condition. I
cannot pay legal proceedings waste
;
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one-half of the stock of bees to collect
the pay and interest on the other
half. But to be a little more lenient,
say the time of payment is extended
until another January. Th« seaion
this time proves fair, but interest runs
up the bill. I have been putting in
my time on dead property (by dead, I
mean unprofitable). It has cost me
something to keep these bees, and
putting all together, I find myself
" hard run." Now vFhat do I do but
sell at a sacrifice, not because I want
to injure a neighbor who is in the
same business, nor do I want to lower
the prices one particle.
Commonsense would teach me the folly of
such actions, but I sell at a low price
because I must have money and cannot wait until the people are ready to
buy, so I give them a "bait" by
" offering cheap " Had I used a little
common-sense at first and not taken
risks that I was not able to carry, I
might have saved myself the loss.
Experience has taught me that it is
better to have a surplus on hand than
to sell all we have at once, and be out
the balance of the year.
Here is a case just to the point:
Last fall a certain man had a nice lot
of honey.
He was in debt, and his
creditors had the " upper hand." He
placed his honey on sale, part of it in
a grocery with instructions to sell at
12}4 cents per pound. It did not go
very fast at first. The creditor said it
was too high ; that certain others were

unfortunate man is spoiling your
market, buy him out and help him and
yourself too.

For tbe American Bee JouiaaL
Tlie

Cappings over Honey.

The man,

association, or corporation that takes advantage of those
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
who may be subject to their power,
damage themselves as well as others.
At the convention in Detroit, Mr.
"
The real rogues are very few com- Jones said
sometimes have
pared with the mass of the people, honey so thickened that it does not
and we will have but little trouble fill the cell more than half full. If
:

with dishonesty if we would but be
honest with each other in every respect. We ought all to give as well
as receive good prices.
Shambaugh,? Iowa.
For the American Bee Joomat

A

Section-Case for Comli Honey.
J.

W. POWELL & SON.

Having noticed a section-case described on page 183, we would like to
say a little on the subject, especially
as that case is something like the one

we use.
has, but
step or

We

began where Mr. Eaton

we think we have taken a

We

the capping was air-tight, how could
this evaporation take place V" Mr.
Doolittle said that he had seen honey
so thickened by sections of it standing upon a mantel-piece, that it did
not occupy more than one-half of the
space in the cellar. If the cappings
were impervious, this could not occur.
When Messrs. Dadant, Poppleton
and myself were discussing this in
the hotel at Indianapolis, Mr. Poppleton said that two lots of honey taken
from the same case and hive, and
stored by the same bees— in fact, exactly the same, the one kept in a dry
atmosphere, and the other in a moist
one, would show conclusively that the
cappings were not impervious, as the
honey in the dry atmosphere would
become thicker, occupying less space,
while that in the moist atmosphere
would absorb moisture until it oozed
from the cells or " sweat."
I do not know that fermentation increases the bulhot liquids it certainly
generates gas, and it is this that blows
out " bungs " and " raises the mis-

two in advance, as will be
noticed by editorial comments on our
section -case on page 147. As we have
received quite a number of letters
asking for more definite description,
we will endeavor to give it.
Our honey-board is like the engraving. The bottom of our case is made
in the same way, except that the slats chief."
When honey "sweats" we
selling for less. (This, however, was are nailed fast "on the bottom of the do not find the cells partly filled with
not true, at least for the same grade case in a rabbet
of an inch deeper gas, but running over full of diluted
of honey.) The final result was that
honey
the best comb was sold at 10 cents
The only moral I can draw from this
per pound, and by mid- winter that
discussion is, keep your honey warm
man had no honey left.
and in a dry atmosphere.
Another experience
Rogersville, (5 Mich.
I have been
for 12 years a limited producer of
honey. I sold only in my home marthan the thickness of the slats, which
For tne American Bee Joumaju
ket, and have never had suflScient
honey to supply the demand any sea- gives a bee-space below the case. The
rabbet is cut just the same on top as
Hives for Preyenting Swarming.
son. I gave a young man a few leson the bottom, which gives room for
sons in bee-keeping.
He undertook the
honey-board.
F. A. SNBLIi.
to enter the business for himself. He
The case is made reversible, by
had about 15 colonies, put his crop on
my market and sold at 16J^ cents per fastening some small, sheet-iron but- I have read with much interest the
pound. I had been, and was at the tons on the sides, which holds the articles which have appeared in the
same time, selling at 15 cents. Now honey-board in place, thus keeping various bee-papers in relation to Simbecause I would not advance to his the sections secure in any position. mins' method of preventing or conprice, he became angry and ordered The centre of the slats are kept from trolling swarming, with a hope of
of an finding something new and practical
his sold at 12}4 cents or less, if I sagging by strips of wood
should follow him down. I just held inch square, tacked crosswise, or tin but as I understand it, it is not new.
my honey at 15, and if it would not strips may be used and folded like The idea of such a hive was first ador if separators must be used, vanced by D. L. Adair, of Kentucky,
sell at that, I held it until the other this
tins inside of I
think, and he invented a hive
was gone. The result was that I had why not fasten those
or use the }4- known as the "New Idea" hive,
mine a short time, and the other sold the case like this
inch
strips of tin that Mr. Eaton which attracted much attention for a
out and retire"d disgusted, and has not
speaks of V
do ont use separators, time. Its merits were fully described
bothered me since.
and
so
we will let those who use them, in the Bee Journal by Mr. Adair,
Organization of producers will not
arrange
that
to
suit
themselves.
E. Gallup and others in 1871 or 1872.
and cannot regulate the market. But
if we would only " make haste slowly"
Many bee-keepers tried the hive, as
In conclusion we will say that alwo would bo better off. It would be though this case is entirely original it had quite a reputation for a few
better to "legislate" to make it a with us, still we do not intend to years. I made and tested the hive,
finable offense to go in debt when we patent it. All are at liberty to use it, and will say that swarming could be
have not the capital to enable us to and if it should be found to possess well, or quite well controlled by exget through without damaging others. superior merit (and we think it will), tracting, yet the hive did not prove
Let every man live within his means, we do not fear but that all honorable practical. Briefly stated, the hive
and keep a few dollars in his pocket, and fair-minded bee-keepers will give was arranged as follows
and when prices are below first cost, us full credit for the invention.
The frames were used one tier only,
do not sell. The man that is " well
and run crosswise of the entrance.
Mankato,5 Minn.
"
fixed
financially, is not the man that
From the front to the rear the hive
lowers prices
and the poor man who
was 2}4 to 3 feet, to suit the taste of
tST" Tlie semi-annual meeting of the Southern
"
'•
has gotten himself
into the box
In use, the frames
niinoia Bee-Keepers' Association will be lield in the bee-keeper.
the
Court
House
iit
oti
Wecinesilay,
Bunton.
Ills.,
will not have crop enough to supply a
near the entrance were to be only part
A|iril20. 1887,at 10 a.m. All are Invited to attend.
market for
wliole season.
II the
full of comb, or, if full combs were
V. H. KrNXEnv, Sec.
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the honey from such these

nuclei
whenever there are
enough for a strong colony, and
enough bees to work in the sections
above also give them a good young
cooib honey. I contracted the brood queen and they will, if rightly mandepartment and gave a passage for aged, soon go to storing honey the
bees out and in.
1 placed a set of same as an old colony.

there

placed,

was

I
to be frequently extracted.
tested the hive for extracted honey
three seasons. I then arranged it for

;

honey-boxes in front of the broodBy this plan the increase is limited
and one in the rear, and one and to 10 per cent, should they all swarm,
two tiers on top.
which they will nererdo, and, besides,
But for comb honey I could not run it is the most satisfactory plan that
the hive so as to control swarming, can be adopted for securing comb
and the hive was laid aside. It did honey, and getting a moderate innot suit me for extracted or comb crease, which may be always utilized
honey. I have taken the Ameuican by doubling up weak colonies whenBee Journal for 20 years, and it is ever the apiarist desires no increase
a real treat to look over the old num- of colonies.
But success depends
bers. In those days I could readily upon the knowledge and skill of the
apiarist,
as
well
as upon his energy,
get 2o cents per pound for all the
comb honey I could produce, and 15 perseverance and industry.
Ashland,© Mo.
to 18 cents for extracted honey.
nest,

Milledgeville,-o

Ills.
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make

or unmake, can allow or supIn order to
This is not so.
suppress any business, etc., it must be
declared a nuisance, and if not so
declared no law can be constitutional
that prevents each and every man
that may choose from engaging in it.
Political economy is the science that
all legislatures strive to employ. Supply and demand will invariably regulate matters, and this same law will
regulate the business of bee-keeping
as well as any other.
press.

One thing more I will ask of Dr.
Miller, and then I will drop the discussion. Will lie give us an idea of
the form of legislation that would
suit him, and then if the form is in
anywise restrictive of the rights of
any other person, will he show us how
he would harmonize such legislation
without " bill of rights V"
Foxboro,o Mass.

For the American Bee Journal.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Legislation for Bee-Keeners,
Tlie

Preyention of Increase,
E.

.J.

E. C. L.

LARCH, M.

This is a subject of vast importance
to bee-keepers generally. When working for extracted honey there is but
little difficulty, hence I shall confine
myself to the production of comb
honey, having 15 years' experience in
the management of bees; three years
of the time was devoted to the task
of learning the instincts, nature and
habits of the " busy bee," and I have
in a measure succeeded.
I usually

keep about 120 colonies, have no losses
to report during that time, and my
bees have a habit of doing just what
expect them to do.
The first thing to do, is to have no
old or decrepit queens; the queen
should be one year old, just in her
prime. Second, get the bees to working in the boxes as early as possible,
keep the hive shaded and sufficiently
ventilated to get the bees to work in
the boxes.
Give them some foundation in the brood-chamber, and when
the larvae is two or three days old, cut
this out and fasten a suitable amount
in the boxes, and the bees will always
commence work above, if strong
enough but should they resolve on
I

;

swarming, let them have their way,
and as soon as they are clustered.
open the hive and brush the bees off
of the combs into an empty hive, and
give them one comb of brood having
the oldest queen-cells.
Return the
combs to the hive from whence they
were taken (first cutting out queencells), and supply the place of the
comb that was taken out. with an

empty comb

or foundation, or, what
better still, move the frames together so as to contract the broodchamber, and place a division-board
on the outside of the combs.
is

Return the honey-boxes or sections,
and hive the swarm and put it in a
new location. Thus you have the
swarming impulse effectually destroyed, and the comb in the new hive
must remain on the old stand for a
nucleus for queen-rearing; give them
empty combs or frames of foundation

when needed,

or. if

preferred, unite

had intended

Mr. Hutcliinson's

New

Book,

drop the discusPKOF. A. J. COOK.
sion of this question entirely with my
last article, but Dr. Miller says on
One of the first things that Mr. A.
page 199, " will Mr. Pond tell us of a I. Root said to me the other day, as
This question we met at my farm in Owosso, Mich.,
single person i"' etc.
related to the matter of priority. In
was this
''I have read Mr. Hutchreply I will say that no one, so far as
inson's new book on comb honey, as I
I have any knowledge, has ever " recame here. It is so good that I have
legislation on
quested or desired
only one criticism
It is too short."
priority,' " but it impresses me quite
I have, since that, read the brochure
forcibly as a logical proposition, that myself, and I agree with Mr. Root,
in order to legislate that some one
in the criticism.
man shall be the man to keep all the except
I like what an English scientist regiven
locality,
a
decision
bees in a
as cently said in " Nature," to-wit
to whom that man should be, must be
"Now in these days, and in the inmade, and it would work manifest in- terest of readers, if there is one thing
justice to say that the first one who
against which more than anything
started the business, should give way else
a resolute stand ought to be
to a follower. For this reason I canmade, it is unnecessary printing.
not see how the question of legisla- The day is yet far distant when every
tion as desired by Dr. Miller can be
page of printed matter shall contain
divided from that of priority.
something that is new, and nothing
Now I will ask Di;. Miller a ques- not new but this is the impossible
tion not a legal one, but a common- ideal which all writers should keep
sense one, viz
Why should some prominently in view." How well Mr.
one man's bees have the sole right to Hutchinson has done this.
gather the free offerings of nature,
I need not say to the readers of the
even if in the form of nectar from all American Bee Journal that Mr.
the surface in a given locality, any H. is second to no American writer
more than this same man should on apiculture, in practical commonhave the sole right to sell the honey sense, and in directness and prehis bees gather in the same neighbor- cision. This book shows him at his
hood y or again, why, if
and B have best.
especially extracted
Honey
adjoining estates, each owning large honey is now down to bed-rock
tracts of land, should
have legis- prices.
How opportune, then, the
lated to him the right to gather honey direction which
shall lead to the
and
from B's land,
B be debarred ?
maximum yield of that and that is
Individually I do not care a snap comb honey— which shall bring the
about the question, but as a man who maximum price. Just this is Mr.
and I doubt if any beestrongly opposes monopolies, and be- H's aim
lieves in equal rights to all before the keeper among us could do it better.
law, I must insist that under the con- Mr. H. has boiled this recipe right
stitution of the United States no leg- down, and made all so clear that
islation can take from me the right to most, if not all, can at once profit by
enter upon and engage in any busi- the advice.
ness or occupation that I may choose,
The mechanical part of the work is
provided I conduct a legal business in good especially to be commended is
yellow paper
a legal manner. Legislation is re- the beautiful cover
the very stamped by the comb foundation mill.
strictive and necessarily so
first thing that is implied in law is re- It is surely a good foundation for the
straint
the advocates of bee-legisla- excellent matter within. It is as extion, and I fear Dr. Miller 'with the quisite as it is unique.
others, have the idea, judging from
I am the more happy to praise this
their words, that the legislature can book, as I have personally proved the
I

'

POND.
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value of most of

its

suggestions, and

can recommend them to all. The beekeeper who does iK)t invest 25 cents
for this work, makes a mistake.
Agricultural College,? Mich.

Local Convention Directory.
rime and place of

1887.

A

Afeetin-o.

Apr. 14.— Eastern Indiana, at Richmond. Ind.
M. G. Reynolds, Sec, WiUiamsburn, Ind.
Apr. 16.— Marsliyll County, at MarBhalltown, Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec. lieGrand, Iowa.

Apr.

j(i.— Wabash

County, at N. Manchester, Ind.

Aaron Singer, Sec, Wabash, Ind.
Apr. 20.— Southern
F.

11.

Illinois, at

Benton,

Ills.

Kennedy, Sec, DuQuoin,

Ills.

Apr. :!6.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
J. Ashworth, Pres., Lansing, Mich.

Apr. 26.— DesMoines Co., at Burlington, Iowa.
John Nau, Sec. Middletown, Iowa.

May

4,

5.— Texas State, at McKinney, Tex.
B. If. Carroll, Sec, Dresden, Tex.

-Sheboygan County, atHingham.Wis.
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.

May

5.

May

24.-N.

any account. Some of my looked out the queen at first, and supneighbors put their bees out on March posed she was as dead as the rest. So
8 and March 9, and we have had some I thought I would experiment a little.
I visited I took the hive into the house, put it
very cold weather since.
one apiary to-day where 10 colonies on the cook-stove, and put a slow fire
were out, and they seemed as lively in it. I could see that they soon
as on a warm day in June. But the moved more and more, and then bebee-keeper said that they are much gan a hum. I have about two-thirds
lighter now than when he put them of them now alive in the kitchen. I
few of us bee-keepers here are will put them back on the stand as
out.
putting our bees into the cellar in a it gets warm. I believe I could have
diflerent manner or arrangement of saved all of them had I not scattered
the hives, than I have yet seen de- them around everywhere. They were
scribed.
Our bees wintered nicely out of honey, and had destroyed all
one year ago, and if we all succeed their brood. Will this colony do any
usually well this year, I shall be good y I never heard of such a case,
tempted to give the plan in the Bee except when Dr. Miller found the
Journal. I have handled bees more ground squirrel.
loss of

W. Ills. & 8. W. Wis., at Rockton, Ills.
D. A. tXiller, Sec. Cherry Valley, Ills.

Dec. —.-Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting. Sec, Clinton, Mich.

Kf

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested tn forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Bl>.

or less for 10

years, and I have alprofitable when I

[Several of such cases have been reattended to them. The winter here ported. If taken care of and fed they
has been good for clover, and if our will be all right.— Ed.]
bees continue strong until May 1 we
shall be prepared for a grand honey
Feeding Maple Syrup.— Willis M.
season— our first.
Barnum, Angelica, ? N. Y., on April

ways made them

,

1, 1887,

Early Black Drones.—Mr. Gideon
So
Summit,o Mo., on well
Crews, Gray's

writes:

seem to be wintering
yesterday the air was full of
them. I am feeding maple syrup,
April 3, 1887, writes
occasionally, to stimulate brood-rearflying
drones
On April 1 I noticed
ing. All bee keepers are happy
this
Is
black
bees.
from a colony of
this
latithem
in
rather
early
for
not
Wintered without Loss.— M. H.
tude V Would it not be best to cut
out the drone-comb in this colony at Freeman, Olustee Creek,o, Ala., on
once, as I do not want any black April 1, 1887, writes
drones V
My 100 colonies of bees have win[Yes ; destroy the drone-comb at tered finely without any loss, and on
desired.
once, if black drones are not
the approach of spring they began
gathering pollen and rearing brood.
-Ed.1
The earliest pollen gathered that I
observed was on Jan. 26, from the
Bees in Good Condition.— S. H. arbor-vitse, an ornamental tree or
Mallory, Decatur, ? Mich., on April 6, shrub that decks many Southern
Since then fruit bloom and
yards.
1887, writes
many wild flowers, with whose names
Bees seem to be in good condition I ani not familiar, have furnished the
here in southern Michigan, this bees with honey and pollen. On March
spring. We have had several warm 24 I hived a large swarm which issued
days since March 1 and the bees have from a hybrid colony in a single story
had a good flight, which- was badly Langstroth hive. This is quite early,
needed, as they had been confined I think, as the usual time for swarmsince November, although packed on ing is in April.
the summer stands. That is the way
I winter my bees, and I think it the
Do Bees Talk and Hear?— R. M.
safest way in this latitude, if propperly packed, as they can remain in Osborn, Kane,o. Ills., writes
settled
warm
until
the packing
If bees do not have a language, and
weather.
then I do not see how
far bees

;

:

1

sti^^T^^

:

Welcome Change

of

Weather.—

Geo. E. Hilton, rremont,K3 Mich., on
April 3, 1887, says
:

Last Monday morning the ground
was covered with snow to a depth of
8 inches, and at daylight the mercury
was just at zero. To-day at 3 p.m. it
is lip above zero, and the bees are
bringing in pollen, although there is

snow in places. My bees
never wintered better in fact it
sounds more like June than April, in
the apiary to-day.
plenty of

—

:

,

Bough on Bees.—Jacob Oswalt,
Maximo, 6 on March 30, 1887, says
The month of March came in like a
On
lamb, but went out like a lion.
cannot hear,
March 29, we had a regular blizzard
they manage to keep so well organized
from the northwest, with 2 or 3 inches
Very ftuiet Bees.—J. A. Reeds, as to appoint guards at the hive-enof snow. The temperature was down
workers, etc.,
to zero, and everything seemed to be Hinesboro,o* Ills., on March 30,1887, trance, comb-builders,
and committees to clean cells for the
freezing after 6 weeks of pleasant writes
queen to lay eggs in, and to attend to
weather. Bees on the summer stands
Yesterday morning I was smoking her wants to attend and see after the
suffered severely.
and overhauling my bees, and to my young larvse to cap brood and to
surprise I found a case where one had clean cells for storing honey to forage
Wintering Bees in the Cellar.— M. passed into the state of hibernation, for nectar and pollen to cap the
for they were very honey and bring in water for necesO. Tuttle, Osage, 5 Iowa, on April 1 as I supposed
quiet, and on raising the lid I called sary uses for the colonies to examine
1887, writes
them dead. I took out the combs and determine on the time necessary
to build
I put 80 colonies of bees into the where they were clustered, took some to supersede the old queen
queen
cellar last fall. A stove was kept in of the bees in my hand, and still they the required queen-cell to rear a
of
the cellar, the chimney being built seemed to be dead I then threw them that may be the cause of the death
from the bottom of it. The tempera- on the ground. There were many the old queen, unless she escapes by
a
ture has been kept at from 38° to 45° bees that had crawled into the combs. flight, and, after the cell is capped,
apuntil March 15, since which time it I took all the combs to the room special committee of braves is
the
keep
has been kept at 48° to 50°, and some- where I keep them, and in an hour or pointed to guard the cell and
she
times even 55°. My bees are quiet, two I passed the hive the sun was old queen from destroying it for
and they seem as happy as they do on shining on the bees, and to my sur- is guarded by her loyal braves, and a
an eve in June. 1 do not expect any prise I could see them move. I had committee of her loyal braves is sent
:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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out to look for a new location, and
the loyal braves inform her that the
virgin daughter is singing in her
prison cell, and the guards are breaking the seals to release her from her
The old
16
da\'s'
imprisonment.
Queen's loyal braves are a committee of
thousands, and then she is informed
that they will lead or conduct her to
the selected location, and all civil
business inside is suspended for a
few minutes, the guards are relieved
at the enti'ance, and join the old
loyals in their flight to their " new
home," and the young virgin queen,
in about 5 days, takes a wedding
flight with a crowd of fat, lazy drones,
and returns the same day, if not
molested by pirates ; the colony is
re-organized, and the drones are ordered exterminated.

suing,while we in northwestern Pennsylvania are ice-bound, and not a bee
dare leave the cluster. Yesterday the
piercing wind and driving snow made
out-door existence anything but comfortable, and this morning the mercury was just at zero. Possibly some
of our Southern brethren, sweating in
the shade of leafy trees, may gather
some comfort by the reflection that
up here we have " cool breezes."
Truly, a broad land is ours.
Before
the ice leaves our Northern lakes, we
may feast on the strawberries of the
South and before we dare commit a
melon seed to the ground, the luscious
melons of the South are in our market.
;

Fastening Foundation in Sections.
N. Tongue, Wonewoc,© Wis.,

— L.

W. H., of Indiana, on page
asks how foundation is to be
My bees are doing splendidly this fastened in sections where a groove
spring. I have one fine colony of is cut. The best, easiest and fastest
Italians that have drones flying to- way is to melt of wax two parts, and
day. Who can beat that for this lati- of rosjn one part, by putting in a
tude ? Bees in this neighborhood were shallow dish over a lamp wick turned
carrying in pollen on March 1. My down so as to keep the wax just
bees were left to winter on the sum- melted ; not let it get hot enough to
mer stands in chaff hives. I have not melt the foundation when dipped into
it.
Take the section in one hand, the
lost a colony for three winters in succession. I await a rich harvest for foundation in the other, and dip it
into the melted wax and place it in
the bees this year.
the cut in the section.
You must
have but little wax in the dish at a
View of an Apiary.—Mrs. J. N. time. One can fasten in this way as
fast as he can pick up a section, and
Heater, Columbus,© Nebr., writes
:

distribute these leaflets by the thouands. I have copied it into my weekly
paper, and a thousand subscribers
will thus be given the benefit of It.
As there are many persons in the
world who live and suffer in the
canker of envy and jealousy, there

may

be many bee-keepers who had
better get some farmer neighbors to
distribute the leaflets than to do it
themselves.

Bees in Fine Condition.— J. C.
Armstrong, Bromley ,OIowa, on April
6, 1887,

says

:

took my bees out of the cellar on
April 1, and I have never had them
winter in better condition. I used to
be anxious to give them a flight in
mid-winter, but I have gotten over
that.
They had been confined 135
days, and had commenced breeding.
They began gathering pollen the next
day after their liberation.
If the
weather had required it, I believe I
could have kept them confined a
I

writes

Drones Flying.— Dr. H. R. Dorr,
Worden, ? Ills., on April 2, 1887,says

'Z'Sd

Mr. E.

203,

:

it

will stay, too.

month

longer.

Honey Yield from One Colony.—J.
H. Higgins, Victoria, cxTenn., writes;
I desire to know what has been the
largest amount of comb honey any
one has obtained from one colony, aa
an average for the past 10 years. Will
some one please answer through the

AaiERiCAN Bee Journal V
The numbers of the Asiekican
Bee Journal for the first 3 months

I send you by this mail a view of
of this year have been very valuable
my bees in their winter quarters, to
Cold and Stormy March.— Arthur to every one interested in bee-keeping
be placed in your " bee-keeper's
every number has been worth the
album." I have always used the Todd, Philadelphia,os Pa., on March
The
cost of a year's subscription.
chaff hives for wintering, and with 30, 1887, writes
question
department is a grand help
uniform success.
The month of March has been very to me.
[It is a very pretty scene.
The ice- cold and stormy, with a bright sun,
covered hives and trees, in the sun- often a freezing wind affording bees
Bees Working Hard.-T. S. Hall,
shine, makes it attractive. It is placed no chance to fly without danger. Since
Corinth,
6 Miss., on April 4, 1887,says:
?utting my bees into winter quarters
in our bee-keeper's album, as rehave not disturbed them. We had
Bees are in fine condition they are
quested.— Ed.]
one mild day some three weeks ago, swarming, having wintered finely.
and every colony was flying, so I hope Thousands of yellow drones are flying
for
a slight loss.
Yesterday and to- from the Italian colonies that are
Loss by Spring Dwindling.— Chas.
r. Uhl, Millersburg,O0., on March day we have had a blizzard the tem- bringing in the honey fast. It is a
perature was 20° Fahr., and high beautiful sight to see the yellow Ital30, 1887, says
wind and snows prevailed.
ian bees from 100 hives all at work,
I hear of a great many bees throughand all in a rush.
out this locality that were dying durRain Needed Badly.— B. F. Carroll,
ing the last two months.
great
many of them were lost by spring Dresden, 6 Tex., on April 4, 1887, says:
Lost None in Winter.- Abe Hoke,
dwindling. So far I have wintered
Union City,ot Ind., on April 7, 1887,
Rain is badly needed in this State
mine all right; they all had a nice
writes
flight three days ago. But the coming now. There has been none in places
two weeks will try them the hardest. since last October. Bees are doing
I reported 33 colonies in winter
I am generally successful in wintering well here.
quarters on the summer stands—32 in
my bees on the summer stands. I also
straw hives, and one in a three-frame
use the Langstroth frame, and mostly
The Alsike Clover Leaflet.— James observatory hive in wood and glass.
the single-stoi7 chaff hive, and some
The one in the observatory hive is all
Heddon, Dowaptiac, 9 Mich., writes
two-story chaff and portico hives. My
right so far, and so are the 32 in straw
^"^1- of hives.
bees are pure Italians.
One was queenless, and was
The new Leaflet on the
planting Alsike clover is a move in being robbed, so I united it with
the right direction.
I say " right another it had plenty of honey. iTwo
Onr Various Climate.—W. J. Davis, direction " because its propagation is or 3 colonies are light in bees, but
Youngsville,-o Pa., on March 30, 1887, not only of interest and proflt to bee- have plenty of honey 5 or 6 are not
keepers, but it is a most profitable crowded with honey, and I have fed 8
writes
plant for the farmer. Mr. Baldridge of the lightest ones. I will have to
The Bee Journal gives us North- is one of those bee-keepers whose feed if the weather does not change
ern people some strange reading. For clear comprehension and long ex- soon. I have not lost an entire colony
instance, in .January and February to perience makes him authority on sub- in the three past winters.
Maple
read of bees carrying in pollen and jects connected with our chosen pur- bloom is entirely destroyed on account
honey, drones Hying and swarms is- suit.
Our wisest bee-keepers will of severe weather.

—
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;
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ODR CLUBBIN«

Honey and Beeswax Market.

LIST.

The following are our very latest We supply the American Bee Joamal
one year, and any of the following publicaquotations for honey and beeswax
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the reguCHICAGO.
:

HONEF.— Sellers ask from
sirable

7 to 10 cts. for any-

comb honey this includes dark undeami crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.

thinkT off in

Good

i-lii. sections, lofqiiac. ;
choice, 12Vs@i3c.—
Sales have been larger this month than at any
time since November, and prices average a little
lower for comb than the above.
R. A. BTJRNETT,
BBK8WAX.-25C.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN

Mar.

161

28.

& SON,

PK<)PRIETOR8,

South Water

H.

Suppiy

white comb, ]0@llc.

is

B1SB8WAJC.-23C.
Mar. 11.
M. H.

HUNT,

Bell Branch, Mich.

cts.

quote

Comb, white.

Tit*

BDSLNKSS MANAGER.

Market firm.
122-124 Davis St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We

Special ^oXxczs,

12H(flll4c.:

candied,

quote

dark,

3!J4fii4c.

gloomy, as rain

;

is

Apr.

To Correspondents. — It

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Pos1>OBice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postr

amber and
Outlook

is

needed badly.

would save

much

Old comb, extra white.

Extracted,
extra white. 4H^®5c.

O. B.

5.

:

ft(ailc.

BEBSWAX.-Scarce

us

Bee-Keepers'Magaztue
Bee-Keepers' Guide

Canadian Bee Journal
Bays of Light

The 7 above-named papers

.

.

1 75

1 25..

125

2 00.

150.. 140
200,. 170
2 00. 1 75
.

1.50..

135

5 25

4 50

. .

2 35.
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00..
Blnderfor Am. Bee Journal. .1 60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25..
4 00..
Farmer's Account Book
1 50
Guide and Hand-Book
150..,
"Success,"..
Heddon's book,
175..
A Year Among the Bees
.

Extracted, white, 4®4!Ji

:

13c.

BEBSWAX.-Scarce at 19fo)22c.
Apr. 4.
SCHACHT & l^EMCKE,

Price of both. 0Iu6
1 00

in Bee-Culture

The Apiculturist

large and sales are slow.

HONBY.— We

NEWMAN.

and Gleanings

St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

ALFRED

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Be.1t

823&925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGO, ILL.
At One Dollar a Year.

lar price of both.

;

at 22(a23c.

SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.

. .

.

.

2 00

175
150
2 00
2 10
2 00
1 30
I 40

150

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
at 14@l.'ic.; 2-pnund8 at 1 l(ai2c. Extracted, 5@7c.
Demand for 1-lb. sections lively.
BEESWAX.— 24 ots. per lb.
Mar.23. Blake & Riplby. 57 Chatham Street.
CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— We quote for extracted, 3@7c. per
Nice comb brings l l@14c. per lb. Demand fair.

lb.

E. Duncan SnilTen, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

3

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.

and get your mail at another, be sure
BBESW AX.—Good demand,— 20(5i23c. per lb. for He gives special attention to writing and
good to choice yellow.
setting up advertisements in the most atto give the address we have on our list.
Mar. 29. C.P.MtJTH& SON.Preeman & Central At.
tractive manner, and guarantees entire
office

CLEVELAND.

Money Orders

satisfaction.

In

all his

dealings, he

is

honor-

can now be obtained at
HONEY.— Choice white,l-lb. sectlons.sells clU2M able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
Five @13c.; second quality white. 10(9illc.: white 2-lbs., of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
10@iic.
Buckwheat, 8(s.9c. Extracted, 5@6c.—
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. Market dull.
52A40t
free.

As these are absolutely safe, It will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
And are in no way safe.

BEESWAX.- 25C.

Mar.

9.

A. C.

KENOKL,

IIS Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.- We quote choice 1-lb.

sections at 11®
for dark. White extracted, in barrels and kegs,6@6^^c. : in small packages, 6^@7c. ; dark, in barrels and kegs, 4@5c.—
Demand good.
I2c.: 2-lb8..

10@llc.

No

Yucea Bruslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a

call

vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
BEESWAX.— 25c.
Mar. 28.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
Market for Honey.
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
t^~ To create Honey Markets in every
always have one
Colored Posters for putting up ever village, town and city, wide-awake honey more of them, so as to
We can supply them at 6 cents
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive, producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat handy.
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
as well as useful. We have prepared some Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
iirtd 1 cent each for postage
for the Bee Jodr.val, and will send two or pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
more free of cost to any one who will use and scatter them plentifully, and the result
them, and try to get up a club.
will be a demand for all of their crops at
Wlien Beneivlng your subscription
remunerative prices. '* Honey as Food and
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
Medicine " are sold at the following prices :
bees to .'om with you in taking the Beb
^vill Present Webster's Dictionary
Single copy, 5 cts. ; per doz., 40 cts. ; per
no one
(pocket edition), and send it f)y mail, post- hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent Journal. It is now «« ctMxp that
present
It is postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00. can afl'ord to do without it. We will
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
any one
always useful to have a dictionary at hand On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if a Binder for the Bee Journal to
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by," sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to etc. (giving the name and address of the beedirect to this office. It will pay any one to
keeper who scatters them).
determine their meaning.
hours, to get subscribers.
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food devote a few
one
who
buys
a
and
Medicine
"
to
every
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
By Using the Binder made expressly
of the American Bee Jouknal for 1887, package of honey, will sell lots of it.
for this Bee Journal, all can have them
will richly repay every apiarist in Ameriea.
bound and ready for examination every day
Do you Want a Farm Account Book? in Uie year. We have reduced the price to
We
have
make
you
a
very
pails
of
a
few
left,
and
Isabels
for
one-pound
Bed
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
We have now tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is year and the binder for $1.50.
honey, size 3x454 inches.
ruled
and
bound,
printed
on
writing
paper,
and
can
lot
of
these
Labels,
gotten up a
100 and the price is $3. We will club it and the
supply them at the following prices
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Year Among
for $1.00 ; 250 forSLM .500 for $2.00 1,000 Weekly Bee Jodrnal for a year and give
If you want it sent by the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
all with name and address of you both for $2.
for $3.00
year, we will club for $1..50.
Apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. mail, add 20 cents for postage.

Preserve your Papers f®r reference.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

We

—

:

;

;

;

Home

soft,

bees.
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Convention Notices.

|y The Wabash

THE WESTERN WORLD

Sidwertisjetujettts.

County Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion will meet at Norlli Mancliester. ln<i.. on April
Singer, Sec.
20, I8f<7, at 111 a.m.

Aakon

i^" The May meeting of the Northwestern

Illi-

nois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held atRockton, Ills., on TuesD. A. FULLEK, Sec.
day, May 24, 18«7.

ty

The DesMoiiies County Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation will meet on April 26, 1SM7, at the Court
at Burliiitfton, Iowa, at 10 a.m. Ali interested in bee-keepiuK are invited to attend. Articles sent lor e.xhihition, to the Secretary, at Mid-

PRACTICAli Bee-Keeper wanted for
four months. Correspondence solicited.
15Alt E:. D.KEENEY, Arcade, N. If.

JubnNau, See.

ly

The ninth annual meeting of the Texas
State Bee-Kecpors' Association will be held at

Collin Co., Tex., on May 4 and 5, I8S7.
All bee-keepers will find a hearty welcome. No
hotel bills to pay. An interesting programme is
ready. Come one, come all. B. F. Cahuoll. Sec.

Bees,

Colonies of Italian

Strong, Urst-class in every respect.
Sale at reduced prices.

100 £.For

C.

IV

J.

ASHWORTH, Pret.

System and Success.
13^

All

work

who

intend to be systematic in
copy of

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pag-es)
200 colonies (420 pages)

"
"

it.

$] 00

125
1

50

The

larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

Tbe Frodnction of Comb Honey, as
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
can be obtained at this oBBce, for 25 cts.
0ir Sample Copies of the Bee JotrKNAL
be sent free upon application. Any one

will

of all the States and Territorle*.
IncladlnK Alaska and District 8( Columbll.

Guvernment.

Extra Thin

FOUNDATION

In 25-Found Boxes.

WE CAN now

& 925 W. Madison

St.,

±\J\J
0A9t

Contains also a Million TTsefol Facts.

CHICAGO,

COE.ONIES of Italian

1 (\f\

ILL.

BEES

DANIEL WHITMER,

Sale.

South Bend, Ind.

Put on cars for
colony. Will ship in hive or in light
shipping-cases. No disease.

H.

Li.

Pangbom, Maquoketa,

lo-wa.

BOTTOM R£AGHED.
ITALIAN BEES in

Heddon Hive

....

QUEENS, Untested, SO cts.; Tested.
tS^ Remit by P. O. Money Order,

.

$4.00

.

1.60

to

CLIFTON, TENN.

15A4t

DR. FOOTE'S

Slmmlns' Non-S«varming: System

is

G.
& SON
4 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL,
who expect to buy an Incubator
THOSE
will consult
their interest

Ijy

adtiressinK,

RELLa.BLE INCUBATOR CO.,
'*A3t
Decatur, Macon Co.,
,

.

Ills.

100 Colonies of Bees
SALE CHE AP.-In 8 and 10 frame LangFOR
stroth hives. Good condition
i4A3t

I.

W.

R. Hadfield, Waukesha, -Wis.

HUTCHINSON,
Genesee

Z.

Rogersville,

Co., Mich.,
offers for sale,

written, published, and now
HAS
a
book upon
little

"THE PEODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."
Its prominent feature is the exhaustive manner
in which it treats of the non-use of full sheets of

Comb Foundation in the brood-nest when hiving
swarms but it touches briefly upon some of the
mosc important points connected with the profita ble p roduction of Comb Honey,
pr* Price of the book, postpaid. 25 cts

Is the tttle of a very valuable book tbat fives a
amount of Information, of tbe Utmost Importance to Everybody, concernlnft their dally
habits of Eating, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping

ffreat

Bathlnff, Workln*;, etc.

IT TBLL.8

What to

Eat,

TbiDRB to Do,
ThlDKsto Avoid,
Perils of

How

Summer,

to Breathe,

OverheutinK Houses,
Ventilation,

ABOUT

Parasites of the Skin,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Clething— what to Wear,

How much to Wear
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.

Influence of Plants,

Exercise,

Occupation for invalids.
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned,
Preventing Near-sight-

Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Napa,
Headache, cause & cure.
Malarial Affections,

edness.
Croup— to Prevent.
of a new English bee-book.
The
author claims that itwill inaugurate a "new
IT TELLS HOW TO CURE
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that Black Byes, Bolls, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
CornB,Cougn9.CholerH. Diarrhoea. Diphtheria, Dys"It is based upon purely natural principles, entery, Dandruff. lJyj*i)epBla, Ear Ache, Felons,
and is the only system that can ever be Fetid Feet, Freckles. Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseness, Itching, inaamed Breasts. Ivy Poisonrelied upon, because no other condition ing, Moles, Pimples. Piles, Rheumatism. Ringworm,
exists in the economy of the hive that can Snoring, Staromenng, Sure Eyes,S'>r«; Mouth, Sore
Nipples.Sore Throiit. Sun-etroke. Stings and Insect
be applied to bring about the desired result Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warte
—a total absence of any desire to swarm." Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.
Price only 85 Cents. Sent by Mall, post-paid.
It contains 64 pages: is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be
THOS. G. NEWIflAN A: SON,
obtained at this office.
923 & 925 West MadisoQ St., CH ICA GO. II. I.
title

92.3

;

Hints and Ready Recipes,

How to Eat it,

the

NEWMAN

THOMAS

$4.00 per
i3A4t

for one year,

and the Guide, postpaid, for $1.30.

and on straight wofIilt combs.

HAND BOOR OF HEALTH,

There Is no Mistake in insisting that—
as in all other things, so In'advertising— the
best is the cheapest, no matter what its first
cost may be.

The Weekly Bee Journal,

for

for i?ale Clieap.— Black and Hybrid bees
BEES
in ten-fame Lunt,'stroth hives, strong in bees,

Another firm in Chicago by
Newman & Son," we wish our

tbe name of
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other flrm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Blatorlea of each of the States from the
Earliest Times.
IIo^v to Acqnire I^ands of any Itlnd belong
InKtothe Government by any forms of entry

THOS. ti. NEWmAN Sc SON.,
923

la
**

area, population, products.
State, School and Indian Lands of

the several States.

who may acquire tliem, and the different laws.
furnish VAN DEXJSENS'
applicable to the different sections.
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Bo.\es, iu sheets 16V4x28 *'£-*'.'i''/!?"''"'» •"•"• J*atent Laws of the
United
Slutea.
inches, at $12.50 per box.
All orders for any other quantity than Coats-of-Arins of the States and Views of
Celebrated Places, and of life in different reffions.
exactly 25 Ihs. (or its multiple) will be fllied
Knles for measuring Lumber, Logs. Grain.
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
Liquids, Tobies of Weights and Measures of all
kinds. Interest Rules and Tables. Lumber Tables.
This Foundation runs 12 feet to the lb.—
Systems
Lund Meusares la varloac
t^~ The above is a special ufTer, and is a parts ofof
the United States,
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

As there

The following is only a part oj the Contents:

DlaKramit BbowinR

in the apiary, should geX a

the Apiary Regrister and commence to use
the prices are reduced, as follows :

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 Inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.

INARCH, Ashland, mo. Colored Mupa

li.

McKinney,

The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association will hold the spring meeting in Pioneer Hall,
Capitol Building, at Ijansiug, Mich., on April 26,
1887,at 10 a.m. A cordial invitation is extended to
all bee-keepers.
If any have troublesome questions, bring them with you, or send them to the
President, at Lansing, Mich.

OF USEniL INFOEMATION.

BEES

dletown. Iowa, will be exhibited and returned or
sold, as directed.

GUIDE and HAND-688K

HOITIE SEEKER.S or Tourf.tn,
A'NH QITSKNS a Specialty.— For
Capltalimts or I.aborcrii. A va»t
UnleslLHi Qi'EENH, in May, $1.00.
amount of iuioriiiatlon not
Aft(^r .June 1st, 75 cts. Price-ljist
of Full Colonies, two and 3 frame
to bo I'onnd elsewbere
Nuclei, Hives. Kmindation. &c., Free.
at any price.
JOHN NKBKL & 80N. Uiph Hill, Mo.

House

their
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INDIANA.
HEAD-QUARTERS for Pure
,

t*^ At

Italian QUEENS.
prices that will surprise you. Write
full particulars.

ua for Catalogue and
Address.

MARTIN & MACT,

North Manchester, Ind.
EGGS FROM HIGH-CUSS POULTRY FOR SALE.

Extracted Honey For Sale.
We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACrEB HONEY, in kega
holding from 200 lbs. to 22.3 lbs. each, whlcfi
will deliver on board the cars at 7 ceuts
per lb. Orders solicited.

we

THOS.
923

&

<;.

IVEWTWAN & SON,

923 West Madison

CHICAGO,

St..

Anj one can

|

Cat.aJogue

i

Free

I

FAY&CO.Camden,N.J.
LOUIS. MUTNEAPOLIS. OMAHA,

i

iHT
— ROOFING— — » — — — — — "J

ply

-

I

ESTAB.(866.
Also St.

ILL.

ap-

(

W.

H.

it.

i&samples

<
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BEES and HONEY,
OB TBI
an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by

Hanagement

^

of

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoumaU
EdiUir of the

It contains 320 prof usely illustrated pages
Is " fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
Sevelopiug pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everj'thing tliat can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee.
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

^F~A

Iilberal

the Dozen or Hundred.

THOS.
923

&

Discount to Dealers, by

NEWTMAN & SON,

G.

925 West Madison

^"

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The American Bke Journal

for a year and the book, " Bees and
Honey," will be Sent for $1.75.

BEES! 300 COLONIES ITALIANS
fur spring delivery at 60 cts. to $1.00
T>EADY
per pound, according to time. Choice
Xv

Oueens

ADJUSOLIVER FOSTER.

and Brood cheaper

in

proportion.

HONEY-CASE
TABLE
Circular free.
uAtf

Also

and other Supplies.

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

THE BRITISH

JBEE

JOURNAL

AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISEB.
The BHITI8H Bee Jouknal is published every
<^eek, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical information for the
sbowlnK what to do, and when and
how to do it. It is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.
The British Bee Journal and the American
Beb Jodknal, one year, for $3.00.

ftlme beinK,

Jones'

Frame

Fliers.

The

NEW

Heddon

Hive.

We have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
;

The brood-chamber is in two sections; also the
surplus arranwenient, which may beinlereluinf^ed
Tlie cover, bottom-board, und
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-half
of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus case?
with the sections, may be placed between tlie two
brood-chambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchanueable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bured for wires.
SAMPLE IIIVB includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containincH frames ;
two surplus arrang;ements, each containing iis onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. Tliis latter
chamber can bo interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is nailed and
PAINTED, and ready for immediate use. Price,
$4.00, complete.

A

ARMSTRONG'S
New

Reversible Hive.

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., eays :—
'•
Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case is
'

;

'

perfection itself."

Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.50.
Send your name and post-ofiSce address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 33-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

E.

Address,

S.

ARinSTRONG,
JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

9Atf

;

;

It Is absolutely essential to order one
nailed hire as a pattern for puttlns those
In the flat toffetber correctly.
Hives* nailed and palnted,8>4.00 each.

Dadant'sFonndatieuFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

See AdvertlBement in another colmmt.

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed
(Echinopn sphoerocephalus.)

POST-PAID

We

can supply this seed
One-half ounce, 30
at the following prices
:

3 ounces, $l..50
cents
1 ounce, $1
4
ounces, $3 ; y^ pound. $3 1 pound. $.o. One
pound of seed is sufficient for hair an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.
;

:

;

;

HIVES REABY TO NAIL.— In fllUng orders for
these hives, in the flat, we make 6 different combinations, so that our customers may make a
selection from the sample nailed hive, without
waiting for us to quote prices, and the different

kinds will be

known by the following numbers

:

No. 1 consists of the stand, bottom-board,
cover, two 6-inch brood-cbambers, 16 frames, and
the slatted honey-board. Price, $1.55 each.

No. 8

the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections without
separators— interchangeable, but not reversible.Price, !$3.00 each.
No. 3 is the same as No. 2, with two surplus stories as therein described. Price, itit;3.50 each.
No. 4 is the same as No. 1, with the addition of
one surplus story containing 28 sections in wide
frames with separators, which can be reversed.
Inverted, and interchansfed, the same as the broodcnambers. Price, 9t^S.30 each.
No. 5 Is the same as No. 4, with two surplus
arrangements as therein described. Price, S3.00.

No.

O

is

contains

all

the parts as described in the

sample nailed hive. Price, StS.TS each.
Those desiring the hi veswit'iout the stand, honeyboard or sections, may make the following deductions from the above prices
Stand, 14 cents
honey-board, 8 cents and the 28 or 56 sections, as
:

;

the case

may

be, at

^ cent each, respectively,

THOS.
933

St..

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

in

Any common

molasses or whisky barrel or other

suitable vessel at hand will do. It extracts ai
clean and fast as any other two-frame extractor.
It is suitable for American or Langstroth frames
up to 13x20. It weighs only 8 lbs. ready for shipment. Price in the flat, $2.50 set up, *2.75. State
right to make, use and sell, lli>0.
Date of patent
Feb. 9. 1886. Send for circulars to the inventor
and manufactor.
J. C.
O'QUINN, Fayette Co., TEXAS.
10A6t
;

MELCHER.

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
It

maiiea the finest extra thin Foundation for

oomb honey. For Sale by

:

;

NEWMAN &

A NEW HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
SIMPLEST and cheapest the market.
THE
No special constructed can or vessel required.

We

will also make the following deductions on
quantities ordered all at one time For lO or more
hives, 5 per cent, discount for 25 or more hives
1-2
7
per cent. for 50 or more, 10 per cent.

«.

& 935 West Madison

923

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Martiaon Street, CHICAGO.

ILL.

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

& 935 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

933

ILL.

FOR

taking frames out of lilves, or
moving them in any way desired. If. is
made of Japanned iron, and can be utilized
in many ways. It has a long claw for loos-

ening frames, and a hook which may be used
for carrying other frames besides the one
held by the Pliers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.

THOS.
923

NEWOTAN &

G.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

HOW TOIWINTER
Essays
ELEVEN
keepers, sent to

BEES,

^^^FREE TO ALL -^^
A WHITE GRAPEVINE

bv eleven prominent bee-

all

who

Send

apply.

HENRY ALLEY,
Wenham,

Mass.

SON,

\

CHICAGO, ILLS.

'OX'X'-KEEPERS' Onide, Memoranda &
JJXrlX^Catalogue

tor 1887 Free. Reduced
Prices.— Jos. Nysewander, DesMoines, Iowa.

5D6t

POINT BREEZE

4i

A Year among

10 Cts. For

Postage &c.

GRAPERY

reading:=-=:pa.

the Bees,

'

^

BEING

A

Contractible Bee-Hive.
^hirlev's
•^""•^J " Descriptive Circular now ready.
Bend for it Addre.fs. W. H. SHIRLEY
14A3t

Talk about some of the Implements, Plans
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2.^ years'
Experience, who Juis for & years m^ade the
Production of Honey his Exclusive
Bu:itness.

Millgrove, Allegan Co., Mich.

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL, M.

B. J.

Address,

O. NEW]? AN & SON,
& 925 Wesi Madison St.. CHICAGO, TIX.

THOS.

(rivinK an Index of dlseaBes.
symptoniB cause and treatment of each, a
table KlvinK all the principal drugs used for the
horse, with the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engraving of the
horse's teeth at different aKes, with rules for telling
the axe of the horse a valuable oolleotlon of re-

923

;

;

;

cipes,

in cloth.

D.

TREATISE

A.
ftod the

Price* '75 cents, by mall. This Is a new worfa
about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound

3f

and much valuable Information,

Price as cents— In English or German.
THOS. G.
Sc SON,,
923 & 925 West Madison Street. Chicago.

Patent Flat:iottom

J.

NEWMAN

111.

CpmbJ^unJa^^^ OAVIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

VAN DEUSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

REVOLVINa COMB-HANGER,

Tool Box and Eecording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

$18 00.
G. NEfFIHAN A- SON,
933 & 025 West Madison St., CHCAGO, ILL.

THOS.
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Bee» vs. Grapes.— Dr. B. F. Dunkley, of
Missouri, writes thus to the Rural World :

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

J. K. Ijludley, of Georgetown, Ills., died
on March G, after an illness of one week.
Ten years ago a neighbor transferred He leaves a wife and three little children to
some bees from a common box-hive into a mourn his loss. Mr. LIndley was at the
movable-frame hive. He made holes in the Indianapolis convention, and
we little
sides of the frame and pushed in hard
hickory pins to hold the combs in the new thought then that it would be the last time
frames, and to make the combs safe be he would attend such a meeting. We offer
wrapped the frame round with spool cotton our condolence to the stricken family of the
thread. The first thing the bees did was to
stick the combs fast with wax. then they cut brother departed. May Heaven protect and
away all the threads, mended all the combs, bless the little ones. We hope he carried
and then ate out all the hickory pins where aofne life insurance. We do not believe any
they came into a comb.
one has a right to bring children into the
What a prodigious yarn. When bees will world, and then not provide for them in
eat hickory pins andiron nails they ought case of death.
to be chained up like tigers, and not allowed
to

yoinill.

April 20,

1881

No. 16.

roam

at will

I

I

Dr. D. makes a further 'statement in corroboration of the above. He says :

Many

years ago I puts can of honey in
covered with two pieces of sackand over that a piece of oil-cloth the
first thing we knew the cellar was full of
starving Italian bees (It was a very dry
time), so full we could not go into it. The.v down and mat if sown by itself. Of course
had cut their way through the covers and left we only speak from our limited experience,
half a six gallon jar of dead bees smothered in our own soil,
which is a sandy loam from
in the jar, but no honey.
which the timber has been cleared. Alsike
Now the bees are charged with cutting can be cut but once each season for hay, but
their way through oll-oloth, as well as eating will make a fine fall pasture.
It also bears
hickory pins
Next it will be said that they seed the first crop. If there are any honeyout through a brick wall, or an iron door
bees in the neighborhood to fertilize the

my cellar,
ing,

Trae VTorth

is in being, not seeming.
In doing cacli day that goes by
Some little good, not in the dreaming
Of great things to do by and by.
For whatever men say in their blindness,
And in spite of the fancies of youth.
There Is nothing so kindly as kindness.
And nothing so royal as truth.

;

1

1

flower.

Big Bee-State.— Mr. John H.

Rupert, of
Woodcock, Pa., states bis complaint in these

words

:

" find of wild honey " in this
State (page 179». the editor says:
"Who
says that Peuneyivania is not a bee-State ?"
one
says
so
that
No
I know of
As another proof that Pennsylvania is a
big bee-State, I will add that, last fall, while
out hunting with D. A. Harman, we saw bees
in the top of a large chestnut tree ; we cut
the tree down and found one pint of bees
and about a tea spoonful of honey.
I would like to ask Messrs. Cousins and

About that

Announced

that an apiarian exhibition will be held in Vienna, Austria, this
month, at the Botanical Gardens.

It Is

I

H^e Acknowledge the receipt of Nos. 1
and 2 of the British "Guide-Book " Pamphlets. They are written by Mr. T. W. Cowan, McCracken how they let that honey down
with a rope ?
editor of the British Bee Journal, and pubThe word " big " was omitted by the
lished by Mr. J. Huckle, Kings Langley,
"Who says that
Herts. They describe the making of appli- printer. We wrote It thus
ances for bee-keepers. In a very lucid man- Pennsylvania is not a big bee-State ?" The
experience of Mr. Rupert presents the exact
ner, and are nicely Illustrated.
opposite to that of "Cousins and McCracken"— but then it is an enormous State,
"The Open Court, a new Fortnightly big enough for all kinds of " experience "II
Journal devoted to the work of establishing
If they did not " let the honey down with
Ethics and Religion upon a scientiSc basis," a rope," they said they " roped it in " all the
This Is the title of a new periodical just same. The whole story is very " ropy."
:

started at 175
under the able

La Salle Street. Chicago, Ills.,
management of B. F. Under-

W^e Wish to Add our testimony In favor
of Alsike clover, says E. W. Powell in Farm,
Stock and Home. We raise it for the honey
It contains, but consider it a splendid grass,
either for hay or pasture. Our practice is
to BOW timothy with it for hay, as it will fall

Bee-Keeplug In Japan.— From I/ApicoUore, of Milan, Italy,
ing item of interest

we glean

the follow-

Chevalier L- Sartori, of Milan, was, a few
days ago, favored with the visit of two
Japanese delegates, viz., Messri. G. R. Hida
and H. Danke, Councellers of the Japanese
Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce.
The distinguished visitors had not been long
in Mr. Sartori's well-known apiary before it
became evident that they were not novices
in matters connected with bee-keeping, as

their numerous and pertinent inquiries
plainly testified.
Nothing, It appears, escaped their observation, and much Interest

was exhibited
large plates

when examining the new

recently

published

by

Mr.

Sartori, with explanations in four languages.
in fact, beforebringing their visit to a close,
they left an order for 400 sets of these illus-

trations for the

Government of Japan, upon

which notes will be inserled In the Japanese
languaee. Of course, the natural beauty of
the Italian bee was of itself, an object of no
small interest, and a few colonies were
ordered for shipment to their country.
They were, however, not a little surprised
when Mr. Sartori placed before them two
large plates Illustrating Japanese beekeeping. Before leaving, they expressed them-

selves highly pleased with what they saw in
Mr. Sartori's noted establishment.
" WUere to Keep Honey ?" is the title
wood, at $.3 a year. It is beautifully printed
on good paper, and its articles are highly of Leaflet No. 3, uniform in size with Nos.
entertaining, representing all phases of 1 and 2, and published at the same prices.
New Catalogues and Price-Lists are
religious thought.
This is in accordance with the recommenda- on our desk. Those desiring to obtain any
tion of Mr. G. M. Doolittle,on page 243 of this of them should send to the addresses given
number of the Bee JonRNAi,. Its Judicious —not to us. The following have arrived
Geo. Nelglibour ic Sons, of London, use will undoubtedly increase consumption. during the past week :
England, state that through the American Heretofore we have printed the first line
Thomas Wallace, Clayton, Ills.- pages
Bee Journal and OUanings Mr. Heddou thus: "American Bee Journal Leaflet No. -Queens. S.
and his "new hive" are "well known in 2." We shall hereafter omit the words
E. A Sheldon. Independence, Iowa— 1 page
England." In a recent letter, they say that "American Bee Journal," and simply call —Apiarian Supplies.
Cheney
& Comstock, Sac City, Iowa—
as they wish to make some hives containing
them " Leaflet No. 2," or any other number, pages— IJees and Supplies.
"some of the features" of Mr. Heddon's, as the case may be.
and desire to " do honor " and " not be considered pirates," they send ten dollars as a
Encalyptuiii Honey for ITIedlclne.—-M.
"token of respect and appreciation." As
Onions inhaled cause sleep, rest, and Gullmlth, the French traveler, while on a
the hive named is not patented in England, refreshment. The soldier on his march, and Journey in Australia, discovered some beethis shows that Messrs. Neighbour & Sons the exhausted worker gets great strength hives in a gigantic eucalyptus tree, of 120
are most scrupulously honorable and just from eating the onion. Tie a fresh onion metres in height. The honey was strongly
in their business relations. With pleasure, around the neck and bruise It to make its scented with the perfume of the flowers of
therefore, do we put this news item on odor thorough, and you secure sound sleep the tree.
Prof. Thomas Karraraan has exrecord, as a pattern for bee-keepers every- from its nightly inhalation, so says Daniel amined it, and] believes it to have b eneficial
—
where.
R. Clymer.
medicinal properties./
t

—

'
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desire to supersede the
queen, and third, when there are a
few young bees in the hive, and the
bees take a general flight— nearly all
the bees take wing there being no
with Replies thereto.
young bees to stay in the hive with
the queen, she becomes excited and
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to takes wing with the frolicking bees,
Queries in this Department in less time and when out with the queen they
than one month. They have to wait their may or may not return to their home
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a without the interference of the apidozen at a time to each of those who answer arist.— G. W. Demaree.
them get them returned, and then find
I cannot give any reason from the
pace for them in the Journai,. If you are data given. I have had fair colonies
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for swarm out one or more times each
them to be inserted here.— Ed.I
day for a week, just after putting
them out of the cellar. Sometimes
they tried to enter other hives, which
would demoralize matters. Such colBees Leaving Hiyes in Jannary.
onies, after they have had one flight,
I shut in the hive and feed warm
Query 406.— Can you give any reason syrup until they learn to stay at
why bees should swarm in January, leaving honey home. If the day was warm and the
and brood in their hives, also queen-celts and a
lew bees ? The day they swarmed it was very bees appeared uneasy, I might repleasant, and the sun was shining.— Louisana.
lease them toward eyening. In this
something was way I have saved many colonies from
Disconteutment
wrong in the hive.— H. D. Cutting. ruin.- C. W. Dayton.

second, a

—

;

I have noticed that bees will work
on the oilal of slaughtered animals,
and will visit the vaults of privies
and I have seen them sipping at the
refuse of the soap kettle. I think that
they are attracted by the salts nearly
always present in such refuse matter.
;

— G.

W. Demaree.

never heard of such a case before.
Probably the bees found something
I

in the blood that was needed.
be the salt in the solution

It

may

was the
thing gathered. They probably went
for the blood for much the same reason that they visit muck and manure
heaps at times. Why is a mere matter of guessing.— J. E. Pond.
Quite probably the bees needed the
found in the blood. Under cercircumstances they will take
stale and salt water. They have been
experimentally fed with eggs, meat
and whisky by many at different
times with doubtful effect.
The
alkali

tain

—

Editor.

;

We hare known lack of pollen to Abnormal swarming generally recause them to leave, but there may be sults from dissatisfaction with the
other causes, that we cannot know.— hive, surroundings, weakness of num-

Dadant & Son.

bers, or

something

else distasteful to

They may have swarmed for the the bees.—The Editor.
same reason that they usually do,
only they were " rushing the season "
a little.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Bees Sipping Blood.
Such abnormal swarming is usually
colonies
and
to
confined to weak
Query 407.- Recently I was skinning a
nuclei. They become discouraged and steer that had choked to death, when I saw several
bees eagerly sip the blood as it flowed from the
Pleasant
days
after
a
out.
swarm
several veins. 1. Did any one ever notice bees do
of the year? 2.
stress of bad weather is the time they this before, and at what season
Can you suggest any reason for their gathering
usually depart.— J. P. H. Brown.
blood, as plenty of waterwas near them ?— Mo.
No. Being entirely unacquainted
It is not strange.— C. W. Dayton.
with the details of the case, and the
actions of the bees in your latitude, I
I never saw anything of the kind,
do not know whether it was satisfac- and I could not guess the reason.— G.
tion or dissatisfaction which caused M. DOOLITTLB.
them to swarm. James Heddon.
Similar instances have been reIt ported. There is probably something
This has long been a puzzle.
seems probable that the hive was in about blood that pleases the taste of
some way distasteful to the bees but bees.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
this is only a guess.— A. J. Cook.
2. Possibly they
1. I never saw it.
I should say that it was what we were after the salts in the blood.— C.
call here at the North " swarming C. Miller.
out." Dissatisfaction of some kind is
Such statements have been made
thought to be the cause where bees so before. That bees are partial to sucti
swarm here in April and May.— G. M. vital
liquids is a fact, whether we
DOOLITTLE,
always admire their taste or not. A.
I suppose it is something as they
Cook.
might do at the North, in April or J.
I never had any "blood suckers"
May. Sometimes it seems a mere
whim, and sometimes a result, per- among my bees but I have noticed
haps, of spring dwindling, not enough that bees sometimes resort in the
bees being left to take care of the spring of the year to stale water, parbrood before leaving.— C. C. Miller. ticularly if it is alkaline. 2. I can
assign no reason for their depraved
Bees, sometimes in my early experi- appetite, unless it is a desire for salt.
unaccounthive
most
left
the
ence,
—J. P. H. Brown.
;

—

;

ably. I now think the reason of their
80 doing was, the hive was too large
for possible use. Probably in the case
of the querist, too much room was
given.— J. E. Pond.
I can give reasons which are satisfactory to myself, but they may not
be to others. I believe that bees
never " swarm out " at a time when
there is a quantity of young bees in
the hive, unless they are absolutely
Three causes may constarving.
tribute to the " swarming out " mania:
First, starvation and discouragement

2.

Eigtit-Frame ?s. Ten-Frame Hiyes.

Query 408.— I

use an Sframe Langstrotb

hive if I change to one having 10 frames, will 1
get fewer and larger .swarms ? Will 1 get more
comb honey ?— Y., Maryland.
:

Other conditions being the same,
you would.— J. P. H. Brown.
Yes, to both questions. Dadant

&SON.
No, not if rightly managed. To the
second part I would say no, keep your
old hives.— A. J. Cook.
You will get fewer and larger
swarms. Prom foregoing reports in
your latitude, you ought to get more

honey.— C. W. Dayton.

My experience says no to both
questions ; certainly no to the last,
for this locality.— G.

M. Doolittle.

With

10 frames I think you will get
larger colonies. As for the honey, it
will depend upon the location. H. D.

—

Cutting.
Likely you
and possibly

will get fewer swarms,
less comb honey. I do
not think there will be any material
difference in the size of the swarms.-

Miller.
No, neither, but you will get wider
lumber for covers and bottoms, and
more ranges of comb in which your
bees might starve to death in winter.
You will both gain and lose some
C. C.

valuable functions. On the whole,
think you will lose more than you

I

gain.— James Heddon.
With proper management you would
get no more swarms from the former
The bees may have been with- than the latter, nor would the swarms

out bee-bread and in need of nitrogenous food. Such bees may have
been beneUted by feeding them eggs
or milk with syrup or honey; but in
the experiment I once made in feeding eggs, I could not see that it was
an advantage.— G. L. Tinker.

will

be larger with

You would fail

but few exceptions.
to get as

much comb

honey unless you practiced a system
of contraction of the brood-chamber
at the proper time.— G. L. Tinker.

I do not think any appreciable difference will be found, I prefer a 101. I never saw a case of this kind
frame hive, as I can diminish or inthat I remember.
contingencies
2. For the same crease it to suit any
reason that they gather many other that may arise.
large hive is betsubstances, the reason for which we ter than a small one for that reason.
do not know.— H. D. Cutting.
J. E. Pond.

A
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unripe honey, taking the flavor of the
damp room, so as to be unsatisfactory to the taste, and by the
end of a month it has so deteriorated
as to be nearly unpalatable. All
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
hive will be filled as quick as a smaller located near tne center of the State named should know, whether apiarist or
consumer, that a dry, airy, warm
one the proper size for an S frame 6 north of the center; 9 south;
east;
hive, and the tiering-up will go on all K3 west; and thisc5 northeast; "o northwest: room is the only proper place to keep
the same. Of course the wider cases t>» southeast; and P southwest of the center honey. But I have digressed.
When I first began to have honey I
give a larger yield, because they hold of the State mentioned.
kept it in a pantry on shelves, the
more sections than do the narrow
always
not
gantry being near the kitchen stove,
ones. The swarms are
larger because they come from a
[ere it always kept well, for the piles
For tbe American Bee Jonmal.
were not dense enough to exclude the
larger hive. It is a well known fact
warm, dry air from permeating the
that small hives encourage swarmHoflse for Keepini Comli Honey.
whole. Later, as larger crops were
ing. The 10-frame hive is best for
obtained, I kept it in a room on the
this climate, as bees suffer less in the
G. M. DOOLITTLB.
Here the
heated season, and we can contract
north side of the house.
centre and back part of the pile
them to suit the size of the colony at
give
the
been
requested
to
I
have
" sweat" or deteriorated badly, and I
other times.— G. VV. Demaree.
readers of the Abierican Bee JourYou will probably get larger swarms nal an article on " how to build, and began looking about for the cause.
I soon found it in looking back over
in others not. the management of, a honey-house
in many instances
Mr. BetYou will also get more honey per i. e., a building in which to store sur- the old pantry, and visitmg kept
his
colony in many instances ; in others plus comb honey as fast as taken singer, who at that time
not. With a large brood-nest there is from the hives, in order to keep it in honey in a little outside house about
dark,
a liability of having considerable good condition, etc." This is a ques- 6 feet square, which was painted
had on it a rusty tin roof, so as to
honey stored in the brood-nest, that tion of great importance to every and
" draw the heat," as it is termed. In
might more profitably have been producer of comb honey, and one that
putting the two together I built my
stored in the supers. Successful bee- I feel incompetent to answer
but
keeping does not necessarily depend having had a little experience along present honey- room in my shop which
upon large i/ieids.— W.Z.Hutchinson. that line, I will touch on that experi- I have often described in the beeThe difference is so slight that it ence, and with it tell how I should papers.
had thought myself perfectly
I
would not pay to change. You might build such a house for myself.
suited with this, until the past fall
bave the new hives to hold 10 frames,
That honey often so deteriorates when we had many damp, foggy,
if so desired.— The Editor.
after being taken from the hive, that rainy days in
during
succession,
it is almost worthless, no matter how which the sun did not shine to warm
nice it is when harvested, shows the up the room in the least, nor could
For tue Ajnencaa Bee JoumaL
importance of this question, and if the windows be raised to allow a cirwe can by any means provide a sure culation of air, only to make matters
A Poetical Critipe,
way, which is simple enough to be worse. Seeing that something must
WM. P. CLARKE.
successful in the hands of the average be done, as the honey was beginning
bee-keeper, so as to keep our honey to show signs of " sweating," I
Dear slater Loo, that poetry [page 197]
gaining in richness of flavor and brought into use an oil-stove, and
Which tells your tale of woe,
CoDtaiDs some words that eeem to me
greater density of body, as it does with it I soon had the room warmed
To reud malapropos.
when left on the hive, less the travel to 9{P, which made it all right again,
You want a better rhyme for hum "—
stain of the bees, we shall have taken except a few sections of honey near
' Sun " is not just the thlnu
A word like " plum." or " drum." or " mum."
long strides toward the solving of how the bottom and sides of the room
The proper sound would brin^.
to create a demand forour production. where there was a poor circulation of
"
Mum is the word, so please to write
Still further, if we could simplify air.
"The bees' melodious hum,
Was hushed, 'till near the noon-tide's height.
There are some points greatly in
and reduce the plan so as to meet the
They kept no lunger mum."
wants of every consumer of honey, favor of a honey room in a shop like
Sublime" is not well matched by shrine."
that they, too, could have every ounce mine, such as having all under the
"Time " i« a better rhyme.
Thpy must barrnunious notes combine
of honey in their possession growing same roof, so that the work of storing,
Who would PuFDHBSus cUmb.
better with each week and month crating and preparing for market can
Arcadian haunts that poets love.
which passed away, instead of retro- all be conducted with little labor
Their mystic charms combine.
grading, we would hear less of low but, on the whole, I think there are
To form a beautlous arch above
An apiarian shrine."
more points, considering the quesprices and over-production.
favor of
As " sell " and " veil " don't harmonize.
Put the question to the consumer of tion in its fullest extent, in separate
You want s mat© for veil.
the honey -house being a
shall
with
honey
we
do
What
honey
Therefore, suppose the rhymester tries
building, but only a few feet away
Rail." pail." " fail." " tale." or " sale."
to preserve its present condition, or
or general work room
make it a little better if possible V from the shop to
Then read, " oh oh her comrade said.
build again, I would
I
My honey should bring sale
of ten will tell you that they so that were
Nine
out
Four times ac high— then sudden fled.
honey-house connected
keep it in the cellar, a greater mistake not have the
A bee's got in my veil "
on account of its lack
than which could not well be made. with the shop
If you your poetry would "sell."
exposure to the rays of the sun, imLike honpy. it must be
If Mr. Newman would get up a little of
ideas
Neatly scaled over, finished we!
pamphlet on •' Where to keep honey," perfect ventilation, etc. 100My
And "fixed up to aT."
colonies
now of such a house for
to go with his other excellent and in<;uelph, Ont.
are as follows
structive little books, to be distributed of bees,
Within 4 feet of the shop or workpublic, and for bee-keepers
Leaflet No. 2, eotitled " Alslke Clover among the
to hand to every one to whom they room, at the south side, and even
for Pasturajre and Hay,'* is now ready for
sold a pound of honey, I have no with the west end, I would build a
delivery.
This should be scattered into
doubt but that it would increase the house SxlO feet square, and 8 feet
every neighborhood. In order to induce
consumption of honey one-fourth at high. This I would cover with cove
farmers to plant Alsike, that the bees may
least, providing they (the consumers) ceiling to be painted black or dark
have the advantage of it for pasturage. We will believinglti read it.
It matters red. For a roof I would use J:|^-inch
send theiu by mall 50 copies for .30 cents
not how much pains the apiarist may lumber covered with sheet-iron, and
100 for 50 cents
500 for $2.25— all post- take to get his honey in nice shape painted at the joints to prevent leakpaid.
It will pay bee-keepers to scatter for the consumer, if the
consumer ing, but not painted elsewhere, for
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail places it in a damp, cool cellar for two sheet-iron will get hot in the rays of
nothing. If ten farmers out of a hundred weeks before it is eaten. During that the sun beyond paint of any color.
plant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees time the nice, good-flavored, well- Near the bottom and on the east,
will reap a very substantial reward.
ripened honey has changed to thin. south and west sides I would have
It would depend upon your management, as to whether you will get
any more honey. With a good colony
I have found that a section-case the
right size for a lO-frame Langstroth

(^oxictspouAtnct.

cellar or
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I will not take up valuable space
small windows for ventilation, which
should be kept open at all times when with this somewhat out-of-place subthe mercury would rise above 90° in- ject, so much as to go into any exside. These are to be secured and planation, for 1 am sure that all who
made so as to be opened (by sliding) give the matter their best thoughts,
from the outside. On the south side on general principles will at once
and near the top, 1 would have an recognize that our Government has
ordinary window for light, the upper not left our honest inventors without
part of which should revolve to let protection because they may be poor,
bees out, which may come in on the or their inventions relating to manuhoney. The door should be on the factures which are used in a small
north side to correspond with one in way by many persons.
the south side of the work-room, and
The American patent system is
both floors of the two buildings among the cheapest in the world, as
should be on a level, with a plank well as the best to protect, and the
walk connecting the two.
many very valuable inventions of
For the inside of the honey-house poor but ingenius Americans, who
I would have two platforms, raised a have become rich through patenting
foot or 18 inches from the floor, one them, and at the same time doubly
on the west and one on the east side enriched the world, attest the truth
of the room, to pile the honey on and of the position taken in this article.
leave a passage-way from the door to
Detroit,©^ Mich.
the window, between thtm, tor con[As there ;has been one article on
venience in storing and manipulation.
The platforms should be made of each side of this question, let it end
slats set up edgewise, about li or 3
here. We do not wish to give space
inches apart, so as to admit air freely,
and the lumes of burning sulphur, if to further argue the matter.— Ed.]
such is required. Such slats should
also form the support for the sides
and ends to the piles of sections, the
Bees as Pest Carriers.
slats being set ofi b inches Irom the
inside of the building, so as to allow a
correspondent in California has
free circulation of air in every direcsent us an article from the Biverside
tion.
honey-house fixed as above, to- Press and Horticulturist, asking that
gether with an oil-stove, will give it be inserted in the Ameeicak Bee
apiarists complete control of the mat- Journal with comments. Here is
ter of preserving and ripening honey
to their satisfaction. The oil-stove I the article

A

A

prefer

is

the

'*

Adams &

Westlake."

Borodino,© N. Y.
For tbe American Bee Jouroal.

Will Patents

Protect Poor Inventors

?

E. V. MEIGS.

On page 185, 1 lind an article from
Mr. J. £. Tond, of Massachusetts,
which is full of splendid sentiment,
yet which carries a false and somewhat dangerous idea, as I understand
our American
patent system—
branch of law which I have made a

they do this, is evident from the fact
that the lemon tree, which is always
in bloom and covered with bees, is
the Urst to be infected with the red
scale.

Second, I planted a small orange
They were
orchard two years ago.
taken from a nursery remote from
any red scale, and appeared to be en-

from that pest. Soon after
they began to bloom, the scale appeared, while those trees that did not
bloom at all were free from the pest.
Hence, it is evident that the bees
blossoms brought the
visiting the
There has been a remarkable
scale.
increase of this pest during the past
season.
Many orange groves have
tirely free

been dug up and burned solely on
account of the damage of the red
scale.

There is plenty of room in California, as yet, for both industries, but
Our
they cannot flourish together.

was once a good sheep-pasture,
it became evident that it
was more valuable for fruit than for
wool and mutton, the sheep had to
valley

but when

When

leave.

our

soil

it becomes evident that
and acreage are more valuable

for another industry, horticulture wlU
modestly and silently retire.— Ifiram
Hamilton, of Fomona.

Our California correspondent desired us to send it to Prof. Cook, of
Agricultural College, Mich., and ask
him

to reply to

here

is

We

it.

his reply

did so, and

:

I am ready to prove that the setting ~I am not prepared or disposed to
of fruit is not in the least dependent contradict or call in question any of
upon bees. I am a pioneer, and was the statements of Mr. Hamilton, exengaged in buying and selling fruit in cept the first one. In that he un1851.
The orchards and vineyards questionably makes a great error, and
about the Missions were as fruitful this one mistake invalidates all the
then as now, or have been since ; yet rest.
He says: "I am ready to
no bee was seen in' California until prove that the setting of fruit is not
four or five years later. The first in the least dependent upon bees."
bees imported into California were This statement is a serious error,

by a Mr. Sheldon, who
placed them in charge of B. F. Kennedy, of Santa Clara, and on returning across the bay, met his death on
the ill-fated " Jenny Lind." These 2
colonies were soon under my charge.
1 transferred them into Langstroth
special study for years.
them on their mission
I refer to the idea that an inventor, hives, and sent
of usefulness.
if poor, and his device of ready manuUp to that time the orchards and
facture, cannot protect his rights, but
must become a victim to every one vineyards never failed in their abunwho would infringe his inventions. dance of fruit. While the injury
Such is not the case, and I very much done by bees to raisins in the Santa
regret that any such idea should have Ana Valley has been great the past
been put forth. We ask nothing bet- year, the injury to oranges has been
ter than a case in patent causes, in greater. The bees carry the red scale
which a valid patent has been in- from tree to tree. This scale is the
fringed, and that too from an inven- most destructive and the most diffitor without one cent. It is true that cult to destroy of any that has visited
the getting of the first decision in the tbe Santa Ana Valley. The young of
United States courts is sometimes this pest are almost too small to be
quite expensive, but after a patent visible to the naked eye. The winghas been thus sustained, all further less females are carried from tree to
prosecution and collection for in- tree by the bees. Simple declarations
fringements is, as a rule, quite easy without the evidence on which they
and of little expense to the owner of are founded, are valueless. I will
the patent. The expenses fall much therefore give the facts which estabheavier upon the infringer, and his lish my proposition.
defeat is sure, and even the fewFirst, the manner and habit of the
rogues that are inclined to violate the bee in gathering pollen makes it
jusi principles so well laid down by practicable to collect these microMr. fond, will soon, to their peril, scopic mites with pollen and carry
learn better.
them from one tree to another. That

brought

although Mr. H.

not very blamable

is

for making it. He says that previous
to 1851, California had no bees, but
the crops of fruit were as good as
This
those secured since that time.
but does it waris very likely true
;

rant the other statement V
There is no truth of science better
established, than that bees are of
great service in the fruiting of most
of our plants, including our varieties
of fruit trees. Often the bees are indispensable to a partial; not to saya
Let us see how Mr. H.
full, crop.
erred in his conclusions
It must be remembered that wild
bees and other insects may and do
fertilize the flowers just as well as
bees if they visit the flowers. There
are many such insects, especially in
California where there is no rigorous
winter to kill off the unprotected insects. Here in the North and Last
we must have bees for our plants that
blossom early, as there are too few
wild insects to accomplish the work.
:

I

have lived

in

California,

and

re-

the swarms of insects—not bees— that I used to collect
on the fruit-bloom. We see then that

member distinctly

fruitage was possible in California
But
before bees were introduced.
now there are acres of orchard where
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there were rods or even feet then. So
it does not follow that the bees are
not necessary now. It may be that
the wild insects would be entirely inadequate to the task, and that the
bees are very necessary.
That bees may and do carry and
spread the newly hatched bark or
certainly true. Yet this
should not condemn the bees in the
mind of the sensible man. If bees do
scale lice

is

not work on the bloom and fertilize
the flowers, other insects must and
spread the pests.
It is only
whether it shall be bees or other insects. Again, these scale lice will be
spread even though there are no bees,
or even any insects at all aside from
the wee lice themselves.
The apple-tree scale louse is a serious pest here and spreads just as the
orange scale lice, etc., do in California. But the small, active lice here
batch not till the bloom is all gone.
Hence it must be wind and birds that
scatter these pests of our orchards;
and they would do the same in Caliwill

;

fornia. The wind in California blows
so fiercely that it carries sand with so
much force as to wear through window glass.
shall say that it will
not carry these minute lice even to a

Who

considerable distance

Our

V

California friends need the bees

to insure full crops, and they must
spray their trees with the kerosene

and soap

or some other
the scale lice
will bring their orchards to naught.—

mixture,

efficient insecticide, or

A.

J.

Cook.
For tne American Bee JoumaL

SellinE

Ml Honey,

H. O.

JJEJs'

JOURNAL.

thick, and a rich flavor, and that it
tasted like honey ! etc.
So do not say
that dark honey is not fit to put into
the sections, or that it must be sold
for wagon grease. Ko, it is just as
nice as the whitest^-you have only to

customers who like honey
and do not run it down as regards
quality, as so many bee-keepers do.
I always say it is as good as any, and
who will say that it is not V
My extracted honey I sold to families at 10 cents per pound, or 12
pounds for $1. No one thought that
the honey was not nice, or seemed to
care about its being dark. Long before Christmas my honey was sold in
a small town of not over 1.200 inhabitants.
I could have sold as much
more up to this timo if I had had it.
I am satisfied with the result, and
do not care to be instrumental in
raising the price of honey. It can be
done however, but of course not by
" can't." " Can't " never has accomplished anything. If I owned all the
honey in the county I could get what
I asked for it, but perhaps I could not
sell it all at a high price, but at better
prices than are ruling now. But the
question of having a right to do so
must be left out altogether. I have a
right to get all I can for anything
which I produce, and have a right to
combine with co-producers.
1 do not want 25 cents per pound
for honey. I can make a good living
at 10 to 12 cents per pound, and let
others live also.
Those who cannot
produce honey at these prices must
look for something better. Bee-keeping is not a business to get rich at—
at least not in a hurry. If riches are
find the

what you are after, seek elsewhere.
But if your object is to enjoy life and
health, and wish others to enjoy

etc

KRUSCHKE.

theirs,

you can reach that goal at bee-

keeping.
I started in the spring
nies in good condition.

with

.30

colo-

The honey-

was not as abundant as it would
have been had we not had such unprecedented drouth and heat. What
honey my bees did gather was dark,
not one section of it being light
honey. Basswood yielded nothing. I
took off 1,000 one-pound sections, and
400 pounds of extracted honey, and

Deuster,0 Wis.
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The bee went into the hive, and
in there just a moment when all
the bees came out of the hive and
went to the woods.

it.

was

In

.July, 1873, 1

quiet

my apiary

to 72 colnnies.

began to sell the honey about the
middle of August. I took some to
the stores in Necedah, and received
I

12^ cents per section they sold it
out for 15 cents.
That suited me
better than trying to peddle it myself.
I considered the price all it
was worth, and more than I could expect to realize by shipping it to distant markets. But a " damper " was
soon put on this price. Some of my
neighbor bee-keepers
in
another
town came some 15 miles through
sand knee-deep, and then sold their
honey on the streets at 10 cents per
;

pound section

;

yes,

for 25 cents.
Their
and light-colored.

stopped
sell

my

sales,

even down to 3
honey was fine

and

Of course that
I did

not try to

then.

The most

my dark

of the customers preferred

honey to that nice white, remarking that mine was the best
honey that they had seen that year
;

had another colony
same manner after

in the

I had hived it. I stopped the entrance
so that no bees could go in or out, but
left it so that they could have plenty
of air. I watched it, but there was
not a sound to be heard inside the
hive.
In about half an hour a bee
came and made a circuit around the
hive, making a humming sound, and
the bees answered it. When the bee
reached the alighting-board, I killed
it.
In a short time the bees quieted
down. In about 15 minutes there
came another bee and made the same
sound, and the bee answered it.
I

killed this bee also. After awhile the
bees quieted down as before, when in
about half an hour back came three
bees, and I killed them as I did the
others. I watched them the remainder of the afternoon, and no more
bees came back.
About 6 o'clock I
opened the entrance of the hive, when
the bees came and clustered on the
outside of the hive, but quieted after
awhile. The next day the bees went

to

work

all right.

The same week

I had another colin nearly the same manner.
stopped the entrance and watched
as before
eight bees came and I
killed them. About 6 o'clock I opened
the entrance, and the bees clustered
on the outside of the hive. The next
day they went to work all right.
I have had 2 or 3 colonies act in the
same way since. This convinces me
that bees can hear. I would say to
those that let their bees svvarin, if
they do not want them to go to the
woods, to try this plan and report
through the Bee .Journal.

ony act
I

;

Schuyler's

flow

increased

down

Read

For the American Bee Journal.
Tlie

Lake,© N. Y.

at the Albany, N. Y., Convention,

Depression in

tlie

Bees Mvetlie Sense Of Hearing.

LYMAN

CEYLON NILES.

At

C.

Honey Market

ROOT.

the last meeting of this associaIn reference to Mr. Pox's article on tion, held at Rochester, resolutions
this subject, on page 201, 1 would like were adopted relative to the necessity
to give my experience.
We should of developing our honey market, and
not jump at conclusions. " but prove I was appointed as a committee of
them as we go." I have had 37 years' one to take such action, and make
experience among bees, but I find that such investigations as would be likely
I can learn something new each year. to secure progress in this direction.
In June, 1859, 1 had a colony swarm These resolutions were most compreand cluster on an apple tree. I hived hensive, and indicated very distinctly
it and placed the hive on the stand. a great work which might be accomIn about 20 or 30 minutes I went to plished. There are many who would
the hive and there was not a bee to be glad to see these results reached,
be seen or heard.
I rapped on the but they are not induced to unite in
No work of this imporhive and found that the bees were the work.
there.
I thought
something was tance can be accomplished without
wrong, so I sat down in front of the united effort.
hive and watched.
In about 15 or 20
I shall endeavor to show some of
minutes a bee came and made a cir- the causes of the depressed condition
cuit of about 8 feet above the hive, of our honey market, and suggest
and made a humming noise something some of the remedies. I have spent
like a drone.
The bees inside the much time during the year in very
hive heard the sound and answered close observation. Had the necessary
it.
The bee kept coming nearer and financial aid been at hand, much
nearer as it circled around the hive, might have been accomplished which
till it rested on th^ alighting-board,
would have resulted very beneficially.
then two or three bees came and met I should have visited the different
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markets of our State, and made thorough investigations, offered premiums
for the
best and most attractive
honey-labels, and would have offered
special inducements for the best and
most concise leaflet for general distribution with each package of honey
sold.
I should have experimented
thoroughly in an endeavor to evaporate honey, until the entire moisture
it contained was removed, so that we
migtit secure pure evaporated honey
in drops of suitable size to be sold as
confectionery.

that the time of one person qualified for the work, might, by
the united assistance of the bee-keepers of the State, be profitably employed during the entire year, in placing honey as an article of food and
medicine, before the public as its
merits may honestly demand.
It would require more time than
could be well given to one essay, to
trace back through the past, the various causes which have combined to
produce this depression under which
we are at present laboring. Until
about the year 1870, honey was produced almost exclusively in boxes
holding from 2 to 8 combs, and weighing from 5 to 12 pounds. These boxes
were made with wood top and bottom,
4 corner posts, and 4 glass sides.
When they were well filled and
capped, and all made very tight by
the bees sealing all openings with
propolis, they were in much better
shape to pass through the hands of
the dealer and into the hands of the
consumer, than much of the honey
produced by the later methods. But
liere arose objections.
In removing
the first glass and comb, and while
using the remainder of the honey, the
I believe

consumer was much annoyed, and
the leaky package was often a great
nuisance.

To do away with

these objections
as well as to secure other advantages,
the single-comb section came into use.
Consumers seemed willing to pay for
glass on each section, for the sake of
the advantages gained.
Unquestionably this practice has to quite a degree diminished the amount of honey
consumed, particularly those of moderate means. I have been an advocate of glassing sections, from the
fact that the emergency seemed to
demand it, and I do not yet see how
honey can be sold in single sections,
properly protected, without too great
an expense to the producer, unless it

leaked and were very disagreeable to
handle. All of these things have had
a tendency to lessen the demand.
The reduction in the price of extracted honey has come largely from
the fact that it has been subject to
adulteration.
This was the case, as
might have been expected, when
prices ranged high ; but as they are
becoming reduced, adulteration is
discontinued.
Unquestionably, the greatest cause
of the late depression in the honey
market is the general depression of
the times.
The masses have, from
necessity, been compelled to economize ; this would prevent the use of
comb honey to a great degree. It is
not bee-keepers alone who have been
affected by these depressing times.
That honey has not been more
largely used, is not to be attributed to
its undesirability as an article of food,
for that is established beyond dispute. The effort in the future must
be to not only lessen the cost of production, but at the same time furnish
it in such perfect shape as to satisfy
all the demands of both the dealer
and consumer. In connection with
this, the point must not be lost sight
of that the general public still needs
a good deal of enliglitenment as to the
intrinsic value of honey for the many
purposes for which it may be used.
The practice of sending of products
so generally to the city markets, and
neglecting our home markets, has resulted greatly to our disadvantage,
especially as they are at present managed, our honey being handled in the
large markets by those who are not
versed in all of the phases of beekeeping. It has been impossible for
them to build as firm a market as
could be done by practical bee-keepers themselves.
One serious lack in our convention
work has arisen from the failure to
induce the wholesale and retail dealers in honey to be present at one session at least, of our meetings, at
which time the subject of marketing
our products should be discussed.
Inducements should also be offered
to secure a larger attendance of those
who represent the consumers, which

should be of mutual advantage.
Dealers and producers should also be
induced to present at these meetings
samples of honey in the most desirable form for the best interest of the
market.

I would recommend that all associations be urged to adopt these suggesAbout the time the single-comb tions, and strive to correct this omissection came generally into use, bee- sion. There is greater need of earnest
keepers became very enthusiastic application in this direction than in
over the process of throwing honey any other branch of our calling, and
from the combs by centrifugal force, too much thorough work cannot be
is

glassed.

and many other new methods, which bestowed upon
resulted in great effort to produce
large amounts of honey.
This was
carried to such an extreme, that
greater effort was given to the quantity to be secured than to the quality.
In the great liaste to secure large
yields, much of it was hurried from
the combs before all the cells were
capped. In glassing sections, many
combs were started from the side of
the boxes, and in many ways it has
been put up in packages that have

it.

Bee-keepers must have in mind the
fact, that to overcome these prejudices, and to build up a firm honey
market, every effort must be made to
all honey placed upon the market in such packages as to prevent in
every way possible, the honey from
escaping and soiling other packages,
or to in any way make it disagreeable
to handle.
Liquid honey should only
be placed on the grocers' shelves in
sealed packages.. Every precaution

have

should be taken to have every comb
in the sections perfectly capped, and
firmly secured to the sides, so that it
may be handled with the least chance
of injury. In producing our honey,
we must have in mind all of the
necessities of the producer, the dealer,
and the coiisumer.

Stamford, p Conn.
For the Amencan Bee

JoonuL'..

Alfalfa as a Honey-Plant.

A.

The following

J.

FOSS.

article

Francisco Chronicle

may

from the San
be of sqme

interest to the readers of the

Ameri-

can Bee Journal. San Diego

coun-

ty does not produce alfalfa honey, as
alfalfa is not raised in sufficient quantities, but I have often seen it mentioned as furnishing honey in the
counties north of this. The prospect
for honey in this county is very poor
indeed just at the present time, but

our bees are strong, and with a few
good showers we will have part of a
crop in one week more we will have
drones flying.
Here is the article re;

ferred to
" The bee-keepers of Colorado recently held a State convention at

Denver, in which many valuable
points were brought out concerning

Among other things,
seems that the most successful apipiarists of Colorado are women, and
the convention was largely composed
of them. There was a good exhibit
of honey and bee-keeping appliances,
this industry.
it

and much attention was attracted by
a display of comb honey made entirely from alfalfa. It was snow white
and of remarkably fine flavor. It is
said that since the general introduction of alfalfa in Colorado, the keeping of bees has become a very profitable business, that plant furnishing
an abundance of forage for the little
insects. But it has not reached the
development there that it has in California, for an apiary of 150 colonies is
said to be the largest in the State,
while here they frequently range from
200 to 500 colonies on a single ranch.
" It is evident from the experience
of the last four years, that bee-keeping in California has received a serious set-back— that is, so far as relates to the production of extracted
honey.
Comb honey still sells at a
price which pays a very fair profit
but it is useless to disguise the fact
that at the price obtained for two or
three years, the producer of extracted
honey has had a balance on the wrong
side of his ledger at the close of each
season. Owing to the fact that much
has been put upon the market in an
unripeued condition, it is very difficult to persuade people to adopt it as
an every day, staple article of food.
" The purchaser of extracted honey
at retail has no protection against the
wiles of the adulterator.
But with

comb honey

it

is

different.

Not

all

the arts of the sophisticator have yet
been equal to the task of producing
an imitation of the wonderful work of
the bee in the manufacture of comb
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It would seem to be the part is a fact so well established that 1 am nies just after dark, and remained so
of wisdom, then, for the bee-keepers surprised to find a bee-keeper who until the next morning about 7 o'clock,
to turn their attention more to the doubts it. I have been aware of it leaving the bees exposed about 12
production of comb houey, instead of from my youth up, and I find it well hours, with no covering except the
extracted honey.
demonstrated
in
my experience. clouds, and the mercury was at zero
"In this connection, too, it may be Would Mr. Fox liave us believe that when 1 discovered their condition.
noted that in order to get people to they go in a body to search for a tree About half an inch of snow had fallen
become habitual consumers of honey, in the forest ? if they do they have in the early night and drifted in on
eye-sight
for more than 40 them. They were roaring so that I
it must be put up in small and attrac- good
tive packages and sold at a price years ago I had 2 swarms come out heard them several feet away from
which puts it within the reach of all, and unite, and I hiT«d them, but 1 the hive, and the bees on the outside
so that it may be regarded as a staple saw they were restlsss, and the next of the cluster were continually going
rather than a luxury, as is now the day they came out and started toward into it and others coming out. I both
case.
The bee-keepers, too, must a piece of woodland, up a hill, and as saw and heard these bees exercise to
adopt some means for bringing the they were not going very fast I fol- keep warm. In a few days the temexcellence of their product more lowed and saw them go into a large perature rose up to 40° at noon, when
directly to the attention of consumers. oak out of sight of my apiary, more they were quiet again, and there was
Notwithstanding the enormous pro- than a mile from the place of start- a just perceptible hum, on placing the
I know they
dudt of the apiaries of this State, it is ing. Is it to be supposed that they ear at the entrance.
seldom that honey is seen exposed for could all see the hole in that tree be- were exposed all night, as it ceased
sale in the grocery stores at retail, fore starting V If not, then the leaders to snow soon after dark, and the
and when it is offered it is generally must have had flags to beckon them cover and cloth were both covered
with snow.
at a price about 200 per cent, or more on, if deaf.
I winter my bees on the summer
higher than that received by the proWhen we compare a swarm of bees
ducer. Comb honey can be sold at a to a drove of sheep or covey of prairie stands, and know nothing about cellar
wintering, by experience. I have
very moderate price, and still leave chicks, we stray from the mark, for
a profit to all who handle it, but the same law that governs the animal wintered colonies packed with the
enameled-cloth
propolized down tight
some means must be taken to induce race does not come under that of the
people to become larger consumers of insect. Mr. Fox is willing to accord so there could be no upward ventilait, if it is hoped to remedy the existing to sheep a leadership, but does not tion, and others packed and with upstate of affairs.
tell ui how the leaders attract atten- ward ventilation ; also colonies un'•
Another reason that makes the tion it is by the bleating of the fore- packed in %-inch single-walled hives,
with and without upward ventilation.
keeping of bees a precarious business, most.
As to stopping absconding swarmg, The temperature the most of the winis the liability to an almost total failbelow zero, and
ure of the crop nearly every other year, I would say that I was as skeptical as ters was as low as 20°
27i^" below.
owing to the lack either of a suflS- any one once, and laughed at the idea has been as low as
I visited the apiary at different
ciency of wild bloom or a deficiency of stopping bees with a noise to conof the supply of nectar in the blos- fuse them, and by letting them have hours in the daytime, and at night
soms. The experience of the Colorado their own way I have lost many good when the temperature was from 32P
bee-keepers in this direction seems to swarms that I might have saved. above zero to 24" below, and instead
the "oppressive stillness" the
offer a hint, and if it is true that But give me a good bell, the size a of
alfalfa will produce so good a quality milk-man carries, and if I can run quietness (V) could be plainly heard,
of comb honey, then it will be a com- fast enough to a little ahead of them, the hum or roar increasing as the
paratively easy matter for California I can stop 9 out of every 10 swarm*. mercury lowers until at 20° below
it can be distinctly
apiarists
to render themselves en- I have stopped lots of them since zero, or lower
heard 10 feet from a hive.
tirely independent of the caprices of trying the plan.
This is
the seasons, and give them a certainty
I would like to ask Mr. Fox if he kept up day and night with no cessaof producing a good crop every vear." never saw a young queen in the act of tion that I have been able to discover,
De Luz,<x Calif., March 26, 1887.
piping y I have more than once while until the temperature is rising, deholding the comb on which she was, creasing as it does so until it reaches
and I know it was not caused by about 40^, when there is just a perFor tbe Amencan Bee JoutdoL
vibration. It is well known that old ceptible hum by placing the ear at
queens can be scented by the bees, the entrance and listening closely.
Ha7e Bees tlie Sense Of Hearing?
but can they do it with a virgin There is a very slight, if any, difference in the roar of the differently prequeen ? I think not.
if there
D. BRIMJIEK.
pared colonies.
is no evidence that bees can hear,
In the winter of 1880-81 this roar
then
I am no judge.
In discussing this subject I have no
continued for over two months. In
Hoosick,©*
y.
N.
object only to arrive as nearly as posOctober, when there is a frosty mornsible at the truth, for I have been a
ing with the temperature 10° below
lover of the truth always, and while
the
For
American Bee JoumaL
freezing, they will roar lively, and
I am aware how difficult it is to come
quiet down in an hour or two when
at it, so as to satisfy my own mind,
the sun warms things up. With me,
Quietude of Bees in Winter.
much less those who are skeptical.
bees are most quiet at 40°.
higher
9—
temperature causes them to leave the
On page 201, Mr. Pox seems to take
.JOHN C. GILLILAND, (25-23.)
a different view from what I did in
cluster, and fly out, and as the temmy article on page 121. He would Mr. G. W. Demaree denies, on page perature becomes lower they cluster
have us believe that bees are wholly 151, that bees ever resort to exercise more compactly, and the noise grows
guided by the sense of sight, and to raise or keep up the temperature louder the lower it gets. Of course
labors to prove that the different in the hive in winter; and he thinks they do not leave the cluster to exersounds emitted are wholly from the the theory of exercise to counteract cise, as that would defeat the object
vibration of their wings.
Now, I falling temperature was invented to they are trying to accomplish.
would ask, can their wings vibrate bolster up the "pollen theory." The
This hum, when bees are clustered,
when an ugly bee gets into a person's theory may have been invented for is made by the true voice, as shown
hair, or under his coat-collar, squeal- that purpose, but the fact existed by Mr. Frank Cheshire, and certainly
ing and grunting like a young pig V I long before the " pollen theory " was requires respiration.
Therefore, to
think it begins to resemble the cylin- evolved.
increase the hum they must increase
der of a thresher at a high rate of
The statements here given I know respiration, and that is exercise.
speed and then, when bees get in a from personal observation in this Possibly they are putting in the time,
pinch, how they cry for quarters.
Is county only, never having examined when too cold tor anything else, exthat vibration ?
bees in other places in winter.
In ercising their vocal organs in getting
With regard to a few bees leading a January, 1885, the hive and cloth ready for a grand chorus when spring
swarm to a tree previously selected. covers were blown off one of my colo- comes. The colder tlie air, the more

honey.

;

;

;

Now

A

;
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they will go to work as cheerfully
carrying in honey from the field to
their victor's hive as they had been
doing in their own ; but they do not
yield to this without a terrible strugOften more than half the inhabigle.
tants of the hive will fiercely give up
their lives and lie dead before their
hives on the field of battle in defense
of their honey, their queen and young,
all of which they know will perish If
they fail. The robbing difficulty can
be greatly reduced, if not entirely
strange that sucn little distance
in
a
The Alsike and red-top delight
should so change the actions of bees. damp, rich soil. If bees are so abun- overcome, by keeping all colonies
that
It may be a strange phenomenon and dant as to thoroughly fertilize the strong, and sizing the entrance to
and an amazing philosophy that bees clover bloom while in this blossom- of the colony, and by exercising
do this, but it is a fact here, at least. opening stage, it would be largely for proper care while putting on or taking
off honey, and otherwise opening the
It is another fact showing that locathe interest of the dairyman to sow a
tion changes nearly all rules about light coating of plaster over his hives and handling the bees or honey.
bees, and that each one must learn to meadow and pastures some time in It is also almost equally important
adopt the management that suits his May, if his soil is of a clayey or re- to do all things pertaining to beeculture with nearly as much promptovpn location.
tentive nature. But if the soil is of a ness as in the case of robbing.
Bloomdeld,? Ind.
sandy composition, or if bees are not
There is also a good part of the year
abundant to fertilize the bloom, perlittle or no care at all.
haps the plaster would do less good. that bees need
For tne American Bee Joomat
The first thing to be done after getIt is also for the interest of both beeget them
keeper and dairyman to sow and ting a colony of bees, is to
Dairymen and Bee-Keepers.
into a movable-frame hive, if they
raise large fields of buckwheat, and
are not already in one, as soon as
buy less meal feed for stock.
JAS. E. TODD.
warm weather comes in the spring,
well
as
grain,
as
good yield of
and circumstances will permit. The
where
the
certain
I prepared the following address straw, is almost
choosing of the hive, too, which must
which was read at the Farmers' and honey-bees are sufficiently numerous be left to the person expecting to use
Dairymen's Association at Oneonta, to thoroughly fertilize the bloom, if it, very much like the choosing of a
N. Y.,on Feb. 15, 1887, and would the soil has been made suflSciently mowing-machine, is to be decided. I
We believe a low frame hive is preferable,
like to see it in the American Bee strong to produce the grain.
often hear men say that the sun has and I use one, which 1 call the honeyJournal. It is as follows
whereas the chest, and winters bees safely on the
It is well, perhaps, to first notice the blasted their buckwheat,
was too summer stands, bringing forth strong
fact that the interest of both bee-men fact is that the soil or care
and dairymen in many respects is weak to produce more than a weak colonies to take hold of the first spring
exhausted at bloom with vigor.
The best facing
identical. I will present a few obser- growth of straw,and was
vations which I have made at differ- the very time that the grain began to for the hive is to the southwest, if
ent times while keeping bees, not form, or honey-bees were too few to there is any difference, but the main
buckwheat thing is to have the inside of the hive
having been without them for over 30 fertilize the bloom.
years.
are literally living in " a crop may be made to pay simply for and bees right, and then all will be
land flowing with milk and honey," the flour, and the coarser part of bran, right.
and inasmuch as the production of which is an excellent milk-producing
Bee-keepers should not allow their
each of the best quality and in the food, be obtained without cost. Buck- honey to go upon the market until
and
caredcured
straw
rightly
wheat
largest quantity depends more or less
well assorted, keeping the white and
upon the other, it is well that we for, with a little grain, and fed with- dark separate, with prices according
winter
food
good
grinding,
is
very
out
study the underlying principles which
to quality. It is as difficult for beetend most surely to advance them. for young stock. Buckwheat is also keepers as dairyman, or other profor
foods
egg-producing
of
the
best
The food question, then, would seem
ducers, to agree on price or any genfowls, and chicks will eat and do well eral course of action.
But they
to be of the first importance.
on it while very young.
clearly should all determine to proIt is pretty generally admitted that
While it is a hard and laborious study duce none for sale but the very best
when our pastures and meadows are
well covered with a heavy growth of to learn telegraphy or engineering, quality, at whatever cost of quantity.
an expert This the consumers themselves will
clover, that they are in a first-rate it is little less so to become
condition regarding general fertility at bee-culture ; and here also is to be not object to, and with almost all
and milk- producing abilities. I have found the secret of so many failures. articles produced on the farm the
been experimenting for the last few There seems to be an impression same rules should be observed.
years with Alsike clover, and I find it among men that about all one wants
About the best course of late years
the
to be the very best of milk and honey is a few bees and the hiving of
for bee-keepers, is to take off the
producing food for cows and bees. swarms, and a little later on, the surplus honey before the dark, faU
The way bees help to increase its carrying in of tons of honey. The honey comes in, as it is so cheap,
growth is by more perfectly fertilizing getting of a few bees is all right, but leaving the dark for the bees to winter
the watching, care and labor is much on, if well sealed over, but if open it
its bloom.
Alsike clover is a hybrid or cross more than was expected. The know- should be extracted, as it will sour in
between the small white clover and ing how to do, and the doing of the the hive and kill the bees before
time, are the
the pea-vine clover.
It grows tall right thing at the right
spring. This course will leave us only
Then we
like the pea-vine, but unlike it, it inexorable terms of success.
the white, best honey.
grows a small, fine stalk, curing when
If the bee-keeper sees an attempt should see, as much as possible, that
cut for hay in one-half the time and being made by a powerful colony to the honey is sent to market through
sun required to dry the coarser clover. rob a weaker one, help to the weaker and into hands not interested in getIts blossoms are the same size as the one must be immediate, or it is of ting prices down or damaging them.
white clover, with white color except no avail at all for as soon as the
Unadilla,© N. Y.
the outer edge which is pink, present- weaker one is overcome its queen is
compelled
to
workers
appearance.
and
the
ing a most beautiful
killed,
The Coiiventlon History of America
Having a small blossom, its entire turn in and help carry their own
sweets are easily reached by the bees, honey with their victors, home to the with a full report ot the proceedings ef the
and so attracts large numbers of hive of their assailants. Neither do Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
them, thus causing its bloom to be they seem to grieve over the transfer the American Bee Journai, for one year.
most thoroughly ferlilizedby the dust of allegiance, for the very next day will be clubbed for Jl.'Jo.

oxygen in a given space, and this of other bloom. Alongin June, about
added to the increased Tolume taken the time that this occurs in this latiin by increased respiration, furnishes tude, it may be observed that the
the fuel to raise the temperature. clover head and entire stalk will beThe bees do this because instinct so gin to grow and swell rapidly, and
will soon load with seed, and in good
teaches them.
Mr. J. W. Bayard's article is very soil it will yield immense crops of
The seed being very
nearly correct, and certainly so for my hay or seed.
locality, as to the colony never ceas- fine, it requires about two quarts,
with one quart of the other seed, and
ing their hum until dead.
Mr. Demaree is less than one de- eight or ten quarts of timothy and
gree south of this place, and it seems red-top seed mixed, per acre.

A

:

A

We

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time ann jxoce of Meeting.

1887.

Apr. ae.— Central Michigan, at Lansing, Mich.
J. Ashworth, Pres., Lansing, Mich.

Apr. 26.— DesMoines Co., at Burlington, Iowa.
John Nau, Sec, Middletown, Iowa.
at McKlnney, Tex.
B. F. Carroll, Sec, Dresden, Tex.

May 4, 5.— Texas State,
May

5.— Shebovgan County, at Hingham,'Wi8.
Mattie B. TlJomaa. Sec, Sheboygan Falls, "Wis.

May

10.— Cortland Union, at Cortland. N. T.
D. F. Shattuck, Sec, Homer, N. Y.

May

24.— N.

W. Ills. & 8. W. Wis., at Rockton, Ills.
D. A. ^^lller. Sec, Cherry Valley, Ills.

May 2e.-West Lake

Shore Central, at Kiel, Wis.
Ferd Zastrow, Sec, Millhome, Wis.
State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Cuinton, Mich.

Dec —.-Michigan

ffr" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward fall particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Kd.

a dry spell the last season the
bees gathered a substance from the
pond-lily leaves, dark colored and
bitter, which gave them a diarrhea,
and caused the death of most of my
old colonies. We have had but two
days this spring during which bees
could fly, and there are quite a number of colonies in the neighborhood
that are still in the cellar. I do not
think we shall have many early

11, 1887,

My

bees have winunder straw absorbents in a
damp cellar at 38°, for 5 months and
15 colonies of

tered

Wintering Problem Solved.—A. D.

7, 1887,

says

:;

My

bees commenced swarming today.
The honey comes in rapidly
from willow and wild plum. The
weather is very hot and dry at the
present time, the mercury being at
86° in the shade.
Bees are building

;

and to-day it was 75° in the shade.
Bees gathered natural pollen for the
first time to-day.
I banked up all my
colonies with snow, put good, warm
quilts on top of the frames under-

neath

the

Where

says:

Above the cellar 3 healthy
children have played continually.
have
The bees
been taken out, and
are in apparently good condition.

April

with snow all day
since then we
have had good weather. Yesterday

honey-boards,

kept the

ground bare of snow in front of the
hives, and the colonies are in good
condition, with plenty of brood and
young bees hatching out. This winswarms this season.
ter has been rather singular for Wisconsin—so many severe changes in a
Long Winter Confinement.— C. F. few hours.
Smith, Cheboygan, 6 Mich., on April

10 days.

Swarming and Gathering Honey.
—Peter Morelein,Brussels,«o Ills., on
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Stocking, Cedar Branch, 5 Ind., on
April 9, 1887, writes
:

My

Miller,

is

it

Fonnd?—Dr.

Marengo, 5

Ills.,

writes

C. C.
:

Onpage

218, in the address of Rev.
F. Clarke, occurs the following
statement: " It is proposed by some
to pass a law securing to the Qrst
comer as a bee-keeper into a neighborhood, the exclusive ownership of
the bee-forage within certain limits."
Will Mr. Clarke kindly give the names
of some who have made such a proposition, and also the place, if any,
where it has been mentioned in any of
the bee-papers ?

W.

16 colonies of bees are all right,
and are bringing in pollen from the
willows.
All colonies seem to be

Yet Snow-Bound.- J- B. Mason,
They were wintered on the Mechanic Falls, P Maine, on April 9,
summer stands, the same as I have 1887, writes
always wintered my bees. With me
The season here is away behind.
the problem of wintering bees is
We are yet snow-bound, the snow tosolved, and if I can have the three
day being 3 feet deep in the woods,
strong.

conditions, viz the hive full of bees,
plenty of good stores, and keep them
dry, 1 would not give 10 cents per colFerd.
ZasBees Wintered Well.—
ony to have them insured to winter
trow, Millhome,o» Wis., on April 11, well.

with plenty of drifts 10 feet deep. Last
season, five days later than this, the
bees were bringing in pollen.

1887, says

quite

up

finely.

:

[Here in the West, the season

up

to time, or, in

fact,

it

is
is

Bees Enjoying Themselves.- John earlier than common.
Bees around
condition, both in the cellar and out- K. Kich, Cato.QN, Y.. on Aprilll, the suburbs of Chicago have been
doors. Our bee-keepers' association 1887, writes
bringing in pollen for ten days.— Ed.]
has done remarkably well by spreadI had 18 colonies of bees last fall, 11
ing the knowledge of bee-keeping
among its members, for the one year of which I put into the cellar the first
Young Carniolans Flying,— Henry
that it has existed also the Ameri- week in November, with the tempera;Faucett, Dilworthtown,©, Pa., on
P.
38°
42°.
to
I put them out on
can Bee Jourkal has been an in- ture at

Bees have wintered in the

finest

:

;

every bee- April 8, with a loss of 1 colony. Of
the 7 colonies wintered on the summer stands there was a loss of 2 in
chaff hives. I used 10 of the BetDeep Snow in Vermont.-A. P. singer honey-cases with wire-cloth
there was no propolis,
Fletcher, Ludlow, o» Vt., on April 8, separators
and they were much more easily
1887, says
handled than wide frames. I shall
The snow here on the level ground use them exclusively the coming seais still over 3 feet deep.
An apiary son. The temperature now is 7.5°,
of bees in Manum hives is only visi- and the bees seem to enjoy it.
ble above the snow, and those hives
stand 3 feet and 6 inches high. One
Singular Winter— Bees all Right.
can just see the tops of the hives.
The banks made by shoveling the
W. Addenbrooke, North Prairie, o.
snow from the walks in some in- Wis., on April 11, 1887, writes
stances are now nearly 10 feet deep
they have been deeper.
I put 130 colonies into the cellar on
valuable assistant to
keeper ought to read

me

;

it.

;

—

:

Nov.

24, 1886,

and removed them to

the summer stands on March 12, 1887.
Bees Wintered Poorly,— E. N. All are alive and in good condition.
few are now weak, and will be
Fisher, Ludlow,*o Mass., on April 6,
united soon, if the weather keeps as
1887, writes
warm as it is now. On March 26, at
Bees have wintered poorly in this 8 p.m,. it commenced to snow, and
locality. I had 30 colonies last fall, snow lell until 4 p.m. on March 27.
and I now have but 1.5 left. Some were It drifted some, and was the heaviest
on the summer stands, but most of snow-fall of the winter. On March
them were in the cellar, the tempera- 28 and 29 we had zero weather, and on
ture ranging from 35° to 40^. During April 4, we had a regular blizzard

A

April

9, 1887,

says

:

Bees have wintered well so far. 1
lost 2 out of 50 they had a good flight
to-day. In one of my Carniolan colonies drones and young bees were
flying out. These drones were reared
Bees gathered the first
this spring.
pollen on March 21, from swamp;

cabbage.

Good Prospects for 1887.— G. L.
Rankins, Weston,*o Ky., on April 11,
1887, writes

Last fall I prepared 14 colonies of
bees for winter on the summer stands;
I now have 13 good, strong colonies
and one weak one. They are working
finely now, gathering honey from the
peach, cherry and plum bloom. Apple
trees are beginning to bloom, and
everything looks as if we will have an
early spring, and plenty of white
clover. If so, we will have a fine
honey crop. I am going to work all
my bees for comb honey, as it sells
I
best in this part of the country.
sold all I had last year at 12 and 1-5
cents per pound.
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OUR CLUBBING

Home Market for Honey-

LIST.

Honey

Marliets in every
We supply the American Bee Journal
wide-awake honey one year, and any of the following publicaproducers should get the Leaiiets " Why Eat tions, at the prices quoted in the last column

t^~ To

village,

create

town and

city,

(only .50 cents per 100), or else the of figures. The first column gives the regupamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine," lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
Price of both. 0^u6
will be a demand for all of their crops at The American Bee Journal
100..
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
2 00. 1 75
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
Bee-Keepers'Magaalne
1 25
1 25
Bee-Keepers'
Guide
150.. 140
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
The
Apiculturist
2
00.. 170
will
be
sent
hundred
$3.50.
Five
hundred,
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00. 1 75
postpaid lor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
1 .50.
1 35
of Light
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if The Hays
4 50
above-named
papers
5
25
7
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
of
the
beeetc. (giving the name and address
2 25. 2 00
and Cook's Manual
keeper who scatters them).
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.. 1 75
Binder for Am. Bee Journal 1 60 1 50
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
2 00
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
a
and Medicine" to every one who buys
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
4 00.. 2 00
Farmer's Account Book
package of honey, will sell lots of it.
1 50
1 30
Guide and Hand-Book
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50... 1 40
1 75.
1 50
A Year Among the Bees
System and Success.

Honey"

.

:

. .

Issued every Wednesday by

;

;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS.

.

.

. .

'SZSA.

925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
At One Dollar a Year.

.

.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

.

.

.

.

.
.

Business Managbb.

. .

.

^p^jecial gtotites.

tSP~ All who intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Begister and commence to use it.

To Correspondents. — It would save the prices are reduced, as follows
UB much trouble, if aU would be particular For 50 colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
«i give their P. O. address and name, when "
"

-writing to this office. We have several letters
<Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOfflce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
-to

give the address

we have on our

$1 00

125

E. Dnhcan Sniffen, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseThe larger ones can be used for a few col- ments in ail first-class Newspapers and
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, Magazines with more promptness and at
200 colonies (420 pages)

1

50

3

and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

The Production of Comb Honey,

as

Money Orders

can now be obtained at practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Five can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only .5 cents.
these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
;are payable to any one who presents them,
*nd are in no way safe.

paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

:

list.

As

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.

He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t

free.

1^~ Sample Copies

of the Bee Jouhnai,
application. Any one

be sent free upon
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

Preserve your Papers f©r reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
As there
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscripthe name of
tions for the Bee Journal.
If

Another Arm in Chicago by
Newman & Son," we wish our

is

"

Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
add 1 cent each for postage

correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Colored Posters for putting up over this office. Several letters of ours have
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive, already gone to the other firm (a commission
as well as useful. We have prepared some house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
for the Bee Journal,, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
Do you IVant a Farm Account Book ?
them, and try to get up a club.
We have a few left, and make you a very AVhen Rene\ring your subscription
tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is please try to get your neighbor who keeps
will Present Webster's Dictionary printed on writing paper, ruled and bound, bees to .'oiu with you in taking the Bkb
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, post- and the price is $3. We will club it and the Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
present
It is Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give can afford to do without it. We will
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand you both for $2. If you want it sent by a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions — with $3.00
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to mail, add 20 cents for postage.
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
determine their meaning.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
;

We

Simmius' Non-Swarming System

One Dollar invested
of the American Bee

for the weelsly visits
Journal for a year,

will richly repay every apiarist in

America.

Red Labels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4'/4 inches. — We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
for $.'<.00
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. obtained at
:

;

;

;

;

is

The
the title of a new English bee-book.
author claims that it will inaugurate a "new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
It can now be
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
;

this office.

By Using the Binder made

expressly

can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
We have reduced the price to
ill the year.
Subscription for one
(>0 cents, postpaid.
year and the binder for $1.50.
for this

Bee Journal,

Dr. Miller's Book,

all

"A

Year

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
year, we will club for $1.50.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
'riie Chaiiiuiiqiiaii for May has the fol
lowing table *>( contents :— Pedagogy: A Study in
Popular Education. Third Paper, by Chancellor
J. H.Vincent, LLD. Architecture as a Profession, by Mrs. Schuyler Van Rensselaer A Stellar
Paint Brush, by Chas. Barnard Studies of Mountains, by Ernest Ingersull
The Sunday Readings
Women in the Professions, by Julia Ward Howe
Common Errors in English, by Edward B. Hale
Practical Suggestions on English Composition, by
Prof. T. Whiting Bancroft Animals of the Arctic
Region, by Gen. A. W. Greely Homes Builded by
Women, by Mary A.Livermore Rich Men in Politics, by 8. N. Clark
Sojourner Truth, by Harriet
Carter; The Fruits of California, by Byron D.
Halsted.Sc.D.; The P.>tter's Art, by Felicia Hillel:
and Slave-Holding Anta, by Henry McCook, D.D.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The

following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax

258

THE NEW

HIVE.

;

:

;

;

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Sellers ask

;

from 7 to lo

cts.

for any-

off in

cniub honey

;

this includes

Good Mb.

;

choice, I2^i@l3c.—
sections, l(i(*r2c.
Sales tiave tteeii larger this month than at any
time Bince November, and prices average a little
lower for comb than the above.
BBE8WAX.-25C.
R. A. BURNETT.

Mar.

;

161

28.

South Water

;

;

dark undesirable and crooked corabs. and 2-pound sections.

thing

;

;

;

St.

;

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Best

white comb. ii@i2c.

Market

is

improving.

BBESWAX.-23C.
Apr.

M. H.

11.

HUNT,

Bell Branch. Mich.

Eureka. Recltallona Is a good collection,
containing nearly one hundred pieces, c ompiled
by Mrs. Anna Randall Diehl. All those interested
in providing an entertainment, should have this
collection.
It contains
128 pages, and is published by J. S. OoiLviE &Co., 57 Rose Street, New
York. Price 12 cents.

SAN FRANplSCO.

HONEY.— We

quote

Extracted, white. 404?^

:

Comb, white. 7fal3c. Market
BEBflWAX.-Scarce at I9(a)22c.

ctB.

firm.

SCHACHT & LEMCKE, 122-124 DavlB St.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Old comb, extra white,

Apr.

4.

:

12^(^140.: dark, Hauc. Extracted, amber and
candled, 391fa4c. extra white. 4!'6ca5c. Outlook Is
gloomT. as rain i8 needed badly.
BBESWAX.-Searce at 22@23c.
Apr. 5.
O. B. SMITH & CO.. 423 Front St.
;

I

BOSTON.

gidxrertisjemjetxts.

HONEY.— 1-Ib. packages of white clover honey
at 14^150.; 2-pnundsat ll@i2c. Extracted, 5®7c.
Demand for -lb. sections lively.
BEE8WAJC.-24 CtB. per lb.
Mar.23. Blake * Riplst. 57 Chatham Street.

ITALIAN BBB8, bred ten years from
PURE
imported mothers, at $5 per colony. Hybrids

I

Rood

to choice yellow.

Mar.

29.

A. L.

less.

16A3t

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— We quote for extracted. 3@7c. per lb.
Nice comb brines ll@]4c. per lb. Demand fair.
BEKSW AX.-Good demand,— 20® 23 c. per lb. for
O.F.Mcn:H& Son. Freeman

& Central At.

dull.

BEESWAX.-25C.

Mar.

A. C.

9.

Kendsl.

115 Ontario Street.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY. -We quote choice l-lb. sectfone at ll@
No

T2c.: 2~lbs.. lOOiic.
call for dark. White extracted. In barrels and keKs,0(ai6Hc. ; In small pack,
ages. 6^@7c.; dark, in barrels and kegs, 4®6c.—

Demand

good.

BEESWAX.— 25C.

Mar.

A. V. BISHOP, 142

28.

W. Water St.

RidgevlUe,

Ills.

6

WRITE
Tofor low prices on Apiarian Supplies.
SMITH & GOODELL.Rock

Falls, Ills.

16A4t

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville, Genesee Co., Mich.,

HAS
W.

the permission of the writer to publish
the following
" Forest City, Iowa, March 28, 1887.
;

Hutchinson, Itogersville, Mich.— Dear Sir,
and Friend 1 am in receipt of your pamphlets
The Production of Comb Honey.' It is the neatest little thing I have seen lately. As a work of
art it is as near perfection as printers in country
offices' usually attain to.
I venture the opinion
that that cover was the work of a bee-keeper, or
Z.

:

'

ConTention Notices.

'

The next regular meeting of the Cortland Union
Bee-Keepera' Association will be held in Union
Hall at Curlland, N. Y., on Mav 10. lHrt7.
D. if. Shattpck, See.

^W

The next meeting of the West Lake Shore
Central Bee-Keepers' Astociation will be held on
May 26, 1887, In Koekring Hall, at Kiel, Wis.

Feed Zastrow,

Sec.

tS^ The May meeting of the Northwestern Illinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held atRockton. Ills., on Tuesday, May 24, 1887.
D. A. FaLLER, See.
t3F" The DesMoines County Bee-Keepers' Association will meet on April 26, 18^7, at the Court
House at Burlinirtt)n, Iowa, at lO a.m. All interested in bee-keepinK are invited to attend. Articles sent for exhibition, to the Secretary, at Mid-

dletown, Iowa, will be exhibited and returned or

John Nau, Sec.

sold, as directed.

at least originated in his (your) creative brain.
but a bee-kppper would have thought ipf
such a unique and appropriate covering. The subject is treated in a very readable and creditable
manner. 1 have liceri practicing substantially the
same method, except the non-use of foundation.
I shall try that this season.
Respectfully Vours,
Eugene Secor."

Nobody

^^

Reader,

if

you wish to enjoy the same
cts., and a copy

pleasure as did Mr. Secor, send 25
of the book will be sent poatpaid.

16Atf

ITAI.IAN BEES in Heddon Hive ....
QUEENS, Untested. 80 cts.: Tested.
NUCLEI without Queens, per Frame.
.

.

$4.00
1.80

.

70

To Nucleus add price of Queen wanted.
pir~ Remit by P. O.

15A4t

Money

Order, to

CLIFTON, TENN.

pW

J.

ASHXVORTH.

Pre8.

New Hive
St.

:

Charles,

Ills..

HIVES, SECTIONS or SUPPLIES
before you send for my Catalogue and
Price-List. Address.
J. P. H. BROtVN,
REfit

Feb.

7,

1887.

James HEi)i>oN:-Dear Sir Your letter dated
(eh. 3rd. 18 received. In reply I cnnsaythatl have
watched closely, and with Interest, the discussionE
pro and con in our bee-periodicals In regard to
Tour New Hive. Although I have not as yet been
prepared, as you are aware, to give your New Hive

a personal test, yet I can say, in harmony with Dr.
Millers declaration, that your Invention i» one
that requires no practical experience, on the part
of any one familiar with the art. to recognize it at
once as a hive of very superior merits. Having,
dunngthepast year, given your New Hive and its
managemeot very carelul thought and study, I am
constrained to say that I believe it to be as tar in
advance of all other hives as the well-known
L/angstroth is in advance of the old box or beegum. Isay I believe this, and in keeplngwlth that
belief, it is my present purpose to adopt your New
Hive just as soon as I can shape my plans to that
end. in short. I feel as though 1 cannot afford
to use any other hive.
Having used the Langstroth, with its best modihcations, since the spring
of 1858, it is with a feeling of considerable regret
that this resolution will compel me to bid this old
friend a final adieu.
It is

apparent to me that the novelty of your
as wide a departure as its utility is

New Hive is

superior to all others. Notwirhstandlng there
have been hives with features resembling parts of
your New nive, still I have never seen a combination, nor am 1 aware of any that possesses its
functions. And right here is just where the invention and patentability exist, without which you
certainly would never have received the manv
strongand well merited testimonials which I find
in your Catalogue for 1887. Having for the past 2S
years given the laws relating to patents more or
less attention, 1 have no hesitation in repeating
the word of Prof Cook and 6. M. Alves. that the
rubbish
which is already "lugged forward,"
in futile attempts to anticipate your claims, does
not' deserve a critical man's attention."
As you seem to desire the foregoing for publication, I have taken especial pains to say nothing
that I might possibly regret in the future.
Fraternally yours,
M. M. Balbridge.

.HARTFORD, N. Y., April 9, 1887.
TO
We Khave ....
had sleighing 134 days, and we are on
runners yet. This Is the first general fiight mr
bees have had, and I had to dig the hives out of
deep drifts in order that the bees might have fai^
sailing,
l-lighty-flve wintered In my old chaff
hives came through with a loss of half, and manv
more weak. Nine in your hives packed in 6 Inche'"
of chafi'. and setting 2 Inches from bottom-board
not having a general flight in over l;lii days areali
in good order. Four wintered on a single case are
in best shape, with sealed brood. Stores the same
in all the hivea. Bees In the cellar are dying
J.

DON'T BUT QUEENS,
The Central Michigan Bee-Keepers' Association will hold the spring meeting: in Pioneer Hall,
Capitol Building, at Lansing, Mich., on April 26,
I887,at 1(1 a.m. A cordial invitation is extended to
all bee-keepers. If any have troublesome questions, bring them with you, or send them to the
President, at Lansing, Mich.

tested the

FOR 'WINTEK.

BOTTOM REACHED.

fW

The ninth annual meeting of the Texas
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at
Collin Co.. Tex., on May 4 and 5,1887.
All bee-keepers will find a hearty welcome. No
hotel bills to [>ay. An interesting programme is
ready. Come one. come all. B. h'. Carroll. Sec.
McKinney,

See 1887 Catalogue, to know what Prof. Cook, W. Z.
Hutchinson, F. P. Stiles, T. L. VonDorn, F. Boomhower. and Doctors Tinker, Mason, Miller and
others think, after many of them have thoroughly

:

Horse-power Portable ENGINE

CLBIVBLAND.

Market

GOULD,

and Boiler for $ISO. Used but little.
I>. G. n'EBSTER,
16E2t
BLAINE, Boone County, ILL.

HONEY.—Choice white,l-lb. sectlons.sells atl2!^
@13C.; secondquality white, 10@llc.: white 2-lb8..
10@nc. Buckwheat, 8®9c, Extracted, 5@6c.—

hare many more testimonials like the followfrom Leading Bee-Keepers of this country.

ing,

.\UOUSTA. GEORGIA.

No
for.

H.

MAKTIN.

Circulars sent out, unless asked
Send address {plainly written) to

James Heddon,
DOWAGIAC, mCH.

'
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BEES and HONEY,
^

OR THE

Management

DR. FOOTE'S

HAND-BOOK OF BEALTB,

of an Apiary for Pleasare

and

Profit

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
American Bee JoumaL
BHior
of the

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
fleveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

10g'X Liberal Dlsconnt to Dealers, by
tbe Dozeu or Handred.
G. NETTMAN & SON,
935 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

THOS.
623

&

IS" The American Bee Journal
a year and the book, " Bees and
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
for

BEAUTIFUL.

Reversible Hive.

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
book that (rives a •' Let me congratulate you on having
such a
of the Utmost Imgood hive your reversible

iB the title of a very valuable
creat amount of Information,
portance to Everybody, conccrnInK their daily
habits of Eatlnft, Drinking, Dressing, Sleeping
BathlnK, Working, etc.

TELLS ABOUT

IT

Is

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

New

Hints and Ready Recipes,

b;

;

ARMSTRONG'S

What to Eat,

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat 11,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

BathlBg— Best way,
Langs A Lung Diseases.
How to Avoid them.
Clothing— what to Wear,

Perils of Summer.
How to Breathe,

How much

to

Wear

Contagious DiseaseB,
How to Avoid them,
Ventilation,
Exercise,
[nfluence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Restoring the Drowned, Headache, cause & care.
Preventing Near-sight- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
edness.

Overheating Houses,

IT

TELLS

'

;

section-case l8

Sample Hive, complete and painted, S2.S0.
Send your name and post-otBce address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue,

E. S.

Address,

free.

ARmSTRONG,
JERSETVTLLB, ILLS.

9Atf

Extracted Honey For Sale.
We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs
holding from 200

HOW TO CUBE

'

perfection Itself."

to 225 lbs. each,
the cars at 7

lbs.

we will deliver on board

Black Eyes, Boils, Bums, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns,Cough3,ChoIera,Dlarrho6a, Diphtheria, Dysentery. Dandruff', Dyspepsta, Ear Ache, Felons.
Fetid Feel. Freckles, Headache. HiccouKh, Hives,
HoarseneBS.Itchlng, Inflamed Breasts, Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth. Sore
Nlpples,Sore Throat, 8un-stroke, Stings and Insect
Biles, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts
Whooping Cough, Worms In Children.

which
cents

Orders solicited.

per

lb.

923

& 925 West Madison

THOS.

BEES

G.

NEWMAN & SON,
St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

SALE, Cheap.

for

G. NEWOTAN & SON,"""^
Clover Seed, and everytliing needed in the 923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

1
f\(\ Colonies of American-reared Ital-LUV
tan Bees, best strain, strong, and in
lO-frame wired Simplicity hives for sale at
$8.00 per Colony.
Z. A. C1.ARK,
ARKADELPHIA, ARK.
8Etf

apiary.
Send for free price list, and samples of
Sections and Foundation.

BEES!

Price only

Alili-IN-OIVE-PIECE Sections, smooth
inside and out. Comb Foundation.Alsike

85 Cents.

M. H. HUNT,
BELL BRANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.
Near

lOEtl

ilo

raake a specialtv of tbe manufacture of
SEi'TIONS Of the White
wood for the purpose.
We make all Btyles and sizes, but recommend the
Side-Opening Sections as superior to any other.
The erreat accuracy and tine finish of our Sections
are the admiration of everybody. Sample 3 cents
Prlce-Listof Supplies free.
Poplar, the whitest and best

tinke:r,
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.
li.

Frame

Fliers.

price.—'Uamphrefs'2l«dldiie Co.) lUdl'ulloa

St.j

A'.

Y.

16A12t

1 CiCi

VJyJ

COIiONIKS of Italian

BEES

DANIEL WHITMEK.

Sale.

for

S-

APIAEIAN SUPPLIES

& Convenient

It is

823

^

manufacture

Bet?-

Keepers'

rs.

Bee-Literature, ptc,

Inifiort^d

Italiau

fi.-,

Queen v.

Quceus, Bees hv thiXueleus or Colony. "Ui-eOuIiIp, RIpmurniKln an<l
slriili-il ('ii(ilI«C"p" of 48 pjitTPt*
'flaliau

DAVIS' PATENT HONEY CAKRUGE.
nBVOLVINO COMB-BANGER.
Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

ll...

liers'

*KItKK

(..

Boe-KcVper'^.

Price, complete, only

Adilrf.ss

THOS.

JOSKPII NYSKWAM>EI£,

l)KS .U01\£t!t. IOWA.
Shuck's Invertible Hives & Cases. Ipaake I*, hives
of all styles. Greatly reduced prices.-806 Walnut st.
l6K3t

who expect to buy an (ncubator
THOSE
will consult tlieir interest byaddressinti,
RELIABLE INCUBATOR CO., „,

i4A:n

Decatur,

Macon Co., Ills.

Vt

BRISTOI.

HONEY

made rrom white

poplar,

BOXES,

(tbe best timber in

the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a 'Wood
Thumb-Screw for Clamps. Separators and

Wood

I»-

Sides.

LIGHTNING GLUERS

ShtpplDg-Crates, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders, and

all

made of

tbe best material and In a workmanSend stump for Sample SECTION

like

manner.

and

Price-List.

2Bl2t

it

Ad.iress.

W. H. SHIRLEY

Millgrove, Allegan Co., Mich.

BEES
THE HORSE,

Supi3 lies, mailed free. Address
iJ.L.Kust&Co.NewCarlisle.O.

sii|i.

1,

Bristol.

of the

[Guide to Bee-Keeping,& Catalogue of Cheapest and Best

plies oTall kinde.&est qualitii at lov>est prices.
Hires, Sections. Coiiil.

Foundation, Extractors, SmokerN,
Honey Buckets Veils. Fee.l-

Manum,

the Standard Hive of Vermont,

SECTION

UAat

Western BEE-KEEPERS' Supply House.
We

Bee-Hive,

Send for

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

Successors to A, E.

Contractible Bee-Hive.
Slliliftv's
Kjiiii jvj tj DosLTiimve Circular now
readj.

NEWT»IAN & SON,

& 925 West MadlBon

Lang-

R. Hadfield, Waukesha, Wis.

I.

DRAKE & SMITH,
"*

can be utilized
claw for loosening frames, and a hook which may be used
for carrying other frames besides the one
held by the Pliers. Price, 40 cts., by mail.

G.

i4Aat

lyrANUFACTITREKS

O O IP,

Xi

lovra,.

Bees
100 Colonies of frame

MANUFACTURER OP

taking frames out of hives, or
FOR
Systematic
moving them
any way desired.

THOS.

cts. to $1.00

SALE CHEAE'.-InSand 10
FOR
stroth hives. Good condition.

South Bend, lad.

9A9t

And Dealer in BEES aod HONET.
^^~ Send for my New Circular.
Corner North 6th & Mill Streets,
12Etf
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.

in
made of Japanned iron, and
In many ways. It has a long

60

Mt.

The only successful remedy for

Nervous Debility, vital Weal(ness,
and ProBtration, from over-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 5 vials and large vial powder, for J5.
Sold BY Druggists, or sent postpaid on receipt of

Iwl-

Jones'

300 COLONIES ITALIANS

Queens
HOMEOPATHIC f% f% and Brood ciieaper in proportion. Choice
Also ADJUSTABLE
HONEY-CASE and other auppliee.
Circular free.
OLIVER FOSTER,
SPECIFIC No.
iiAtf
Vernon, Linn Co,,
In nse 30 years.

WEDOVE-TAILED

i>R. G.

;

for spring delivery at
READY
per pound, according to time.

Detroit.

SECTIOXS.

Address,
8Etf

Sent by Mall, post-paid.

XHOS.

923

$18 00.

C NEWIttAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

St.,

CHCAGO.

ILL.

Sy

KENDALL, H.

B. J.

A TREATISi:

D.

an Index of dlseaseB,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, a
table (TivinK all the principal druKs used for the
horse, wltb the ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison a table with an engravlnR of the
(TivinK

;

;

horse'steeth atdifferent ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of recipes, and maoh valuable Information,
;

Pni nW EC
I

UULUIiILO
tom
100
A. J.
12Etf

figures.
ic

ejfSj

.

of Italian and Hybrid
Bees for sale at botWrite for prices.

HATFIEl.n.
SOUTH BEND, IND.
E.

Price 85 cents— In BngUsh or German.
THOS. G. NEWITIAN ic SON.,
923 & 925 West Madison Street, Chicago, Dl.
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Kissing Bees* — In a woman's convention lately held, Mrs.

Pa., when speaking of the subject of
keeping for women," said she had kept bees
"for M5 years, and her earliest memory was
of bees and tubs of honey," and then stated
that she " had learned all the practical
operations of bee-management before she
ever saw a man lift a comb or transfer a
colony." It win be seen that she was a
wonderful woman, but her bees were still
" My bees
more wonderful
She added
know me, and often hiss my hand." We
know of hundreds who would prefer not to
have any such familiarity exhibited by bees
— Bro. Clarke, for instance When they
kiss him, his lips swell up and he is apparently filled with poison
But Mrs. Thomas has a splendid honey
market, as well as wonderful bees. She says
that when she began, she " received 50 cents
a pound for comb honey in eight and ten
pound boxes, and never had to go out after
buyers." Two years ago she had .3,000
pounds of surplus from 25 colonies, and
sold $750 worth of boney
Prodigious
Honey 50 cents a pound
Profits. $30 per
colony
Wonderful bees — market — woman
I

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN,

Building Air-Castles.— How often this
done, and how disappointed is the
"bee- "builder" when light, truth and facts cause

Thomas, of Tacony,

:

I

I

yflimi.

April 27, 1887.

No. 17.

I

I

1

A W^ord of good

counsel

we

ne'er should

forget

1

I

And

to keep out of danger is to keep out
debt
peace and contentment and joy you would
1

—and

all

I

is

the air-castles to vanish. Mr. J. W. Sanders,
of Le Grand, Iowa, writes us as follows concerning what ho is pleased to call a " silverplated alr-castle :"

During the social talk of our last beemeeting, there was a person present from
some out-of-the-way rural district. He
wanted to know how we fixed sugar to feed
bees in order for them to make It into
honey. He said there was being lots of it
fed now for that purpose, and money could
be made at it.
We told him he was mistaken, that sugar
was not fed for that purpose, and could not
be, with profit, even if desired. He thought
it could, and said that parties in the East
were doing it.
In order to prove it to us, he took an old
circular from his pocket, handed it to ni«
and said to me
"Read that," referring to
a particular item in the circular.
The part referred to gave the great advantages of a bee-feeder, and how easy it was to
feed bees with it. I turned the paper over,
and found that it was James Heddon's circular, and the Item referred to bis bee:

feeder.

A general smile came over those present.
We told him what was meant by a bee-

feeder, and what they were used for.
I
advised him to take the American Bee
JOURNAL, and invited him to attend our

Now see how unselfish she Is. She wants bee-meetings.
every other woman to become an apiarist
A disappointed look came over him, and
" A woman who can he failed to make his appearance at our
too, and puts it thus
meeting
in the afternoon. We think he reobtain money to buy her bees and fixtures,
turned home with his silver-plated "airmay
count on a return of $200 to $300 the castle " all vanished
"Practical Turkey Raisins" is the
second year, beside paying for the stock 1"
title of a new pamphlet just received. It is
Many prefer to do a fraudulent business
" Miss
This is clinched by the following
written by Fanny Field, the most experirather than one which is honorable and
enced breeder of turkeys in America, and Angle Creed borrowed money and bought honest. This man had no idea of " keeping
published by H. B. Mitchell, of Chicago, Ills. her stock, and two years after exhibited at bees"— but he wanted to "make honey I"
It Is written expressly for those who are the State Fair beautiful honey which sold at He snapped at the Idea of using
a feeder
interested In profitable breeding of turkeys 40 to 50 cents a pound. It paid off her out- (which was intended to keep bees from
for the market. Price 2.t cents. It can be lay and left a balance."
starving), when he supposed it could bo used
This rosy account is being extensively to feed the sugar, and have
obtained at this office.
the bees make
copied into the papers, and will, no doubt, honey
But when he found that the bees
induce many to embark in the business only must gather the honey from
the flowers,
lOrs. M. Cmmrlne, of Bryan, O., one of to become disgusted when they find that the ready-made, distilled drop by drop
in NaMrs. Lizzie Cotton's pupils, reports the re- price of honey Is less than one-fourth of ture's laboratory— pure, healthy, and
nourception of a pencil drawing of her hive that quoted above
and much of the rosy ishing—then he wanted none of it He
must
(costing $.3) and states that she has made speech at the convention proves to be but a have a fraudulent article or nothing
some and found them successful in winter- "delusion and a snare 1"
ing bees on the summer stands.
She also
Bumble-Bees and dover Blossoms.
thinks that Mrs. Cotton's book is a plain
Feeding Bees In May.— Mr. Wm. B. —Prof. W. Beal,
J.
of the Michigan Agriculand practical work. In justice we give the
Treadwell, in the American Agriculturist for
tural College, writes thus on this subject In
above, as we have published several comMay gives these instructions for beginners the Farmer's Advocate
plaints. Three dollars Is still very high for
Large quantities of brood are reared in
a " pencil drawing of a hive."
An inquiring friend would know "why
May, and after the red buds of the soft
maple have put forth their heads there will the first crop of clover has no seed whether
be plenty of natural pollen for the bees to it is possible to distinguish the difference, if
If there are no maples or willows any, between the blossoms of the plant
making Honey Vinegar.— Mr. C. F. gather.
near, take some unbolted rye flour, mix it bearing the seed and that which contains
Muth gives these instructions in QUanings with sawdust or cut straw, and set in a the fertilizing quality and has the bumblebee anything to do with
So far as exWhen making vinegar, one must know sunny corner, sheltered from the wind, amined—the blossoms of it."
the first crop of
that water will turn into vinegar providing when, if the bees require it, they will carry red clover have good pistils throughout,
and
localities
It
freely.
In
where
there
is
honey
It contains the necessary quantity of sugar
with plenty of what we
this season, the bees will good stamens,
stuff, and is exposed to fresh air and a warm in the blossoms at
should call good pollen. In other words, we
gather
it very rapidly, and the more honey
temperature. The warmer the temperature
cannot see why they are not just as capable
and the better the circulation of air, the the.v get the faster the colony increases. of fertilization as those which come
sooner vinegar forms. A barrel is laid Where there are not enough honey-produc- Experiments, repeated on the second later.
crop
down, and an inch hole is bored in the upper ing flowers, by all means feed, at the en- for six years, give varying results, but
end of each head, near the upper stave. trance, say about a gill of hot feed every all cases tbey show that bumblebees in
in
night.
By
feeding
thus,
your
colonies
will
This admits of a good air-passago over the
Central Michigan increased the
from
body of the honey water. Tins with fine Increase very rapidly, and when the honey 100 to 400 per <;ent. Other insectscrop
may
also
flow,
they
commences
to
will
be
strong
to
perforations nailed over these holes, with
help in this matter. In Kansas they tell me
the rough side outward, exclude flies and gather it. Again, should there be honey in bumble-bees are scarce, but
clover seeds
skippers. Take about one pound of honey the blossoms, and cold and rainy weather freely. Honey-bees at the Michigan
Agrito one gallon of water, thoroughly mixed set in, feed as above, for should the weather cultural College, without
any
question, incontinue
cold,
the
bees
would
naturally
up, and nail a perforated tin oh the bungcrease
the
yield
of
seeds
of
white
clover
hole. We take !.'> to 40 pounds of honey for commence to destroy the work already enormously, in one case
as 2.3fi exceeds 5. I
a barrel containing 40 to4o gallons of water. accomplished, by tearing out and destroying am satisfied that in some locations at
least
The warmest place In the yard is the best the hatching brood. If bees are kept for bumblebees should be encouraged
for the
feed
increase
alone,
them
every
night,
and
place for the barrel. If the sun shines on
good
they
do
to
red
clover.
Now
the
probthe barrel all day. it requires from the be- continue to do so until honey can be gath- lem is this
How can the entomologists
ginning of April to the end of October to ered in abundance.
rear and keep over winter large numbers of
make vinegar satisfactory for all purposes.
fertile queens
It seems to me not improbIf not sour enough by fall, it will be all
able that the time may come when bumbleright bv Christmas or spring, If placed in
Bee-Catalogne of Tbos. L. Thornton, bee queens will be reared,
bought and sold
the cellar or a warm room.
for their benefit to the crop of clover seed.
Dividing Ridge, Ky., is received.
If

know.

Don't live upon credit, but pay as you go

I

:

I

:

1

I

;

I

I

:

;

;

:

.'
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combs

built is during the best honey frames, and put in the top of the hive
I think the wax is there— until the bees emerge from the cells.
the trouble is in separating the wax 3. It will depend upon the weather.
from so much refuse as collects about Probably but a few days. The trouble
the wax in old combs.
With the will be with the brood, which will reimproved sun wax separator, I get a quire 21 days from the last egg before
good turnout of wax from old combs. all leave their cells.— J. E. Pond.
flow.

With Replies

tbereto.

[It is quite uselesB to ask for answers to
this Department in less time
tnan one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put In type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
pace for them in the JonRNAL. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1

Queries in

;

'

3.

— G. W. Demakee.

do not know. I have some now
that have been in use for over 16 years,
and they are as good as ever. They
should not be renewed as long as they
are good. 2. Early in the season as
possible. 3. The wax becomes amalgamated with the "cocoons" lining
1.

the

I

cells,

that are left after the bees

emerge, and so closely that but little
Removing or Renew ing Brooi-Comlis, can be obtained by melting down very
old combs. Old combs, therefore, are
Query 409.— 1. How often should the far more valuable as combs, than the
brood-combe of a bive be removed or renewed ? 2. wax that can be extracted from them.
When is the best time of the year to remove them
so as to get good, full sheets of worker-comb? 3.
of the wax in those old broodcombs ? Melting it gives very little wax to me.—

—J. E. Pond.

A.

must be

What becomes
J. F., Calif.

I

have had no occasion for renew-

Some of mine
20 or 25 years old, and I would
not think of renewing them. 2. I get
1.

I

do not know.

worker-comb at any time by using
my old combs in all of my 18 full
sheets of foundation. 3. Is it not
years' experience with bees.— G. M.
possible that the wax is still all there,
DOOLITTLE.
but soaked into the cocoons, as it
I have not yet been confronted with were, so as not to be easily separated ?
this problem. I do not know what
C. C. Miller.
becomes of the wax, but I do know
1. If the combs are all right what
that old combs have yielded but little
do you want to remove them for ? 2.
wax for me.—W. Z. Hutchinson.
ing

—

In the fall, when looking over all the
oftener than 15 or 20 years, colonies for winter, I take out all
if it is good straight worker comb.
2.
defective frames and replace them
In the spring, using full sheets of with perfect ones. 3. I do not know.
foundation in their place. 3. Perhaps
H. D. Cutting.
the wax in old combs decays.— G. L.
If they are not damaged, and conTinker.
tain
worker-cells,
they
sufficient
1. Not until you experience a diffishould be good for a quarter of a cenculty with them that their removal tury or longer. Old brood-combs conwill remedy.
2. During the brood- tain so many " cocoons," accumulatrearing season, when there is not ing from the myriads of bees born in
much honey being gathered. 3. There them, that they are unprofitable to
is very little in them.— C.W.Datton. melt for the wax.— The Editor.
1.

Not

—

swarming, drone comb

will

be built

in large quantities. 3. The wax seems
to be held back among so many co-

coons.— James Heddon.
I cannot say, as I have kept bees
only about 20 years. Good frames of
straight worker-comb may be kept
indehnitely. If to be changed, it may
be done at any time, though only
when colonies want bees, and not
room to store, if we desire workercomb, as we always do unless we use
worker foundation. 3. The wax is all
there ; the comb is very thin.— A. J.

Cook.
1.

I

remove old combs gradually as

they become inferior. 1 never remove a whole set at once, because
they do not all become inferior at
once. I gradually work out the worst
combs.
I have
not kept bees in
movable frames long enough to know
how long good combs will last I have
combs over 15 years old that do good
service yet. 2. The best time to have
;

I

A

ing apple bloom, and thus save all
that were worth saving.— Dadant &

Son.

1. Try both ways.
I should place
the new frames on top. 2. As soon
as the bees are strong enough to build
the combs give them all you wish
them to have at once—a super full. 3.
Very much depends, as regards all
these questions. James Heddon.
;

I should give the bees wired foundation in new hives as soon as strong
at swarming time ; then let brood
develop, and when the three weeks
had passed, melt up the old comb,
after extracting the honey. In changing to reversible frames I have done
just this, and very successfully.
If
desired, we can use only starters in
brood-frames, and add sections at
once.
This gives the maximum

amount

of

honey.—A.

J.

Cook.

When the bees

get to be strong in
the old hives, I should place the new
hives on top with full sets of frames.
3. After the bees have drawn out the
combs in the upper story, the queen
could be smoked into it, and a queen-

excluding honey-board put between
the hives. After 21 days the lower
hive could be extracted, and the
combs melted into wax.— G. L.

Tinker.

1. I doubt if the bees will occupy
the frames of foundation in either
case until their old brood-nest is
filled, and they are crowded for more
room.
Without seeing them I am
not sure what I would do, but I think
I would straighten up all the combs I
could in the old frames, or transfer
them into new, and supply the deficiency with frames of foundation
added as the bees could occupy them.
the lower story ? 2. When should this be done,
C. C. Miller.
and how many frames of wired foundation should
1 put in at tlrst? 3. How long will it take the bees
I should want to transfer bj any
to transfer their stores ?— Belleview, Ky.
well defined method. You will get
I should put into practice what has no satisfaction unless you do. 2. Just
been styled " modern transferring," as fruit blossoms begin to open, put
as advised by Mr. Heddon.— W. Z. in all the frames the bees will cover.
3. If left in the old hive they will not
Hutchinson.
transfer their stores at all, in the way
1. Put the new hives on the top.
2.
At the beginning of the honey har- you propose.— H. D. Cutting.
You can do as you say, and the best
vest. Gauge the number of frames
by the size of the colony.— C. W. time to adjust the frames of foundation is right at the commencement of
Dayton.
the early honey harvest.
But vour
I should say that about your best
would not pay me. I would cut
plan would be to wait until the plan
swarming season arrives, and then loose and straighten up all the best of
the old combs, and supply with fountransfer the bees to "those wired
lacking.
I cannot
frames of foundation " by the Heddon dation what is
afford to melt up good old combs beplan.— G. M. Doolittle.
cause they are out of shape, as long as
1. Wait until fruit bloom, and then I can save mony and time by putting
transfer by the Heddon method, and them in order.
1. Why invert the
feed the stores to the bees in the top old hive?
2. Why
not put on an
of the hive. The brood can be cared upper story with a full set of frames,
for in the old hive, al a Heddon, and with foundation on the brood-chamcan be transferred temporarily into bers just as it is, at the beginning of

Once every 15 years is often enough
to renew the combs. They might as
well remain even longer, if not too
(Jetting New Brooi-Comlis Built.
dirty. There is just as much wax in
those combs as ever there was, but it
Query 410.— In moving my bees last
spring on a farm wagon, over rough roads, the
is a little more difficult to get it out.
combs were more or less broken and damaged, so
Dadant Son.
that the frames are now stuck together. 1 wish to
1. I have seen prosperous colonies get new combs built by furnishing wired foundation. 1. Shall I invert the old hives and put the
on combs 20 years old. 2. After new ones containing the wired foundation on top
of them ? Or put the old hive on top of the new
swarming is all past. If before one,
and force the bees to pass in and out through

&

Put the new hive on top of the old
one. It will take more or less time
for the bees to move up, depending
upon the season.
better way would
be to transfer the worker-combs dur-

—

I

f

I'HE
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3. Perhaps never. for her brood, I am sure of the surV
wanted to throw away the old plus being conveyed to the surplus
combs, I would drive the bees about department. In other words, a hive
May 1 into new hives fllled with foun- full of brood and sealed honey is
dation,like we used to drive them into " contracted " to as good effect as if
empty hives 30 years ago.— G. W. division-boards occupied the place of
Demaree.
the sealed honey, and with this adIf you must use " wired frames," vantage the bees do not have to be fed
you should put the new hive on the at the close of the season at a loss of
old one, but the bees will be slow to bees and stores.— G. W. Demaree.
You risk nothing by leaving the
§0 up there until they have Biled up
elow. Would it not save time and frames of honey in the hives until
trouble to transfer them during fruit honey is being gathered
then if
bloom, and save all the combs that there is too much for immediate use,
?—
are worth saving
The Editor.
remove it.— The Editor.

the honey season

If I

;
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it is the medicine that controls
these operations.
There is another reason for regarding honey as something more than
sugar. If the two were isomorphous,

hand,

although identity of composition by

no means implies identity of character, we would be less inclined to assail our august authority, but honey
has one more equivalent of oxygen
than has sugar, as established by
Praut, Gay Lussac and Thenard;
therefore the two are not alike to
produce the same physiological effect.
According to Draper, we have specific
chemical tests to distinguish one
from the other. Leibig's analysis of
honey and sugar stands as follows
:

Spring Management Of Bees,

Carbon.

Honey

Query 41 1.— My

hives last fall, when put
were full ot honey, and I left
all the frames in them. The combs at the sides of
the hives now {March 12) are still full of honey.
Would it be better to leave Iheni in, or take out
one or two on each side, and put in divisionboards, or put in frames of foundation in their
place?— Kankakee, His,

Sugar

Into winter quarters,

This mark
Indicates that the apiarist is
located near the center of the State named
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
•O west; and this 6 northeast "O northwest:
t>» southeast; and
P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.
;

Leave the combs of honey as they
are by all means.— G. L. Tinker.
Let them alone where they are.

James Heddon.

For cue Amenoan See Journal.

should leave them in, in this
locality.— G. M. Doolittlb.
Take out and crowd by use of the
division-board. This is the sovereign
remedy against spring dwindling.—
I

J. Cook.
For cold climates, take out extra
combs and make the hive snug and

A.

warm.— C. W. Dayton.
Most likely your bees will need that
honey before the clover crop. But if
they really have too much, it had
better be taken out.— Dadant & Son.
I do not know how many frames
are in your hives, but I think it a fine
thing to have full combs of honey in
a hive on March 12.— C. C. Miller.

Much

depends.

If there are center

frames without brood, remove them,

and replace with the full ones, putting " dummies " on the sides of the
hives. Contract to as few frames as
the bees can cover, and feed if necessary. Do not remove brood in any
<a8e.— J. E. Pond.

A

solid frame of honey is the best
dirision-board ever made.
For all
practical purposes, if the colonies are
strong in bees, leave them as they are.

—H. D. Cutting.

If there is more honey in the hive
than the bees will use, it is just so
much dead capital if you can make
any use of it, take it out and put in
;

division-boards or

"dummies."

Do

not put in frames of foundation, as
they will be filled with honey in very
poor shape for market, unless extracted
and then it is more convenient to have the surplus stored in an
upper story. Why use hives so large?
;

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

I would leave the honey where it is.
queen needs the room below to
enlarge her brood-nest, the workers
will carry the honey above. This is
one of my objections to sugar feeding,
and a very serious one. When my

If the

brood-chambers are

full of

honey ex-

cept the room occupied by the queen

The Medicinal Properties of Honey,

36.36
42.30

Hydrogen.
7.09
6.38

Oxygen.

56.55
51.31

The chemists named, previously
render the oxygen in sugar only about
50.00, giving still a greater excess of
it to honey.
I have no doubt, that on
the law of chemical affinity, if the
analysis could with strict accuracy
be made, it would amount to one
whole equivalent 8.013.
Honey has two specific effects in its
route through the system in which it
differs from other saccharine substances.
The mellic acid in the

(it is evidently this acid which
referred to in the American CycloSince the publication of my article pedia on the subject of honey), is an
on the " Medical Properties of irritant, often distinctly felt in the
Honey," in the American Bee Jour- throat after eating it. It is not
nal for April 26, 1886, I have re- always of uniform proportion in the
ceived several letters asking for honey. It has its beneficial function
further information.
The subject to perform, but when in excess, it
appears to have received special at- poisons the honey, and like the Trebitention, by the profession in particular. zond honey, may be dangerous to use.
I know that poisonous honey is supD. C. Spencer, M. D., of Augusta. posed to be derived from poisonous
" Will
Wis., makes this request
flowers, but of this I have my doubts.
you please to give, in the American When honey is taken in the stomach,
Bee Journal, a list of authorities the mellic acid unites with the gastric
for the positions taken in your arti- acids and will excite and favor digescle, and also state how much and tion.
Especially advantageous, too,
what parts were from original obser- are its antiseptic properties, which,
vations, and what were your data on being more positive than sugar, tend
which thes* were based ?"
little to gastric fermentation.
I reply with pleasure, and hope
It is well enough to observe in cases
what I may be able to say in answer of dyspepsia and idiosyncrasy, where
to the questions on the subject will the mellic acid does not receive the
proTe satisfactory.
co-operation of the gastric acids to
The general recognition of hon«y in favor digestion, it may develop a
the pharmacopoeias shows its high strong, untoward effect, even to cause
officinal position.
The United States sickness. But such cases are not
Dispensatory necessarily had to re- common, and upon the whole, honey
ceive it as an officinal remedy, but un- is a wholesome diet, a good, mild
fortunately blotched it with a great medicine, and even a potent prophy" Honey possesses lactic of diseases. But the most imerror.
It says
the same medical properties with portant physiological action of honey
sugar, but is more disposed to run off in passing through the system, is its
by the bowels, and to occasion grip- election for the liver, on which organ
What an unhappy con- it expends the whole of its glucose
ing pain."
tradiction by so high an authority
Starch and sugar follow
material.
The deleterious effects referred to the same route, but only by means of
show at once that honey is something a highly complicated operation. In
more than sugar. It may safely be the glycogenic process of the liver on
assumed that all remedies that betray honey, no special reconstruction is
an untoward effect on the system, needed as is the case with starch and
may be turned to a medicinal advan- sugar. The latter have first to be
tage. This explains why some of the converted
into glucose, much like
most powerful " poisons " may serve that of honey, before its assimulation
us as the most efficient means to sub- in the liver. It is self-evident that
due disease. A tisane is no medicine this economy of labor on the part of
it may serve as a nutritive
but it the liver on honey, makes it an excelis soon subverted by physiological lent hepatic with laxative and diuretic
where, on the other effects.
There is perhaps no other
operations

hachenberg,

G. P.

honey

d.

si.

is

:

:

!

—

;

;
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and
hepatic like honey, all others stimu- employed as aliment, condiment,
demulcent and aperlate the liver into action at a certain medicme. It is
adjunct
prescribed as an
vital expense; honey facilitates its ient, and is
etc.
operation on a reverse principle, that to gargles in cynanche tonsillaris,
still It is used as a detergent to foul
is, by lessening its labor, and
London
perform the normal amount of work. ulcers." The oxymel of the

England, in his " Outlines of Practice," there are several that contain
honey in some form.
Now when, where, and why is honey
used as an adjunct and solvent by
choice y There are two reasons, one

and Dublin Pharmacopoeias (made of is to favor the assimulation of the
here be proper to state that
honey and vinegar) is recommended base in the prescription, and the other
conever
hardly
is
acid
that
the mellic
as a " pleasant addition to gargle, is to associate it with remedies
by
decomposed
but
liver,
the
to
veyed
and is sometimes used as a vehicle of in some way or another have, more or
it
Should
chyle.
of
the
alkalinity
with
the
expectorant medicines, and to im- less, some analogous principles
be taken to the liver, it would serve part flavor to drinks in febrile com- it, either physiologically or chemias an irritant to that organ, causing plaints." I know of a Texas physi- cally. The object is to maintain a
violent bilious vomiting and purging.
remecian that uses the oxymel, and noth- compatibility of the different
The history of some cases that may ing else, in the treatment of croup dies in a prescription. Take any of
be confounded with idiosyncrasy, I and other throat diseases, and, I am the above examples where honey is
think will establish this as a fact. told, with wonderful success
given in connection with other remeHoney leaves its highest blessing not
dies, we find that each is modified in
adjunct,
an
used
as
honey
is
Where
easy
only on the liver, but through its
It may give a
its physiological force.
pleasant
and
flne
very
has
often
it
that
in
but thorough assimulation
" Honey of keener edge to honey, and blunt the
as
the
such
effects,
healthy
holds
a
organ, it necessarily
acridity of its associates. Here is a
"
"
sympathy with the operations of the Roses,*' Honey of Borax," Oxymel principle that involves the construcof
formulae
other
and
etc.,
Squill,"
of
liver,
the
fault
of
some
kidneys. By
of all scientific prescriptions.
found in the Pharmacopoeias tion
it may turn starch and sugar into the kind
many reasons there is often a
It is in- For
glucose, but fail in the elimination, of the medical profession.
necessity of uniting remedies, as disthrowing the burden on the kidneys, teresting and suggestive to see the ease is a complex affair ; but at the
that
often a most dire disaster, unfortu- different preparations of honey
the folly of
drug-mar- same time we must see
nately too common, which would not may now be found in the
polypharmacy, or what in common
few
the
with
In connection
ket.
take place by the use of honey.
parlance is called " shot-gun medicaalready given, there is the Acetomel, tion."
In my article on the "Medical
(HoneyAquamel
Anaphromel,
Aloe,
In domestic practice, honey has
Properties of Honey," is given a full
Water). Aquamelis, ^gyptomel, Cer- been used for ages as an independent
list of the same, both as a local and
Ger.,
Ph.
Honey
Depurated
omel.
the treatment of some
Perhaps the
constitutional remedy.
Glycerated remedy for
Of Honey of -Elder Flowers,
diseases. Physicians in the present
list has appalled Dr. Spencer.
Honey
Rhodomel,
Hydromel,
Honey,
age with their armamentarium of
course they are not all of an immeof Rhatany, Honey of Borax and over four thousand remedies, make
diate character, some are primary,
VicU:
Violets, etc.
Honey
of
Roses,
some secondary and reflex, and of Frederick Stearns & Go's " Pharm better, quicker, and surer work by
associating it with other remedies.
such nature as only Dr. S. and other aceutical Catalogue."
medical scientists can determine. In
But what is its actual physiological
in
takes
frequently
place
honey
The
determining the medical properties
force as a curative agent V In redemands
prescriptions
authenticated
of a remedy, much depends upon cirferring to my "Consultation Book,"
I have had special
cumstances, and the way a skillful our attention.
where with the labor of years I made
the
part
of
this
examine
to
facilities
physician prescribes it. For example,
a proximate estimate of the " force
years
many
for
been
Havins
subject.
emetic.
it
An
?
toke ipecac. What is
of each remedy, I find that I have
"
Yet it cures vomiting, and thereby engaged on" a Consultation Prescripto honey 14, sugar 6, and
full list assigned
a
contains
which
Book
tion
disease
In
a
anti-emetic.
becomes an
The scale runs from 1 to
1.
starch
with their posolof the lungs, you put the patient in of all the remedies
higher the figure the more
The
100.
so far as I
bed, and it is administered as a ogy and properties, etc.,
medicine. The force of
the
powerful
diaphoretic and expectorant. Give it could, by large resources at my com- Prussic acid is represented at 97.
thouand many
to one, and turn him out-doors, and mand, procure them ;
stands rather high in the
noso- Honey here
likely to prove diuretic and sand authenticated prescriptions
it is
scale as a mild remedy, but mainly on
only
not
cover
Constihepatic. In fever, as a febrifuge ; in logically classifled to
account of its local effects.
cholera and convulsions, as an anti- each disease, but every stage and tutionallv administered, on Leibig s
In
this
have.
may
it
spasmodic ; in labor, as a parturient complication
theory of the disposition of sugar in
of material, I
in dyspepsia, as a tonic ; in constipa- voluminous collection
the system, I would make it 10, leavas
author,
observed
carefully
tion, as an aperient ; in diarrhea, as a have
ing it still higher than sugar, on acwhat
manin
apiarist,
and
physician
sedative ; in hemorrhages,as a consticount of the behavior of its mellic
the
by
prescribed
was
honey
ner
intermitBut without
tutional hsematostatic in
acid in the stomach.
profesmedical
the
of
minds
master
in
hystent fever, as an antiperiodic ;
the acid in its assimulation, which is
hundred
a
perhaps
have
may
I
sion.
in
many
and
nervine
;
effected than
teria, as a
honey much more readily
forms of chronic diseases as an altera- formulae in my book, where
it would fall below sugar and
sugar,
cases as in the
tive, etc. It is often the case that the was pie3cribed,inmany
The importance of this
stand at 4
physician with suitable cases will oxymel that could not well be re- arrangement is clear, as it greatly
mould his remedy to his purpose, as placed with any other saccharine lessens the chances of making a misa potter does his clay ; not only this, material. It is with some pique, 1 take in prescribing powerful remethese
but doctors may all prescribe the have to say that nearly all of
glance is sufficient to make
oxymel, dies
same remedy for the same purpose, honey prescriptions, like the
an intelligent estimate of the power
is
evident
It
Europe.
in
and they be like so many musicians orginated
of any drug, and with full security,
playing the same instrument and the that the honey in these prescriptions which the reading of many pages on
menstruum
a
of
both
place
the
same tune, and yet no two play it take
the subject may not always do, to say
and a medicine— a chemical agent no nothing of the loss of time.
alike.
of
those
a
except
has,
solvent
other
in
will
be perceived now
It
The biblical history of honey leads
in
what way I passed judgment on the violent nature. I have noticedwith
to think that it is not held in the
us
honey
that
formulas,
these
The
honey.
medical properties of
general estimate in the present
same
with
worms;
for
electuary
an
Kusso,a3
important
is
as
case
often
nature of a
ages of
to sac- age that is was in the earlier
preference
in
tonic
pep3in,as
a
properties
the
determine
to
a factor
conchlorate of the world. But from the present
with
;
pepsin
charated
itself.
the
remedy
as
remedy,
a
of
dition of things, we have every indiLet us briefly refer to some of the potash, for gargles; with mindererus, cation that it is about to regain its
with
Prof. as a diaphoretic and febrifuge
authorities on our subject.
former appreciation from mankind.
John J. Reese, in his "American opium and assafetida, as an antispaswith I am no prophet, nor the seventh son
Medical Formulary," gives honey as modic sedative and nervine;
cannot resist
laxative, hepa- of the seventh son, yet I
a " demulcent and laxative, and used sulphur and senna,a3 a
to show you the chick
temptation
the
analgesic
the
In
carthartic.
as a vehicle for other medicines." In tic and
in the egg, in my last article
" Honey is prescriptions of Prof. Fenwink, of that lay
Dungleson's Dictionary
It

may

!

;

!

A

;

:
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on this subject— when speaking of
honey as a prophylactic. Honey is
destined not only to take an important place in medicine, but in state
medicine in particular. As a prophylactic, it will turn up as a giant in the

way

to stay the march of epidemics.
You
this extrava^nt idea V
know well enough, Dr. S., that in the
case of a victim of cholera, yellow
fever, or of any other acute "malignantmalady, it is the liver that receives the Brst blow— the glycogenic

Why

process is stopped or greatly impaired,
suppression of the urine follows with
a dire train of symptoms all pointing
to the grave. If our theory is correct
as to the behavior of honey in the

honey is to the liver what oil is
to machinery
the wear and tear of
epidemic influences on it will do it
Of course the
little or no harm.
protection is only secured by the daily
use of honey as a diet, previous to the
exposure of sickness.
When the
damage is once done, honey or any

the microscopist to charge his instru-

ment

for large

game.

There was but little if any signs of
brood-reariug. Those colonies that had
the most upward ventilation seemed
Their cold
to have fared the best.
and devitalizing condition brought
them out all right however, I hardly
think they suffered much with the
cold, as I think they were able to
generate sufBcient warmth for comfort, and some to spare.
It should be remembered that the
more porous the coverings are, the
requisite amount brings equal warmth
and a drier condition.
;

Bradford,

(5

Iowa.

liver,

From

;

the Cantwlian

Bee Journal.

Comliinations for Honey-Proicers,
I.

M. HICKS.

viewed

tinually sacrificing every principle of
justice in order to accomplish their
cunningly devised plans of injustice

W. DAYTON.

Last fall I prepared an apiary of 1 12
colonies for wintering, by covering
them drst with forest leaves, and
then with 8 inches of earth
passage-way was provided from the entrance to the outside air, and a small
space of
the leaves at the top of
the mound
were left uncovered
with earth, to allow upward ventilation, and the escape of moisture. The
open space of leaves was protected
from snow and rain by a hive cover.
I should have said that 72 colonies
were arranged in this way, and the
remaining 40 were the same except
that the leaves were entirely covered
at the top, so that all chances for
upward circulation was cut off.

A

They were doomed to a confinement
On making examination
on April 2, the 40 colonies were found
dead, and 69 of the 72 were alive to
of 150 days.

toward the many.

These things

will,

at some future time, be more fully
noticed and properly managed by the
masses. Such corporations seem to
flourish like the " green bay tree " for
a while, but Ood is jtist, and will,
doubtless, put it into the hands of
His people to rectify these inhuman
wrongs now exercised by almost every
organization in existence. It has for
many years been the custom of many
honey-producers to consign their crop
to some commission dealer in some
city, for instance, one C. O. Perrine,
of Chicago, who used to deal heavily
in pure honey as furnished by the
bee-keepers, as well as much of his
own bogus production added, in order

(industry) does not in a
very great degree abound among the

commission men of the present day,
except at the expense of the producer, hence every producer can well
afford to be his own salesman, provided always he desires good and
reasonable returns for his honey. It
seems to me after many years of close
observation and contrasting the past
with the present state of things, that
it would be vain for the bee-keepers
of America to try such a scheme as
heads this article. It is a true saying,

and worthy of full consideration, that
even in all such combinations, the big
fish eat up the little ones, and the
stock goes up or down as the case
may be. But one thing is sure, that
the little fish soon find themselves far
in the rear of the sharks, which has
been, and is yet, the order of the day
among all combinations, and the
many suffer at the hands of such
organizations
hence I for one, am
opposed to all movements, especially
so, when they have such a strong
tendency of becoming a monopoly,
which, if once organized, would have
no other object in view than to control the honey trade, as against the
consumer and directly in the interests
of such organized monopoly. In fact,
honey
so far as our commission
dealers at this date are concerned, it
almost amounts to the same thing ; a
few of whom have control of the trade
now in their locality, and we often
hear of sad complaints from parties
who make consignments, failing to
receive enough in return to pay ordinary expenses of production.'
Battle Gronnd,*c Ind.

Well done, friend Hicks, you need
no combination to boom price for you.
We wonder how many more of our

bee- friends will see the necessity of
establishing a home market, by allowing no person, whether rich or poor,
to go without a supply of honey, at all
times of the year, if effort, honest
dealing and good honey will secure it.
Bee-keepers have been giving their
attention too much to cities and
towns, and allowing the rural populato make more extended sales.
More tion to go without.
have never
than once have we seen his bogus known an instance, where the proper
productions in glass jars and tumblers effort was put forth and the best
for sale in the grocery stores of our management
adopted, that honey
own Hoosier State. Mr. C. O. Perrine could not be sold in much larger
was not alone in such dealings, as quantities. There is not one quarter
well as quoting honey at certain of our territory wliere honey might be
figures, far below the actual sales sold, occupied to-day. In one district

We

enjoy a flight. Such long winters are
almost enough to disgust the apiarist,
and drive him from this northern
country to continue his avocation
made.
but when he realizes that it is so beneWe also find for several years past
fiting to the honey maiket, he is con- the quotations of honey (not glucose)
siderably relieved.
have been very low, by the various
In many of the dead colonies I be- commission men in many cities, eslieve there had not been live bees for pecially in Chicago and Cincinnati at
months, as but little of the honey had the same time I retailed all the honey
been consumed. Several combs where I could produce at 20 cents for exthe honey had been taken out, con- tracted and 25 cents per pound for
tained 4 or 5 pounds of water. Four comb honey. And at this writing I
colonies that were in one end of long have disposed of my 1886 crop at'20
hives, while the other part of the hive cents per pound, something over 4.000
was stuffed with leaves, showed the pounds, all of which has been sold
good effects of the space into which direct to the consumer, and not a
the moisture escaped.
few of the pound went into a grocery store or to
dead colonies left the combs and hive a commission merchant.
clean and nice,but the majority befoulI have long since found that it takes
ed the hive and combs that affords a industry to produce, as well as to sell
chance for "frame scraping." and honey at a paying price. The former
;

A

commodity

;

When

from a practical
other remedy may fail to save the stand-point, this seems to me a step
patient. The golden rule in medicine in the wrong direction, especially so
IS. '• Prevention is better than cure."
if we are allowed to judge of other
Austin.© Texas, Feb. 21, 1887.
combinations, such as Boards of
Trade, Railroad Corporations, and
many others I could mention of which
For tbe Ajnerlcan Bee Joumai.
I do not wish to leave unnoticed, the
Coal Oil and Express Combinations,
all of which have and are still conAn Experifflent on Ventilation.
C.
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canvass is
being practiced, the sales are increasin fact the caning at every round
vasser is himself astonished at the
large quantities he is able to sell, and
after paying the ordinary wholesale
price for it. finds he can make more
money in that way than he could by
hiring by the day or month. Of course
he is well suited to his occupation.
How many thousands of ladies and
gentlemen have we idle at the present time, or earning very small wages,
who, if they could embark in the sale
of honey arid apply themselves with
the same diligence, might secure a
much better living? and who could
refuse to buy honey from a lady ? Any
who embark in this business and en-

where a house-to-house
;
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deavor to succeed, will be conferring
a benefit on the bee-keeping public.
What you say in reference to placing
our honey in the hands of men who
adulterate, cannot be put too strongly,
for, no doubt, gr«at injury is done to
our market by these men. It is quite
a common thing in London to see
large shipments of honey from America and other places sold at 3 to 5
cents per pound.— Ed. C. B. J.

[There are two sides to all debatThe above presents
subjects.
good reasons for doing what the
American Bee Jouknal h»s for
years advised— that of building up
local markets in every village and
hamlet in America, and we still believe that to be the true solution of
the difficulty.- Ed.]
able

seemed to abate, so that, in 1868, bees
were quite common again.
As 1868 was a splendid honey season, bee-talk was rife in this locality,
which again brought to life old ambitions which had been crushed out by
the former loss by disease among the
bees, so that the spring of 1869 found
Mr. I), with 2 colonies of bees of his
own, as the starting-point to his present apiary. Wishing to know for himself all of the minutiae of this (to him)
interesting pursuit, he procured nearly
all the bee-books of that day, and
subscribed for the bee-papers.
As
his ambition led him toward the practical side of bee-keeping, Quinby's
" Mysteries of
Bee-Keeping Explained " was his favorite, the pages
of which were as familiar to him as
a nursery rhyme.
His intense desire
to learn and investigate the bees in

claiming that around the queen cen-

was in bee-keeping,
which has caused the subject of this

tered all there

sketch to study along the line of
queen-rearing to a much larger extent than any other part of this interesting pursuit, and it is believed by
him that much of his success as a
honey-producer has come from this,
and his ever-anxious care to get the
hive filled with brood at such a time
that there would be multitudes of
field-bees at the opening of the honey
harvest,

[Mr. G. M. Doolittle, whose likeness
on this page, is one of the most
successful and practical of American
bee-keepers, and has a world-wide
reputation as such. He is well-known
as a writer for all the American beeperiodicals, and faithfully gives his
plans and methods to the public year
after year. He is genial and companionable, and one of America's
sons that she is proud to own and
honor. Ed.]
is

For tbe Araertcan Bee Joamal

Sections Filled litli Comli.
C. H.

DIBBBKN.

I have carefully read the articles of
Mr. Hutchinson, on page 200, and Mr.
Thielmann, on page 201. Mr. Hutchinson has hit the nail on the head

squarely, when he says

" I can think of
one reason why honey stored in drawn
comb might remain longer unsealed,
than that stored in foundation, that
was drawn but slightly in advance of
the filling i. e., the drawing out and
filling were both in progress at the
:

;

time.
The opportunity for
ripening is greater when the honey is
in
the cells."
That Is
not very deep
just the conclusion I came to, after
years of experimenting. But the fact,
that honey stored in full, drawn comb
is more apt to sour than that built by
the bees or drawn from foundation,
is not my only objection to the use of

same

such combs.
In an apiary that
From

Grieanings.

GilDertM,Doolittle,

many unexplored reand much room for the deepest

that there are

G. M. Doolittle was born April 14,
1846, near his present location, in the
town of SpafEord, Onondaga County,
New York. His parents were natives
of Connecticut, and moved to this
State a few years before he was born
hence the thoroughness, energy and
;

Yankee

"'

are largely
subject of this
sketch. From his earliest youth, Mr.
D. has been an admirer of the busy
bee, taking great interest in them
when kept by his father. Later on,
nearly all the bees in this section of
country perished with foul brood, so
that from 1856 to 1862 a colony of bees
was a rarity. After this the disease

manifested

in

the

run on correct

Now

A NEIGHBOR.

activity of the "

is

principles, there will be few or no
every particular has been such that he combs built during the white honey
has dreamjd of them at night, and harvest to carry over to another year
thought of them in his working hours to be refilled. Then it is the combs
to almost an absorbing extent, and mainly built late in the season that
to-day he is still a student, believing are extracted and carried over.

gions,

thought, even on the practical part of
this pursuit.

In the first years of his apicultural
study, Elisha Gallup, then living in
Iowa, gave him by letter much practical instruction, which, together with
Gallup's articles in the different
papers of that time, so grew into his
life that he went by the name of
" Gallup " among bee-keepers about
him for several years and to-day he
is often heard to say that there never
has, to his mind, been a greater man in
the realm of bee-keeping than E.
Gallup. Gallup, in his private letters,
laid great stress on
good queens.
;

known

that comb partakes
largely of the color of the flowers on
which the bees are working at the
time. Such combs are usually dark
or yellow, and heavier than those
built in
the white clover season.
Then, too, the wood of the sections is
always more or less soiled, either by
propolis, honey that has leaked out,
dust, bleached out by light, or stained
by getting wet. It is almost impossible to get such sections to look as
neat and clean as new ones.
Mr. Thielmann seems to think that
my trouble with old comb arises from
the fact that I did not have the bees
clean them up immediately after extracting. Now it this was the one
it is

well
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thing needful, then Mr. Thielmann
and other writers should always state
this, as other wise bee-keepe"rs, who
have not "progressed" as far as he
thinks he has, might ruin their honey
crop, as he admits that honey will
sour in the combs unless cleaned by
Well, I
the bees the previous fall.
tried th;it plan some years ago, but I
could see no difference between combs
cleaned up by the bees in the fall, or
cleaned but by the bees in the
spring, as they will clean them up
thoroughly before they will put a
single drop in. I also found it a nice
job to get the bees out of the sections
a second time in the fall. Sometimes
they would litterally pack themselves
into these empty combs, and neither
smoke nor shaking had much effect
on the benumbed bees, during cool

soon those that are not so good, and
by-and-by we are found using the bad.
We all know the result— dirty sections, bulged combs, honey souring
and running all over everything, disgusting dealers, low prices, dissatis" blue " beefied consumers, and

could see no particular advantage of fall-cleaned-up combs
over spring-cleaned ones, I concluded
that this extra work was very much
like " puttering."
My only object in calling attention
to this subject is to induce bee-keepers to be more particular, and produce
a better quality of honey. Since I
have discarded the use of old combs,
I use nothing but new white wood
sections, with separators
between
each comb, I have built up a demand
for my honey that is far beyond my
ability to supply.
During the past
season I could have sold many thousands of pounds after my 10,000 was

nary hive-bee or honey-bee, called by
the way of distinction, the black or
brown, from being almost one uniform brown-black color, with slight
indications of paler bands on the abdomen, and clothed with grayish
brown hairs. Until within the last
fifteen years, no other bee was known
in north or west Europe. This bee,
after escaping, has made itself wild
in the American and New Zealand
woods.

days.

Now as I

keepers.

Milan,^

Ills.

Irisb

Races of

tlie

Farmers' Gazette.

—

—

VI Tunisian. Tunis, on the
north of Africa, has a peculiar race
of bees. They are the same in size as
the Cyprian and Syrian, but their
color is dark brown even darker than
They
the common black or brown.
are active workers, keep on the combs
when being handled, and bear smoke
better than other Eastern races ; but
they are liable to attack a person
coming near them, even though not

—

interfered with.

VII— Cakniolan.—The Camiolan

Honey-Bee,

H. W. LETT, M. A.
I submit the following description
of ten different varieties of the Apis
mellifica which are kept in hives
:

I— Black or Brown— The

ordi-

II— Italian Alp.— The Italian Alp
bee, sometimes called Ligurian, is indigenous to the mountainous district
that lies in the north of Italy round
about the lakes Magiore and Como.
gone, could I have obtained such It is of a light orange yellow color,
with two orange red bands on the
honey as I produced.
Mr. Thielmann seems to think that abdomen, and is longer and more
They are
1 could not distinguish the sections slender than the black.
that had been filled with old comb, better honey gatherers, more hardy
but I venture to say that with me, and prolific, and very courageous in
nine out of ten would grade " No. 2.'' defending their own hives, even from
Mr. T. says that in extracting he the ravages of the wax-moth.
shaves down all uneven or bulged
Ill— Cyprian.—The Cyprians are
oombs, which shows he does not use natives of Cyprus and part of Turkey
separators, another fatal defect in a in Asia.
They are yellow, quite
progressive bee-keeper.
if he slender, wasp-like, and smaller than
would shave these combs down so Italians. They always have a yellow
they would not be over >.i-inch thick, shield mark on the back between the
it would be about equal to good foun- wings.
They are strong, excellent
dation, and would do away largely to honey gatherers, winter better than
my objections to old comb.
any other race, and are proof against
Mr. T. makes one extraordinary being robbed by other bees. But they
"
statement, viz
Many times the are easily excited, and most revengebees will fill a case before they would ful stingers.
enter one with only foundation in the
Syrian.— The Syrian bees are
sections." Now I will admit that the found on that part of Asiatic Turkey
bees will till the empty combs a little which lies north of Mount Carmel.
guicker, but when filled they seem to They are of the same size, qualities,
esitate about sealing it up, seeming and temper as the Cyprians, from
to know that it is not sufficiently which they differ in showing less
ripened to be capped. I have watched yellow, and being on the whole of a
combs, side by side on the same hive, grayer color over their whole bodies.
one of foundation and the other They are quite distinct from the next
comb, and the first would have every variety.
cell capped the soonest.
Indeed, the
Holy Land.—The Holy Land,
bees often persistently refuse to cap or as the natives call them, the Holy
cells near tbe wood at all. in these Bees, are found in Palestine, south of
comb-filled sections.
Mount Carmel. They are marked
I am glad that I have attracted at- like the Cyprians, but their hair is so
tention to this subject
we want to light in color they appear to be beauTheir size is smaller
get at the truth of the matter.
I tifully striped.
want to hear from Mr. Heddon, Dr. than Italians, but larger than CypMiller, Mr. Pond, and also further rians.
They are very active and farfrom Mr. Doolittle, Mr. Dadant and flying, most wonderful cell builders,
others.
but
I have no interest in the and get honey from red clover
matter, only that I desire the produc- they are ready to sting, become
tion of the very best comb honey. furious at the least smoke, and run
The trouble is in old sections and off their combs when one is lifted
combs; we first use the best, and from the hive.

Now

:

IV—

V—

;

;

bees are natives of Camiola, in South
Austria. They are longer and thicker
than the black or brown, being the
largest domesticated European bee.
The color is a rich, dark brown, nearly
black, while each ring of the abdomen
is clearly marked
oy whitish-gray
hairs, giving it a silvery look. They
are equal to Italians in honey gathering, fecundity and hardiness, while
they are of a most remarkably gentle
attacking the
disposition,
never
manipulator, except when they are
treated with improper roughness.
The bees
Hungarian.
VIII
peculiar to Hungary are the same size
of, but far blacker than the common
brown. They are very fair honey
gatherers, and as gentle as Italians,
but their propensity to swarm renders
them very uncertain and unprofitable.

—

—

IX— Egyptian. — The

Egyptian

but quite
yellow,like the Italians. They abound,
both wild and in domestication, along
the valley of the Nile, and while
famed for good honey gathering qualities, are without exception the most
ferocious bees known outside of India.
bees are like Syrians in

size,

X— South African.— There

is

an

excellent race of bees, both wild and
hived, in the Cape Colony, which it is
to be hoped will soon be introduced
to our bee-keepers. They are the size
and color of Italians, but grayer, while
they are more tractable, and at the

same time very

prolific,

and

of re-

where
markable working powers
honey is to be gathered, they keep at
often
are
at
it early and late, and
work even by moonlight.
It is from the best of these races
that the advanced bee-keepers of the
world are now endeavoring to concentrate in one strain those characteristics which commend themselves
;

as desirable in the best bred bee. And
it may be safely stated that the honeybee of the future will be as superior
to the bees known to us twenty years
ago, as a pure Shorthorn is to an old
brindled cow.
County Down, Ireland.

0^ To

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
village,

create

town and

city,

Honey" (only .'50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a DEMAND for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the foUowint? prices :
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giN-ingthe name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them).
;

;
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with frames crosswise, and
frames hung lengthwise in winter and
spring. It took all my first year to
climb that (to me) almost insurmountThe plan involves a
able obstacle.
world of work and bother, but it is
No dead bees
perfectly successful.
or moldy combs are in the hives, and
no spring dwindling

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

JB87.

May 4,

of

hives,

MeeUno.

5.— Texas State, at McKinney, Tex.
B. F. Carroll, Sec, Dresden, Teat.

May 5.— Progressive, at Bedford. Ohio.
Miss Dema Bennett, Sec., Bedford,
May 5. -Sheboygan County, at Hingham.'Wis.

O.

nies, and I shall not unite them with
others, but supply them with eggs
from other colonies, as I shall soon
need to make up nuclei, and they are
fair colonies. I secure excellent results in giving a space of an inch or
more below the brood-combs in win-

then they never get clogged up
as they formerly did. Of those wintered in the cellar, we raise the front
May 10.— Keystone, at Scranton, Pa.
Arthur A. Davis, Sec, Clark's Green, Pa.
board of the hive, giving a large enColonies.—
Starving
Building
up
trance. The bees taken out of the
May 10.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
D. F. Shattuck, Sec, Homer, N. Y.
T. F. Kinsel, Shiloh,6 Ohio, on April cellar on March 1 have from 3 to 4
Ills.
Rockton,
W.
Wis.,
at
Ills.
&
8.
N.
W.
May 24.—
combs of capped brood, and plenty of
14, 1887, says
D. A. Fuller, Sec. Cherry Valley, Ills.
bees to keep them warm. Those just
Last fall when putting my bees into taken from the cellar have but very
May 26.-'We8t Lake Shore Central, at Kiel, Wis.
Ferd Zastrow, Sec, Millhome, Wis.
light
coloweak,
the cellar I found 8
little brood, and about the same numnies. These were set aside by themDec- -Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich.
This spring has been
ber of bees.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
necesfed,
if
could
be
they
selves, so
very favorable to putting bees out
made
I
February
The
middle
of
Secresary.
^F" In order to have this table complete,
early,
there has been but very little
and found these 8 severe as
taries are requested to forward full particulars of an examination
weather since March 1.
time and place of future meetings.— Bd.
colonies starving. I took a frame of
sealed white clover and basswood
honey and inserted it in the centre of
Disagreeable Weather, etc.— Abe
the cluster. They soon became quiet
Hoke, Union City,o* Ind., on April 19,
again, and are as good to-day (put out
of the cellar on April 2, and on April 1887, says
8 I finished) as any. All my bees
This is a beautiful morning but
spotted their hives when put out
yesterday was a very disagreeable
these 8 certainly no more than the day, as it snowed all the afternoon.
others. My cellar can be kept at 38° It was cold last night ; the snow was
Successful Wintering of Bees.— I. to 42° Fahr.
All the colonies had 3 inches deep.
In my letter on page
A. Travis, Lyons, o. Wis., on April 13, brood when put out of the cellar, and
235, 1 am made to say that I had not
capped.
of
it
was
some
1887, says
lost an entire colony in three winters.
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.

ter, as

:

SChSSi^
fsmk"

;

I put in the cellar last fall 110 coloSwarming Expected Soon.— F. L
nies of bees, and on April 2, 1887,
took out 109 colonies, all in good con- Merrick, Waldron,CH Ills., on April
The one that died, starved 14, 1887, says
dition.
but a few days before I put them out.
My bees were packed on the sumIs this not doing well ?
mer stands, and all came through the
They are
winter in fine condition.
Feeding Honey in Musty Combs.— bringing in pollen lively. They had
honey,
but
I comSubscriber at Prophetstown,^ Ills., an abundance of
menced feeding in February. I think
asks the following
some of them will swarm within 30
I have lost several colonies of bees days.
from diarrhea, their combs being
left in a musty, bad condition.
Is
Wintered without Loss.- L. Reed,
there any danger of the bees contract- Orono,OMich., on April 14, 1887,
ing disease, if this honey is fed to
writes
healthy colonies V
On Nov. 1.5. 1886. 1 put 54 colonies
LNo; it will be as good as any for
of bees into the cellar in good condispring feeding.— Ed.]
tion. I have been putting them out,
a few at a time, since April 9 to-day
Gathering Pollen.— S. Burton, Eu- I put the last out, all having come
through in splendid condition— no
reka,© Ills., on April 16, 1887, says
all

A

;

:

disease,

no light

colonies,

and

bees have wintered on the sum- strong in bees. We have had a steady
mer stands all right, except one col- winter, with sleighing up to April 1.
hny that I neglected to pack as I did We are having nice weather now,
the others. I had 1.5 colonies, and I the mercury being up to 70° in the
now have 14 that are good and strong. shade to-day ,and has been there a few
They have been gathering natural days before. Bees are carrying in
pollen for several days. My bees are pollen to-day. White clover is startpure Italians, hybrids and blacks, in ing nicely, and prospects for a good
separate hives.
honey season are fair.

should have read, " in three winters
straw hives ;" for I lost 13 colonies
wooden hives during the winter of
188.5-86, which I reported to the Bee

It
in
in

Journal.
[" In straw hives " was omitted, by
an oversight of the printer.— Ed.]

Honey and Pollen Yielding Trees.
—In reply to a question in a private
letter

from Mrs. H.

Hills, of

Wiscon-

regard to alder, soft maple and
poplar yielding honey and pollen.
Prof. A. J. Cook says

sin, in

:

some honey and
The maples— all of
pollen.
them— yield richly of both honey and

The
much

alder yields

pollen. Had we populous colonies at
this season of the year, we should find

the maples among our best honeyPoplars and willows certainly
furnish nectar as well as pollen.

plants.

My

My Experience with Bees.— Frank
Andrews, Smethport,6 Pa., on April
18, 1887,

writes

:

commenced keeping bees

in 1882;
start by taking 4 colonies on
shares. I kept them only one year,
I

got

my

as the owner would not furnish half
divided them, and I
the hives.
Favorable Spring for Bees.— Mrs. had 3 colonies of my own in the spring
spring
of 1886 I had 22
L. C. Axtell, Roseville.o Ills., on of 1883. The
colonies, and last fall I had 42, and
writes
April 14, 1887,
2,756 pounds of honey, about half of
My 202 colonies of bees are in tine it being comb honey in one-pound
condition for this time in the spring. sections. I have lost no bees in winFive colonies were lost from out-door tering, had one colony given to me,
wintering, but all except one that and now have 43 very strong colonies.
was stolen was due to carelessness in 1 winter my bees on the summer
preparing them, as all that were pre- stands, and do all feeding in the fall.
pared properly, and had queens, are I keep them as warm as possible
in good condition. There was no loss through the winter and spring until
swarm. I obtained 185 onein the cellar-wintering of 113 colo- they
nies ; 4 are queenless, but fair colo- pound sections of honey from one

We

Spring Protection of Bees.— Mrs.
H. Hills, Sheboygan Falls,©* Wis., on
April

14, 1887,

says

:

If the Rev. Wm. F. Clarke could
look in my hives to-day. he would see
how the uninstructed mind was
obliged to solve thut problem, " spring
protection," and did succeed in " killing two birds with one stone," by
securing, at the same time, " contraction of the brood-chamber." I had 2inch chaff division-boards at both
sides and ends of ordinary Simplicity

:
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this being the largest

amount

from one colony ever secured

in this

colony

;

locality.
This colony is a black one ;
I got it 2 years ago last September

dealers got the idea from the work
they did for me. I thought I would
get a patent, and so I sent a model to

On

Washington.

page

232,

Messrs.

from a tree which had been cut down J. W. Powell & Son have illustrated
and the honey removed. Their queen almost exactly my invention. My
is still alive.
The colony has never case is reversible, and for Simplicity
swarmed. I have 12 of this queen's of construction I do not think it can
daughters they are very gentle.
I be excelled.
If Messrs. Powell & Son
also have Italians and Holy Land invented their case before I did mine,
bees, but none of them ever produced I willingly make my bow to them
if
more than 124 pounds of honey. The not, will they please make theirs, etc.
Holy Land queens mated with black
[It is only a wctste of money to atdrones are the crosest bees I ever
saw. I have one colony that 1 always tempt to patent the " blank strip to
chloroform. I worked them for ex- correspond with the sections," to
tracted honey last year, and the honey keep the sections
free from propolis.
of this one colony sold for over $20.
As we stated in an editorial item on
I shall kill the queen of this colony if
page 147 of the American Bee JourI can ever find her again.
;

;

nal

for

March

9, 1887,

we have

sev-

Losses of Bees in New York.— O. eral of such " protecting strips," in
L. Whitcomb, Argyle,o X. Y., on different patterns, in our Museum,
April 15, 1887, says
which have been there for years, and
There is a fearful mortality among antedate both Mr. Roe and Messrs.
bees in this section this winter. Our Powell & Son the only difference
cold weather and snow
covers a being the use of one of these strips at
period of 5 months already, with May
hear
to
from. I started in the fall the top as well as on the bottom of
with 8 colonies, and have 2 colonies the " cases " by Messrs. Powell &
left.
"Eighty colonies out of 1.50" Son. The "cases" in our Museum
is one man's loss within two miles
were each described in the Bee Jourdiscouraging outlook.
nal, when received.— Ed.]
:

—
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remained quiet. Three colonies have
evinced no desire to fly during the
winter, but are apparently in a most
satisfactory condition, dry, cozy and
comfortable. Six colonies soiled the
entrances to their hives before their
flight, but not badly.
Everything
considered, I am well satisfied with
the status of all of my colonies at the
present time, as they have been working " with a will " on rye-meal for the
past five days, from every hive. Pollen on the willows is beginning to
make its appearance, which makesme feel like reporting " .50—50," but
as it is I will wait until spring, and
then see how many colonies I have.

No Rain

for

Two Years.— W.

G.

Ponton, Corwin,OTex., on April 9,
1887, writes;

" Texas against the world for
honey," is what one of our Lone Star
bee-keepers has said. I really do not

know whether

this

is

correct or not,

but I would state it thus
Texaa
against the world for drouth.
We
have not had a good rain since the
spring of 1885, and 1887 is coming in
more gloomy than ever. Wheat and
oats are considered a complete failure there is yet hope for corn, should
we get a good rain this month, and
yet, consideringthe great drouth, bees
The Cappings over Honey.— C. P.
are doing remarkably well, owing toWhite
Clover
in Bloom, etc.— John the
Dadant, Hamilton,*© Ills., writes
peculiar flora of this country,
H. Christie, Dyersburg,*o Tenn., on which makes it par excellence for the
Mr. Hutchinson (on page 2.32) now April
production of honey.
18, 1887, writes
All we need
bases his arguments, mainly, on the
is enterprising apiarists.
Bee-Keepreports of some distinguished apiarBees have wintered pretty well in ing is conducted
here according to
ists who found " honey so thickened this part of Tennessee. The winter
the log-gum system. Every Saturday
that it did not fill the cell more than has been very mild. My bees brought
a very spicy visitor calls about 11
half full." I do not wish to be un- in, pollen on Jan. 31. They got along
a.m., in the shape of the American
derstood as disputing this statement, very well until the last cold spell,
Bee Journal, heaping full of good
but I do say that I believe it comes then the most of the colonies stopped news.
from mistaken observations. Let Mr. breeding, and some of them run short
Hutchinson take a can full of honey, of stores so that I had to feed them
Wintered Well in the Cellar.—F.
no matter how thin, when sealed by some. I have had 4 swarms so far,
the bees, and whenever he succeds in all from one colony. It cast the first A. Gibson, Racine,o Wis., on April
evaporating it, by whatever process, swarm on April 2, then one on April 18, 1887, writes
until the can is only half full, I will 10, another on April 12, and the last
My bees have wintered in splendid
silently, and willingly, give up.
on April 14. They are about
ItalThey
ians. I saved all of the swarms, and condition, having lost none.
were
confined from last Thanksgiving
they are all doing well. I have heard
Bees Packed in Sawdust— W. Z. of a good many swarms throughout Day to April 9, without having a
Hutchinson, Rogersville,t5 Mich., on the country I had ripe strawberries flight. They did not spot the hives
on April 15, and saw some white any when put out. There were such
April 14, 1887, says
clover bloom to-day— both in the open large clusters of bees hanging from
Bees have come through in excel- country. I am 68 years old to-day, the combs that I had to shake them
lent condition. I have 110 colonies; and have kept bees about 25
the bottom-boards on. They
years. I off to get
80 are packed in sawdust, as recom- have about 100 colonies in all.
commenced carrying in pollen the
mended in the first chapter of my
next day after being put out.
The
little book.
temperature was at 41° in my beeTwo Feet of Snow on the Ground. cellar when I put them in, and continued so until I removed the bees.
Protecting Sections from Propolis.
J. P. Latham, Cumberland, p Me.,
The cellar is under the honey-house,
—Mr. J. J. Roe, Buchanan, p Mich., on April 14, 1887, writes
bricked up, with an air-space all
writes
At this date there is a greater body around it, and 10 inches of sawdust
While taking off honey last summer of snow on the ground than I have on top, between two floors. The bot1 saw the desirability of a section- ever known at any corresponding date tom floor is of cement, closed by
case which would better protect the before.
Although bare spots are double doors from outside.
sections from propolis. I thought of beginning to appear in the open land,
a blank strip to correspond with the there is still about 2 feet of snow in
The Western 'World Gnlde and Handsections, and had some of that kind the woods. The past winter has been
made.
I then made up a hundred of unusual severity, cold and bluster- Book of Useful Information, contains the
cases, and thought I would not give ing. Feb. 9 was fair and mild, as was greatest amount of useful Information ever
the invention to the public before also Feb. 16 and 19 then it was very put together in such a cheap form. The
testing it in my own apiary.
This severe until March 12, when it began printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
spring I received a catalogue from to moderate again. On March 13 and and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
the dealers in bee-supplies, who 14 all of my colonies of bees, that one sending us two new subscribers besides
made my cases, which advertised my seemed to need it, enjoyed a cleans- his own. with $3.00, for one year, we will
invention.
I thought
perhaps the ing flight.
About a dozen colonies present a copy of this valuable book.
:

—

;

:

;

:

%

;

—

:

;

I
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ODR CLUBBING

System and Success.

'3^i<eAf^

who

LIST.

intend to be systematic in
t^~
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

$1 00

of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

All

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
"
"

100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

1

25

150
Price of both. Club
1 00
The larger ones can be used for a few col- The American Bee Journal
2 00.. 1 75
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
1 25
1 25
and still keep the record all together In one
Bee-Keepers' Guide
150.. 140
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
The Apiculturist
2 00
1 70
.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

Q.

NEWMAN & SON,

.

.

.

.

Canadian Bee Journal
2 00. 1 75
Rays of Light
1 .50. 1 35
The
7 above-named papers
5 25. 4 50
Iieaflet No. 2, entitled "Alsike Clover
S23J1925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHIGAGQ,ILL.
2 25. 2 00
for Pasturage and Hay," is now ready for and Ctock's Manual
At One Dollar a If ear.
Bees and Honey (Newman). .2 00. 1 75
delivery.
This should be scattered into
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .160.. 150
every neighborhood, In order to induce
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
2 00
Roofs A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
farmers to plant Alsike, that the bees may
H.
Farmer's Account Book
400.. 2 00
have the advantage of it for pasturage. We
BDSINXSS MANAOBR.
Guide and Hand-Book
150.. 130
send them by mail 50 copies for 30 cents
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150... 1 40
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
100 for 50 cents
500 for $2.25— all post>
paid.
It will pay bee-keepers to scatter
One yearly subscription for the American
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail
Bee Jotjbnal must be ordered with each
nothing. If ten farmers out of a hundred
paper or book, in order to take advantage
plant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees
of the prices named in the last column.
—
To Correspondents. It would save will reap a very substantial reward.
lU much trouble, if aU would be particular
to give their P. 0. address and name, when
E. Duncan SnifTen, Advertising Agent,
Ttae Convention History of America
writing to this office. We have several letters
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertisefull
of
proceedings
of
the
with
a
report
the
(gome Inclosing money) that have no name;
ments in all first-class Newspapers and
many others having no Post-Office, County Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and Magazines with more promptness and at
American
Bee
Joubnai,
for
one
the
year,
or State. Also, If you live near one postr
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
will be clubbed for $1.25.
office and get your mail at another, be sure
He gives special attention to writing and
to give the address we have on our list.
setting up advertisements in the most at.

PROPRIETORS,

.

.

.

.

.

.

NEWMAN,

ALFRED

.

.

;

;

^ptcml

^0tii:jes,

Ttae Production of Comb Honey, as tractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorcan now be obtained at practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
can
be
obtained
at
this office, for 25 cts.
Five
Post
Offices
at
reduced
rates.
the
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
52A40t
free.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
^P~ Sample Copies of the Bee JotmsAi.
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
will be sent free upon application. Any one
are payable to any one who presents them,
Ifucca Brushes are employed for reIntending to get up a club can have sample
and are in no way safe.
copies sent to the persons they desire to In- moving bees from the combs. They are a
terview, by Bending the names to this office, soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
Preserre your Papers fer reference. or we will send them all to the agent.
whole length of the handle as well as the
If you have no BINDER we will mall you
brush, they are almost indestructable.
one for 60 cents, or you can have one trex
As there is Another firm in Chicago by When they become sticky with honey, they
3
subscripyou
will
send
us
new
yearly
if
the name of '• Newman & Son," we wish our can be washed, and when dry, are as good
tlons for the Bee Journai,.
correspondents would write " American Bee as ever. The low price at which they are
Journal " on the envelope when writing to sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
Colored Posters for putting up over this office. Several letters of ours have more of them, so as to always have one
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive, already gone to the other firm (a commission handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mall,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
add t cent each for postage.
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or

Money Orders

;

free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

mere

Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a v^ry

tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
on writing paper, ruled and bound,
win Present Webster's Dictionary printed
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postWeekly Bee Journal for a year and give
paid, for two subscribers with S2.
It is
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
mail, add 20 cents for postage.
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

We

Slmmlns' Non-Snrarmlng System

One Dollar invested

for the weekly visits
of the American Bee Jouknal for a year,
will richly repay every apiarist in America.

Red liabels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3xm inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for$1.50 500 forfS.OO 1,000
all with name and address of
for $.1.00

—

:

;

;

;

;

iq>lari8t

printed on

them— by

mall, postpaid.

your subscription

We wiU present
it.
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions with $3.00
can afford to do without

—

direct to this office.

It wrlll

pay any one to

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
is

of a new English bee-book.
The
author claims that it will inaugurate a "new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages
is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be
obtained at this office.

the

When Renewing

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to ,1oin with you in taking the Beb
Journal. It is now ao cheap that no one

title

;

By Using the Binder made

exptessly

can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
We have reduced the price to
in the year.
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1.50.
for this

Bee Journal,

all

Dr. Miller's Booli, "

A

Year

Among

the Bees," and the Bee Journ.vl for one
year, we will club tor $1.50.
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History, biography, natural scenery, stosong and poem, make up Frank Leslie's Swnday

Honey and Beeswax Market.

BOTTOM REACHED.

ry,

Matairhie for May, which

Is

bound to give pleasure

following are our very latest wherever It is read. There IB a due admixture of ITA1,I.*N BEESinHeddon Hive .... $4.00
QUEENS, Untested, 80 cts.; Tested.
1.60
grave and gay in the number, and the editor shows
quotations for honey and beeswax
NUCLEI without Queens, per Frame.
70
much skill in keeping track with the season of
To
Nucleus
add
of
price
Queen
wanted.
CHICAGO.
the year.
1^~
Remit
by
Money
P.
O.
Order,
to
HONBT.— Sellere aak from 7 to 10 cts. for anything off in comb lioney tills includes dark unde-

The

.

.

:

,

:

and crooked combs, and 2-pound

Htrable

Good

sections, io®i2c.

1-lb.

BBE8WAX,-25C.
Mar.

;

K. A.

sections.
choice, 12>4®13C.—

161 Soutli

28.

Water

1887.— Messrs. Bingham & Hether-

St.

DBTBOIT.

HONEY.— Best

white comb, ii(8i2c.

Market

is

improving.

BEB9WAX.- -23C.

Apr.

M. H.

11.

HUNT, Bell

Branch, Mich.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY —We
ct«.

quote

Comb, white.

:

Extracted, white, 4®49i

7i»l3o.

Market Arm.

BEESWAX.— Scarce at 19®22c.
aCHACHT & LBMCKE, 122-124 Davis 8t.
Apr. 4.
CLEVELAND.
HONBY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12®13c.;

second quality, lOigil ic: and buckwheat unsalable
at8fa.9c. Extracted, S®6c.

BEESWAX.— 25c.
Apr.

A. C.

20.

HONEY.— Choice

A Cheap Smoker.—" Martinsville, Ohio,

BUKNBTT,

KBNDEL,

April 11,
inpton, Abronia, Mich.: Enclosed find $2.50
for two Large a'/j-inch Bingham Smokers
(wide shield). They are for my neighbors.
I have one of the Bingham Smokers that I
have used six years, and it is as good as ever.
Send !4-dozen rates.— Respectfully, Amos K.

17A4t

Garner."

ITALIAN BEES, bred ten years from
PURE
imported mothers, at $5 per colony. Hvbrids
A. L.

less.

Strained, in

gidmrtisjemjettts.

more than loreoarrels, 3>ie4Mc. Bitra fancy.
goiiigprices. Extracted. 4M®»5c. Market dull.
Firm at 21c. for prime.
& CO., Commercial St.
Apr. 21.
D. G.

H

:

O. B.

16.

SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

of white clover honey
at I3®i5c.; 2-poundB at ll®13c. Extracted, s®7g.
Sales slow.
BEES WAX.— 28 ots. per lb.
Apr. 22. Blake A Riplst, 57 Chatham Street.

HONBY.—We quote for extracted, 3@7c. per lb.
comb brings ll®14c. per lb. Demand fahr.
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 20®23c. per lb. for

Best

good to choice yellow.
21.

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs
we win
per

lbs. to 225 lbs. each,
deliver on board the cars at 7

lb.

923

BEESWAX.- 25c.

A. V. Bishop, 142

28.

W. Water 8t,

Patent Flat-Bottom

J.
Co., Wis.

Feku Zastrow, Set.

yf

BEES— 10

of Italian and Hybrid
Colonies in 10 L. frame hives,

balance on 8 American frames in Simplicitymade hives.
Will sell all for $4.00 per
Colony.
J. B.

^~

KEENER,

CARLINVILLE,ILLS.

17A2t

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVISEE.
contains the best practical InformatlOD for the
time belDR, sbowlnK what to do, and when and
how to do it. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the AiiCEBICAM
Bbe JotiRNAL, one year, for $3.00.

THE WESTERN WORLD

COMB FOUNDATION.
DinVHAM

Brood Foundation, 40c per lb;
ExtrarThin Vandervort Foundation, 45c.
made Into foundation for 10
lb.
and 20c. per lb. Ten per cent, discount on
all orders received before the 15th of April.
Samples free.
F, W. HOLMES,
Coopersville, Mloo.
9Dtr

WAX

per

100

for Sale Cheap.

llD4t

H. J. SMITH,
Burlington, Wis.

WRITE

GUIDE and HAND-BGOK
OF USEFTTL IITFOBIfATION.
For HOIUE SEEKERS or Tourists,
Capitalists or Laborers.

Falls, Ills.,

16A4t

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 Inches, 288 pages
Price, 60 Cents.

Maps

ia

orUy s part of the Contentt

all the States and Tenitortef,
Including Alaska and District ef Columbia.
area, population, prodactfl.
QoTernment, State, School and Indian Lands of
tlie several States.

of

IklaKrams sbowlnK

Hlatorlea of each of the States froai th«
Earliest Times.
HoTv to Acquire lltands of any kind belODtf*
Inn to the (iovernment by anv forms of entry
who may acquire them, and the dlfTerent laws,:
applicable to the different sections.

Vf

The ninth annual meeting of the Texas
State Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at
Collin Co.. Tex., on May 4 and 5,1887.
All bee-keepers will And a hearty welcome. No
hotel bills to pay. An interesting programme is
ready. Come one, come all. B. F. Cakholl. Sec.

Postal, Pension and Patent Itaws ef the

United States.
Coats-ef-Arms of the States and Views of

McKinney,

Celebrated Places, and of life In different regions.
for measuring Lumber,
LiOgs, Grain,
Liiquids, Tables of Weights and Measures of all
kinds, InterestRules and Tables, LumberTables.
Systems of l<and Measures In Tiu'toas

Rules

will

next annual meeting on Tuesday, May 10,
Court House at scranton, Pa. All are
welcome come and bring your knotty questions.
Interesting an instructive essays are promised by
noted apiarists of the country.
Arthur a. Clare, See.

vast

found elsewbere
at any price.

to be

Th€ foUowinu

& GOODELL, Rock
ToforSMITH
low prices on Apiarian Supplies.

A

amount of Information not

Colored

f^~ The May meeting of the Northwestern UlinoiB and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at Rockton, ills., on Tuesday, May 24, 1887.
D. A. Fuu.BR, Sec.

The Keystone Bee-Keepers' Association

VAN BEUSEN & SONS,

(SOLE MAN0FACTURBRS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

The BRITISH Bee Journal is pablished every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and

i^" The next meeting of the West Lake Shore

hold

lAtf

ITALIAN and
COLONIES HYBRID BEES

Central Bee-Keepers' Astociatlon will be held on
May 26, 1887, in Koekring Hall, at Kiel, Wis.

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

of

regular meeting of the Cortland Union
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in Union
Hall at Cortland, N. Y., on May 10. 18«7.
D. F. Shattdck, Sec.

^k SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

FOR SALE.
T'A COI.ONIES

Convention Kotices.
The next

G. NEIITnLAN

& 925 West Madison

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

MLLWAUKBE.
HONBY.—We quote choice l-lb.

Mar.

which
cents

Orders solicited.

THOS.

C.F.MUTH & SON.Freeman & Central At.

sections at 11®
12c.; 2-ibB.. 10®llc. No call for dark. White extracted, in barrels and kegs,6®6Hc.; in small packages, 6H®7c.; dark, in barrels and kegs, 4<s)5o.—
Demand good.

Ills.

Sale or Trade.-65 Colonies of BEES,
principally Italians, on nice, straight workercomb,mostly in 2-8tory movable-comb hives. Price,
^2.75, really worth s.-^n. Call on, or immediately
address, H. J. 3CHROCK, Goshen, Ind.
l7All

<

CINCINNATI.

Apr.

B. S. Hildemann'fi, Ashippun,

FOR

quiet.

BEESWAX.— 19l»22c.

Apr.

EES and FOUNBATION-at
Dodge
Bl7A6t

;

Market

3}t®4Mc.

am-

Extracted, white, 4H®5c. light amber,

ber, 7&9C.

Ridgeville,

Extracted Honey For Sale.

BEESWAX.—

TDTT
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.—We quote White comb, I2@i4c.;

GOULD,

holding from 200
brings much
larger returns, in proportion to the outlay,
than periodic or spasmodic advertising.

Continuous Advertising

115 Ontario St.

ST. LOOIS.
comb, 10®12c.

CLIFTON, TENN.

15A4t

its

parts of the United States,

1887, In the
:

^"

Contains also a Million Useful Facts.

DAYIS' PATENT HONEY CARRIAGE
REVOLVINO COMB-HANGER,

The semi-annuai meeting of the

ProgreaBive Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in the
Town Hall at Bedford, O., on Thursday, May 5,
10
a.m.
Manufacturers
of
supplies
for
1887, at
bee-keepers are requested to bring with them, or
Bend, Bamples for exhibition. There will be a
"picnic dinner.'' All interested in apiculture are
cordially invited to be present.

Mi8a

Dbma Bennett,

Sec.

Tool Box and Becording Desk Combined.

Price, complete, only

THOS.
923

O.

NEVrmAN &

i^l

for one year,

and the Guide, postpaid, for $1.30.

THOMAS

8 00.

923

ILL.

and

SON,

& 925 West Madleon St., CHCAGO,

The Weekly Bee Journal*

G.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant's FonndatienFactory, wholesale
retail.

See AdvertlaemeDt

In

anotber colanm.
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ARMSTRONG'S
BEES and HONEY, 200 COLONIES New Reversible Hive.
OR THB

Management

ef an Apiary for Fleainre

and

Frefit

;

by

FOR 8ALK AT

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee
Editor 0/

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

Journal.

the

ALBINO BEES

Choice ITALIAN and

Also a

full line

of

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered

to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case i8
perfection itself."
'

;

'

Sample Hive, complete and painted, S2.60.
Send your name and post-offlce address,
FOUNDATION from Choice, plainly written on a postal card, and receive
COinB
Select, Yellow BEESWAX a Specialty, our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.
at very low rates, both wholesale and retail.
Address,
E. S. ARinSTRONO,
Do not fail to send for my 27th Annual
successful management of the honey-bee,
Catalogue before purcbasin?.
9Atf
JERSEYVILLK, ILLS.
the
most
time
produce
same
and at the
WILIiIAin: AV. CARY,
Address,
honey in its best and most attractive conITlass.
Coleraine,
Bound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.
5Dtf
Mention this paper when writing.
to Dealers, by
t^~& Liberal Discount
tbe Dozen or Hundred.
It contains 230 prof usely illustrated pa^es
" fully up witn the times " In all the imSrovements and Inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with ^verj'tluug that can aid in the
Is

Bee Keepers' Supplies

EXCELSIOR

NETrmAN &

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed

The Amekican Bke Journal

for a year and the book, " Bees and
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.

can supply this seed POST-PAID
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
4
1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50
cents
ounces, $2 y, pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
half
an
of
seed
is
sufficient
for
acre,
f)Ound
f properly thinned out and re-set.

Vandervort Foundation

923

THOS.
623

G.

& 925 West Madison

®"

St.,

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
It

makes tbe

flnest extra thin

Foundation for

HOW TO WINTER
Essays
ELEVEN
keepers, sent to

BEES,

by eleven prominent bee-

all

who

;

apply.

G.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

of Italian BEES for
AA COLONIES
X\jyj Sale.
DANIEL WHITMER.
South Bend, Ind.

INDIANA.

for Pure Italian QUEENS.
HEAD-QDARTBRS
13^ At prices that will Burprise
Write

you.

us for Catalogue and
Address.

Wenbam, Mass.

full particulars.

MARTIN & MACY,
North Manchester, Ind.

HENRY ALLEY,

llAtf

:

j

;

9A9t
IIiL.

Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is In a
can of the same size and style as
the "2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of boney. It will be complete,
with covers, and In every way
Identical, except in size, with the

:

;

1

Aomb boney. For Sale by
THOS. 0. NEWMAN & SON.
^3 & 925 West Madison Street. GHICAQO,

In answer to frequent inqnlrlea
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

We

THOS.
Mill.

HONEY EXTRACTORS

(Echinops sphcerocephalus.)

ECGS FROM HIGH-CLASS POULTRY FOR SALE.

Extractor, 13x20, which Is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $8.00 Extractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova__
_ the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.
?l6.iK»

.

For 2 American frames,
For 2 Langstroth "
"
"
For 3
"
**
For 4
For 2 frames of anyslze,
"
^'
For 3
*'
"
For 4

THOS.

15A4t

Colonies of Italian

100
I5Atf

Bees,

strong, flrst-elass In every respect,
For Sale at reduced prices.
E. C. I.. 1.ARCH, Asbland, ITIo.

A Year among

the Bees,

BEING

A

Talk about some of the Implementa, Plans
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exchi^ve

with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
tn carry. It is wel i-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
consumers will buy It In order to give the children
a handsome toy pall. PBICJEj. 75 cents per

NEWMAN A:

G.

QUEENS

Jk^XD

Frlce,

75

.

00
00
00
00
00

.

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

EXTRA NICE
and Foundation at reduced
Send for samples.
Also a full line of SUPPLIES at very low
prices.

Price-list free.

rates.

t^-

Casli for

Beeswax.

A. F.

SON,

STAUFFER & CO.,
STERLING, ILLS.

3Dtf

a Specialty.—

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

Untested Qdeens,
After June 1st, 75

in May, $1.00.
cts. Price-List
of Full Colonies, two and 3 frame
Nuclei, Hives, Foundation. &c., Free.
& SON, High Hill, Mo.

cents, by mall. Tbls Is a new work

of abOQt 114 paKes. veil-printed ano steely bound
in cloth. Address,

.

CHICAGO, ILL.

d 925 West Madison Street,

923

800

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

.

SECTIONS

dozen, or 9ft5.00 per lOO.

THOS.

t^ 00
.

PAIL.

new Blze of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Paila Isof uniform design

Business.

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison Street,

923

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

G.

13x13 Inches
'*
10x18
"
10x18
"
10x18
"
13x20
13x20
'*
13x20

BEES
JOHN NEBKL
15A7t

G. NEUTT AN & SON,
©23 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL. Dadant'sFonndation FactorT) ivholesale

THOS.

nnd

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,
Genesee

Co., Mich.,
permission of the writer to publish
HAS'the
the follow inE
" Forest City. Iowa, March 28, 1887.
Mich.— Dear Sir.
rW. Z. Hutchinson, Itogersville. your
pamphlet—
and Friend 1 am In receipt of
The Production of Comb Honey.' It is the neatr
est little thing I have seen lately. As a work of
art it is as near perfection as printers in country
I venture the opinion
offices' usually attain to.
that that cover was tlie work of a bee-keeper, or
at least originated in his (your) creative brain.
Nobody but a bee-keeper would nave thought of
such a unique and appropriate covering. The subject is treated In a very readable and creditable
manner. I have been practicing substantially the
same method, except the non-use of foundation.
I shall try that this season.
BDGBNE 8E00B."
KespectfuUy Yours.

Bogersville,

retail.

See Advertisement In another column.

Years a Queen-Rearer,

Thirty

m

iNG-ER

iving.

:

'

|y

Reader, If you wish to enjoy the same
pleasure as did Mr. Secor, send 25 cts., and a copy
tbe book will be sent postpaid.
16Atf

man

Price-List.

WENHAM, Essex Co., MASS.

:

'

Business than any other

in the

Send for

l4Atf

THE HORSE,
By

KENDALL,

B. J.

Price, by E.xpreys. 50 cts. : by mail, 65 cts.;
flat, and one nailed (13 in all), $3.50 i 50,
flat, 112.00. Adtlress.

the

THOS.
923

G.

NEWTttAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

St.,

M. B.

CHICAGO,
Any

ILL.

one' can ap-

ply it. Catalogue

t

Free

I

A. TREATISE ffivlng an Index of diseases,
and the symptoms cause and treatment of each, &

BEST

table Riving all tbe principal drugs used for the
horse, with tbe ordinary dose, effects and antidote
when a poison; a table with an engraving of the
Jiorso's teeth at different uges, with rules for telling
the age of the horse a valuable collection of re-

Esmi8'?s.W.H.FAY&C0.Camden,N.J.<
AN. II. I.OCIS. MINNEAPOLIS. OMAHA,

;

;

and much valuable information.
Price S5 cents— In English or Qerman.
THOS. G.
A: SON.,
923 & 925 West Madison Street. Chlcag-o,

ROOFING;&

samples

i

15A8t

boney
ORE AT SCHEME
A Examine
Chromo
and
'.

Sell

to the mllllonB.

our new, peculiar Small Honey PackCard. See our large
our brilliant
aUvertisement once a month, or address,

cipes,

age,

NEWmAN

111.

J. H. MARTIN,
6W(3tm)40t

HABTFORD,

N. T.
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Falsely Accused.- The poor bees seem
be arraigned almost daily upon some
trumped-up charge. While it is annoying
these columns, and we do to have it so, yet it Is in the interest of the
!

but imperfect

distribution, is the cause of low prices and
slow sale of honey 1 1 This we have many

to

times stated in
not fear any coutradlctlon of the position pursuit, rather than otherwise. Any
attorwe have taken. As corroborative evidence, ney will admit that he enjoys the work of
we would ask the reader to refer to the proving that a charge made against his
article of Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, on pages client is "false and malicious."
So is it in
280 and '281 of this issue.
the case of the bees— the more unreasonable
In reference to our suggestion to defer the things charged against them, the better
the proposed convention on marketing our does the case appear to all thinking
and
crops of honey, until early in the fall, Mr. honorable persons
H. says
In the Bee Journal for April 20, page
I think that Mr. Newman's suggestion, on 243, we recorded the charge made by Dr. B.
page 227, is a good one, viz
to defer hold- F. Dunkley, that the bees ate out the hickory
ing a convention until the meeting of the pins with
which he secured the combs to the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society, next
fall, in
Chicago.
As Secretary of this frames. Now, on page 279, some malicious
Society. I would suggest that at least one person has charged the bees of Mr.
Clark,
day (and the best day at that) be devoted at in Arkadelphia,
Ark., with eating up hig
the next meeting to a discussion of this
young ducfcs ; as well as eating up the
vital topic.
We fully endorse this suggestion, and peaches
This is making the thing ridiculous
refer it to the President, Dr. Miller, who, in
enough
Were It not for the friendly
the absence of any objection, we think will
" declare " that to be the decision of the action of insects to fertilize the flowers of
fruit trees, there would be no fruit
Bees
Executive Board of the society, and provide
are the fruit-growers' best friends
but
for the full discussion of the items named
instead
of
appreciating their services, some
by the Secretary, viz ; " the cost of producof them are abusing the bees, and trying to
tion, prices at which honey can be sold at a
prejudice mankind in general against themi
profit, methods of putting up honey, comI

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN.

:

yoinill.

May

4,

188].

No. 18.

.'

I

May shall make the world anew

;

Golden sun and silver dew
Money, minted in the Bky,
Shall the earth's new garments buy.
May shall make the orchard bloom
And the blossoms' fine perfume
;

Shall set

all

the honey-bees
among the trees.

Murmuring
May shall make

the bud appear

Like a jewel, crystal clear,
'Mid the leaves upon the limb

I

I

;

mission men, cash buyers, home markets,
city markets, foreign markets, development
middle-men are getting into disrepute.
of markets, distribution of our products, The peach-growers
May shall make the wild-flowers tell
as well as honey-proWhere the shining snow-flakes fell
associations, corners, etc."
ducers are now wrestling with the subject
Just as though each snow flake's heart,
Then let us have a full attendance of of marketing their
By some secret, magic art.
products without the aid
representative apiarists, and give the matter of commission
men. The peach-growers are
Were transmitted to a flower
an exhaustive discussion. There is time to meet at Dover,
In the sunlight and the shower.
Del., on Thursday, May
enough between this and the meeting, for 12, 1887. The call sets
Is there such another, pray.
forth the object of
Wonder-making month as May ?
every one to perfect plans of thought in the meeting thus
—St. Nicholae.
order to present matured projects for
There is now a prospect of a most abunddeliberation.
ant crop of peaches, and it behooves us to
use timely action to have it properly disIQons. Eagene Francois Jonas, father
tributed throughout the country. If sent to
of the late celebrated Leon Jonas, died at
Dispensing: ^vltli mddle-nien.— At a a few large cities a glut In those markets
Amiens, France, on March 27, and was
must necessarily
We are as comrecent meeting in London, Mr. Jones opened petent to place ourensue.
fruit in the right market
buried on the 30th. He was the oldest mema discussion upon the co-operative distribu- as the city commission men, and by a wise
ber of the Apicultural Society of the
and judicious distribution to avoid the distion of the products of the farm.
Department of the Somme, France, and is
astrous evils of low prices by overstocking a
Mr. Jones, like others who deal with the few places.
Many other questions condeeply mourned by his numerous friends
ducive to our interests will come before this
rationally,
did
not
subject
call
for
the
exand acquaintances In Northern France.
convention, such as the invitation of dealers
termination of ail present distributors but to buy directly of
us at home, the establishhe contended, and with reason, that there ment of a fruit market of our own in New
Promptnens and Regularity.—Mr. was a superfluity of middle-men, and that York and other places.
We must have lower freights. We must
Charles Soiveson, of Nashotah, Wis., on the producer and the consumer stoodat the
develop more new
We must
April 24, 1887. writes us as follows
opposite ends of a line of persons who imitate all the great markets.
and successful indusLast week's Dee Journal was lost in the handed the goods from one to the other, tries of our country by cooperating with
mails. Please send another. It is the first each taking a bite on the way. The conse- each other for our own good.
We must
one that failed to arrive at our oBiee in time quence was an enormous disparity between cease shipping at hazard. We must have
system.
during the past six years. It is the most
•'regular' periodical to arrive, of all that the price paid by the consumer, and the
I ever subscribed for.
price the producer got for it.
Men of Honor.— An old mercantile
Apiarists should place themselves in a
Should a number fail to come on time, we
hope our subscri'bers will notify us at once, position where they can use the middle-men authority says that a man violates the laws
and we will with pleasure send another copy. to their own advantage— not allowing them of honor when he takes advantage of
another's unskillfulness or ine.isperience, or
If this is neglected for months, we may not to mufte prices for honey, or compete with
one another to break down rates already the technicalities of the law, to impose on
have any left to send another.
Our systematic care in mailing, and established, but to handle the product under him. A man acts dishonorably when he
promptness in putting them into the post- the supervision of competent apiarists who does not make sacrifices to pay his debts
promptly when he sells below the market
office here, are the causes of every copy are cognizant of the amount produced, the
price to get away his neighbor's customers
arriving by just the same train on the same state of the market, and the prices it should
and in all cases in which he does acts which
day, every week.
Our subscribers know bring at wholesale and retail. The proif thoroughly
understood, would tend to
just when to expect them, and are but rarely ducers of the world seem to be awaking up
lower him in the estimation of his custodisappointed— once in half a dozen years or to the magnitude of the work before them.
mers, or any good man.
80 I We do not think that one in a thou- "Let there be light I"
Tried by this standard, how many dissand goes astray or is lost
perfect
So
are
honorable persons exist, oven in apiarian
the postal facilities in America.
" I Want to look at a pair of eyeglasses, circles, and yet, is it not
a fair statement of
sir. of extra magnilying power."
Dealer—
"Yes, ma'am: something very strong?" the case? Men of honor and sterling inPrice Iiiots are received from J. P. " Yes, sir while \i8iting in the country last tegrity are always at a premium in every
Moore, Morgan. Ky. (Bees)
J. B. Hains, summer I made a very painful blunder,
Their opinions and advice are
pursuit
which I never want to repeat." "May I ask
Bedford. 0.(Bees and Supplies)
A. G. Hill, what that— er— blunder was?" "Oh, yes; I ever of value, and worthy of the generation
Kendallville, Ind. (Bees and Supplies.)
mistook a bumble-bee for a blackberry."
and country in which they live

Where

the robin

lilts his

hymn.

;

:

;

:

;

;

1

:

;

I

;

I
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Much depends upon much

be laid down.

ventilation in hot weather.—Dadant

&Son.
If the bees are to build the combs,
there may be some difiiculty in getting them to work in the sections in
cool seasons. If combs or foundation
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to are supplied in each place, and if the
Department
in
less
time
this
Queries in
season is warm and honey is plenty,
than one month. They have to wait their there will be no difference.— The
and
sent
in
about
a
in
type,
turn, be put
Editor.
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
then
find
returned,
and
them get them
apace for them in the Jobbnal. If you are
New or 014 Comlis for Winter.
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Kd.1
Query 413.—Will bees winter better on
old than on new combs ?

WitU Replies

tliereto.

;

I think

Honey

in Broofl-Frames or Sections.

Query 412.—All
equal,

other conditions being'
will one

how much more comb honey

not.— G. L. Tinker.

I think

they will.— C. C. Miller.

There

is

no

difference.— C.

W.

prefer that condition of things,

though many others think differently.
To have an apiary in a starving condition at the close of the honey season, is the greatest misfortune that
can well be imagined, even though a
large honey crop has been harvested.
— G. W. Demaree.

No,

I never do,

and any arrange-

ment requiring such extracting

to be
done, I should consider very faulty.
G. M. Doolittle.

No

rule

can be established, for

much depends upon

We

the season.

would advise to extract only if the
bees are crowded for breeding room.—
Dadant & Son.

No. Neither is it advisable. It
complicates and increases labor, and
does the bees and brood no good, to
say the least.— James Heddon.

Dayton.

Much depends. Prevention of excessive swarming is a necessity to a
direction.— W. Z.
large yield of comb honey, and the
Not any.— James Heddon.
I see no reason why they should.— particular circumstances of each inIn the way you state it, there is no
dividual case must govern. No rule
A. J. Cook.
difference,— C. W. Dayton.
can be given that will apply to all
seen any difference.
have
never
"We
cases or conditions; care and judgI do not think they would store any —Dadant
Son.
ment must be used in the matter. J.
more.—W. Z. Hutchinson.
I prefer combs that have contained E. POiTO.
They will not store « pound more several litters of brood hatched in
It is neither essential nor desirable
if side-opening sections are used.— G.
them.— J. P. H. Brown.
to do so.— The Editor.
L. Tinker.
Probably yes, if any difference ; but
If the sections are properly adthe " gnat " and not the
is
justed, the difference in quantity of this
"
Convention Notices.
camel " in the case. James Hedhoney will not be much ; though "how

colony or 50 colonies of bees store in brood-frames
than in one-pound sections ?— Ohio.

I

have seen no evidence

in that

Hutchinson.

&

—

much more " is difficult to determine. don.
The next regular meeting of the Cortland Union
It is generally thought they will, Bee-Keepers' Association will be held in Uoioo
—J. P. H. Brown.
I do not know this to be a fact.— HaU at Cortland, N. v., on May id, i8-<7.
but
some
the
bees
upon
depend
It will
D. F. Shattdck, Sec.
colonies will work much better in sec- G. M. Doolittle.
The next meeting of the West Lake Shore
|y
Cutting.
H.
D.
others.—
than
tions
Association will be held on
On old combs and for the reason Central Bee-Keepers'
May 26, 1887, in Koekring Hall, at Kiel. Wis.
Ferd Zastkow, See.
There is not enough to make up the that they are warmer and stronger.
all.—
E.
obvious to
J.
difference in price that it would have The reason is
The
meeting
of
the Northwestern IlliMay
|y
or to pay for cutting it Pond.
to be sold at
nois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
;

;

;

out and

fitting

it

into sections, as

It is laid

down

that bees will win-

Association will be held at Rockton, Ills., on I'uesday, May 24, 1887.
O. A. Fuller, Sec.

ter better on old combs. For my part
some do.— G. M. Doolittle.
The Keystone Bee-Keepers' Association wiU
I have seen no difference.— H. D.
hold Its ne,\t annual meeting on Tuesday. May 10,
I have no means of knowing for Cutting.
1887. In the Court House at Scrunton. Pa. All are
certain, but should guess there would
come and bring your knotty questions.
I have never seen any difference, welcome
Interesting an Instructive essays are promised by
be no great difference.— CCMilleb.
if they fare alike as to quarters and noted apiarists of the country
ARTHUR A. Clare, Sec
With an expert, no more with a stores. I used to winter many colonovice, often a third more, or even nies that not only had new combs,
^" The semi-annual meeting of the ProgresAssociation will be held In the
sometimes a much greater per cent.— but part of them were built only part sive Bee-Keepers'
Town Hall at Bedford, O., on Thursday. May 5,
A. J. Cook.
of the way down.— G. W. Demaeee.
a.m. Manufacturers of supplies for
1887. at
:

;

l'»

an impracticable question.
We do not see why there should be
Different seasons and localities will any difference.- The Editor.
so operate that no answer of value
can be given. As a rule, double the
honey is stored in the frames here.
Mr. Heddon does not find much if Extracting from tlie Broofl-Cliailier.
any difference in his locality.— J. E.
.Pond.
QMcry 414.— Is it essential to extract
from the brood-chamber in the production of
I have never tried the experiment comb honey V— T. P.. Va.
in the way you suggest. If you mean
No.—J. P. H. Brown.
that the bees must build the combs
in the brood-frames as well as in the
No.— G. L. Tinker.
sections, there will bebut little differNo.—W. Z. Hutchinson.
will
be
ence, and the little difference
This

is

in favor of the sections; because bees
store honey with the greatest economy in thick store combs.— G. W.

Demaeee.
In cool seasons the difference is not
very great. In hot seasons here, with
a short crop, we have known the bees
to refuse altogether to work in the
Some of our Eastern beesections.
keepers have a different experience,
probably owing to the difference of
the climate. At any rate no rule can

No.—C. C. Miller.
No.—A. J. Cook.
I

seldom do.— H. D. Cutting.

It is not, in

C.

proper

management.—

W. Dayton.

never take honey from the broodchamber unless I have a special purI

A brood-chamber
brood and honey will give as

pose for so doing.
full of

is

MISS

UEUA BENNETT,

SeC.

Home Market for Honeyt^~ To create Honey Markets in every
village, town and city, ivide-awake honey
producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat
Honey " (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"

and scatter them plentifully, and the result
be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
will

Medicine " are sold
Sing'le

copy, 6

hundred. $2.50.

at the following- prices

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will be sent

cts.

:

;

postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-pag:e, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters thein

To give a»vay a copy of " Honey as Food
the entire brood- and Medicine" to every one who buys a
full of brood alone, and 1 package of honey, will sell lots of it.

good results as

chamber

bee-keepers are requested to bring with them, or
send, samples for exhibition. There will be a
" picnic dinner." All Interested In apiculture are
cordially Invited to be present.

if
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cept a few squash bugs or stink bugs,
while a long time watching of these
convinced me they were not the cause
of the holes.
I next watched the bees, feeling
indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
almost sure that they did really bite
located near tne center of the State named
open the grapes, but after watching a
east;
5 north of the center: 9 south;
long time I failed to see one make
west; and thisd northeast; "o northwest:
any attempt at aught save sucking
o- southeast; and P southwest of the center
through holes already made. In fact
of the State mentioned.
I soon became convinced that they
were not the cause, for where several
were collected about one of these
For the American Bee JonnmL
torn places, so that no more could get
at them, others tried to push in, and
Oliseryatioiis.
Some
Grapes—
Bees
failing, would run frantically about
in search of some other opening, when
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
to cut a hole through would have been
but a short job, if such had been the
For several years I have been inter- object. Thus they would continue to
ested in the discussion of the bee-and- run around over different grapes till
grape question, and have many times a torn place was found not fully ocwished I might add a few hnes of cupied.
proof that bees never injure sound
So far I had watched in the forebut until the present season noon, when the bees first came on the
grapes
I had no grounds to worls on, save grapes, or had been on but an hour or
that I had grape-vines scattered all two, thinking that if the torn places
through my bee-yarJ, yet bees had were the work of the bees, they would
never attacked them. This and much be more apt to commit their depredawhicli has been written on the subject tions at this time of the day. Finally
is only negative proof that bees do I thought to watch about 2 o'clock,
Negative and later, when on almost the first
not injure sound grapes.
proof is not what we want, but proof bunch I looked at was a wasp, such
of a positive nature. During the past as build paper nests about our houses
season I have had some experience wherever a secluded place affords
along the line of bees eating grapes, shelter. Upon looking further I saw
and while it is not as positive proof in many of them, and a few moments
favor of the bees as 1 might wish for, watch gave me the privilege of seeing
yet it sheds some rays of light upon a grape torn open^ for what purpose I
the subject.
could not tell, unless for mischief, for
On any warm afternoon during the I failed to see any wasp act as if sackmonth of September, a casual ob- ing the juice of the grape. They
server would have said, "Doolittle. seemed to work upon the piece of
your bees are destroying your grapes;" torn skin for awhile, and then leave
and at first I almost so believed my- that grape and tear open another. If
self, but after carefully watching I a bee came near, the wasp would put
found out wherein the trouble lay. out a foot or bring out a wing and
The Concord and Worden suffered drive it away, so that no bee could
the worst among the black varieties
get at a freshly-made hole until the
the Agawam and Salem among the wasp had left.
red, and the Lady and Belinda of the
These wasps I have often seen about
close examination of all the entrances of the hives on warm
white.
these revealed that the Concord, Wor- October afternoons, where they will
den and Belinda burst open during a sit and keep the bees away from them,
damp night or warm, moist spell ; for unless perchance several bees attack
I would find scores of them at such them, when they will quietly withtimes cracked about and near the draw a little way and parry with a
stem of a fresh nature, so that I knew single bee, not stirring an inch for it.
that no bees had been at work upon I never knew that they did any harm
them the day before, while such ex- before, save to annoy the houseamination was made early in the morn- keeper when they had their nests being before the bees were out. This, hind the window blinds, or in some
of course, cleared the bees from doing such place, when they would sting if
aught but sucking the juice from the disturbed. But now I know they are
fruit, so that instead of being the a most prolitic source of loss to our
cause, they came in as an effect.
ripening grape crop, and to the deBut an examination of the Lady, famation of our bees. These wasps
Agawam and Salem, at first appeared and the cracking of the grapes has reto convict the bees ; for on examina- sulted in the loss of at least one-half
However, I am
tion these tougher skinned varieties of my grape crop.
showed a triangular piece of skin of glad to know that the bees have no
about 3-32 of an inch on each side part in causing the trouble.
torn right out of the side of hundreds
There is an item wherein the bees
of perfectly sound grapes. Through give offense, and that is in gathering
these holes the bees were putting the crop. If done when they are on
their tongues and sucking or lapping the grapes, care must be used or the
up the sweet juices, for all of tliese gatherer will get stung for at this
grapes are very sweet.
I carefully season of the year the bees are very
watched the grapes in the morning to sluggish, and will sting on the least
see if any appeared freshly cut, as if provocation by way of squeezing.
it was done during the night, but Again, they will crawl down into the
none was so found, and at this time baskets or "boxes so that many will be
there was nothing on the grapes ex- carried to the store-room to be an

^ovusponiitnct.

Of course a beekeeper will overlook all of this for the
sake of the bees, but such care and
annoyance is anything but pleasant
to a person who is not a bee-keeper,
or especially to a timid person.
annoyance there.

Borodino,© N. Y.

O

O
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While reading Mr.

.1. J.
216, I find his

artile

on page

ment

so different

from

Waller's

manage-

my own that I

concluded to give a brief of

how

I

extracting. His first objecto robber bees, while taking

manage
tion

is

combs away. I am never bothered
in this way, and in out-apiaries where
I

have moved for basswood,

1

fre-

quently extract in the open air, and
on two occasions I have seen the bail
break and spill a pail of honey in the
apiary, and it was not visited by a
single bee. Of course this was in the
height of the basswood yield.
Mr. W. mentions " stooping " as an
objection. Well, it is, but he would
need about two men to help him
" straighten " if he carried some of
my colonies into his honey-house.
Remember I allow no increase when
working for extracted honey, and
have my hives tiered from three to
four stories high; and I have had
them on the scales when they would
weigh from 180 pounds to 225 pounds.
You will see the straightening up
with them would be harder than
stooping. I can imagine what kind
of a muss I would have, should I take
one of those colonies into the honeyhouse. Think of from 16 to 20 pounds
of bees turned loose thus ; of course a
large per cent, would be young bees,
that could not get home in any way
except on " foot with a guide."
These young bees do not know enough
to fly to the window, and could not if

they did. The little, soft things only
know enough to feed a young larva, or

crawl into a person's ear.
Another reason why I could not
afford to do as he says, is, the bees

would

lose

too

much

time.

Our

gathered in from 9 to 14
days, and when the bees are bringing
in from 5 to 30 pounds per day, they
should be kept at work, and by using
little or no smoke, their work goes on
with but Tery little interruption. By
tiering up and keeping one or two
frames with " starters only," in the
lower story, bees can be kept from
swarming. About two weeks before
basswood blossoms, I examine my
take the queens away,
bees, and
By
forming a good nucleus colony.
doing this three important points are
gained— one which concerns the nucleus, and two concerns the main

main crop

is

colony.

It will be seen that in two weeks
after (at the beginning of basswood),
the nucleus will have a working-force
of its own, and will work wonders in

Next, if the
the next two weeks.
work of cutting out queen-cells has
been thoroughly done, swarming is
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up for the old colony and last, but
not least, they have no brood that is
that is, their
of any value to them
brood is all sealed up, and who has
not noticed what a colony of nearly
all old bees, with no brood, plenty of
empty combs, and a large entrance,
can do in the way of storing honey ?
To return to the matter of extracting
Where hives are 3 stories high,
there will be two sets of combs to
take off.
By having a box with a
cover, handles and legs, two men will
take them to the honey-house and
extract them with as little stooping
as if the hive was taken. I imagine
that what would do in my location
would not be advisable in Mr. Waller's.
1 suppose his yield is slow, and
lasts for months, while ours comes in
floods, usually about 10 days of white
clover, and about the same of basswood, with less honey but a longer

cut the tree down, hived them, and up the swarming impulse.
Another
took them home. I know a man who, essential feature is, the queen's aparttwo years ago, found a colony clus- ment in the new hive containing the
tered on the underside of a limb of a swarm must be so contracted as to be
small basswood tree, and had comb in the condition of a mere nucleus
enough to fill an American hive. So brood-chamber— thus throwing nearly
it looks plain enough to me that they the whole force of workers into the
do not know where they are going to surplus department. In my locality
locate ; and I do not think they carry two or three weeks of time immeflags of truce either. I do not believe diately after the swarm issues, must
that Mr. B. has reared a sheep, or he give all the results that can be exwould not say that a flock is at- pected from a swarm, and if I can get
100 pounds from a good swarm, I contracted by the bleating of the leader.
sider that the swarm was turned to a
I would advise Mr. B. to try running
good account.
ahead of an absconding colony withMy plan is to so manage my bees
out his milk-bell, and see if he does under the swarming energy that their
not succeed just as well. I have no- entire force will be spent in storing
ticed youns and old queens piping on
surplus honey, instead of being perthe comb, and I am just as positive mitted
to turn their force into inthat it is their wings which causes
crease of bees. I cannot prevent my
the sound
for if you are a close obbees from swarming, and keep the
server, you can see their wings move
colonies in a normal condition, but I
in accordance with the sound. Let a
can convert the strength of the
bee alight on the hand, and set up a swarms into surplus honey, and the
buzzing, such as they do at the en- swarms themselves into non-existence
trance of the hive, and if you cannot by " contracting " all the honey into
feel the vibration I will admit outthe surplus departments, and removright that bees can hear. They scent
ing it to the honey store-room.
a virgin queen as readily as a fertile
While practicing my system of preone. Now let us not have so much
guesswork, but if bees can hear, let venting increase, I have had ample
"
us have some good, solid proof, as I opportunity to observe how the contracting system," first brought to light
am open to conversion.

;

;

:

:

flow from buckwheat and goldenrod.
Where bees have been in 3 and 4
stories through the basswood flow,
they should all be removed but one
super, as soon as the yield is over,
and, in fact, worked into the broodchamber as early in the fall as possible. The big colony is gone ; the three
weeks used in rearing a queen, and
the three weeks before her brood
hatches, together with the fearful
mortality incident upon a large
honey-flow, makes the difference.

Hillsborough,+o Wis.
For tbe American Bee JoumaL

Star,*o Wis.
StoriiiE

Fop

ftxe

American Bee JoumaL.
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Do Bees Really Hear?

Sumlns Honey,

etc.

W. DEMAKEE.

I

The enthusiasm of the old class of
bee-keepers found vent In swarms
but since we have learned how to
In regard to Mr. Brimmer's article breed and multiply our "livestock"
on page 240, 1 would say that I am as at will, the direction of the outlet has
much of a lover of the truth as any turned in the opposite direction. We
ELIAS FOX.

one. I do not wish to be understood
as saying that bees cannoihear, but I
do not think they can and so far I do
not think that Mr. B. has furnished
any proof to the aflirmative. I did
not say that bees are wholly guided
by the sense of sight, but by sight and
scent both.
Now I do claim that the
sound is produced wholly by the wings,
whether they are in a person's hair
or under his coat collar.
bee in the
act of stinging moves its wings with
lightning rapidity, which we all know
they cannot do without emitting a
buzzing sound, and at the same time
we can smell the formic acid which
attracts other bees.
cannot hold
a bee in our fingers tight' enough to
;

A

We

prevent its wings from moving, unless the bee is crushed.
I do not claim that a colony going
to the woods can see the tree from
the time they leave the hive, but I
think they start out and go into the
first suitable tree they find.
If they
do not, why is it that they are frequently found clustered on trees and
bushes, after going miles in searcli of
a suitable tree, some even traveling
until with dwindling and storms they
are worn out and never find a place to
Several years ago I found
get into ?
a colony clustered in the top of a tree
at 7 o'clock in the morning, and they

remained there until

3 p.m.,

when

I

by Mr. Doolittle, and later systemized
by Mr, Hutchinson, will work in my
locality. Such treatment would bring
my apiary to ruin in an average sea-

son, unless I should feed the colonies
through the heated months of sum-

mer, and supply them with winter
stores in the fall, in which case I
would lose rather than gain in the
operation.
Some seasons the bees

would survive such management be-

cause of favorable conditions, but
favorable conditions are not certain
here, and therefore the contracting
system is unsafe, if our bees are to
now want to know how to keep in- be kept in good condition without
crease in proper bounds.
few years feeding the profits of the apiary back
ago we were advised to work our api- to the bees. Nature seems to have
Every
aries on the " prime swarm " plan, laid tribute on all things.
». e., just take one
good (first) swarm pound of honey costs the life, energy
from each colony
but we asked, and death of a great number of bees.
"where is this thing to end?" We Brood represents honey, and honey
were told to sell our surplus bees, and represents brood.
we asked, " where or to whom, if
My experiments, and my practice
every bee-keeper must double his to keep down increase, shows that to
stock every year ?" I could find no so manipulate the hive arrangements
solution to this problem except to let as to throw all the honey into " surthe overplus of colonies consume two plus," costs the life of the colony.
or three dollars worth of honey, and Now if we feed back to counteract the
starve at last, or be over-run with loss on the side of the bees, we have
more " live stock " than was profitable gained nothing— nay, lost in the opto keep.
eration. Ten pounds of sealed honey
This perplexing quandary set me to in the brood department is worth
experimenting to find a plan that more to the bees than 15 pounds of
would turn the energy of the '• prime liquid honey or syrup, unless the exswarms " into surplus honey, and periment is made for stimulative purturn the swarms into mere nuclei poses, and then you must account for
and into non-existence, if desirable, the loss of life and vitality of the bees
at the close of the season. To accom- caused by the labor and excitement
plish this the necessary manipulations while re-storing it.
How easy it is for a man to work
may be varied considerably. The gist
of the plan is to draw from the parent himself up into the conceit that he
" something new uncolony after casting the first swarm so has discovered
many of their mature workers as will der the sun," when his peculiar enand throw vironment, or perhaps his ignorance
prevent after-swarms,
these into the hive containing the of past history, or of the laws of naswarm an essential feature of which ture, is all that is in it. This is a
is
to have the swarm on the old great country of ours, and there are
stand, so that there will be no return- many places where bees will do as
ing to the old or parent hive to keep well and apparently better, with mere

A

;

;
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starters in the frames, than if supplied with full sheets of foundation

sequence of the drouth preceding, a common bee-keeper proclaim that
he could accomplish it, he would be
at once put down as a fraud, trying to
swindle the fraternity out of a few

and followed by rain every day for a
month, the bees were starving, and
so they took to the juice exuding
from the decaying peaches. From
ignorance, the populace— the "cranky"
part of them— set up a veritable howl
that Clark's bees were eating up all
the peaches
One party even went so
far as to say they ate up his young

or with empty combs. An extra good
season now and then has turned my
head in that way but when it comes
to running an apiary from year to
year as a business, comb foundation
and empty combs cannot be dispensed
with in the majority of the apiaries of
the country, and their judicious use
must be profitable everywhere.
ducks.
as they
Our bee-literature is in
;
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dollars.
In this

day of frauds and humbugs,

we cannot be
is all

true,

While

too careful.

we should not

cry

this

down a

thing that might be worthy an investigation, without knowing something
As for this I cannot vouch, of the footing upon which we stand.
were not brought into the I have read Mr. Gresh's article on
a muddled
page 107, and I am inclined to think
condition, and is likely to get worse apiary.
This
is
the only move ever heard of that he will still look in vain for the
since in " book making there is no
He states, too, that
end." One of the worst and most this kind in any town or city in desired method.
Our town has about he is glad that Mr. Simmins has given
vicious tendencies in the would-be Arkansas.
authors of the times, is to lionize 1,800 inhabitants, not crowded, and his non-swarming method to the pubsomebody, or some bee-hive, or some bees have been kept here for 50 years. lic, etc. IE I am rightly informed,
The chronics are a minority, and Mr. Simmins did not give his method
theory, instead of writing directly to
he published a pamphlet
the matter in fact, as indicated by last year, as soon as the flora grew, to anybody
the bees left the fruit, and there was on the subject, and it is for sale. Let
the title of the book.
no more complaint.
Christiansburg,5 Ky.
They want to some man ask Mr. Gresh to give him a
have the bees moved this year before hundred pounds of honey would not
fruit ripens. I do not know what Mr. Gresh be a little non-plussed V
For tue AJnerlcan Bee JoumaL
steps to take. I have no other land Would he not say, " my honey is my
in this county but what my bees are labor, and must bring the cash."
Bees anfl Frnit-Remoyal Desired.
on, and I have no-money to buy any, Then he would cast a smile at the
and want to make a living, if I am stranger, as much as to say, " you are
Z. A. CLARK.
It is just the same
awful green 1"
allowed to, from my bees.
with a non-swarming plan that is
Arkadelphia, p Ark.
The following appeared in our local
genuine; it costs money, and takes
[The Manager of the Bee-Keepers' labor to experiment, and the man that
paper, the Standard, concerning my
Union, by request, has advised Mr. discovers such a plan as is mentioned
apiary
" As some dissatisfaction has arisen Clark as to what course to pursue. above, will not give his time, labor
and money for unappreciated glory.
in this place tending to and developing The false
accusations against the
Many bee-keepers, too, want ininto a somewhat organized effort to bees, about their breaking the skin of
crease in their apiaries, and think that
have the apiary of Z.A.Clark declared
grapes, when thus refuted, will be a non-swarming plan prevents ina nuisance by the city authorities,and
forcibly ousted from the city limits, advantageous to the apiarist. All he crease. This is just exactly as the
we deem it pertinent to discuss the needs is to treat the subject with bee-keeper wants it. He can have all
matter.
veritable howl has been calmness, be courteous to his ad- the increase he wants, or none, and
can always have his bees in good conraised against Mr. Clark's bees, and
versaries,and await the reaction which dition, which is impossible where
it is said on account of the fact that
swarming and contraction is practhe little workers
were attacking will surely come in due time.— Ed.]
ticed. I have tried the contraction
and actually destroying the growing
method to my sorrow, and consider it
fruit of the town.
The idea was
For the American Bee JournaL
the most impractical plan in apiculreally a new one to us
and besides
ture. It is unnatural, and ruination
believing that the man engaged in
The Preyention of Sw armiiii.
to an apiary for at least a year thereapiculture on his own premises had
after. Any plan of manipulation that
rights to be respected and protected
OTIS N. BALDWIN.
is calculated to violate the God-given
as much so as the followers of other
laws of nature in handling bees, will
avocations, we believed they were
This topic seems to be agitating the prove a failure every time. Let the
mistaken as to the ability of the bee
to do the damage it had been charged; minds of the wide-awake apiarists of bees follow their own instincts, arso investigation showed that the to-day ,and well it might; considering range the hives accordingly, and you
opinions of the citizens as based on the close competition and prevailing have the non-swarming plan described
their experience and observation in low prices of honey it behooves us to above ; and I will insure your bees
such matters, were widely divergent. make every " corner cut " in produc- not to cast 4 swarms in 100 colonies,
But the matter we feel is fullv set- ing the most honey with the least in a normal condition, and get every
tled by the official report to the United labor and capital expended. It is un- pound of honey in the surplus departStates Entomologist, by N. W. Mc- necessary to state that the quality ments, if you want it so. It does away
Lain. From it will be seen that it is must be gilt-edge to compete now-a- with two-thirds of the labor, and
impossible for bees to puncture the days, for every live apiarist has dis- makes happy bee-keepers.
But to the
skin of sound, unbroken fruit.
hundred years ago railroads,
Let covered that ere this.
the enemies of the industrious bee point
telegraphing, telephones, and thouread it."
It is a fact beyond dispute that if sands of other woQderful inventions
the bees of a colony can be kept to- were unknown, and if any man could
Then follows the report as already gether
with all its increase, and made then have looked into the future and
published in the Bee Journal.
to work in the sections from the com- revealed the wonderful things that
No one in this immediate vicinity mencement of the harvest, and produce have transpired, he would have been
IS cultivating fruit as a business, and an impulse for
gathering honey equal looked upon as in conspiracy with the
from May 10 to June .3 it was ex- to a swarm just hived, without de- evil one. In all the literature on beetremely dry, and no rain- something stroying any of the
fundamental culture of the present day, there is
very unusual in this locality— and in rules necessary to produce
harmony not a single process recorded where
consequence, the bloom was all de- in the hive, more honey can
be ob- artificial fertilization of queen-bees
stroyed. From Junes until July 1, tained by such a
non-swarming plan has been made a success, and most of
It rained incessantly, and the
early than is possible to obtain by letting the authors claim it is an impossipeaches began to ripen when a rain the bees increase naturally.
But some bility to produce fertile queens in
would come. Hot sunshine upon the will say that such a thing
is im- confinement.
fruit would cause it to break, rot and possible that the
greatest entomoloI have queens that were hatched in
collapse, and there being no honey gist, and the most learned
apiarists in cages, and their wings were clipped
nor bloom for the bees to work upon the world have not discovered it,
and before they ever had the possibility of
or gather honey from, and in con- therefore it is impossible
and should a chance for a flight. They were
;
!

;

;

A

;

A

;
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operated according to a plan of nature's own laws ; they are as prolilic
layers as any other queens in my apiary of 75 colonies, and they did not go
through the absurd, scientific monstrosity mentioned on page 65 of "
B C of Bee-Culture." It is my opinion that all bee-keepers who claim to
have ever observed such wonderful
nonsense, were laboring under a delusion, or looking through the wrong
end of the microscope.
Practical bee-keepers are testing
the methods, reports of which will
appear in due time. Any plan of
operation that is a success will work
in one apiary as well as another, if
the normal conditions are properly
observed.
man that has passed his
opinion beforehand is unlit for a juryman; the same rule holds good in
apiculture.
It is
the investigator
that takes the lead, and reaches the
ultimatum of success.

A

A

New England Homestead.
Secnring

AppMossom

Honey,

SAMUEL CUSHMAN.
Under the usual management,

sur-

plus honey is rarely taken from this
source.
Bee-books generally teach
that apple honey is dark, inferior in
flavor, and is of use only in building

up

colonies.

A prominent New

large quantities in the brood-chamber

without special
management. A
Massachusetts apiarist had one colony gather " 72 pounds of surplus
honey in four days from apple-bloom."
Last season I acted on the above
suggestion, and by special management obtained a nice lot of apple
honey in pound sections. It was the
thickest and finest flavored honey I
ever tasted, and when gathered and
capped quickly, it was nearly equal in
appearance to the best white clover
honey. It was not quite so white,
but was bright and clear, and the
apple-blossom flavor was very distinct. This honey was exhibited at
the Rhode Island State Fair, received
the first prize, and was sold to a
dealer at a better price than is given
for white clover.
The judges and
bee keepers generally who tasted it,
pronounced it equal or superior to
anything they had ever eaten.
My management to obtain this
honey in sections was as follows
Early in the spring I fed warm syrup,

and uncapped stores,
and added empty combs, etc.. to get

artificial pollen

a force of workers in time for the
bloom, which I expected about May
20, but which opened on May 10, as
the season was early. Just before the
height of the bloom, I filled out the
of

dation.
The result was from 20 to 30 nicely
capped sections per hive. This was
nearly all gathered in three days.
One colony furnished 32 sections of

Without
honey and did not swarm.
this apple honey I should have had
little choice comb honey last season,
as clover was a failure, and there was
little fall honey.
Under this management, honey is produced at a greater
cost of bee-power than that from
clover or a later crop, and therefore
must bring more to be profitable.
This is but the experience of one
season in taking honey from this

York source

bee-keeper once said:
"We could
get as much honey from apple-blossom as from basswood, if we had the
workers at that time to gather it.
But with plenty of bees, a failure of
the yield, or cold and rainy weather,
will prevent success, as many have
found."
In southern New England, honey
from this source is often obtained in

brood-chain bers

leaving only combs of capped brood,
and also united a few colonies where
two stood side by side. One was removed ; the other placed between
where each stood. Nearly all the
bees from the removed colony were
brushed in front of the remaining
one. The one removed had the queen,
combs of honey and uncapped brood,
and enough bees to cover the brood,
and were in a condition to build up.
They were placed on a new stand.
The prepared colonies had combs full
of capped brood, an extra lot of young
and field bees, and were obliged to
occupy supers for want of room, and
had no other place to store honey.
The surplus cases contained rows of
sections of empty comb, alternating
with those having full sheets of foun-

several colonies

with capped brood from weaker ones.

;

it

may vary in

quality in dif-

Those who

ferent seasons.

try this

plan and succeed will, I think, be well
repaid by the quality of the product,
but I would suggest that it may be
safer to work but 1 or 2 colonies in

way.
Pawtucket,5 K-

this

1.

abused of late; and, mingled
with the abuse, it is quite likely there
were some unpleasant truths. Personally, however, I have nothing but
ribly

praise for this class of men.
Beekeepers are not the only class,
however, that has suffered from overproduction. Many strawberries were
sold last season for scarcely enough
to pay for picking, transportation and
commission.
Last September I attended a meeting of the American

Horticultural Society, held at Cleveland, Ohio.
The president of the
society, Parker Earle, the " strawberry king " of Illinois, in his annual
address, went straight to the heart of
this problem. He said
" Many as are the enemies to conquer in every line of horticultural effort—and sometimes it seems as if all
the forces of nature were combining
against our success, when insects deface, and blights wither, and drouths
burn, and frosts destroy yet the ingenuity, the energy, the enthusiasm
of the
horticultural producer are
found sufficient in most cases to overcome all obstacles so far as to provide
enough, and too much.
In fact, the
difficulties of production have been so
far overcome that most branches of
the business seem to be suffering from
over-production.
" Looking at this question from the
stand-point of a commercial grower
of fruits, it appears to me that one of
the chief problems for our fraternity
to solTe is, how to distribute our products more perfectly how to reach
.There is as yet no
wider markets.
over-production of good fruits ; but
there is defective distribution. There
were not too many apples grown in
:

—

—

.

New

.

York, Michigan and Missouri

although apples sold in
year,
For the American Bee Jo.umaL
many of our large markets for prices
far below the possibilities of profit;
but our system' of distribution left
Tie Honey-Proflncers' Association.
half of the families in America with
few or no apples to eat last winter.
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
When one or more barrels of apples
Not many years ago bee-keeping go into each farm-house and laborer's
was a bonanza, in one respect, at cottage all over the South to each
and that was in the selling of miner's cabin among the mountains,
least
The pursuit is a fasci- and to all the new homes building on
its products.
nating one
its beauties have been the wide plains of the West, the suppainted in the brightest colors ; its ply of apples will not be found too
last

;

;

;

large. There have not been too many
filled to repletion
and the active minds of its bright oranges grown in Florida and Calidevotees have all been brought to fornia for the last few years, though
many orange-growers have gotten
bear upon one iocus-^roduction.
The bonanza is a bonanza no more little profits from their crops; for

ranks have been

pursuit has three-quarters of the people within a
practicable commercial distance of
these orange-orchards have eaten
scarcely any oranges in these years.
If all the American people were to
eat apples and oranges daily in their
production. The wigglings, twistings, season, the quantity produced would
more
and frantic attempts of the "boom- not supply their wants.
ers " to attribute the low price of thorough system of distribution will
possible
honey to something, anything, than render this approximately
" Hence it appears to me that we are
over-production, are really pitiful in
too much, but are
their ludicrous inconsistency. It must not producing
be admitted that the demand has not marketing too poorly, and that the
kept pace with the production. Once question of distribution is the one
the honey-buyers sought the honey, most important to the commercial
now the honey must seek them and grower. Its successful solution will
it is a tedious task to find them, as result in infinite benefits to the people
the commission man has sprung up who consume, and in living profits to
and the cash buyer faded away. The the often-discouraged class who procommission merchant has been ter- duce."
the

beautiful,

pastoral

been forced down to a business level
—yea, below the business level of
some occupations. In overcoming
the difficulties of production it seems
as though success had ended in over-

A

;
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do not think the bee-keepers around
here are very sharp. When they are
nearly sold out, so there is not much
on hand, they alwaj»s cling to the
same price. Where honey is scarce
they ought to do as other folks do:
Honey always gets
keepers would spend any great sum ask a big price.
of money just now to attend a meet- lower and lower, but the price does
If the
ing that is to discuss only this one not fluctuate around here.
topic, broad and all-important though price would change, then a customer
it be.
I think that Mr. Newman's would not be so likely to question the
suggestion, on page 227, is a good one, price and buy somewhere else. As it
viz
to defer holding a convention is, once posted, he is fitted for life.
until the meeting of the North AmeriI always find good sale for comb
can Bee-Keepers' Society, next fall, honey in sections where there is some
in Chicago.
As Secretary of this bee-bread in them. That is when I
society I would suggest that at least am selling to private houses, but it
one day, and the best day at that, be does not work very well with the
devoted at the next meeting to a dis- merchants, as they expect to get it
cussion of this vital topic.
for 2 or 3 cents per pound less on that
Sometimes, where people
This meeting will probably be a account.
"rouser;" composed of representa- are used to adulterated or poor honey,
tive men
and the cost of production, it would be hard work to sell if it
in boxes or frames that
prices at which honey can be sold at was not
a profit, methods of putting up honey, showed the roughest work of the bees.
always
the appearance of
commission men, cash buyers, home It is not
markets, city markets, foreign mar- honey that makes it sell, any more
kets, development of markets, dis- than the dealers are the best custotribution of our products, associa- mers. I once sold 14 two-pound sections, " corners," etc., can all receive tions of excellent comb honey to a
such a discussion as they never before man who dumped them hilter-skilter
into a grain sack which was thrown
have received.
In my opinion this is a live ques- across his horse's back, and carried 8
tion—it is the problem that now con- miles home.
fronts bee-keepers
let us study it
I do not sell honey to those who do
well the coming season, then meet in not want it, but sell to those who do
Chicago next fall and see if associa- want it.
good place is to keep
tions will help us to solve it.
some honey in the combs till spring,
then extract it and give the neighbors
Rogersville,c$ Mich.
a taste. Do not try to sell them any.
They will buy it of you sooner than
For the American Bee Joomal*
you could possibly sell it to them.
The greatest fault in bee-keeping in
Onr Honey Crop for IS
this county is that we cannot get
enough honey to meet the demand.
C. W. DAYTON.
cannot get enough to feed onetenth of those who would like it.
The honey crop of Chickasaw
Bradford, ($ Iowa.
county, Iowa, for 1886, was close to
good many thou100,000 pounds.
From Gleanings.
sand pounds was shipped to distant
markets, and mostly remains unsold
Disposing of onr Honey Crop.
nearly as much was brought from
other States and sold here.
MRS. L. HARRISON.
The general complaint, or " howl,"
rather, is that there was not half
There is no subject that comes
enough honey produced to supply the nearer to us all than the best way
home demand. The honey-producers and means of disposing of our honey.
of the county are located usually 2 or If a bee-keeper ships nis honey to a
The large city, and sits down to smoke, he
3 in a place near some town.
inhabitants in and near those apiarists will, in many instances, have time for
obtained enough for their bread and a pretty long smoke before he has any
cakes during the fall, but when win- returns for his season's labor.
ter came the honey was " played out."
There are few localities where there
From 6 to 8 mouths in the year the
consumers of honey in this county are are not more than 100 colonies kept,
not be able to consume
forced to abstain from its use. lif all which would
product.
I once stopped at a
the families in the county could use, all the
knew where to get what honey farm-house, five miles from any town,

they will
I think that Mr. Earle has most be done at such a meeting
can
clearly covered the ground upon which wait and see what is done.
get no reduced rates, and this, comlie the troubles of the honey-producer
but exactly how to wipe away these bined with the apparent lack of entroubles— to place a barrel of apples thusiasm, would, I believe, result in a
Very few bee(or a crate of honey) in '• each miner's very slim attendance.
;

—

among the mountains " he left
unsaid, except that we are to market
better and distribute more widely.
Excellent advice, but howf It is to
wrestle with this question that would
be the legitimate work of a honeyproducers' association.
1 very much doubt if any association of honey- producers will ever be
"
getting up a " corner
successful
cabin

in

on honey.
Very many producers
would not join the association, and
"
while the members were " cornering
the honey, holding it and fixing
prices, the outsiders would be selling
their honey.
There are too many beekeepers too many varying circumstances
it will be impossible to combine them and secure uniformity of
action. While I have no faith in the
"cornering" scheme, I do not belong
to the class that says that nothing
can be done.
The production part of the beekeeping industry has been studied
;

;

now

for years.
"With rare exceptions
has been the only theme in beepapers and at bee-conventions. It is
almost impossible tosayauything new
upon this branch of the business in
it

;

was scarcely necessary to touch upon any other department. The time has now come, however, when to produce a good crop of
honey is one thing, to sell it to advantage is entirely another. To cheapen
production may possibly help us, but
the other end of the problem— that of
securing good prices for honey will
bear the most working. The problem
can be solved much more quickly by
few have
beginning at this end.
fact, until lately it

—

tried

A

workmg

at

this

"end."

Mr.

Muth

has called the attention of
bakers, packers of pork and pickles,
and tobacco manufacturers, to the
using of honey in their business Mr.
Bingham has told us how to make the
Arthur
best of vinegar from honey
Todd uses honey in making candies
;

;

;

Mr. Newman and others have furnished us thousands of leaflets for distribution
J.
H. Martin has just
brought out a new and peculiar small
package for extracted honey
our
Canadian brothers went over to England last summer and showed our
cousins across the " big pond " the
superiority of American honey tasteful exhibits of honey have been shown
at Fairs, etc., but more, much more
must be done in this line, or else a
radical change made in the methods
of marketing, ere the palmy days of
old will return even in a measure.
I think we owe Mr. Baldridge a vote
of thanks for having started a discussion upon this subject.
Much good
has been done and while I think that
a meeting devoted to a discussion of
this subject would work to the advantage of bee-keepers, I doubt the wisdom of calling such a meeting this
;

;

;

;
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I

We

:

;

;

A

We

A

;

and

they would be glad to pay cash for, it
would be equal to 1,300,000 pounds, and
we cannot boast of a very populous or
wealthy county either. There is a
great demand for it at present but
the demand will be supplied when we
get another crop.
Some bee-keepers have a greater
;

demand for honey than
may be that it is because

others.

It

those bee-

spring.
Reform movements and keepers usually leave it on the hives
changes come about slowly.
Many the longest— so long that their custobee-keepers seem to have rather vague mers get very hungry for it.
Then
ideas in regard to what will be or can they let them have it all at one dose.

40 colonies were worked for exThe proprietor said
tracted honey.
" I never take away a pound of honey;
the neighbors come with their jars

where

:

and
could

pails,
sell

and take

much more

it
if

away, and I
I
I had it.

cannot half supply the demand."

Farmers formerly, in Illinois, consumed large quantities of molasses.
They bought it by the barrel or in
Emigrants from Pennsylvania
missed their fruit-butters, for which
they are so famous, and the large
family of " spreads" scoured through
kegs.
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the woods in search of wild plums,
grapes and berries, and finally succumed to the inevitable, and ate
molasses. Since the advent of glucosefactories, molasses and syrups have
" gone by the board." Fruit is more
abundant than in the early settlement
of the country, but it does not entirely fill the gap. This class of consumers are almost entirely neglected
by producers. They think honey is
something to be sold to town-folks.
How one of our Western farmers
would laugh if you should ask him to
"
pound of
buy a pound of honey
honey ?
Why, that wouldn't be a
lap. Bring me 50 or 100 pounds." He
has no use for a lOcent package.
Those who farm here have large
families
if not many children, they
have work-hands, comers and goers,
and there are few days when strangers do not sit down to their tables
agents, peddlers, etc. What a bonanza
would honey be to the over-worked
wife
It needs no cooking
she does
not have to stand for hours, either,
over a hot stove or by a fire out-ofdoors, with smoke or ashes in her
eyes, moving a stirrer back and forth
all day, and at night till the clock
strikes the " little hours," to finish it
off as it boils and sputters. This class
needs instructing in the use of honey,
and they could be easily taught, if it
were only brought to their notice.
We never shipped any honey more
than once, and that was owing to the
severe illness of Mr. Harrison and if
!

A

A
curred in Chicago this month.
small lot of the best white clover
honey ever produced was put into the
hands of a commission merchant as a

;

sloped toward the river at an angle
was very rough and rocky. I
it early the next morning,

heard of

and went to them, and by noon I had
most of the bees back in the hives.
ascertain whether it Upon examination I find 13 queens
trial
lot, to
left, which seems almost impossible,
would be advisable to let him have 50 considering
that many of the hives
commission
The
tons more to sell.
rolled for 50 to 75 feet down the bank.
merchant made returns at 5 cents The surplus combs were stored in the
per pound, less commissioner's ex- upper stories of the hives, making
nearly 500 combs in all. These, along
penses, etc. As it will not do to sell

with the bees, brood, combs, stores
and hives were scattered in the ut"
"
held
from the com- most confusion, and that 13 queens
crop will be
were yet alive is much better than I
mission men. Ed.]
expected.
at such ruinous rates, the rest of the

Encouraging Outlook.— Ira Barber,
Junction, 5 N. Y., on April

Local Convention Directory.

DeKalb

;

!

it

of 45°,

Time and vtace

1887.

May
May
May

of Meeting.

22, 1887,

5.— Progressive, at Bedford, Ohio.
MiBS Dema Bennett, Sec, Bedford, O.
10.— Keystone, at Scranton, Pa.
Arthur A. Davis, Sec, Clark's Green, Pa.
10.— Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. T.
D. F. Shattuck, Sec, Homer, N. V.

) 3. —Sheboygan County, at Hingham, Wis.
Mattie B. Thomas, Sec, Sheboygan Falls, Wis.

May

24.-N. W. Ills. & 8. W. Wis., at Rockton, Ills.
D. A. Fuller, Sec. Cherry Valley, nls.

May

26.— West Lake Shore Central, at Kiel, Wis.
Ferd Zastrow, Sec, Millhome, Wis.

Dec. —.-Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Bee. Clinton, Mich.

last of

^"

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Kd.
taries are requested to

many

bee-keepers.
I carried the
to-day, and all occupy
their old stands but 3 out of 147 colonies carried in last November. About
80 per cent, of them are in good condition for business
Clover has wintered fairly well, and the outlook for
a crop of honey is favorable.
to

May

writes

So far as I have learned, bees were
put into winter quarters in poor condition, as a rule, in northern New
York, and the result is a heavy loss

mine out

Long Winter Confinement

of Bees.

— G. M. Doolittle,Borodino,©N.Y.,on
April

21, 1887,

writes

:

;

we had employed

the young

packed and shipped

it,

to

man who

The

pollen was brought in by
the bees to-day, and that in very smau

have ped-

we

should have saved
money and worry, as he had been in
the peddling business.
During the

dled

it

out,

winter, in most localities, there are
plenty of young men out of employment, well fitted, with a little instruction, to sell honey. It would be
better to trust them with our property than to ship it to entire strangers.
I am not ashamed of the business,
but proud of it— glad that I am a producer of a pure sweet. In peddling
honey, the better way when it is sold
from house to house, would be to go
forth as the apostles did, " by twos."
One could drive the team, and abide
by the stuff, while the other could
exhibit the honey and solicit orders.
The best assistant would be one who
has been over the ground before.
honey-route, in time, would have a
commercial value the same as milkroutes now have.
family that uses
honey at all buys a good deal, while
there are others who cannot be induced to use it and in going over the
ground the second time these could

A

A

;

be left out.
Large producers must, of course,
seek distant markets but " it is the
little
foxes that spoil the vines."
Small producers must sell their own
honey at home, if they would succeed;
make honey legal tender for everything they buy.
Peoria,© Ills.
;

[About

honey on commisHarrison is quite right in
saying that it is vexatious and very
selling

sion, Mrs.

unsatisfactory.

A

case in point oc-

first

pellets

from

skunk-cabbage.

The

old snow-banks are still 3 feet deep in
places in my bee-yard, with freezing
nights nearly all the while, which

does not tend to diminish them very
Expecting a Good Harvest.— Geo. fast. As near as I can get at it, the
W. Moore, Golden City, p Mo., on date of the first pollen was never so
April

22, 1887,

says

late as April 21 before in all
years' experience with bees.

:

Bees have wintered 'finely. I had
packed 10 colonies on the summer
stands in the Langstroth hives on
Feb. 7, they had brood hatching; on
March 10 they gathered pollen and
honey from elm and maple. Fruit
bloom is almost gone. It has been so
windy that the bees have not had a
chance to do much in the way of
;

my

18

Bees

wintered out-doors had their first
flight on April 3, which was just 5
months from the time they flew last
fall.

and
it

My

loss is 10 per cent, of this
in the cellar are quiet
nice yet, and I am glad of it, for

class.

Those

looks as

if

months— 180

they are to be confined 6
Who beats that V

days.

gathering honey.
They are very
Sowing for Bee-Pasturage.-James
strong in numbers. I look for a good
honey harvest this year.
Jardine, Ashland, o+Nebr., on April
22, 1887, writes

In this part of the State we have
had rather a hard winter for bees that
were out-of-doors. Many bee-keepers
have lost almost all the bees they had.
For 5 years I have had from 15 to 20 I put 101 colonies into a bee- cellar on
colonies of bees near the Kentucky Nov. 15, 1886, and took 101 colonies
river, between 2 and 3 miles from out on April 2,1887. I kept the temhome. During that time they have perature at about 40° to 50° the most
been protected from harm by being of the time. My hives are all 8-frame
near the house of Wm. Skelton, who Langstroth; I gave them plenty of
had charge of the landing and eleva- ventilation, and have been very suctor there
but last February he cessful so far with cellar-wintering.
moved away, and that left my bees My bees are doing nicely now, and
without protection, except in the day- are breeding very fast. I hope we
time. On Tuesday, April 12, 1 made will have a better year for honey than
arrangements to remove them, but on last year. It was then too dry for
that night some evil-disposed person them in this part of the State. I have
turned them all (24 hives, 19 contain- induced many farmers here to sow
ing bees) down the river bank where Alsike clover this spring, and I think

An Apiary

Rouglily Handled.—

Jno. C. Peden, Lawrenceburg,© Ky.,
on April 20, 1887, writes
:

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
had had plenty of the " Alsike
Clover Leaflets " to show, I could
have been still more successful but
the Leaflets were issued too late for
me. I am trying the Chapman honeyplant this year; also the white mustard, which will be ready for the bees
in June
and sweet clover. 1 mean
if I

;

;

to keep sowing bee-pl;ints until

my

bees can have something else than
the heart's-ease to get honey from.
The basswood last year yielded honey
pretty well for a few days, but when
it came there was plenty of bees
starving. Now I hope that the Alsike
clover that has been sown this spring
will furnish lots of honey in June
next year. My apiary is out of town
a little ways, and the bees were killed
in the store windows, in June, by the
thousands eyery day, and a good
many store men were getting sick of
their company.
The only way " to
keep peace in the family," is to do
just as I have been doing this spring.

Breeding up Nicely.— B. W. Peck,
Centre, rf O., on April 22,

I do not
ever before
but, alas
think that 20 per cent, of the bees in
this locality can possibly survive. We
have had a few warm days, and bees
began to breed very fast; but day
before yesterday we had one of the
worst snow-storms of the season, and
last night the mercury lowered to 10'^
above zero. So that I think the brood
must surely have been chilled. Many
small bee-keepers have lost all of their
bees, and in every case where bees
were not thoroughly packed, they are
all dead.
This has been the hardest
winter on bees in this locality since
the winter of 18S0-81. The clover has
not been injured by frost, as it has
been protected by the snow ; so what
few bees are left will stand an excellent chance to get a good harvest.
I want to hear from the dark as well
as the bright side of bee-keeping.
;

!
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constantly burning in the cellar from
The bees were
to April 1.
put out from April 6 to April 8, and I
found 2 queenless colonies and the
bees all dead ; since that I have found
9 more queenless, making 13 queenless
colonies out of 96 colonies, since Oct.

Nov. 22

1.1886, and more than half of them
were the old colonies having queens
reared in 1886.
The hives were all
dry, with no moldy combs, and had
plenty of honey. Was not this an
unusual mortality among queens ?
If so, from the above data, wherein

did I err ? Two or three thicknesses
of burlap over the brood-chamber was
all

the cover they had.

cannot account for your unusual
queens on grounds other than
old age, or too high a temperature in
your cellar, and the degree you did
not state. When the temperature is
Bloom Frozen.—Mr. Eugene Secor,
kept too high, both workers and
Forest City, 6 Iowa, on April 26, 1887,
queens ofttimes leave the hive and
writes
never return.— Jasies Heddon.]
The weather is bad for unprotected
The fine weather of a
bees outside.
couple weeks ago, which brought out
Honey and Beeswax Market.
the soft maples and all early blossoms, received a sudden backset last
Saturday. One of the worst snowThe following are our very latest
storms of the season reached us. I quotations for honey and beeswax
finished taking bees out of the cellar
on April 19. They came out in good
CHICAGO.
condition generally, but I fear the
HONEY.— Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for any[I

loss of

:

Richmond
1887, says

My bees have again come through
the long, cold winter, and are breeding up nicely. Bees in this locality
generally have not wintered as well
as they did last winter. My loss was
3 colonies out of 38.

:

late cold

weather.

comb honey

this includes

dark unde-

Bees in Prime Condition, etc.— F. effects of the
sirable and crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
they were inside I should feel glad.
choice, I2>4®i3c.—
1-lb. sections, 10(a>i2c.
Taintor, Coleraiue,*o Mass., on I hear of heavy losses in some locali- Good
BEESWAX,-25C.
R. A. BURNETT.
161 South Water St.
April 25, 1887, writes
ties
and we" are not " out of the Mar. 28.
woods " yet, since all the pollen and
DETROIT.
I am happy to say that our bees
plants in bloom are
HONBT.— Best white comb, liai2c. Market is
(those of Mr. W. W.'Cary and mine, honey-bearing
improving.
frozen.
as we are in company) have wintered
BEB8WAX.-23C.
Apr. II.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
extremely well. We think we have
Weather
for
Bees.—
Unfavorable
some of the largest colonies we ever
SAN FRANCISCO.
wintered.
Every colony that was out F. A. Snell, Milledgeville,-o Ills., on HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white, 4®4M
in chaff hives are in prime condition. April 26, 1887, writes
cts. Comb, white. 7'*13c. Market Arm.
BEESWAX.-Soarce at 19g)22c.
The spring is quite backward here,
The weather being very fine, and Apr. 4. SCHACHT & LEMCKB, 122-124 Davis Bt.
but we hope for warmer weather
soon, as we have considerable trans- soft maples in bloom, I removed my
CLEVELAND.
ferring, and other important work to bees from the cellar on April 7, in
HONEY.— Choice white in lib. sections, 12@13c.;
Every colony was second quality, lu®I ic: and buckwheat unsalable
do. The valuable old Ajubrican Bee good condition.
at 8'a-9C. Extracted, 5@6c.
Journal is worth more to me than alive and strong, and the combs were BEESWAX.— 25c.
free
bright
from mold. The
and
A. C. KENDEL, 115 Ontario St.
Apr. 20.
all the rest, for the good commonhives and combs were as dry, apparsense which it contains.
ST. LODIS.
ently, as they would have been in the
HONEY.— Choice comb, 10IB12C. Strained, ID
sitting-room or kitchen.
I placed oarrels,
3!^'%4Mc. Extra fancy, ^ more than loreTerrible Mortality among Bees- them in the cellar on Nov. 23, 1886. going prices. Extracted, 41'4<§'*ic. Market dull.
BEESWAX.— Firm at 21c. for orime.
Late Snow Storms,— Geo-. A. Wright, I have wintered my bees on natural
D. G. TUTT & CO.". Commercial St.
Apr. 2L
Glenwood,(^ Pa., on April 20, 1887, stores for years, with excellent reSAN FRANCISCO.
sults; in fact just as good or better
writes
HONEY.— We quote White comb, I2@14c.: amthan on granulated sugar syrup,
ber, 7'*9c. Extracted, white, 4H<^5c. light amber,
It seems to be the impression that which I gave a good trial 15 years 3^(3i4Kc. Market quiet.
BEESWAX.-iaa22c.
bees have wintered well all over the ago. The weather for the last two
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 FrOut St.
Apr. 16.
country, which I think can hardly be weeks has been very unfavorable for
In
this
the case.
locality, at least, bees. It has frozen for the last few
BOSTON.
the mortality among bees has been nights quite hard, ice forming as
HONEY.-i-lb. packages of white clover honey
2-pound8at
11(^130. Extracted, 5®7c.
terrible, and for beekeepers to report thick as window glass.
at
13(dl5c.;
I prefer a
Sales slow.
only the bright side, and leave the late opening of spring for bees.
BBB8W AX.— 26 cts. per lb.
dark side untold, is to give the busiApr. 22. BLAKE Si UIPLXT. 57 Cbatbam Street.
ness a false coloring, which will
CINCINNATI.
surely opperate against us.
As far
Great Mortality of Queens.- O. B.
HONEY.— We quote for extracted. 3@7c. per lb.
as I am concerned, I want the public Barrows, Marshalltown,© Iowa, on Best
comb brings l®14c. per lb. Demand fair.
to know how I have succeeded in
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 2U(g)23c. per lb. for
April 22, 1887, writes
good to choice yellow.
"wintering my bees. I began the winApr. 21. C.P.MCTTH & SON.Preeman & Central At
ter with 106 colonies, 67 in chaff
On May 1, 18S6, 1 had .54 colonies of
hives and 49 in Simplicity hives. Out of bees— 50 were strong and 4 were
MILWAUKEE.
of the 106 colonies 56 are dead, 6 are weak. I increased them by natural
HONEY.— We quote choice 1-lb. sections at llld
10®lic.
No call for dark. Whlteex2-lbs..
12c.;
queenless, and more than 40 are weak. swarming to 98, gave away 2 colonies,
In barrels and kegs.0@6^c. in small packThey all had plenty of stores, and and found 2 queenless in October. I tracted.
ages. 6!^@7c.: dark. In barrels and kegs, 4<&5c.—
good.
were well packed with chaff in fact, put 94 into the cellar from Nov. 12 to Demand
BBE8WAX.-2.'ic.
I put them up with greater care than Nov. 16, 1886. and a slow fire was kept
A. V. BI8B0P, 142 W. Water St.
Mar. 28.
If

thing otr in

M.

:

;

:

;

:

:

\

:

;

1

:

;

;

I
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System and Success.
I^~ AU who intend to be systematic

^^^JSKIOAltvsj,^

OCR CLUBBING

LIST.

in

We supply the American Bee Journal
copy of
one year, and any of the following publicathe Apiary Register and commence to use it.
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
the prices are reduced, as follows
their

work in the apiary, should get

a

:

^jQinr^
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G,

NEWMAN & SON,

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00
1
1

25
50

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

BCSIKESS MANAOEB.

Price of both. Ohrt
1 00..

The American Bee Journal
The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers, and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
and still keep the record all together in one
Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Apiculturist
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
Canadian Bee Journal

PROPRIETORS.

g23&925WESTMADISaNST.,GHICAG0,ILL.
At One Dollar a Year.

of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

I/eaflet No. 2, entitled " Alsike Clover
for Pasturage and Hay," is now ready for
This should be scattered into
delivery.
every neighborhood. In order to induce
farmers to plant Alsike, that the bees may
have the advantage of it for pasturage. We
send them by mall 50 copies for 30 cents
500 for $2.25— all post100 for 50 cents
paid.
It will pay bee-keepers to scatter
these Leaflets, even if 9 out of 10 avail

To

Correspondents.

— It

would save

.

25..
00..
60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book(cloth).. .3 00..
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture.. 2 25..

Farmer's Accou nt Book

4 00
150.,
Heridon's book. "Success,".. 1 .50...
175..
A Year Among the Bees
.

.

Guide and Hand-Book

2 00
1 75

150
2 00
2 10
2 00

130
1

40

150

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing: money) that have no name
many others having no PostrOfSce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post>

UB

25

150.. 140
2 00.. 170
2 00. 1 75

and Cock's Manual
2
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..!

;

nothing. If ten farmers out of a hundred
plant Alsike in any neighborhood, the bees
will reap a very substantial reward.

1 25.. 1

l-oO.. 135
5 25.. 4 50

Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

;

^)pittml ^0ticc5.

2 00.. 1 75

and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the addi'css we have on our list.
office

Tlie Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the

American Bee Journal

will

be clubbed for $1.25.

The Production

of

for one year,

Comb Honey,

as

can now be obtained at practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Five can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

money Orders

are absolutely safe, it will pay to
Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

As these
get them

Preserve yoar Papers f®r reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

^P~ Sample Copies of the Bee Joubnai,
free upon application. Any one

will be sent

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
As there is Another firm in Chicago by
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
tions for the Bee Journal.
correspondents would write " American Bee
for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some

Colored Posters

for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Do you
We have a

Tl^ant a Farm Account Book ?
left, and make you a very

few

tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
TPlU Present Webster's Dictionary
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postWeekly Bee Journ.4L tor a year and give
It is
paid, for two subscribers with ?2.
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
mail, add 20 cents for postage.
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

We

One Dollar invested

for the weekly visits
for a year,
richly repay every apiarist In America.

of the
irtll

American Bee Journal

Red Iiabels tor one-pound pails of
honey, size .3x4^ inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot ot these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
for $3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

:

;

;

;

;

Simmins' Non-Swarming System is
the title ot a new English bee-book.
The
author claims that itwill inaugurate a " new

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
3

lower prices than can be'obtaiued elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-olasB advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

Vucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
and do not

Irritate the
extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six er
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
udd 1 cent each for postage.

soft,

bees.

vegetable

fiber,

As each separate

TThen Renetving

fiber

your subscription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to .'Ojn with you in taking the Beb
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
it.
We wiU present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00

can afford to do without

direct to this office.

It

will pay any one

to

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

By Tlslng the Binder made expressly
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that for this Bee Journal, all can have them
" it is baaed upon purely natural principles, bound and ready for examination every day
and is the only system that can ever be in the year. We have reduced the price to
relied upon, because no other condition 60 cents, postpaid.
Subscription for one
exists in the economy of the hive that can year and the binder for $1.50.
be applied to bring about the desired result
a total absence of any desire to swarm."
Dr. Miller's Book, " A Year Among
It contains 64 pages ; Is well printed and
It can now be the Bees," and the Bee Journal for one
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
year, we will club for $1.50.
obtained at this office.

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Fire.— As I have Just had the misfortune
to-day of having my residence burned, including all my books, letters and correspondence. I wish to say that I will esteem it
a favor if ray customers will please send me
at once their addresses, including a repetition of their orders. All orders will receive
prompt attention. The loss of the house.
Including its contents, is $4,000. and not one
We could not save a thing
cent insurance
out of the house, as the wind was blowing
J. P. H. Bkown.
a gale.
Augusta, Ga., April 29, 1887.
1

Auction Sale.
WE

will

PUBLIC AUCTION,

at

sell

receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for It, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

GEOKGETOWN,

AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

NEW
tlie

17A4t

Pure Uiitestta ItuIIan

senii

;

^~

Remit by

will deliver
lb.

published,
HAS written,
a
book upon

and now

oflers

Patent Flat-Bottom

THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."

its distinctive feature is that of teacbine
to profitably dispense with fuli sheets of
foundation in the brood-nest when hiving swarma,
several other points are touched upon, and the
system of comb-honey production that the author

f^~ Price of the

is

book, postpaid, 25 cents.

The

prices quoted last

week were an error

of the printer.— Ed.

PHI nWICC f>f Italian and Hybrid
UULUIIILO Bees for sale at bot-

100
12Etf

tom

Write for prices.

figures.

A. J.

Comb Foundation

J.

VAN DEUSEN Ac SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

lAtf

briefly outlined.

ISAtf

fW

St.,

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wliolesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

for

little

to be best,

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

G. NEIVITIAN

& 925 West Madison

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

sale,

lbs. to 223 lbs. each, which
on board the oars at 7 cents

Orders solicited.

THOS.

Altliough

or Trade.— 65 Colonies of BEES,
principiilly IttUians. on nice, straight workercoinb,mu»llv in i:-^*tory movable-comb hives. Price,
•aTii.oo, really worth !!fi:<.~>0 o». Call on. or
Immediately address, U.J. tiCHKOCK, Goshen, Ind.

70

holding from 200

we

BENTON, LA.

Rogersville, G-enesee Co., Mich.,

FOR Sale

1.60

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HOIVEY, in kegs

923

heUeves

$4.00

CLIFTON, TENN.

how

^Hxftxtistmcnts.

.j..

price of Queen wanted.
P. O. Money Order, to

15A4t

per

CUAS. KINGSLEY,
18A4t

"

Hive

Extracted Honey For Sale.

Bright-Band Apiary,

QUF.ENS, reared from imported mothers,
any address, at 80 cents each or Tested
for $1.25. Satlsiaction puaranteed. Send
Smoker.—" Martinsville, Ohio, for terms on large numbers.

Garner."

Every

filled in rotation.

1887.

Notes from

W.

l.icht. 4.ic.

-iiic.

orders

QUEKNS. Untested. 80 cts.; Tested...
NUCLEI without Queens, per Frame.

M.

1880.

IWILl,

April 11, 1887.— Messrs. Bingham & HetheriDgton, Abronia, Mich.: Enclosed find $2.50
for two Largo 2!>ilnch Bingham Smokers
(wide shield). They are for my neighbors.
I have one of the Bingham Smokers that I
have used six years, and it is as good as ever.
Send H-dozen rates.— Respectfully, Amos B.

:

lOTTOM REACHEr

LEWIS A:CO.

to

A Cheap

to lb.,

ITALIAN REESinHeddon

HIVES,

G. B.

it.

To Nucleus add

7th, at 1 O'clock P.

ISAlt

Brucid.i;

ILLS.,

75 COLOi\IES of BEES,
MAY

Is

WILBER G. FISH, Ithaca, N. Y.

under and by virtue of a chattel mortgage,
about

300

lie

used and eiidinsod by Prof. J. H. Comstoi-li, of
Cornell University, G.W.Stanley .and many uthers.
sheet equal to sumple
i8B2t

R. LINDI/EY,

AND ABOUT

Should any Subscriber

FOUNDATION
iirHiHl.flrst(|UHllt.v,ciiiuK>f
excelled,
STAPLE
datistactnin tJHHranteetl.
My Koundatlon

Kor

at residence of late owner,

JONATHAN

285

& E. HATFIELD,

SOUTH BEND. IND.

E S S JL ^ST S

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAI
AND B£E-E£EF£B'S ADVISER.
The Bkitish Bkk Journal is published every
Week, at Ten Shillings and lOd. per annum, and
contains the best practical Information for the

time beiuK, sbowinR what to do. and when and
how to do it. It Is edited by T. W. Cowan, Esq.

The British Bee Journal and the Amebicam
Bee Journal, one year, for $3.00.
ON THE
PBODUCTIOIN of COmB HONEY
$10. For Tet*tet:l Queens, double. Guarantee safe
arrival.-Address. D. E. AL,DKRMAN,
be g-ivon in the June issue of the
WILI.
i8Ait
Clinton, Sampson Co., N, C.
AMEKICAIN APICUIiTUKIST, by
for SALE, Cheap.
6. M. Doolittle. Dr. G. L. Tinker, Dr. C. C.
<^»l<>"l«s of American-reared ItalMiller, and other prominent and well-known 1
cts. bee-keepers. Read v May u.t. Price. 10 cIs. Jtail Bees, best strain, strong, and In
10-frame wired Simplicity hives for sale at
ready to ship choice Italian Queens,
Address, AMERICAN APICULTTTRIST,
$8.00
per
Colony.
»;. A. CI,ARK,
bred from select mothers. Untested, 75
18A4t
WEN HAM, MASS.
8Etf
ARKADELPHIA, ARK.
cts.: Tested. ¥1.50.
E. F. LOCKETT,
18Etf
COLUMBUS. MISS.
Colonies of Italian
Dadant'sFoiindationFactory, wholesale
:— From many years' experience I
FRIEXDS
Strong. Hrst-class in every respect. and retail. See Advertisement in another column.
tlntl it to luy interest, and to yours, to rear fine,
For Sale at reduced prices.
welMevelopud

CASH.— Pure Italian Queens in May and
FOR
June: Untested, f H doz., $5.50; per dozen,
I

I ;

BEES
on

W

for 75
QUEENS
AM

I

;

Bees,

Qi-eens.

breed only Italians, and
to rear Queens,
season. 1 will sell tor
cash tillJune Ho. itt aperdoz.; after .June, special
rates per doz. Will sell Nuclei A Bees perlb. clieap
in June, as ojy honey-flow is over tiien. Mention
thispaper.and write youraddress I'vryplninly. You
shall liavemyproniptandchcerliilatienlion. This
will not appear asain.
IRA D. ALDKK.MAN.
18AIt
Taylor's Bridge, Sampson Co,,N. C.
as

I

and

1

employ only experienced help
luatiinK

it

a specialty

100
loAtf E.

C.

li.

LARCH, Asbland, nto.

500

Heddon-Langstrotii

HIVES

— rOR SAt,E,—

honey-hoard, eight broodWITH
frames, crate
with 28
slotted

sections, all

filled

put up In good shape and painted 2 coats.

ITALIAN BEES, bred ten years from
PURK
Imported mothers, at $5 per colony. Hybrids
*" ^'

'"iSASt

Is^.

FOR SALE.

this

^OUL°>

S. I^

Ridgeville,

In lots of

O O I»,

five,

$1.00 each.

J. \V.

I

of Italian and Hybrid
V BEES— 10 Colonies
in 10 L. frame hives,

balance on 8 American frames

made

^T"

hives.

Colony.

Jl.

in

Simplicity-

Will sell all for

B.

$4.00 per

KEE1,EU,

CARLINVILLE, ILLS.

17A2t

(Price-list free

on application.;

Ills.

r-A COLOINIES

BITTENBENDER,

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

KNOXVILLE, IOWA.

18Atf

BtANUPACTtJUER OP

APIARIAN SUPPLIES
And Dealer

BEES aod HONET.
t^' Send lor my New Circular.
Corner North 6th & Mill Streets,
12Etf
COUNCI L BLUFFS, IOWA.

MANUFACTLTRED UY

in

HOW TO WINTER

Kssays
ELEVEN
keepers, sent to

by eleven

all

Address,
llAtf

'Boss" One-Piece Sections

who appiv.

BEES,

J,

Forncrook &

Co.,

Watertown, Wis.

i:

wE

Patented June

2«. ihki.

will furnish tou SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-liat.
Wutertoiro, Wis., May 1st. 1887.

flat, 112.041.

prominent bee-

VVenbam, Ma«s.

Price, by E.vpres8, .'jOcts.: by mail, 6.i ct«.; 12 In
tlat, and one nailed (18 In all), $:i.r>o ; 50, in the

the

ta^Tboa. G. Newman &Son, of Chicago.sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Address.

THOS.
923

G.

NEWMAN A

& 025 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICA]^ BEE JOURNAL.
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Extra Thin

FOUNDATION

In 25-PouDd Boxes.

WE

"Boss" One-Piece

BEES anii HONEY,

J.

Management

CAN now furnish VAN DEUSENS'

and

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation

put up in 25-lb. Boxes, iu sheets 16i4x28
inches, at $12.50 per box.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be fiUed
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
This Foundation runs 12 feet to the

Ib.-

of an Apiary for Pleasure

THOMAS

Profit

by

;

NEWMAN,
American

& Co., Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

28, 188I.

wE
ARMSTRONG'S

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.

Bee JourriaL

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up witu the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

Forncrook

1=

G.

Editor 0/ ttie

Sections,

MANUFACTURED BV

Watertown, Wis., May

Is

1st, 1887.

1^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
Reversible Hive.
successful management of the honey-bee,
The cheapest, simplest and most practlcaJ
and at the same time produce the most
THOS. G. 1VEMTIL4N & SON.,
ever offered to the public.
923 & 925 W. Madison St.,
CHICAGO, ILL. honey in its best and most attractive con- Hive
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
Boimd in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
Dadant'sFonndationFactory, wholesale ^~A Liberal Dlsconnt to Dealers, by good hive your reversible section-case IB
perfection itself."
and retail. See AdvertlBement In another column.
the Dozeu or Hundred.

New

;

BARNES' FOQT-POWER MACHINERY,
Read what J. I. Parent, of
Charlton, N.Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter,
chaff hires with 7-ln. cap,
KHt honey-racks, 50<t broad
frames, 2,(XiO honey-boxea
and a irreat deal of other
work. This winterwe have
double the amount of beeoil

hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.

It will do all you say it will."
Catalogue and Price - List

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
45Ctf
No. 484 Ruby St., Rockford,

AND QUITENS

a.

111.

Specialty.—

Untested Qfeens. in May, |1.00.
After June 1st, 75 cts. Price-List

BEES
JOHN

of Full Colonies, two and 3 frame
Nuclei. Hives, Foundation. &c.,Free.

15A7t

NEBfcJL

& SON, High

Hill,

Vandervort FoimdatioD

Mo.

Mill.

6 Inch, Price, $20.00.
makes the finest extra thin Foundation
comb honey. For Sale by
It

THOS.
923

{c

925

Q.

NEWMAN

West Madison

Street.

&

G.

^"

Sample Hive, complete and painted, S2.50.
SON,
Send your name and post-oflice address,
CHICAGO, ILL,

St..

The American Bee Journal

plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

Address,
a year and the book, " Bees and
9Atf
Honey," will be sent for $1.75.
for

for

ILl..

make

a specialty of the manufacture of
DOVE-TAILED SECTIONS of the White
Poplar, the whitest and best wood for the purpose.
We make all styles and sizes, but recommend the
Side-Openinp Sections as superior to any other.
Thecreataccuracy and fine finish of our Sections
are the admiration of everybody. Sample 3 cents
Price-liist of Supplies free.

ITALIAN QUEENS.

1887.

L. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA, 0.

DR. O.

WARRANTED QIEENS FOR
If you want

Falls,

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new

The 3 frame basket Is In a
can of the same size and style aa
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
sizes.

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed

6

POST-PAID

Year among the Bees,

;

;

THOS.
923

&

G.

St..

SON,
CHICAGO.

sldea In the Comb Baskets.
00 Extractors have no covers.

^k

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale
See AdTenisement

In ftnother

Talk about some of the Implements, Plans
o,f
a Bee-keeper of '2fi years'
Experiftice, who iuts for 8 yeam viade the
Production of Honey his Excbi^ive

columB.

DONT BUT QUEENS,

and Pnictices

Biisiaess.

SECTIONS

HIVES,

before you
Price-List.

Price, '75 cents, by mail. This Is a new work
of about 114 paKes, well-pvloted ana nicely bound
Id cluth.

Address,

G. NEWIT AN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL

THOS.

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA.

8E6t

DRAKE & SMITH,
Successors to A, E.

Manum.

rnide rroni white poplar,

Queens, Bei-s hv

ilie

.Viirlnisnr Cflouy. ''Rfch' (iuidf. Ulcitmrnnfiii ami

"...

ji((<Hi,tnl..i;tt."..l 4t<

II

THOS.
923

G.

The

NEWMAN &

& 92.T West Madison

$8.00 and-

13x13 Inches
10x18
10x18
loxiR
I3x20
13x20
13x20

$8 00

80O

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

00
00
00
00
00

SON,

CHICAGO. UjL.

Street,

BEAUTIFUL.
Alili-IN-ONE-PIECE Sections, smooth
inside and out. Comb Foundation, Alsike
Clover Seed, and everything needed in the
apiary.
Send for free price list, and samples of
Sections and Foundation.

M. H. HCINT,
BELL BKANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.
lOEtf

Near

Detroit.

ol'

tiuj..

Bee-Literature, etc.. cti'.
Imported Italian Quciii>,

'lialinri

For American fram 38,
For 2 Langstroth
For 3
For 4
For 2 frames of any size.
'*
"
For 3
"
"
For 4

Bristol. Vt.

Foundation, Extractors, Snioktr-.
Cratt'H, Honey Buckets Veils, Feeii-

mauuracture Bee-Keepers"

cr.i.

[liiLM-s

H.'.-Kr.p.r.,
KKl
I..
,»ridre.ss
JO-r.l'll NYSKU /WOKHC,
l»KS M4UNES. IOWA.
Shuck's Invertjble Hives & Cases. I make L. hives
of all styles. Greatly reduced price8.-806 Walnut st.

16B3t

and

plies or all kiQda,&e«t quality at I'ltrest prices.
Hives, Sections, Comli

Wc

*

SUPPLIES

jyTANUPACTPRERS of the BRISTOI.
^^ Bse-HIve, the Standard Hive Vermont,
SECTION HONEY BOXES,

Western BEE-KEEPERS' Supply House.
^

or

send for my Catalogue
Address,
J. P. H. BROn'IV,

the different styles

have strainers over tiie canal leading to the honey gate, and mova-

re-set.

NEWMAN

925 West Madison

<ind retan.

tractors, all

;

properly thinned out and

If

Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the $8.00 Ex-

:

BEINO

A

Identical, e.xcept in size, with the
|l«.<xi Extractor, 13x20, which is

can supply this seed
at the following- prices
One-half ounce, 30
cents
1 ounce, *1
2 ounces, $1.50
4
ounces, $2 '4 pound, $:3 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
:

Ills.,

EXCELSIOK

:

$5.
Nice, Bright Queens, the
progeny of which are good workers, and
could be seen working on Red Clover at
any time within the last two years, send for
my Circular.
J. X. WILSON,
ICtf
NICHOLASVILLE. KY.

JERSETVILLE, ILLS.

16A4t

My 19th Annual Price-List I'^'S^^SkSll'i^?,
Queens and Nuclei Colonies (a, specialty)
Also
Supplies— will be sent to all wlio send their names
and addresses.
H. H. BROWN,
12-15-18 St
LIGHT STREET, Columbia Co., PA.

We

ARmSTRONG,

S.

& GOODELL,Bock
ToforSMITH
low prices on Apiarian Supplies.

(Echinops sphcerocephalus.)

1887.

E.

WRITE

S£CTIOXS.
WE

Address.
8Etf

'

NEWSMAN &

925 West Madison

:

& SON,
CHICAGO,

THOS.
92.3

'

(the best timber in

Wood

the world fur honey-boxes), Clumps, and a
for 0Inmp9.
Separutors and

Thumb -Screw
Wood

Sides.

1»- LIGHTNING

GLUERS

Thirty

T

Years a Queen-Rearer.

in the Business than
QNGERSend
for Price-List.

any other man

J_i living.

14Atf

WENHAM, Essex Co., MASS.

Shipping-Crates, Bee-Escapea, Bee-Feeders, and

MANHM'S BEE-SmOKERS,

1

all

made of

like

the best material and in a workmanSend stamp for Sample SECTION

manner.

and Prlce-Llat.

2E12t

BMlROOFINBSSSg
ESTaB.i85s.W.H.FAY&C0.Camden,N.J.o
a:<'> vt. LOUIS.
MLN:N£A1'0LIS. ouaua. aB
15A8t
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Liquid Honey.— In answer to a query
A Bold Trickster in St. Louis has been
292, Mr. G. w. Demareo makes this doing business on
a very small capital and a

on page

announcement
I

~;tr^

liEjtoiirM
THOUAS

a.

mountain of

have found by 8 years' e.xperlence. that

the word "extracted," as applied to liquid
honey, has damaKcrl my trade in the article
severely. In all these years I have failed to
teach my nearest neighbors to adopt the
misnomer. 1 have yiven it up in despair,
and now call it liiiuid honey.

mi.

authority, for reference to

those

;

'.

ITEWUA^,

May

name without

whom he proposed to swindle in large
amounts.
Prom one man In Indiana he had ordered
The only objection to calling it "liquid a carload of butter-tubs
from another,
honey " is the fact that very soon after it is willow-ware.
Dun's and Bradstreet's agentaken from the combs, it granulates, and cies were
overwhelmed with inquiries about
then it is not a liquid I As well might you him. They
started an investigation, and
call ice liquid water
as to call this candied- learned that he had Aooded the
country with
sweet liquid honey ! It would be an unfortu- letters soliciting
flour and other goods from
nate misnomer
At the convention of the millers and dealers, and giving them
for
North American liee-Keepers' Society in reference. A number of

Editor.

1

Vol

" cheek I" He bought a very
small stock of groceries of a wholesale firm
for cash, and then used the wholesale Arm's

11, 1887,

No. 19.

1879, the following resolution

millers believing

was passed

his statements, shipped

him large consignments of flour, some of which he has disResolved. That the North American bee- posed of at half their value. They are still
keepers, in con%'ention assembled, do earn- waiting to be
paid, although the underestly ask the commercial reporters of the
newspapers to use the words "extracted standing was that the transaction should be
honey" instead of "strained honey" in conducted for cash.
their price-current reports.
This illustrates in some measure how proUntil a better name— one that can be ducers are swindled out of their goods, by
truthfully applied to it— can be found or shipping them to irresponsible persons, who
invented, we must stick to the name "ex- intend io swindle every one they can.
tracted honey." Not that it is unobjectionNo one should send honey to be sold on
able, but it is the best that has been pre- commission with6ut first finding out if the
sented so far
The chief objection to it parties they ship to are reliable, and good
unanimously

Lire Is a I.eal'or Paper Wliite,
Whereon each one of us may write
His word or two— and then comes night.

1

:

1

there are now so many
"extracts " on the market, and some people
think that this is the "extract of honey"—
not the real thing
We would like a change
—but it must be also an improvement
is

Our Friend,

G. M. Doolittle. is reported
"on the siclt list." We trust it will not be
lonjf before he may be reported as " fully

recovered," and busy with his daily duties
in the apiary.

the fact that

I

No

A Pound of

Bees, in early spring-, with
a good queen and a liberal use of comb
foundation in the brood-chamber and sections, will rapidly build up into a good
colony, and if the season is favorable, will
store considerable honey during the summer.

A Damp
dynamite

Cellar

is

more deadly than

Do

not live in a house with a
In a family of seven, two
have just died, and Ave are ill with typhoid
fever— all from a wet cellar
the drain

damp

I

cellar.

;

having become

filled

up.

1

Patent Bee-Hives.- Some

evil-

disposed person in Indiana is reported to
have stated that the Editor of the Bee
JomiNAL had positively asserted "that
there were no patent bee-hives in the

United States."
We do not know who the person is, but the
report to us comes from Warren County,
Indiana. We now publicly deny ever having loriMcn or stated vfrbally any such thingi
and demand the proof for such a charge
More than any other publisher of a beepaper have we said in favor of respecting
1

patents, and the rights of individuals to
their inventions, as guaranteed by the
United States Government
Such a charge
1

;

ance.

We

could hardly believe that Dr.
Brown could be so very unmindful of his
Interests as to neglect to insure his property. That is a duty no one should neglect.
Our sympathies are with our friend in his
loss.

" Florida Bee-Keeping has had a setback," says a correspondent. " About onehalf of all the bees here in January of last
year are now dead. The 85 colonies brought
here from Iowa by Mr. Poppleton, were
nearly all dead at last accounts." This is
very discouraging to apiarists in Florida.
J. C. TIelcher, who inserted a small
ad^crtisemen^5 or 6 times in the Bee JourN.^L recently, writes as follows
" I have
received several hundred answers to that
advertisement." This shows the value of
:

Judicious advertising in the

Journal.

American Bee

Sliade for Htves.- In the Plowman, Mr.
H. Dibbern gives the following as his
advice on the above topic :
There will be many hot days during this
month, and the beekeeper should provide
some protection both for himself and the
C.

bees. Small trees, if not allowed to growtoo thick, so as to obstruct the flight of the
hees. furnish a grateful shade for both.
The bees seem to appreciate the shade, as
well as man, and will seldom leave a hive if
placed in the cool shade of a tree. If no
trees are at hand, then some protection by
covering the hives with boards is desirable.

Failures.- Who make them ? Why the
not only a deliberate and cruel falsehood, men who lose heart and
fail to continue the
but "made up out of whole cloth," devoid journey once begun. The
man who starts
of any single thread of truth
for the city of Success, and gets part way
Our correspondent asks us if we do "not and then returns to the starting place
to
know that James Heddon, of Michigan, has take another road, and again pursues
his
a patent on a hive ?
Most certainly we do
journey for a little distance only to turn
and we also know that hundreds of others back, never reaching the city.
It is only he
have patents on hives
The total number who, setting out, keeps his face as a flint,
of beehives patented in the United States and turns neither to
the right hand nor to
up to this date, will not vary much from the left, that enters the city in
triumph.—
8,10
Of these, 591 bear date prior to Jan. Exchange.
1, 1874
The number of United States
patents Issued on bee-hives up tg Jan. 1,
BeeTllle, In Bee County, Texas, situated
1886, were 810
The next malicious falsifier
about 25 miles from the bays that fringe
will please step to the front
Next
the Gulf of Mexico, ought to be a good
location for bees.
It is generally rolling
An Aplcultnral Congress and Exposi- prairie, with a soil of dark,sandy loam. The
tion is to be held in Hanover next fall. The county contains 900 square miles, and has a
Minister of State will award the premiums population of about 3,000. One-fourth of
to exhibitors. The money prizes offered the county is covered with timber. We have
amount to $1,500 besides the medals. often had letters inquiring about different
German apiarists are a vigorous and push- parts of Texas as a location for bee-keeping.
ing lot of individuals, and leave no stone Our correspondent has resided there for 28
unturned to make a large show of honey, years, and will answer letters about that
and thus educate the people to eat honey in county, if addressed to "County Judge,"
place of other sweets.
BeevlUe, Bee County, Texas.
is

Dr. Bronrii, of Georgia, lost his residence
by Are on April 20. Loss, S4:,000 no insur-

for at least twenty times the amount of the
goods to be shipped to them.
The moral taught in the above is— never
to ship goods or pay money to any one with
whom you are unacquainted, without first
ascertaining whether they are responsible
and have good credit

I

1

'

I

1

I

1

I

1

I
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cepting one or two years— running
to 1877, and every sample is well
preserved. I have found by 8 years'
Witb Replies thereto.
" exthe word
experience, that
tracted," as applied to liquid honey,
article
[It IB quite uselesB to ask for answers to has damaged my trade in the
have
Queries in this Department in less time severely. In all these years I
neighbors
teach
my
nearest
than one month. They have to wait their failed to
misnomer. I have given
type, and sent in about a to adopt the

deeper than the frames, viz
5l£
inches deep, and are made so as to be
interchangeable.
For taking liquid
honey the frames should be worked
IJ^ inches apart from centre to centre, and must be fixed in the case so
that the cases can be handled without
the frames becoming misplaced. 2.
When foundation is used in full
liquid sheets, 3^-inch will answer for the
top and bottom bars. G.W .Demaree

back

turn, be put in

:

it up in despair, and now call it
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
honey.— G. W. Desiaree.
get them returned, and then find
The shallow frames undoubtedly
2. Extract it after it is
1. Yes.
pace for them in the JotJRUAL. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for sealed over and fully ripened ; then possess some advantages in this direcput it into kegs or small packages for tion, but whether they are of sufBthem to be inserted here.— Kd.1
cient weight to warrant their adopthe market.— The Editor.
tion for this purpose alone, I cannot
say. I would suggest that the shallow frames be one-half the depth of
The Flavor of Extracteil Honey.
Frames for Extracting.
the Langstroth frame, or a trifle
deeper, and that the top and bottom
Query 415.—1. Can extracted honey be
Lang416.—
1.
When
standard
the
Query
high
and
delicate
a
flavor
of
as
bars be a good plump 5-16 of an inch.
put on the market
as conai) honey of the same Icind ? 2. If so, give stroth hive is used for producing extracted honey,
W. Z. Hutchinson.;
the best method of securing and handling the is it best to use full-depth Becoud-stnries or shallow supers on the tiering-up plan? 2. How deep
same ?— N. J.
1. Having used both for 16 years, I
should the frames for the latter be ? 3. What
thickness sliould the top and bottom bars be to have the advantages and disadvan2.' Be sure that it is
1. I think so.
prevent sagging ? — New Jersey.
tages between full and half depth
thoroughly ripened.— A. J. Cook.
I use full-depth Gallup frames with frames to be about equal. ConsiderYes, sir. There is not space here
9-32 of an inch thick top-bar.— G. M. ing the important feature of unito give my method of working for exformity, I have lately used and would
DOOLITTLE.
tracted honey.— James Heddon.
full depth.
3. Every thing
2. I use reversible advise
1. Full depth.
2. I will
1. I hardly think it can.
frames with i^-inch top-bars.— A. J. depends. Do you use full sheets of
let others answer the second question, Cook.
foundation or not. Do you wire the
frames or not V Do you use metal
as I have little experience.— G. M.
1. I see no advantage in shallow exDOOLITTLE.
standards or not ? Do you make the
tracting stories, except the pleasure
frames of pine or poplar ?— James
method of
2. Your best
1. Yes.
(?) of extracting twice instead of once. Heddon.
handling and securing depends altoC. W. Dayton.
gether upon what sort of a market
Use full-sized Langstroth frames.
Both the standard Langstroth frame The top-bars should be V-shaped, and
and customers you have.— J. P. H.
shallow
4J^-inch frame on the
and
a
Bbown.
cut out of inch lumber ; then all
tiering-up plan work well. I prefer
These questions hardly belong in the latter. The top-bar is M-inch, danger of sagging will be avoided.
this department. It would require a and the bottom-bar ^-inch.— J. P. H. The Editor.
long article to explain the matter

them

—

;

•

,

—

—

fully.— J. E. Pond.
1. My experience is that it cannot.
The finest quality of honey will ever
be sold in the comb.— G. L. Tinker.
Leave it on the hive
I think so.
until thoroughly ripened, then extract and keep sealed up from the
air.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
2. Take well1. I think it can.
ripened honey, extract it, and seal it
up at once. If it is exposed to the
atmosphere for any length of time, it
lose its
Jim flavor.— H. D.
will

Brown.
1.

I

should prefer shallow supers,
on the tiering-up

plan.

2.

From

5 to 7 inches. 3.
bottom bars should be

top and
an inch to prevent

Tinker.
1 and 2. In the

all

The

% of

sagging.— G. L.

early honey harvest

I prefer a frame about 5 inches deep
to start tiering-up. 3. The top-bars

should be %-mcii bottom-bars, ^inch. If you use wired frames, make
bottom-bars 3^-inch. H. D.
the
;

—

Cutting.

1. I prefer full-sized frames. 2. The
regular Langstroth frames are 9%
2. Extract it as it
1. Yes.
and not as it is gathered. That is inches deep inside. 3. I use wired
some more buncombe, some may say. frames with centre support, and find
3-16-inch top-bars andjis-inch bottomC. W. Dayton.
might. 2. I do not bars sufBcient.— J. E. Pond.
1. I think it
think I can answer this, and those
After trying both styles largely, we
who can, will, I think, need more much prefer a half-story super. We
this
de- make the upper frames 6 inches deep
room than they can have in
partment.— C. C. MiLLEB.
two such stories hold more honey
Some say no we say yes. Extract than one full story, and are more
when the crop is ripe, and treat it as easily hiindled. We make top-bars
you would comb honey. If it granu- J^-inch thick, and bottom-bars %.—
lates you may melt it over water. Dad'ant & Son.
Extracted honey sometimes ferments,
1. Perhaps locality has something
but some comb honey does too.— to do with these things. I have used
Dadant & Son.
both the half depth and full size Lang1. I think so without doubt. 2. The stroth frames for taking liquid honey
honey should not be taken until it is since 1879, and the shallow frames on
thoroughly evaporated and sealed. the tiering-up plan has given me the
Pass it through a cheese-cloth as it best results. My half-depth frames
runs from the extractor, and let it are 4%xl7M inches, the length being
have the air long enough for the im- the same as the standard Langstroth
prisoned air to escape, and then close frame. They are adjusted in cases
the vessel tightly and keep it in a dry the same size of the top of the broodare just bee-space
place. I have samples of honey— ex- chamber, and

Cutting.

is sold,

—

;

;

Winter Repository for Bees.

and work them

Query 417.— Suppose

an earth-roofed

cave, half under and half above ground, frostproof, well drained, well sub-earth ventilated, containing a trough holding 2 barrels of water, into
which, and from which, by a sub-earth pipe passes
4 or 5 barrels of fresh water every morning and
evening, from a well (the temperature of which
water is 46 degrees Fahr.) 1. would such a cave
be a good winter repository for bees? 2. Will the
trough of water be a benefit or an inixiry to the
bees ? 3. How many colonies will be safe in such a
cave, tlae dimensions being 10x15 feet, and an
average of 6 feet high ?— 8., Central Ills.

I see no great objections to such a
repository. 3. From 50 to 75 colonies.

—J. P. H. Brown.
If the walls are dry, and you can
give ventilation when needed, you
can safely winter in it 150 colonies, or
as many as it will conveniently hold.

—Dadant & Son.
1.

l''es,

tilated at

the

According to
temperatures,

temperature was

the

if

maintained at

44'3,

and the hives ven-

top.

2.

Neither.

3.

my

experiments in even
500 colonies.— C. W.

Dayton.
2. I should say it would be
1. Y''es.
a benefit by keeping an even temperature, if nothing more. 3. As many as
conveniently hold.— G. M.
it will

DOOLITTLE.
1

.

I think it

would be a good

re-

pository for bees. 2. The water would
be a benefit ; it will absorb impurities
which would be carried out with the

water.— H. D. Cutting.
1. It would depend upon the temperature maintained in the cave.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
it was a good place to winter
think with fresh water flowing through it, a higher temperature
would be required than in a dry cave.
2. I think the water would be a beneThis mark
indicates that the apiarist is
fit if it kept the temperature at 45° located
near the center of the State named;
and above. 3. If the conditions were 5 north of the center; 9 south; 0+ east;
right, you could not get in too many. *0 west; and this 6 northeast; "x) northwest:
G. L. Tinker.
o. southeast; and ? southwest of the center

whether

bees.

I

Q

—

2. It may of the State mentioned.
1. Yes, I think it would.
serve to equalize the temperature ; it
would have no other beneficial effect.
For the American Bee JoomOL
3. As many as can be stored comfortably. The above is theory with myself drawn from reading experiments
Legislation on Priority of Location,
of others ; I have never wintered bees
Jos. E.
save on summer stands.
"WM. F. CLARKE.

—

Pond.
would be a good winter
On page 251, under the side-headbees, and that the ing, " Where is it found ?" Dr. C. C.
water would be beneficial. I have Miller writes
"On page 218, in the
had no experience with very large address of Kev. W. P. Clarke, occurs
I think it

repository

for

:

numbers

but I the following statement
of colonies in cellars
It is proshould think this size of cellar would posed by some to pass a law securing
answer for from 100 to 150 colonies.— to the first-comer as a bee-keeper into
W. Z. Hutchinson.
a neighborhood, the exclusive owership of the bee-forage within certain
1. I should guess it would be an
!'
Will Mr. Clarke kindly give
excellent place, but you can tell bet- limits
the names of some who have made
ter by trying. 2. Perhaps a benefit.
such a proposition, and also the place,
3. If it is really well ventilated, it is
has been mentioned
possible that it might bring through if any, where it
in any of the bee-papers V"
in good condition all it would hold
150 colonies ought certainly to winter
civil question is entitled to a civil
in it well, and a less number would answer, and I shall do my best to give
better.— C. C. it frankly and fully. In my reference
probably do
still
Miller.
to " some," I had more particularly
2. Yes, be- in view Dr. Miller himself, Mr. Hed1. I should say capital.
cause it will aid materially to control don, and Mr. Betsinger. At the outthe temperature. 3. Just as many as set of the discussion. Dr. Miller was
you can get in, providing you can generally understood to advocate
keep the temperature at 450 pahr., in legislative protection to " the firstthe coldest weather, which I believe comer as a bee-keeper into a neighwould be possible with such an ar- borhood." Mr. Heddon hailed his
utterances at the Indianapolis conrangement.— A. J. Cook.
vention as harmonious with those
1. If the temperature be
kept at previously made by himself in favor
about 4.5° Fahr., the cave will no of priority of location,but did not agree
doubt answer well. 2. The water with the Doctor in trying to secure
would be beneficial in equalizing the it by legislation. After the discustemperature. 3. It will do to comfort- sion had been going on for some
ably nil it.— The Editor.
months, Mr. Heddon, on page 138,
withdrew his contention with some
facetious hits at the Doctor, and said,
Convention Notices.
" I give him the case for the present
'

;

:

;

tW

The next meetine of the Darke County
Union Bee-Keepers' Society wiU be held at Green-

May

27, lft87.
J.

A. Roe, Asst. Ste.

The next meeting of the West Lake Shore

Central Bee-Keepers' Association will be held on
May 26, 1887, In Koekrinu Hall, at Kiel, Wis.

Ferd Zastrow,

Sec.

|y

The May meetinR of the Northwestern Illinois and Soutiiwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at Rockton, His., on Tuesday, May 24, 1887,
D. A. FULLER, See.

Tlie Neiv 'i'ork World says that many
a dealer who places a $10 advertisement in
paper begrudges his investment
worth double to him what be pays
for it. Advertising rates in city newspapers
would astonish such business men. One
column in the Chicago Tribune costs the advertiser $26,000 per annum. The New York
Berald receives for its lowest price column
$.39,.i62, and for its highest price .?0.3,800,
his village

when

the prior occupant had the natural
Surely, none have
exclusive right
forgotten how malignantly my posiImagine my
tion
was attacked
surprise at noting that at the Indianapolis convention a committee was
appointed to inquire into the desii
bility and feasibility of asking ou
Government to legislate this condition of aifairs."

In the same volume, on pag« 743,
Dr. Miller thanks Mr. Heddon for
giving his view on page 709, and sub"I
stantially endorses it. He says
understand Mr. Heddon to claim that
the prior occupant has a natural exclusive right, and that such exclusive
possession would result In the greatest good to the greatest number. In
this we are very nearly, if not altogether in accord ;" and he goes on to
specify as the point in regard to
which they are not quite in accord,
Mr. Heddon's "idea of a natural exclusive right of the prior occupant
securing of itself " the survival of
the fittest." Instead of leaving the
result to the operation of natural law,
the Doctor would secure it by legisla:

He says further: "However
much thought Mr. Heddon may have

tion.

given to the matter of rights as to
priority of location,' I cannot believe he has given much thought to
it with the possibility of legislation in
view, but it seems to me that without
much thought upon this branch of
the subject, he has hastily settled
'

upon the conclusion that because
there was no legislation there could
No legislation on
be none, etc,"
whatV "Rights as to priority of
"
own statethe
Doctor's
location is
ment of the case, which Mr. Heddon
would leave to the operation of natbut which Dr. Miller
ural forces,
would have regulated by law.
In the

American Bee Journal

for 1886, page 775, Mr. Heddon replying to the Doctor, contends that the
"natural right of priority" is competent to take care of itself without
such legislative aid as Dr. Miller proposes. On page 794 of the same vol-

ume, Mr. W. H. Osborne urges the
Mr. Betsinger, who was at following valid and strong objection
" There
first inclined to oppose the Doctor's to the Doctor's position
views, announced himself as a convert are persons in this village who have
page 105.
I reply, kept bees longer than I have, and if
to them, on
therefore, that all three of these gen- by reason of priority, I must surtlemen have advocated the proposi- render the business to them, such
tion mentioned in my address, and, as legislation might seem more desirable
requested, I will now proceed to cite to them than to me."
quotations from the " place " wher«
In the American Bee Journal
they have done so, viz in the Ameri- of Dec. 22, 1886, Mr. C. G. Beitel says:
can Bee Journal.
" Again, when we scan closely a law
The Doctor first aired his pet such as is contemplated, we cannot
scheme of legislative protection for fail to perceive what a source of litibee-keepers at the Indianapolis con- gation it might prove. The question
There was of priority of location would often be
vention in October last.
no verbatim report of his remarks in as difficult to establish as that of
advocacy of the movement, and I will priority of invention, etc." In the
not pretend to quote him, but the present volume, on page 57, Mr. J. E.
impression made on my mind and on Pond, under the heading, " Legislathe minds of others was, that he tion for Bee-Keepers," and evidently
wished legislative recognition of a discussing Dr. Miller's proposition,
at least."

vlUe, O., on Friday,

VF

A
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it is

:

:

" The question of priority of
right of pre-emption to territory in says
which to keep bees. Thus Mr. Hed- location of an apiary is one on which
don understood him. He says in the my views are so well known, that I
The New York Tribune for the lowest, American Bee .Journal for 1886, need not, neither do I care to discuss
$29,7,54, and for the highest price $85,648, on page 709
"Only a few months it ; but the question of legislation on
and these papers never lack for advertise- ago I wrote on the subject of priority- that subject is one on which more
ments to fill their columns.
right of location,' trying to show why light is needed, and for that reason
:

:

'
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may have a small share of attention." up-stairs, and got them sadly beIn that issue of the American Bee daubed. He hastened to his desk,
Journal, Dr. Miller for the hrst time and offered a reward of half-a-crown
disclaims the priority idea, saying
to any boy who would tell him " who
" And now it is Mr. L. N. Tongue, on had hands in this."
A boy volunpage 24, who sets up the priority teered the desired information, and
question in order to knock it down. gave it by saying, " Please, sir, you
Has Mr. Tongue not yet found out had hands in it."
that nobody ever asked for, or hinted
I am at a loss to know why Dr.
at wanting legislation on the priority Miller should wax so warm in his
y"
I read that with amaze- tardy disclaimers of the priority idea.
question
ment, but not being in the contro- As Mr. Pond very justly says, on page
versy, I did not care to bring the 233, " I cannot see how the question
Doctor up with a sharp turn by quot- of legislation, as desired by Dr. Miller,
ing his previous utterances, and can be divided from that of priority."
pointing out the drift of the discusGuelph, Ont.
sion as I have now done.
On page 69, present volume, there
For tne American Bee Joiimai.
is a long article of the Doctor's probably written before the brief reference to Mr. Tongue in the previous
number. It is mainly in reply to Mr.
Heddon, and mentions "priority of
location " several times without any
disclaimer of it as part of his scheme.
He even says, " In the generality of
cases I believe in the priority right."
Further, in replying to Mr. Heddon 's
remark, that " priority of location
gives one a natural right, provided he
is fit to hold that tocaiion," the Doctor
proceeds to argue again against the
natural " survival of the fittest," and
pleads for legislation for the sake of
those who try to crowd in but cannot,
and are involved in loss by their
futile attempt, which, he says, might
have been prevented if the first comer
" This territory I
could have said
hold in fee simple as my own, and
you must go elsewhere if you want to
keep bees." Still arguing along the
priority line at considerable length,
the Doctor winds up by asking, " On
all accounts, then, should not every
man have a legal right to his own
ground ?"
On page 154, Mr. G. M. Alves thus
defines the question at issue: ''Mr.
Heddon thinks that the claims of
priority of location
are right in
morals, but doubts whether legislative bodies could be induced to enact
a law for the enforcement of the same.
Dr Miller not only accepts the principle as right, but goes further, and
gives it as his opinion that it would
be practicable to make it statutory."
On page 199,Dr.Miller is "aroused."
He is replying to Mr. J. E. Pond, and
asks that gentleman to name " a single person who has ever advised, requested, or desired any legislation on
:

'

'

priority ?'
Getting
still
more
"aroused," he says, " Why it is that
everybody tacks on priority,' I cannot imagine." Again, as if fearful
he has not been emphatic enough, he
says, " Allow me to impress the fact
that so far as I know, no one has ever
advocated obtaining legislation in
'

'

favor of priority of location.' "
'

am

forcibly reminded of an incident of my juvenile days. Our school
was in a second story, and the stairway leading to it had a pair of banisters.
One day some of the boys
played a dirty trick on the master.
They smeared the banisters with
some filth, and seated serenely in the
school-room, awaited
his
arrival.
Just as they expected, he had run his
hands alon^ the banisters as he came
I

Waliasli

Read

Honey

at the Wisconsin State Convention.

kUM
DR.

J.

to tlie

Human

System.

W. VANCE.

The subject of honey ought to be of
interest to the agriculturist, knowing
as he does, that every flower which
blooms on his farm and along the
highway yields its delicious nectar to
the busy bee that, with tireless wing,
flits from flower to flower in quest of
its food.
From every meadow, orchard and forest the summer-wind
bears away countless tons of this
precious product that ought to be
gathered for the good of mankind.
It is not of the importance of beekeeping as a pursuit, or the progress

Coity, M., ConTeition.

of bee-culture, that I vrishto descant,

but rather to say a few words about
honey— to speak of its constituents,
and its perfect adaptation to the
on April 20, 1887. The meeting was wants of the human system, and of
called to order by the Secretary. The its superiority as a saccharine product
President and Vice-President being to all other sweets in common use.
absent, J. C. Zimmerman, of Wabash,
Although honey has a very ancient
was chosen President pro tern.
history,
both sacred and profane,
The reading of the minutes of the having been in use from time immeprevious meeting was heard and ap- morial, its praises sung by inspired

The Wabash County,

Ind., BeeKeepers' Association met at the G. A.
R. Hall, at North Manchester, Ind.,

proved, after which a discussion fol- and uninspired poets, yet in modern
lowed on " When should sections be times it has fallen into comparative
placed on the hives V"
Messrs. Mar- disuse, perhaps on account of the
tin, Whitlow, Miller, Comstock and competition
of
cane and grape
Zimmerman all agreed that they sugars, and syrups made from them.
should be put on as soon as honey The use of honey has almost become
begins to come in Mr. Singer would a lost art. It seems to be regarded
not put them on too soon, on account by most people as a luxury only, and
of too great loss of heat from a colony. seldom appears on the table except
" Can the pure fertilization of on great occasions. Away back in
queens take place by drones from a the annals of time, our ancestors used
miss-mated Italian queen V" It was it as a common article of food, and in
decided that they could.
cooking.
The following questions were taken
Honey is a physiological sweet in
"
Which
up in order and discussed
other words its constituents are such
is the most profitable, comb or ex- that it is absorbed into the blood
tracted honey ?" " Can a man who without undergoing chemical change.
runs his apiary for honey, combine it Such is not the fact with regard to
profitably with queen-rearing or vice sugar. Sugar is indigestible, or rather
versa f " " Is spring feeding to stimu- not as susceptible of absorption and
late rapid breeding profitable r"' (No.) assimilation as honey, but it requires
" How can we keep our bees from
the action of the gastric juice to split
bothering our neighbors ?" (It was or invert its elements, the muriatic
decided that there is no trouble when acid element of the gastric juice
only a few colonies are kept). " Is it being the chief agent in this chemical
necessary to have bee-space between transportation.
This change prothe cases '?" " How do you prevent duces what is termed in chemistry
?"
robbing
I presume
dextrose and lievulose.
The following essays were read this explanation does not convey a
" Do gentle bees
Aaron Singer
very clear or definite idea of the nagather as much honey as ill-tempered ture of these products, for the names
ones!" "What sized packages sell applied only indicate how they affect
the best?" "When should we trans- polarized light.
After this change
"How do you occurs, absorption takes place. If in
fer?" J.J.Martin:
get your bees to work in the sections any way it is hindered, or, on account
where you want them to ?" The fol- of an exceps of sugar above the
lowing resolution was then passed
capacity of the gastric juice to transBesolved, That this convention con- form, there remains a residue, the
sider the Italian bees superior for all result is decomposition into elements
purposes, and each member endeavor that irritate and inflame the mucus
to Italianize his apiary as rapidly as membrane of the intestinal canal,
possible.
producing a list of ailments too numThe following officers were elected erous to mention here. Think of the
for the ensuing year
J. .1. Martin, legions of little ones who have been
President
Alex. Hess, Vice-Presi- the victims of their universal fonddent; F. S. Comstock, Secretary and ness for sweets, and who so frequently
H. C. AVhitlow, Treasurer.
suffer from gastric troubles whichThe next meeting is to be held in are, in a large degree, the result
Wabash next fall, the time to be sugar indigestion. How many, many
children have perished from eating
decided by the executive committee.
;

;

:

:

:

:

,

:

;

;
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Two years ago I read an article in
the 13ee Journal, from one of Colorado's most flowery writers, setting
forth the great honey- resources of the
State. He said that the cactus was
one of the best of honey-plants, from
which the most of our honey was
gathered. There are many hundred
acres of the cactus within a mile of
my apiary, and it is a beautiful sight
tp see it in bloom
but I never have
seen a bee either gathering honey or
pollen from it.
It is evident that the
writer pictured vividly in his imagination. He perhaps thought from its
abundance, beauty, fragrance and
uselessness, that it ought to be a
honey-plant
Perhaps this is the
way the conclusions about alfalfa
have been obtained. I am not prejudiced against it, for it certainly will
produce more hay to the acre than
any other plant, and I should be glad
to be convinced that it is the greatest
honey-plant.
But the foregoing is
my sincere observations.
Greeley, (^ Colo.

tlie large proportion of the elements
Alfalfa as a Honey-Plant.
of our food which is transformed by
the action of the digestive organs,
W. L. PORTER.
into the constituents of sugar. Consider the proportions of bread, potaOn page 2-lS, Mr. A. J. Foss refers
toes and vegtables that we consume to the proceedings of the Colorado
daily, all of which must undergo this bee-beepers' convention of last March.
saccharine change before they are The report referred to was one taken
suitable to be appropriated by tlie from the Denver daily papers. I did
human system ; it may give an ap- not have the pleasure to be present at
proximate idea of the amount of these the meeting, but it was evident that
elements that are required to nourish the reporter aimed to make something
our bodies.
very pleasant to read— something like
If, therefore, the saccharine com- " Wiley's
pleasantry."
While we
prises so large a part of the elements have many ladies in Colorado who are
of our food, does it not become an engaged in
bee-keeping (and they
important question as to what form deserve to be complimented highly),
of sweet is the most appropriate and still they are not in the majority, and
healthful for the nutrition of the not the most extensive apiarists
iu
human body ? For the reasons I the State.
shall hereafter enumerate, it seems
I am in one of the greatest alfalfa
to me that you will agree with me
that honey is the most important and sections in the State, and I have
the most healthful, because it is ab- made bee-keeping a business here for
sorbed into the system
without the past six years, yet I must say that
change, and, because, unlike sugars, I am not able to declare alfalfa a
honey-plant of any note. I have obit does not easily undergo fermentawith
my best observing
For tbe American Bee Jooma)
tion. The formic acid which is an served
ingredient of honey, prevents chemi- powers, since I have been here, to
ascertain
the
value
of
alfalfa
as
a
beecal change and the morbid processes
BuiliinsDronc-Cofflli
forage, and as yet I am not able to
arising from decomposition of sugar.
sing its praises and if a person would
G. M. ALVES.
Let me repeat the points of differ- exhibit a pound of honey and call it
ence in ordinary sugars and syrups, pure alfalfa honey, it would
be exMr. Hutchinson's book, entitled
and their comparative inferiority to clusive evidence that he was not an
" The Production of Comb Honey," I
honey as a saccharine food
Honey "observer," or did it for
pleashave read with very much interest.
is an inverted sugar consisting of
antry."
The clearness with which the author
Isevulose (fruit-sugar) and dextrose
There
is no time in the season states his ideas, together with his en(starch-sugar) and readily absorbed
into the system without being acted when alfalfa is in bloom, that other thusiasm, raises his performance at
upon by the gastric juice. Sugar and flowers do not figure largely as honey- times to some considerable degree of
work of this kind,
syrup require the action of the gas- plants. The latter part of June, brilliancy.
when the lirst cutting of alfalfa coming from a man practical in detric juice, converting, or as it is expressed in chemical language, invert- blooms, there is an abundance of tails, as Mr. Hutchinson undoubtedly
ing it into dextrose and laevulose, be- Colorado-mint on which the bloom is, never fails to strongly interest.
fore it is susceptible of absorption lasts about four weeks, and it proUpon the last page, the reader is
and assimilation in the blood. When duces an abundance of beautiful freely invited to candid criticism. I
thus acted upon by the digestive or- white honey ; raspberry is also in wish here to take advantage of this
At the time the
gans, it is assimilable, but in case of bloom at this time.
frank invitation.
weakness of digestion, this action second and third crops bloom, there is
The central idea of the little book
an
abundance
of
cleome, and it is
does not occur, and decomposition is
" hiving swarms on empty frames."
sure to follow. Honey is not only a certainly from this tliat we get our is
Mr. Hutctiinson's arguments in this
delicious form of sweet, but is a very greatest yield.
with such vigor
When we have the mint in abund- direction, are given
healthful and nutritious form of food.
and the facts upon
It aids the natural functions of the ance, it is rare to find a bee on alfalfa; and clearness,
alimentary canal. It is recommended, the same is true when we have cleome which they are based are so abundant
by those who have thus used it, as a and other valuable plants in bloom. and so strongly vouched for by him,
refreshing drink, diluted with water The bees seem to take alfalfa as a that I feel compelled to accept his
in the proportion of from 2 to 5 per makeshift— work on it when they conclusions, provided along with them
cent.
can find nothing better. There are it is insisted that the swarms should
As a remedy for croup and sore times when the bees fairly swarm on be in a normal condition, i. e., that
they should be natural ones, or if
throat, it is quite efficient.
It is the alfalfa, but it has been my experihighly useful as a vehicle in the ad- ence that when they are working the "made up," they should satisfy the
ministration of medicine in the treat- strongest on it, they are at a stand- general conditions of natural ones.
Sly observations are, that a " madement of diseases of the mouth and still in the sections.
up " swarm indiscriminately treated
pharynx, in the form of a gargle.
One great draw-back with the in this manner, will as a rule give unIt would require too much time and alfalfa— if it is a honey-plant—
is that satisfactory results.
I take it that
space to enumerate the many valua- when raised for hay, it is cut as
soon Mr. Hutchinson intends this treatble uses to which honey is adapted in as the first
bloom opens.
When ment only for natural swarms, but he
medicine and surgery, as well as a farmers leave it to get a crop of seed, does not plainly make this distincmost nutritious and healthful food. If it gives the best chance for honey, and tion, and hence the novice might conthese hints may tend in even a small it might be that the latter
part of the clude that if it was well for a natdegree toward bringing back into bloom is richer in nectar ; but on
this ural swarm, it would be equally well
general use that sweet which com- I have not had a fair chance to
ob- for one " made up." The gist of my
prises so large a part of the food of serve. Since I came to
the State I objection to treating "made up"
our remote ancestors, I shall be glad. have produced over 2-5,000 pounds
of swarms indiscriminately in this manLet us hope the people of our coun- honey, and I never have had an ounce
ner, will appear in a discussion of his
try will recognize the pre.sence of that I could call alfalfa
honey. I can ol)servations to be found upon page
such a perfect natural product, as recognize the mint, cleome, raspberry,
He raises the ques33 of his book.
will induce them to make a larger use and certainly the
rosin-weed
but tion ichy bees build drone-comb, and
of it as a food as well as a luxury.
" I believe they alwhat alfalfa is like, I have not yet then answers
Madison, 9 Wis.
learned.
ways are actuated by one of two rea;

!
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sons, viz., to rear drones in it, or to or less inactivity, in which if the
enable them to store honey more queen laid at all, she must deposit
rapidly."
mostly drone eggs, which even the
1 hope it will not be considered workers are at times able to do. In
hypercritical when objection is raised the second instance, recuperation had
both to the form of the question, as been accomplished, and the queen
well as the answer given.
Why bees and all were impelled to active duty.
do any given thing, would seem to In both instances the queen and her
pre-suppose a power of reason and bees were merely the subjects of natvolition which they by no means pos- ural laws
and because these laws of
sess, and I have not found that bees rest and activity are beneincent in all
construct much drone-comb " to store directions to the perpetuation and
honey more rapidly " when conditions well-being of the bees, we are not
are normal.
allowed to conclude that the bees
It seems to me preferable to put the themselves do any intellectual planquestion in this form
Under what ning, but rather that their very exisconditions do bees build drone-comb
tence is only to be accounted "for by
To which I would answer
When the fact that they are the merely pasdrones are likely to be needed, and sive subjects of these (to them) imwhen during a honey-flow queens are pelling and immutable natural laws.
inactive, either from superannuation
However, as before said, the book
or from being in a recuperative state. is filled with contagious enthusiasm
observations
My
have been so numer- and pointed suggestions, and I hope
ous, and the results have been so all will read it. It will certainly be
uniform, I accept it as a natural law, to their interest to do so.
that bees with a queen in a prolific
Henderson,*© Ky.
state, are impelled to construct little
drone-comb, and with a queen in an
For tbe Amencan Bee JoumaL
unj^rolific state (it matters not how
fruitful she may be normally) will be
impelled to construct a considerable
Hiyes fo r Coml Honey.
;

:

'?

:

i

amount.
I have always found that for a certain time previous to casting the first
swarm, the queen becomes quite unprolific, and
remains so until the
swarm issues, by which time she has
recuperated, and then again becomes
prolific.
I have noticed this so repeatedly, and it is so in accord with
similar phenomena in natural history,
that I would much question the accuracy of any observations to the contrary. Therefore, in using Mr. Hutchinson's method when dividing for increase is resorted to, great precaution
should be taken that the queen should
not be in or near her resting state;
and we are very liable to get such an
one in the old way of dividing or
driving just before the season of
natural swarming. In dividing colonies for increase it would seem that
the only proper way of using this
method would be in employing only
young prolific queens.
In a merely scientific point of view,
there are some passages scattered
through the book, besides the one already pointed out, that are inaccurate

and tend

J.

H.

ANDRE.

During the season of

.1886-87 I de-

new

hive ; I still think now,
more than I did then, that it was the
hive for comb honey and for wintering bees, but one objection is its cost,
and another is its difficulties in
manipulating its frames.
One reason that I made it was, I did not like
and
large
frame,
also
I
thought
a
if
the frames were deep enough to contain honey in the tops all of the time,
the bees would enter the sections
quicker than they would from dry
combs, and the sections would be
cleaner than they would be if they
run across old black comb. In both
of these I believe I am correct, but
taken all in all, cost and everything
into consideration, I would not advise
any one to try them, as I wish to be
fair, and not mislead in the pursuit
of bee-keeping.
I had not decided until a day or two
ago to throw them aside, but while
cleaning out a hive that the bees
died in the past winter, I saw that
their objections over-balanced their

scribed a

to indefinite ideas. For instance, after mentioning the fact that good points.
when an empty frame was inserted in
I shall use a hive in the future 14x17
the centre of certain colonies before inches.
Simplicity depth, frames
swarming, it was filled mostly with crosswise, two 6-inch entrances on
drone-comb and drone-brood, whereas the side (cut out of side instead of
after swarming the same queens and bottom), case of 32 sections, no divibees when hived upon empty frames, sion but to rest on strips, and if it
filled them with worker comb and
troubles to remove the case entire, I
brood. The reason for their different will remove the sections.
With a
action is then given as follows " Be- division-board a colony can be hived
fore they swarmed the bees knew that in one-half the hive as two in one
drones must be provided for the hive. I like a loose bottom, but if I
fecundation of the young queens, cut the entrance in the side of the
etc."
we may not attribute to hive, and place the frames as high as
bees such power of reasoning, nor will be practicable, I think I can
may we conclude that they are not clean out the cUbns in the winter, and
impelled by laws over which they save something there in the way of
have no control, and in which they clasps, etc.
have no volition.
Bees have gathered but little pollen
The fact is, the bee is but a product yet it is the most backward season
of natural law. In the first instance, for bees that I ever knew.
the colonies were in a state of more
Lockwood,? N. Y.
:

Now

;
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w
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Comli, etc.

HUTCHINSON.

Z.

I have just read the article of Mr.
Dibbern, on page 264. I fear he does
not use the right kind of sections, nor
take the proper care of them, as he
speaks of their becoming soiled by
honey that has leaked out, by dust,
bleached by the light, or stained by

getting wet.

Basswood sections are easily soiled
honey that may become
daubed upon tliem, but white poplar
is free from this objection.
Mr. Dibbern takes Mr. Thielmann sharply to
by any

task, as not beinsr a progressive beekeeper, because he does not use separators ; it seems to me that allowing
sections of comb to become covered
with dust, bleached out by the light,

and stained by getting wet, are not
exactly signs of progression, but
rather of neglect and carelessness.
Of course sections treated in such a
manner could scarcely be classed as
" number one." I always put my unfinished sections into cases in the fall,
and pile them up carefully, putting a
cover at the top and
tight-fitting
bottom of each pile, being careful that
there is not a crevice left large enough
for even a spider to enter ; and in the
spring they come out just as sweet,
clean and fresh as when put away.
It is possible that the fall-built combs
of some localities are dark or yellow,
Of
but such is not the case here.
course dark combs ought not to be
honey.
white
used for
" In an apiary that is
Mr. D. says
run upon correct principles, there
will be few or no combs built during
the white honey harvest to carry over
Of
to another year to be refilled."
course if the bees are crowded near
the close of the honey harvest, a
greater proportion of combs will be
:

finished, but I have never found it
profitable to do this, especially as I
find empty combs so valuable in the
spring.
In regard to getting the combs

cleaned up: There is no necessity
for putting the sections on the hives
and leaving them until the weather is
so cool that there is difliculty in removing them. They may be placed,
upon the hives in the forepart of a
pleasant day, and will be ready for
removal before night. If left upon
the hives several days, the first pleasant day should be improved by their
The bees may be gotten
removal.
out of the cases in the same manner
Smoke as
as from cases of honey.
many bees as possible down into the
hive, then remove the case and shake
it vigorously in front of the hive,
which shaking will dislodge most of
the bees, when the case may be carried to the screen-house and placed
upon end, !where the few stragglers
To
will seek the light and escape.
attempt to perform such operations
would
folly,
day
be
upon a cool fall
but upon warm days, such as always
come after the close of the honey
harvest and before cold weather, it
can be managed without any trouble.
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another method, viz

is still

:

that given by Dr. Miller in his book
Pile up the cases of sections out-ofdoors, or in some place accessible to
the bees, then adjust the cover in
such a manner that only one or two
bees can pass in or out at once, and
the combs will be cleaned up with no
further trouble.
:

THE CAPPINGS OVER HONEY.
It seems to me that Mr. Dadant, on
page 2(i7, offers to yield the palm upon
viz., if lean sucpeculiar grounds
ceed in evaporating honey to one-half
its former bulk, he will admit that
the cappiugs over honey are not im;

pervious. I fail to see how this v.'ould
I presume that
be satisfactory proof
the ground. that Mr. Dadant desires
to take is this
If honey cannot be
evaporated one-half, then the "distinguished apiarists " were mistaken.
It is quite probable that they did not
take the trouble to measure the
amount of evaporation ; they probably
saw that the honey occupied considerably less space, and used the expression " one-half " without intending to be exact. Such expressions are
often used, colloquially, in this manner. I believe, though, that Mr. Poppleton did not say " one-half " he
" The honey in the dry
simply said
atmosphere will become thicker and
occupy less space."
So far as the question under discussion is concerned, it is immaterial
whether the honey evaporated to onehalf or only nine-tenths of its former
bulk.
Eogersville,c5 Mich.
.

:

—

:
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How

Market Hoiiey,

to

W.

A.

PRTAL.

The

following article I wrote for
the San Francisco Chronicle last August, and thinking that it might be of
interest to the readers of the American Bee Journal, as the subject of
marketing our honey crop is now
being discussed, I send it as my contribution on this interesting and important matter. The article is substantially as follows

"Every

year,

no matter whether

the season has been favorable for a
heavy production of honey or not, the
same complaint is heard from the
bee-keepers— that the prices netted
for their product are not sufficient to
more than pay expenses. For years
the price has been steadily going
downward, especially for the extracted article, until it seems now to
have reached a point beyond which it
is impossible to sink.
One desperate
apiarist in southern California, who
has been netting 2J^ cents or less per
Eound for tine white-sage extracted
oney, says that he will ship no more,
but has commenced feeding the honey
to his hogs, conhdent that they will
fatten readily upon it, and that he
can convert them into a choice article
of honey-fed bacon.
This seems to
be the first instance on record where
it has been found more profitable to

dispose of so delicious an article in
such a manner.
The same man is
also experimenting by mixing extracted lioney in the feed of his cows,
and thinks tliat good results are
bound to accrue from such a source.
" It is a great pity that bee-keepers
should not receive a fairly remunerative price for their honey, and the
whole trouble lies in the fact that
people in large cities, like San Francisco, are not educated to its use, and
do not have it brought to their attention in such a manner as to lead
them to make it a regular portion of
their daily diet. It is not necessary
here to go into a dissertation upon
the subject of the healthfulness of
honey as a regular concomitant of the
table. From time immemorial this
fact has been recognized by writers
and physicians.
" Honey enters largely into the
preparation of many excellent remedies, particularly
those which are
adapted to the cure of throat and

lung troubles, and many who have
cured such affections in their own
persons, can testify to the marvelous
healing-powers of honey when freely
consumed. What is needed is to
have the honey— both extracted and
comb— brought directly to the attention of house-keepers, especially of
the middle and poorer classes, in such
shape and at such a price that it will
be within the reach of the most limited purse. Even at the low prices
complained of by the producers, it is
a fact that by the time the honey is
offered at retail, the rate asked is
such that it is regarded as a luxury,
instead of, as should be the case, a
common article of diet.
" Extracted honey is the purest and
cheapest sweet that is known. It
should displace molasses in every
houseliold, and may be made to take
the place largely of sugar. There are
many bee-keepers in this State who
do not consume a pound of sugar
from one year's end to the other. The
better grades of white honey are used
in all culinary operations, and even
for sweetening coffee and tea, and one
cannot detect the difference between
food so prepared and that into whose
composition the best grades of sugar
have entered.
" Many Eastern bee-keepers have
solved the problem of a profitable
market for their honey by fitting up

wagons and making regular trips
from door to door in tlie towns and
cities, and as soon as the excellence
of their products becomes known,
they have no difliculty in disposing of
all they can produce at good prices.
Tliere is any opening, or rather any
number of them, in any large city for
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profit,

a great

many

tons of the arti-

might unquestionably be disposed
of in any city at a good profit, and a
steady demand thereby created where
now not a hundred pounds finds sale
in a twelve- month."
North Temescal,*o Calif.
cle

*'or

the American Bee JournaL

Reports on Wintering Bees,
O.

W. DEMAREE.

Mr. Gilliland's statements on page
question of the natural
condition of bees in winter quarters
beyond all philosophical argument.
Were I to attempt to reply to his
''
facts," it would be a dead-set case
of " 'tis and 'taint."
249, places the

The

case which he cites, however,

of a hive-cover being
be ruled out, as that

blown off, must
was a case of

disturbance, not a natural condition.
it happens that I, in the same
winter {1885), wintered a large colony
without any protection over the tops
of the frames, only what a 10-inch
super with a flat hive-cover on top of

But

might be supposed to afford. That
colony endured a swoop of 20° below
zero in the month of January, 1885,
the coldest weather "here of which we
have any record. When the hivecover was raised to peep in, the bees
could be seen sandwiched between
the combs, silent as the dead. They
never "roared" until spring-time,
and until the proper conditions were
it

present.
love

for the honey-bee has
My
bordered on infatuation for over 40

years, and in all these years when I
have kept bees, I have missed the

gentle hum of the bees in the winter
months. But when spring-time would

come, with sunshine and flowers, and
the bees would begin to breed up, a
joyous " roar " would begin to be
heard in the apiary after the day's
toil.

Every

apiarist

knows how

this

things gladdens the heart,
touched by the spring resurrection.
But now Mr. Gilliland reverses the
whole thing, and has the bees " roaring " in zero weather, and silent when
This
the "sun warms things up."
difference in matters susceptible of
proof, must be settled, if at all, by
the preponderance of the evidence,
and I propose, the Editor concurring,
that this question in bee-science be
I will suggest
settled in that way.
that all bee-keepers who feel inclined
to do so, write on a postal card, addressed to the American Beb Journal, in substance like the following,
according to the facts and their experience
state of

such an enterprise. "The extracted
honey should be carried in a tank,
BLOOMPIELD, Ind.. April, 1887.
from which it may be drawn in any I wintered ray bees
on the summer stands, prodesired quantity, and the purchaser tet'led and unprotected. At a temperature of
zero and lower the bees "roar" until they can be
not be obliged to pay a high price for heard
"10 feet from a hive."— John C. Gillithe glass or tin vessel in which, as is land.
now the case, extracted honey is sold.
CBRISTIANSBURO, Ky.. April, 1887.
I wintered ray bees on sinele-walled liives, on
The comb should be in sections with- the
summer stands. When the temperature apout glass, so that when a person buys proaches zero, or noes below, no sound issues from
hives, if the bees are in good health.— G. W.
honey he gets as little of anything the
DKMAHEE.
else as possible with it. By offering
If a great number of such reports
the honey at such moderate prices as
may now be done, and still save a should be sent in, they could be con:
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densed and put in tabular form so as
to occupy but little room. Who would
not like to see the result i Let us
have the evidence.
Christiansburg,5 Ky.
WeBtera Plowman.
Apiciiltiiral

Notes for May,

strong colony, that was supposed to
be gathering honey at a fearful rate.
Of course I recognized the shrill
sound of the robber bee long before I
came near the hive. There was quite
a falling in the hopes of the beekeeper when I told him that instead
of his bees gathering honey, about
all the bees in town were carrying it

away.
C. H.

DIBBERN.

I remember
I was
to see a colony where there
seemed to be plenty of bees, but were
lazy, as they were clustered about the

Another case

:

called

all the months of the year May
perhaps the most important to the
successful apiarist.
Of course this entrance doing nothing, while other
statement would apply to April in colonies were piling over each other
the States south of " Mason and Dix- carrying in honey and pollen. When
on's line." It is yet too early to ex- I told the owner that about all the
pect to secure much surplus honey, bees in that hive were at the enand I And it more profitable to direct trance, and that the colony was
incredulous.
all my energies to building up my queenless, he seemed
colonies to a uniform, strong condi- Upon opening the hive, however, I
tion. If the bees are worked for ex- soon satisfied him that I was right.
tracted honey, some extracting may
The bee-keeper should ever remembe done to advantage during fruit ber that he cannot expect a large
bloom but for comb honey, I do not honey crop without plenty of bees to
think it desirable to greatly increase gather it. In this locality. May is the
the bee space.
Then, too, honey month that we want to produce bees
stored so early in the sections is some- by the millions, as they are the ones
what dark, and in my locality not that will gather the honey in June
much can be secured, and that only and July. Everything should be
by the use of ready-built combs, done that can be done this month to
which I have not found desirable. build up every colony strong in bees,
Such combs will, generally, only be and next month will be the time to
partly filled, if touched at all, in work for all the honey that can be
patches and sealed over rather dark, secured. If we have the bees at the
to be finished later, during the white right time, and the season is at all
clover harvest, thus securing only favorable, and we attend to the necessecond grade honey at best.
sary work of placing on the surplus
better plan for the bee-keeper to arrangements, there need be no fear
pursue is, to equalize his colonies, by about getting the honey.
taking a comb of brood or two of such
While in this latitude but little
colonies as would store a little honey, swarming need be looked for in May,
and give them to such as would other- yet hives should be in readiness, for
wise not build up sufficiently to store there will be plenty of other work
any surplus during the white honey when swarming-time comes. Indeed
harvest. After all the equalizing has all the work that can possibly be
been done that is practicable, some done while the weather is cool should
colonies will be found that are not up be attended to now. Sections should
to the standard, and in such cases, the be made up, foundation placed in
best way is to confine the bees to only them and put in cases ready to go on
as many combs as they will cover, the hives. Hives should be neatly
taking the surplus combs away and painted, as they last much better,
contracting the space by division- and help very much in giving the
boards. As the bees increase and apiary a pleasing appearance. Everymore space is needed, give them an thing in the shape of sections, cases
empty comb or two, and place them or other material likely to be needed
near the centre of the brood-nest. If during the busy time, should be on
there should be a lack of honey, a full hand.
If not, order at once, as you
comb may be given by placing it at cannot always get it at the moment
the side of the brood-cluster.
Of wanted. Remember when you are
course a great deal of judgment must busy with the bees, supply dealers are
be used in doing this kind of work. It doubly so, and disappointment and
is not best to be forever breaking the
loss are often the result.
hives open and disturbing the bees in
Milan, 0+ Ills.
cold weather
neither is it advisable
to open the hives when there is no
For tne American Bee Joumat.
honey coming in, and thus induce
robbing. If hives must be opened at
such times, do it in the evening when
U. S, Honey-Producers' Association.
but few bees are flying, and stop as
soon as many robber bees appear.
W. H. STEWART.
There is no necessity to be forever
opening hives and exposing honey to
I am decidedly in favor of organizrobber bees. The experienced bee- ing the proposed " United States
keeper is able to look through an Honey-Producers' Association." The
apiary of hundreds of colonies when truth is, tliat something must be done
the bees are flying, and by simply that will effectually protect the inwatching the movements of the bees, terests of honey-producers, or they
almost invariably can tell the exact will be compelled to go out of the
condition of every hive.
business.
man may keep a few
Right here a novice is often mis- bees in connection with some other
led. I was once called to see a very more lucrative business, and be lay-

Of

is

;

A

,

,

;

A

ing up every year something more
than the cost of living from his entire business, and not know whether
the production of honey is profitable
at the market price or not.
If a bee-keeper is engaged in the
rearing of queens, or furnishing beekeepers' supplies, and having a brisk
trade, he may be saving some money,
but if he were to leave oft all other
branches of business, and make the
production of honey a specialty, and
have to take our present chances for
a market, he would find it very hard
to support a family in a respectable
and comfortable manner.
It will be remembered that I have
before stated in this paper that our
honey should be handled only by
commission men that were approved,
or chosen by bee-keepers ; and that it
would be the business of those commission men to keep well posted as to
the market value of honey in all parts
of the civilized world
to know what
rates of freight could be secured, and
that they should keep the bee-papers
and bee-keepers posted in the matter;
thus enabling us to ship our honey
direct to the best markets.
These
commission men should also have a
good understanding with each other,
so that a surplus that may be found
in one market may
be forthwith
shipped to another that is not well
;

supplied.

How is it now with the honey market? Not one bee-keeper out of a
hundred that ships his honey to the
great markets, has ever seen the
to whom the honey is sent.

know

man

We

and have no means of
knowing, whether the merchant is
responsible or not or whether he is
not,

;

Again, let
honorable or dishonest.
us suppose that a merchant reports
that my honey is sold at 6 cents per
pound. How am I to ever know for a
certainty that it was not sold for 10
cents per pound ? I can do nothing
about it. Yet this is not all. Many a
poor, hard-working bee-keeper has
shipped away as best he could, his
entire crop, and never got one cent in
return
Much has been said about home
markets for honey. It is true that a
given quantity may be sold at home,
but to talk of us all disposing of a
good crop near home, is utter nonHoney is mostly produced in
sense
the rural districts, and those who use
it are mostly in the towns and cities,
and the product must be carried to the
consumer.
Here in the West is in operation an
organization called the " Farmers'
Alliance," and farmers here in Dakota
can get, at the present date, 7 cents
more per bushel for wheat from the
" Alliance," than from merchants
that are shipping to commission men
in the large cities. Farmers that are
in want of immediate cash, are allowed to draw a portion of the worth
of their crop from a fund kept for
that purpose by the " Alliance," and
the balance when the wheat is disThis would be a good
posed of.
arrangement with our proposed honey!

!

producers' association.
Some propose to discontinue the
publishing of the honey-market re-
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Forts for commission men of the cities, perhaps possible to regulate the price
would say that if we have our own of honey, but scarcely probable, as
salesmen in the cities, then no honey there are too many to unite for the
would go into the hands of the former purpose, and we f'ennsylvanians are
commission men, and they would from principle opposed to combinahave no reports to publish but our tions, monopolies and pools, since we
own salesmen would give us reports who are out of them have to pay
that would be valuable,
dearly on coal, coal oil, and other
How easy it is for the present com- things controlled by such combinamission men to " put their heads to- tions, reaching far into other States,
ether'' and report that extracted and regulating mainly the prices of
f
oney is worth only 6 cents, and all 'necessaries, and not luxuries, like
agree to get all they can from con- honey.
If the articles could be dispensed
sumers and only report to the producer, '• sold at 6 cents I" It is very with, the combinations would soon be
plain to me that the commission men "busted;" but honey can be disare now fixing our wages, which is all pensed with, and the prejudices alwrong! and in this, as in all other ready existing are sufficient, without
important matters, the " fittest will adding " monopoly" to the weapon of
survive." If our fraternity has less bee-keepers' enemies.
brains than our present; commission
;
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Local Convention Directory.
Timt ana place

IH87.

of Meetino.

May

l.).-8hel)nycan County, at UluEliam, Wis.
Muttle B. Thomas, Sec. SlJeboyKan Falls, Wis.

May

& S. W. Wis., at Rocliton, Ills.
D. A. Kuller, Sec, Cherry Valley, UIs.

J4.-N. W. His.

May 26.- West Lake Shore Central, at
Peril

May

J.

Oec.

Kiel, Wis.
Zastrow, Sec, Miilhome, Wis.

Union, at Greenville. O.
A. Hoe, Asst. Sec, Union City, Ind.

:j7.— Darlie C'lunty

—.-Michigan
ll.

State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich,
D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich,

flf~ In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and

pi'ace of

future meetings.— Ed.

MY LOCAL HONEY MARKET.
men, then we must "perish;" but if
we have enough common-sense to do
Before this year I had the honey
our own business in a proper manner, market in this vicinity almost to mythen we may yet survive.
self, but now the stores are full at
Kimball, 9 Dak.
For

tlie

Amencan Bee JoumaL

Removing and Renewing Broodlow prices, with only little demand,
simply because wages are low and Combs.— Chas. Hill, Mt. Healthy,?
business was dull, but shows signs of O., writes

revival.

I have read the answers to Query,
As I have no honey to offer, owing No. 409, but none who
answered seem
to the light crop last year, I let them
\o have used my method of cleansing
sell all they can, brought here from
old brood-combs. It is very simple,
W. H. STOUT.
other States, but if I succeed in pro- and consists only in using them in
ducing
any
surplus,
I mean to have the second story
Some years ago (say six or eight),
for extracting combs.
this market, as legitimately mine, and
Old brood-combs do not yield much
after reading many "gushing" artino
family
shall be missed in canvass- wax, but
the oldest and blackest
cles on bee-keeping and its profits, I
started in, expecting from the iJatter- ing for the sale of my honey when the combs, after being used for extractproper
time
comes.
ing one season, will be as clean and
ing reports to be rich enough to retire
By working my home trade I have fresh as new ones ; and hence there
in about two seasons but I was
doomed to disappointment, and after always succeeded in disposing of my will be no need of having new combs.
the other years added I fail to see crops at fair prices, and I think I can,
that
wealth has increased to any by saving commissions and freight,
The Great Drouth in Texas.—J.
great extent in consequence of keep- make a little more out of my product
than others at a distance.
ing bees.
M. McDaniel, Peoria, ©Tex., on April

Items in Bee-Keeniiig,

;

my

ALSIKE CLOVER FOB HONEY.
But I have it now, as I noticed in
some bee-periodical that an acre of
AJsike clover will yield 500 pounds of
honey in a favorable season. I have

now

2-5

acres seeded

Pine Grove,CH Pa.

25, 1S87, says

For the American Bee Journal.

Swarms

with Alsike,

Locating a Home,

Bees have done well here this
spring, and the prospects are favorable, provided we can have sufficient
rain. The drouth that has prevailed
in central and western Texas for the
last two years, has been very disashave had some
trous to bee-men.

which ought to make 12,.500 pounds,
GEO. rOINDEXTER.
which, even at the present low prices,
We
ought to net a clean " thousand." I
When people " go West," some rain lately, which would be sufficient,
have 40 colonies of bees which contain have a home located, and others stop but for the fact that the drouth has
(by estimate) 1-5,000 bees each, or
and look around for a home after they penetrated deep down into the earth.
600,000 bees
requiring each one to arrive.
Our chief source for honey is from
store only }^ of an ounce, and they
horse-mint, which was almost a failSo
it is with bees — some have the
must be lazy bees, indeed, that canure last year, and there is a bountiful
not gather above what they need to home located, and the hollow or hive supply this year. It does not bloom
cleaned up before leaving the parent
the extent named.
hive others leave the hive not know- until June.
If this catches the eye of some
ing where they are going, and fly
speculative individual, I wish to state
until they alight on some bush or
Compelling a Swarm to Cluster.—
that a liberal discount will be made
tree, and then they begin to look for
Dr. A. B. Mason, Auburndale,-o O.,
for cash on the prospective honey
hive,
sending
a hollow or
out spies from
crop.
the swarm in every direction to dis- writes thus on May 2, 1887
BEE -LEGISLATION.
cover the most favorable place. There
My bees have been out of the cellar
In regard to bee-legislation, sugges- the bees will continue to come until 8 days only, and ave in splendid conclean
everything
is
then
the
main
tions are made, and some advocate
dition, some of the colonies having
taxing bees and getting them recog- swarm is notilied, and all come off built quite large pieces of new comb.
and
follow
the
tree
the
houseweeks have been quite
The last
nized as personal property.
In this
State we can keep chickens, ducks cleaners direct to their new home. cold. Yesterday the temperature was
swarm
has
After
the
left
the
tree,
the
warmest day for some
72°,
being
and geese without being taxed, yet
they are recognized as personal prop- back comes a lot of spies, only to find time, and the bees had a regular
erty, and why any one should be themselves alone.
jubilee.
anxious to pay taxes on bees, when
Some swarms remain where they
A few days since, a friend was
pigs and poultry are free, is not very alight, and if a home is not found in spending the day with me, and asked
clear
a short time, being full of honey they if I knew of a good way to make a
nONEY-PUODUCERS' ASSOCIATION. start combs, and remain there until swarm of bees cluster quickly. I told
Jack Frost drives them into winter him that I knew of nothing better
So also in regard to forming a quarters.
than to shoot sawdust among them,
honey-producers' association; it is
Kenney,© Ills.
as told me by H. D. Cutting, of Michi;

;

:

;

."
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gan. He then related the following
His father kept bees in
incident
Westchester county, N. Y., and 60 or
more years ago (when the narrator
was about 15 years old) a swarm came
out and started to leave, and an older
brother shot into it with a shot-gun
and it alighted immediately. Two or
three days after, the same bees
swarmed out of the hive they had
been hived in, and circled around,
going higher and higher until nearly
out of sight
clap of thunder coming just at that time, the swarm
dropped to the ground, alighting
within a short distance of the former
Elace of clustering. They vpere again
ived, and in two or three days more
they came out again and took a " beeline " for a house 10 miles away, and
•went directly into a knot-hole in the
side of the house, being the fifth
swarm that was seen to go into that
knot-hole that summer.
The bees
occupied the spaces between the
chamber floor and the ceiling below.
When winter came the floor was
taken up, and several barrels of
honey were taken out. The foregoing
seems like a pretty big story, but I
have known the narrator several
years, and have never known his
word to be doubted.
:

A

Losses in Wintering.— H.M.Seeley,
Harford, 6 Pa., on April 30, 1887,says
:

brood, and the colony was somewhat
dwindled. He put in two frames of

brood and bees, and awaited results.
This was a colony that had cast 2 or 3
swarms, consequently the queens
were young. Whether they were improperly wintered, or whether it was a
case of superseding, and they destroyed both queens, I do not know.
Bees are doing well, although the
weather is very changeable. We had
considerable snow on April 1. Plums
and pears are in full bloom, and bees
are working hard on them.

Encouraging Prospects.-R. B.
Woodward, M. D., Somerset,©, Ohio,
on April
All of

writes

27, 1887,

my

:

18 colonies of bees

summer

tered finely on the

win-

stands.

I

have heard of no losses in this section from persons who follow the
modern methods of preparing their
bees for winter.
I have Italians,
Syrians and Cyprians, and I see no
difference in their wintering, but the
Syrians and Cyprians are rearing
brood more rapidly, and have drones
flying now. The clover is looking
well, and plenty of fruit bloom and
No Loss in Wintering.- J. N. locust is near at hand. The prospects
Ginn, Brooks,? Maine, on April 27, are encouraging for an excellent
honey crop in this locality.
1887, says
Spring here is unusually late. The
is deep in the woods. The roads
Honey and Beeswax Market.
are a mixture of snow-drifts and mud
falling in where the frost goes out.
We had fine weather from April 19 to The following are our very latest
April 23, a few poplars blossoming so quotations for honey and beeswax
bees brought in pollen.
Since then
the weather has been bad
last night
CHICAGO.
it rained like a flood.
My .50 colonies HONBT.—Sellers aak from 7 to 10 Ota. for anything
off in comb lioney
tliis includes dark undeof bees have wintered without the
sirable and croolsed combB, and 2-pound sectiona.

snow

:

;

:

loss of a single colony, in the cellar,
and most of them are there yet. I

Shall put them out as soon as " Old
Sol " shows his face.

Good

1-lb.

BBCtions, 10(a)12c.

BKBSWAX,-25c.
Mar.

B. A.

;

choice,

12H@13C.—

BUKNBTT,

161

28.

South Water St.

DETROIT.

HONBY.— Best

white comb, ll®12c.

Market

is

improving.

Working with

a Will.— H. J.
Stanard's Corners,? N. Y.,

BBB8WAX.-23C.
Apr.

11.

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

I had 4 colonies last fall, and have Rogers,
SAN FRANCISCO.
4 now, 3 strong and 1 weak, the latter on April 28, 1887, writes
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white, 1@4X
being caused by the mice getting into
cts. Comb, white, 7'ail3c. Market firm.
have
I
kept bees for 5 years, comBEESWAX.— Scarce at 19@22c.
the hive. I have a record of 770 colonies in the fall, of which there are mencing with one colony in a box- Apr. 4. SCHACHT & LBMCKE, 122-124 Davis St.
hive.
Last
spring
had
I
36
colonies,
now alive 381 colonies. Some beeCLEVELAND.
and increased them to 52 during the
keepers lost all they had.
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-Ib. sections, 12®13c.i
season. Of these all have wintered second
quality, 10@l ic: and buckwheat unsalable
finely except two, one of which was at 8a9c. Extracted, 5®6c.
BEESWAX.-25C.
Death of an Old Subscriber, etc.— queenless last fall, and the other had Apr. 20.
A. C. KBNDEL, 115 Ontario St.
the diarrhea. I first found sealed
J. E. Boyles, Nelsonville,cx Ohio, on
brood on April 1 The combs are now
ST. LOUIS.
May 2, 1887, writes
HONEY.— Choice comb, 10@12c. Strained, in
well covered with young bees, and
barrels, 3H®4Mc. Extra fancy, M more than loreMy father, T. M. Boyles, died last the bees are working with a will. I going prices. Extracted,
4H@6c. Market dull.
BEESWAX.- Steady at 20c. for crime.
fall, and it leaves me in charge of the have fed them since March 15, alMay
7.
D. G. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.
bees, with a limited experience. I though there was plenty of honey in
surplus crop
have sold some, and have 35 colonies most of the hives.
SAN FRANCISCO.
now, the most of them being in good last season was 2.800 pounds of comb
nONEY.—We quote White comb, 12®14c.; amhoney.
us
Extracted,
white, 4H@5c.; light amber,
With
the season was dry, ber. 7@9c.
condition.
Father had kept bees
3*((a4!<c. Market quiet.
about 40 years, was quite successful, and most of the honey came from
BEBSWAX.-19<ai22c.
Apr. 16.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Frout St.
and was without a total loss at any raspberry in June.
time from the first.
He had taken
MILWAUKEE.
:

:

.

:

My

:

the American Bee Journal during
nearly the whole time of its existence,
and was very fond of both his bees and
the Journal.

Expecting Early Swarms, etc.—
Ford, Marshalltown,© Iowa, on

Wm.

HONEY.— We quote Finest white Mb. sections,
12@12Hc.: choice white 1-lbs., ll@12c.; choice 2lOOllc; dark notwanted.and imperfect slow.
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6H®7c. good
white in kef,'8 and barrels. 6@6Hc.; dark, 4 to 4Xc.
Demand good and market firm.
:

Ibs..

;

April 30, 1887, writes

:

BEESWAX.—
I put 25 colonies into the cellar last
A. V. BISHOP. 142 W. Water St.
May 4.
Bees doing Well, etc.— W. Mason, fall, and on March 22 I took out 22
BOSTON.
rillmore,K) Ind., on April 28, 1887, strong colonies and one that was
weak^ The two that died were
HONEY.- 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
says:
at 13@15C.; 2-pound8 at ll@13c. Extracted, 5@7c.
queenless.
The temperature of the Sales
slow.
A neighbor of mine, who com- cellar ranged from 40° to 4-5°. All BBBSWAX.26 cts. per lb.
menced keeping bees two years ago are breeding very rapidly. I spread Apr. 22. Blake Sl kiplet. 57 Chatham Street.
under my supervision and instruction, the brood-nest as directed by G. M.
CINCINNATI.
has been very successful both in sum- Doolittle, in his pamphlet called
HONEY.- We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
mer and winter management. He " The Hive 1 Use." My bees carried Best comb brings l@I4c. per lb. Demand fair.
BEBSW AX.— Good demand,— 20<923c. per lb. for
had a colony in March, during a in the first pollen on April 2. Drones good
to choice yellow.
warm spell, that acted as though it are flying now every day. I expect Apr. 21. C.F.MUTH iS SoN.Freeman & Central At.
was swarming. On looking at the to have early swarms. The apple
entrance of the hive, he saw a queen blossoms will be out in a day or two.
Wy Using tlie Binder made expressly
dead, and looking a little longer he I think we will have a good honey
found another queen about dead He season this year. I am experimenting for this Bee Jouknal, all can have them
returned her to the hive, and the bees with anew kind of entrance block to bound and ready for examination every day
returned again.
He saw nothing stop robbing. It works like a charm in the year. We have reduced the price to
wrong after that, until this week he so far. I will report and give a de- 60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
found no brood or the appearance of scription of it later.
year and the binder for $1.50.
2.'ic.

I
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K. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseTo create Honey Markets In every ments in all first-class Newspapers and
village, town and city, wide-awake honey Magazines with more promptness and at

Home Market for Honey.

3

producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.

per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the co\x'r-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the bee-

free.

:

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

Single copy, 5

NEWMAN & SON,

Propribtobs.

923 A. 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
At One Dollar a If ear.
keeper who

cts.

scatters

them

In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed

o2A40t

A Cheap Smoker.—" Martinsville, Ohio,
April 11, 1887.— Messrs. Bingham & Hetherington, Abronia, Mich.: Enclosed find $2.50
for two Large 2i4-inch

and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, will sell lots of It.

NEWMAN.

H.

BnSINISS MANAGER.

satisfaction.

;

;

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food

ALFRED

He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire

Bingham Smokers

(wide shield). They are for my neighbors.
I have one of the Bingham Smokers that I
have used six years, and it is as good as ever.
Send !4-dozen rates.— Respectfully, Amos B.

Garner."

^Special
To

glotices.

Correspondents.

— It

^ff~ All who intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.

would save the prices are reduced, as follows

much

trouble, if aU would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostOffice, County
or State. Also, if you Uve near one po8t>
office and get your mall at another, be sure

us

to give the address

For 50 colonies
"

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

"

:

$1 00

125
1

50

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

we have on our list.

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
tor the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a cluh.

Tbe Production of Comb Honey,

as

practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.

Tbe Convention History or America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the

American Bee

will

be clubbed for $1.25.

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at band
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Do you ^ant a
We have a few left,

Farm Account Book ?
and make you a very

tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee JouRN.ti for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

Joiirnal, for one year,

Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a

vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
As each separate fiber extends the
win be sent free upon
Any one whole length of the handle as well as the
Intending to get up a club can have sample brush, they are almost indestructable.
copies sent to the persons they desire to in- When they become sticky with honey, they
terview, by sending the names to this office, can be washed, and when dry, are as good
or we win send them all to the agent.
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
Red Labels for one-pound pails of handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
honey, size 3x4 '/4 Inches.
We have now each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can add 1
cent each for postage.
supply them at the following prices
100
for $1.00 2.i0 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
for $.'1.00
all with name and address of
Should any Subscriber receive this
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
As there is Another firm in Chicago by write your name and address plainly. Look
the name of '• Newman & Son," we wish our
AT TOUR WRAPPER L.iBEL.
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
Dr. miller's Book, "A Tear Among
already gone to the other firm (a commission the Bees," and the Beb Journal for one
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. year, we will club for $1.50.
soft,

^r~ Sample Copies

of the Bee
application.

Journal

—

;

bees.

;

:

;

;

Slmmlns' Non-Sivarming System

is

the title of a new English bee-book.
The
author claims that it will inaugurate a '* new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages ; is well printed and
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be

obtained at this

We ivlll Present

:

17A4t

System and Success.

office.

gidutrtisetttjetxts.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville,

Genesee

to briefly
DESIRES
book,
his

Co., Mich.,

outline the conteDts of

little

"THE PEODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."
The " Introductiun " gives a coDcise sketch of
the author's experience in producing comb honey,
and explains how the book came to be written.
The first chapter, *" SecuricB workers for the harvest," sets forth the advantages of cellar-wintering combined with spring protection. " Aside from
food in abundance, wamith is the one great thing
needed to promote safe, early breeding." The
cbeapett and best method of securing this is given
in detail. U nder the head of " Supers " the author
names his favorite surplus case, and gives reasons
for the preference.
The next topic ia that of "Separators." Their
advantages and disadvantages; the conditions under which they are needed and the methods necessary to their abandonment are briefly told. Then
"Sections" are taken up; the good and bad qualities of the different kinds mentioned; the time
lor putting them on giyen and the advantages of
having them filled with comb, especially in the
spring, fully explained.
The next three pages are devoted to"TieringUp." in which the operations of this system are
explicitly described, showing the ease with which
" honeyit enables a bee-keeper to handle a
shower." Then follow: "Hiving swarms on empty
couibs; Hiving swarms onfounadtion; and Hiving
swarms on empty frames;" in which the question
of prnjitubly dispensing with full sheets of foundation in the brood-nest when hiving swarms ia
made perfectly clear, and thorough instructions
given for its accomplishment.
"'i'be building of drone-comb."— This appears to
have been the great stumbling-atone in the road
to success with starters only, hence six' pages are
given up to this subject. Why bees build it. is well
considered, and the way to prevent its construction made plain. The next two pages are used in
answering the question, " What shall be used in
the sections?" That is, when shall foundation be
used, when combs and when shall the bees be
allowed to i»K(M the combs. Under tbe heiid of
'Secretion and utilization of wax," attention Is
called to the fact that we have been losing a big
thing liy not utilizing tbe natural wax secretion.
Illustrations are given, and suggestions made.
The * Conclusion" requests • the freest of criticism." and cautions all not to adftpt the methods
advised upon too large a scale at first.
19Atf
tsr Price of the Book, 85 cents.
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BEES

and

'

OK THE

an Apiary for Fleasnre
and Profit by

Management

of

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK

Choice ITALIAN and ALBINO

BEES

SALE AT

FOI!

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

Bee Keepers' Supplies

Journal,

Eddtor of the

Is

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

^~A

Mberal Discount to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

XHOS.
923

G.

NE\rMAN &

SON,

& 923 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

1887.

1880.

Notes from the Bright-Band Apiary,

Also a

;

OF USEFUL INFORMATION.
For HOITIE: SIEEKKRS or Tourists,
Capitalifeits

PAIL.

''PHIS nevr size of our Tapering
L Honey Pails is of uniform design
With the otiier aizes, haviuR the top
turned over, and has a bail or
yedge
'
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

FOUNDATION from CJiolce,
COMB
Select. Yellow BEESWAX a Specialty,

A cloth-bound book, 4x7 inches, 288 pages
Price, 50 Cents.

at very low rates, both wholesale and retail.
Do not fail to send for my 27th Annual

The Weekly Bee

Catalogue before purchasing.
Mention

5Dtf

and

WI1,I.IAM W. CARY,
Coleralne, Mass.

Address,

paper when writing.

this

.Journal, for one year,
the(iui(le, postpaiil, for $1.30.

THOS.
&

923

G.

NEWMAN

925 West Madison

be sold for 20 cents or leas. Many
consumers will buy it in order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRICE. T5 ceuts per

dozen, or SS.OO per lOO.
923

can supply this seed POST-PAID
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
4
2 ounces, $1.50
1 ounce, $1
cents
ounces, 82 H pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One

llAtf

:

;

pound of seed
if

EBSTER'S

;

:

;

is

sutHcient for half an acre,

properly thinned out and re-set.

NEWMAN

THOS.

G.
923 & 925 West Madieon

St.,

Unatr Mpa

SON,
CHICAGO.

Address,

18A4t

ILL.

113,000

A DICTIONARY,
Words, :iiiiJO Engravings,

100
15Atf

Bees,

EXTRA NICE
SECTIONS

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY,
of ne:irly lo.ouo

Price-list free.

rates.

G.

f^~ Casb for Beeswax.

& C. MERRIAM & CO., Pub'rs, Springtieia, Mass.

STERLING, ILLS. Patent Flat-Bottom

3Dtf

J.

'.

honey

Sell

H. MARTIN, HARTFORD,

J.

N. Y.

6W(3tm)-t0t

lAtf

COMB FOUeATIOi\.
Brood Foundation, 40c per lb;
DUNHAM
Extra-Thin Vandervort Foundation, 45c.
for 10
WAX made into foundation
per
Ten per cent, discount on

VAN BECISKN A SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
SPROUT BHOOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

lb.

before the 15th ot April.
F.

W. HOLMES,
Coopersville, Mica.

9Dtf

strong, llrst-class in every respect.
For Sale at reduced prices.
E. C. Ii. liARCH, Asliland, Mo.
Price, by Express. .'iO cts.: by mail. 6."» cts.; 12 tn
and one nailed (13 In all), $3.W) : 50, in the

tlie flat,
flat,

tilled

In lots

W. BITTENBENDER,
KNOXVILLE, IOWA.

ISAtf

Address.

G.

NEWMAN 6c

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

NS^^^^.'^^on^^^VhIcH
;^
'

E/^0/^A\/£np TOOL^ ajfuppLJe^.

AND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
information tor the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

"Boss" One-Piece

Sections,

MANtrFACTt^RED BT

Forncrook &

Co.,

Watertown, Wis.

C^^
Patented June
will furnish

the cheapest.

Extracted Boney For Sale.
We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HONEV, in kegs

lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
on board the cars at 7 cents

holding from 200

we
per

28, 1881.

Write tor

price-list.
Ist, 1887.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

will deliver
lb.

Orders solicited.

THOS.

you SECTIONS as cheap as

Watertown, Wis., May

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

(Price-list free

on application.)
J.

923

sections, all
painted 2 coats.

good shape and
ot Ave, $1.00 each

in

$12.00.

THOS.

slotted

WE

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

to the millions.

honey-board, eight broodWITH
with 28
frames, crate

t

Noted Persons,

STAUFFEB & CO.,

A. F.

-FOie SA1.E.—

J.

and a

25,(100 Titles,

ALL IN ONE BO OK.
and Foundation at reduced
prices. Send for samples.
Contains 3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more
Also a full line of SUPPLIES at very low Illustrations thananyoiher American Dictionary.

500 Heddon-Langstroth HIVES

put up

.1

GAZETTEER OF THE WORLD,

and 20c. per lb.
AMERICAN APICULTUKIST,
orders received
WENHAM, MASS. all
Samples free.

Colonies of Italian

Dicti onary.

A:

ON THE

G. M. Doolittle, Dr. G. L. Tinlser, Dr. C. C.
Miller, and other prominent and well-known
bee-keepers. Ready May :;5. Price. 10 cts.

ILL.

IIENKY ALLEY,
Wenham. Mass.

Arldress,

We

A GREAT SCHEME

PRODUCTION of COOTB HONETf
iTTji,!, be given in the June issue of the
VV AMERICAN APICUIiXlIRIsr, by

SON,

Sc

CHCAGO,

all

(Echinops sphxerocephalus.)

THOS. G. NEWITIAN & SON,
E.xamine our new. peculiar Small Honey Packcard. See our large
CHICAGO. ILL. age, and our brilliant Chromo
& 925 West Madison Street.
advertisement once a month, or address.

E S S .A.-Y- S

St.,

HOW TO WINTER BEES,
Chapman Honey-Plant Seed ELEVEN Essays by eleven prominent beewho apply.
keepers, sent to

.^

^„.

vast

ol' iul'ornialion uot
found elsewhere
at any price.

to be

of

NEW ONE-POUNO HONEY

A

or Laborers.

aiuount

full line of

;

IWIIjIi send Pure Untested Italian
QUEENS, reared from imported mothers,
to any address, at 80 cents each or Tested
for $1.25. Satisfaction ffuaranteed. Seud
for terms on larpre numbers.
CHAS. KING!iiI.C:Y,
BENTON, LA.
18A4t

THE WESTERN WORLD

COLONIES

HONEY, 200

923

G.

NEWTttAN

& 925 West Madison

St.,

Sc SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

Hee adTertlsement io another column.

It is

edited bv

F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

and putilished by John Huokle, King's Langley, Herts, England.
JTJST PtJBLlSHKD,
"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAISING"
By Fanny Field. This book tells all
raisinp, from the setting
of the egps to the maturity of the young
turks. if you foliow the directions in
this book yon need not lose a bird.
Fanny Field has had more experience
,
better
in raising turkeys than any other
and succeeds
She cle»rs hnndre*^8 of dollare
person in America.
yearly on them, and wiU tell you how she does it. Price,
Address R. B. MITCHELL,
taken.
ir, cents.
Stamps
Publisher, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
about turkey

—

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Be Patient !— How often do we find some
impetuous soul growling about the delay of
receiving goods ordered, when there has not
been euBlcient time allowed to transport
them from the dealer to the customer
Quite often, even bi-fore the complaint has
had time to get to the dealer, the purchaser
has received the goods, then he feels badly
(if he has any conscience) for having used
the unkind words, and has then to sit down
and write an apology.

^^iMJ^SMIOAlf^

1

THOMAS

Q.

NEWMAN,

Editor.
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Xlie Century Plant.— From California
learn that bees work on the flowers of
Agave Americana, commonly called the
century plant, and seem to be in great glee
while thus occupied. It is a misapprehension that this plant has to be a hundred

we

years old before it blooms. It is a common
occurrence to see them bloom in California
when they are from 10 to 15 years old.
When once the flower stalk or shaft puts
forth its asparagus-like head it shoots up
These things are aggravated, when in his rapidly, so that in a few weeks it Is 25 or 30
impatience he has also written a complaint feet high. To those who have not seen the
to the bee-paper where the dealer's adver- plant, we do not know how we could bettor
tisement appeared, and leads to still greater describe it than to say that it looks something like the Yucca mentioned in another
complications
We now have a case in point. A pur- column, with this exception, however, there
are not so many leaves, and they are much
chaser wrote to us a long and bitter commore fleshy the flowers are not borne in
plaint, using very uncomplimentary lanwhorls as in the Yucca, but the shoots
guage about the delay of receiving goods
from one of our advertisers. We wrote to starts out like those of the Yucca, and from
them again starts out smaller shoots taking
the advertiser and obtained a full statement
about the same curve as the main one. On
of the case— saying he had positive proof
the latter the flowers appear. The main
that the goods were at the station as ordered
by the purchaser, and the railroad company flower-stalk has the appearance of a huge
had notified the shipper as well as the con- lamp-post, and the flower stems look like
chandeliers, and when in bloom the bees,
signee of the facts.
I

Mnill,

May

18,1881.

1,20,

;

—H

iLUUDDDnjTT-

Sanuy may Day,

with whitest clouds.
twittering swallows high in air,
timid zephyr from the South,
And fragrance, fragrance everywhere.

And

A

Young

grass, pink buds

;

all bees astir

;

With plow, afield the swain I spy.
And, in her door, the young, good wife
To baby singing lullaby.

— C.

a. Blatiden.

We wrote several letters to both parties,
as there was also a financial dispute about
it, and the upshot of the whole is a letter
just received from the complainant, stating
that he withdraws all complaints against
the dealer, who has made a settlement in
full with

him.

Now, we protest against such Impetuousness and carelessness
as well as against
;

when humming about
one of moths

flitting

its flowers, reminds
about the lights of a

chandelier.
It is pretty certain that in California it
will never be considered as a honey-plant of
much Importance, but we suppose that In
Mexico, where they grow by the acre, it Is
valuable for the bees. In that country, we
learn that by tapping the plant. It yields
profusely of its sap, which the natives ferment Into a beverage, and after partaking
thereof, become good-natured and Jolly to
an Inordinate degree.

burdening us with complaints against our
Field's " Practical Turkey Rais
advertisers, which are merely the result of
lng"is a new book which tells all about
carelessness on the part of the customer, or
rearing turkeys from the egg to the mature
a want of exercising due patience for the
bird. If you want to make it profitable to
arrival of the goods ordered.
We have
rear these birds, send 25 cents to this ofiBce
Bees were Declared a Nuisance by
enough to do with our legitimate business,
for the book.
and we have no relish for such unthankful the City Council of Arkadelphia, Ark., on
May 5. This matter was referred to on page
and unneccessary work.
Kain came very opportunely last week Then, again, many mistakes occur from 279, where it was stated that some crank
in this locality. Nature responded promptly not writing names and addresses plainly. had charged the bees with eating up his

Fanny

to the baptism, and appears in Its gayest
dress, flowers decking field, hillside and
valley, and the bees are apparently enjoying
the anticipation of a plentiful supply of the
nectar which they so much enjoy, gathering
and hoarding up, in their waxen cells of
\'irgin

comb.

Bees Roaring in Winter
^97, Mr.

On page

Demaree proposes

that those inter•ested in the settling of this question, should
write a postal card to the Bee Journal to
be tabulated and published, giving the result of their actual knowledge or experience on the subject. By an oversight, this
•was omitted last week. We now approve of

the method proposed, and will give the
letters space and attention. Send them in
at once.

Royal Jflly.—A correspondent desires
us to explain the composition of royal jelly
and its uses and effects upon the larvalqueen. At the quarterly Conversazione of
the British Bee-Keepers' Association held
In London, on April 20, 1887, Mr. T. W.
Cowan, editor of the BriUsh Bee Journal,
gave a very interesting address on this subject, which will be found on page .'!10.
It
•win be read with more than ordinary pleasure by progressive apiarists.

We have

young ducks,

name

peaches
In the published report of the
City Council meeting, the following occurs :

a letter before us now, with the
of the writer so indistinct that we
cannot read it at all. Another, with an
order for goods without any attempt to give
the name of the writer. Such carelessness
is Inexcusable, and is the cause of much
confusion.

Small Iioss in Winter.—The Leader, of
Arcadia, N. Y., gives the following item
about

its

apiarist

19, 1886. E. D. Keeney put into
winter quarters 316 colonies of bees. On
May 2. 1887, after their confinement of 165
days, he took out :ill colonies, all in fine
condition, there being a loss of lees than 3
percent. We doubt very much if there has
been its equal in wintering in the State.

On Nov.

The losses have been very light both in
winter and spring, and If the weather continues favorable, a good crop of honey may
be expected.

Franit Leslie's Sunday magazine for
June completes the twenty-first volume of
The
this much esteemed family visitor.

1

as

well

as

up the

eating

1

A resolution, introduced by Councilman
Spencer, was adopted, to the effect that the
rearing of bees within the city limits was a
nuisance, and an ordinance was accordingly
passed declaring the owning, keeping or
rearing of bees in the city limits to be un
lawful, and notifying all persons keeping oi
owning bees in the city to remove the samt.
within thirty days from the passage of the
ordinance, and fixing a fine of not less than
$5, nor more than ?2o, for each day of

refusal to so remove them,
A resolution also passed, instructing the
City Marshal to notify all bee-keepers of
the passage of the foregoing ordinance, and
of their duty under It.

Major J. L. Witherspoon, ex-Attorney
General of Arkansas (who stands at the
head of the Bar of the State), has been employed to attend to the matter on behalf of
the bees. He "enjoined" the City Council
on the 9th inst., and the trial probably came

up

in "

Chancery " on Monday, May

16.

The

National Bee-Keepers' Union backs up Mr.
Z. A. Clark to fight the case on its merits.
More anon.

number

is lull of interesting contributions,
as usual, beautifully illustrated.
the important articles is one entitled
"A Visit to the Azores," which is
accompanied by ten Illustrations. Many
miscellaneous articles of merit help to make
up a number which ought to be welcomed
heartily everywhere.

and

is

Among
:

The Kenton Bee-HiTe

is the name of
new monthly bee-paper of 12 pages published by Smith & Smith, Kenton, O., at 50
cents a year. The first number is on our

a

desk, and

makes

a good appearance.
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do any harm or good to the bees.

made

the circuit of the brood-nest
once in 24 hours, and at such and
such
hours,
she migit be found in
2.
1. Probably not, if ventilated.
Hives vary in size a sure plan would such and such places. I have never
noticed
anything
of the kind.— W. Z.
be to put in the bees first, and then
partition them off
but why not have Hutchinson.
1. I can see no reason for so doing.
it large enough for future increase ?
3. Any cellar may be whitewashed to My advice is to adopt the nucleus
advantage, but so far as the bees are plan of increase
the plan I made
concerned, it would make no differ- public some years ago, and which I
believe
now
is
ence.— The Editor.
generally used for
increase. By that plan the maximum
both of honey-gathering and broodrearing is constantly kept up
this
DiyiiiinE Colonies—Locating tlie Qneen, cannot be done by ordinary division.
2. This is one of those impracticable
Query 419 In dividing colonies for in- questions that "no feller" can ancrease, or building up colonies in tiie spring, on
Ordinarily she will be found
the evening before transferring a frame or frames swer.
from hive to hive, should 1 place such in an empty on or near empty cells.— J. E. Pond.
the centre or side of the brood-nest, and

James Heddon.

With Replies

tbereto.

;

[It iB quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
tbem get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
In a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
;

;

;

;

—

Wintering Bees nnder a

Kitclien.

body over

Query 418.— Mr. A wants

to try wintering his bees in his cellar, which communicates, by
astairway. with the kitchen above. 1. Will it be
in any way a detriment to the health of his family
to have hi's bees in the cellar? 2. How large a
P
3.
room must be partitioned off for 3" colonies
Will it beany benefit to whitewash the room before
putting in the bees?— H. D. ti.. Pa.
1.

No.

2.

10x10x6 feet.

J. P. 11. BltOWN.
1. It might prove to

3.

Yes.—

be a sad

Large euough to contain them
and larger for future wants.— C. W.

Dayton.
1.

baa

2.

Ten

3.

It

or twelve feet square
if there was a
odor in the cellar.— G. L. Tinker.

No.
do

would

I think not. 2. Large enough to
get them in handily. 3. I thmk not.
1.

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

1.

No.

Whyy

2.

as for that.— James

There

is

no rule

Heddon.

Some, but very little. 2. There
no rule. Some queens are easily
disturbed, and when disquieted they
often pass rapidly from one to another.
—A. J. Cook.
2. In the morning when it
1, No.
is cool, the queen will usually be on
one of the middle frames of the
but in the afternoon
brood-nest
when warmer, she is oftener on one
outside frames.— J. P. H.
of the
1.

affair.

2

will

leave them there all ni^ht, and put them in other
hives before 9 o'clock in the morning? Would I
be in danger of taking queens along ? 2. What is
the situn of the queen in a hive, or on what frames
may she be found at dilferent times of the day ?—
W. B., Iowa.

is

;

Brown.

I would rather make the colonies in
2. It will depend
think not.
the evening than in the morning.
upon the size of the hives. 3. It will Your plan is too much bother for me.
be no detriment to whitewash it.— H. Find the queen, then you will know
D. Cutting.
where she is. That is my rule.— C.
1. I should say not, but 1 am not
W. Datton.
2. 1 should not
posted on hygiene.
It is always easy to find queens in
the
whole
partition it off at all, as
dividing colonies, and to place them
cellar is as good if the temperature is where wanted. The queen will nearly
right. 3. I do not see why it would. always be found on the frames of
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
brood. It is even rare to find her on
If the bees are kept dry and in good the sealed honey of a brood-comb. If
health, I should have no fears of the hive is carefully opened, always
their presence under the kitchen look for her first on the combs in
doing any harm.— G. W. Demareb.
which eggs are seen.— G. L. Tinker.
No, if decentventilation is given.
1
1. l^ou would be in danger of makof storage,
2. As large as will allow
ing a complete failure of the whole
the
hives.
of
depending upon the size
2. When you make a busibusiness.
8 It is always a beneht, sanitarially, ness of producing honey on business
E.
Pond.
cellar.—
J.
to whitewash a
principles, you will not care on what
at each particular
No. 2. Let him put the bees in, frame she is just Cutting.
1
II. D.
and partition the space afterwards moment.—
with a heavy curtain, old carpets or
1. I hardly know what you would
anything. 3. It will not injure, but gain by so doing.
It woiiid depend
benefit.particular
any
of
it is not
upon existing conditions whether the
Son.
&
ANT
Dad
queeu might be on one of the frames.
is good 2. 1 do not know in what part of the
1 No, if the air in the cellar
bees.
2.
It
the
for
brood-nest to look for a queen.— C. C.
as it ought to be
depends upon the size of the hives. Miller.
so that
I should want it large euough
1. Y''ourbest way would be to find
when the hives are piled up, I could the queen, for she might not leave the
think
it
I
3.
each.
of
front
get at the
frame by your proposed plan, and by
might.— C. C. Miller.
using it the brood might be in danger
cannot say. It de- of being chilled. 2. From 10 a.m. to
2. I
No.
1
must be kept 4 p.m. the queen is usually on one of
temperature
The
nends
the outside combs of brood, but not
J. Cook.
No.-A.
3.
45^
Fahr.
at
always.— G. M. Doolittle.
1
It would to some, but probably
1. I do not understand the object of
not to him, as there are very few perleaving the frames in such a position
sons who are injured by breathing
three over night. Queens must be looked
the odor from bees. 2. Two or
up before removing the frame. 2. I
times as large as the space occupied
have seen it stated that the queen
by the hives. 3. I guess it would not
1. I

—

1. Before removing frames of brood
with adhering bees, I first look up the
queen so as to make no mistakes.
When I divide a colony with the view
of making a new colony of one of the
divisions, I do the work early in the
morning, and at once. When selecting combs to make nuclei, or new
colonies, I take such as out of which
the young bees are cutting or hatching, as we say, in great numbers
in
this lies the secret of forming nuclei
or new colonies. I confine the bees
;

to their

new

quarters the

day,

first

them just after sunset. 2.
It depends upon the condition of the
brood-nest.
She will ordinarily be
releasing

found wherever her duty leads her.
I always knew the precise condi-

If

tion of the brood-nest, I could guess
pretty well where she might or might

not be.— G.

W. Demaree.

No. 2. Any one can guess, but
no one knows. When you find the
queen, you will know where she was
each time, and probably not twice in
the same place.— The Editor.
1.

NnmliBr Of Frames for Comli Honey.

Query 420.— How many frames

of the

Gallup size would be best for producing comb
honey, where the honey harvest continues from
the last of May until the last of July, with generally a fall crop ?— B., Iowa.

Nine frames— G. L. Tinker.
About 12.— J. P. H. Brown.
About 9 in the spring, or before
swarminer and 5 or 6 after.— W. Z.
Hutchinson.
;

have never used the Gallup frame,
I should think about 9 frames.—
H. D. Cutting.
I use 9, and consider them ample
for any locality.
VVith new swarms I
use only 5 — G. M. Doolittle.
We say 13 or 14 frames. Make your
I

but

hives the same size as Doolittle's.
See his pamphlet on " The Hive I
Use."— Dadant & Son.
Ten until the harvest begins 4
during the harvest; and 10 after the
;

harvest,

is

my

practice.

— C.

W.

Dayton.
Twelve frames before swarming,
and 6 afterwards, as a rule. Comb
honey production without the contraction system, would be to me like
the play of "Othello" with Othello
left out.— James Heddon.

I'HE
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but as long as pounding continued, when
the bee-keeper is to pound the same
when I added sections.— A. J. Cook. number of strokes again, and so on
until the smoke lias been given live
I use the standard
I do not know.
times, and the same number of
Mr. Doolittle can an- poundings are
Laugstroth.
done.
swer understandingly, as lie uses the
In doing this pounding, only strike
" Gallup frame."— J. E. Pond.
with force
thoroughly jar

prefer
I should
should reduce— a la

12

frames,

Heddou— to

7 or 8

enough

to

the hive, which is easily done without
at all hurting the hand.
As soon as
the last pounding is finished, unstop
the cage having the queen to be introduced, and hold the mouth of it to
matter.— C. C. Miller.
I would want not less than 12 for the entrance of the hive, when she,
such a honey harvest as you seem to hearing the roaring of the bees inside,
have. By using a hive of the largest will immediately run in. As soon as
give
size, you could have it large or small, she is well inside of the hive,
the conditions, by simply them another liberal smoking, and
to suit
10 frame the operation of a direct and safe inusing division-boards.
Langstroth hive, properly made to troduction is finished. If in time of
"tier up," would just "till the bill," scarcity of honey, this should be done
sundown, otherwise robber
if 1 had to make the choice for you.— about
bees would gain access to the hive
G. W. Dkmaueb.
while the bees were in a defenseless
Probably about 9 or 10 frames.—
condition. In fact 1 prefer to perform
The Editor.
the operation near sundown at all
times.
If all has worked as it does with
me, the queen will be found laying
the next morning, just as if that had

think Mr. Doolittle uses Gallup
frames, and 1 should place eonlidence
in his answur. I do not think any of
us yet know all we might about this
I

A

Covrcs^j0ntleuce.

always been her home.

©

indicates tliat the apiarist is
This mark
located near tne center of the State named
east;
6 north of the center; 9 south;
west ; and this d northeast ; >3 northwest
o> southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

O
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Introflncins

Qneens-MaMnE Bees

G. M.

Stay

DOOLITTLE.

As

the time of year for introducing
is at hand, I wish to give a
very simple plan of doing the thing,
and one which so far has proved successful with me in every instance. If
1 had a very choice queen coming a
long distance to me through the mails,
I should use the "nucleus box" as
described in a back volume of the

queens

Bee Journal ; for with this I do not
consider a failure possible, although
out of the thousands who have tried
that plan, one has reported a failure
with one queen. However, the nucleus-box plan is not quite as convenient as the one about to be described,
nor can the whole operation be done
The
at the same time as can this.
plan I wish to speak of is as follows
:

Go

any hive from which is deremove the queen, and smoke
the colony only enough to keep the
bees quiet during the finding and removing of the queen, after which the
frames are to be put back, and the

to
sired to

hive closed.
Before disturbing the
hive at all to find the old queen, the
bee-keeper should get the one to be

introduced and have her witli him
in a cage.
Having closed the hive,
blow smoke into the entrance until
the bees are heard roaring greatly,
which shows that the light is all taken
out of them, when the smoking is to
cease for a moment, and then pound
on top of the hive with the fist about
ten times.
Now blow smoke again

My

theory regarding
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troducing queens, except that it IS to
be kept up for three or four minutes,
with no smoke except the first.
As soon as you have finished
pounding, place a box and an inch
or, better
board close to the hive
still, have the box there to start with,
when you are to open the hive and
shake about three-fourths of the bees
from the combs down in front of the
box, into which they will readily enter.
When you come to the frame
having the queen, uncage her and let
her run into the box. Having the
queen and what bees you wish in the
box, close the hive and take the box
to the shade of some tree where it is
to be left with the mouth or open side
facing up and out, which is best accomplished by leaning it against
something. Leave it thus for threefourths of an hour, when the bees will
be clustered the same as a swarm
;

would

be.

They can now be hived the same as
any swarm, and will stay and work
the same as if they had issued naturally. The old colony can be allowed
to rear its own queen or have a queengiven them, the latter being preaway with afterswarming.
If the bees are " drummed " from a
box-hive, thev are to be treated after
they are in tlie box the same as the
other. In some respects I like this
plan for securing increase better than
cell

ferred, as that does

why

the plan

so eminently successful is, that the
bees realize that they have had a
'•
terrible shaking up, the same as
would happen in their primitive state
if
the tree containing their home
Their first any other.
should be blown over.
Borodino,© N. Y.
anxiety then, after coming to their
senses, would be for the queen. Well,
before coming to their senses, in this
For the American Bee JoomaL
case, the queen is run in and followed
by smoke so that she assumes the
same scent that the bees, hive and Tie Next licMpn State ConTention.
combs smell of, so that when they
find her they do not realize that a
At our last annual meeting at
change has been made.
Ypsllanti, in December, 1886, the
desire was expressed that our next
MAKING DRIVEN SWARMS STAY.
meeting be held in conjunction with
Many seem to suppose that when a that of the State Horticultural Assoswarm of bees is driven from a hive, ciation, and preferably at East Sagithough it was left opthat the driven part must be put on naw, Mich.
the old stand, placing the old hive tional with the committee to change
and contents on a new stand, other- place and arrange time, if to consumwise the driven bees would mostly go mate the joint meeting it was found
back to the old hive. With no pre- necessary.
caution this would undoubtedly be
The arrangements favoring this
Many of our
the case, but it is a very easy matter plan are as follows
to make a driven colony of bees stay members are also interested in fruit
wherever one wishes. I often make culture. Such an arrangement would
swarms by driving, and as some of enable them to secure the benefits of
the readers of the Bee Journal, both meetings with the least expendiwho can be with their bees only in ture of time and money. Again, many
the morning or evening, may wish to topics are alike interesting and imdo the same, I will describe how I portant to fruit men and bee-keepers
manage. It is thus
such as the relation of bees and fruit,
Go to any hive whose colony is bees as fertilizers, etc. Thus it would
about ready to swarm, and if in a box- be profitable to have at least one or
hive, drum out the bees in the way two joint meetings, in which both
given in any of the books while treat- societies should take an equal part.
ing on transferring, but if in a mov- Lastly, with both associations meetable-frame hive, as they will probably ing in one week at one place, we
Open the could almost surely secure reduced
be, proceed as follows
hive to see if there is plenty of un- rates on the railroads. Last fall the
sealed honey, and if not, shave off the fruit-men accomplished this, though
Such commutacappings of the colls along the top- the bee-men failed.
bars of the frames, so the bees can tion induces larger attendance, as
themselves with honey, seen at our Flint meeting three years
easily fill
finding the queen at the same time ago ; and so adds to the value and inand caging her on one of the frames. terest of our discussions.
Now close the hive, and after blow- I am happy to state that the aring smoke in at the entrance, pound rangements have been fullv and most
Both associaon it with the fist, as I stated in in- satisfactorily made.

is

.

;

:

:

:
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meet at East Saginaw, complete description

will

tions

Mich., the second week of December,
1887. The State Horticultural Society
will meet Monday evening, Dec. 5,
and close Wednesday noon, Dec. 7.
On Wednesday afternoon, and possibly evening, there will be a joint sesThe beesion of the two societies.
keepers will continue in session all
and
possibly
Friday.
day Thursday
In publishing its own programme,
each association will give a brief abstract of that of the other association;
thus each association will be very
widely advertised.
The East Saginaw people will furwill secure reduced
nish a free hall
rates at tlie hotels, and, more than
all, will give a royal welcome.
All
this with reduced railroad rates will
aid to make this a meeting of unusual
importance.
hearty invitation is
extended to those of Ontario and
other States, to meet with us.
Will other bee-periodicals and agricultural papers please copy this, or
give a notice of the arrangements V
;

Read

J.

Cook, Com.

at the British Bee-Keepers' Convention.

;

Food

tk

Of

T.

There

is

Queen-Larva,

etc.

W. COWAN.

an important question

I

should like to bring before the meeting, and upon which a very interesting discussion might be started.
It
has reference to the food of the
queen-larva (royal jelly), the food of
the other larvae, and also with respect
to the digestion of such food. 1 am
now in a position to give some recent
investigations which will, I think,
clear up those points conclusively.

We

have been taught for some time

that the food which is given to the
workerand others is partly digested in
the chyle-stomach of the worker-bee ;
for this digestion, and the providing
of this food, the young bees act as
nurses. Duiour was one of those who

taught

this,

although

Swammerdam

alluded to it before ; and we have
always accepted the idea that the
larva were fed with this semi-digest-

ed food. Leuckart was also a partisan of this theory.
However, when
the glands were discovered, Leuckart
thought he was not quite satisHed
with this theory of semi-digestion,
and he suggested that the larvae were
fed with a secretion from the different glands.
In the honey-bee there are four
pairs of glands
three pairs in the
head, that is, two pairs in the upper
part, and one pair in the jaws, and
one pair in the thorax. Leuckart
supposed that these glands furnished
the food for the larvae as well as the
food tor the queens. Schiemenz, who
was a pupil of Leuckart, was induced
to take up and investigate the matter
thoroughly. He did so, with instructions trom
Leuckart to examine
specially the functions of these glands
in relation to the food, and he published the result of his researches in
1883. I have his work with all the
drawings. He went into the subject
very fully indeed, and it is the most
;

namely, by Schlossberger in 1871. He
took ail the food he could get hold of,
put it together aud analyzed it on the
supposition that the food was the
same all through. Dr. Planta was
not satisfled with that, and wished to
settle the point by analyzing the diffoods separately, and his
chemical experiments have confirmed
step by step the observations of Schonfeld, and have shown him to be right.
Dr. Planta analyzed the substances
contained in the queen-cells, workercells, and drone-cells, and the result
of these investigations showed, as
regards the different ingredients of
the different foods, the following
ferent

proportions

;

A

A.

of the glands we
have.
He came to the conclusion
that the food was a secretion produced from the glands.
For some years since 1853 Schonfeld
has been at work likewise on this subject.
He described the digestive
system of the honey-bee particularly
in the Bienenzeitimg, and his discoveries from 1S54 to 1883.
Below the
honey-mouth [Magenmund] tliere is a
neck which connects tlie honeystomach with the chyle-stomach, and
from this mouth into the chyle stomach there is a prolongation through
which the honey and pollen passes
from the honey-stomach into the
chyle-stomach and Schonfeld, by experiments and microscopical examination, showed that this internal prolongation could be turned inside-out or
inverted so that the bee could disgorge the digested food from its
stomach by way of the oesophagus into
the cells.
These alleged discoveries were
thought to be very singular by Leuckart, Fischer,
Vogel, Dzierzon and
others, but they continued to insist
that the food of the bee was a secretion
some were going so far as to
call it MilchsaiU or milk food.
Leuckart says that the food of the
larvae of
the queen, workers and
drones is exactly the same. But
Leuckart, in 1858, discovered that the
food of the larvae of worker-bees was
subject to some variation, that it was
not always the same during the whole
of its larval existence. For the first
three days the food was liquid, and
appeared like a secretion. After that
pollen and honey were added to it,
which could be detected by the microscope. The queen-larva, on the contrary, was fed with the same food
throughout its larval existence, that
is, from the very first day of the larva
leaving the egg to the day it was
sealed up
and he said it was owing
to this that the queen was produced
instead of a worker.
The weaning took place on the
third day, and it was exactly at this
time that the ovaries began to make
their appearance in the female bee,
and by changing the food in the case
of a worker, this development was
arrested and a worker produced,
whereas by continuing the same food

i

;

Albumen
Fatty Matters.
"

Sugar
"
"

46.5
50.16
39.91

^

.12.62
6.84
7.85

F

17.90
27.65
1.17

f

ct.

for queens.

"
"

workers.
drones.
for queens.
workers.
drones.
for queens.
workers.
drones.

ct.

"
"
ct.

"
"

The above tabl<>s refer only to dried
As regards the water con-

food.

tained in each food, there is not a
very great difference. The proportions are as follows
66.64 per cent, for queens.
"
71.09
workers.
"
72.75
drones.

These figures show that the food of
the queen contains less water than
that of the drones or workers ; and I
dare say all of you know that the
food in a queen-cell is much stiffer in
substance, and is able to stick to the
top of the queen-cell hanging down
and to support the grub.
With regard to albumen, you see
the worker stands at the head, whilst
in respect to fatty matter the queen
is first, and the drones and workers in
nearly equal proportions. In regard
to sugar, the workers are first, then
comes the queen, and the drones have
very little indeed. Drones are the
fewest in the hive, and I think we
must not grudge them the small
quantity of honey they take, seeing
that they get so little sugar during
their larvaFexistence.
tigures I have given may not
to you, but with regard
to richness of the food 1 may tell you
that in 100 queen-cells there are 356

The

convey much

a queen was produced.
The same
took place with regard to the drone,
except that of three days, the drone times more dry nutritive substances
was fed on the same food for Bve than there are in 100 drone-cells, or
days.
232 times more than in 100 workerWe have always hitherto been led cells.
to believe that this food was alike, at
Then Dr. Planta tried another exany rate during the first three days, periment, namely, in order to judge
and that the greater abundance given upon an equal basis he compared the
to the queen-larva produced the de- dry substance in 100 grammes of
In this he found that it
velopment more rapidly.
fresh food.
Dr. A. de Planta has been at work contained 4-92 grammes more of dry
for two years in trying to settle the nutritive substance than 100 dronequestion by analyzing this food, and cells, and 3 26 grammes more than
Testing in every
has had considerable difficulty in car- those of workers.
rying out his investigations.
Some way the food of the queen, there can
idea may be formed of the magnitude be no doubt that it is the richest and
of the work he has been engaged on best from the commencement.
when I say that he has had to operate
Now, if the food were a secretion
upon 120 queen-cells, 4,001) drone-cells, similar to milk, it would always be
and 10,000 worker-cells.
I believe the same, or at least it would vary to
but as it
only one chemical analysis of the a very trifling expense
food has been made prior to this. varies as greatly as Dr. Planta has
;
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started after the fourth day,
there has been one day in which the
development of the ovaries has been
arrested, and she can never make a
good queen. Also microscopically Dr.
Planta has been able to show that the
worker larv» receive this digested food
for the tirst three days, and after that
pollen and honey
drone larvae are
reared after the fifth day; while the
royal food is always a chyle food, and
never has either pollen or water mixed

Cost of Cellar-Wintering of Bees,

Tlie Voice of SprinE.

food elaborated iu their chyle-stomach, and that the bees at will vary
the ingredients thereof to suit their
They can volparticular purpose.
untarily add the necessary ingredients, such as pollen, honey, and
nectar, more or less diluted with

cell is

MISS

EI)N.\ A.

THO.MPMON.

W.

I believe that one of the unwritten
laws of literature is, that no author
shall defend his own works. I also
believe that we bee-keepers are a law
unto ourselves we care more for
truth than for some of the hair-

Watch the cleaning of the hive,
where tiie tiusy worliers thrive

splitting rules of authorship— and so
strong is my faith in this belief that,
in the conclusion to my little book, I

;

—

:

How

they guard their little store,
the robbers at the door
Worlsing on from day to day.
Stopping not to rest or play.

From

When

announced that
views, or,

my

and others admit that the
secretions from the glands are added
to the chyle-food, but are not the
actual food itself, which consists of
digested pollen and honey.
The results of the investigations referred to
Holtz,

if

errors.

necessary, acknowledge
I

will

now

fulfil

this

First, I wish to thank my friends
Clarke and Cook for having noticed
my little book so kindly and so fairly.

Then they woric from morn till noon.
Thankful for the light or shower
;

And obey

thoir Sovereign Power,
Something as the human race
Though, perhance, with better grace.

As one of the principal criticisms is
that I have placed the cost of cellarwintering at too low a figure, I will
"explain and defend." Before doing
this, however, let me show Mr. Clarke

;

Clark's O.

JoumnL

what good company he

has.

I

have

received a good, long letter from (and
a sprig of orange blossoms) Mr. PopTlie Yncca or Spanisli Bayonet.
pleton of Florida. After stating how
completely his views agreed with
W. A. PETAL.
mine in regard to the importance of
spring protection, even going so far
These plants are quite numerous on as to say', " I would no more think of
the mountains and foothills in the trying to keep bees without spring
southern part of California, and when protection in the short, changeable
in bloom, their white crests can be seasons of northern Iowa or Michigan
,

towering above

seen for miles,
else.

The early

when they

all

Catholic missionaries,

tirst

came

to California,

called this plant "Our Lord's Candle
Stick." W. W, Bliss remarks thus:
—I have seen it stated that the bees
gather large quantities of honey from
this plant, but I do not think that this

YUCCA BRUSH.
the case, although I have seen bees
The most
at work on the flowers.
important use of this plant to beekeepers, is the brushes which are
made from the leaves that grow at
These
the bottom of the plant.
brushes are decidedly the best thing
that has yet been discovered for
brushing bees off from the combs in
extracting they are a vegetable hber,
soft and pliable, yet almost indestructable, and never come loose in the
" handle," no matter how much they
are exposed to the weather.
There are several varieties to be
is

;

Germany in about
a fortnight's time, and I hope then to
be able to say something more on the found growing through California,
subject in the columns of the Bee Arizona and Utah.
There is one
Journal.
variety found in Arizona, and though
It is supposed that the workers that not sostately as the above described,
became fertile had received an extra it is, nevertheless, more useful, as the
large proportion of rich food. Instead fiber of it is now being made into
of being weaned at the proper time, paper of a very fine quality, which
the rich food had been continued to commands a high price in the market.
thera beyond that period. If a worker We have not learned that it is yet to
were fed thus for four days, the or- be had in large quantities in the margans would have one day's develop- ket. Several other important uses are
ment. In an ordinary worker they made of this last-mentioned variety.
were stopped on the tliird day.
North Temescal,K) Calif.
will be published in

should hold myself
and defend my

promise.

the linden comes in bloom,

For the American Bee

I

in readiness to explain

;

with it.
I think

msh

HUTCHINSON.

Z.

Now we hear the voice of spring
In the soHi; Ihu blue. birds sing
Hear the " humming of the Ijees"
Through the liudding forest trees.
Going to and from the Bowers
In the morning siinlit hours.

;

I have now placed this matter before you as fully as I am able to
do. It appears to me that we may
now look upon this question as decided, namely, that the food is produced in the chyle-stomach of the
bee, and is not a secretion. I do not
it
to be understood that the
secretion of the glands has nothing to
do with the food, because Schonfeld,

For tue AmerlcaJi Bee JounuiL
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shown, and has chemically proved to
be dilteient in its composition, there
can be uo doubt that it is a digested

So far as can be ascertained there
do not appear to be any particular
bees set apart for the purpose of feeding particular grubs, but that up to a
certain age the feeding capacity is
We suppose
the same in all cases.
that the bees must have the voluntary
power of supplying one kind of food
or the other as may be wanted.
This subject is a very important
one, because upon it, to a great extent, is based the rearing of queens.
The question naturally arises, are
queens that are reared by natural
means as good or better than queens
Now, I always
reared otherwise?
maintained, and I think I have good
reason for maintaining, that queens
should be reared from eggs, because
they get the better food from the very
The
first day when the eggs hatch.
analysis of Dr. Planta, and the conclusions he comes to, go a great way
in favor of that theory.
Queens must be better if reared on
the best food from the commencement. I have known queens started
on larva; four days old. If a queen-
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than I would without movable comb
hives," he also says: "Ain't you a
little careless or wild in the statement
that the saving of stores in cellarwintering will pay for the expense
Compared with
four times over?'
unprotected, out-door wintering, you
far
as my experiare correct but so
ence goes, the difference in the consumption of stores between the cellar
and a thoroughly-packed colony outof-doors, is too small to be considered.
The only reliable statistics that I
have seen upon this subject are those
published by A. G. Hill, of Indiana.
'

;

If I remember correctly, these tables
cover several years of experiments,
with an average of say 50 to 75 colonies each year and the average difference between cellar and out-door
wintering was, I think, not far from
only one pound per colony. This, of
course, applies only when hives are
not where the
properly protected
work is only half done."
" Let Cyula
W^ F. Clarke says
Linswik, A. G. Hill, A. I. Root, and
other successful out-door winterers
give us their figures, and I do not
think they will sustain this strong
;

;

:

flss^rtion."

While Cyula Linswik has been successful in wintering bees out-ofdoors, her experience in cellar-wintering is. I believe, limited to a single
experiment with only one to two
hence she has been unable
colonies
to make any comparisons upon the
point under discussion. Of course if
;

her bees consume but little if any
more honey than the cellar-wintered
bees of somebody else, such testimony
would be in point, provided other
things were equal ; but there are so
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many varying circumstances

that, to

my

mind, the only satisfactory evidence is that obtainable by comparative experiments in the same apiary,
similar to those made by Mr. Hill.
As we approach the equator less
protection is needed by bees, until a
point is Bnally reached where chali
hives and cellars never come. Before
this point is reached, however, there

walls were given a slant of about 60°,
no stone wall was needed. As the
hatchway to the other part of the
cellar also furnished an entrance to
the new part, it is perhaps fair to
assume that the bee-cellar cost 510.
The interest upon this amount is 70
cents, or 7 mills per colony. To carry
the bees in and out the cellar, counting a man's time one shilling an hour,
cost 2 cents per colony, and the apiary
was 15 rods distant hence, to winter
my bees in a cellar costs 2 cents and 7
mills per colony.
Knowing that Mr. R. L. Taylor, of
Lapeer, Mich., had built a new honey
house having a cellar under it for
wintering bees, I wrote him asking in

another point where some protecis needed in winters where chafi
hives and the various kinds of packing are probably a sufficient shield
and by means of
against the cold
which bees can be wintered to better
advantage, and it is likely, with no
greater consumption ot stores, than
Here is what he
a cellar but it must not be forgot- regard to cost, etc.
ten that Messrs. Boot and Hill live says
" Mv new bee-cellar, which will
nearer this point than do Mr. Clarke
accommodate 250 colonies, should not
and myself.
I think, to have cost me to
I met Mr. Root last March at the be figured,
Of course circumstances
home of Prof. Cook, and as the wheels exceed $50. the
cost vary greatly. I
rattled over the frozen earth, and the would make
the bees into the cellar
frosty air nipped our ears and noses can easily put
cents
when on our way to the station, Mr. and take them out again for 2spring
Your plan of
" Well, I declare, per colony.
Root exclaimed
packing is all right, but can it be
if this is the kind of weather you have
'"'
up here, at this time of the year, I made popular
The interest upon the cost of Mr.
don't know but I, too, should favor
cellar would be 1 cent and 4
cellar-wintering if I lived here. Why, Taylor's
of
the frost has been out of the ground mills per colony making the cost
wintering to him 3 cents and 4
at our place for two weeks." I will cellar
admit that the weather was unusually mills per colony.
Well,
Perhaps some one will say
severe just then, but it was two weeks
enough, but how will it
later before the frost was out of the this is cheap
be if a cellar is built independent of
ground at this place.
any building, and expressly for winAt the Michigan State Bee-Keep- tering bees ¥ In reply 1 will say that
ers' Convention held at Lansing in each bee-keeper must have a house,
1884, the question of "Saving honey
also a shop or honey-house, and the
by cellar-wintering " was thoroughly bee-cellar may be under one of these
discussed
and the weight of the but special, independent repositories
testimony indicated that wintering need not be so very much more exbees in a cellar effected a saving of pensive. Mr. J. H. Robertson, of
from 5 to 10 pounds of honey per col- Pewamo, Mich., has an out-door cellar
ony.
Mr. Root suggested that a for wintering bees. It is doublegood chaff hive would give almost as boarded, and the space between the
good results as a cellar, but was told boards filled with sawdust. If I reby quite a number that he was mis- member aright it cost about $40, and
is

;

tion

;

;

m

apiaries, but that they should have
been so almost universally abandoned

pretty nearly a knock-down argument against them. Perhaps Messrs.
is

Vandervort and Foster have found
some new " wrinkle."
There are two or three other points
in Mr. Clarke's review that I should
be pleased to notice, but this article
is already too long, and I must wait
until another time.
Rogersville,(5 Mich.

For fbe American Bee Journal.
Bee-KeeiiiiiE a

MRS.

HealtMnl Occnpation.

L. C.

AXTELL.

;

:

;

:

;

taken.

my own experience,
admit, is not so decisive
as it might be, consisting as it does
only of general observations, and of
several times being obliged to take
Judging from

which,

1 will

The
will hold at least 3.50 colonies.
interest would be 8 mills per colony,
carrying in and out, 2 cents, making
the cost of cellar wintering to him, 2
cents and 8 mills per colony.

All the

way through my

Bee Journal,

in the

I

last letter

am made

to

say " my " when it should have read
" our," as Mr. Axtell is the bee-man
here, or rather, he and I are in partnership, as I think all husbands and
wives should be if possible in all
business,especially in the bee-business
if they wish to succeed.*
But Mr. A. does not care to write
any of his experience in bee-culture,
and 1 rather like to write, and take a
great deal of pleasure in reading com-

We

munications from others.

have

now 202 colonies of bees—not so
many as formerly. It takes much of
his time to make racks, hives, secshipping-crates, etc., besides
overseeing work on the farm. I take
it upon myself to do all the bee-work
I can, partly for the out-door exercise,
as it has been a great benefit to my
general health. Before we kept bees
there was 10 years and more that I
suffered everything with indigestion.
I had but little pleasure in my food,
from the suffering that followed. I
tried many remedies, but nothing
helped me until I became interested
I
in the mysteries of the bee-hire.
read everything I could get hold of
far and near, trying to commit as

tions,

much

of it to

memory

as

I

could,

and

watching every chance to read what I
could find to mv husband, or mark for
him to read. From that day when I
began to forget myself and live for
the bees, I began to have better
health, and food digested better, until
now for years I have been troubled
but little with indigestion, and life
has taken on a new beauty. I find I
can be as successful, too, in the care
of our home apiary as my husband
can of our timber apiary.

I know that bees can be carried into
honey from cellar-wintered colonies,
per coland give it to those wintered out-of- and out of a cellar for 2 cents
the best of my knowledge
doors, I should place the saving by ony, and to
repository can be furcellar-wintering at about 4 pounds a wintering
nished, in most instances, at a cost
per colony.
one cent per
Mr. A.G.Hill has given us some not greatly exceeding
excellent tables showing the amount colony.
Fellow-be-keepers, I may yet be
of stores consumed during the winter,
put the saving by cellar
when the bees were protected but, compelled to
lower figure than I
But this spring, feeling rather betaccording to the table in his paper for wintering at a
was neither " wild nor ter than usual, I have, with the help
April, 1886, he has been wintering have, but I
" when I placed it where I of an inexperienced girl, worked all
bees in the cellar only since the winter careless
the asser- of our 202 colonies, through clipping
Comparing the three have as, before making
of 1883-84.
ground fully as all the queens' wings except a very
years of cellar-wintering that are in- tion, I went over the
this article, and few that I could not find on the first
cluded in tliis table, with three cor- carefully as I have in
bounds.
and preparing the bees for sectrial
responding years in the table show- felt that I spoke within
The girl and I have taken
I presume few of the readers of my tions.
ing the results of out-door wintering,
with our 3-year-old black
I find that the saving by cellar-win- little book would imagine that I de- pleasure
and having an early
tering averages 2 pounds and almost voted a whole month exclusively to horse in a buggy,
Each point was gone dinner, drive down to our timber
its writing.
one ounce per colony.
4 miles away, work through 12
The next step is to decide in regard over with great care, and so hard did apiarv,
18"
frames
hives, turning the
to the expense of cellar-wintering. 1 I work to have everything exactly to
them placed
had a cellar under one-half of my correct, that I could scarcely sleep around, as we winter (Quiuby), and
lengthwise of the hives
house. Last fall I dug out the other nights from waking to " think."
bottomSince I have proved the importance set up one inch from the
half at a cost of $5, which enlargehives hunt out
ment furnished room for 100 colonies. of spring protection, I, too, have board in large chaff
give more
The soil was hard clay, and as the thought considerable about house- queens and clip wings,
;

;

;

;
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brood-combs full of honey return the
chatf until time to put the sections
and then co home tired but
CD
Ave enjoy the trip
strengthened.
more than if we had been to a picnic.
;

;

got no pay for bee-work, I
would after awhile become
insipid and tiresome, but the honeysuch piles of honey that always reward faithful work with the bee—
seldom fails us, and what to be desired more even than honey is the
cash that it brings to do good with.
It is a real luxury— a luxury worth
living and laboring for. Those of us
who have learned to love God for all
he has done for us, and what we expect to receive in the future, do not
or ought not rest content to enjoy this
knowledge alone, while there are
If

fear

we

about }i inch longer than the frames
are deep, and about M of an inch
square. Fasten two of these sticks
together with a piece of fine annealed
wire, so as to leave about one inch of

it

millions of our fellow beings who
have no knowledge of Him who made
them, and are groping through this
world in midnight darkness. I say it
is a real luxury to have the wherewith to do a little for such people,
and hope many of our brothers and
sisters in bee-culture are also enjoying this blessed privilege.

Koseville,-o

Ills.

[*It is all right to say " our " when
there is a partnership, of course
but
the clerk who prepared your letter
for the press, knew nothing of your
family history or connubial partnership.
If
you had slipped in the
words, " My husband and I are the
;

apiarists," all

would have been

The

pieces

of

combs containing

honey may be placed at one side till
some with brood are found this
should be put upon the transferring
board, so that when the frame is
placed in position over it, the brood
;

may be

nearly in the same position as
occupied in the old hive, and near
Wired Sticks fur Transferring.
the top of the frame, as that will be
the warmest position in the hive.
space between them ; attach a piece
With a honey-knife cut these combs
of wire to the other end of one of the
to make them fit. If more Jire wanted
sticks, to be used in fastening when
to fill the frame, use the combs of
placed around the frame of comb.
small notch should be cut to admit honey first removed from the hive.
the wire, and prevent slipping. These Then push the ends of the sticks,
that have no wire attached, through
sticks should be made in pairs, and
the
grooves, from the bottom of the
be kept ready for use.
frames, where the combs may need
After smoking the bees at the ensupport the other sticks attached,
trance of a box-hive, remove it some
place on the top of the comb, and
distance from the old stand, leaving
fasten the ends together at the top of
an empty hive or box in its place, to
the frame, to match the fastenings
receive the bees that return from the
below. Place this frame in the hive,
fields invert the hive, place an empty
and proceed in the same manner with
box or hive over it, of the same size
the next brood-comb, and let it occupy
and shape, wrapping a sheet or cloth the adjoining position in the hive,
giving the frames containing honey
the outside position on either side.
The honey from pieces of comb not
it

A

;

;

used, and especially from all drone
comb, should be removed with the
extractor.
Carry the

plain.

—Ed.]

new hive

to the old stand,

and empty the bees out of the box on
Transferring Board.

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Transferring Bees from Box-Hives.

W. W. BENTON.

Mr. Editor :—I wish you would

around where they come together,'
leaving no cracks large enough for a

By

gently tapping the
hive for some time, most of the bees,
with the queen, will enter the upper
box. When they have nearly all left
the hive, place the upper box with the
bees on the old stand. Being alarmed

bee to escape.

give us a good method of transferring
bees from old box-hives to frame
hives. I have been looking for such
an article for some time. Please do
not refer us to printed books, but and filled with honey, they may be
give it in detail in the American
Bee .Journal, for the benefit of its handled without fear.
new subscribers.
The old hive may now be removed
Newry.O Pa., May 3, 1887.
to a convenient room or building and
[The best time to transfer bees taken to pieces, by cutting off the
from the common to movable-frame nails with a cold-chisel and prying off
hives is about the season of swarming, though it may be done on any
warm afternoon, when the bees are
actively at work.
transferring board about the size
of the frame should be prepared in
advance, by making grooves of about
}4 an inch wide and }-4 of an inch
deep, and about 2 inches apart. The
Frame of Tratisferred Comb.
spaces between these grooves should
be cushioned with several thicknesses the end, cutting the combs when
of cloth, to prevent the brood from taken out as near as possible to the
bing injured when the comb is laid size of the frames to be used. The
upon it.
transferring board should be placed
Transferring sticks should be pre- upon a table or box, to be in a conpared from some light, tough wood, venient position for working over it.

A
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a sheet, in front of the hive. See that
the queen, as well as all the bees,
enter it. To prevent robbing, the
entrance should be contracted and in
two or three days, when the bees
have fastened the combs, the transferring sticks should be removed.
Always work slowly with the bees,
and avoid jarring.
;

As

several have asked to have Mr.

Ileddon's plan of transferring
peated, we give it below

re-

:

About swarming time

I take one of
Laugstroth hives containing 8
frames of foundation, and with
smoker in hand. 1 approach the hive

my

to be transferred. First, I drive the
old queen and a majority of the bees
into my hiving-box. I then remove
the old hive a few feet backward, re-

versing the entrance, placing the new
one in its place, and run in the forced
swarm. In two days I find 8 new
straight combs with every cell worker,
and containing a good start of brood.
Twenty-one days after the transfer, I
drive the old hive clean of all its bees,
uniting them with the former drive,
and put on the boxes, if they are not
already on. If there is any nectar in
the flowers, the colony will show you
comb honey. About the queens I
usually kill the forced queen as the
bees run in.
I run them together as I would one
Now to the old
colony in two parts.
:
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and put it was genuine, and my customers
some flour, knew it.
BOOMING THE BUSINESS.
English Honey Cakes.— Take 2 lbs.
What
would we think of a banker
some tirst-class kindlinK wood.
(1 k. g.) of honey, }4 pound (250 grms.)
who, after he had bought State or
If you have no method by which of fresh butter, the juice of two
you can use a full hive of frames, of lemons, and some ground nutmeg. county bonds at a certain discount,
and then sent them to New York or
full sheets of foundation, running a Melt some butter and well mix the
some other commercial centre, and
full swarm into them at once, by all ingredients together. Take 2 pounds
sold them for 10 or 15 per cent, admeans procure it without delay.
(Ik. g.)of flour and make a dough,
which must be lightly and carefully vance, and then rush to a printing

beeless hive ; of course there is no
brood left, unless a little drone brood,
and we have before us some combs
for wax, for more foundation, and

We

hope this will be sufBciently
" detailed " to oblige our correspondent. It should be remembered that
every beginner ought to have a good
" book " for convenient reference at
all times.— Ed.]
Translated from Bienen Zuchter.

V

Honey Gate, Coolies and (linprteil.
J.

DENNLEE.

make

a thick dough of

it,

in a dish sprinkled with
and biike for an hour.

oftice

Honey Fruit Cakes.—Take 4 eggs,
5 tea-cups of flour, 2 tea- cups of honey,
1 tea-cup of butter, 1 tea-cup of sweet
milk, 2 tea-spoonfuls of cream of
tartar, 1 tea-spoonful of baking soda,
1 lb. (half k. g.) of raisins, 1 lb. of
currants, 1 tea-spoonful of cloves, 1
tea-spoonful of cinnamon, 1 teaspoonful of nutmeg.
Bake in an

Certainly, and the verdict would be
correct. Well, this is just what many
bee-keepers are doing, ignorantly perhaps, especially those who have just
commenced the business— mere tyros
in the art— and " happened " to have
" good luck " from 2 or 3 colonies, not
considering for a moment the average
difference between 2 or 3 colonies and
two or three hundred colonies.

%

oven with a slow fire. These cakes
will keep good for months.

I consider honey as a food second to
Honey Tea-Cakes.— 1 cup of strong
none, on account of its solubility in honey, 14 cup of thick white cream, 2
the blood, its power of providing for eggs, i4 cup of butter, 2 cups of flour,
heating the body and maintaining }4 tea-spoonful of soda, 1 tea-spoonlife.
ful of cream of tartar. To be made
I strongly recommend honey as into dough and bake slowly.
food for children, especially for those
who are growing quickly, as it proFor the Amencan Bee JoumaL
vides easily-digested food, changing
their pale faces and languid condition to a ruddy hue and sound health. Honey on Commission— ly Experience
To the old it gives heat. Do they
wish to enjoy a green old age ? Let
K. V. MUIE.
them eat milk and honey. Crumble
up white bread and pour on it liquid
I shipped to a large city 16 Heddon
honey and cream. This is the most cases of comb honey, and received
healthy, the most nourishing, and the returns for the same at 14 cents per
most relishing breakfast.
pound for a certain amount, and 10
In the following recipes the metrical cents per pound for the balance,
system of weights and measures are which was termed in the returns as
changed to the English for conven- ''damaged sections." I was offered
ience. The gramme (grm.) contains 15 cents per pound at home before
nearly fifteen and a half grains, the shipping it. The retail price in that
kilogram (k. g.) is two and a half city was 25 cents per pound.
pounds, and the litre nearly a quart.
Some months after I had occasion
Alsatian Gingerbread.— 1 lb. (half to visit the same city on business, and
k.g.) honey. 1 lb. (half k. g.) flour, found some bee-keepers who had
2^4 drams (10 grms.) of bicarbonate of wholesaled their honey at 20 cents
Now the question natpotash. The honey must first be put per pound.
on the fire in a sauce-pan till it begins urally arose, why was not my honey
to boil. It is then taken off the fire, sold at the regular wholesale price,
and the flour well stirred up in it, and provided it was as good in all respects
last of all the potash. If sweet gin- as the other V It was a very fine artigerbread is wanted, you must whip cle of pure linden honey.
up the white of an egg, and stir in
Since then I have not shipped any
3^ of a pound (125 grms.) of syrup or honey, and never intend to do so. I
honey.
have worked up my home market, and
Basle Cookies.— Prepare some dough on March 7 I had not a single pound
as in the above (which will keep for a of extracted honey, and only a few
year in a cellar) ; mix it with }4 pound sections filled with fall honey.
My
of shredded almonds (5 grms.), l}i extracted honey sold at 10 cents per
drams of orange juice (3 grms.),
the
comb
honey
pound, and
at 15
dram of lemon juice, 2 grms. of cinna- cents per pound. I called this my
mon, together with (1 grm.) J| dram wholesale price to grocers, and all
of finely pounded cloves. The whole others I sold more extracted in .50must be carefully kneaded together pound kegs than in any other way.
and sifted, so that there are no lumps, All that came to the apiary purchased
and then baked.
at the above prices, without regard to
French Honey Cakes.— Heat in a quantity. Three-fourths of the crop
sauce-pan 4% ounces (1.50 grms.) of was sold at home. Some may think
pure sugar, and
pint (14 litre) of that it was unfair to deal in this way
milk. When the sugar is dissolved with the grocers, but my object was
add 12 ounces (3.50 grms.) of honey to make the farmers come and buy of
and boil, mixing with it 1 pound (half me instead of the grocers (as they
k. g.) of fine flour, and 30 grains (2 charged 15 cents per pound for exgrms.) of bicarbonate of potash. tracted honey, for which they only
Knead the dough thoroughly, and paid 10), and I succeeded. My honey

H

y

and have it put in the first daily
paper issued ?
Would not the community as one man say that he was a
fit
subject for a lunatic asylum ?

rolled out into cakes about
of an
inch thick. Cut it in pieces, and bake
them lightly in butter.

All have doubtless often seen some''
thing like the following
From S-S
to 55, and 3,000 pounds of honey."
While such reports may be true, it is
an indirect way of " booming " the
bee-business, which is at least misleading.
The country is strewn with
apiarian wrecks, then why " boom "
the bee-business to the detriment of
those who wish to follow it as a pur:

suit V

have been a reader of the Bee
for years, and intended to
keep silent, and let other correspondents do the "gushing" and "booming ;" but I thought the time had
come to say something on the other
I

Journal

side.

Watson, ^3 Mo.
Read

Can

we

at the

Oneida Co., Convention.

Control onr Honey

MaM?

JOHN ASPINWALL.
This subject seems to be agitating
minds of many (or I might better
say a few) of the prominent bee-men
at the present time. It is an important subject, and one worthy of much
thought. We may, by combining to
control the market, do ourselves some
good, but the chances are that we
may do ourselves much harm. To
assert that we can so control the
honey market as to place the price
where we please, is proposterous and
to mv mind so far from possible, unthe

;

der the present condition of things, as
to lead me to think that some other
motive prompts the discussion.

Let me put the facts more plainly
What is it that regulates
before you
What is it that causes
trade ?
fluctuations in any business not controlled by a speculative board, as in
the case of stocks and grain V I answer that it is supply and demand.
Coal is controlled, we know, by great
combinations who place the price
where they please to a certain limit,
until some firm drops out, and cutthroat prices are the order of the
day, to the detriment of all concerned.
But is it to be supposed that because
this combination owned all the coal
:
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fields in a certain very large district,
that it could put the price of coal to
$10 per ton V No. they could not hold
those prices three days before coal
would be coming in from West and
South and North and East to fill the
markets at such a price as the market
will allow. Controlling a market is
a preposterous proposition, if we have
not demand to act as tlie chief factor.
The honey interest has not the advantages which exist in other industries, such as iron, coal or petroleum ;
for in the first instance mines and
wells can be bought outright and
controlled, but who can buy up the
flowers of the field, or who control the
Only lie, under
flow of nectar?
whose providential care bee-culture

always rests.
Suppose that the members of the
Oneida
Association
Bee- Keepers'
were combined together, and declare
that section honey should be sold by
the members for not less than 20 cents
per pound for the best quality, and I
was an outsider not belonging to your
association. Is there any law to pre-

vent me from bringing my own honey,
and as much more as I chose to buy
in other parts, and selling it under
your very noses at 18 cents a pound
Where would you get your money
from to continue your business, if you
found buyers loath to pay 20 cents per
pound for the same article they could
'i

obtain from me at 18 cents V 1 leave
the answer to yourselves.
What would you think of a lot of
enthusiasts getting together to control
the egg market, in country towns and
elsewhere ?
How many farmers'
wives would they control when it
came to the question of selling a
dozen eggs to pay for a new shawl, or
to buy bread for the children?
In
this case the egg men have an advantage over the honey men, in that eggs
are a far greater necessity than honey,
and consequently there is a constant

demand.
Suppose that a man depended on
honey production for a living, and

many years to create. Combination, you see. would be a curse
there, instead of a blessing.
I offer the following suggestions,
not as a solution of the problem, but
something toward a solution I would
propose the formation of a honey
company headed by some e.xperienced
men in the honey business, and the
establishing of head-quarters in New
toiled so

:

York

public with the absolute contidenee making, and for cider in manufacture
ihat when honey is bought from this of vinegar, while as a medicine in
company and labeled " pure honey," many forms, it is invaluable.
it is " the truth, the whole truth, and
leading medical and scientific
nothing but the truth."
journal advances the following good
" But
points
in reference to its use
Barrytown.cx N. Y.
for cane sugar there would most
probably not be so many millions of
For tQe American Bee Joamai
artificial teeth in daily use.
As there
are, the grape sugar of honey being
IflYiiiE Bees on the Cars,
at once fit for assimilation, whereas
cane sugar (one has noticed how the
ESAU RUSSELL.
eating of sweets increases thirst!)
calls on a laggard saliva to convert it
moved
my apiary from Tiffin, into grape sugar, and rests in nooks
I
Iowa, on April 6, to this place. The and corners among the teeth, fit food
weather being cold when I started, I and
breeding-ground
for
caries,
simply nailed wide boards on top of schizomycetes, sphseromycetes, and
the hives tight, and placed screens in what not, w hich turn it into acid, the
front, so that the bees could all come said acid acting upon the lime of the
out if they wanted to; but very few teeth and dissolving them."
bees came out until the next day;
Because cheap cane sugars have
then the weather got warm and lots been taken into the stomach in unof bees would crowd the ventilators. reasonable
quantity, the liver has
I piled the hives 6 high in the car, and
been unable to transforoi them, rethen packed tight, giving free circula- resulting in disordering both organs.
tion of air. I used a stock-car, and
Dyspepsia and biliousness are probscarcely a comb was broken, as I
ably caused more by the use of cane
placed little bunches of straws be- sugar than
most of us think indeed.
tween the hives to prevent the sud- Dr. Cheshire
tells us that if cane
den jar of the cars. The bees are sugar be injected
into the blood, it is
doing well now, are building up rap- at once
excreted, which is not the
idly, and some hives are halt full of
case with grape sugar. Let us then
brood.
remember that it is only grape sugar
Ida Grove,*o Iowa, May 7, 1887.
which the system can at once use as
heat-giving, fattening food, and this
Practical Farmer.
it is which honey supplies ready prepared for us by the bee in Nature's
Honey as a Tootli-Preseryer.
laboratory.
Honey will carry along with itself
DR. W. Q. PHELPS.
into the stomach for digestion more
bread (starch, etc.) than butter, each
From a hygienic stand-point the helping the other; and a pound of
value of honey is scarcely realized by honey at 8d. or 9d. per pound, will
the masses. Were it the case the use consequently go as far as 2 pounds of
of it would have kept pace with the butter, costing 3s. Here then is deincreased use of sugar for the past 25 cided economy.
years, which it has not.
It can be used for almost every
Years ago
honey was to a great extent the sole purpose we now use sugar for ; and
sweetening medium, and the general by the principles of modern bee-keephealth of civilized people was better ing, it is becoming more plentiful and
than of the same classes to-day. The cheaper year by year.
great obprice of honey has gradually placed it jection to its free use in past years
among the luxuries, while sugar from was its comparative high price, owing
its cheapness has been substituted in to the restricted supply caused by the
" Had the science of bee- annual destruction of bees.
its stead.
This is
keeping," says one writer, " laeen in now removed.
advanced
its present
stage when the
Another serious objection was thei
sugar-cane industry began its rapid fact that honey disagreed with many
growth, the use of sugar would have people. The wonder is that it agreed
been considerably retarded by the with any one, for a common way of
contemporaneous march of its more obtaining it (after smothering the
wholesome competitor, honey, which bees) was to cut out the combs conthen held the field."
taining young bees and pollen, besides
By modern methods employed in honey, and squeeze the whole in a
bee-keeping, the purity and perfect cloth, straining the r«sult for use.
cleanliness of honey is guaranteed,
It will thus be easily seen, without
and had the rational culture of bees entering into details, how much obmarched along with scientific sugar- jectionable matter was thus imported
making at an early date, we should in the honey, which would tend to
have heard less of cheap and nasty disorder delicate stomachs. All this
substitutes (as the glucose mixtures is now changed.
No brood (young
for instance, manufactured potatoes, bees) is now allowed by the beesawdust, rags, etc., frequently) for keeper to be hatched in the clean,
pure sugar and wholesome honey. snow-white sections of white bassThe latter would have been produced wood we see in the shop-windows of
at so low a rate that it would have fruiterers and grocers who sell the
held its own as the most delicious honey, the whole of which honey and
food, sweet-meat, and saccharine diet, comb may be spread on bread and
either rich or poor could possess."
eaten, the cells being so thin that it
As some are already aware, honey takes six cell-walls to equal the
is a perfect substitute for cane sugar thickness of ordinary note paper.
in preserving fruits, in wine and beer
Galena, (^ Md.

A

:

;

A

the combination of bee-keepers, to
which he belonged, should say the
honey market must be 20 cents, and
some fellow comes along offering
honey at 18 cents in this man's market, and gluts it. Where is the member to get bread from ? He will go
out of the bee business next year, and
the fellow will reap the harvest in a
market which the first bee-keeper has

city with branch establishments

at the different centres of commerce.
This to be a stock company that shall
buy honey outright and not sell on
commission, and whose principal
work shall be the creation of a market
by circulating pamphlets tending to
educate people to the numerous uses
to which honey can be put, and above
all, inspiring the minds of the general
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Time and place

easily

of Meet47l^.

;

Ills. & 9. W. Wis., at Rockton. Ills.
D. A. Fuller, Sec. Cherry Valley, Ills.

May 24.-N. W.

May 26.-^881 Lake

Sbore Central, at Kiel. Wis.
Ferd Zastrow, Sec, Millhome, Wis.

May 27.—Darke County
J.

colonies or over, but what would be
glad to have a law passed prohibiting
bees from being kept within 25 rods
That would
of our public highway.
wipe out all of these slip-shod beekeepers who will not Italianize their
bees nor have their honey in a suitable condition for market; consequently they are a nuisance to the
business.
man who cannot attend
Cross.— E. to his bees as they should be, 25 rods
on May 11, from a highway, ought not to keep
bees.

found at the first or second
time the hives are opened in the
then with care she is in
spring
nearly every hive found the first time
Use
the combs are looked through.
as little smoke as possible, and get to
looking for the queen as quickly as
possible after opening a hive.

Local Convention Directory.

Union, at Greenville. O.
A. Uoe, Asst. Sec, Union City, Ind.

Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at Bast Sa^naw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

^"

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

Colonies Strong
Pickup, Limerick, 5
1887, says

and
Ills.,

A

time and place of future meetings.— ED.

Bees

Last fall I made a bee-house for my
bees, and the result is that this spring
my colonies are stronger than usual.
It has finally become warm, so to-day
I took from the hives the winter
packing of sawdust and chaff, and
Some
the bees were soon outside.
think I was foolish for keeping my
bees packed until now ; but I do not
Condition.— think so, as my bees are now strong

in

Charlie W.
Y., on May

Excellent
Bradish, Glendale,5 N. and
9, 1887,

says

cross,

and not weakened by

The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax :
CHICAGO.

HONEY.-Sellersask
thing off in
Blrable

Good

:

and crooked combs, and

1-lb.

Mar.

10 cts. for anythis includes dark unde*
2-in'Uiid sections.

from 7 to

comb honey

sections,

lU(a,l:ic.

BBBSWAX,-25C.

poverty.

:

Honey and Beeswax Market.

12^@13c.—

choice.

:

BURNBTT,

K. A.

161

28.

South Water St.

My bees have come through the The Blank-Strip Section-Case.—J.
DETROIT.
HONBT.— Best white comb, ili»12o. Market li
winter in excellent condition. They
nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.
Minn.,
Mankato,?
Powell
&
Son,
W.
were taken from the cellar on May 3
BBESWAX.-23@J-.i4c.
M. H. H ONT, BeU Branch, Mich.
May. 1.
and 4. After examination I have write
1

found 100 colonies good and strong,
In reply to Mr. J. J, Eoe's letter on
SAN FRANCISCO.
and a few weak ones. They are at
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white, 4MOS
work to-day on maple blossoms. page 267, we wish to say that we do ctg.;
light amber, 4i«c.; amber, 4^c Comb, white,
Clover has wintered well, and the no desire to argue the matter of j2'«Hc; amber, 7(a9c Demand good.
BEBSWAX.-23C.
"priority" of the invention of the
prospect is good for a honey crop.
122-124 Davis St.
blank-strip section-case. We do not May 8. SCHACHT & LKMCKB,
exact
date
when
remember just the
CLEVELAND.
Results of the Winter in Vermont, we first thought of making surplus
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@13c.;
second quality, IWsllic: and buckwheat unsalable
—John H.Larrabee,Larrabee's Point, cases that way, but we made a num8'a9c. Extracted, 5(s*6c.
ber of them last season, and gave atBEESWAX.—
25C
Vt., on May 9, 1887, writes
A. C. KENDEL, 115 Ontario St.
them a thorough test, leaving some Apr. 2U.
The past winter here has been un- of them on the hives all of the fall
ST. LOUIS.
usually severe, and like other bee- and we never have seen sections come
HONEY.— Choice comb, 10@12c. Strained, In
We never barrels,
sii'UHo. Extra fancy, M more than forekeepers in this region, we have lost off of the hive so clean.
going prices. Extracted. 4^(giHc. Market duU.
Personally, I have been have intended to try to get a patent,
heavily.
BEES WAX.— Stead j_at 2()c. for orime.
D. G. TDTT & CO., Commercial St.
May 7.
very fortunate, having lost only 2 out however, but give other bee-keepers
of 33. The spring is very backward, the benefit of our thought, in part
SAN FRANCISCO.
and fruit has not yet blossomed. One payment for the many thoughts and
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12ai4c.: amideas that have been so freely given ber,
lady has only 9 colonies left from 25
7m»c. Extracted, white, 4>^@9c.; light amber,
another apiarist lost 40 colonies out to us. We hope this short explana- 39^'fli4Hc. Market quiet.
BEESWAX.— 19(i22c.
of 130. Mr. Manum has met with his tion will satisfy Mr. Roe and all
Apr. 16.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Frout St.
usual success, but has lost a little others and thus we will leave the
MILWAUKEE.
heavier than usual
I think about 50 matter where it is.
HONEY. -We quote Finest white 1-lb. sections,
colonies out of 800. I am of the opin2:

o

:

:

;

;

;

:

the Inter-State Commerce
law will operate to the discouragement of large bee-associations, and all
other organizations of a like character, but it may aid local societies.
The bees are booming at present
making up lost time.
ion that

Finding the Queen in a Hive,

— Mrs. L. C. Axtell, Roseville,*o
on May 5,

1887, writes

etc.

Ills.,

choice white 1-lbs., Il(gn2c; choice
lOi^llc darS not wanted. and imperfect slow.
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6V6ftv7c; good
white in kegs and barrels, 6'46^c. dark, 4 to 4Xc.
12fal2',«c.;

IbA.,

Bees are Booming.— Lewis Werner,
Edwardsville, P Ills., on May 8, 1887, Demand good and market firm.
BEESWAX.-2r.c.
writes
A. V. BISHOP,
May 4.
Bees have commenced working on
white clover. I am expecting a fine
crop of honey this season. Bees are
strong, and ready to swarm at any
day.

than

Swarming will be a
was last year.

little

later

;

142

„

W. Water

St.

NEW YORK.
9®12c.; dark
HONEV— We quote White comb,
extracted, 5@6c.
:

California comb, 8i*9c.:
Sales larye and demand good.

5(»7c.

BBBSW AX.— 23(a.24i.?c.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,
May

it

;

10.

28

it

30

W. Broadway, near Duane

St.

BOSTON.

:

Our bees (my husband and myself
are the apiarists) now are doing finely.
Both those wintered out-of-doors and
those in the cellar are still packed
with straw, and will be until we put
on sections. They are increasing in
always
young bees very fast.
aim to clip the queens' wings before
many of the young bees are hatched
out in the spring, as it is so much
easier to find the queen, for young
bees are so apt to run, pile up and fall
off in bunches.
When bees get to
running we give up the search for that
it
not
time, as
is
very safe to have the
bees run, for there is more fear of
loss to the queen. The queen is more

We

Non-Progressive Bee-Keepers.— E.

W. Alexander, Esperance,o N.
writes

Y.,

:

have kept from 50 to 300 colonies
of bees for the past 25 years, and ex-

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages of white clover honey
at 13@loc.; 2-puunds at ll@13c. Extracted, 5^70.
Sales slow.
BEESWAX.- 26 cts. per lb.
Apr. 22. Blake & Kipr.ET, 57 Chatham Street.

I

pect to continue in the business the
remainder of my life, and I know that
there has never been anything that
stood so much in the way of selling
our honey at a paving price, as that
class of slip-shod bee-keepers who
give their bees little or no attention,
and put their honey on the market in
any shape, for any price they can get
offered for it. I do not think there
are many bee-keepers who keep .50

CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.—We quote
Best

comb

brings

for extracted,

M@14c. per

lb.

3(SJ7c.

Demand

per

lb.

fair.

BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 2Uia23c, per lb. lor
good to choice yellow.
Apr. 21. CFMltth & SoN.Freeman & Central At.

By I'sing ttae Rluder made

erpresely
can have tbein
bound and ready for examination every day
We have i-educed the price to
in the year.
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for ifl.50.
for this

Bee Journal,

all

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OCK t'LUBBISG

^^2^3S3RlOA|^,,^^

We supply

—A

LIST.

.American Bee Journal

the

one year, and any of the following publica
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regu
lar price

of both.

Price of both. Olul
1 00.

Ipsucd every Wednesday by

G,

NEWMAN & SON,

2 00.. 1 75

Bee-Kee|)Crs'M!»gazine

125.. 125

Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Apiculturist
Canadian Bee Journal

1.50.. 140
2 00.. 1 70
2 00.. 1 75
1 .50.. 1 35

Kays of

Lijrht

The 7 above-named papers
325..
2 25.
923 A.92S WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO.IU. and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). .2 00.
At One Dollar a Year.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. 1 60..
PROPUIETORS,

.

.

.

ALFRED

H.

Dzierzons nec-Book(cloth).. .3
Root's A li C u( Bee-Culture. .2
Farmer's Account Book
4
Western World Guide
1
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1
A Year Among the Bees
1
Convention Hand-Book
1

NEWMAN,

BU8INX88 MANAGER.

Jipcciixl glotices.
To Correspondents. — It

of the prices

to give the address

we have on our

Dr. miller's Book,

"A

00..
25.
00..
50..

.

.50.

.

DURING
COLO.NIKs

Tear

list.

Among

the Bees "(7.7 cts.), and the Bee Journal
for one year ($1.00), both of which we will
club for only $1.50.

The Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee JotmNAL for one year,
will be clubbed for $1.25.

As there Is Another firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
IVc TKlU Present Webster's Dictionary
'pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Ynoca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a

and June

.Miiv
lit

2 00

75
1 50
2 00
2 10
2 00
1 30
1 40
1 50
1

75.,
50.. 1

.30

order to take advantage
in the last column.

SnlflTen, Advertising Agent.
York, inserts advertise

New

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most at
tractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction.

dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums.
Mailed

In

all bi3

MOATS,

THK BEND, DeUance Co., Ohio.

2oAlt

POUNDS Comb Honey
Wanted, produced within
150 miles of Chicago.
Address. J. P. lyilller,
108 .30th St., Chicago, Illinois.

20.000

35

taken now for
ORDERS
Comb Foundation

Comb Honey.

MAYVILLE, Dodge

20Atf

Ohio.

April 11, 1887.— Messrs. Bingham & Hetherington, Abronia, Mich.: Enclosed find $2.50
for two Large 2!5-inch Bingham Smokers
(wide shield). They are for my neighbors.
I have one of the Bingham Smokers that 1
have used six years, and it is as good as ever.
Send ^i-dozen rates.— Respectfully, Amos R.

Garner."

17A4t

Co,,

WIS.

POINDS FOUNDATION,

500 Sample
Address,

pound— 5

tree.

Patent Flat-Bottom

M. smrm,
MATTOON, ILLS.

Comb Foundation

.High Side Walls, 4

...

at

to 7 feet to
First orders get it.

S. dc A.

•iOA-Jt

to 14 square

gSS.;.;K^ feet to the pound. Wholesale and
'""^SiJj Ketail. Circulars and Samples free

—

J.

VAN OEUSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE ItANUFACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont, Co., N. Y.

lAtf

A Cheap Smoker.—" Martinsville,

35

Bright Yellow
at .'i5 cts. per lb. for
Brood, and 45 cents for E.vtra Thin for

52A40t

free.

:

"
Tnree-tniint- "
...
4 ciO
Hy brids at ^ft per cent. less than above prices.
These CnN»nie8 are to be first-class in every
respect. QOEENS in 8ea.son. F. "W.

tW

named

Duncan

NUCLEI

will sell

I

the following prices

cents per
the pound.

E.

ReferenccB.

Two-frnme. with choice Italian Queen... 13 Oo
"
"

.'i5

3 Park Kow,

Good

at once.

Fr.^nk Clkl, 414 8thSt..De8Moine8, Iowa.
20Alt

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
ro give their P. O. address and name, when
writing: to this oflice. We nave several letters
some Inclosing money) that have no name:
many others having no Post-OBice, C!ounty
or State. Also, if you live near one post'itflce and get your mail at another, be sure

UK

in

WANTED.

4.50

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Jodrnal must be ordered with each
paper or book,

Situation by a
bee-keep-

firat-class
er,

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in liee-Culture

THOMAS

317

Dadant'sFoii II (lation Factory, wholesale

and

retail.

W.

See advertisement in another column.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville,

Genesee

Co., Mich.,

D ESI RES

to briefly outline the contents of
bis little book.

"THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."

The "Introduction "(fives a concise sketch of
the author's experience In producioK enmb honey,
explains h-.w the bouk came to be written.
SImmlns' Non-S«Tarmlng System is and
The first chapter. " Securing workers for the harthe title of a new English bee-book.
The vest," sets forth the adTitntages of ceilar-wintercombined
Ing
with spring protection. " Aside from
author claims that itwill inaugurate a "new food in abundance.
-uJtirTJith is the one great thing
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that needed to promote safe, early breeding." The
cheapcft and best method of securing this is given
"it is based upon purely natural principles, In detail. Under the
head of "Supers" the author
and is the only system that can ever be names his lavorite surplus case, and gives reasons
for the preference.
relied upon, because no other condition
The next topic is that of "Separators." Their
exists in the economy of the hive that can advantages and disadvantages; the conditions under whicH they are needed and the methods necbe applied to bring about the desired result essary to their atuindonmentare briefly loid. Then
are taken up; the good and bad qual—a total absence of any desire to swarm." "Sections"
ities of the different kinds mentioned; the time
lor putting them on given and the advantages of
It contains 64 pages ; is well printed and
having them tilled with comb, especially in the
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be spring, fully explained.
The next three pages are devoted to"Tieringobtained at this office.
TJp," in which the operations of this system are
explicitly described, showing the ease with which
it enables a bee-keeper to handle a "honeyProduction of
Honey, as shower." Then follow: "Hiving swarms on empty
couibs; Hiving swarms on founadtion; and Hiving
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson, swarms
on eiupty frames;" in which the question
of jjroj^frtb/y dispensing with full sheets of founcan be obtained at this offlce, for 25 cts.
dation in the broiid-nest when hiving swarms is

The

Comb

made perfectly clear, and thorough instructions
given tor its accompliiihment.
vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
"The building ot drone-comb."— This appears to
have been the great stumbling-stone in the road
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
to success with ftarters oniv. hence six pages are
whole length of the handle as well as the
given up to this subject. Why bees build it, is well
considered, and thf way to prevent its construcbrush, they are almost indestructable
Sale.— A second-hand Barnes Combined tion made plain. The next two pages are used in
Also » H'-inch Pelham Foundation Mill, answering the question. "What shall be used
When they become sticky with honey, they goodSaw.new.—
in
J.W.Buchanan & Bro., Eldora, Iowa. the sections ?" That is, when shall foundation be
as
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
used, when combs sind when shall the bees be
REMOVAI^.— We desire to inform bee- allowed to build the combs. Under the head of
as ever. The low price at which they are
keepers of the removal of our place of 'Secretion and utilization of wax," attention is
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have sii or
the fact that we have been loMng a hig
business to 'JS & :iO West Broadway, near called to nut
utilizing the natural wax secretion.
by
more of them, so as to always have one Duane Street, New York, where we have thing
Illustratk.ns are given, and suggestinna made.
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents better facilities for handling honey and
The" Conclupiun" requests "the freest of critrespectfully invite all beekeepers visiting icism," and cautions all not to adopt the methods
each,* or 50 cents a dozen : if sent by mail,
advised upon too large a scale at flrat.
our city, to give us a call.
iirtd I cent each for postage.
McCaUL & HiLDRETH BROS.
17" Price of the Book, S5 centa.
19Atf
soft,

3itUicrtistmcnt5.

FOR

;
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DRAKE & SMITH,
M ANUFACTCKEKS

of the

THE NEW

Sections,

Boss" One-Piece

BY
MANrFACTCl
MANUFACTITRED

Manum. Bristol, Vt.

Successors to A. B.

Bee-Hive,

a

BRI8TOI>

the Standard Hive of Vermont,

J.

HIVE.

)ok&Co.,'V
& Co., Water town, Wis.
Forncrook

SECTION HONEY BOXES,
poplur, (the best timber In
the world for honey-boxes). Clamps, and a
-Screw for Clamps. Separators and

made rrom white

Thumb

tS"

-Wood Sides.

Wood

Patented June

WE

Watertown,

LIGHTNING GLUERS

Shlpplng-Crates, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders, and

MAIVXIOT'S

BEE-SMOKEBS,
2B12t

E S S .A.-Y-S
ON THE

PBODl'CTION

G. M. Doolittle, Dr. G. L. Tinker, Dr. C. C.
Miller, and other prominent aud well.known
bee-keepers. Ready May -^h. Price. 10 CIS.
Address, AMEEICAN APICULTURIST,

lSA4t

WliNHAM, MASS.

100
15Atf

strong, flrst-class in every respect.
For Sale at reduced prices.
E. C. !. 1.ARCH, Ashland, Mo.

,
^
Send for free price list, and samples or
Sections and Foundation.
,

IH. H. HUNT,
BELL BKANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.

Near

COMB HONEV

a-iven in

Clover Seed, and everything needed in the

lOEtf

of

the June issue ot the
be
WILL
AMERICAN APICULTIKIST, by

AI,l,-IN-ONE-PIECE Sections, smooth
inside and out. Comb Foundation.Alsilce
,

let, 1887.

^r"Thos. G. Newman & Sou, of Chicago, sell

BEAUTIFUL.
apiary.

May

Wis.,

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

workmanall made of the best material and In a
Send stomp for Sample SECTION
like manner.
and Prlce-Ust.

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest^ Write for price-list.
will furnish

Detroit.

Bees,

Colonies of Italian

BEES,
HOW TO WINTER
Essays by eleyen prominent beepLEVEN
who apply. ..,,„_
Ti keepers, sent to
ALLBY,
HEnM
Address,
Address.
Wenham, Mass.

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap

hare many more testimonials like the followfrom Leading Bee-Keepers of this country.
See 1887 Caulogue. to know what Prof. Cook. W. Z.
Hutcblnson. F. P. Stiles. T. L. VonDorn, F. Boomhower, and Doctors Tinker, Mason, Miller and
others think, after many of them have thoroughly
tested the New Ulve
I

ing,

:

all

St.

CHARLES,

Ills..

Feb.

7,

1887.

James Heddon:— Dear

Sir: Your letter dated
received. In reply I can say that I have
watched closely, and with interest, the discussions
pro and con in our bee-periodicals in regard to
your New Hive. Although I have not as yet been
prepared. as you are aware, to give your New Hive
a personal test, yet 1 can say, In harmuny with Dr.
Miller's declaration, that your invention is one
brand, first quality, canruit be excelled.
that requires no practical experience, on the part
My Foundation is
Satisfaction guaranteed.
ot
of any one familiar with the art, to recognize it at
Comstock,
Prof.
J.
H.
used and endorsed by
once as a hive of very superior merits. Having,
others.
Cornell UniTerslty,G.W.Stanley,and many
during the past year, Kiven your New Hive and its
For Brood, 6 ft. to lb., 40c. Light, 45c. Byery
management very careful thought and study, I am
rotation.
in
flljed
orders
sample
:
sheet equal to
so cts. ; by mail, es cts. : 12 In constrained to say that I believe It to be as far in
Express,
by
Price,
G. FI SH, Ithaca, N. Y. the flat, and one nailed (13 In all), $3.50 50, In the advance of all other hives as the well-known
i8B2t
Address.
flat, 112.00.
LangBtroth Is in advance of the old box or beegum. 1 say I believe this, and in keeping with that
SON,
G. NE\»T»IAN
belief, it is my present purpose to adopt your New
justas soon aa I can Shane my plana to that
ready to ship choice Italian Queens, 923 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL. Hive
end. In short, I feel as though I cannot afpord
Having used the Langbred from select mothers. Untested, 75
to use any other hive.
E. F.
Btroth, with its best modillcations, since the spring
cts.: Tested, S1.50.
Heddon-Langstroth
MISS.
of 1858. His with a feeling of considerable regret
18Etf
that this resolution will compel me to bid this old
friend a final adieu.
nni riMICC of Italian and Hybrid
slotted honey-board, eight broodIt is apparent to me that the novelty of your
Bees for sale at botla
all
sections,
New Hive is as wide a departure as its utility
frames, crate filled with 28
tom Ugures. Write for prices.
superior to all others. Notwithstanding there
'2 coats.
painted
and
shape
in
good
E.
put
up
A. J. A:
been hives with features resembling parts of
have
BEND, IND.
12Etf
In lots ot five, $1.00 each. (Price-list free your New Hive, still I have never seen a combination, nor am I aware of any that possesses its
on application.)
functions. And right here is just where the invenJ.
tion and patentability exist, without which you
certainly would never have received the many
KNOXVILLE, IOWA.
ISAtf
strong and well merited testimoniHls which I flna
in your Catalogue for 1S87. Having for tbe past 25
-| f\f\ Colonies of American-reared Italyears given the laws relating to patents more or
and
in
J-Vl/ iau Bees, best strain, strong,
less attention, 1 have no hesitation In repeating
10-frame wired Simplicity hives ; for sale at
the word of Prof. Cook and G. M. Alves, that the
«. A.
for sprinR delivery at 60 cts. to $1.00 "rubbish" which is already " lupged forward,
«8.00 per Colony.
ARK.
per pound, according to time. Choice Queens in futile attempts to anticipate your claims, does
8Etf
and Brood cheaper in proportion. Also
not " deserve a critical man's attention."
and other Suppliei.
As you seem to desire theforedolng for publicaCili?lar free.
I have taken especial pains to say nothing
iiAtt
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa. tion,
that I might possibly regret in the future.

llAtf

Feb. 3rd.

is

FOUNDATION

OTAPLE

O

"WILBER

;

for 75
QUEENS
AM

I

&

liOCKEXT,
COLUMBUS,

BEES

-FOK
WITH

HATFIELD,

W. BITTENBENDER,

for SALE, Cheap.

BEES!

ADJUS-

TABLE HONEY-CASE
OLIVER FOSTER,

a specialty of the manufacture of

the White
Poplar, the whitest and best wood for the purpoee.
the
recommend
sizes,
but
and
styles
all
make
We
Side-Opening Sections as superior to any other.
The great accuracy and line finish of our Sections
are the admiration of eyerybody. Sample 3 cents
Prlce-List of Supplies tree.

SECTIONS

300 COLONIES ITALIANS

READY

SECTIONS.

make
WEDOVE-TAILED

1880.

of

I.. XINKEK,
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

1>R- G.

We

[.liea

ofall kinds.fcM^ quatiti/ at low-

est prices.

^

Hives, SectiouK.

Comb

IWILIi

Nucleus or Coluny. ''I(i-pcpor^' Guide, Mennirantln and
iistrnl4-dCi»tnIoi£iiv"of 4K piipes
Aililres.i
KliKF, to Bsp-Keeper?.

'

JOSKFil NYSEWAM>KK,
DKS MOINES, IOWA.

huck't
....^» J Invertible Hives & Cases. 1 make!., hives
all styles. Greatly reduced:pnces,-806 Walnut st.

.

Fraternally yours,

send

CHAS. KIIVGSI4EY,

BENTON, LA.

Chapman Boney-Plant Seed
(Echinops sphcerocephalus.)

HARTFOKD,

:

properly thinned out and reset.

THOS.

NEWMAN

G.
923 & 025 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

9, 1987.

In best shape, with sealed brood. Stores the same
in all the hives. Bees In the cellar are dying.
J. H. MAHTI14.

No

:

;

N. T., April

We have had sleighioK lis* days, and we are on
runners yet. This is the flrst general flight my
bees have had. and 1 had to dli! the hives oat of
deep drifts in order that the bees miuht have fair
Eighly-flve wintered In my old chaff
sailing.
hives came through with a loss of half, and many
more weak. Nine in your hives packed in a Inches
of chaff, and setting 2 inches from bottom-board,
not having a general flight in over 130 days, are all
in good order. Four wintered on a single case are

POST-PAID

can supply this seed
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
4
2 ounces, $1.50
cents ; 1 ounce, $1
1 pound, $5. One
pound,
$3
:
$2
;
'/,
ounces,
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre.
If

FOR WINTER.

Pure Untested Italian

We

M. M. Baldridge.

,

;

.

111..

,

QUEENS, reared from imported mothers,
or Tested
to atiy address, at SO cents each
for $1.25. Satisfaction e:uaranteed. Send
for terms on large numbers.

Foundation, Extractors. Snickers.
Cratea, Honey Buckets VeilK. FeedBee-Lilerature, etc., etc,
mi>orted Italian Queens,
'Italian Queens. Bees bv (he

^*S'-

„

Notes from the Bright-Band Apiary,

18A4t

House.
Western BEE-KEEPERS' Supply
manufacture Bee-Keepers' eup-

16E3t

SAt,E.—

SOUTH

C1.ABK,
ARKADELPHIA,

Address,
8Etf

HIVES

500

UULUIiIlO

100

&

THOS.

cts".

for.

Circulars sent out, unless asked

Send address

[plainly written) to

James Heddon,.

A:

ILL.

DOWAtilAC, MICH.
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Indiana now presents a case of antagoFoolish Warfare Against Bees seems
nism to apiculture. Mr. F. C. Barrett writes now the rage
The Idea that fruit suffers
to us that the City Council of Fort Wayne, because
of the presence of bees is simply
Ind., has passed the following ordinance ridiculous
The good they do in fertilizing
against bee keeping
the fruit trees far outweighs any
possible
Bees —It shall be «nlawful for any per- evil that may follow from their presence.
son to keep within the limits of the city,
Some time ago we noted the fact that In
more than two hives of bees upon any ono
lot at a time, and said hives must not be New England, so strong was the belief
that
nearer thau 50 leet to any street, or 20 feet bees injured
the fruit, that an ordinance
to any alley, or division line between lots or
was
passed
obliging the bee-keepers to reparts of lots of another. Any person who
shall violate any or either of the provisions move their bees to another locality. After
of this chapter, or any section, clause or a year or two
the fruit-growers decided to
provision of any section of this chapter, or
who shall neglect or fail to comply with any have the bees brought back, as so little fruit
or either of the requirements thereof, shall, set upon the trees in proportion to the bloson conviction, forfeit and pay a fine of not soms which appeared
more than one hundred dollars.
While the " good " the bees are doing to
This ordinance practically wipes out the
fruit is so apparent, and most fully demonpursuit of bee-keeping within the corporate
strated, the Injury to fruit charged against
limits of Fort Wayne— if it is enforced.
them Is the work of other insects and birds,
Of course a similar plan may be pursued
and is a senseless and Ignorant howl by
to the one in Arkansas, mentioned last week
those who know nothing of the possibilities
on page 307. So far we are not advised as to
of the bees' organism, and vehemently
theresultof the trial, which was expected
charge the bees
puncturing fruit when
to take place on the 16th inet.
We await their jaws are with
too weak to puncture the
that news almost impatiently.
skin of the moat delicate grape. All the
Later.— Since the above was put " in
bees do is to gather up the Juice after the
type," we have another letter from Mr.
damage is done, and save what is going to
Barrett, stating that a bee-keeper being
waste
AH bee keepers wish they would
arrested there, it was rumored that it was
even leave that Juice ungathered.
under the provisions of the above ordinance
but, upon examination. It proved otherwise.
Such a pressure is being brought to bear
Xbe Flavor of Honey.— Mr. G. W.
upon the City Council, that it is expected Brodbeok writes as follows on this
subject
that It will repeal the obnoxious ordinance in Oleanings :
at the next meeting.
In all discussions in regard to ripening
honey, one essential fact has been entirely
Ignored, and yet the quality, if not entirely.
Bee-Keeping In Russia.- Mr. G. Kan- Is more dependent on it than on any other
That honey must be of aoertain consistency,
dratieff, has 500 colonies of bees, and has
IS conceded by all
so quality first, and
Just visited Italy in order to study the api- quantity ne.xt. is what we are all in
pursuit
cultural methods of that country. One of of and how to get the latter without failure
of the first, is yet an open question.
Adhis apiaries containing 300 colonies is
mitting proper consistency, quality, then, is
located in the Caucasus, and the other of due to its peculiar flavor, which is
derived
200 colonies is located in St. Petersburg. from the nectar of the flower.
All flowers and plants possess a peculiar
The Italian bee- periodical L'Apicoltore says:
and distinct odor, which is due to a volatile,
According to the 4p!coI(ore, Mr. G. Kan- or essential oil, peculiar to itself, and tbie
dratietf. Director of the Imperial Opera of same oil we find in the nectar of the
flowers;
St. PetersburK. has availed himself of a this It IS that gives honey its distinct
flavor.
short visit in Italy In order to make an W hen flowers are macerated in water, then
inspection of the most important apiaries. distilled, the essential oil of the
flower
Mr.Kandratietf is the proprietor of two large passes off with the steam, and, if conapiaries in Russia, one of about .'300 colonies densed, the oil is found In minute quantities
in the Caucasus, and another of about 200 floating on the water
and this, as its name
In St. Petersburg.
Notwithstanding the indicates, is very volatile, and, if exposed to
great difference of climate between the the atmospbere,intime all evaporates. Thus
Caucasus, where winter is almost unknown, the flavor of the honey is dependent on the
and St. Petersburg, where It is both most quantity of this oil present In it. Some
severe and long, Mr. Kandratieff obtains, it flowers possess more of It than others and,
appears, almost the same amount of profit as a natural result, we find some honey with
in proportion from the one as from the more of a distinct flavor. If the
retention
other. It appears that Mr. Kandratieff is a of this oil is desirable, then that method
by
perfect master of the Italian language, and which there is the least loss Is the one we
a constant reader of the ^piciKore. which are In search of.
That we have not yet
has been his guide in his apicultural pur- attained this, is evidently a fact but that it
suits.
is attainable is beyond question, and I doubt
not but that careful experimenting will yet
give us a standard to go by.
I

I

:

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

I

Voinill.

May

25, 1887.

may Snn la bright—the air is

No. 21.

clear.

The darting swallows soar and sing,
And from the stately elms I hear
Blue-birds and bees salute the spring.

We Regret to

learn that Mr. C. Schindof Perryvllle, Mo., lost his wife and child
on the 6th ult. This leaves him with four
small, motherless children to care for. We
condole with him In his affliction.
ler,

A Great Bee Show will be held at
Vienna, with the main object of establishing a honey market for the convenience of
the inhabitants of the Austrian capital, and
a means of facilitating the sale of honey
now being produced in that country.
A.

O.

Crawford,

South Weymouth,

Mass., has sent us his new Carton case for
a one pound section of comb honey. It has
a piece of mica coverinpr a hole (nearly 2
Inchesi through which the honey can be
seen. It is a nice thing for grocers' shelves
to keep the honey clean, and yet show it to

customers.

I

;

;

;

;

Apiculture at Cornell I'nlverslty.—

A course in apiculture under Prof. Cornstock has Just been added to the regular
work. This course is intended to supplement the Professor's lectures on the subject.
Each student is given a colony of bees, and is
expected to attend to it himself. The bees
given to the students are Italians, and are
the property of Prof. Comstock. The students taking this course have just had some

;

More Rain Needed.— Dr.

C. C.

Miller,

Marengo, Ills., writes on May 17, 1887
" Bees are doing nicely, but unless we have
have Received the Illustrated
rain soon there must be a failure of the Catalogue of G. Stoddard, of Welwyn,
Herts,
clover crop here."
England. It contains 48 pages descriptive
practical work. A swarm of black bees had
Chicago we have had several of his stock of bee-keepers' supplies.
Here
in
taken possession of a tree near Fall Creek,
good rains, and things are cousequently
Just opposite the Professor's house, and had
looking prosperous, but in many parts of
to be taken care of to prevent them from
Warm Days tell us of approaching sumthe country rain has been much needed for
hybridizing the Italians. The tree was cut
mer, and an article that takes us to the
down, the bees hived, their queen and several weeks. Now, however, the scene woods and mountains has an attractive
has changed; lor the pastthree days copious appearance. Mr. Charles Bacon allures us
drones destroyed, and an Italian queen
showers all over the northwest have revived all to follow him in his sketch. " Camp-Life
given to them, making them now harmless
Among the White Hills," In Frank Leslie's
vegetation, and good crops are now assured.
Popular Miinlhly for .Tune. Mies Lily Higgin
neighbors.
tells something about the "Jubilee of Queen
Thusit will be seen that progressive and
Victoria."
The many articles are all well
scientific apiculture is now being taught as
Scatlcrs:ood»s
F. H.
price-list of Italian illustrated, and the stories, six in number,
11 practical pursuit In several
of the colleges queens is received on a postal card from are very clever and worth reading. The
whole number is most attractive in matter
of .\merica.
Winona, O.
and picturesque effect.
:

We
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Last season I introduced hundreds of
virgin queens after the colonies had
been queenless 3 or 4 days, by caging
Wltli Rei>lleH tbereto.
some of them and leaving the bees to
release them by eating away the plug
of soft candy with which the cage was
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
stopped, and by simply running them
Queries in tliis Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
;

Rearing Queens

anil Italianizing.

my

Query 421.— I want to Italianize
apiary the coming season, rear my own queens
from an imported mother, and work my apiary for
comb honey. What is the best way to proceed,
and at the same time procure the best results In
honey, with no desire to rear queens for sale ?— L.
R., W. Va.
This is like asking a carpenter how
to build a house.— Jambs Heddon.
I should proceed as

recommended

by Mr. Hutchinson in his new book
then rear queens from Italian stock,
and supersede by use o£ these.— A. J.

Cook.

Have
nies,

queen-cells built in full colotransfer them to nuclei, and
the queens are laying, introduce
to the full colonies.— W. Z.

when
them
Hutchinson.

This space is too small to give any
good method. Procure " Bees and
Honey," read it carefully, and you
will obtain the information you want.
H. D. Cutting.

—

As Prof. Cook says, " Consult the
books," and back numbers of the Bee
Journal, and you will probably find
better answers than 1 can give.
Queen-rearing must interfere with
honey-gathering to some extent.— C.

W. Dayton.
Set aside a few colonies for the purpose of rearing queens, and then proceed according to the rules laid down
in any standard work on bee-keeping.
—J. P. H. Brown.
Form as many nuclei as you think
you will need, and as fast as you get
queens to laying in them, introduce
them to your full colonies, using the
same nuclei till the required amount
of queens are secured.— G. M. DooLITTLE.
I am not sure that I know the best
way for any one, and without knowing your experience, etc., I could not
say what would be best for you. One
good way might be to rear queens at
the beginning of the honey harvest,
and then as fast as swarms issue,
give queens or queen-cells to the
colony in the old hive, and change the
old queen toward the close of the
harvest.— C. C. Miller.
In my locality it interferes less with
the honey-Beld to change the queens
at the close of the honey season. I
sometimes rear the queens in nuclei
and introduce them, but more frequently I remove the black queen and
give the colony a maturing queencell, 3 days after removing the queen.

Your " if " is hardly possible. I
have yet to see a strong colony pass
the swarming season without dronebrood.— G. M. Doolittle.
There are no drone-eggs laid, that's
If you imagine that a queen has

all.

a certain number of drone-eggs to lay
the hives.— G. in a season, you had better read what
the modem writers say about partheBreak up enough colonies into nogenesis —Dadant & Son.
nuclei to give you the number of
It is bee-nature to rear some drones
queens you want. Then rear a lot of
queen-cells in a full colony ; when during the swarming season, and to
they are sealed transfer them to the accomplish this object they will alter
nuclei to come out from the cells, and and change worker- cells around the
P.
to fly on their wedding tour. Let the margin of the comb into drone.— J.
colony the queens are reared from H. Brown.
I have never seen any trouble about
have from ten days to two weeks rest
bees rearing drones in worker-cells
before rearing a second lot of cells
and three weeks, sure, again before when they have no drone-cells. DroneBe sure and keep eggs, if they hatch and mature, make
rearing the third.
the air full of drones during the mat- nothing but drones iaall cases. I do
not think the size of the cells has anying season. J. E. Pond.
thing to do with the impregnation of
I would not Italianize and try to
the eggs.— G. L. Tinker.
work for comb honey at one and the
All I know about it is, that where I
same time, except to introduce queencells to all colonies casting swarms, if have no drone-comb in my hives, I
convenient. After the principal honey see no drones in the hive at any time
flow has ceased is the best time to of the year. I was not aware that
Then any " drone-eggs " were laid.— James
Italianize, in my experience.
take out all undesirable queens, and Heddon.
on the third day after take out the
I presume that there are no dronelarvae of the queen-cells and introduce eggs to " become of," if the queen has
select
very small larvse from the
none but worker-cells to lay in. I
stock ; mark the cells, and afterwards know that queens can lay eggs that
destroy the other cells made. Another hatch out drones, in worker-cells, for
good plan is to take out the queens, I have seen the like several times. I
and in nine days all the cells, then think that the preponderance of the
introduce just hatching larvse in a bit evidence is on the side of the theory
of comb, and let each colony rear a that the queen lays male and female
queen.— G. L. Tinker.
eggs at her own option. Still I bethe matter has never been demTo Italianize an apiary, it will be lieve
onstrated.— G. "W. Demaree.
necessary to catch and destroy all the
drones, or the young queens you proIf there is no place for drone-cells,
pose to rear will be impurely mated. you will have no drone-eggs, unless
Take away the queens to be super- the hive contains an old queen ; then
seded, and after 24 hours cage the they will make a place for drone-cells.
Italian queen and insert it between The size of the cell has nothing to do
two combs containing honey, which with the impregnation of the egg.
the queen may be able to reach at In other words, if there are no dronepleasure. In about 48 hours release cells to put drone-eggs into, all the
the queen upon one of the combs. If eggs will be impregnated by the
she is molested by the bees, return queen and produce workers.— H. D.
her to the cage for another 36 hours, Cutting.
after which she will no doubt be acThey are deposited in worker-cells,
cepted.
If queen-cells have been and the drones emerge therefrom the
started, destroy them. This need not same as from drone-cells, but are
interfere with honey-gathering to any much smaller. There is no difliculty
There are other in the matter at all. Every bee-keeper
great
extent.
methods, and it will be well to con- of experience has seen drones emerge
sult Alley's book on queen-rearing.
from worker-cells, and thousands of
Select a method, and then follow the them also at times
this particularly
in at the entrance of

W. Demareb.

—

directions given.— The Editor.

;

where a virgin queen has been kept
for

experimental purposes.

— J.

E.

Pond.

f orter-Conili

and Drone-Eggs.

Query 422.— It an

8-frame Langstroth

is tilled with all worker-comb, and no drones
hatch during the season, what becomes of the
drone eprgs. If it is not the size Of the cell that
causes the impregnation of the egg ?— G. P.

hive

They remain unlaid.— C.W.Dayton
I suppose the drone-eggs in that
case are all impregnated and become
worker eggs. C. C. Miller.

—

According to our best authorities,
the eggs are all alike until impregnated, then they produce workers;
otherwise they produce drones.— W.
Z.

Hutchinson.

I should say that the queen controls
this matter, and knows better than to
lay drone-eggs in worker-cells, and so
she lays no drone-eggs in the case
The fact so often witmentioned.
nessed, of a queen laying worker-eggs
in cells but partially completed, some
times only just fairly commenced,
utterly refutes, it seems to me, the
compression theory,— A. J. Cook.

Before impregnation occurs the
after that they
eggs are all alike
produce worker bees. If no dronecomb is provided, the queen impregnates the eggs and uses the workerThis shows the value of using
cells.
;

_
"
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You do not say that
full sheets of comb foundation in the your troubles.
Covrjes:pondcnte.
brood-chamber—to prevent an excess it is so, but I judge that you put the
bees on strange combs on the day you
of drones.— The Editor.
put them into the cellar. If such was
the case, it should have been exThis mark
indicates that the apiarist is
pected the bees would die, ars they had located near tne center of the State named;
Bees
in
Winter.
for
Honey
no opportunity to construct a brood- 6 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
nest before cold weather.— J. E. Pond. •O west; and this 6 northeast X3 northwest:

©

;

<luer)' -iaS.— Having a few llprbt colonies
fall, I Rave each full combs of boney
from stronii colooies. and put them into the cellar
on Nov. 19. Upon examination recently, I found
of bees last

the combs tllthy with the excrement of the bees,
with lots of honey in the hive, but the bees were
dead. iB it practical to winter bees in solitary
confinement on honey gathered by other colonies?
— B. 8., New York.

Yes.— G. L. Tinker.
It is practical in many

my

article

on page

Your bees have

cases.

known

as bee-diarrhea. It was not caused
by " solitary confinement," nor the
transferred honey. It was caused by
the consumption of pollen, and that
consumption was caused by some condition present with your colonies,

which

184, in

that disease

not

is

known

to

me.

t^ southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

For

Contraction of

Jambs
W.

Read Heddon.

regard to

tlie

Z.

American Bee JoumaL

tlie

Brood-Nest.

HUTCHINSON.

" Solitary confinement " may do for
criminals; but for bees, weyer. They

On page 278, Mr. Demaree, in speaking of the contraction system, says
need
It
makes
company
warmth.
for
" Such treatment would bring ruin to
I should say the temperature of
your cellar was not high enough, no difference as to what bees gath- my apiary in an average season, unered
the
as
it is "comehoney,
long
so
the
G.
fault
of
honey.—
rather than a
should feed the colonies through
at-able "for the nourishment of bees less I
M. DOOLITTLE.
and
Your colonies the heated months of summer,
in winter quarters.
them with winter stores again
It is practicable to winter bees on were evidently
too "weak", to keep supply
combs of honey gathered by other up the necessary temperature, and in the fall, in which case I would lose
bees, but weak colonies are liable to therefore " succumbed to the inevit- rather than gain by the operation."
dwindle and perish with the best of able."— The Editor.
Farther on he says that "to so
stores, if the cold is protracted.— J.
manipulate the hive arrangements
P. II. Brown.
as to throw all the honey into the
Housekeeper.
surplus costs the life of the colony.
I do not understand your meaning
Now, if we feed back to counteract
of " solitary confinement." Bees will
WeiEliii tlie Baliy.
the loss on the side of the bees, we
winter on good honey whether they
have gained nothing—nay, lost in the
or some other colony gathered it. EI.
EUGENE SECOR.
small colonies.— C.

W. Dayton.

:

'

—

D. Cutting.
The honey

other colonies has
nothing to do with the question, if it
But outside of this
is wholesome.
the circumstances in which your bees
were placed may have been unfavorWe could not say what was
able.
wrong, unless we were acquainted
with all the particulars.- Dadant &
of

"The baby

three months old to-day
We want to see what the cherub will weigh—
So if paua has leisure.
I know he'll take pleasure
In bringing the scalei containing the tray."
is

;

'Twas mamma, wlio thus from my book
Enticed me, with speech and with look
So happy, so winning,
I had surely been sinning.

Had

not

I

left,

with pleasure,

my nook.

Son.

The clumsy scale.s to the room were brought
whuh flsh and potatoeswere bought.
Most assuredly ; I have done it re- The sameAsbyif, in une measure.
just at one's pleasure,
peatedly.
The probable reason of A bushelAnd
of turnips could balance a thought.
your loss is that your cellar was too
cold, and your bees to few in num- As if with gTuciTs' scaleB could be weighed
A sunbeam, a jn>- -or a reckoning made

bers.— A.

J.

Cook.

In puutnls, to a fraction,
Of the subtle attraction

The bees died with the diarrhea.
That the honey was gathered by other
colonies probably made no difference.

Of a

Perhaps they were not strong enough
in numbers to keep up the requisite
heat.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

'Twould not do to chill her
With tlie scales from the cellar—
For 'twas cold, cold weather late in the fall.

am

not sure I understand the
question, but I believe that combs of
honey upon which the bees that gathered it would winter well, would be
just as good for any other colony.— C.
I

C.

the last part of your question I

Us beauty arrayed

!

The treasure wav wrapped in mamma's shawl.
The little pink toes and fingers and all—

The balance was turned at ten and four.
Nor could we mnke it a fraction more
;

When

That in

Then

she looked up so smiling,
So bewitching, beguiling.
our estimation the weight was fourscore.

for those dimples add at least eight.
thitl twinkle a sum twice as great
To the ernwing and cooing—

For blue eyes

Miller.

To

lily, in all

Add

Liike wdud-pheasants wooing
the charm.4 unseen that tomama have weight.

say yes, most certainly so.
is the total amount ?
But if And what do you u'ueas
count.
too lnrt,'e for papa
you give the bees a new supply of 'Tis a sum
So back with the?e cumbersome
stores and put them in confinement
Scales to the lumber roomat once, they are likely to gorge them- To weigh neavcn'fl gifts they're just no account.
Iowa.
tc»

selves to their ruin, unless they can
have a flight in the open air till' they
resume a normal condition.
Con-

tinued confinement with low temperature will destroy any colony of bees,
but conditions may vary the time all
the way from successful wintering to
the worst sort of failures.— G. W.

DiaiAREE.
Yes most
I

is

made

'

operation."
Let us consider for a moment what
contraction of the brood-nest really
Perhaps I cannot explain the
does.
matter more clearly" than I have in

Production of Comb Honey."
"To rear the
quote as follows
great army of workers needed for the
in the forebe,
harvest, there must
part of the season, a good-sized broodnest— not larger, however, than an

"The
I

:

ordinarily prolific queen will keep
well filled with brood— but when the
bountiful harvest has finally arrived,
and been ushered in by swarming,
then we wish the now existing workers
to go into the fields, to gather in the
nectar and cure and seal it, instead of
wasting their time, vitality and stores
in rearing another army of workers
that will come upon the field when
the harvest is over and gone. Fortunately, our desire and the bees' instinct are exactly parallel in this instance. Give a swarm a large broodnest and the bees will fill it— partly
with brood, but mostly with honey
put a swarm into a hive with a small
brood-chamber, allow the bees to
build their own combs therein, at the
same time give them access to a super
furnished with comb, and they will
super with honey, and the
fill the

brood-nest— slightly with honey, but
mostly with brood."
Contraction carried to an extreme
Convention Notices.
will curtail the production of brood,
but increase the immediate production
tW The next meeting of the Darke County of honey moderately employed, it
Union Bee-Koept-rs' Society will be held at Green- will not lessen the rearing of brood
ville, O.. on Friday, May 27, IH87.
J. A. Roe, A$Bt. Sec.
nor augment the amount of honey,
but effects a comparatively complete
^F" The next meeting of the West Lake Shore
Central Bee-Keepers' Association will be held on separation of brood and honey i. «.,
May 26, 1887, in Koekrlng Hall, at Kiel. Wis.
the brood will be in one apartment
Feed Zastrow, See.
and the honey in another. This is
Forest City.

;

;

certainly, if preparation

at the proper time.

Honey

is

^r" The Biion" and Hendricks Counties Bee- what contraction does, it secures
Keepera' A^Bociution meets at John Ridgway'a,
both at
southwest of Br"\vnBburK. Ind..on Thursday. June nearly all of the white honey in the
their own or of other colonies. You 2, 1887. All arc invited to come Willi baskets well most marketable shape, leaving the
nice time.
filled, and have
Inust look deeper for the source of
brood-nest filled with brood instead
A. Cox, Chairman Committee.

honey;
utilize

comb

comb, and bees
all times, whether

is

ii
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of honey. Now what is there about
this that will " ruin an apiary in an
average season," or that • costs the
Just as much, or,
life of a colony V"
at least nearly as much brood has
been reared, and the only difference
is that the honey has been stored
above the brood-nest instead of in it.
What is there about this that is detrimental to the " life of the colony V"
There are just as many, or at least
suflBcient bees, and they are healthy
and strong, and exactly as good in
every respect as though they had
stored all their honey in the broodthen say: "The apiary
nest.

Why

is

ruined?"

Of course they must be furnished
with food.

There

is

usually enough

in the corners of the frames to last
them until fall. I have been practicing the contraction system now for
four years, contracting to five Langstroth frames or their equivalent, and
have never yet been obliged to feed

my

bees through " the heated months
of summer."
Before cold weather
sets in, all that is necessary is to put on
feeders and feed sugar syrup, which
is not only unvarying in character,
but as a winter food for bees is equal,
if not superior to the best honey ; and
at present prices, can be used at a
And right here I wish to
profit.
again quote from " The Production
of Comb Honey :"
" Those who for any reason do not
wish to use sugar, may still take advantage of this system by putting the
unfinished sections back on the hives
in time for the honey to be carried
down and stored in the brood-nest for
winter
As some may ask what is
to be gained by this management, I
will explain that the number of
finished sections is increased thereby
in other words, it enables us to virtually exchange the honey in our unfinished sections for nearly its weight
in finished sections, leaving us the
combs to give the bees a send off in
'

'

than those that

have nothing but you should

natural stores. Each year I have left
some colonies uncontracted and unfed, and they have shown no superiority over those that had been contracted and fed in the fall, while the
profits have been considerably less.
My only object in leaving some colonies in this manner was to make a

A neighbor living two
and one-half miles away, who did not
comparison.

in
contraction," nor in
" starters only," bought my empty
combs one year ago, and hived his
swarms in 10-f rame Langstroth broodnest, and left his bees their natural
stores, now mourns over a loss nearly
twice as great as my own.
" But when it
Mr. Demaree says
comes to running an apiary from year
to year as a business, comb foundation and empty combs cannot be dispensed with in the majority of the
apiaries in the country, and their
judicious use must be profitable every-

"believe

:

Although
mine.)
this was probably intended as a criticism, I must say that I agree with
him entirely. So many seem to misunderstand my views upon this subject; they seem to think I would
banish foundation and empty combs,
while I only plead for a " judicious"
use of them, and it was to make clear
what I considered, and what my experience taught, was a judicious use
of them, that I wrote my little book,
the last paragraph of which, preceding the " Conclusion," reads as follows:
" In my locality, and with my management (and I can see no reason why
the same rules and laws wiU not hold
good in other localities), I know that
the use of full sheets of foundation in
the brood-nest, when hiving swarms,
and I do not
is attended with loss
think the matter stops here. I think
there are still more advantages to be
gained by utilizing the natural wax
secretion, and it is possible that it
would be profitable to encourage wax
What
secretion and comb-building.
where."

(Italics

;

:

We have never
all they can for it.
had trouble but once, and then we
gave the case into the hands of good
lawyers, and they had a few talks
with the commission men, and told
them they had committed a State's
prison offense, and the commission
men were glad to pay up without
going to law with it. It cost us some
|30 to collect the $550, but the lawyers threw off, in our case, ten or
twenty dollars from their usual fee.
letters to your commisoccasionally, get their confidence, as it is to their interest to do
never pay but
business honestly.
5 per cent, commission, and always
never
send our honey by freight.
had but two cases lost by railroad,
and it was in due time paid for. At
home we have to give 2 cents per
pound for selling.
Roseville,*o Ills.

Write kind

sion

men

We

We

GleaniDge.

Mr. James Heion-BiograBliy.

PROF. A.

COOK.

J.

1 am very glad to accede to the request to give a brief account of the

and work of Mr. Heddon. True
merit should always be rewarded;
and as I am acquainted with no more
able, thoughtful, studious, and hardworking bee-keeper in the United
States than Mr. Heddon, it is with no
abundance
believe,
an
is needed is, I
little pleasure that I call attention to
of empty comb in the supers at all his life, his work, and to the valuable
times, and the bees at the same time results of his careful experiments and
allowed to indulge in comb-building." thoughtful, studious labors in the
RogersvUle, d Mich.
apiary.

the spring."
I do not say it boastingly. but few
bee-keepers have experimented more
than myself in " feeding back " extracted honey, and one thing that I
have discovered is, that the loss in
weight, when the bees have empty
combs in which to store it, is comparatively slight. If the bees have to conFor tlie American Bee Joumat
struct combs in which to store the
honey, there is then a decided loss in
weight, so much so that it is unprofitSMping Honey to Commission Men.
able. When bees are gathering honey
in the fields, there are times when
MRS. L. C. AXTELL.
they may build combs to advantage,
but when they get their honey from a
We have for perhaps ten years
feeder, paradoxical as it may appear, shipped honey to Chicago to be sold
they must have combs in which to by commission men. One year 30,000
store it, if the work is done at a profit. pounds went from our apiary to ChiThe idea advanced by Mr. Demaree, cago. In our state of health it is
our honey
that the labor and excitement caused almost impossible to sell all
by feeding the bees for winter causes at home, but Mr. Axtell and I believe
all we
a great loss of life and vitality, does in developing our home market
not agree with my experience.
The possibly can.
feeding of from 10 to 15 pounds of
As to commission men, I fear we
syrup occupies, upon an average, think too harshly of them. No doubt
about two days' time ; it is done at a some of them are dishonest, as there
season when brood-rearing is on the are those in all kinds of bnsiness who
wane and it is so soon over that it are dishonest; but there are good.
has no great stimulating effect but, Christian commission men, as well as
far better than all theorizing, colonies rogues. Send your honey to them, or
so treated winter better, as a rule, to men with a good reputation, and if
;

fail in getting returns in
time, get a competent lawyer to collect for you, with an understanding
that he shall have such a per cent, on
Never
the hundred for collecting.
take a note from a commission man,
as it is a State's prison offense to sell
on commission and refuse to pay over
the money and keep it to do business
with.
When sending the honey, give instructions as to what price you are
willing to take for it, and if it does
not sell for that, say you will not take
less than a certain price, but to get

life

Mr. Heddon was the first specialist
in bee-keeping in Michigan, and one
of the first in the country, and thus
his fertile, active mind has ever been
directed toward the "pocket-book"
and so, as we
side of bee-keeping
should expect, all his work, experiments, and influence are in the spirit
of this intensely practical age. Best
of all, from a long and intimate ac;

quaintance with him I feel assured
that all his labor, both of hand and
mind, has ever been impelled by an
honest purpose and sincere desire to
advance the vocation of his choice.

He was born in Genesee Valley, N.
y.,Aug. 28, 1845. Thus he is now

In stature, Mr.
age.
below the average, while
He is
his form is slight and wiry.
extremely nervous, and has akeen, intense expression. He is gaunt and
lean, because he has a twenty-horsepower nervous organism in a ten-

42

of

years

Heddon

is
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His nervous
horse-power physique.
tension and mental energy have always been vexed that their dwellinghouse were not bigger and stronger,
and are determined to destroy it and
it behooves our friend to look sharply
or they will succeed.
Mentally Mr. Heddon is exceptionThe Eev.
ally vigorous and gifted.
Mr. Gage once told me that he was
a certain
especially interested in
young man in his village, who with an
;

opportunity, would certainly

make

He has had as many as .550 colonies
of bees" at one time, which were kept
in three separate apiaries.
He now
has 450 in two apiaries. In 1877 his
Glen wood apiary, worth $1,.500, and
numbering 99 colonies, gave him a
cash income of $1 ,070, and increased
all hut two of which
came through the following winter in
good condition. The expense in caring for this apiary that year was $200.
One year, with 16 colonies, he in-

to 207 colonies,

a creased to m;j, and sold $800 worth of
honey. All of the 33 colonies winquainted with
tered well during the succeeding winHeddon.
young man in Mr.
ter.
At that time honey sold for a
As a speaker, Mr. Heddon is un- very high price. His largest yield for
His sentences are one season, of a single colony, was 410
usually vigorous.
always to the point, and his figures pounds, all but 48 of which was exand illustrations are often irresisti- tracted. He once secured 29 pounds
extracted
I have known him at our State and 13 ounces of unripe
ble.
convention to hold every person spell- honey as the result of a single day's
bound as he explained, often at great gathering of a single colony.
scientist.

after, I became acthis same promising

Years
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His modification of the Langstroth
hive, omitting the portico, the telescopic upper story and cover, and the
bevel of the Simplicity, have so
pleased me, after a two-years' trial,
that I would never think to return to
the old styles. Those who condemn,
surely have never tried it. The shadeboard is also much superior to a tree,
evergreen or grapevine.
Like myself, Mr. Heddon used sections before he ever saw them elsewhere.
Though original with us,
their use in our apiaries may not have
priority.
Mr. Heddon's shipping-crate, as I
state in my book, is neat and cheap,
and was the first substantial improvement in that article.
The section-crate, with bee-space
above, will probably never be excelled in securing comb honey without separators.
After two years' use
I pronounce it simply perfection. It
is in his new hive.
I have already reviewed his new
book, and there spoke of his new hive

and system.

There can be no quesand

tion of the originality of these,

hardly less that they are a marked
improvement, and will soon come into
general use. I have never tried these,
but the experienced bee-keeper does
not need to try every invention to be

assured of

its

excellence.

Mr. Heddon has also practiced the
principles of breeding, as followed by
our successful breeders of other dothat is, he has
mestic animals
crossed two valuable breeds, and by
selection has secured a strain with the
excellences of both the original races
and without their undesirable qualities.
He claims this; and while I
have not tested his improved strain, I
am certain that the above is the
metho4 which must be employed to
secure the best bees.
Lastly, Mr. Heddon suggested the
" Bee-Keepers' Union," which may
and will be of great service to our
industry.
Each of us is liable to
prosecution by those ignorant and
prejudiced, and we need just such an
organization to aid us in protecting
our rights, and in maintaining the
high position which our industry
deservedly holds among the pursuits
of the world.
Mr. Ileddon has been President of
the Michigan Association, and a very
President must
poor one he made.
be staid and serene, and without
nerves, which does not describe our
;

MR. JAMES HEDDON, DOWAGIAC, MICH.
length, his experiments, views and
The same spirited, forcible
style characterizes his writings, as all

methods.

Mr. Heddon

is

very neat and me-

thodical. It is a very great pleasure
to visit bis place. I think I never
visited an apiary where more taste
and good judgment were displayed in
all the arrangements of the bee-yard.

read the bee-periodicals know.
A
His nervous energy, excessive love of
fun, and desire for hard-earned victory, miike him an eager controverThe valuable improvements which Dowagiac friend.
sialist. He fairly grows fat (mentally) Mr. Heddon has given to our indusWhen at his house, some years
in a good, square, honest, intellectual try are many, and will most interest since, among the many attractions I
wrestle.
the readers of this sketch. All that I saw, were three beautiful children,
Mr. Heddon told me that he com- shall name. I feel certain are original; those best ornaments in every home.
Agricultural College, ? Mich.
menced bee-keeping with nothing ex- and nearly all I know to be excellent
cept a stout heart.
He has been a from actual experience.
[Mr. Heddon is well known the
specialist all the time, except for a
I have found the slatted honeybrief period of late, when he has sold board a very valuable adjunct to the world over, as a successful apiarist
supplies.
This diversion, he has told Langstroth hive. This, when made who has thoughts and methods of his
me, was a loss to him.
Now he is just right, keeps the sections per- own, and that he is not afraid to exworth thousands of dollars. He went fectly neat. The spaces must be just
into the supply business in 1879, in over the centre of the top-bars of the press them, even if the multitude
His fort and
hopes that, by a circular, he could frames in the brood-chamber, and the favor the opposite.
answer many of the questions that spaces between the top-bar and slats special success lies in the direction of
now came to him in letters, and save no more nor less than a bee-space. mechanical invention. Nearly all of
time to his business.
His present This prevents the brace-combs, and
capital he credits almost exclusively such a honey-board needs only to be his devices are practical, and will live
to honey production.
tested to be retained in every apiary. after he is gone.— Ed.]

who
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Translated from the French.

Honey Necessary
G.

to

Produce fax,

DE LA YENS.

In making the experiments which I
going to describe, I have not

am

made it a point to ascertain whether
or not bees build their combs more
economically with one kind of sugar
than with another, my object having
been simply to arrive at the quantity
of honey used by bees working in an
apiary at their tree will, and at a season when they take to comb building
with more readiness than in any
other.

The experiments

made in
much among

hitherto

this direction differed so

themselves that it was impossible to
arrive at a reliable conclusion. It is
this fact which induced me to recommence these experiments, taking
for basis the various plans previously
adopted. But at the very outset two
questions arise which in practice
nave often been confounded, but
which must be distinctly separated,

viz:—
1. Even when honey is plentiful, it
is not advantageous to induce bees to
produce wax, although it may be done
at a small cost, because, in the first
place, if only a few empty frames are
given to a strong colony among a
good supply of ready-made combs,
within which to store the incoming

harvest, and yet to find sufficient
scope to give vent to their combbuilding propensity, they would be
almost sure to build drone-comb. On
the other hand, if plenty of comb
building is given them by reducing
them, as it were, to a combless colony, they would no doubt build numerous worker-combs, but they would

not have sufficient

cells

wherein to

store the incoming honey, the production of wax not being in proportion to the collection of honey. Therefore, at the time when honey is plentiful, it is not advisable to set bees to
comb building.
2. When, on the contrary, the honey
yield is great, is it advantageous to

have bees produce wax ? This
point I have tried to solve.

is

the

The basis of what was considered
to be the best experiments made consisted, briefly put, of selecting 2 colonies,
say
and B, of the same
strength, one of which— A, for in-

A

—

stance was supplied with empty
frames, and the other, B, ready-built
combs.
little later on, the honey
gathered by B is weighed ; the same
with that found in A. This done, the
quantity of wax produced is ascertained
the difference between tlie
weight of the honey compared with
that of the wax produced represents
the proportion between the honey and
the wax. This method is, however,
incorrect in several respects.
1. Even
supposing that by some

A

;

chance one queen were as prolific as
the other, they would not lay the
same number of eggs within a certain
number of days, because one of the
hives afforded, from the very first
day,

all

the desired accommodation
which would not be

for egg laying,

the case with the colony whose combs
are built at a slow pace.
Therefore,
at the end of the experiment there
will be more brood in one than in the
other ; hence a difference also in the
consumption of honey, a difference
which is left out of reckoning, and
2. It was generally supposed that
by choosing from an apiary 2 colonies, apparently of the same strength

and that

at the same time there was a
sufficiency of built-combs to receive
the incoming honey, and that, more-

over, the egg-laying propensity of the
queen would not be checked for want
of room. To B, I gave eight readybuilt frames ; here the bees could not
build combs for want of space.
5.

I

made

two experiments, one

after the other, and each one lasted
of similar activity ex- exactly eight days. At the end of the

internally, and
ternally, one could

compare the work eighth day all the combs were taken
done by either of them without risk away from the hives and replaced by
offering to any great extent but very others, but the order was reversed
;

frequently this is not the case as I here, then, B was placed in the neceswill presently show.
sity of building combs, whereas

A

Having examined 2 colonies, which
for the present purpose I will call No.

was prevented from doing

so.

This

crossing system is an important one,
as it permits, whilst experimenting
1 and No. 2, and having, moreover,
ascertained that the strength of the on any two hives, of obtaining data
latter was about twice *.hat of the for comparing, by simply adding, at
former, I reduced them ooth to the the end of the experiment, the differcondition of a swarm.
The bees, ences which are noted between them.
finding themselves now free to set
6. At the conclusion of the experiabout bringing in their harvest, under ments, the honey collected by the
identical circumstances—for both col- colonies
andB (which did not make
onies had
been deprived of their any wax) was added together ; so was
brood at the closing of each favor- also the honey of the colonies
and
able day I used to take the exact B (which made wax).
Lastly, the
weight of the honey brought in. No. quantity of wax made by the 2 colo1 had stored kilos 2,140, and No. 2 nies
was added together. Owing,
kilos 2,030, that is, nearly as much as however, to great
dampness, the
No. 1, whereas it ought to have gath- honey gathered during the sixteen
ered only about half that quantity.
days of the experiment contained a
This year Mr. Bertrand witnessed considerable quantity of water, conresults similar to this, in the opposite sequently at the end of the time none
direction.
colony of his had gath- of the cells had been sealed up. The
ered kilos 37 of honey, whilst another, honey, which was very thin,contained,
of about the same strength, had therefore, more water than that in
brought in, during the same interval, the sealed-up cells. In order to neukilos 18.
The question with me now tralize this misleading circuJmstance,
is, not to find how to explain this, but I ascertained the
thickness of the
rather to show that all experiments sealed-up honey as well as that of the
having for basis the simple compari- thin liquid one (honey) which had
son of actual work done by 2 colonies just been brought home. This done,
of the same strength cannot be relied I added a sufficient quantity of water
upon.
to the honey which had been sealed
I will now explain, therefore, what up by the bees, until it had been
were the circumstances I placed my- brought to the same degree of thickself in when I undertook my experi- ness of that which had not been
ment.
By these means I was
sealed up.
1. My colonies had been allowed to enabled to arrive at the extra quanwork freely in the apiary, without in- tity of water contained in the honey
terferences, so that nothing could be which had just been gathered, and I
altered in the natural order of their deducted this quantity of water from
duties.
my calculations. Finally, the differ2. My experiments were made at a ence in quantity of honey gathered by
season when temperature was high the colonies which built combs and
(maximum at least 20° Centigrade), that of those which did not build, inbeing the temperature which dicated the weight of the honey conthis
bees, in their natural state, choose for sumed in the production of a given
the production of wax.
weight of wax.
3. I had also selected for my experi7. During the sixteen days my exments a season when honey was rather periments lasted, the queens did not
scarce, so as to be sure that the colo- lay,a uniform number of eggs, as they
nies which were building, as well as were not of identical fecundity. Nor
those which were not, had sufficient did it happen that during the same
room in their combs for storing all period the laying of eggs by these two
the honey they could bring in.
queens did progress with the same
4. I experimented on 2 colonies in disproportion
as a result of this, in
my apiary which differed in strengh the colonies which had not been
as well as in quantity of brood, but building, 16,064 eggs were laid, wherewhich, judging from external appear- as in those which had been building,
ance, both worked with about the the number of eggs laid was 16,634, or
same amount of energy.
as near as possible the same number.
Now, these 2 colonies, which I will This small difference of brood reprehere call
to the strongest, and B to sents a quantity of honey consumed
the less stronger, were both reduced the weight of which must be added to
to the condition of a swarm. To A, that gathered by the colonies which
seven built frames were given, be- had been building comb. But as the
tween which I inserted empty ones. eggs did not open until the end of
This I did in order to feel that the three days, and that it was only then
bees were obliged, as it were, to build. that they began consuming honey,

A

—

A

A

;

A
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the number of larviB which had been
fed was 3.j8. It is the honey consumed
by these that must now be arrived at.
According to the investigations
made by Berlepsch, 47 grammes of

honey and pollen would have sufficed to
feed these 358 larvaj uutil they closed

Other
themselves up in their cell.
experiments, made by myself, show
brood
bees use
that to feed their
about as much honey as pollen, consequently 25 grammes will be the
maximuin quantity of honey used up
by my bees in the partial feeding of
this brood, of which only a few cells

were sealed over.

We And,

therefore, that the difference in the quantity of honey gathered was one kilo and 202 grammes.
That of wax produced 191 grammes.
bees had, therefore, used 6 grammes, 3 of honey in order to produce
one gramme of wax.

My

In previous experiments my bees
had started comb-building on eight
frames, and as the honey yield was an
indifferent one, with the exception of
the first day, they built almost worker
comb throughout I say almost, or
nearly so, because in a corner of the
largest comb there were to be found a

—

few drone-cells

the latter had been
;
built the first day, when the honey
yield was greatest, almost two kilos

having been brought

in.

inch thick.
They had not been
scraped of propolis, and some of them
had evidently been used a number of
years. It was easy to see that no
separators had been used to compel
the bees to build straight combs, as
it was very much bulged, and in
handling and shipping some of the
combs had got jammed together, or
the cappings were scraped oS in trying to get the sections out, and the
cases were leaking all over the floor.
When I objected to the honey on the
above grounds, I was told that it
could not be helped, that the honey
was all right and clean, and that the
people did not eat the boxes, anyway.

The next place I visited, I found
some California honey in Harbison
sections. This was nice and white,
but it had evidently been roughly
handled. A dozen crates were piled
upside down in a tub, and were leaking a good deal, as the 2 or 3 inches of
honey {and flies) in the bottom of the
tub testified. I objected to this as
not being what I wanted, and they
then told me they were disgusted with
the honey-trade and thought of giving
it up.
Next I tried the much-abused commission man, and, seeing a large pile
of nice, new crates with some very
fine honey showing through the glass,
I thought, "now I had found honey
that I would find it hard to find fault
with."
Getting into conversation
with the man in charge, he kindly
showed me around, and on my request
The
looked into several shipments.

be seen, therefore, that in
practice it is possible to get bees to
build worker-combs rather economically bv feeding them with a cheaper
kind of honey, say some of the foreign
kind, to be had on the Havre market first lot was of one-pound sections, in
at from .50 to 60 francs the kilos. But, nice, new cases. Opening a case, the
to obtain this result, three things are honey was nice and straight in whiteessential, viz
wood sections, cleaned of every partirather poor yield of honey.
1
cle of propolis, and the sections rest2. The removal of
all the brood- ing on little strips of wood, placed
combs of a hive, to be replaced by inside of little paper pans in the botempty frames, the latter to be placed tom of the case, to catch any dripping
between the full ones. The brood- honey ,but there did not seem to be any.
combs removed, will be given to a
" These ten cases," said the man,
weaker colony.
" are all we have left of a hundred
3. Never to induce comb-buil'ding
cases that came in yesterday morning,
unless when the temperature is high. and it has all been sold at 15 cents per
pound." I remarked to him that it
seemed to be a fancy price, that the
papers only quoted white clover honey
A Plea for Better Bee-Keening.
at 10 and 11 cents. "That is very
true," said he, " but this is what we
C. H. DIBISEKN.
call a fancy article, and the name of
the producer is on every case, and he
While I am free to admit that much is a man that we can depend on,
has been accomplished in the past every time. Here is a lot that has
twenty years to place this industry on been here for a month from a neigha higher plane, yet we cannot shut our bor of his that appears to be just as
eyes to the fact that very much still good, but please open a case and see."
remains to be done.
I did so, and found the honey nice,
Perhaps the best way to get an idea only on the outside next the glass.
of the present condition of bee-keep- Back of this were a lot of dirty looking, is to visit some of our large ing sections, filled with all kinds of
towns, and inspect the honey offered honey from white clover to " honeyfor sale by dealers.
I made such a dew." The combs were bulged, and
visit recently, and this is about how I had the cappings more or less damfound things
aged by slapping together in shipping.
" These 17 cases are what remain of
Calling at a large grocery house I
inquired if they had any comb honey. 20 we received a month ago. We have
I was assured that they had some that tried hard to sell it, too, but if we sell
was very nice, and followed the clerk 5 cases we generally get back 4 of
in the back room, was shown some them. We are now offering it at 8
boxes apparently made from old fence cents, and I am sure when our acboards, without planing. The honey count sales of this lot is rendered, we
was of good quality, bat in sections will be
roundly
denounced as
about 7 inches square, and made of scoundrels."
material varying from hi to J^ of an
Who is the scoundrel V
It will

A
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Just now we hear much about the
depression and low prices of honey.
Many are discouraged, and talk of
tryina; something else.
Well, perhaps
the sooner the careless or the dishonest leave the pursuit the better.
Talk about establishing a uniform
price for honey how can it be done
when there is so much difference in
!

of
packing
and
style
konesty " of grading. I myself could
have sold, during the past season,
thousands of pounds of choice honey
for other bee-keepers, could I have
depended on getting such honey as
quality,
'•

my orders.
bee-keepers, as another season is just commencing, let us all
form new resolutions. Let us deterwant
mine to have only the best.
the most convenient hives, both for
want nice,
us and the bees.
We want
handy cases on the hives.
to throw away all old, soiled sections
them
when we
—it will not pay to use
can buy new ones so cheap.
must
use separators of some kind to secure
nice straight combs
in fact we must
determine to have everything the
very best, and then there will be no
trouble to sell the honey.
would

fill

Now,

We

We

We

;

Milan, K)

Ills.

Langnap

of

Bees— Old

Testimony.

REV. JOHN THORLEY.

As to the time of second swarms,
we generally fix it to a day or two, and
know when to expect them, by means
of those distinct, peculiar, and musical notes, which are always heard two

or three days before they rise.
Bees certainly have a language
among themselves, which they certainly understand, though we do not,
Eight
or at best, very imperfectly.
or nine days after the prime swarm is
departed, one of the young princesses,
addressing herself in a very humble
and submissive manner to the queenmother, petitions for leave to withdraw, and erect a new empire, with a
select body of the populace.
The regent for a time seems silent,
and for a day or night there is no answer, nor any grant given ; however,
the young princess, bent on crown

and kingdom, continues her
at last succeeds.

suit,

and

The second night

may hear the queen, with a very
audible voice (being an eighth) giving
her royal grant, and proclaiming it
you

by sound of a trumpet) through
Her voice is a
the whole kingdom.
grant, her silence a denial. And the
day following, the weather being
tolerable, you may expect the swarm.
It is delightful to attend to those
peculiar sounds or notes, being an
eighth chord, which is truly harmonious. Dr. Butler has taken pains to
show us the compass the song contains in the gamut, or scale of music
the queen composing her part, or
bass, within the four lower clefCs
and the princess hers, a treble, in the
(as

four upper
to

come

cleffs.

The swarm ready

fourth, the notes are louder,

quicker, and more constant.

AVhen

the greater part of the swarm is out,
the music is at an end, and we hear

«
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Sometimes the royal grant
revoked, and tlien all the royal
issue are slain.
As every general rule has an exception, I must tell my reader that on
June 2, 1716, after a swarm came out,
that very evening and the two following, they gave notice for a second
swarm, which rose the fifth day, when
I joined them to the first. That night
and the next, they called as before,
and rose twice I returned them both
times, at each taking a queen from
them.
few days after, they rose a
third time, settled, yet went home
again. Finally, they rose a fourth
time, when I took two queens from
them, putting them back to the old
colony, after which they came fourth
no more. I mention this as being
very singular, and what I never observed before nor since.
no more.

ing, as in the wall pictures of

is

peii.

;

A

Pom-

Wax

candles and tapers play
an important part in the processions
and ceremonies of the Roman Catholic church.
Wax is used by the manufacturers of glazed, ornamental and
wall papers, and on paper collars and
cuffs for polishing the surfaces. It
is used in varnishes and paints, and
for the " stuffing " of wood which is
to be polished, as for pianos, coach
workj fine furniture, and parquet
floors.

" Electrotypers and plasterers use
in forming their molds.
is
an important ingredient in preparations for covering surfaces of polished iron and steel to prevent rust.
Combined with tallow, it forms the
coating for canvas and cordage to
prevent mildew, as in sails, awnings,
etc.
Artificial flowers consume much
I perfectly remember, though many wax, and, despite the introduction of
years ago, I heard these previous paraffine, ceresin and mineral wax,
notices given for a first swarm, which its use appears to be extending. One
are exceedingly rare (that being the of the oldest of its applications is in
only time I ever took knowledge of the laundry, and in polishing woodthem), and in a colony too ; where work. The wax-product in the United
placing
ear close to the top of the States is stated to be 30,000,000 pounds
uppermost box, I could very easily annually, and increasing— worth in
and distinctly hear the least noise, money at least $6,000,000. Of this
and what was acting about the about $700,000 worth are exported,and
throne. And just as the swarm be- about $1 ,200,000 worth of honey also
gan to rise, there seemed to be the goes abroad. The total product of
greatest
lamentation among the honey and wax is worth at present in
branches of the royal family. Notes the United States nearly $15,000,000."
of woe expressive of the deepest sorThese figures on the honey crop are
row, as though they were taking an
eternal farewell of one another. It now very much enhanced, and I leave
was really in some measure moving it for you, Mr. Editor, to give us the
latest statistics.
and affecting.

Wax

wax

my

resemble it to nothing betthan to the dearest relations, and
most loving faithful friends taking a
final leave of each other, with the
tenderest, most affectionate embraces,
and with floods of tears. But to reI could

ter,

turn.

f

PROF. W. W. COOKE.

1740.

For tne American Bee Joumai
Tlie

Uses of Beeswax.

HORACE BANKS.

Dear Editor :— A few weeks since
found the following article on the
above subject, taken from an old copy
of the New York Grocer, where it was
headed, " A chapter on wax its uses
for manufacturing and artistic purposes—extent of its production, etc."
I

;

I think it will be interesting to many
of your readers, and hope to see it in

the American Bee Journal. Here
is that portion of the article relative
to the uses for beeswax
" The uses for wax are numerous
and important. Its property of preserving tissues and preventing mold
or mildew was well known to the ancients, who used cere-cloth for embalming, and wax for encaustic paint:

benefit in cross-fertilization to offset

the great waste of valuable pollen in
some flowers, and small, closed flowers
of violet have 100 grains, while the
peony has three and one-half million
grains.
In relation to the means taken by
nature to entice insects to plants, it is
to be noticed that
wind-fertilized
plants are dull in color, destitute Df
odor, and contain no honey, as in the
case of pines and all conifers, hemp,
hop, and grasses. Large conspicuous
flowers are visited much more frequently, and by a greater variety of
insects than small inconspicuous ones.
Bees probably distinguish flowers by
bright-colored leaves. When bright
blue flowers were cut off in an experiment, bees crawled over to get other
flowers. When the small upper leaves,
which bees do not use to stand on,
were cut off, the bees visited the
flowers as usual.
Odors attract insects, as shown by flowers covered

with a muslin net. When possessed
of odor they do not so much need
color.
Pourteen per cent, of white
flowers have a sweet odor, while only
8 per cent, of red ones have it. Honey
was certainly put in flowers to entice
insects.
When the honey-sac was
cut off a large number of flowers,
Baltimore, 5 Md.
more than half of them were not
[The annual honey crop is about visited by insects, and produced no
seed. Even dark colored streaks on
one hundred millions of pounds, and colored leaves of flowers are believed
its value is probably about ten mill- to be for guiding the insect to the
so that it can suck a
ions of dollars. This would give for honey-sac,
the annual value of the production of greater number of flowers in a given

With the second swarm, two of the honey and beeswax, about sixteen
royal princesses go forth very often,
and sometimes three, in'hopes to gain millions of dollars.— Ed.]
a kingdom.
That princess, who is so
happy as to get the throne first, is
Bead at the Vermont Convention.
proclaimed queen, and crowned ; the
rest are all slain, as I have found How anil
liy Plants Proice Honey.
them the next morning.
England, A. D.

the pollen and seed-vessels on separate plants, as in the case of willows.
On separate parts of the same plant,
as in corn when in the same flower it
is attained by having pollen ripen before the seed vessel, or vice versa, as in
the plantain, fire-weed, gentian and
verbena. There must be some great

time, and hence produce more perfect
cross fertilization.
As honey is of
uscto plants only as it helps to crossfertilize

where

it

When

them,

it

is

always placed

will aid in this.

mature, the

pollen-vessels

and the seed-vessels always stand in
the pathway leading to the honey-sac.
A certain amount of heat is necessary

With
for the formation of honey.
flowers, if the sun ceases to
the seed-vessel and pollen are together shine for half an hour, bees will cease
on the same flower, and come in con- to work on them for lack of honey.
tact, and cross-fertilization
occurs In most plants, the construction and
when pollen from one flower is car- position of the pollen-glands and the
ried to the seed-vessel of another seed-vessels are evidently arranged
flower. The reasons why nature de- with the evident intention of making
sires to cross plants is to secure the bees rub against them when it
In such
greater height, weight and vigor, and seeks the flower for honey.
more seeds. Most plants are spoiled cases the pollen is moist or glutinous.
by self-fertilization, the same as close In wind-fertilized plants the pollen
breeding in animals ; some plants is dry and powdery, and the seed-vesusually self-fertilize, as the pea, let- sel is usually sticking out and hairy
tuce, onion
and ground-nut but to catch the pollen.
large, new varieties of peas are obMany flowers are irregular, one or
tained by cross-fertilization.
The more leaves flattened to serve as a
means whereby nature obtains cross- landing place for the bee, and their
fertilization are three, wind fertiliza- honey-sac is on that side of the flower.
tion as in grasses ; insect fertilization Violets have large conspicuous flowers
as in most flowers as in honey-suck- adapted to cross-fertilization, and
les.
The prepotency of the pollen these flowers are very fragrant, and
Self-fertilization takes place

where some

]

;

i

',

^
\

;

]

from another plant over that from the have much honey.

In the harebell^
at the bottom of the

plant itself, is among the curious the honey-sac is
features of plant life.
Plants also bell.
The pollen-vessels open first
obtain cross-fertilization by having and shed pollen into the bottom of the

,

i
'
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The seedbell around the houey-sac.
Several days
vessel remains closed.
later, when the pollen is dead, the
seed-vessel opens and receives pollen
from other flowers. In the daisy, one
The outer
head has many flowers.
white leaves serve as an attraction
and resting-place, and produce no
pollen.
Inner flowers have pollenvessels in the form of a hollow tube,
into the middle of which the pollen
falls, and is pushed up and into view
by the tip of the seed-vessel. Afterward, when the seed-vessel is full
grown, and most of the pollen has
been brushed off, the top opens and
exposes the inner face to the seedvessel to pollen brought from other
plants.

common

In a

garden-bean,

the

stamens shed pollen on the middle of
the style.

wound

One

into a

of the flower leaves is

tube containing both

These remain inon the
wing petals, then its weight presses
down the blossom, and flrst the end
of the style touches the bee and it
gets any pollen which it has brought
from the last-visited flower next the
style sticks out stiU further, and the
stamens and

style.

side the leaf until a bee alights

;

pollen on its middle hits the same
spot and prepares the bee for the next
flower.

In the lady-slipper the honey-sac is
at the bottom of the slipper. The bee
enters the large slit on the upper side
of the slipper.
Edges are inflexed so
that the bee cannot creep out the
same way. There are two small holes
near the stalk through which it can
get out. In doing so it must brush
against the seed-vessel and pollenmasses. If the pollen-masses were
first, the plant would be self- fertilized,
but in fact the seed-vessel comes first
and pollen is carried off to be left on
the stigma of the next flower it enters.
Orchids have a sticky material that
will set at once
as soon as the insect's head touches it, the honey is
free in the sac.
When the sticky
material requires
more time to
harden, the honey-sac is empty and
the honey is contained in the lining
of the sac, and the bee has to bore
through the wall of this lining in several places before it can get all the
honey.
Bees have habits which help crossfertilization. They work on flowers
of one kind as long as they can before
changing to another kind.
This is
not to help the plant, but because
they have learned how to stand and
work better. Bees search for honey
by instinct, by experience, since they
work as soon as they emerge from the
pupa state. They search introduced
plants as readily as native flowers
which do not secrete honey, and often
try to suck honey out of the honeysacs that are too long for them to
reach. Bees cannot tell without entering a flower whether other bees
have exhausted the honey, and hence
the flower is more perfectly crossfertilized. Mr. Miller found that in a
certain set of blossoms visited by a
bumble-bee, four-bfths had been previously visited.
The great number of flowers which
bees can visit in a short time greatly
;
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increases the chances of any given
Local Coavention Directory.
flower being cross-fertilized. In one
minute a bumble-bee visited 24 of the t8S7.
Timeandptaceof Meeting.
closed flowers of flax. In 15 minutes May 27.— Darke County Dnion. at Greenville. O.
J. A. Koe, ASBt. sec., Union City, Ind.
a single flower on the summit of a
plant of evening primrose was visited Dec. 7-9.-Michit:an State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
eight times by various bees.
In 1!)
minutes every flower on a certain
^~ In order to have this table complete. Secreflowering plant was visited twice. In taries are requesttid to forward full particuhirs of
one minute six flowers of a harebell time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
were entered by a pollen-collecting
bee, for when collecting pollen they
work more slowly than when collect-

ing honey. It was estimated at one
time that the flowers in a certain
flower-bed were each visited 30 times
daily during the week or more that
they were in blossom.
Bumble-bees
in collecting honey fly at the rate of
ten miles an hour.
Bees have other habits which are
directly opposed to cross-fertilization.
In flowers having several honey-sacs,
if a bee finds the first one it searches
is empty, it does not wait to search
the others. Bees often get the honey
by biting holes in the blossoms and
sucking it out of the side.
Whole
fields of red clover have been examined in which every flower was
thus bitten. The biting is done by
bumble-bees, and then hive-bees suck
through the holes. Bees are very successful in thus biting holes, always
hitting the spot outside just over the
honey-sac.
In all such cases the
plant is not fertilized.
The facts are that plants are very
thoroughly fertilized by insects.
gentleman marked 310 plants which
were incapable of self-fertilization,
and carefully put pollen on the
stigmas of each day after day he left
an equal number to the insects. His
produced 11,237 seeds, and the bees
10,886, a difference of but one in 35,

A

;

and

this difference is fully

made up

by the fact that he worked during a
cold spell with continued rain, when
the bees did not. Of white clover, 10
heads unprotected gave nearly ten
times as many seeds as 10 heads cotered with gauze
20 heads covered
produced only one poor seed, and 20
heads open gave 2,290 seeds. Of red
clover, 100 heads covered gave nothing, and 100 heads open produced
2,720 seeds. Insects will abundantly
;

s^hSSI&'^M&^M
Discusssion on Marketing Honey.

—Dr.

C. C. Miller,

writes thus on

May

Marengo, 5
17, 1887

His.,

:

Fbibnd Kewman :— In reply to
your suggestion on page 275, the matters mentioned
for discussion are
certainly important, and have awakened so much interest, that in the absence of any objection we may consider it settled that they will be taken
up for discussion at the convention of
the North American Bee-Keepers'
Society at Chicago, next fall.— C. C.
MiLLEK.
[This settles it then, that at the
next meeting of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Society at Chicago,
there will be a full discussion of these
topics, viz

:

"

The cost of production,

which honey can be sold at
a profit, methods of putting up honsy,
commission men, cash buyers, home
markets, city markets, foreign markets, development of markets, disprices at

tribution of our products, associations, corners, etc."
Let all prepare
to exhaust the subject.— Ed.]

White Clover in Bloom.— Wm.
Robson, Rolla,OMo., on May 10, 1887,
says:

White clover

is

beginning to make

pastures look white. We have plenty
are tumbling
cross-fertilize plaMts
growing one- of rain now, and bees
over each other in their work.
third to one-halt mile apart.
In the tfnited States, hive-bees
Bee-Keeping in Florida.— Dr. Jesse
In England
never suck red clover.
they only suck it through holes made Oren, La Porte City,o Iowa, on May
by bumble-bees. The clover cannot 12, 1887, writes
be fertilized by the hive-bee— it is too
I would say in regard to Mr. O. O.
small— but it is cross-fertilized by the
Hence one gentleman Poppleton'sbees, that he had but one
bumble-bee.
has made this statement
The safety colony left on March 30. But his loss
How ? In this way
of England depends on the number of was a gain I
cats she keeps. He proves his prop- Mr. Sheldon, of New Smyrna, Fla.,
Without the aid of gave him 100 colonies with honey
osition thus
bumble-bees the red clover could not enough to carry the bees over the
Mr. Poppleton is to
Bumble-bees make summer of 1887
be fertilized.
their nests on the ground, where they return the colonies at the end of the
Cats destroy year, Mr. P. to get all the proceeds,
are the prey of mice.
the mice and give the bees a chance whatever that may be. Now, as Mr.
Hence he reasons, no cats, Sheldon has furnished all needed
to live.
many mice; many mice, no bumble- honey to feed, Mr. P. will utilize all
no clover, his combs and be ready for next year's
bees ; no bees, no clover
no cattle no cattle, no beef ; and mangrove bloom, if nature brings
without beef where would the En- them out. Florida is no hee-State
like Illinois and Iowa but is a poor
glishman be y
State for bees.
University of Vermont.
:

:

:

!

;

;

—
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Sound of Bees in Winter.— Elias
Fox,

Wis., on

12,

Hillsborough,
1887, says

May

Bees Bnilding up Fast.— O. P. the hives yet. I lost 7 colonies, 4 in
Miner, Taylor Centre,© X. Y., on the cellar, and 3 out of 4 in tenement
hives.
They are breeding up fast
May 12, 1887, vtrites
now, and have gathered considerable
The mortality among bees in this honey. Almost all the bees in this
section has been about 30 per cent. county died the past winter.
One
The members present at the Cortland man lost 54 colonies out of 60 another
Union Bee-Keepers' Convention, on lost 40 colonies— all he had— and sevMay 10, reported 640 colonies left out eral others lost all they had. I saved
of 916, last fall with many of them the best per cent, of any one in this
weak. Those in chaff hives and cel- county.
lars have suffered in about the same

I would say in reply to Mr.Demaree,
that years ago, when my father kept
bees in box-hives and wintered them
;
on the summer stands, so far as the
sound was concerned during the cold
weather, one would have said they
were dead but the sound returned
with the warm weather. The same
is demonstrated even after bees are ratio.
My own loss was 3 colonies
removed from the cellar. When the out of 10 in chaS hives. Last spring
Honey and Beeswax Market.
mornings are cool, we cannot hear a my bees gathered the first pollen on
sound, but as soon as the mercury April 14, and this spring on April 26.
The following are our Tery latest
fets up to about 40° or 45°, we will They are now building up quite fast,
ear the humming commence.
and bee-keepers anticipate a more quotations for honey and beeswax
favorable season for honey than the
CHICAGO.
last was.
HONBY.—Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for anyJos.
M.
Brooks,
Clover Blooming.—
thing off in comb honey this includes dark unde;

;

:

;

Columbus,?

Ind.,

May

on

14,

1887,

writes

Honey Crop a Failure

for 3 Years.
Denison,(^ Tex., on May

—C.M.Davis,

My

bees are in good condition, but
are short of stores.
The clover is
commencing to bloom.

15, 1887,

says

In 1884, 1883 and 1882 I wintered
bees out-doors— in 1883 and 1882 with
single stories covered with quilts, and
the second story filled with sawdust
(10-frameLangstroth hives); in 1884,
in single stories without any protection (1 use honey-boards)
and invariably when the mercury reached
10° below zero, and lower, they could
be heard 10 feet and further away,
and wintered well.
;

No Roaring in Winter.- J. F.
Latham, Cumberland,? Me., on May
16, 1887,

writes

have always wintered my bees on
summer stands, and I have never
known them to " roar " or make any
perceptible noise during the coldest
I

the

weather— in my eight years

of bee-

keeping.

Bees in Splendid Condition.— N.
Extracted Honey.— J. M. Shuck, Staininger, Denison,*o
Iowa, on May

Des Moines,o« Iowa, says

What shall we

call

it ?

any other name would

:

5, 1887,

Honey by

taste as sweet,

is a difference among the
" craft " as to what we should name
it.
My position is that it needs no
"ear-marks," so to speak.
Call it
" honey " and be true. It is honey in
its purest form.
Let our market reports quote " honey " at so much per
pound, and " comb honey " at its
market value, and all will be under-

but there

stood.

1-lb.

;

BEE8WAX,-25C.
Mar.

R. A.

BURNBI'T,
South Water St.

161

28.

DETROIT.

;

12, 1887,

Good

says

Bees are doing quite well. We have
had frequent rains, and the prospects
are good for a harvest of honey the
Noise of Bees in Winter.— Thos. farmers say crops never looked betA. Anderson, Big Spring, o Mo., on ter. The honey crop in northern
Texas has been a failure for 3 years.

May

and crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
choice. 12^@13c.—
sections, loaiac.

sirable

writes

HONEY.— Best white comb, ni312c.
nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.

Market

is

BEE3WAX.-23®24c.
May.

M. H.

II.

HUNT,

Bell Branch, Mich.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We

Extracted, white, 4Kia5
amber, 4Mc. Comb, white,

quote

;
light amber. 4J^c.
I2(ai4c.: amber, 7@9c.

cts.

;

;

Demand good.
BBESWAX.-23C.
May 8. SCHACHT & LEMCKE, 122-124 Davis St.
OLBVBi.AND.

HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@13c.;
second quality, \0®\ ic; and buckwheat unsalable
at 8ia9c. Extracted, 5@6c.
BEBSWAX.-25C.
Apr.

A. C.

20.

K ENDEli,

1

15

Ontario St.

ST. L0D18.
HONEY.- Choice comb. 10012c. Strained, in
barrels, 3^(S4^ic. Extra fancy, hi more than loregoing prices. Extracted, 4M@6c. Market dull.
BEESWAX.— Steady at 20!ic. for nrime.
May 20.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12@14c.
:

:

am-

ber, 7@cl0. Extracted, white, 4M@5c.; light amber,
35^(34^0. Market quiet.

BEESWAX.— 19<5i2Ic.

O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
May 14.
All of my 81 colonies of bees wintered splendidly, 70 full colonies comMILWAUKEE.
ing out strong and healthy, and 11
HONEY. -We quote Finest white 1-lb. sectiona.
nuclei; one colony starved, 3 queens 12@12^c. choice white l-lbs., ll@12c. choice a10(0)1 Ic; dari not wanted, and imperfect slow.
were lost, and all of the balance are Ibs..
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6Hi@7c. good
in good condition.
I have plenty of white in kegs and barrels, 6@6J^c.: dark, 4 to 4Xc.
good and market firm.
drones flying, and some colonies have Demand
BBBSWAX.-2.1C.
queen-cells started, with 8 frames of
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
May 4.
brood. The temperature was at 46°
NEW YORK.
to 48° all winter.
I expect a good
HONEY.— We quote White comb. 9@12c.; dark
honey harvest, if we get rain soon.
California comb, 8@9c.; extracted, S@6c.
5(fio7c.
:

:

;

;

:

Sales large and

Heard the Bees Roaring.— James
Legislation on Priority of Location.— Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, 5 Irwin, Columbus Grove,^3 O., on May
Ills., writes
19, 1887, says
:

demand good.

BEESWAX.- 23®2*4c.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,
May

28

10.

&

30 \V. Broadway, near

Duane

St.

KANSAS

CITY.
HONEY.—We quote White clover I-lbs., 10012
cts,; dark, 9to IOC. White clover 2-Ib8., 10 to lie.
:

I wintered my bees on the summer
at present a bee-keeper rather
than a writer, and have only time for stands with but little protection, with
a word in reply to Mr. Clarke. What- a temperature ranging from zero
ever deductions he may have made down to 15° below, and I could hear
(and I cannot so much wonder at his them roaring from 8 to 12 feet from
misunderstanding my position, since the hive.
so many others did so), the fact still
remains that I never desired legislaWinter Losses of Bees.— Mr. Wm.
tion in favor of priority of location, Cleary, Algona,5 Iowa, on May 12,
nor advocated it, and after having
writes
repeatedly and emphatically said so, 1887,
(as quoted by Mr. Clarke himself), it
On page 123 I wrote that I was winseems to me that he might have ac- tering 27 colonies, and that I weighed
cepted as my true position that which them when put into the cellar on
I gave in plain words that could not Nov. 16, 1886, and weighed them when
well be misunderstood, rather than to put out on April 7.
They shrunk in
still cling to his previous misunder- weight about 4}^ pounds each on the
standing.
average, but the dead bees were in
1

am

:

dark, 9 to lOe. Extracted. 5 to 6c. in small way.
Very little extracted in the market.
May 16. OLEMONS.CLOONJfc CO., cor4th&Walnut

BOSTON.

HONEY.— i-lb. packages

of white clover honey
at 13®15C.; 2-poundB at ll@i3c. Extracted, Si37c.
Sales slow.

BEESWAX.- 26 cts. per lb.
22. Blake A Riplky. 57 Chatham

Apr.

Street.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY—We quote
Best

comb

for extracted, 3®7e. per
brings ll@l4c. per lb. Demand fair.

lb.

BEESWAX.—Good demand,—20®23c per lb. for
good to choice yellow.
Apr. 21. C.F.MCTH & SON.Freeman & Central Av.

One Dollar invested
of the

for the weekly visits
for a year,

American Bee Joprnal.

will richly

repay every apiarist in Amerioa.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OCR CLUBBIMG

lar price

The

column gives the reguAll postage prepaid.

first

of both.

The American Bee Journal

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

Price of both. Olul
1 00
.

and Gleanings in Ree-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

2 00.

PROPHIETOKS.

923«,925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHICAG0,ILL
At Oue Dollar a Vear.

.

H.

NEWMAN.

BUSDfESS MANAGER.

Canadian Bee Journal

1 .50..
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers
5 25..
and Cook's Manual
2 25.
Bees and Honey (Newman). .2 00.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal .. 1 60..
Dzierzon's Bee- Book (cloth)... 3 00..
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.
4 00..
Farmer's Account Book
Western World Guide
150..
.

.

.

135
4 50
2 00
1 75
1 50
2 00
2 10
2 00
1

Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50.., 1
1 75. 1
A Year Among the Bees
1 50.. 1
Convention Haad-Book
.

Special ^jotites.

in order to

named

of the prices
It

30
40
.50
.30

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book,

To Correspondents. —

75

150.. 140
2 00.. 1 70
2 00.. 1 75

.

ALFRED

1

1 25.. 1 25

The Apiculturist

NEWMAN & SON,

Dr. Miller's Book,

"A

Tear

Among

the Bees " (75 cts.), and the Bee Journal
for one year ($1.00), both of which we will
club for only SI. 50.

Tbe Convention History of America

Do you 'Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a very
tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is ?3. We will club it and the

Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

By ITsing tbe Binder made
Bee Journal,

for this

E. Dnncaii
3 Park Row,

SuiflTen, Advertising Agent,
York, inserts advertise-

New

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

author claims that itwill inaugurate a " new

modern bee-keeping," and
is based upon purely natural

"it

states that
principles,

all

Some Additions to our Catalogue.—
White Poplar 4-Piece Dovetail Sections
for a fancy article of comb honey (4iix4!4
inches— 7 to the toot)— in packages of 500 for
;

1,000 for S4.50.

Enameled Cloth,

for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

;

the only system that can ever be
upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
— a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages

and

expressly

can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
in the year.
We have reduced the price to
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1.50.

$2.50

Slmniins' Nou-STvarming System is
the title of a new English bee-book.
The
era in

with a full report of the proceedings ©f the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Jobtinal for one year,
will be clubbed for $1.25.

May 14.

column.

would save

many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

was entirely destroyed by fire last night.
With commendable energy they have gone
to work and secured temporary quarters,
and are today ready for orders. Fortunately these gentlemen have a very large
stock at their factory, which is in another
portion of the city, and they assure us that
their patrons and agents throughout the
land will receive their goods as promptly as
though no fire had occurred.- Philadelphto,
J.,

take advantage

in the last

much

trouble. If all would be particular
UB
to give their P. O. address and name, when
wrltlngto this office. We have several letters
(acme inclosing money) that have no name

The Lar^e
Office and warehouse
of W. H. Fay & Co., manufacturers of Fay's
Manilla Roofing and Carpeting, Camden, N.

New

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures.
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is

relied

gidxTjcrtisjemjents.

;

Is Another Arm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

As tbere
name of

the

illustrated.

Price 50 cents.

obtained at this

It

can

now

be

ITALIAN

Journal " ou the envelope when writing to
Tbe Frodncllon of Comb Honey, as
Several letters of ours have
this ofBce.
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
the
commission
already gone to
other firm (a
can be obtained iit this office, for 25 cts.
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

GEO. STUCKMAN, jfappanee, Ind.

21Atf

Tested Italian Queens. $1.00 each
FINE
Untested, 75 cts. each or Ave for

determine their meaning.

Yncca Bmsbes

are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
iirid 1 cent each for postage.

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

per lb. for BEES. Can
Never had foul brood.

cts.

ship promptly.
I.

E?~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
will be sent free upon application. Any one

K. GOOD, Nappauee, Ind.

POUNDS FOUNDATION,
3.">

500

cents per

for one-pound pails of
We have now
honey, size 3x4; 5 inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
for $1.00 ; '250 for.?1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
all with name and address of
for $3.00
apiarist printed ou them— by mail, postpaid.

Isabels

—

;

Sbould any Subscriber

receive this
paper any lonj;er than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

AT YOUR

WU.U'I'Eli

LABEL.

pound— 5

Address,

MATTOON,

20A2t

Warranted, SI

;

ILLS.

Queens

Select, ?1.25

;

Tested, $1.50

AlflERICAN APICUIiTflRISr
and

Si lect

Queens (3U0

it.

SmiTH.

A. M.

S. A:

at

to 7 feet to

pound. First orders get
Sample tree.
the

Alley's
Red

;

$3.00.

Seventy-flve
21Atf

W^e TivllI Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

Queens by return mail: Tested,

$1: Untested, 75 cte. Two-frame Nuclei,
$1.50; .3-frame. $2. Bees bv lb., 75 cts.

office.

Queen, $1.50.

1

year

Hoivto Rear

pages, 100 Illustrations, bound
in cloth), by mail, and one Tested Queen, $2.
to Get
Honey, 20 pages,
10 cents. Address,
21Atf
WKNUAM, Essex Co.. MASS.

How

35

Comb

HENRY ALtEY,

Gts.

35
filled

35

Gts.

now for
ORDERS
FOUNDATION at 35

Choice

cts.,

and LIGHT

comb honey, at 45 cts. All Foundation
made of the best yellow beeswax.
Gl ST.VV A. PROCHNOW,
MAY'VILLE, Dodge Co., WIS.
20AtC

for
is

cts.

BROOD
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W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Rogersville,

H
"

Genesee

In regard

Choice ITALIAN and

THE PEODTJCTION OF COMB HONEY;"

and

it is

with pleasure that he publishes the

COLONIES BEES

200

Co., Mich.,

scores of unsolicited testimoniala
AS received
to the excellency of his little book—

ALBINO BEES

OB THI
Management ef an Apiary for Pleasure
and Frefit by
;

FOR SALE AT

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoumaU

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

fol-

lowing selections

Also a

Success to the little book of fresh and live ideas.
.^B. B. Hasty, Ilichards, O., March 28, 1887.
It is the best hook on the production of comb
honey I ever read. -F. W. Holmes, Coopersville,

Editor 0] the

full line of

Bee Keepers' Supplies
Conn

HONEY,

and

FOUNDATION

from Choice,
Mich., March 29, 1887.
a Specialty,
Select, Yellow
such a complete
I congratulate you on getting up
book.—
w.
small
a
and retail.
in
so
both
wholesale
subject
low
rates,
at very
treatise upon the
27th Annual
Do not fail to send for
H. Shirley, Mill Grove, Mich., March 27, 1887.
Comb
Production
of
"The
before
purchasing.
Catalogue
Tour little work on
Honev"'is a valuable acquisition, and coincides
IK.
Address,
with my experience.— Dr. L,. C. Whiting, Bast SagColeraine, Mass.
1887.
April
23,
inaw, Mich.,
Mention this paper when writing.
5Dtf
It is simply at the head, in every respect, so far
as it goes. All can say that there are larger books
—those that cover more ground, but none that
cover their ground nearly as well.—James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich., April 2, 1887.
You have given us a valuable work. Though
need
terse. It lacks nothing in completeness.
more such books— those that give facts in the fewest words. For four years I have practiced essentially the system you give, and know its superior
OF USEFITL INTOBMATION.
worth.— Dr. G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia, Ohio,
April 17, 1887.
or Tonrlstfi,
Your book received last night and read through
vast
or Laborers.
Capitalists
before I could sleep. To be sure I knew the most
of lulormatlon uot
of it from your articles in the bee-papers, but it is
book
like
little
in
a
neat
together
elsewhere
all
round
to be
nice to have it
yours. You Just more than boiled it down, didn't
at any price.
you?—Dr. A. B. Mason, Auburndale,0.,Mar.29,'87.
Friend H.: Have just received your little book. A Cloth-bound book, 4x7 Inches, 288 pages
new. I think,
Much that it contains will be foijnd
Price, 50 Cents.
with the ma}nrity. The cost in production must
in some way be lessened. You set out the primary
elements by which such lessening of cost may be The Weekly Bee Journal, for one year,
made. I say heartily that 1 think your little book
and the (juide, postpaid, for $1.30.
should be studied carefully by every producer of
comb honey. With kind regards—J. E. Pond, FoxSc SON,
G.
boro, Mass., March 2.S, 1887.
Your lovely little book gave sister and me much 923 & 925 West Madison St., CHCAGO, ILL.
pleasure, and the author will please accept many
thanks. Since criticism is invited, permit me to
say that we reach the conclusion to soon. Had the
book been less interesting we might not have discovered the fault— might even have thought it a
merit- and since the book is as good as it is pretty,
a fault which will
its brevity is a serious fault
and Foundation at reduced
surely be amended in the second edition.
prices. Send for samples.
With the hope thaa it may everywhere receive
the cordial welcome that it merits, 1 am yours
Also
a
full line Of SUPPLIES at very low
truly— "Cyula Linsmk."
rates. Price-list free.
21Atf
13?" Price of the Book. SS centa.
|^~ Cash for Beesfrax.

BEESWAX

my

WILLIAM

CARV,

pa^

It contains 220 profusely illustrated
" fully up with the times " in all the imis
provements and inventions In this rapidly

developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee.
iTid at the same time produce the most
iioney in its best and most attractive condition.

in cloth, Sl.OO, postpaid.

Mberal Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozen or Hundred.
THOS. G. NETTOTAN ic SON,

THE WESTERN WORLD

We

Bovmd

^~A
923

& 935 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

GUIDE and HAND-BOOK

For

HOnE SEEKERS

amount

THOS.

NEWI?IAN

EXTRA NICE

SECTIONS

:

A. F.

FOLDING BOXES.

Our Ca-Tionsfor enclosing Scction Honey are
thehestand low^est priced /n the market. Made in 1
piece. With Tape Handles or without. With Mica Fronts or
or set up. Prlnt^dor p/ain. Any way
aithout. In the
to suit. Wearebound to please. We haue put in special Machinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fiH Or-

Flat

ders promptly.

Circiilars Free. Samples 5c.

lioz. Glass Jars $5.35 pergroas, including Corks
and Labels. 1 1-2 & 2 arosa in a Case, Send for Catalogue,

CRAWTORD,

A. O.

South Weymouth, Mass.

Box 438.

ESTABLISHED

STAUFFER & CO.,
STERLING, ILLS.

3Dtf

"Boss" One-Piece
J.

Forncrook &

CHEAP U/llTrD PPnnC
nHILn rnUUrj

time aod
rust nor rattle.
IQ \i ibe

H difi
It is

J

better than

lb.

per
all orders received before the loth of April.
F. W. HOLMES,
Samples free.
Coopersville, Micfl.
9Dtf

and

20c. per lb.

*n!'"i-<i>>r'»"r»i^"

Pateot method
Docs not

lOUUABLE

Oil Clotlis.

(JlT^CatBlosue and

Samples Free

N.a
W.H.FAY&MINNEAPOLIS.
CO. CAMDEN.
OMAHA.

^ ^//ef/^V£HiS

TOOLS &jSUPPLIF^.

ST, LUL'IS.

I5A8t

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed

oo

i,o

{Echinops sphcerocephalus.)

We

8-Fram8 Standard Langstroth Hives
hives with Case and 2S
to ship
EEADV
completed and painted
Sections—
;

.5

2

all

—

for only ¥7.00.
tJ^" Sections, S4.2.) per thousand.

coitts of paint

J.
18.\tf

W. BIXTENBENDER,

KNOXVILLB, IOWA.

28, 1881.

WE_

will furnish
turnlsh you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.

Watertown, Wis., May

l»t, 1887.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured

Colonies of Italian

by

us.

Bees,

strong, flrst-class in every respect,
Sale at reduced prices.

For
100
15Atf E.

C.

li.

LARCH, Ashland, Mo.
1887.

1880.

Notes from the Bright-Band Apiary,

IWIIil,

send

Pure Untested Italian

QUEENS,

reared from imported mothers,
to any address, at 80 cents each ; or Tested
for $1.35. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send
for terms on large numbers.

CHAS. KINGSLEY,

COMB FOUNDATION.
Brood Foundation, 40c per lb
DUNHAM
Extra-Thin Vanaervort Foundation, 45c.
WAX made
into foundation for 10
per
Ten
cent, discount on

labor of any oilier way.

SCBSTITDTE for PLASTEi: on walls Ornumcntul
CAEPET8 and RUGS of same material, cheaper and

Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

can supply this seed FOST-PAID
at the following prices
One-half ounce, 50
cents
1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50
4
ounces, $2 % pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
:

;

;

pound of seed

if

;

;

;

is sufficient

for half an acre,

properly thinned out and

THOS.

re-set.

NEWmAN in

G.
923 & 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL.

BENTON, LA.

18A4t

POUNDS Comb Honey
Wanted, produced within
miles of Chicago.
Address, J. P. Miller,
108 yath St., Chicago, Illinois.

20,000
20A2t/
Alley's

1866.

an Economical and

Co.,

t

X

STRONG

Sections,

MANUFACTITRED BY

A

l.")0

Drone and Queen Trap.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
The lujuiit'tlon OQ the City Council of
Arkadelphia, Ark., to prevent it from ordering the removal of the bees from within the
city limits, as

mentioned on page 307, was

not sustained.

Mr. Clark writes as follows

concerning

it

:

The Judge ruling that he did not have any
right to take up the case and enjoin; stating that he did not know what the Council
intended to do, and that the Mayor might
not tine

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

Jmc

VflinilL

Editor.

1,1887.

No. 22.

me

for keeping bees in the city

and if he did, tnen It would be time
enough for me to ask for an Injunction.
My attorney urged the plea that I wanted
to obviate being Qned and harrassed.
If
this case goes against us, it will work a hardship on all bee-keepers in incorporated
cities and towns. Nowls the time for us all
to rally to the front and work to gain this
case. If it goes against me It will work a
hardship on me, as I have a wife and three
small children that are looking to me to row
limits

;

the boat safely.

339

but which is perfectly bee-tight in the
opinion of its authors, and would-be tight
in the estimation of friends of that improveeach-shininghour insect, who, it is asserted,
light,

have retained eminent

legal talent to "bust"
that ordinance into smithereens.
There is a gloomy satisfaction in the
thought that the bees, against whom this
crusade is being waged, are not our native
Arkansas species, but bustling, ill-mannered
emigrants from Italy. When introduced,
these Italian lazzaronl, or buzz aroni, Immediately proceeded to revolutionize the

honey-making business.-Standard.

Oh, yes, glorious city fathers, now have
you done a deed of great valor since your
master-minds have disposed of a question
of such great moment. Surely, do you now
desire rest ?
Can you not all pray, " We
have done our work Transport us hence
into everlasting bliss
After two long years
of unprecedented toil, in which we have
overworked our master minds to such a
degree that we are now unable to hold our
;

;

I

daily post on the street corners, contemplat-

The Union will stand by* Mr. Clark in this ing the work of two long years for now
matter, and see it through, for It would be who can say that the bees have not been
driven from our fair city's limit—a work
;

^^^&^^^
'TIs Alirays
above

very detrimental to the pursuit to allow a
decision against bee-keeping to be put upon
record on the plea of its being a " nuisance."

Morning Somewliere,

and

:

The awakening Continents, from shore

to

shore,

Somewhere the

The newspapers in Arkadelphia are teeming with items about this case. We subjoin
a few which will be spicy reading for beekeepers at large

bees are

"humming"

ever

more.

City Fathers Foouno with the Bees.—
Messrs. C. P. Smith and Z. A. Clark have
for some time past been engaged in beeculture in this city. And now, as to the
business of producing honey, they have
" millions in it.
Others also keep bees
within the corporate limits, so that were the
census taken of those actually engaged
wlthing our corporate limits as workers, the
aggregate number of sober. Industrious
resident laborers would compare with the
population of New York or London, if not
with the most densely populous cities of
China. But a recent ordinance of our city
fathers have declared these denizens a
nuisance, ordained in effect that the honeybee, that so "improves each shining hour,"
must go. The ordinance, however, is to be
hotly contested in the courts, and a suit will
be at once begun that whether or no it
prove to be "like llnkcn sweetness." will
doubtless be " long drawn out." "To be or
not to be?" that's the question here just

heretofore thought only capable of being
done by the gods. Since they have willingly
neglected so great a duty, let those whom
we have ridded of the stinging, pestilential
rotten-peacheating bees, sing praises to
our glorious name, while through our unpaved streets they unmolested go. Inhaling
life's invigorator from the beautiful ponds,

and listen to nightly-praises sung by their
thousands of musical Inhabitants. Oh, let
sweet perfume wasted from our store-house
of myrrh, provided by our submissive merchants in the rear of their stores, greet us
with life everlasting."— rjfizeKe.

'

Be Alirays on the lookout
and immediately stop robbing.

to

prevent

In the Spring, when colonies are building up, bees are less disposed to sting.

Enlarge Brood-Cbauibers and give
empty combs as required, but keep well
crowded and warmly covered.
At tills Season, says a British beekeeper, " meddle as little as possible.meddto
as much as necessary, but always see to it
above all things that the bees never for one
hour are short of food right up to the time
of the clover bloom."

now.— Oa3et(e.
Prayer of the Bees.—To you, oh, city
fathers, do we come In humble supplication
and beseech of you that you

Combluation Section-Case.— We have
received from Mr. Hilas D. Davis, of Bradford, Vt., one of his combination sectioncases, which he describes as follows :
It is flUed with five different styles of
boxes. The largest is designed for hotel use.
The one-pounds and three-fourths of a
pound sections are for the general trade,
while the smaller sizes are designed for
Fairs and samples of honey.
In regard to the section-case, I have
tested it but one year, and from tiie results
I have to expect at least one-third more
honey with less soiling of capplngs, and
better filled sections.

The " case " contains

your two,

will in

;

;

Amazing Ignorance !— Id the Home
and Farm of Louisville, Ky., for this month
we notice the following from a benighted
region in the South. It
Moore, Dogwood, Ark.

is

signed William P.

Some of my neighbors say that there is no
queen-bee. and no one can show her. They
say that the drone lays the egg that the bee
is raised from : that there is no bee except
the drone and the little working bee. I believe that there is a queen-bee, and as I am
young in the beerearlng business, I want to
ask the experienced bee-raisers, to please
describe through the Home and Farm the
difference in all the bees. First tell whether
there is a queen, and how she looks and
what she does; then tell about the drone,
whether he stays In the hive all the time or
at what time drones appear and disappear.
What bee lays the egg, and at what time do
they lay it ? How long does a bee live ? I
would be glad to have some persons to answer these for the benefit of myself and
neighbors.

Any

so ignorant as

described in this
item should lose no time, but procure a
good Manual and Inform themselves on the
anatomy, physiology, and habits of bees.
There is no excuse for Ignorance in this age
of light and knowledge.
Is

five sizes of sections:

three, four, five and six in a row, acomnipotence, deal with us more
gently. Take us by our shielded sting lead cording to size— 29 sections in all. They are
us show us the gardens of your neighbors, all white poplar, as are also the cases, and
that we may let your peaches and the cook- make a nice appearance. Each row of seceries of your own dear housewives go unmolested and we may revel in your neigh- tions Is in a "case" by itself, with a wood
bor's choicest fruits, and your happy separator attached, and the separator is
smiles. Oh, teach us the paths you would hollow, leaving a passage-way for the bees
have us fly. Turn us from wrong and guide
us forever while within your fair domain. Inside, so as to prevent their running over
The endOr, if you cannot do this, please, in your the combs, as much as possible.
over-abundance of benevolence, give us one pieces are wedge-shaped, and a band slips
more fair trial in which with our peacheating mouths we promise not to touch, up over all to hold the sections together. It
taste nor handle, in yourprovince, one over- is an ingenious contrivance, and is placed
ripe peach. Then, oh city fathers. If we do in our Museum with much pleasure.
not keep every letter, syllable or word of
our promise, with your ample town purse,
banish us to the end of earth, or where we
niellssa Offlcinalls (or Melissa Balm,
in peace can work to the benefit of our kind
masters.
Qiteen Shkbee.
Bee-Balm, etc.) is probably the oldest recogP. S.— Can we gather honey in Australia 7
nized honey-plant in the world, being known
—Standard.
to the Greeks, as its name indicates, and It
We will bet our best bat that there is one Is so called on account of the attractions to
spotted " razor-back " in the east end of
town that will commit more depredations in the bees which the plants are said to posone day than Clark's 200 colonies of bees sess. Melissa is also credited with being
will in one year. This bet stands till the
hardy, fragrant and very productive in rich
Clipper is hatless, or that pig comes to a
nectar thriving alike in a dry or wet soil.
sad end.— Clipper.
annual, and blooms profusely the
Those Buc-a-boo Bees.—To bee or not to It is an
bee that is the question. Or rather. It was first season.
the question
for In their zealous and often
ill advised
search for hidden sweets, the
honey-makers got into the bonnets of our
Some Men are Rnled by passion, others
Council men. and the result of their buzzing
was the paspiia-e of an ordinance which Is by compassion. What a world of difference
rather rugged when viewed in a literary that little " com " makes in our happiness I

great

:

;

;

;
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I never had such an experience as an if it was too short
you mention. If the sheets of foun- The simple remedy

dation are fastened in the sections, so
^Vltli Replies thereto.
as to swing clear of the sides and
bottoms of the sections,nothing would
[It is quite ueeleBS to ask for answers to produce the effect you- describe but
Queries in this Department in less time an unlevel hive, unless the colony
than one month. They have to wait their was so weak in numbers that they
the
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a could occupy only one side of
dozen at a time to each of those who answer sheets at a time, and by the weight of
them get them returned, and then find the honey press the combs out of
probpace for them in the Journal. If you are position. The latter is hardly
able. You may never see the like
In a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
again.— G. W. Demaree.
them to be inserted here.— Eo.l
Give less room for surplus at one
time and either give the bees triangular pieces of foundation, or leave
J^-inch space at the bottom.— The
MBerfect Comlis in Sections,
;

I

cud sploice

it."

is to make the
entrance too small for the mice to get
in
bees can go where mice can every
time, but mice cannot go where bees
can. I suppose the story of the cat
and kittens of the Poet Watts is
familiar, so I won't tell it, though
apropos.— J E. Pond.
;

.

Make

the entrances to the hives
only
of an inch deep ; if they gnaw
the wood to get in, use tin contractors.— The Editor.

%

;

Editor.

Qnery 424.— While

taking

honey

last
fall, I noticed that quite a large percentage of the
narrow sections hart imperfect combs.caused by the
bottom of the sheet of foundation warping out of
the center of the section so far that one side
would not be drawn out. thus causing a bad looking comb. How can this be prevented ?—S. M.,
ofE

Mich.

By not giving the bees too many
sections at a time.— W. Z. Hutchinson.

Mice in Hives in Winter.

your sections
down to the bottom with foundation.
The thin grades of foundation invariably stretch a little, and thus
Year
caused your trouble. Read "
Among the Bees " on this subject.—
Dadant & Son.
should never

fill

A

By using a V-shaped starter with
separators. Some use with the best
of success starters put in this way—
X, fastened at the top and bottom of

the section.— H. D. Cutting.

Strong colonies, a

full

honey-flow,

and not too much surplus room are
A starter
pretty good preventives.
of foundation at the bottom as well as
at the top of the section will also help.

— C. C. Miller.

New York.

bees winterlnpr on the
summer stands are troubled by mice. What can
be done to prevent this ?— W. M. B.. New Yorlt.

Try poison.- C.
Use perforated

C.

Miller.
Or else

zinc.

re-

from

this cause.

Dadant &

Son.

Use perfect hives with a %-inch
entrance protected by metal.— C. W.

Dayton.
Tack tin up

years.

Some queens

Brown.
1.

Let the bees attend to

The bees do

that.

2.

Queens are
most often superseded in July and
August.— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
it

best.

3.

1. Leave that to the bees, so long as
the queens do well.
2. Remove the
old queen and cage the new one (or a
time. 3. It is easy to keep queens in

nuclei.

— A. J. Cook.

am

not sure whether it is best to
leave the whole matter to the bees
themselves, or to replace, each two
years, the old queen at or a little beifore the close or the honey harvest.—
'

I

Miller.

As

old as the bees will tolerate
before they supersede them.
2. Let
the bees do it in most instances. 3.
H. Brown.
At that time of the year when rearing
Use tin or other metal to contract or introducing, or both, succeed well
the entrances so that the bees can get in your locality.— James Heddon.
out, but a mouse cannot get in.— G.
1. The bees will usually attend to
M. DOOLITTLE.
the " superseding " without our interContract the entrances of the hives ference. 2. Remove the old queen,
to such capacity that bees, but not and 4 days after insert a ripe queenmice, can pass. If they gnaw their cell. Thirty-five days before the close
way in, use metal (tin) contractors.
of the honey harvest.— C. W.Dayton.
1.

—

James Heddon.

I have had trouble with these little
starters of foundation in- pests for two or three winters past.
stead of full sheets. Then do not use The only remedy I know of is to
narrow sections even with open sides. make the entrance so narrow that the
Bees store too much pollen in narrow mice cannot get into the hive.
sections, even if they were otherwise strip of tin or of wood fitted over the
I gave
up my favored entrance keeps them out for me.— G.
desirable.
system of continuous passage-ways W. Demaree.
on that account. After a large exThere is a field-mouse a little larger
perience, both with and without sep- than the common house-mouse that
arators, I can say nothing favorable is very fond of bees. The houseof narrow sections.— G. L. Tinker.
mouse will also eat them, but is
It is possible the foundation was sometimes stung to death, as I have
imperfect, by the cells being heavier seen. I use very large entrances, but

A

Pond.

About two

1.

are good for a longer time. 2. Introducing young laying queens. 3. The
best time is in the spring.— J. P. H.

C. C.

in front of the entrance
with slots cut in large enough to admit the bees, but not the mice. J. P.

By using

on one side than the other. A dozen
reasons might be given for the trouble;
One
all of which might be wrong.
trouble with the queries sent to this
department is, that too little data is
given to enable an intelligent answer
fo be made. All the facts should be
known, and even then the answers
may be all " guess-work."— J. E.

Query 426.— 1. How old ought I to allow
queens to become before superseding ? 2. What
is the most approved method of superseding ? 3.
What time should it be done ? I know how
queens are reared, but I do not know how to keep
them so as to be rea^y for an emergency.— H, R.,

Query 425.— My

Use V-shaped pieces of foundation. duce the size of the opening by the
—C. W. Dayton.
use of wire-gauze. — A. J. Cook.
That is just what I want to Itnow.
Make the entrances so small that
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
the
mice cannot enter. — W. Z.
I cannot tell, for I never have any Hutchinson.
such work in my supers.— Jambs
Never have the entrance over % of
Hbddon.
an inch wide, and mice will not
Avoid crowding the ends of the trouble you.— H. D. Cutting.
foundation, and place the sections
We make our hive entrances only %
plumb on the hive. — J. P. H. Bkown. of an inch deep, and avoid all trouble

You

Sunerseding Queens.

2. It is best to let
]. Three years.
the bees do the superseding, unless
at
an
expert
queen-rearing. 3.
one is
During a flow of honey. Queens may
be kept in nuclei until needed, and in
nursery cages in full colonies for a
few weeks.— G. L. Tinker.

is really no rule that could
matter. Some queens are better at 3 years old than others are at
one year old, and this fact makei any
fixed rule out of the queition. 2. I
prefer to leave the bees to do their
own superseding. 3. I keep spare
would use wire-cloth guards if queens in small nuclei, and make the
troubled by the field-mouse, removing nuclei pay expenses by building some
them whenever the bees could fly.— nice worker comb*. G. W.Demaree.
G. L. Tinker.
I am doubtful about the advisaThe remedy is simple enough, but bility of superseding. Were I to
practice it, I should supersede by
the question reminds me of " Pat
when helping to build a " railroad " killing the old queen after the honey
fence.
piece of board was found to harvest of the second year of her life,
be too " long inthirely," and poor Pat and introducing a young fertile queen.
says " What shall I do wid it V Shure Possibly it might be advisable to in1.

There

fix this

—

A

;
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troduce a queen-cell just ready to warm sunshine of spring, and keep
hatch, instead of a laying queen ; it the hives warm for brood-rearing. It
would save the risk of introducing. would catch the early morning sun,
in nuclei.— W. Z. and so rouse the bees to an early start
3. Keep queens
Hutchinson.
when the white clover or the "linden
It would
1. Three years ii a safe rule, if you is full of its pure nectar.
know you have the same queen. 2. give the best protection against the
My method is to find the old qneen, wild winds from the west or north,
put plenty of honey on the head, legs that in this latitude sometimes sweep
and wings of the queen I wish to in- down upon us with so fierce a touch.
troduce, and drop her in between the With a little taste on the part of the
frames.
Use honey from the same bee-keeper in planting a shade-tree
hive, and you will have success nearly here, a flowering shrub there, a bed
every time. This is a quick way. and of bright flowers yonder, a cozy seat
with me as sure as any. 3. Keep beneatli this tree, a Japanese ivy to
fasten its clinging touch on the oak
queens in nuclei. H. D. Cutting.
on the further side— we should soon
1. Xever supersede them while they
see a " place of beauty which is a joy
are able to, and do give good service

—

in

egg-laying.

2.

Remove

the old

queeu and introduce a new one by

some

many

plans taught in the
text-books aud bee-papers. 3. Whenever the queen shows evidence of
failing powers. Queens may be kept
for some time in cages, in a colony or
nucleus.— J. E. Pond.
An unskilled apiarist should leave
it to the bees to supersede queeus.
They will do it at the right time, and
in a satisfactory way. Surpl ui queens
may be kept in nuclei.— The Editor.
of the

^oxxtspomltnu.
©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center of the State named
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
Owest; and this (^ northeast "O northwest:
o« southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.
;
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Location of an Apiary,
O.

CLUTE.

While bees can be kept successfully
almost every locality, if there is
Easturage, yet the site of the apiary
as a good deal to do with the ease
and rapidity of work in caring for the
bees, and probably it has also some
influence on the bees themselves.
As to the bees, it is important that
the apiary be so situated as to be well
Erotected from high winds. If it can
e protected on all sides it is well.
Certainly it should be protected on
the north and west. In the spring or
fall a Berce north wind or west wind
blowing directly on the hives and
through the apiary, is by no means
helpful to the bees neither is an east
wind or a south wind. Undoubtedly
a site where the apiary is protected
on all sides from severe winds is most
in

forever."

Even the

children will walk
hives, and very
seldom get stung. But in order to
keep one's friends from being so
nervous that they refrain from visiting you, it may be well to have a high
fence so disposed as to shut off the
sight of the hives from persons on the
street or approaching the house.
Of course it is best not to keep bees
so near the road that there is danger
of horses or people being stung. But
a few rods are sufficient to prevent all
danger, especially if there is a high
fence or a belt of trees intervening.
little caution on the part of the beekeeper to prevent his bees from stinging people will usually keep all persons his friends, and prevent any
thought of his bees being a nuisance
that must be '" taken out of town."
My own apiary is on the summit of
a hill, very gently sloping to the east.
Trees, buildings, and
high fences
protect from north and west winds.
There is no protection ifrom east and
south winds. It is about eight rods
from a street on which there is a
great deal of passing, and about three
rods from the kitchen door. It is not
an ideal location, but it is pretty good.
little

among the

fearlessly

A

Iowa City,o Iowa.
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Com!] Founilation in

W.

tlie

Sections.

HUTCHINSON.

Z.

The above
discussed

is

in

Comb Honey."

;

A

:

A

me relate a case illustrating the etfect
my course upon customers The steward
Kent House, Lakewood, told me last

Let
of

:

at the

August

that they had a distinguished g-uest
who ate so much of my honey that he insisted upon buying it as an extra, so that he
could have it- every meal. "He eats no
honey at home,'* said the steward " because
he thinks it is nearly all either adulterated

or wholly artificial, but he says he knows
yours is pure."
That yellow septum clinches the "Wiley
lie" with the average consumer, and it is
impossible to undo the mischief.
A lady from Buffalo wanted a package to
take home with her, as "she could get no
pure honey In the city." " Why," said I,
" do you think comb honey is adulterated ?"

"Oh, yes," said she, "they make it now by
machinery so perfect that it is hard to tell
the difference until you come to eat it.'*
In my opinion, if beekeepers want to raise
the price of honey, the most effectual plan
will be to combine for the disuse of founda-

Nearness to the house is on several tion in comb honey in sections, thereby
increasing its consumption.
accounts important.
The family of largely
But I sat down to order your little book,
the bee-keeper soon comes to regard and noticing: that you make the non-use of
nearness to the house as no evil. foundation in the brood-nest a prominent

"

one of the subjects

The Production

of
Since the book was
published I have received the following letter. As it touches upon one or
two points that I did not cover, but
that have an important bearing upon
this subject, it is with pleasure that I
give it to the public, especially as the
writer has given his consent to have
desirable.
The kind of protection is not of it appear in the American Bee
much importance.
h)«h fence will Journal
do.
wind-break of t'eesis excelStow, N. Y., April 17. 1887.
Dear Sir .—I am enga^red in the produclent, if thick enough.
hill sloping
honey,
specially for the Chaution
of
comb
to the south or east will keep off the
tauqua local market. Chautauqua, as you
north and west winds.
Perhaps a know, has become a noted resort.
side sloping gently to the southeast,
I have found the use of foundation in secwith a thick wind-breat of evergreens tions detrimenta' to sales, and have nearly
usin^ only a small
discontinued
planted on all sides of it, would be starter in a fewitslastuse,
season, after ray supply
the ideal site.
It wcukl catch the of natural comb for starters was exhausted.

A
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feature in your system. I thought I would
say that I have found its non-use in the secessential to the increasing sale and
consumption of honey.
or course I should be pleased to have your
views on the use of foundation in sections ;
and will close by asking questions which I
think have not been answered in the Query
Department of the American Bee Jodrnal,
1. What per cent, is gained hy the use
viz
of foundation in producing comb honey ? 2.
What per cent, in sales is lost by its use ?
Its existence in comb honey hinges upon
the answer to these two questions.
tions

:

Le Roy Whitford.
There is no question but what that
Wiley lie has damaged bee-keepers to
the extent of many thousands of dollars.
Had it appeared only in the
paper in which it was originally published, but little damage would have
been done, but it was something sensational, and it went from ocean to
ocean, and from gulf to bay, until
is scarcely a person who has not
heard of it, and perhaps a majority of
those who read it, believe it. This is
This is an
not to be wondered at.
age of ingenuity and adulterations,
and everybody knows it and when a
man who knows nothing practically
about bee-keeping, but has read the
Wiley lie, discovers a firm, hard,
tough, yellow substance in the centre
of his comb honey, is it to be wondered at that he scrapes the honei/ off
and lays aside the foundation with an,
" Aha you needn't talk to me, I know
now that there is such a thing as

there

—

;

!

artificial

comb honey

?"

Bee-keepers, there is no use of our
" kicking ;" the use of foundation
does " give color to an unjust accusation," it furnishes the Wiley lie with
a "foundation."
I know that Mr. Heddon says he
used foundation three or four years
before any of his customers noticed
anything peculiar about the honey.
True, but their suspicions were not
aroused they did not look for artificial about comb honey any more
than we would now about a strawberry. The case is now far different
not only are suspicions aroused, but a
great many people believe that comb
honey can be ground out by machinery as easily as can mandrake pills,
and all that is needed to change belief to certainty is the finding of a
piece of corrugated, yellow leather (?)
in the centre of a delicate morsel of
honey. I am aware that comb foun-

—
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manner so as to release the
dation has beeu made very thin— so tion or drawn combs are used in the such a
queen with very little disturbance to
thin that, according to the experi- sections, and I am decidedly of the
hours longer,
ments of Mr. Doolittle, it offered less opinion that the securing of natural the bees. I left itthe24 bees had made
when I found that
resistance than the base of natural combs for use in the sections during
hole under one side of the cage and
comb— but foundation so thin as this, a honey-shower is a most profitable akilled
As I was deterthe queen.
experiment.
is, I believe, seldom made, although I one for investigation and
mined to know if a queen could be
will admit that some foundation very At present I shall use in the sections,
introduced, I procured another unnearly approaches it, perhaps near for my main crop, the thinnest and
tested queen, and as there was now
find,
foundation
I
can
lightest-colored
but
purposes,
practical
for
enough
only about one pound of bees left, I
make
shall
the
meantime,
I
in
is
but,
Natural
comb
color.
the
is
there
procured a half pound of bees.
white, while comb foundation is yel- some experiments in the line sug- also
I now opened the hive and took out
low. Right here it would be very un- gested by Mr. Whitford's first questwo of the outside frames, after shakfair not to admit that there is a great tion.
To give a definite answer to his sec- ing off all the bees these two combs
difference in the color of foundation,
some manufacturers seem to have the ond query would, of course, be im- being partly filled with honey, and
When foundation was in- none of the abnormal brood. I then
faculty of so purifying the wax that it possible.
light straw color, and it troduced, many were the arguments closed the hive, and taking the two
is a very
shows but very little even in the brought against its use in the sec- combs into my shop, I secured the
tions, but bee-keepers found that they queen into the cage on one of the
whitest honey.
Of course the thinner and lighter could secure more honey by so using combs, and then took a new hive, and
colored the foundation the less ob- it, and the arguments had to stand placed the frame of combs containing
jectionable its use, but I doubt if one side, and it will be ever thus, the queen in the centre of the hive,
foundation could be made so that an unless we find some way of securing and put frames of foundation on each
experienced bee-keeper could not de- natural comb with no more expense side. I now took the hive having the
tect its presence in honey. I hope I and trouble than attends the use of laying workers from the stand, first
closing the entrance, and put the hive
am mistaken, but there is a toughness foundation. Let us try.
The making of first-class foundation containing the queen upon the stand
about foundation that stands out in
such bold relief when compared with is an art and a science, and must be where the other hive stood, and shook
the brittleness of natural comb, that learned the same as any trade or pro- the half pound of bees into it ; and as
Many bee-keepers, as soon soon as the bees became quiet, I
fession.
I fear I am in the right.
of bees, closed the hive-entrance and all.
Perhaps some bee-keeper will say as they have 30 or 40 colonies
" Mr. H. if you believe as you say you and often before, think they must
I then carried the hive containing
a foundation machine, in the the laying workers about 10 rods away
do, why do you use foundation ?" Be- have
honeythat
they
need
a
sense
from where it stood, opened it, and
cause I am compelled to, or be left same
the result is a vast shook all the bees on the grass, and
behind in the race. No, let me modify extractor, and
foundamade
of
bunglingly
amount
let them " shift " for themselves. In
It is because I think I would be
this.
Perhaps I can best ex- tion. Beekeeping, and the manufac- about half an hour I found the bees
left behind.
comb foundation are two en- spread all over the front of the hive
plain by quoting part of a paragraph ture of
bee- containing the queen. I then opened
from " The Production of Comb tirely distinct trades. Not one think
keeper in one hundred yes, I
the entrance, and as soon as most of
Honey
would be safe to say not one in one the bees were in, I blew in smoke at
"When bees are gathering honey it
how to purify wax the entrance until the bees began to
slowly, the natural wax secretion prob- thousand— knows
foundation.
roar, when I left them, and in 24
ably furnishes sufficient material, and and make first-class
Rogersville, (5 Mich.
hours I carefully released the queen.
there is probably abundant time for
the building of comb in which to
In about six davs I found the queen
laying and filling the combs with eggs.
store the honey. As the flow of honey
For the American Bee JoumaL
increases, the wax secretion is inOn account of the lateness of the
creased by an increased consumption My ExprieDce
itli Laying Worien,
season I had to feed about 10 pounds
Whether it is proHtable to
of honey.
of sugar syrup. I then wintered them
allow this increased consumption of
RANDOLPH GRADBN.
in the cellar, and on May 20 I took out
honey, depends upon the price of wax
the division-boards. They are filling
compared with that of honey, and the
As I have had a very obstinate case the hive rapidly, and are quite strong.
amount that is required of the latter of these little pests, I thought I would
My bees are all quite strong except
for the production of the former. But, describe the course I pursued, and in one colony. One of my colonies cast
as the flow of honey increases, a point which I was finally successful.
a large swarm on May 11, being 12
is finally reached where the bees canIn the latter part of July, 1886, I days earlier than in former years.
with
not secrete wax and build comb
had a small third swarm issue, and,
Taylor Centre, o, Mich.
sufficient rapidity to enable them to wanting increase, I hived them in a
gather.
might
In
few
the
honey
they
style.
a
store all
hive of the Doolittle
Iowa Homestead.
When this point is reached, and pos- days I examined the hive to see if the
sibly a long time before, it is profit- queen
was laying, when I found
Horticnltnre
able to use full sheets of foundation neither queen nor eggs. I closed the Relation Of Bee-Keening to
in the sections. But the flow of honey hive, as it was about noon, thinking
EUGENE SECOR.
can be, and sometimes is, so increased the queen might be out, and not as
that the bees cannot keep pace with yet fertilized. But about three days
The true horticulturist, like the
the bountiful harvest, even with foun- later I again looked for the queen,
dation in the sections,and these drown which I could not find; but upon successful bee-keeper, is an enthuwho
comfes would be an advantage. (It is looking over the combs carefully I siast. I need not remind any one
of the
possible that it would be more profit- found eggs in an irregular manner, -plpnts trees and grows fruits,
soul
able to keep so many bees in one and from one to nearly a dozen eggs genuine pleasure that thrills the
apiary that this latter point would in a cell; also some queen-cells when nature responds to his intelliand careful direction.
never be reached.)"
started, which I cut out, and in one gence, thought,
Following the above come direc- of the places I put a queen-cell that He then lives in a world of his own.
comtions for securing natural combs for was about ready to hatch; but the He needs no other intoxicant to
plete his happiness.
filling sections.
bees destroyed it the first night.
The latent iorces around us are ever
I then introduced a queen, first takIn reply to Mr. Whitford's first
to be sst in motion, and only
shaking
the
ready
and
frames
the
all
question, I would say that it depends ing
the waving of the magic wand
await
feet
from
30
about
grass
the
on
and
bees
light
upon whether the flow is
Whoever
skillful hand.
man's
opened
the
in
I
24
hours
hive
;
in
the
When
short.
lengthy, or heavy and
secret spring of this unthe
trying
to
touches
bees
the
found
and
does
hive
often
comes,
as
it
the harvest
power, and helps to develop
here in the North, in the shape of a •'ball" the queen in the cage. So I seen
closed wealth and beautv in place of poverty
short, sharp " honey-shower, " it is cut out all the queen-cells and
ugliness, is adding to the general
impossible to secure it unless founda- the hive, first adjusting the cage in and
;

:

—
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good, contributing to the happiness
of mankind, and to those courses that
will " ring in " the millenium.
Horticulture is one of the flne arts.
It requires the skill of a master. It
is just as impossible for the thoughtless, brainless clod-hopper to reach
the highest round in the ladder in
propagating tine fruit, as it is for him
to appreciate it after it is grown. But
after all man's skill in planting after
ransacking the earth for improved
varieties after propagating, grafting
and hybridizing, he must rely mainly
on nature's methods of fructihcatlon.
The favoring winds and industrious
bees are needed to fertilize the bloom,
to insure a harvest of fruit. As a
means of accomplishing this end, there
is no question that the bee is of great
service to the grower of fruits. No
other insect is multiplied in such vast
numbers so early in the spring, when

time domesticated them. From this
fact has come the honey of commerce,
and the further important fact that
bees are novr kept hundreds of miles
from their native habitat of timber
and rocks, and are thereby made to do

their agency is so much needed to
fertilize the orchards and small fruits.
If the winds were the only means of
carrying the pollen from flower to
flower, how often would perfect fertilization fail, from too much or too
little wind during the brief opportune

does not need itself, and which, ungathered, vanish as the morning dew.
Like the manna which the Israelites
ate of, the ungathered portion melted
" when the sun waxed hot."
What, then, is there to hinder these
two vocations going hand in hand,
since each is helpful to the other ?
They ought, at least, to be on friendly
terms. Each furnishes inducements
for the other to exist.
Another reason why horticulture
and bee-keeping may profitably go
The horticulturist is a
together
student not only of nature, but of
methods; such must the bee-keeper
The very habits of
be to succeed.
thought, study and observation which
are necessary to success in the one,
will prove of great advantage, nay,
more, are indispensable in the other.
It may be said in opposition to this
theory of uniting these two branches
of rural economy, that the world is

service to the horticulturist, the gardener and the farmer, over wide areas
devoid of timber as well as in some of
the older States that are fast being

denuded

of their primeval forests.
to the bee-keeper credit is due
for increasing the usefulness of the
bee far beyond nature's limited "provisions.

;

Hence

;

period when the bursting buds are
sighing for the life-giving dust from
the neighboring flowers. Nature does
not stake all her chances on a single
peradventure. If the wind fails to do
its work, and the bees are not present
to assist, there is still another chance,
and that is. most plants are provided
with both the male and female organs
in the same flower, but such is her
abhorrence to in-and-in breeding, that
every pistil will receive the fertilizing
pollen from a neighboring plant much
more gratefully than that from the
same flower. To the delightful task
of fructifying the fruit blossoms and
rendering cross-fertilization more certain, nature has assigned the insect
creation, and in a large degree it falls
to the lot of bees to accomplish it.
Not only is honey provided in the
delicate chalices to entice them, but
the pollen, so essential to the plant
(and just as essential to the bee in
furnishing the proper food for its
young) is placed in close proximity to
the nectar, so that in getting either
the bee is unwittingly carrying the
dust from flower to flower, working
out the wise plans of Providence as
relates to the plants, and catering to
man's pleasurable tastes at the same
time. The drop of honey is placed in
the flower, not because it is needed
there to perfect the flower or the
fruit, but to tempt the bee to brush
its hairy legs against the anthers, and
distribute the golden dust.
In the Divine economy honey-bees
were apparently created for the sole
purpose of fertilizing the blossoms of
those plants, flowers and trees that,
without their aid, would be barren.
The honey which the bees gathered
was for their own use, making it possible for them to live through the
winter and continue the species.
Originally they were found only in
hollow trees, in caves, in clefts of
rocks, etc. Man learned that honey
was good, and having observed that
the bees would store up more than
they needed for their own use, after a

So the bee introduces

itself at

once

to the horticulturist as his friend.
The latter ought to meet it half way,
and acknowledge its two-fold service.
It does him a service while on its daily
rounds in search of food for itself and
young, and again by storing up for his
benefit the liquid sweets which it

:
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This pursuit once entered upon,
possesses charms of its own. No other
stimulus is needed to follow it than
the fascination of its own creation.
great deal has been said about
bees injuring fruit. Some fruit-growers have charged that they puncture
the ripe grapes, suck the juice and
damage the crop. But from the physical structure of the bee, this is said to
be impossible by scientific entomologists. It has no jaws like the hornet.
and
It is made to suck, not to bite
on close observation, and after re-

A

;

peated experiments, it has been found
that where bees are discovered helping themselves to ripe fruit, that the
skins had been ruptured by the
weather, or from over-ripeness, or
that hornets, or wasps, or birds had
After the
first been the depredators.
skin has been broken from any cause,
if there is a scarcity of honey, the
bees, always anxious to be doing
something, will endeavor to get a
Therefore, as
share of the plunder.
to bees injuring fruit, I, as their
attorney, shall claim to the jury that
the charge is not proven.

In dismissing this interesting subwhich, to the lover of fruits,
flowers and bees, is always a source
of infinite delight, I cannot refrain
from quoting a few lines f rom " The
Planting of the Apple-Tree," by that
venerable sylvan poet, our own Bryant, who saw so much of future hope
and promise as he sifted the soft mold
about its tiny rootlets
What plant we in this apple-tree ?

ject,

:

Sweets f<)r a hundred flowery springs.
To load the May-wind's restless wings.
When from the orchard row he pours
Its fragrance through our open doors—
A world of blossf-ims for the bee.

Forest City. 6 Iowa.
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drifting more and more into specialities that life is too short, and competition too severe for a man to master more than one thing.

—

While this is true to some extent,
and while I believe that every man
ought to master some one thing so
authority on that subject,
this need not preclude him from investigating other subjects, and at
times. pursuing other lines of thought.
Indeed, I believe it to be the duty of
every person to get out of the ruts of
one-ideaism, and to invite that wider
culture which a familiarity with a
variety of topics brings. Our capacities for enjoyment are not conflned to
one sense. Our pleasures are height-

that he

is

ened by an extended range of thought
and observation. The successful
farmer may be a lover of blooded
cattle or horses, or both, without detracting from his ability to raise good
crops.

I

But aside from these considerations
of healthful diversions and pleasing
variety for the mind, and returning
again to the utilitarian side of the
(juestiou. the horticulturist will find
it profitable to pursue the study and
practice of this delightful branch of
entomology. Tlie habits and instincts
of this " pattern of industry " are
ever interesting, and the business
quite as remunerative as raising tender fruits in an " iron-clad climate."

Tlie Solar

G.

My plan

fax-Extractor.

W. DEMAKEE.

of making it is as follows
a plain box 19J4 inches wide, 14
inches deep, and So^i inches long,
inside measurement. Nail on a bot:

Make

tom and have it bee-tight. Now nail
on some legs at the ends, and the box
To
is ready for the wax-pan, etc.

make the wax or draining pan, cut a
piece of sheet- iron (I prefer sheet-iron
to anything else) 24 inches wide and
28 inches long. To get the concave
shape of the pan, get out a board
from half-inch stuff, .5 inches wide,
and 193^ inches long, and cut one of
Now bend
its edges to a true circle.
the sheet of metal around the circular
board and nail it closely. This gives
a concave pan 'i9}4 inches wide by 28
inches long, with one end closed and
the other end opened.
To adjust the pan in the box or
frame-work, get out a board 7 or 8
inches wide, 19>^ inches long, and
hollow out one of its edges to correspond with the circular shape of the
pan, and nail it crosswise in the box,
so that when the open end of the pan
rests on it, the pan will project about
2 Inches over the board, and be about
6 inches above the bottom of the box.
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for the wax which is the least average loss ever
end of the reported in this association. Quite a
wax-pan.
Two beveled strips of number reported no loss at all.
wood 28 inches long, nailed one on
Discussions of the following subeither side of the box, supports the jects then ensued
sides of the metal pan.

This will give room
moulds under the dip

:

When

all is

ready the

wax -pan

is

shoved down into the box or framework until its open end rests in the
hollow board, and the sides of the
pan on the beveled strips. It is secured in position by nailing through
the wooden head of the pan and into
the end piece of the box, and the
sides of the pan are nailed closely to

IMPKOVING THE HONEY MARKET.
J. B. Hains— Sell none but the best;

price, and stick to it.
Hutchinson— Sell more honey
near home advertise it push it.

have a moderate

W.

Z.

;

;

Mr. Hains— The same as the last
answer, and see that they have not
made preparation for swarming before
putting on the sections.
M. E. Mason— For the past five
years I have managed my bees by a
system, which has become quite generally known as the " Mason NonIncrease System ;" and, so far as I
know, it is entirely original with me,
and I believe it is the only practical
system of controlling increase. I will
assume that you possess the necessary
knowledge of spring management up
to swarming time, and will begin my
system from that time, as follows

B. T. Bleasdale— Have ouly giltedged, good honey, and nice packages.
Bad looking sections will cause nice
honey to bring a low price.
the beveled strips at the sides of the
F. C. White— Educate grocerymen
box or frame-work.
We will suppose that our colonies
handle honey so that they will not
The sash is made like a shallow box to
mar it.
great many now object to swarm by number, beginning with
2 inches deep, rabbeted at the top to
"
handling it,claiming that it is dauby No. 1 as first. No. 2 as second, etc.,
receive three panes of glass 12x20
through the apiary. But previous to
stuff."
inches, and slides back and forward
.Tames Heddon— Do all you can to swarming, it is supposed that each
between strips of wood at the sides
increase demand, and
careful not colony has been provided with one
of the frame -work.
Some pressed to induce recruits intobethe business tier of sections (I use the tieringup
pane 3 or 4 inches deep, and 7 inches
faster than the market will warrant. hive, 24 sections in each tier), at least,
wide at the top make good waxand that they are well toward compleProduce more comb honey
:

A

moulds.
When one is filled it is
shoved aside and another put in its
place. The filled pans are left in the
box to cool gradually during the
night.
My wax-extractor is left in
the apiary the year around. It has a
board cover for it when not in use.
Christiansbarg,5 Ky.

and

less

when swarming takes place.
However, should swarming not occur
at this time, and the sections become
so filled that the bees require more
room, lift the case and place an empty
one under it. Never wait for them to
price at the same time.
Wm. Deisman Cultivate home swarm, and never give more surplus
trade. Talk it up as good for food room than they can occupy.
[By particular request of Mr. R. and medicine, and the cheapest kind
We will now suppose that from No.
tion

extracted.

R. Reed— Get people to consider
honey as a staple article of food, and
not a luxury. We ought to agree on
a price, and all rise or fall from that
J.

—

Dart, of Eipon, Wis., we reproduce of sauce for the table, that can be 1 issues the first swarm of the season;
we proceed to hive it in the usual way
the above article for the benefit of our bought.
M. E. Mason— By improving the on a new stand which has been pronew readers who may want to render quality
and appearance.
vided with abive having 6 to 8 frames
wax in the manner suggested.— Ed.]
of foundation, according to the size of
REVERSIBLE HIVES, FRAMES & CASES. the
swarm. A queen-excluding honeyW. S. Wait They are more easily board should be placed over the
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
handled, and the bees fill the sections frames, and one tier of sections put
on at once, which should be increased
better. Bees winter well with them
most of my colonies came out strong. as the season and circumstances sugProsressiye Bee-Keepers' ConTention,
Mr. AVhite— I think that they need gest.
On the following day, from No. 2
The Progressive Bee-Keepers' As- closer attention than most hives.
issues a swarm, which is secured in a
sociation held its semi-annual meetMr. Hutchinson They have been a hiving-box. We now go to No. 1,
ing in Bedford, O., on Thursday, May success with me.
which swarmed the day before, and
5, 1887, with President D. M. Allen in
Mr. Heddon— After the first inverthe chair. After the usual order of sion of the brood-combs, which se- remove the sections, and take from
business was disposed of, a committee cures the complete filling of the the centre of the brood-nest, two
to report on text-books in apiculture frames, I do not care to invert them frames of hatching brood with adherwas appointed, consisting of J. B. again. As the combs in a section- ing bees, and one queen-cell, of which
Hains, J. R. Reed and J. L. Way, case are rarely all at the right stage of form a nucleus. Now go over the remaining frames, and carefully remove

—

;

—

who, in their report, named many of development atone time, it is better
the standard books on the subject as to invert them in wide frames, as the all the queen-cells that may be in
recognized authority among experts, four sections in any one wide frame course of construction. Be sure that
and could not fail to be of advantage are almost universally developed alike. none remain, for the leaving of one
will be ruinous to this system, and
to all who faithfully peruse them.
PROMOTING INCREASE OF COLONIES. the only failures so far reported have
P. C. White, E. Hanchett, and B.
come from a lack of thoroughness in
T. Bleasdale were appointed a comMr. Hains— Begin in June, or,when this particular. Shake the bees from
mittee to report on the bee-keepers' strong enough, divide them put them the comb, and get every queen-cell.
supplies exhibited. They reported the on combs of foundation, provide them Now in place of the two frames refollowing on exhibition
W. T. with a queen, and stimulate them by moved, supply two frames of foundaFalconer, the Chautauqua hive J. B. feeding.
tion. Comb will not do, as they are
Hains, a device for winter passages,
Mr. Hutchinson— By dividing fur- at once tilled with honey, and the
and to allow feeding while bees are nishing queens, empty combs, etc.
queen is deprived of her natural place
still packed; M.E. 'Mason, shipping
of depositing eggs.
Heddon—
giving
each
Mr.
colony
By
case for keeping sections neat and
case of sections provided with
double
ordinary
the
breedingcapacity;
clean
Berlin Fruit-Box Co., sectionhaving
shallow
brood-cases
very
in- full sheets of foundation is now to be
cases possessing some peculiar points
placed on the hive next to the broodof excellence A. J. SpafiEord, woven terchange them so as to stimulate the
nest, and those removed placed on top
straw-mat for absorbing the moisture, queen to the greatest activity in brood- of the empty ones. Now close the
thereby keeping tbe hive in good con- rearing.
hive, carry No. 2 swarm, which is in
dition : nice samples of foundation by PREVENTING INCREASE OF COLONIES. a hiving-box, and shake it in front of
W. T. Falconer, J. B. Hains and M.
Mr. Heddon— Give the bees plenty No. 1, which has just been prepared
E. Mason.
of room to store surplus honey shade for them. Then, as soon as they have
Reports of the apiaries received the hives, and by using the dark races entered, it will be perceived that a
were as follows
Number of colonies of bees.
colony of bees there exists in the best
on Dec. 1, 1886, 1,324 on May 1, 1887,
Mr. Hutchinson— Give plenty of possible condition for storing surplus
being
,205
;
a
loss
1
of about 9 per cent.. surplus room, shade and ventilation.
They have had the
in the sections.
;

:

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

:

;
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advantage of the natural swarming
impulse, and if they are carefully
watched, and more sections given as
they are required, and no faster,
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ApproDriate Apicnltnral- Names.

swarming

for the season, so far as
this colony is concerned, will be no

more.

No. 3 we will suppose now casts a
swarm. Go to No. 2 and arrange the
same as No. 1 was previous to hiving
No. 2 swarm into it, taking the two
frames of brood, minus the queencells, and giving them to the nucleus
previously formed from No. 1 by this
process the nucleus is built up to a
full colony as swarming progresses,
when sections should be given them.
After No. 2 has been prepared the
same as No. 1, hive No. 3 into it.
The above will suflBce to illustrate
the system which should be followed
through the apiary as swarming proceeds, until all have been so treated,
and the result will be, if the system

JoumaL

.1.

LATHAM.

F.

The items and remarks on page
291, relative to a term by which honey
in its liquid and granulated condi-

tions

may

be

properly

345

in compliance with the promptings of
a sympathetic desire to propagate its
kind, than that of " laying worker."

Pushing a little further, I can coin
no reasons as to why the single term
— agami and its plural — will not comprise everything having reference to
the functions of the laying workerbee.

designated,

Cumberland,? Me.

to call for more than a passing
Strained honey has been,
notice.

seem

Tor tbe American Bee Joumnt
very properly, banished from
apicultural parlance.
But will the
Damii Cellar for Bees, etc,
word " liquid," when applied to
honey in all of its conditions out of
WM. MALONE.
the comb, embody its true appellation V Anything which will flow may
Bees have wintered well in this
be termed " liquid." Would not the
phrase " liquTd water " be as applica- part of Iowa, as far as heard from. I
ble when used to denote that element? wintered 41 colonies in a very damp
Congealed water is ice. Granulated cellar or cave, at a temperature of
honey is sugar. Why not call honey from 40^ to 48'^, and the bees were the
in its liquid and granulated condi- most quiet at 40", with ventilators
as here given is fully complied with, tions " free
The word closed.
honey ?"
a minimum increase of honey for the "free," when used adjunctive with
The bees came out in very excellent
market.
honey, as an explicative, would not condition on March 9 and 10, without
admit of a qualifying sense as to the loss of a colony, and as strong in
FOUNDATION IN BKOOD-FRAMKS.
change, or iiwdUy. The term "free all appearance as when put in, on
Mr. Deisman I do not want start- honey" would mean honey, and no Nov. 25, 1886. I could hardly see that
ers in brood-frames.
twisting or prostitution of language they had consumed any honey. They

and

;

—

Mr. Bleasdale— I never have tried
am going to experiment.
J. I). Haggart Foundation pays
well used in full sheets.
Mr. Hutchinson— It depends upon
circumstances, which 1 have considered in my little book, " The Production of Comb Honey."
Mr. Ileddon— At the present price
starters.but I

—

am of the opinion
that it usually pays best to use full
sheets
but there are no doubt times
and conditions when it is most profitable to use only starters, if the apiarist knows how, and takes the time
to make the surrounding conditions
what they should be.
Mr. Hains— Fill the frames ; it pays
of foundation, I
;

best.

MARKETING HONEY.

—

Mr. Hutchinson Put up extracted
honey in small packages, either tin or
glass; comb honey in pound sections,
in small crates.
if possible.

Sell to the

consumer

E. Hanchett— Sell to your friends
it in packages
to suit them.
Mr. Heddon— Manipulate the best
of sections in such a way a» to have
them come from the hive unsullied ;

and neighbors, and put

clean them of all glue, and crate them
in one-story shipping-crates not holding more than 12 pounds each. The
selling depends upon the locality.
Mr. Mason— Its preparation must
begin with its production.
It must
be stored in white, smooth one-pound
sections, which must be kept neat and

The different kinds of honey
must be kept separate. Separators
must be used to insure uniformity of
weights, and an even surface, giving
the honey a better appearance, and a
proportionate better price.
Never
allow a section to go to market that is
not perfectly filled, and every cell
capped over and of all things, do not
market two colors of honey in one
clean.

;

section.

Miss

Dema Bennett,

!Sec.

could mar its definition. When not
granulated, honey can be consistently
called "liquid;" and when crystallized, it may as consistently be called
" granulated."
Taking another step in advance,
the term " comb honey " does not
seem to truly describe honey in the
comb, but rather bears the aspect of
a misnomer— of a signification conveying a sense opposite to that usually
intended when applied to represent
honey as it is stored by the bees.
There is no sucli a substance as corah
honey. Honey, when confined in the
comb, as stored and sealed by the
bees, is no more or less than the pure
sweet that its name designates— nectar gathered from nature's flora.
" Honey-dew " is another misnomer
which deserves banishment from the
bee-keepers' vocabulary. To the initiated the use of such terms as are
alluded to in the foregoing, may be
harmless, as the well-posted honeyproducer knows, or is supposed to
know, what he is talking about when
discussing such subjects; but to the
novice, their use by those who are
"looked to," has a misleading tendency.
Still another step along the same
line is another term that is applied to
a worker-bee that lays eggs. It cannot be truthfully denied, but that a
worker-bee which deposits her eggs
in the cells of the comb is a laying
worker-bee but do the terms " laying worker " possess sufficient scope
from which a true comprehension of
her functions can be deduced V
worker-bee can lay eggs, but they are
agamic in origin, and if I may be
allowed to add, functions. The same
;

A

may

be

said

of

an unfecundated

and defective
queen-bee, or old
queens. Leaving queens out of the
that
the
term "agamic
list, it seems
worker " would be more efficient when
applied to a worker-bee stimulated to
the habit, or impetus of egg-laying

commenced gathering honey and

pol-

len from soft maple the next day after

being put out, and continued three
days, when a cold spell came, and
they dwindled considerably, so that I
but at present
lost 3 weak colonies
my bees are in splendid condition. I
queens
laying,
and have
young
have
taken 125 pounds of fruit-blossom
honey ,and they have 300 or 400 pounds
but the
sealed over ready to take
bees have stopped working, and so I
will have to stop taking honey from
;

;

them

for the present.

PROFITABLE PRODUCTION OF HONEY.

am satisfied that honey will have
compete with other sweets before
we can sell any great quantity in our
home markets for " spot cash." If
we cannot realize the cash for our
honey, we had better devote our attention to something that will command
it.
In my locality I can make more
money producing extracted honey
I

to

(that

my

neighbors say

is

good) at

even a less price than we now get for
it, than I can at any other business
Can I get the
that is open to me.
cash for all I can produce at a lower

my

apiary ? I believe I can.
not interfere with some
other honey-producer in doing so V
This is an important question, and I
would like to have your opinion on it,
Mr. Editor, as well as others.
Newburn.J Iowa.
grice at

;ut shall I

[This is a legitimate question which
should be fully discussed at the forthcoming convention this fall, at Chicago. We prefer to leave it to the
decision of the giant minds which
will be there to give it a thorough inMuch can be said on
vestigation.
both sides— for " there are two sides
to every question," and this is no exWe shall store
ception to the rule.
up our " powder " till then.— Ed.]
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Hints to

BEES DO NOT FREEZE.
Bees do not freeze and thaw out
like snakes and woodchucks. Snakes
will freeze and thaw and live; but a
sealed brood from the other hives,
frozen bee never lives again.
They
till you can give them a a new, young
are like the raccoon— they go into
queen. If they are short of honey,
winter quarters, live on their fat the
give them full combs, which you
bees live on their honey.
should have kept over for that purpose, or give them combs of honey
HONEY PRODUCTION.
from the colonies that can spare it,
By request I prepared the followreplacing them with frames of founing to be read at the Morrow County,
dation, or better, with empty workercombs. If they have too much honey, Ohio, Farmers' Institute, and now
which crowds the queen for breeding- send it for publication in the American Bee Journal, for the informaroom, take it away from them and

Rural Press.

moth worms. If the cloth over the
frames is worn out, replace it with a
new one. If the bees are weak in
numbers or queenless, give them

Bepners— Sprini fort

WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

|

If you are a be^tinuer in bee-culture
you should, durins the winter, have
read up on the subject, and made up
your mind what hive you want to
adopt, and where "you are going to
place your uew hives, when you get
for now is the time to
bees in them
get the hives ready, whether you intend them for transferred colonies or
for swarms.
tion of beginners
Make or send for everything you extract it, or store it in the house, or
How to produce the most comb
When give it to colonies that need it.
will need during the season.
honey per colony is done by using
swarming time comes, it is too late to
Lay your plans now Jor the whole sections filled or partly filled with
;

;

hives. The swarm
leave, before you get a hive ready
for it. Fill the brood-frames with
comb foundation. This will secure

commence making

may

season.

Have

a place for everything,

and keep everything in its place.
Order takes time, but also saves time,
when time is precious. Even if you
beautiful, straight worker-combs, and do what you can now,
you will have
prevent the bees from rearing and your hands full when the swarming
feeding a horde of drones.
and honey season comes. If you deintend to produce comb lay ,the day will never be long enough.
If you
honey, put your sections together, fill
Independence,©* Calif.
them with thin foundation, and store

them away
they

in the packing-boxes, that
clean, and that you

may keep

may have them ready when

Overhaul wide frames or sectioncases, scrape o£E all propolis or bits of

you did not do

wax, if
took them oH last fall.
honey- tank is clean and
that your extractor and
that
working order

it

See that your
does not leak;

smoker are

in

your honeyknives are sharp. Make queen-cages
Look after swarmingof wire-cloth.
implements. Make or procure cans
in time. If you wait until the last
moment, you may find that supply
dealers are so crowded with orders
that you cannot get what you want
until it is too late, and you may lose
your crop. You will then only have
yourself to blame.
Clean up in the apiary.
Remove
Trim
all weeds and burn them up.
the trees, if they need it. Plant shadetrees, if they are not already there,
gather together all loose boards and
sticks that may be scattered around.
the exact place for new stands,
lay out the ground for a
Level off the
vineyard or orchard.
ground, where each new hive is going
to stand. Clean up all empty hives or
such in which the bees have died, and
close the entrance to prevent spiders,
moths and ants from getting in.
When you put the swarms into these
hives, do not forget to open the entrance again. Give all the old hives
a coat of paint it they need it. Number the hives, if they are not already
numbered. Procure an " apiary register," or, if you have one, look it over
and make yourself familiar with the
condition of each colony, when you
last examined them. Make a note of
those colonies which have old queens,
that will need replacing.
As soon as the weather is warm
enough, examine each hive. See that
it has a queen, and that it has honey
enough. Clean out the trash that has
accumulated on the bottom-board
during the winter.
If left, it will
make a nest and hiding-place for

as you would

Extracting

when you

;

Mark
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needed.

Honey— Senses

of Bees,

AARON BENEDICT.
As

the season for surplus honey is
would say to beginners, go
slow with the extractor. Too many
extract as fast as the bees gather the
after awhile the honey-flow
honey
ceases all at once, leaving the bees
at hand, I

;

without honey enough to winter on.
The next spring the inexperienced
bee-keeper says that bee-culture is a
failure, and quits the business.
will now state how to manage and

I

be

safe:

comb foundation. To get the bees to
work readily in these sections the
bees are pressed up in the sections by
means of a division-board ; as soon as
the bees get fairly to work in the sections the board is removed and the
bees given the range of the hive below.
As fast as these sections are
filled they are removed and empty
ones put in their places. This process
is followed throughout the honeygathering season.
How to produce the most extracted
honey is done by using two hives, one
upon the other; the extra hive should
be filled with combs or comb foundation ; the bees will store the honey in
the upper hive
the extracting is all
done from this hive ; some extract as
fast of the bees gather the honey,
others not until the honey season is
over, adding a third hive if necessary.
After the honey season is over, the
bees are all placed in one hive again
and sufficient solid honey given them
to winter; the balance is extracted;
the empty combs are carefully preserved in a cool, airy place for the
next season's use ; this latter method
I prefer to the former.
;

Put on sections for comb honey (the
most of the comb honey will be stored
dividing for increase.
before the bees swarm); when they
swarm hive them in a new hive with
Multiplication of colonies by divifoundation. Place them on the old sion is done by first blowing a little
stand, and put the old hive on top of smoke in at the entrance of the hive
the new colony, with a division-board
between the bees. A frame nearly
the size of the hive with wire-screens
tacked on it, is what is wanted when
the bees get fairly to work in the
lower hive. In 3 or 4 days remove
the division-board, and let the bees
The queen will,
go together again.
as a rule, remain in the under hive,
and the bees will store the honey in
the upper hive.
Let them remain
until the honey season is over, and
then examine the bees if there is not
enough honey in the lower hive for
winter, take sealed honey from the
the balupper one aud give to them
ance extract. This will be good, ripe
honey, and if candied, it will remain
;

;

so.

HEARING, SEEING AND SMELLING.

The sense

of hearing in the honeyvery acute, as well as seeing
and smelling.
frequently
I have
heard young queens answer to the
piping of a hatched queen before they
come out of the cell. Of course they

bee

is

can hear.

The cover or cap
removed, the honey-board and surplus arrangements are taken o£E the
cover placed back, a little more smoke
is added if required, and the bees

to quiet the bees.
is

;

soon fill themselves with honey. Now
by gently rapping or jarring the hive
the bees will go up into the cover
they are then shaken out on a cloth
to find the queen ; as soon as she is
found, the bees and queen are put in
a new hive and placed on the stand
where the old one stood the old hive
is placed on a new stand; a young
fertile queen is now given to the old
colony, and the work is done.
If this old colony
To illustrate
had swarmed on the day they were
divided (naturally), it would have
been 18 to 20 days before an egg would
be laid by the young queen in the old
hive
by giving the old colony a fertile queen, there would be no creation
of eggs ; at the end of 18 or 20 days
there would be just as many eggs and
brood as there was when divided;
dividing in this respect is ahead of
natural swarming.
;

:

;
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To improve our bees we breed our
queens from the queen or mother-bee
whose worker bees produce the most
honey. AVe also breed from queens
whose workers are docile and easily
handled; by thus breeding we have
improved our bees much. We have
now imported to this country all races
of bees

:
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a half-gallon glass-jar filled with nice
comb honey, put there by the bees
last year. No bee-legislation or taxation for me, please, but let them go
free with the pigs and poultry, and if
they root up, scratch up, or sip up
your neighljor's vegetables, pay all

roaring is this
As the interior of
the hive was chilly, a greater consumption of food was necessary, and
in order to get at the food a greater
heat was necessary to allow the bees
to leave the cluster to gather the fuel
required to maintain life and heat

damages

hence their roaring.

cheerfully.

:

Italians, Cyprians, Gyrenes,

Egyptians, Holy-Lands,

etc.

Those

Bees do Roar in Winter.— W. C.
bees are in the bauds of experienced
bee-keepers, being tested as to their Steddom, Oregonia, P O., on May 20,
honey-gathering qualities. I know of 1887, says
no other industry that has improved
Bees in this locality, when the meras much in the past 2.5 years as has
apiculture.
The wool-grower of 25 cury falls too near zero, can be
:

years ago has gained from 2}4 to 6}^
pounds per fleece; while the honey
product has increased from 8 to 60
pounds per colony.
Bennington,© Ohio.

Local Convention Directory.

No Sound

in

Winter Detected.—A.

B. Gregory, Lansing,? Mich., says:
I have wintered from 10 to 30 colonies of bees out-doors for the past 8
years, and I have never been able to
detect any sound from them when
standing by the hive in cold weather.

heard distinctly several feet distant;
Until the late controversy, I supposed In fact, no sound was audible with
every bee-keeper to be familiar with the ear close to the hive when the
the fact. I was surprised when Mr. temperature was below zero.
Demaree said his say about the bees
being quiet when the mercury suddenly falls too near or below zero.
But Little Humming in Winter.—
Randolph Graden, Taylor Centre, oTerrible Drouth.-10-B. H. Stan- Mich., writes
dish, (200), Evansville,? Wis., on May
I would say in reply to Mr.
:

Time and place of Meeting.

1687.

Nov.

W.

Dem-

North American, at Cbicago, Ills.
Hutchinson, Sed., Rogersville, Mich.

Z.

Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

tM~

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

23, 1887,

writes

We have not had
spring,

request, that I have walked
among my hives on the summer
stands in the winter almost daily, and
I have always noticed if all was in
good condition, that the bees made
very little noise or hum when the
temperature was at zero or below
but as it moderated,the hum increased
to the natural hum that may be heard
almost any time in the spring or
aree's

:

a good rain this

and but one or two

light ones.

This following the severe drouth of
last season, makes the outlook very

W

bite clover is
poor for bee-keepers.
not to be found, except on low land
even this
places,
and
and in protected
is now stunted and withering. It will
scarcely keep brpeding up unless we
soon have rain and favorable weather. autumn.

Wm

[The refreshing showers which have
Roaring Bees in Winter.—
been so general all over the North- Irwin, Columbus Grove,-o O., on May
west, we hope have found Evansville
No Roaring— Liquid Honey.— Jos. before now, and made amends for 19, 1887, says
I wintered my bees on the summer
A. Hawn, Farmington,oMo.,on May
stands in single-walled hives, and I
past neglect.— Ed.]
21, 1887, says
could hear them sounding from 9 to
13 feet away, with
a temperature
I have never been able to detect any
Bees Roar in Winter Confinement, ranging from zero to 15° below.
"roaring" in my bee-yard in cold
Bayard, Athens, ? O., says
W.
—J.
weather, that could be heard one foot
away. Part of my bees were in singleDo bees " roar " in winter confineBees Roaring in Winter.- H. N.
walled hives. I would suggest to Mr. ment ?
This is hardly a mooted
Demaree that his term liquid honey" question among intelligent bee-keep- Patterson, Humboldt, txNebr., writes:
would apply equally well to honey in ers at the North. Of course as one
I winter my bees on the summer
the comb, that is not candied.
goes South the cause entirely dis- stands, protected. At a temperature
In this latitude a trifle of zero and below the bees can be
appears.
north of Cincinnati when the tem- heard roaring. I examine them once
Very Dry Weather.— Jos. Mason, perature reaches zero, it becomes a every week in the winter when the
disturbing cause, and the roaring temperature is above zero, I blow my
Wallace, 6 Ills., May 21, 1887, says
process begins, and the lower the breath in the entrance to see if there
The weather is very dry in this temperature the louder the " roar." is life. When colder, I know from the
vicinity, and unless we get rain soon This
is a provision in nature, I preat a distance, for the colder the
the bees will suffer.
The pastures sume, that is eternal. I winter my hum
louder it is.
are drying up fast. The mercury, the bees without protection on the sumthe last few days, was as high as 92^ mer stands.
:

:

'

'

—

—

;

:

Waiting

in the shade.

Bees.- G. A.
Good Honey Season Expected.— P. Brunson, Plymouth,tx Mich., on May
L. Gibson, MuscatiDe,o+Iowa, on May 19, 1887, writes

Loud

16, 1887,

writes

:

my bees in a cave. I put
colonies on Dec. 8, and took
them out on March 8, all in good condition.
Drones have been Hying for
several days, and swarms are expected
soon. White clover began to bloom
one week ago, and with the heavy
rains of last week, it bids fair for a
good honey season. One of my neighbors has bees in the second story of
an old house there are bees flying to
and fro through the windows, and are
I

in

wintered

-40

;

doing nicely.

Another neighbor has

Roaring of

for

Honey

to

Gather.- M.

O. Tuttle, Osage,6 Iowa, on
1887, writes

May

23,

:

I reported in March that I had 80
colonies of bees in the cellar. I took
In regard to roaring, I would say them out on April 11, after a confinethat one morning during the coldest ment of 155 days, I think. I lost none
Two
spell of the winter of 1884-85, 1 heard from the effects of wintering.
loud roaring of the bees in my chaff starved from the effects of robbing
and sawdust packed hives, which last fall. Seven more have gone one
proved to be too light or thin-walled way and another since being taken
They had .S-inch out. This has been the worst spring
ror the occasion.
walls, and it was 34^ below zero. I for robbing that I have ever experiafterwards found plenty of ice and enced. I now have 71 colonies, and
frost inside the hives, and together 50 of them are very strong. They are
with the large quantity of foul stores in surplus cases now, waiting for
or honey-dew they had gathered the honey to gather. 1 have several hives
fall before, caused the death of 23 out tiered up— one hive on top of the
of my 25 colonies. My theory of the other— with both hives full- of bees
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
year. This country is behind in beeculture, although it is a splendid
bees brought in
place for bees.
The following are our very latest
the first pollen on Jan. 18, from alder. quotations for honey and beeswax
The
I winter my bees out-doors.
ground never freezes here over 4
CHICAGO.
or
4
inches, nor remains so 'over 3
HONEY.— Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for anythis includes dark undothe
off
in
honey
of
thing
comb
most
fly
the
days. Bees can
Birable and crooked combs, and 2-pound sections.
winter. This is a mountainous coun- Good 1-lb. sections, iO(ajiac. choice, 12H@13C.—
R. A. BURNBTT,
BBBSWAX.-25C.
try filled with linden timber, and all
161 South Water St.
Mar. 28.
bees
Our prospects for spring clover is manner of wild flowers.
year.
last
DETROIT.
until
Nov.
worked
14,
good
condibees
are
in
slim. Many
HONEY.— Best white comb, 118120. Market U
tion in this county, many are dead,
nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.
and some are weak, as usual. WinBBBSWA-X.-23®24c.
Never Heard them Roar.—F. L. May.
II.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
tering bees does not worry me any
Y., says

from top to bottom. There were
young bees when taken from the
cellar.
I have not yet seen a live
For a few days
drone in my yard.
past I have seen the bees dragging a
few drones from the hives also drone
brood. I suppose they do it on acWe had a
count of scant pasture.
little shower last Saturday, which I
am in hopes will be followed by more.

My

:

;

;

;

My

Smith, Chitteuango,© N.

more.

:

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.- We quote Extracted, white, 49i®5
Short Crop and Few Swarms.— A. with bees, handling from 100 to 1-50 cts. light amber. 4'.^c. amber, 4^c. Comb, white,
never J2(al4c.; amber, 7(§*yc. Demand good.
J. Foss, De Luz,o, Calif., on May 19, colonies, spring count, I have
BEESWAX.- 23c.
yet heard them roar in extreme cold May 8. SCHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 Davis Bt.
1S87, says
weather.
I have often visited them
CLEVELAND.
I believe thst it is pretty generally for the purpose of observation, and
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@13C.;
admitted that the honey crop of this have learned that the colder the second
quality, lo@iic. and buckwheat unsalable
county will be very short although atmosphere the more death-like still- at 8ra-9c. Extracted, 5@6c.
BBKSWAi.-2.5c.
bees in this locality are very strong, ness prevails within the hive.
Apr. 20.
A. C. KENDBL, 115 Ontario St.
they are gathering very little honey,
ST. LOUIS.
and storing no surplus. We have had
Early Swarming.— John A. Mc- HONEY.— Choice comb, 10012c. Strained, in
very few swarms, and the indications
barrels, 3>t«4Mc. Extra fancy, M more than loreSpadin, Arenac, o+ Mich., on May 25, going prices. Extracted, 4^@6c. Market dull.
are that they will not swarm much.
BEESWAX.— Steaiiy at 2ni^c. for prime.
1887, says
May 20.
D. Q. TDTT & CO., Commercial St.
Bees make No Noise.— J. P. CedarLast fall I bought one colony of
FRANCISCO.
holm, Galesburg, p Mo., on May 23, bees and a chafE hive.
On May 10 HONEY.— WeSAN
quote White comb, I2@14c.; amon
May
22
and
again
swarmed,
they
ber, 7(§)C10. Extracted, white, 4?i(sJ-'ic.: light amber,
1887, says
Market quiet.
and May 24, so I now have 4 colonies. 39i(Si4^c.
BEESWAX.-19®21C.
I winter my bees in single-walled My neighbors think they never saw
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
May 14.
hives, on the summer stands unpro- bees swarm so early, although they
MILWAUKEE.
tected, save a cloth cover and the have kept bees for years.
HONEY.— We quote Finest white 1-lb. sections.
caps of the hive. When the tempera12<»12>^c.j choice white l-lbs.. ll@12c. choice 2ture approaches zero, or goes below,
KHotllc. darlt not wanted, and imperfect slow.
Roaring in Cold Weather— Edwin Ibs..
Extracted, finest white in kegs, RitKilc.; good
no sound issues from the hives, if the
white in kegs and barrels, 6(<ii6Vtc. dark, 4 to 4X0,
on
May
Meudon,K>
Ills.,
Baldwin,
25,
bees are in good health.
Demand good and market firm.

During

my

12

years'

experience

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

BEESWAX.-2.ic.

1887, says

Very

Weak

Colonies.— R. Bart,
Ripon,ot Wis., on May 24, 1887, says

May
;

:

4.

my

bees protected on the
summer stands during the coldest
" roaring," but I
were
they
Our bees wintered well here, but weather
it was caused by their becomwe have lost heavily by spring dwind- think
ing uneasy, on account of improper
ling and many of our remaining colfood or lack of ventilation.
onies at this date are very weak.
I winter

A. V.

;

BISHOP,

NEW
We

142

,

W. Water

St.

YORK.

I

quote White comb, 9@i2c.: darki
HONEY.—
California comb, 8(&9c.: extracted, 5@ec
Sales large and demand good.
;

5<n.7c.

BBBSWAX.-23®24t5C.

MCCAUL & HILDKETH BROS.,

May

10.

28

&

30

W. Broadway, near Duane St.

KANSAS CITY.
We quote White clover 1-lhs., 10O12
Fine Rain and Prospects Good.— HONEY.—
dark, 9 to 10c. Wliite clover 2-lb8.. 10 to lie:
Bee-Keeping in Washington Ter- Reuben Havens, Onarga,o+ Ills., on Cts,;
dark. 9 to IOC. Extracted, 5 to fie. in small way.
Very little extracted in the market.
ritory.— John Boerstler, Vashon Is- May23, 1887, says:
May 16. CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., COr 4th&Walnut
land,*oWash. Ter., on May 14, 1887,
BOSTON.
clover is beginning to bloom,
White
writes
1-lb. packages of white clover honey
and there is promise of an abundant HONBY.—2-pounds
at 110130. Extracted, 5@7o.
at 130150.;
rain
night,
last
I am starting in with 3 colonies of crop. We had a fine
Sales slow.
per lb.
26
ots.
AX.—
BBBSW
bloom
forward
will
bring
bees, 2 being hybrids and 1 black col- which
22. BLAKS i RIPLEY, 57 Chatham Street.
ony. There are only 7 colonies on the rapidly. Bees are strong and in good Apr.
furnished
Fruit-bloom
whole island, and 2 of them have condition.
OINCINNATL
starved to death. My 3 colonies are sufticient honey to keep constant
3©7e. per lb.
HONE Y.—We quote for extracted,
l@14o. per lb. Demand fair.
Winter losses have Best comb bringsGood
doing well, and I can tell more about brood-rearing.
demand,— 20O23C. per lb. lor
A.X.—
BBBSW
them by fall, as I am just beginning been small.
good to chtilce yellow.
May 21. C.F.MUTH & SoN.Eteeman & Central At.
in a new country where there is not
much pasturage for bees. Drones
System and Success.
My
have been flying for 2 weeks.
Colored Posters for piitting up over
bees are in box-hives, but I will transpg^ All who Intend to be Bystematic in honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
fer them to Langstroth hives soon.
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
;

1

the Apiary Register and commence to use
the prices are reduced, as follows :

Storing Honey Rapidly.— J. H.
Higgins, Victoria, ex Tenn., on May For 50
16, 1887, writes

:

"

colonies (120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)

"

200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00

125
150

We

have prepared some
will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

as well as useful.

it.

tor the

Bee Journal, and

your
The past was a very hard winter on The larger ones can be used for a few col- Wlien Kenewlng
who keeps
bees here.
Some in logs are dying onies, give room for an increase of numbers, please try to get your neighbor
with you In taking the Bbb
yet, but mine are storing honey very and still keep the record all together in one bees to join
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
fast now. I lost 2 colonies that were book, and are therefore the most desirable.
subscription

late

swarms, have

9 yet,

and

I

am

We will present
it.
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—

can afford to do without

ex-

Some of my
Eecting swarms now.
ives have 20 pounds, and some 30
Eounds of honey in them. I think the
ees will store a great deal of it this

One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
of the

American Bee Journal

for a year,

win richly repay every apiarist in America.

direct to this office.

It

will pay any one 1

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
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raarvelou« '.— Dr.

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Jonrnal

R.

Woodward, of

B.

Somerset, Ohio, on
" Messrs. T. 0.

May 24, 1887, writes
Newman & Son.—The bill of
:

one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regu

goods

lar price of both.

Somerset to Chicago Is nearly 400 miles
Marvelous age I",
All goods ordered are shipped the very
day the order is received, unless there Is
something to make specially, or some of the
goods are not in stock. Then they go the
first minute possible.
Punctuality is the rule
for all our business.

All postage prepaid.

I ordered is just received, in good
condition, Just 40 hours from the time the
order was written
The distance from
I

1

Prietofboth. Olub

The American Bee Journal

1

00

.

and Gleanings

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

0,
PUOPBIKTORS,

123 A 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
At One Dollar a Year.

in Bee-Culture
2 00..
Bee-Keepers'Majrazine
125..
Bee-Keepers' Guide
150..
Tbe Apiculturist
2 00..
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00.
Rays of Light
1.50..
The 7 above-named papers
5 25..
and Cook's Manual
2 25..
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00..
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 60.
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
Root's A BCof Bee-Culture.. 2 25..
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
.

.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

BU8INS88 Manager.

^p^ccial glatites.
To Correspondents. — It
us

much

trouble, if

all

.

1

75

125
140
1

70

1 75

135
4 50
2 00

175
1 50
2 00
2 10
2 00
1 30

Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a very
tempting

offer.

It

contains 166 pages,

is

printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
Western World Guide
1 50.
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150... 1 40 and the price is $3. We will club it and the
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
Convention Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 30 Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
One yearly subscription for the American
mail, add 20 cents for postage.
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.
.

Some Additions to onr Catalogue.
White Poplar 4- Piece Dovetail Sections
Agent. for a fancy article of comb honey (4iix4!4

would save

would be particular

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising
Park Row, New York, inserts advertise inches— 7 to the foot)— in packages of 500 for
ments in all first-class Newspapers and $2.50 1,000 for $4.50.
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
Enameled Cloth, for covering frames,
many others having no Post^Offloe, County He gives special attention to writing and
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents If a
or State. Also, if you live near one post- setting up advertisements in the most at
tractive manner, and guarantees entire whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
offlce and get your mail at another, be sure
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
to give the address we have on our list.
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue cents per yard extra for postage.
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
free.
52A40t
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Fear Among
the Bees " (75 cts.), and the Bee Journal
Slmmlns' Non-SwarmIng System is
gtdxrertisietnictits.
for one year ($1.00), both of which we will the title of a new English bee-book.
The
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We nave several letters
(gome inclosing money) that have no name;

3

;

;

;

:

club for only $1.50.

author claims that

it

will

inaugurate a " new

modern bee-keeping," and
is based upon purely natural

era in

Tbe Convention History of America

"It

and

states that
principles,

AnEoNsiEofBEE

the only system that can ever be
upon, because no other condition
n^innebago. Ills., 7 miles west of
exists in the economy of the hive that can
Rockford, on Saturday. June 4, 3 o'clock
the American Bee Journal for one year,
be applied to bring about the desired result p.m., I will sell 100 Colonies of Bees, with
will be clubbed for $1.25.
extra Hives, etc., at Auction.
—a total absence of any desire to swarm." Section-Cases,
A good chance to get Bees, at the opening of
It contains 64 pages
the honey season, at your own prices. Safe
is well printed and
As tbere is Anotber firm in Chicago by illustrated. Price 50 cents. It can now be removal guaranteed.
22Alt
C. M. HOLLINGS-WOETH.
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our obtained at this office.
correspondents would write " American Bee
is
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
• -"^. -Li. the cheapest and best.
Tbe Production or Comb Honey, as
Several letters of ours have practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
this office.
For 2 " L,." or American frames
$6 50
For 2 frames of any size
8 00
already gone to the other firm (a commission can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.
22A2t
"W. C. R. KEMP, Orleans, Ind.
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
ITAIilAN Queens by return mail Tested,

with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and

is

AT

relied

;

IV T

HONEY -EXTRACTOR

:

t3ff~

We "will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Sample Copies

of the Bee
application.

Journal

will be sent free upon
Any one
intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

$1; Untested. 75 cts. Two-frame Nuclei,
$1.50; .3-frame. $2. Bees by lb., 75 cts.

GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

2lAtf

Alley's
Warranted, $1

;

Queens!

Select, $1.25

;

Tested, $1.50

APiCi:il,T«'KlST
AMERICANQueen,
year
and
lect
$1.50. How to Rear
1

S(

Tncca Brusbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
80ft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees.

As each separate

Red

one-pound pails of <lueeus (300 pages, 100 Illustrations, bound
and one Tested Queen, $2.
aoney, size 3x4'/4 inches. — We have now in cloth), by mail,
to Get CJoiiib Houey, 20 pages,
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can 10 cents. Address,
A1,L.EV,
WKNHAM, Bssex Co., MASS.
21Atf
100
supply them at the folio-wing prices
Isabels

for

How

HENRY

:

fiber

extends the

tor$1.00 ; 250 for$l..')0 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.
;

whole length of the handle as well as the
they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 centa a dozen if sent by mail,
odd 1 cent each for postage.
brush,

;

;

Sbould any Subscriber

receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

AT tour wrapper label.

Badant'sFouudation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

35

See advertisement in another column.

cts.

35
filled

35

cts.

now for
ORDERS
FOUNDATION at 35

Choice

cts.,

and

cts.

BROOD
LIGHT

comb houey, at 45 cts. All Foundation
made of the best yellow beeswax.

for
is

20Atf

GITSTAV A. PROCHNOW,
MAYVILLE, Dodge Co., WIS.
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350
"Boss" One-Piece

Sections,

J.

Forncrook &

Co.,

Watertown, Wis.

Qti'lL^^
I

I

Patented June

WE

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

MANtTPACTFRED BT

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for_price-li8t.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.
will furnish

^P"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

in

CAN now furnish VAN DEUSENS'

Extra-Thin Plat^Bottom Foundation
put up in 2o-lb. Boxes, in sheets le'/j.xSS
Inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
^^* The above is a special offer, and is a
Barsiiln to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be fllied
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

XHOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MAJtriTAX.

1876. Moth's

5,000 Sold Since May, 1883.
50 pages, and more than 50 fine Illuswere added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

More than

trations

very latest in respect to bee-keeplnR. It la certainly
the fullest and moat scientific work treatlnK of
bees in the World. Price.bymall.»l.«5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A.,

COOK. Author and Publisher,

J.

ARTlcultural College, Mich.

lAly

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JAKS,
For

'

etc.

Circulars, apply to

CHAB.

F.

M17TH

A.

SON,

Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
P.8.— Send lOo. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

and

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
" Let me congratulate you on having such a
good hive your reversible section-case is

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

HUMPHEBYS'
HOMEOPATHIC f%
ff
SPECIFIC No.

/lO

The only successful remedy

In use 30 years.

for

'

;

perfection itself."

Nervous

Debility,

and Prostration,

Sample Hive, complete and painted, S2.S0.
Send your name and post-oflice address,
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, tree.

ARinSTRONG,

E. S.

$1 per

frrun over-work or other causes.
and large vial powder, for $5.

vial, or 5 vials

Sold BY DRUGGisTS. orsentpostpaid on receipt of
price.

—Uuiaphrejs* JUedlcine Co., 109 Fulton 8Ut M. ¥.

16A12t

Sections,

MANUPACTCRED BY
J,
r,

A Year among

vital Weai(ness,

"Boss" One-Piece

JEHSEYVILLE, ILLS.

9Atf

the Bees,

BEING

A

Honey Extractor,

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

Reversible Hive.

Address,

ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

ARMSTRONG'S
New

CHICAGO,

St.,

OF THE APIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

13,000

& 923 W. Madison

923

Forncrook

w

Talk about some of the Implements, Plans
cmd Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years'
Eoeperience, who has for 8 years made the
PTOducWm of Honey his Exchisive

Patented June

28, 1881.

furnish you SECTIONS as
Ethewill
cheapest. Write for price-list.

Watertown, Wis., May

'*

little

THE PEODTTCTION OF COMB HONEY;"

it is with pleasure that he publishes the
lowing selections

and

Dowagiac, Mich., April 2, 1887.
You have given us a valuable work. Though
terse, it lacks nothing in completeness. We need
more such books— those that give facts in the fewest words. For four years I have practiced essentially the system you give, and know its superior
worth.— Dr. G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia, Ohio,
April

17, 1887.

last night and read through
before I could sleep. To be sure I knew the most
of it from your articles in the bee-papers, but it is
nice to have it all together in a neat little book like
yours. You Just more than boiled it down, didn*t
you ?— Dr. A. B. Mason, Auburndale,0.,Mar. 29,'87.

Your book received

Friend H.: Have just received your little book.
that it contains will be found new, I think,
with the Tnajority. The cost in production must
in some way be lessened. You set out the primary
elements by which such lessening of cost may be
made. I say heartily that 1 think your little book
should be studied carefully by every producer of
comb honey. With kind regards—J. B. Pond, Fox-

Much

boro, Mass., March 28, 1887Your lovely little book gave sister and me much
pleasure, and the author will please accept many
thanks. Since criticism is invited, permit me to
say that we reach the conclusion to soon. Had the
book been less interesting we might not have discovered the fault -might even have thought it a
merit- and since the book is as good as it is pretty,
its brevity is a serious fault; a fault which will
surely be amended in the second edition.
With the hope thas it may everywhere receive
the cordial welcome that it merits, I am yours

cheap ae
1st, 1887.

^~ Price of the Book,

Price*

t&

a new work

of about 114 pages, well-prlated ana nicely bound
In cloth. Address,

923

THOS, G. NEW]? AN & SON,
& 925 Weat Madison St.. CHICAGO,

FOR. S JLLE
1)000

to

5)000

e Inch, Price, $20.00.
It makes the finest extra tbln Foundation
oomb honey. For Sale hy
THOS.

ILL.

!

Mill.

823

<c

925

O.

NEWMAN

West Madison

Alley's

Street,

21Atf

cent*.

Ufesfe^ feet to the pound. Wholesale and
1e&^^^ Retail. Circulars and Samples free
J.

Vandervort Foundation
Is

Z&

Patent Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
s^High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square

Business.

cents, by malL This

fol-

Success to the little book of fresh and live ideas.
—B. E. Hasty, Itichards. O.. March 28, 1887.
It is the best book on the production of comb
honey I ever read.— F. W. Holmes, Coopersville.
Mich., March 29. 1887.
I congratulate you on getting up such a complete
treatise upon the subject in so small a book.— W.
H. Shirley, Mill Grove, Mich., March 27, 1887.
Your little work on "The Production of Comb
Honey "is a valuable acquisition, and coincides
with my experience.— Dr. L. C. Whiting, East Saginaw, Mich., April 23, 1S87.
It is simply at the head, in every respect, so far
as it goes. All can say that there are larger books
—those that cover more ground, but none that
cover their ground nearly as well.—James Heddon,

truly— "Cyula Linswik."

& Co., Watertown, Wis

^^]E

t

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

RogersviUe, G-enesee Co., Mich.,
received scores of unsolicited testimonials
HASregard
book—
to the excellency of his

In 25-Fonnd Boxes.

WE

W.

VAN DEIJSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE MAKUTACTUBERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

lAtf

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
tor

and

& SON,
CHICAQO. ILL,

Drone and Queen Trap.

k^^pafnted^aud ™lled

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

Colonies of Italian

Bees,

strong, flrst-class in every respect,
Sale at reduced prices.
Ashland, Itto.
C. li.

For
100
15Atf E.

LARCH,

Tested Italian Queens, $1.00 each
FINE
Untested, 75 cts. each or five for $3.00.
;

for BEES.
Never had foul brood.

Can

with 28 one-piece Sections, 7 to the foot.
Will fit 8-f rame Langstroth hive, or Heddon's
Langstroth hive. The best Case ever in use.
Especially adapted for TIering-Up. In lots
of 5, 40 cents each. Price-List tree.
J. W. BITTENBENDER,
KNOXVILLE, IOWA.
IBAtf

Seventy-five

cts.

ship promptly.
I. R.
21Atf

GOOD, Nappanee, Ind.

Send 75

ItA.

By

DR.

C. C.

imiiliER,

MARENGO,

ILLS.

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVI8EB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

It Is

edited bv

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John HuoKle, King's Langley, Herts,

England.

B.

KENDALL, M.

J.

TRKATISE

D.

an Index of dlseaaet.
and tbe symptoms cause and treatment of eacll,ft
table giving all the principal druKS used for the
(clvlng

;

Price,

tbe
flat,

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

lb.

THE HORSE,

CfintS Tea^/monrtheBeea;114 pages, cloth bound. Address,

20Atf

per

flat,

by Express, 50 ctB.; by mail, 65
and one nailed (13 In all), $3.50

112.00.

;

cts.; 12 in
50, In tb«

Address,

O. NE^nflAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

XHOS.

HOW

TO RAISE COMB HONEY.

Price 5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and my
7Ati.
free bee and supply circular.
OLIVER FOSTER. Mt. Vexnon, Linn Co., Iowa.

horse, with the ordinary dose, efTectaand aDtldot«
when a poison a table with an engravlD^ of the
horse's teeth at different ages, with rules for telling
the age of the horse ; a valuable oolleotlon of recipes, and maoh valuable laformation.
;

Price %& cents- In EnRllflh or (German.
THOS. G. NEVVITIAN A: SON.,
923 & 925 West MadiBOn Street, Chica^TO,

111.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

In

another column.
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Tlie Irascible Bees of India.- An exStolen Sweetness and Stings.— The
change contains the following item con- Oakland, (Calif.) Tribune of May 3 contained
upon
cerning an attack of these insects
the following Item concerning a theft of
a Koyal party of church-goers. It says
bees
:

Lord Dufferin and his suite had a narrow
escape recently at Dehra Doon. It appears

THOMAS

S.

NEWMAN,

that a swarm of irate bees ran amuck among
the escort and attendants, and routed tbem
horse and foot.
Horses bolted, vehicles
were smashed, ladies and children shrieked,
and one poor cbary:er belonging to an ollicer
of the Ghoorkas, was so badly stung that it
lay down, and a "smudge "lire had to be
lighted around it before the bees wore
driven off. The viceroy and suite had just
passed into the church, in order to attend
service, before the apian legions delivered
the charge.

Editor.

This reminds us of an incident recorded

MHIIL

Jniie8,188].

In Forsyth's

No. 23.

A friend

^^ mm m^

|["lim"'|||

T'"

charming work entitled " The

Highlands of Central India."

me that

It is this

:

was driving near a village some miles from Jubbulpore, he and his servant and horse were
attacked by some Irate bees without any
The enemy crowded
real provocation.
round in such numbers that the situation
became serious. After receiving several
stings, and finding the horse becoming

-

once told

as he

restive, my friend resolved to save his own
and that of his servant, which were
really In jeopardy, at the risk of a little discomfort to other people. Accordingly, he
whipped up his horse and made tor the
village, a cloud of bees keeping up with the
trap without the least efl'ort. When the
village was reached, the bees, as my friend
anticipated, found so many other objects of
interest that they distributed their attentions with less marked partiality than
hitherto.
In other words, the cloud scat,
tered among the villagers, who were so
numerous that two or three stings apiece
probably represented the total damage.
life

"Be

Sure the new hive is clean and neat.
Smear it with beeswax and with honey
sweet.
fonl smell about it, for the bees
Are mostb" all old maids, whom you must
please
Py makine things quite tidy and ' so— so,'
Else in a fit of dudgeon, off they go 1"
Win. F. Clarke.

Have no

—

Japanese Backnrbeat
mended

is

as a honey-plant. It

highly recom-

was introduced

country in 1884 by Peter Henderson,
of New York.
in this

In the same book we find a painful Instance of the terrible consequences of provoking these irate insects In one of the love-

liest sights in India, the famous Marble
of Brantford, Rocks of Jubbulpore. The writer says
Out., married a daughter of Mr. S. T. Pettit,
These rocks form a gorge through which
of Belmont, Ont., on May 17, 1887. The the great river Nerbadda flows, and the
American Bee Journal wishes tor its marble formation extends for about a mile.
brother editor a long and happy wedded The dazzling walls which shut in the river
are studded with pendant bees' nests, and
life, hoping that neither of the pair will ever
for any one sailing In a boat down the
narrow channel to disturb the bees Is a fatal
regret the step thus talien.
proceeding. If any warning were required,
it is given by a tomb, which stands on the
of the village just above the gorge,
outskirts
Tliose WIio Tblnk that " they know it to the memory of one who was stung to
beautiful spot. Actuated by a
generally
those
who
know
the
leasts
death
In
this
all" are
and usually pay the most for their lack of foolish impulse, he fired bis rifle at one of
whereupon
the Ijees came down
the nests,
knowledge. In this ever-advancing age it Is on him in such numbers that he attempted
an imperative necessity to keep posted to save himself by jumping overboard. The

ytr.

R. F. Holtermanu,

more necessary than

in

:

In them.

In the next day's issue of the same paper,
the editor made these remarks on the case :

At what stage in its career does the bee
become a wild beast? was the question
which presented itself to the mind of Prosecuting Attorney Earl, when the East Oakland

apiarist wanted a warrant for the
arrest of his neighbors, who, he said, had
stolen one of his swarms. The bee is property when he stays at home, but when he
wanders he belongs to the fercB naturae. He

chooses his own master, and very often puts
his mark on him.
Perhaps Oflicer Shorey
might be sent with a search warrant to
determine whether these bees have become
wild beasts or not.

:

about everything having any bearing upon
our pursuit in life. In no other business is
it

:

Since before the days of the impenitent
thief, the man who would steal a hot stove
has topped the pinnacle of larcenous fame.
His tame bids fair to become a thing of the
past, and all on account of the superior
larceny of a woman of East Oakland. There
came to the office of Prosecuting Attorney
Earl this morning a sad faced man— an apiarist whose natural sweetness had been
soured, o'er with a thick superstratum of
woe. This is the tale he told
He keeps his
busy bees— and his bees assist in keeping
him busy— on a lot adjoining the domicile
of Mr. and Mrs. Poster on the East Oakland
heights. His bees swarmed, and Mrs. Foster
stole the swarm— so he said. Attorney Earl
was prepared to meet the emergency of a
purloined stove of superior caloric, but the
theft of a swarm of bees was too much for
the statutes In such cases made and provided, and the woe-steeped apiarist was refused the warrant for which he prayed.
Incidentally the husband of the woman,
who had made away with the bees, had
made a pass at the apiarist of the soul-sick
mien, but Earl hardly considered the assault
sufficiently aggravated for police interference, and the words the sad man spake, as
he went his way, had more sting than honey

bee-keeping

I

Those who would succeed must /cnoui what
is going on in the fields of production and
commerce— must pro/it by the manifold experiences of those who have wrought in the

" Praktisk lomniebog

1

tidsmiesslg

biskjotsel,'" is the title of a new bee-book
in
the Norwegian language, by Ivar S.

Young, ChrlBtiania, Norway. We acknowledge the receipt of a copy of it, but as we
cannot read it, we can only judge of the
contents by Its Illustrations, which are firstclass, and show that It Is a modern and progressive little book.

Swarnilng

is

now

the order of the day.

Be sure to have hives in readiness to use for
pursued Increase. The weather to-day— Saturday—
Is
hot and damp, from frequent showers, and
These bees are surely somewhat related is just the right kind for honey production.
to the Apis dorsnta— the giant bees of Java— White clover is just commencing to bloom,
whose fiery temper and Irascible disposition and all around the apiary Is as "merry as a
make it very dangerous to disturb their marriage bell." From all accounts we condomicile. Frank Benton's experience with clude that the clover generally has not been
these bees was not very pleasant, as may be damaged by the drouth, to any extent worth
seen in back volumes of the American Bee mentioning.
insects, however,
him, with fatal results.

relentless

still

same line— must study the subjects both of
consumption and production — and learn ail
the facts about the local markets for honey, JOUBNAI,.
as well as those of the metropolllan centres.
This can only be done by reading the
periodicals devoted to the pursuit of beekeeping.
No one In America can be too
poor to subscribe for a bee-paper and yet
own a colony of bees But simply to have
I

I<ate Catalogues for 1887, on our desk,
are from

—

J.W. Eckman, Richmond, Texas 4 pages
—Bees, Queens, Chickens, etc.
S. W. Morrison. M. D., Oxford, Pa.-^l pages

such a paper in your house will not avail.
Carniolan Queens.
It must be read, studied, and be made of
C. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, 0.—32 pages
practical value. The knowledge of last year -Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
will not do for this year. Progress is written
Edey & Son, St. Neots. Hunts. England— 60
on every page of our dally existence, and to pages— Hives and Bee-Furniture, Poultry
and Game Appliances.
refuse to advance with the busy throng
J. C. Wilms, Waupun,Wi8.—8 pages— Bees,
around us, is but to allow ourselves to be Queens,
Poultry and Eggs.
crushed under the wheels of progressive
M. Lashley, Ambler, O.—l page— Hive for
intelligence and advancing knowledge.
Comb Honey.

—

Our Success as honey-producers depends
upon the quality of the queens. The best
queen should have

sufflcient bees to enable
her to lay to her full capacity.

Union ConTentlon at Chicago.—The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention In Chicago, Ills., on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November 9, 10 and 11, 1887. The Secretary's notice will be issued soon — naming the place
of meeting and other particulars.
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with one or two bricks. By nailing colonies, and not to divide unless the
the shade-board to two boards set colonies are strong enough to permit
The
edgewise, we keep the shade-board it to be done with safety.
TVltb Keplles thereto.
from warping, and also raise it the Editor.
A
proper height above the hive.
second board, parallel with
narrow
to
answers
ask
for
to
[It i8 quite useless
the shade-board, nailed into ends
Getting Honey Instead of Increase.
Queries In this Department in less time through the cross boards, makes a
their
wait
have
to
They
than one month.
place for bricks, which are thus
nice
ftuery 429.— How would it do, if a person
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a hid. I like these very much.— A. J.
prefers honey instead of increase, to hive a swarm
dozen at a time to each of those who answer Cook.
on frames with just starters in them, remove the
old colony and place the swarm on the old stand,
them get them returned, and then find
Grape-vines, trees or boards will be and the next day after destroy all queen-cells, put
space for them in the Jocrnai,. If you are good for shade.— The Editor.
the old colony on top of liie new one. and keep the
honey extracted when ripe?— N. S., W. Va.
for
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
Undoubtedly the plan would work
well in producing extracted honey.
TreWiM the Numlier of Colonies.
G. L. Tdstkjsr.

—

:

SHade for Hiies.
a small apiary,
Query 427.— If you had single-wallert
hives,

Query 428.— I have 20 colonies in 9frame Langstroth hives, which I wish to increase
from
to BU colonies, i. «.. make an increase of 2
each colony, and at the same time get as much
ptan
to
best
What
is
the
possible.
as
honey
comB
pursue 7-G. B., Ontario.

If

you make the queen stay down

below,

it is all

right.— C.

W. Dayton.

you intend to extract the honey,
the c.loutes of which were in
shade for the
why not give them two stories of
in tills latitude, and witUout any
?
recommend
you
would
shade
o
kind
hi ves. what
combs at the beginning, and thus
—J. 8., New Hampshire.
Natural swarming.— G. L. Tinker. prevent the swarming V—Dadant &
Trees or grape-vines.— Dad ant &
Son.
I should let them swarm naturally,
Son.
With me bees show little disposition
hiving second-swarms.- G. M. DooA board 2x3 feet iii size.—W. Z. little.
to swarm when working for extracted
Hutchinson.
Divide the colonies, and give young honey.— G. M. Doolittle.
Faint the hives white, when no laying queens. Use comb foundation,
Your plan would work well, but
shade is necessary .—G.M.DooLiTTLE. and feed if necessary in order to build then close attention would be required or some swarms would issue
The shade made by a grape-vine, up rapidly.— J. F. H. Bkown.
in a large
fruit-tree, etc., will be sufficient.— J.
Mr. Hutchinson's plan. When you now and then particularly
H.Brown.
P. H. Brown.
get beyond 40 colonies you had belter apiary.— J. F.
certain of a good
The plan would delay swarming,
Face the hives to the north and halt, unless you are
fall flow of honey.— C. W. Dayton.
the
where
them
but not necessarily prevent swarming.
against
boards
lean
reaW. Dayton.
sun strikes them.—
This question involves too long an Besides, there would be a loss by full
of the bees having to build a
of answer for this department.— James son
top
on
board
flat
a
use
should
I
set of combs, a large part of which
each hive that would project far Heddon.
would be drone or store comb. Flenty
I should let all swarm at once, and
enough to give the necessary shade.—
of empty combs on hand at the beform nuclei and build these up into ginning of the season, is essential to
J. E. Fond.
harvest
after the early
a good yield of liquid honey in my
A board longer and wider than the strong colonies
A. J, Uook.
hive, letting it project in front and on is over.—
locality.— G. W. Demaree.
the west side.— H. D. Cutting.
Let them swarm and after a colony
I should prefer to place the swarm
then pracShade-boards give good satisfaction has cast a second swarm, prevent- on the old stand, and the old colony
of
method
the Heddon
in my locality. They may be made tice
or hive by the side of it, with the enafter swarming.— W. Z. Hutchof any thin, cheap lumber or of shin- ing
trance turned >| or at right angles
inson.
gles. 1 would make them some wider
with the new hive. Fut plenty of
"
increase " I would sections on top in place of bees and
If I wanted
and longer than the cover to the hive.
obwork for that if honey was my
G. W. Demaree.
brood from the old hive.— H. D.
ject, I would work the 20 colonies for
For immediate use, boards project- all they were worth, and increase as Cutting.
It might work well and it might
ing over the south side with an air slowly as possible.— H. D. Cutting.
not; I think fully as much honey
space between them and the hive.— C.
obtained, and with less
I do not know, as I know nothing would be
C. Miller.
surroundings. It trouble, by tiering up early in the
Face the hives to the east, and use of the locality and
down as a rule, however, season, and on so doing as the bees
a shade-board 2x3 feet, and place it may be set
little surplus can be taken increased in numbers.— J. E. Fond.
on the hive long way east and west, that very
when so large an inIt would "do," but the honey and
and projecting all of its extra width in any locality
colonies is made. To do it
would be mixed in both stories.
over the south side. This is the best crease of
to brood
expect
should
I
locality,
own
in
my
needed
is
shade in the world, and
I would use a queen-excluder and keep
to get ail in a
some
to
feed
obliged
be
James
hive.
of
with any kind
the queen below, and.if necessary ,add
condition for winter.— J. E. Fond.
Heddon.
another story on top filled with
call an
Your location must be an extra combs.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
I make for my hives what I
"undercover." It is used in place good one for honey-producing, if you
You do not explain enough. If you
of enameled cloth, and is made simply can make such an increase and get are to work for extracted honey you
an
have
cleats
must
You
any surplus honey.
of thin boards with three
could remove the queen-cells, extract
inch thick on top, with strips tacked powerful reasons for such a heavy all honey, and put on the upper story,
A
not
would
-space.
you
bee
or
a
bees,
increase of
on below to make
hiving "the bees right in the same
plain board with cleated ends is laid attempt it. Such rapid increase is hive. If you wish comb honey, do as
painted,
sell
the
can
is
you
which
unless
cover,
profitable
the
not
on top for
Doolittle, Heddon and Hutchinson
the other not. The air-space between bees at a high price. I would advise advise if you want extracted honey,
is just one swarm from each colony.
By
that
all
be
to
tind
I
covers
the two
do as I suggest in the last edition of
necessary to prevent over-heating in this course an apiary can be built up my book
and you need not have any
hives placed in the sun. If the cover fast enough, and a good crop of sur- increase. In working for comb honey
the hot plus honey obtained.
This is the
lies directly over the sections,
double colonies.— A. J. Cook.
G. W. you will
sun will drive the bees out of the safest course to pursue.
a queen-excluder it
If you use
Demaree.
supers.- G. L. Tinker.
If necessary give the
col- might work.
each
from
swarm
Fermitone
inches
A shade-board raised 4 or 5
The
surplus room above.
division; but bees
above the hive. It is the best shade. ony, then increase by to weaken the Editor.
not
taken
must
be
care
it
weight
If one fears wind he can
If

t

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—
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perature,

the ventilation, the mois- without a knowledge of the cause, or
and we can have the condi- the method of preventing it, gave rise
tions the same every year.
In a re- to the superstition in minds already

^oxxzspoxxAtnct.

ture, etc.,

This mark
Ibdicates that the apiarist la
located near tne center of the State named
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
west; and this 6 northeast ^^ northwest:
o« southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O
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cent article in Okanings, Prof. Cook
expressed my views exactly when he
" Now, why I prefer a cellar is
said
this
If the cellar is right, we are
always safe, providing we look out for
food. With chaff hives we are not
:

:

safe at least it so seems to me, even
in the latitude of central Ohio. Occasionally a long, severe uninterrupted
;

winter comes, and the bees are swept
away, when those in the cellar are as

inclined thereto.

The Georgics

of Virgil contain
of the common superstitious at
that early period. This writer, with
others, attributes the virtue of " tanging," to attract bees, to qualities implanted iu them by Jupiter that distinguish them from solitary bees and
other insects.
This fable is grandly recorded in
the mythological belief of this period.
Kronos, " the harvest God," having

some

Of course the cellar
be right, but that can be secured succeeded his father Uranos on the
with ease and certainty."
throne of the gods, married his sister
Kogersville, (^ Mich.
Rhea, who bore him several children,
safe as ever.

Perfect System of Winterins; Bees.

mixst

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

On

page 312 1 stated that at another
would say more concerning: the
subject then treated of, and also extime

I

some

of the other points in
which I differ from my friend Clarke
in his review of my book, on page 229.

plain

To

flee-Keepera' Magazine.

Simerstitions Of Bee-Culture.

REV.

J.

W. SHEARER.

the ordinary honey-producer, I
It is amusing to
feel certain that no advantages would
accrue from forcing early brood-rear- tions and fancies
which
have existed
ing by means of artificial heat, even
some of which still
if it should be made successful.

The

note the supersticoncerning bees,
at different times,
have their faithful
adherents in rural places.

among whom was Zeus or Jupiter.
To prevent the fulfilment of an old
prophecy that his first born should
succeed him on the throne, Kronos
swallowed his first five children soon
were born.
When the
after they
sixth child Zeus appeared Rhea determined to deceive the husband, and
gave him a stone carved in the shape
of an infant, which he swallowed, and
believed himself freed from danger.

Meantime Jupiter, the new-born
child, was conveyed to the island of
There is iu Lincolnshire, Essex and Crete, and concealed in a cave on
Cornwall in England, a superstition Mount Ida. The nymphs Adrastea
express, but is not analogous so far as that bees desert a hive on the occasion and Ida tended and nursed him, the
results are concerned.
Early-raised of a death in a family, unless in- great Amalthea supplied him with
vegetables sell at high prices bees formed of it by rapping on the hive. milk. Lest the infantile cries should
that are hatched " too previous " are The belief that hives should be wrap- reach the ears of Krouos, the Kuretes
ped in mourning is current in Lin- or Corybantes (the priestesses of
simply " boarders."
Some have asserted that, " they colnshire.
Rhea) were stationed at the mouth of
In Northampton the entrance of a the cave to keep up a continual din
never saw a colony too populous at
any time of the year." I have. Of bee into a cottage is deemed a certain by clashing of their cymbals. This
what use is a horde of workers when sign of death, and if a swarm of bees attracted a swarm of bees, which setthere is no honey to gather V I un- alight on a dead tree or a dead branch tled in the cave, and furnished honey
derstand, of course, that there must of a tree, there will be death within a for Jupiter.
be sufficient bees to keep up the re- year.
This statement was received by the
In Yorkshire there is a custom of early Greeks as gospel.
quisite heat during the winter, but
From the
inviting
bees
to
the
funeral.
further than this, bees are simply
These statement they accepted the fact that
were
doubtless
originated
from
"consumers." The fewer bees we
an bees are attracted by such noises and
can have, except during the honey observation of the fact that bees are applied it in practice to settle runaharvest, the greater our profits. (Mr. attracted by the scent of fresh way swarms. Hence the origin of
Doolittle has given us some most ex- varnish, working on superstitious "tanging."
cellent articles upon this subject, and minds.
Is it now time that people should
It is said by some that bees will abandon
all holding different views would do
this foolish superstition,
well to look over the back volumes of never live in a quarrelsome family. which originated in old Grecian mythe Bee Journal and read them.) What a blessing if among bee-keepers thology ? The question answers itThe cellar wintering of bees enables such an idea would quell all rising self. This superstition also points
us to reduce their numbers to the feelings of difference in the family.
towards the probability of superior
minimum during the non-producing
Some think they will not thrive if knowledge of bee-culture among the
season while spring protection helps stolen, whilst in otherplaces it is con- Greeks from whom the late modes of
us to secure the maximum of workers sidered unlucky to purchase bees
management were derived, as indiin time for the harvest.
Bees nat- that the only way to get them is to cated by the presence of this superurally generate sufficient heat to en- have them given, catch a wild swarm, stition which originated in their myable them to rear all the brood they or to steal them.
It must
have originated
thology.
can care for, provided they are so
Acting on this silly superstition we when men believed and acted on their
protected that all the heat is saved
mythology.
belief
in
have known good people to go to a
and there is plenty of time, from the neighbor's house, take
There is a curious superstition cona hive of bees
beginning of the brood-rearing until without his knowledge,
and leave in cerning the origin of bees from putrid
the harvest opens, for the bees to fill
This was the general becacasses.
payment some other goods, thinking
the hives with workers and the combs
Virgil's recipe
that " ill luck "' would follow them if lief of the ancient.
with brood.
comparison of market gardeners

forcing early vegetables well illustrates
the idea that Mr. Clarke desires to

;

;

;

money be paid. In this superstition for the production of bees in his
By a perfect system of wintering, I there is a shade of truth. Among fourth Georgics is so striking that we
mean one that will invariably produce such people bees are got from their quote a few lines of Dryden's translathe same results.
One in which the nearest neighbors' in summer when tion
conditions are likely to be different bees are flying freely and carried A steer of twi) years old they take whose head
each year, can never be a perfect sys- quietly home. Of course the old bees Now lirst with burnished horns begin to spread
nostrils while he strives in vain
They stop
:

;

tem. We can, of course, have uniformity of stores when wintering bees
in the open air, but the severity and
irregularities of the weather are beyond our control. One winter may
be " open," and in the next the cold
may be severe and long-continued. In
a good cellar we can control the tem-

iiis

return to the old stand the next day.
and the removed hive is " unlucky "
because weak iu bees for some time
until it can recuperate. If the colony
has already swarmed, as is often the
case, the remaining bees are too few
to build it up in a good swarm that
season. The observation of results

To breathe free air. and stuagles with his pain.
Knoelte'l down he dies his bnwels brnisej within
Betray no wound on his unbrolien skin.
j

The

tainted l>Iood in this close prison pent,
BeKins to boii and through the bones ferment
Tljen wonrirtnis to behold, new creatures rise,
A niovine mass at Hrst. and imped with wings
The trrub prncee'l to bees with pointed stings

And more and more aflectlng air. they try
Their tender pinions and begin to fly.

;
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Hollingshed repeats this belief in
his " Chronicles of England, Ireland
and Scotland " as late as 1807.
" Hornets, wasps, bees and such like
whereof we have great store, and of
which an opinion is conceived, that
the first do breed of the corruption of
dead horses, the second of pears and
apples corrupted, and the last of kine
and oxen which may be true, especially the first and the last in some
;

parts of the beasts, as also the second,
since we never have wasps but when

wax ripe."
Swammerdam tells us that in his
day many great men believed these
stories, and among them Gcedsert and
De Mei, who ascribed the origin of

the combs became perfectly
paved with bee-bread.
The honey season was an extra
good one that year, and the honey
went into the sections while the beebread lay in the brood-combs below,
and this was the comb that I had to
get the wax out of, and that the
kettle-plan proved such a success
with.
I hope some have tried the
plan given at Albany with ordinary
comb.
De Kalb Junction, 5 N. Y.

son,

our fruit beginneth to

bees to certain dunghill worms.
For

tlie

Rendering Old

American Bee
Couil) into

Indiana Fanner.

Honey

ProWon

in California,

DELOS WOOD.
in one of the many
canyons of the Santa Inez mountains,
in Santa Barbara County, Calif. The
ground occupied by the apiary slopes
to the south, and is sheltered from

My location

J oumal.

fax.

IRA BARBER.

is

wind by the abrupt

hills

that form

The hives
the sides of the canyon.
Last winter, at the Albany and New are arranged in rows eight feet apart,
York Bee-Keepers' Convention, I read running north and south, and five feet
an essay on rendering old comb into between the hives in each row, which
wax. It was the last plan that I had gives room to run a wheel-barrow at
tried, and one that had proved a great
the back of each row, and the five
success with the kinds of comb that I foot space between the hives affords
had to work with at that time. On suflicient standing room for the operapage 88 it is reported as follows
tor at the side of the hives, the en" Ira Barber uses a large kettle, trance facing the east.
The rows
holding 25 pails of water, and melts being eight feet apart, leaves suffiup the old comb from 20 to 25 hives at cient room for the working bees to go
once, putting in only a few combs at and come without interfering with
a time ; keeps a good fire, but not to the manipulation of the hive in the
boil takes out with an 8x10 inch bas- row in front.
ket ; strains as fast as dipped, and
I work entirely for extracted honey,
cools in large dishes."
and use the same sized frames in the
The comb that I rendered after that supers as in the brood-nest. The hive
plan was nearly all filled with bee- is a modified Langstroth, the frame
bread, and would sink to the bottom being shorter and deeper than the
of the kettle, leaving but little refuse standard Langstroth. The covers and
on top, and the wax could be readily bottoms are not nailed to the hives,
;

dipped

off

by sinking a wire basket and when more room is needed I take
off the cover and put another full
sized hive on top, generally, using
them two stories high, but running
them up three and four stories high
when needed. I have run them up
seven or eight, but this is not to be

into the mass, and dipping the wax
from the inside of the basket.
neighbor of mine lost a large part of
his bees the past winter, and has just
tried my plan of getting the wax out.
The result is, that he meets with perfect failure. The comb that he has
is nearly free from b^e-bread, and
when melted in the kettle it nearly all
floats to the top, and not 10 per cent,
of the wax can be dipped off ; while
with combs filled with bee-bread, as
mine were last year, fully 90 per cent,

A

could be dipped

When

off.

gave the essay to the public
at Albany, I had no doubt in my
mind but what any old combs could
be rendered successfully on the plan
given, but after seeing it fail on ordinary comb, I think it my duty to cauI

tion those interested in the matter,
before too many meet with failure.
With comb containing bee-bread it is
With old comb
a perfect success.
without bee-bread it is a failure.
Two years ago I had some 75 or 80
colonies lose their queens while
swarming,and at the end of the honey
season the weather was so unfavorable for young queens to fly, that the
result was I did not get them queened
in time to save them, and as they had
no queens all through the honey sea-

commended, only when the apiary is
large, and suflBcient help cannot be

Bees trying to get in, pass up to the
top of the window, then drop down,
and go up again, and drop down, but
the wire going above the opening,
they cannot see in, and do not pass
over.
table 2 feet wide and 6 feet long
stands at the west window for uncapping; a beveled hole is cut through

A

at one end, beneath which is placed
a galvanized iron can 20 inches high,
and 22 inches across. In this can is a
galvanized wire basket, with stout
rim and handles of suflicient strength
to hold the weight of the cappings,
which fall through the opening in the
table. The basket should not reach
the bottom of the can by 6 inches or
more. The wires should be of coarse
mesh, to allow the cappings to drain
it

freely.
cleat nailed across the hole in the
inch iron pivot with a
table, with a
of an
dull point extending upward
inch on which to rest the frames while

A

^

^

uncapping, is a great help in turning
the combs.
The extractor stands at the end of
the table in the southwest corner of
the room, and holds eight frames
at once ; is pinion geared, no cogs to
break, or belt to slip, and runs the
lightest of any extractor I ever used.
The combs are all reversed at once by
moving a small lever about 6 inches
without taking them out, and the
eight are reversed quicker and easier
than one could be lifted out.
The honey runs out of a faucet at
one side of the bottom into a " float
strainer," and is carried by a 2-inch
tin pipe through the south wall into a
galvanized iron tank outside of the
house.
The float strainer is a tin can about
one foot square, with a partition
reaching within J^ of an inch of the
bottom, placed about 4 inches from
one end. In the small side a coarse
wire basket is hung, into which the
honey runs from the extractor and
passes under the partition, runs up
on the other side to the top and flows
through the pipe which connects this
part of the strainer with the honey
The chippings of comb and
tank.
other impurities float, and nothing
but pure honey passes under the par-

obtained to extract the honey as fast tition.
The wire basket can be lifted
as it is stored, two and three stories out and scraps emptied as often as is
The ex- required.
being the most profitable.
tracting house is at the south end of
The honey tanks are round, and of
the yard, which gives a down grade to a capacity of one ton, made of galto
the
hives
wheel the honey from the
vanized iron, a hoop of ^4-inch round
iron, large enough to pass off and on
northeast
the
opens
in
door
The
with heavy brown
easily, covered
of
the
centre
In
the
house.
of
corner
muslin, constitutes the cover of the
the north wall, is a turn-table, by tank, the weight of the hoop holding
means of which the combs full of the cloth tightly over the top of the
honey are turned into the house, and tank. The heat from the sun evapthe empty combs are turned out with- orates the excess of moisture which
out letting the bees into the building. escapes through the cloth.
light
is put over the
On the other three sides I have cover of J^inch lumber
windows made to slide, to admit air tank at night to protect it from dew
to the
and light. Outside of the windows or rain. The ripe honey settles
through a
the opening is covered with wire cloth bottom, and is drawn off
by
extending 6 inches above the opening, faucet into tin cans and sealed up
on. The
leaving a space of }4 of an inch be- screwing the covers tightly
the
tween the wire and the siding at the unripe honey rises to the top offrom
the heat
top to allow room for the bees to es- tank, and is ripened by
faU
which
cape when they happen to be brought the sun. The cappings
under the table after
in on the combs. They fly to the win- into the basket
"sun exdow, run up the wire and run out. draining, are removed to a

A
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tractor "

and melted into wax under
I
have introduced hundreds of calls this fragrance the " flower's adThe honey remaining in the queens for myself and others inthis vertisement." But it may occur to
cappings will sink to the bottom of way in the past 15 years, with almost the mind of the reader that the bee
the extractor,and is drawn oS through entire success.
In the drumming would visit flowers of different species
glass.

the faucet.

A

common

flat-bottomed wheelbarrow is a good thing for taking
honey from the yard to the extractor.
I have a box fastened over the wheel
with a division in it. One end is just
large enough to fit the smoker, the
other carries a paper of wire nails, a
small hammer, a long, narrow honeyknife, queen-cages, etc., etc.
I use nine boxes with hinged covers,
and cleats on the end of the boxes for
handles, each box holding Ave combs
hung the same as in the hive. Three
boxes, filled with empty combs, are
taken on the wheel-barrow to the
hives, then the combs with honey are
taken from the hives and put in the
boxes, and the empty combs put in
the hives.
When the boxes are filled
with honey, they are wheeled to the
house and put on the outside of the
turn-table.
The assistant working
inside places a similar box with the
emptied combs on the turn-table inside. The table is turned carrying
the honey in and bringing the empty
combs out. As fast as the honey is
extracted the combs are put in the

boxes ready to send out.

The combs

are not returned to the hives from
which they are taken, but to the
others, thus avoiding opening the
hives a second time. Any combs containing brood are placed by themselves and given to such colonies as
may need strengthening.

Santa Barbara, J

Calif.

process the bees are filled with honey and thus occasion the greatest conand will not hurt anything in that fusion. But it is not so. The bee has
condition. I do not think I lose one a keen sense of taste, and never mixes
queen in fifty. Last August I went its nectars, but as the nectar of all
36 miles and introduced 17 queens. I blossoms of each species tastes alike,
I it confines each visit to one species.
Eut them in in less than a day.
ave since heard that the bees are all Aside from this, having found nectar
changed to Italians.
in one blossom, it would naturally
Mr. D's plan of making colonies by seek in others having the same apdividing is
correct.
When bees pearance and fragrance. To get at
swarm naturally they fill themselves the honey the bee must twist itself
with honey so they will have some- into all possible shapes and positions
a position of Nature to secure the
thing to begin to keep house with.
The drumming causes the bees to fill dislodgement of the pollen and she
themselves with honey in this they also doles out the nectar in small
are like a natural swarm.
I would quantities that the bee may be comhave this done late in the afternoon, pelled to make frequent visits. It is
and let them remain in the forcing also a fact worthy of note that the
box over night in the morning throw blossom does not yield nectar until it
a cloth over the old hive, then hive is ready for its part in fertilization.
This phase of the phenomena is
the swarm, and in about an hour recurious enough to be interesting, but
move the cloth, when it is done.
there is an intensely practical aspect
Bennington,© Ohio.
of the case. Nature would not go to
so much trouble for nothing, and if
Exchange.
there was not an important work for
the bees to perform, there would not
Bees as "Pomologists.
be these provisions made for it.
are forced to the conclusion that
J. M. STAHL.
where there are no bees many blosbeing properly fertiNot a few believe that bees injure soms will fail of fail
to mature fruit.
lized, and hence
fruit. They are frequently accused of
When we consider the work done
injuring peaches, apples, berries, and
by bees, we are justified in calling
even grapes. I do not believe ihis
"
but though it be correct, the bees are them pomologists."
I am certain that bees do not injure
the best friends of the horticulturist.
Did you ever think why V Sex is not fruit at all. Most of the destruction
the work of
confined to the animal kingdom by blamed upon them is
any means plants are sexual. The other agents. The jaws of the bee
the skin of
sexual organs are in the blossoms. are too weak to puncture
after
For the blossoms to produce fruit the the most delicate grape. Only
it is pierced does the bee harm the
ovules must be fertilized by the polfruit.
len from the anthers at the summit of
Quincy,*o Ills.
the stamens, which falls upon the

—

;

;

;

We

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Safe Introilnction of Oneens,

AARON BENEDICT.

stigma, and traversing the style of the
have read Mr.Doolittle's article on pistil, reaches the ovary.
In this process of fertilizing, inpage 309, on the subject of introducing queens and dividing colonies, and sects are important aids, and in quite

For tbe American Bee Joomak

I

I consider his plan excellent as far as a large number of cases are essential
it goes.
As my plan of doing the aids ; and of all insects bees are the
same thing is a little different, and most import xnt workers. They seek
with me is very nearly an entire suc- the honey to be found in the blossoms;
and while on this quest they disturb
cess, I will give it.
the anthers, knocking the pollen upon
I always drum out the bees and
queen, no matter what kind of hive their wings and bodies, and in this
they are in. If it is a movable-comb way conveying it to waiting stigmas.
class of flowers the work of
hive, I remove the honey-board and In a large
surplus arrangement, place the cover insects is essential to fertilization,
back on the hive, and then give the either because the stamens and pistils
of the blossom do not reach maturity
bees a little smoke at the entrance
Mr. Doolittle gives the smoke the at the same time, or the pistils are
turned away from the stamens, prefirst thing.
venting the pollen from falling on the
I now commence to jar the hive as
soon as the bees are up in the cover, stigmas, or else the anthers are below the stigmas, having the same
and shake them
I

CYRUS

T.

FOX.

I send you the following report of
the proceedings of our recent meeting
as reported for the Reading, (Pa.)
Times, when the bee-question was
discussed. It is as follows
:

This question elicited quite an interesting discussion at the meeting of
the Berks County Agricultural Society.

An essay on the subject by a Robeson township farmer, was promised
by ex-President Jacob G. Zerr, of
Union township, which will be premeeting and a
while other blossoms have no sented at the next
letter was read from William G. Mcelse no stamens

out on a cloth.
As
find the queen, I remove effect ;
; in all these
her. I have in readiness a cupful of pistils or
water in which has been steeped cat- cases self-fertilization is impossible.
nip, pepper-mint or horse-mint,either
To fertilize such blossoms it would
will do
it need not be very strong. seem that the creation of the bees had
I take this decoction in mouth,mouth- been especially designed, so well do
ful after mouthful, and spatter it they perform their work. First, the
down in the hive, bees, and on the bees are formed just right to accomcloth, thereby wetting the bees.
I plish it. Then the flower has the
now take some more of the same in honey to attract the bee and when
my mouth, blow it on the queen in the conditions are most favorable, the
her cage, and then let her run in with flower sends out a fragrance to yet
the bees, when the job is done.
further attract the bee.
Prof. Gray

soon as

9
Can Farmers teep Bees ProfitaWy?

;

;

;

Gowan,

this

city, regretting his

of
inability to be present

on account of
Mr. McGowan furnished a
number of pamphlets on bee-culture

illness.

for free distribution.
John Gottshall, of this city,

opened

the discussion by stating that he had
kept bees for fifty years, in Alsace

township and in this city. After hia
long experience he regarded the Egyptian bee as the most profitable, and
thought every farmer would find it of
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gage in bee-culture, so far as having the matter of raising grain. He is
As to the satisfied that bee-culture can be conthe time at his disposal.
profit, he knows of men engaged in ducted successfully so as to add very
the business who give it great care, materially to the comfort of one's
that derive a handsome income there- home. In conclusion he alluded to
from. There is a man in his neigh- lesson of industry and thrift, which
borhood who has from 50 to 100 colo- had been conveyed by Mr. Scherer in
nies of bees. He observes improved his remarks, and which aptly illusmethods of management, and does trated the force of the old spellingbook rhyme
would soon exhaust everything and well.
How to manage so as to get the
" How doth the little busy bee
starve. He put these questions to the
is
President, Judge Stitzel, who spent best results out of bee-keeping
Improve each shining hour.
The
wants
know.
farmer
to
what
the
some time on the Pacific coast
By gath'ring honey all the day
In
" What is the bee-pasture in Califor- speaker has had this experience
From ev'ry opening flower."
the spring of the year thers is no diffinia ? Is it sage bush ?"
culty about the bees obtaining proMr. Scherer replied to Mr. Moyer in
Hon. George 1). Stitzel answered vender. The best of all honey in his
He
regard to his son hiving bees.
divided
up
in
valCalifornia
is
that
section is produced from peach and says that the boy does it without the
leys and mountains running north apple blossoms. White clover grows
may swarm
and south. On the mountains the spontaneously in his vicinity, and least trouble. A colony
limb of an apple tree,
wild sage grows luxuriantly, which is always furnishes excellent pasture. on the topmost
and the boy will go to the end of that
the favorite pasture for the bees of Then a piece of buckwheat can be
and bring
In sown convenient to the apiary, and limb, cut it off with a saw,
central and northern California.
triumphantly to the hive.
the orange country, in the southern this will give the bees sufficient work the swarm
one occasion a strange swarm
portion of the State, the bees feed for the remainder of the summer. As Upon
of a locust
upon the orange blossoms along with for the different kinds of bees, the was at the end of a limb branch,
and
the
the sage, and the honey of southern Italians are well enough in their place; tree the boy cut off
on his shoulder fully
California is superior to that produced but as for himself he would prefer the carried it home
of a mile. It proved to be
in any other section of the State. The little black bees.
As to bees liking a quarter
and was got for
bees come Jong distances to get the some people and not others, much colony of Italian bees,
orange bloom, and there is a decided depends upon bow they are ap- the mere hiving of it. As to hives,
one would catch him paying $30
orange flavor about their honey. He proached.
They hate whisky and no
He purchased a
for a patent hive
said that he takes no interest in the tobacco.
There is another feature colony
in a common box, 13 inches
keeping of bees, as they do not like about bees which ought to induce
surplus
box was
square for $4. A
him.
every farmer to keep them, and that placed on top of this for the honey,
Dr. A. Smith said that bee-culture is their working qualities. The speak- and that constituted the bees' quarThere is er has often taken a lesson from the ters, and did exceedingly well. In
is something that will pay.
no trouble about providing sufficient bees in hot weather, when he has felt constructing hives, he takes either
food, as bee-keepers make the pasture tired and exhausted by the heat. He
long straw, or makes them of any
for the bees, by putting out white has turned to the bee-hives, and after
kind of boards, putting cross pieces
clover, buckwheat, etc.
Bee culture observing the industry of the busy of wood inside, and never had a colrequires a person who is peculiarly little insects, it has made him go back
ony of bees to freeze. He has no beadapted to the business. If the bees to work with renewed energy and in- lief in the various superstitions about
are averse to you, it is difficult to suc- creased perseverance.
bees, the beating of kettles when they
There are persons
ceed with them.
John M. Moyer, of Robeson townswarming, etc.
who cannot go near them without ship, said he could not see how Mr. are
being attacked. The speaker kept Scherer's son, aged only 10 years,
John M. Moyer inquired whether
bees for about 25 years, and could do could hive a swarm of bees. He then any of his swarms had gone off.
anything with them. He found it a related a funny incident of how he
Mr. Scherer replied that upon one
most interesting avocation,and would had called together his whole family,
occasion he had delayed too long, and
not discourage it. The question is
and then all his neighbors, using tin a swarm went off for him.
Will it pay ? He had obtained over kettles and all kinds of utensils where200 pounds of honey from one colony, with to create a din, and yet the bees
Mr. Moyer— Did you try to stop
but the very next winter he had but rose high in the air, and were off, them?
one colony left. Now, if the farmers notwithstanding all the efforts to
Mr. Scherer— After they had started
of Berks county have time to devote secure them. At his father's house there was nothing that could have
to the industry, they will find it a as many as 20 colonies of bees were been done that would have brought
profitable business, but it will not pay kept, and at least one-half of them them back.
unless you give it proper attention.
went off every year.
Mr. Moyer— Did you use any words
Keuben W. Scherer, of Oley townHon. S. E. Ancona said that he was about it V
ship, one of the vice-presidents of the pleased with what had been said by
Mr. Scherer— That would have been
society, said that at different meet- President Stitzel in regard to the pro- just as useless as beating on tin pans
He and kettles.
ings he had expressed himself in favor duction of honey in California.
of " mixed farming ;" that is, that then related his own experience in
Capt. William G. Moore, of Womelsfarmers should have a diversity of keeping bees, and how when he rebelieved that the majority of
interests, and not have their time sided several years ago in Muhlenburg dorf,
in
and attention absorbed by one or two township, he paid some $25 or $30 for farmers would not be successful
after what had
special things.
He was, therefore, a patent hive, and left his bees to for- bee-culture,inespecially
experiregard to the
decidedly of the opinion that half a age upon his neighbors generally, been said
dozen colonies of bees can be profit- while he indulged in bright visions of ences of some of the gentlemen presresiding in Heidelberg
friend
ably kept by any farmer.
Tliere is an abundance of honey to gladden his ent. A
nothing on the speaker's farm that store. Unfortunately he got no honey, township invested $50 in bees, and
of his
pays better than bees. He keeps just and at the end of his experience had had $5 worth of money out
enough bees to provide sufficient no bees. He then presented the hive investment.
John Gottshall said that he thought
honey for his own table. He, there- to the late Alexander Burnett, and in
fore, always has an abundance of the about two years was given a box of it would pay every farmer to hare
mellific product, and finds it a delight- honey, which was all that he realized about half a dozen colonies. Rigged
The speaker out with a good bee-veil, and a gum
ful thing to have in the house. He from his investment.
has a 10-year-old son who is an adept beUeved, however, in encouraging coat, with his hands first washed in
Diversified strong salt water, he has no trouble
in looking after the bees. If there is everything of this kind.
a colony swarming, the boy can attend interests are essential to success in in examining his colonies from time to
to it, or the speaker's wife can. He agriculture in this country. It is im- time, and taKing out the combs.
Reading,©. Pa.
believes that every farmer can en- possible to compete with the West in

advantage to pay more or less attention to the subject.
Ezra High, of Cumru township, said
that he had been keeping bees for
years, but he does not pretend to unIf
derstand bee-culture thoroughly.
every farmer kept from 4 to 5 colonies
there would not be enough material
They
for them to subsist upon.

:

;

!

:
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day long.

Often bees are required to
a mile or more for their water supply, and as it takes many thousands
constantly awiiy from the working
force in the fields, the loss from this
cause is much more than most beeThen, too, why
keepers imagine.
require the bees to wear out their
wings going long distances for what
can be so easily provided nearer at
tty

How

are tie Bees
C.

Doing?

H. DIBBERN.

This is about the first question
asked at this time as one bee-keeper
meets another. Bees in this part of
the country that are run on modern
principles, are in exceptionally good home ?
condition.
There have been some
Milan, XI
serious winter losses, but it must,
generally, be laid to carelessness and

Ills.

New York

Medical Journal.

are now
order, in Tie Blaci Bees of Tasmania anil tlieir
fact, the best I have ever had them so
early in the season.
good many
Meflicinal Honey.
hives are becoming crowded, and we
have had to put on cases of sections
In a recent communication to the
for surplus honey to give them more Paris Acadimie de Medicine, which is
room. I never knew bees to breed up published in the " Progress Medical "
so rapidly, since putting them on the for April 16, Dr. Thomas-Caraman,
summer stands.
of Porges-les-Eaux, reported upon a
Now we are ready for the honey matter which must be regarded as
harvest.
have got the bees by among the most notable of the therathe millions, to gather the nectar peutic novelties of the day, being
from the prospective crop of honey- nothing less than the discovery of a
locust, white clover, linden and sweet sort of honey possessing in a remarkclover. That is certainly a very satis- able degree the medicinal properties
factory state of affairs, and is perhaps of the Eucalyptus globulus, or of some
as much as even the most experienced species of Eucalyptus.
apiarists can do. Very much, in fact
It seems that, about three years
everything, still depends on the plants ago, a distinguished French naturthat actually produce the honey. alist, M. Guilmeth, who was traveling
Then, in order to form a correct idea in Tasmania, came suddenly upon a
of what the coming crop of honey will grove of gigantic eucalyptus trees,
be, we must look to the condition of from 260 to 390 feet high, and with a
the plants and trees from which it is trunk so large at the base that it took
to be gathered by our thoughtful little forty of his Kanackas, joining hands,
servants— the bees.
High
to reach around one of them.
Owing to very dry, hot weather last in these lofty trees he discovered what
fall, much of the white clover was he at first took to be enormous galls,
burnt out, and the crop at present but which he soon ascertained were
does not look very promising. As this the dwelling places of swarms of
is the source of our greatest amount small, black, wild bees, of a variety
and finest quality of honey, this is a before unknown to him. Dr. Thomasserious drawback. Still it is not best Caraman proposes for this bee the
to always look on the dark side
it is
professional name of Apis nigra mellipossible that good weather will more ^ca. Besides being black and smaller
than make it up. Then, too, the than the ordinary honey-bee, this
honey-yielding trees— the locust and wild bee has its languet rather more
linden— may be better than usual this developed than that of the domestic
year, and make up the loss. At any bee. M. Guilmeth attempted, unsucrate, when the bee-keeper has done cessfully, to domesticate it in Tasfaithfully all that can be done, and mania. He caused some of these imthe supply of honey fails from causes mense trees to be felled, and secured
beyond his control, as it occasionally the honey. The largest individual
does, he has the satisfaction of know- store of honey weighed as much as
ing that the failure was caused by no 11,000 pounds avoirdupois.
fault of his.
The honey is described as a thick,
The past month has been very dry homogeneous, somewhat transparent,
over a large section of the West, and syrupy liquid, of a deep orange color
if we do not get soaking rains soon, having an odor suggestive at once of
the prospects for a honey crop cannot its containing eucalyptus principles ;
be rated at over " seventy-five," as very soluble in water, in milk, and in
the agricultural reports would say.
wine, but much less soluble in alcoAt this time of the year bees need a hol and very difficult of fermentagood deal of water. Where it is not tion. Its specific gravity isl.4-t, and
In
furnished naturally by springs or run- it rotates the polarized ray 22°.
ning streams, it should be provided round numbers 1,000 parts contain 611
for them.
good plan is to set a keg of invert sugar (mostly levulose), 2 of
or barrel on a gunny-sack spread over ash, 21.5 of water, and 171 of active
a box, and put a pailful or two of principles, including eucalyptol, euwater in every morning. Bore a gim- calyptene, terpene, cymol and odorlet hole in the barrel near the bottom, ous, resinous, and coloring matters.
and allow the water to drip out on the Its taste is described as v«ry pleasant.
sack, which should be kept wet all Administered to dogs, to the amount
day. Occasionally throw iu a handful of from 2li to 5 ounces a day, it slows
of salt, as the bees seem to require it, the heart's action, and this effect
and will keep the water pure and soon becomes so jronounced as to
sweet. It is wonderful how the bees suggest, in Dr. Thomas-Caraman's
will swarm around such a place all words, a struggle between the pneu-

Our 175 colonies
(middle of May) in very fine
ne.glect.

A

We

•

;

•

;

.

A
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mogastric nerve and the cardiac ganAt the same time the temperature falls about 1" C. The effects last
for at least 24 hours, and include a
slight tendency to sleep, but without

glia.

any symptom of toxic depression. As
the result of experiments on himself
and on one of his friends, Dr.ThomaaCaraman states that, on taking a
table-spoonful of the honey in a little
tepid water or milk, after a few minutes one perceives a gentle, agreeable
warmth take possession of the whole
person. At the end of half an hour,
the elimination of the active principles by the air passages having begun,
the voice becomes clearer and the
breath perfumed the lungs feel more
Having conelastic, more supple.
tinued the use of the honey for a
week, four table-spoonfuls daily, the
author, who speaks of himself as respectably fieshy, found that he could
go up two pairs of stairs, two steps at
time, without stopping to take breath
or feeling at all blown. At the same
time there was slight diuresis with an
increase of urea, and the urine had a
decided odor suggestive of that of the
Acacia farnesiana (the plant from
which the perfume called " new mown
hay " is made).
Besides his observations of the
physiological action of the honey, the
author cites certain trials of it as a
These data lead him to
medicine.
consider it a valuable aliment, an efficient and palatable substitute for cod
an anticatarrhal an agent
liver oil
affecting the heart in a manner comparable to the action of digitalis, but
free from the inconvenient properties
of that drug
a febrifuge an antiparasitic specially applicable to the
destruction of the micro-organisms of
tubercular and scrofulous neoplasms,
the Leptothnx vaginalis, and oxyures ;
and, finally, an antiblennorrhagic, by
virture of its being more actively
eliminated by the uro-genital tract
than either copaiba or sandal oil. It
is destined, he thinks, to play a great
part in the treatment of laryngeal,
bronchial, pulmonary, cardiac and
scrofulous affections ; in malarial and
typhoid fevers in whooping cough
and influenza and in renal, vesical,
and vaginal troubles.
It may be said that Dr. ThomasCaraman holds up to our view a some;

;

;

;

;

;

;

rose-colored picture, but it must
be confessed that there is no inherent
improbability in the notion that an
animal organism, like that of the bee,
may be able to elaborate the medicinal principles of the eucalyptus in
greater perfection than the art of
pharmacy can furnish them. Should
his impressions be confirmed, however, the practical question at once
comes up as to the extent to which
commerce can supply us with the
genuine wild honey of Tasmania
It would be interesting to know to
what particular species of the genus

what

Eucalyptus, the gigantic trees found
Perhaps
by M. Guilmeth, belong.
the active principles of the tree may
yet be made available without the intervention of the Apis nigra melUJiea.

[The above was sent to us by -Mr.
Secor, of Forest City, Iowa,

Eugene
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and refers to the eucalyptus honey
mentioned on page 243. Honey is no
doubt one of the most valuable of
medicines, and nearly all the diseases
mentioned by Dr. Thomas-Caraman
are cured by domestic honey from the
American linden tree. Mr. Luther
Corey, of Yorkshire, X. Y., says:
"On Oct. 1, 1882, I was taken with
bilious and gastric fever, followed by
a relapse in the shape of inflammation
of the lungs and their surroundings,
Until
also congestion of a portion.
within two or three weeks I was unconscious, and therefore not aware of
my condition, at which time I commenced eating honey, and have taken
it at all times of the day and night,
until I have eaten five 2-pound boxes
of honey. My cough has subsided,
and my lungs are healing, much beyojid the physician's expectations.
Honey is doing the business. I can
now walk about the house."

dren afflicted with scrofula or rickets.
In difficult teething, rub the gums
with a mixture made of honey and an
emulsion of quinces. For the removing of worms, honey has often been
beneficially used, and it is often used

mouth and throat.
Tasmanian honey is superior
the American — particularly that

in diseases of the
If the

to

from the linden trees— it is indeed a
boon to mankind.
In California several have reported

with small stones. In the bottom of
the trenches were placed a layer of
small stones about 3 inches thick, and
on these a layer of 2 inches of broken
bones, such as could be gathered
about the farm and broken into
small pieces with the butt of an axe
or heavy hammer.
The trenches
were then filled with the richest mold
which could be procured from the
forest, care being taken that it had
intermixed sufficient sand to make it
light and clay enough to give it body.
The vines were then planted in the
trenches early in the spring, and cut
back to two eyes above the ground,
the distance between them being 20
feet, allowing the lateral branches to
be trained 10 feet on each side of the
main stem on four wires 2 feet apart,
and securely fastened to posts S feet

American Bee Journal that
the bees have gathered excellent crops
of honey from the eucalyptus trees.
The honey has a fine flavor, though it
is a very strong one.
high, which were set midway beThe eucalyptus blooms in Australia tween the vines. The wires were
from December to March, according fastened to the sides of the posts with
small iron staples which are easily
to locality, but the trees do not bloom drawn when
it becomes necessary to
much until the tenth year. We would renew the posts, and thus prevent any
respectfully ask the apiarists of Cali- disturbance of the wires or vines.

to the

Our vineyard commenced bearing
fornia to report what their experience
has been with the eucalyptus and its well the third year, and was in fine
thrift
the fourth year, when it had a
Herr Karl Gatter, of Vienna, Aus- honey.— £d.]
serious set-back by the destruction of
tria,the principal of the public schools,
the grapes, as they ripened, by bees,
assured us that his life was saved by
as we supposed. There were a few
Bees a Sacrifice, to Prejndice.
hives about 100 yards off, and it apthe use of honey.
He published a
peared that every bee in them was
small pamphlet on the curative powers
In the June number of the Southern puncturing and sucking the juice of
" I, a sufferer
of honey, and said
published at Richmond, Va., the fruit. It was hastily determined
from hemorrhages, already given up Planter,
that the bees must be sacrificed for
just received, we find the editorial the protection of the vineyard, and
to despair, and at the verge of the
article marked, which gives the de- accordingly loads of dry wheat straw
grave, was saved by the wonderful
tails of the sacrifice of an apiary be- were brought and dumped near the
curative powers of honey ; and now,
hives.
After night, when the bees
cause of the damage done to grapes
thank God, I am freed, not only from
were resting quietly, the hives were
by " the yellow-jackets." The editor, gently taken from the stands, piled
weakness of my lungs, but rejoice in
Mr. W. C. Knight, gives the follow- together the straw piled over them
the possession of perfect health."
ing as " a reminiscence," which will and the torch applied, so that in a
Many persons afflicted with various be excellent proof that bees are inno- half hour all were consumed. This
seemed to be a cruel act, but justifispecies of consumption, thank the
cent of the charges against them in able under the principle of ex ixecessiuse of linden honey, either for their
the matter of their supposed depreda- tate rei.
entire restoration to health, or for the
Our surprise was great when the
tions upon grapes.
It proves that
mitigation of their often painful conthey are unable to puncture the skin next day. a bright and clear one, not
a bee was to be seen, but the destrucdition of body and mind.
of grapes, and that the real culprits tion went on, and it became apparent
Honey can also be used with ad- are the yellow wasp, known as yellow- that innocent lives had been sacrificed,
vantage in asthma, in constipation, jackets. The editor of the Southern and the real depredators appeared in
the form of ydlow-jackets. They were
in sore throat promotes perspiration, Planter says
active and voracious, and could, and
lessens phlegm, and is very healing
At an early period of our farming did, in plain view pass from bunch to
to the chest, sore from coughing.
life, 35 years ago, we planted a small bunch, and with
their sharp proof four varieties of grapes— boscides puncture and suck the juice
Honey mollifies causes gentle purg- vineyard
Catawba, Isabella, Norton and Herbe- until surfeited, when they would fly
ing, divides and dissolves, warms, mont Madiera— and as grape culture off in a sluggish manner.
few of
nourishes, stops pains, strengthens in South Side Virginia, at that time, the common gray wasps would follow
limited
to
a
few
garden
and it
was
vines,
sweets,
and lap up the exuded
the tone of the stomach, carries away
our effort was a pet enterprise. Our became clear that the innocent bees
all superfluous moisture, aids digesmethod of planting may be mentioned had only been doing the same thing.
tion, thins and purities the blood, and as it secured thorough drainage, and The vineyard was the victim of an
animates and strengthens the breast, thus, as we think, preventing the rot unsuspected enemy, and it was a serinerves and lungs. Honey is therefore which is so much complained of now. ous question how his ravages could
Trenches were dug the full length of be checked. Knowing something of
to be used when suffering with a the trellises, which were to be erected the habits of this insect in respect to
cough, hoarseness, stoppage of the lungs, to support the vines, their width be- burrowing into the ground for their
shortness of breath, and especially with ing 2]4 feet, and depth 20 inches. nests, we called up an intelligent and
These trenches were run north and observing negro man and put him on
the best results, in all affections of the
south, to afford the rays and light of the watch.
Following out the idea
chest.
the sun on both sides of the vines suggested by a recent reading of
when
trained
on the trellises, and Cooper's Oak Openings, in which was
Honey has also great value as a
medicine for children, and is readily each trench had a slight graded fall described the plan bee-hunters use for
towards and into a head- ditch which finding bee-trees, this man was enpartaken of by them as a choice dainty was to act as a secret drain, this ditch abled to trace the yellow-jackets by
dish. It is especially useful to chil- being filled to the depth of 10 inches the direction of their flight to their
:

—

;

;
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nests, several of

which were found be no fruit and the then fruit-grow- been getting a little honey out of
ers might be as presistent in their white clover yesterday and to-day.
We may
some honey from clover
demands for the bees to come and yet, but 1get
do not look for it. I think
restore their fruit-trees to fertility, some of those that are selling clover
as they have been ceaseless in their honey in St. Louis for 9 cents per
demands for the destruction of their pound, will wish they had it next winter, for it will be worth a good deal
best friends— the bees.— Ed.]
more then. Bee-keepers will do well
;

within a few hundred yards.
The
destruction of these insects was accomplislied somewhat after the plan
pursued with the bees. After nightfall a large arm full of dry straw was
deposited over the nest, and then by
a violent knocking on the ground the
yellow-jackets would rush up from
their burrow, and whilst entangled in
the straw, the torch was applied and
the whole colony burnt up. After this
our vineyard remained undisturbed
for years.

We

this year by holding their honey.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1887.

have been thus particular in
it

Nov.

W.

may

tend to settle the
question as to honey-bees, and at the
same time be of some service to beeculturists. The yellowish wasp, which
is described in "the following article
from the Florida Farmer and Fndt
Grower, is doubtless what is known In
Virginia as the yellow-jacket
" Many notable horticulturists have
complained of the ravages of the
honey-bee in their vineyards, and we,
like a majority of fruit-growers, have
taken it for granted that such was the
case, and said no more about it.
There are some persons, however, of
an inquiring turn of mind, who did
not wish to sacriUce their bees upon a
bare suspicion, and who have sat
down by a vine loaded with ripe fruit,
details, as

363

and watched patiently

for the true

culprit.

" One of these doubters informed
us that he is satisfied, from personal
observation, that it is impossible for
the honey-bee to puncture the skin
of the grape. His experiment was as
follows
After removing the crop
from the vineyard, except one vine,
containing a couple of dozen of ripe
bunches, he seated himself and waited
patiently for the real culprit.
Bees
and wasps of various kinds came and
went without doing any harm. At
length his attention was drawn to a
species of wasp, which he described
as follows
Color of body, dark-red
or bronze ; wings, steel-blue, with a
yellow spot on each shoulder, and
some with a yellow spot on the forehead, perhaps a distinguishing mark
between the sexes.
This fellow
alighting on the berry ,with his strong
mandibles ripped up the fruit, cutting
a long gash as neatly as a doctor's
lancet, proceeded to fill himself with
the sweet juice, and afterward went
to every bunch upon the vine, until
all of them were ruined.
Other insects, bees included, followed in his
wake, and naturally partook of the
spoils.
May it not be possible that
this insect is causing all the damage
heretofore charged to our friend, the
honey-bee ?"

[Yes yes, and the bees have been
persecuted, dragged into court, belied, and finally many have lost their
lives on the " altar of superstition and
ignorance !"
Their innocence, however,is now established beyond doubt!
Will the fruit-culturisfs now please
to do justice simDle justice to their
little friends, the bees
It is beyond
question that, but for the fertilization
of the flowers by the bees, there would
;

—

!

rick. Liberty ville,

North American, at Chicago, Ills.
Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Micb.

Z.

Dec. 7-9,— Michttran State, at Bast Saginaw, Micb,
H, U. Cutting, Sec, Ciinton, Mich,

^~

In ortier to have this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed,

1887, says

:

put 23 colonies into the cellar on
Dec. 1, 1886, and on April 12, 1887, I
took out 21 strong ones and 1 queenless colony. The temperature ranged
from 45^ to 48°. My first swarm issued on May 14. Who is ahead of thaty
A good many colonies are storing in
the supers, and all are very strong
but I have had no swarms for a week,
as it has been too cold.
I

Heard

the

Bees

Roar.— Elmer

Gabril, Marshfield,o» O., says

Ham-

Honey Crop

of California.—
Bees do roar in winter after the
Kansas City,K3 Mo., on mercury is below zero, and the colder
the weather the louder is the roaring,
May 23, 1887, writes as follows
which I have heard many a time,
in San Diego, Calif.,
A friend of ours
' Only one-sixth of a and have witnesses of the fact besides
write thus
myself.
crop this year. In our part of the
State we shall have no honey, owing
Killing off Drones.— A Subscriber
to dry weather killing off the clover
at riint,d Mich., on May 28, 1887,
last summer."
lin

& Bearss,

:

:

writes

Very Favorable Prospects.— H. E.

;

:

Early Swarming, etc.— D. D. Her29,
<j Ills., on May

place of Meetinq.

Hill, Titusville,x) Pa.,

on May

34,1887,

the cause of my bees killing
drones at this time in the
particular has
V
killed
of the hive all
their drones,
and as yet has not
swarmed this season, but they seem
to be in perfect state of health in
every way.
[Quite often drones are " killed off "

AVhat

writes

is

off their

year

One colony in
and drawn out

I think that where bees were properly cared for last fall, the loss in this
locality has been small ; nevertheless
some have lost heavily. One who had
10 colonies, I understand, lost all.
Another with 12.5, has 85 left. Various
and white clover
others report small losses. Out of 51 between apple
colonies and 6 nuclei put into winter blooms because of a dearth in the
quarters, I lost 1 colony and 3 nuclei.
supplies, and the bees become disThe remaining 50 are in good condition to meet the honey when it comes, couraged, and for the time being give
which will be very soon, as white up all idea of swarming. Then to
clover is now opening, in some places- save their food supply, kill off the
the large white heads being quite

numerous.

We

delightful

rain,

are

now enjoying a drones.— Ed.]

which

is

timely, as

has been extremely dry this spring.
Older and wiser heads say "it has
The
just saved the clover crop !"
prospect is very favorable for a good

Some Loud Roaring

it

S.

H—

of Bees.A. Shuck, (102—98), Liverpool,*©

Ills.,

says:

My

bees have been wintered on the
stands unprotected for the
last 8 years, except the winters of
GrinYield.—
R.
Clover
No "White
1882-83 and 1886-87. During very still,
sell, Baden,o* Mo., on May 27, 1887, cold
weather they can always be
says
heard. In very cold weather, at times
can be heard some 40 or 50 feet
My bees are in fine condition, and they
from the hives.
there has been all spring lots of bees
and brood, but my 110 colonies have
"White Clover a Failure, etc.— Wm.
not got 100 pounds of honey in their
hives altogether. I am now feeding Anderson, Sherman,*© Mo., on May
season.

summer

:

them. White clover has been in
bloom for the last two weeks, but
they have gathered no honey from it
yet. "We had a very wet spell from
May 1 up to May 22— not a single day
without rain. We have had no rain
now since Sunday, and the bees have

30, 1887,

says

:

will be no honey in this part
of the State, unless a change should
come in the future. There is no honey

There

coming
enough

in,

and bees are storing hardly

to live on.

White clover

is

a
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failure; It does not seem to one or two little showers in this
bloom very much. Bed clover is al- locality since last October white
most all killed by the vrinter. Out of clover {my usual source of honey) is
about 50 colonies of bees there is not drying up, and yields no honey though
100 pounds of good honey, so you may the fields are while with sickly, puny
have an idea about the honey in this bloom. I live on the prairie. I went
section of the country. Bees did well to the basswood grove to-day and find
the past year they had more honey thousands of trees which will bloom
total

;

,

;

when

commenced than they

quality of honey lever obtained. So
satisfactory was the honey that my
customers have ordered for next year,
if I can only supply a corresponding
article.
From S colonies, spring
count, I obtained over 2,000 pounds of
comb honey in one-pound sections,
mostly from my clover field.
For
weeks bees could be found at every
step, during sunshine, in the clover
field.
It yielded an abundant crop
of seed. Has no one else had a simi-

profusely. I can get a good location
in a friend's orchard. The nearest
point for my bees now to reach the
timber is 2)4. miles, while the bulk of
and
they
came,
to-day
the basswood is 3 to 3J^ miles. Do lar experience ?
when spring
have not got 2 pounds per hive. How you think it will pay me to move my
[The Professor, no doubt, meant
many colonies of bees can be kept in 115 colonies at the opening of the
someone place, and make a paying busi- bloom ? The friend lives 2^4 miles "•never well, hardly ever"
ness of it ?
from me. Will many, if any, of the times not universally. Dd.]
bees come home to their old location
[It is impossible to answer the last
after being removed ?
question— so much depends upon the
Honey and Beeswax Market.
[No ; it would not pay for the exseason as well as the pasturage for
pense and trouble of moving your
.—Ed.]
in
the
surrounding
country
bees
The following are our very latest
bees to the basswood grove, which

spring

I have had 3 swarms this
season out of 47 colonies. They had
about 10 pounds of honey to the hive

have now.

—

—
—

you state is only from 2% to 314 miles quotations for honey and beeswax
Loss of Bees by Moving, etc.— O. from your apiary. Bees appear to
CHICAGO.
O. Poppleton, Hawk's Park,© Fla.,on enjoy a flight when seeking stores
HONEY.— Sellers ask from 7 to 10 cts. for anything
off
in
comb
honey
this includes dark unde*
May 21, 1887, writes:
often passing by good pasturage near sirable and croolied combs, and 2-pound aectiODS.
Good
Mb.
sections, iuf^i2c.
choice, 12W@I3C.—
The item on page 291 is so worded the apiary, and working on inferior BEESWAX,-250.
R. A. BUKNBTT,
Mar. 28.
161 South Water St.
as to convey an entirely wrong idea
bloom at a distance of 2 or 3 miles It
of the cause of the loss of the bees
DETROIT.
brought from Iowa last fall.
They is generally conceded that bees fly HONEY.—Best white comb. Il(ai2c. Market i«
were not lost on account of the from 3 to 5 miles in quest of stores, nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.
BEK8WA-X.-23(s>24c.
climatic conditions here, as one would and as the basswood grove is within May.
11.
M. H. HUNT, BeU Branch, Mich.
suppose from the item referred to,
that distance, it is just in the right
but from bad carriage in bringing
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white, 4t<®5
them down here. The car in which place to suit their " notions."— Ed.]
ctB. light amber. 4^c. amber, 4Hc. Comb, white,
they were packed was seven' weeks on
J2iisl4c.: amber, 7@yc. Demand good.
:

;

:

I

:

;

;

the road, and the only wonder is that
any were left alive on getting here
I tried to bring only 82 of my weakest
colonies, leaving 148 colonies back in
Iowa in care of my brother. He
writes me, under date of April 25,
that 138 came through in good condition, containing at that date from 2
to 7 frames of brood each, and averaging about 5 frames of brood each.
This is an uncommonly good condition for bees to be in, so early in the
season in that latitude.
1

More Rain Needed.—A. D.
ing,

Cedar Beach, 5 Ind., on

BEE3WAX.-23C.
Stock- Mays. SCUACHT&LEMCKE,

May 29,

1887, writes

been very dry here for some-

It has

122-124 Oavls St.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@lSo.;
second quality, lO^l ic; and buckwheat unsalable
at 8'a9c. Extracted, 5@6c.

BBESWAX.-25C.
time. White clover is very backward
Apr. 20.
A. C.KBNDBL, 115 Ontario St.
in blooming, and unless we have good
ST. LOOIS.
rains soon there will be but little
HONEY.- Choice comb, 10@12c. Strained, In
white clover honey.
have had barrels,
3V^'§4Mc. Extra fancy, H more than loreseveral light rains within two weeks, going prices. Extracted, 4!4®t>c. Market dull.
BEESWAX.- Steady at io^^c. for orime.
but we had so little spring rains that
May 20.
D. G. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.
what rains we have had lately seem to
have done sod lands but little good,
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONE Y.—We quote White comb, 12@14c. amand grass is suffering ; but on springber, 7@ci0. Extracted, white, 49i@5c.: light amber,
plowed lands crops are growing finely. 3^®4Hc. Market quiet.
•
Our prospects for apples are poor the BEESWAX.- 19(ai2]c.
May 14.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Frout St.
trees bloomed full, but from some
cause but little fruit has set; but
MILWAUKEE.
where peach-trees are alive we shall
HONEY.— We quote Finest white 1-lb. sections.
2have peaches. Bees have built up 12(312^0.; choice white i-lbs., ii@i2c.: choice
10(41 Ic. dari not wanted, and imperfect slow.
strong, and have commenced swarm- Ibs.,
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6H@7c.: good
ing. They wintered well generally in white in kegs and barrels, etaJBi^c.: dark, 4 to 4)tfc.
Demand good and market firm.

We

:

Working up a Honey Market,

— Earle

Clickenger,

Columbus,©

etc.

O.,

writes

am

trying to build up a local trade
I find it quite difficult ; but with all the drawbacks of
prejudice in the public mind on accouut of adulteration, last year I sold
about 9,000 pounds of pure honey, and
to-day have the largest trade in the
city in a retail way.
It is a hard
thing to convince the people that they
can depend upon getting pure honey.
I sold 40 colonies of bees last fall, and
still have 40 colonies left those I sold
brought on an average $5 per colony.
Last year I produced 3,000 pounds of
comb honey, and 1,000 pounds of extracted honey. I would like to have
saved all of them, but I have " too
many irons in the fire."
I

on pure honey, but

;

;

;

:

;

this locality.

BEESWAX.— 250.
May

Honey from Bed Clover.— David
Brown, Maple Creek, o»Nebr., on

May

4.

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

NEW

St.

YORK.

HONEY.— We quote White comb, 9@12c.: dark
5&7C. California comb, Hftj9c.: extracted, 5@6c.
Sales large and demand good.
;

writes
BEESWAX.— 23®24Hc.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,
In the last paragraph of an article
May 10. 28 &. 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St.
by Prof. W. W. Cooke, on page 330,
KANSAS CITY.
he says " In the United States, hiveHONBY.-We quote White clover 1-lbs., 10®12
bees never suck red clover." For the cts,; dark, 9 to 10c. White clover 2-lb8., 10 to lie;
9 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.
last 2 years my bees have collected dark.
Very little extracted in the market.
honey freely from the red-clover field. May 16. CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th,S Walnut
During the summer of 1885, I acciBOSTON.
31, 1887,

:

:

dentally was crossing my clover field
HONEY.— 1 -lb. packages of white clover honey
(second crop), and found my bees at I3@15c.; 2-poundsat ii®i3o. Extracted, 5®7c.
slow.
Moving Bees to Basswood Bloom. humming from flower to flower, and Sales
BEESWAX.- 26 cts. per lb.
B. F. Woodcock, Pleasantville,? on examination of the hives, showed Apr. 22. Blaks & RiPLBT, 57 Chatham Street.
me that they were storing honey
Iowa, on May 27, 1887, writes
CINCINNATI.
rapidly from my red clover.
Last
HONEY.— We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
Will it pay to move my bees 3 miles season they worked considerable on Best comb brings ll@14c. per lb. Demand fair.
BBES WAX.— Good demand,—2oa23o. per lb. for
north of their present location to a the first crop, but quite freely on the
good to choice yellow.
basswood grove V
have had but second crop, giving me the finest May 21. C.F.MtTTH & SON.Freeman ft Central AT.

—

:

We

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Regular as Clock- Work

^^j^SmiOAlHTv^v,

365

—

OUR

I. E. Good,
CLUBBINU LIST.
an advertisement in the
We
supply the American Bee Journal
American Bee Jiiurnal, and 10 days after
one year, and any of the following publicasending the copy, writes thus
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
On Wednesday of each week we get the
American Bee Journal, and that as regu- of figures. The first column gives the regular as clock-work
On Thursday I com- lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
menced to get orders from parties saying
Price ol both. Club
they saw my advertisement in the American
1 00.
Bee Journal yesterday. The next day I The American Bee Journal
and
Gleanings
in
got a number more orders for bees and
Bee-Culture
2 00.. 1 75
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
1 25
queens amounting' to $85.80. IVIy advice to
1 25
Bee-Keepers' Guide
all is— Do not advertise In the American
150.. 140
The Apiculturist
2 00
Bee Journal unless you are prepared for
1 70
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00.. 1 75
a rush !
I. R. Good.
Rays of Light
150.. 135
The experience of Mr. Good certainly is The 7 above-named papers
5 25. 4 50
*'
good enough " for any one. The adver- and Cook's Manual
2 25. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
tisement he mentions cost him only $2.00,
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 60.. 1 50
and he had to order it out before a week had
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00. 2 00
passed, because he received orders faster
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
than he could rear queens and bees.
4 00.. 2 00
Western World Guide
150.. 130
This reminds us of the experience of Mr.
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150... 1 40
Henry Alley, of Mass., who some time since
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
Convention Hand-Book
1 50
1 30
wrote us as follows

Nappanee,

Ind., put

:

I

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PBOPRIBTORS.

.

.

.

.

.

923 Jt.925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICA60,IU.
At One DoUar a Year.

.

.

.

.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

BnSINSSS filANAOBR.

:

^p^ecial gloticcs*

.

get the quickest return from an advertisement inserted in the American Bee
Journal of any paper I ever advertised in.
The Bee Journal is mailed on Tuesday it
reaches me on Friday, and Saturday I frequently get calls for my circular from New
York and Pennsylvania.
Henry Alley.
I

;

To Correspondents. — It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
iBome Inclosing money) that have no name;

us

.

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named In the last column.

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
As the American Bee Journal circulates
3 Park Row,
York, inserts advertiseevery State, Territory and Province, ments in all New
first-class Newspapers and
among farmers, business and professional Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
many others having no Post-OflSce, County men— it commands an audience upon which He gives special attention to writing and
advertising cannot be wasted
setting up advertisements in the most ator State. Also, if you live near one posttractive manner, and guarantees entire
ofiBce and get your mail at another, be sure
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorto give the address we have on our list.
Home Market for Honeyable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
t^' To create Honey Markets in every free.
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Tear Among village, town and city, wide-awake honey
the Bees " (75 ots.), and the Bbe Joiirnai,
Slmmlns' Non-S^varmlng System Is
In

1

for one year ($1.00), both of which
club for only $1.50.

we

will

producers should get the Leaflets "Why Eat
Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"

and scatter them

Tbe Convention History of America
with a full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Journal for one year,
will be clubbed for $1.25,

As there
the name of

Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our
Is

correspondents would write '* American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
bouse), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Webster's Dictionary
'pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
10 decide as to the spelling of words, and to
iletermlne their meaning.

and the result

:

Single copy, 5 cts. : per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid tor $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them
;

The

"new

modern bee-keeping," and states that
based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other oonditloa
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages
is well printed and
Illustrated. Price 50 cents.
It can now be
obtained at this office.
era in
"It

is

;

To give aAvay a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
The Production of Comb Honey, as
package of honey, will sell lots of It.
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.
System and Success.
fS^ AL who

We will Present

plentifully,

be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
will

the title of a new English bee-book.
author claims thatitwill Inaugurate a

intend to be systematic in

work in

the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
their

For SOcolonlcs
"
"

(1-0 pages)
100 colonies C-'-O pages),
200 colonies (420 pages)

$100
125
150

Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
free upon application. Any one

will be sent

Intending to get up a club can have sampla
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

The larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an increase of numbers,
Red Iiabels for one-pound pails of
Yucca Brushes are employed for re- and still keep the record all together In one honey, size .3x4!4 Inches. — We have now
moving bees from the combs. They are a
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
supply them at the following prices
100
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
Some Additions to our Catalogue.— tor $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
whole length of the handle as well as the
all with name and address of
4-Piece Dovetail Sections for $3.00
brush, they are almost indestructable. White Poplar
apiarist printed on them — by mail, postpaid.
When they become sticky with honey, they tor a fancy article of comb honey (4}4x-lii
can be washed, and when dry, are as good inches— 7 to the foot)— in packages of 500 for
$4.50.
Should jiuy Subscriber receive this
S8 ever. The low price at which they are $2.50 1,000 for
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
Enameled Ci-oth, for covering frames, paper any longer than it is desired, or is
more of them, so as to always have one price per yard, 4.'> Inches wide, 20 cents it a willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10 card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
if ordered by mail, send 15
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail, pieces, $20.00
AT your wrapper LABEL.
Qrtd 1 cent each for postage.
cents per yard e.\tra for postage.
onies, give

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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THeOlej of American Bee-Keepers.—
have a few left of this Medley, and any
one who desires to look upon the faces of
130 of the principal apiarists of America
—dead as well as living— should send $1.00,

H

Boss" One-Piece

I

Sections,

MANUFACTUTIED BY

Forncrook

J.

& Co., Watertown, Wis
28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap as

will furnish

Write for^price-Jisl.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st,

the cheapest.

Proserre your Papers fer reference.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
Bee Journal.

1887.

COMB FOUNDATION
Brood Foundation, 40c per
DUNHAM
Extra-Thin Vandervort Foundation, 45c.
into foundation for 10
WAX made
per
Ten per cent, discount on
per
lb;

lb.

and

20c.

lb.

orders received before the l.")th of April.
free.
F, W. HOLMES,
Coopersville, Mien.
9Dtf

all

gidujertiscnxjetxts*

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the

and

Patented June

WE
tions for the

Heddon Hive.

We

Heddon Reversible Hive, both

CS|

at once, for a copy, to
E. O.TnTTLE, Charlotte, Vt.

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
subscripIf you will send us 3 new yearly

NEW

The

Samples

retail

;

at wholesale
nailed and also in the flat.

Phe brood-chamber is In two sections; also the
surplus arrangement, which may be interchanged
or inverted atwill.- The cover, bottom-board, and
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-half
or a regular bee-space, so that the surplus cases
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly Interchangeable. Tbe brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE HIVE includes the bottom-board
anil stand a slatted honey-board, and cover ; two
G-inch brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames ;
two surplus arrangements, each containing 28 onepimnd sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can b3 interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It IsNAlLEn AKD
;

PAINTED, and ready
honey
SCHEME
Examine
A GREAT
Cbromo
and
'.

TTAUAN Bees and Queens

for sale.— Untested

1 Oueen 75 cents for *4.iiO. Send tor Circular,
Free.-JOHN NBBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
^—
_^A8t
BEST QUALITY ENVEIOPES or LetterOnn heads,
delivneatly primed to order &
OuU
;

IS

Sell

to the millions.

our new, peculiar Small Honey PackCard. See our large
our brilliant
age,
advertisement once a month, or address,

J. H. MABTIN,
6W(3tm)40t

ered »i- inn for* ic Satisfaction guaranteed. A
BOlicited.-BRlCKEB. Printer, Slate Lick, Pa.

HARTFORD,

N. Y.

EXTRA NICE

trial

read and save Money.
BEE-KEEPEBS—
SECTIONS and Foundation at reduced
Sections. Crates, Frames, Foundation,
prices. Send for samples.
per 1,000. bend
S.l.oO
Sections.
Hives, etc.
Also a full line of SUPPIilES at very low
C. ^AXHEWS,
for^Price-List.

^^^^_

Price-list free.

rates.

t^T* Casli for Beesnrax.

BEES and QUEENS FOR SALE.

A. F.

cts.; 2 Queens, $1.00,
alb.: S-f rame Nucleus, $3.50

cents

HTTMPHEEYS'

BEES, oO

:

4-f rame,

W. G. HAYEN, Pleasant Mound, 111.

SPECIFIC No.

23Alt

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville,

Genesee

Co., Mich.,

call the attention of all

to the fact that he has
written, published, and now offers for sale a neat
little book of 45 pages, entitled

"THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY;"
which, among other things, is made as clear as
possible the question of when, where and bow to
use Foundation. When empty combs are preferaWhen the bees should be allowed to build
ble
their own combs. How to prevent the building of
in

drone-comb, etc., etc., etc.
The price of the Book is only -25 cents, and the
knowledge gained from Its perusal will enable its
possessor to save more than the price of the book,
in foundation, upon each si(Mrm)iiii«d; and secure
tbe
more honey Into the bargain. Don't wait untilbook
swarming season is over, but send for the
Plans
NOW—and be ready to test, this season, the23Atr
and methods it advises.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

In use 30 years.

Warranted, $1

;

Select, i?1.25

;

Tested, $1.50

in cloth),

How

s;i..50.

(300 pages. 100 Illustrations, bound
by mail, and one Tested Queen, $3.

to

10 cents.
21Atf

Get

Comb Honey,

Address,

20

pages,

HENKY Alil.EV,
Co., MASS.

WKNUAM, Essex

{Echiiiops sphcerocephalus.)

POST-PAID

We

can supply this seed
One-half ounce, oO
at the following prices
cents; 1 ounce, $1; 2 ounces, $1.50: 4
ounces, $2 ; Vi pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $o. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
:

if

properly thinned out and

successful

remedy for

price.—IlamptircYS' illutUcUie Co.^ lOd Fulton

re-set.

St.

>

^• Y*

16Al2t

Vandervort Foundation

Send 75 Cents YearamonJthe'Beefl;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. miLiLER,

MARENGO,

20Atf

ILLS.

Mill.

12 Inch, Price, $30.00.

1^ We can ship them
THOS.

immediately.

NEWMAN

0.

& 925 West Madison

923

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

street.

FOLDING BOXES.

Section Honey are
best and low'est priced in th-. market. Made in 1

Our Cartons/or ^;iu:'os/ng
the

With

Tape Handles or without.

without, in the
iio

With

Mica fronts or

Fiat or set up. Printed or p/a/n.

Wearebound

suit,

to please.

We have put

in

Any way

special Ma-

chinery for their manufacture, and arc prepared to fill Orders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c»
lioz. Glass Jars $.'>.25 pergross, including Corks
and Labels. 1 7-2 & 2 aross in a Case. Send for Catalogue.

CRAWFORD,

A. O.

South Weymouth, Mass.

Box 438.
21D10t

BAND^BOOrOF BEALTB,
Hints aito Ready Recipes.

Extracted flouey For Sale.

of a very valuable book that (fives a
Rreat amount of Information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their daily
habits of Eathig, Drinking, Dressmg, Sleephiit
Bathing, Working, etc.

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTKACTEI* HONEV, in kegs

Is

the

title

TELLS ABOUT

Ventilation,

How much to Wear
Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them,

Influence of Plants.

Kxerclse,

Occupation for Invalids, Care of Teeth,
After-Dinner Naps,
Superfluous Hair,
Reatoi-iDK the Drowned, Headache, cause A cure.
Preventing Near-81ght- Malarial Affections,
Croup— to Prevent.
ednesB,

TBLLS

HOW

TO CURB

Black Byes, Boils, Burns, Chilblains, Cold Feet,
Corns.Coughs.Cholera.Dlarrhoea, Diphtheria. Dysentery, Dandruff. Dyspepsia, Ear Ache. Felons,
Fetid Feet. Freckles, Headache, Hiccough, Hives.
Hoarseness, Itching, Inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Hheumatlsm, Ringworm.
Snoring, Stammering. Bore Eyes, Bore Mouth, Bore
NlppIes.SoreThruat. Sun-strofce. Slings and Insect
Bites,

Sweating Feet. Toothache. Ulcers, Warts

Whooping Cough, Worms
Price only

we
per

will deliver
lb.

THOS.

BathlHK— Best way,
923
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
Clething— what to Wear,

Overheating Uousea,

S5 Cents.

In Children.

Bent by Mall, post-paid.

lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
on board the cars at 7 cents
Orders solicited.

holding from 200

Paraaites of the Skin,

to Kat it,
Thtnps to Do,
ThlriKS to Avoid,
Pttrils of Bummer,
How to Breathe,

THOS. G. NEWTTIAN 6c SON,
G. NEWMAN & SON,
923 & 935 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL. 923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

XHOS.

Will fit 8-(ranje Lane-stroth hive.or Heddon's
Langstroth hive. The best Case ever in use.
Especially adapted lor Tiering-Up. In lots
of 5, 4I» cents each. PRiCE-LtsT free.
J. W. BITTENBENDER,
KNOXVLLLE, IOWA.
ISAtf

piece.

IT

Chapman Boney-Plant Seed

ILL.

to 5)000 kfr pafnted°and mied
1 ,000
with 28 one-piece Sections, 7 to the foot.

Debility, Vital Weai^ness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or vials and large vial powder, for $5.
Sold by Druggists, or sent postpaid on receipted
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Queen, 60
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For 2 frames of any size
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ac son.
THOS. e.
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923 * 925 West Madison Street,
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KIsslns Boex.— On page '239 we criticised
an Item "going the rounds of the press,"
stating that Mrs. Thomas, a Pennsylvania
lady, readily sold all her comb honey " at 50
cents per pound," even in 8 and 10 pound
boxes; that she obtained a profit of $30 per
colony
that her bees knew her, and often
" kissed " her hand, etc.
We concluded the
criticism in these words
This 1-08)/ account is being extensively
copied into the papers, and will, no doubt,
induce many to embark in the business only
;

:
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Ants In the Apiary.— W. S. McCrum,
Etna Green, Ind., makes the following Inquiries about ants in the apiary

:

am

troubled by small ants collecting
over the top of the covering of my hives.
How can I exterminate them ? Are they
any detriment ? My bees all wintered well
on the summer stands, and are doing well
since the rains. It was very dry here during
all the spring until about two weeks ago.
I
never heard roaring in cold weather.
I

Ants are no particular detriment to bees,
become disgusted when they find that the and only weak colonies will tolerate them.
price of honey is less than one-fourth of Strong colonies will drive them away. To
that quoted above
and much of the rosy sprinkle powdered borax about their hills
speecn at the convention proves to be but a
will drive them away very quickly.
" delusion and a snare 1"
One method of exterminating them is
This displeased the Bee-E'eepera' Magazine,
which enviously remarked thus in the June described by "one who knows" thus
to

THOMAS

Q.

yoiniii.

NEWMAN,

;

Editor.

Jniiel5,188],

No.

24

:

issue,

which

is

just received

find

them on your premises, get

ready teakettles of boiling water, plenty of
Scald every little hole you see with a
Every word she it.
mound of little earth pellets around it ; it is
saidatthat conveidion was the truth, and we the
home of the ant. On a sunny day these
think Mr. Newman had better seek some
pellets are brought out of the nests to dry.
other quarter Into which to overturn his When
the weather is damp, or soon will be,
vial of sarcasm.
you will see nothing but little holes in the
We objected to the extravagant and rosy ground. The ants are all " at home." Scald
them. It your cellar is not cemented, hunt
remarks, because of their deceptiveness in the pest
there
very likely you will find lots
Inducing persons to keep bees upon the of them. When the work here recommended
representation that they could sell their has been done, clean out your closets, sugar
pails,
in the closets
rub fine
honey at 50 cents per pound, and make a salt oneverything
the shelves, lay clean yellow paper
and then to on them, and put back the dishes. In the
profit of $30 on each colony
become disgusted and injure the pursuit. cracks of the floor and around the surface
the closets should be placed ground red
We think bee-keepers generally will view It of
pepper. Ants will not come again for a long
in the same light— the Magazine to the con- time.
trary notwithstanding
But the next sentence caps the climax
A Revised Version.— Little girl studyIt reads thus
ing Sunday-school lesson (third chapter of
The great trouble, we suppose, lies In the
fact that her remarks tended to show what Matthew)— "Uncle Henry, what did John
you can do in a home market, and does not wear a leathern griddle for ?" Uncle Henry
help along that great (?) convention which is — A leather griddle
Why, what do you
"
being talked of.
Mrs.

Thomas

is

most successful

x)VT^>4^

When you

:

absolutely truthful, and a

apiarist.

;

Soon
His

And

will the festive bumble-bee
liltle carol sing,

polish

up

His merry

right carefully
sting.

little

Soon will the small boy seek the wood
To climb his favorite tree,

And

in a happy, careless

mood

Pursue that self-same bee.

Then

I

bee In turn
Cause that same boy to scud
To where he can relieve the burn

By

will that blithesome

plastering with

;

;

mud.
—Selected.

I

:

1

A

IMstlngulsbed Visitor.—The Canamean ?" " Why, it says here, And the same
This sentence exhibits deplorable ignor- John had his raiment
dian Honey-Producer for June is just reof camel's hair and a
ceived, and in it we And the following item ance or absurd jealousy— or both.
leathern griddle about his loins, and his
Her remarks do7iot"8how what jou can meat was locusts and wild honey."
of news
Oh I
We are pleased to inform our readers that do in a home market "—for in no home mar- see to cook his locusts on." And away
'

:

I

1

Mr. T. W. Cowan. F.G.S., F.R.M.S., editor of
the British Bee Journal, and a prominent
writer and British bee-keeper, also President
of the British Bee-Keepers' Association,
which has a membership of over 10,000, expects to visit Brantford this summer, where
he will lecture on bee-keeping. This will be
an event of interest to all, and the beekeepers of Brantford will make effort to
make Mr. Cowan's visit a pleasant one to
him, to show in a small measure their appreciation of his kindness.

ket in North America can any one obtain 50 she fled.
cents per pound for comb honey
The idea is preposterous that any such
Bees In a Wall of Stone.— The London
remarks could affect the "great (?) convention"— either to
it or hinder it
And Standard relates the following Incident in
neither will any such jealous allusions have the county of Surry
I

Mp

I

:

any

effect.

For the

The Bee-Keepers' Magazine would do much
better to labor tor the general good of the
pursuit, and encourage harmonious and
united action among apiarists everywhere.
In such it will always find a co-worker in the

We had the pleasure of making Mr.
Cowan's acquaintance some years ago, and
we congratulate our Brantford friends upon American Bee Journal.
the promise of a visit from such a genial
gentleman and enthusiastic apiarist.
When to Put on Sections.—This question Is asked quite often, and here Is an
Hiving Sivamis on Starters In answer by Mr. F. L. Dougherty from the
Frames.- Mr. S. Cornell, in the American Indiana Farmer
Apiculturist for June, says that he lost considerable by so doings few years ago. Ho

last 16 or 18

years a colony of bees
has taken possession of a niche between the

Hautboy and Fiddle public
house at Ockham. near Ripley. The outer
walls of the building are about 3 feet in
thickness, and the bees made choice of their
storehouse at the very top of the building,
which Is three stories high.
The landlord and landlady, with their
daughters, resolved this year upon flnding
out the exact whereabouts of the colony. A
diligent search was'made one morning under
the roof of the house, and a piece of comb
was found immediately below the slates,
but in such a position that it could not be
reached. Mr. Smith, the landlord, then
descended to the bedroom, and, with chisel
and hammer, removed a number of bricks
from the wall, where the nest was found.
More than two feet square of the wall had
to be removed, when a wonderful sight presented itself— a large mass of comb, about

walls of the

Sections should not go on the hives until
about the time the bees are ready to enter
them, but as that time depends entirely on
the
of the colony and the honey
The results were that I had brood and flow,condition
there can be no set time for putting
pollen in the sections, and ono-third drone- them in place. The bees will seldom
com- two feet in thickness,
-comb in the brood-nests (which consisted of mence in sections so long as there
filled with honey, was
are unonly 4 frames of 160 square inches each), filled combs bolow
and where colonies are exposed. The bees were fumigated, after
besides being annoyed by the swarms re- not suHiciently strong to
which
laree pieces of honey were cut out,
occupy the secpeatedly swarming out.
tions at the liejjinningof the honey flow, all until dish after dish was filled with a total
surplus comb should be removed from be- quantity of about 120 pounds. The bricks
low to indQce them to enter the sections. have not been put into the wall again, but a
a glass door has been inserted, so that any
If Bees cluster outside of the hives they The combs ri.'inoved can be given back to one interested in
bee culture may have an
them for breetiing, the extra space in the opportunity of
need ventilation or more room.
seeing them.
brood-chainl)L'r, iu the mean time, being
occupied by a division-board. Too much

adds

;

room should not be given at flrst in the secessentials ol' Happiness tions, as it is much more delrimental than
suppose.
Besides, they will comare— something to do, something to love, many
mence much more readily when not allowed
and something to hope for.
loo much space.

Tbe grand

The Haud-Stamp Catalogue
Bercaw &

Bro., Fostoria, O.,
It contains 10 pages.

is

of G.

W.

on our desk.
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inches of comb-surface, the colony is ready to receive any
and appears to be about right in queen after caging, or the drones are
working for comb honey.— G. L. all killed, and there is a colony with
750 square

'Wltb Replies tbereto.

Italian drones. A piece of comb conTinker.
The querist here, no doubt, has taining just hatching-brood may be
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to " store
comb " mixed with drone introduced. The bees will then rear
This is the best
Queries in this Department in less time comb. If he means the latter, it will their own queen.
than one month. They have to wait their pay to cut it out and place it in the way to supersede cross colonies, un" Store comb " (cells with less you know how to transfer the
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a sections.
dozen at a time to each of those who answer no mathematical precision as to size) larvae from the queen-cells.— G. L.
them get them returned, and then find is usually constructed at the top or Tinker.
1. Italianize your bees either in the
pace for them in the JO0RNA1,. If you are the frame, and not below.— J. P. H.
spring or autumn, as it may best suit
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for Brown.
;

2. Purchase of
this plan your convenience.
advocate it, and emphatically some reliable breeder one or more
tested Italian queens, and introduce
state that it pays.— The Editor.
them according to the method described in your bee-book. In rearing
Filling Sections
itli Store Gonitis.
queens, be careful to destroy all the
Italianizing
Colonies,
drones from the native colonies, so
Query 430.— When a strong colony of
bees, successfully at work in surplus cases, has
that the young queens may be purely
swarmed, and the swarm has been hived on 8
Query 431.— 1. At what time of the year mated.— The Editor.
frames with half-inch starters of foundation in
them, capped with the surplus cases from the is it beat to Italianize an apiary ? 2, What method

Many who have pursued

them to be inserted here.— Ed.1

still

i

parent hive, and when the brood-nest is say half
full of worker-comb and brood, and when the
remaining half of the brood-nest has been filled
with store combs, will it prove profitable to the
honey-producer to prune olf these store combs,
extract what honey may be in them, and use them
to fill the sections with ? A 24-pound case may be
filled in this way. Will it pay ?—M, S„ Iowa,

I

do not believe

it

would pay.— C. C.

would you advise a beginner

to adopt

?— G., Iowa,

When you

can do it best. 2.
Post up by reading the bee-books.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
The bee-books will advise as to this.
1.

Uniting Coloniesj

Query 432.- Is

— C. C. Miller.

Italianize in May and June. Buy a
Those combs will do, if no brood first-class queen or two, and breed
has been reared in them.— Dadant from such.— Dadant & Son.
This question involves too long an
&SON.
With my system of work it would answer for this department. James
not pay me. I could use the combs Heddon.
Toward the close of the honey
to better advantage.— H. D. Cutting.
harvest.
Circumstances would dic-

Miller.

Why not make

the bees build the
the sections in the first
place? I get just as much comb in
sections as in frames in the broodnest.— C. W. Dayton.
It will hardly pay.
Use 5 frames,
and get them tilled with worker comb,
using foundation in the sections. G.

comb

in

have never

Spring.

No, not in our opinion, unless the
colonies are queenless.—Dadant

&

Son.
I find it profitable about the middle
of June; J. e., weak colonies.
There
is no object in doubling up strong

ones.— G. M. Doolittle.

me

it.
Were
method.— C. W. Dayton.
I going to unite colonies in the spring,
I prefer the fall, and would advise I would unite them about two weeks
a beginner to buy queens and intro- before the white clover harvest beduce them.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
gins.— G. W. Demaree.
Not unless they are queenless. In
2. The
1. All through the season.

tate the

pay

It does not

to do

one described in all the books. Rear this case they should be united as
good Italian queens and supersede soon as we find out their condition.
old queens by them.— A. J. Cook.
A. J. Cook.
No, not as a rule. Never double up
but those
Either before the appearance of

—

M. DOOLITTLE.
I

tlie

profitable to double up
colonies in the spring ? If so, at what time and to
what extent should it be done ?— Krov, Ills.
it

tried this,

who have

say it is profitable.
See black drones, or after the swarming
page 40 of " The Production of Comb season is over, and all the impure
Honey."— W. Z. Hutchustson.
drones are destroyed.
Give queenYes,if the comb is clean and bright, cells or laying queens. You can keep
and you can induce the bees to re- Italian drones a long while in a queenbuild with worker comb.— James less colony.— J. P. H. Brown.
the honey
1. Just at the close of
Heddon.
2. It will take too much
I have often used bright store- harvest.
to
give
an
answer
that
would
comb in this way to great advantage. space
It induces the bees to go into the be of practical value.— J. E. Pond.
sections quickly. I think it will pay.
I change my queens just at the
—A. J Cook.
close of the early honey harvest. PerIt would not with myself. Want of haps the simplest way is to rear some
knowledge as to location and floral queen-cells in advance, and at the
surroundings prevents me from giv- close of the honey harvest remove
ing any further answer. J. E. Pond. the black queens and give each colony a queen-cell two or three days
It would not be profitable to me to
the queens are removed.— G. W.
manage my bees in that way. But if after
Demaree.
I had the clean, white drone or store
It would depend
upon circumcombs I would use them in the secYou do not say
tions. I know it will pay, for I have stances very much.
how many colonies you have. This
tried it.— G. W. Demaree.
space is too small to give any practiI have never tried it, but on a large
cal method.
Get some good work on
scale I do not think it would pay. It
the management of bees read it carewould be better to hive all swarms fully,
and use good common-sense,
into brood-cases not larger than will
and you will succeed.— H.D, Cutting.
contain 800 square inches of comb,
and you will not have enough drone
There is but one easy and sure
comb built from starters in the brood- method every time to Italianize any
colony,
frames to be objectionable. But the
and it may be done at any
contraction system requires the use time.
Take out the queens of the
of a queen-excluding honey-board. colonies to be superseded, and in nine
My brood-case for swarms contains days cut out all the queen-cells. Then

colonies that are capable of building
up singly, if to do so takes all sum-

mer.— James Heddon.
I do not think it will pay.
If they
have a queen, crowd up to small

space,
sible.

and confine

A small

all the heat poscolony in the spring,

with proper care, will make a good
colony.— H. D. Cutting.
It depends upon the situation of
the bee-keeper.
I double up such
colonies in the spring
but if the
queens are valuable, I do not do it
until 1 can make some disposition of
them. It always pays best to have no
weak colonies, if it can be avoided.
J. P. H. Brown.
Possibly it is, especially if comb
honey is to be produced. It should
be done just before the main honey
harvest, and to such an extent that
all the combs in the united colony
will be well filled with brood.— W. Z.

.

;

—

Hutchinson.
I do not consider it profitable.
I
prefer to build up weak colonies by
drawing frames from which the young
bees are emerging from strong colo-

;

nies.— J. E. Pond.

No,

it is

But it often is profitweak colonies by
down young bees, taken
not.

able to strengthen
I

shaking
from strong

colonies, in front of the

I'HE
weak

ones.

do
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by placing a sheet winter, with

or no opportunity
entire
result is that fully
strong colony, being careful not to two-thirds of the bees in this region,
take out the queen, and shake them wintered on their summer stands,
off on the sheet. The young bees will have died."
And yet while this was
run into the hive, and will aid ma- being written, bees were booming and
terially to build up the colony. The having a lovely time in the Western
proceeding is always safe to the States! Why the difference ?
It is
queen of the weak colony.— G. L. all answered in the words, ' no opporTinker.
tunity to get a flight," and " frequent
If a colony is queenless, to unite it flights " during the winter.
to a weak colony with a good queen is
As I read through the reports on
desirable.
Sometimes it is good wintering bees from Illinois, Indiana,
policy to unite two weak colonies Ohio, Michigan, and other States of
when each have queens, just before the West, saying " bees had a splenthe white clover blooms, especially if did flight to-day," or "a day or two
the production of comb honey is the ago " along in January, February and
object.— The Editor.
March, I said that bees in those
States will winter well; and when I
got reports from States here at the
East, saying " no flight for five
months," it vi'as easy to predict the
I

it

little

weak colony, and then for bees to get a
take a comb with the bees from a winter, and the
in front of the

^ovvcspomltncz.
©

This mark
indicates tliat the apiarist is
located near me center of the State named;
6 northof the center; ? south; O* east;
Owest; and this (^ northeast ^D northwest:
o» southeast; and ? southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.
;

For the American Bee Joomoi.

Onr

Varieil Cliinate, etc.

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

I do not think I have ever been so
impressed with the vastness of this
country of ours as I have the past

spring.

Especially

was

this forcibly

brought to mind in reading page 307
of this paper, where the editor says
" The losses (in bees) have been very
light, both in winter and spring, and
if the weather continues favorable, a
good crop of honey maybe expected."
Now while I do not doubt that the
editor was correct regarding his
locality, and the larger part of all the
States west of New York, yet in this
locality, Pennsylvania and the Eastern States, our loss has been quite
severe, nearly equalling any we have
ever sustained, and what colonies did
survive are generally weak.
Any reader of the above extract,
who did not take any other bee-paper
than the American Bee Journal,
nor had any correspondence outside
of his own neighborhood, would suppose that there might be "no end"
to bees and honey the present season
but taking several papers, or being in
a position to receive comuiunicatious
from all over the United States and
Canada, there is no cause for alarm
along this line.
On the same day that 1 read the
above quotation, the following was
noticed in the Bee-Keepers'' Advance
for May, which I quote so the reader
can see that something more than his
immediate surroundings governs the
matter of loss, or no loss, as well as
an over or under production of honey.
The Advance says
" The past winter, if it can be said
to be past, was the hardest on bees
for many years.
A continuous cold
:

;

.

flight for the
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order of parties North, expecting
nothing great unless you are willing
to wait until July.

MISTAKES IN ORDERING QUEENS.

Now about ordering queens
seem

to suppose that

:

Many

where a person

has a yearly advertisement in a paper
quoting prices for queens, that queens
can be had at any time of the year.
It is nothing uncommon for such a
queen-breeder to get an order while
the snow is on the ground, saying,
"Enclosed And $1 for an untested
queen, which you will please send by
return mail, as I want her immediately." Such persons do not stop
to think that they could not possibly
get untested queens (no not even the
queen cells which would prove of any
value) thus early in the season. Then
when the party of whom the queens
are ordered, writes a kind letter exresult.
plaining the matter, he will often get
The question regarding the winter- curses, the letter winding up by saying of bees is not in diarrhea or no ing, " Send my money back at once ;"
diarrhea, but in frequent flights or no or, " it is early queens I want."
flight

;

or at least so

it

seemed

to

me

more than ten years ago ; and with
every succeeding winter that idea is
strengthened.
It
now looks as
though we of the North have only one
desideratum, and that is cellar-wintering. With a cellar of the proper
temperature, bees can endure six
months of conflnement better than
they can four months out-doors, I
care not how well packed. My bees
were conflned in the cellar for 181
days, yet all came out in good condition except one which starved
while
my loss among those wintered on the
summer stands, which were conflned
151 days, was fully 25 per cent.
;

LOCALITY AND POP0LOUSNESS OF
COLONIES.

How much
been for

better

it

would have

concerned, if such parties
would stop and reason a little, which
all

would of necessity lead them to know
that what they could not do, the
breeder could not ; and the result
would be, if early queens must be
had, they should send to the South
for them. Then again, the originator
of the " dollar queen " business keeps,
or has kept, as a standing advertisement in his paper for years, that no
such queens will probably be sent out
before July ; yet hundreds of beekeepers
seem to expect " dollar
queens " bv return mail during the

month of May
But those ordering queens are not
wholly to blame for this state of
1

this subject of diversity
of country, I vpish to speak regarding

affairs.

In the

May

issue of a certain
stated by a noted
queen-breeder, that after the first of
something which causes many words
he would be able to send out 100
and often hard feelings. It is about May
untested queens a week, his facilities
the ordering of bees and queens from
for sending out increasing with each
a cold and unpromising place, to be
week. As this breeder lives in about
sent early in the season to a warmer
my latitude, I wondered how this
and more genial locality, the party
could be done ; but now the matter is
ordering making no allowance for the
plain, as the June number of that
difference of latitude.
party in paper has arrived, and in it I find that
any of the Southern States should not
owing to unfavorable weather and
expect a colony of bees shipped from
expectations have not
New York or Michigan during the circumstances,
but it is hoped that he
month of May, to be equal in brood been realized,
able
to fill all orders
and bees to one bought in his own will soon be
locality yet there are apparently very
Brethren, on both sides of the
many who think this should be the house, " these things ought not so to
cannot afford to have our
case. It seems to me that common- be."
sense should teach any one better. dispositions soured and our lives
Only a few days ago I got a letter made miserable by misrepresentation
from a Southern party, using very or unreasonableness. To do away
bitter words regarding one of our with this state of affairs, would it not
most respected apiarists,claiming that be well for the purchaser to drop a
he ordered full colonies and received postal card to the breeder, asking
only what ought to be termed nuclei him to fix a date when he could fill an
in return.
little correspondence order, then if the agreement was not
regarding the matter showed that the lived tip to, the breeder could be
apiarist had sent out all of his strong- avoided in the future V
standing
est colonies and kept all the weaklings advertisement is no certain criterion
to build up for his own use, yet was to follow.
being censured for being more than
Borodino,© N. Y.
generous.
[Our remarks about the losses in
If large numbers of bees are wanted
and spring were intended to
winter
early in the season, order of parties
in a more Southern latitude.
If im- apply in general— in the broad exprovement of stock is what is wanted. pause of territory of North America.

While on

beepaper

I

saw

it

A

!

;

We

A

A
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We

well-knew that in several localithe Eastern States)
losses had been sustained in bees, and
that the weather had been severe, but
in general the winter was not rigorous, the spring was mild, and consequently the losses of bees were light,
when the whole country was encomties (notably in

passed.

The suggestions

of Brother Doolit-

about the unreasonableness of expecting queens in the North to be
shipped in May, is just to the point,
and timely as well

tle

Advertisers should always state the
probable time, after which orders
could be tilled. Nothing can be made
by being unjust or unreasonable in
our thoughts, feelings, or business
transactions.— Ed. 1

Tie

Natal

History Of Bees,

A correspondent has

sent us a copy

of the Literary Magazine published in
England in October, 1807—just SO
years ago.
It contains an editorial
article

with the above heading, which
entire as requested by our

we copy

correspondent, knowing that it will
be read with interest, and show to the
apiarists of to-day that much more
was known a century ago about bees
than many now are willing to admit.
Here is the article entire

The skill and dexterity of the
honey-bees, displayed in the construction of their combs or nests, have at
times called forth the admiration
of mankind. They are composed of
cells regularly applied to each other's
all

These cells are uniform hexafons or six-sided figures. In a heeive, every part is arranged with such
symmetry, and so finely finished, that,

sides.

it

limited to the

most expert

same

materials, the

workman would

himself unqualified

find

construct a
similar habitation, or rather a similar
to

city.

In the formation of their combs,
bees seem to resolve a problem which
would be not a little puzzling to some
geometers, namely, a quantity of
wax being given, to make of it equal
and similar cells of a determined
capacity, but of the largest size in
proportion to the matter employed,
and disposed in such a manner as to
occupy in the hive the least possible
space.

Every part of

this

problem

is

completely executed by the bees. ±iy
applying hexagonal cells to each
other's sides, no void spaces are left
between them and, though the same
end might be accomplished by other
figures, yet they would necessarily require a greater quantity of wax.
Besides, hexagonal cells are better
fitted to receive the cylindrical bodies
of these insects. A comb consists of
two strata cells applied to each other's
ends. This arrangement both saves
;

room

in the hive, and gives a double
entry into the cells of which the comb
is composed.
As a further saving of
wax, and preventing void spaces, the
bases of the cells in one stratum of a
comb serve for bases to the opposite
stratum.
In a word, the more minutely the
construction of these cells are examined, the more will the admiration
of the observer be excited. The walls
of the cells are so extremely thin, that
their mouths would be in dauarer of
suffering by the frequent entering
and issuing of the bees. To prevent
this disaster, they make a kind of
ring around the margin of each cell,
and this ring is three or four times
thicker than the walls.
It is diflicult to perceive, even with
the assistance of glass hives, the manner in which bees operate when constructing their cells.
They are so
eager to afford mutual assistance,
and, for this purpose, so many of them
crowd together, and are perpetually
succeeding each other, that their individual operations can seldom be
distinctly observed. It has, however,
been plainly discovered, that their
two teeth are the only instruments

exceeds those in which the males are
lodged. The honey-cells are always
made deeper and more capacious than
the others. When the honey collected
is so abundant that the vessels cannot contain it, the bees lengthen, and
of course deepen the honey-cells.
Their mode of working, and the disposition and division of their labor,
when put into an empty hive, do
much honor to the sagacity of bees.
They immediately begin to lay the
foundations of their combs, which
they execute with surprising quickness and alacrity.
Soon after they
begin to construct one comb, they
divided into two or three companies,
each of which, in different parts of
the hive, is occupied with the same
operations. By this division of labor,
a greater number of bees have an
opportunity of being employed at the
same time, and, consequently, the

common work

is

sooner finished.

combs are generally arranged

^

The
in a

direction parallel to each other. An
interval or street between the combs
is always left, that the bees may have
a free passage, and an easy communication with the different combs in the
hive.
These streets are just wide
they employ in modeling aad polish- enough to allow two bees to pass one
ing the wax. With a little patience another. Beside these parallel streets,
and attention, we perceive cells just to shorten their journey when workbegun ; we likewise remark the quick- ing, they have several round crossness with which a bee moves its teeth passages, which are always covered.
against a small portion of the cell.
Hitherto we have chiefly taken
This portion the animal, by repeated notice of the manner in which bees
strokes on each side, smooths, ren- construct and polish their cells withders compact, and reduces to a proper out treating of the materials they
thinness of consistence.
have not marked the
employ.
While some of the bees are length- difference between the crude matter
ening their hexagonal tubes, others collected from flowers and the true
are laying the foundation of new wax.
Everybody knows that bees
ones. In certain circumstances, when carry into their hives, by means of
extremely hurried, they do not com- their hind thighs, great quantities of
plete their new cells, but leave them the farina or dust of flowers. After
imperfect till they have begun a num- many experiments made by Reaumur,
ber sufficient for their present ex- with a view to discover whether this
igencies.
When a bee puts its head a dust contained real wax, he was
little way into a cell, we easily per- obliged to acknowledge that he could
ceive it scraping the walls with the never find that wax formed any part
points of its teeth, in order to detach its composition.
He at length dissuch useless and irregular fragments covered that wax was not a substance
as may have been left in the work. produced by the mixture of farina
Of such fragments the bee forms a with any glutinous substance, nor by
ball about the size of a pin-head, trituration,nor any mechanical operacomes out of the cell, and carries this tion. By long and attentive observawax to another part of the work tion, he found that the bees acturally
where it is needed. It no sooner eat the farina which they so industrileaves the cell than it is succeeded by ously collect and that this farina, by
another bee which performs the same an animal process, is converted into
olhce, and in this manner the work is wax. This digestive process, which
successfully carried on till the cell is is necessary to the formation of wax,
completely polished.
is carried on in the second stomach,
The cells of bees are designed for and perhaps in the intestines of bees.
different purposes. Some of them are After knowing the place where this
employed for the accumulation and operation is performed, chymists will
preservation of honey. In others the probably allow that it is equally diflifemale deposits her eggs, and from cult to make real wax with the farina
these eggs worms are hatched, which of flowers, as to make chyle with aniremain in the cells until their final mal or vegetable substances, a work
transformation into flies. The drones which is daily executed by our own
or males are larger than the common stomach and intestines, and by those
or working bees
and the queen, or of other animals.
mother of the colony, is much larger
Reaumur likewise discovered that
than either.
cell destined for the all the cells in a hive were not deslodgment of a male or female worm tined for the reception of honey, and
must, therefore.be considerably larger for depositing the eggs of the female,
than the cells of the smaller working hut that some of them were employed
bees.
as receptacles for the farina of
The number of cells destined for flowers, a species of food that bees
the reception of the working bees far find necessai
or the formation of

We

;

;

A
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the great basis and raw
their curious operations.
When a bee comes to the hive
with its thighs filled with farina, it is
often met near the entrance by some
of its companions, who first take off
the load, and then devour the provisions so kindly brought to them.
But when none of the bees employed
in the hive are hungry for this species
of food, the carriers of the farina deposit their loads in cells prepared for
that purpose. To these cells the bees
resort, when the weather is So bad
that they cannot venture to go to the
fields in quest of fresh provisions.
The carrying bees, however, commonly enter the hive loaded with
farina. They walk along the combs,
beating and making a noise with their
wings.
By these movements they

wax, which

material of

,

seem

is

all

to announce
their companions.

their

No

a'rrival

to

sooner has a

loaded bee made these movements
than three or four of those within
leave their work, come up to it, and
first take olt' its load, and then eat the
materials it has brought.
As a further evidence that the bees
actually eat the farina of flowers,

when

the stomach and intestines are

laid open, they are often found to be
filled with this dust, the grains of

which, when examined by the microscope, have the exact figure, color and
consistence of farina taken from the
antherse of particular flowers. After
the farina is digested and conrerted
into wax, the bees possess the power
of bringing it from their stomachs to
their mouths.

Every
But propolis and the materials for
newly making wax, are not the only subindustrious animals
color, which stances these
As formerly reis more or less tarnished by age, or by have to collect.
other accidental circumstances. To marked, beside the whole winter,
bleach wax, therefore, requires only there are many days in summer in
the art of extracting such foreign which the bees are prevented by the
bodies as may have insinuated them- weather from going abroad in quest
They are, therefore
selves into its substance, and changed of provisions.
under the necessity of collecting and
its original color.
Bees, from the nature of their con- amassing in cells destined for that
uniformly of the same color.

comb, especially when
made, is of a pure white

it

is

warm habitation.
likewise extremely solicitous
to prevent insects of any kind from
getting admittance into their hives.
To accomplish both these purposes,
when they take possession of a new
hive, they carefully examine every
part of it, and if they discover any
small holes or clincks, they immediately paste them firmly up with a
resinous substance which differs considerably from wax. This substance
was not unknown to the ancients.
Pliny mentions it under the name of
Bees use the
propolis or bee-glue.
propolis for rendering their hives
more close and perfect in preference
to wax, because the former is more
durable, and more powerfully resists the vicissitudes of weather than
the latter. This glue is not, like wax,
procured by an animal process. The
bees collect it from different trees, as
the poplars, the birches, and the willows. It is a complete production of
Nature, and requires no addition or
manufacture from the animals by
which it is employed. After a bee
has procured a quantity sufficient to
fill the cavities in its two hind thighs,
Two of its
it repairs to the hive.
companions instantly draw out the
propolis, and apply it to fill up such
chinks, holes, or other deficiencies,
as they find in their habitation.
But this is not the only use to which
They are
bees apply the propolis.
stitution, require a

They are

The instrument they employ in
furnishing materials for constructing
their waxen cells is their tongue. This
tongue is situated below the two
teeth or fangs.
When at work the
tongue may be seen by the assistance
of a lens and a glass-hive. It is then
in perpetual motion, and its motions extremely solicitous to remove such
are extremely rapid. Its figure con- insects or foreign bodies as happen to
tinually varies. Sometimes it is more get admission into the hive.
When
sharp, at others it is flatter, and some- so light as not to exceed their powers,
times It is more or less concave, and they first kill the insect with their
partly covered with a moist paste or stings, and then drag it out with their
wax. By the different moyeraents of teeth. But it sometimes happens that
its tongue the bee continues to sup- an ill-fated snail creeps into the hive.
ply fresh wax to the two teeth, which It is no sooner perceived than it is
are employed in raising and fashion- attacked on all sides and stung to
ing the walls of its cells, till they death. But how are the bees to carry
hare acquired a sufficient height. As out a burden of such weight V This
soon as the moist paste or wax dries, labor they know would be in vain.
which it does almost instantaneously, They are perhaps apprehensive that
it then assumes all the appearances a body so large would diffuse, in the
and qualities of common wax. There course of its putrefaction, a disagreeis a still stronger proof that wax is able or noxious odor through
the
the result of an animal process. When hive.
bees are remoted into a new hive,
To prevent such hurtful conseand closely confined from the morn- sequences, immediately after the
ing to the evening, it the hive chances animal's death they embalm it by
to please them, in the course of this covering every part of its body with
day several waxen cells will be propolis, through which no effluvia
formed, without the possibility of a can escape. When a snail with a shell
single bee having had access to the gets entrance, to dispose of it gives
fields.
much less trouble and expense to the
Besides, the rude materials, or the bees. As soon as this kind of snail
farina of plants carried into the hive, receives the first wound from a sting,
are of various colors. The farina of it naturally retires within its shell.
some plants employed by the bees is In this case the bees, instead of pastwhitish in others it is of a fine yellow ing it all over with propolis, content
color ; in others it is almost entirely themselves with gluing all around
red; and in others it is green. The the margin of the shell, which is
combs constructed with these differ- sufficient to render the animal for
ently colored materials are. however. ever immovably fixed.
;
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purpose,' large

quantitie* of

honey.

This sweet and balsamic liquor they
extract by means of their proboscis
or trunk, from the nectariferous
The trunk of_a
glands or flowers.
bee is a kind of rough cartilaginous
tongue. After collecting a few small
drops of honey, the animal with its
proboscis conveys them to its mouth
and swallows them. From the oesophagus gullet it passes into the first
stomach,
which is more or less
swelled in proportion to the quantity

When empty,
honey it contains.
has the appearance of a fine white
thread but when filled with honey,
it assumes the figure of an oblong
of
it

;

bladder, the membrane of which is so
thin and transparent, that it allows
the color of the liquor it contains to
This bladder is
be distinctly seen.
well known to children who live in
They cruelly amuse
the country.
themselves with catching bees, and
tearing them asunder, in order to
suck the honey.
single flower furnishes but a
The bees
small quantity of honey.
are, therefore, obliged to fly from one
to another till they fill their first
stomachs. When they have accomplished this purpose, they return
directly to the hive, and disgorge in a
cell the whole honey they have col-

A

It not unfrequently happens,
however, that, when on its way to the
hive, it is accosted by a hungry companion. How the one can communi-

lected.

cate its necessity to the other, it is
perhaps impossible to discover. But
the fact is certain that, when two
bees meet in this situation, they
mutually stop, and the one whose
stomach is full of honey extends its
trunk, opens its mouth, which lies a
little beyond the teeth, and like ruminating animals, forces up the honey
into that cavity. The hungry bee
knows how to take advantage of this
hospitable invitation. With the point
of its trunk it sucks the honey from
When not stopthe other's mouth.
ped on the road, the bee proceeds to
the hive, and in the same manner
offers its honey to those who are
at work, as if it meant to prevent the
necessity of quitting their labor in
order to go in quest of food. In bad
weather, the bees feed upon the honey
laid

up

in

open

cells

;

but they never

reservoirs when their
companions are enabled to supply
them with fresh honey from the fields.
I3ut the mouths of those cells which
are destined for preserving honey
during winter, they always cover with
a lid or thin plate of wax.
shall now give some account of
the ingenious Mr. Debraw's discoveries concerning the sex of bees, and
the manner in which their species is
It was almost univermultiplied.

touch

We

these

^E
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sally believed, both

J
tu
by ancients and undergo
their

moderns, that bees, like other animals, propagate by an actual intercourse of the male and female, though
it never could be perceived by the

J M*

'i

JOURNAL.
number

transforma- sufficient

of

common

bees,

differenl;,

and some drones or males, but took
Debraw, care that there should be no queen.
**?"t^A „ says ^t"
immersed,"
"I
" The bees," Mr. Debraw remarks,
Mr.'.tigjj tj,ey
" all the bees in water and,
^'.'jjtate I " finding themselves without a queen,
appeared to be in a senseless qj ^'g. made a strange buzzing noise, which
gently pressed every one of the ^jg. lasted nearly two days, at the end of
tween my fingers, in order to^i.^s which they settled, and betook themtinguish those armed with stin^v selves to work. On the fourth day I
from those that had none, which lasi perceived in each hive the beginning
I might suspect to be males. Of these of a royal cell,
a certain indication that
I found 67, exactly of the size of com- Se
of the inclosed toomis would soon be
;

..

most attentive observers. Pliny remarks, that apium coitus visus est nunguam; and even the indefatigable
Keaumur, notwithstanding the many
minute researches and experiments
he made concerning every part of the
economy of bees, and though he rep- mon bees, yielding a little whitish '^'werted into a queen. The construcresents the mother, or queen-bee, as a liquor on being pressed between the ^9^- of the royal cell being nearly acperfect Messalina, could never detect fingers.
I killed every one, and re- "O'^-ilished, 1 ventured to leave an
an actual intercourse.
From this placed the colony in a glass hive, comp,^g for the bees to get out, and
singular circumstance, Miraldi, in his where they immediately applied again openu>ij^(; they returned as regularly
observations upon bees, conjectured to the work of making cells
and on
^^ ^^ common hives, and
?h
;

that the eggs of

bees, like those of the fourth or fifth day, very early in

were impregnated after they the morning, I had the pleasure to see
were deposited in the cells by the the queen-bee depositing her eggs in
mother. He was further confirmed in those cells, which she did by placing
this opinion by uniformly observing the posterior part of her body in each
that a whitish liquid substance sur- of them. I continued to watch most
rounded each egg which turned out to part of the ensuing days, but could
be fertile
but that those eggs round discover nothing of what I had seen
which no substance was to be found, before. The eggs, after the fourth
were always barren. The working day, instead of changing in the manbees, or those which collect from ner of caterpillars, were found in the
flowers the materials of wax, have same state they were in the first day."
generally been considered as belong- The next day about noon, the whole
mg to neither sex. But Mr. Schirach, colony forsook the hive, probably bea German naturalist, in his " History cause the animals perceived that,
fishes,

;

Queen of the Bees," maintains
that all the common bees are females
in a disguised or barren state
that
the organs which distinguish the sex,
and particularly the ovaria, are either
obliterated, or, on account of their
minuteness, have not hitherto been
discovered that, in the early period
of its existence, every one of these
bees is capable of becoming a queenbee, if the community choose to nurse
it in a certain manner, and to raise it
to that distinguished rank
and that
the queen-bee lays only two kinds of
eggs, namely, those that are to produce drones or males, and those from
which the working bees are to proceed.
of the

;

;

;

The conjecture of Maraldi concerning the impregnation of the eggs after
they are deposited in the cells, as well
as the observations of Mr. Schirach
concerning the sex of the working
bees, have been completely verified
by the experiments of Mr. Debraw.
Both Maraldi and Reaumur had long
ago discovered that in every hive, beside the large drones, there are males
or drones as small as the working
bees. By means of glass-hires, Mr.
Debraw observed that the queen -bee
begins to deposit her eggs in the cells
on the fourth or fifth day after the
bees begin to work. On the first or
second day after the eggs are placed
in the cells, he perceived several bees
sinking the posterior parts of their
bodies into each cell, where they continued but a short time. After they
had retired, he saw plainly with the
naked eye a small quantity of whitish
liquid left in the bottom of each cell
that contained an egg. The next day
he found that this liquid was absorbed
into the egg, which, on the fourth
day, is hatched. When the worms
escape from the eggs, they are fed for
eight or ten days with honey by the
working bees. After that period they
shut up the mouths of the cells, where
the worms continue inclosed for ten
days more, during which time they

as tney

.g inclination to leave their
^"*' to be brief, at the
h
t''^naDiiauoi|g^yg
J observed four young
end or ^"t^-ng the new progeny."

n

queens ahice^xperiments of Mr. DeJ.0 mese
Q[jjgg[g^ that the queenbraw It was j^e eggs which she debee, besides j.oyjji %ei,g^ njigtit like,
posits in tnt^
j.Qyjji Qj. female eggs

wise have

lai.,Q
cells; and that the
comm^.eoQjijso successfully
pieces of broGg experiments for the
employed in h ^
ggn, had always
production ot.omain one of these
happened to >ther one of the worms

in the

without the assistance of males, they royal eggs, or ra^i^gm. But this obwere unqualided to multiply their proceeding from u^^rds removed by
species. To show the necessity of the jection was afterv experiments, the
eggs being fecundated by the male many other accuratt
uniformly the
influence, Mr. Debraw relates an ex- results of which w^^^^g f^ Mrf Desame and the ob]e,ij,y ^dmit that,
periment still more decisive.
" I took," says he, " the brood-comb braw's discovery can^t^n^s in need of
which, as I observed before, had not when the community f,jees possess the
been impregnated I divided it into a queen the working^^jQ^ subject to
two parts one I placed under a glass power of raising a CO every worm of
and that^^g^f ^ certain
bell. No. 1, with honeycomb for the the throne
bees' food
I took care to leave a thehiveis capable, \ of becoming
queen, but no drones, among the com- course of managemeieVous progeny.
mon bees I confined in it. The other Uie mother of a nun ggems to be
piece of brood-comb I placed under This metamorphosis ^y a peculiar
another glass bell, No. 2, with a few chiefly accomplished ^administered
drones, a queen, and a number of nourishment carefull>,j.]jj,j„ yjggg j^y
common bees proportioned to the size to the worm by the w^ti^gr^mknown
of the glass.
The result was, that in which, and perhaps by,ans, the germs
the glass No. 1 no impregnation hap- means, the fema e oilg^ejj i„ ^^^ guj.
pened the eggs remained in the same ot which previously ex J^^^ ajl ^^^^^
slate they were in w hen put into the bryo, are expanded, ^^ gj^g t^at so
;

;

;

;

;

;

glass; and, upon giving the bees their
liberty on the seventh day, they all
flew away, as was found to be the
case in the former experiment whereas in the glass No. 2, 1 saw the very
day after the bees had been put under
it, the impregnation of the eg^s by
the drones in every cell containing
eggs the bees did not leave their
hive on receiving their liberty
and
in tlie course of 20 days, every egg un;

difference^ in lorm

a,j
^j^g g^een
remarkably distingur j^j.g produced,
^^^^i'
from the working-bees
^.^^^^_
It IS always a fortigg
^^^^^.^^ ^i

stance

when

discovergiy ^^ ^,.^^5,

seem calculated so.^,ejy„7jrned
curiosity, are capable of ^
jir. Defirst

to the advantage of societ^^ .ailed to
braw, accordingly, has uftt may be
point out the advantagefgg into the
derived from his resea/ggg. By his
derwent all the above mentioned economy and nature c'an easy mode
necessary changes, and formed a discovery we are taujt end, swarms
;

;

pretty numerous young colony in of multiplying, witlje useful insects,
whicli I was not a little startled to or new colonies of Jijjg new art, Mr.
find ttto queens."
The practice 013, has already exThe appearance of a new queen in a Schirach informs h Upper Lusatia,
hive where there was no large or royal tended itself throiihemia, Bavaria,
Debraw conjecture the Palatinate,
cell, made Mr.
in some of these
that the bees are capable, by some Silesia and Polaudted the attention,
particular means, of transforming a countries it has exconage of governcommon subject into a queen. To and acquired the Ppress of Russia,
ascertain the truth of this conjecture, ment. The late E of a single artihe provided himself with four glass who never lost signdustry, and, of
hives, into each of which he put a cle by which thfs of her subjects
piece of brood-comb taken from an course, the happKl, sent a proper
old hive.
These pieces of brood- could be augmeBautzen, to be incomb contained eggs, worms and person to Kleiiew, important art.
nymphs, in each hive he confined a instructed in thii
'
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There is nothing for it, but to refer
the case to a jury. I am content the
jury
should be the whole body of inLeEislation on Priority of Location,
telligent bee-keepers, or any twelve
disinterested aud uncommitted memWM. F. CLARKE.
bers of that body.
To their verdict,
Ou page 332, Dr. Miller claims that I leave the matter.
Guelph, Out.
I misunderstood liis position, aud
complains that I still cling to my previous misunderstanding of it in the
For tlie American Bee JounuU.
face and teeth of his correction.
I
cannot admit that 1 misunderstood
Improyeinents in Bee-Hiyes,
the worthy Doctor, especially as so
many interpreted him in the same
J. W. TEFFT.
way I did. Is it not possible for a
man to misunderstand himself V So
Any one who noted the character of
Burns thought, evidently, when he
bee-hives that have been originated
penned the lines:
during the past 40 years, must have
" O wad some power the giftie gie us
seen the prevalence of a diflfereut
To see oursels as ithers see us,
spirit from that which pervaded the
It wad frae mony a blunder tree us,
community in years before. IndiAnd foolisb notion.
viduality has had a chance, and each
The Doctor says, he " never desired successive new hive has possessed a
legislation in favor of priority of loca- character of its own, instead of being
tion, nor advocated it." Then, what a slightly modified reproduction of
in the name of common-sense was he some hive that was built in early
driving at ? Will he please tell us V
years. Bee-keepers had no viewsIt cannot surely be that he wished mechanical or architectural— to build
a bee-keeper to be able to buy a right hives in harmony with the bees. The
to a certain area as a honey-field, and sole idea was to have a carpenter to
then, armed with his legal document, make walls in box-shape, on varying
to evict all others. I can understand plans, clap on a roof, run sticks crosshow being a first-comer into a locality wise to hold the combs up until full,
should give a bee-keeper a right of when the bees were brimstoned in
pre-emption on which he might secure order to get the honey. For the past
a title to the honey-yield of a pre- 40 years no hive of any pretensions
scribed area, but I cannot imagine was devoid of a so-called movable
any other way in which such a right frame.
could be claimed or upheld.
To this slowly succeeded the presThe Doctor, in a brief letter to the ent era of independence.andthe result
Canadian Bee Journal, refers me to is the breaking up of that uniformity
his first utterance on the subject as of honey producing which promised
that on which he is willing to be to make bee-keeping as monotonous
This breaking
judged. It will be found on page 781 as the old boxhive.
of Gleanings for Oct. 1, 1S86.
I quote away from the slavery of custom and
of set fashion in the matter of hives
as follows
" It is of practical importance, if and frames, has been productive of
my position is correct, to be able to splendid results, but it has at the
invest time and money in this busi same time brought with it some evils.
ness, and have some feeling of secu- There are few things more to be desrity that there is some permanence pised than that servility of spirit
about it that no mere whim of some which makes people do things differenvious neighbor may drive me out ent from things done by their neighof the business next year; that after bors, whetlier the example is right or
making investments in buildings, fix- wrong but it is no more to be comtures, and perhaps special pasturage, mended that the beaten path should
I may feel secure that no one else be varying.
To do things in a way different
may be able, by overstocking, to drive
mefrom my field. In plain words, I from that followed by other people,
take the radical ground that legisla- only because the way is different,
tion is needed, whereby, in some way, seems rather ridiculous than otherunder proper restrictions and limita- wise, and is usually rewarded with
tions, 1 may have the control of a cer- the laughter which it deserves.
tain number of acres or square miles
This independence in bee-hive conas a range for my bees."
struction is to be continued this year,
Who is this " envious neighbor " of and the effect of the hives now
whose intrusion the Doctor is afraid ? " building," aud about to be started,
Is he not, manifestly, a new comer will add yet more to American charwhom the Doctor would like to have acter, as a country of independent
legal power to exclude V I fail to see thinkers. A comparison with other
who else it can be, or on What ground countries will show that in the matter
except that he was a prior occupant, of bee-hives we are well in the lead,
the Doctor could base the right to and that we can in this respect well
shut him out.
lay claim to the title of " independent
A question of fact has been raised. bee-keepers." This feature is not
Has Dr. Miller advocated " priority confined to any one neighborhood,
of location," or has he not
I have nor to any one State, and even the
asserted that he has, and furnished speculative supply manufacturers who
ample proof of the assertion, the Doc- deal in low-priced bee-hives find
tor himself being the chief witness on their sales are hastened by the addimy side. He pleads " Xot guilty." I tion of one or two artistic details in
cannot withdraw "the indictment." architecture of slotted top-bars, in:

;

;

'?
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vertible sectional bee-hives, and reversible interchangeable-frames. The

popular

American Bee Journal

is

advancing education in this respect,
as in many others, and America may
congratulate herself that she is in the
front rank of advance.

There is no reason why bee-keepers
should not move ahead with the best
of

improvements

bee-hives.

in

A

strong infusion of i^aukee spirit
of enthusiastic rivalry— a little more
American pride— a little more effort
to secure something to be proud of
(and no country has more natural
advantages), and we shall see beekeeping traveling forward as she
never moved before.
little

CoUamer.O N. Y.
Read

How

to

at tbe

Maine Convention.

Mate Bee-Keepins

Profitatile.

ISAAC HUTCHINS.
I

winter better

believe tliat bees

and build up quicker in the spring
where they are well packed with chaff
or dry sawdust on the summer stands,
than they do when wintered in a cellar.

most

Spring dwindling, I believe in
cases, is a result of cellar win-

tering.

Those who winter bees in a cellar
use a siugle-walled hive, and when
they put them out in the spring, the
sun will warm them so that many
bees will fly out when the air is so
cold that they become chilled and
never return. If we have a few days
of warm weather, and they have all
the brood that they can care for, one
cold night will drive the bees into a
cluster, and leave the brood to die.
The bee-hive needs protection from
the rays of the sun, and the cold
storms and winds of early spring, qs
much as it does in the winter months
when there is no brood to chill. We
should encourage breeding early in
the spring, remembering that it is the
early bees that store the surplus
honey.
As soon as the weather will admit
in the spring, examine each colony to
ascertain if they are in need of aid.
No. 1 may have lost its queen ; No. 2
may be short of stores No. 3 may be
weak in numbers, and need a frame
of ripe brood. 1 should be very sorry
to have a colony die for want of food
or care, after they had survived a cold
winter.
If bees are well wintered and well
cared for in the spring, they will be
ready to divide or swarm before the
white clover honey harvest. If to be
divided, it should be done at least tea
days before the honey flow commences, and the honey sections should
be put on soon after, so that the bees
may get settled down to business in
season to give good returns. In dividing, leave each colony as strong as it
will do, and not induce swarming.
To make bee-keeping profitable, we
must have a love for the business, and
if we do not love the business-end of
the bee, we should learn not to fear
We must become acquainted with
it.
the natural laws governing the honey;
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A

"Manual of the Apiary"
be found in tlie library of every
We bave
progressive bee-keeper.
made great improvements in beeculture within the last decade, and many
more are needed and are continually
being made, and unless we subscribe
for and read a good bee periodical we
sball be left behind. I frequently And
a single article in my bee-paper that
is worth more to me than the price of
a year's sublcription.
Nothing is better calculated to mislead us than the idea that bee-culture
has acquired perfection, and that we
know it all. Americans may lead the
world in this art, but it is in its infancy, and who can tell what the
coming bee will be like V We should
keep a register of the apiary, so that
at a mere glance we can ascertain the
age, race, strain and quality of the
queen of any colony determine the
character of her progeny ; the amount
of honey stored, and the increase.

bees.
-will

when hiving swarms with the bees shall store honey, and of the
thickness they shall build their combs.
starters only in the brood-frames.
Whenever I do find pollenized secWith the non-progressive, old-fashtions, they are over a colony that has ioned box-hive, the bee-keeper must
not sent out a swarm, and has no helpessly wait until he shall destroy
queen-excluding board in use ; after a his colony over the sulphur pit, to see
swarm has issued from a parent col- if there is left for him even a modony it seems to devote its whole en- erate quantity of honey of inferior
ergy for a few days to the gathering quality, and in an unmarketable conof honey, not pollen, and but little dition.

supers

;

By having a history of each colony
before us, we can avoid many mistakes that will occur, if we depend
We
upon a treacherous memory.
should have every thing needed in
use
the apiary on hand, and ready for
at the commencement of the season,
and we should give our bees all needful care, and supply their wants at
the proper time. There should be no
putting off until to-morrow what
should be done to-day.

reared at first while the
recuperating her exhausted
By the time that brood is
energies.
being reared, comb has been built,
and there is room for the storing of

brood

queen

tlie

Pollen in
-W. Z.

May

is

how

tlie

American Bee Journal.

and Jnne ManageiDent.

bave reasoned upon
the subject, but, if others who have
adopted my method are troubled by
This

I

H. GRIFFIN.

I say May, because the season is a
newly-hived swarms storing pollen in
month late I am doing the things
sections, I see no explanation except
that I ought to have done a month
Still, the fact rethat of locality.
mains that I have never found a pol- ago.
beginner in bee-keeping having
lenized section over a newly-hived
should take the 6
swarm when managed as I advise, say 10 colonies,
for comb honey, and the
while I have occasionally found one strongest
Having the
other 4 for extracted.
over a colony that has not swarmed
division-boards, from one
hence, I reason that using starters sections and
colonies worked for comb
only in the brood-nest when hiving of the
frames with no
swarms ought not to lead to the stor- honey take all the
brood, shaking all the bees off, and
ing of pollen in sections.
if they are not very strong in bees,
JRogersville, d Mich.
take out one or two of the frames that
had brood put in the board, and fill
JoumaL
Bee
For tne American
the space bee-tight between the board
and the side of the hive with someClose the entrance on the
thing.
Hints to Beginners in Bee-keeping.
sides; and put on the sections.
;

A

;

;

JOHN SHALLCROSS.

American Bee JoumaL

tlie

Sections,

HUTCHINSON.

I am in receipt of a card from F.
A. Gemmill, asking the following
" What remedy would you
qnestion
suggest to keep pollen out of the sections when hiving swarms on empty
frames ? That is the stickler in this
:

locality— Ont., Canada.''
I think Mr. G. could not have found
one who knows less upon this subject
than does myself. Not more than
two or three of my sections in one
thousand have contained pollen or
bee-bread. It is possible that locality
may account for its absence and,
again, it is possible that queen-excluding honey-boards also exclude the
pollen, as where the brood goes, there
Before I
also appears the pollen.
used queen-excluders I was troubled
with the queen going into the secthen sections adjoining
tions, and
those containing brood were almost
always filled with bee-bread.
;

presume that Mr. Gemmill's idea
is, that the bees having no combs in
the brood apartment would store pollen in the combs furnished them in
aware that this
I am
the supers.
would be a natural inference, and I
will admit that I feared there might
be trouble when I began using the
I

new Heddon

For

pollen.

Dexter,© Maine.
For

Philadelphia, o. Pa.

is
is

hive, but the result only
proved the excellency of that old advice, to " never trouble trouble, till
trouble troubles you;" for no beebread made its appearance in the

Now, having some combs, take the
with brood and put them in the
ones
The use of comb foundation, besides bottom of one of the hives worked
the
being an encouraging invitation to
for extracted honey, lifting out the
bees to commence immediate work, is frames in the place of them, and putestiIt
is
a great saving of honey.
ting all the frames having no brood
mated that at least 20 pounds of honey in the top, and so on with all the
elaborating
one
in
consumed
are
hives, filling out the rest of the top
pound of wax.
with full sheets of foundation. When
Some have supposed that wax was the strongest of these colonies have
gathered by the bees from plants, or pretty nearly all of the tops of their
manufactured by them from pollen
hives full, exchange combs with the
but such is not the case. It is the ones not being so nearly complete
of
the
bee,
secretion
natural, unctious
not extracting any until all are full.
which exudes from the wax pockets
Kilgore,^ Ky.
;

between the chitinous folds of the
under part of the body, and is produced most abundantly during the
When most needed
honey harvest.
the bees seem to have the faculty of

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Jonrnal

producing it as required. If supplied one year, and any of the following publioar
in the shape of comb or foundation, tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
they give less attention to its produc- of figures. The first column gives the regrution and more to the gathering of lar price of both. All postage prepaid.
stores.

These are

facts of

which the experi- The American Bee Journal

Price 0) both. Olmb
1 00.

ence of the beginner in bee-keeping and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
will soon enable him to take advanBee-Keepers' Guide
tage, and thus he will learn to make
Apiculturist
The
his
bees.
of
profitable
use
most
the

Occasionally the section-boxes will
need inspection. When full, and the
cells nicely capped, they must be at
once removed and replaced with
empty sections. If allowed to remain
in the hive, the bees will mar the
purity of the white wax by constantly
traveling over it.
This process of obtaining honey
will exhibit the advantage of the
movable-frame system. At all times
the apiarist has access to every comb,
and can remove or exchange frames,
and direct in what part of the hive

Canadian Bee Journal

2 00.. 1 7S
1 25
1 20
.

.

150.. 140
2 00,. 175
2 00. 1 75
150.. 135
o 25. 4 50
.

Kays of Light
The 7 above-named papers
2
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2
Journal..!
Bee
Am.
Binder for

.

25.
00..
60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth).. .3 00.
25.
.2
Bee-Culture.
of
B
Hoofs A C
4 00..
Farmer's Account Book
.

.

.

2 00
1 76
1 50

2 00
2 10
2 00

150.. 130
Western World Guide
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 .50,.. 1 40
1 75.. 150
the
Bees
A Year Among
1 JO
1 50
Convention Hand-Book
.

.

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantag©
of the prices named in the last column.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

the season

comes

to a

we

liave every frame in the
supers full of sealed honey; the frames

close,
1887.

As

supers.

place 0/ Meftinn.

being deep, the bees always have
plenty of honey directly over the
cluster,
where they can get it at all
Dec. T-9.- Mk-higan State, at East Saeinaw. Mich.
U. D. CuttlDg, Sec. Clintun, Mich.
times.
The honey never becomes
^~ In order to have this table complete, Secre- soiir when over tha bees, on account
In the
taries are requested to forward full particulars of of the heat from the colony.
flat frame, it will be noticed that the
time and place of future meeting's.— Ed.
honey in the centre of the hive will
be gone, while there will be sufficient
honey in the ends of the frames, the
honey being so far from the cluster
that it is very often sour
while if
directly over the bees it is sweet and
good. If we had an apiary in a mild
climate, we would prefer a shallow
frame, but in Wisconsin no one could
Paradise for Bee-Hunters.— A. P. induce us to use one, judging by past
Robson. Italy,? N. Y., writes:
and present experience.
I have read with interest the article
on page 361, quoted from the New
Fruit and Bees.— Z. A. Clark, ArkYork Medical Journal of May 14, en6, 1887,
titled " The Black Bees of Tasmania adelphia, ? Ark., on June
and their Medicinal Honey." That writes thus
article predicts that honey is destined
The time expires to-day for all beeto play a great part in the treatment
keepers to leave town and take their
of certain diseases, etc. It seems to
bees with them. The City Council is
me that, considering the high author- in
session now. I can prove by a
ity of this article, it will retire (at
majority of my neighbors that bees
least temporarily) the fabulous stories
not a nuisance, and are not deare
"Western
of
Nov.

American, at Clilcogo. Ills.
Z. UutchinBoii, Sec. RogersviUe. Mich.
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ftueenless Colonies Gathering PolKinsel, Shiloh,5 Ohio,
writes

len.— T. F.
:

9-1 1.— North

W.

;

:

notice an inquiry by some one
desiring to know if bees will carry in
pollen if queenless.
They will. I
made colonies according to " Simmins," and the queenless parts carry
in pollen as well as the parts having
the queens.
So the pollen carrying
by the field workers is no guide in
I

May and

June.

might be imme-

It

diately upon removal from the cellar,
or upon the first flight when pollen
comes in the spring, when bees were
wintered out-of-doors.
better guide
would be to look over the combs for
queen or eggs.

A

Clover Bloom, but no Honey.— J
Nebel & Son, High Hill,o.Mo., on
June 1, 1887, write
White clover is in full bloom, and
our bees are not gathering any surplus
honey from it. Some colonies have
gathered hardly enough honey this
spring to keep them alive, and keep
up brood-rearing. Colonies that have
drones are killing them. We have to
feed to keep them from killing all.
.^

:

bee-trees,
California
of which we have

structive to fruit.
We have made
and that Tasmania some close tests to demonstrate the
Specimen Bees, etc.— M. G. Maddestruction of fruit by bees.
What
will, in the future, be a "Mecca"
result will be we shall soon lind dock, Marion,ot Iowa, writes thus on
the
towards which all bee-hunters will
May
1887

honey-caves,

etc.,

heard so much

;

out by the action of the City Council.

travel.

30,

What

kind of a bee is the enclosed ?
In our next issue we shall publish
Our raspberries are swarming with
Perfectly Quiet in Winter.— P. L. a report of some more experiments them. It is rather too dry and cool
Gibson, Miiscatine,o Iowa, says
made by Mr. N. W. McLain, reported in this locality for bees. I had one
:

experience and observation in olCcially to the United States Entowintering bees " out-doors " is, that mologist, and just published among
in zero weather, or colder, bees are the " Reports of observations and experfectly quiet until disturbed.
periments in the practical work of the
Division made under the direction of
Bountiful Rains and Flattering the entomologist." This will throw
Prospects.— Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont, some further light on the senseless
Mich., on .June 4, 1887, says
war of the fruit culturists against the
We have had bountiful rains, and bees.— Ed.]

My

o

honey

:

is

coming

in splendidly, with

very flattering prospects for the seaInverting Brood-Frames.— lo—H.
son. My bees are in the best possible S. Ball, (43), of Granby, Quebec, on
condition, and are storing in the surJunes, 1887, says:
plus cases.
I have found by experiment, that to
empty combs in the end of a hive, and
over
Stores
the Bees in Winter.— invert the frames with brood and
M. L. Barney & Bro., Hartford,
honey, bees will carryall of the honey
out of the brood-frames into the
Wis., on June 6, 1887, write
empty ones, when they are very easily
Our colonies are in good condition, taken out and extracted without disincreasing Hnely in bees, and some
turbing the brood ; and by so doing
are swarming naturally. We use the
there is more space for the queen to
Badger State hive, and winter our deposit eggs. This is something new
bees with the supers on. We do not
to me, and it miiy be new to others.
believe in feeding syrup for stimulating colonies In the spring. Our aim
is to have colonies go into winter
Bees in Cities.— Frank A. Eaton,
quarters with queens not more than
Bluffton,-o O., on June 3, 1887, says
one year old, with an abundance of
I notice that there is a craze or war
food honey, and good ventilation.
,et the bees use their own economy against bees in corporations. I learned
in rearing brood, and do not put yesterday that the Town Council of
combs in between sheets of brood, as Ada, O., has prohibited the keeping
we used to do, and never make up of more than 2 colonies by one person
colonies until about the beginning of within the city limits.
One man had
white clover bloom. We do not ex- over 100 colonies, which he has sold.
tract until about July 10, when we Ada is a town of about 2,000 inhabioutract only part of the honey in the tants, only 12 miles from here.
:

:

swarm on May

26.

[The small black bee sent by Mr
Maddock is too crushed for a comIt is a species of

plete identification.

Andrena.
Bees of this genus are
often taken in hives while stealing
the honey. They look some like the
common black bee in a general way,
but are smaller, and when closely ex-

amined they are seen

to

be quite

different.

Let me urge all who send insects,
put them into a close, strong tinbox. Simply placed in a letter they
are so crushed as to be beyond identification, and are rendered useless asspecimens.—A. J. Cook.]
to

ftueen
J.

W.

Mated within a Hive,

Tefft,

etc.

—

Collamer.OX. Y., on

June 7, 1887, writes
About April 1 Mr. Wilenan,
:

of this
place, noticed that his best colony of
Italian bees superseded their queen,
and started queen-cells. I inquired
as to the drones, and learned that
there were none. But in one colony
there was some sealed drone- brood. I
suggested to him to put that frame
of drone-brood in the hive containing
the queen-cells. This queen-cell was
not capped over, but the drone-brood

was.

The following

16

days the

weather was cool, and no bees were
on the wing, and no drones or bees
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•were in sight except those we saw inside the hive. Ou the sixteenth day
the colony was examined, and a patch
of worker-eggs about 6 inches in
dianaeter was found. Was the queen
mated inside the hive ? She must
have been, as it was so cold that not
a bee was to be seen. Drones do not
fly until 7 days old, so we are told by
the veteran bee-keepers. We had our
doubts whether the bees would be
worker bees, so we have waited to
see, and they are all right. Another

experience
1 bought a queen last
August, introduced her successfully
at the time to a powerful colony of
black bees, having 7 frames of brood.
That queen never laid an egg last
fall.
The bees wintered, also the
queen and up to yesterday it had not
:

7, 1887,

<i

Iowa, on June

writes

The white
little

clover will yield but
this year, as it is nearly dried

Basswood promises a full bloom,
will be very early and likely of
short continuance.
I was tearing
up.

but

it

down queen-cells on May 25, to prevent swarming in several colonies. I
have to feed dailv to prevent starvation, but luckily I have just extracted
pounds of

last years' crop, that
was stored away in combs. It is dark
and blue, and was gathered in the
fall— not fit to sell, at least not to the
1,200

Hot Weather

in Arizona.- M.

H.

when I killed her, and gave the
bees a frame of eggs. What was the Mendelson writes from Casa Grande,
matter with that queen V Will some 9 Arizona, on May 31, 1887, thus
one tell V
The average heat here for the past
few days has been lOO^ above zero, in
Alsike at a Premium.—A. J. Cook, the shade, and the hot weather for
Agricultural College, 9 Mich., on June the season isbut just commeucing. I
am gfoiug back to San Buenaventura,
3, 1887, writes
laid,

:

Calif., in a

Our bees
is

are swarming, although
have had no honey yet, and there

very little white clover. This is
Alsike would be at a premium.

few days.

:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— Prices are about 10®12c. for comb.
Extracted, 5'*7c., according to quality and packages, stocks and demand light.
BBESWAX,-22o.
K. A. BURNBTT,
June

Good Crop Expected.— P. P. Nelson,
Manteno,o Ills., on June 9, 1887,says:

create

South Water St.

DBTROIT.

HONEy.— Best white comb. ll(912c.
nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.

Market

la

BEBSWAX.-2a(gi24c.
June Ki.
M. U. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We

quote

Extracted, white, 4J<®5
amber, 4Hc. Comb, white,

:

;

Demand

good.

BBBiW AX.-ZM.
8.
SCHACHT & LEMCKE, 122-124 Davis St.

May

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@l3c.:
second quality, nxainc.: and buckwheat unsalable
at Hia.9c. Extracted, 5@6c.
BEK3WAX.-25C.
Apr.

A.

20.

C.KBNDBL,

115 Ontario St.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Choice

comb. 10(ai2c. Strained, in
Extra fancy, M more than lore-

barrels. 3!^'«4Mc.

Extracted. 4H@tic.

going prices.

Market

dull.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We
ber.

t^~ To

161

9.

BEESWAX.— Steady at -Zinic. for urime.
May 20.
D. (i. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.

Home Market for Honey.

when

The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax

cts. ; light amber. 4^c.
]2'<*I4c.; amber. 7c*9c.

ignorant.

;

we

Honey and Beeswax Market.

White Clover and Basswood.— C.

W. Dayton, Bradford,

Honey Markets

in every

7i.a.cl0.

a.W(ri4i^c.

quote White comb, I2014C.: amExtracted, white, iH&^c; light amber,

Market

:

quiet.

ftBESWAX.-19i<»21c.

May 14.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
town and city, wide-awake honey
producers should g-et the Leaflets "Why Eat
MILWAUKEE.
Honey " (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
HONEY.- Choicewbite 1-Ibs.. 12® r21i>c.; choice 2pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine," Ibs., KKtiillc. dark not wanted, and imperfect slow.
In
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6>4@7c.
and scatter them plentifully, and the result white in kegs and barrels, e»RHc.; dark. 4 to 4Xc.;
and
will be a demand for all of their crops at amber, in barrels, 4^<a5c. Demand limited
supply small.
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
UBiCSWAX.-2-iC.
June 10.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
village,

bees wintered all right. We are
timely and abundant
showers, and there is now every indication that the crop of bees and honey
will be a good one.

My

now having

;

;

:

Single copy, 5 ots. per doz., 40 cts. per
Description of a Bee-Cellar.— F. A.
$2.50. Five hundred will be sent
Gibson, Racine,o Wis., on May 31, hundred,
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
1887, writes

NEW

;

;

YORK.

HONEY.— We quote White comb, 9@112c.;
:

dark

California comb, rt(*9c.; extracted, S@6c.
Sales large and demand good.

5Si7c.

BEESWAX.— 23a24'.«c.
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,
the request of Chas. Solveson etc. (giving the name and address of the bee28 & 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St,
May 10.
and some others, I will give the fol- keeper who scatters them
KANSAS CITY.
lowing description of my bee-cellar:
To give a%vay a copy of " Honey as Food HONBY.-We quote
White clover 1-lbs., 10®I2
It is 16x24 feet, and 7 feet deep. It and Medicine " to every one who buys a
cts,; dark, 9 to 10c. White clover 2-lbs., lii to lie;
has a stone wall all around, with one package of honey, will sell lots of it.
dark, 9 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.
Very little extracted in the market.
tier of soft brick set ou edge and
May 16. CLEMONS.CLUON .^ CO., cor 4th& Walnut
cemented together on the inside of
the stone wall, with an air space of 4
BOSTON.
System and Success.
The floor is also
inches between.
HONBY.—1-lb. packages of white clover honeT
2-pound8
at l®13c. Extracted, 5@7c.
at
13@15c.;
systematic
in
intend
Ai_
who
to
be
has
10
ceiling
cemented, and the
Sales Blow.
inches of dry sawdust between the their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
BEESWAX.— 26 ots. per lb.
two floors for ventilation. I have 3- the Apiary Register and commence to use it. Apr. 22. Blake dt Riplbt. 57 Chatham Street.
inch tile just above the ground floor; the prices are reduced, as follows
CINCINNATI.
also one just below the floor, for water For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
HONEY.— We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
to run out. The drain and ventilator
125 Best comb brings l(«il4c. per lb. Demand fair.
BEESW A.X.— Good demand,— 20®23c. per lb. for
" 200 colonies (420 pages)
1 50
is about 60 feet long. My honey-house
good to choice yellow.
21. O.K. MCTH & SON. Freeman* Central At.
is on top of the cellar.
May
for
a
few
colThe larger ones can be used
onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
Tbe Production of Comb Hoiiey, as
ftueens Entering Wrong Hives.etc.
most desirable.

At

:

^^

1

:

1

— Edwin Baldwin, Mendon,*o
June 8, 1887, writes

Ills.,

book, and are therefore the

on

practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
can be obtained at this office, for 25 cts.

:

What

will

Slniniluit' Nou-Svrariuing System is
The
the title of a new English bee-book.
author claims that it will inaugurate a " new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
It contains 64 pages ; is well printed and
It can now be
illustrated. Price 50 cents.

keep queens from enter-

In mating,
ing the wrong hive V
many enter hives 20 or more feet distant. It has been rather dry here all
the spring, in consequence of which
the tubes of the red clover are shorter
than usual, and the bees are working
on it freely. In consequence of the
dry weather, the white clover is about
half a crop ; but it yields fairly well.
My bees are in good condition, and
are working in the supers, the honey
comi)ig mostly from red clover.

'

obtained at this

office.

Dr. Miller's Book,

"A

Year

Among

the Bees "(75 cts.), and the Bee Journal
for one year ($1.00), both of which we will
club for only $1.50.

Should any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have It stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
AT VOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
odd 1 cent each for postage.
soft,

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN & SON,

Propbiitohs.

923 J1925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

H.

ILL.

NEWMAN.

BnsiNiss Manager.

Some Additions to onr Catalogue.—
Enameled Ci.oth, for covering frames,
price per yard,
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Red Iiabels for one-pound pails of
ooney, size .3.y4V4 Inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can

—

supply them at the following prices: 100
for $1.00 2.50 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
for $.'i.00
all with name and address of
;

;

;

;

apiarist printed

on them— by mail, postpaid.

Medley of American Bee-Keepers.—
have a few left of this Medley, and any
one who desires to look upon the faces of
I

130 of the principal apiarists of America
as well as living— should send $1.00,
at once, for a copy, to
E. O. TUTTLE, Charlotte, Vt.

—dead

inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
4.t

whole piece of 12 yards

gidwertisjemjents.

;

^ptcml
Am there
the

name

Is

of "

^oixcts.

Anotber firm

Newman &

in

Son,"

Chicago by

we wish our

correspondents would write " American Bee

Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this

ofBce.

WANTED.—

A young man for 3 months,
who has handled bees. Write price, excan now be obtained at perience, &c. Reference given and required.
W. L. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
24Alt
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
Money Orders

As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and aro in no way safe.

Several letters of ours have

BEAUTIFUL.
A1.I.-IN-ONE-PIECE
apiary.

Union Convention at Cliicago.— The

already gone to the other firm (a commission

North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
To Correspondents. — It would save Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, NovemberO, 10 and 11,1887. The Secretary's noUB much trouble, if all would be particular
tice will be issued soon— naming the place
to give their P. O. address and name, when
of meeting and other particulars.
writingto this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
By Using: the Binder made expressly
or State. Also, if you live near one post- for this Bee Journal, all
can have them
ofBce and get your mail at another, be sure bound and ready for examination
every day
to give the address we have on our list.
in the year.
We have reduced the price to

Send for free price list, and samples of
Sections and Foundation.

M. H. HUNT,
BELL BRANCH, WayneCo., MICH.

house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

lOEtf

cents, postpaid.
Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1.50.

Xbe Convention History of America
with a

We will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Do you Want a Farm Account Book ?
We have a few left, and make you a very
tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is ?.). We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Journal for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

Colored Posters
honey exhibits

1X~ Sample Copies of

the Bee Journai,
be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this olBce,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

for putting

up over

at Fairs are quite attractive,

Detroit.

SAIiE CHEAP. — One GIVEN'S
FOR
FOUNDATION PRESS and FIXTURES

HAND-BOOro7flEALTB,
Hints and Ready Recipes,
the title of a very valnable book that gives a
great amount of Information, of the Utmost Importance to Everybody, concerning their dally
habits of EatinB, Drinking, DresBlng, Sleepina
Bathing, Working, etc.
Is

IT TBL,L8

What to Bat,
Perils of

ABOUT

Parasites of the Skin,

How to Eat It,
Things to Do,
Things to Avoid,

Bathing— Best way.
Lungs & Lung Diseases,
How to Avoid them,
ClethiDg— what to Wear,

Summer,

How to Breathe,
OverheatlDK Houses,

How much

Ventilation,
Influence of Plants,
Occupation for Invalids,
Superfluous Hair,
Restorinff the Drowned,

to

Wear

Contagious Diseases,
How to Avoid them.
Exercise,

Care of Teeth,
After-Dtnner Naps,
Headache, cause & cure.

Preventing Near-Slght- Malarial Affections,
edness.
Croup— to Prevent.

as well as useful. We
tor the Bee Journal,

have prepared some
and will send two or
more free of cost tcany one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

Near

complete. Nearly new, and in good order.
Address,
W. C. CUMMINGS,
24A2t
BDSHNELL, ILL.

60
full report of the proceedings of the
Detroit and Indianapolis conventions, and
the American Bee Journal for one year,
will be clubbed for tl.25.

smooth

Sections,

inside aud out. Comb Foundation.Alsike
Clover Seed, and everything needed in the

IT

HOW TO CUKE

TELLS

Black Eyes, Bolls, Burns, Chilblains. Cold Feet,
CornB,(^oughB, Cholera,DlarThcBa, Diphtberia, Dysentery, Dandruff, Dyspepsia, Ear Ache, Felons,
Fetid Feet, Freckles, Headache. Hiccough, Hives,
Hoarseneas.Itchlng, inflamed Breasts. Ivy Poisoning, Moles, Pimples, Piles, Rheumatism, Ringworm,
Snoring, Stammering, Sore Eyes, Sore Mouth, Sore
Nlpples.Sore Throat. Sun-stroke. Stings and Insect
Bites, Sweating Feet, Toothache, Ulcers, Warts
Whooping Cough, Worms in Children.

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
Park Row, New York, inserts advertisements in all flrst-class Newspapers and
The AVestem IVorld Cuide and Hand- Magazines with more promptness and at Price only S5 Cents. Sent by Mail, post-paid.
Book of Deetul Information, contains the lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,
greatest amount of useful information ever He gives special attention to writing and 923
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
put together in such a cheap form. The setting up advertisements in the most at3

printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any

one sending us two new subscribers besides
his own, with 13.00, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

tractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue

of firstrclass advertising mediums.
free.

Mailed

52A40t

Five, 10 or 20 younp: Italian
WANTED.—
Queens, before Julylst; may be

sent

as soon as laying— pay
bids ? lieference. First
Oroton. N. Y.
L.

W.

24Alt

on delivery.

Who

National Bank of

COGGSHALL,

WEST GROTON,

N. Y.
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BEES for SALE, Cheap.
AA
Colonies of American-reared ItalXv/V/

-I

isiu

Bees^ best

strain, etronif,

and

In

10-frame wired Simplicity hives
for sale
Z. A. CLARK,
AKKADELPHIA,
ARK.
8Etf
;

Cheap. Address,

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

RogersviUe, Genesee Co., Mich.,

WOULD

respectfully call the attention of all
who use Foundation, to the fact that he has
written, publislied. and now offers for sale a neat
littie book of 45 pages, entitled

"THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY;"

SECTIONS.

make
WEDOVE-TAILKD

a specialtv of the mahul'acture of
SECTIONS Of the White
Poplar, the whitest and best wood for the purpose.
make all styles and sizes, but recommend the
Side-Openin.' Sections as superior to any other.

We

The ereataccuracy and

fine finish of

Address,
SEtt

DR. 0.

1..

our Sections

Sample

.are the admiration of everybody.
Price-ljist of Supplies free.

which, among other things, is made as clear as
possible the question of when, where and how to
use Foundation. When empty combs are preferable. When the bees should be allowed to build
their own combs. How to prevent the building of
in

ents

TINKBR,

NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.

drone-comb,

etc., etc., etc.

The price of the Book is only 25 cents, and the
knowledge gained from its perusal will enable its
possessor to save more than the price of the book,
in foundation, upon each swarm hived; and secure
more honey into the bargain. Don't wait until the
swarming season is over, but send for the book
and be ready to test, this season, the plans

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.
Palls are made
TBESE
of the best quality of
clear flint glass, with a bait
(ind a metal top and cover.

When

To hold

it

2
3

23Atf

adviBes.

Pails for

E cau furnish

One-Piece Sections,
Honey! "Boss" MANUFACTURED
BY

regular Wooden Water-Palis—
Vt well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tight-htting wood cover, at 8f>:$.S5
per dozen. Tter will hold 3*i lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
TTT*

houseuold

pail.

TUOS.
fi23

O. NBIV^MAKT

A SON,
CHICAGO

& 925 West Madison Street,

ILL.

J.

Forncrook

& Co., Watertown, Wis

1=
Patented June

WE

will furnish

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
pounds

1

NOW—

and methods

with honey, the

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows;

923

Wooden

filled

attractive appearance of
these palls cannot be equated by any other style of

THOMAS G. NEWT?IAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

Bees and Queens for sale.— Untested
ITALIAN
Queen. 75 cents
for $4.(K). Send for Circular,
fi

;

Free.-JUHN NEBEL & SON, High

Hill,

Mo.

23A8t

ARMSTRONG'S

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap aa

Write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st,

the cheapest.

1887.

New

Reversible Hive.

The cheapest, simplest and most practical
Hive ever offered to the public.
ITAIilAN Queens by return mail: Tested,
H. D. Cutting, of Clinton, Mich., says :—
$1; Untested. 75 cts. Two-frame Nuclei, '• Let me congratulate you on having such a
Successors to A, E. Manum, Bristol, Vt.
$1.50; 3-frame. *"i. Bees by lb.. 75 cts.
good hive your reversible section-case is
TiTANTrFACTUKEKS of the BRISTOI^ 2lAtf GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.
perfection itself."
^*- Bee-Hive, the Standard Hive of Vermont.
Sample Hive, complete and painted, $2.50.
Send your name and post-oflice address,
BOXES,
SECTION
plainly written on a postal card, and receive
jnude t'roin white poplar, (the best timber in
our 32-page Illustrated Catalogue, free.

DRAKE & SMITH,

'

;

EXCELSIOR

HONEY

world for honey-boxes), Clamps, and a Wood
Separators and
for Clamps.

-the

Thumb-Screw
Wood

Sides.

J^"

HONEY EXTRACTORS

In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and i
Langslroth frames, we have con-

LIGHTNING GLUERS

:Shipping-Crate8, Bee-Escapes, Bee-Feeders,

and

cluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is In a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and In every way
identical, except in size, with the
$16.00 Extractor, I3x20, which Is
intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the Ift.oo Ex-

MANum^s bee-sitiokx:rs,
the best material and In a workmanlike manner.
Send stamp for Sample SECTION
2Ei2t
;and Price-List.

iBlt

made of

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND B£E-KEEFEB'S AOVISEB,
published every week, at 10s.
ISannum.
It contains the best

lOd. per
practical

It is edited bv
F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

information for the apiarist.

•Thomas Wm. Cowan,
and published by John Huclile, Kind's Langjey, Herts,

England.

the Bees,

BEIN'O

A

tractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadtngtothe honey gate, and movable stdes In the Comb Baskets. The $8.o0 and

Extractors have no covers.

tio.i,00

A Year among

'

Talk about some of the TmpUments, Plans
mid Practicea of a Bee-keeper of 2.'i years'
Experience, who has for S yars rtiade the
Production of Honey hia Excltisive
Buiineas.

For 2 American frum3a,
For 2 Langstroth "
"
"
For 3
"
'*
For 4
size,
For 2 frames of any
^'
"
For 3
"
"
For 4

THOS.
926

G.

13x13 Inches
"
10X18
"
10x18
l()xi8

13x20
13x20
13x20

NEWMAN

& 925 West Madlson Str«et.

.

.10 Oti
.14 00
.12 Oft
.12 00
.16 00

.

.

"
"

.

ARMSXKONG,

S.

JERSEYVILLE, ILLS.

BEE-KJEEPERS— read and save Money.

Sections. Crates, Frames, Foundation,

IMLAT

23A4t

CHICAGO, ILL.

SCHEME
honey
A GREAT
Examine
and
Chromo

to the millions.
Sell
our new, peculiar Small Honey Packour brilliant
t'ard. See our large
advertisement once a month, or address,
1

CITX',

MICH.

Vandervort Foundation

Mill.

12 Inch, Price, $30.00.

^° We can ship them
THOS.
933

jt

926

West Madlaon

;

AniEKICAN

& SON,
CHICAQO. lUj.

Street,

dueens!

Alley's
Warranted, $1

immediately.

NEWUAN

0.

Select, $1.25

;

Tested, $1.60

APICUI,T«IKIS'r

and Select Queen,

& SON,

Send

Hives, etc. Sections. fi.i.oO per 1.000.
C. M.ITHEWS,
for Prlce-List.

|8 00
S 00

'*

E.

Address,

9Atf

$1.50.

1 year

How to Rear

Queens (300 pages, 100 Illustrations, bound
in cloth), by mail, and one Tested Queen, $3.
Hoiv to Get Couib Honey, 20 pages,
ALEiEV,
10 cents. Address.
WENHAM. Essex Co., MASS.
21Atf

HENRY

age,

Price, tS cents, by malL Tbis Is a new work
of about 114 paees. well-printed ana nicely bound
in cloth. Address,

J. H. MARTIN,
6W{3tm)40t

G. NEAVH AN dc SON,
925 Wesi Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

&

HOMEOPATHIC ft ff

Dadaiit'sFouiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See advertisement in another column.

SPECIFIC No.
In use 30 years.

Nervous

5)000 kri"'painted°and "fluid
one-piece Sections. 7 to the foot.
Will fltS-frame LauK-stroth hive.or Heddon's
Langstroth hive. The best Case ever in use.
Especially adapted for Tiering-Up. In lots
.of 5, 40 cents each. Price-list free.
J. W. BITTEIMBENDER,
1,000

with

to

'-'8

ISAtf

KNOXVILLE, IOWA.

N. Y.

HTJ1CFHEE7S'

THOS.
923

HARTFORD,

The only

Debility,

snccessfnl

Vital

ilo

remedy for

—llumijhros'Jlt'dtciiieto.i 109 i'ullua 6t.>

A. Y*

300 COLONIES ITALIANS

and Brood cheaper

60

cts. to 11.00

Choice Queeni
Also ADJUSand other Suppllet.

proportion.

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa

iiAtf

Chapman Honey-Plant Seed
[Echinops sphoerocephalus.)
this seed POST-PAID
One-halt ounce, 50
at the following prices
4
2 ounces, $1.50
1 ounce, *l
cents
ounces, $2 ',i pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sulBcient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-sot.

We

can supply

:

:

;

;

16AI2t

in

HO^fEY-CASE
TABLE
Cifiular tree.
OLIVER FOSTER,

Weakness,

and Prostration, from over-work or other causae.
$1 pervial. or p vinls and lartre vial powder, for $5.
SoLDBY DnUGniSTa. or sent postpaid on reoeiptof
price.

BEES!

for spring delivery at
READY
per pound, according to time.

;

OBnd fb uBntS Year amon^

the Bees;"

114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. O. C.

THOS.

MILLER,

20Atf

MARENGO.

ILLS.

923

G.

NEWmAN

& 925 West Madison

St..

A: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Laying Workers.— In an exchange we
notice the following item concerning some
microscopic invosligations made by Mr.
Frank Cheshire of laying workers. His experiments are always thorough, and the

concerning them are read with
by his apiarian friends
throughout the world. Here is the item

reports

much

interest

:

At a recent meeting of the Royal Microscopical Society, Mr. F. E. Cheshire called
attention to some specimens of bees, known
as " fertile workers." It was generally well
known that in the bee-hive all the eggs were
usually laid by the queen, and in her ab-

THOMAS

MJIIIL

NEWMAN,

a.

Jnne

Editor.

22, 188].

No. 25.

Beantiriil Flotrersare now everywhere
to be seen. The bees are attracted by their
hues and sweetness, sip the honey from
their tiny wells, and with a liappy buzz fly
to their

homes with

their rich treasures.

Bee-kissed flowers blooming: in every place,
Through this beautiful world of ours.
And, dear as a smile on an old friend's face.
Is the smile of the bright, bright flowers
I

Please NoUce that the date of holding
the Convention at Chicago next November
occurs during- the second week of the Fat
Stock Show, when excursion rates will be
very low.

Where

to

Keep Honey

is

the

title

of

For prices see the second
page of this paper. If you wish to see a
sample of it before purchasing, send for it.

Leaflet No. 3.

"Das Bienen^racbs und seine Verwertnng" is the title of a new pamphlet
by Mons.

Dennler, editor of the Alsatian
bee-paper. Its subject is the making of
comb foundation by the plate and book
systems. We acknowledge the receipt of a
copy of it " with the author's compliments."
J.

sence no ovipositino- occurs until they have
taken some of the eggs remaining in the
hive, and by a special feeding of the iarvie,
have been able to produce fresh queens. If,
however, it should happen that in a hive,
which has lost its queen, there are eggs
available for this purpose, it was found that
some of the workers under some special
circumstances, which could not be very
clearly explained, became capable of laying
eggs, but that such eggs produced drones
only. These bees were known as fertile
workers, and though there could be no
doubt as to their frequent existence, they
were very dillicult to catch, owing to their
being the same in appearance as the ordinary workers. Tie now exhibited two of
these fertile workers having the ovaries
drawn out of the bodies, and attached to the

387

Home

markets for honey should be
created In every village and city In the
United States. The price of honey can be
largely increased it beekeepers will but
market their honey at home Instead of
shipping it to " the great marts of trade "—
there to be sacriflced by those who have no
Interest in it except to get their "commissions" from its sale, and accept the ttrst
offer that may be made tor It, no matter
how low the price named may be.
Some time

since

Mr. Pond

made

these

remarks concerning the habit of bee-keepers
of shipping their honey to a large city
instead of developing their
He said :

home markets.

Many producers of honey are not salesmen, and consequently have no real knowledge of the best ways and means of disposing of their goods. Instead of making a
market for their surplus honey, and disposing of it in that market, they all rush it into
some large city, and, of course, overstock
(hat market at once.
Compare for a
moment the crop of honey of the last ten
years with the number of people in this
great country, and how much per capita will
it show up
There are thousands and thousands of people who would gladly buy
honey, if they could do so near their homes,
stings and abdominal plates, so as to' show who never see an ounce from one year's
that they really were workers. There was a end to another.
remarkable peculiarity to be observed in
Ten thousand home markets, each conconnection with the ovarian tubes of these
insects— every ordinary worker possessed suming a ton, are far better for the regular
an undeveloped ovary which it was verv sale of the honey which Is produced than to
difficult both to detect and dissect; but
when under the influence of some stimulus depend upon one market taking the whole
the worker became fertile, a number of of the ten thousand tons. What injures the
points began to appear in the tubes which pursuit most is an uneven distribution of
afterward became developed, and It would
seem that the eggs were developed in alter- the product. Let us see if this cannot be
nation, an examination of the tubes showing remedied this season, at least in part.
them to contain developed eggs alternating
with others in an undeveloped condition,
and of which some very curious instances
Well!
Funny !— Here is an Item
were seen In the specimens before the
from one of the mammoth metropolitan
meeting.
weeklies, which may at least produce a smile
at the reporter's ingenious way of " dressing
In Canada the bees " are in clover," and up " a " fancy " to be presented
to the
the honey crop promises well. The Canacredulous reader
dian Bee Journal says
That bees are remarkable architects for
This bids fair to be the bee-keepers' jubi- Insects is conceded, but Father Poupain
lee year as thus far we have had a continu- Bridoui, S.J. (Lille, 16712), tells of a hive in
ous flow of honey.
which the bees built of wax a cliapel, with
and windows, bells and vestry. In
Mr. R. F. Holtermann, editor of the Cana- doors
this chapel the bees collected and made
dian Hrmey-Prnduccr, writes as follows, music. The reason was at last discovered.
A sacrilegious thief who had stolen a pyx
dated at Brantford, Ont., June 16, 1887
from an altar, threw it into the hive while
On Monday morning, June 1.3. I had ."iO under fear of being caught, and the good
pounds of mostly clover honey from one bees at once took care of it in this artistic
upper story, and put another' full upper fashion.
story on, to give the bees room. The same
We never before heard that bees were
room I gave to a number of others, and
took from '^0 to -40 pounds of honey. Itees accused of being over religious
The only
have been " booming " ever since. Reports
generally through Ontario are good. Swarm- way they have been said to "sing" in
ing has been very early, but we are giving church Is when they have found a home
bees ventilation, shade and room, and keep- under the roof or in the walls of the building down increase.
ing, when their gladness shows Itself in a
'i

How

;

:

I

Paste
thus

for labels on tin pails

may

be made

:

Make a thin solution of white glue, then
thicken it with wheat flour until it is about
the consistency of paste. This is to be made
the same as any other paste. Cover one side
of the label with the paste, then put on the
honey can or pail, and I think you will not
have any trouble about labels coming otf.
Paste made in this way will hold the labels
to the tin so well that they will not come off.
Just try it, if you want to make your honey
to be attractive, and to sell readily. A nice
label on a can of honey helps wonderfully.

Union ConTention at Cliicago.— The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention In Chicago, Ills., on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November 10, 17 and 18, 1887. The Secretary's notice will be issued soon.

merry and satisfied " hum."
Bring on your next "funny
Diseased Bees.— There Is a bee-disease
in Germany called " Maikrankheit," because get a laugh in return therefor.
The bees have
it Is usually seen in May.
distended abdomens, because they have not
been able to void their feces, after partaking of pollen collected in the early spring

story," and

Frank Leslie's Sunday Itlagazine for
July contains two important historical articles, which are especially timely in view of
after it had been touched by frost. A good
European complications. These
remedy is to put a little salicylic acid in the possible
are, " Francis Joseph I. and the Austria
syrup and feed it to them— keeping the hive
Hungary Empire," by George Makepeace
dry, and preventing the accumulation of
Towle, and "When Greek meets Turk," by
moisture inside.
Oscanyan. Read together they afford a
clear view of Central and Southeastern
Our Neiv Book List on the second page European politics. Several lighter articles,
beautiful poems, and many fine illustrations
Is the place from which to select the book
you want. We have a large stock of every add to the interest and charm of the midbook there named, and can HII all orders on summer number of the favorite Sunday
magazine.
the day they are received.
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A
IVUb Replies

tlieretu.

queenless colony without brood

or eggs will very soon become discouraged, and refuse to work. If they
have "brood" to care for, they will
work well while rearing a queen.—

ask for answers to The Editor.
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
DiYiiliM, or Natural Swarming.
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
Query 434.— Of the two methods of
•pace for them in the Jouknai,. If you are securing increase, dividing and natural swarming,
do you consider the better for a large
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for which
apiary ?— Ward, Wis.
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
Natural Swarming.— W. Z. Hutch[It is quite useless to

In a " large apiary " increase is
usually undesirable.
The object of
the apiarist would be, a good crop of
honey, and no increase. In such case

"natural swarming" would be discouraged in every possible way, and
"dividing " practiced only in such a

way

as to prevent

swarming.—The

Editor.

;

Qneenless Colony

WorMng,

inson.
Increase by dividing colonies, by
means.—Dadant & Son.

Natural
Query 433.— Can a queenless colony be
made to work satisfactorily ? If so, how would LITTLE.
you manage it during the honey-flow ?—V. V. H.,

swarming.— G.

Uniting

Weak

Colonies.

Query 435.— Would you
weak

?

is

?— M.

colonies in the spring
best to pursue with them

advise unlttn^r
course

If not. what
C. G., Ills.

See my answer to Query 432.
—James Heddon.
M. DooSee my answer to Query 432. — J. E.
all

Pond.

depends upon the locality, pasSee my answer to Query 432.— H.
turage, etc. In my locality I prefer D. Cutting.
Give the bees a chance to rear a natural swarming.— J. P. H. Brown.
See my answer to Query 432.— J. P.
queen.— Dadant & Son.
Natural swarming, if it is practi- H. Brown.
I know of no practical method.— C. cable. If we have to leave our bees
Not until just before the honey
"W. Dayton.
all day, it cannot be practiced safely. harvest.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Cook.
I have had no practical experience —A. J.
Let them be until June, then unite
that way.— H. D. Cutting.
It depends upon the man, and per- them.— G. M. Doolittle.
should
dehaps
on
the
place.
I
be
By giving them some larvae ^nd
No. I get them as strong as possieggs with which to start queen-rear- lighted never to see another natural ble, and unite them to form strong
swarm, even if I wanted to double
ing.— Jambs Heddon.
colonies in time for honey-gathering.
every year.— C. C. Miller.
C. W. Dayton.
Not as much so as one that has a
sometimes
the
Sometimes
one,
should
reason
I
queen, and for that
If they have queens, confine them,
swarming
possiother.
prevent
if
I
at
once.—
queen
J.
introduce a young
pack around them closely, stimulate
increase
by
dividble,
and
make
the
E. Pond.
ing at the close of the honey harvest. gently, and as they and other strong
Yes, it will work well if it has a If they must swarm, then make the colonies can bear it, give them frames
from which to start
little brood
increase in that way
both methods of capped brood.— A. J. Cook.
queen-cells. Extract the honey.— W.
are usnally employed. If honey was
No. I would build them up into
Z. Hutchinson.
no object, I prefer natural swarming. strong colonies. If I had more beea
C. W. Dayton.
I have had them do very good work,
than I wanted, and could not sell
yet on the whole I believe it is best
Natural swarming vigorously dis- them, I would unite the weak colonies
present.
C.
C.
to have a queen
couraged, for in the large honey- pro- just before the white clover harvest
Miller.
ducing apiary we do not want any begins.— G. W. Desiaree.
I prefer to have a queen in each increase.
If I did, and especially if I
If a colony is too far gone to help
colony. Some claim to make queen- had plenty of empty combs, I might itself, it will not amount to much
less colonies do good "biz," but I am prefer and employ dividing colonies when united with another. But the
not among that number.— G. M. Doo- to obtain it.— James Heddon.
help of weak colonies, from strong
LITTLB.
Dividing.
This, however, is a colonies in the spring, is very efficient,
A strong queenless colony will mooted question, and one that de- if carefully done.-Dadant & Son.
gather more surplus in a given time pends so largely upon the man and
See my answer to Query 432. There
than a colony that is rearing much the location, etc., that it is really an
brood: But at the end of the time individual matter, and no positive seems to be but one practicable plan
you will have the surplus without the rule can be laid down in regard to it. to unite either weak or strong colonies, and it is done as follows
Take
colony.— J. P. H. Brown.
—J. E. Pond.
out one of the queens and move the
making
I have not succeeded in
I would not be confined to any one colonies to be united a few feet each
queenless colonies store comb honey method
In 9 days
it is best to practice both. day until near each other.
work
with
never
to any extent. Bees
In many cases I prefer natural swarm- cut out the queen-cells and place one
advantage
as
energy
and
so great
If the bees
ing. Too many good colonies are colony over the other.
when they have a quantity of young ruined by untimely dividing. The are sprayed with essence of pepperlarva} to feed and care for.— G. L. theory of dividing
will not be a bee killed,
is all right, but mint, there
Tinker.
just when and how to do it is a diffi- and but very few without it. G. L.
removed,
Yes, if the queen is just
cult matter to one not thoroughly Tinker.
and they have brood in all stages. posted.— H. D. Cutting.
No. Give them frames of brood
If
they
their
best.
They will then do
from strong colonies if you have
all the time.
Natural
swarming,
that
is,
queenless
are hopelessly
them, and they will build up rapidly.
have no eggs or young brood— they When several swarms issue and settle —The Editor.
will do very little work.— A. J. Cook. together they may be separated by
throwing them on a sheet, and the
I queens secured.
Then divide up the
Yes, by proper management.
The Western World Guide and Handshowing
bees and give a queen to each lot in
have written several articles
Book of Useful Information, contains the
have
found
Where
increase
is not dehiving.
how it can be done, but I
greatest amount of useful information ever
that better results can be had by sired, it is better to take out all the
together in such a cheap form. The
letting the bees have a queen, but re- queens but one, and hive all together, put
It

Ohio.

—

;

—

—

:

;

—

—

brood de- giving sufficient room in the supers. printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
does not pay to In any case, I prefer the contracted and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
cramp the queen beyond certain brood - case and queen - excluding one sending us two new subscribers besidea
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
limits, if the bees are to be kept in honey-board in managing swarms.
present a copy of this valuable book.
G. L. Tinker.
good conditions.— G. W. Demaree.
strict her to a very small

partment.

But

it
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the box was bored a large hole into
which a large tin funnel (such as is
used by those selling bees by the
Xear one
pound) could be inserted.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is end I bored a 'r^-inch hole through
located near tne center of the State named; which 1 could put in a virgin queen as
east; soon as the bees from a nucleus were
6 north of the center; 9 south;
west; and thisd northeast; "O northwest: shaken through the funnel into the
o« southeast; and P southwest of the center box. The box was then placed in a

^oxxtspontitntz.
©

O

O

of the State mentioned.

For tbe Atnerlcan Bee JouroaL

liM Nuclei— DnltlnE

Colonies,

night.

In this

DOOHTTLE.

G. M.

dark cellar until night, when it was
put over the combs of the nucleus
from which the bees were shaken,
when the removable side of the box
was taken off and the bees allowed
to return to their combs during the

way

I

thought to introduce

and get a virgin queen to laying in
[Mr. G. N. Benjamin, of Tampa, two or three days after I had sold a
laying queen from a nucleus, which,
Fla., asks that the following article,
in' turn, could be sold and another inwhich was written for the Bee Jour- troduced in like manner, thus making
nal several years ago, be re-produced it profitable to rear queens at the low
But I soon found
each.
for the benefit of new readers, es- price of $1
that not more than one queen out of
pecially as it was referred to by ilr. three thus put into the box would be
Doolittle in his article on page 309 for accepted by the bees, while those
May 18. 1887. The article is as fol- which were accepted were so slow in
getting fertilized fsome requiring ten

lows -.—Ed.]
I

or

more

tnat I

days),

became

have 'heretofore told the readers gusted and went back to the

of the

American Bee Journal how

discell-

plan.
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box the next morning, when they
were hived on two frames of brood,
and soon built up into a colony. From
all of the above I learned the following, which I believed to be the best
known plan of forming nuclei
:

Procure a box and funnel, as described above, and go to any hive that
can spare from it, from a tea-cupful
to a quart of bees, according to the
take out
size ot the nucleus desired
a frame or frames having bees on the
combs (be sure you do not get the
queen), and place it on the outside of
Give the frame several
the hive.
sharp knocks with a little stick, to
cause the bees to fill themselves with
honey, and when so filled shake as
many bees down through the funnel
into the box as you wish in your
nucleus. Take out the funnel and
close the hole, when you will put the
frame from which you shook the bees
back into the hive and close it. Xow
take tne box of bees to the cellar, or a
darkened, cool room, and leave them
two or more hours, when you will
give them (a laying queen) any poor
queen you care little for, or a good
one if you choose.
To put the queen in, put the box
down suddenly, so that all the bees
will fall to the bottom, when the
queen is allowed to run in through
the small hole. I generally form the
nucleus about 1 p.m.. and let the
queen in at 3 p.m. Early the next
morning, take a frame having a very
little brood in it, and one with honey,
and place in a hive where you wish
the nucleus to stay, using a divisionboard to contract the size of the
;

had tried all the then known plans
In one of these experiments I took
of making nuclei, none of which the bees from a full colony to see if I
suited me on account of so many of could succeed better, hut they killed
the bees going back to the colony the virgin queen almost as soon as I
from which they were taken. Where put her into the cage. Just then I
an apiarist has two apiaries several was called away, so I hastily placed
miles apart, bees can be brought from them in the cellar and left them.
the apiary furthest from home with When I returned towards night, I
which to form a nucleus, so as to be a thought I would see if I could form a
success every time. But as all do not nucleus of them, by placing a frame
have such an apiary, and there is of brood and one of honey in an
much trouble about the plan, to those empty hive and turning them upon it. hive.
I

who do

have, it is quite an object to
have a plan by which a nucleus can
be formed when and where the apiwishes.
arist
To accomplish this
object. 1 studied out the plan of caging a frame of hatching brood,
and by putting a virgin queen two or
three days old into the cage, I had a
plan that has worked much better

than any that

However,

in

had previously tried.
some cases this plan

I

partially failed, as the bees in the
hive, in which the caged frame was
placed, would partially desert one side
of the cage so some of the hatching

brood would become chilled, while
again some would worry and try to
get out until at the end "of five days a
portion of the newly hatched bees
would be dead upon lifting the frame
from the hive, at the time of placing
it

where

it

was

to stay.

At

the same time that I was practicing the plan described on page 344
(1883). I was also trying another plan
which was at first designed for the
safe introduction of virgin queens, to
I
do which I proceeded as follows
made a box by taking two pieces of
wood 6x6x?4 inches, and two other
pieces 12x6xy inches, the latter being
nailed to the former, which made a
box Wii inches long by 6 wide by 6
deep, without sides. I next got two
pieces of wire-cloth 12 inches long by
6 inches wide, one of which was nailed
permanently to one side of the box,
while the other was left so it was removable at any time. In the top of
:

Now, hive the little colony from the
box the same as you would any
imwas nearly dark, so I felt sure that I swarm, and they will go to workdays
In two or three
could succeed, as no bees could get mediately.
back home until morning. Before form another nucleus in the same
ready for the
sunrise the next morning I saw that way, and when you are
nucleus
these bees had not clustered on the queen, go to this last made
brood at all, but had crawled all over and get this same queen to use for the
from the
the hive, many of them being outside, next, which is to De made
from which place they were flying for bees in the box, and in this way keep
on forming nuclei as long as you wish
home.
I made 3 queens
When I went to the hive from them. In this wayseason.
Alter the
which they came, imagine my sur- form 60 nuclei one
from the first
away
prise to find that they were being queen is taken
the
second,
form
to
treated as strangers, some even being formed nucleus,

Accordingly I
above. Before

rigged

I

had

all

the hive as

completed

it

not one was allowed to
Sutfice it to say that
enter the hive.
all were lost and killed, but from it I
learned one thing, which is, that bees
confined in a small space with a diftheir mother,
ferent queen from
whether dead or alive, would be disinherited if kept in such a space for
eight or more hours.
Soon after this I had a queen sent
me very unexpectedly, and as I did
not value her very highly, 1 thought
to form a nucleus with her, and resolved to trv the caging of bees with
her. After" getting the bees into the
cage, I feared to let her in with them,
so I waited ;i couple of hours, at
which time I found the bees in great
agitation from knowing that they had
no queen with them. I now let the
queen rim in through the small hole,
when a more happy lot of bees was
never seen. These bees were found
compactly clustered in the top of the
killed, so that

the nucleus is to be treated the same
as any queenless nucleus is treated,
and when virgin queens are introduced there need not elapse more
than a week before the nucleus will
have a young laying queen.

There are three reasons for using a
laying queen in forming the nucleus ;
the first of which is that the bees will
always accept her and behave just as
you wish them to second, this queen
will furnish all the eggs that the
nucleus can care for during her short
stay, so they are well supplied with
young brood at the outset and third,
a laying queen can be taken from the
nucleus sooner by the above plan, as
where a virgin queen is used to form
the nucleus, such queen is exceedingly
;

;

slow about becoming

fertilized.

In

conclusion I will say that I know the
plan will work if followed as I have
given directions.

Borodino,© N. Y.
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Bee Journal.

Comparatively little progress was should be put in cases holding not
in bee-keeping until the close of more than 24 sections.

made
History of

Bees-Interesting Facts.

WILLIAM BIATT.

The ancieiits are known to have
kept bees in a domesticated state
more than 2,000 years ago, and that
probably much in the same fashion as
is common in Eastern countries to
Hives were made out of
this day.
hollowed logs, or, where the timber
was

scarce, of cylinders of clay or of

wicker-work plastered with clay.
Such hives are still used in the East,
where it never has been the practice
to kill the bees in order to get their
These logs or cylinders are
honey.
placed in a horizontal position, and
the honey taken from the end most
distant from the entrance.
The
natural tendency of bees to store their
surplus at a distance from the entrance is thus taken advantage of.
In the Kussiaa log-hive another advance is made, based on the tendency
of the bees to store above as well as
beyond the brood-nest. The hives
are raised a little on the back, and
thus the certainty of finding virgin
comb at the further end is increased.

last century, when the discoveries of Francis Huber afforded the
ground for a great advance. Previous
to this, the natural history of the
bees, and especially of the queen, was

the

the planting of Alsike clover for bee-pasfurage ; it was our best honey-plant, and
He did not
very imperfectly understood. Huber was excellent for cattle.
was the fiist to announce the true think it paid to plant anything esBuckwheat was
nature of the three classes of bees pecially for bees.
found in a hive— the queen, workers good for fall feeding.
and drones.
The German Shirach
Mr. Armstrong said that according
and the Scotisli Bonner discovered to the report of the commissioners
the method of causing bees to rear appointed to report on the Chapman
queens at pleasure. At a latter date honey-plant, it was the plant we
Dr. Dzierzon and Baron Berlepsch es- needed. It was the best hooey-plant
tablished the fact of the parthenogen- known for yielding honey.
esis of queens— that is, of the power
The Secretary advocated the plantthey have of producing male progeny
clover in waste places,
They ing of sweetroadside
while still in a virgin state.
it was an ex;
and on the
also proved that queens mate in the
honey plant, and was decidedly
open air, and that within from 2 to 20 cellent
looking than thistles and muUen
days of their birth. The impetus thus nicer
given to bee-keeping was followed, as stalks.
Mr. Vanderburgh advocated the
has already been mentioned by those
basswood for shade inwelcome mechanical aids, the frame planting of
it was a good shadestead of maple
hive, comb foundation, etc.. which
of the best for honey.
have brought bee-keeping to the posi- tree, and one
Several members expressed themtion of a science.
This sketch would be imperfect selves in a similar way.
without at least a mention of those
PREPARING BEES FOR WINTER.
agencies of the present time for the
The President had prepared his
diffusion of knowledge in bee-matters, viz., bee-papers and associations. bees for winter in one way tor several
These are now established in Ger- years, and had been generally successmany. Italy, France, Switzerland, ful, but the past winter he had not
;

There is evidence in ancient chroniand among the laws of our
Anglo-Saxon forefathers, that bees
were at one time altogether wild in America and England.
cles,

Previous to the eighth
century they were classed with foxes
and others as incapable of private
ownership. Whoever found them in
this country.

the woods was entitled to their honey
and wax. The honey was highly esteemed as an article of food, and was
largely used in making mead and in
medicine.
The wax was in great demand by
the clergy, who taught that bees had
been sent from heaven because the
mass could not be celebrated without
wax, and under their influence they
were gradually domesticated, being
kept in hollow logs or hives of bark
(Lat., Eusca). Hence, a hive of bees
was called a " rusca " of bees, a word
surviving to this day as a name for a
straw-skep. As bees now come to be
looked on as a property, the law recognizing the right to a wild swarm as
belonging to the person on whose
land it had settled for three consecutive nights. If he failed to discover
it within that time, the finder had a
right to id., and if that sum were not
paid he might claim the sum.
At
that lime a " rusca " of domesticated
bees was valued at 24cl.

Under the stimulus of a demand for
honey and wax we find great lords,
about the middle of the tenth century,
having beo ceorls specially detached to
attend on the bees, and the slaves
fradually becoming serfs who paid
heir feudal lord a fixed amount of
the produce of their hives. About
this time also the name " rusca " often
gives place to the Anglo-Saxon word
heo cest (bee chest), or the Latin word
which marks an advance
alvearia,

from mere

shells

of

bark to more

regular hives. Domesday Book mentions them repeatedly, and they were
even tithed as valuable property.

BEE-PASTURAGB.

The President advocated

In England been so successful, and he thought he
would have to change his plan. He
thought he would have to resort to
cellar-wintering, or some such plan.

nearly every county has its association, and Scotland and Ireland have
several, most of these being affiliated
with the great central association of
British bee-keepers, whose headquarters are in London.
Simultaneously with the establishment of associations have come those
interesting and instuctive exhibitions
of honey and appliances, now the order of the day, by a visit to which a
beginner will learn more in an hour
than he could formerly have done by
reading and practice for a season.

Haliiinianil,

Ont, Coniention,

The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Assomet at Nelles' Corners, Ont.,

ciation

on Tuesday, May 31, 1887. with President Kindree in the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting were
read by the Secretary, George Best,
and approved.

MARKETING HONEY.
The

first

question discussed was the

marketing of honey. The President
thought the best way of marketing
honey was to put it up in small parcels
in an attractive shape, and to offer
none but the best quality.
Mr. Jack gave his views, saying
that until honey was bought by large
dealers, the same as cheese and other
produce, the price would be low.
Mr. Armstrong said that marketing
honey was like anything else— the
best article sold more readily and
The best
brought the best price.
packages for the local market were
pint and quart sealers, and for shipping, the 60-pound tin vessels cased
Comb honey
in wood are the best.

Mr. F. Eose said one cause of loss
in wintering bees, was in putting the
packing too close on top, so that the
bees could not pass over the tops of
the frames to their stores.
Mr. Armstrong said the first mistake in preparing bees for winter was
in beginning preparations too late.
When bees are disturbed late in the
fall they fill themselves with honey,
and are very liable to be troubled with
diarrhea. If bees are prepared early,
have sufficient stores, and properly
protected, they will generally come
through all right. The bees should
be put as close together as possible
if the colony was weak the bees should
be crowded on as few frames as possible they should be provided with
good stores, and well protected from
the cold. He put some in a clamp,
packed with sawdust, and others were
wintered in double-walled hives, and
he did not lose a single colony last
;

winter.

Twenty members present reported
colonies in the fall of 1886, and 300
colonies on May 31, 1887.
Mr. Jack said he had a lot of old
combs with sour honey, and moldy,
and wished to know what to do with
them. Mr. Armstrong said he would
give one frame at a time to a strong
colony, and in 24 hours the frame
would be as good as new.
Mr. Jack also asked how to put in
foundation so as to keep it straight.
He fastened it at the top of the frame
and one side, and the combs were
Mr. Armstrong said it
crooked.
should be fastened only at the top,
and the bees would fix it all right.
47.5
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thus since the creation, when the
edict went forth, " Multiply and replenish the earth." Siuce the mornTlie Honey-moon.
ing stars sang together, the reproducswarming.
tion of animate nature has been going
EUflKNE BECOR.
On motion, Mr. W. Atkinson was
on, either by seens, stolons, offsets,
apppointed Director for Walpole, in
Out in the cool Sepiember air,
or runners. Bees increase by swarmplace of Mr. Smith, removed.
At the close ot a sultry, listless day,
ing, just as their Creator ordained
The next meeting will be held at Sat a recentlj'-weddud pair,
they should.
Swarm after swarm
South Cayuga, on Saturday, Aug. 27, BilllDg and cooint' like doves in May.
The full-orbed union was as needless as leave the parent colony (until there is
1887.
E. C. Campbell, iiec.
bright,
" corporal's guard " left)
For the light of their eyes would have scarcely a
each one to establish a community or
banished the night.
rar tne American Bee Jouroal,
its own.
They heard the musical hum of the bees
Why bees swarm is of little practithey
rested from labor at home in full
As
to
Prejudice.
Sacrificed
Bee-Keeping
but
cal importance to bee-keepers
hives
Buckwheat and goldenrod scented the how to control this propensity is one
Z. A. CLARK.
breeze—
of the greatest considerations. The
The fragrant fruits of well-spent lives.
conair-castles built by this ardent young wealth of a bee-keeper does not
Thursday, June 9, 18S7, was the day So the
twain
sist in the number of colonies that he
for us, the bee-keepers, to be laid Were filled as completely with Hope's golden possesses, but in the strength of each
grain.
upon the sacrificial altar, to be
individual colony. Some colonies will
martyred for keeping bees in this city.
" Katydid " sung to his voiceless bride,
swarm four and five times, and even
The
Yesterday morning one of our citizens The crickets sharp love-notes brought no more. The first swarm will be firstin three hours got up a petition to the
reply
rate, the second good, the remainder,
Mayor and Council, asking an exten- In a sad parting strain the "whip-poor-will" together with the old colony, will be
tried
sion until July 1, in behalf of the bee- To provoke from his mate a farewell sigh.
of little account. The two first will
keepers, and got 104 names in three But the bride in the gleaming returned each be a source of revenue, while the
hours, lacking only four names of
caress,
others will eke out a living during
doubling the anti-bee petition, and And answered her husband's sweet words warm weather, but probably die the
with a kiss.
about
40
of
the
55
our petition had
following winter. The colonies that
names on the anti-bee petition.
Purple tinged leaves from the maples o'er swarm the earliest in the season are
head
had witnesses (citizens and As silently fell as the soft-falling dew.
generally the best, and it is wise
farmers) to prove that bees were not They told ot a summer too rapidly sped.
econony to save all the young queens
a nuisance, and that they never in- Of severed attachments, tender and true.
If
they are allowed to
possible.
had
meaning
no
the
language
ot
leaves
But
terfere witli sound fruit. I have the
swarm ad libitum, the little casts
uight
that
vigorous
aflSdavits, and will forward them as
To the couple who eat in the pale, glimmer- which will contain young,
they are sworn to, and you can pubqueens that have been reared under
ing light.
you
desire.
any
all
of
them
if
lish
or
the best possible conditions— should
Arkadelphia,? Ark., June 11, 1887. They talked of the happy days to come
be built up into populous colonies.
They planned as only the young know how
productive powHere is an extract from a local They saw not the future as pictured by queen regulates her income, and the
some
ers accordiug to her
paper
Who remember the past with clouded brow. number of her subjects. IE from any
were seen
" It would be well if our citizens No visions of sorrow or pain
cause such as scarcity of honey or
To mar the sweet peace on this quiet e'en.
pollen, or too few bees to cover and
to
as
of
them)
were
do
(any and all
our neighbor Z. A. Clark has done. I 'Tis thus, ever thus that young hearts and feed the young, she simply exudes the
eggs from her oviduct, not taking the
true.
believe only a short period since he in
the
trouble to deposit them in cells
his idle time gathered around him a In Hope's dreamy realm delight to abide.
the sunshine is sure to peer through,
To
them
workers eat them as fast as she lays
trio of old fashion bee-gums of our And Love's fairy-l^oat triumphantly glide.
Arkansas black bees, he thinking it How good of the Father to thus kindly con- them. What a difference between
ceal
her and the stupid hen, which will sit
not as profitable to knock the head
and losses that time will reveal for weeks upon addled eggs, a piece
off and cutting down to the sticks, as The sorrows
of chalk, or even upon nothing at
following the new idea of frame hives Out In the early autumn air,
all.
and imported Italian bees. With Drinking the honey-laden breeze.
happy,
wedded
pair.
leave
this
June is the great swarming month
modern bee-keeping old things have We
purple-tinged maple trees.
Under
the
passed way,' and now we find Mr. While the years come and go— as they will in the Northern and Middle States.
In our experience we have had
Clark in possession of as wellequiped
all too soon.
an apiary, and as fine a strain of bees They'll fondly revert to this bright honey- swarms from May until the last of
moon.
One season, one hived
September.
as any in Arkansas or elsewhere in
Forest City, Iowa.
on Sept. 12, filled the hive and stored
this our land of the free and homes
about 10 pounds of surplus comb
of the brave.' Who is the author of
honey.
Mr. Clark's little business V Has it
Prairie Farmer.
not cost him time and a great deal of
Bees will swarm any time when
hard work ? Besides, does he not
Swarming— Hints to Beginners,
there is a continuous flow of nectar,
give labor and lend to the education
and a bee-keeper should always have
of other young men that are to come
3IRS. L. HARKISON.
empty hives in readiness to receive
on the stage after we shall have
them. Italian bees swarm frequently
passed away V It is a hard matter for
Much valuable time is spent at bee- before building queen-cells, or apparus to do any business that will meet conventions hi discussing " Why bees ently making any previous preparathe approval of all.
But the good swarm ?" It would seem as appro- tion for the event. The exact time
book' tells us to look to our neigh- priate to deliberate over the question when a swarm is going to emerge,
bor's advancement. If we do this and "
men and women join hand in cannot be determined beforehand
follow our own employment, we will hand and forsake their old homes. Is with any degree of certainty. If durhave no time to 'growl at others.
Or is it not ing the swarming season few bees
it for want of room ?
" Let us have more bees, railroads, that the hive was ventilated insuffi- leave the hive while the occupants of
factories, schools, and
above all, ciently V In an old book that be- adjacent ones are busily engaged in
peace with our neighbors.
If we longed to my father, and to his father gathering honey, a swarm may reaDuring sultry
sonably be expected.
cannot get these, let's go to work and before him.I find the answer:
cot down the dog-fennel that ruins man shall leave father and mother weather a swarm may issue as early
our sweet milk. Let us do something and shall cleave unto his wife, and as seven in the morning, but the
for our youths that are eking out they twain shall be one flesh." Young greater part of them come forth from
their existence loaling— on our steets. men and women leave large, roomy, ten in the morning to three in the
Occasionally an afterLet us go to work, and have less comfortable homes and dwell in afternoon.
It was ever swarm may issue as late as five in the
'gab!'"— CTipp«r.
cabins and dug-outs.

Mr. Fathers wished to know which
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preferable, natural swarming or
dividing. Mr. Rose preferred natural
is
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evening, but an old queen
guilty of such Indiscretion.

is

There

is nothing more exhilarating
bee-keeper, or anything that
sends the blood tingling to his toes
and finger tips than to hear the cry,
"The bees are swarming." All is
activity and life.
clean, sweet hive
is in readiness, and a place chosen for
it to stand.
As soon as they are
fairly clustered, if they are on the
limb of a tree not valuable, it is either
cut or sawed off, and carried to the
hive, where they are gently shaken
off on a sheet or board in front of it.
If they do not readily find the entrance, they are scooped up, and put
In it, or driven with a little smoke.
Soon the watchword is sounded, a
home is found, and they take up the
march, seeming to see which can enter it first.
If the queen does not
enter the hive, remaining in the portico or on the outside of the hive, the
bees will come out and cluster with
her.
little attention should be
given them until they are all in the
hive and at work.
Bees always cluster when they
swarm, near their old hive, and send
out scouts to find a home. If they
are not hived before their return,
they will immediately dissolve and
follow their leaders, and no inducement their owner mayofler will cause

to the

A

A

them

to settle.

Bees sometimes desert after they
are hived, and when they issue from
their

new

quarters take French-leave,

and do not

cluster. If a frame of uncapped brood is given them when
hived, they seldom, if ever, abscond.
There are many reasons why bees
leave after hiving; the hive may be
hot from standing in the sun before
the bees were put into it or it may
have had too little ventilation. Charm
them ever so wisely, and they will not
accept a liive malodorous from kerosene or barn yard smells. A swarm
put into a clean, sweet, cool hive, and
;

set in the shade, will show its appreciation of it by going to work with an
energy that is surprising.

There are many devices used in
hiving bees. Some prefer a light box
perforated with auger holes, and fixed
on to the end of a pole, which is
placed underneath, or at the side of
the cluster. The bees will enter the
holes, and gather in or upon it, and
can be carried to their hive.
Others
use a sack, kept open by a wire, and
fastened to a pole.
Many bee-keepers practice clipping
the queens' wings. When the swarm
issues, she may be found hoppiug
around in front of the old hive, and
as soon as the bees find out that she
is not with them, they return and
search for her. The old hive could
be removed but a new one should be
put in its place, which the bees will
enter when they return.
They can
then be removed to a new stand, and
the old one returned. Sometimes the
clipped queen is onged and put where
it is desired to have the bees cluster,
and they will soon ascertain where
she is, and gather there.
If decoy hives are placed in trees
near bee-pasturage, a swarm may
move into it during the season. Some
;

They daily visited the grapes in
this, as not being a
legitimate way to obtain bees, but we great numbers, and took advantage
fail to see any objection to it, as the of every crack in the epidermis or
bees would have entered some hollow opening at the stem, appropriating to
tree, and been lost to their owner even their use every drop of juice exuding
if this hive had not been provided for therefrom, but they made no attempt
them.
person living on the prairie to grasp the cuticle with their mandiand owning 3 colonies of bees, lost bles or claws. I removed the epiderthem all during the severe winter of mis carefully from dozens of grapes
lS80-81,and let his hives remain where of various kinds, and placed them on
they were standing. The next summer plates before the hives.
The bees
absconding swarms, finding no hollow lapped up all the juice on the outside
of the film surrounding the segments
trees, filled them all.
of the grape, leaving this delicate film
Peoria,© Ills.
dry and shining, but through and beyond this film they were not able to
Official Report of U. S. Entomologist.
penetrate. I punctured the skins of
grapes of all kinds by passing needles
Bees Ts, Frnit— Experiments.
of various sizes through the grape
and placed these before the bees.
N. W. M'LAIN.
The needles used were in size from a
fine cambric
needle to a packing
[The following is an extract from needle. The amount of juice appropriated
was
in
proportion to the size
the Oflicial Eeport of Mr. McLain to
the United States Entomologist, for of the opening in the skins, and the
number of segments of the grape
the year 1886, and now just issued by broken. The
same was true in the
the Department of Agriculture, at case of grapes burst from over-ripeWashington, in its "Reports of ob- ness. Bees are not only unable to
servations and experiments in the penetrate the epidermis of the grape,
but they also appear to be unable,
practical Work of the Division, made even when impelled by the direst
under the direction of the Entomolo- necessity, to penetrate the film surrounding the berry, even after the
gist."— Ed.1
epidermis is removed.
Grapes so
I have, according to your instruc- prepared, without exception laid betions, repeated my experiments of last fore the hives until dried up. If but
year for testing the capacity of bees, one segment of a grape be broken by
under exceptional circumstances, to violence or by over-ripeness, the bees
injure fruit
adding such other tests are unable to reach the juice beyond
and observations as the very severe the film separating the broken from
and protracted drouth permitted. The the unbroken segments until further
house used last season, 10 feet by 16 violence or decay permits an entrance
feet in size, having sides partly cov- for the tongue.
Clusters of sound
ered with wire cloth and large screen grapes which I hung between the
doors in each end, was used again this comb frames in the hives occupied by
year. Two colonies of Italian bees, strong colonies were unbroken and
two of hybrids, one of Caucasians, sound after fifteen days' exposure in
and two of Syrians were confined in the hives. The skins were polished
this house.
smooth, but none were broken.
I
These colonies were without food also stopped up the entrance to sevin their hives, and at intervals of seral hives
containing good-sized
three or four days were fed a little colonies— in the apiary and in the
syrup for the purpose of keeping up wire-covei'cd house, by pushing sound
their vigor, and to prevent dying grapes into the opening, so close tofrom starvation.
wood-stove was gether that the bees could not pass
placed in the house, and a high tem- through.
By this means the bees
perature was maintained for a num- were confined to the hives for days in
ber of hours each day.
succession, not being able to break
The conditions incident to an un- down and remove the grapes, and
usually severe and protracted drouth although the skins of the grapes next
were present within and without. The the inside of the hive were polished
bees Were repeatedly brought to the smooth none were broken or injured.
stages of hunger, thirst, and starvaThe past season furnished an extion, the test continuing for forty cellent opportunity to observe the
days.
capacity of bees, under so exceptional
Through the favor of Mr. T. T. circumstances, to injure fruit, for the
Lyon, President of the Michigan drouth was very exceptional both in
State Horticultural Society, I obtained duration and severity, and I was
thirteen varieties of choice grapes called to several places by fruit-growfrom A. G. Gulley, of South Haven. ers to witness the proof that bees
Every inducement and opportunity were " tearing open the skins of the
was afforded the bees to appease their grapes,'' and otherwise behaving in a
hunger and thirst by attacking the manner altogether unworthy of an
fruit which was placed before them. insect enjoying a wide reputation for
Some of the bunches of grapes were virtue and orderly living. In each
dipped in syrup and hung in the instance I succeeded in convincing
hives between the combs, some the fruit-grower that the bees were
placed before the hives on plates, and simply performing the office of gleangrapes were suspended in clusters ers that violence from other sources,
from the posts and rafters. The bees or over-ripeness or decay had prelapped and sucked all the syrup from ceded the bees, and that he would be
the skins, leaving the berries smooth. acting the part of wisdom in follow-

seldom persons object to
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;

—
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ing the example of the bees in gath- engage in apiculture, providing the mashing one which had stung me
ing the grapes before further violence, climatic influences in relation to and the excrement, instead of being a
or the action of the elements, rendered honey-production in Florida be taken yellowish color, was black and afterwards I noticed that where they were
them worthless.
into consideratiiiu.
After grapes have been subjected to
" Smart Alecks," and those who disturbed, and inconsequence spotted
such violence, or have so far burst know it all, are just as welcome in their hives, the spots were black.
open and decayed as to make it pos- our ranks as any. and after they pass
But the old bees having the disease
sible for bees to injure them, and the a season or two and gain experience is not the cause of so many bees leavcircumstances are so exceptional as to in our methods, are as good citizens ing the hives to die for they are, as
lead the bees to seek such food, unless and neighbors as those who come pre- the Professor has probably noticed,
they are speedily gathered they would pared to profit by the experience of young bees leaving the hive for the
soon become wortnless if unmolested. those who are competent to advise.
first time, and the last being deformed
During the past season I made many
and useless in the hive they leave it.
New Smyrna,© Fla.
visits to vineyards, one located near
I believe the old bee to be short-lived
the apiary I visited every day, and my
in such cases
and some must of
Jouma*^
American
Bee
For
tDo
observations and experience with bees
course be slightly deformed, as will
in confluement, and those having free
be seen presently, but not enough
access to the vineyards furnishes
TlieSyDiDtoms Of Foul Brood.
probably to unfit them for their duties,
abundant proof to convince me that
but it may cause them to die sooner
bees do not and cannot under any
GEO. H. HOYLE.
than sound and healthy bees, though
circumstances injure sound fruit. If
they were fed healthy food instead of
from any cause the pulp is exposed,
When I wrote on this subject, on the stuff which made them sick while
such as the attack of birds or wasps
page 601 of the Bee Journal for in the larval state.
the most common source of injury
1886, it was my intention to follow the
Now as to why the bees are deor from the ovipositing of insects, or article with others throwing more formed and how, I will explain to the
bursting of the berry from over-ripe- light on this much-disputed question. best of my ability
I go to a diseased
ness, and if no other resources are It so happened that I could not spare hive, lift out a new comb filled with
available, the bees appropriate and the time, and instead of doing as I unsealed larvae, hold it up to the light,
carry away the juice, and the extent intended, it has been nearly a year and I cannot find a larva but what
of the injury depends upon the degree since I have written anything on the has the disease, though some have it
to which the pulp is exposed, the subject. In that time there has been worse than others. I put the frame
sweetness of the juice, and the num- a great deal written that I wished back, and wait to see how they hatch
ber and necessities of the bees.
(but I lacked the time) to reply to. I out. We will suppose it is a pretty
expect to do so in the near future.
bad case, and will say 10 per cent, did
Florida Dispatch.
IJefore commencing on the part of not hatch, and 5 per cent, were rethe subject I wished to write about moved before they were sealed up.
now, I want to contradict an asser- Well, as there is there are more
Apicnltural Ontloolt in Florida,
tion I saw somewhere in the Ameri- stages of the disease than one can imJOHN Y. DETWILER.
can Bee Journal something like agine, of course these unhatched
" We all know that it has been larvae die in every stage of growth,
this
The outlook for the future of api- proven by scientists that foul brood from the time they are sealed until
Some die in the act
culture in this vicinity is more en- is caused by bacteria." I say, we do they hatch out.
If of biting the caps of their cells some
couraging. The past year has been not know anything of the kind.
one of discouragement to all whose we did, I am sure I would not have hatch and have not life enough to get
previous interest had centered in api- written what I have. If the reader out of the hive, and are dragged out.
culture.
From present indications would like to know how far it has Some hatch with no wings, some with
the black mangrove will yield sufB- been proven, let him look first on page one wing. The majority that leave
cient bloom from the growth obtained 741 of the American Bee Journal the hive look all right, but of course
since the frost to subsist the colonies for 1884. and he will see that Mr. something is the matter with them,
for the coming season, provided the Frank Cheshire is using the best or they would not leave.
buds now visible secrete nectar when means known to settle the question.
Sometimes bees do not seal larvae,
' Hope deferred maketh As to whether he was successful. I
in bloom.
but let them grow until they fill their
the heart sick," is an old-time pro- will refer the reader to the British Bee cells, then elongate the cells. I never
As I was knew a bee to hatch from such a cell
verb, and no where has it been more Journal for May 13, 1886.
apparent than in this locality among not taking that paper in 1885, 1 do not that was of any value and they are
the apiarists as all things both good know how Mr. Cheshire explains his seldom able to come out of their cells.
and bad must have an ending, so we failure but failed he must, as any As so many bee-keepers have withave every reason to expect the un- one can see by looking up the paper nessed these elongated cells, who
fortunate result of the freeze to our to which I referred.
There are a " never saw a case of the disease " (?),
apicultural interest will soon be a great many experiences recorded by I am likely to have no little opposithing of the past.
practical apiarists that contradict the tion on this particular point if I call
From authentic reports of apiarists assertion quoted above but it is not it a symptom of foul brood I call it
in the vicinity of Oak Hill, Eldora, the object of this article to enter any that, nevertheless. Though there are
Hawk's Park, and New Smyrna, the further into that branch of the subject. some diseased colonies where the bees
prevailing opinion is that a small surOn page 616 of the American Bee do not make elongated cells over displus may be harvested, providing the Journal for 18S6, Mr. T, F. Bing- eased larvai, it never occurs where
colonies are in a condition to take ham writes of Prof. McLain's article there is no disease..
advantage of it. Climatic influences on page -584, thus " It will be noticed
It will be seen from the above that
may prevent the secretion of nectar that while all the older writers on a bee-keeper can have the disease in
in the buds grown on new wood, and bee-diseases have regarded foul brood his apiary every year, it not being
in this matter our hopes are blasted. as its name implies, viz
a disease of severe enough to kill many larvae, and
It is not
always best to predict the brood, and not of the older and he never notices it. If he does notice
while the article above it he would think nothing of it, as he
trouble, though it is often well to mature bees
anticipate it, should past experience referred to avers that bees crawled is not looking for the disease to apwarrant us in so doing. Having in out of the hives to die by tens of pear in discolored larvae— he is looking
previous communications given some thousands;'" and further, " It is of for sunken caps with a small hole in
most discouraging reports regarding importance to bee-keepers that we the top. It may not make its appearthe situations which 1 had reason to have just such descriptions of any ance in the last-mentioned way the
believe should not be concealed, I malady which may in a single apiary causes may have disappeared before
now feel the time is not far distant occur." I have kiinwn for nearly two it has so far progressed. But whether
(next season at the most) that it will years that old bees, as well as the it does appear that way or not, the
be in a great measure prolitable to larvifi, would be diseased. 1 noticed soonest way to discover the disease is
come to New Smyrna and vicinity to the disease in the adult bee just by by the discolored larvae, by which
;
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close observer will detect tions may be the full depth of the
at least three weeks before he would part-case or less.
These supports
see sunken caps.
may be made of tin, as shown in the
I claim that the disease is caused by cut, but they are not so substantial,
unfit
food,
and most invariably and are no cheaper. There are few
" honey-dew ;" and of course the places in a bee-hive where even the

manner a
it

,

of colonies of bees in California, the
only source of information being the
assessors' returns, which are always
under rather than over the mark. It
is certain, however, that tliere are
between 65,000 and 75,000 colonies, and

honey must be removed from the hive
before the disease can be cured. If
the bees continue to get this " honeydew " that gave them the disease,
why, any remedy will fail
If the
flow of mean honey is of short duration, and they get little of it, it will do
them very little damage but if they
get a hive full of the stuff, and are
obliged to use it, it is sure death. I
mean the kind that is most unfit.
Some will cause the disease, but in so
light a form that it amounts to noth!

;

ing.
I want to caution bee-keepers on
one particular point, and it is this

Under no circumstances should they
use honey from the hive of a diseased
colony without first boiling it. If you
never neglect this caution, you can,
I believe, be successful every time

with Prof. McLain's remedy or Mr.
Cheshire's remedy. But if you neglect what I tell you in this particular,
I know you will fail with Mr. Cheshire's remedy, and I believe you will
fail with the remedy Prof. McLain
gives us.

In my next article I want to say
something of the Jones remedy and
also something to those who do not
think the disease was " in my apiary."
Mobile,? Ala.
;

very important, and
all apiarists should be informed on
the various phases of the disease, so
as to be able to detect it in any stage,
or in any of its different forms.
[This subject

is

SUPER WITH UPPER PART LIFTED.
best grades of tin are strong enough
for profitable use.
The T-rails, as shown in this cut,
are nailed in place, and the super is
quite stiff and serviceable, and ought
to last during the life of the average
bee-keeper. The parts of the super
are easily slipped off the sections in a

possibly more, and these are 'mostly
in the five southern counties Ven-

—

tura,Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, San
Bernardino and San Diego.
The first bees introduced into the
State (four swarms in number) were

brought from INew York via Panama,
great expense and trouble, and

at

The pamphlet on this disease, by
Mr. Frank Cheshire, will repay the
careful perusal of every one who
keeps bees, for he treats the subject
so thoroughly and practically, and so
carefully describes his experiments,
that it becomes exceedingly interesting.

Ed.]

SUPER COMPLETE.

when they reached California they
were readily sold for $200 per hive.
For some time thereafter not less
The "Two-Part" Saper.
than $.50 a colony was paid but now,
hive. Bee-space is provided on both so great has been the increase, it is
J. M. SHUCK.
sides of the super.
possible to buy them in good condition from $1 to $5.
Des Moines,© Iowa.
The cuts show quite specifically the
offices of the different parts.
The
All through the southern part of
Country Gentleman.
sections are set in on part, and the
the State the traveler will find the
separators rest between the ends of
mountain canyons occupied by " beethe rows of sections and the sides of
Honey Industry of California,
ranches," as they are called, and the
the super.
Then separators protect
owners of which will almost invariathe sides of the super from deposits
G. F. WRIGHT.
bly be found to be men who have
of propolis, and prevent the end seccome out here for their health. In
tions in the rows sticking to the
The bee and honey interest of Cali- bee-keeping they find a combination
super. The blanks at the tops and fornia has, since the settlement of of healthful out-door employment,and
bottoms of the sections prevent the the State by whites, grown to the fair remuneration, which is the great
deposit of propolis on the sections, most remarkable proportions. How desideratum of many semi-invalids.
and as Dr. Tinker says of this super, important it is, may be partially re- These ranches are mainly situated on
"The protection against propolis is alized when it is known that reliable unsurveyed government land, and are
very perfect."
estimates put the probable yield this chosen for their proximity to an
The T-shaped supports for the sec- season at considerably over 5,000 abundance of natural bloom, and to
tions are made of wood and metal, by tons. There being no organization of supplies of water.
At first, many
simply nailing hoop iron to the outer bee-men here, it is exceedingly diffi- paid all their attention to the bees,
edges of the partitions these parti- cult to arrive at an idea of the number and depended upon them entirely for
For the American Bee Joumat
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body, and scarcely any scraping of
propolis is ever needed. The super is
invertible, no adjustments being necessary except to place properly on the

;
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So far no effort seems yet to have
support. It has been the experience
of many, however, that it was useless been made by any one to provide the
"
"
bees
with a suMiciency of pasturage
season
oftener
to expect a
good
than every other year, and in conse- when the natural bloom for any reaquence, fruit growing and small son is not abuudiuit. The white sage
farming have largely been added to is the principal mainstay of the apithe keeping of bees. This has been arist here, but it frequently happens
rendered all tlie more necessary, too, from peculiar climatic causes, that
by the extremely low prices at which the flowers of this plant do not possess their normal sweetness, and in
honey has been held of late years.
fine quality of the extracted article this case the yield of honey is light.
seems no good reason why
sells for no more than S14 to -i^ cents There
a pound in San Francisco, while comb (lowers could not be planted in suffihoney brings 8 to 10 cents. With the cient quantity to obviate the placing
high freights prevalent here, it may of entire dependence upon the natreadily be seen that the margin is ural bloom, and so make the beenarrow for proBt. The yield, how- keeper independent of the baneful
ever, is so far in advance of what is effect of poor seasons.
San Francisco,»o Calif.
known at the East, that low prices do
not mean here what they would there.

A

It may be set down as an invariable
rule that in California, it is not advisable to place one's entire dependence upon the work of the bees, no

Local Convention Directory.
1887.

Time

and puice of Meeting.

matter how apparently favorable the Nov. IH-IS.— North American, at Chicago. UIs.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
outlook may be.
The hives now generally in use in Dec. 7-9.— Michiean State, at East Sasinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
this State are, tirst, a modification of
the Langstroth, with an upper story
tST" In order to have this table complete. Secreadapted either for section boxes or taries are requested to forward full particulars of
extracting frames. In San Diego the time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
Harbison hive has many admirers.
This is made all in one piece, with a
movable back hung on hinges, the
brood-chamber being protected by
glass. It is a hard hive to handle,
however, being subject to warping in
the hot sun, and many bee-men would
not take them as a gift.
In extracting, the honey is mostly

drawn

off

into barrels, or into tin

cans holding five gallons each, which
are then sent to San Francisco. The
cans are packed two in a case, like
coal-oil cans, and
afford an easy
means of handling.
Mucli of the extracted honey here
produced is so colorless, and unmarked by strong flavor, that it may
be used for every purpose for which
sugar is usually utilized, without its
presence being suspected.
In the
writer's family, for many months, not
a pound of sugar was consumed, but
extracted honey was used in tea and
all

making

preserves,
culinary operations, and

coffee, in

and in
it gave

the utmost satisfaction.
great deal of the extracted honey
has been shipped in barrels on board
ship directly to Europe, and good
prices have been realized. The length
of time, however, before returns can
be received from such shipments, is a
drawback to many engaging therein.
While the California bee-keeper
does not receive such high prices for
his honey as does his Eastern brother,
there is one advantage which he possesses which is simply superlative.
This is the fact that at all seasons of
the year the hives remain in one
place, requiring no protection whatever from the weather. The wintering of the bees has no terrors for the
California apiarist. His hives stand
in the shelter of a row of trees, or
possibly with a brush shed over them
for 365 days in the year, and there is
not a day, winter or summer, when
the sun is shining, that the inmates
are not out and at work on the flowers
which may be found at all seasons.

A

Good Crop Expected.— W. H. H.
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Dry Weather— Motherwort.

Burton, Eureka,©
1887, writes

Ills.,

— S.

on June

14,

:

White clover is a failure on account
of dry weather.
It is exceedingly
dry in this part of the State, although
bees are doing very well
they are
working on red clover. The Italians
are doing better than the blacks
they are storing some surplus, while
the blacks have no surplus yet. The
linden promises a good crop at this
time. I have had no swarms yet.
;

send a sample of a plant that
place, and I do not know
what it is. The bees work on it from
early morn until late in the evening,
almost swarm on it. Please give its
name. There must be lots of honey
in it, as the bees do not gather any
I

grows on my

pollen from

them
June

I
have watched
began to bloom on
and grows about 2 feet high.
it,

closely.
1,

for

It

The first
some two

that I noticed of it, was
years ago. I have quite a

patch of

now.

it

motherwort, and is an excellent honey-producer.
It is usually
covered with bees from the time it
blooms until the last flower withers.
It is an excellent plant to sow in waste
[It is

places.

Ed.]

Gathering Dark Honey, etc.— B.
T. Davenport, Aurorahville,© Wis.,
on June 13, 1887, says
:

Bees wintered rather poorly, I think
Shreckengaust, l'attonsburg,x) Mo.,
owing to the unusual amount of
on June 10, 1887, writes
honey-dew gathered last season.
On page 363, Mr. D. D. Herrick have had a terribly dry spring, so we
says, " My first swarm issued on May do not expect much clover honey.
14.
Who is ahead of that i"' I am. Bees are beginning to get honey now,
My first issued May 9. and another on but it is quite dark; I never knew of
May 20, from the same colony. Our bees getting dark honey before in
prospects for a honey crop in this June, when white clover (what there
locality are good.
They are working on
is) is in bloom.
the first crop of red clover more than
Honey Crop in the South.— J. M. common, as the blossoms appear to
Jenkins, Wetumpka,© Ala., on June be stunted. Is this where the dark,

We

10, 1887,

says

thick,

from

:

V

and quite pleasant honey comes
Linden is going to blossom

My honey crop is almost a failure, full.
and I have received similar reports
from many others in the South. With
Poorest Prospects for 15 Years.— S.
me, the honey flows in April and
May, and the most of that time was W. Morrison, Oxford,©, Pa., on June
covered by a drouth. My location is 11, 1887, writes:
nothing extra for honey, at best.
There has not been for 15 years so
poor a prospect for a crop of honey
H.
Griffin,
KilUsually one-half of
Rearing Queens.—
as at present.
gore,(i Ky., writes

:

First make a queen-nursery with a
board just the size of a frame, bore 3
rows of 2-inch holes jn it, tack wirecloth on one side, and put little tin
doors over the holes on the other side.
Whenever a colony swarms, cut out

stored at this date, but
colonies to-day will starve
Rains, winds, and cold
if not fed.
weather are too great obstacles for
Carniolans even, to overcome.

the crop

is

many good

—

Samuel Wilson,
Roaring Bees.
Cosby ,o Tenn., says
In reply to Mr. Demaree's request,
"Good" candy made of powdered
sugar and honey put the nursery in I will say that I have wintered bees
the hive from which the queen-cells on the summer stands for nine years,
were taken out, and when the cells and when it is 20^^ below zero, I find
hatch out they will live 10 days. This that my bees roar. The colder it is,
is a good plan for beginners who have the more they roar, from a certain
a few Italian bees, and want a few degree that keeps them the most
quiet.
queens for their own use.
the queen-cells, and put them in
the nursery, having first put some

all

;

:
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Crop Cannot be Large.— B. A. which is now just commencing to
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Manley, Milo,? Iowa, June 9, 1887, bloom, and the country is just full of
raspberries
and
blackberries, but I
The following are our very latest
writes
am a beginner and have to learn much
Our honey crop in this (Warren) yet. I have 1 colony of hybrids, quotations for honey and beeswax
county cannot be large, though the and 2 of Italians. We have had but
CHICAGO.
recent showers may improve it some- little rain this spring, so it is pretty
HONEY.— Prices are about io@12c. for comb.
what. White clover is blooming pro- dry. There are no bees nearer than Extracted, 5(S7c.,
according to quality and packages. Stocltg and demand light.
fusely, but there is not sutflcient mois- 16 miles from me.
BBE8WAX,-22c.
K. A. BURNETT,
ture in the ground to give it any
June 9.
lai South Water St.
vitality. Of course bees make quite
Bees Roaring in Winter.— A. D.
DETROIT.
a show at work on these weakly blosHONEY.— Best white comb, ii(Si2c. Market la
soms—more show than honey stored. Keller, Firth, oi Nebr., on June 7,1887, nearly
bare, awaitint: the new crop.
BEB8WAX.-23Si-'4c.
Along the streams are good linden says
June 10.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
groves, and we are looking forward to
This is my seventeenth year in
an improvement when they bloom. keeping, and I have kept from beeSAN FRANCISCO.
5 to
I think a good rain would put a new
HONEY.- We quote Extracted, white, 5®5Jic;
626 colonies at different times.
Of light
amber,49^@oc. amber, 4i4a4}Hic. Comb,white,
face on the matter.
late years I have wintered them on I2r«l4c.Lamber, 7®10c. Demand very good.
BEESWAX.— 22fe24c.
the summer stands, placed very close Jun.
13,
SCHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 DaviB St.
Exceedingly Discouraging Pros- together in rows, and packed with
CLEVELAND.
pects.— J. V. Caldwell, Cambridge, ^o chaif, straw, etc., with a ventilating
HONEY.— Choice white in I-lb. sections, I2®13c.;
tube in front of the hives.
If there
Ills., on June 10, 1887, says
second quality, lnrq;i ic; and buckwheat unsalable
was any hum or roar I certainly could atSiaiSic. Extracted, 5®6o.
Bees here are doing little or noth- have heard it very distinctly, by placBEE8WAX.-25C.
Apr. 21).
A. C.KBNDEL, 115 Ontario St.
ing. I have not had a swarm yet, and ing my ear at one end of this long
of
not one
my 200 colonies is working ventilating tube. But I did hear
ST. LOUIS.
In the sections. We are having ex- something, and this is what I heard
HONEY.- Choice comb, 10@12c. Strained, in
tremely dry weather, with cool nights when the temperature was slightly barrels, 34®4Hc. Extra fancy, M more than loreprices. Extracted, 4i4(3(6c. Market dull.
and north winds. Bees are in good below zero
A low, gentle hum, and going
BEESWAX.— Steady^at -lo^^c. for orime.
condition, but it looks as though we the colder the louder.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St,
From zero to May 20.
will not have a pound of surplus 30^ or 40° above, not a sound could
SAN FKANCISCO.
clover honey in this locality.
be heard from 40°above,and warmer,
:

;

:

:

:

;

a loud

hum

be heard, the

could

warmer the louder. If my bees had
Wintered on Honey-Dew, etc.— not been packed they would have
Chas. Solveson, Nashotah,©^ Wis., on commenced to roar before it became
so cold. Thus we see the difference
June 14, 1887, writes

HONE v.— We quote

bees away last fall upon stores composed largely of thick, black " honey-

of opinion.

;

amber,

BKBSWA_X.-l»(a.21c.

May

14.

O. B.

SMITH & CO., 423

Front

St.

MILWAUKEE.

:

As I stated in the valuable American Bbb Journal, that I put my

White comb, 12@14c. am-

:

ber, 7(§clO. Extracted, white, 4%@.5c.; light
3M®4Hc. Market quiet.

HONEY.— Choice white 1-lbs., 12@12'«c. choice 2ic: dark not wanted, and imperfect slow.
in
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6V6@7c.
white in kegs and barrels, 6@fiHc. dark, 4 to 4Xc,:
amlier, in ijarrels, 4';;'ft5c. Demand limited and
supulT small.
;

Ibs., Ktrai

:

Poor Prospects for a Good Crop.—
12— Mrs. A. B. Winder, (50), Grand
View,olowa, on June 12, 1887,writes:

;

BBKSWAX.-2.ic.

June 10.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W, Water St.
dew," perha;ps some would like to
know how they " pulled through " the
Our
long drouth was broken to-day
NEW YORK,
winter. On April 8, 1 removed them
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 9®12c.; dark
from the cellar and found only 7 dead by a very welcome rain of three 5&7c.
rt(<t9c.; extracted. 5@ec.
cimb,
California
hours' duration. I fear it has come Sales large and demand good.
colonies out of 90 since then as many
too late to benefit the bees very much,
BBBSW
AX.—
23(»24'<c.
more have dwindled and have been
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,
28 & 30 W, Broadway, near Duane St.
May 10.
robbed this with some sales of bees as the white clover has about all dried
and queens, leaves me with 65 colo- up. I had 53 colonies put in the cellar
on
Dec.
8; they wintered well with
KANSAS CITY.
nies to begin the season with. Conthe loss of only one colony. I have
HONEY. -We quote White clover i-lbs., 10O12
sidering the " stuff " they had to winWliite ciover 2-lb8., 10 to lie;
lost one since putting them out, and cts,: dark, 9 to lOc.
dark. 9 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.
ter on, I think they did well. White
sold one, which leaves me 50 to begin Market almost bare of comb and extracted honey.
clover has been in bloom since June
the season with. They are all strong Jun. 16. CLEM0NS,CL0ON&CO., cor 4th&Walnut
5, but as yet the bees have gathered
BOSTON.
no honey, and the indications are that in numbers, but short of stores, as
have not gathered honey enough
HONBY.—1-lb. packages of white clover honey
we will have but little surplus from they
to keep them. I have had to feed at I3@i.5c.; 2-pound8 at ii®i3c. Extracted, 5®7c.
clover, as it is drying up for want of
slow.
them. The prospects for a good crop Sales
BEESWAX.— 26 cts. per lb,
rain.
of honey this year are very poor. Last Apr. 22, BLAKE & HiPLET, 57 Chatham Street.
year I got 4,000 pounds of honey from
CINCINNATI.
My Experience with Bees.-Levi 43 colonies.
HONE Y.~We quote for extracted. 3@7c. per lb.
Kichards, Ellison Bay, (5 Wis., on
Best comb brings ll(<il4c. Demand improving.
BEBSW A.X.— Ooiid demand,— 2U022C, per lb, tot
Plenty of Bees, but no Honey,— M.
June 1.5, 1887, says
good to choice yellow.
S. Roop, Council Bluffs, 9 Iowa, on Jun. 11. C.F.MtJTH & SON.Freeman & Central AT.
1 got 3 colonies of- bees last fall and
put them in the cellar under the June 10, 1887, writes
house on Nov. 1.5, 1886, and took them
Bees wintered very poorly in this
Sliould any Subscriber receive this
out on April 26, 18S7, and they went part of the country the past winter, paper any longer than it is desired, or is
right to work on the same day carry- and the prospects for a honey crop willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
ing pollen from the poplar and they appears to be slim. We have had but
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
have not been idle a single day. They two good showers this spring. White write your name and address plainly. Look
have built up, and are now strong, clover is about all dead. Our only
AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL,
excepting one which came out of the show is for a fall honey flow. Basscellar weak, but it is doing well also, wood is very uncertain here. To-day
as I crowded them together in the our hives are full of bees, and nothTbe Prodactlou of Comb Honey, as
spring, and now I have but two frames ing for them to eat.
practiced and advised by W. Z. Hutchinson,
:

;

;

:

:

:

;

more

to put in, then it will be strong
I think that here is a good
place for bees, for we have plenty of

can be obtained

at this office, for

25

cts.

also.

Preserve your Papers

fer reference,

poplar, willow, maple (soft and hard)
[f you have no BINDER we will mail you
Dr. Miller's Book, "A Year Among
also some kind of willow which blos- one for 60 cents, or you can have one free the Bees " (75 cts,), and the Bee Joitbnal
soms now, that looks more like maple. If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- for one year ($1.00), both of which we will
Then we have linden and white clover tions for the Bee Journal.
club for only $1.50.
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Vucca BriishoD are employed for removing bees from the combs. They area

^^^.^^3S]RlOAlHrv^i,

W^e pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
Beeswax. To avoid
the mistakes, the shipper's name should always

vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate
As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
ean be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail.
udd 1 cent each for postage.
soft,

bees.

Is
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PUOPRIBTORS,

923 J1925 WEST MADISONST.,CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ILL.

By Using the Binder made

NEWMAN.

H.

BnSINESS BIANAOSR.

^i>^jecxal

expressly

can have them
bound and ready for examination every day
in the year.
We have reduced the price to
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
year and the binder for $1.50.
for this

ALFRED

Notices.
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We

Bee Journal,

all

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed
at the following prices : One-half ounce, 50
cents
1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50
4
ounces, $2 ; y^ pound, $3 ! 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.

here, for good Yellow

be on each package.
\I'e

have

WHITE

a large quantity of

CHOICE

EXTRACTED HONEY, In kegs

holding from 200

we

will deliver

per

lb.

lbs. to 2'J5 lbs. each, which
on board the oars at 7 cents

Orders solicited.

gidujertis^mjents.
SAL,E CHEAP. — One GIVEN'S
FOB
FOUNDATION PRESS and FIXTURES
complete. Nearly new, and in good order.
Address,
W. C. (^I'MMINGS,
24A2t
BUSH NELL, ILL.

TTALIAN

Bees and Queens for sale.— Untested
X Queen, 75 cents K for 14.(0. Send
for Circular.
Free. -JOHN NEBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
:

BEE-KEEPERS—read and save Money.
Sections. Crates, Frames, Foundation,
Hives, etc. Sections, $3..50 per l.OCO. Send
for Price-List.

C.MATHEWS,

2.3A4t
IMLAT CITY, MICH.
would save
BROOD-CO.-TIBS for Sale.-500 Broodus much trouble, If all would be particular
Combs built on full sheets of foundation
to give their P. O. addresB and name, when
in Heddon-Langstroth reversible frames. 1
writing to this office. We have several letters
and 2 yrs. old. All in good order, cheap. For
price, address-J. H. M. Cook, Caldwell, N. J.
(gome Inclosing money) that have no name;
Enameled Cloth for covering frames, 25A2t
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post- price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
CARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
office and get your mail at another, be sure
in larye apiary of Carniohin Bees, from
pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
to give the address we have on our list.
Benton Select Imported Stork— $1.(10 each.
;

;

To Correspondents. — It

:

;

;

BRED

;

cents per yard extra for postage.

As there
name of

the

Is Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our

oorrespondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
tor the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

Carniolans are the gentlest and best honey-gatherers known. Send for < "ircular describing Carniolans. (Mention this paper.)
S. "W.
M. D.
o rw*
25Dtf
Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.

MORRISON,

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Rogersville,

Genesee

Co., Mich.,

to call attention to the typographDESIRES
ical neatness and " get up " of his little book,

"THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."

We TvlU Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

laoney Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
Afl these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

E^ Sample Copies of the Bee Joubnal

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

Slinmlns'
the title of a

Non-Swarmlng System
new English bee-book.

is

The

author claims that itwill inaugurate a *' new
era in modera bee-keeping," and states that
"It is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
— a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
It can now be
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
obtained at this office.
;

:

;

;

JOo

We

you ^Vant

have a few

a

left,

;

Farm Account Book ?
and make you a very

tempting nffer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $."!. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee JornN.^L for a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

printed from

new type

paper

(brevier); the mat-

heavy, delicately

win be sent free upon application. Any one and super-calendered; and the press-worktinted
is a
intending to get up a club can have sample " credit tn the craft."' But it is the cover, which Is
bright-yellow card-board passed through u comb

Red Iiabels for one-pound palls of
honey, size 3x4 H inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for $1.00 250 tortl.oO 500 for $2.00 1,000
tor $."'.00; all with name and address of
E. Duncan SnilTen, Advertising Agent.
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. 3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertise-

—

It is

ter leaded; the

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
In all bis dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-clasB advertising mediums. Mailed

satisfaction.

free.

52A40t

is

foundation mill, that has brought forth the most
enthusiastic enconiums. The work is very nicely
done, and. at the first glance, the cover would
almost be taken for foundation while the beautiful twig of basj^wood upon the back of the cover
and the artistic lettering upon the front, printed
as they are upon a corrugated surface— all combine to give the book a peculiarly neat and tasty
appearance?.
;

—

Dr. A. B. Mason writes
The cover is nice,
printing ^M)'. and contents Qvand.
Dr. C. C. Miller says :— Nothing less than a genius
would have gotten up thilt cover.
E. Kretchnier says:- It is a surprise, in style of
workmanship. Nothing could be added to im:

prove

it.

LiOuis Werner write8:—It is the beet bee-book I
ever had, and I do not see how you can print such
a neat book for so small a price.
James Heddon writes:- ITour book is a "dandy "
The "get up'* is nowhere equaled. You have outdone us alf on the book problem, and I am glad
of

it.

Chas. Dadant & Son write:~The book is at hand,
and though we do not agree with all it contains,
we must say that it is as neat and tastefully gotten
up as anything we ever saw.
The liee-Keepers' Magazine says:— "The Production of Comb Honey " is the title of a unique little
work of 46 pages, by the pen of "NV. Z. HutchinsonMr. Hutchinson struck a happy idea when he designed the cover of his work.
Prof. Cook offered congratulations again and
again, saying: -It is dectledly the most unique little thing I have seen in along time. Why, that
cover alone ought to sell it, to say nothing of the
good things inside.

specimens of scores of siml
1 have recieved, unsolicited.
you wish to see a little typographical " gem," send 25 cents for, " The Produc
tion of Comb Honey.''— Stamps taken either U. S
25Atf
or Canadian.

The above arc fair
lar testimonials that
tMT Reader,

if

;
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BEES and HONEY,

fl

Boss" One-Piece Sections,
MANUFACTURED BY

OR THK

J.

Management

Profit

by

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoximaU
Editor of the

FOR HONEY.

& Co., Watertown, Wis

Forncrook

of an Apiary for Fleasnre

and

GLASS PAILS
rpHESK

Palls are made
of the best quality of
clear flint elass, with a bail
nd a metal top and cover.

L

^,t-jit5>j

1:=

!i

When

June 2^. l^swl.
you SECTIONS as cheap ae

I'aLeiiLea

WE

will furnish

Write for price-list.
Watertown. Wis.. May 1st,

the cheapest

It contains 230 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up witn the times " in all the improvements and inventions In this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

1k97.

i^~A. lilberal Dlsconnt to Dealers, by
tlie Dozen or Hundred.

THOS. G. NElSnWAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

923

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC

fiO
remedy

the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

To

doiJ

SPECIFIC No.
In use 30 years.

Nervous

The only snccessfnl

Debility,

Vital

for

Weakness,

—ilumpbreya'iltiiUciiioCo.f 1U9 Fultoa SL,

THOMAS

HoAV

Or,

MANTJAJ- OF

THB APIARY.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

1876.

5,000 Sold Since May, 1893.
More than

50 pages,

and more than 50

flne lllus-

were added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thorounhly revised, and contains the
trattons

very latest tn respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and m'>at scieatiflc work treatlnR of
bees In the World. Price.by maIl,»l.»S. Liberal
disoount to dealers and to clubs.

A.

tl.

COOK.. Author and

Publisher,
AsTlcultural ColleRe, Mich.

lAly

In 25-Pound Boxes.

WE

Patent Flat-Bottom

CHICAGO,

(SOLE MANUFACTUEERS),
Mont. Co., N. T.

PAIL.

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails Isof uniform design
with the other sizes, havtnK the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to curry. It is weli-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
HU
p»J
be sold for 2ii cents or less. Many
_
Cu"ouixicio tpHI bay it in order to give the children
a handsome tov pail. PUICE, 75. cents per

WAX

M17TH

See advertisement

in

Tape

G.

NEWMAN &

4 925 West Madison Street.

923

chinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Orders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
14oz. Glass Jars
pergross, including Corka
and labels. J 1-2 & 2 pross in a Case. Send for Catalogue.

$5.^5

etc.

A. O.

^ SON,

Box 428.

and Foundation at reduced
Send for samples.
Also a full line of SUPPLIES at very low

SECTIONS
prices.

's

Drone and Queen Trap.

rates.

per"

Price-list free,

for Beesivax.
A. F.

Casb

STAUFFER Sc l!0.,

SON,

Wooden

I^.

WE

LARCH, Asliland, ITIo.

Price, by Express. 50 cts.: by mail, 65 cts.: 12 In
and one nailed (13 in all), »3.50 ; 50, In the

Address.

THOS.

"Boss" One-Piece
MANUFACTlTREn
J.
J.

Forncrook &

Co.,

Sections,
liY

Watertown, Wis.

i
Patented June

WE

28, 1h81.

furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest^ write for price-JiBt.
will

Watertown,

Wis.,

May

1st,

ISST.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

G. NEWTttAN Sc SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

Queens by return mail: Tested,
$1, Untested, 75 cts. Two-frame Nuclei,
*2. Bees by lb., 75 cts.
;l-frarae,
$1.50;
21Atf GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappane e, Ind.

AND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISER,

honey
SCHEME
Examine ournew,
A GREAT
Chromo
I

20Atf

to the milllonB.

MARTIN, HARTFORD,

J. H.
eW(.3tm)40t

N. Y.
.

12 Inch, Price, $30.00.

Vandervort Foundation Mill.
THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON,

Send 75 Cents rearamong

the Bees:'
Address,

hound.

DR.

Sell

peculiar Small Honey Packlard. See our large
advertisement once a month, or address,

age, and our brilliant

England.

114 pages, cloth

THOS. e. Ni:fVMA.N ^2 SON,
& 925 West Madison Street. CHICAGO ILL.

ITAlilAN

published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
information for the apiarist. It is edited bv
Thomas Wm. Cowan, P.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,
and published by John Huckle, Klaff'sLang-

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wliolesale
and

923
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ley, Herts,

Honey

houseliold pail.

the

flat,
flat, *12.<X).

Pails for

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tisnt-flttinK wood cover, at $2.85
Ttev will hold 85 lbs. of honey, and
per dozen.
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

Bees,

Strong, first-class in every respect,
Sale at reduced prices.
€.

STERLING, ILLS.

,3Dtf

CHICAGO, ILL.

Colonies of Italian
For
100
15Atf E.

]>Ias8.

EXTRA NICE

another column.

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

CRAWTOUD,

South Weymouth,

lilDlut

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

Mlca

Handles or witlwut. With
fronts or
without. In the 'ElB.t or set up.'BTXHt.edor plain. Any way
to suit.
We are bound to please. We have put in special Ma-

dozen, or !$5.00 per lOO.

THOS.

Ten

Section Honey or?
best n/id lowest priced//! th-^ market. Made in 1

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
retail.

made into foundation

Our Cartons/or f^cJosf/ig

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman 4 Central Ave..
P.8.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

and

another column.

FOLDING BOXES.

ILL.

Perfection Gold-Blast Smokers,
Clrculani. apply to

in

for 10
per cent, discount on
all orders received before the 15th of April.
Samples Tree.
F. W. HOLMES,
Coopersville, Mien.
9Dtf
20c. per lb.

piece. With

For

See advertisement

lb.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

CIIA.S. F.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

retail.

and

fAe

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,

HENRY ACl-EY',
WENHAJd. Essex Co., MASS.

per

XHOS. G. NEWMAN A: SON.,

VAN DEUSKN & SONS,

SPROUT BROOK,

lAtf

a

All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be flljed
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

St.,

Tested, $1.50
20 pages,

COMB FOUNDATION.
Brood Foundation, 40c per lb;
DUNHAM
Extra-Thin Vaudervort Foundation, 45c.

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free
J.

CAN now furnish VAN DEtTSENS'

& 925 W. Madison

;

Oet Coiub Houey,

Dadaiit'sFouiidatiou Factory, wholesale

E.\rra-Thiu Flat-Bottom Foundatioa
put up in 25-15. Boxes, in sheets 16!4x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.

92.3

Select, ^1.25

Address.

10 cents.
25Atf

and

^#~ The above is a special offer, and is
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.

to

;

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St..

Queens

Alley's
Warranted, $1

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE; Extra Thin FOUNDATION

NEWMAN A:

G.

& 925 West Madison

923

^. I.

16A12t

«1.60
s.eo
a.50

puaud ot honey, per dozen
*'
"
pounds
"
"
"
3

1

•Z

and Prostration, from f>ver-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 6 vialf^ and large vial powder, for $5.
SoLiDBr Druggists, orsentpostpaid on receiptof
price.

ILL.

n f}

with honey.the

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
18 removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by

Is

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at tlie same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, 81.00, postpaid.
dition.

filled

Mttractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of

C. O.

irnLLiER,

MARENGO,

ILLS,

'

923

& 9-25 Wesi Ma«llsou

Street.

CHICAGO, UtL*
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Hai>|>y Now may be the beekeeper who
has a good patch of sweet clover either on
his land or by the roadsides.
This and
other fall flowers appear to be the only hope
forsurplus honey for this season in many
parts of the country.
Prof. Cook, who has
grown sweet clover litfeMlotttsaibo) for many
years, gives his testimony on its value in the
either "warp" or "woof" of truth, this following words
gas-conader tries to show that the bees are
Sweet clover is beautiful, both in foliage
given "sugar and water" to store in place and blossom. It is much superior as an
of honey, and that such is sold for " honey adornment of the i-oadside to either rag or
May weed. It is a most excellent honeyin the com6." This is what be says
plant, comparable to white and Alsike
clover, or to basswood, in value. It is slow
Many buyers still think that honey in the to expand,
and
and pasture is
comb must be pure, because it has been soon choked out inby meadow
our cultivated grasses.
demonstrated that comb honey cannot be When once in possession
of
a spot, it is
The easy to extirpate it. if it is desired
manufactured hy artificial means.
to do so.
general buyer, having no acquaintance with As IS well known, sweet
clover
is a biennial,
bees, does not know thiit bees may be made and so must come from
the
a party to fraud and swindling— that they two years. The plants growseed once every
from seed one
will store equally sugar and water as care- year, and the
next year blossom and die.—
fully as tbe finest honey gathered from Thus we have only
to cut the plants while
flowers, but they may be made such a party, in bloom before tbe
matures, to extirand they will surround a saccharine com- pate the plants in seed Two
such cuttings
pound with comb, even more beautiful, at in adjacent years titti).
will do the work most
least whiter, than that built for honey.
thoroughly. In view of all these facts we
can hardly find
more safe and valuable
Any falsehood will pass current if it will plant for wastea places,
and for roadside
injure apiarists. Does not this gas-blower planting.
Farmers should encourage its
growth
both
for
its
"
beauty
and worth.
know that " sugar and water is not honey,
In view of the fact that almost every
and will very soon become sour, and that no
one could be deceived enough to call it other source for honey so far has failed this
year, can there be any better advice given
honey ?
Mr. E. E. Ewing, of Rising Sun, Md., sends to bee-culturistsihan to plant liberally '-in,
us another copy of that paper with this around and about " their apiaries that exwritten upon the margin: "This is the cellent honey-producer— sweet clover f
kind of stuff that many of our leading
Happy indeed is the apiarist who has an
agricultural papers publish I" Yes
that is abundance of it now while those who have
true- astouishingly true
neglected to follow our advice for years on
What perfect nonsense is contained in the this subject, are now mourning because of
following paragraph from the same article their lack of surplus honey
by our gaseous friend

Notlilng

but Gax!— A

stupid article

appeared in the CiMivalor and Country Qentie ma ti tor June '3, ISST, under the heading
of " Extracted Honey,' aud signed, G.A.S.—
evidently written by some blatant oas-bag
The " Wiley lie " about " manufactured
comb honey," having been demonstrated to
be a falsehood from whole-cloth, without
I

:

:

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

x>\T^>^^

m26.

JiiDe29,m

M,niII,

Dare to do Right Dare to be true
You have a work that do other can do
Do it so bravely, so kindly, so well,
!

Angels

will

I

hasten the story to

;

tell.

to do riglit
Dare to be true
Other men's lailures can never save you
Stand by your conscience, your honor, vour

Dare

I

I

;

faith.
Stand like

a hero and battle to death.

:

;

1

Our Hoiiiett are

Liike Instrtiments of
give luelody or
discord, are the members. If each is rightly
attuned, they will all vibrate in harmony
The two-story hive, with a set of frames
Do Pfot Send diseased brood of any kind
but a single discordant string destroys the like the brood-frames in the second story, is
considered a good machine for extracted through the mails. It is a dangerous pracsweetness.
honey, but experience has taught many bee- tice, and very disagreeable
to the person
keepers that the shallow frame, half the
We always
length of the brood Simplicity frame, is a who receives such packages.
burn up such packages as soon as possible
It is tbe Duty of every beekeeper to do better implement.
all that is possible to strengthen the honey
Brood-frames are " n good michine for ex- after receiving them, being glad to get
market, and to create an increased and tracted honey."
How astonishing is such them out of the way. We hope our friends
steady demand for pure honey. This should an announcement
But what sublime non- will not send us any more. It is quite
begin at home, like charity, and then ex- sense is contained in the latter part of the enough to describe them. Some time since
tend as far as the influence of each apiarist quotation
It says "thcatmUow frame, half a man brought a frame of such to a conven-

music. The

string's that

1

:

;

I

:

goes.

We commend

a correspondent.

thefoUowingidea from

He

says

:

tbe length of the brood Simplicity frame, is
abetter implement .'"
Wonderful gasbag I
Marvelous " shallow "-back, "halt-length"

All around nearly every apiary— may we
not say around ci'ery one— there are numbers double-ending
implement
Astonishing
of families which never, or seldom use
honey. A little well-directed effort, there- revelation, with meaningless words and
So try again, G. A. S.
fore, could increase the consumption right more absurd ideas
at the bee-keeper's door. Instead of look- Meanwhile—Ta-ta
ing to the distant markets of Chicago, New
York, or any other place, he could probably

and handed it all around for examinaThat was a very dangerous experiment, and should never be repeated.

tion,

tion.

I

Honey-Calte.- Here

is

a

1

I

And one

at

home.

The Home on tlie Farm is our beaushould be created,
ideal of living. It is true that our cities are
and then fully supplied with this delicate
established by "brain and muscle, energy
food.
As a guaranty, or to inform every and grit," but this is no less true on the
buyer where more can be obtai::ed, put a
farm, which is or should be "enriched by
neat label on every package. In no place,
domestic love, and genuine peace and concountry,
for
either in city or
is the demand
tentment." We always think of it as a
should
therefore
honey what it
be it
be"miniature heaven, where the motherhooves every apiarist to create a market
angel presides, supported by the strong arm
and hold it by fully supplying it.
and loyal heart of the president, controller,
banker and treasurer, all combined in one."
What a genuine contrast to the flght-f or-life
Union Convention at Clilcago.— The in the busy, fuming and crowded city And
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and yet the farmer and city-toiler are continually
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will changing places— each one being enamored
meet in Joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on of the other's pursuit.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
This date will
occur during the second week of the Fat
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
Stock Show, when excursion rates will be of the AMERICAN Bee Joxibnal for a year,
very low.
will richly repay every apiarist In America.
This

"home market"

recipe

for

honey-cake furnished by Mrs. J. M. Johnson,
of Saratoga, N. Y., which she says is nice
while "warm for tea," or "equally good

when

cold :"

One-half cup of honey: one-half cup of
sugar; one-half cup of butter: one egg;
two cups of flour one cup of cold water
two tea-spoonfuls of baking powder. Flavor
with lemon or vanilla. This recipe will
make one large loaf, or can be baked in
:

;

gem-pans.

;

1

From the Hut to the Pantheon, is a
study in the evolution of architecture,
treated with Prof. Huxley's well-known
charm of style, in the Youth's Companion
for last week.
Bassivood

in this latitude

has just comis too early
yet to say anything about the crop from it.
In places further south, the bloom has
"come and gone," and it was of very short
duration, and deficient in nectar.

menced

to yield honey, but

it
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—

caused the bees to become excited at
a time when too little ventilation was
given.— J. E. Pond.
tbereto.
Wltb Replies
My experience with the Alley drone
and queen trap has shown it to be a
pt is quite ueeleBS to ask for answers to valuable invention. In the case menQueries in this Department in less time tioned, the hive had not sufficient
than one month. They have to wait their ventilation, which the beekeeper
and remedied
ttirn, be put in type, and sent in about a should have perceived,
over the
dozen at a time to each of those who answer when the trap was placed
Tinker.
them get them returned, and then find entrance of the hive.— G. L.
in the
space for them in the Journal. If you are
been
have
must
fault
The
In a "hurry" for replies, do not asii for way you used it. As the bees were
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
"all outside," it shows that the ventilation was interfered with by its

^.-^—.—.-f—i

CqJ

I

,

J

M

I

-r—

-1

_t\. _L

rri

M

I

t

I

1^3

;

use in some

Experience

w

itti

tlie

C

not use drone traps.—
Dadant & Son.
I have had little experience with it,
none of which has been like yours,
however.— G. M. Doolittle.
All traps of this kind have objections, but very often as a choice of
evils they have to be resorted to.— J.
F. H. Brown.
I have never used a drone-trap. The
way in which you used it may have
interfered with the proper ventilation

Hutchinson.

happen.— H. D. Cutting.
I have used the Alley drone and
queen trap, and a somewhat similar
one made by myself of perforated

zinc, with entire success.

The

bees

were not disturbed by it, and they
seemed to work as well as when it
was absent.— A. J. Cook.
I have had them in use only a short
time, so that I can say but little from
As yet, no such bad reexperieuce.
sults have occurred from the six I
have in use.— C. C. Miller.
I have examined Alley's drone and
queen trap, and can give no reasons
not do all he claims for it.
have not tested it in a practical way. I have found the perforated
zinc so useful in the apiary, and have
used it to good advantage in so many
ways, that I have no doubt but the
Alley arrangement will work well in
the hands of a person who knows how
to use it. I have no doubt but you
smothered your bees in your tight box
hive until they were compelled to
leave the hive or perish.— G. W.
it

will

Still, I

Demaree.
I

1. Sometimes.
ton.

2.

Y'es.— C.

trap to some extent since

it

was

first

has worked well with
me in every instance. I think well of
it, not only to prevent swarming by
confining the queen, but also as a
means of selection of drones for mating purposes when rearing queens.
In the case mentioned above the
probability that the use of the trap
it

W. Day -I

1. I never knew them to do so.
They do not swarm unless honey

2.

is

being stored hence there is no necessity for uncapping old stores.— W. Z.
;

Hutchinson.
do not think bees will swarm
without unsealed honey,
2. They will, provided circumstances
H. D.
compel them to swarm.
1.

Query 43T.— Can bees develop perfectly
and afterwards make as perfect bees reared in
" combs 15 or 20 years old," as some claim to have
them ? This query alludes to Query 409.— Califor-

I

naturally

Cutting.
I have yet to see a brood-chamber
with brood and bees in it without unsealed honey, unless the bees are in a
starving condition. — G. M. Doolittle.

nia.

1.

Practically, they

In

my

experience they have not.

for me after a honeyflow begins, when there will be more
or less new honey in the combs.— G.

can.— C. W. Day- Bees only swarm

ton.

As far Hs I have been able to discover, they can.— G. M. Doolittle.

L. Tinker.

A hive that contains sealed honey
I find them to develop perfectly, also has some cells unsealed, and a
and but a little smaller than those swarm may issue naturally, without
reared in new comb. J. P.H.Brown. apparently any unsealed honey in the
Bees, before leaving as a
I have no combs so old, but bees combs.
hatched in those 12 years old, seem as swarm, always fill themselves with
perfect as those reared in new combs. honey, and if they find not sufficient

—

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

uncapped, they will resort to the
Brown.
have never noticed any difference sealed.— J. P. H.
between bees reared in such old
I think they usually have quite an
They
combs, and those reared in new ones. amount of unsealed honey.
C. C. Miller.
always do when breeding rapidly, and
Yes, I have seen bees of the normal they should be breeding rapidly at
size reared in combs that were 30 the swarming time.— A. J. Cook.
years old. After bees emerge from
prime swarm is not likely to
1.
the cells it is several days before they come off at any time when honey is
attain their full size.— G. L. Tinker. not yielding, and at such time there
We think that any cell in which will always, I should think, be unthe queen can introduce her abdomen sealed honey present. Still, there is
and lay eggs, is large enough to rear no telling what bees may do. 2. I
When the cells are should think they might, but I am
worker-bees.
really too old, she does not lay in only guessing.— C. C. Miller.
them.— Dadant & Son.
Bees will swarm when the fit seizes
They have in our apiary. I have them, sure. As to the particular
combs now in use that were in use in point inquired about, I have had no
1878, surely, and I see no objection to experiuce.
I think, though, that as a
them as brood-combs.—A. J. Cook.
rule, unsealed honey will be found in
According to my experience and the hive a swarm issues from, as
observation, yes. I have seen bees they usually swarm during a honeyhatched from very small cells that flow. I have caused swarms to issue
looked to be under the usual size by pouring warm honey or syrup into
when they first emerge from the cells, the hive on top of the frames with a
but in two or three days they were as sprinkler.— J. E. Pond.
large as other bees of the satoe strain.
As a rule they do not, but there are
Still I doubt if it is good policy to use exceptions to this rule, as well as to
such combs as long as comb founda- most other rules, I presume. I have
tion can be had at reasonable prices. had bees to swarm after the honey
G. W. Demaree.
season had been over long enough to
1 must answer yes, from my own have no sealed honey in the hive exexperience. I have some combs in cept the daily supply of uncapped
my bee-yard that are 19 years old, honey always on hand but such
and I see no difference in quality or swarms is the result of a determined
size of the bees reared in them from effort to supersede the queen, and
those reared in comb only a year old. such swarms will sting everything in
The cocoon-lining left in the cells is sight, because most of the swarms go
so minutely thin as to be hardly per- out empty. If only a few bees in a
ceptible. Perhaps comb -50 years old swarm go out empty, they will be
might bring out smaller bees than is cross when hiving them. 2. I have
but where shall we find comb never known them to cuncap honey to
usual
of that age ?— J. E. Pond.
carry it away when swarming in the
natural way.— G. W. Demaree.
Yes.— The Editor.

—

A

—

;

•

J

;

have used Alley's drone and queen

made, and

Oalif.

I

I have used it with the best of results. It must be used with judgment, and not become filled, tor if
allowed to do so like results will

why

Bees Reareil in Old Comlis,

do

of the hive.— W. Z.

Query 438.— 1. Will bees swarm naturally
without unsealed honey in the brood-chamber ? 2.
Will they uncap old honey to swarmon ?— A. F.,

—

Drone-Traii.

Query 436.— What has been your experience with the Alley drone and queen-trap? Last
season I put one at the entrance of a box-hive. and
at night 1 found the bees all outside, and the comb
I transall broken down in the top of the hive.
ferred them to a Simplicity hive, and they have
done well, filling up the hive, and also another of
New York.
the same size on top.— W,

We

way.—The Editor.

Natnral Swaraing and Dnsealeil Honey.

^
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Bees swarm naturally during a
and as they All themhoney-flow
selves with honey before swarming,
there will always be some unsealed
honey left in the hive.— The Editor.
;

©avresp^ondcucje.
indioatea that the a piarist Is
This mark
located near tne center of the State named
east;
5 north of the center; 9 south;
*0 west; and thisd northeast; "O northwest:
center
o- southeast; and P southwest of the

efficiency by using this preparation is surprising. Only as much
as is needed for immediate consumption should be frequently supplied,
and it should be fed only to prevent
spring dwindling, or when it is desirable to quickly increase the numerical strength of the colony in anticipatioB of a honey harvest, or to recruit
the vigor and strength of the colony
by rearing young bees after the working season, and prior to going into
winter quarters.

working

O

of the State mentioned.

Offlelal

Resort

Report of U.

Of Apiciiltnral

8.

Entomologist.

Experiments.

PKEPARING BEES FOR WINTER.
Bees instinctively begin to make
preparations for winter somewhat
earlier in the season than is commonly
supposed. In preparing for winter,
as in all other matters relating to
bee-keeping, the apiarist should see
to it that the method of management
as nearly as possible in agreement
with the instinct and habits of the
bee. When bees build their combs
after their own design, as in boxliives, spaces are left between wide
enough to admit of elongating the
cells in order that a large share of the
winter stores may be placed in the
top of the hive, easily accessible in
the severest weather. I find it a good
practice to widen the spaces between
the comb frames near the close of the
honey-gathering season, in order that
the bees may. by elongating the cells,
place a large share of the winter
stores above the cluster.
As soon as the storing of surplus
honey is done the condition of every
colony should be examined, the
amount and character of the winter
food ascertained, the number of comb
frames, and the size of the apartment
should be determined by and adapted
After
to the wants of each colony.
the supply of winter stores has been
equalized among all the colonies, if
the supply is insufficient, feeding
should be done before the advent of
is

N. W. M'LAIN.

[The following is an extract from
the Official Report of Mr. McLain to
the United States Entomologist, for
the year 18S6, and now just issued by
the Department of Agriculture, at
Washington, in its "Reports of observations and experiments in the
practical Work of the Division, made
under the direction of the Entomologist."— Ed.1

BUILDIKG UP COLONIES IN SPBING.
For preventing spring dwindling,
and building up colonies to maximum
strength and efficiency at the beginning of the working season— for success in houey-producing largely depends on having strong colonies ready
for work at the very time when efficient work may be done— I prepared
a bee-food containing the elements
essential in brood-rearing. This food
prepared after the following
is

formula:

To 10 pounds of sugar I add half a
pint of dairy salt, 2 table-spoonfuls of
bicarbonate of soda, 2 table-spoonfuls
of rye flour, 2 table-spoonfuls of finely
powdered bone-ash, and 1 table-spoonful of cream tartar. Mix thoroughly,
then add 2 quarts of hot water, and
stir until thoroughly dissolved, and
let the mixture boil, but only 2 or 3
minutes. I feed this food in the hive
as honey or syrup is usually fed,
thereby keeping all the bees at home
to aid in keeping up the temperature
in the hive, thus reserving their
vitality for performing the functions
of brood-rearing, instead of speedily
wearing out their remaining strength
in roaming the fields in search of the
elements essential to larval growth.
The bone ash is prepared by burning dry bones to a white ash, which I
pulverize and sift through a sieve
made from fine wire strainer cloth.
As this food is not intended for use
until after the bees have had a good
flight in the spring, almost any grade
of sugar or dark low-grade honey may
be supplied for brood-rearing.
The rapidity with which a colony
consisting of a mere handful of bees
may be built up to full strength and

moisture, thus securing
dryness. Hives should
be placed 18 inches above the bottom
of the cellar or winter repository, and

escape of

warmth and
in tiering

them up one above another

better that they rest on a rack
prepared for the hive rather than one
upon another.
it is

My report for 188-5 covers the
from June

1

period

Nov. 25, when the
forbade
the weather
to

severity of
further out-of-door experiments. As
nearly all the colonies in the apiary
had been subjected to very frequent,

almost daily, disturbance and annoyance incidental to the experimental
purposes for which they had been
used, they were, almost without exception, in very poor condition for
passing into winter quarters. Kovember 2-5 I packed 20 colonies for outdoor wintering. Notwithstanding the
lateness of the season, and the altogether unsatisfactory condition of the
bees when packed, 18 of the colonies
wintered fairly well. These 20 colonies were provided with dry sawdust
packing 8 inches thick on the sides,
and covered with a quilt and dry
forest leaves to the depth of 8 inches
rim 2 inches
on top of the frames.
wide is placed under the body box of
the hive, making a 2 inch space under
the bottom-bar of the comb frames.
covered tunnel leads from the hive-

A

A

entrance through the packing. This
packing is left on the hive until
warm weather is assured, thus guarding against danger from chilling of
the brood when building up the colonies rapidly in early spring. The hive
should incline from back to front,
permitting the moisture to flow out
at the entrance.
I placed 10 colonies in the cellar
from which the hive covers were removed and the frames covered with

woolen and cotton quilts. These were
used for observation and experiment
during the winter. Eight or 10 came
cold nights.
through the winter alive, "but being
Bees expected to perform the func- subjected to a wider range of temtion of hibernation should not be too perature, and being very frequently
old nor vet too young. Both queen annoyed and disturbed, their vitality
and worker bees should be in full was very low, and the old bees, of
Tlie bees constitut- which most of these colonies were
physical vigor.
ing the colony, when placed in winter composed, fell easy victims to spring
quarters, should be such as are dwindling.
hatched after the midsummer workHIBERNATION.
ing season is past, and before the bees
For the purpose of determining the
cease flying freely in the fall.
in a dry cellar
the working degree of temperature

Towards the close of
season the workers instinctively cease
stimulating the queen for oviproducgradually the bees cease flying,
tion
and the cluster is formed for winter.
After the cluster is formed the cfilony
If the
should remain undisturbed.
bees are to be packed on the summer
stand, the work should be done with
care, and without disturbing ttie bees,
and before the temperature at night
If the
reaches the freezing point.
bees are to be placed in a clamp, or in
a cellar or winter ippository. great care
should be taken not to disturb the
cluster when the hives are removed
I have
from the summer stand.
found woolen quilts or woolen blankbest covering for winter.
ets the
Wool, better than any other material
which I have tried, prevents the
radiation of heat, and permits the
;

necessary to secure the minimum of
functional activity within the hive
during the period of hibernation, I
framed comb frames across each other
at right angles, and into these frames
filled with
I fitted and fastened combs
These were
choice sealed honey.
suspended in hives having glass sides
and top. exposing the cluster to view
from all sides and from the top. Removable wooden doors covered the
glass.

.

observations covered a period
of ninety days from Dec. 1, 1885, and
include a range of temperature from
The hives were
zero to 65'J Fahr.
placed in a dark apartment, and an
for
oil stove with a radiator was used
Different degrees of temheating.
perature were maintained for several
consecutive hours, and, as occasion

My
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required, for consecutive days, and
It has been the practice of many to
careful observations were taken.
raise the temperature in winter reAt a range of temperature from 48° positories in order to stimulate breedto 62° Fatir., according to the humid- ing toward the close of the hibernatI have tried this, and in
ity of the atmosphere in the cellar, ing period.
bees, according to a rule of nature, my experience I find it better to mainenter into the hibernating state. tain as nearly as possible an even
After repeated trials over a wide temperature until the bees may be
range of temperature, at 41° Fahr., I safely placed on the summer stands.
found the shape of the cluster most What is gained in early breeding is
permanent.
AVhile that degree of more than lost in the waste of vitality
temperature was maintained, little on the part of the older bees. In the
change in the shape or location of the case of bees wintered on the summer
clusters could be seen, and functional stands or in a clamp, the packing of
activity on the part of individual dry forest leaves, chaff, or sawdust
bees, and of the whole colony as well, placed above the quilt should be
seemed to have reached the minimum closely packed about the edges, and
degree of manifestation, even respira- should be from 7 to 12 inches in thicktion seemed to be suspended.
The ness. Indeed, it would be difficult to
change in the form of the cluster was get the packing above the cluster too
determined by outline drawings on deep, provided the ventilation above
paper. The colonies presented sub- the packing is sufficient to carry ofi
stantially the same outline for days moisture.

together

when a uniform temperature

of 41° was maintained. I placed some
colonies in a darkened building late
in the fall of the year, and when the

temperature was 4CP Fahr. natural
heat on a dry day above the ground,
the same phenomena were observed.
The temperature of the cellar was
lowered by admitting the air through
an outer room, so that no perceptible
currents entered the apartment where
the bees were kept. The degree of
unrest and activity increased in proportion as the temperature neared
the zero point. Thirty seven degrees
Fahr. in a very dry cellar is a danger
point, the danger increasing in proportion as the temperature is lowered
or the humidity of the atmosphere is
increased.

The degree of activity shown by
when the temperature in the

bees

For

ttie

American Bee JoumaL

Bee-Territory for Bee-KecBers.

OLIVER FOSTER,

Wm.

strongly with regard to Dr.
Miller's position regarding "priority."
I have probably not read quite all that
has been published on this question
in the various bee-papers, but if I
have understood Dr. Miller's position
from first to last, I heartily agree
with him, although it seems to me
his position has never been clearly
defined. As I am neither a lawyer,
nor the son of a lawyer, and know but
rather

repository or cellar is 44° Fahr., is little about civil government, I have
not much greater than at 41°, all other taken no part in this discussion ; nor
conditions being the same.
shall I now, as far as it relates to legal
At intervals of about one week practicability but what I would like
the bees arouse to activity, the form to see, I will try to imagine as follows:
of the cluster changes, and after three
Let the authorities of Linn county
or four hours of cheerful and content- (in which I reside) assume the coned humming, having in the mean- trol of the territory of the county as
time appeased their hunger, the far as bee-pasturage is concerned, in
cluster is reformed into a compact something the same way that a
body, the humming ceases, respira- patentee assumes the control of his
tion becomes slow, profound silence territory as far as his patent is conreigns in the hive until change of cerned—the authority being derived
temperature or the demands of hunger from government. Let it be adverrouse the bees from the coma in tised several months in advance, that
which they have been bound. The the county will be sold upon a certain
more perfect the conditions for hiber- date by townships as bee-keepers'
nation the longer the periods of in- territory, for a term of years (say 10
activity.
years) to the highest bidders, with
As the activity of bees is not much certain regulations and restrictions,
greater when the temperature in the one of which might be that all prescellar or repository is steadily main- ent owners of bees may have the
tained at 44" than it is at 41°, and as privilege of keeping their present
41° is too near the danger point, I find number of colonies by paying to the
it safer to keep the temperature in owner of the township in which their
dry winter repositories, whether above bees are kept, a specified tax per
or below the ground, at 44° Fahr., and colony, which should be something
I find it better that the variation more than the price paid for the townfrom the standard degree of 41° Fahr. ship, divided by the whole number of
should be in proportion of 2° above colonies in it.
rather than ]'- below. If the reposiOther regulations may be added if
tory be damp a degree of temperature necessary to secure perfect justice to
higher in proportion to the dampness all. Any new party wishing to keep
should be maintained.
The hive bees could purchase a limited right to
should incline from back to front, do so from the owner of the township,
and the entrance should be left wide provided that the owner chose to sell
open.
such right.

though

I

who can sell us more such bees than
we can buy, and at a high price and
we may also find the same spirit an
;

obstacle to the successful treatment
of foul brood, or the introduction of
improved blood.
If there would be any injustice to
any one in some such legislation as
the above for bee keepers, I fail to
see it.

Mt. Vernon ,© Iowa.

(296—298).

I have just read
F. Clarke's
article on page 377, about "Legislation on Priority of Location," and it
seems to me that he presses his point

;

some such

legislation were pracfear it would not be,
the
enterprising specialist would
"bid off" his own and adjoining
townships. He could then safely invest
in artificial pasturage, and in permanent buildings
and appliances.
Should the foul brood scourge invade
his territory, he could fight it with
some hopes of conquering. He could
control the blood of his bees, breeding up improved strains to an unlimited state of perfection.
If we undertake to buy up all the
bees in box-hives in our neighborhood, we will probably find parties
If

tical,

ror tue Amerlcaii Bee
Tlie

Journal-.

Non-Use of Comli Founilation.

JAMES HEDDON.
This question is the one great one
which Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Doolittle have the honor of bringing to
the front. In his little book, Mr.
Hutchinson has treated the subject
comprehensive and masterly
in a
manner. It seemed to be left to Mr.
II. to deal with the principles which

make

the non-use of full sheets of
foundation in the brood-frames a success or failure.
By way of digression, allow mo here
to say tliat I consider Mr. Hutchinson's book the work of a master, and
an intensely practical treatise— one
that hinges on close to doUar-andcent success in our calling. Further,
I wish to publicly recognize his rigid
integrity in giving credit where he
believed it due. But to return to the

question in hand
I will say that years ago I found
that all that was claimed for comb
foundation as a labor-saving material
was not true that there were some
hidden principles somewhere in the
problem that offset much of the supposed and claimed value of foundation as material for the bees. I found
that in some cases, under certain
conditions, the use of full sheets of
foundation paid a handsome dividend
on the investment while in others it
seemed to be almost of no advantage.
I have used full sheets of foundation in the sections for many years,
and also full sheets of foundation in
ever since the
the brood-frames
" wiring system " came about, and I
am still adhering to such use, except
:

;

;

am experimenting in keeping
with Mr. Hutchinson's teachings, as
laid down in his book and other writings. The results of my experiments
I will publish in this paper (with the
consent of the editor) in the near
future. It is a matter of great economy to know how to get as nice,
as I

i

j
'
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straight and all-worker combs, and
fully as much or more surplus honey
with the use of only guides in the

was enclosed by mosquito-bar— the

hives of bees being inside, with a
tube connecting with the entrances
brood-frames.
running through the sides of the
NARROW GUIDES IN BR00D-FKA3IES. building, allowing the bees free pasJust here I wish to touch a subject sage in and out of the hives. Manipwhich, so far as I have read, has ulation or examination of the bees,
been neglected by all writers, myself
included, although for years I have

argued

it

to ray customers

who come

It is, that narrow
here in person.
guides for brood-frames are much
better than wide ones. After I once
abandon the use of foundation for a
labor-saving material, by no means
will I ever use the foundation guides
more than % of an inch wide. If we
use them 2 inches wide, although the
upper edge fastened to the top-bar
must remain as straight as it was put
on, the lower edge will warp and
curve, so that the comb will not be as
straight as though the guide had been
but three rows of cells wide, in which
case the whole strip, if not of too thin
foundation, will remain rigid and

straight.

Please experiment with both 2-inch
and %-inch guides in brood-frames,
and see if you do not find this just as

:

assembles to witness the manipulations with bees.

We gave
;

pres-

and gave lectures on American
bee-keeping, which were very interesting.

wide observation) concerning the exhibition of bees and honey, we desire
that he shall give through the Bee
for the benefit of others as
well as ourselves, some suggestions in
regard to a plan for such a house or
building, with a place partitioned off
in which we may exhibit to the pubmanipulation with bees, with
lic
safety to tlie public.

Journal,

17, 1887.

The

society presented to

him

a medal as a souvenir of his visit to
this country, and for the valuable
services he has rendered to the present session of the society."

Agricul-

American Bee Journal has had
much experience (as well as world-

June

way, covered with canvas above and
outside, about H feet high, and 6 feet
broad; in this inclosure the audience

ent,

For exhibiting bees, observatory
hives were used— those having glass
sides, through which the bees may be
seen at work— the hives being inside

A

O.,

top entirely

American Bee Journal, was

tural Society, at the solicitation of
the Stark County Bee-Keepers' Society, has appropriated $100, to be
given as premiums for bees, honey,
supplies, etc., and has also consented
to spend §150 for a building specially
for the display of these things.
committee was appointed by the BeeKeepers' Society to select a plan for
said building.
Being aware that the Editor of the

rf

the

this circle is a passage-

turning up a hive of bees, and handling them as if they were blue flies.
Mr. Thos. G. Newman, editor of the

MARK THOMSON.

Canton,

Around

A

Honey Stiows,

The Stark County, Ohio,

high, leaving

eight half -hour lectures in
each time the inclosure was
Two of these
full of eager listeners.
were delivered at the Scottish Bee
and Honey Show at Perth, concerning
which the Dundee Advertiser remarks:
" The manipulating tent was a scene
of great interest during the show. It
Comer nl BuUMnQ allowing Sntrance-Tubes.
is of octagon shape, the operator standing in the middle, while the public
inside
going
by
may be accomplished
feel secure under the protection of an
of the netting, and no one outside
Driving
intervening gauze screen.
The
bees.
the
by
need be disturbed
transand
skep
straw
from
a
bees
ground
first illustration shows the
ferring their combs to a bar-frame
^shows
corner
same
plan of the
hive, were hourly operations, and
the netting; B, CD, E, F, G shows
never failed to strike with astonishhives.
the
to
tubes
the entrance
ment the spectators, who stood aghast
at seeing a human being unprotected

For tbe American Bee JonmnJ.

aM

open.

this tent

I did eleven years ago.
Dowagiac, P Mich.

Bee

feet

the exhibition building, with a tube
covering the entrance, and running
through the side of the building,
Corner of BuildiU'j enclosed with

giving free passage, in and out, for
bees. Sometimes, a glass-box inthe
When in Great Britain, during tlie
each frame, arranged like
closing
summer of 1879, we found that the
of a book, with a common
leaves
most attractive features of the fairs
entrance to all of them, from the tube
running through the side of the buildNtttiiitj.

ing, is

made

to exhibit bees.

This

opportunity for thorough
examination of the whole colony.
gives an

[The Stark County, Ohio, Agricul-

Concerning the Toronto Bee and

Society deserves much credit
for the business sagacity which provided for a "Bee and Honey Show."
The officers of the St. Joseph, Mo.,
Exposition did the same as an experi-

Honey Show, Mr. Wm. F. Clarke
" Under the stimulus of the
said

tural

:

liberal prize list, there
cent array of honey.

was a magnifi-

The

directors

appropriated an entire building to the
English Bee-TenL
use of bee-keepers, and for the first
ment some years ago, and were surThey realized were the public manipulations with time at a great exhibition on the
prised at the result.
the fact that it formed the greatest bees, and the large display of honey American continent, 'honey hall'
attraction presented at the Exposition. of captivating beauty.
There they advertised itself side by side with
hall, etc.
There they had a building in which had a large tent; the inner circle horticultural hall, dairy
displayed in every form,
was
Honey
or
mosquito-bar
by
enclosed
implements
honey
and
being
to display the
to make the months of
for bee-keepers, and one corner of it netting around the sides, and about 8 calculated
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spectators water.

The

tin

packages this

and cans were gorgeously colored and
labeled the glass Jars were in various
beautiful shapes,andeven the wooden
;

show awakens great expecta- photographed except by the
memory. There were samples

tions as to the future of bee-keeping in
this country."
Of the Ilouey Show in San Fran-

artist

of ex-

honey vinegar, almost colorand above the average in acidity;

cellent
less,

several samples of fruit preserved in
boxes displayed a wonderful diversity cisco, Calif., the Semi-Tropic said
of taste. lu the centre was a minia- " The attractive display of bees and honey with undeniable success, and
three kinds of honey cake, which
;

the warmest praise from
those who were fortunate enough to
secure a sample.
Fruit cake made
with honey is richer, and retains
moisture much longer than that made
of sugar."
elicited

The first engraving on this page
shows the interior of the building in
London, at the Colonial Exhibition,
containing the Canadian exhibit of
honey in 1886.
The second illustration shows the
" Bee and Honey Pavilion " at the
Paris Exposition, in which an immense " show " was made.
Read

at the

Maine Convention.

Points of Excellence in Bees.

WJI. HOYT.

That the bees of the present time
are capable of improvement, no one
will deny. But just how to go to

Canadian Honey Exhibit in London, England.
turechurch,ingeniouslybuilt of honey
comb and wax, with pinnacles and
spire.
smashing trade in honey
was done at the exhibition. Thousands of people might be seen with
gay-looking tin cans dangling from

A

work

honey formed a centre around which
literally
swarmed.
One
apiarists
hundred and two varieties of honeyproducing flowers formed a novel and

to improve them, is a very important question, worthy of the consideration of this convention.

•

interesting feature of this exhibition.

The decorations

of white sage

were

Having

for several years given conthought to the matter of
improving our bees, I will briefly
outline a method that, if carried out
by a majority of the bee-keepers,
would undoubtedly in a few years
give good results

siderable

!

In order to go to work understandingly, the bee-keeper must have in
view certain points of excellence
which must be first obtained, and
then retained and improved upon. In
order for a bee-keeper to know what
good points are already possessed by
his bees, a record must be kept with
each colony, and good judgment used
in deciding upon
their wintering
qualities, disposition, etc.

The

first

and principal object in the

keeping of bees is the production of
honey, but there are several minor
points that must be taken into consideration therewith. I will here introduce a scale of points, imperfect I
am well aware, but it will serve to
illustrate

my meaning

To every

colony of bees that gather

sufficient stores for winter,
;

lice

their

fingers, or

and Money Pavilion
with pretty glass

jars in their hands, or nice boxes un-

der their arms.

They bought and

carried them home very much as is
usually done with toys and trinkets
on such occasions.
The success of

1

would

then for every 15
allow one point
pounds of extracted honey, one more
point. The next desirable quality to
at the Paris Exposition.
be taken into consideration is hardiness, and ability to stand our untasteful
and appropriate, and the favorable winter and spring weather.
nectar itself, in jars arranged in Colonies that winter perfectly, and
pyramidal shape, clear as crystal, come through the spring without
dwindling, should be allowed three
supported by frame after frame of
points.
comb honey, snowy and inviting,
Next should come character and
made a picture which cannot be disposition. If a colony can be hand-
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led during the flow of honey without
stinging, spread out evenly upon the

combs and remain quiet while being
examined good to repel robbers and
moths, and not meddlesome (that is,
not attempting to rob weak colonies

Fonnilation Starters

or putting out their keeper's eyes
when unmolested),! would allow three
points.
Thus a colony having perfect disposition, wintering perfectly
and getting 45 pounds of surplus
honey, or 90 pounds of -extracted

As I have not read Mr. Hutchinson's book I cannot say to what extent he advocates the use of starters
in brood-frames; but current beeliterature would indicate his total

In Brood-Fraffles.

;

FRANKLIN

-P.

STILES.

repudiation of foundation on which to
honey, and having sufficient stores to hive swarms. I hardly feel like acwinter, would score ten points.
cepting the idea that one who has so
"
"
that excessive natural readily seen through the outs and
I think
swarming should be discouraged, con- "ins" of the different systems of
sequently I would not allow any management, with the bearing they
credit for swarms cast, but would have on the producing cost, and has
commence a new account with the so graphically depicted the experience
new colony. The bee-keeper, having of many others, using words that exkept a record with each colony for actly conveyed what they lacked the
one year, is then ready to select say ability to express.can be unreservedly
about 4 colonies that have the pre- committed to this system.
vious season scored the highest numThat swarms can be so treated,
ber of points from every 10 colonies, and a larger return be realized the
from which to rearqueens and drones, same season, my tests for several
two of the selected colonies to be years with from one to twenty swarms
used for the rearing of drones, and so hived each season clearly show
the remaining two being used for but please bear in mind that it was
No drones should wholly a dollar-and cent advantage
rearing queens.
be allowed to issue from the other for the season, a system only suited to
colonies selected for that purpose.
the business of honey-producing exthe capital and
There are several methods in use clusively, wherein fixed
amount not
a
by bee-keepers for rearing and ferti- stock in trade is The
advantages that
extended.
lizing queens from those selected to be
and can be, secured by
colonies,
that will readily suggest have been,
permanent inthemselves to the advanced bee- this plan, where no
but
desired, are very great
keeper; but I wish to briefly outline a crease is
advantages,
method that may be of some benefit thinking to realize theseincrease the
and at the same time
to the beginner
practical working value in an extenThe colonies for breeding purposes sion of your plant, is simply an illuApril
early
as
shouk' be selected as
" You cannot eat your cake
sion.
12, or at least May 1, in this locality. and have it too."
drones
selected
for
colonies
The
The permanent part of an apiary
should be given one or more sheets of can never work too perfectly if we
drone-comb placed near the centre of would produce with the least labor
the cluster, and the bees and queens and expense, and no combs can be
stimulated by feeding, if necessary, obtained from starters only, that can
to get eggs placed in the drone comb compare with those built from founas early as possible, as the drone will dation in wired frames.
The latter
require about 35 days from the egg, are a joy and a comfort for years,
to be of service.
facilitating the rapid manipulation of
I believe that queen-cells started a
colony, whether we handle the
under the natural-swarming impulse frames singly or the entire section, as
are certainly as good, if not better, we usually do with the Heddon hive.
than those started by any other
Perhaps one not familiar with the
method consequently colonies select- Heddon hive will ask, what difference
ed for rearing queens should be does it make if we handle the whole
brought up to the swarming point case of frames at once ? I find this
early in May, if possible, by stimula- difference
Nearly all of the bees are
tive feeding, and if necessary by the easily shaken from a case where the
addition of brood from other colonies. combs are of equal thickness, and
Watch them closely, and about six or true, as when foundation is used,
seven days alter the eggs have been giving a clear view of all the ranges
deposited in the queen-cells, remove of comb while naturally built combs
the old queen and a few bees to a new (with me) are never "as true as
hive, and build them up again to a boards," but more or less wavy and
full colony.
In about six days after uneven with some drone-cells, though
the removal of the queen, divide the the latter, except tor its rendering the
old colony up into as many nuclei as combs still more uneven, is the least I
you have frames with queen-cells have to contend against. This unattached. In about 26 days, or early even surface enables the bees to rein June, the queens will" be laying tain their foothold, requiring more
and ready for use.
time and strength to dislodge them.
The above method gives the bee- If, then, we wish to examine the
keeper queens reared under the nat- combs our view is greatly obstructed.
Thus two of the best features or
all
ural-swarming impulse, and
drones and queens are reared from characteristics of Mr. Heddon's incolonies selected after a competitive vention are rendered nearly inoperaThis latter objection, of course,
trial, and must, if persisted in, greatly tive.
improve bees of whatever race or would not apply to a hanging-frame
hive, but my experience with the
color.
;

;

:

;

Langstroth frame used with starters,
has shown me that it requires far too
much time to be thought of except in
a limited way as an experiment.
I understand that Mr. Hutchinson
cautions the convert to the doctrine
of starters, to go slow by testing one
or two colonies. So, if you take his
advice just as he gives it, you will not
" advance to the rear " to an extent to
be repented of; but the universal
hiving of swarms which are to become permanent colonies, on other

than full sheets of foundation, I am
convinced is a backward step, the recovery of which will be found expensive, slow and annoying.
Mr. Hutchinson may be well satisfied with his colonies whose homes
have been furnished originally with
starters, but I think that if he were
purchasing those same colonies, the
argument in favor of combs built
from foundation would present itself,
to the advantage of the seller.
Haverhill, c$ Mass.
Farmers' Review.

Uniting

W.

Z.

f

eali Colonies.

HUTCHINSON.

The reason why bees sometimes
quarrel when united, and then under
circumstances
similar
apparently
peaceably unite, is not well understood. I have frequently united several colonies during the same day,
and the bees in some of the hives
would quarrel, while in others " all
was serene." When honey is coming
in plentifully, there is usually but
Queenless bees are
little quarreling.
much more peaceably inclined, and
will readily accept a new locality, if
by so doing they secure a queen.
thorough smoking repeated perhaps
two or three times will sometimes
take the " fight" out of the bees that
have been united.
As a general thing bee-keepers do
not approve of uniting weak colonies
in the early spring. The disturbance
and increase in numbers seems to
have a stimulating effect, and broodrsaring is increased to an undue extent. The bees are all old, and soon
die off under the labor of brood-rear-

A

ing.

A

the

brood,

cold weather chills
and the colony soon
dwindles away and dies. Three weeks
after half a dozen weak colonies have
been united often finds the new colony
no stronger than each would have
been had there been no disturbance
Probably the best that
or uniting.
can be done with weak colonies in
the spring, is to pack each by itself,
confining the bees upon as few combs
Those that live, will of
as possible.
spell of

numbers as the
on, and as they
become crowded for room more
combs may be added from time to
course

increase

in

warm weather comes

Upon the eve of the honey
time.
harvest, the weak colonies may often
be united with advantage, especially
comb honey is produced.
In uniting, the queen and one comb
of brood and honey should be left in
the hive upon the old stand, with the

.so, if
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perhaps two or three dreds and thousands of bees are
of
empty combs. This little colony will hatching every day, while she is conbuild combs and increase in numbers, stantly traversing the combs and deand, by fall, will be a first-class positing an egg wherever a bee has
colony, while the united colonies will hatched and left its cell.
be first-class for storing comb honey.
This is the time for the beekeepers
In uniting the colonies, the combs to be busy also, for the wealth of the
should be placed alternately, i. e.. one community begins to unsettle the
from one colony, then one from kingdom, new hives must be ready
another and so on, as this so mixes up for the swarms that are likely to
the bees that but little quarreling re- issue, and more room given to the
If honey is coming in there colony by placing on the boxes for
sults.
will be but little trouble on this score. surplus honey.
By the month of
It is when no honey is coming in that June the colony is running to its utbees give trouble when uniting.
most capacity, and if given plenty of
It may be asked why not unite the room to store the honey, and a good
weak colonies when working for ex- field where white clover is plenty
Such colonies, if within two or three miles, they will
tracted honey ?
furnished with combs, seem to do often show wonderful results. Natjust about as well, according to their ural swarming takes place this month,
numbers, when run for extracted as wherebv the instinct of the bees leads
do strong colonies, but for working in them to" divide off and form a new
By conforming to the habits
sections weak colonies are of little colony.
addition

value.
Rogersville,

(f

Bees and

llie

W.

at the B.

I.

Convention.

Production of Honey.
O.

SWEET.

A

colony of bees in complete working order consists of 15,000 to 40,000
bees. In all this multitude of industrious insects there is but one queen
or mother-bee, which is the only perfectly developed female in the colony,
and the thousands of workers are imperfectly developed females or heater
bees. With February the queen-bee
commences to lay a few eggs near the
centre of the cluster of bees, first
laying within a small circle in one
comb, soon extending to two or three
combs, and in 21 days from the laying
egg the young worker-bee
of the
appears.

In March the circle of brood increases quite fast, and by April the
maple and elm begin to bloom, then
comes the first flow of honey. Within
and without the hive the merry hum
of the bee is heard, while load after
load of the delicious nectar comes
pouring in from the first flowers of
spring. As the queen still enlarges
the cluster of eggs extending from
comb to comb, she comes to one that
has much larger cells which we call
drone comb, and is for the purpose of
rearing several hundred drones or
male bees. These neither work nor
sting, but being possessed of a capacious stomach, are much disposed to
eat and grow fat on honey, but their
life is short, seldom over four months.
The worker-bee lives but three or
four months during the time of
flowers, while those reared late in the
season live until spring, but none except the queen live to be a year old.
The queen lives to be 4 or 5 years old,
so we might compare the life of the
bee like that of a populous city.
•

"Though

Many suppose that honey-comb is
being manufactured entirely and filled
and tinished by the hand of man. The
most scientific experts in bee-culture
agree in saying that it is not and
cannot be done.
In October and November the colony prepares for its long winter rest.
The queen stops laying eggs, and the
bees do little else but fly out on warm
days for exercise. The first product
of the bees of importance is honey
the next is wax. This solid, fat-like
substance is secreted by the bees in
little wax-pockets beneath the wings
on the under side of the body of the
bee. It is always asubject of admira;

tion, so fragile and yet so strong.
There are four of these wax-pockets
on each side of the bee, and the first

we can see of the wax it is in the
of the bees, this can be accomplished form of little tumbler-shaped scales,
swarm of
by dividing, which, if properly done, white and very thin.
will be as successful as the natural bees has to consume about 20 pounds
process without waiting for that to of honey to produce one pound of
begin, for where many colonies are wax, and soon after hiving, a large
located in one apiary, the intelligent part of the swarm hang in festoons
bee-keeper can provide a large num- and clusters several hours, waiting
When fully
ber in one day, thus saving much for the wax to form.
formed these wax scales are transtime and perhaps loss.
The month of July finds the hive ferred to the mouth of the bee where,
teeming with bees, and almost filled by the use of its jaws, it is moulded
that beautiful structure, the
to overflowing, while the queen is into
honey-comb, so wonderfully delicate
still laying eggs vigorously, for the
that
it
is only about 1,000th of an inch
mortality is great in the height of the
season, and they literally work them- in thickness, and so formed to comselves to death. The young bee, on bine the greatest strength with the
emerging from its cell, is rather a least expense of material and room.

A

Mich.

Read

will gain as much in two days as they
would iu eight days without it.

like leaves on trees the race of bees is
found.
Now green in youth, now witheringon the ground,
Another race the spring or fall supplies ;
They drop successive and successive rise."

weakly thing, but it turns its time to
good account, helping to feed the still
younger bees in the larval state.
After becoming a week or more old it
takes the position of comb-building.
It attends to this kind of work until

enough

which

about
four weeks. When six to seven weeks
old it becomes a honey-gatherer for
old

the rest of

to

fly,

is

its life.

of the

colony remains about the same, and
Septe"mber finds it active as ever, but
the queen is now gradually diminishing the number of eggs, and with the
bloom of goldenrod and wild asters,
the honey season is about over. Atconditions have much
mospheric
effect on the honey harvest throughout the season for instance, wheir
the wind is east, little or no honey is
secreted in the flowers, while if the
wind is in the south, with moist air,
the flowers are again yielding honey.
When we have occasional thunder
showers then is the greatest secretion
of honey. As the honey harvest from
;

is always of
the intelligent beekeeper will study to make the most of
it, so by using the honey extracted at
these times, with plenty of empty
combs on hand to fill, so as to save the
bees time in building it, a large
quantity of liquid honey is often obtained.

any particular bloom
short duration,

foundation

is

now used by

all

progressive bee-keepers, for like the
honey extracted, it enables the bees
to gain time in the'storing of honey.
During the month of May, the sea- It is claimed that a new colony of bees
son of fruit-bloom, the queen is the supplied with foundation when placed
most active worker in the hive ; hun- in a new hive at times of swarming.

Mansfield, o^ Mass.
For tne American Bee JoomaL

Bee-Keeping

in

During August the condition

Comb

West

J.

in Sontliern Indiana.

n.

LOUDEN.

Unless there is some change in the
weather soon, in this pari of the
country, the question that will trouble
the bee-keeper this fall will not be
how to dispose of his honey, but how
to winter bees without honey
!

The

bees, so far, have gathered
scarcely enough to keep them. The

weather has been very unfavorable.

During fruit-bloom it was cold and
wet then we had a spell of warm
weather, and a little honey was gathWhite clover
ered from the locust.
commenced blooming the last week
now, in
of May, and the ground
;

it, but we are
After the clover
cammenced blooming, we had heavy
rains every day or night, up to June
8th or 9th, then it cleared off cold,
and an east wind has been blowing
ever since. The prospect is not very
encouraging.
I have as many colonies as I want,
and in the spring I purchased a copy
of Simmins' book on preventing
swarms. I have been following his
instructions with fine results so far.
The system works admirably while
no honey is coming in. If "we are
fortunate enough to have a flow of
honey, I will report on " Simmins'

places, is white with

getting no honey.

Non-Swarming System."' The basswood will bloom in about ten days,
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Again, the forwardness of the seaweather is favorable we
son must he yourftuide as to the time
a flow of honey from it.
in
to form colonies. You can rear queens
Last season I sowed a small lield
Alsike clover, on my farm about 2J2 early and keep them in readiness; a
miles from the city. It is now in colony of bees without a fertile queen,
bloom, and makes the most beautiful build mostly drone comb. The beecarpet with which the earth ever was keeper that rears queens for new colonies must have the hives for the
covered.
Bloomington,? Ind., June 14, 1887. season-ready early. Success is not in
the number of colonies on hand it is
not bees we want, it is honey. It is
Semi-Tropic California.
not a great number of workers in one
field that will secure this, but a large
Divicling for Increase.
force in each hive.
The apiary should have the cheerS. D. BARBER.
very
ful ray of the morning sun.
To do this successfully, queens good way to check robbing is to place
should be reared and ready to furnish a bunch of grass or wet hay over the
each new swarm with a fertile queen entrance to the hive. The bees will
at the time of forming such colonies; find the way to their own hives, but
the time saved in breeding is very robbers will be caught by the sentinels while passing tnrough the grass.
important.
The moth is a scavenger which comes
TO KEAK THE QUEENS.
to clean up the wreck of the negligent
Form a nucleus from the strongest bee-keeper.
Downey,? Calif.
colonies, select a comb containing
capped brood and plenty of eggs and
young larvte look it over carefully
Prairie Farmer.
cut onelest the old queen is on it
third or one-half the lower part out
Getting Bees out of Honey-Sections,
of this comb, which gives the bees
room to build cells on the lower edge
3IRS. L. HARRISON.
a convenient place for the operator
to remove them. When forming other
As I was one day out driving, a
nuclei. Place this, with its adhering
shouted as he drove by, "How
bees, in an empty hive, and next to it man
honeyanother comb containing honey and do you get bees out of the "
boxes ?" I felt like replying, Get a
bee-bread
tliis affords food and prostick and drive them out," for the
tection. Give the nucleus colony at
reason that this man is too penurious
least a quart of bees, and put it on a
or book, in
new stand, and confine the bees to invest a cent in a paper
how to manage
there until the next morning. Then which he could learn
contract the entrance so that but one bees, expecting to get his information
labor on his own
or two bees can pass out at the same without expense or
Different kinds of surplus
time. They will usually build six or part.
ten or more queen-cells on the eighth boxes of course call for different manWhere one pound sections
or ninth day after the nucleus was agement.
Then open the hive, and are used in Ileddon cases and tiered
formed.
with a very thin-bladed knife cut out up, the nearest finished on top, when
these are completed, the bees can be
all the queen-cells but one, and use
them immediately in forming other driven below with smoke or the

and

if

tlie

may have

;
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and appears to thrive best in poor,
gravelly soils, and protects uneven
ground from washing out in gullies.
It starts very early in the spring, before other clovers, and at this time is
eagerly eaten by fowls. Melilot appears to yield honey at a time of day
when others fail. From observations,
I conclude that the flow of nectar at
any one time is not large from sweet
clover, but is very valuable on account of its continued bloom during
drouths, and during the interim be-

tween spring and

fall

bloom.

A

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1887.

Nov.

of Meeting.

Ifi-lR,— Nortli American, at Clilca^o, Ills.
W. Z. llutcliinsoii. Sec, RogersviUe, Mich.

Dec. 7-9.— Micliigan State, at East Safjinaw. Micll.
H. D. Cutting. Sec., Clinton, Mich.

PF~ In order

this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— ED.
to

have

taries are requested to

;

;

—

;

nuclei, by attaching each to a frame
of comb and bees taken from an old
before described, and
colony as
placed in an empty hive.

breath.

The box

is

then carried into

WtMFEwm

WO'X^

EiBsin^ Bees. -Oliver Foster, Mt.

Vernon ,0 Iowa, on June
writes

18,

1887,

:

Dear Editor :— Will you please
pardon the following (see page 371)^
and print

'"
scientific
it as a bit of
pleasantry," written at my out- apiary
honeyed
hands
hive-cover,
with
on a
and a swollen eye
:

" It a body kiss a body,
Need a body cry ?"
Or should a bee kiss you or me.
Or, with her wish comply.
And kiss the lady's hand, I'm sure
The lady would not lie.

Should "doubting:

Thomas "—though

trom us highthe honey house or close room, as the
Think 'twas " in her eye ?"
case may be. and set upon the edge
Now bit or miss, I'll tell you this,
the bees, if there are any, will cluster
My bees are not so ehy
upon the windows, and may be put
They trom my fingers sweetness kiss.
In transferring queen-cells care out. I once saw a farmer who kept
And beauty from my eye.
must be taken not to expose them to only a few colonies for his own use,
And is it queer, with charms and cheer.
cold or heat, or to denting the cell. take off old-fashioned close boxes and
The winning mistress found
Leave about an inch square of comb put them into the bottom of an empty
Her honey would bring " fltty cents,"
Or stety cents per pou nd 7
at the base of the cell, and insert it barrel, and cover it up tightly exceptamong the young brood. Never leave ing a small hole for the bees to go out
a nucleus colony destitute of young of. He was not troubled with robNate C.
Taking New Honey.
brood after the young queen hatches, bers in this way, and the bees flew
Iowa, on June 21,
Fedley, Dubuque,
very
abandon
the
bees
are
apt
to
as
home to their hives.
1887, says
the hive when the young queen goes
Now watch
out to meet the drone.
SWEET CLOVER FOR HONEY.
My bees wintered pretty well, as I
and care for the young queens until
lost only one colony out of 17. I have
white clover the had 2 rousing swarms so far. I will
Indians call
they become fertile.
''
White man's foot," and sweet take off three cases of clover honey
WHEN AND HOW TO INCREASE.
clover (Mdilottts alba) might approon Friday.
When your colonies are strong and priately be named the " bee-keeper's
you are ready to form new ones, Urst, tracks," for it is generally found
When Fair Crop Expected. Jos. E.
cage the young queen, then from a growing in their vicinity.
number of colonies take sufficient traveling, sind this plant is visible, it Shaver, North Kiver,6 Va., on June
frames and bees to form a good col- always seems to indicate the prox- 21, 1887, says:
ony of bees close up the hive of the imity of the fraternity, and I feel
For the last 10 days bees have been
new colony until the next morning, that friends are near. It appears as
then open" it, and on the second or if bee-keepers carried the seed of this doing extra well on white clover;
starvthird evening liberate the queen. plant in a pocket which had small before that time they were in a
Continue in this manner until you holes in it, letting It trickle out. Some ing condition. But now the fields are
have such increase as you desire, but farmers class it as a noxious weed. white with clover, and the weather is
for a
in all the operations use plenty of This, however, is a mistake, as it very fine, and we have hopes
dies root and branch the second year, pretty fair crop of honey yet.
smoke.
;

;

—

o

:

—

;
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Strong Colonies, but no Nectar.— J.
Bittenbender, Knoxvil!e,9 Iowa,
on June 18, 1887, writes
Bees in this locality are doing but

I

number

;

;

Basswood is budded
Honey.— L. ered.
and bids fair to open early.
Ills.,

No Nectar in White Clover.—F. H.
Du Quoin, $ Ills., on June

of

with reference to Kennedy,

I find that sun-flowers
are very satisfactory for shade, in my
yard. I keep it hoed, not allowing a
weed to grow, but plant about two
seeds just at the front corner of the
they come on about July,
stand
August, and Sept. 1, at a time shade
is needed, while they are out of the
way during both spring and fall. The
stalk below does not hinder the bees'
flight, and the shade above is just
where you want it. It affords some
pasture, and chicken feed when gath-

very little in the way of gathering
surplus honey if we get a quarter of
a crop we will do well. Bees wintered
well, and colonies are very strong,
but it is very dry and warm, and
white clover does not secrete any
nectar. Linden is just opening, but
I cannot tell, at this writing, what
the harvest will be.

Clover
Highbarger, Adeline, 6
17, 1887, writes

article in a recent

Bee Journal

shading hives.

:

No White

saw an

the

W.

very

17, 1887,

says

:

The bees here

are doing next to
nothing. There seems to be no nectar in the white clover, so the bees
have eaten what honey they had this
spring, and are gathering only enough
to live on, and are not rearing brood.
Some bees are working on red clover

now, but
clover

about all cut.
blooming.

White

Honey and Beeswax Market.

full,

on June

it is

is still

The

following are our very latest

Favorable Prospects for Linden.— quotations for honey and beeswax
demons, Cloon & Co., Kansas City,*o
CHICAGO.
Mo., on June 16, 1887, write
HONBV.— Prices are about 10012c. for comb.
last
the
5iqi7c..
according
to quality and packsplendid
rains
Extracted,
had
We have
Stocks and demand light.
few weeks, and the prospect for a ages.
BBBSWAX,-22C.
K. A. BORNKI'T.
161 South Water St.
June 9.
good crop of linden honey is favor:

clover honey crop I predict will be an entire failure in northern Illinois, on account of the drouth.
My bees have less honey to-day than
they had last April, when put out of
The true time when to
the cellar.
put on sections has not appeared yet, able

The white

:

while the white clover will be
think it will not (that is, new very light.
a field of Alsike
comb).
I have
clover, but there appears to be no
Bees doing Nothing.— Henry Alley,
nectar in it— something that I have
Mass., on June 16, says
never known before. Pastures have Wenham,c5
Bees are doing
given out, so we have to turn our
It is cold here.
stock on the grass intended for hay.
nothing, and have not done anything
so far this year. The season will close
Swarming, etc.— Harry Griffln, here in 20 days.

and

;

I

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Best white comb, 118120. Market li
nearly bare, awaiting the new crop.
BEESWAX.— 2a@24c.
June 10.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

:

No

Kilgore,(^ Ky.,

on June

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONBY.— We
light

quote Extracted, white, 5®5Mo;
amber,4M@5c. amber. 4M^4Mc. Comb.white,
amber, 7i§iluc. Demand very good.
:

:

)2«sl4c.:

BEBaWAX.-22w24c.
Jun.

SCHACHT & LEMCKB,

13.

122-124 Davis 8t.

17, 1887, says:

CLEVELAND.
Bees Doing Poorly,— Jos. M. Hamin full bloom, and
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12@13o.|
Spring,+o Ills., on June 16, second
baugh,
KK^iic:
and buckwheat unsalable
quality.
the bees have hardly started to gather
at fi'a9c. Extracted, sfeGc.
BBESWAX.-2.5C.
any surplus honey. I hear of no 1887. writes
A. C. KENDBL, 115 Ontario St.
Apr. 20.
swarming in this part of the country.
Bees are doing very poorly in this
locality. There is no swarming, and
ST. LODIS.
but little tendency in that direction.
Choice comb, 10@12c. Strained, In
HONEY.—
.F
Park,
.—
Unfavorable Prospects
more than lore*
The wholesale slaughtering of drones barrels, 3Vi'S4Mc. Extra fancy, H Market
dull.
prices. Extracted, 4'4®6c.
Athens, 5 Pa., on; June 20, 1887, says
has been the order of the day up to going
BEESWAX.— Steady at 2(i(4c. (or orime.
since, and there are
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
three
days
May
20.
about
The prospect of a crop of white
the air than I ever saw at this
clover houey is not good. Clover has less in
SAN FRANCISCO.
I had extracted
been in bloom for ten days, but owing time of the year.
quote White comb, 12(3140.; amthis date last year. Clover
HONBY.—We
up
to
twice
little
to cold nights it has yielded but
7®cl0. Extracted, white, 4Ji®5c,; light amber,
abundant, but comparatively ber,
Market quiet.
3i*i'oi4^c.
honey. In over 70 hives but 4 show has been
be
able
to
1BEESWAX.-I96i;21c.
honey in the sections one of these is no nectar in it. I hope to time.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front 8t.
May 14.
a new colony hived one week ago, a la present a better report next

White clover

is

D

.

:

;

;

Hutchinson, which
with white honey.

Swarming

is

is

nearly

filled
II.

W

Excellent Honey-Flow.— Dr. S.
bees Morrison, of Oxford, o^ Pa., on June

Thanks, Mr.

light as yet;

my

swarms, while my
writes as follows
neighbor's bees have not done so 22, 1887,
much. The last three nights have
The past five days has exceeded any'
been warm, and honey is now coming previous five days that I have ever
" Hurrah "
in better.
seen in the honey influx
I have 50 colonies of
for Carniolans
No Honey— Shade for Hives.— O. them, and 1 am delighted with them.
It. Goodno, Carson City,© Mich., on

have cast but

7

:

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— Choice white l-lbs..l2®12M>c.; choice 2-

loiallc; dark notwanted.and imperfect slow.
In
Extracted, finest white in kegs, Gi4®7c.
white in kegs and barrels, 6(3iHHc. dark, 4 to 4><c.j
amoer, in barrels, iii'g,5c. Demand limited and
supply small.

lbs

;

:

BBESWAX.-2-.C.
June

A. V.

10.

!

June

20, 1887,

writes

Surplus Crop Nearly a Failure.—
I began the season with 100 colonies E. T. Jordan, Harmony ,*o Ind., on
:

of bees, besides 3 or 4 small, weak
ones. On June 1, there was not one
pound more honey in the hives than
there was when they were put out in
the yard, but they were full of brood.
Prior to June 1 we had had a dearth
of honey, so all the bees in the country were set to robbing ; since white
clover opened they have gathered
some honey, and a few have swarmed,
but there have been no second
swarms. I have cases on about 100
colonies now ; a few are nearly capped, others not commenced. There
IS no boom in either honey or swarms.
I am going to try ten reversible hives.

June

22, 1887,

writes

:

BISHOP,

NEW

!

Bees wintered well in this locality.
lost 2 colonies out of 63, and then
disposed of 12 colonies. Bees have

done nothing as far as producing
honey, and the crop will be very light.
They obtained no surplus from fruitbloom, and white clover is almost a
failure.
We have very little basswood, so our surplus honey will be
By this time last
nearly a failure.
year I had taken over 2,000 pounds of
honey from 42 colonies this year I
have not taken any, and have had only
II swarms.
;

„

W. Water

St.

YORK.

HONEY.- We quote White comb, 9@12c.;
;

dark

extracted, 5®6c.

California comb, S(g,9c.;
Sales large and demand good.

5(Jr7c.

BEBSWAX.— 23a24'<.c.
MCCAUL & HILDKETH BROS.,
May

28

10.

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St,

KANSAS
HONBY. -We quote

I

142

CITY.

White clover 1-lbs., 10(912
dark, 9 to 10c. White clover 2-lbs., lo to lie;
dark, 11 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.
Market almost bare of comb and extracted honey.
:

cts

Jun.

16.

CLBMONS.CLOON&CO., C0r4th&Walnat
BOSTON.

of white clover honey
ati3@15c.: 2-pound8at 11&13C. Extracted, 5(^70.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

Sales slow.

BEESWAX.- 26 0U. perlb.

Apr.

22.

Blake A riplkt.

.it

Gbattaam Street.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— We quote for extracted. 3(§>7c. per lb.
comb brings lldiUc. Demand improving.
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 20(S22c. per lb. for

Best

good

to choice yellow.

Jun.

11.

C.r.MCTTH & SON. Freeman & Central AT.
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Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

PROPEIKTORS,

923 Jt,925WESTMADIS0N ST., CHICAGO lU.
At One Dollar a Year.

Yucca Bru»»hes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
vegetable Htier, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the
whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
When they become sticky with honey, they
can be washed, and when dry, are as good
as ever. The low price at which they are
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
more of them, so as to always have one
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
odd 1 cent each tor postage.

H.

NEWMAN.

Mall.—
BY ReturnUntested.
ted, $1;

By Using the Binder made

expressly

60

We have reduced

the price to
Subscription for one

cents, postpaid.

Bees and Queens
nALIAN
lueen,
cents
for
7,5

;

Free, -JOHN

_23A8t

UNTESTED
Queen, 65

Italian Queens.-Singlo

We

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed
One-half ounce, 50
4
2 ounces, $1.50
1 ounce, $1
cents
To Correspondents. It would save ounces, $2 i4 pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
if properly thinned out and re-set.
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
at the following prices
;

;

—

Inclosing money) that have no name;
others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one po8t>
office and get your mall at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

is Another firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

As there

envelope when

writing to
Journal " on the
Several letters of ours have
this office.
filready gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

We will Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Money Orders

can now be obtained at
Five
the Poet Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,

As

no way

in

Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
if ordered by mail, send 15
pieces, $20,00
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

;

to Keep Honey is the title of
Leaflet No. 3. For prices see the second
page of this paper. If you wish to see a
sample of it before purchasing, send for it.

Where

per

lb,,

26Atf

I.

same price

R. GOOD, Nappanee,

SALE CHEAP. — One GIVEN'S
FOR
FOUNDATION PRESS and FIXTURES
complete. Nearly new, and in good order.
Address,
W. C. Cl'MMINGS,
24A2t
BUSHNELL, ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS-read and save Money.
Sections. Crates, Frames, Foundation,
Hives, etc. Sections, $3.50 per 1,000. Send
for Price-List.

C.MATHEWS,
IMLAY

—

:

;

;

;

'.

Sell

CITr, MICH.

honey to the millions.

our new, peculiar Small Honey Packour brilliant Chromo Card. See our large
advertisement once a month, or address,
age,

J. H. MARTIN,
6W(3tm)40t

HARTFORD,

N. T.

SALE.-SOmismated ITALIAN QUEENS
FOR
at
each. Warranted Italian Queens at
51) cts.

Hybrids at 35 cts. The most of them have
wings clipped.
GEO, P.
Peters, near Adam St.,
ORLEANS, liA.
26Alt
ll.tJO,

;

KEW

HOWELL,

VST^A^HSTTEID.
SITUATION
an

A

t\- shop.

M.

I

am

as
Apiarist, or in
a practical apiarist.

HARRIS, Calhoun, Richland

J.

SELF-INKING

a

Co., 111.

RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000
mpresBione for 10 cts*
Will lat*t a life-time.
Everybody needs one.
1

It prints indelibly Envelopes, I-etler heads,

mistakes, the shipper's
be on each package.

Postal Cards, Wrapping-paper, Bags. Sections. Crates, Cartons,
Beddinff, Robes.Clothing— everything. Your

name should always

name, ocoupation and

eP~ Sample Copies of

the

chine complete, sent
free by raiiil.for $l.oo
P. O. Money Order.

Bee JoiraNAi.

Extra

}^-oz. bottles of
ink for i2c. in stamps.
Address,

be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

SImmlns' Non-S^varming System
the title of a

new English bee-book.

author claims that
era in

itwill

inaugurate a " new

modern bee-keeping," and

states that

based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
It can now be
illustrated. Price 50 cents.
obtained at this office.
;

E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseAccount Book ? ments in all Hrst-class Newspapers and
and make you a very Magazines witb more promptness and at
can
obtained elsewhere.

He

be

Brockport.

Monroe
*E

Co.,

" MIIIUKT.

BEES

NewYork
26Etf

for SALE, Cheap.

American-reared Ital1
f\C\ Colonies of
XvV/
iau Bees, best strain, strong, and in
for sale
10-frame wired Simplicity hives
Z. A. CLARK,
Address,
ARKADELPHIA, ARK.
8Etf
;

Cheap.

Dadant'sFoHiidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX
Warranted Italian Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

!"

$5 00
JO 00

fST" Safe arrival guaranteed.

H.

26Atf

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

SECTIONS.

make
WEDOVK-TAILKD

a specialty of the manufacture ot
SECTIONS of the White
whitest and best wood for the purpose.
styles and sizes, but rei-ommend the
8ide-0peninji Sections as superior to any other.
The great accuracy and fine finish ot our Sections
are the admirution of everybody. Sampled cents*
Price-List of Supplies free.

Poplar,

tlie

and We make all

gives special attention to writing
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
free.

GEO.T.HAMMOND,

is

The

is

lower prices than

ma-

address, with the

Do yon Want a Farm

We have a few left,
ttmpting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Journal tor a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mall, add 20 cents for postage.

A Examine
and

W^e pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.

"it

safe.

Red liabels for one-pound pails of
We have now
honey, size 3x4.M inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
for $.1.00
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
;

;

;

;

dome
many

and are

:

for $6.50.
as Queens.
Ind.

cts.; 5 for $3,00; 12

BEES

GREAT SCHEME

^p^ecial gl0tites.

for sale.— Untested

Send for Circular,
SON, High HitI, Mo.

$4.(io.

fl

NEBBL &

23A4t

year and the binder for $1.50.

Queens, TesBees per lb.. 50c.

Itialian

60c.

GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

26Atf

;

in the year.

Bdsiniss manager.

^(lyjzvtistmznts.

soft,

tor this Bee Jocrnal, all can have them
bound and ready for examination every day

ALFRED

413

52A40t

Address,
8Etf

BR.

G. L. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA, O.
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BEES

OR THE
an Apiary
and Profit by

Management

Boss" One-Piece Sections,

HONEY,

and
of

MAXUFACTrHED HV

Forncrnok

J.

& Cn.

.

Watertown. Wis

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.
1

cle;« flint elass. with a bail
imd a metal top and cover.

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee

Patente[lJune2»,

When tilled with honey. the
attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of
packape. They can be used
tor household purpoees by
c<in9umers, after toe honey
\s removed, or they can be
returned loand re-flUed by
the apiarist.
I'rices are as follows:

1881.

wi-. furnish you 9ECTIO.N8 as
WTK
price-list.
VI the cheapest. Write for price-list.

Journal.

Editor of the

cheap as

.

St.

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" in all the imIs " fully up with the times
Srovements and inventions in this rapidly
eveloiiing pursuit, and presents the apiarthe
ist with everytliing that can aid in
successful management of the honey-bee,
most
the
produce
time
same
and at the
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

^fA

lilberal

Discount to Dealers, by

tlie Dozen or Hundred.
THOS. G. NE^STMAN A; SON,

923 & 935 West Madison

Watertown, Wis., May

^0

SPECIFIC No.
in use 30 years.

The only successful remedy

To hold

OF THE APIAKf.
I3,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or, MABITJAI.

S.OOO S»Id Since May, 1SS3.
50 paKes. and more than 50 fine iUustratlons were added In the sth edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
Tery latest in respect to bee-keepins. It is certainly
the fullest and moat sclentlflc work treating ol
bees In the World. Price.by mall,lB1.85. Liberal
discount to dealers and to ciubs.

More than

Umuphrejs'illcdicmeCot) lOS Fultoa &t., ^• 1*

^_^

!6A12t

FOUNDATION

In 25-Poiind Boxes.

WE CAN now

furnish

THOS. «. NEAVMAN A: SON.,
& 925 W. Madison

923

St.,

CHICAG O,

ILL.

Publisher,

MHigh

Foundation

Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars

lAtf

and Samples free

VAN DEUSEN A:

J.

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
For Circulars, apply to
CH^S. F.

MVTH

Y

NEW ONE- POUND HONEY PAIL

<fc

etc.

and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

Ac

CHICAGO,

Street,

Colonies of Italian

ILL.
Price, by E.vpress. 50 cts.

the

flat,

every respect.
Sale at reduced prices.
Asliland,
IWo.
li.
C.

LARCH,

9'2;i

*12.00.

Forncrook &

Co.,

Sections,
BY

Watertown, Wis.

WE

eta.: 12 in
50, in the

Address.

Combs built on

for Sale.— .500 Brood-

full sheets of

HeddonLangstroth

smooth

Send for free price list, and samples or
Sections and Foundation.

M. H. HUNT,
BELL BRANCH, Wayne Co., MICH.
Near

lOEtf

Wooden

WE

Pails for

Detroit.

Honey!

can furnish resular Wooden Water-Falls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops and a tiBht-fittins; wood cover, at IS3.S5
per dozen. They will hold 8S lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
pail.

&

923 4 925

80M,
O. STEWMAN
West Madison Street, CHICAGO

W.

Z.

THOS.

ILIj.

HUTCHINSON,

Bogersville,

Genesee

Co., Mich.,

to call attention to the typographDESIRES
" KOt up " ol his little booli,
ical neatness and

It is printed from new type (brevier); the ma^
is heavy, delicately tmted
and super-calendered; and the press-work is a
" cre.lit n. the craft." But it is the cover, which is
bricht-yellnw card-board passed through a comb
foundatlnn mill, that luis brought forth the most

ter leaded; the paper

foundation

reversible frames.

will furnish vou SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.
1st, 1887.

Dadaiit'sFouiulatioii F.actory, wholesale
and retail. See advertisement in another column.

Louis Werner write8:-It is the best bee-book 1
ever had, and 1 do not see how you can print such
a neat book for so small a price.
"
is a "dandy
James Hetidon writes:- Your bookYou
h.ive outThe "get up" is nowhere equaled. and
I am glad
done Ss oil on the book problem,
of

it.

1
at hand,
Chas. Dadant & Son write:-The book is contains,
For and
though we do not agree with al it
pi-iee, address— J. H. M. Cook, Caldwell, N. J. we must say that it is as neat and tastefully gotten
25A2t
up as anything we ever saw.
The nee-Keepers' Magazine says:-"Thp Produclittle
tion of Comb Honey " is the title of a nnuiue
pages, by the pen of W. Z, Hntchinsonmirk of
Mr Hutchinson struck a happy idea when he deAND BEE-KEEPEK'S ADVISEE,
the cover of his work.
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per signed
again and

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, Kind's Langley, Herts, England.

™

Prof ('ook ofTered congratulations
hta"ain saying: -It is deci teJly the most uniquethat
tfeth nglhave seen in along time. Why,
the
of
nothing
say
to
sell
it,
ought
to
cover nfojie
good things fnsifle.

above are fair specimens of scores of fbiiiwtsoMciKd.
lar testimonials that I have recieved,

The

^^Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chlcago.sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

E. Kreichmer Bay8:-lt is a surprise, in style,
workmanship. Nothing could be added to improve it.

yrs. old. All in srood order, cheap.

It contains the best practical
information for the apiarist. It is edited bv

2S, 1881.

Watertown, Wis., May

;

ISannum.

i:
Patented June

by mail, 65

G. NEWTflAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL

and a
MANlTPACTrilEIJ

;

<13 in all), $3.50

BKOOD-COnrBS
in

Boss" One-Piece

and one nailed

THOS.

Bees,

StroiiK. tirst-class in

J.

Sections,

inside and out. L'omb Foundation, Alsike
Clover Seed, and everything needed in the

Dr A. B. Mason writes : The cover is nice,
printing /inc. and contents grand.
Dr. C. C. Miller says:— Nothing less than a genius
would iiave gotten up that cover.

flat,

ii

AliI--IN-ONE-PIECE

appearance.

SON,

See advertisement in another column.

For
100
16Atf E.

BEAUTIFUL.

—

G. NE\F]TIAN

Dadaut'sFouudatioii Factory, wholesale
retail.

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

St..

;

dozen, or ^5.00 per lOO.

and

NEWMAN A:

enthusiastic enconiums. The work is very nicely
done, and, at the first glance, the cover would
almost be taken for f ounrlation while tlie beauticover
ful twi" of basswood upon the back of the
and the artistic lettering upon the front, printed
as they are upon a corrugated surtace-all combine to give the book a peculiarly neat and tasty

turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
he sold for 2n cents or less. Many
consumers will buy it in order to plve the children
a handsome toy pall. rBICE, 7& cents per
j/edire

4 92.5 West Madison

G.

& 9:35 West Madison

"THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."
Dadant'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale

'

923

THOMAS
923

SON,

CINCINNATI. O.
freeman 4 Central Ave.,
P.S.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

size of our TaperinK

Honey Pails is of uniform design
With the other stzes, having the top

THOS.

**

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SONS,

(SOLE MANOrACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N.

THIS new

S1.60
e.oo
».50

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
Dounds

household

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Comb

•!

apiary.

VAN DEUSENS'

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 2.>lb. Boxes, in sheets lGi5x28
inches, at !!il2.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
|^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiplei will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

AKTlcultural College, Mich.

Patent Flat-Bottom

1

"

for

Nervous Oebiiity, Vital Wealiness,
and Prostratinn, fr-^iu <.ver-work or other causes.
SI per vial, or vials and large vinl powder, for $5.
Sold BY Druggists, orsentpostpaid on receipt of
price.

BEE-KEEPERS' CniDE;

J COOK, Author and

^ ff

HOMEOPATHIC

Extra Thin

A..

Ist, ISS7.

r-

CHICAGO, ILL.

St.,

Palls are made
of the best quality of

rpilESX:

for Pleasure

Send 75 Cents Yca?amonrthe°Bee8:'
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
I>K. O. C. MI1.1.ER,

20Atf

MARENGO,

or

Header, it you wish to see " a little typoThe Produc" lem." send 25 cents for,
U.S.

gr^iical

ILLS.

tion of Comb
or Canadian.

noney."-Stamps taken;

either

-:>Aii
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Auolher Blon-, aimed at the industry of
The Houey-Blrd of South Africa Is
bee-keeping, may lie found in Harper's in size and plumage about like an English
Baiar for June 25, 18S7. It Is exceedingly sparrow. It acts as a detective for wild
strange that periodicals like those of the bees, and will lead men to bee-trees. A
Harper's should descend to thjD degrading traveler in Africa thus describes it
habit of publishing such falsehoods about
When this bird sees a man it will lly close
to him, hovering around, uttering a twitteran honorable pursuit. Here is the item
ing sound
then It will off in the direction
One would suppose, by the way that honey of the place (generally a tree) where the
in the comb, like the meat of an egg, was hoijey is, flying backward and forward in a
something not to bo adulterated that is. zigzag fashion. Then back It will come,
the egg taken directly from the nest, the twittering in the same manner, as if to say,
honey from the hive but a person of our "Come along, I'll show you where it Is."
acquaintance hearing of the immense use These actions are repeated until the tree IB
made of glucose in various adulterations, reached, when the bird will indicate It very
and especially in sugars and candies, plainly by hovering around It.
If the distance is great (and sometimes the
thanked Heaven that at any rate one could
honey-bird will lead a person, who is willing
fall back on honey which was necessarily
to follow, a distance of ten miles), It will
pure.
" Not at all," replied a dealer in the arti- wait on a tree until the follower comes up,
cle, " We put a large lump of glucose down and will then continue its piloting.
It is
before a hive, and the beea will consume it very persistent, and will do its best to draw
out of the hand— consume it all— and make any one on, but if the party Is not posted
their honey out of it, and as long as the about honey-birds, and refuses to follow, or
lump lasts they will not spread a wing to goes in the wrong direction, the bird will
find the sweetest flower that ever bloomed." leave, probably in search of some person
who will appreciate its efforts to provide
That '• dealer" was either ignorant of the sweetmeats.
While the bees are being smoked out, and
matter he was talking about, or else he was
the honey taken up, the bird will hover in
very dishonest.
the vicinity until the job is done, when his
reward comes in the shape of a feast on the
It is well-known that beea will not feed on
fragments that are left. If It knows of
glucose until driven to It by starvation. other hives, just as soon as one Is disposed
They would wear imt every wing in trying to of, it will lead the way to another, and I
have, since this time, known as many as
find the flowers rather thantotouob glucose
four trees taken up by a party in one day.
And this 'talkative
close by their hives
" dealer " ought to know that such are the
A Reception to Mr. Cowan Is proposed
facts In the case I
by the Canadian Bee Journal. We cordially
Again, bees do not " make honey "—they
support the suggestion. It will be the most
simply gather the nectar from the flowers
appropriate for the Canadians, who were bo
and deposit it in their hives. It is precisely
lately welcomed by Britons, to get it up, and
the same nectar in the combs that was gathinvite the apiarists of the D. S. to unite with
ered from the flowers, only that the heat of
them in a *' Welcome to America."
the hives evaporates some of the water, and
In rainy seasons the
it Is slightly thicker.
At Fairs a good plan to sell comb honey
honey gathered sometlmescontalns so much
water that It ferments this shows that the was noted in the Canadian Bee Journal some
bees gather just what they flnd, and that time since. As the Fairs are soon to be
they do not " make honey " at all. Will the held, it may be well to give It a trial. It is
Bazar please correct these mis-statements as as follows :
:

;

;

;

THOMAS

Q.

ITEWUAN,

Editor.

p\T^^^
yoiniiL
Tlie

Jniye,i88],

Basswood Yield of

no, 2],

honey

Is

very

so far as reported. The all-butunlversal cry is " the honey crop is a failure." We shall hardly realize this year the
poetic fancy of " nectar " expressed in the
following lines found on page 107 :
limited,

:

Sweet Bummer — one poetic dream
Of nectar and of flow'rs
Of hazy halo o"er the lawn,
And sylvan woodland bow'rs
Arcadian haunts, that poets love
;

;

The mystic, the sublime,
Brought down to earth to rear

An

aloft

apiarian shrine.

Mr. T. W. Cowan,

editor of the BriUsh

Bee Journal, intends to

visit

some of the

prominence in America. He is
accompanied by Mrs. Cowan, and will start
on a Cunard steamer on the 9th inst., bound
apiarists of

for

New

West
some

York.

He

intends to

come

I

;

early as possible

?

as far

as Chicago, and would like to visit
apiarists on the way, either coming or

Bee-Grape Question.— This is how a
returning. Those desiring a visit from Mr. San Diego, Calif., bee-keeper settled the
Cowan should send an invitation by the loth conTfroversy about the bees being able to
" Mr. Thos. W. Cowan, attack and eat up sound grapes. From the
Inst., to this address
care of the American Exchange, 182 Broad- San Francisco Chronicle we extract the folway, New York." Such will be informed it lowing concerning the trial he made :
:

he can make

it

convenient to call on them.

A

what the trouble was. Sexton Peck discovered that an immense swarm of bees
see

had taken possession of the belfry, and
were preparing to hive in the bell. Mr.
Henry W. Reynolds followed the truants all
the way from South Evanston, and, with a
veil over his face, he spent Sunday morning
in that belfry collecting the myriad of bees
bag. Having succeeded in this, he
transported the refugees back to his EvansIon apiary. Mr. Reynolds says that this is
the fifth "swarm" hehas followed this year.
One swarm led him a " wild chase " away up
into Winnebago county, and had begun to
hive in a hollow cotton-wood. He took them
in

a

who commenced selling In this way. It
done by cutting the sections from corner

first
is

to corner,

making four triangular pieces,
down on the wood, showing off

laying them

San Diego bee-keeper has effectually the honey

himself the question of the
to grapes by his insect
pets. He took a perfect bunch of grapes,
every berry of which was sound and in good
order, and suspended it In the middle of a
hive of bees for an indefinite time. It remained there several weeks, or perhaps
months, and at the expiration of the period
was removed in as perfect a condition as
when first put in the hive. Thousands of
bees had been crawling all over the fruit
during that time, only too eager to attack
the toothsome juice thereof, but had been
unable to satisfy themselves. The experimenter now has his mind fully made up on
this moot question, and all the argument
that could be made between now and
doomsday would not alter his belief.
settled

Bees in a Bell.— The bell of the Rich
Avenue M. E. Church, In Chicago, did not
call the worshippers as usual last Sunday
morning. Upon ascending to the steeple to

At the Toronto Exposition It was very
easy for a person passing through the
honey-house to perceive the simple and
easy method of disposing of sections which
had been but partially filled out. Thousands
of sections may be sold at every Fair by the
method there adopted. We think the credit
is due Mr. J. B. Hall, of Woodstock, as the

alleged

for

damage done

Now let this unreasonable war against the
bees cease. The fruit-men have been fighting against their very best friends.

to the best possible advantage.
pieces sell very rapidly at 6 cents each,
giving you 20 cents for each section.
It
would not pay to take sections that eontained a full pound or more of honey, and
cut them in this way. Every year bee-keepers are getting more and more into the habit
of using narrower sections
and we are becoming convinced that sections more than
inches
are
too
wide
to be profitI'l or I'i
able. We do not tbtnk many of our customerswill use sections narrowerthan 15g
Inches, perhaps not that wide. Cutting up
the sections and soiling the pieces at 5 cents
each at the Exhibition, has become so popular that there must have been 2.'),000 or
50,000 people fed with honey during the two

The

;

week's Fair.

ITIark It.— We have received several local
newspapers lately from our subscribers, In
which nothing was marked. Please do not
forgeh.to mark any paragraph you wish us
to read, when sending local papers to this
HiVes of Be«s, an exchange wisely re- ofiice. We have no time to read .30 or 40
home, however, in triumph. We should marks, should not be placed In close proxim- columns of matter in order to flnd a few
think Mr. Reynolds would take measures to ity to dwelling houses, stables, line fences lines that may be of interest to us or the
prevent his bees making him so much or public highways, as the bees are liable to pursuit. Mark it, either blue, black or red,
trouble— unless he enjoys the "fun" with be disturbed and to become annoying, and with pencil or ink, as may be most convenient—but be sure to mark It.
often dangerous to people and animals.
the notoriety thrown in
I
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1.

They

will not build

brace-combs

between the bottom-bars and bottomboard, even if the space is i?4 of an
inch but they will build little knobs
of wax or propolis upon which to

AVltb Replies thereto.

;

reach the frames. 2. I do not
[It iB quite useless to ask for answers to climb to
it would be an advantage
Queries in this Department in less time know that
in the summer. In the
than one month. They have to wait their or a detriment
winter I like to have the hive raised
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
an inch or two, but I prefer to put a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
rim under during the winter.— W. Z.
them get them returned, and then find Hutchinson.
(pace for them in the JonRNAt,. If you are
1. Brace-combs at the bottom of the
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
frames would be rarely built, unless
them to be inserted here.— Ed.T
the bees were much crowded for
;

Space lielof Brood-Franies.

Query 439.— 1. My brood-chamber

so.

2.

It

takes

Michigan.

As a rule, we would not buy bees
without a queen.— Dadant & Son.
Yes, if you have not a queen to give
them at once.— G. L. Tinker.
It is not essential ; though if convenient, give a frame of brood.— J. P.

H. Brown.

;

—

Hutchinson.
KeeiiiDE Bees on Stares.

would

Query 440.— Suppose

I

I give both at once, but I would introduce the queen according to the
more plans well known as successful.—
A.
furnish the

rent one or

colonies of bees, I to do all the work,
be a detriment.— J. P. H. Brown.
hives, sections, etc.— what share ought I to have
when
we divide the profits ?— W. C, Mich.
1. I think not. 2. In winter it would
be an advantage.— C. C. Miller.
Three-filths.— Dadant & Son.
1. If they are crowded for room,
Two-th!rds.— H. D. Cutting.
they will, but not otherwise. 2. The
Seventy-five per cent.
J. P. H.
space is not detrimental. Dadant &
Brown.
Son.
2. In wintering
1. jSfo, I think not.
Two-thirds the honey, and one-half
the space would be quite an advan- the increase.— G. M. Doolittle.
Cook.
A.
J.
believe.—
tage, I
Two-thirds or more. Much depends
2.
1. Sometimes they might do so.
upon circumstances peculiar to the
I should prefer a %-inch space.— G.
case.— James Heddon.
M. DOOLITTLE.

Let the other man furnish every1. They will build comb in a %-inch
space if they have not room above. 2. thing, or else pay you for it, then
Three-eighths inch space is plenty.— divide the surplus honey equally ; the
man owning the bees to have the
H. D. Cutting.
are properly increase.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
if they
1. No, not
handled during the surplus season. 2.
At least one-half, and I think twoIt would be both, and perhaps when thirds.
Usually one-half is given
balanced, neither.— James Heddon.
where one does the work and the
comb built be- other owns the bees, and each shares
1. I have not had
tween the bottom-bars of the frames equally the expense.— A. J. Cook.
and bottom-board, except when crowdAccording to my judgment twoed for room then all available space thirds of the profits, including in2. I think a M-iiich space is crease.
is filled.
But if you have the means to
more than is necessary, but no great commence with, I would prefer to
detriment.— G. L. Tinker.
buy the bees and have all the profits.
If not, of course take the bees and
1. They will certainly be apt to do
get a start by working it out. Work
so unless care is taken to give ample
and patience guided by intelligence is
2. I should consider
frame room.
the polar star of success.- G. W.
such a space a detriment during the
honey-flow, but I should consider it Demaeee.
an advantage at other times, and esI should say two-thirds, but the
pecially during the winter, or when renting of bees is subject to so many
bees are to be confined in the hive.
conditions that it would be difficult
J. E. Pond.
to fix rates for every locality, as some
1. I have never known bees to build are more profitable for bee-keeping
brace-combs under the frames at the than others.— G. L. Tinker.
bottom of the hives, but I rarely ever
The above question has been asked
allow more than J^-inch space under many times, but as yet I have never
the frames, and I think this is about seen a satisfactory answer given. So
Bees will frequently build
right.
upon the bees, the
" stumps " of propolis under the much will depend
season, and the locality, that an an2. I think
frames.
^i of an inch swer that might apply to one region
greater than necessary, but it will do might not to another. Then again, a
no harm after the bees get used to it. test in one season might not be a
Thirty or more years ago I used hang- guide for the next, owing to causes
ing bottom-boards to my box-hives, over which we can have no control.
and I noticed that when I first let "The proof of the pudding is in the
them down in the spring to give more eating."— J. E. Pond,
ventilation, it bothered the bees
About three-fourths of the honey
seriously until they got used to it.—
and increase.— The Editor.
G. W. Demaree.
;

receiving a package

room. 2. Such a space might be ad1. I should guess no.
2. I never revantageous in winter, and not partic- ceived a package of bees
without a
ularly detrimental in summer but % queen.—
G. M. Doolittle.
of an inch would be preferable.— The
I am not posted upon this point
Editor.
in
all the bees that I have bought, a
queen came with them.
W. Z.

.

They would do

Query 441.-1. On

of bees, is it advisable to put brood with them before they have accepted the queen? 2. What is
yrtur method of procedure in such acase?— G. B.,

;

the Langstroth frame, but has a stationary bottomboard. Will the bees build brace-combs between
the bottom-bars of the f ranges and the bottom of
the hive, if as much as 9i-inch space is given ? 2,
Would such a space be an advantage or detriment,
or neither ?— J L.. Vermont.
1.

BeesPiircliasedwitataQneen.

J.

Cook.
It would do no harm,

if it did no
good. 2. Run the bees into a hive
containing a caged queen, and release
the queen as soon as practicable.— H.
1.

D. Cutting.
Yes, give them young brood and
2. This question involves too
long an answer for this department.
1.

eggs.

—James Heddon.
I should hive

them on frames

of

comb containing

brood, and should
introduce the queen at the tiaie of
hiving. Tne novice would do better
to use a little precaution in the introducing of the queen, such as caging
her for 48 hours within the colony
before letting her loose.— J. E. Pond.

A

person who iweds bees is not
have queens on hand to introduce to the bees when they arrive.
I do not think it advisable to buy
bees without a caged queen with
them. Queenless bees will wear away
half of their usefulness while making
a journey of but a few days. 2, The
way I would proceed with a package
of bees without a queen is as follows
Place a frame of sealed brood rather
brood in all stages— in a hive with
some other combs or frames filled
with foundation, and hive the bees in
the usual way. If I have a queen to
give them at once, she is caged, and
the cage is placed under the quilt on
top of the frames until the bees acOtherwise the bees are
cept her.
permitted to rear a queen from the
brood given them.— G. W. Demaree,
1.

likely to

—

:

Give them both eggs and brood, or
introduce a queen by some of the
methods heretofore given in the Bee

Journal.—The Editor.
Wlien Kenewlng

your subsoription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to ioin with you in taking the Bbb
JouiiNAi,. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Joiibnal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with f 3.00—
direct to this ofBce. It ^vlll pay any one to

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

i'HE

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

While I am persuaded that it would
put millions of money into the pockthe honey-producers of this
country to drop the misnomer "exThl a mar k
indicate8 thatthe apiarist js tracted " for a more appropriate name
located near tnc cenior of tbe~StSe named; for the article, I liave little hope that
6 north of the center; 9 south; O* east; it will ever be done. Prejudice and
Owest; and this (^ northeast; "o northwest: sentimentality is likely to stand in
0» southeast; and P southwest of the center the way of the correction of even so
great a mistake as is the name given
of the State mentioned.
to our great staple product of the

©avvcsp^oudeucc.

ets of

©

apiary.
For the American Bee JonmaJL

"LW
G.

or"Eitractefl" Houey,

W. DEMAREE.

Allow me to say that the editorial
on page 291, couceming my answer to
Query 415, hardly does me justice.
The question was about " extracted
honey," and I simply gave my experience and views on the subject. Certainly the language used in that place
fairly construed as being a
proposition on my part to substitute
the word "liquid" for "extracted."
I only say that having found the
name " extracted " in my way in
making sale of honey, I " now call it
liquid honey."
But now since the question has
been raised as to whether the name
" extracted," as applied to honey out
ofthecmnh, is or is not a " misnomer,"
I wish to call attention to the fact
that honey has been sold largely on
the markets under the name " extracted honey " for 8 or 10 years, and
yet the name " extracted honey " has
been all these years almost, if not entirely, ignored outside of the honeyproducers, and a few large honeydealers.
This ought to settle the
matter as to the question of misnomer.
The word " extracts," in commercial parlance, never applies to a sim?le article of food. The people are
ully aware of
this, and they are

cannot be

guided by simple reason and commonsense when they " want none of vour
extract (of ) honey."
I am not prepared to suggest an
unobjectionable name for honey out
of the comb, but I have found that
when I speak of it as "liquid honey,"
I am promptly understood by my
customers, and this saves me from
a world of worrysome explanation.
Honey, in its natural state, is a liquid.
It never granulates in a temperature
as high as that of the immediate
brood-nest. It will never granulate
if the place where it is kept has a
uniform temperature but a little below that of the brood-nest tilled with
'

'

live bees.

ture

The

fact

is,

low tempera-

the cause of honey granulating. There has been a jar of honey
in our family cook-room for 8 years,
and it has never showed any signs of
granulation, for the simple reason
that this room is kept at a nigh temperature the year around. The fact
that water will become solid, syrups
granulate, and pure honey become
semi-solid when subjected to low
temperature, seems
not to have
frightened Webster and other high
authorities from speaking of them as
liquids, or by other terms equivalent
is

to that.

As a matter of course, practical
bee-men know that the name "extracted " refers to the mechanical
action employed to draw the liquid
honey from the waxen cells, and not
to the quality or state of the article.

But right here

— when

is

where the trouble

name " extracted
mentioned, the bee-man
has in his mind mechanical action,
but the consumer thinks of nothing
but quality or state of the article.
lies

honey "

the

is
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I find tiiat this tough cenleather seems to extend down
I have
tlirough the whole comb.
often heard Mr. T. F. Bingham say,
when dilating upon the beauty and
excellence of honey comb, Ttiat as
melted butter is only grease, so

width, yet
tre of

'

'

'

melted honey-comb is only wax, and
not fit for food.' So I think you are
doing a good work to raise the note
of warning, that in the strife after
quantity we are likely to sacrifice
quality
" I would like to get rid of foundation in sections altogether.
How
starter of wood answer y Say
thin saw-kerf in the centre
of the top end of the wide pieces of
the sections, deep enough so that a

would a

we cut a

thin wood-starter could be slipped in
just under the top piece, the starter
to be say three-sixteenths of an inch
wide, and one-thirty-second of an
inch thick. To make sure that the
bees would build on them, they might

That shrewd, enterprising honeybe waxed and run through a foundadealer, Mr. Chas. F. Muth, detected
tion mill. The only objection that I
this serious trouble in the name " excan see would be that these starters
tracted " some years ago, and tried to
remedy it by adding the word "ma- would be a little in the way when cutting the honey from the sections."
chine " before " extracted." Thus
"machine extracted honey."
bee-keeper in Texas sent me a
sample of foundation made from wax
"
"
:

A

Strained honey
is objectionable
on account of the impurity of the that
dirty stuff sold under that name in
the olden times.
Still it would have
been much better to have held on to
the old name, depending upon the
superior quality of the centrifugalmachine honey, over the old pressing
system of freeing the liquid honey
from the wax, etc., than to have
adopted a name that a majority of
consumers treat with contempt. I
shall call it " liquid honey " until
some one gives us a better name.

Christiausburg,5 Ky.

is

naturally white.

It is

made

from cat's-claw honey. He argues
that the use of such foundation would

remove the objectionable yellow color.
True but we cannot all secure foundation of this cat's-claw honey wax,
and even if we could, we must re;

that, " as melted butter is
only grease, so melted honey-comb is
only wax." I think this comparison
of Mr. Bingham's is imimitable.
all know that melted butter is grease,
and we bee-keepers are equally well
aware that when honey-comb has
been melted it has lost that tine, deli-

member

We

[True, Bro. Demaree, the word ex- cate, flaky, crispy, brittleness ; in
tracted is objectionable, as we stated short, it is luax, and where is the beecannot detect its presence
on page 291. We want abetter name, keeper who
in the honey he is eating, let it be
and must discuss the appropriateness rolled out ever so thin V I know that
of such names as are used, whether Mr. Doolittle reported that he used
proposed or not
Liquid is not the some foundation so thin that it offered
resistance to a wire thrust
less
word—will not be acceptable—and through
the comb built upon it than
will not be adopted.
Bro. Demaree, did natural comb.
But thrusting a
will you please give us something wire through a comb of honey is not
"
proof
of the jjudding
The
better, and then we will give you in eating it.
is in the eating." This is the final test
"
return a rousing
vote of thanks." to which
all edibles must be subjected.
We want a change— but it must be I have not written all this with the
for the better.— Ed.]
hope that it would induce bee-keepers
!

For the American Bee Journal.

No

Coinl]

W.

Foimdalion in Sections,
Z.

HUTCntNSON.

Since the publication of

my

article

on page 341,1 have received quite a
number of letters upon the subject.
In one of them the writer, Mr. J.
Tomlinson, of Allegan, Mich., re-

to give up the use of comb foundation in the sections, as I well know
that they will not do this unless we
can offer some substitute but rather
with the thought that it may lead
them to exercise greater care in
So long as we
securing foundation.
do use foundation in the sections, let
;

us use that made from the cleanest
and purest of wax, and that which

Inhas the thinnest possible base.
stead of usiuK wooden starters, as
suggested by Mr. T., I would use
marks as follows
starters of natural comb. There may
" What you say about foundation be somediffioulty in securing sufiicient
in comb honey is in accordance with natural comb to lill the sections, but
my views. I have never used full, enough for stirters can be obtained
sheets of foundation in sections, only with no great difficulty.
starters from 1 inch to 1^ inches in
Rogersville,(^ Mich.
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Translated from the German.

HowdoBeesRecopizeeacliOtlier?
M. SCHACHINGER.
It is surely a striking

that so

phenomenon,

many thousands of

bees that

same hive, and under one
queen, and whose period of life in
live in the

summer time

does not exceed six

weeks on the average, can recognize
each other so quickly and surely as to
be able

to detect a strange bee,
scarcely differing from themselves in

Others thought that bees recognize or very little of the above-mentioned
each other by the sense of touch, for fluid, so that the odor of the bees
they have often been observed to which are with her is less marked.
cross their antennae in the hive, as if
in the act of communicating something to each other. This view has a
strong claim to probability, with this
modification, that the sense of smell
also has its seat in the antennae, so
that not the sense of touch, but that
of smell, forms the means of mutual
recognition. jS^ow, if this same sense
serves such a purpose, there must be
in every hive a being that is capable
of giving to all its inmates a peculiar
and distinct odor. Without doubt we
can consider the queen to possess this
function, which, in passing hither and
thither through the hive, gives to
each and every bee the same odor,
which act, as has been observed, takes
place by the queen ejecting a fine
fluid.
This explains the fact that
those bees, coming home honey laden,

shape, size, and color, that is unhesitatingly attacked by a sentinel and
forced out of the entrance in a fierce
encounter. The bees seem to make
an exception to this rule (of making
strange bees keep their distance), only
in the case of very young bees
that
is, those taking their initial flight,
and happening to alight at the wrong
entrance, and of those which, coming and whose odor is rendered less into the hive laden with honey or pol- tense by flying through the air, and
len, miss their own home because of by coming in contact with so many
exhaustion, inclement weather, etc., flowers, can gain admittance even
and are compelled to seek one else- into strange hives, without being
;

where.

This

is

readily granted them,

and henceforth they

become true
the family which has
adopted them
and should they, in
their turn, become sentinels, they
would undoubtedly attack their own
sisters, in case the latter tried to
force an entrance into the hive.

members

of

;

A personal acquaintance of the bees
with each other we must deny absolutely, because of
the enormous
number belonging to a single colony,
their short life in summer, and because all are rarely in the hive at the
the same time.
Neither can color be
a sign of mutual recognition ; for bees
to whom a queen of a differently col-

ored race has been introduced, do not
molest the progeny of this new queen,
this progeny having a color differing
greatly from that of the first queen.
We therefore have remaining, speech,
and the sense of touch and smell,
which may serve them as a means of
recognition.

For a long time beekeepers were of
the opinion that a kind of speech existed among the bees, and that, accordingly, a certain watchword (so to
speak) enabled them to distinguish
strangers from those belonging to
their own hive. Of course bees have
certain sounds by which they express
emotions, and cause themselves to be
understood outside the hive ; for instance, the vehement, shrill cry produced by an angry bee that wishes to
drive us from the vicinity of the hive,
soon attracts a number of sister-bees
from neighboring hives, whose combined attack finally compels us to beat
a hasty retreat.
Similarly does the
swarm know how to call its thousands
of members together in a few minutes, by the well-known joyous callnote.

But all of these sounds, of which
the human ear has been able to detect
nearly thirty, and judge of the meaning, are such as are common to all the
bees, and by whirh, it is true, they
can express the most diverse emotions, but which can never serve as
the watchword of a colony of bees.

Far from the hive, while gathering
stores, bees are outspoken cosmopolitans,
neither troubling themselves
about their foraging neighbors, nor
knowing envy but they are impelled
solely by their instinct to make the
most of nature's treasures. At home
;

they are jealous of every stranger
in the field they magnanimously give
way to each other.

A

Short CliaDter for Bes:iniiers.

JUST

WHAT THEY WANT TO KKOW.

We

are often requested to give a
short chapter for those who are just
commencing the business of keeping

bees, and we will now treat them to
the following which was written for a
family newspaper, and will answer
many questions usually asked by the
hindered thereat. The fact of their uninitiated, some of which occur in
being loaded with honey is not the this very issue of the American Bee
reason why the sentinel bees allow
them to pass, but it is the neutralized Journal
odor which prevents the sentinels
If you observe a colony of bees a
from distinguishing them from the few minutes you will see that there
bees of their own hive.
are three different kinds of the inIf we take bees that have, in conse- sects, varying somewhat in shape and
quence of fear, annoyance, or similar serving three distinct and exclusive
One kind is a big, fat
causes, filled themselves with honey purposes.
in the hive, and put them in the en- healthy-looking fellow, large of girth,
trance of another hive, they will, in and so blunt at its rear extremity that
spite of
their being loaded
with it looks as though part of its body
This is the
honey, be attacked and pulled out had been chopped off.
without much ado ; a proof that it is male of the species, the despised
not the honey carried by the bees, but drone which the world-over serves as
some other factor which determines a symbol of idleness. He is permitted
the acceptance or repulsion of a bee. to live only that he may enable the
The young bees which are generally queen- bee to contribute to the inreadily accepted by neighboring colo- crease of the hive, and, when that
:

.

seem to to be infected by the purpose is served, dies instantly. He
odor of the queen as much as the is in a minority appropriate to his
It is estimated
older ones, which accounts for their peculiar condition.
immunity from attack. In the case that 16 ounces of bees, which would
holding
gills,
would numcup
5
of other beings, also, youth enjoys a fill a
certain
indulgence.
Why, then, ber over 5,300. Of these perhaps not
should bees be so cruel to «/ieir young? more than 175 would be drones. The
Robber bees that enter a strange hive drone has no sting.
to carry its stores to their own are at
Looking again at the colony you
first violently attacked
and ener- will see hundreds of bees smaller
getically repelled but if they are suc- than the drone, with a very slender
cessful several times, they can there- waist and a narrow body pointed in
after enter and leave the hive un- the rear. These are the workers, and
touched. They have, in all likelihood, they have stings. It was at one time
been infected by the odor of the thought that tlie workers had no sex,
queen during their stay in the hive, and they were known as neuters but
and therefore cannot be distinguished recent observations have demonby the sentinel bees, which haye strated beyond a doubt that the
probably soon accustomed themselves workers are females, capable even of
to the smell of the robber bees, be- laying drone eggs.
cause the latter generally enter a hive
Somewhere in or around the colony^
in large numbers.
and never very far distant, you will
The following, also, in itself a very see a bee longer than either the drone
striking fact, is easily explained if we or the worker, more graceful in outaccept the abovesupposition namely, line, and altogether a superior-lookthat bees from hives containing im- ing insect. This is the queen, the
pregnated queens,
unite
neither central figure of the colony, the conamong themselves nor with swarms trolling force, the royal ruler, and the
having unimpregnated queens; where- egg layer. From a commercial standas the latter kind of swarms unite point the most important function of
with each other most readily, and the queen is the last named. In a
their queens quietly engage in the very temperate climate the queen will
decisive struggle. It is probable that deposit eggs ten or eleven months out
the unimpregnated queen ejects none, of the year, and in the warm, fine
nies

;

;

;
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weather of

this

month or

next, will lay joint of each of tlie hinder legs. The
hollow is called the basket, and in it
the bee carries the pollen to the hive,
where it is stored until needed. There
it is mixed with honey, partially digested, and fed.
Scientists have made the architecture of the cells a subject of profound research, and some of the problems solved are as interesting as any
study
to be found in mathematics.
of a piece of comb will reveal unexpected wonders, and intensify the respect for the marvelous architects
that planned, and the builders that

The queen may
eggs a day.
govern the sex of the bee produced
from any given egg, and may produce
drones without number independent
of the co-operation of the male.
queen may live three or four years.
Drones seldom die a natural death.
Those hatched in the spring, and escaping the single duty they are called
upon to perform, are killed by the
workers in July or August, unless
they happen to be in a queenless hive.
In the laiter case the workers evidently recognize the fact that the
drone may be needed, and let him
Live. In a hive with a queen, the
workers, when performing hard labor,
often die when less than two months
old. In a queenless colony, when they
have little work to do, they sometimes
live through their first summer, and
even throughout the succeeding win2,400

A

A

constructed

The
queen

The

to

come within her reach she would

instantly

them.

live in hopes that the
old queen will swarm, which is to
lead part of the colony out of the hive
to a new home, and as long as there
is any prospect of her doing so, they
will protect the young queens. Should
the queen-mother leave the hive for
good, the young queens are liberated
one by one a few days apart in order
to
prevent their destroying one
another.
Should two get out at the
same time, tliey immediately fight

until

one

is killed.

it.

being constructed, the
ready to begin laying eggs.

cells
is

kill

The nurses

cells are of

different sizes

and

Official

Report of H.

Bee-Forap

8.

EntomologiBt.

a Necessity.

shapes to suit the character of the
N. W. M'LAIN.
Those intended for
future inmates.
the working bee are the smallest. The
[The following is an extract from
drones have a little larger cell, and
ter.
the queen -bee eggs are each given a
The bee eats various kinds of food, royal apartment fully one inch high the Official Report of Mr. McLain to
the United States Entomologist, for
and necessarily has a complex feed- by one-third of an inch wide.
ing apparatus there is a proboscis or
the year 1SS6, and now just issued by
trunk which is an extension of the
the Department of Agriculture, at
lower lip, and which is thrust down
Washington, in its "Reports of obinto the cups of flowers for the sweets
servations and experiments in the
there to be found, or lapped in any
fluids which the bee fancies. It has
practical Work of the Division, made
two stomachs. In the flrst it stores
under the direction of the Entomolothe honey gathered from flowers until
gist."-ED.l
such time as it is ready to yield it up,
;

when

from the mouth,
it is ejected
which it is thrown from the
stomach by the muscular contraction

If excellence in the bee is the chief
factor in successful honey-producing,
next in logical order is abundant, per-

into

The secof the walls of the latter.
ond stomach is used for the digestion
of food.
Respiration is accomplished in a
curious way. Instead of theair being
taken into the body and actiug upon
the blood at a single point, as in the
lungs, it reaches every part of the
body through external air tubes with
external openings. Without fresh air
bees would die in a short time. The
way in which ventilation is secured
in a crowded hive, where the temperature ranges from 73° to 84- is strikingly illustrative of the intelligence
certain
of these wonderful insects.

A

sistent,

THE DEONE BEE.

For three days no attention is needed save that the eggs must be kept
this the nurses make sure
of by grouping themselves around the
comb in which the cells are placed.
At the end of the third day the egg

warm, and

has developed a small white

worm

which is the larva. The utmost care
It is fed with
is taken of this worm.
the pollen and honey mentioned
above, and the greatest solicitude is

of bees, sometimes as many shown for its welfare.
In five or six
as twenty, are told off for this pur- days it has grown to such a size that
These fasten themselves by it nearly fills the cell, and it ceases to
pose.
their feet to the floor of the hives, eat.
Its nurses then seal up the
and there work their wings with mouth of the cell with wax, and for
speed,
tremendous
as if flying, and 36 hours the larvie devotes itself to
thus create a powerful current of air. spinning a cocoon. Three days later
Each bee works for about half an it becomes a pupa, and every pari of
hour, when another takes its place, the future bee can be seen through
and thus contributes to the ventila- the transparent covering. Inside of
tion.
a week, or 21 days from the time the
In the construction of honey-comb egg is laid, a perfect bee steps forth.
the bee uses large quantities of wax. Its nurses gather around it with
This is a secretion of little pouches every appearance of joy, caressing it
in the abdomen, and exudes from with their tongues, and feeding it
under the rings around the body of liberally. For a few days it remains
the bee in the form of plates or scales. in the hive, acting as a nurse, and
These scales are removed when need- then it begins its work as a honeyed by the bee itself, or by some of its gatherer.
fellows. Bees themselves live upon
But if the egi? is destined to become
the honey they take into their stom- a queen, it is fed a peculiar jelly
ach, enough being reserved for their which seems to have the remarkable
own sustenance when that intended property of converting a worker egg
queen is
for the comb-cells is ejected. But the into a queen if desired.
young are fed upon the pollen or fer- born sixteen days from the day the
she
is
not always pertilizing dust of flowers, which is gath- egg is laid, but
ered by the bee, kneaded into a little naitted to come out from her cell. The
her
young
rivals so
ball, and placed in a cup-shaped hol- old queen hates
low surrounded by hairs at the middle bitterly that should they be permitted

number

and

cheap

A

bee pasturage.

the amount
necessary to satisfy the requirements
of the number of colonies kept within
a given area. Persistent pasturage is
that which contemplates a variety of
perennial honey bearing flora of hardy
constitution and rugged habits, whose
terms of blooming follow each other
in succession continuously from early
spring to late fall, thus lengthening
out the season in which bees may
Cheap beegather surplus honey.
pasturage may be such as is furnished
from natural sources produced in
forests or by self propagating plants
growing in waste places or upon
lands of little value, and requiring
Or, cheap beelittle or no labor.
pasturage may be secured by cultivating fruit and field crops, the blossoms of which are valuable for honeybearing.
As the forests of the country disappear, and the waste lands are being
reclaimed, as the necessity for other
honey-producing resources is felt, as
the industry assumes more importance, and as the influence of competition is more sharply felt, great interest is shown in the subject of beepasturage. The number of days in
each year in which bees can gather
and store surplus honey will not
exceptionally
in
average, except
favored localities, above 30 or 3.5 days ;
the remaining time and energies of
the bees being employed in gathering
sufiicient for the sustenance of the
colony, and enforced idleness or nonEnforced idleness,
productiveness.
and the consequent waste of time,
stores and energies sometimes result
from a failure of the flowers to secrete
nectar, even though the honey-bear-

Abundant pasturage

is
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ing flowers are blootQing in abundance, but iisuallv the reason wliy the
time is so short in which bees are able
to store surplus honey is the lack of
abundant pasturage. I have not had
the time or the means to devote to
bee-forage that the importance of the
subject demands, but I have made a
beginning in this department of experimental work which 1 hope to
continue.
Among all the trees and shrubs
generally
cultivated
are
which
throughout the United States by
fruit-growers, the raspberry is commonly conceded to possess more value
A
to bee-keepers than any other.
quarter of a mile from this station a
of
market-gardener has four acres
raspberries. These bushes continued
to bloom for ten days, and during
that time, with the exception of two
or three rainy days, a continuous procession of bees could be observed
going and returning to and from the
apiary, and a fine showing of honey
was made in the hives, and the honey
was of superior quality.
On account of the superior quality
of Its nectar, the ease with which the
plant is propagated, its adaptation to
all kinds of soil, and its value as a
forage plant for grazing, white clover
has. until of late years, stood without
a rival in the estimation of honeyprodncers. About twenty years ago
Alsike, or Swedish clover, was introduced into this country, and since
then has been thoroughly tested both
as a honey-plant and also for hay and
pasture for all kinds of stock.
Mr. J. M. Ilicks, of Indiana, says
" Alsike clover has no superior as a
honey-producing plant, yielding the
best and richest honey known, and as
a hay crop it is not surpassed, often
producing three tons of good hay per

honey shortly after white clover, this forage, by scattering the seed in
and continues well into the basswood waste places, and by the roadside.
sightly
season. It yields twice as much honey Sweet clover is much more
and useful, and less objectionable, in
as white or red clover."
Mr. D. A. Jones, of Canada, says every way, than the weeds which or-

yield

:

" I think too much can scarcely be dinarily cover the roadsides.
said of Alsike clover as a hay and
Pleurisy-root {Asclepias tuherosa) is
honey crop, and many of our farmers a honey-bearing plant indigenous to
are waking up to the fact that it is to nearly all parts of the United States,
their interest to cultivate it largely but its growth has not been encourin preference to almost any other aged for the reason that its value to
Red clover will soon be a the honey-producer has not been gencrop.
thing of the past, as Alsike clover erally known. The plant is a perenseed is now in great demand, not nial the top dies and rots, a new
for seeding purposes, but also for use growth springing up each year. It is
I am informed that large commonly regarded as a harmless
in dyeing.
The deep, red blosquantities are being shipped to Eu- prairie-weed.
rope for that use."
soms hang in clusters. The plant is
Mr. A. I. Root, of Ohio, and Mr. L. very hardy, and of a rugged growth,
C. Root, of New York, both speak of growing luxuriantly in all kinds of
Alsike clover as the most valuable soil. The honey is of the finest qualMr.
variety of clover for hay and pas- ity both as to color and flavor.
turage, and recommend its cultiva- James Heddon, of Michigan, speaktion as being of the first importance ins of pleurisy-root, says
Statements testifyto bee-keepers.
" If there is anv plant, to the growing to the unequaled value of Alsike ing of which good land may be exclover, both for hay and grazing pur- clusively devoted for the sole purpose
poses, and as a most valuable honey- of honey-production, I think it is this;
plant, might be indefinitely multiit
I would rather have one acre of
plied. I cannot too strongly urge the
than three of sweet clover. It blooms
to
States
the
United
of
bee-keepers
through July and the first half of
provide abundance of this forage for August, and bees never desert pleutheir bees, both by sowing the seed risy for basswood or anything else.
on their own premises, and also by The blossoms always look bright and
inducing their neighbors to cultivate fresh, and yield honey continuously
this variety of clover as the best for
in wet and dry weather. Bees work
all purposes.
on it in the rain, and during the exSweet clover ( Melilotus alba) abounds cessive drouth of the past season it
This is a hardy did not cease to secrete nectar in
in this locality.
1 have had some obplant of wondrous persistence, con- abundance."
tinuing in bloom from about Julyl, servation and experience with the
until killed by frost. It is adapted to plant, and, having secured seed, I exalmost any kind of soil. In this part pect to test it in different kinds of
of Illinois it grows in rich soil by the soil next season.
wayside, or in deserted stone-quarFor two years past I have cultivated
As the a plot of motherwort (Leonurus carries with equal luxuriance.
plant will grow without any cultiva- diaca) and I prize ithighly as a honeyacre. The stems and stalks are much tion in by-ways and waste places, plant. Bees work on it continually
finer than those of common red clover, wherever the seed can obtain a foot- all day, and every dav, unless it is
and cattle, horses, and sheep feast on hold, and is a perennial, it is rightly raining quite hard. The summer of
As reckoned among the number of ex- 1885 it continued in bloom six weeks.
it, eating it clean without waste.
Last summer it bloomed, but was
a pasture for all kinds of stock it has cellent and cheap bee-forage plants.
no equal. It will grow on all kinds of
Sweet clover will endure drouth soon ruined by drouth.
land, clay or sandy, and does not well. During the long drouth of last
At the annual meeting of the North
freeze out as easily as red clover. It season, bees in this neighborhood American Bee-Keepers' Society held
comis quite similar to red clover in ap- would have been entirely without re- at Detroit, in December, 1885, a
pearance. The tirst crop each season sources for many weeks together had mittee, of which I was a member, was
The seed is about it not been for sweet clover. The appointed by the association to invesis the seed crop.
one-third the size of red clover, and 4 quality of the honey is excellent, and tigate the merits of a new plant being
pounds is suHicient to sow an acre. under ordinary conditions the yield cultivated by Mr. Chapman, of Jsew
The bloom is a beautiful pale, pink is altogether satisfactory. Much ap- York, who was present, and reprecolor. I have no hesitancy in saying prehension has
been felt among sented that the plant was of unusual
that Alsike clover will produce 500 farmers lest it become a noxious value to honey-producers. Being inpounds of the richest and best honey weed.
Observing how readily the structed by- you so to do, I met with
I would seed is carried in the mud on wagon- other members of that committee on
per acre in a good season.
recommend every bee-keeper to sow wheels and horses' feet in the spring, July 28, and our report was published.
at least a few acres of Alsike clover." when the roads are bad, and the enMr. \V. Z. Hutchinson.of Michigan, tire space in the highways is used for
Bee-Ranclies in California.
says that it will pay to raise Alsike travel, belief has obtained that the
clover for honey alone upon land fields would soon be invaded. Careful and continuous observation of the
worth $.50 per acre.
By favor of Messrs. Forth, Easley
" I facts for five years past has convinced
Mr. C. M. Goodspeed says
&
Reppy, of San Buenaventura,Calif.,
from
this
have grown Alsike clover on my farm me that fears of trouble
and watched its habits closely. It is source are groundless. In but one we have a copy of the Ventura Free
very hardy, of extra quality of hay, instance have I seen sweet clover Press, from which we copy the followand a heavy seeder, reaching in rare invade a plowed field, and that was ing article on the honey-resources of
In this for a distance of 3 rods on both sides
cases 10 bushels per acre.
county, and the engraving showlocality the second growth seldom of an old road leading into the Geld, that
in
carried
on
been
bee-ranch of Mr. R. Wilkin,
seed
had
the
ing
the
first
and
the
but
much
honey,
yields
growth just swarms with bees' for wagon-wheels. This plant, being a a well-known writer on apiculture
about three weeks, or from the time biennial, is easily exterminated when
When California was admitted into
the rich blossoms open until the seed desirable. I would recommend beehoney-bee
is ripe.
In my locality it begins to beepers to provide an abundance of the Union of States, the
;

:

:

:

'

:
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was unknown

here.

The

Hist hives of

bees were brought across the plains
and commanded fabulous prices. But
so finely adapted is this country to the
Eroduction of honey, that swarms can
e found in nearly every suitable
tree, as well as iu rocks, crevices, etc.

Tliere are probably nearly 20,000
colonies of bees in Ventura county.
Three
years ago the county produced
purple and black
with wild buckwheat, sumac, and about 3,000,000 pounds of lioney, but
other summer bloom, the foothills the next year was not so favorable,
and valleys in the spring are covered and but about lialf that amount was
with aiaieria, the bloom of which. obtained. In many cases 400 pounds

Rocky Mountains, never occurs here.
While the mountainsabound in white,

sage, wild alfalfa

BEE-llANCH OF MR.
The mountains yield the sages and
other bloom which affords the finest
yield of honey. The mountainous regions which greatly predominate in
the State, will ever be a prominent
bee-pasture,
while
the wholesale
slaughter of bees by cold, which is
frequent in the States east of the
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K.

WJLKIN, OX TIIK SESPE.

with mustard, enables the bees to fill
their hives with bees by the time the
finer honey-producing plants are in
Honey is collected every
bloom.
month in the year. Southern California is noted for producing more
and finer honey than any otiier portion of the world.

to the colony have been produced
One apiary of 700 colonies, and sur
rounded by bees amounting in all to
1,800 colonies, within the radius of
one or two miles, averaged 130 pounds
each. Another apiary containing 445
colonies in the spring, increased to
1,200, and yielded 80 tons of honey.
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The larger portion is sold by commission merchants in San Francisco,
orders being received by them from
all parts of the world.
This industry can be greatly exThe best
tended in this country.
locations are at the mouths of canis plentiful.
Some
apiarists cultivate a little land while
others
taking care of their bees, and
indulge in stock-raising.

yons, where water

For tbe American Bee Journal.

Foul

Brood-A
J.

E.

Criticism.

POND.

I do not wish to be

deemed disputa-

open up an acrimonious
discussion, but I cannot believe that
Mr. Hoyle's ideas in regard to " foul
brood," given on page 393, are correct;
and for the reason that they do not
agree either with my own experience
in tbe matter, or the views I have
adopted after comparing my experience with that of others.
My first practical knowledge of
foul brood was in 1868, and as that
knowledge was gained through the
tious, or to

loss of some 25 colonies of flrst-class
Italians, at a time when I could have
sold every colony for from $25 to $35
each, I feel that I have the right to

think that I know something about
that disease, and its symptoms. As
to remedies and means of cure, I
know absolutely nothing, save what I
have learned by study, and I trust
that I may never know more than 1
now do of the disease.
The disease was brought into my
own apiary through feeding Cuban
honey, that was not thoroughly scalded. This I know, because every col-

know

this because I have treated it,
it very carefully.
And further, my experience teaches
me that while a " bee-keeper can (perhaps) have the disease in his apiary
.and never notice it," it
every year.
will not be many years before he will
have no bees whatever to notice, unless he adopts and uses some of the
remedies that have been proved to be
efficacious in causing a cure. If the
microscope did not show bacteria in
foul brood, the fact that the remedies
urged are of the nature they are, is
sufficient proof to myself of bacteria.

I

Local Convention Directory.

and tested

.

.

1H87.

Nov.

Time and placr of MetUnt.
lfi-18.— North American, at Chicjvgo. Ills.
W. Z. Uutcbinson, Sec, RogerBvTile, Mich.

Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
tST" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— ED.

In fact,not only my own experience,
but the experience of every beekeeper who has seen and known foul
brood, and given the public the beneFirst Basswood Blossom, etc.— M.
fit of such experience, disproves the
Tuttle, Osage, 5 Iowa, on June 26,
O.
and while
ideas stated by Mr. H.
perhaps he may be correct, and all 1887, writes
the others, including Mr. Frank CheI send you the first basswood blosshire (who certainly has given the som that I have seen this year.
It
attention,
scientifically,
more
subject
opened to-day. The forest is full of
than any other, to my knowledge), it, but it seems to me it is coming on
wholly wrong, I still cannot believe early. Bees have been getting a little
him right without some little proof.
honey for the past ten days— some
I do not know whether Mr. H. had from white clover— and I see they are
foul brood in his apiary or not; I at work vigorously on the sumac. I
hope it may prove that he did not, and have heard of swarming in the county,
I trust that his advice in boiling sus- where the bee-yards have but few
picious honey will be taken, and for colonies. I have prevented it so far
myself 1 will add to that advice Do quite easily, but now will come the
not feed it to your bees after it is fun.
boiled, if there is a chance that they
Light Crop Indicated.— S. Shoup,
will not use it up at once.
One question I must ask Mr. II., Coloma, 9 Mich., on June 28, says
IIow long does it take his bees
viz
The present indications are that we
to seal up their larvae V He says, shall have the lightest honey crop for
that
close
observer
a
on page 394,
many years. Clover is drying up.
''will detect foul brood in discolored Basswood will bloom by July Land
larvae at least three weeks before he unless we get rain the yield from
would see sunken caps."
basswood will be very light, and we
As our editor well says, it is very have but very little honey on the
important that we should all know hives now. Swarming is over in my
the phases of this dread scourge of yard. Bees are in fine condition.
;

:

:

:

ony so fed showed the disease in early the apiary, and a perusal of Mr. Frank
spring, while those not so fed had no
work will prove of the
symptoms till two or three months Cheshire's
greatest value, as it is the only really
later. At first I did not know what
scientific work we have from the pen
was the trouble, and of course I took of one who has studied the subject
no means eitherof prevention or cure; carefully from a scientific standpoint.
the result being that by the first of
As I said at the start, I have not
August every colony but one was infected, and, "strange to say, this par- written for the purpose of provoking
discussion,
but as Mr. H's article is
ticular one never took the disease at a
probably because from its loca- a mere mass of statements, and' as
all
it neither visited, those statements are wholly at vation and strength
nor was visited by the contaminated riance with the scientific opinions

Prospect Good for Basswood.- Dr.
G. L. Tinker, New Philadelphia,o«0.,

on June

27, 1887,

writes

:

Bees are doing only moderately well
here, so far, but the prospect is good
for basswood.

Development of ftueens.-Patrick
New Almaden,>o Calif., on
June 20, 1887, writes
I
for
one
heretofore
made
public,
(and
colonies.
Mr. Hoyle says: "I have known I presume all the many readers of the
I would like to have this question
Jouknal) would answered in your Jouknal
In how
for nearly two years that old bees, as Ajierican Bee
;

;

Keating,

:

:

well as the larvse, would be diseased "
meaning with foul brood. Now my
experience is just the reverse of this.
In my own apiary 1 have never known
a diseased larva to emerge from its
cell, or a mature bee to show any sign
whatever of that disease ; and from
the very name given the disease, it
cannot affect mature bees ; if it does,
I do
it is of course wrongly named.
not doubt that Mr. II. ' mashed a bee
that stung him, and that its excrement was black;" I do not doubt,
either, that Mr. IPs hives contained
honey that was death to his mature
bees; but I do doubt his conclusion,
that honey-dew will ever of itself

—

'

like also to hear the proofs as we are
striving to learn all the facts, not
only in regard to foul brood, but to
every department in bee-keeping.

Foxboro,o+ Mass.

System and

Success.

does the queen begin to
lay eggs after she is hatched, and
My bees are aldrones are flying V
ways fighting, not for want of honey,
as they are getting it nine months
and more out of every year here in

many days

California.

They

are hybrids.

[About the fifth day after the queen
^ff~ Ail who intend to be 8j-steniatio in emerges from the cell, if the weather
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
is pleasant, she may be seen crawling
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
about the entrance of the hive, and
the prices are reduced, as follows
if the next day is propitious, she may
For 50 colonies (120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (220 pa^es)
.125 try her wings some from the alight" 200 colonies (420 pages)
150
ing-board. She will appear somewhat
:

The larger ones can be used for a few colexcited, but after awhile she will
cause foul brood
and I do know, onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
without being a scientist, that foul and still keep the record all together in one mount up and circle around, increasbrood is sometimes caused by bacteria. book, and are therefore the most desirable. ing the distance each time, to mark
;
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the hive, and insure a safe return was all dandelion, as it was very
yellow and tempting to look at, and
from her wedding flight.
not much stronger than raspberry
In the warmest part of the after- honey, which came next. There is a
noon, when the drones are flying, she great deal of white clover here, but it
seems it is not overflowing with
will spread her beautiful wings and
honey. In natural swarming does the
soar into the air to mate with a drone. old queen lead out the first swarm
marks
If successful, she will bear the
[Yes the old queen goes with the
if not, she will,
of it on her return
first swarm, though she does not lead
come
same
day,
the
after a time on
the swarm
in fact very often she is
out again and again, until it is accomthe last to leave the hive after the
plished. She will then return, going
swarm has left, and not finding the
quietly into the bive, and in a day or
queen with them, the bees return to
two she will commence to lay so
the hive to try it again, and somethat, generally, from 8 to 9 days after
times again and again. If unsuccessemerging from the cell, the queens
ful tlien, the bees will geherally wait
Should the weather be
are laying.
for a new queen to be hatched, and
unfavorable, and she fails to meet the
take her with them.— Ed.]
20
she
will
days,
drones within about
become only a drone producer.— Ed. J
'i
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" Kissing Bees " articles. It seems to
us that this concerns all bee-keepers,
and I think he will be pleased to
know that he has their approval.

Hoary Vervain, etc.— T. M. Herrick,

Woodstock,©, N. Y., on June

22,

1887, says

;

;

I send you a sample of flower which
grows abundantly in this locality
along the streams, and on which our
bees work eagerly.
I have noticed
them working in great numbers late
in the afternoon on it. Please inform
me through the Bee Journal what
it is, and if it belongs to the known
famous honey-plants. White clover
is just beginning to bloom in this
section.
Dry weather in May prevented much early honey-gathering,
and therefore prevented early swarming but they are doing better now,
Linden and Sweet Clover.— C. II. and most of the colonies are storing
in the sections.
I wintered 26 coloDibbern & Son, Milan, v3 Ills., on
nies on the summer stands, and lost
June 23, 1887, write
none, all coming out strong but one,
The season here may as well be put which was kept too warm with a quilt
down as an entire failure, as far as stuffed with cotton under the chaff
surplus honey isconcerned. Although packing.
our hives have been overflowing with
[The stem and flower is that of the
bees since early in May, yet they
hoary
vervain (t'erftena siricta), which
have not held their own in weight.
Linden gave us some honey but it grows abundantly along the streams,
came so early, and was of so short and in barren waste places in the
duration that the bees made but a Northwest. It grows 2 or 3 feet high,
The
sorry showing in the sections.
dense spike of blue flowers.
linden is now about done blooming, and has a
and sweet clover is just opening, but It is a good honey-producer.— Ed.]
there is not enough of It to give us
any surplus honey. Altogether the
White Honey.— John
;

;

Basswood Promising.— Dr. A. B.
Mason, Auburndale,-o O., on June 25,
1887, writes

:

Bees are in fine condition, but have
no surplus from white clover. Linden
(formerly basswood) looks exceedingly
promising.

;

:

;

Severe Drouth.— M. M. Rice, Boscobel, pWis., on June 24, 1887, writes:

Bees are not doing anything this
season. It is so very dry— we have
had but one good rain this spring.
Our pastures are all dried up, and
Very Little
Basswood is two outlook in this part of the country is
clover is all dead.
weeks earlier than usual, but if we do not encouraging. The general report A. Thornton, Lima, »o Ills., on June
not have rain we will have no honey is, " few swarms and no honey."
23, 1887, writes
from that source. Bees have not
Our prospect of getting any white
honey enough in their hives to last
[How remiss have they been in
two weeks. The outlook is very dis- their duty, who have neglected to honey in this locality is very slim.
My bees were in most excellent concouraging.
provide their bees with the abund- dition when clover began to bloom,
Mills,
Jas.W.
More Rain Wanted.—
ance of pasturage which sweet clover but although there was an abundance
of white clover bloom, bees scarcely
Melleray,o Iowa, on June 19, says
gives.— Ed.]
gathered enough to fill their broodWe had a tolerably good rain last Basswood Full of Buds, etc.— J. W. chambers, and get well started to
evening— the first for some time. This
Buchanan & Bro., E'ldora,© Iowa, on work in sections before the yield was
Eart of the country was suffering
past. I think the most there was
adly for the want of rain, and we June 23, 1887, write:
secured came mainly from red clover,
want more. Bees have done poorly.
This spring has been the hardest on as more bees were at work on the red
bees that we have ever experienced. clover, seemingly, than on white
No Surplus Honey— A. F. Stauf-, In April we put out 19 colonies of clover. Basswood is in full bloom at
fer & Co., Sterling,*o Ills., on June 25, bees, wintered in the cellar and a present. The past two days has been
cave. We lost in wintering 18 colo- so cold, and strong winds from the
1887, say
nies, and since putting them out 14, north, that no honey from that has as
Bees are hardly making a living. making a total loss of 32 out of 37 put yet been gathered, and at its best
There has not been apouna of surplus into winter quarters. All left plenty there will not be much, on account of
honey taken in this neighborhood, so of honey in their hives
not one the scarcity of trees. Swarming did
far this season.
I have had 20
starved. White clover is a failure so not amount to much
far this spring and summer, but we swarms from 130 colonies that were
in two apiA Swarm of Drones, etc.- E. have some hopes for it yet. Bees are worked for comb honey,
I should not put
miles apart.
Jarvis, Fairgrove,o* Mich., on June working on sumac now, and basswood aries 5
It has been our average per colony, of surplus
is commencing tobloom.
23, 1887, writes
quite cool for the last two or three honey, at over 10 pounds, and expect
A swarm of drones went from one days,gind there seems to be no honey it will be less when taken. I should
hive to another on June 22, to one in the blossoms as yet. The trees are be glad to hear from other localities,
from which a swarm issued the day very full of buds, and if the weather through the Bee Joubnal, in regard
before. Has any one known such a should prove favorable, we look for a to the yield of honey up to this time.
circumstance
Two of us saw them good flow of honey from basswood. The severe drouth that we have had I
come out and go into the other. Bees Some readers may say, " If I should suppose caused the scarcity of nectar
have done very well here, and es- lose so heavily as that, I would quit in clover, and changeable weather,
pecially in swarming. There is some the business.'' But we do not propose from sultry heat to almost frosty
surplus honey. In time of dandelion to do so. We are going to keep bees nights part of the time, no doubt
We shall make it win after helped to cause a scarcity of nectar.
bloom, there was not much else in any way
I am glad to see that the Our bees are in good condition, if any
bloom, and I took from the hives awhile.
10 pounds of honey, which I think editor, takes so decided a stand on the unforeseen flow of honey does come.
:

;

;

:

'I

!
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Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. As each separate fiber extends the

^^S^3g3^la^]j^

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors.

923&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

whole length of the handle as well as the
brush, they are almost indestructable.
CHICAGO.
HONEY.— Prices are about 10@l2c. for comb.
When they become sticky with honey, they
Extracted, .'j'eOTc., accortluiK to quality and packcan be washed, and when dry, are as good ages. Stocks and demand light.
BEESWAX, -220.
K. A. BURNETT.
as ever. The low price at which they are
June 9.
161 South Water St.
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or
DETROIT.
more of them, so as to always have one
HONEY.- Best white comb, Il®12c. Market Is
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents nearly
bare, awaiting the new crop.
BBESWAX.-23@24c.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
June 10.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
add 1 cent each for postage.
;

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.- We

ILL.

By Using tl»e Binder made

H.

NEWMAN.

BUSrNKSS MANAOER.

quote Extracted, white, 5@5Ho;
Comb, extra white, J2@14c.;
Market firm.
:

llKht amber, 4@5c.

amber,

7(5Jinc.

can have them
BEESWAX.— 18(a.20c.
bound and ready for examination every day Jun. 25. SCHACHT & LEMCKK, 122-124 DayiB St.
We have reduced the price to
in the year.
CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, 12ai3o.;
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one
second quality. io®iic. and buckwheat unsalable
and
the
binder
for
$1.50.
year
at8^rti9c. Extracted, 5@6c.
BEESWAX.-25C.
for this

ALFRED

expressly

Bee Journal,

all

;

Apr.

^p^ccial glotites.

We

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed
One-half ounce, 50
at the following prices
cents ; 1 ounce, $1 ; 2 ounces, $1.50 ; i
ounces, $2 ; 'A pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.

Correspondents.

— It

would Bave
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and natae, when
writing to this ofBce. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name
Enameled Clotli for covering frames,
many others having no PostrOfSce, County
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
or State. Also, if you live near one postr
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
ofSce and get your mail at another, be sure
if ordered by mail, send 15
pieces, $20.00
to give the address we have on our list.

HONEY.— Choice
barrels, 3^i®4Mc.

going prices.

As tliere is Anotlicr firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Where

to

Keep Honey

is

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to bave a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Money Orders

can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

the

title

May

SMITH & CO., 423
MILWAUKEE.

O. B.

14.

for one-pound pails of
We have now
honey, size 3x4H inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
forfl.OO ; 250 for$1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.1.00 ; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

Front

St.

HONET.— Choice white 1-lbs., 12(5iT2>^c.: choice 2dark not wanted, and imperfect slow.
Extracted, finest white in kegs, 6^@7c.
in
white in kegs and barrels, 6@fiHc.; dark. 4 to 4)tfc.:
amber, in barrels, 4}i>'a5c. Demand limited and
supply small.
Ibs., KKflJlic.

;

BEESWAX.-2SC.

of

For prices see the second
page of this paper. If you wish to see a
sample of it before purchasing, send for it.

June

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

10.

NEW
We

St.

YORK.

HONEY.quote White comb. 9®12c.i dark
California comb, 8®9c.: extracted, 5@6c.
Sales large and demand good.
:

5(&7c.

BEESWAX.- 23024HC.
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

May

10.

-28

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St,

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY. -We quote White clover
:

be on each package.

1-lbs.,

10ai2

dark, 9 to 10c. White cloyer 2-Ib8.. 10 to lie;
dark. 9 to 10c. Extracted. 5 to 6c. in small way.
Market almost bare of comb and extracted honey.
Jun. 16. CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th,S Walnut
cts,;

fS^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journai.
be sent free upon application. Any one

BOSTON.

will

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

HONBY.—1-lb. packages of white clover honey
at 13®15C.; 2-poundB at u®13o. Extracted, S07C.
Sales slow.
26 ctB. per lb.
Apr. 22. Blake & Hiplet. 57 Chatham Street.

BEESWAX.-

CINCINNATI.

the only system that can ever be
upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
—a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages

and

Ijabels

amber,

BEESWAX.-19®21c.

;

Simmlns' Non-Sn'armlng System is
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to the title of a new Knglish bee-book. The
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which author claims that it will inaugurate a "new
are payable to any one who presents them, era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
and are in no way safe.
"it is based upon purely natural principles,

Red

dull.

:

To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

We will Present

Market

ber, 7@cio. Extracted, white, 49i(*5c.; light
3M(a4V6C. Market quiet.

Leaflet No. 3.

We

4^(git>c.

BEESWAX.— Steady at 2(iS^c. for orime.
20.
D. G. TDTT & CO., Commercial St.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12@Hc.: am-

May

;

;

comb. l(i®12c. Strained, In
Extra fancy, H more than lore-

Extracted,

;

cents per yard extra for postage.

115 Ontario St.

ST. Lonis.

:

To

A. C.KENDKL,

20.

is

relied

;

illustrated.

Price 50 cents.

obtained at this

It

can

.

HONE v.—We quote for extracted, 3®7c. per lb.
comb brings ll@14c. Demand improving.
BEESW A.X.— Good demand,—20®22c. per lb. for

Best

good

to choice yellow.

Jun.

11.

C.F.MUTB & Son. Freeman & Central At.

Sliould any Subscriber receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or Is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
AT YOUB WRAPPER LABEL.

now be

office.

Dr. miller's Book, "A Year Among
the Bees " (75 cts.), and the Bee Joitrnal
E. Duncan Sniffen, Advertising Agent,
year ($1.00), both of which we will
3 Park Row, New York, Inserts advertise- for one
Do you Want a Farm Account Book ? ments
in all flrst-class Newspapers and club for only $1.50.
promptness
and
at
Magazines
with
more
We have a few left, and make you a very

tempting offer. It contains 166 pages, is
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound,
and the price is $3. We will club it and the
Weekly Bee Journal lor a year and give
you both for $2. If you want it sent by
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed
52A40t
free.

Preserve yonr Papers f®r reference.
you have no BINDEB we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.
If

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Sweet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, lisht in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover

4,10S

Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this oflice at the
following prices: $8.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peek, or 20 cents per pound.

stock.

or

I>4»I.M>S

IIOI\E¥,

CATHRRBD

BY 40 COLONIES IN

WE

have

7

DAYS

L. C. Ri'cifs celobrfttecl
wliich topether with our own,
erives us tbe ehuiccst collection of Itahan bees in
the world, and nnc timt has the
piirilia--fil

Best Honey-Producing Record Extant.
will

taining

!t 1i_mv lull Coloiiiea and Nuclei conclioice breeiiiiip ij\ieens of this
uuikoasiM-ciiiityof rearinKONLY FIRSTBKi:^ mid Qdeens utthe

spare

some verv

We

CLASS Italian

KNICKEIIBOCKER BEE-FARM,
0.

H.

KNICKEEBOCKEE,

S.

M. LOCKE,

Investigate-

?

for extracted
honey, eaten from the hand without Itnife, spoon
or sttclt, as cieanly as to bite an apple. The first
and only cheap, successful packa(;:e ever invented.
We also liave the first Chronio Card especially
for bee-keepers. Bees, impleiuenta, etc.eleKftntly
prinied in eit:lit cnlors. Italian Queens, splendid
FtiuiKiatinii, Bees in lleddon hives, for sate and
all represented nil dur Card. Circulars and cards

Package of 10 Cards
lOcts. Saniplelloney-Package with candied honey,
12 cts. Now it* tlie time to look these things up for

givinff full inforiijiition free.

the coming season.

Manaj^er.

Proi>rietnr.

A GREAT SCHEME.
we
honey to the millions
CAN
our new peculiar 5-cent Package
sell

!

bree«1iiit.' stncis,

We
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H. MARTIN,
HARTFORD, N.

AddresB» J.

4Cly

Y.

Our Circular

Tbe Western 'World Guide and Hand
Book of Useful Information, contains the
greatest amount of useful information over
put together in such a cheap form. The
printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
one Bending us two new subscribers besides
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we will
present a copy of this valuable book.

for 18R7 contains an important let:
ter (regarding these bees) from L. C. Root, that
every bee-keeper .slinulil read. Send for it before

ordering Queens elsewhere.

Address,

KNICKKRBOCKBU BBB-FARM,

PINE PLAINS, Dutchess Co., N.

14Ctf

T.

for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

mere

Onr New Book Mst on

the second page
the place from which to select the book
you want. We have a large stock of every
book there named, and can fill all orders on
the day they are received.
is

One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
AMERICAN Bee Journal

of the

for a year,

will richly repay every apiarist in

America.

SOUTH

BEE HIVES, &G.
Early Nuclei

<k

Italian Queens.

5Ctf

PA17L,

L..

REWARD

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

have

a large quantity of

CHOICE

WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs
225 lbs. each, which
we win deliver on board the cars at 8 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

holding from 200

ized dealers

GARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY

BRED
Benton

ill

lar^e apiiiry of Carniolan Bees, from
Select Imported Stock— $1.00 each.

tiie t-'P'ii lest and best honey-gatherers known. Send t'T Circular describing Carniolans. (Mentinn this paper.)
M. D.
S. W.

MORRISON,

Oxford, Chester Co., Fa.

25Dtf

your honey-houees from Bees, Flies, etc.,
8H cents per window. " A patent attach26A2t
ment for any window."

also breed Select Italians.

Address, S. VAIENTINE A; SONS,
14Ctf
HAGERSTOWN, Wash. Co., MD.

o} 'JBinoJig

^ £//6i/^AV£/^iS

Mall.—
BV ReturnUntested,

Italian Queens, Tes60c. Hees per lb., .50c.

ted, $1;

GEO. STUCEMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

26Atf

Bees and Queens
TTALIAN cents
for
J.

Queen, 75

;

fi

$4.00.

1887.

Ithaca, N, Y.

TOOLS ayuppLie^.

for sale.— Untested
Send for Circular,

Free.-JOHN NEBEL & SON, High

Hill.

6

-

my

Circular.

ICtf

J.

T.

WILSON,

NICHOLASVILLE,

ICY.

pooAi-ajg ^jBnipjo uaAa jo *pooAi pa^Boap
'IBad inq t aui^oBS jo jadBd nnojq 'sSbj pio
asn ail :Suijap(ora3 uaqAV asioms aonpojd \\\ia
jBqi lanj jo IJOS S.we }Soaii8 ujnq \\\is. stqj
iio
a^tH aanocns V "i\ P^M a-iv Awip jsjij
8VA1 II SB pooS sstsnC 91 qaiqdi 'SMonaq
aqi 01 auop uaaq BBq Suiqjou 'asn lUBisuoo
mojj qanojqi ujoai amBoaq qoiqM 'jOJJBq
aqi Mauaj oj paSjiqo uaaq a.iBq 6m. qSnoqijB
puB'8i8x a>>ni8 »sn "I Jasiomg b qons

am

pBq aABq bm "Avouh 9av jaifonig jaqio
iuK UBqi 'aouBisip jajeajS u a\ jBqi pns
^aqoiiis .|o aiuniOA a^v.^a^ b puas [|idi
silBS— ooti
ja5iotng-oaa raBqSuia iBaJ v ,
UBqi ajom sn isoa aABq p|noAi IBqi aoBds
— jaiiorag-aaa mBqSuia piBS jo aAHBJjsnnj
sina au)i. iitiAv snumioa [[nj eAU 3ai
-jo.vap .lajjB ..'iBnjnof aao qsijiag,, ^{[JiaaAi
aqi JO JO}!pa 'uBAAoa "niAV sBtnoiix
:iBaq 5iniqi JO asBatd Xaqq SB SJ05iomg qons
isnp nas puB asn puB asiBra ubo ouo ^ub puB
paiuajBd }on si it ajaqii uodn p35[oo[ st
-^
ja5[omg-a3a raBqSuia aumaaS oqj AlOXX
:

MNido Hsima

See advertisement

in

another column.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES.
finest

'WmT'E POPI>.AB

Sections

ZINC ever
PERFOKATEH
ni.ichine makes

tlie best
offered tn bee-keepers.

perforations

in

BEKS

Our new

a day.

We

finest strain of
for conili
Albinos. Price-lists of

iiiso

cluini the

honev— the

27Dtt

NEW PHILADELPHIA, 0.

vou are

in

any way interested

In

BEES OR HONEY
We

will with pleasure

send a sample copy of the

45Ctf

I.

ROOT, Medina,

Oliio.

PUBLISHED,
*'PRACTiCAL TURKEY RAISING'*

bined Machines, last winter,
'iiy chaff hives with 7-in. cap,
I'n.) honey-racks, 5<"> broad
frames, 2.1H10 honey-bnxcs
and a creat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-

By Fanny Field. This book tells all
about turkey raising, from the setting
of the egRs to the maturity of the young
turkfi.
If you foliowtlie directions in
thirt book
yon need not lot-e a bird.
_
Fanny Field haa had more experience
,
and succeeds better in raising turkeys than any other
She clears hnndrers of doUars
person in America.
yearly on them, and will tell you how she does it. Pn*^®i
25 cents. StjimpR taken. Addrews R. B. MITC H RL L,
Publisher, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
lycif

It will do all you say it will."
ratalOKue and Price - tfist

Free.

and Journals, and everything pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address wHtten plamly, to

Readwhat.I.I.PAUEXT.of
CHARLTON. N.Y., says— "We
out with one of your Com-

hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.

i^iyrio-

QUEERS and Supplies
free. Samples of sections and zinc, three cents.
Address, I)R. fi. L. TINKER,

if

A.

BARNES' FOOT-PQWER MACHINERY.

retail.

SO.fMHi

$5.

uaqji op n!*

you want Nice, Bright Queens, the Semi-Monthly Oleunlnifs Id Uee-Cultnre»
progeny of which are good workers, and with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvecould he seen working on Red Clover at ments in HIvew, Honey ExtractorH, Comb
any time within the last two years, send for roundiition, Section Honey Boxen, all books
If

Dadant'sFonudation Factory, wholesale

THE
and

1887.

WARRANTED QUEENS FOR

Mo.

23A8t

and

ITALIAN QUEENS.

aqi jOji

..•paipuiJi SI J!

Friends,

WILBEE G. FISH,

many bee-men.

ALBINO QUEENS and BEES for 1887.
It should be remembered that we are also
Head-Quarters for the " Albino Queens."

SJa^ionig

— until further notice.

Bee-keepers will save money, and perhaps
annoyance, by sending for my Descriptive
Circular, before purchasing.
N. N. BETSINGER,
Address,
MAHCELLUS, Onondaga Co., N.T.
9C6t

for

27Alt

HIVE,"

joj pjBO pnas '83}B)S paiiufl ain ui pjos— ^no
one who will find parties purchasing my o3 jon op puB jsBi }Bm sono ^[uo aq} puB—
Patent Wire-Cloth Separator from unauthorpaoud ^saqSiq pnB jssAioi

write to the Hub Mfg. Co.,
Iowa, and learn how to free

Y'OING ITAIilAN QirEENS.—
FINE
^P~Twofor$l; Sinprie niio. 00 cts.

" Si;CCESS

fast gaining the favor of

offer $1.00 per ratio for every
THEREBY
one hundred feet of wire-cloth, to any

lbs. to

^tlvitxixstmtnts.

is

HOOT
HDIK 'oo ubSsiiV 'VINOHHV
'NOxosiaaHxaa * KYHaKia

:

Bee-Keepers,

New Hampton,

which

We

VI AI.I.ON, Bayou Goula, La.

Carniolans are

We

Send for our new Catalogue with description of

THE
IN THE
FACTOBV OF

HEAD-QUARTERS

0^ Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
Colored Posters

6e8-Hives,Sections,SeGtion-Cases,
Foundation & other Apiarian Sapplies.

Address, W. F. A JOHN
No. 4>^4 Kuby

DAHNES,
St.,

Kockford.

111.

JT7ST
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BEES

and

Boss" One-Piece Sections,

HONEY,

MANUFACTrRED BY

•^

OR THB

J.

and

Profit

Editor of the

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" in all the imIs " fully up witu the times
Srovements and inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee,
"and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, 81.00, postpaid.
dition.

Dozen or Hundred.

THOS.
923

DIsconnt to Dealers, by

Iilberal

the

& Co., Watertown, Wis

G.

NEWMAN dc SON,

& 935 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

Patented June

w

THESE

Pails are made
of the beat quality of
clear flint glass, with a bail
and a metal top and cover.

HZD

by

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JaumaL

^r"A

Forncrook

ef an Apiary for Pleasure

Uanagement

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.
When

28, 1881.

furnish you SECTIONS as
Ethewill
cheapest. Write for price-list.

Watertown, Wis., May

1st. 1887.

HOMEOPATHIC

f>f%

SPECIFIC No.

fiO

The only successful remedy

for household purposes by
conBumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be

JUedlciiieCo*!

1U9

returned to and
the apiarist.

To hold

1

"

2

Or,

MANTJAI. OF

THS AFIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

1876.

5»000 Sold Since May, 1888.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 One Illuswere added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

trations

very latest in respect to bee-Iieeplng. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scleatlflc work treating of
bees In the World. Price, by mall, 91. SS. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

A.

COOK, Author and Pabtlsher,

«r.

lu 25-Ponnd Boxes.

WE CAN now

furnish VAN BEUSENS'
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16^x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 It. to the lb.
t^f~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

& 925 W. Madison

CHICAGO,

St.,

Agricultural College, Mich.

lAly

—

^^Ij
J

Comb Foundation

High Side VPalls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
For Circulars, apply to
CHA8. F. MITTH

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

J,

(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
Mont. Co., N. T.

SPROUT BROOK,

lAtf

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

PAIL.

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Palls la of uniform design
fcwith the other sizes, having the top
iFedge turned over, and has a bail or

<Iz

etc.

SON,

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
retail.

Alley's

See advertisement

in

another column.

Drone and Queen Trap.

'

handle,— mailing it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
consumers will buy It In order to give the children
a handsome toy pall. PRICE. 75 cents per

923

dfc

925

&

G. NEWlfJLAN

West Madison

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

Bee advertisement in another column.

Italian
UNTESTED
^^^ueen, 65 cts. 5 for

BEES

;

per

26Atf

M

lb.,

I.

same

4tueens.— Single

$3.00^^ 12 for $6.50.
price as Queens.
Ind.

R. GOOD, Nappanee,

Boss" One-Piece

MANUFACTITRED BY
J.

Forncrook &

WE

Patented June

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest, write for price-list.

Watertown,

Wis.,

May

1st, 1887.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son. of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.
Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

Price, by Express. 50 cts. : by mail, 65 cts.: 12 in
50, in the
flat, and one nailed (13 in all), *3.50

the

;

Address,

flat,

112.00.

923

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

THOS.

G.

NETTMAN &

SON,
ELL.

BY RETURN MAIL

Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

fW~ Safe

$5 00
10 00

arrival guaranteed.

H.

ALLEY, Wenhani, Mass.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISES,
published every weels, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical

28, 1881.

See advertisement in another column.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,
Genesee

Co., Mich.,

to call attention to the lynographDESIRES
ical neatness and " get up " of his little nook,

THE PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY."

It is

printed from

new type

ter leaded: the paper

is

(brevier); the matheavy, delicately tinted

and super-calendered; and the press-work Is a
*'
credit to the craft." But it is the cover, which is
bright-yellow card-board passed through a comb
foundation mill, that has brought forth the most
enthusiastic enconiums. The work is very nicely
done, and, at the first glance, the cover would
almost be taken for foundation while the beautiful twig of basBwood upon the back of the cover
and the artistic lettering upon the front, printed
as they are upon a corrugated surface— all combine to give the book a peculiarly neat and tasty
appearance.

—

The cover is nice,
Dr. A. B. Mason writes:
printing fine, and contents orand.
Dr. C. C. Miller says :— Nothing less than a genius
would have gotten up that cover.
B. Kretchmer says:— It is a surprise, in Btyle_
workmanship. Nothing could be added to im-

' is nowhere equaled. You have outon the book problem, and I am glad

"get up
all

of it

26Atf

Co., Watertown, Wis.

IVIasg.

21D10t

done us

SIX Warranted Italian Queens
Sections,

$S.25

CRAWFORD,
SoutU VTeymoutli,

A. O.
Box 438.

The

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

Street.

Any way

prove it.
Louis Werner writes:— It is the best bee-book I
ever had, and I do not see how you can print such
a neat book for so small a price.
James Heddon writes:- Your book Is a "dandy."

dozen, or SS.OO per lOO.

THOS.

Mica fronts or

We have

put in special Machinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Or'
ders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
14oz. Glass Jars
pergross, including Corha
and Labels. 1 7-2 & 2 gross in a Case. Send for Catalogue.
to please.

;

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
P.8.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

and

With

Flat or set up. Frixttedorp/a/n.

We are bound

th suit.

"

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Patent Flat-Bottom

Tape Handles or without.

without. In the

Rogersville,

ILL.

CHICAGO. ILL.

St..

FOLDING BOXES.

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,
923

NEWMAN & SON,

Section Honey ar9
best and loWest priced/n (/jo market. Made in 1

piece. With

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

G.

& 925 West Madison

Our Cartons/or e'ic/os/ng
the

FOUNDATION

by

81.60
8.eo
S.50

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds

THOMAS
923

VuJUtii St.) N> Y*

^^_

Extra Thin

re-fllled

Prices are as follows:

for

Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness,
and Prostration, from over-work or other causes.
$1 per vial, or 5 vials and large vial powder, for $6.
Sold BY Druggists, orsentpostpaid on receiptof
price.— llumplircya'
•
16Ar2t

witn honey, the

They can be used

package.

HUMPHUBYS'
In use 30 years.

filled

attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of

cheap as

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

It is edited

bv

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts, England.

Send 75 Gents Yearamong the Bees;"
11-i pages, cloth bound.
Address,
DK. C. C. miLIiER,
SOAtf

MARENGO, ILLS,

Chas. Dadant & Son write:— The book is at hand,
and though we do not agree with all it contains,
we must say that it is as neat and tastefully gotten
up as anything we ever saw.
The Bee-Keepers' Magazine says:—" The Production of Comb Honey " is the title of a unique little
work of 45 pages, by the pen of W. Z. HutchinsonMr. Hutchinson struck a happy idea when he de-

signed the cover of his work.
Prof. Cook offered congratMlations again and
again.saying:-Itisdecidedly the most unique litr
that
tie thing I have seen in along time. Why,
cover alone ought to sell it, to say nothing of the

good things

inside.

are fair specimens of scores of similar testimonials that I have recieved, uTisoHcitea.

The above

lar Reader, if you wish to see a little typocraphical " gem," send 25 cents for, " The Produotion of Comb Honey.'-Staraps taken; either U.S.
25Att
or Canadian.

Wooden

WE

Pails for

Honey!

can furnish reftular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops iinil u tieht-flttinK wood cover, at SS.Sn
They will hold 85 lbs. of honey, and
per dozen.
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household paM.
XH08. e. S^'^V.A.fi A, SON,

923*925 West Madison

Street,

CHICAGO

HiL.
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That misiionicr a "Bore."— Mr.

G. W. you please give us something better, and
we will give you in return a rousing
have put on his "war then
" vote of thanks."
We want a change—but
paint," and already has taken the "war it must bo lor the better.
path "on the naming (or misnaming) of exWe much prefer to call honey out of the
tracted honey. In the Bee-Hiue for July he
comb, simply "Honey," and that not taken
remarks as follows
"

Demaree appears

to

:

out,

City people are used to high-sounding misnomers, but not so In the rural districts.
This class of beekeepers are going to kick
like blazes when they see the hl/rh-sounding
misnomer slipping away. Mr. Newman, at
the head of the leading bee paper of the

one

Honey in the Comb."
else try to suggest a new

Now

will

some

name ?

A Protest.— Mr. L. Highbarger, of Adecountry, has showed his shining metal line, Ills., writes for publication the follow"
"
already.
Extracted will die hard, but it ing
must golf its death throe shakes the earth.
I see that the notice is published calling a
We must batter away till foolish sentimentality gives way to common sense and com- union convention in Chicago of the " North
mon interest. Let us who have found the American " and " Northwestern " Societies
misnomer a bore to us, and an injury to our of bee-keepers Nov. 10 to 18, 1887.
pursuit, drop the name "extracted," as Mr.
Now, as a member of both associations I
Pinkertou has done, and very soon our protest against that time as being unsuitnumbers will increase, and a more appro- able, for the reason it will come when we
priate name for honey out of the comb will should be putting our bees into winter
take its place.
quarters that is, in the last halt of NovemThere is one thing morally certain, time ber.
Another reason : There are quite a numhas shown pretty clearly that if all the admirers of the name "extracted " were to go ber of farmers who keep bees, and could not
attend,
and
for the reason it will be in the corn
two"
and
out into the world "two
preach "extracted honey " till the "tattoo harvest.
There
would
are a great many other objections
world
of life" was beaten away, the
that I could enumerate. Why not hold it in
still look at the wiiole thing as a fraud, and
"
the
month
of October? It is not a busy
extracted
rightly,
because the name
time, and is a much more pleasant time of
honey " itself is a fraud.
the year. We can get reduced rates during
This statement of the case Is very unfair, the Chicago Exposition.
ungenerous, unkind and untrue. Mr. DemI want to hear from members of both
aree knows very well that we have never associations. Let them speak out and say
which
would be the most preferable time.
even defendeii the term "extracted" as a
name for "honey out of the comb," much
The reason for selecting Nov. 16 to 18 was
less have we shown our " shining metal " to that in the second week of the " Fat Stock
fight for it ! and we hereby challenge him to Show" there would be reduced rates on
show a sentence of ours to substantiate his railroads but if this time is seriously ob:

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

p\T^^^

;

Yoinni.

Jnlyl3,188].

No. 28.

1 liive for those who love me.
For those who know me true,
For the heaven that smiles above me,
And waits my coming too
For the right that lacks assistance,
For the wrong that needs resistance,
For the future in the distance.
And the good that I can do.
;

;

assertion

Tbe Report of

the second year's opera-

tions of the National Bee Keepers' Union is
published, and has been sent to all members. Others can obtain a copy free of cost

the time of the Exposition
might be selected, which is from Sept. 7 to
Oct. 22.
Another reason for low railroad
fares then, is that in October there is to be a
Grand National Military Encampment and
used this language
Jubilee in honor of the fiftieth anniversary
Until a better name— one that can be of the incorporation of Chicago as a city.
truthfully applied to it— can be found or
Any time will suit us. We only desire to
invented, we must stick to the name "extracted honey."
Not that it is unobjection- have it at the most convenient time for beeable, but it is the best that has been pre- keepers generally.
The officers of the
sented so far? The chief objection to it
societies will no doubt be glad to accommois the fact that there are now so many
"extracts" on the market, and some people date all, or as nearly so as possible. So let
think that this is the "extract of honey"— there be a shower of postal cards stating
not the real thing
We would like a change preferences. You may send them to this
—but it must be also on improvement
office, and we will present the result to the
Had Brother Demaree said that we ob- President and Secretary. Remember the
jected to his pet name, "liquid," that would majority rules and if you do not acton this
have been true, for this was our argument suggestion, you must not complain at the
on page '291
result. Now state your views on this matter
jectionable,

1

the other hand, while we use the word
" extracted " (because it is the best we have
so far), we have often objected to it, as we
did last week on page 421. On page 291 we

On

:

at this olhce.

Back Nunibera of the Bee
this year are getting scarce.

JoitbnaIj for
any of our

It

new subscribers want them, they should
order them soon, or we may not be able to
supply them. Last fall we had to refuse
many applications for them, as they were
all gone In September.
Say so at once, if
you want them.

1

;

Mr. Ivar

S.

Young, of Chriatlania,

Nor-

way, editor of the Norwegian bee-periodical,
The only objection to calling it "liquid at once.
intends to visit America about the end of honey" is
the fact that very soon after it Is
August, in the interest of practical and taken from the combs, it granulates, and
not
then
it
is
a liquid ! As well might you
progressive apiculture.
He would like to
Forgive
visit

may

some

apiaries while here. Invitations
be addressed to this offloe.
visit

A

from Mr. Young will be quite an honor as
well as a great pleasure. He speaks English
as well as his own language.

call ice liquid water

as to call this candied-

!

them;

they know not what

would be an un- they do.— Tbe anti-bee craze bas

set in, and
sweeping over the entire country. Every
We fully agree with Mr. Demaree that day we hear of a new case of expulsion or
"foolish sentimentality " must "give away trouble of some kind as the result of ignorto common sense "—even if it be liquid sen- ance, on the part of the persecutors, of the
great good done by bees to fruit. This retiment
An Indiana farmer,
It he wants some one with gleaming steel minds us of a story.
to fight with over the name " extracted," he who told his boys to burn every bumblemust find some o(?!«r man— some new man— bee's nest they found on the farm, and who
Besides, we was complaining at the failure of his clover
we are now too old for that
have placed ourself on record, over and seed crop, was surprised when Maurice
over again, as looking for a new name for Thompson, the naturalist, said : "That is
" honey taken out of the comb," and even why your clover seed fails you.
Bumblelast week used this language which is both bees make your clover seed." It is a fact
that a strong nest of bumble-bees in a big
plain, positive, and to the point
clover field is worth $20 to the owner for
True, Bro. Demaree, the word extracted
these insects fertilize the blossoms, thereby
is objectionable, as we stated on page 291.
We want a better name, and must discuss insuring a heavy crop of seed. In Australia
the appropriateness of such names as are there were no bumble-bees of our kind, and
Liquid is
used, whether proposed or not
could not raise clover seed there until
not the word— will not be acceptable and they
Bro. Demaree, will they imported some bees.
will not be adopted.

sweet liquid honey !
fortunate misnomer

It

!

I

is

I

White Clover and Bassnrood

have

not yielded over one-fourth of the usual
crop of honey on an average this season, on
account of the severe drouth. The copious
rains of the past week, which have extended
nearly all over the Northwest, have materially improved the prospects for a good
crop of fall honey. Swarms have not exceeded 10 per cent. This is our estimate
from the reports which have been received
thus far. We want to caution all who may
have honey to sell, not to put it upon the
•market until after the hot weather— then
he prices will naturally advance.

I

;

I

—
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1. For symptoms see the precedinjr
query. 2. I do not know. I have had
only one colony so affected, and that
Witb RepUea tbereto.
Query 443.— Are bees diseased when was a hybrid colony. Change
the
they turn black, be^dn quivering, and go off
or die? If so, what ails them, and how do you queen.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
cure it? The brood is not affected It is the old or
[It is quite uselesB to ask for answers to middle-aged bees that are troubled.— Tennessee.
I do not know.
bee-keeping
Queries in this Department in less time
neighbor says these black, shiny bees
I guess they are simply superan- are only those which are caught and
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a nuated.— A. J. Cook.
scraped by the other bees. In any
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
It is constipation, caused by their event such are becoming more numerthem get them returned, and then find previous suffering by winter confine- ous in this locality with each succeed•pace for them In the Journai,. If you are ment. There is no remedy .—Dadant ing year.— G. M. Doolittle.
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for &Son.
See my answer to Query 443. I have
them to be inserted here. Ed."]
I could tell better if I could see the never seen a colony affected by this
disease, and I have never been able
bees.— H. D. Cutting.
This is a question to which I would to obtain any information as to the
like a satisfactory answer myself. G. cause or cure. I think the disease is
Vessel for
still nameless, and that nothing posiBeeswax.
M. Doolittle.
tive is known in regard to it.— J. E.
think
it is what some have called
I
Pond.
Query 443 What is the best vessel to
"
"
nameless
bee-disease.
Change
the
cake wax in when rendering comb ? My old oven
It is a kind of shaking palsy arspoiled my wax, two-thirds of it being quite red the queen.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
when taken out, but turned dark afterward. I
rangement, and the bees will be seen
shipped a lot of it to a drm, and they said it was
This
question
is
indefinite.
If
by
on
the
alighting-board somewhat
badly burned, and paid me for dark wax. One
cake was melted in an iron vessel, and it was the " turning black " is meant bees that shiny and trembling.
I never did
reddest and best cake in the lot, having been
had
their
hair
gnawed
oS
have
by
anything
to
cure it, but it seems to be
taken out of the vessel the very morning it was
shipped.— A. B., Texas.
other bees, and look glossy black, they hereditary, and a change of queens is
are not diseased.— J. P. H. Brown.
said
to put an end to it.— C. C.
good, bright tin-pan.— H. D.
Miller.
I have had no experience with what
Cutting.
There is no " nameless bee-disease."
I use a flaring tin vessel for caking they term the" nameless bee-disease."
It is quite possible that in all, or I presume you refer to the singular
wax in.— G. M. Doolittle.
nearly all such cases reported, that ailment which some seasons appear
Four-cornered tin-pans give the the bees have obtained poison in some among the bees, which might be
best shape for compactness in shipproperly called summer dwindling. I
way.— G. L. Tinker.
ping.— J. P. H. Brown.
believe it is caused by unwholesome
I do not think what you describe is
liron gives wax a dark color.
New a " disease " in the common accepta- "weed honey."
well-informed
tin is as good as anything.— W. Z.
apiarist of Indiana says the trouble
tion of the word.
It would require
Hutchinson.
more room than is allotted to me here comes on in his apiary when the ironI cake wax in tin dishes.
Make to give my views on the subject. I weed is in full bloom. In the sumsure that no iron is exposed to the have never known any perceptible mer of 1884 my bees " dwindled
wax.— James ILeddon.
loss on this account, and, therefore, I while they were at work on the ironweed. The symptoms were much like
Flaring, or funnel-shaped tin ves- do not think the case is a serious one.
the descriptions given of the trouble
G. W. Demaree.
sels.
Those that we prefer are 12
in other States and places. I do not
inches high and 14 inches in diameter
1 should judge that this is the fear that any harm
will come from it.
at the top.— Dadant
Son.
"nameless disease." I never did any 2. It affects all bees alike, so far as I
thing
it, but I think it is said
to
cure
Any basin or pan serves well. I
have seen.— G. W. Demaree.
would advise all to use solar wax-ex- that a change of queen will effect a
The disease is described as causing
tractors. Then the wax is surely all cure. I never saw any very old bees a shaking, trembling, palsied appearaffected by it,for old bees have ragged
right.— A. J. Cook.
wings in the summer, and I never ance. No remedy has yet been found.
I suspect your oven is all right, but saw any bees with ragged wings
To change the queen will sometimes
afit must not be allowed to get too hot.
cause it to pass away. Some think it
fected.— C. C. Miller.
Probably any vessel that will hold the
is found only when the iron-weed is
hot wax will do, if it is clean.- C. C. " This must be what is called the yielding honey, and attribute it to
nameless disease." I have often that weed. The losses from this ailMiller.
read about it, but I have never seen a ment are so slight that it need not
I have had so little experience in
case of it. I do not understand quite
rendering wax that I am unable to about the turning black. No one as cause any uneasiness.— The Editor.
answer, and will leave itto those who yet has given a remedy, or in fact any
have made a business of so doing.— information that would enable myself
System and Success.
J. E. Pond.
to figure out the cause.
So far as I
I use pressed tin-pans a little wider have read, it affects old and young
Gff~ ah who intend to be systematic in
at the top than at the bottom, so that bees alike.— J. E. Pond.
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the cakes of wax will come out easily.
To give the
a new queen is the the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
Keep them clean, and your wax will best advice bees
we can give.
The the prices are reduced, as follows :
not be injured with iron rust.
The Editor.
" red rust " could have been removed
For 50 colonies {120 pages)
$1 00
" 100 colonies (2'20 pages)
125
before you sold the wax, by melting
" 200 colonies (430 pages)
150
the wax in a kettle of clean hot
The larger ones can be used for a few colwater the " rust " will separate from
Tie
Kameless Bee-Disease.'
onies, give room for an increase of numbers,
the wax and go to the bottom, and
the wax will " cake " on top of the
Query 444.— 1. What is the " nameless and still keep the record all together in one
water. There is nothing equal to a bee-disease ?" What are its symptoms ? How do book, and are therefore the most desirable.
you cure it ? 2. Does it affect some races of bees
solar wax-separator, in my opinion. more than others? If so, which race?— J. H.,
There is no method known to me that Tenn.
AVben Reneiring your subscription
will preserve the color and quality of
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
I give it up. A. J. Cook.
the wax like a properly made and
bees to join with you In taking the Bes
See my answer to Query 443.— G. L.
properly handled solar wax-separator.
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
Tinker.
G. W. Demaree.
can afford to do without it. We will present
Yes, what is it ? I, too, ask what a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
Any clean, bright tin-pan will do if
it flares at the top.
An iron vessel are its symptoms '?-J. P. H. Brown. sending us three subscriptions—with $3.00—
will generally spoil melted wax when
Yes what is it ? 2. I guess so.— direct to this oflBce. It n^ll pay any one to
put into it.— The Editor.
H. D. Cutting.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

Bees

tliat

Turn

and Die.
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;

—
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I'HE

the trouble and expense of feeding
winter stores. But the surplus honey
is very small in amount, and the linden is now about gone.
Indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
It is possible that abundant rains
within a few days would bring on fall
located near tne center ot the state named
5 north ot the center; 9 south; 0« east; bloom, and give us a fall crop. But
west; and this (< northeast VJ northwest: this is not probable. We must make
0> southeast; and P southwest of the center up our minds to a very small yield of

^oxxt$:^on(itnu.
©

O

;

of the State mentioned.

For the American Bee JoomaJ.
Tlie

HoRey Season

of 1887.

0. CLTTTE.

Throughout Iowa, and large portions of adjacent States, the drouth
since May, 1886, has been the most
remarkable in the history of this section. From May to October, 1886,
very little rain fell. All the pastures,
meadows, roadsides and waste places,
where the white clover usually spreads
its thick carpet, were parched brown
and crisp. During the fall of 1886 we
light rains. The ground was
During the
dry when winter came.
winter we had some snow, but the
amount was small compared with the
average winter. Toward spring there

had only

were one or two heavy rains, but as
they came while the ground was still
frozen bard, the water mostly ran
into the streams. The spring and
early summer of 1887 are now gone,
and the rains have still been light.
Not a single long rain has soaked the
ground since the middle of May, 1886.
The rains of the early spring of
1886 had been plentiful, hence when
the drouth began in May the ground

was well soaked. The grass crop,
and the small grain gave a good yield.
The white clover was abundant in
and yielded honey

this section,

well,

the Bee
Journal last fall, we obtained in
1886 about 100 pounds of extracted
honey per colony. The corn crop of
1886, and other fall crops were very
30 that, as I

There was almost no yield of
The long, dry, hot sum-

light.
fall

reported in

honey.

mer dried out much of the white
clover. The long, cold winter with
snow exposed the clover to
little
and the excessively dry
further loss
spring of 1887 has continued the unfavorable conditions.
;

There has been but little white
The scattering
clover to be seen.
plants seem to struggle bravely for
they can give but tew
life, but
blooms. The season for white clover
honey has come and gone, and has
yielded no surplus. The strong colonies stored a little honey while the
bloom lasted, but not enough to fill
the brood-chambers. The weak colonies gathered about enough to live on.
Owing to the exclusive drouth and
to warm weather, the linden opened
than usual. The trees were
well loaded with blossoms; but the
blossoms have yielded only a small
earlier

amount

of honey. The strong colonies have stored a little surplus ; the
weak ones have built up in numbers
all have probably stored enough to
winter on, hence we shall be spared
;
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the victims, and for the lovers of
honey, so serious as that named at

the head of this article. The desire
to legislate against keeping bees in
certain localities except in limited
numbers, has become, or is becoming
epidemic. It is to be hoped that it
The most
will not become chronic.
amazing thing about it is the ignorOne
honey for 1887. Perhaps with some ance in which it originates. periwould think that with our many
of us there will be no surplus at all.
odicals devoted to bee-culture, and
Fortunately the tendency to swarm the many able writers who contribute
has been very slight. No more than to the agricultural and other papers,
5 per cent, of my bees have swarmed. the public mind would be better inHence they are keeping in good con- formed. The claim that bees injure
dition. They will have abundance of fruit has been demonstrated over and
And not over again to be without foundation.
good honey for winter.
having any honey to look after, we That when forage is scarce they will
can devote the spare time to other suck the juices of fruits, and esimportant matters.
pecially of grapes, when the skins
It is to be hoped that other sections have been broken, is quite true. But
favorreport
more
of the country may
this is no serious damage, as the
Wherever the bee-keepers are broken fruit would soon ferment and
ably.
getting honey this year it is probable spoil. It has been shown by carefully
For conducted experiments that bees conthat they will get good prices.
the area is so immense over which fined where no food is accessible but
there will be scarcely any crop, that what is contained in perfectly sound
it is certain that those who get honey
But supgrapes, will starve to death
in more favored sections, will have a pose they do a little damage, now and
quick market.
juices
of
tlien, by appropriating the
Iowa City, ex Iowa, July 1, 1887.
broken "fruits, the fruit-grower's fruit
does the bee-keeper's bees quite as
Bee-Keepers' Guide.
much harm as the bee-keeper's bees
do the fruit-grower's fruit, and I fail
to see why the bee-keeper has not as
Tie Anti-Bee Craze-An EpMeniic.
good a case against the fruit-grower,
The
as the latter has against him.
REV. M. MAHIN, D.D.
fact is, society cannot exist without
It is wonderful to what an extent compromises of convenience and inour humanity is subject to epidemics. terests. If we have the benefits of
We have epidemics of small-pox, society, and of the variety of employwhooping-cough, typhoid ments and products which society
measles,
fever, and Asiatic cholera, not to furnishes, we must submit to the inmention the many other diseases that cidental inconveniences which nat" flesh is heir to."
And it would urally grow out of this order of
seem that there are mental states that things. I have no right to say to my
are very nearly akin to the epidemics neighbor that he shall not raise chickthat affect the physical man. There ens, because the crowing of his parare times when suicide seems to be- tridge cochin rooster disturbs my
come epidemic, and self-hangings, morning nap, or the cackling of his
are hens breaks in upon my Sabbath
drownings,
poisonings,
etc.,
alarmingly frequent, so that we are meditations. I have had my sweetalmost afraid to trust our friends out corn eaten up by my neighbor's fowls
of sight, and sometimes we are in- before an ear of it was mature enough
clined to feel a little distrust of our- to cook, and my tomatoes destroyed
have had an epidemic of by them almost as fast as they began
selves.
fancy poultry raising, not inaptlv de- to color ; but what an outburst of
nominated "the hen fever," which, ridicule I would have encountered if
in a milder form than the first out- I had gone to the town council and
break more than thirty years ago, has asked for an ordinance to the effect
become chronic, and is likely to re- that no one should keep more than
main, to the real benefit of the poultry one rooster and two hens within the
limits of the corporation.
interests of the country.
.

We

And, then, we have had an epidemic
The attacks were
of " bee fever."
many and violent. People of all
classes, many of them with no experience and no adaptation to the pursuit, rushed into bee-keeping with
patent hives, new races of bees, and
not a few after losing hundreds of
dollars, quit the business in disgust.
They did not heed the advice of one
of our humorous writers expressed in
the following passage, more forcible
than elegant
"Don't never undertake to do nothing what aint your
lind
you
yourself sprawlin
forte, lest
in the canawl, figuratively speakin."
But of all the eoidemics that have
come to my knowledge, there is none
quite so laughable, if it were not for
:

As to the danger of things to neighbors and passers by, it is so small as
to be scarcely worthy of a moment's
notice.

There

is

much more danger

that my horse may run away and
hurt somebody. Yet no one proposes
passing an ordinance against keeping
horses in the city or village.
I am persuaded that bee-keepers
are themselves to blame, in many
neighbor
cases, for the trouble,
may, without reason, complain of annoyance from our bees or he may experience some real annoyance but in
either case we must be patient, and
"
soft
answer
answer kindly.
turneth away wrath, but grievous
words stir up anger." And, then, I
have found that a nice dish of honey

A

;

;

A
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then, with the compliments
the bee-ljeeper, has a wonderful
effect upon a neighbor's idea of the annoyance of an apiary. If we keep the
machinery of society well oiled with
gentle words and kind deeds, we will
ave very little trouble.
This anti-bee epidemic will run its
course. People will see the folly of
making senseless war against one of
the established industries of the
country, and will wisely conclude to
endure a little temporary inconvenience now and then, for the general
good, just as they do in regard to
many other things.
Bluffton.d Ind.

now and
of

grown, which could not be successfully matured without the aid of the
honey-bees. Let us hear from the
opposing parties, with such facts as
are true, and not hear-say evidence,
which is of no value in court, and not
admissible.
Battle Ground,*o Ind.
Vermont

Baptist.

ASwarmofBe's.
J.

B. LEE.

Be quiet, more ready to heartban to speak
Be active, true riches unceasintjly seelt
Be patient, the time of Providence endure
Be liumble, and so sliall your path be secure
Be hopeful, and never give way to despair
Be loving, and show that real heroes you are
Jonmal
For tlie Amertcan Bee
Be gentle, and prove your wisdom is divine
Be merciful, always to pity incline
Be gracious, more willing to give than receive
An Experiment witli Bees and drapes. Be just, as you would not have others deceive
Be upright, and thus your profession adorn
Be kind, and treat no fellow creature with scorn
J. M. HICKS.
Be simple, from sophistry ever abstain
Be diligent, if you would substance obtain
Be circumspect, think how your conduct is eyed
I have made many experiments and Be meek, and beware of presumption and pride
in heart for the Savior was so
tests during the last 15 years, at my Be lowly
Be long-sutfering, like Him when he so-journed
home apiary, which consists of about
below
not unbelieving, but trust and adore
7^ acres of ground, and a bee-house Be
And Heaven BE with you henceforth evermore.
100 feet long in which I keep my bees
Fairhaven, Vt.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

on a platform properly constructed
for the stands, so that the bees can at
all times in the working season go
and return at will. As a means of
protection from the forenoon sun, I
have arranged grape-vines properly
planted 15 feet apart at each front
Eost, so they are thus supported and
ranch out each way on the front of
the bee-house, furnishing a magnihcent shade tor the bee-hives, as well
as raising plenty of the finest of
grapes each year.
The grapes are often left remaining
on the vines quite late in the fall, and
not a grape have 1 ever discovered as
yet being destroyed by the bees.

Although some seasons have been
very unpropitious tor honey, causing
me to feed several colonies that were
quite short of winter stores, yet not a
grape have I ever noticed being
punctured or harmed by the bees
and this, notwithstanding many
times the vines would hang very near
the hives, with plenty of the ripe
grapes on them.
This howl against the bees harming

tlie
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W.

When

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

began producing comb
" snag " I ran against
was brood in the sections. So long as
the sections were over an old-established brood-nest filled with comb,
there was no trouble, but when I began hiving swarms in a contracted
brood nest, and transferring the sections from the old to the new hive,
I

honey the

tirst

then the " circus " began.

had no

m

.

of

the

fruits

;

vanced beyond the " thinking stage "
in this matter. The only advantage
would be the cheapness.
In hiving swarms in hives with a
and using
contracted brood-nest,
frames with starters only— a method
which many bee-keepers are now beginning to use— a queen-excludinghoney-board is a necessity. Had Mr.
Cornell used such a honey-board he
would not have been troubled with
brood and pollen in the sections. He
also used a brood-nest that was too
much contracted this, with the absence of a queen-excluder, absolutely
forced the queen and pollen into the
sections.
I have

The Qneen-ExclndinE Honey-Boarils,

;

many

to answer the purpose
as well. I am not certain that it is
the thinness of thu metal tbat induce*
the bees to refrain from tilling the
possibly the
openings with wax
character of the material has as much
to do with this as has its thinness.
During the past two years I have
been using the combined wood andzinc honey-board, as first invented, I
believe, by Dr. Tinker. They are par
excellence ; I ask for nothing better. I
have sometimes thought that the perforated wood might be made to answer if the edges of the openings were
chamfered so as to make the edges of
the wood quite thin. I have not ad-

;

For

metal queen-excluding
I
honey-boards, and something had to be
done at once. I took one of Mr. Heddon's slatted honey-boards, and tacked
a strip of tin lengthwise of each slat,
letting the tiu project beyond the edge
of the slat until it lacked 5 32 of an
inch of reaching the adjoining slat.
This was, I believe, the first combined wood-and-metal queen-excluder
ripe grapes, must surely come from ever made. Five years ago I made
who
are
not
posted,
or
on
acthose
several of these they are still in use,
count of natural hatred, having con- and answer every purpose.
cluded to make war on the bees. It
The strips of tin were tacked to the
seems to me that if any fair-minded
and unprejudiced fruit-grower would under side of the honey-board. It
take the lime and pains to investigate was considerable work to tack on the
the subject as it should be, he could strips of tin and have the spaces sufwithout muchdifluculty learn the facts ficiently exact, so I tried making
as stated above, and not condemn and honey-boards of strips of wood % of
charge the honey-bee with such false an inch in width, placed 5 32 ot an
accusations as being guilty of destroy- inch apart. These worked well when
ing fruits of any kind while growing new, but the bees soon tilled the
or ripening on the vines of trees. spaces with wax.
Next I tried perforating a very thin
While, on the other hand, there is so
much of proof in favor of the bees, as board with a saw, cutting a kerf exbeing of great value inbringing about actly 5-32 of an inch. These work
proper and much-needed fertilization quite well, and I have about fifty of
many of the tiuest grown fruits of them that have been in use three
The only objectionable feaall parts of the United States, as well years.
ture is that the openings must be
as in all Europe.
It has been practically demonstrated cleaned out each spring. If wood
that bees are of great benefit in were of sufficient strength so that it
bringing about a proper fertilization might be made as thin as the zinc
in

might be made

and berries that

is

used,

it

is

possible

that

it

always advised giving the
bees a brood-nest having a capacity
than five Langstroth
of not less
combs. Mr. Corneil used a broodnest having a capacity of only four
combs of 160 square inches each. One
of these combs contained a trifle more
than a Langstroth frame ; about 5
square inches more than a SimplicityLangstroth frame. I do not wonder
that he was troubled by the bees
swarming out. I have yet to find one
bee-keeper who has followed my

method and failed. I have known
quite a number who failed when they
thought they were following my inbut, upon questioning
structions
them closely I have always found that
they had omitted some important factor, or added some disiurbing ele;

ment.
Last winter, at the Michigan State
Convention, one gentleman said that
he had followed my method, and the
bees built all drone-comb but, upon
cross-examination, it was found that
he had taken some combs from a full
colony and inserted empty frames in
something that I have
their places
never recommended. It was to get
the matter all together, and in such
form that I could not be misunderstood^
and
that my little book was written
if Mr. Corneil will closely follow the
;

;

;

instructions there given, I feel sure
that he will meet with success.

Mr. C. intimates that he lost considerable by following my advice.
advice would be not to strike out too
heavily at first in any new direction.
In fact, the closing words of my little
book are: "And let those who, for
the first time, adopt the methods,
herein advised, do so upon no larger
scale than that upon which they can
afford to meet failure ; and, if failure
comes, let them report it, together

My

with the accompanying circumstances,
and all will find me ever ready to ex-
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the winter, with almost no trouble
and at no expense. This is no theory ;
As the bees
it is a demonstrated fact.
can be wheeled into the cellar, their
removal to or from the cellar is a very

plain and defend my views, or, if sure that, with enough good food,
bees are entirely safe in such a cellar.
necessary, acknowledge my errors."
Try again, Mr. Cornell, and use a By the aid of the cistern there is no
queen-excluding honey-board, and do occasion to use ice to reduce the temnot contract the brood-nest quite so perature in the spring ; and we can,
by the aid of the sub-earth ventilamuch.
tion and cistern water, keep the temRogersville,($ Mich.
perature just to our liking all through

light task.

the ground floor, which is on a
with the earth outside, there

On
level

Gleainnfis.

A

Honse

FIGURE

for tlie Apiary,

PROF. A.

J.

\\k

COOK.

VG/:

I have been giving much thought of
late to the plan for an ideal house for
It seems to uie that this
the apiary
is a question of exceeding importance.
and 1 wish to submit my drawings
and reasons for this plan for criti-

cisms, that

we may

o
I

o

secure the very

BEE CELLAR.

stories— a cellar

18x24 feet.

best.

The house

is three
first floor

and cham-

8 ft.,
high
ber 6 ft. at the lowest part. The cellar
bees
the rooms
wintering
is
for
above are for honey, extracting, and
shop; the chamber is for storage. Tlie
One, for bees
cellar has two rooms.
This is enin winter, is 18x24 ft.
tirely under ground, with a good stone
below and plastered
wall, grouted
above, with a double floor grouted between—to secure against mice and
cold alike, and with the partition wall
double, with double doors. At the
centre of the partition \\a,\\ a small
chimney runs from the bottom of the
cellar up to and through the roof.
Just within the wall of this room is a
small gutter which extends nearly
around the room, as seen in the drawing, from one end of a cistern to the
7 ft.

;

I.

-^

OF

A

A

;

_o

-/

Ihi'crrnccs

A.— Cellar

to

for bees in winter; 7 feet hish.

grouted on the bottom and plastered
with water-lime or ceiled above size,
18.\24 feet.

B.— Cistern, 8x14

feet, outside

measure, and

5 feet high.

€.— Stairs

to cellar.

!>.— Four- foot, double door.

serves for sub earth ventilation, overflow-pipe for a cellar cistern, and it can be made to empty the
cistern and cool the bee-cellar at any
time, the water passing through the
small gutter.
In the other room of the cellar,
which is 8x24 ft, there is a cistern
8x14 ft., and 5 ft. high. As will be
seen, this extends 2 ft. into the beecellar, yet the partition is tight, except a small hole just at the bottom,
so we may say we have two cisternsone a small one in the bee-cellar, the
other a large one in the other cellar,
though they are connected at the
bottom. The other room, which is a
sort of vestibule for the bee-cellar,

from
abutments on each

cellar, with stone
side, and level with

outside so that a wheelbarrow can be
in and out.
Gutter.
J.— Stone wall .5 ft. high, or all the way up,
as may be desired.
K.—Drain of 0-inch tile (Dr. Miller says 10Inch) following the inner lines 200 ft.,
and all the way below frost or variable-

run

O

mark.

temperattii'c

li.— Double wall lined with paper.

FIGURE

II.

M

/

windows— one (1x2) by 2 ft.,
room above, which

stairs to the

double trapdoors.
This room is entirely under ground,
though the outer double door, which
is 4 ft. wide, is, because of a natural
slope of the ground, on a level with
the outside, or else is inclined so we
can easily run a wheelbarrow into the

are

I.

tile

has two

and

Figure

/

H.— Passage-way

;

E.— Chimney.
underground sub-earth ventilation- F.— Cistern extends to this line.
Cellar windows, IxS'A ft., double, outer
pipe which runs 200 ft. or more under G.—glass,
and inner wood. Both are hinged
Thus this pipe of 4-inch
ground.
above so as to open in easily.
glazed

I

covered by

The windows may

cellar.

Rcjcrcnccs to Figure II.

12x:50 feet.
receive M.-Shop,
N.— Extracting room, 12x15

light by a half-circular excavation, or,
if desired, may be above the earth at
this southeast corner of the house.

Here, then, we have an arrangement by which we can control the

wood

feet,

O.— windows,

all

temperature perfectly,
ISxl'i ft., lathed and
to May
and from an experience exwith stove.
tending DOW over eight years, I am S.— Cellar trapdoor— double.

T.— Chimney.
v.— Three and

one-half feet ftairs.
at the bottom having-

Doors— The double one

of which have wire gauze
screens outside, and hinged to swing out.
-1 south windows
on
to extend 4
Screens
Inches above upper Jamb, with !4-inch
space.

Pump.
from October P.—
R.— Room,

;

with hard-

tloor.

plastered,

a

sill

so low that a

run over

it;

wheelbarrow can be

outside door being of gauze-

wire.
l-t ft.; studding, to chamber, alternate
12 and 18 inches apart. Side studding 12
feet long and 1 ft. apart. Floor, double,
one foot apart, and with grouting. Cellar and house to be mouse-proof. Celling 8 ft.; doora are all 3 feet.

Posts
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One on the &^ouththree rooms.
and
wpst 12x15 ft., is for extracting
hard-wlKod
retracted honey. It bas a
door, and only onfe>
floor wide outer
summer
thfcknrssof wall, so that
warm, and so enaoies
it- is kent very
leaving it
ustori^en boney without
This
i/is all capped
?n' the h^ve till

arfi

m

The joisis
a demonstrated fact.
thatthey serve
above are just so wide
The windows are
as frame supports.
these and
poised with weights, and
hinged
thedoorbave an outer gauze
windows, this
frame In case of the
outer wall,
extends 3 inches above the
so that bees
space,
half-inch
a
leavfng
they do not
can easily pass out, while

is also

pass

in.

.

on the southeast is
A second room size,
but is double

cellar 6 feet 6 inches high, into which
covered with several feet of dirt,
large sub-earth ventilator is brought;
which makes it equal to being wholly a same lies 4 feet under the surface
the
underground.— G. M.Doolittle.
of the ground, and is something like
summer 160 feet long. At the outer end there
I winter my bees on the
.stands,and in an ordinary house-cellar. is a box arranged to allow the air to
If I were going to build a place to enter the pipe and yet prevent snow
winter bees, all would depend upon from entering and blocking it. From
should prefer to build the cellar there are ventilators into
I
locition.
I would build of the bee-room in each comer, and also
intci a side hill.
stono, if plenty, or of brick. I should a winter entrance, thereby enabling
want the floor constructed of cement, me to visit the bees without in the
and Should want it to have double least changing the atmosphere. From
doors. To ventilate, I would use a the floor of the cellar there is a 2>4box vcLitilator about 8 feet inside, inch pipe connected to the chimney
reaching ^.o and resting on the floor (which reaches to the cellar) to draw
with openings cut in the sides close off the carbonic acid gas the upper
also openings near the ventilators of the bee-room also join
to the botto-o
top of the rtom constructed so they the chimneys.— D. Chalmers.
could be closer, i flnd it best to vendwelling
;

;

gets too
; if it
the top holes. If the
outer door repository shoiid be built above
rains a stove, but has no
an.offlce, and around, I woulo arrange it so that
for
honey
comb
for
It is
stairs.
1 And it could be heatM. If you can afford
;"
has trap-doors to cellar
favor of this to build a reposito^y^ " build it well
that some are not
for a fe^ dollars expense.
stop
not
desirable.
do
room, but I think it very
tilate

from the bottom

My bee-cellar is

under

my

house, where I winter my bees with
an average loss of only 3 to 4 per cent.
The cellar is an excellent one, well
drained and fairly dry, and the beedepartment is ventilated in the folFor the ingress of
lowing manner
air I use the cellar drain, which runs
H. D. Cutting.
the buildbelow the frost, some 200 feet from
The entire north side of12x30
bees n. -oUars under
I winter all my
ft. It
the house gradually thereafter coming
IS
This
shop.
a
for
is
ing
below buildings. One of my apii^-ies is win- to the surface. By means of a pipe at
a
has a pump from the cistern
under
b-^.i^ouge,
It tered in a cellar
the outer end reaching always above
and stairs to the chamber above.
The the surface of the snow, I keep a free
wmdows built especially for theabusiness
knoi
dry
has an outside door, four
on
built
^nd communication with the external air,
other bee-house is
and a door into each of the
14x20 feet, with a cella.tun the temperature of which is considerabout
stove
is
a
be
also
rooms. There will
buildmg, and 6^ lif„^>. ably raised before it reaches the bees,
then, when we size of the
i.g
this room. In winter
excavated so as to be below
chimand
bypassing about 2-50 feet under the
the
room,
either
have a fire in
The walls are of stone, n ground. For the egress of the toul
surface
drawn
air
the
and
heated,
then
mortared;
ney will be
too inchts thick, well
air and gasses I have a pipe 6 inches
from the bee-cellar. The wind,
with brick standing on n diameter, which starts withm 4 or
s lined inside
will suck
chimney,
the
are
over
8
nassinc
The joists overhead
Hnches of the cellar floor and runs
both cases Pdse
?he af/f rom the cellar. In
are sealed on the " connecting with the kitchen stove
the long inches wide, and
through
then
supplied
is
lumber
air
the
also two other pipes
tempered by nnder side with good
and floored a^ve I have
sub earth pipe, and so is
and is fined in with dry slwdust,
?nhe same diameter running out of
the temperature of the earth, boin wth matched lumber It has a hatchP'bee-cellar and reaching to the exThis is
double doors
kept sweet and pure.
^e^il air. These are kept stuffed
This wav in one end with
theory and demonstrated fact. small wfth a trap-door to lay snugly down dur^s
the coldest of the weather with
room is large enough so that acan be over the hatchway to keep out snow sma° jj-cuiar
bags filled in with dry
unaer
an
engine and some machinery
by
rtoii
ho
ventilated
saW*-af
easily reoQfl u^cQ
be pnsilv
these can
this and rain. It is
,
about movt,
square,
introduced if desired. 1 find that
inches
10
drain
partially removed, whenapiary
or
large
for
a
house,large enough
The dram has a small ever becomes necessary, either to
safety 100 feet long.
can be built for $500 and for QUs the l?de dorlhere it enters tbe cellar l°^er
beefjg temperature of the
it
believe
1
required. In the cellap^V
and convenience
the air. With tthese
Hedto open or close as
purify
Mr.
with
agree
from
I cannot
bill.
the cellar
facilitit'^ju connection with a stove
double- onnosUe corner of
a stove-pipe standin;^y^gj^g of the bee-departdon, that we had better have
ground, i where the drain enters,
the
above
connected
houses
walled
more Inters through .tbe^ floorhoney-house ment, w.^ij g^jj ^jg g^ed up whenever
think the cellar far better and
necessar. ^^^ temperature in the beewith the stov^ in the
convenient. I shall.be ^/'^y.f^illpd
repositor.
^^^^ ^^ y.gpt as desired
stated above.-C. M. Post
have this plan criticised, for, as
If you will
is without ijgfj trouble.
great imbee-repository for wintering
before, this is a matter of
My
keep
jj^^ a few first princidwelling just
in the
portance to all bee-keepers
undir the same roof as thefirst nat or ples or es?
success^jg^j conditions of
Northern States and in Canada.
occuDVing one-half of the
ful winter
^^^ construct your
walls are double
Mich.
College,?
^ .
Agricultural ^uuc^^,
the same^ The outer
<><'>'•'""'*>>
aid
house ini»fQymJty
*Qfonnity therewith, and
th^
you
the above benig^^^incheB
J--- will c^i require but little advice
sent
has
cook
Prof,
[AS
..-.
anybe/""*from anybt
jjj ^^^ grst place, you
and asks for a tion between
uuc bee-room^and<^^^^^^^^
DBLwecu the
Y-- „y Tv,o
to the BKB JoxiKNAL,
fnrmer
toimer, want a hou' ^^j. ^ggg frostproof and
the
of
ceiling
we
ins and also
dryifpos3ig_ jjj the second place,
thorough discussion and criticism,
15 inches of sawanswers to a are filled with only Ark, it contains you want i^gji ventilated, and to
think the following
Noah's
Journal dust Like
door; the secure this ^ gyb-earth pipe is inquery in the Canadian Bee
hnr one window and one
10 inches dispensablfejjr the introduction of
about
point.
the
with
to
and
isTacked
former
air f^j without. Build the
will be interesting
the bees are fresh
before
beesawdust
a
fine
of
house, if pi
house
orrsite"siightly
the
and
The inquiry was for building
ers,
these are «%^"'ntrwinter'Tuartmanner after- elevated, ar" ^
r subterranean
P".*. '^^U^ in a like
house for 60 colonies, and
bP,
pipe„deep
the frost, and carry
Ed.1
^''^l^.
The inside measurement of
the replies there given.—
300
fee^r
off
be

alsoihe same
walled, lath and

plastered.

It con-

warm then

ope^-

m

:

—

m

™d

,

I

:

1

m

,

XdU^^Karti-

Ln

,

P^e:
'

it
^ore, if possible,
you cc^g^^ ^^^^ ^^e surface.
150 colonies, fore
be
is capable of wintering
will
This
.therej^j-^jg g^pensive, but a
four rows o
localitv are very unsatisfactory
beini 14 feet wide allows the sneiyes few colonies^j^yg^ ^rom winter losses
little attention to
given
passes,
have
two
fore I
competent to shelving and wide enough to let the would soon ^ygr j^ ^g to the upthem and do not feel
the ward ventilt^jQ t^ij^t of course, can
no locality Ire thre^e deep,
(15 /nches)
nicely
advise in the matter. In
win^e hives stand
be easily ac '^g^g^
yot 60 coloo^
inches
can they equal an underground
tl^S,^°°J<J(fr^
buim any lower one 18
floor is nies, 12 to 15jgt square, and 7 feet
The
feet.
2
repository, and were 1 to
spaced
ueeb the others
or b^^^^^^^
of the high, inside
winteringof
g^,re, would be large
surfi
thesafe wintering
or'the.safe,
the surface
thing for
t
^'^'=^t^ g feet above
enough.
bee-cellar

Bee-houses

IE

%^^^\'

above ground in this

and underneath
\! r'lLt°e^r,^rt"rets1[ylSund.

is

a stone

W

j^

building a
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1 think I should construct it of wood tubes of 8tove-piping,running through
above ground, and till it in on all sides the ceiling and root. Through a hole
and above and below with about 2i4 in the upper floor I drop a thermomefeet in thickness of dry sawdust, the ter into the bee-house and keep it
floor above ground, and double or suspended midway between the ceilAllen ing and floor. To find the temperacourse.
treble doors, of
ture below, all I have to do is to go
Pringle.
upstairs and draw up the thermomeI will give a description of my own, ter.
In each of these ventilating
which I think is as good for the pur- tubes I have a common stove-pipe
pose as any in Ontario. The building damper, and by simply opening or
To begin at closing the damper I can regulate the
is 12x25 feet, two story.
the beginning, I excavated 4 feet temperature below at the same time I
deep. I then built a stone foundation am examining the thermometer. This
2 feet thick, and a little above the bee-house being plastered inside and
Upon this overhead, a coat of whitewash in the
surface of the ground.
foundation I put up two balloon spring keeps it sweet and clean.
I
frames of 2x4 inch scantling, one have used this house for wintering
the
foundation
frame on the inside of
bees for some six years, and I never
wall, and the other on the outside. I lost a colony in it except from starvasheeted up the inner sides of these tion or queenlessness, and I do not
two frames with inch boards. I had think the bees consume more than 6
now a frame-work standing on the pounds of honey to each colony in five
stane wall— or rather two frames, that months' confinement. It is so nearly
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the outer ma^rgin 2x14 inch scantling, 16 i.nches apart and sheeted up
inside. The inner frame-work was
the same, but sheeted up on the reverse side. I had thus a vacant space
over the centre of the stone wall of
some 14 inches walled up on either
tliis space I
side with inch boards
filled up with sawdust, and lathed
and plastered inside and outside. Beginning at the outside
I have first
a coat of lath and plaster, then 4
inches of dead air space, then an inch
board, then 14 inches of sawdust, then
another inch board, then a dead air
space of 4 inches, and the inner coat
of lath and plaster. The ceiling is 10
I
feet high, and made as follows:
laid on joists 2x8 inches, lathed and
plastered below and floored with
rough inch boards on top ; immediately over the first joists and on
;

:

this rough floor I laid another set of
joists, the same in size, and filled the
spaces between flush to the top of the
other set of joists with sawdust, and
then laid a tongued and grooved floor
over all. The ceiling, beginning from
above, then consists of first, the floor,

then 8 inches of sawdust, then a rough
floor, then 8 inches of dead air space,
and finally the coating of lath and

plaster, which forms the ceiling of
the bee- house proper. I divided the
upper story into two rooms, lathed
and plastered also. The inner wall
on the foundation, however, only runs

to the top of the first floor, so that the
walls of the upstairs rooms are simply
a 2x4 inch scantling, frame plastered
These upstairs
inside and outside.
rooms afford dry, warm storage for
comb honey". I laid a Portland cement
floor on the bee-house below, and
cemented the stone wall inside, which
effectually excludes any soakage from
without. I have an inner and an
outer door on the bee-house, and between these I put a 4-inch thick straw
This
mat, made to fit the doorway.
mat. of course, I put away in the
summer and replace it with a wire
screen door, for I do all my extracting
in the bee-house— and a delightfully
cool spot it is in the hot weather
which prevails then. Two sub-earth
ventilators— 8 inch tube— and led up
from a ravine to the rear of the building, give ample bottom ventilation.

The upper

ventilation consists of

building again, I
to substitute concrete for sawdust, which
would make it last many years longer.

perfect

that,

if

would make no change except

accommodate 200
hives. There is a chimney starting
into this I ran
and
at the upper floor,
This house

will

one of the ventilators the first year I
used it, but I found that the vapor
from below condensed in the lateral
pipes and filled them with ice. Afterwards I used upright tubes, and have
had no trouble with them since.
From this description some may think
my house too costly. All my outlay

was the

cost of

the material, for I

drove every nail and put on every
trowelful of plaster there is in the
building with my own hands.— E.
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Colonies.

FOND.

I
have tested this matter quite
thoroughly, and would say that two
weak colonies united in the spring
will, in my experience, live no longer

than either would have lived alone.
The queen and colony seem to need
young bees in the hive to cause broodrearing to go rapidly forward, for
without them there seems to be alack
in
that respect.
For this reason
(which I believe correct] I always
draw a frame of brood from a strong
colony and give to the weak one, preif I can find such, a frame
from which the bees are just emerg-

ferring,

ing.
I have

built

up

in

this

way

to

strength by July 1, quite a number of colonies that did not have bees
enough on the first of March, to cover
one-third of both sides of a Langsstroth frame and I have united colonies, both much stronger, and having
petered out"
a good queen, that
completely in three or four weeks. In
case, however, I had no colony strong
enough to spare brood, I should unite
to save a queen.
full

;

''^

Foxboro,o Mass.
For tbe Amerlcsn Bee Joonial.
Tlie

Season in Nortliern
T. F.

Oliio.

KINSBL.

Up to

June 20 there was no surplus
It was too cold in fruit
bloom for bees to fly, and too wet
If we were building a bee-house we
during white clover bloom for any
would prefer to have a good cellar nectar to be secreted. The red clover
under it frost-proof, and have the was very sweet — but is there such a
walls above the cellar at least 20 bee as a " red clover queen V"
If a
inches thick. This gives an oppor- drouth, preceding clover bloom, shorttunity of wintering either in the ens the bloom, bees seem to work on
cellar or above, or if desired in both.
clover. I have seen black bees
A cellar 12 feet square inside would red
and yellow-banded ones on red clover,
hold 100 colonies, or if you use both but ordinarily the bees are not found
cellar and the second story it would on red clover.
We find the second story Only one-third of my bees have
hold 200.
very valuable for extracting purposes,
swarmed, and they, except four, were
work-shop, storeroom for honey, etc.
made swarms according to Mr. Simr
place
for
some
such
In fact without
mina' method. On July 1 I had a
it
would
with
large
apiary,
a
storage,
and desired to test
But if natural swarm, method. They were
be very diflicult to manage,
Mr. Hutchinson's
require,
storage
you
the
all
have
you
hived on four Langstroth-Simplicity
and every facility for carrying on your frames, with 1-inch starters, and
business so that nothing is required
closed up with a division-board on

McKnight.

honey.

excepting simply a winter repository,
it may be made all above ground by
putting up a wall of 2x4 scantling,
and filling the 20-inch space between
the walls with dry sawdust or some
very cheap
equally good packing,
arrangement might be built under
ground if the drainage was good, and
the soil sandy so that no water would
trouble. This might be called a cave
by some, by merely building a stone
wall around it and roofing it over
with timber and earth sufficiently
deep to prevent the cold from getting
or it might have a packing of 18
in
inches of sawdust, and at least 2 feet
of chaff, but 30 inches would be much
better than roofing over.— Editor of

A

;

two Canadian Bee Journal.

each side

;

a zinc queen-excluder laid

on top, and an extracting super put
on top, immediately filled with drawn
foundation. It was a large swarm,
and was forced " up stairs " for want
of room. In the evening of July 2 I
examined them, and found 10 pounds
of honey in the super.
Bees now are working on basswood.
and fly and work from sunup till
sundown. I think that Mr. Demaree
told the exact truth when saying
" If honey— nectar— was plentiful, it
would be difficult to keep bees out of
the sections." Bees, like men, cannot make something out of nothing.

Mr. Doolittle once said that he pre2.5 colonies ready for the honey

ferred
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harvest at any time, to 200 colonies
kept in the orniuary way. It seems
to be the truth, and if he has liad
colonies gather 22 pounds of honey
each in one day from basswocd, as he
says, what use is there to fuss with so
many bees for so little honey i It
would be better to keep 25 colonies
ready for the honey harvest when it
comes, though they had to be fed
some. All men cannot do as Messrs.
Doolittle,Demaree,Heddon and others
do ; yet any man or woman with
some energy can keep 25 colonies
strong at ail times, better than to

And without ceremony or
in."
unnecessary delay, he seized Phil,
and placed him directly under the
bees, put the bee-gum on top ot his
head, and directed him to stand tast.
Broom in hand, Mr. Roberts then
ran up the tree with the nimbleness
of a cat or squirrel, and, crawhng
aiul
out, hung himself on a limb,

them

a rainy day. Many persons suppose
that because there are flowers in
abundance, there is honey but this
is a mistaken idea, as the electric
conditions must be just right or the
Good
nectar will not be secreted.
corn-growing weather is good honey
by
followed
weather; warm nights,
;

soft,

balmy days.

the weatlier is warm enough
they are rearing
them fall in lumps into the for bees to fly, and not so important
rapidly, it is
open box on the negro's head below. brood
kind of sugar the syrup is made
Mr. Roberts congratulated himself on what
Brown
of, as it is for winter stores.
the success of his scheme.
will do very well.
sugar
maple
or
Sometimes a wad of bees would Care should be taken that robbing is
waste time on more colonies as ordi- miss the hole and strike Phil on the not induced, and it is best fed in the
narily kept.
shoulder, whicli made him restless.
story where no bee from the
We are having a " honey shower," " Stand Arm, Phil," said a voice from upper
outside can gain access to it. Where
had
We
now.
you.
here
"
dry
very
sting
but it is
above, and they will not
the bees are covered with duck, musa sprinkle last night.
If a bee finds out that you are afraid lin, or a quilt, one corner can be
Just
certain.
Shilob,5 O., July 4, 1887.
you
sting
of him, he will
the bees to
and turned back, allowingthey
let him know you are not afraid,
are very
come up. Although
Mr.
remarked
danger,"
there is no
investigating little bodies, they do
cautiously began to sweep

them

oft,

When

letting

Roberts by way of encouragement.
not alwavs lind the food immediately;
" Ouch golly I'm stungfor shuah! but if a little is poured upon them,
to
got
I'm
The following graphic description Whew! Mars Roberts,
and a small stream of it leading to the
receptacle, they will soon be busily
of how Judge Odom's man Roberts drapdisbox!"
" Stand still, you chicken fool you
engaged in carrying it down into their
hived, or, rather, did not hive, a
cares
ho
in.
all
them
I'll soon have
combs.
swarm of bees, is from the Albany, for a bee V" Just then an old-liner
Peoria,© Ills.
his
under
back,
Phil's
story,
the
good
a
down
It is
marched
Ga., News.
unmore
still
became
Phil
and
perusal of which our many readers shirt,
easy, but Mr. Roberts spoke soothing
Honey and Beeswax Market.
will enjoy. Here it is
words from above.
seemed
bees
the
however,
out
bee-hiving
Suddenly,
lively
a
was
There
The following are our very latest
Judge Odom's "oakey woods" to realize who it was disturbing them,
at
place the other day— the whole affair and about forty "business fellows" quotations for honey and beeswax
being fully up to reputation as re- popped Mr. Roberts simultaneously,
CHICAGO.
gards the tragic and ludicrous. Judge and he dropped his broom, lost his
We quote: Extracted, r.STc, accordOdom had charged Mr. Roberts, the hold, and came down with a crash inirHONEY.—
to quality and piickaue. ^ew honey in i-lbsettionswas sold tor 15c. per lb. Only 2-lb. secoverseer, to watch the bees and let no upon the negro and box.
of lioney are now cm ttio market.
With a whoop and a wild screech, tions
swarms get away. Swarming season
K. A. BUKNB'l'T.
lJBBSWAX,-:!ao.
lit
out,
161 South Water St.
July 7,
approached, and Roberts made ready Phil got upon his feet and
forHe
for his apiarian harvest by preparing followed by a crowd of bees.
DETROIT.
gums, and conveniently placing tin got his blindness, and went he knew
HONEY.— Best white comb, l!«r-'c. Marliet is
pans, bells, horse-shoes, and other not whither, striking the garden pal- nearly
bare, awaltine the new crop.
instruments of music likely to com- ings broadside, and leveling three
M. U. HUNT. Bell Branch, Mich.
He never June 10.
pose and detain a swarm of bees, on panels with the ground.
charge
to
continued
leave.
but
French
stopped,
taking
SAN FRANCISCO.
until the vegetaExtracted, white, Scts.j
HONRY- We quote;
He did not have long to wait. The around the inclosure
Comb, extra white, I2ai4c.j
4@4Xc.
destroyed.
amber,
all
light
were
ables
other morning the hottest kind of a
tlrm.
Market
7<'"iiIoc.
In the meantime, Mr. Roberts was amber,
BBESWAX.-lSfaaic.
swarm darkened the air, and Roberts
he was " very
& LEMCKB. 122-124 Davis St.
put his orchestra in motion with a fully employed. In fact, and through July 2. SCHACHT
house
the
Around
busy."
musicallyvigor that would cause any
LOCIS,
ST.
out to the gate,
educated bee to pause, reflect, and it then under it
comb, KKSirio. Strained, In
HONEY— ChoiceExtra
" over the
and
house-lot,
the
through
with
fancy, M more than joreand
pause,
did
They
barrels, 3«e4Mc.
turn back.
4
Koinu prices. Extracted, LiCaHC. Market dull.
one accord pitched upon a tree in the hills and far away."
at 2n>tc, for prime.
BEBSWAX.-Steady
but
Neither were the bees idle,
yard, where they formed themselves
D. Q. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.
"improved each shining May 20.
diligently
into a funnel-shaped mass.
flower
to
flower
hour," flitting from
SAN FKANCISCO.
Roberts then played upon them (Roberts and Phil were the blossoms),
White comb, I2@14c.: amHONE v.— We quote white,
with a huge syringe from a bucket of
raising
and
4jl(».'>c.;light amber
sweets
culling all the
ber 7(!Lcio. Extracted,
water, and having effectually, as he
quiet.
Market
"
sUM'i^<:.
Columbia."
Hail
merry
flame
incipient
out
the
put
supposed,
The swelling has all gone down lly^^r^'atfiMITH 4 CO,, 423 Front St.
that lurks in their tails, prepared to
now, and if anybody sees a stray
gather them into his garner. The
MILWAUKEE.
swarm of bees in the neighborhood
choice 2bunch of bees were some 10 or 12 feet they need not hesitate to hive them,
HONEY — Choicewhite 1-lbs., 12®I2VeC.;
imperfect slow.
Ibs l(i««llc.; dari not wanted. and
from the ground, and the object was
Phil will lay no Extracted, finest white >" .."ei!'. «^!«*,3«i: „";
and
Roberts
as
Mr.
4 to W.,
to land them safely within the beewhite in kegs and barrels, 6is«Hc.; dark,
and
claim on them.
amber, in barrels, 4H'35c. Demand limited
gum.
small.
supply
serious difliculty here met Mr.
Prairie Farmer.
^nn^w.^^'~''T:v. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
Roberts, to-wit; how to bring the
gum in proximity with the bees and
KANSAS CITY.
The gods of genius
Feefling Bees in tlie Spring,
retain it there.
10®12
HONEY.-We quote White clover l-lbs..
lo to lie
necessity, proliflc
were propitious
ct"; dark 9 to IOC White clover 2-lbs..small way.
6c. m
5
to
Extracted,
HARRISON.
lOc.
brought
9
to
MRS.
L.
dark
old mother of invention,
Market almost bare of comb and extracted honey.
forth a son in the person of "Blind
cor4th&Walnut
Jun. 16. CLEMONS.CLOON&CO.,
colony
a
place,
examined
the
ago
I
man
on
colored
time
Phil," a
Some
adjoining
an
in
friend
blind.
a
or
quite
to
nearly
CINCINNATI.
belonging
who is
for extracted. scsTc. per lb.
" Phil, come here," said Mr. Rob- town, and if I had not done so they
HONEY -We quote
brluBB 11(9140. Demand improving.
have starved. They had Best combAX.--Good
"
demand,-2tK822c. per lb. lor
erts,
I want you to hold this bee- would soon
BEBSW
in rearing
gum up under that bunch of bees, consumed all their storesprovision
for JSS^^°. "SIf^MOTH &-80N,Freeman * Central At.
while I climb the tree and sweep brood, and had made no
HiyiiiE

Bees— A LauEMWe

Incident

!

!

W

:

;

;

:

,

A

:

;

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1887.

of Meeting.

July 16.— Marshall County, at Marshalltown, Iowa.
J. W. SanUurs. Sec. LeGruiid, Iowa.

Nov. lP-18.— North American, at ChicuKO. Ills.
"W. Z. Uutchlnson, Sec. Koaersville, Mich.

Dec

7-9.— Michigan State, at East Sa»rinaw, Mtch.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mlcb.

dT" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

have plenty of pollen and considerable morning and evening. I am on thebrood, yet one-half of the brood is in Illinois river, and there is plenty of
elongated cells, some of them not timber here, but until the last few
capped over, while two-thirds prob- days it seemed there was nothing for
ably are capped. I put a frame of them to do. They are working now
this brood in the hive of another col- some on the linden. I think the crop
ony a week or more ago, and now I in this section will be a failure. 1 am
hud no raised cells in that frame of the only one that I know of here that
brood. I did not look for the queen, has had a swarra. Last year, from 12
but saw plenty of eggs and brood in colonies, spring count, I got l,20a
different stages. Bees are storing no pounds of honey, and I did not use
surplus, as white clover is dried up. foundation. I put on the sections the
Our last chance is linden, and it is first thing in the spring, and all the
best of them have done is to draw out
just beginning to bloom.
the comb. Some have not touched

Width

—A

of Hives— Division-Boards.
beginner in Sunapee, 9 N. H.,

Filling Brood-Nests with Honey.

June

Hoke, Union City,o» Ind., on

28, 1887, says

The prospect

:

a large crop of
this time,
but I think it is improving. Swarming is 20 to 25 days later than last
[1. For hives to contain nine frames
year. The bees have been tilling the
brood-nest with stores for the last we make them 13 inches in width.
two weeks, so if we get little or no
2. Division-boards should fit close
surplus we will not have to feed our
to the bottom of the hive.— Ed.]
anj
as
happy
just
looking
bees. I
after my bees as though they were
Virginia Water-Leaf, etc.— Abel
storing liouey.
Gresh, Weedville,5 Pa., on June 28,
Apple-Blossom Honey, etc.— Chas. 1887, says
D. Barber, Stockton, ? N. Y., on July
I send a sample of a plant found
2, 1887, says:
wild in the woods here, which appears
I began with one colony in the to be very attractive to bees. Please
spring, and in two weeks it stored at give the name, and state its probable
pounds of apple-blossom value as bee-forage. Bees are about
least 75
honey. We have four large orchards done swarming, and have some surfor niy bees to work on, and I con- plus, but if rain does not come soon
sider the honey as good as that from the honey crop will be cut short.
white clover. My bees are Italians,
[This is Hydrovhyllum Virginicum,
and they swarmed three times before
June 21, each swarm being a large belonging to the Water-leaf family.
one. The tirst swarm has its hive The common name is the " Virginia
almost full of honey now, and bass- water-leaf."
It
is a shade-loving
wood is not yet in bloom.
plant, or rather does the best in the
and, like the other members
Little Yield from White Clover.— woods,
is an excellent honeyfamily,
the
of
ilays,
Macomb,
Ills.,
on June
J. F.
J
plant, both for the quality and the
30, 1887, says
quantity of nectar produced. It is a
The honey crop is comparatively a
very widely distributed
failure here, and the bee-keepers are native, and is
" blue." We had an abundance of throughout
the
country,
though
white clover, but it yielded very little usually not in great abundance.— T.
honey. I got only 10 swarms from
The weather continues J. BURRILL.]
100 colonies.
for

honey looks rather slim at

it yet.

Few Swarms and Little Honey.—
Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon,i>Iowa, on
1. I bought some hives last winter
July 1, 1887, says:
just 1314 inches wide, which the dealer
I can report from this section few
said were just right for nine frames.
Was he correct V If not, what is just swarms and but very little honey this
the right width for nine frames? 2. season. We had a good rain to-day,
Should there be a bee-space below the but it is too late to do much good to
division-boards, or should they Bt the bees.
close to the bottom of the hive V
asks the following questions

—Abe
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Lots of Bees.but Little Bloom.— W.

Mason, Fillmore,*o Ind., on June 29^
1887, writes

Through

this part of the State every
drying up badly.
Bees are
storing but little surplus honey, the
white clover bloom being almost a
failure. But very few swarms have
issued so far. The hives are full of
bees, and would do good work if there
was plenty of bloom. The basswood
has just commenced to bloom, and
we are hoping that a good yield from
stored from
it, with what little is
white clover, we may have a small
crop at least. Unless good fall bloom
should follow, we will be able to report a failure such as we have not meti
with in ten years which will be quite
a discouragement to beginners.

thing

is

;

White Clover and Drouth.— Rev.
L. Lobeck, Key,c$ Iowa, on June 27,
1887, says

Bees are doing poorly. From 9 colonies of hybrids, which are in a very
good condition, and from which I
allowed only two to casta swarm, I
have taken but 30 pounds of comb
honey. I do not think that they will
average 15 pounds of surplus each
White clover is nearly
this year.
Last year my
killed by the drouth.
dry.
very
averaged 85 pounds of comb
Honey Crop a Failure.— H. C. Gil- colonies
Elongated Cells.— William L. Job, ford, Morris, 5 Ills., on June 29, 1887, honey.
Fillmore,*o Ind., on June 26, 1887, writes
James
Report— Shelled Honey.
•writes
I work for comb honey, and never Winters, Kenton,K) Ohio, on July 5,
"
I have just read
Symptoms of take any out of the brood- chamber. 1887, writes
Foul Brood," on page 393, with much My 24 colonies came out strong. in the
Bees in this locality are not doing
interest. If Mr. Hoyle is correct, that spring, with lots of honey, and to day
elongated cells is a symptom of foul I do not think there is as much honey much so far this season. They came
brood, 1 fear it is in this locality. in the hives by 400 or 500 pounds as through the winter in good condition,
After reading his article, I remem- there was when I unpacked them. I with very little loss, but they have
bered noting one a few days ago in have had 7 swarms, which I hived, not swarmed much, nor gathered
I have had only one
looking for a frame of brood to give and how they live I cannot tell, but I much honey.
to a weak colony. I have just been do not believe that one of them would swarm from 36 colonies, and there ia
out and examined the colony. It has have staid in the hive if I had not very little honey in the surplus boxes.
been somewhat weak this spring, and filled it half full of foundation to en- The white clover did not yield much
We had no white honey what surplus they have gaththe bees seem to have no energy. courage them.
They have plenty of sealed honey clover to speak of, and the bees are ered carae mostly from the linden,,
They
carried over winter, and at present quiet, except a little while in the and that is nearly exhausted.
:

—

;
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may get something from the second
crop of clover aud the fall flowers, but
the prospect is not flattering for a good
yield of honey this season.
I notice

" scratching machines," or the itching grass or whatever grows on my side
You will say, get a of the road. The party on the oppobee-hat ; I have a good one, but if my site side of the road from my farm
nose gets too close they will strike has a strip of ground 14 feet wide on
in the Bee Journal that a new through, and are sure to hit me. what is supposed to be the right-ofname for extracted honey is wanted. They have stung me twice through way, planted in corn and oats, and I
Call it " shelled honey;" then when kid gloves, so I do not know what to (nor any one else) have not complainour customers want to know what do. If you can advise me as to any ed of him, as the road is still wide
kind of honey that is, we can explain. way so I and the bees can stay to- enough. Have I any chance to get
Ignorance in regard to honey-produc- gether and be friendly, I shall thank damage of the parties who cut the
prevails to such an extent you.
tion
clover, or will I have to give up growamongst the consumers, that it takes
ing clover on the roadside '?
permit
not
bee-veil
would
[A
good
an explanation to give them a correct
One
[If the "commissioner of highways"
idea of the matter. Any thing to the bees to get at your nose.
provoke inquiry will be a help to get like the illustration is an excellent hired a man to cut the weeds, etc.,
rid of the prejudice and ignorance protection.
Kid gloves are not thick along the highways, you could have
that surrounds our business.
You need rubber gloves. no case against the man who cut it
enough.
Carbonate of soda will generally an- " by authority." If it was a malicious
Prepaying Charges on Bees, etc.— tidote the bee-poison ; hartshorn and act on the part of the commissioner,
€. Weeks, Clifton,? Tenn., on June
salaratus water are also used to ad- you might have a case, but we fear
28, 1887, writes
that might be difficult to prove. Your
For the last three years I have been
" rights " on the highway may not indisposing of my surplus stock of bees,
clude using it for " pasturage " or for
but now a new obstacle comes up.
"raising garden truck" there.
Express companies refuse to take bees
unless the charges are prepaid. The
do not know how the law reads on
question is, how can we advertise
that subject, and prefer to leave that
bees in hives and prepay express
matter to the attorneys. Ed.]
charges, not knowing what distance

would craze me.

We

they will have to be sent ? I sent a
colony to St. Louis by boat to be expressed to
Washington Territory.
The agent refused them unless the
freight charges ($30) was prepaid. Of
course I could but order the bees
brought back. The man who ordered
them wrote me that he would have
been willing to have paid $8 expressage on them. There is less surplus
honey here this year than for the past
ten years. In fact, this is not a favorable locality for surplus honey, and I
expect to be forced to destroy a portion of my bees to reduce my stock.
I allow but little increase of colonies.
There's the rub."
We see no
-way to avoid the trouble. The Express Company could not be blamed.
Bees are perishable property, and if
they had carried them through to
Washington Territory, the last com["

pany which handled them would
have had a loss of $20 or more, for it
must advance the charges of the preceding handlers. As it was, you are
the suSerer. But there are two sides
to this as well as nearly all

questions.— Ed.]

of

Bees doing Well.— Samuel Jarvis,
Fair Grove,o Mich., on July 2, 1887,

BEE-VEIL.
Pull out the stings and
vantage.
apply a strong solution of carbonate
of soda to the wound before it closes
up by swelling. To dissolve one-half
tea-spoonful of the soda in a little
water and drink it will often prevent

writes

have visited a half dozen apiaries,
I believe that bees are doing
very well in this locality, and esI

and

pecially in increase. Four old colonies in my father's apiary sent out 12

We
swarms, beginning on June 3.
have some linden, but white clover is
raspberry
main
bee-forage.
Eed
this does not answer the purpose, the
bloom is gone.

swelling.
If

dissolve a table-spoonful of salt in a
half -goblet of vinegar, and make it

Worked Well on Alsike.— B. F.
Conely, Brighton, o> Mich., on July 1,
with a rag. An onion cut in two and
1887, says
gently rubbed on the wound will
I had 33 colonies, lost 3 in winter,
often prevent swelling.
Crushed and started the season with the retomato leaves are used with good re- mainder.
My bees are doing very
well, considering that there was no
sults for the same.
white clover honey. Fifteen colonies
The reason why one remedy will have cast swarms, but I will not let
not answer for all, is because of the them swarm any more. I had four
ever-varying state of the human sys- acres of Alsike clover, and the bees
I shall get about
tem, both as the result of internal work well on it.
one ton of honey.
and external causes. Ed.]
tepid.

Then apply

it

to the

wound

such

Profusion of Basswood Bloom,

Sweet Clover on the Roadside.—

.Jno. A. Osborne, Rantoul,o* Ills., on
Swellings from Bee-Stings.— WarJuly
1, 1887, writes:
ren Fallen, Estherville,x) Iowa, gives
I have been growing sweet clover
his experience
with bee-stings as
along the road near my farm for five
follows
or six years, and I find it a great help
This spring I had 4 colonies of bees, to the bees in July and August, and I
have
increased them to 10, and have never had any trouble about it
and I
they are still increasing.
But could until now. I have been mowing a
swelled
change
head and bloated swath along each side every year
I
eyes into hives, I should not have to until now, and I would have mown it
make any for ten years. Can you this year but the commissioner of
inform me as to anything that will highways hired a man to cut it all
?revent the swelling from oee-stings V down a few days ago. Now I would
do not mind the sting, but I swell like to know if you think I have a
like a barrel, and cannot see for three right to grow sweet clover along the
-days. I break out all over my body, road near my own farm, so long as it
from the top of my head to the very does not interfere with travel. It
•bottoms of my feet.
I need two seems to me that I have a right to the

— S.

J.

July

4, 1887,

etc.

Youngman, Cato,© Mich., on
says

There was only one rain in June,
and the consequence is a profusion of
white clover bloom, but no nectar.
Alsike proved to be, as usual, all that
could be expected, growing in some
places, where mixed with timothy
and the large clovers, 2^ feet in
length. My colonies have gathered
from 25 to 30 pounds each of choice,
thick honey. Basswood bloom opened

on June 30— the

earliest

known

to

there is a great
bee-keepers here
profusion of the flowers, and a great
yield of honey is expected, as the
It
colonies are strong in numbers.
rained on July 2, 3, and 4, and other
honey-plants will thrive.
;
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Street Clover, (Melitotus alba), furnishes
Yacca Brusbes are employed for re
moving bees from the combs. They are a the most reliable crop of honey from July
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the until frost, and at the same time it furnisbea
bees. As each separate fiber extends the the most delicious honey, light in color, and
whole length of the handle as well as the thick in body. It may be sown In waste
brush, they are almost Indestructable. Places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
When they become sticky with honey, they Sow two years running, on the same land,
can be washed, and when dry, are as good and the honey crop will be without interas ever. The low price at which they are mission. Money Invested In Sweet Clover
sold, enables any bee-keeper to have six or Seed will prove a good Investment.
The
more of them, so as to always have one Seed may be obtained at this office at the
handy. We can supply them at 5 cents following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail, $1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

^^^m-Mia^^^^^

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

;

odd

Propbiktors.

923*.925WESTMADISaNST.,CHICA60
At One Dollar a Year.

cent each for postage.

1

The Western W^orld Guide and HandBook of Useful Information, contains the
can have them greatest amount of useful information ever

ILL.

By Using tbe Binder made

put together in such a cheap form. The
have reduced the price to printing, paper, and binding are excellent,
60 cents, postpaid. Subscription for one and the book is well worth a dollar. To any
year and the binder for $1.50.
one sending us two new subscribers beside*
his own, with $3.00, for one year, we wUl
present a copy of this valuable book.
Honey-Plant
seed
Supply Chapman

NEWMAN.

H.

in the year.

BnSINISS MANAOEB.

^irecial

expressly

Beb Joubnal, all
bound and ready for examination every day
for this

ALFRED

445

^oixus.

We

We

One-half ounce, 50
:
cents ; 1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50 ; 4
ounces, $2 ; Y, pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed ie sufficient for half an acre,
at the following prices

Colored Fosters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
Correopondeiits. — It would save
as well as useful. We have prepared some
ni muoli trouble, if all would be particular if properly thinned out and re-set.
for the Bee Journai., and will send two or
to give their P. 0. address and name, when
more free of cost to any one who will use
writing to this office. We have several letters
them, and try to get up a club.
(Bome inclosing money) that have no name;
Enameled ClotU for covering frames,
many others having no Post-Offlce, County price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
or State. Also, if you live near one post- whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
One Dollar invested for the weekly visits
office and got your mail at another, be sure pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
of the Ameeican Bee Journal for a year,
to give the address we have on our list.
cents per yard extra for postage.
will richly repay every apiarist In America.
;

To

;

;

;

;

Wliere to Keep Honey is the title of
Am there Is Another firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our Leaflet No. 3. For prices see the second
correspondents would write " American Bee page of this paper. If you wish to see a
Journal " on the envelope when writing to sample of it before purchasing, send for it.
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
pay 20 ceuts per pound, delivered
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
will Present Webster's Dictionary be on each package.

We

have

WHITE

a large quantity of

CHOICE

EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegB

holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 8 cent*
per lb. Orders solicited.

We

We

(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with S2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal

be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
determine their meaning.
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
money Orders can now be obtained at or we will send them all to the agent.
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Slmmlns' Non-Sframiing System is
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,

As

and are

no way

in

safe.

Red Ijabels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4 !4 inches. — We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
lor $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
lor $S.00
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
:

;

;

;

;

Book

new English bee-book. The
author claims that it will inaugurate a ** new
era in modern bee-keeping," and states that
"it is based upon purely natural principles,
and is the only system that can ever be
relied upon, because no other condition
exists in the economy of the hive that can
be applied to bring about the desired result
a total absence of any desire to swarm."
is well printed and
It contains 64 pages
It can now be
illustrated. Price 50 cents.

the

title

of a

—

;

is

$3.

We

will

club

it

Duncan

3 Park Kow,

office.

QUEENS, SI.—Bees, Supplies,
TESTED
etc. See Foster's adv't. on page 432.
28Alf

Mall.—
BY KelurnUntested.

Italian Queens, Tes60c. Bees per lb., 50c.

ted, ¥1;

26Atf

GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee,

Ind.

Bees and Queens for sale.— Untestecl
ITALIAN
for *4.<i0. Send for Circular,
Queen. 7.'i cents
Free.-JOHN NBBEL & SON, High Hill, Mo.
_23A8t
;

fi

.

Dadant'sFouiidatiou Factory, wholesale
and

A

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

SIMPLICITY-frame

hive of Italian Bees,
Nucleus. $1.51); 3-frame Nucleus
Tested Italian Queen, $1.25: one Untested
(young laying) Italian Queen, 75 Ct8 two or more,
70 eta. each. Beks by the lb., same price as untested Queens. Can send bv return Mail or E.xpreBS.
OTTO KLElNnW.
Address,
(opp. Ft. Wayne Gate), DETKOIT, MICH.
28Alt

1

i.\J

*5.(-Mi; i:-fraiUL'

$:i.iX).

Sulflfen, Advertising Agent,
York, inserts advertise-

New

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
a v^ry Magazines with more promptness and at
?

and the tractive

manner,

and guarantees entire

In all his dealings, he is honorWeekly Bee JonRNAL for a year and give satisfaction.
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
you both for $2. If you want it sent by of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed
mail, add 20 cents for postage.

g^dwertisjetttjewts.

;

obtained at this

prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
Umpting offer. It contains 16e pages, is lower
He gives special iittention to writing and
printed on writing paper, ruled and bound, setting up advertisements in the most at-

and the price

26A2t

ment for any window."

will

E.

Do you Want a Farm Account
We have a few left, and make you

write to the Hub Mfg. Co.,
Iowa, and learn how to free
your honey-houses from Bees, Flies, etc.,
for 8;.^ cents per window. " A patent attach-

Bee-Keepers,

New Hampton,

free.

52A40t

NUCLEI! NUCLEI!
HAVE

200, and they must go, so the
price will be only $2.25 for 2 Langstroth
plenty of bees and a
Frames of Brood
beautiful Tested Italian Queen. Untested
less.
Queens, 25 cents

I

;

JOHN

A.

BUCHANAN,

HOLLIDAY'S COVE, Hancock

Co.,

W. VA.
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BEES and HONEY,
OB THS
Uanagement of an Apiary for Pleasure
and Profit ; by

W.

Genesee

Italian Queens
TESTED
Untested Italian Queens

Co., Mich.,

book of 45
published a neat
HAS
pages. entitled: XHE PRODUCTION

Address,

OF COMB HONEY.

NEWMAN,

C.

Bound

^~A

lilberal

THOS.
&

833

"Boss" One-Piece

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

925 West Madison

St.,

J.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
SOLD SINCE

I3,000

1=
WE

tilled with honey. the
attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of
package. They can be used
tor household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can he
returned to and re-flUed by
the apiarist.
Prices are aa follows:

50 pages, and more than 50 fine llluswere added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughlyrevised, and contains the

More than

& Co., Watertown, Wis

S^D

To hold

Patented June

28, 1881.

Watertown, Wis.. May

COOK.* Author and

Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

G.

H.

Impressions for lO cts.
Will last a life-time.
Everybody needs one.
It prints indelibly Envelopes. Letter heads.
Postal Cards. Wrapping-paper, Bags, Sections. Crates. Cartons.

FOUNDATION

lu 25-Ponud Boxes.
now furnish VAN DECSENS'

Bedding. Robes.Clothing— everything. Your
name, occupation and
address, with the machine complete, sent
free by mail, for $1.00
P. O. Money Order.
Extra H-oz. bottles of
ink tor i2c. in stamps.
Address,

WE CAN

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
iivil^K!.!! feet to the pound. Wholesale and
||;^^|SI Retail. Circulars and Samples free
TTio-h

.

S-^¥«*J

lAtf

J Y^j,

DEUSEN & SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTirRERS),
SPKOUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in
inches, at $12.50 per box.

filled

GEO.T.HAMMOND,
Brockport.

THOS. G. NEWMAN ic SON.,
& 925 W. Madison

PAIL.

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Palls is of uniform design

a

any other quantity than

exactly 2.5 lbs. (or its multiple) will be
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

923

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

sheets 16'/4x28
ft- to the lb.

12

p»~ The above is a special offer, and is
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for

CHICAGO,

St.,

Monroe
ILL.

Drone and Queen Trap.

Alley's

the other sizes, having the top
/edge turned over, and has a bail or
' handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and

&

SON,
the

See advertisement in another column.

flat,

Italian Queens.— Single
UNTESTED
Queen, 65 cts.; 5for J.XOO; 12 for $6.50.

923

retail.

BEES

per

26Atf
i<

lb.,

same

price as Queens.

I. K. GOOD, Nappanee, Ind.

J.

112.00.

;

cts.: 12 In
50, in the

Address.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

The

&

SON,
CHICAGO,

THOS. G. NE^nriAN

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
Thomas Wm. Cowan,

Forncrook & Co., Watertown, Wis. and
ley,
Patented June

w

Watertown, WiB., May

cheap as
Ist, 1887.

Dadant'sFoundatlon Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

In

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

published by John Huokle, King's LangHerts, Kngland.

Send 75 Cents Yearamonrthe°Bee8:"

28, 1881.

furnish you SECTIONS as
Ethewill
cheapest. Write for price-list.

^-Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections raanufactured by us.
.

flat,

by Express, soots.; by mail, 65
and one nailed (13 in all), 13.50

AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
Sections,
Boss" One-Piece
information for the apiarist. It is edited by
MANUFACTUIIED BY

another column.

SALE, Cheap.

6W(3tm)40t

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale

for

HURRAH

Price,

and

26Btf

for the Fair !— Exhibit and extend
your reputation and develop the home market
by using our brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full
of instruction and amusement. I have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J. H.Martin,Hartford,N.Y.

.dozen, or

4 925 West Madison Street,

BEES

NewYork

;

attractive small package, that can
be sold for -20 cents or less. Many
„^j.__;^^^;;;::^
consum^^is will buy It in order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. TKICJE, 75 cents per

923

Co.,

THE "MIDGET.

Ital1 f\f\ Colonies of American-reared and
In
J_UU Ian Bees, best strain, strong:,
for sale
10-frame wired Simplicity hives
CLiARK,
A.
«.
Cheap. Address,
ABKADELPHIA, ARK.
8Etf

With

S5.00 per l-OO.
THOS. O. NEWMAN

CHICAGO, ILL.

2,000

luOO

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Extra Thin

St.,

SELF-INKING RUBBER-STAMP.

arrival guaranteed.

26Atf

*i'S2
»-w

NEWMAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

$5 00

Fourteen Warranted Italian

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scieotlflc work treating of
bees In the World. Price, by mail, »1.»5. Libera!
discount to dealers and to clubs.

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
pounds
;;

THOMAS
923

1st, 1887.

BY RETURN MAIL
tar 8afe

1

2

SIX "Warranted Italian Queens
Queens

itrations

A~* «l<

When

Sections,

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap a
the cheapest. Write for price-list.

1876.

5»000 Sold Since May, 18S3.

lAly

Forncrook

THE APIAKY.

MAMTJAJ. OF

Or,

Pails are made
best quality of
clear Hint glans, with a bail
metal
top and cover.
and a

T]]£S£
of the

MAM'FACTURED BY

CHICAGO, ILL.

CLIFTON, TKNN.

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.

in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozen or Hundred.

60

WEEKS,

28A.3t

^~

dition.

$100

ta^~ Bred from Imported Mothers.

little

In which, from the
time of building up coloDies in the spring,
to the removal of the honey from the hivee,
C.
the problem of securing the most first-class
honey with the least expenditure of capital
EMtor of the American Bee Journal.
and labor, is clearly explained; the author
It contains 220 prof usely illustrated pages carefully outlining the system that he be"
in all the im- lieves to be best, and giving reasons for his
Is " fully up with the times
Price ot the Book, 25 cents.
Srovements and inventions in this rapidly belief.
taken— either TJ. S. or Canadian.
eveloping piursuit, and presents the apiar- Stamps
in the
FINE 1TA1.IAN ilUEENS, reared from
ist with everytlnng that can aid
selected, tested imported mother,
successful management of the honey-bee, the best,
$1.00 each, by return mail.
and at the same time produce the most
28Atf
houey in its best and most attractive con-

THOMAS

LOWER.

HUTCHINSON, STILL

Z.

RogersTille,

114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DK. C. C. M1I.1.ER,

20Atf

MABENGO,

ILLS.

BEES,
HOW TO WINTER prominent
beeEssays by eleven
T^LEVEN sent
to all who apply.
Ej

keepers,

Address,
liAtf

HBNBY ALLEY,
Wenham,

Mass.

,

NEW

Heddon Hive.

We

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail : nailed and also in the flat.
also the
The brood-chamber is in two sections;
interchanged
surplua armngement, which may be
bottom-board and
cover,
The
will.
at
inverted
D?

has one-half
lop and bottom ot each sectional case surplus cases
of a rCBular bee-space, so that the
the two
withufesecUons, may be placed between
brooa-chamber8,or the alter may ."e transposed
bive are
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this
will
SerfSctly interchangeable. "^The brood-frames
ALL be bored for wires.
bottom-board
A SAMPLE UIVB Includes theand
cover two
and stand a slatted honey-board,
frames ,
6-lnch brood-chambers, each containinKS
onecontaininK.W
two surplus arrangements, each
separapoSnd sections, one with wide tranic^ anf
-1 his latter
separators
without
other
the
tors, and
the other
chamber can ba Intercbansed with
NAiLEC AND
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is
PAINTED, and ready for immediate use. irice,
$4.00, complete.
•,

;

THOMAS
923

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Tlie Couveutlon at Clilcago.— The following letters have been received relative
to the time for holding the convention this
fall, upon which Mr. L. Hlgbbarger recorded
his " Protest "In our last Issue

451

Turning the Tabled.— Mr. J. E. Pleasants writes thus to the Los Angeles, Calif.,
Herald, concerning the bee-fruit controversy :

The damage done to fruit is always commenced by other Insects or birds, but it is
With regard to time of eonventlon, I only Invariably laid
at the door of the bee. Somecare for that which will suit the majority. times the fruit-grower knows so little of the
Some objected to the last week of the Ex- physiology of the bee, that he accuses him
position because excursion rates were not of gnawing
through an inch board to get to
(tlven in all directions, and I supposed the
his fruit. So the
is, "The bees must go."
Fat Stock Show would make low rates in ail If not, they will cry trapped and destroyed.
be
in
Mr.
force
be
directions.
There may
Such
work
is both cruel and unlawful.
Highbarger's objections, as It might happen
As we all know, there are always two sides
to come at the time for putting bees in win- toa question,
for once upon a time a keeper
ter quarters. Personally, I shall be satisBed of bees In the mountains, who for years had
American
the
only, as
with either time
been
quietly
pursuing
the even tenor of his
Bee Journal says, let it be settled at once. way, had his tranquillity
interrupted by a
C. C. Miller, President.
tiller of the soil who moved into the vicinity
In regard to the time of holding the and planted his vines and melons. In the
Chicago Convention
The date now chosen course of time the pioneer's bees fed upon
(Nov. 16 to 18) is objectionable on account the sour grapes and melons of his neighbor,
of that being just aboutthe time when most and as It whs not their natural food, they
of us will be putting our bees In the cellar. became diseased and perished. Whereupon
their owner became enraged and called an
I vote for the last week of the Exposition.
anti fruit growers' meeting:, the decision of
W. Z. HOTCHINSON, Secretary.
which was that the husbandman must go.
:

:

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

:

Another Hoax.— Mr. A.

yoinilL

July 20, 1881.

No. 29.

O. Crawford, of

Honey will be Scarce, and prices will
has sent us a
marked item from the Philadelphia Medical advance If the crop can be kept off the market in large cities until September. A word
and Surgical Reporter. Here is the item
South Weymouth, Mass.,

:

Hot WeatUer

over the Northwest
An authority on canned goods reveals the
and some parts of the Southwest has been Interesting fact that most of the jellies in
the
market are made of apple parings and
continuous for the past 25 days. We have
cores. Sometimes the stock is kept so long
had frequent showers, but the extreme heat that It will not make jelly, then they make
has absorbed nearly all the moisture from strained honey out of it.
the thirsty land. This has been a year of
Such an absurd fahelwod ought not to
severe and long-continued drouth.
deceive any one, but there is so much ignorance prevailing about honey, that it will no
be copied by hundreds of papers, and
Tbe Trl-State Fair wiU be held at doubt
find thousands (if not millions) of deluded
Toledo, O.. on Sept. n to 10, 1887. Dr. A. B.
believers— even though it is but a stupid
Mason, of Auburndale, 0., is Superintendent
hoax
of the Apiary Department. Entries close
Sept. 5. The premiums amount to over $100
all

I

in cash, besides diplomas.

Don't do

It

I— Notwithstanding our many

cautions, some persons still persists in sending silver in letters. In nine cases out of
ten it will break the envelope and be either
Cases come to lijiht nearly
lost or stolen.
every day, showing that silver sent In
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
an invitation to the thief— a regular temptation ! If you wish to safely send money,
get a PostOfflce Money Order, Express
Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
Tork. When money is sent in either of the

above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
other manner, it is at the risk of the sender.

Conventions.— The time for holding BeeKeepei-s' Conventions will soon be here, and
we cannot give any better advice than this :
Let each one attend who can do so, and take
part in making these meetings interesting
and instructive. If you have not already
obtained the " Bee-Keepers' Convention
Hand- Bonk," do so at once to post yourself
upon how to conduct such meetings corIt contains a simple Manual of
rectly.
Parliamentary Law and Eules of Order for
the guidance of officers and members of
of Local Conventions— Model Constitution
and By-Laws for a Local Society— Programme for a Convention, with Subjects for

1

of caution to all at this time will be appreciated—do not sell honey to any one of
whose financial standing you are not posted,
unless you get cash in advance
no matter
what are the promises or flattering offers.
Either fenow that the party offering to buy
it, is either perfectly good for ten times the
amount, or pays you cash down. Last year
there were several swindlers trying to get
honey without paying for it. Hence this
timely advice.
;

1

All vpho Oeslre to become members of
National Bee-Keepers' Union should
send to this office for a Voting Blank, and
then flU It up and return with $1.25, for
which they will receive a membership ticket,
entitling them to all the rights and benefits
of the Union. Now let every one who beDe.\r Mr. Editor :— I am glad you called lieves in defending "our pursuit" against
and
lady.
attention to the visit of Mr. Cowan
As a gentleman of the highest character, the attacks of the misguided and perverse,
honest to the core, generous and liberal In join the army of defenders.
views and pocket, and as one of the very
The Canadian Farmer's Advocate, speaking
first, if not the most able bee-keeper in
extensive trade in queens between
England, he demands a royal welcome. Let of the
us all show him that we appreciate real Canada and the United States, and of the
worth, whether It belongs to England or detention of queens at the lines between the
America. I wish we could in some way give two couutries last year, and of the speedy
him a reception. Possibly we can keep him
reversal of that order, says
until our meeting in November.
We are sorry that his visit is made at this, The Bee Keepers' Union deserves great
for the able manner in which they
the hottest season of the year. If he could praisehandled the ease. Queens with their
have
remain here until September, and then have attendants CHU now be mailed without any
the National Convention at that time, it danger of delay.
would be very desirable. By the time our
next Journal is issued, perhaps we shall
Nebraska.— The Twenty-flrst Annual Exknow more of his plans for the future.
position of the Nebraska State Board of
Agriculture will be held at Lincoln, the
A Scribbler for the Hartford, Conn., capital of the State, Sept. 9 to 16, 1887. For
Journal makes a fool of himself, and tries further information address the Secretary,
to make fools of the readers by perpetrat- Robl. W. Furnas, at Brownville, Nebr.

Mr. T.

W. Cowaa, editor of

the British
Bee Journal, is now on the Atlantic Ocean,
en route for America. Prof. A. J. Cook
writes as follows conoerning our distinguished visitor

the

:

:

ing the following

A process for

:

making

artificial honey has
Frank Iicslie's Sunday ITIagazine for
been invented and accepted by all the bees
that have tried it. This loaves the bees free August, 1887, affords pleasant midsummer
to gather honey all the day from every reading for all. Stories and poems abound,
opening fiower in tbe season of honey-mak- and yet the claims of those who like more
ing without wasting time as wax-workers.

solid reading are not over-looked. The eyes
not only no truth in the item, but
of all now looking toward France, the artiNo one can get an cles on "Chantilly," the Due d'Aumale's
DIscusson— List of Premiums for Fairs, etc. there is no sense in it
Bound In cloth, and suitable for the pocket. Intelligent idea from it. The writer was en- princely gift to the French" nation, and the
Melz, its MonuWe will club this book and tirely ignorant of the matter on which he entertainingdescriptionof
Price, 50 cents.
ments and Memories," will be especially
It sounds much like the attractive.
lioth articles
the A.MERIOAN Bee Journal for one year was scribbling
are profusely
illustrated.
lingo of a lunatic.
for $1.30.

There

is

1

I
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OXJEPIIES
TV^tth

Replies thereto.

lit is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
pace for them in the Jodknai,. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.
;

1

Dark Sistance

Surely they would unless this
suspected honey was from some
flower which was too deep for their
shorter tongues.—A. J. Cook.
I have never had an experience of
probably the bees find
this nature
this nectar (V) on the forest trees
surrounding them. The probability,
if the colonies were re-queened with
black queens, would be that in a few
months the workers would be black,
but I do not imagine that it would
make a particle of difference with the
You
present or future honey crop.
would do better to change the location of your apiary. J. E. Pond.
My experience and observation both
confirm the fact that black or native
bees and hybrids are the worst bees
we have to pile up dark, disagreeable
and unsalable honey. I have known
Syrian bees to store beautiful and
thing.

;

—

Storeft liy Bees.

Qnery 445.— I am having: a very singular
and. to sav the least, a very discouraging experience with' my bees, and would like to ask the
apiarists ^if the Query Department for their opin1 have '20 colonies of Italian
ions and advice.
bees located on high ground among small trees of
chestnut, oak and maple, not thick enough but
that part of them are in the shade and part in the
sun. In the last part of last seasen they commenced to put in the surplus boxes a dark-colored
substance not disagreeable tasting, and yet it did
not taste much like honey. They began to gather
1 took 50 oneit the flr«t of this season— June 22.

time to get out, but are not able to
get in again.— C. C. Miller.

The " shake out" process amounts
to nothing in practical work. There
are but two ways to get bees out of
surplus cases

The

when

filled

with honey.

to take out the sections,
one at a time, and brush the bees off
of them ; or, second,
way is to
first is

my

smoke and brush out

as

many

bees as

can without too much loss of time,
and then put the cases in a dark
closet that is provided with a beeI

escape in the door.
The bees will
leave the cases in a few hours, pass"
ing out at the bee-escape," which is
so arranged that no bees can enter
the closet from the outside. I would
not be without this contrivance for
any reasonable sum of money. G. W.

—

Demaree.

I have very little trouble in this
fine-flavored honey when colonies of direction, as I can usually drive out
blacks and hybrids in the same yard all but 2 or 3 to a section at once. If
stored a dark, foul-odored stuff not fit they cannot be gotten out by brushto eat. A change to black bees would ing, put the sections into a large box
pound boxes from two hives, well-fllled and cap- not be apt to help the matter.— G. L. in the shade and cover with a sheet.
ped. Some of the caps were dark. I have not exThe bees will crawl up to the sheet,
amined the rest of the hives, but I suppose they Tinker.
are all in the same condition. What would be the
Doubtless it is the so-called honey- when they can be shaken off. Progrobability if the colonies were re-queened with
dew. Provide superior pasturage and ceed in this way until all have left.
lack or native queens ?— J. H., Mass.
that trouble will be over. To change The shaking so disturbs the bees that
mention
is
probThe substance you
queens will avail nothing.— The they do not return as they would if
the
queens
-dew,"
and
"honey
ably
Editor.
the box was not covered. J. E. Pond.
have nothing to do with the gathering
With properly constructed supers,
of it.—Dadant & Son.
smoke and shake will rid them of
I do not think it would help the
Getting Bees out Of tlie Sections.
nearly all the bees, and then the few
matter any, but it might. You could
remaining ones I get rid of by placing
tell by trying a few,— G. M. DooQuery 446. — As neither smoke nor shake the supers on end (so that light and
LITTLE.
will clean out the bees from the filled surplus
pass through the
boxes when 1 take them from the hive, how can air can readily
Most likely your dark honey is Iget
them out of the section-boxes when they are combs) in my screen-house or a dark" honey-dew " from some species of removed from the hive after being full ? This
part of the work should be the most pleasant, but ened room with one light-hole out.
aphidse. I31ack or native queens have to me it is the most unpleasant work of the apiary. James Heddon.
nothing to do with the color of the — Oahkosh. Wis.
There must be something peculiar
honey.— J. P. H. BROVirN.
Remove them to a dark room with about your bees, fixtures or manageI suspect that the substance gath- a small opening emitting a little light.
ment." "Smoke and shake" will
ered was the so-called " honey-dew," The bees will make for the light and nearly clear a case of honey of bees,
and I doubt if the black bees would pass out.— J. P. H. Brown.
when the case may be carried into a
refrain from gathering the stuff ,—W.
Put them in a bee-tent or dry-goods house and placed upon end. The few
Z. HUTCHIKSON.
box, as often recommended in the remaining stragglers will seek the
I doubt if re-queening or anything bee-books and bee-papers.— A. J.Cook. windows,which should be so arranged
else you can do will make any differSee
If you do not wish to take the boxes as to allow the bees to escape.
ence, unless you can provide enough apart, you should pile them in a large page
"Production
of
Comb
23,
honey-plants so that they will neglect box or in a dark place covered with Honey."— W. Z. Hutchinson.
source.— C.
objectionable
C. a cloth, when the bees will all conthe
perfect surplus arrangement
MlLLEK.
centrate together in one of the crates,
should enable the bee-keeper to take
"
suppose
but
not
"
or
should
sometimes
on
the
outside
of
them.
You
the sections free from bees quickly
know whether the balance of the sec- —Dadant & Son.
and agreeably. This cannot be done
tions are as those described. I fail to
You can do it by pouring a deluge with the T-super cases or others consee any benefit by changing queens.
of smoke between each tier of sections structed on a similar plan, and hence
H. D. Cutting.
and waiting just long enough for the they are tome quite objectionable. In
not long my opinion we shall not get a more
I would guess that you have been bees to run down, and
"
honeyflow
of
enough for a reaction to take place. perfect thing than the " wide-frame "
the recipient of a
dew." Re-queening will not aSect I have no trouble in taking oS honey case with movable separators. With
the flow nor the gathering of it.— nearly free from bees.— G. M. Doo- it I can easily take 60 pounds of comb
little.
James Heddon.
honey in one-pound sections, free
If but few bees remain in the case, from bees, inside of ten minutes. I
The substance called " honey-dew "
You may not see it remove it to some room with a win- know of no other arrangement by
is your trouble.
Only part of
another season, and you may. Chang- dow the bees will leave it and go to which it can be done.
ing the stock of your bees will do no the window, when you can open it the bees can be smoked or shaken
good. Honey-dew will be honey-dew, and let them fly.
Close the window from a separatored case without takno matter what race of bees collect at once so that no bees can return. If ing it apart, until the bees fill themand store it. When you change your many bees remain, take out the sec- selves with honey and get a good
and then serious damage is
Italians for black bees, if you do not tions there and then brush off the ready
repent of the job you will do me a bees and carry the sections to some often done to the combs before leaving.— G. L. Tinker.
favor by "letting me know. "—G. W. safe place.— H. D. Cutting.
Demakbe.
Smoke them " like sixty " before
With open-top sections " smoke "
The fault is not with the bees, but you take off the sections, then take will drive the bees out in all ordinary
with the source of supplies. Why not them off quickly before the bees have cases. If it does not in your case, put
look about and see where the bees time to go back into them, and carry the supers in a dark room, with a
The black bees the sections to some place where the small aperture. The bees will leave
get such honey V
would doubtless do the very samel remaining bees can take their own by the latter.— The Editor.

—

A

;

i
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Washington to have his action over- calling attention to the error, promisruled. It was only a technicality, but ing to correct the plates of his book,
as " necessary attendants " were es- and by every means in his power to

(^oxxtsponHtxxct.

O

This mark
Indicates that the apiarist la
located near tne center ol the state named
3 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
west; and thi8(< northeast: ^northwest;
*> southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O
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Bee-Keepers' Union,

SECOND ANNUAL KKPUHT.

sential when mailing queen bees,
was a vital point to apiarists.

counteract the influence of the false
statement, which he had copied from
Prof. Wiley.
He retracted the matThe General Superintendent of the ter
in his paper entitled Oood Health,
Railway Mail Service, ordered the for August, 1886.
Regulations to be revised, so as to
The wily part played by the originaread " queen-bees with necessary atthat so-called " scientific pleastendants," and so advised the Post- tor of
his name to be
Master in Georgia, the Manager of antry," will cause
honest persons all the
the Union, and others. Since that execrated by
should live a
time we have heard no complaint on World over. And if he
thousand years, and devote all his rethat score.
maining life to atone for the damages
The Canadian Bee Journal comments he has already done to an honest puron this matter in the following words
suit, he would die an infinite debtor
"That the Bee - Keepers' 'Union' to it; for the multiplying tongue of
is in itself a mountain of strength to slander and falsehood never can be
the bee-keepers of the United States, controlled or made to cease its villainis a fact beyond dispute.
The postal ous calumnies
His name will
laws were so construed during the
"Go down
past month that a few bees were not
whence he sprung,
the
vile
from
To
dust
Unwept, unhonored, and unsung."
permitted to go with the queen by
it

:

To review

the work of tbe National
Bee-Keepers' Uuion at the end of the
secoud year is a very pleasing duty
for we do not discover anything which
coidd have been done more satisfactorily
the results having been all
that could be desired.

—

1

meant nothing more RenioTal of Bees from Cities and
that the traffic in
Villages.
was put an end to.
of Waterbury, Conn.,
Darling,
M.
Thanks to the Union,' and the efforts
of one or two influential gentlemen was sued for S500 damages by a neighoutside, the barrier has been removed, bor, and to compel the removal of his
and the necessary attendants allowed bees. The case was instigated by
malice and jealousy, and was distransmission along with the queen."
missed as soon as it was discovered
Sending Queens to Canada.
that he was " backed up " by the NaThe exComplaint was made that queen- tional Bee-Keepers' Union
bees sent to Canada had been stopped penses were $50, of which the Union
Tbe Union Vtctorions Every Time
at Suspension Bridge. This was re- paid one-half.
S. W. Rich, of Hobart,N. Y., was
In all the attacks against the pursuit ferred by the ^Manager of the Union sued by a jealous and disagreeable
of bee-keeping, which the " National to the Superintendent of Foreign neighbor for $1,.500 damages, and also
Bee - Keepers' Union " has deemed it Mails,and that difficulty was promptly to compel him to move his apiary outremoved. It was occasioned by the

The

officers

were

all

re-elected by

over a two-thirds vote, wilh the exception of the General Manager, who
received every vote cast. Regarding
this unanimous expression as a " vote
of confidence," the Manager entered
upon the work of the second year
with renewed energies, hoping for a
large increase of membership, and a
consequent additional influence for
the Union.

and

mail,

this

nor less than
queens by mail
'

'

'

1

I

expedient to vindicate, it has scored a
victory
What no individual apiarist
could have achieved single-handed,
it has satisfactorily accomplished in a
short time.
In the face of this showing, it is
strange that any bee-keeper should
hesitate to become a member of this
organization. It ought to have thousands of members where now it has
only hundreds. It is to the interest
of every apiarist to become a member.
Nay. it is not only that, but it is a
duty, which, if neglected, will operate
to his or her disadvantage.
As the
Union will defend only its members,
who became such before any lawsuits
were commenced against them— all
should take time by the fore-lock, and
" join the Union " at once t
1

Several " suits " have been allowed
to go by default in justices' courts, so
that

we could '-appear' them, and

thus have the decision from the
higher courts.
This plan has been
eminently successful, and productive
of good.

nailing Qaeen-Bees and Attending
HVorkers.

The first thing which demanded
the attention of the Union during the
past year, was the action of the PostMaster at Griffin, Ga., who refused to
receive a '• queen-bee" in the mails,
because of the " attending workers,'"
the Postal Regulations permitting
only " queen-bees '' in the mails— not
drones or workers
The Manager of the Union, Prof.
Cook (Vice-President), and the Hon.
Edwin Willits, each made an appeal
to
the Post-OfBce Department at

suit is
the Post-Master at side the city limits. This
Suspension Bridge, N. Y., and he was defended by the Union, and is as yet
notified to "let the bees pass."
So undecided
C. C. Richardson, a gardener, was
ended that trouble.
sued for keeping honey bees on his
California Fruit-Bees Trouble.
land in Tipton, Ind., alleging that
was also
The Bohn case, mentioned in my they were a nuisance. This
Union, and as a relast Report, was appealed to the Su- defended by the
dismissed by the court.
perior Court. Thedecisioo there given sult, it was
of
was on technicalities, and practically The costs were $20 and one-half
was paid by the Union. This is the
ended the difficulties. The expenses it
" case " which was so badly misrepreof the suit and appeal amounted to
Indianapolis convention,
$384.50 of this the Union has paid sented at the
and it is with
one-half, and Mr. Bohn the other half. by an officious neighbor,
offlciousness of

!

;

;

much

In this case the resistance of the
Bee-Keepers' Union was too much
for
the
fruit-growers— and
that
trouble, which was proclaimed by a
Nebraska apiarist to be " too much
for the Union to compete with," is
now all conquered the raisin-growers admitting that they were mistaken
Foolish warfare against bees seems
to be the rage
The idea that fruit
suffers because of the presence of
bees is simply ridiculous
The good
they do in fertilizing the fruit trees
far outweighs any possible evil that
may follow from their presence.
I

!

!

satisfaction that I

am now

able

to say that the " Union " was " too
much " for the enemies of the pursuit
of bee-keeping
The City Council of Fort Wayne,
Ind.,
passed an ordinance against
keeping bees within the city limits.
If enforced, it would practically wipe
out the pursuit of bee-keeping there.
Such a pressure was brought to bear
!

bv the bee-keepers, backed up by the
Union, that the ordinance is a dead
letter, and it is expected that it will

soon be repealed, if it has not already
been done.
In Arkadelphia, Ark., the City
Council ordered Z. A. Clark to remove
his bees from within the city limits
That Scientlfle Pleasantry.
within 30 days. Major J. L. WitherDr. J. H. Kellogg, of Battle Creek, spoon, ex- Attorney General of ArkanMich., in his book entitled " Good sas (who stands at the head of the
Health," had reiterated the Wiley lie Bar of the State), was employed to
about the manufacture of combs from attend to the matter on behalf of the
The National Bee-Keepers'
paraffine, and filling them with glu- bees.
cose, and capping them by machinery, Union backs up Mr. Z. A. Clark to
etc.
The Manager of the Union fight the case on its merits.
wrote to him concerning the matter,
The thirty days have expired, and
and asked for a retraction. Br. K. the bees are still there. Public opinreplied, thanking the Manager for ion is strong against their removal,
I
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and the newspapers are teeming with
ridicule of the order to remove them.
The Union will stand by Mr. Clark
in this matter, and see it through,
for it would be very detrimental to
the pursuit to allow a decision against
bee-keeping to be put upon record on
the plea of its being a " nuisance."

Proposed liegislation In Michigan
against Bee-Keeplng.

The McCormick bill introduced into
the Legislature, intending to " wipe
apiculture out of Michigan," as Prof.
Cook stated it, raised such a buzzing
about his ears that it was tabled on
his own motion, and there died. The
President of the Union (Mr. Heddon),
as well as Vice-President Cook and
the General Manager all labored with
Mr. McCormick to bring about the
before-mentioned result.
Here we have another result of the
benefits to be derived from organization

and combined

eilort.

The mem-

bers of the Bee Keepers' Union have

many triumphs

to feel

proud over, and

this adds another laurel.

Amendments to tlie Constitution.
Many amendments to the constitution have been suggested, and as I
approve of the following, I herewith
present them for the approval or disapproval of the members
The first is the provision that not
more than one assessment (of one
dollar) shall be called in any one fiscal
year without a majority vote of all
the members approving the same,

upon the presentation of the facts, in
the case that the extra dollar is asked
This was suggested at a convenfor.
tion, where it was stated that without
some such amendment, the assessments might become burdensome.
Another is, extending the time before a membership becomes delinC[uent from 30 days to 6 months. This
those who are
is to accommodate
temporarily
embarrassed
by the
stringency of the times.
Another is to make the annual Pee
only one dollar— to cover every expense, and constitute only one fund.
These amendments will take effect
on Jan 1, 1888, if adopted by a maiority vote of the members oh the
Blanks which accompany this Report.
It is argued that these amendments
will simplify matters, take away objections, and add very largely to the

membership.
I now submit my second annual
Report with the hope that it will meet
with the approbation of every member. If I have failed in any particular to act for the general interest of
the pursuit of bee-keeping, it has

been unintentional— that having been

my

only aim.

Thomas

G.

Newman,

General Manager.
[The rest of the Report gives the
Constitution as it will read if the proposed amendments are adopted a
financial Report, showing $224.25 in
the Treasury, which will about cover
the expense of the several suits still
before the courts and in an unfinished
state ; Election of Officers, etc.— Ed.]
;

For tue American Bee Journal.

Tie Honey

Crflp of 188].

of the bees, I think) they are to be

found almost any where, but hardly
plentiful enough as yet to yield a sur-

plus for 300 colonies.
Robbing after
is a thing of the past,
unless criminal carelessness is practiced. Mr. McLain has not said half
I need not tell any bee-keeper who
enough
in its favor, in his praises of
enjoys the many important advantages gained by reading the Ameri- it on page 424.
Dowagiac, 9 Mich., July 8, 1887.
can Bee Journal, that the American honey crop is a very short one,
Semi-Tropical Planter.
and as supply and demand control
prices and readiness of sales, we may
fair
look for a lively call, and at least
Tie Honey CroD of California.
prices for our 1887 honey crop.

JAMBS HEDDON.

basswood flow

do not claim to know, but I do
F. C. FOX.
firmily believe that it will pay
prospects have grown
The
seasonal
or
no
year
to
offer
little
this
all
us
honey to the markets, till the advent small by degrees, and beautifully less.
of cooler weather, when the natural Only the most sanguine apiarists now
the
appetite for sweets begins to call for expect any surplus honey at all
our product. If we hold back until majority give it up, and some have
the consumers have called loudly to already abandoned their bees and
Yet
us, and even the second and third gone elsewhere for occupation.
time, prices will rule higher and we are informed by a paragraph in a
"
that,
the
honey
firmer from the beginning to the end San Diego paper
!"
crop promises to be a good one
of the 1887 supply.
The crop here is about one-fourth
Such heedless and mischievous nonthe usual amount, so far in the sea- sense ought to be contradicted. The
son, which partembracesallthe white bee-men know better, but dealers who
honey yield from clover and bass- are still heavily stocked with last
wood, leaving the amber honey-flow year's crop, might be led to unload at
from autumn flowers yet before us, a sacrifice lest another (imaginary)
and yet an unknown quantity, and large one should begin to pour in on
none too promising. My increase of top of the former. It makes little
bees has been small, but nearly 600 difference to the apiarists they hold
colonies have stored several thousand nothing over
their crop almost inpounds of each, comb and extracted variably goes to market as soon as
honey. My home apiary is worked gathered.
One remarked to me,
for comb, and the out apiary for ex- " What do we care for the state of
tracted honey both exclusively so. I markets when we have no honey to
specialty conducive to sell." I will suggest to those interthis
find
economy.
ested, that they need not depend upon
whether anonymous
PLEURIST-ROOT AS A HONEY-PLANT. mere assertions,There are omens from
or otherwise.
This plant, which I have previously which any one can form an independwritten about, is still so rapidly in- ent opinion about the probable crop.
creasing that at this rate, in a year or
Production tallies very closely with
two more, we shall realize a good sur- the rainfall. Our heaviest yields folhave
never
seen
it.
I
from
plus crop
lowed 40.2.5 inches of rain in 1884, and
so fine a honey-yielder and promising 24.84 inches in 1878, although 1886,
Again this season the with 26.23 inches, gave somewhat less
a bee-plant.
honey stands in drops in the blossoms. than in 1878.
Bees never fail to work on it in large
It may be assumed as a rule that
numbers right through the basswood less than 20 inches here never gives a
flow, as it begins to bloom at about good crop
and 12 inches or less, none
the beginning of basswood, and lasts at all.
all through it, and on till buckwheat
Taking 1878 as a sample good seaand autumn flowers are in full bloom. son, I find (by record) that the bees
The plant is not only perennial, but began to gather honey freely in Janvery tenacious, yet readily yielding to uary, and drones appeared in my
destruction by cultivation. The more apiary on Feb. 5.
The first swarm
I see of this plant the more I cherish issued on March 16, the hives being
to
willing
go
on
now
it, and I am
then crowded with bees and heavy
record as saying that I believe it is with stores.
Still it was not until
the best, and the coming honey-plant. May that we began to take out honey
It is not only true that I would for market. Thus it is apparent that
plant pleurisy -root on valuable land, for a good crop, there must be early
and cultivate it sooner than sweet abundance to stimulate breeding, and
strong enough to
colonies
clover or any other honey plant, but I make
consider it most valuable because it is gather the surplus or marketable
the grandest of all plants to succeed honey of the late spring and summer
and rapidly increase when sown in mouths few apiarists in this climate
The two extreme try to stimulate colonies by feeding,
waste places.
drouths which burned away three- Gtc.
Now compare with the above the
fourths of our ordinary clover and
basswood yield, seemed to have no aspect this season has presented
After almost a rainless
effect on the pleurisy-root, which is throughout.
to-day in full bloom, with white nec- December and January there was, to
tar visible in the nectaries, and cov- be sure^a heavy downpour in the first
ered with busy workers. Four years part of February, but it was then too
ago we could see biit rare specimens late for a full crop. By the time the
of the plant, but now (through the aid growth from those rains could be
I

most

;

;

;

;

;

;
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utilized, two important preparatory
months were irreparably lost, and the
time for storing surplus honey equally
shortened, however favorable subsequent weather might prove.
When March 20 arrived, which is
the average swarming time here, and
even the preliminary drones had not
appeared, it was evident that the

did not anticipate a good season.
Neither has subsequent
weather
proved favorable. Colonies have retthe
rograded and eaten out
little surplus stored by some strong ones after
the April rain. The total season's
rainfall to May 1, has been here only
10.2.5 inches, against an annual mean
of about 17. .50 inches. As 2 inches of
above, in November, was rendered
useless to the bee-business by two
succeeding dry months, the available
total conforms nearly to those of the
dryest seasons in fifteen years, viz
bees

:

1877, with 8.60 inches,
8.29 inches.

and 1879 with

Another unfavorable feature of the
past winter has been an unprecedented continuance of dry north winds,
absording moisture rapidly from the
ground, and choking out the shallowrooted annual plants. Also a coincident lack of dews and wet fogs that
are equally important with rain.
All this is no news to " bee-men,"
but it shows how easily one in San
Diego or elsewhere could measurably
see the possibility or impossibility of
a good honey crop, and need not be

misled by paragraphs quoted perhaps
from a source -500 miles distant.
A comparison of weather records
with previous years will, by the middle of February at the latest, give

data for a pretty reliable estimate of
the coming season.
This unproductive season may yet prove a blessing
in disguise
giving bee-men leisure
for other, and more profitable, under;

tlie
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for Honey.

W. SANDERS.

We

have had an extremely dry season, having been almost without rain
since the snow went off, excepting a
few light showers.
had a good
rain on July 1, that wet down plow
depth,the first to wet the ground since

We

planting began. Pastures and meadows are very short. Wheat and oats
are short, and badly damaged by the
chinch bug. Hundreds of acres will
not be cut.
Corn looks well, but
some is being damaged by the bugs.
The drouth is the greatest ever
known in this part of Iowa. White
clover is almost an entire failure
we
had enough to keep the brood-chamber In fine condition, but no surplus
from that source. Our bees began on
linden about June 25, improved the
time for several days, but they seem
to be about through now.
During
this time my bees have stored in the
upper stories as well as in the broodchamber, but I did not succeed in getting any to work for comb honey in
;

theory sprang from

we have any. This will depend upon a glass observatory hive, and seeing
amount of rain that we have.
what I have described go on, attribThere has been a large amount of uting it to Nature's plan of keeping
buckwheat sown

in this vicinity,

and the bees warm, rather than to the
disturbance lie had caused.
In the above I have given one cause

our July rain has brought it up nicely;
so we hope there is a better time coming, and we will have the privilege
of feasting on buckwheat cakes covered with buckwheat honey the coming winter
Some seasons we have
had a fine fall yield from heart's-ease
and goldenrod. Hence our motto is,
"Do not be discouraged."
Le Grand,0 Iowa, July 7, 1887.
!

for bees roaring in a zero temperature, and how the changing process

may be observed. But there is another
cause for bees roaring and " breaking
cluster," which occurs every week or
so in cool or cold weather. When the
unsealed honey becomes exhausted

inside of the chister.suBicient warmth
is produced so that the bees can
spread out over the sealed stores so as
For the American Bee Journal.
to get a new supply, for as far as I
have observed there is always kept a
Roaring in Winter— Hiying Swarms. supply of unsealed honey on hand at
all times.
In thus spreading out, a
G. SI. DOOLITTLE.
roaring is set up loud enough to be
heard quite a little distance from the
I am asked by several to give my hive. By this roaring I have often
views about bees roaring in winter, detected the bees at carrying honey,
as this question is now being dis- and years ago, before I fully undercussed in the Bee Joufnal.
stood what it meant, I thought that
Years ago, when I first began to the bees had become overloaded with
keep bees, I read that in cold weather fecal matter, and were about to have
bees were continually changing places the bee-diarrhea ; but an examination
in the cluster to keep an even tem- a day or two afterward showed them
perature of the same, for, did they all quiet and nice.
The above instances are all the
not do this, those on the outside
would become benumbed with the roaring of bees I ever could detect
cold and freeze
and beside, to avoid with a temperature below the freezfreezing in extreme cold weather, the ing point, no matter if as low as 30°
whole colony would arouse from this below zero. I have been in the beequietude and create heat by roaring yard scores of times, with the meror getting in a commotion which al- cury below zero, sweeping snow about
the hives, and unless as spoken of
ways results in a roaring sound.
above, all was quiet as death, as far as
Of course being desirous to know I could hear, unless the ear was held
about all of these things, I began closer to the entrance, when the least,
watching every chance I had to see little, low, contented hum was to be
this working of the warm bees out
heard, though scarcely audible if
from the centre of the cluster, and there was the least bit of air stirring.
the crawling of the partly-chilled This contented hum is always heard
;

ones in but to this day I have never
seen such a process going on when
the bees were not interfered with by
the keeper, except as below. Do not
understand me as saying that bees
never do such a thing all I wish to
say is, that with the closest scrutiny
I was able to give, I never saw such a
thing done.
Nature has provided that in cool
weather a certain portion of the bees
should form themselves into a sort of
a " crust " or outer shell, so as to hold
the heat inside the cluster.
Those
inside are always warm and comparatively active, and upon the slightest
disturbance these warm bees will
break througli the " crust " bees, and
come out all ready to protect the colony, which the "crust "bees are incapable of doing on the first disturbThose which thus break
ance.
through the "crust" of bees will
sting wickedly on a zero morning, if
they can get at a person's flesh before
the cold chills them. In a few moments after being disturbed the
" crust " bees become active, and a
roaring is set up which is generally
taken for the warming-up process
spoken of at first.
It takes very little disturbance to
cause this breaking up of the cluster
or " crust " hees. and the commotion
following, and I have but little doubt
;

Dry Season— BncWeat

that the whole

some person opening the doors about

the

;

takings.
Fall Brook,o. Calif.
For

the sections. All the colonies seem
in fine condition for the fall honey, if
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if bees are alive, and it is evidence
that the bees are in fine condition.

HIVING 8WAEMS.
For the benefit of the newer subscribers of the Bee Journal, I wish
to give my plan of hiving swarms and
preventing after-swarms, which' has
worked so admirably with me for the
past three summers, and pleases me
better than ever to-day.
I put into a light box or comb-carrier the number of frames I wish to
hive a swarm on, all started with
strips of foundation, ready for the
bees, and as soon as a swarm issues I
step to the front of the hive and get
the queen, with wing clipped, in a
Next I take the
wire-cloth cage.
frames from the box and put them at
the side of the hive, when I open the.
hive and take out the frames of brood
with the few adhering bees, placing
them in the box. I now put in the
started frames and rearrange the surplus arrangement, closing the hive.
I then lay the caged queen close to
the entrance, and take the box of
brood and bees to an empty hive
previously put where I wish the hive
of a colony to stand, when the combs
are put from the box into the hive,
the same being closed.
By this time the swarm is returning
to where it came from, when the

THE
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queen is liberated, which immediately
runs in and the swarm is hived. The
next day a just-hatched virgin queen
is dropped iu honey and put into the
hive having the frames of brood.
Reader, try it.
Borodino,© N. Y.

AMER1CA]S1 BEE JOURiNIaL.

from this source. In the early spring ing flowers from spring to fall, thus
my bees have always gathered large making a strong chain from the
quantities of pollen from willows, golden willow in April, to the goldenfruit-bloom, dandelions,8ugar maples, rod and frost-weed in October. The
raspberries, etc.
the two outside question is, can this be done in
combs often being nearly one-half Maine V I think it can
Let us see.
filled with bee-bread upon the eve of
Let us take a glance at Maine from
the swarming season but from white a bee-keepers' stand-point.
She is
clover and basswood very little pollen equidistant from the equator to the
;

:

;
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is

Pollen in

tlie

come

W. Z HUTCHINSON.
Before me lies a letter from Mr.
Dwight Furness, in which he says
" I have just had a few days visit at
home in the bee-yard, and send you a
bit of my experience which may serve
you as a text for another article in
the Ajlerican Bbb Journal.
" Clover is yielding very little, and
the combs are filling up very slowly
from sumac and tulip or whitewood.
:

The honey

rather dark. Basswood
and may partly serve
to prevent a total failure of our honey
crop. Bees are swarming at the rate
of two or three swarms per day.
" Up to the present time I could
heartily endorse your article in regard
to Pollen in the Sections,' on page
328 of the American Bee Journal,
but trouble has come to me at last.
is

budded

is

full,

'

'

'

"During the past week we have
hived some 15 swarms on empty
frames in single. Heddon brood-cases,
with queen-excluding honey-board,
and a case of sections on each— secfull of comb or partly
drawn foundation. Nearly all of these
swarms have deposted more or less

tions either

pollen in the sections. Where foundation only is used in the sections,
little or no pollen appears.
I practice
the Heddon method of preventing
after swarming.
Now, when the
swarm issues, pollen is coming in at a
lively rate hundreds of workers are
returning from the field laden with
pollen, which is carried into the new
hive upon the old stand. All of the
bees that leave the old colony the first
day are also thrown in with the new
swarm, and carry with them the pollen gathered for the brood in the
parent hive. So that even if it be true,
as you suggest,
that new colonies
gather little or no pollen for several
days after hiving,' a good deal of
pollen comes in, and is of necessity
placed in the empty section cells.
;

'

" Locality will not change this result unless there be places where very
little pollen can be found during the
swarming season. But the amount of
honey being gathered is an important
factor. If the sections taken from the
parent colony and placed over the
new swarm were partly filled with
honey, it would tend to keep out the
pollen.
" It is perhaps but proper to state
that honey is coming in very slowly,
and an unusual amount of pollen "is

being gathered."

As I stated in my former article,
this matter of pollen in the sections
is

something

I

know but very

In the early spring

gathered.

it

pole, the 45th parallel of latitude run-

seems as though one-half of the bees ning through her very centre.

Sections.

little

about, having had almost no trouble

loaded with pollen, while
during the honey harvest from white
clover and basswood not more than
one bee in twenty bears pollen to the
in

hive.
I think, however, that

Mr. Furness

has struck upon a very important
point in this problem when he says
that the amount of honey being gathered is an important factor. I can
very readily understand that the inducement to store pollen iu the sections would be much greater if they
were filled with empty combs, than it
would be were there honey in the
combs and this reminds me that I
have never hived a swarm and placed
over it sections filled with empty
combs, the combs always having contained honey, and herein may lie one
Did I
great secret of my success.
have the trouble mentioned by JVIr.
Furness, I would try putting one
frame of comb in the brood-nest.
;

From

her geographical situation she is too
cold to be the natural home of the
honey-bee and her native trees and
plants are of hardy, rugged varieties,
and can produce but few nectarbut what they do
yielding flowers
Like the
yield is of first quality.
sweet corn of Oxford, the honey of
Aroostook cannot be beaten, if it can
be equalled.
In our pioneer settlements of wooded countries, men have been to free
with the axe, too prodigal of the
forest. It seems a great shame that
so few of our ancient pines— the pride
and glory of our State should be left
standing; still their destruction is
In their
not an unmitigated evil.
stead has come forth another creation,
as marvelous if not as majestic. New
;

;

—

of trees and plants have
taken the places of those that perthe wild woods became fields,
ished
clothed with tender grass and beautiI am very much obliged indeed to ful flowers, and with them came the
And as civilization spread
Mr. Furness— in fact to all who have bees.
written me so many kind, encourag- from the ocean to the Northern lakes,
the flowers and bees followed in its
ing and instructive letters.
onward course.
Rogersville, c! Mich.
Probably Maine to-day yields more
honey to the acre than she did five
Read at the Maine Convention.
hundred, two hundred, or even one

TlieBee-Pastage
DR.

J.

A.

Of Maine.

MORTON.

To the bee-keepers of Maine the
subject of bee-pasturage is a very
important one, and volumes might be
written upon it, but an essay of this
sort must of necessity be brief, and
the writer can only hope to give some
general ideas and plans of increasing
the nectar-bearing flora of his own
immediate

locality

and

State.

Most of the profits of bee-keeping
come from the sale of surplus honey,
and if we expect to reap much profit

varieties
;

hundred years ago.

But

in

many

places the fertility of the soil has
been exhausted, the honey-bearing
flowers are running out, and the barren pastures and fields are producing
This has been
only barren plants.
brought about by wrong methods of
agriculture. On many of these once
fertile valleys and hills cattle have
grazed more than a hundred years.
Not only have the natural grasses and
flowers been destroyed, but even the
trees have been
to the ground, so that
now neither flocks nor herds, neither
birds nor trees can subsist; and if
we would have them, we must re-

very shrubs

and

browsed down

juvenate, re-fertilize, and re-plant the
same old pastures and fields. There
is no better method of doing this.
But I return to my subject, and will
try to give the best method of improving our bee-forage. I will give a
short list of our trees and plants most
esteemed for this purpose, as many as
I can in the order of their flowering.
They are the willow, poplar, maple,
sugar plum, horse-chestnut, cherry,
gooseberry, plum, and apple blossoms;
dandelion, raspberry, blueberry, blackberry and other small fruits, and the
This will take us
honey-locust tree.
nearly if not quite through June at
which time the white clover begins to
in its season.
come, and with sweet, Alsike and red
And after securing the best bees clover and basswood, fire weed, goldenand best appliances in the apiary, we rod and frost-weed, and other late
must lengthen and strengthen that fall flowers, besides many others,such
season by endeavoring to produce an as motherwort, catnip, white alder,
unbroken succession of honey-produc- and others producing honey only, and

this part of the
country (especially in Maine), when
the honey-gathering season is short,
uncertain and variable when Spring
is such a fickle maiden, more frequent
in pouts and tears than in sunshine
when Summer with blushing cheeks
and flashing eyes, rushes past with
railroad speed, scorching with her hot
breath bee and blossom; when Autumn with his " sere and yellow leaf,"
hastens in the footsteps of his more
youthful sisters, and last of all. Old
Winter puts his seal of ice on forest,
field and stream— we must give our
"servants"
every
little
faithful
facility for securing the sweet harvest

from this source in

;

:

;
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buckwheat which

is

a rather uncer- in the field to save for seed, and sow tions), hence came a new plan for exall you can in the old orchard or pas- pelling the bees by a very simple

tain crop. I will now make more
particular mention of the most important of these
Willow gives us the first pollen and
:

tures, and feed it very sparingly or machine and process, as follows
none at all tor several years.
Take a smoothly-planed inch board,
The honey-locust comes in the first just the width of the sectiou-case, but
:

A

honey.
If not found in sufficient
quantity alonij our brooks and swamps
we can use it to advantage as a strong
hedge or live fence near our apiaries.
Poplar and maple are generally plenty
enough but I wish to call particular
attention to the sugar plum as a
honey-plant.
It is a humble little
shrub often found in abundance in

part of this season.
tree of beautiful foliage and flowers of a most delightful fragrance, and yielding honey
in abundance.
It may be used as a
shade tree along our fence corners
and roads, but is rather a trashy tree
for ornamenting the home grounds.
The biest use I can think of for it is
as a hedge-plant
it is just the thing

many

for that.

;

from

2 to 15 or 20 feet
high
hardy, graceful, clean, free
from disease or insects. It has beautiful heart-shaped leaves, which remain on late in the fall. It blossoms
early in May
flowers are white and
localities,

;

whisk-broom and smoker,
For tbe American Bee JoumaJ.

Combless

vs, Extracteil

Honey.

;

yielding

nice

pollen

tack strips ^;
inch square on each front edge of the
board, and also across one end, forming a kind of pocket for the smoke,
and the machine or smoking-board is
finished and ready for use. I always
use a neighboring hive as most convenient for a base of operations.
Being armed with the board, chisel,
2 or 3 inches longer

am

I

ready

to operate.

;

fragrant,
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and
some

DEMA BENNETT.

MISS

honey. It is much used in
countries as a small, ornamental tree

turn back the enameled cloth
gently and pour in the smoke among
the frightened bees, most of which
will run below, but ere I pry off the
case, hundreds will have returned to
contest the possession of the hive. I
now quickly place the case of honey
on the smoking-board, and with a
good smoker you would be delighted
to see the bees and smoke rush up
from between the combs, the former
taking refuge in the parent hive, and
within from three to five minutes the
case of honey is ready for the honeyhouse.
I never require more than ten minutes to each hive, and then the work
is done thoroughly and in defiance of
all robber bees, at any time of the
season.
Athens, o, Ohio.
I

I have read Mr. Demaree's article
on page 421 and the Editor's comment on the same. While I have no
particular objection to the word " extracted " as applied to honey — never
having the trouble mentioned by Mr.
Demaree— and also not having read
the
article on page 291, in which the
to enclose the bee-yard, so that the
bees might work on its flowers with- Editor states his objections to it, I
out going far from home, while the think, with him, that " liquid " is not
early spring weather is so liable to an appropriate word.
The honey in the combs, before
sudden changes.
Its fruit too is
delicious, and is supposed to be the being uncapped, is more perfectly
same as that partaken of by the an- liquid than it is after it has been excient lotus-eaters, referred to by tracted from the combs, and exposed
Tennyson. Its generic namecettjsis to the air. Mr. Demaree speaks of
For tile Amencan Bee JourxiaL
the Greek for lotus. It can be easily water as an example, but it has an
propagated from the small shrub entirely different name when it befound wild, or grown from the seeds. comes solid.
Selling Honey— Extracted Honey,
The thought came to me, that as
I urge you to give this shrub a trial.
in sections was
known as
H. O. KRUSCHKE.
Next comes the horse-chestnut, a honey
" comb
honey," extracted honey
most beautifull tree both as to foliage might
with propriety
be called
The following taken from the Miland flowers the latter are gorgeous " combless honey." We have
" seedwaukee Sentinel, is the kind of a noand fragrant, and a delight to the less " raisins and " boneless "
codfish tice we want to see in every paper— it
bees. "We should have more of these
then why not combless honey ?
would help to get rid of a great deal
trees along our streets and by-ways.
Do not think that I am writing in of honey
They grow fast from the nut.
the interest of manufacturers

on lawns and in garden work, but
do not remember of

I

having been
noticed for its honey, or any other
purpose than just mentioned. I think
it would make a splendid hedging
shrub, and would be particularly neat
and tasty as well as useful with vi'hich
its

,

;

—

of

now

pass lightly along through honey-labels, for if all the country is
cherry, plum,* apple, and the numer- as " honeyless " as is this particular
ous small fruit and wild blossoms locality in the Western Reserve, they
nearly through the month of June; will not have to get up a new set this
and now, if the colonies are strong, year.
comes the fruition of all our hopes
Bedford,;^ O.
led in by the early blossoms of the
white clover, and closely followed by
For tne AmerTcan Bee Journal.
the red, Alsike, and sweet clover.
I

You

know enough about white
The red I think should be
discouraged amoung bee-keepers, and
we should put Alsike in its place, as
all

clover.

as good for enriching the soil,
better hay or grazing, and is
best for honey.
But the best of' all
the clovers is the sweet clover, which
not
is in reality
a clover at all.
Its
very name " Melilot," is taken from

RemoTC

Bees from Section-Cases.

W. BAYARD.

two Latin words—Mel, honey and
lotus it really translates honey
lotus, and its name is its best recom;

—

mendation.
JJ'o plant known to beekeepers is equal to it for its production of honey. It is hardy, will grow
anywhere from a muck swamp to a
dry sand knoll it blossoms constantly
after the first year from the last of
;

June till the severe frosts kill it
down. It makes an excellent renovator of worn-out soils if left to decay
in the ground. Perhaps the best way
to try it will be to sow a small piece

at 5

cents a

my

sugges-

Honey must
be consumed by the ton before we
These are
can expect better prices.
Mead,
the channels to be opened
wine, vinegar, medicine, etc., which
will tell the story. Ask the advertiser
to state to the bee-keeper of America
:

it

We

goes.

want

10,000

such

salesmen.
like to aid in securing a
in place of "extracted," when
speaking of honey out of the comb.
I have settled on three names, and
will place them in the order I prefer
them viz separated, comb-freed, and
The first I think is
combless honey.
I

discussing Query 40-1, nothing
new was developed, but old plans rehashed, as well as some good advice
given. As the time is at hand when
all bee-men must " face the music,"
I feel constrained to give my plan for
what it is worth.
All using other than open-top sections, are working to a great disadvantage in many ways.
I used the
closed-top sections for many years,
and before the advent of the smoker
I used to blow the smoke among the
bees from a roll of rags, or through a
goose-quill, by smoking penny-royal
in a pipe, and thereby giving the robber bees a fair show to help me out.
Some four years ago I adopted the
Heddon-case (with ;,sundry modiflea-

In

keep on draught the

"Honey Mead,"

This is in accord with
tions of last summer.

how
J.

it is

makes

We manufacture and

celebrated
glass.

would

name

,

:

it is as short as the English
language affords for this purpose. It
is the word that should have been
used when the extractor or separator
came into use it would have saved
us a great deal of explaining. It can
be understood by all, as it tells that
the honey has been disconnected from
something, viz., from the comb.
" Comb-freed " is also good
it tells
that the honey was in the comb, but
removed
from
it.
The
obhas been
jection I anticipate is, that in our

the best

;

;

;

,.;,;«!
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abbreviating business parlance the
first part comb would soon be drop" freed "
Eed, then we would have
oney good enough for the fraternity, but not for the honey-eaters. It
would still be more abbreviated to
"free" honey, which would be no
better than what we have. It would
constantly have to be explained. The
last, " combless," is not bad, but the
people would imagine we had a new
kind of bees that make honey without
comb many questions would have to
be answered. But " separated " honey
will require the least talking, and I
do not think we can get anything

—

;

better.

Deuster,©

"Wis.

[Of the three

honey

we

—

prefer " combless

like boneless fish or seedtess

Foundation in Sections— Winterins.

But something better than that
what we need — something needing

figs
is

;"

and wait another day, when generally secreting flowers and suitable weather
quiet, then the queen can be released all will prove unavailing. There is
Sometimes it will this satisfaction, however, that if we
without danger.
be necessary to keep the queen caged do our part faltlifully, and we do not
for nearly a week, but such are ex- reap the success we had anticipated,
we need not worry about it, but
ceptional cases.
When the queen is released, open should lay it to causes over which we
the hive again in about 15 minutes, have no control.
Is there not a lesson to be learned
and if you find " her majesty " crawling over the combs quietly, the bees in the present season of drouth and
following about her and making way failure of tlie white clover y In times
for her, you can generally conclude past, when but few colonies were
that she is all right.
Then close up kept, it did not make so much differthe hive, and do not open it again for ence usually the bees took care of
themselves, and generally managed
four or five days.
Denver,© Colo.
to get enough for their own support.
Now, however, when many men, and
women too, make this single branch
For the American Bee JounmL

!

no explanation.

Ed.]

I

Colorado Farmer.

Honey Crop

of Colorado, etc.

ROBERT JAMES.
The outlook
son

is

for

T. M.

honey for

this sea-

very good at the present time.

The

am

COLEMAN.

surprised that there should be

any discussion in regard to thick or
brood foundation in sections. I would
not eat comb honey at all with such
foundation all through it
and a
great many who buy, object to such
starters, however small, and I do not
blame them. I have experimented
with the various ways in common
use, and I find that nothing answers
the purpose (to suit me), and secure
straight combs, so well as the thin;

reports from different sources, so
very encouraging. Bees are
swarming well, and the new swarms nest foundation I can get, cut into
are gathering lots of very nice, clear, strips three-fourths of an inch in
light honey. The wild black-sage is width, and then cut in pieces about 2
in full bloom, from which the bees inches long on one side, and I inch or
Sometimes I use
less on the other.
gather very fine honey.
The Rocky Mountain bee-plant has triangular pieces with about J^ of a
been in bloom nearly three weeks, but square inch of foundation to the secand they do very well in the
I do not think the bees are getting tion
much honey from that source at pres- main, but sometimes there will be
ent. Where alfalfa is in bloom the crooked ones. These I use myself or
bees are very busy on the blossoms, sell to the neighbors, who do not care
and the honey gathered from that for it being a little out of shape.
source is very nice. The wild poppy
My bees did very little until June
(called by some milk-weed) yields very
26, when linden bloom began, and it
fine honey also, but the wild rose, now
is still good, and will be to the end of
about gone out of bloom, furnishes this week, or longer, giving a splendid
the most delicious honey I have flow of over two weeks.
The temtasted in Colorado.
perature of my cellars in the cold
The bees work on the cactus bloom, weather was
often as low as 34'-, and
but whether they get anything more my bees wintered well. In the dryest
than pollen from it, I cannot say. Our cellar I wintered 12 colonies each
principal honey crop comes the latter
winter, and lost none for two years
part of July, and continues until our in the other cellar I lost 2 out of 24
September frost.
the first winter, and 3 out of 38 the
The weather now is very good for second. The temperature in it went
honey-gathering, and should it con- down to freezing,
a time or two.
I
tinue to be favorable, we will hear of intend to make
it warmer next winsome large yields of honey per colony, ter, if I can. Out-door wintering here
at the close of the season.
generally fails.
far, are

;

;

INTRODUCING QUEENS.
In introducing a fertile queen into a
queenless clolouy, care must be used
or the queen will be destroyed.
If
the colony has long been queenless,
the bees will generally accept her at
once, but in any event the queen
should be caged for 24 hours in a
queen-cage placed among the bees
if upon examination you find the bees
quietly crawling over the cage, then
you can release her ladyship and all
will be right.
On the other hand,
should the bees be excited, piling up
over and upon the cage, as if anxious
to get inside, then you must not release the queen, but close up the hive

Glendon, *o Iowa, July

Tlie

7,

1887.

Lesson Emerience Teaclies.
C.

H.

DIBBERN.

of agriculture their exclusive business, and often keep many hundred
colonies, it becomes a serious matter.
The bees cannot gather honey if there
are no flowers, or they fail to secrete
nectar. They cannot produce something out of nothing.
Unless they
are helped by feeding to carry them
over the succeeding winter, they must
perish. Now the question is, cannot
the bee-keeper guard against an occasional failure of a single crop like
white clover?
Must bee-keeping
always remain the haphazard business that it has been in the past V
AVhen times are prosperous the beekeepers are jolly, some even seem to
feel so good that they almost give
away their honey, and when there is
a failure they are correspondingly
blue and discouraged.
It seems to me that jf it pays to
keep bees at all, it will pay to keep
them well, and if nature does not produce an abundance of honey-producing flowers, we should by all means
in our power, increase the bloom.
This leads to planting for honey, and

unless this is done, bee-keeping must
ever remain a rather hazardous business, when followed exclusively for a
living.

In looking about for a plant for this
purpose, it is a good idea to select
that which is useful for other purAlsike clover stands
poses as well.
at the head of these, but as it blooms
at the same time as white clover, and
may occasionally fail, it is not well to
depend on that alone. I have tried
about all the honey-plants that have

been recommended in late years, and
have yet to find one equal to melilot
or sweet clover
It seems to be both
winter and drouth proof. It blooms
just as other blossoms begin to fail,
and the quality of its honey is very
fine.
So confident am I that this
crop will pay for the honey alone, that
I have this spring sown three acres
more, in addition to what I had bewill not bloom this
be appreciated next,
even should honey then be abundant.
Milan,*o Ills.
fore.

Of course

year, but

it

it will

With the continued dry weather
during May, our chances for securing
Union Bee-KeeperB' SotW The Darke County
next meeting in the Opera
a good honey crop this year, rapidly ciety will hold theirInd.,
i.n Friday, July 29. 1887.
Hall at Union City.
Although the bees
slipped away.
J. A. Roe. Sec.
may have been managed on the most
scientific principles, and everything
may have been done that, our best To give iiway a copy of " Honey as Food
authorities and long experience could and Medicine" to every one who buys a
suggest, yet, without the nectar- package of honey, wii; sell lots of it.
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

1887.

of Meetino.

July 29.— Darke Co. Union, at Union City, Ind.
J. A. Roe, Sec. Union City, Ind.

Making a Good Living, etc.— W.
Addenbrooke, North Prairie, o^ Wis.,
on July 7, 1887, writes
I wintered 130 colonies without the
:

Nov. lP-18.— North American, at Chlcaeo. Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec. Rogersville, Mich.

loss of one, disposed of

Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

dition

and the balance were

22 colonies,
in splendid con-

when white clover began to
blossom on .June 4 but it only lasted
^^ In order to have this table complete, Secre- a few days. We did not have a detaries are requested to forward full particulars ol cent shower
of rain this season until
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
June 30, but now we have rain each
day.
The colonies were short of
stores, they killed off drones, and
pulled out drone brood over two
weeks since.
We have had good
weather since July 3, and bees are
doing fairly well now— making a good
living, anyway. Our crops are very
poor wheat, barley and grass are not
Honey-Secretion— Southern Crop. a quarter of a crop"; but this rain will
and pasChas. F. Muth, Cincinnati, p O., on help oats, corn, potatoes
ture, and will enable farmers to sow
July 7, 1887, writes
buckwheat. At this time last season
There will be but little honey pro- I had over 4.000 pounds of surplus
duced in Ohio, Kentucky and In- honey from 67 colonies, and had indiana. White clover blooms during; creased them to about 120 colonies.
the month of June in this part of the This season I have had only 13
country, and is almost our sole re- swarms.
source for honey but almost every
" Free " Honey, etc.— Mrs. L. Harnight was cool from the beginning of
June till about June 20. Experience rison, Peoria,© Ills., on July 13, 1887,
has taught us that no honey is secreted in white clover during "the day- says
time, when the mercury was down to
When I am selling honey among
55° the previous night. It went down the Germans, they invariably ask me,
to 47" one morning about the middle " Is it free, or in the comb ?" How
Cold nights in June would "free" honey do. in lieu of
of the mouth.
seem to have been the cause of the extracted
Who has time to explain
failure of our Iioney crop. I have re- to every customer that their honey is
ports from S5uthern bee keepers, tell- not an "extract?" Bees have barely
ing me that the crop in the South is a made a living so far, in this locality
good one.
I have had only 3 swarms from 100
colonies, and these have to be fed to
Building Combs between Stories.— prevent starvation.
;

s£kSPji?!^m&>M

;

—
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that the bees never glue it fast, and I
do not need any plyers to loosen and
lift the frames.
I take hold of the
iron end to lift or move them, and
they always have an exact bee-space
between the frame and end-board
and when covered with enameled
cloth, there is no chance of the bees
getting out into the air-spaces, as the
cloth lays better than on the rabbeted
ends and I am never troubled with
propolis on the frames
for the division-boards I nail apiece of hoop-iron
on top of each end. Some may object
to the frames being too easily moved
out of place while moving the hive,
but I get over that by nailing a strip
of wood on each side of the hive, just
over the end-board, and have a strip
of wood to fit tight over the irons
with the ends under the strips at the
;

;

sides.
[It is practically the same thing as
the Kovice tin-corners and metal rabbets, only that these are made of
galvanized iron.
The former have
been used by some for a dozen years
or more. Ed.]

;

Getting very Little Honey.— A. D.
Burtch, Stockbridge,o« Wis., on July

:

i*

9, 1887,

writes

Bees are getting very little honey
here this year.
I have .56 colonies,
and they will not average over 10
pounds each. We got no white clover
honey, and linden lasted but a short
time.
I have plenty of bees, but
nothing for them to gather.

;

Evan

K. Styer, Morgantown,o, Pa.,

on June

30, 1887, says

:

The Bee Journal

My

:

:

are owned
get any honey last year, and will not
Bees are
the bees doing their last work on it get anything this year.
yesterday.
It yielded well for one making a living, and a few of mine
It is
week. Clover yielded but very little are working in the sections.
honey.
The crop here will not be very dry here, and the white clover is
The prospects for fall
more than half as much as it was last all dead.
year.
honey are poor. It is so dry that the
buckwheat will not grow, and the
crop will doubtless be a
Alfalfa
as
a Honey-Plant.— V. fall honey

The basswood bloom has

just ended,

Devinny, Denver,© Colo., on July

failure.

10,

1887, says

Colorado is destined to become an
immense honey-producing State, since
the introduction and cultivation of
alfalfa, or lucerne, as a bee-forage
plant. Vast fields and whole farms
are sown with it, for hay and pasture,
and as it is continuously in bloom and
rich in honey, the bees have an inexhaustible source to draw upon for
supplies. The honey gathered from
it is transparent and of fine flavor,
and the wax is as white as snow.

and
had bad weather in the
spring, and dry weather during white

This
Poor Prospects for Fall Honey.—
D. R. Rosbrough, Casey, o Ills., on honey.

is to me a very
July 8, 1887, says
bees are building
combs between the upper and lower
I lost one-third of my bees in winstories.
What can I do to prevent itV tering, and I have had no swarms and
They are all doing it. I have 13 good no surplus. There are 300 colonies of
colonies.
bees in this township, which is six
miles square. As I was assessor I
Only Half a Crop.— L. D. Allen, was very careful to note all the bees
About 1.50 colonies
in the township.
Ovid,© Mich., on July 9, 1S87, says
by farmers, who did not

valuable paper.

Short Honey Crop.— J.P.McMillan,
Healey,d Ills., on July 13, 1887,writes:

—

Geo. L.
Metal Frame-Corner.
Transure, Eastou,o Pa., on July 7,
1887, writes

:

have mailed you to-day a sample
corner of comb-trame and piece of
end-board \^hich I have given one
year's trial, iind would not change
back to the old style of rabbet on the
end-board, and wooden rest at the
end ol the frame, for anytliing as I
consider this a great improvement.
The advantages I claim for it are,
I

;

is

a poor season for bees

We

clover bloom, so the crop

is

short.

I

have taken about 75 pounds of comb
last
honey so far from 21 colonies
The
season I had about 400 pounds.
farmers have cultivated their corn so
;

well that there will be nothing for the
There is a
bees to get in the field.
good deal of red clover here ; if it
from
honey
it, we
rains so as to get

may have some

this tall.

We

need

rain very badly.

Bees and Clover, etc.— H. M. Gates,
on July 12, 1887,

ShideIer,o< Ind.,

writes

So far this has not been a very good
honey season. Bees got just enough
honey from white clover to build up
strong, yet I have had no increase.
I have heard of but few swarms
My bees made a rush for
anywhere.
the honey-boxes when the basswood
opened, and for 15 or 20 days they did
very well but for the last five days
they have been fairly swarming on a
The
a Held of big English clover.
dry weather has had a tendency to
make the bloom small, so the bees
can get its sweets. This is the second time I have seen bees working on
this kind of clover, and I believe as a
general thing the bloom of this clover
;
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smaller than the small red clover
our principal honey source. However,
but there is no clover that will com- we have excellent crops of hay and
pare with Alsike.
I shall sow 20 grain, and good weather to harvest
acres of it in the spring. I have tried them. The corn crop never looked
sweet clover, but it freezes out too better than now, and if we have rain
badly for me
I cannot get a good soon, we will have a booming crop.
stand of it. Should we have a good But bow different was last year's
rain soon, white clover may spring honey flow. Last season at this time
up again, which will bring out some our city was flooded with honey, nice
late swarms, which, if hived on foun- comb honey being sold here at 10
dation or old combs (of which I have cents, and extracted at 5 cents per
plenty), they will do very well for the pound. Last year every bee-keeper
next thirty days. This is just such a had honey to sell, but this year they
season as we had in 1880, and the have none. Such is the " bitter and
spring of 1881 found just 9 colonies sweet " of bee-keeping.
living in this township. The outlook
here is good for better prices on
Honey Crop Light.—J. W. Bayard,
honey, unless it is supplied from some
other county. One bee keeper told Athens,©, O., on July 9, 1887, says
me that from 60 colonies he would not
Our bees gathered no surplus until
get sufficient surplus for his own use. the latter part of June, and now it is
too wet
so our honey crop will be
very light in this part of Ohio.
Linden Honey-Flow Light, etc.—
B. F. Holtermann, Brantford, Ont.,
Honey Season in Canada.— Thomas
on July 11, 1887, says
Stokes, Minesing, Ont., on July 8,
Bees are doing rather poorly. The 1887, writes
linden honey-flow is very light. I got
Bees are doing well, with prospects
45 pounds per colony from clover
from linden, so far, 20 to 25 pounds, of an abundant yield. On June 6 I
and it is not over yet. Many reports had my first swarm, the earliest in

No White

is

;

:

Clover Honey, etc— E.
Beaver Centre,>o Pa., on

Fuller,

J.

July

9, 1887,

says

:

put into winter quarters 23 colonies of bees— 21 good ones and 2
nuclei.
They were wintered in an
out-door cellar,
the
temperature
ranging from 88° to 41°. All came
through the winter in good condition
except the 2 nuclei, which left 21 coloI

commence the season with.
clover did not yield any honey
to speak of, for out of about 600 sections put on, I have not taken 50
pounds of capped honey. There was

nies to

White

enough honey to keep them swarming, and I have got a nice increase of
32 colonies, making 53 in all. I will
have to look to fall bloom for my surplus crop.

;

Honey and Beeswax Market.

:

are poorer.

Names for Extracted Honey.— G.
E. T. Kyber, Green Bay,CH Wis., on
July 13, 1887, writes
:

There are objections made to the
" extracted." for honey taken
from the comb; I would suggest to
name it " uncombed " honey j and,
verily, some from Chicago, in gro-

name

We

Bees in this locality are doing nothThe dry weather set in so early
that we had very tew swarms, and no
surplus as yet, with very poor prospects for any
for it gets hotter and
more dry daily.
Yesterday was the
hottest day of the season, the mercury being reported here in the shade
Bees
at 110° and 112" above zero.
wintered first-rate in this locality. and
filled up their hives nicely with brood
and bees in the early spring, and I
expected heavy swarming
but such
was not the case, and, as for a honey
crop, there is no show, for the white
clover is nearly al! dried up, which is
ing.

HONBT.— We

quote

HONBT.— We

quote

Extracted. 5@7c., acoord-

:

We

:

:

:

CHICAGO.

inK to quality and package. New honey in 1-lbthis locality. Over half of my colo- sections was sold for 15c. per lb. Only 2-lb. secot honey are now on the marltet.
nies have swarmed.
Haying is just tions
BEESWAX. -220.
H. A. BURNBI'T,
commencing, Alsike being largely
July 7.
161 South Water St.
grown here. Pastures and roads are
DETROIT.
covered with white clover.
have
had fine, heavy rains about every HONEY.— Best white comb, 111312c. Market is
bare, awaiting the new crop.
week.
Basswood promises well, if nearly
BE B 8 WAX.— 23@24o.
the buds are any criterion to go by.
June 10.
M.H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
The honey season will last nearly two
SAN FRANCISCO.
months yet.

Honey, but no Swarms.— E. C.
ceries here, looks (figuratively) very
"uncombed." But I presume objec- Jordan, of Jordan Springs, 5 Va., on
tions will be made to this name, July 13, 1887, writes
although it could be more rationally
In this section of the country the
applied to honey than ' unmarried "
to a person not married, unless di- bees have gathered " dead loads " of
vorced.
may also name it honey, but they have swarmed but
" divorced " honey, because separated very little.
from the comb. If this is also objectionable, I will give up, unless we
Doing a World of Good.— Geo. E.
name it " separated " honey.
Hilton, Fremont, K) Mich., on July 14,
Our honey season is over, and the
result is nil. The cold and disagree- 1887, writes:
able weather in April decimated the
It is with pleasure that I send $1.25
few colonies left after the destructive to retain my membership in the
winter, and the drouth finished the " Union." It is doing a world of
matter by leaving to the apiarist a good, and I hope to see its membersmall lot of strong colonies, and the ship double this year.
The honey
prospect of feeding the same for next crop here will not be over one-third.
winter.
White clover was a failure for the
first time in my ten years of bee-keepHot Weather, etc.—A. W. Fisk, ing, Basswood was cut short on
account of the severe drouth, and we
Bushnell,*o Ills., July
writes
13, 1887,

The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax

cannot depend on the fall blossoms
for surplus. My worst fears are, that
white clover is killed to such an extent that it will fail next season, but
I hope the fall rains will restore it.

:

Extracted, white. s@5^c.;

light amber to amber, 4Lu@5c. Comb. 2-lb. white
to extra white, 12 ''14c.: the same in 1-lb. sections,
15c.: light amber to amber 2-lbB., 9(*l2c.: 1-lbs. of

the same,

H'f5*i2c.

BEB8WAX.-2ic.
July

SCHACHT & l.EMCKB.

9.

122-124 Davis St.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Choice

comb, s®10c.

In

Strained,

M

barrels, 3V6®4c. Extra fancy,
more than foregoing prices. Extracted. 4}4(^AHc. Market dull.
Steady ut 21c. for prime.

BEESWAX.—

July

11.

D. G.

TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12ai4c.;
:

am-

ber, 7@cl0. Extracted, white, 45ita(.'»c.: light amber
3^^4Hc. Market quiet.
19(9210.
May 14.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Frout St.

BEESWAX.—

MILWAUKEE.
HONBT.— Choice white i-lbs., I2@12j^c.: choice 2Ic; dark not wanted, and imperfect slow.
in
Extracted, finest white in kegs. 6^@7c.
white in kegs and barrels. BrniRHc. dark, 4 to 4)^c.
amber, in barrels, 4^'a.5c. Demand limited and
supply small.
lbs., 10(^1

;

;

BEESWAX.-250.

June

10.

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

KANSAS
HONBT.— We quote

:

St.

CITT.

White clover

l-lbs.,

10®12

dark, 9 to lOe. White clover 2-lb8., 10 to lie;
dark, 9 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.

cts,;

BBB8WAX.-17@20e.
July

14.

CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th.!k Walnut

;

;

CINCINNATI.

Crop Almost a Failure.- H. R.
Boardman, East Townsend,5 O., on
July

12, 1887,

says

:

The honey

HONBT.— We quote for extracted, 3@7c. per lb.
Best comb brings ll®I4c. Demand improving.
BEESWAX.— Good demand,— 20®22c. per lb. lor
good to choice yellow.
Jun. 11. C.F.MUTH & SoN.Freeman & Central At.

crop is almost an entire
BOSTON.
failure in this part of the country.
1-lb. packages of white clover honey
White clover failed, hence we got no atHONEY.—
13@15c.: 2-pound8 at ll®13c. Extracted. 5@7c.
honey from that source.
little was Sales very light. Fancy white extracted in good
obtained from basswood— and that is demand, but supply limited.
RKKSWAX.— 26 cts. per lb.
all.
July II. Blakk a KiPT.KY, a7 Chatham !<treet.

A
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Svreet Clover, iJlfeHIotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick In body. It may be sown in waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PKtiPRlKTOltS,

B23A.925WESTMADIS0NST., CHICAGO
At Oue Dollar a Vcur.

ILL.

Enameled Clotli for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
;

ALFRED

H. NEWMAN.
MANAG ER.

;

cents per yard extra for postage.

Br8INE8S
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Subscriptions are coming in at a fair
but we want more. The American
Bee Journal is the pioneer bee-paper of

rate,

America, and Is fully entitled to the active
support of every progressive apiarist, for it
works constantly and faithfully for the best

We

interests of the pursuit.
therefore confidently request all our old and new readers
to use their influence to double our subscription list during the coming autumn.
will J ou please send us a new subscription with your renewal, or before that
time ? A good weekly at one dollar a year
is surely cheap enough to command patronage.

Reader,

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HONEV, in kegs
holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 8 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

Slionld any Subscriber receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
Vucca Bruslies are employed for rewilling to pay for it, please send us a postal
moving bees from the combs. They are a
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
write your name and address plainly. Look
beee. We can supply them at 5 cents
To Correspondenta. — It would save AT TOUR WR.iPPER I.ABEL.
each, or 50 cents a dozen If sent by mail,
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
add 1 cent each for postage.
to give their P. O. address and name, when

^^:pccial Vertices.

;

mrltingto this office. We have several letters
tVlien Renewing your subscription
(Some inclosing money) that have no name; please try to get your neighbor who keeps
Post-Oflice,
County bees to 'Oin with you In taking the Bek
many others having no
or State. Also, if you live near one poal> J()URNAL. It IS now 80 Cheap that no one
office and get your mail at another, be sure can afford to do without it. We will present
to give the address we have on our list.
a Binder lor the BeeJoornal, to any one
QUEENS, $1.— Bees, Supplies,
etc. See Foster's adv't. on page 4.32.
sending us three subscriptions — with $3.00—
28Alf
direct to this office. It ivill pay any one to
As tbere is Anotber firm in Chicago by devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Return Mail.— Italian Queens, Testhe name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
ted, $1; Untested. 60c. Bees per lb., 50c.
26Atf GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
W^e pay 20 cents per pound, delivered Dadant'sFound.ation Factory, wholesale
Several letters of ours have here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
this ofiBce.
To avoid and retail. See advertisement in another column.
already gone to the other firm (a commission mistakes, the shipper's name should
always
to Buy-500 pounds of New
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
White Clover HONKY, in l-)b. sections.
be on each package.
References furnished. Address,

g^dtrjertisemjettts.

TESTED

BV

WANTED

C.

We wrlll I»re8eiit

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

inoney Orders can now be obtained
at reduced

at

Five

the Post
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
Offices

and are

in

no way

rates.

safe.

Red Labels for one-pound palls of
We have now
noney, size 3x4H inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 2.50 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
for $.^.00
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

:

;

:

;

:

Preserve your Papers fsr reference.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
'f you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journal.

Back Numbers of the Bee

JotTRNALfor

year are getting scarce. If any of our
new subscribers want them, they should
order them soon, or we may not be able to
supply tbem. Last fall we had to refuse
many applications for them, as they were
Say so at once, if
all gone in September.
you want them.
this

Colored Posters
honey exhibits

for putting up over
are quite attractive,

at Fairs

We

H. OSBORN, Jr.,
St., Columbus, O.

& Hunter

HURRAH

for the Fair !-Bihibit and extend
your reputation and develop the home market
by using our brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full
of instruction and amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J.H.Martin.Hartford.N.Y.

eWi3tm)40t

QUEENS FOB BUSINESS
further notice.
will send by return
UNTIL
mail, sate arrival guaranteed, Good (JUEEN8
I

from my best

strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gathering qualities, viz
Queen
1
|0.80
6 i^ueens
4.50
V2

Queens
Address.

29Atf

8.(X)

WM. W. GARY,

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass-

BYEETUKN

MAIL.

Adel, Iowa. .
H. alley.— 1 must say that the two Queens you
sent me, are the largest and finest Queens I have

have prepared some ever received. Tliey are simply perfection,
Dli. W. K. Cltli.isoN.
will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use Warranted, *!; Selected,$1.25; Tested,$1.50
them, and try to get up a club.
AL.L.EY,
WENHAM, MASS.
29Atf
as well as useful.
for the

Bee JorRNAL, and

E. Duncan SnlflTen, Advertising Agent.
Union Convention at Cliicago.—The
Row, New York, inserts advertisements in ail flrst-class Newspapers and North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
Magazines with more promptness and at the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere. meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., <m
He gives special attention to writing and
Thursday and Friday, Novemsetting up advertisements in the most at- Wednesday,
This date will
tractive manner, and guarantees entire ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
satisfaction, in all bis dealings, he is honor- occur during the second week of the Fat
prompt.
and
his
able
Send lor
Catalogue
when excursion rates will be
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed Stock Show,
very low.
free.
52A40t
3 Park

Cor. 5th Ave.

HENRY

Beautiful Italian (|ueens.
TTOOW wishes to inform his former

JF.

frientis ami natrons, that he is nuw tilling orders promptly ftirtlioseGoLDE-v ItalianQlteens
that have fjlvon satisfaction lu ev^ry customer fur
the i>ast two se»suns-at the low price nt jn.if per
single Queen, 7.5 cts. I use no lamp-ntirsery.
d oz
pf" D»i not fail to send for descriptive Circular;
if you have not my l^SKl'ircular. .sen. fur that too.
>

:

James

29Dtf

I

f.

wood,

North Prescolt, Mass.
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BEES and HONEY,
OB THE

C. NEWMAN,
THOMASVm Amtrican
Bee JoumaU
Editor 0)

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the imSrovements and inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarthe
ist with everytlihig that can aid in
successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, f 1.00, postpaid.
dition.
Is

lilberal

the

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Kogersville,

Genesee Co., Mich.,

booli of 45
published a neat
HAS
pages. entitled: THE PKODrCTION

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.

little

ef as Apiary for Fleasare
and Preflt ; by

Kanagement

^~A

W.

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozeu or Hundred.

rpBESE

Pails are made
of ttie best quality of
clear flint ^lass, with a baU
;ind a metal top and cover.

X

OF COMB HONEY.

In which, from the
time of building up colOQles iu the spring,
from the hives,
of
the
honey
removal
to the
the problem of securing the most flrst-class
ot capital
least
expenditure
the
honey with
and labor, is clearly explained; the author
he bethat
the
system
carefully outlining
lieves to be best, and giving reasons for his
cents.
35
of
Book,
Price
the
belief.
Stamps taken— either U. S. or Canadian.

When HMed with honey. the

attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any ntber style Of

pacbaKe.

returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows;

FINE ITAMAN QITEENS, reared from

the best, selected, tested Imported mother,
75 cents each, by return mail.
28Atf

They can be used

for housebold purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be

^~

To hold

1

"

2

"

3

pound of honey, per dozen.
"
pounds
"
"
"
'

3J1.60
....

?-2x
8.50

THOMAS

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

G. NE-WOTAN &: SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Bees and Queens for sale.-Untested
In 25-Pound Boxes.
ITALIAN
for $4.00. Send for Circular,
Queen, 75 cents
THOS. G. NEATMAN dc SON,
now furnish VAN DEUSENS' Free.-JUHN
CAN
NEBBL & SON, High Hill. Mo.
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
23A8t
put up in 2.5-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16^x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
|p^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
$100
Italian Queens
TESTED
All orders for any other quantity than
60
Untested Italian Queens
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
Mothers.
Imported
Bred
from
t^'
Or, MAJTUAL OF XJHE APIAKT.
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
C. WEEKS,
Address,
CLIFTON, TENN.
28A3t
1876.
THOS. G. NEWTWIAN A: SON.,
I3,000
ILL.
CHICAGO.
Madison
St.,
923
&
925
W.
Since
1883.
Sold
Mayt
5,000

WE

:

fi

STILL LOWER.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
SOLD SINCE

More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine Illuswere added In the sth edition. The whole
work has beenthoroughlyrevised, and contains the
trations

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scleotlflc work treating of
the World. Price, by mail, 81. «5. Liberal
bees
diBCoant to dealers and to clubs.

m

A.
1

<V.

COOK., Author and

Publisher,
Agricultural College. Mich.

Aly

FOLDING BOXES.

BY RETURN MAIL

SIX Warranted

Italiun Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

PB^ Safe

arrival ^.'uaranteed.

26Atf

H.

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Comb Foundation

vHigh Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
to the pound. Wholesale and
Circulars and Samples free

lAtf

(SOLE MANtTFACTUBERS),
Mont. Co., N. Y.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

w

E

Alley's

Drone and Queen Trap.

THOS.

G.

NETnWAN &

West Madison

Street,

and

retail.

$).(mj

Carniolans are the gentlest and besc honey-patherers known. Send for Circular describing Carni-

(Mention this piiper.)
Imported Benton Select Cyprian Queen, f 5.00.
Daughter of above Cvprian Queen, mated in my
apiaryof Carniolans— Untested,* 1.50; 2 Just ready.
„
S. "W. MORRISON, M. D.
25Dtf
Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.

olans.

oflfered to bee-keepers.
50,<xxt perforations in a

Our new machine makes

We also
Qi;££NS
day.

claim the

finest strain of BEBS tor comb honey— the Syrioand Supplies
Albinos. Price-lists of
free. Samples of sections and zinc, three cents.

SON,

See advertisement in another column.

South.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES.

Address,
27Dtf

CHICAGO, ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

CRA^VTORD.
Weymouth, Slass.

A. O.

finest WHITE I»OPI>AB SECTIONS
THE
and the best PEKFOKATBD ZIXC ever

dozen, or iS5.00 per lOO.
925

chinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Orders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
1-io^. Glass Jars
pergross, including Corks
and Labels. 1 1-2 & 2 gross in a Case, Send for Catalogue.

ijelect

you SECTIONS as cheap aa
the cheapest. Write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.
will furnish

PRICE,

<t

Mica Fronts or

in large apiary of Carniolan Bees, from
BRED
each.
Imported Stock,—
Benton

28, 1881.

ijwith the other sizes, having the top
/edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
vill buy it in order to give the children
consumers wll
75 cents per
a handsome toy pail.

923

With

Flatorsef up.'Pviuted.or plain. Any way
to please. We have put in special Ma-

GARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY
Patented June

PAIL.

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails is of uniform design

Tape Handles or without.

Wearebound

J. Forncrook & CcWatertown, Wis

DEUSEN & SONS,

SPROUT BROOK,

suit.

Box 4:28.

MANUFACTURED BY

iKavs-v.-af feet

J YAN

i!0

Sections,

|S=:SS^S?5 Retail.
iW-'S"!^^*!

piece. With

without. In the

$5.2S

"Boss" One-Piece
Patent Flat-Bottom

$5 00
10 00

C^rtoTkSfor enclosing Section Honey are
best and lowest priced in ttf. market. Made in 1

Our
the

Price, by Express, 50 cts.; bymail. e.'> cts.; 12 In
50, in the
flat, and one nailed (13 in all), 13.50

the

flat,

G. L. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

DR.

;

$12.00.

Address.

The

NEW

Heddon Hive.

THOS. G. NEWTIIAN 4: SON,
Italian Queens.— Single
We have made arrangements with the
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.
Queen, 65 cts.; 5 for $3.00; 12 for $6.50.
inventor by which we shall make and sell the
BEES per lb., same price as Queens.
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
I. K. GOOD, Nappanee, Ind.
26Atf
and retail nailed and also in the fiat.

UNTESTED

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-EE£PEB'S ADVISEE,

ii

published every week, at lOs.

annum. It contains the
Boss" One-Piece Sections, IS
information for the apiarist.
MANDFACTtJRED BT

J.

Forncrook & Co., Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

w

furnish
Ethewill
cheapest.

Write for

Watertown,

price-list.

Wis., JUay

Ist, 1887.

^"Tho9. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.
Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

best practical
It is edited br
Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,
and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts, England.

Send 75 Cents Yea™among

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap as

See advertisement in another column.

lOd. per

the Bees;"

in pages, cloth bound. Address.
DR. C. C. IfnL.I.ER,
MAKENGO. ILLS.
20Atf

HOW TO WINTER
ELEVEN
iteepers, sent to

BEES,

Essays by eleven prominent bee-

Address,
llAtf

all

who

apply.

HBNBV ALLEY.

Wenham, Masa.

;

two sections also the
may be interclianped
bottom-board, and

The brood-chamber

Is

or inverted at will.

The cover,

In

:

surplus arraMKement, which

too and bottom of each sectional case lias one-lialt
cases
of a regular bee-space, so that tlie surplus two
the
with tlie sections, may be placed between
brood-chambcrs.or the latter may be transposed
hire are
or inverted-in fact, all parts of this
perfectly interchanKCahle. The brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE IIIVB includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover ; two
;
6-meh brood-rhambers. each containine 8 frames
:;h onetwo surplus arrangements, each containinK Bep.;irapound sections, one with wide frames and latter
This
tors, and the other without separators.
chamber can b3 interchaneed with the other
AND
^torl^s. but cannot be reversed. It is NAILBD
;

PAINTED, and ready
H-Oi-i,

THOMAS
923

tot

immediate use.

mce,

complete.

& 925 West

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Madi8on-St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Tlie Bee-KeeperH' magazine for July
contains the following relative to our editorial on " kissing boes," on page 371 :

Is the Bee-StlDg Used tor any other
purpose than as a weapon of defense ? M.
H. Tweed, ot Allegheny City, Pa., sends us

The American Bee Joubn^vl, as might be
expected, takes us to task for our comment
on one of its editorials of recent issue,
relating to Mrs. Thomas. We, perhaps, overstepped our bounds in assigning a motive

the following, clipped from the Pittsburg
Chronicle ot June 7 :

At a meeting of the Physiological Society
of Berlin, it was given out as a fact, that,
when the bee has filled his cell, and has completed the lid, a drop of formic acid, obtained from the poison-bag connected with
the sting, is added to the honey by perforating the lid with the sting. This formic acid
preserves honey and every other sugar
the truth editor Newman to the contrary, solution from fermentation. Most of the
notwithstanding. Mr. Newman has done a insects that have a stinging apparatus
good work In exposlngthe" Wiley " lies, but similar to that of bees, are collectors and
he " overreached " in the case of Mrs. storers of honey, so that the sting has a
double function— it is aweapon and a pickle.
Thomas.

Newman's remarks relative to
Mrs. Thomas, and wn here beg his pardon
if we have misjudsred him, and can assure
him that no jealousy actuated us in making
the remarks.
But we reiterate that Mrs.
Thomas' statements can be relied upon as
for editor

;

THOMAS

yoLIIIII,

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

July 21, 1881.

No. 30.

The apology is cheerfully accepted, and as
to the statements of the lady in question,
we are quite willing to leave it to our readers to decide for themselves as to the " over-

We are not much acquainted with the
Physiological Society of Berlin, but it seems
to me they had better be sure their facts are
tacts before they give them out. The item

reaching." We fully believe the point we
made is invulnerable, but it makes no difference as between the American Bee Journal and the Bee-Keepers' Magazine— they
will work together for the good of the

above

pursuit.

Mr. Joliii Barcta, who commenced the
spring with 93 colonies of bees, died on
April 13, 1887, of spinal fever, at the age of
26 years. His wife keeps the bees now.

The History

of Bees

America

in

is

probably have some such a run

will

as did Prof. Wiley's "scientific pleasantry ;"
but until somebody can give us some positive facts, gleaned from direct observation,
we shall refuse to believe that honey needs
to be pickled, and that the bees use their
stings to pickle it before it will keep without
fermentation in the hive.— Gleanings in BeeCulture.

thus stated by Mr. T. P. Johnson, in the
Ohio Poultry Journal

Died, on July 8, 1887, at Napa, Calif.,
When the continent of America was discovered there were no honey-bees here. aged .54 years, Mr. Joseph Enas, who was a
The countr.v being covered with bloom of correspondent of the American Bee JourTbe Indiana State Fair will be held at all kinds, and no bees to gather the nectar, nal, and well-known to many of our readers
Indianapolis on Sept. 19 to 24, 1887, We it was thought that this would be a good as a progressive
and successful apiarist.
country for honey-bees. So a German conacknowledge the receipt of a beautiful ceived the idea of importing a colony of
Uthogrntb of " Kuth gleaning in the fields bees from Germany. In 1628 he started
the ocean with 2 colonies of bees, but
of Boaz," issued by the State Agricultural across
Mr. Asplnwall, editor of the Bee-Keeplost both of them on the way.
Society, announcing the date of the Fair.
The next year he started three more ers' Magazine, has had serious afflictions in
colonies, and succeeded in getting two ot
them across alive. They appeared to do his family for a few months, which we are
and soon began to swarm and a great sorry to be apprised of. The Magazine for
" The Book or Life ; or the Nature and well,
many swarms went to the woods and settled July says
Destiny of Man," by Dr. Slvartha, 420 pages, in hollow trees.
For three months his wife has been very
profusely illustrated, is on our desk. During
ill, and as he has personally nursed her by
August it will be given away to every subnight as well as day, it has unfitted him for
The 25th Annual Report of the the arduous duties ot the busy season, and
scriber to Health and Some, a monthly
Michigan State Board of Agriculture is on caused delays which we much regret, but
periodical published at $1 a year.
which, under the circumstances, were hard
our desk. It contains 318 pages, and makes to prevent. Absence from home, with his
a good showing for the work accomplished wife during the past month particularly,
cause this number of tbe Magazine to
Todd's Famous Honey-Ice-Creamis at the Agricultural College. Prof. Cook, in will
appear very late. We expect that, through
what they call it down in Philadelphia. Why his report, makes this statement
the kind providence of God, she will shortly
be well again, and the August number
not have such a Honey Depot in every city
We have made no experiments in the appear
on time.
of America ? The only reason that can be apiary the past season, except to try the
The Bee Journal condoles with Bro.
given is that our honey-men are "sleeping "New Heddon Hive," and the solar waxextractor, with both ot which' we are well
while on duty 1" Mr. Todd is one of the pleased. We have increased our bees from Aspinwall in his affliction, and hopes for the
wide-awake men of the period. He believes 12 to .39 colonies, and have sold quite an speedy recovery of his wife, and the restorain honey he sells honey
he uses honey in amount of honey. The season has proven tion of punctuality in the Magazine.
that drouth alone does not surely prevent
making ice-cream he creates a demand for the secretion of nectar by the flowers. We
have now so large an apiary that it is utterly
it by advertising it as "Todd's Famous
John D. Van Gorden, 69 years of age,
impossible to manage it well with no other
Honey-Ioe-Cream. " Strong men huy it
than student labor. Several colonies of bees in Pike County, Pa., was recently killed by
delicate ladles sigh for it the children cry have been sold during the year.
a bee-sting on the wrist.
A few minutes
for it and all say "Oh my what a deliafter he was stung the pain became so inclous morsel it is 1" Would that we had an
tense that he started for the house. As he
Arthur Todd in every city of America
In Reference to the meeting of the con- entered the door he groaned, " Oh, I
am
vention this fall in Chicago, Prof. Cook going
to die," and Immediately expired. Of
Mr. C. C. Richardson, ot Tipton, Ind., writes thus
course his system was very much" out ot
I fear I cannot attend a meeting in Sep- order," and the machinery was in the right
who was sued for maintaining an alleged
I
nuisance on his lot, in having an apiary tember or October. nf could in November, condition to stop from the least provocation.
on the second week
the Fat Stock Show.
there, died on June 11, 1887. The suit was I think November the best month of all.
defended by the Union, and he was allowed Work is done then. Does it not strike you so ?
to keep his bees in peace since the trial last
Yes
we certainly do think it the best
Union Convention at Chicago.— The
November— but alas for human ambition time to hold a convention, for the railroads North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
and human life, he did not live long enough will all run excursion trains during the sec- the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
to enjoy much of the results of their in- ond week ot the Fat Stock Show.
As bee- meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
dustry. The pursuit was defended, and its keepers have but little honey to sell, they Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Novemenemies defeated in that case just the same. will all feel like "saving the pennies," and ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887. This date will
He rests in peace, having gone to the place— this will give them a good chance. The occur during the second week of the Fat
" Where the wicked cease from troubling.
work in the apiary can easily be arranged Stock Show, when excursion rates will be
And the weary are at rest."
accordingly.
very low.
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

I

1

I

:

:
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Wltb Replies

thereto.

by building up swarms with it in the
spring. It is as good as any food for
that purpose.— J. E. Pond.
1. Yes
if a fall crop of honey is

thin, unpainted " under-cover,"

with

chaff packing above it, allows moisture to pass off freely, but effectually
retains the heat.— G. L. Tinker.

;

lit is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
taan one month. They have to wait their
t arn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
tbem get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Jotibnai,. If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
;

reasonably expected, it will be well to
Possibly poor food ; more probably
prepare for it by building up nuclei long confinement with too great
into full
colonies.
2. Granulated variation of temperature.
It is just
honey is not suitable food for winter- such experiences that make me the
ing bees in the North
but it may do hearty advocate of the cellar, where
in North Carolina, where the rigors we can surely control the temperaof winter are less.— The Editor.
ture. Give the bees good food and a
uniform temperature from 40° to 45°
Pahr., and they will winter safely
every time.
At least I think so.—A.
;

What

Ailefltlie

Bees?

Fall

Crop—Feeding

Granalatefi Honey.

Query 447.— In colonies of bees run for
extracted honey the combs are filled with sugar or
granulated honey. 1. Whereafall crop iegenerally
good, would itbe wise to rear queens and build up
nuclei into full colonies to gather the fall crop ?
2. Will the granulated honey do to winter bee s on?

—Pineville. N. C.
Yes.—Dadant & Son.
1.

Yes,

if

you can get your colonies

sufficiently strong in time. 2. It will
do in a moist, warm climate, but not
in a cold one.— J. P. H. Brown.

lost 7 out of 10 colonies
the past winter. Tliey were packed with 5 inches
of shavings on the sides, the ends of the hives
being double, made of ^inch boards, with build*
ing paper between. The bottoms were double
thickness with shavings between
the top IH
inches, bee-space, with wire-cloth, 3 inches of dry
poplar shavings, and the balance of the top filled
with straw, with three 1-inch holes in the top. The
entrances were 5-16x6 inches, open, and the
alighting-board leaned up, and a tight boardfence 4 feel high was on the east and west. Last
year I increased my apiary from 4 colonies to 10,
took 600 full one-pound sections of honey, and a
multitude of partly-filled ones. Swarms were all
out by June in, and no honey was stored after
July 10, caused by the drouth. Why did the bees
die ?— Grinnell. Iowa.
;

The data given

not of the proper
character to enable one to say why the
1. I do not clearly understand your bees died.— W. Z.Hutchinson.
meaning. 2. Granulated honey is not
I suspect that they died because
safe to winter bees on in Michigan,
you did not put them in a cellar.— C.
but it may be in North Carolina, howC. Miller.
ever.— Jasies IIeddon.
Not knowing the exact condition of
Yes, use up the sugar and granuthe colonies, it is pretty hard to say.
lated honey in getting bees for the
Probably by too few bees, and not
fall crop.— G. M. Doolittle.
sufficient stores. J. P. H. Brown.
1. The plan is good, if you can get
If the bees did not starve, it was
the colonies strong enough in time.
2. I am afraid the bees will waste probably the weakness of the colonies
much of the granulated honey.— C. C. that was the cause of their death.
The fault may lie in something that
Miller.
you do not mention, or did not notice.
1. I should suppose so, though one
—Dadant & Son.
can hardly advise without more
It is a freak that they have quite
knowledge of the surroundings, etc.
2. I should suppose so, in North Caro- often, and (excuse me) no one knows
I am the most successful in
lina.
I should prefer liquid honey in why.
the North, where the bees are long cellar wintering. G. M. Doolittle.
confined to the hives.— A. J. Cook.
I suppose that they had the bee1. If
you want to increase your diarrhea, caused by eating pollen in
bees it will be a good way to do it. 2. continued confinement.— James HedIn my location bees winter all right don.
on granulated honey. But what are
Your method of packing was all
you doing with sugar in the combs, right. It looks like a case of old,
"
"
when you have a fall flow of honey worn-out bees, that you put into winto fill up your hives for winter ?— G. ter quarters.— H. D. Cutting.

—

Where you have

a good fall crop,
you can to gather it
Bees will winter on
granulated honey, but well-capped
liquid
honey
better.— H. D.
is
1.

all the bees
with profit. 2.

get

Cutting.
1. If a fall crop is assured it should
be prepared for and if the number of
workers can be increased as yon suggest, without too great an expense, it
may be advisable. 2. I have never
used granulated stores for winter,
and I do not know how it would an;

swer.— W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

have made my increase on the
nucleus plan iu the late summer for
years, allowing the bees to gather
what fall honey they could, and feeding the balance with honey or syrup.
2. In
my experience, granulated
honey is not safe to winter bees on.
1.

The

I

best use to

make of

it is

to utilize

I

or position

the

of

or the
bees on the
summer stands in winter, in practically the same way as regards packing, and I have not lost a colony for
over 16 years except two that starved
in March, 1885, when I was too ill t&
attend to them.— J. E. Pond.
quality.

I

have kept

stores,

my

;

Probably it was a case of starvatiort
or too long confinement, or both, per-

haps.— The Editor.

is

—

W. Demaree.

Cook.
do not know from the data given.
You say nothing about the amount

J.

Query 448.— I

Simplicity Hives for Wintering.

Query 449.- Can

bees be wintered In

Simplicity hives with as good results as in anyother kind of hive ?—M. J. B., Pa.

Yes, in the cellar.— G. M. Doolittle.

No, not in the regular single-walled
Simplicity hive.— Dadant
Son,

&

I think

so.— A.

J.

Cook.

Yes, with proper protection.— G. L.

Tinker.
Yes, by protecting the hive either
by packing or putting it into a cellar.

— W. Z. Hutchinson.

I should as soon risk them as any
other hive in a good cellar.— C. C.

Miller.
I think they can, if all the necessary
conditions are observed.— J. P. H.

Brown.
I

can see no reason

why

they can-

properly protected.
J. E.
Pond and others are very successful
in wintering their bees in the so-called
If the bees did not stop breeding so Simplicity hives.—G. W. Demaree.
early as to have none but old bees to
Properly stored and packed I can
begin the winter, and were not destroyed by disease, I could give you see no reason why they will not winno clue to the trouble. I am of the ter as well as in any hive under like
opinion that bees only partially pro- conditions.— II. D. Cutting.
tected with packing are worse off
I have found that they do ; but I
than if not protected at all. In your think with a novice chaff hives would
climate 2 feet of shavings would not be preferable, as it requires some exmake the hives frost-proof. I doubt perience and labor to fix up a Sim-if such packing would exclude all plicity hive all right.— J. E. Pond.
frost in this more moderate climate.
Practically, yes. The style of the
G. W. Demaree.
hive has very little to do with sucI do not think that ordinary woodcessful wintering.
Experience has
shavings are suitable to pack bees
this, against all theories to the
with.
As packed, the hives were proven
contrary. James Heddon.
little better than double-walled hives
with air-space between the walls, and
Why not V If properly protected
such hives do not protect much. Cold on the summer stands, or if placed
killed the bees, and the heat of the in cellars, after being properly preclusters mostly going out of the top of pared for winter, bees winter well in
the hives. I am against free upward almost any kind of a hive. The
ventilation in out-door wintering.
Editor.

—

A

not,

if
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done than many imagine. In
three places where I have lived, I
have created a demand for " sincere "
honey where none existed before. At
beeThis mark
indicates that tlie apiarist is New Castle, lud., when I began
keeping, extracted honey was unlocated near the center of the state named
east; known in that locality. As I did not
J north of the center; 9 south;
west; and this (4 northeast: ~o northwest: produce largely at first, I found a deo» southeast; and ? southwest of the center mand for all I could produce at from
20 to 30 cents per pound— the latter
of the State mentioned.
for extra basswood ; and as the production increased, so did the demand.
From 1877 to 18S0 I was stationed in
For the American Eee JoumaL
easily

(£joxxzsponticnu.

©

O

O

Logansport.

"m Bees

!)

are Swaraing.

BUGEXE SECOR.

When

the loud, clear notes of the dinner-horn
Are heard by the farmer while plowing corn.
With the day just betruii on a tine June morn,

To him

And the

it is

warning

That the bees are swarming.
interest is equal to anew baby born.

*'
Doll " is left standing alone in the row.
In the spot where the dinner-horn prompted the

Old

" whoa,"

And

the house in a sweat he must go;
For where beea go a-frolicki ng.

ofl'to

L.ike

bobolinks roHickinp.
lost in delay, you know.

When

I

went

there,

there was no market for honey of any
kind, and extracted honey was entirely unknown.
By putting the latter up in glass jars, and getting some
of the grocery men to handle it for me,
T soon built up a trade that took all I
could produce— about 1,500 pounds
In Huntington, where I
per year.
spent the next three years, the same
things happened. Each package had
on it a neat label, with my name, and
a guaranty of the purity of the honey.
All this was done without interfering
with my pastoral duties. I did not

As to extracted honey I am not
aware that a pound that was not pure
has ever been offered for sale by the
:

producer. The adulteration has taken
place in the hands of dealers, who
were not producers. But everybody
does not know this.
honey-producer should have a
reputation for honesty that will place
him above suspicion, and be a guaranty that none but pure honey will go
out of his hands. If he sells extracted
honey, it will help his market to invite the public to witness the process
of extracting. Let the people see the
combs taken out of the hives, the
honey thrown out, and the combs put
back again. Witnessing these operations will be more convincing than
any amount of testimony and argument. And it would not be a bad
plan to invite the editors of the local
papers to witness the process of ex-

A

tracting, etc., and to make them presents of enough honey to put them,
and their wives and children in an

excellent humor.
As to price, the question is not
then produce any comb honey.
easily settled. First-class comb honey
If one has a horse and spring wagon ought to retail at not less than 25
it is an excellent plan to take honey cents per pound, and first-class " sinAnd young men twirling.
Vainly seeking a "queen " in the ball-room's glare. to the homes of the people.
Many cere " at not less than 15 cents. But
With horn, and tin-pan. and old brass-kettle.
will buy it at their own doors, of one what ought to be and what is, are
The children are thundering with all their mettle, they know, who would not buy anyoften quite different things. A pound
The sole aim an object of this racket to settle
The frisky young swarm.
where else. And it wiU pay to have of the best comb honey is worth as
In the ancient form
give
kinds
to
of
both
packages
small
much as a pound of the best creamery
Of drowning a noise by making more rattle.
to such as are not disposed to buy. butter
and the latter cannot be had
While Charlie is gone to the woods for thyme.
Only this must not be done too often. for less than 28 cents. A pound of
Slyly watching the red squirrel nimbly climb,
Or listening to the mountain brook's sweet rhyme, "VV hen people get a taste of a really good, fresh extracted honey is worth
(Sung none the leas sweet
good thing, they will be pretty sure as much as a pound of comb honey.
For the bov's grimy feet.)
The dutiful bees are " charmed " in time.
to want more of it, and those to whom For my own use I would prefer it.
Clustered at last in that old cherry-tree.
a little is given to-day, will be likely But as it can be produced so much
But naught of the " hiving" or bees do Isee,
to buy next time. Years ago, when I more abundantly and cheaply, we can
For thoughts of the time come back to me.
When 1 climbed in its branches.
had the help of a son, a young man, I afford to sell it for less.
And plucked its ripe bunches.
found the plan of carrying honey to
Careless, and thoughtless, and happy and free.
I think that the use of comb founthe homes of the people a great suc- dation in the sections has had some
How old-time memories come trooping to mind
cess.
Dearer and sweeter when looking IJehind.
adverse influence on the honey marAnd the thread of our life we seek to unwind.
The greatest foe to the honey mar- ket, and I have ceased to use more
While the playful bees.
"
Wiley
the
ket, not excepting even
In their swarming sprees.
than good starters. When I first beBring back the June days that were once so kind.
lie," is not over production, but the
gan to use it, I filled the sections as
The leafy woods I see once more.
demoralization of the market by small full as possible but I found it diffiThe robin and thrush I hear as of yore—
have
little
honey
a
producers.
They
I smell the new hay as it falls by the mower
cult to prevent the foundation from
In the cluver the woodchuck,
to sell, and not knowing what the warping and making crooked combs.
By his hole near the big rockhaving
so
little
or
to
be,
price
ought
"
All these come back to me while the bees roar."
With only starters I get straighter
that it is not worth the trouble of combs, and avoid the hard septum
Gently put the new swarm in their nice new home,
And disturb not the musings that unbidden come marketing, they sell it for less than it that is generally found when full
Of the loved scenes and places from which we now is worth. And of course those who
I do not use sepsheets are used,
roam
learn of these sales will not give more arators.
For thoughts of life's June.
When the heart is in tune.
these
at which
price
than
the
Bluffton,<5 Ind.
Are "sweeter than honey and the honey-comb."
small, and, perhaps, inferior lots,were
Forest City, Iowa.

No time must be

See them gamboling high in the air
Circling, and crossing, and meeting up there
Like the dizzying maze of the dance, when fair
Young maidens go whirlinf.',
!

I

;

!

;

;

:

sold for.
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SelliDE

Honey

in

Home Markets.

REV. M. MAHIN, D.D.

I am fully persuaded that more
honey would be bought and used if
the price could be steadily maintained
at figures that would give the apiarist
a fair living profit, than is bought
and used at the present low and irreg-

ular prices.

When

prices are fluctuat-

good season to pro- ing, many will not buy at all, unless
duce a large quantity of honey either they are sure that they are paying the
comb or " sincere." (It is said that lowest market price.
etymologically,
"sincere" means,
It is very important that the purity
" without wax " from sine without,
of the honey offered for sale, whether
and cera wax, and was orignally used in the comb or out of it, shall be
and if the above suspicion. Every body ought
to signify pure honey
etymology were generally understood to know that adulterated comb honey
it would be just the word we are look- produced by feeding the bees sugar
ing for.) I3ut the problem that con- syrup, or some other liquid sweet
fronts the honey-producer is, how to the only way in which it can be
convert the honey into cash.
adulterated— cannot be produced at a
I am fully persuaded that the best profit and if it could be, it is to the
Elan is for the producer to create a interest of every bee-keeper to offer
ome market. This can be more none but what is absolutely pure.
It is easy in a

—

;

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Successfnl Wintering of Bees,

W.

J.

CULLINAN.

Without any egotism or attempt at
self-aggrandizement, I presume I may
ask to be placed upon the somewhat
limited list of those who have succeeded in wintering their bees without loss.
As some may remember who read
my article last fall, I was preparing
my bees for out-door wintering, and
the first step taken in that direction
was to place tlie bees upon from four
to six Langstroth frames, closing
them up with a padded divisionboard. Over the tops of the frames
and near the centre were placed three
or four little sticks about }4 an inch
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in thickness, and over these a piece
of burlap sacking and two thicknesses
of old cotton quilt, covered with one
layer of shingles, a plain honey-board
or anything that came to hand, and
over all were placed the lids snug and

of diarrhea or disease of any kind
present.

On April 2 I
summer stands

placed

was able

for their vigorous working- quali-

While

ties.

them on the Hoyle

I

" never

do not doubt that Mr.
knew a bee to hatch

to stay, and they from such a cell, that was of any
boomed right along," casting the value," I am quite sure that he
" never knew " they were not of any
first swarm on May 20, which was
This operation was performed very early for this locality. I was not value, either.

close.

"

the extracting-room, where the troubled in the least with "spring
bees were found much more docile, dwindling" in my apiary, which was
and the hives replaced upon their due, I think, to the fact that they
were not taken out of the cellar until
summer stands.
In going through the colonies the settled warm weather. I did not feed
matter of stores was looked after, and an ounce of anything to stimulate
it was ascertained that at that date brood-rearing, and yet on May 1 most
(Nov. 1) each hive contained from 15 of the colonies had eight frames
to 25 pounds of well-ripened honey, solidly filled with brood.
most of which was fall honey, and
I believe that bees can be wintered
gathered principally from heart's- as successfully as horses or cattle, if
No effort we but learn the necessary conditions,
ease and Spanish-needle.
was made to deprive the bees of pol- and then set about it with a will to
len, and the combs of the different secure them. A little effort rightly
colonies contained more or less of that directed will accomplish wonders,
baneful article none were without it, " sure enough ;" and I know of no
while some had a bountiful supply.
line of human industry where perin

;

Now, after due and careful deliberation, and a somewhat studious review of the experiences of others in
both in and out-door wintering, I concluded to " pick them up. hives, entrances and all, and place them in the
So a bench
cellar." a la Heddon.
feet, and raised to 2 feet in
12x1
height, was placed on one side of the
cellar, and on this were placed the

sistent and well-directed endeavor
will be more lavishly rewarded than
in apiculture— and in no branch of
this noble science does it apply with
stronger emphasis than in providing a
comfortable winter home for our
little

friend— the honey bee

;

which

certainly ranks as the " noblest and
the best" of God's insect creation.
In my mind, a properly kept cellar is
hives two tiers deep, with lids left on that " comfortable home."
Mt. Sterling,*© Ills.
and entrances open, and facing outward from the wall but no rims were
placed under the hives, only one hive
For the American Bee Journal.
was raised from the bottom-board,
winmiddle
of
the
until
that
not
and
Bare-Headeil Bees, Fonl Brooil, etc,
of an inch
and then only about

K

In Mr. A. J. King's essay read at
Indianapolis, last October, on this
" Foul brood is not
subject, he says
indigenous ' in Cuba, there not being
a case on record in all the native
apiaries." On making numerous inquiries in nearly all parts of the
island I found this to be the case, as
not one had lost bees, or heard of bees
being lost by such a disease ; and as
this is in a land where apiaries of
from a dozen to 500, or even 1 ,500 colonies, are thickly scattered over the
country, we may safely rely upon Mr.
King's statements, as not being without foundation. For, with bees kept
at nearly every house In the country ;
hollow logs through the fields and
along the highways containing bees,
and the countless numbers as they exist in the mountains, in the side of a
bank, beneath the trunk of an uprooted tree, or the shelter of a projecting rock— one would suppose that
if " foul brood " was to gain foothold
in Cuba, every bee-keeper from Cape
:

'

;

}4

ter,

in front.

The entrances

to the hives

H. E. HILL.

were 9x% inches.

The

cellar is 12x18x7 feet,

In Mr. Hoyle's article on page 393,
I placed a small heatingin the
stove, the pipe connecting with that in reference to unsealed brood
"I am likely
of the cook-stove above, the cellar pupa state, he says:
to have no little opposition on this
being under the kitchen.
point, if I call it a symptom
An inside door opens into the cellar particular
was kept of foul brood ; I call it that, neverthein

which

fire

has double
doors opening into it from the outthese doors were used only in
side
mild weather, while the inside door
was used in cold weather.

going

all

winter, and

it

Again, if " foul brood " is unknown
there, and it has no connection with
" bare-headed " brood, how came the
germ of the disease in the Cuban

honey which Mr. Pond says was the
cause of his loss y
After quoting the following from
" I have known
Mr. Hoyle's letter
for nearly two years that old bees, as
well as the larvae, would be diseased,"
" Now my experiMr. Pond says
lu
ence is just the reverse of this.
my own apiary I have known a discell,
or
eased larva to emerge from its
a mature bee to show any sign whatever of that disease; and from the
very name given the disease cannot
:

and in

one corner

from a room

Maysi to San Antonio would know
something of it.

less."

:

He further asserts that it is a posiit is of
tive indication of the disease. While affect mature bees. If it does,
Further on
I am sure I have never seen a case of course wrongly named."
Hoyle's
foul brood, to see nice, oblong, evenly he says, with reference to Mr.
" And while perhaps he
laid patches of brood in the last statements
thermometer, kept hanging from stages, unsealed, is not a rare occur- may be correct, and all the others,
the ceiling, registered in mild weather rence. For this we have adopted the including Mr. Frank Cheshire (who
from 40° to 60" Fahr. but in freezing somewhat comical, but appropriate certainly has given the subject more
weather, of which we had a pretty name suggested, I think, by Dr. attention scientifically than any other
knowledge), wholly wrong, I
liberal share last winter in this re- Miller, viz " bare-headed bees."
to
gion, had no artificial heat been emstill cannot believe him right without
inclined
to think, although my
am
I
ployed, it would have fallen to or besome little proof."
experience is very limited, that it is
low the freezing point. But at such
The facts and truth, and "proof"
the South than
prevalent
in
more
going
in
times a slow fire was kept
we do want;
north.
I found it, however, of the same are just what
farther
of
the
the stove, and the temperature
while Mr.
case in Cuba compared with but it seems to me" that
the
to
be
at
practicable
cellar kept as nearly as
Cheshire," he is
attention Pond is preaching
this State.
and
Ontario
frequently
42"
45°
"Fahr.—
to
from
ideas
drawn to the fact while further from that gentleman's
running as low as 40°, and as high as was first
unless Mr. Cheshire
transferring a number of colonies than is Mr. Hoyle,
50°, In cold weather the doors were
advanced some of his ideas
into frame hives, in has
kept closed, and no ventilation was from hollow logs
have
used
to amuse privately, or otherwise, that I
assistant
as
my
Cuba,
provided, except what these closed
not seen, which is quite possible.
above
combs
the
holding
by
himself
After
doors and the stove afforded.
I
time when robbers However, the following, which
Feb. 1, the temperature was kept at his head (at a watch the unsealed quote, is. from Mr. Cheshire's pen,
and
plenty),
were
from 45° to 50°.
examination
drop forward until the surface having reference to an
inOn Feb. 28 I took the 16 colonies brood
of to which a queen, taken from an
complete
mass
was
comb
a
the
of
out of the cellar for examination, and
short
falling out by fected hive, was subjected a
from
prevented
heads,
to give them a flight, returning them
"
"
the time after his article was read before
;

:

A

;

my

:

My

Upon examining the wire edge against which
the next evening.
a number, I found that the amount thorax rested.
It is a strange fact that after these
of honey consumed was scarcely perceivable, while a brighter, healthier, bees were transferred, the colonies
happier lot of bees would have been that contained the "bare-headed"
hard to find. Not the slightest sign brood were without exception remark-

the British Bee-Keepers' Association
He says
"All will, I hope, forgive my esteeming mvself fortunate in having
thus been able to make out the only

in July, 1884.

THE
points I had to leave undetermined on
Then I had
the 25th of last July.
found the disease in young larvie and
those fully fed, in chrysalids in all
stages, in drones, in workers just
gnawing out of the cell, in young
nurses and old, worn-out bees, and
now in a queen and eggs unlaid.
Bacillus alvei is then a disease afEecting all and every condition of beehood. Can it continue to be called
To say the queen is
foul brood ?
suffering from foul brood would be as
illogical and ridiculous as talking of
toothache in the liver, or rheumatism
in a wooden leg." Does he not
Titusville,-o Fa.
i*

Prairie Farmer.
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day they are ready to go to work
again. When these two combs become crowded with bees, put in an
empty comb or frame to fill between
them. As soon as these combs are
full of brood and crowded with bees,

I have never been able to procure
division-boards exactly to my liking;
I have a few made after the directions

manner

until the hive is full.

Division-boards are indispensable
in swarming time, both for the rearing of queens and also for the hiving
of swarms.
After a natural swarm
has been hived for a couple of days, I
open its hive and find that comb has
been started in four or five frames
these I move to oue side of the hive,
and a division-board is placed next.
This throws the whole strength of the
colony on these frames, and they will
generally fill them with nice, straight
1 ascertained by experiment, several
years since, that when bees are confined to a small space, they invariably
build worker-comb.
If the flow of
honey is abundant, and the bees have
a large space, in the rush to occupy it
they will sometimes build, one-third
drone-comb, as they can build this
faster, and it holds more honey to a
cell.
In the spring following, the

place in the hive, they will slip in or
out easily, and yet be nearly air-tight.

The division-board is an important
factor in the apiary, especially in the
spring. If you have weak colonies,
with only bees enough to cover a
couple of combs, adjust the divisionboards so as to leave a couple of
frames in the centre of the hive take
out the remainder of the frames and
brush off the bees into the hive
spread a canvas sheet over the top of
the frames, and put a chaff cushion
or a sack of hay in the top hive or
cap, thus contiuing the bees to a small
space, retaining the aniraal heat, and
enabling the queen and her subjects
to rear brood and build up the colony.
By the use of the division-boards
keep all colonies strong as far as they
go in the spring, and a colony that
;

can keep two combs full of brood and
covered with bees is a perfect colony,
Such a
to all intents and purposes.
colony will store as much honey, according to their numbers, as a larger
one, and will send double the number
of bees into the Qeld that they would
if scattered over five or six combs.
This economizing all the animal heat
is not mere " moonshine," but can be
proved any day, at any time in May
or June.
Take one of these small colonies at
night, remove the division-board, and
leave the two frames of brood and
bees in the centre of the hive, and
the next day nearly all the bees will
remain at home, in order to keep up
the necessary temperature.
Place
them back at night as before, adjust
the division-board, and the following

colony

;

in like

{^ven by Mr. Langstroth in his treatise on the "Hive and Honey-bee,"
with the ends beveled parallel with
each other, for easy adjustment but
they did not prove so in my hands.
When the bees had glued them to the queen will lay in " these drone-cells,
tramps " will be
hive with propolis, it was very diflS- and an army of
cult to get them out. I now prefer to produced, which add nothing to the
cut them square on the ends, and a wealth of the community, are supall that
full quarter of an inch short, so as to ported by the workers, and
allow tacking on two or three thick- they are good for is to fill space.
Peoria,© Ills.
nesses of woolen cloth, " lists " or felt,
so that when they are set in their
;

built from foundation.
They certainly pleased me,andwere I purchasing bees, I would not make a penny's
difference in the price between a

with such combs or those
having combs made from foundation.
remove the division-board and insert If I could not secure perfect combs by
another comb in the centre keep on the methods I follow, I should most

worker-comb.

HAEKISON.
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Wavy
W.

and Crooteil Comlis.
Z.

HXTTCHINSON.

Before replying to the arguments of
Mr. Stiles, on page 409, 1 wish to
thank him for the courtesy and fairness exhibited in his criticisms. Such
reviews are more than welcome.
I have not a particle of doubt that
Mr. Stiles has wavy and crooked
combs when he attempts to dispense
with full sheets of foundation in the
brood-nest when hiving swarms ; and
in return I trust that he will believe
me when I say that I have no trouble
whatever from this source. Why he
does, and I do not, I am unable to say;
but there certainly must be a reason.
Mr. Heddon, on page 407, says that
starters 2 inches wide will sometimes
cause a warp or curve at the lower
edge of the comb. I have never used
of an inch in
them more than
width, usually about }4 inch.
I have also found that " thin
not answer for
will
foundation
starters. I used quite a lot of very
thin foundation for this purpose the
present season,and in many instances,
usually when the swarm was large,
the bees either pulled or gnawed off
the foundation, and then crooked
combs were the result ; but with
Given foundation of ordinary weight,
I have had no trouble from crooked
or wavy combs, they being so straight
and true that it would require a critical examination to decide whether or
not they were natural combs or those

^

assuredly
tem.

practice

some other

sys-

As Mr. Stiles is the only one who
has reported difficulty in the securing
of perfect combs, it seems as though
there must be something exceptional
in either his fixtures, methods, locality, or something.
To illustrate I
have never had any trouble from pollen being stored in the sections, and
had any oue who had in contemplation the adoption of nay methods,
asked if there were no danger of
trouble from this source, I should
have confidently asserted there was
not. A few weeks ago I received a
letter from Mr. Dwight Furness, saying that he had had no trouble from
this source until he began hiving
swarms with starters only in the
frames, and placing over them sections filled with partly drawn foundaI imtion, but containing no honey.
mediately hived several swarms in
exactly this manner. I did not doubt
:

the truthfulness of

my correspondent,

but we all like to see these things
with our own eyes. Well, I did see
the pollen with my own eyes there
;

bit of it, and it was in the
sections too. It required only a few
bees
experiments to satisfy me.
had never swarmed until they were at
work in the sections, thus the sections
that were transferred to the new

was quite a

My

swarm always contained

honey.

It will be readily seen how circumstances alter cases. I had reasoned
that no pollen was put into the sec-

because but little pollen was
being gathered at this particular
time, and I still think I was correct
to a certain extent, but it is now
apparent that having honey in the
sections when they are transferred to
the new hive, is an important feature;
and one that circumstances had never
Were I
allowed me to discover.
obliged to use sections of empty
swarms,
I
hiving
drawn comb when
think I should use one comb, or a part
but,
of a comb in the brood-nest
tions

;

fortunately, swarming usually comes
when there is honey in the sections,
and we are not compelled to use sections containing empty combs when
hiving swarms we can use sections
filled with foundation if necessary.
Is it not possible that there is some
point necessary to be observed in
securing straight combs, that myself
and others unconsciously practice,
and that Mr. Stiles is neglecting in an
equally unconscious manner V I fear
there is, and I would gladly help him
if I could.
Since my little book was published,
I have answered hundreds of eager,

—

questioning letters; and I have done
the work cheerfully— yes, gladly— as I
often receive more information than
I give and 1 hope no one will hesitate
to write to me for fear that it will
cause me trouble.
Rogersville.d Mich.
;
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Experience.

WILLIS M. BARNUM.
Things are " middling lively" in
apiary now-a-days. I had au extra large swarm the other morning at
Who can beat
exactly 7:30 o'clock.

my

that ?
I am seriously thinking of
rearing a strain of "business bees"
from this colony.
bushel basket is about the handiest thing to swarm bees with that I
have ever discovered. Just hold the
basket under the bees, shake or brush
them into it, carry them to the hive
and dump them down in front of it-and 'tis done. It is a quick, sure and
effectual method one that will be
hereafter adopted in my apiary, at
least until I hear of something better.
The other day one of those great,
big "bushel basket" swarms came
out. I hived them in "^regulation
style," gave them three or four frames
of brood, and went off to work in
another part of the apiary. I had not
been to work five minutes before I
discovered that the same big swarm
was coming out again. Well, while
they were hovering around in the air,
it occurred to me that heat was the
probable reason of their not staying
in the hive. So, getting a nice, new,
cool hive, I placed it right where the
other had been ; sprinkled the inside
of the hive with salt-water,transf erred
the brood-combs, put on the super,
put a shade-board on the hive, and
waited for them to settle.
Just as I thought they were going
to settle on a grape-vine trellis, they
soared up into the air and started
direct for the woods. As they started
for the woods, I started for the pump.
I was determined to have that swarm,
if I had to chase them to the Pacific
Ocean
Getting a cup and a pail of
water, I started after the bees on a
run. By running cross-lots, I managed to get ahead of them, just before they reached the woods.
By
throwing the water into the air in
front of them, I actually stopped

A

—

!

them,
started

turned them around, and
them back towards the apiary.

When I got back, the bees were going
into the hive that I had prepared for
them, just as fast as they could
"scrabble." To-day that is one of
the best colonies in the apiary.
Angelica, ? N. Y., July 18, 1887.

my intention, after I state my experi- soon as there was no danger of robments, to base my arguments solely bing, I would commence to feed,
on the evidence to be found in the raising the cover of each hive and
American Bee Journal, Gleanings, pouring about 4 ounces of feed down
between the frames. I kept this up
and other bee-literature.
I am going to offer no plan of cure for eight days, and as I could see no
adapted to all circumstances for I do improvement, I decided on a more
not believe that a treatment is yet thorough treatment, which was this
found, or ever will be invented, that
I would extract the honey from the
will suit every case. Therefore,every frames and cut out the combs, all but
bee-keeper should learn all he can about 2 inches at the top, which had
about the disease, and when it is never had any brood in it I filled
among his bees, he will know better these strips of comb with this phewhat to do than anybody can tell him. nolated syrup; put them in a hive
then I
I am determined to argue the ques- washed with carbolic soap
and if any would take the brood from a colony
tion honestly and fairly
the
hive
one sees where he thinks I am wrong, of bees and put the bees in
I would be pleased to hear of his ex- thus prepared. I also had a lot of
perience and I will not contradict this phenolated feed in a barrel, arhis experiments. In connection with ranged so that all the bees could help
this idea, I want to refer the reader themselves to it, which they did. I
to page 426, the second column and had prepared 26 colonies in the mansecond paragraph. He will see that ner above-mentioned before I could
Mr. J. E. Pond puts me in a very see whether I was curing them or not.
and it is just as But as soon as they had larvae three
ridiculous position
He thinks or four days old I could see that I had
false as it is ridiculous.
that I believe every authority on this not cured them. I stopped work to
disease to be loholly wrong. I would watch the result of what I had done
rather he called me all the names he I soon became satisfied that phenol
could think of, than for him to have would not cure it.
Now do not put me down as saying
the names could do me
stated that
no harm, but any who see that article that Mr. Cheshire did not cure this
and do not see this, will believe it disease, fori know he did cure it;
and those who believe it can come to and I will explain why he could
but one conclusion about me. How- cure it and I could not, after I get
ever, I have the consoling hope that through telling my experience.
I gave up the phenol cure on July
I will soon convince him that I am
right, for he requires so little proof. 15; and I was just as confident on that
See the last sentence of the first day that I could cure my bees as I was
paragraph and the second column of the day I commenced it.
I had a boiler made large enough to
the article referred to.
my hives in I sent for Mr. D. A.
Now for something else On June boil
Jones' book on the subject put some
16, 1885, 1 discovered foul brood in
quarters, and
one of my hives in the shape of dis- colonies in starvation
cutting out combs, and
colored larvse but I do not think that went to work
boiling frames and hives. About this
it was foul brood, though, because
emitted a strong stench
the disease always appeared, in my time the hives
ever saw
mind, as associated with "sunken that surpassed anything I
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

:

;

;

caps with pin holes in the tops:" I
was uneasy, though, about it. The
honey-flow from flowers ceased that
year about May 25, and as I had
finished extracting, I was doing very
little to the bees except watching that
discolored larvae which I could not
understand. On June 21 I opened a
hive that had it so badly that about
20 per cent, of the brood was dead
with the disease, as near as I should
I then began to examine
guess.
I found none free
other colonies.
some cases were not
though
from it,
bad. I saw that there was only one
thing that could cause this state of
and
affairs, and that was foul.brood
that I must get some remedy and go
to work to cure it.
I had read Mr. Cheshire's experiments and views on the subject the
year before ; and I was so favorably
impressed with them, that I took my
;

For the American Bee Joumal.

My

Experience

i ith

Foul Brood.

GEO. H. HOTLE.

Bee Joitrnal
know

the opinions of the different authorities on the subject of foul
brood, and I know what arguments
can be, and are going to be brought
against my theory of the disease. I
have a firm belief in all the experiments on the disease that have been
reported to the bee-papers ; but I am
careful not to get a party's opinion so
mixed with his experiments, but that
I can consider each separately. It is
I

for 1884

and reread

the articles on pages 644 and 740, and
as you may suppose, with no little
interest. When I was through studying the articles, I was just as sure
that I could cure the complaint with
his remedy as is Mr. Cheshire himself.
The medicinel got was called "chemically pure carbolic acid." I had then
65 colonies of bees, and as I wanted
to cure them all at once, I fed each

colony every day.

Every evening, as

reported.

About

this time, too, I

was

taken with a peculiar complaint of
the throat, which I attributed at the
timeto the disease, but since then I

thought it might have been produced
I
by the mental anxiety I was in.

and when I
boiled every thing;
starved a colony I put them in a clean
hive, with clean frames with foundation, and fed them boiled honey. I
worked 30 in this way. I did not wait
until time for sunken caps to appear
for I was a firm believer in the " germ
theory." and the least indication of
disease in the larvse statisfied me that
I did not cure one ;
I did not cure it.
but I am ashamed to say 2 colonies
starved to death, and 2 very strong
Please do not
colonies smothered.
understand me to say that Mr. Jones
never cured this disease ; I know he
has cured it. And I will explain why
he could cure it and I could not, after
I get through with my own experience.
I began to wonder why the disease
did not get any worse in some coloI
nies that I had not worked on.
doctored the worst ones, it is true ;
but they had it as long as the others,
and I could not see why it did not get
worse. (I will in the future give my
opinion, which is founded on observation, why some colonies have the
Just
disease worse than others.)
about this time I saw the following in
;
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Gleanings, from Dr. O. M. Blanton,
of Greenville, Miss.
"Last year, about June 1, one of
my neighbors, Mr. S. C. Vaught, discovered dead brood in his apiary. It
first
commenced with the capped
brood
but soon extended to the
larvae, which, in some instances in

have read Jones, Muth and Kohnke States and Canada, and is very often
on the subject, and I have yet to see mentioned among our best honey-

symptom laid down for the detection of the disease that I have not
Hence
witnessed among my bees.
the origin of my theory
and though
a

;

if

proven

it

will

show our best au-

thorities to have made a mistake, it
will also show that the mistake in

both soon became decomposed.
On
examination I found some of the each case is pardonable
capped brood with minute holes in a very serious one.
Mobile, ? Ala.
the cappings, and the decomposition

Some
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plants.

Bokhara clover is the same as sweet
clover (Melilotus alba), but designates
the imported seed.— Ed.J
Home

though a
Deeii or

SMllof Frames

Farm.

?

the pupae just
ISAAC HUTCHINS.
dead I found reversed within their
For tbe American Bee Joomak
cells.
There was a very disagreeable
One of the reasons given by an adodor from the decayed brood, but not
vocate of deep frames, is that bees,
The Honey-Plants of Canada.
such as described in articles on foul
" when they leave us seek the cavity
brood.
Upon inquiry, I found ten
of a standing tree, long in its up and
A. H. WALLBRIDGB, JK.
apiaries within a radius of 15 miles of
down position." Another reason is
me, affected by it ; some to the extent
I purchased some Simpson honey- that " as winter approaches they are
of 15 per cent., and most of it confined
thriven well, found clustered in their brood-nest
to the capped brood. Two colonies in plant seed, and it has
but alongside of it has come up a well- just below their stores, and as the
my home apiary were affected known
plant called by some the " sow- winter season wears on, they gradslightly. The "Refuge Apiary," with
the
"bull-thistle,"
thistle,"
etc. ually move upwards in the line of
its bright new combs had it in every
their supplies, warming their stores
colony, but it did not reach putrefac- These plants look wonderfully alike
for use, aud taking their food withtion before the bees removed the are they the same ?
Mr. Simpson discovered another out breaking their cluster."
dead, and filled the cells with honey,
All this seems very plausible, and
and the queen commenced laying as honey-plant a few years since I purwill no doubt cause many bee-keepers
vigorously as ever.
Mr. Vaught's chased that also, and it turned out to
little experience to make a change
apiary of about 250 colonies was so be our common figwort, abundant of
for a deeper frame, and I fear it will
diseased that he determined to let here. There are yet several honeythem work out their own salvation, plants in this country which he"might add to their winter losses.
The first proposition does not, to
which they did. I uncapped the dead discover.one of whichis called boneproof that a
pupae of some colonies, and the bees set," a good houey-plant; and also a my mind, furnish any
plant with blue flowers on the hollow tree is a better hive for bees
soon cleaned the cells.
" Just before the discovery of this racimes, called " bugloss." All these to winter in, because bees, of a necessity, occupy it.
condition of things, the bees gathered bloom after basswood ceases, and fill
In the absence of statistics we are
a great deal of dark, sour honey-dew up the time until buckwheat blooms.
unable to show how great their loss is.
(aphides), and I attributed the dis- I also purchased some bokhara clover;
vicinity inform
ease to that cause. This year, as far it looks very much like our sweet Bee-hunters in this
me that nearly all the colonies they
as I can learn, there is no evidence of clover. Is it the same ? People here
find in trees have not passed a winthe disease.
It certainly cannot be laugh at my growing plants common
the forerunner of foul brood, or we to this country, under the idea that I ter, and have not stores enough to
carry them through one.
am getting something new.
should have it this year."
I find by observation that bees on
All
the
above
are
good
honey-plants,
Xearly sick with worry, and almost
the approach of cold weather cluster
despairing of ever curing my bees, I but they are common wild plants below their stores, but the first very
need not say that I gladly welcomed here except sweet clover, which grows cold day you will find them at the top
the small ray of hope that my bees well when sown. Figwort entices of the frames at the end and next to
it is a good
possibly had the same disease as Dr. wasps by the hundreds
the entrance, and as winter wears on,
Blanton's. Still I could not help feel- honey-plant, nevertheless.
and their stores are consumed, they
ing pretty much like a broken merBoneset and bugloss, which I want move towards the other end of the
chant, as I left my bees and went out Mr. Simpson to discover, are excellent frame, taking the honey from the
into the country to get a rest, which I plants for honey, and not bad as upper part of the frame the width of
badly needed, having worked very weeds.
the cluster, and if the frames is narhard for over two months of the
Belleville, Canada.
row, they sometimes take all the
warmest weather we have.
honey from the upper part of the
When I came back to Mobile about [The so-called Simpson honey-plant frame, and starve to death with
{Scrophularia
is
the
"figwort"
nodosa),
Sept. 25, my bees were gathering fall
plenty of honey below the cluster and
honey, the disease had almost en- and is often called carpenter's square on the adjoining frames.
tirely disappeared, and even the 3 and because of its square stalk, and rattleI am fully convinced that a long
4 story hives (six in number), in
frame like the Langstroth is better
which I left a lot of diseased brood weed because its seeds rattle in the for wintering bees than a deep and
from other hives, had developed into pod. It is an excellent honey-pro- narrow one. Give me a long frame
populous colonies, and had queens of ducer.
•
with the entrance at the end of the
their own rearing; some of which
The " sow-thistle " {Sonchus asper) frame, and no more frames in the
colonies did as well last year as any I
hive than the bees will cluster on,
had ; but some never did amount to has no seeds worth mentioning, being with plenty of good stores and a good
anything until I gave them another a hybrid. It propagates by division, chaff hive for wintering on the sumqueen.
and is not the same as figwort, which mer stands.
Feeling satisfied that my bees never
Wellington.© Maine.
is the
only honey-plant said to be
had foul brood, I went to work putMr.
Simpson.
discovered
by
ting them in the best condition to
winter, almost all of them being reBugloss (Echium vulgare), called
^- The Darke County 0mon Bee-Keepere" Sonext meeting,' in the Opera
duced to nuclei, from my attempts to viper's bugloss or blue-plant, belongs ciety will holtl tlieirIntl.,
on Friday, July 29, 1887.
Hall at Union City,
cure them. When I had finished that
J. A. Roe, See.
"
borage family," produces
job, I thought I would find the differ- to the
ence between the disease that my honey, but is considered a troubleOur Neiv Book List on the second page
bees had, and genuine foul brood. I some weed in many localities.
is the place from which to select the book
have looked through my bound Bee
Boneset or thorongh-wort [eupaJotTRNALS, Gleanings, and other beeyou want. We have a lari;e stock of every
rich golden nectar. book there named, and can All all orders on
I have read Dzierzon's ex- torium) yields
papers
periments, and also Mr. Cheshire's I There are 16 species in the Eastern the day they are received.

complete.

of

;

;

;

;
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and vlace of Meeting.

1887.

July 29.— Darke Co. Union, at Union City, Ind.
J. A. Roe, Pec. Union City, Ind.

Nov. 16-18.— North American, at Chicago. Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Bogeraville, Mich.
Dec. 7-9.—MichlKan State, at Bast Sapinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, CUnton, Mich,

^F" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Bd.

buckwheat and fall flowers. I never
saw honey come in so slowly, and
consequently the bees are slow about
capping sections, and are stained up
some. There was a light shower this
morning. I have heard from two
other apiaries of 400 colonies, and
they report no swarms in one and
some honey, and the other has had
some honey and swarms. One apiary
of 175 colonies has had only 8 swarms,
but I did not learn how much honey
was taken the other had some 220
colonies, and has had only 13 swarms,
and 600 pounds of comb honey.
;

S^^^^^^

No

l.ever had any doubts about their
being such a disease, I certainly am
not in doubt now.
The odor from
this brood is foul indeed
The bees
seem somewhat languid, and are not
disposed to work. They appear to be
discouraged, and yet they are in a
!

healthy condition, so far as I am able
to judge of their physical condition.
The young bees are perfect in appearance, and all uncapped brood are apparently healthy.
The foul brood
and the healthy brood seem to be
about evenly divided, and run in
streaks and patches.
I spent some
time yesterday in examining this
putrescent condition with my micro-

Producers' Association Needed scope, and I have no difficulty in findYear.— Eugene Secor, Forest ing myriads of bacteria. I have
placed some of this foul brood in the
City, 5 Iowa, on July 15, 1887, writes

this

:

The Solar Wax-Extractor.—Jacob
Wagner, Amana,ot Iowa, on July

19,

1887, writes

I have found the solar wax-extractor, described by Mr. G. W. Demaree
on page 343, to be of great advantage,
as I have made one according to the

description

there

and have

given,

thoroughly tried it. It is capable of
melting any kind of combs in warm
weather, and I have melted as much
as 10 pounds in a warm day, and only
once changed the location of the extractor. The extractor is so simple in

hands of Mr. James Peterson, of this
who is an experienced microgood. There is no white clover sur- scopist, and has given the " germ
plus. Basswood bloomed from June theory "
of disease many years of
24 to July 10; it was very abundant, careful study. I have requested him
have
that.
all
we
so
far
is
from
and
to give me in detail the result of his
At its opening there was scarcely a observations. I hope to be able to
pound of honey in a hive. If the fall send something from his pen in a few
is favorable we may have goldenrod days.
and thistle honey. The Mississippi

The prospect

Valley

is

for

honey

suffering for

is

want

In this vicinity crops are

not very city,

of water.

fair in spite

of unfavorable conditions. The spring
wheat and oats harvest is just begin-

The season

about two weeks
ahead of time. Judging from my own
construction that anybody able to knowledge, honey is not going to
handle a saw and hammer can make flood the markets next winter. I do
not believe that we will need a " Proone in half-a-day.
ducers' Association " to keep prices
ning.

is

Poor Season— Cure for Bee-Stings. up.
Union, 5 Ills., on

—Dr. A. Eastman,

Re-Naming Extracted Honey.— E.
F. Smith, Smyrna,© K. Y.. on July
The honey crop is a failure here 1887, writes
this year, on account of the drouth,
In regard to the extracted honey
I am afraid tlje bees will not get
enough honey to winter on. The fol- controversy, I am sorry to note the
lowing is my remedy for bee-stings, unkind and unjust criticisms of Mr.
which is ahead of anything that I G. W. Demaree, which have lately
Pull out appeared in print. When Mr. Demhave ever tried or heard of
the sting, then bathe with "ledum aree suggested the name "liquid
trefoil,"
the honey," for honey out of the comb, no
palustre," or "marsh
doubt he did so without weighing the
strong tincture.
matter fully, and when the hydraor
obstacle, " granulated "
Too Dry for Bees.—Dr. A. S. Has- headed
" candied " (liquid) honey arose, it
kin, Lawrence,? Mich., on July 18, knocked his new name " higher than
1887, writes
a kite." Mr. D. should have at once
dropped his new name, and acknowlI put away 55 colonies last fall, and
edged the unfitness of it. May I sugthis spring I had 17 of them left.
gest the names " combless honey," or
Bees are doing very poorly here we ex-comb
honey V Say I then bought or
will not have over one-fourth of a
Ten pounds
sold honey as follows
crop this year, unless the fall is more
of comb honey at 15 centj, $1.50; 10
favorable than the spring and sumof combless honey at 10 cents,
mer have been so far. The trouble pounds
$1.00— total, $2..50.
has been that it was too dry.

July

19, 1887,

says

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

1887, says

As it is suggested to have a change
name for extracted honey, I propose
the name " clear ;" that is, honey free

of

I care not what
just so that it may
sell better than it has in the past. The
honey crop has been very light so far.

But

from comb.

name

it

may have,

Convention at Chicago.— Arthur
Todd, Philadelphiao^ Pa., on July 15,
1887, says

If at all possible I want to go to the
convention at Chicago, but any date
earlier than Oct. 16 to Oct. 20 conflicts
with the county and State Fairs that
The
I want to go to with honey.
best Fair in all New Jersey is the last

of

all,

and

generally

is

Oct.

ilany others

thereabouts,

14,

or

may want

to attend Fairs, so Oct. 18 to Oct. 22
would seem to be the best date.

—

T. F.
Fertilization of ftueens.
Kinsel, Shiloh,(5 C, asks the following:

queens mate, are the
1. When
ovaries impregnated by copulation?
If not, what is V
queen to all scrutiny, perfect
2.
lays " drone eggs " exclusively
what
is
the trouble
P. Wil-

Foul Brood Appearing.- L
Only Quarter of a Crop.— M. L. son, D.D.S., Burlington, o^ Iowa, on
Spencer, Little Genesee,-o N. Y., on July 14, 1887, writes
July 18, 1887, writes
A few days since, my friend J. W.
The honey crop in this locality Is a Ward, of this city, called at my oflice
failure— not over one-fourth 'of a and said
"I have foul brood in my
crop, if that.
There was no white apiary.
You had better examine
your
speak
what
there
colonies.
clover to
of, and
I thought I had better
was seemed to produce no honey. The give you warning at once, etc." He
forepart of the season was cold and then called on Mr. Geo. Bischoflf, and
dry the latter part, hot and dry. The delivered to him the same message.
Basswood Mr. Bischoff and I both examined
bloom was burned up.
lasted but a few days, and that bloom our bees in the evening, and sure
was fairly burned up. Next comes enough, the scourge had come, and if
:

" Clear" Honey, etc.— F. D. Nagle,
South Haven,? Mich., on July 13,

—

A

—

'^

[1. In mating, the spermatheca, a
small sack appended to the ovipositor
or egg-tube, is filled with the sperm.
Leuckart, of Germany,estimated that
this sack would contain, when freshly

filled, 25,000,000

sperm-cells.

We see,

then, why the queen needs to mate
but once. These active, thread-like
sperm-cells are peculiar in that they
retain their vitality or activity even
for five years

;

and so long as

active.
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they are functionally perfect.
I do
not think that these sperm cells affect
the queen or her eggs, although some
do. I believe that a queen, however
mated, will produce pure drones of
he? own kind. If this is not true, the
only way that the queen can be
tainted in blood, through the presence
of the sperm-cells, is by cell-inoculation something like what takes place
when a wound or sore enlarges. Some
cells of the tissue are poisoned, and
they inoculate others, and so the
;

lesion spreads.

not very uncommon for queens
to prove or become "drone layers."
If young, they simply have failed to
mate,and as there are no sperm-cells,
no eggs can be fecundated. As was
well shown by Von Siebold, unfecundated eggs of bees, ants, and wasps
will develop, but will always produce
drones or males. In case the queen is
old, the spermatheca may become depleted, in which case of course the
eggs will remain unfecundated.— A.
J. Cook.]
2. It is

White Clover Nearly
B.

W.

Peck, Richmond

on July

14, 1887,

of sugar syrup for winter stores. As
I do not believe in feeding extracted
honey, I always save the nicest combs
but
of honey for the bees for winter
when I do not get any, and have to
feed for winter, I prefer sugar syrup
to any other feed.
Where bees are
wintered in the cellar, in putting them
out in the spring is it necessary to
put them on their same stands that

Lucerne.— Wm.

before, or will

it

[No

anew

;

they will

mark

their location

after their cellar experience.

J.

1887, writes

One colony
on

May

of

my bees

cast a

May

and another on

2,

Small Crop— Alsike Clover.—J .Few
swarm Brown, Winchester, 5 Va., on July
13.

latter part of May was cold and
frosty, and the bees killed off their
drones by the score. In June bees did
well, and there was plenty of swarming. The following is what our bees
have to work on
Willow, balm,

The

:

for the Convention.— E.

Collins, Mattsville,© Ind.,
1887, says

on July

H.
20,

:

If the Convention is held at the
time of the Fat Stock Show I can go
and also many in this community go
to the Fat Stock Show who do not go

[The plant is Medicago, saliva, the
Lucerne. It is not cultivated to a great extent in America,
but it is often found thinly scattered

common

over the greater portions of
United States.— T. J. BuERrn..]

the

Very Little Honey Taken, etc.—
Paul Scheuring, Nicollet, o+ Wis., on
July

14, 1887,

writes:

Last year I commenced the season
with 108 colonies, increased them to
nearly 200, and got 6,500 pounds of
comb honey and 1,500 pounds of extracted.
This season I commenced
with ItJO colonies, having increased
them, by natural swarming, to 215
colonies, and have not had 25 pounds
of honey and for every pound I extract from unfinished sections I will
have to feed at least the same amount
;

18, 1887,

writes

The season

in this locality for sur-

plus honey

gathering closed about
July 8, with a very short crop gathered, not more than one-fifth of last
season's crop. There was plenty of
bloom, but very little honey. My 100
colonies will not average more than
15 to 20 pounds of surplus, with only
3 swarms.
My 2 acres of Alsike
clover,
sowed last
season with
timothy, was filled with bees from
daylight until dark, and made splendid hay. I have never seen mentioned why Alsike hay is free from
dust. I think it is because the stalk
or stem Is free from fuzz, while the
red clover is not.

;

to a local entertainment.

— M.

Flowers Fertilized by Bees.-A.
on July

C. Tyrrel, Madison, 5 Nebr.,
18, 1887, writes

West,

To prove that bees do fertilize
flowers (if proof is necessary after all
that has been written upon the sub-

Apropos of the discussion regarding

ject by eminent writers), I send two
stalks of Melissa in bloom— one white,
The flowers, when
the other blue.

"Slung" Honey.
(^

S.

Mich., writes:

the plants were first imported, were
Several pure white, and remained so until I
It will be observed
in this vicinity call the extractor a procured bees.
" honey slinger," and its product that a great transformation has taken
" slung honey."
in
the flowers, but the
only
place, not
stalk has been changed from green to
[No No That will never do. It blue. I wish to ask if honey gathered
is indefinite, inelegant, uncertain, un- from the blue flowers will be darker
suitable, and wholly inappropriate.— in color than that from the white ?
If so, I will destroy all of the plants
Ed.1
The pollen is
having blue flowers.
certainly much darker.
L.Eastwood,
Acts.—
Indorses all its
[It is a transformation, indeed. The
Waterville,-o O., on July 19, 1887,
white flowers of the original are blue
says:
in the improved, and the stalk also
I am in a fruit-growing neighborbecome purple. No further proof
hood, and within corporate limits; has
the people are intelligent, and un- of the agency of the bees in crossderstand that the bees work for their fertilizing and improving the flowers
interest, as well as for mine. Others is at all necessary, yet it is pleasant
may come of different minds, and
make war on the bees—since it is be- to witness it under our own superviYou can
coming epidemic—" no telling where sion and management.
lightning may strike ;" sol cheerfully easily test the matter about the color
renew
my membership in the
" Union," and indorse all its acts. of the honey. We do not think that
The Manager's report shows that " in it will be darker in the plants with
the blue flowers.— Ed.]
union there is strength."

was sweet " slung" honey, as he
different

Report.— M. W. Shepon July 18,
;

a

is

to

Rochester,5 O.,

No white clover, no basswood no
honey, no swarms— no money. Who
Honey-Plants of Idaho.— P. H. envies us our fortune V
McDonald, Star, P Idaho, on July 4,

Tracy, Burrill-

cently I supposed that it
clover, but I find that it
plant.

Nothing
herd,

1887, says

Ed.1

Flint,

writes:

We

do to interchange

name for honey out of the comb,
I send a plant to be named. I think how do you like the name given by a
it is a species of clover, and until re- customer who came to me to buy
1-,

:

is

them?

We

ville,5 R-

There

;

Time

;

1887, says

no prospect of getting any
surplus honey here this season. White
clover looked as nice as I ever saw it,
but it did not seem to have any honey
in it.
have had very little swarming in this neighborhood, and what
is, must each colony have the same we have had will starve, unless we
place which it occupied the season have a good honey-flow this fall.

says

harvest has closed
here. White clover was nearly a failure basswood did fairly well. I have
taken about 40 pounds per colony—
about one-half comb and the other
half extracted honey. I commenced
with 38 colonies, and increased them
to 48.
Those who let their bees
swarm got but little honey.
need
a rain for the fall crop.

No Surplus this Season.— Thos. O.
Hines, Anamosa,o* Iowa, on July 15,

;

Eoplar, fruit-bloom, blackberry, rasperry, white clover, red clover, and
alfalfa, the last but not the least. The
bees gather more honey from alfalfa
a Failure.— than from any other bloom we have.
Centre,;^ O.,

The white honey

475

I

!

called

?
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Centrifugal Honey.— Mark Coffin, and almost all of them have swarmed.
Milton, 5 Ky., writes
On June 24 and 25 we had 49 prime
There appears to be considerable swarms (for I allow no others to
issue), which kept my wife and mydiscussion about the name for " exself very busy hiving them. My mantracted honey," and I think the term
ner of getting increase is as follows
extracted frequently creates a wrong
of
impression.
groceryman in this Put about % of the bees from each
2 swarms into one hive, and return
place put labels with
''extracted
honey " printed ou them, on some the remaining bees to their former
sacrifice
packages of honey, and a little girl homes ; by so doing I have to
went home and told her ma that Mr. 14 of my old queens, but I keep all of
my
colonies
bees,
and
very strong in
N. had " extract of honey," and she
was sent back to the store to get consequently get enough more honey
some, and the lady remarked that it to more than compensate for the loss
was no better than strained honey. of the queens. Bees in this locality
not store much surplus honey
Now if no better name can be found, did
from the clover this season, but bassI would suggest that we call it " cenwood yielded fairly well, with the extrifugal honey," which would be exception of two days it lasted from
pressive, and most people would understand that it was thrown out by June 30 until July 11, which was ten
days earlier than usual.
We do not
centrifugal force. In some instances
expect more than one-half of a good
it might need an explanation, but not
crop of honey this season. Last seaoften.
I think that Mr. Demaree
son I obtained 11,000 pounds of nice
might like that as well as " liquid."
comb honey from 175 colonies, spring
count.
:

A

;

some fall honey from the several
kinds of fall flowers. I lost about all
my bees last winter in an aboveground bee-house. I got some again
in the spring (27 colonies in all),which
cast only 14 swarms. Many hives are
full of bees, and ought to swarm, but
they seem to understand the season
and matters in general better than
their keepers
at any rate all of mine
for

;

have stores enough for winter.
tracted in

I exonly 13^ barrels of basshave
I
all my bees in
hives and frames, with

all

wood honey.
Simplicity

upper story, and all filled with combs
saved from last year.
The Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention I
think will meet just at the right time
to suit us all in this part of the country. Our bees are put into winter
quarters about the 10th or middle of
November, and at the appointed time,
Nov. 16, 17 and 18, on which dates
fare will be low, we will take the
opportunity to see our many fellowbee-keepers.

A "Helping-Hand
H.

Shirley,

July

15, 1887,

Society."- W.
Millgrove, p Mich., on

says

"Honey"
Pierson,

:

My

honey crop for this year will not
exceed the $1.25 fees for the Kational
Bee-Keepers' Union, unless the latter
part of the season is better than it
has been so far. I cannot afford to
miss the benefit that the Union has
been, and will continue to be to our
pursuit.
I cannot understand why
bee-keepers will neglect to join such

vs.

Extracted, etc.— T.
Va., says

Summit,©

Honey and Beeswax Market.

:

In reference to the matter on pages
The following are our very latest
421 and 435,about re-naming extracted
honey, it seems to me that calling quotations for honey and beeswax
honey out of the comb simply
CHICAGO.
" honey " is best, as you suggest on
HONEY.— We quote: Extracted, SSVc, accord:

the latter page.

But

if

a

new name

is

wanted, how would " separated
honey do ? Creamery men separate
milk from cream by centrifugal force.
a " helping-hand society."
Would it show a lack of originality or
an act of petty stealing to use the
word " separated V" Can you recomStrained Honey, etc.— F. Wileox,
mend the rubber stamp advertised by
Mauston,© Wis., on July 14, 1887, G. T. Hammond. Brockport, N. Y,

ing to quality and paciiaKe- Newlioney in l-lbsections bring:s 15(g)Hic.. and one nice lot sold for
17c. Comb honev crop of lss6 ia exhausted.
BBESWAX,-22C.
U. A. BURNETT.

July

161

20.

[Yes we have one of the rubber
have not taken a pound of comb stamps, and it works to perfection
honey yet this season, and only one
pound per colony of that other kind- and we want nothing better.— Ed.]
let us call it " strained," because the
old-fashioned strained honey has enDrouth and Buckwheat.— H. H.
tirely disappeared in this country.
Brown, Light Street,© Pa., on July
The time fixed for the convention,
;

Nov.

16 to 18, suits

me

20, 1887,

very well.

I

writes

BEB8WAX.-23C.

July

yet.

White clover was plentiful, but there
was no honey in it. There is but little
basswood in this locality, and buckJuly 19, 1887, writes:
wheat honey will not be much, for the
The bees are provided for they past five weeks have been too dry to
had 6 days run on basswood. The plow so as to sow buckwheat, and the
weakest have enough, and the ma- drouth is going to hurt late fall honeySo prosjority have some surplus. My amia- plants, as they are dying.
ble and beloved wife has been taken pects for buckwheat cakes and honey
are
rather
we
will
hope
poor.
But
from me by death. My apiary being

Honey Enough

—John

Peters,

for

Winter

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We quote

on

;

in the middle of the farm, I fear no that it is for the best.
trouble from neighbors. I send my
fees to the Union, however, so as to
Honey Crop very Light, etc.— Rev.
defend the pursuit.
S. Roese, Maiden Bock,*o Wis., on
July 15, 1887, writes
:

Securing Increase— Half a Crop.—
In this (Pierce) and adjoining counHarvey Feathers, Royalton,© Wis.,
We
ties the honey crop is very light.
on July 18, 1887, writes
had some white clover. It has been
We have had some exceedingly hot too dry, and in some localities no rain
weather here for the last week on has fallen since the snow went off.
July 16 it was 104° Fahr.,the warmest Basswood opened ten days earlier
that it has been for many years. I
see from reports of some bee-keepers,
that their bees do not swarm as much
as usual.
have had the most excessive swarming that we have ever
had. I had 220 colonies, spring count,

We

than usual, and yielded very

little

honey

three

;

the

We

flow

lasted

only

have had, of late, several
good showers, but too late for basswood. Wild sunflowers and goldenrod are just appearing, and we hope
days.

5^05^0;

:

improvinc.

BKBaWAX.-20<a23c.. Marliet
July

SCHACHT & 1,BMCKB,

19.

firm.
122-124

DavlB St.

ST. LOD18.

HONEY.- Choice

comb, s@ioc. Strained, In
Extra tancy, W more than lore-

barrels. 3^^(a4c.

Extracted, -i^f^i^c.

Market

dull.

BEESWAX.— Steady at 21c. for prime.
11.
D. a. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

July

SAJI

FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12®14o.:
:

am-

ber, TtgJclO. Extracted, while, iH®oc.; light amber
3«(a4^c. Market quiet.
19(a21c.
May 14.
O. B. SMITH * CO., 423 Frout St.
•

BEESWAX.—

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.- Choice new 1-lbs., 14®15c.; old 1-bs.,
12@12V^c.: 2-lb8. not in demand. lO^llc. White
extracted in kegs and barrels, 7(a7!.^c.; in small tin
cans, "Wa-Sc; dark in kegs and barrels, 6@6V^c. : in
small tin cans, 6ioc. Jdarket ready for new crop.
BBBSWAX.-25C.
July

21.

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

KANSAS

St.

CITY.

HONEY. -We quote White

clover l-lbs., I0O12
dark, 9 to 10c. White clover 2-lb8.. It) to lie;
dark, 9 to 10c. Extracted. 5 to 6c. in small way.
:

cts,;

BBESWAX.-17O20C.
14. CLKM0N8,CL.OON & CO., cor 4thft Walnut

July

CINCINNATI.

:

;

Bxtracted.white.

:

light amber, 5(*5Kc.; darli, 4^fai5c. Comb, 2-lb8.,
10(*14c. 1-lbs., I0(9l5e. Market firmer and prices

Stores.

Eldora,© Iowa,

HCNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

M. H.

20.

going prices.

have had no surplus honey

sold at 12>^ cts.,

but prospects for better prices are good.

says
I

South Water St.

DETROIT.
HONE v.— Some new white comb

HONEY.— We quote

tor extracted. 3@7e. per lb.
brings UfgiUc. Demand improving.
A.X.— Good demand,—20@22c. per lb. for
good to choice yellow.

Best

comb

Jun.

11,

BBB8W

C.F.Mt7TH& SoN.FreemanA Central At,

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

of white clover honey
at l3@15c.; 2-pound8 at Mtaisc. Extracted. 5®7o.
Sales very light. Fancy white extracted in good
demand, but supply limited.
AX.— 26 cts. per lb.
July 11. Blaeb a RiPLET, 57 Ghatbam Street.

BBB8W
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Queens.— We

System and Success.

can mail a Tested Italian
(bred for the best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $0.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

Queen

1^ All who intend to be systematic in
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use
the prices are reduced, aa follows :

Don't do It !— Notwithstanding our many125 cautions, some persons still persists in send-

For 50 colonies
"
"

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIBTORS.

923 A, 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a If ear.

ALFRED

ILL.

NEWMAN.

H.

BUSINSSS MANAGER.

<^|recial ^otitts.

$1 00

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

1

50

ing silver in letters.

In nine cases out of

The larger ones can be used for a few col- ten it will break the envelope and be either
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, lost or stolen.
Cases come to light nearly
and still keep the record all together in one every day, showing that silver sent in
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
an invitation to the thief— a regular temptation ! If you wish to safely send money,
Sweet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes get a Post-Office Money Order, Expresft
the most reliable crop of honey from July Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes York. When money is sent in either of the
the most delicious honey, light in color, and above-named ways, it is at our risk. In anythick in body. It may be sown in waste other manner, it is at the risk of the sender.
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intertS^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journai.
mission. Money invested In Sweet Clover will be sent free upon application. Any on»
Seed will prove a good investment. The intending to get up a club can have sampl»
Seed

may

be obtained at this

the

lbs.);

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we win send them all to the agent.

Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15

here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

office at

Correspondents. — It would save following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60
iu much trouble, if all would be particular $1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

office. We have several letters
(some Inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOflace, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post>
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

it.

writing to this

;

IFe pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

be on each package.

cents per yard extra for postage.

We

Iiave a large quantity of

CHOICE

As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by
Staonld any Subscriber receive this
the name of '• Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee paper any longer than it is desired, or is
Journal *' on the envelope when writing to willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
Several letters of ours have card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
this ofBce.
already gone to the other Arm (a commission write your name and address plainly. Look
AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

WHITE EXTRAerEO HONEY, in kegs

sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It vrili pay any one to
can now be obtained at
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

gidmrtisjemjettts.

holding from 200

we

will deliver

per

lb.

lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
on board the cars at 8 cents

Orders solicited.

Ifncca Brusbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
'We wrlll Present Webster's Dictionary
Wben Renen^lng your subscription soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, post- please try to get your neighbor who keeps bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mall,
It is bees to loin with you In taking the
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
Bee
always useful to have a dictionary at hand JO0RNAL. It is now 80 cheap that no one add 1 cent each for postage.
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to can afford to do without it. We will present
determine their meaning.
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one

Money Orders

these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Ab

:

;

;

;

Bees, Supplies,,
432.

on page

28Atf

Preserve your Papers far reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you ITALIAN Queens by return mall. Tested
90c.; Untested. .50c., or $5.50 per dozen.
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
26Atf GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journai,.
WANTED, for 30 daya- Orders for Italian
If

Red Iiabels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x4i4 inches. — We have now
Back Numbers of the Bee Journal for
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100 this year are getting scarce. It any of our
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for $1.30 500 for $2.00 1,000 new subscribers want them, they should
all with name and address of order them soon, or we may not be able to
for {."^.OO
Last fall we had to refuse
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. supply them.
many applications for them, as they were
Say so at once, if
all gone in September.
E. Dnncau Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
3 Park Kow, New York, inserts advertise- you want them.
ments in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
Colored Posters for putting up over
He gives special attention to writing and honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire as well as useful. We have prepared some
Batisfaction. In all bis dealings, he is honor- tor the Bee Jocrsal, and will send two or
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue more
free of cost to any one who will use
of flrst'Class advertising mediums. Mailed
them, and try to get up a club.
52A40t
free.
;

QUEENS, $1
TESTED
etc. See Foster's adv't.

Queensat

6(ic;

2or more at 50c each.
PISH, Itliaca, N.

faction guaranteed.— W. G.

30Alt

HONEY for

Satisr.

SALE.

Af\Ci POl'NDS of Comb Honey in lib.
•±\J\J
sections and in 12 and 24 lb. Crates.
For sale cheap, it bought at once.

LOUIS WERNER,
EDWARDSVLLLK,

.JOAlt

ILLS.

WANTED,

the Bee-Men who see this advertiseALL
send us hundred pounds of
ment
to

l-lb.

2-lb. sections of White Comb Honey, as
sample, by Express, stating quantity and
price for same. Cash, delivered in Kansas
CLEMONS, 4'LOON A: CO..
City.
Cor. 4th & Walnut, Sts., KANSAS CITY, MO.

and

30A4t
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BEES

and

HONEY,

OR THE

Management

Profit

;

by

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
American Bee
Editor
Journal.

of the

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" in all the imis " fully up with the times
Srovements and Inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

»~A

Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.

lilberal

G. ]VE\r[»IAN & SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MAJnT.AX.

I3,000

OF THE

.^.PIAJftT.

SOLD SINCE

published a neat
book of 45
HAS
pages, entitled THE PKODCICTION

A. J. COOK. AnthoT and

Pabltsher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

In which, from the
time of building up colooies in the spring,
to the removal of the honey from the hives,
the problem of securing the most first-class
honey with the least expenditure of capital
and labor, is clearly explained; the author
carefully outlining the system that he believes to be best, and giving reasons for his
belief. t^~ Price of the Book, 25 cents.
Stamps taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
FINE ITALIAN QUEENS, reared fromthe best, selected, tested imported mother,
75 cents each, by return mall.

28Atf

FOUNDATION

-^

.

lAtf

Retail.

J.

1-1

square

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,
925

W. Madison

CHICAGO,

St.,

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Warranted Italian Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

la^ Safe

I'

^Ri^U

'I

li

^H
^H

pound of honey, per dozen,
**
"
2 pounds
"
"

923

"

THOMAS G. NE^FMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

H.

fi

a3A8t

STILL LOWER.
Italian Queens
TESTED
Untested Italian Queens

|^~ Bred from Imported
Address,

C,

ALLEY, "Wenliam, Mass.
Sections,

J.

Forncrook &
&Co.,
Co., Watertown, Wis
j

1

l^^jp
Patented June

w

E

28. 1881.

you SECTIONS aa cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-lisi.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.

CLIFTON, TENN.

will send by return
fnrther notice.
UNTIL
mail, safe arrivstl guaranteed. Good QUEENS

strains noted for gentleness and
•
honey.jrathering qualities, viz:
»0.80
1 Queen
4.50
6 ijueens
8.00
12 Queens

from my best

Address,
29Atf

WM. W. CARY.^

BY RETURN MAIL.

ADEL, low A.
H. ALLEY.—I must say that the two Queens you
sent me, are the larj-'cst and flnest Queens I have
ever received. They are simptyperfection.
Dk.\V. E. COLLISON.

Warranted, $1; Selected,$1.25; Tested,$1.60

HENRY

Drone and Queen Trap.

Alley's

Tested Queens, $1.00 each.
I. R. «SOOD, Nappanee, Ind.
26Atf

Dadant'sFoundal ion Factory, wholesale
and

See adyertisement in another column.

retail.

for the Fair !— Exhibit and extend
HUKRAH
your reputation and develop the home market

brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, fuU
of instruction and amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J. H.Martin.Hartford.N.Y.
tiW(:itm)40t

by using our

SELF-INKING RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000
Price,

the

flat,

by Express, 5(1 cts.: by mail, 65
and one nailed (13 in all), $3.50

;

eta.; 12 in
50, in the

Impressions for 10 cts.
Will last a life-time.
Everybodv needs one.
It prints indelibly Envelopes. Letterheads,

Address.

flat,

$12.00.

933

e. NE'nnnAN & son,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THOS.

Postal Cards. Wrapping-paper, Bags, Sections. Crates. Cartons,
Bedding, Rnbes.Clothing— everything. Your

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAl

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVISEE,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
IS
annum. It contains the best practical
Boss" One-Piece Sections,
apiarist. It is edited

name, occupation and
address, with the ma-

iiDncpl'

MANUFACTURED BT

J.

Forncrook &

Co..

Watertown, Wis.

ALIiEY,

WENHAM, MASS.

<fc

each.

„

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

29Atf

Many
be sold for i!0 cents or
^,.,^.3,„,„^
consumers will buy it in order to give the children
a handsome toy pall. rRIC£» tS cents per
dozen, or $5.00 per lOO.
THOS. G. P«EVr]?IAN & SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
923
925 West Madison Street,

DAITCHTERS from one
UNTESTED
of Doolittle's best Queens, only 50 cfs.

WEEKS,

will furnish

less.

See advertiBement in another column.

60

BY
MANUFACTURED
S'UFACTI

'

retail.

$100
Mothers.

I

$5 00
10 00

having the top
/edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

and

*i-22
$*9x
Z.SO

1

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS

ijwith the other sizes,

Dadant'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale

ed by any other style of
package. They can be used
tor household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

To hold

28A3t

arrival guaranteed.

26Atf

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL
new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails Is of uniform design

Ja?nTT|,
Ml

ILL.

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX

lars

(SOLE MANUTACTCRERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

T^iJuJ^H these pailB cannot be equal*

^^^ ^^
^M

;

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16'/4x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
t^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bari>;ainto all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

&

1,1''

Bees and Queens for sale.—Untested
In 25-Pound Boxes.
TTALIANcents
for $4.(i0. Send for Circular,
Queen, 75
CAN now furnish VAN DEUSENS' X
Free.-JUHN NEBEL & SON. High Hill, Mo.

WE

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to

ilrJ!

3

Extra Thin

_^ and a metal top and cover.
Wben filled with honey, the
^B attractive appearance of

liifllfiii^iH
'

"

"Boss" One-Piece

^^ feet to the pound. Wholesale and
^^
and Samples free
mSI
Circu

TSESi:

Fails are made
of the best quality of
clear flint glass, with a ball

:

923

More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine Illustrations were added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroaghly revised, and contains the
very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It la certainly
the fullest and most scleatlflc work treatlnR of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, »1. 85. Liberal
discount to dpalers and to dabs.

Patent Flat-Bottom

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.

OF COMB HONEY.

1876.

5,000 Sold Since May, 1898.

lAly

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Rogersville, O-enesee Co., Mich.,
little

of an Apiary for Fleasare

and

W.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

chine complete, sent
free by mail, for $1.00
P. O. Money Order.
Extra ^-oz. bottles of
ink for. i2c. in stamps.
Address,

bv

information for the

F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

and published by John Huokle, King's Langley, Herts, England.

GEO.T.HAMMOND,
i:

w

Patented June

28, 1881.

furnish
Ethewill
cheapest.

you SECTIONS as cheap as
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Wily Tricks «r Prof. Wiley.— By the
Mr. Ivar S. Yonngi in bis letter to us
Washington papers we are informed that and other editors says: "I am going to
some more of Wiley's tricks have been dis- visit the first and greatest bee-keepers of
covered and exposed. The following from the world— the Americans— in order to study
the Lansing,
story :

Mich., Bipublican

tells

the

Washington, D, C., July 16.— A delegaprominent Kansans are here for the
purpose of protesting against subjecting the
experiments in producing sorghum sugar to
tion of

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

t>\T^>4^

the control of Prof. Wiley, of the Agricultural Department. It is alleged that Prof.
Wiley, while conducting these experiments
in Kansas last year, used his best efforts to
promote failure rather than advance success ; this in tbe interest, as charged, of the
beet sugar producers of Europe.
Congress made an appropriation last
session of $50,000 to continue these experiments, and the Kansaa parties say If Prof.
Wiley is permitted to direct the same, the
money will be expended to defeat the en-

practical bee-keeping." We did not state
bis language in our notice on page 435, but
the Caimdian Bee Journal did so, and its
editor remarks thus :

"While he may consider the Americans
the greatest bee-keepers in the world, we
hope to show him that the Canadians can
make a much finer display of their product.
Before his visit is over, we expect to be able
to hear him say that he should have coupled
Caiiada with America in the statement
which he has made."

The following is just received from a subscriber of our Canadian ootemporary, and
fully explains itself

terprise.

" Friend Newman :— What is the matter
The Kansas legislature, at its late session, with D. A. Jones ? Is he jealous or crazy?
appropriated money for a bounty of 2 cents See page 350 of the Canndian Bee Journal
per pound for the production of sorghum for July 20. Is not Canada a part of Amersugar at the Fort Scott Sugar Works, but ica ? His talk is utter nonsense, and tends to
the authorities decline to use this fund if make • hard feelings;' like the 'Canadian
honey and United States basswood
Vol.
Anpst 3,1887. No. 31. Prof. Wiley has any connection therewith. linden
Commissioner Colman promised that Prof. article of a year ago. I do not like such
Wiley should not be sent out, but, it is talk."
charged, has not kept faith, and the PresiTbe Hot Weather seems to have been dent will be appealed to, to prevent the Bro. Jones Is at fault in his knowledge of
He evidently thinks
general this summer not only in America, consummation of a suspected conspiracy geography that's all
to destroy an industry which is said to be on
but also in England and on the Continent of the verge of success, and capable of supply- that Canada is bigger and of more imporEurope. The excessive heat has dried up ing cheap sugar In quantities more than can tance than the whole continent of America
when in fact it is but a small portion of that
the nectar in the flowers, and ruined the be consumed in the United States.
The article about "Canadian
honey crop for this year, not only in AmerFortunately we have a President who is continent.
"
noted for his integrity and honesty, and we Linden Honey yg. American Basswood was,
ica, but also in Europe.
no doubt, a great blunder ! as was the namWhat honey there Is, however, will com- do not believe that he will allow this notori- ing of his
paper ? But we must overlook
mand a good price. Last week we heard of ous " Professor," while in the employ of the such little
things in him. It is his nature to
Government,
to
use
position
to
destroy
his
man,
who
had
500
pounds
of
comb
honey,
a
be impulsive, and to make very Inflated statebeing so foolish as to offer it for sale in a any legitimate pursuit by trickery, decepments. We do not think he intended to be
neighboring town for 15 cents per pound at tion, lying and fraud.
discourteous to the apiarists south of the
retail, when he could just as well have had
This is the same Wiley who, in the interest
great lakes, even though his language made
25 or yo cents. He was probably too poor of the glucose men, undertook to injure and
it so appear.
to take the Bee Journal,, and hence threw if possible destroy the honey interests of
That Canada obtains a good crop of honey;
"
"
the country, by inventing a pack of lies
away $.50 because of his Ignorance.
that they
about the ** manufacture of honey comb by that it is of excellent quality
machinery, filling it with glucose and then make grand exhibits and that they have
Foulisb AbbreTiatlons.— When writing sealing it over with a hot iron." He well some of the best apiarists of the world, we
to this oihce it is essential to Tname the knew at the time that he wrote It, that It freely admit, without even a thought of
jealousy, or feeling of envy
State you live in as well as the Post-Oflioe was a falsehood from beginning
And when
to end, and
where you get your mall. To use unintelli- when cornered by the Americin Bee Jour- Americans are referred to as " the greatest
gable abbreviations is foolish. We often N.vi, demanding the proof, he attempted to bee-keepers of the world," as they are by
have letters with nothing but M. to indicate justify himself by saying that he wrote the Mr. Ivar S. Young, we never think of dethe State.
Now that may mean Maine, "story "as a "scientific pleasantry," never priving Canadians from their full share of
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minne- thinking that any one would take it tor a the honor or imagine for a moment that
sota, MissisBippi, Missouri or Montana. In truthful account. Yet, notwithstanding the they desire to secede from the rest of the
order to find out which is meant, we have to fact that it has been almost universally Continent, or wish to detract from the glory
waste valuable time to look over all these quoted by the periodicals of America and and reputation of America, or American
We all say most enthusiStates, because the same Post-Offlces occur Europe as
a "statement of facts" (which it apiarists.— No
in nearly all the States— all because of a purported to be), he has never
had the man- asticallyfoolish abbreviation which means nothing.
" No pent-up Utica contracts our powers
hood, the honesty, or the honor to write the
The whole unbounded Continent Is ours."
Others write " la." to indicate the State. first sentence to correct the matter
All

mi.

'

1

;

;

;

;

1

;

I

;

1

This may mean Indiana or Iowa, and often this, too, while he knew that the industry
causes serious delay in attending to busi- of bee-keeping was daily being injured by
Tlie Fourth Annnal Fair of the Freeness, or the loss of the papers, books, or the repetition of the falsehoods of which he
mont Agricultural and Driving Park Assogoods sent. We request all to be more care- was the father and inventor
ciation will be held at Freemont, Mich., on
ful in this matter.
In view of these facts, we hope that
4, 5, 6 and 7, 1887.
Geo. E. Hilton is
A man was in the office some time ago, President Cleveland will investigate the Oct.
Superintendent of the Apiarian Departand honestly propounded this question to matter presented by the delegation from
ment, in which liberal cash prizes are
" What is the difference between comb Kansas
us
and if found to be the truth, let offered.
foundation and fdn. t We explained it to Prof. Wiley know that the Government of
him, and he was astonished
be always the United States will not tolerate such a
thought that each was a distinctive name of dishonest officer, or allow him to use his
Union Convention at Chicago.—The
something.
influence to injure any honorable pursuit.
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
There are quite a number of other foolish
That he is incompetent as well as dis- the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
abbreviations. Among these we will only honest, is exhibited by the fact that when meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
refer to one.
A double-cross is used for PURE HONEV was Sent to him at his request, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Novemnumbers, pounds, dozens, etc. Especially by bee-keepers of well-known integrity, he ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
This date will
in orders care should be taken to make pretended to analyze it, and pronounced It occur during- the second week of the Fat
everything plain, and no abbreviations, adulterated in his Report published in the Stock Show, when excursion rates will be
dittos, or doublO'Crosses should be used.
fall of 1883.
very low.
I

:

;

:
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OXJH3 PLIES

and leaving them to return home at
their leisure. I remove from the hive
such combs as have drone-brood or
'Wltb Replies tbereto.
eggs in them, and supply their places
with empty combs or combs of honey,
one frame of brood and
[It is quite useless to ask for answers to and at least
queen-cells
Queries In this Department in less time adhering bees. If I have
maturing cell
tban one month. They have to wait their on hand, I give them a
after two or three days, or leave them
turn, be put In type, and sent in about a
to rear a queen from the brood given
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them. The operation is best done
tbem get them returned, and then find
late on some warm evening. G. W.

Gettins

Rift of

is the shortest and
Kettintr rid of a layinE-worber
had a strong colony come from the cellar
queenless. the past spring, with a laying-worker in
the hive.— W. C, Minn.

method of

bee

1

?

Unite them with a colony having a

good queen.— C.

C.

Ants in

tlie

Apiary.

Query 452.— Ants are apest in my apiary,
both the black ants that raise mounds of earth,
Unite the colony having laying and the large black, wood ants which make their
in decayed wood.
They raise mounds of
workers with a strong colony which homes
earth under the bottom-boards into the entrance
laying queen.— The of the hive, and get into the chaff hives, eating
has a good
through
solid wood to the bees.
Strong colonies
Editor.
keep them out of their hives, but in nuclei they

Demaree.

bother exceedingly, killing bees and eating honey.
How can I get rid of them ?-Apis, N. Y.

Layini-Workers,

<lnery 450.— What

surest

The Editor.

—

;

space for them in the Journal. If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1

sons boast of " very early swarms,"
when, it fact, they are the result of a
desire to supersede the old queen.
G. W. Demaree.
Though it is unusual, it sometimes
occurs during the honey season.

Swamim

anil SnperseiliiiE

Query 451.— Is

it

Queens.

Tell me and I will be obliged to the
fraternity.— G. M. Doolittle.

Try sprinkling

usual fora colony of

bees to swarm at the same time, and from the
same lot of queen-cells used for superseding their
queen ?— Minnesota.

Miller,

salt

upon the

mounds.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Pour boiling water in their

hills

or

nests,

not usual, but they frequently and keep the ground sprinkled with
quick-lime.— J. P. H. Brown.
Introduce a cheap laying queen, by do it.— J. P. H. Brown.
This process
caging her two days.
Our remedy is to And the nests and
is, during a honey-flow.— G. L.
It
dever failed for us.— Dadant & Son.
pour boiling water into them at night,
Tinker.
Salt or sulphur
Unite with a strong colony, taking
Yes, if they superseded their queen or in the evening.
the usual precautions.—A. J. Cook.
in the honey season.—Dadant & (powdered) will keep them out of the
hive.— Dadant & Son.
Give a frame or two of bees and Son.
Place
camphor-gum or tansey
brood accompanied by their own
I hardly think it is " usual."— W. Z.
around the hives, and you will not be
queen.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Hutchinson.
troubled with ants; at least that is
I think not. It would depend upon my experience.— H. D.
By giving plenty of young larvfe,
Cutting.
their
queen.
If
superseded
why
they
and in a day or two a queen-cell, I
Powdered
borax
sprinkled
in their
send
out
is
large,
they
will
colony
a
have no trouble in getting rid of
way will help some to keep them out
swarms. A. J. Cook.
them.—G. M. Doolittle.
but you will have a
of the hives
Oh, yes. The swarm goes with a pretty big contract to get rid of them
Give the colony that has the layingvirgin
queen
the
same
newly-hatched
intervals
of
three
or
four
worker, at
entirely.— C. C. Miller.
days, two or three frames of brood in as in the casting of after-swarms.
My apiary has been pestered with
all stages, and they will start queen- James Heddon.
ants, but they have not injured my
cells, and the laying-worker will disThat's a hard one. When a colony bees. I got rid of them, but 1 do not
appear.— J. P. H. Brown.
swarms, what means have you to know exactly how, as I used kerosene,
determine whether they were super- boiling water and borax— and plenty
I consider this too much of a theme,
seding their queen or notV Still, if I of each.
The above treatment in
requiring too much space for a valuawere obliged to say " yes " or " no," part, or all, drove the ants away. I
ble reply for this department. I have
I should take the chances of saying
think the borax did the job
I used a
It is

—

;

how I succeed,
James Heddon.
told

in

my book.— "no."— C. C.Miller.

I get rid of them by mixing up the
bees with a strong colony, and then
giving a new young queen to a queenless colony.
I think the above plan
as short and sure as any I have heard
of.— J. E. Pond.
Take the frames from the hive,
carry them a few rods away and shake
return the frames
off all the bees
and you will get rid of the layingworkers. Introduce a queen as soon
as possible, or put in a good queen-cell
ready to deliver a queen.— H. D.
;

Cutting.
Cage the queen of a strong colony
on a frame of her own hatchingbrood. Take with it the bees that
may adhere, and place them in the
colony

having

the laying-worker.
places with the hives.
As soon as the bees cease to ball the
cage, the queen will be safely received. If not many bees are left
with the laying worker, it is better to
take away the combs, and give to
other colonies or divide a good colony.
G. L. Tinker.

Then change

—

I have uniformly succeeded by carrying the combs a few rods away and
shaking the bees down on the ground

Not with me. If the queen dies
before the cells hatch, and honey is
together with much brood
plenty,
and many bees, they usually will do
so ; but if the old queen lives until
the young one hatches, they do not.
G. M. Doolittle.

Who can tell V They swarm when
they please, but never without a
queen.
My opinion (and I frankly
own it is theory only) is that swarming does not take place under the conditions state above.—J. E. Pond.
During the swarming season colonies superseding their queens always
swarm just as though the " superseding " had resulted in a prime swarm.
The first swarm that issues under
such circumstances is, in theory, an
" after swarm," because it has a
virgin queen (the old mother having
been superseded) but in fact it is a
prime swarm in size, and in identity
of bees. The inclination of bees to
supersede old, or otherwise defective
queens, accounts for a great many
freaks in bees, not well understood by
Swarms out
the ordinary observer.
of season, "swarming out," etc., is
Many pertraceable to this cause.
;

;

very strong solution.— J. E. Pond.
I do not agree with some authorities that ants go into bee-hives chiefly
to hatch out their brood, the warmth

of the bees being a help. From what
I have seen, ants go into hives after

honey, and only take along their
brood incidentally. The ants may all
be killed by placing a mixture of
equal parts of Fowler's solution of
arsenic and honey under boxes in
small dishes, or in any place accessible to them, but entirely out of the
possible reach of the bees,—G. L.

Tinker.
There are two good ways to get rid
1. Make holes with
of the ants, viz
a crowbar in the hills, and turn in
kerosene oil or bi-sulphide of carbon.
In the last case stop up the hole
quickly by stamping in earth. 2.
:

Place poisoned sweets in a gauze box,
with meshes in the gauze that will
admit ants, but not bees. Paris green
may be used.— A. J. Cook.
Strong brine will destroy ant-nests,
and wet salt will keep them out of the
surplus departments of the hives. I
prefer salt to any other remedy, because it is harmless to the bees, and
is

cheap besides.

Many have

failed

I'HE
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salt, because they have applied
the dry state. I use it either as
a strong brine or made as wet as it
When ants estabcan be handled.
lish themselves in the stuffed walls of
This mark
Indicates that the apiarist Is
chaff hives, they are a real nuisance, located near tDe
center or the state named}
because one cannot get at them with 5 north of the center;
9 south; O* east;
any remedy. For this reason I do not •O west; and this r^ northeast; "o northwest:
like chaff hives, if for no other rea- >>» southeast; and
P southwest of the center
son. I have never known ants to do of the State mentioned.

with

^oxuspontitnu.

it in

©

more than annoy
them cross and

and make

bees,

disagreeable

to

handle.— U. W. Demaree.

A

strong solution of borax, brine or
kerosene will usually drive them

away.— The Editor.

For tbe American Bee JoumaJ.

Proposed Leiislation for Bee-Keepers.

WM.

F,

JOSEPHINE POLLARD.
There's trouble in the dwelling',
Trouble on the street
There's trouble In the bosom
Of every one we meet
Morning-, noon and midnight
There's trouble In the air

And oh

I

there's

no denying

There's trouble everywhere.

There's trouble in the garden
Beside the sweetest rose.
Beside the fairest lily,
The thorn of trouble grows ;
There's trouble on the ocean
There's trouble on the land
And when the sunshine's brightest
There's trouble close at hand.
;

;

;

From troubles that pursue us
We never can escape
They're sure to overtake us
In some peculiar shape
To circle slowly round us,
;

;

Or

seize us,

unaware

;

Trouble's sure to find us, for
There's trouble everywhere.
I

And

after

wounds of warfare.
the balm

How soothing is

And when from
Our

1

tribulations

have release.
If but lor one brief moment,
We know the joy of peace.
spirits

So trouble has Its mission.
As through the world It goes,
A message unto mortals
In every breeze that blows
moves the stagnant waters
It stirs the pulse of health
Gives courage to the hero ;
To every laborer wealth.
;

It

;

;

'Tis trouble that incites us

To brave and daring deeds.
trouble that prepares us
feel another's needs

'Tis

To

;

Each heart must bear its burden
Of suffering and care
For man Is born to trouble.
;

And

he finds it— everywhere.

^r~ Sample Copies of the Bee Jocrnai.
win be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have saiuple
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

IVIien Reneivlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to lOin with you in taking the Bee
Journal. It is now to cheap that no one
<jan afford to do without It. We will present
a, Binder for the Bee Jodhnal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to tills office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

cable legislation

V

It is

of the first

importance in enacting a law that it
be within the boundsof practicability.
Unless a proposed measure be legally
up the
practicable, why lumber
statute-book by putting it there? I
suffice
will
to
think a little reflection
convince any thoughtful person that
Mr. Foster's doubts as to the " legal
are wellproposes that certain
bee-territory shall be sold at auction
to the highest bidders. The sale is to
be " under certain regulations and
restrictious." One of them is, " that
all present owners of bees may have
the privilege of keeping their present
number of colonies by paying a speciThis would
fied tax per colony."
virtually drive " all present owners of
For who
bees out of the business."
would think of continuing in it, if
limited to " the present number of
colonies ':"' Increase would obviously
be a trespass on the vested rights of
the highest bidder or bidders, and
must be interdicted in some way.
not very desirable state of things
would be originated. Searching premises to see if the number 'of colonies

Being

sister.

He

the only brother within 1,000 miles, it
naturally devolved on me to settle up
her affairs, and as her home was 150
miles distant from mine, absence was
necessitated, with consequent delay
in getting letters, replying to them,'
reading the bee-papers, and home
work generally. I despair of " catching on " or catching up ; an " uncounted remainder " of things must be relegated to limbo, but there seems to be was in excess, and suits at law for
some cogent reasons, why I cannot inhibition and damages are among
consign Mr. Foster's article, on page the natural results that loom up in
So I connection with this scheme for ob406, to that irrecoverable realm.
crave space for a brief reply.
taining possession of " bee-territory."
" It Instead of the bee-business continuMr, Foster says at the outset
seems to me that he presses his point ing as now a fair competition, it
rather strongly with regard to Dr. would become a monopoly, and I
Miller's position regarding priority !" think a little closer examination will
There is no impropriety, but the re- easily enable Mr. Foster to see injusverse, in pressing a point strongly, tice in such legislation as he proposes.
Before Mr. Foster quits the realm
provided it be not done unfairly, and
Mr. Foster does not accuse me of of imagination, wherein he is drawthat. He admits that there was diffi- ing fancy sketches of impracticable
culty in understanding the Doctor's statutory enactments, will he " try to
position, and expresses the opinion imagine" the effect on honey producthat it has " never been clearly de- tion and its profits of the additional
fined."
I think this has been the c^st which must be charged to the
chief source of the trouble.
The debtor side of the ledger by the purDoctor felt that some protection was chase of bee-territory ? The expense
needed by bee-keepers who were of producing a pound of honey is
specialists,
to prevent their being already such as to leave a very narrow
elbowed out by new comers.
He margin of remuneration to the beethought legislation of some kind keeper. It will be still narrower if
might be brought to bear upon the the privilege ot keeping one's present
grievance, but he did not propose any number of colonies must be paid for
definite form that it should or could at so much pro ra(a for each colony,
take, and perhaps had, in his own and if the specialist must give such
mind, only a vague, general idea of a price for the ownership of territory as
desideratum of some sort or other, to the enthusiasm of bidders at an aucmeet the case. He was generally un- tion sale may exact. At such a sale
derstood to advocate " priority of there would probably be parties conlocation," ;ind, to put it mildly, per- templating the bee-business who " see
mitted himself to be so understood, millions in it," and would bid accorduntil near the close of the discussion, ingly. There is an element of justice
when he disclaimed it vehemently, and of right in a prior occupant havbut failed to tell us what he had really ing a pre-emptive claim conceded to
intended to argue for.
I thought I him, but injustice appears to be inwould let him "' down and out " in the volved in liability to be over-bidden
easiest possible manner by suggest- by speculative rivals who have exing that it was quite possible for a aggerated ideas of the possibilities of
man to fail in the endeavor to under- bee-keeping.
Over-crowding is doubtless an evil,
stand himself, but I could not think
of admitting that I and many other but I see no practicable legal check
bee-keepers did not know the mean- to it. There are two potent checks
ing of plain and simple terms, by always in operation— respect for the

A

:

But after storms ot trouble.
How blessed Is the calm

dead at the start, and at the finish, by
doubts as to its " legal practicability."
Of what earthly use is any impracti-

rounded.

1 am badly in arrears both as to
private correspondence and writing
Family befor the bee periodicals.
reavement is chiefly responsible for
this.
My brother, Sheriff Clarke's
death, which occurred April 17, was
followed within a month by the

demise of a widowed

conceding that the Doctor had never
advocated " priority."
Well, now along comes Mr. Foster
with his little scheme, which he kills

practicability " of his plan

CLARKE.

Seed Time and Harvest.

TronWe Everywliere.
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rights of others, and self-interest.
They are like the air-brakes on a railway train, sometimes failing to operate, but usually effective, and the
best at present available.

Guelph, Ont.

For t&e American Bee Joumair

Tie Honey Season

in

MoilelsM

sentedhim?

I wrote my reply to the
editorial on page 291, immediately
after I saw it, and although under the

circumstances

it

should

have

had

prompt

SAjrOEL CUSHMAN.

attention, it was left to take
the chances for a place in the paper
surplus crop so far is even less for over five weeks, and now Bro.
than last year.
That from fruit- Newman quotes his foot-note to my
bloom was all stored in the brood-nest. reply as though I had it before me
Raspberry and white clover failed en- when I wrote my article for the Beetirely, and on July 1 the sections were Hive a month previous.
I mention

My

Eecipes for Destroyim Ants,

HENRY

T.

WILLIAMS.

Take

4 ounces of quassia-chips,boil tor ten minutes in a gallon of
water, dissolving in the liquid while
cooling 4 ounces of soft-soap.
1.

unoccupied.
Then the basswood
shade-trees about the town yielded
considerable honey for about a week,
and a tew Italian and Syrian colonies
that were extra strong stored from 20
to 40 pounds in the sections, and all
the others filled up the brood-nests,
but did not draw out the foundation
in the supers, although the empty

2. Take 1 pound of black soap, dissolve it in 4 gallons of water, and
sprinkle the solution through a hne
rose over the runs and nests, taking combs were filled.
care, however, not to water the roots
field of sweet clover now keeps
of the plants with it.
the bees busy ; some of it is 8 feet
high. I am well pleased with it, and
3. The following
is a successful
field
poison: Ferrocyanide of potassium, shall sow more of that seed.
drachm ; raspings of quassia, 1 of buckwheat is now coming into
1
bloom,
and
the bees are not so
drachm sugar in sufficient quantity
to form a syrup. The ants are said to troublesome or inclined to rob as
usual.
nice
field of Alsike seemed
devour this greedily and die almost
to fail to secrete honey, as well as
immediately.

A

these things not that I care anything

about them, but to show how easily
one can be misunderstood, and how
"mole hills" can be swelled into
" mountains," when the imagination
is set to work on them.
One thing is remarkable, and that

had explained fully in my
on page 421— Bro. Newman's
own paper— that I did not offer
"liquid" as a substitute for "extracted " as a commercial name for
" honey out of the comb," Mr. Newis,

after 1

article

man ignores all I did say in the way
of explanation, and refers to " liquid "
as my " pet name " for honey out of
the comb
After this, no one can be
at a loss to know who wears the " war
paint."
I have never in any of my articles
4. Fresh Peruvian guano will drive white cloyer.
At my country apiary locust was proposed " liquid honey " as a comants from any spot, however firm a
the first yield to be noticed, and the mercial name tor honey out of the
hold they may have obtained on it.
brood-combs were well stocked. The comb. In fact, " liquid honey " as a
Paraffine and benzoline oil are said
next yield was from chestnut bloom ; commercial name would be seriously
to have the same effect.
this came in with a rush, and boxes objectionable to me.
I have never
Turpentine, gas- water, flowers of were quickly filled.
This honey is used the appellation " liquid honey"
sulphur, lime-water, a decoction of
dark but rich
it does not sell so except in way of explanation, to eselder leaves, chloride of lime disreadily in sections, so 1 put on as cape the old bore of a name, " extractsolved in water, and camphor have all many as possible
to get the founda- ed honey."
been used.
For several years I have furnished
tion drawn out.
This location is a
5. For ants in a 'lawn put a large
good one for goldenrod and aster a lady of Jeffersonville, Ind., from 50
flower-pot over their hole or place of honey, and
I shall endeavor to get it to 100 pounds of honey out of the
operations. The ants will build up all in the sections, if
it is a possible comb, and the packages were always
into the pot, and in a short time it thing.
Last year our surplus was labeled " extracted honey, etc." Well,
may be lifted up and carried away taken before June 1 ; this year, all after all these years, 1 now have an
and dropped into a vessel of water, since July 1.
order from my old customer which
which will be the end of them.
runs thusly
"Please send me two
Pawtucket,5 B. I., July 20, 1887.
6. For ants on fruit-trees put a line
three-gallon buckets of pressed honey,
of gas-tar all around the tree, and
etc."
Pressed honey I
Well, that is
For the American Bee Journal.
that will stop their progress.
better than " extracted," because it
does not smack of doctored " ex7. Ants in
flower or garden beds
Re-NamiM Honey ont of tlie Coml].
tracts." Last year my old customer
may be destroyed as follows
had it " strained honey," this year it
Take 2 ounces of soft-soap, 1 poood
G. W. DEMABEB.
is "pressed!"
This is only one exof potash, and about 2% pints of
ample out of many. I presume that
water. Boil the whole together for
There is nothing more unpleasant hundreds of honey-producers know
some time, stirring the ingredients than to feel that one is misunderstood.
how it is.
occasionally.
The liquor may then When I wrote my article for the BeeFor one, I am free from the old
be allowed to cool.
Hive I had never seen anything from bore of a name— I no longer mention
"With a pointed stick ordibble make
our Editor's pen on the subject of a the old name " extracted honey " to
holes wherever the soil is infested.
proper
for " honey out of the my customers, and my " morals " are
Drop the mixture, tilhng the holes comb," name
except his comments on my improving. I am anxious to have a
full once or twice.
answer to Query 415; and there he suitable commercial name for the
Fill
small vials two-thirds with proposed to " stick
to the name ex- article out of the comb, and 1 believe
water, and add sweet-oil to float on tracted honey
until a better name can the classificatiou suggested by the
the water to within half an inch of be found."
The difference was, 1 do
435, is the best 1 have
the top.
Plunge these upright in ihe not propose to stick to the misnomer Editor on page
seen, viz " honey for the article out
ground, leaving only halt an inch it a better
name is never found.
of the comb," and " honey in the
standing out, near the nest or runs of
My allusion to Bro. Islewman's posi- comb;" for the article commonly called
the ants. The ants will come for a
"comb honey."
sip and go home to die.
!No insect tion, in my arlicle for the Bee-Hive, I
But why not go further, and have
can exist with oil stopping up its thought was couched in language
more complimentary than otherwise, it "honey out of the comb" and
spiracles, or breathing pores.
"
"
and, behold, he thinks it
honey in the comb i"' The one is as
ungenerBoiling water and arsenic are fatal
ous, unkind and untrue."
Does he expressive as the other, and the diccoarse sponge dipped in treacle- water, not know
"
that the word
untrue," as tion, if faulty, applies to both alike.
and afterwards dipped in scalding he used it, is a tough word, that most
Let us have a name that will need no
water, will catch thousands.
people are disposed to resent ? Is it wearisome explanation.
May be destroyed by a few fresh, ' generous and kind "for our Editor
Christiansburg,5 Ky.
unpicked bones being placed tor to quote what he has written on the
[As Bro. Demaree wrote that article
them, or sponges wetted and filled subject since I wrote that article, and
with sugar, or treacle in bottles or parade it as evidence that I have for the Bee-Hive long before it ap-

A

;

!

A

,

;

:

:

:

pans.

'

sinned against light, and misrepre- peared, that explains matters consid-
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and leads to a better under- Erevent the bees from working on the their tiling through every slough
The word "untrue" was asswood. There is still a prospect they have drawn out the water from
of a fall flow of honey, if the weather every swamp they have dried up the
intended to apply to the assertion continues favorable.
The hives are pond they have obliterated the beauthat we had shown our shining "boiling over " with bees, but very tiful little lake.
In doing this they
metal in defense of the word " ex- few swarms have issued yet. Even a have made such easy and rapid egress
flow of houey-dew would be accejjted for rainfall from the soil as to endantracted ' as a name for honey out of
this season without much fault-find- ger the homes and farm lands of all
the comb. As Bro. D's article was ing.
the settlers along the great rivers in
imritten before we had stated our disthe southern regions of our country,
OVER-PRODUCTION OF HONEY.
erably,

standing.

;

;

approbation of its continued use, that
Let me name some of the causes of
clears the matter up.
over-production of honey
EightAs Bro. Demaree is also dissatisfied frame hives contraction of broodchambers sectional brood-chambers
with the term " liquid " as a commerreversible frames and hives
fullout
the
comb,
of
cial name for honey
sized starters in the surplus departwe asked him how he liked " combless ment and the substitution of sugar
honey " as a name for honey out of syrup in place of natural stores for
wintering. All of these tend to throw
the comb, and here is his reply " My
more honey on the market. It is not
combless honey,' is that all caused by the miserable " oneobjection to
the expression combless implies that horse " bee-keeper, but it is all these
the honey never was in any comb. things combined.
Bee-keepers are taking more and
Just as seedless grapes implies that
:

;

;

;

;

:

'

'

'

the grapes never had any seeds, and
'boneless codfish' signifies that the
cods were bom and lived without
bones in the edible parts of the fish."

The argument
goes ; but
tant point
ally,

show

is good so far as it
defective in an imporit does not, even generthat when less is added to a
it is

:

word that it means anything else
than " without!'''
On page 490, Mrs. O. F. Jackson
says that the air was " full of homeless bees " does that word indicate
that they never had a home ?
all
know to the contrary
If we say that a man is sick and
fiiendless, does that prove that he was
always without a friend ?
Nay,

—

We

!

verily

more

cellar-wintering

(thereby
winter losses), and
also better protection for those bees
left on tbe summer stands, thereby
losing fewer colonies. Bad wintering
and poor honey crops are the safetyvalves of bee-keeping, and the little
one-horse bee-keeper is the one that
will continue to lose his bees, generally being satisfied to let the calling
alone after a disastrous winter or two.
Dr. C. C. Miller seems to be willing
to cease arguing the question of beelegislation.
It
is a little like the
Langstroth frame controversy some
two or three years ago in the Bee
Journal after a long discussion pro
and con, all parties were of about the
same opinion as they were at first.
Le Claire, o» Iowa, July 9, 1887.
to

meeting with

less

;

HUrs National

Builder.

Canse of Drontli anfl Cyclones.
Or, to demonstrate that the arguTHOS. E. HILL.
ment of Bro. Demaree is almost pointless, and not entirely faultless, would
During a recent journey to Europe
any sane person ever assert that a the passage across the ocean was es"motherless boy" never had a pecially unpleasant, because of fogs,
the only consolation in contemplating
MOTHER ?
That argument of Mr. Demaree's is them being that they represented the
work of Nature in drawing moisture
non-suited
doubtless it is entirely from the water, which, wafted inland,
harmless, but it is also useless and fell upon the soil in refreshing rain,
worthless.'
All will discover, how- gathered in the brooks and rivers and
flowed to the sea, to be again thus
ever, that it is not pun- icss.— Ed.]
sent back to freshen and brighten the
;

already inflicting great distress, loss
of life, and property equaling in value
many millions of dollars— an evil

which

is

growing in magnitude each

year.

The result of this wholesale draining of the upper country of water is
not only thus disastrous to life and
property along the larger streams,
from frequent overflow, but there is
such absolute drainage of moisture
from the earth as to produce severe
drouth, accompanied by such intense
heat and dryness of atmosphere as
results in the hurricane, the cyclone,
and innumerable
forest

village, prairie

and

fires.

In the early days when the process
of evaporation of moisture went forward from the swamps, the ponds and
lakes of our Western and Middle
States, an extended drouth, with extremely intense heat, was a rare occurrence. In those days sun- stroke

was very uncommon, and the cyclone
was comparatively unknown. This
year we are in the second season of
drouth in various portions of the
country, while every year brings its
devastation from wind, the result of
an excessively dry and frequently disturbed condition- of the atmosphere.
With the land thus denuded of
natural water supply, there is but one
course for our farmers to pursue to
save themselves from these evils.
They may drain their soil, but they
should gather the rainfall in ponds
and lakes scattered throughout their
lands. Instead of running the drains
through and out of the swamp, they
should lead to an excavation of such
size as circumstances will permit,
which should be made at a depth of 3
or 4 feet, where the water can gather
and will remain throughout the year,
quenching the thirst of animals,
giving drink to birds, a reservoir in
case of fire, a home for fish, a place of
beauty on which one may sail the
boat, an opportunity for the bath and
for teaching the young people to swim.
This will yield ice for the family,
provide skating for the happy youth
in winter time, and moisture, which
through evaporation, will pass into
the cloud to be returned again through
rainfall to the needy earth.
No fear need be entertained of stagnation from water thus held in reserve. Fish will of themselves purify

parched earth.
The speed of our vessel was materially retarded by winds from the
west, a common occurrence in the
Tbe Season— Over Procinctioii,
summer season. The fogs and moisture through these winds are driven
M. MILLER.
upon the Continent, where drouth
The honey crop in this part of the seldom prevails, and particularly do it. Every rain will change it, while,
they
freshen the verdure of Ireland, if the lake covers an acre or more in
country is almost a total failure, on
account of the dry weather. We did and hence the brilliant green of the area, the wind will constantly keep it
not have enough rain to do the grow- Emerald Isle.
pure. In proof of this, the writer has
ing crops much good for twelve
In reflecting upon this subject, I an artificial lake on his farm, the remonths and four days. The white contemplated the drouth then pre- sult of dredging a swamp, which is
clover bloom has come and gone, also vailing in several of the Western and filled only by rainfall, tbe water
the basswobd, and neither of them Middle States of the Union.
What being, in the dryest season, always
yielded any surplus.
We have had had they to gather rains from y Alas, perfectly clear and fresh.
copious rains the last few days, but what have they V For a generation
On the low lands the general
they came too late to do the white our farmers have been draining their abandonment of farms and homes
clover any good, and just in time to lands of moisture.
Thev have run from river overflow will be the inevFor tbe American Bee JouniaL
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itable outcome of this water wastage
in the high grounds. Such is already
the fact, while the expenditure of
many millions of dollars by the Government, in the construction of levees

and embankments along the great
rivers,will be necessary for the further

adjoining
protection of
property.
Vastly better that this expenditure
be made in holding the water where
it is required in the up-country.

Dot the farms of our Inland States
with ponds and miniature lakes, and
while they will afford health, attraction and pleasure in a thousand ways,
they will give us back the uniform
rainfall we had in the early settlement
of the country, when successive seasons of drouth, forest tires and

cyilones were unknown.

[This

is

one of the serious questions

— and

of the age
ventilated.

should be thoroughly
be that Mr. Hill's
theory concerning the cause of drouth
and cyclones is correct. At any rate
it should be discussed and some means
devised to overcome these troubles.
They affect bee-keepers as much as
any other persons. The bees need
ater.
The drouth dries up the
nectar and ruins the prospect for a
honey crop.— Ed.]
It

may

For the Amerlcaa Bee Jooma.^

deposited with the proprietor, saying,
as he did so, that it would be too
The same objection could be raised much trouble to prove it.
I then offered to bet $100, and pay
against all expressions relative to all
business in life. Just as well raise the expenses of going there and back,
the objection to " corned beef," be- if he would take me to the place
cause some people think that it refers where such honey was manufactured.
his "battery" until
to beef fattened on com, instead of This silenced
the curing of it. It would be better I had gone out, when he told the
to teach the true meaning of words boys that if he only would have had
to those who live in the " rural dis- $100 he would have taken that little
Wasn't this
tricts," rather than call them " mis- $100 of mine with him.
nomers." I happen to live on the lucky for me ?
have
here
I
I
since
learned
that
his name
wild plains of Nebraska, and
first heard the "terrible misnomer," is Edward Pond, and that he is a
and I never dreamed of an " extract traveling salesman for Bush, Simof honey." But my mother persist- mons & Co., 241 Monroe St., Chicago,
ently calls
my extracted honey, Ills.
" strained honey ;" because she used
DePue.5 Ills.
to strain houey in her early days.
Why not say " strained honey," and [The Chicago bummer (always so
be done with the " high-sounding smart) was for once "bluffed" sucmisnomer?"
cessfully. He had read the Wiley lie,
liower,o« Nebr.
and thought he could " bluff " the
[It is much easier to say " teach the " boys " in " the country."
He was
true meaning of words to those who like the Chicago " clergyman " who
tracted;" and then,

all

honey

is liquid

until " crystalized."

than to do said that he had seen it made, he
Besides, those in cities are just knew where the manufactory was,
as much at fault as the rural popula- etc., but when pressed for the proof,
was obliged to acknowledge that he
tion.
It will never do to go back to the had no personal knowledge of it at
name "strained honey "—the word all, and was one of Wiley's " dupes."
live in the rural districts,"
it!

superior to that

Let bee-keepers everywhere watch

its association) dis-

for chances to silence " the multiply-

extracted

is infinitely

worn

and (by

out,

reminds us of ing tongue of slander and falsehood "
dead bees, pollen, about the manufacture of comb
brood, etc.
Oh no to return to it honey We never did " bet," and do
would suggest a "washed sow" return- not like the plan, but would advise
ing to her wallowing in the mire.
the offering of a good sum of money,
Ed.]
and pay all expenses, to be taken to
the place where comb honey is made
For the American Bee Journal.
by machinery, filled with glucose and
sealed with hot irons, and witness the
PeilEtlie "Wiley Lie.'
working of the machinery, etc. This
J. H HASSLER.
is about the only way to make Wiley's
" army " to cease to repeat such
On July 23 I met with one of those villainous calumnies. Mr. Hassler
fellows that we have read so much
about in the Bee Journal, engaged, did just the right thing, and is a patin part at least, peddling the " Wiley tern in this respect for others.—Ed.]
lie." I had just brought in a case of
honey and placed it on the counter of
American Apiculturist.
our store, when a rather tall and welldressed man advanced, and after
Queen and Drone Traps.
some preliminary remarks addressed
" They
to the proprietor, continued
DE. C. C. MILLER.
are making comb honey now by machinery as natural as that made by
I have never seen any very full
the bees in fact it would be hard to
it
from the genuine description of the workings of the
distinguish
This
Alley queen and drone trap.
article."
trying them. I do
At this point I interrupted him and year I have beenthey
their
serve
purdisputed his assertion, saying that it not know that
was " comb foundation " that was pose any better for being neatly made,
admire
the
confess
1
made by machinery, but not comb but I must
honey, to which he replied that it workmanship of these traps. This
was comb honey just like that which season having been one of utter failhoney harvest, I have not
I had brought in, and that he had ure of the
fullest
seen them make it himself, with his been able to try them to the
own eyes, and he guessed he knew extent, but will tell what I know.
When first put on a hive, the
what he saw
This was putting it rather too workers show some little excitement
strong for further argument, so I of- at the hindrance to their usual free
soon they become accusfered to bet $5.00 that there was no passage
such honey made, which offer he tomed to passing through the perquickly
accepted— and as quickly forated zinc, and mind it little.
withdrew when he saw the money Sometimes they get into the upper
word.

gusting

It

mashed combs,

Name

for

Honey

out of

Comli,

tlie

THEODORE JOHNSON.

On

page 433 the editor suggests the
''
honey " for honey out of the
comb.
Language is made up of
Words, each of which represents an
idea
the word '" honey " includes

word

;

honeys, in all conditions, and it
would be hard, yes impossible, to
change it from its general meaning to
a specific.
all

to

The word "extract" (v.t.) means
remove from, or draw out of, and

specifically expresses the thing done
used in reference to removing

—when

honey from the comb. Therefore, I
can see no inconsistency in the term
" extracted honey," for it expresses
the truth. Any one getting from it
the idea of an "extract" (n.) " of
honey," needs only to learn the
proper use of terms.
If there is a
less objectionable term, let us have
it.
I can think of none. To say " extracted honey," is no fraud.
fraud
is something that is palmed off for
what it is not, and thus deceptive.

A

If any one buys " extracted honey "
for an " extract of honey," it can be
no fraud, for they get the genuine
article, rightly named. The bee extracts the nectar from the flower cup,
and deposits it in the comb ; then we

extract the honey from the comb, and
"extracted" {p. pr.) expresses exactly the article, unadulterated,which
we offer to the market.

!

;

!

:

;

;

Liquid honey would not do, for
soon some " frauds " would be practiced on that, as there are on "ex-
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part of the trap, and are annoyed by
not being able to get out through the
wire -cloth, not having sense enough
to go at once to the perforated zinc
above, where they can easily get out.
As a trapper of drones the success is
perfect.
Of course it is better to
have all worker comb in a hive and
rear no drones only where they are
wanted, but with the utmost vigilance
some drones will be reared.
The bees will build drone-cells in
out-of-the-way places. If .vou are not
careful, mice will make holes in the
combs in the hive in winter to be

up with drone-comb; and if
worker foundation, some of
will
be sometimes changed to

filled

given
It

all

drone, so that, after all, some drones
are apt to be present, and I cannot
imagine any better way to get rid of
such than by means of a drone-trap.
On coming out of the hive, the
drones are not long in finding their
way through the cone into the upper
part of the trap, and then they are
out of the way of the workers' full
passage. The trouble is that the beekeeper must empty the trap every
few days, or the dead bodies of the
drones make a bad stench.
If he
does not object to the labor, the tin
slide might be taken out each day
after swarming time is over for the
day, letting the drones come out
themselves. Or, if there is no danger
of swarming, or if he does not care to
catch the queen in case they do
swarm, the tin slide could be left out
altogether, and then you have perfection in the way of destroying drones,
providing there are no other hives
without traps where the drones may
be allowed to enter.
I was most anxious to try the traps
as queen-traps, but although I had

them on

six of

my

strongest colonies,

does not understand, we quote the
following from the directions
" If you examine the trap, you will
notice a small liole at one end of the
division-board.
This is provided so
that the queen can return to the hive
in case a colony swarms during the
absence of the bee-master. If swarming is desired, a nail should be pushed
in through the side of the trap, thus
closing the aperture and preventing
the queen from going out.
nail is
sent with each trap for this purpose."
The directions also say
"If the trap does not quite cover
the entrance, close the open part by
nailing a piece of wood or perforated
zinc over it.
The entrance to the
hive should be as long as the opening
in the trap, and not less than half an
inch high."
I am strongly in favor of a large
entrance to the hive, whether a trap
is used or not.
When the directions are followed,
the hive will be amply ventilated, and
there will be no trouble about the
:

A

trap working satisfactorily in ninety-

nine cases out of one hundred.
Here let me say to those who use
the traps, that the opening in the
small end of the cone tube through
which the bees pass into the trap
should be about % of an inch in
diameter. It is easily and quickly enlarged by anything that is sufficiently
small at one end to enter the tube. I
use a butt end of a bit of any size
which is the handiest thing I know of.

When large numbers of drones are
trapped, the trap should be cleaned
out. Early in the morning is the best
time for that work. It is not necessary to clean the trap oftener than
once a week, as the drones do not die
for
several
days after they are

never a swarm issued, owing to the trapped.— Henry Alley.
extreme drouth I had about 4 inches
of the south end of the trap covered
For the American Bee Joumat
with thin board, according to Mr.
Alley's instruction, so that if a queen
Caves of Honey and Bees.
was caught she would be in the shade.
It is a pretty clear case that if a
HENRY K. STALEY.
swarm issued, the queen would be
.

caught, the same as the drones, in the
trap. For those who cannot be with
their bees in the middle of the day,
this ought to work " like a charmj"
and perhaps it would work just as
well if the bees were unseen for sevdays.
eral
If,
however, the trap
should be left on until a young queen
hatches, there might be "trouble in
the camp." I do not like to have so
little ventilation as the trap allows.
That might be remedied by having
ventilating space at the entrance or
elsewhere covered with perforated
zinc.
I do

not full understand the object
of the hole that, when unclosed,
allows passage from the upper to the
lower part of the trap. I have kept
mine closed, not knowing of what use
it could be open.
Will Mr. Alley tell
us about this

Marengo, 5

V
Ills.

Directions for use are sent with
each trap, but in Dr. Miller's case we
think none was sent. Concerning the
object of the hole which Dr. Miller

The following is an article which I
clipped from the Cincinnati Weekly.
I think it will be interesting to many
of the readers of the American Bee
Journal. Albeit, that it contains
some hyperbole where it says that the
"barriers" between the different
families of bees were " ingeniouslyconstructed walls of wax, nearly half
an inch in thickness." It will interest all those who own caves suitable for bees and honey.
Pleasant Ridge, ? O.
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down

the bluff was another mass of
The two swarms buzzed so
that it sounded as though a
high wind was blowing.
It did not
take Haning long to perceive that the
bees were passing in and out of huge
holes in the rocks, and his curiosity
then turned into excitement, and he
started for some friends in order to
investigate the strange sight.
He
got two young farmers, and they went
to the top of the rock to see if they
could find an opening.
Tliey had a
lot of powder with them, and attempted to blast an opening. Every
time there was a blast, millions of
angry bees swarmed out of the recesses of the rocks, until the farmers,
even with bee-hats and thick clothing
on, found it dangerous to proceed.
" New plans were then adopted.
Ladders were brought and a charge
of powder was fired into the rocks,
a few feet beneath where the bees
settled.
Then the explorers went
home and waited until the next afternoon before resuming their search.
They discovered that they had made
an opening through a shell-like wall
into a hollow beyond.
rich stream
of golden fluid was trickling down the
face of the rock.
This showed that
some of the honey-combs had been
broken. Brimstone was then pushed
into the hole and then ignited. The
smoke soon began to drive out the
bees by the thousands.
But the
honey could not be obtained as yet,
owing to the hive of solid rock. Then
young Haning thought of dynamite.
He obtained some cartridges, and the
first cartridge that exploded bored a
hole in the top of the rock that revealed the entrance to what was apparently a small but empty cave.
Lights and ropes were brought, and
the three farmers descended into an
irregularly-shaped cave, the size of an
ordinary room
On all sides the walls
were covered with great masses of
honey-comb several feet thick. The
honey was of various colors and qualIt had been gleaned from the
ities.
whitest of buckwheat blossoms to the
reddest clover heads.
On several
spots the comb ran back like veins
into rocks where the bees had filled
up the interstices. The honey, in
bees.
loudly

A

many places, was very red, and was
spoiled by age and moisture. But in
the main portion of the cave the
honey was in perfect condition.
" There was a curious feature about
the deposit. The cave had apparently
been divided up by several swarms of
bees, and they had erected barriers
between the territory they had preempted and the other swarms. The
barriers were ingeniously-constructed
walls of wax, nearly half an inch
HONEY BY THE TON.
thick. The deposit of honey is very
" Joseph R. Haning,a young farmer valuable. Mr. Haning thinks there
living near Littleton, is the hero of are at least several thousand pounds
Morris county to-day. His discovery that can be removed and sold at good
of an odd and wonderful cave full of prices.
The three discoverers are
thousands of pounds of rich honey keeping the exact locality of the cave
is the talk of North Jersey.
The cave a secret until they can get rid of the
is just off the main road from Parsi- valuable honey."
pany to Morris Plains. Haning was
standing under the big blulf the other
day, and, happening to look up, perI*" The stiirlE County Bee-Keepers" Society vriU
next meeting in Grange Hall at Canton,
ceived a heavy mass of honey-bees 30 hold its
O., on Tuesday, August 9, 1887.
few feet further
feet above him.
Mark Thomson. See.

A
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was a

Local Convention Directory1887.
Time and place of Meetino.
Aug. 9.— Stark County, at Caaton. O.
Mark Thomson, 8ec.. Canton, O.
Nov. 16-18.— North American, at Chicaco, Ills.

W.
Dec.

Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

Bast Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

7-9. -Michigan State, at

^F" In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

taries are requested to

total failure an account of the
drouth.
The bees worked hard on
red clover, but that was cut for hay
after being a few days in bloom. The
man that cut it told me that he never
saw the like, for he could hardly take
his horses into the field, on account of
so many bees. Linden yielded nothing, as the caterpillars had eaten the
leaves and blossoms. Now the second blossoms of clover are opening,

and honey

is

coming

in,

which

will

as honeyseim.
Mr. G. Knipler, of Parnell, Iowa,
write this to me, of his Italian bees
" Those 7 colonies into which you put
Italian queens for me last fall, are by
far the best of all my bees. I took off
one case of honey, and another one is
nearly full ; while the blacks have no
surplus. The Italians bring in honey
when blacks do nothing. 1 am very
thankful to you, as I could not have
introduced the queens myself."
sell

:

Honey as a Medicine for Lung
Diseases.— Geo. M. Thomson, Grand
Junction,© Iowa, on July 2-5, 1887,

cold last winter) there was but very
nectar secreted in the blossoms.
are now having very dry weather.
Buckwheat yields no honey. Bees
are gathering some pollen from the
corn, sumac and pleurisy-root ; the
last named is nearly done blooming.

little

We

The iron-weed has been
ance.

I

in abundcannot think highly of iron-

weed as a honey-plant. The surplus
honey crop will be easily managed
farmers will not be
peddling with buckets to get a buyer,
and I doubt if they get honey enough
to know how it will be relished on
this season here

warm

;

bread.

Honey Crop very Light.— H. D.
Cutting, Clinton,OsMich., on July 25,
1887, says
Prof. Cook tells me that he cannot
attend the Chicago convention unless
it is held in November.
He cannot
leave his classes before.

writes

crop in this locality

is

The honey
light. The

very

which I reAn Apiary Plundered, etc.— Mrs. Chapman honey-plant has done well
D. Kirby, of Grand O. F. Jackson, Sigourney,Os Iowa, on for the extremely dry weather.

I enclose a prescription

ceived from Dr. J.
Junction, Iowa. He uses

it

troubles, such as colds,

and

for lung
to give
relief to consumptives. I know it to
be valuable, and worthy of a place in
" Honey as Food and Medicine." It
is

as follows

Extracted honey, 4 ounces; gin, 2
ounces chloroform, 1 drachm sul.
morphia, 1 grain. Mix, Dose for
adult, a tea-spoonful every 2 hours.
;

;

Honey here is almost a total failWith plenty of rain we will get

ure.

some

We

have had but
little increase.
Oats are a short
crop. Corn may be a good crop, but
it needs more rain.
fall

honey.

July

23, 1887,

writes

Bees are doing poorly in this part
of Iowa.
White clover yielded but
little honey, and we had very little
from basswood. It has been very dry
this summer, but we are having nice
rains now, and I hope to get some
honey from the buckwheat yet. On
July 9 I had 4 colonies taken out of
my apiary; the next morning we
found one hive in a neighbor's field
the hive broken and the bees scattered
It
in the grass and by the roadside.
was anything but pleasant on that
bright Sabbath morning to see the
apiary fence down, the hives scattered, and the air full of homeless
bees. I do not know what is best for
me to do in this case.

No Surplus Honey.— Geo. W.Riker,
Russell,? Iowa, on July 25, 1887,says:
As

yet I have taken no surplus
this season, on account of its
being too dry. Prospects are poor for

honey

any honey this fall.
nies, and I hope
pounds of honey.

I

to

have 120
get as

colo-

many

;

No Honey and no Swarms.— G. W.
Johnston, Holden,*o Mo., on July 21,
1887, says

I commenced in the spring with 50colonies of Italians bees, and I have
Very Poor Season.— Byron Benton,
not taken any honey at all, and no
Bronson,9 Mich., on July 25, 1887,
prospects for any.
I have to feed
There have been na
[If there is any likelihood of a nuclei colonies.
says:
swarms at all in this county, that I
The season for honey has been very repetition it might be well to keep a have heard of.
apiary,
an
watch
the
or
use
over
poor. Bees swarmed fairly well up
to July ; since then they have stored electric alarm. If you find the desBetter than an Average Year.— D.
enough to live on. Some have stored perado, prosecute him, and let him
a little in sections.
Many colonies,
L. Shapley, Randallsville,ON. ¥., on
full
benefit
of
the
penalty
of
to survive the winter, will have to be have the
July 25, 1887, says
fed. Bees now are about as quiet as the law.— Ed.]
I have not taken any honey from
late in the fall.
Robson, the hives yet, but I am going to do
Bees Dying, etc.
so as fast I can. Bees have not stored
Honeyseim for Extracted, etc.— Rolla,© Mo., on July 25, 1887, writes any in the sections since July 20, and
L. Hammersmith, Middle Amana,o+
Seventeen out of 33 colonies are will not gather any more than they
losing bees nightly in various quanti- will consume the remainder of this
Iowa, on July 16, 1887, writes
ties, as seen on the alighting-boards season. I think that it has been betI notice that a better name for ex- in the morning. Four of the 17 colo- ter than an average year for bees in
tracted honey is wanted. In German nies are rapidly decreasing.
The this vicinity. I can make a fuller rewe call it " lionigseim ;" but the trans- first I noticed of the bees dying was port
later in the season.
lation thereof, as far as I can find, is about eight days ago.
The death"drops of comb honey," which will rate is alarmingly on the increase.
hardly answer, although it is nothing The bees, as they crawl out of their
Sure of Half a Crop.— Fayette Lee,
else.
not, if others can find no hives, appear in a trembling, jumpCokato,OMinn., on July 24, 1887,
better translation, adopt this name V ing agony, crawling a few feet from
Every
merican knows what an ice- the entrance of the hive, turn over on writes
berg (ice-mountain) is, also other their backs and die. What makes it
I have taken 35 pounds of honey
words taken from foreign languages ; appear more strange to me is, the per colony so far, and increased my
they will soon learn that honeyseim is dead and dying are all young bees, apiary from 75 to 96 colonies. There
the finest of honey, as dark and infe- such as nurses, comb-builders, and is plenty of honey for winter in the
rior honey cannot be called such, al- those just emerging from their cells. brood-chamber ; so I have half a crop
though it may be extracted.
quite a promis- so far. The bees are getting a little
The season began
averaged, in 1886, in 3 apiaries, ing manner, colonies building up honey in the morning from melons
230 lbs. per colony, spring count in very fast on fruit-bloom, making and corn blossoms.
I got 50 pounds
1885, 150 lbs.; this year we will not ready
for white clover, but from of comb honey each from some new
have quarter of a crop. White clover some cause (it might have been the colonies.
:

—Wm.

:

:

Why

A

m

We

;
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Bees have done Nothing.— S. H. dry here, but we had a heavy shower
Harrison, Maukato,5 Kans., on July last night that will help late corn and
potatoes early potatoes are past help.
19, 1887, writes
I have sown some to Alsike clover
Our bees have done nothing this this summer, but the hot sun has
year— have not made their living but killed most of it. I will sow 15 or 20
it is not their fault, however.
On acres of Alsike clover with timothy
May 16 we had another severe hail- about Sept. 1, as my neighbor says
storm, which destroyed all our buck- that it is more certain to " catch ;" as
wheat and early bloom. The bees it is sandy soil, and the hot days durwere compelled to wait for " buck- ing July and August burn it up. I
brush "' to bloom (about July 11), shall sow a little rye with it to protect
which yields but little honey. Our it until it gets a root, and also to hold
harvest generally commences about the snow in winter.
The rye is no
Aug. 1 to Aug. 15, when heart's-ease detriment to it tor pasture or hay
comes into bloom. My 22 colonies next season, as the stock will eat the
are getting ready for it. 1 have not rye and let the small grass get rooted.
had a swarm issue so far this season. 1 notice quite a discussion about the
1 have given them surplus eases for word "extracted."
I would suggest
'•
room, and the hives are full of bees.
drawn " honey although any of the
words will suit me, for it looks as
though I will never be troubled with
Cure for Bee-Stings, etc.— Denison any surplus honey to sell. My bees
Hoxie, \Vautoma,0 Wis., on July 20, are now killing off the drones, and it
is a sight to see them in the evening,
1887, says
bringing out the drones and tumbling
Try kerosene oil for bee-stings it off of the steps with them. I supis the best remedy— no swelling fol- posed they were
robbing until I looklows. We had no clover honey, but a ed more closely and found them only
7 days' flow of basswood.
Colonies leading out the drones.
are built up finely for buckwheat, our
main honey crop here.
Bee-Keeping in Knoxville, Iowa.
H. J. Scoles writes as follows from
The Chicago Convention.— L.Highthat place on July 20, 1887
barger, of Adaline,5 Ills., on July 25,
Below is a copy of an ordinance
1887, records his vote on the time for
passed by the Town Council of this
holding the convention, thus
place. The blocks are 240x256 feet,
Count my vote for October for hold- with an alley of 16 feet running
ing the Chicago Convention.
Any through the centre of that, so that it
time will suit me during the Exposi- is but 60 feet from a street or alley.
tion or Grand Encampment and One man moved his bees out of the
corporation, and I moved mine to a
Jubilee.
less public place.
With these ex[As this is the only vote yet received ceptions, there has been no attention
in favor of a change from the pub- paid to it. Bees have done but little
they will not store onelished time for holding the Conven- this season
tenth of a crop, on account of the
tion, it will not be worth while to
drouth. Here is the ordinance
continue any longer in uncertainty.
Sec. I. Be it ordained by the City Council of the
There have been many votes against city
of KTioxville, Iowa. That it aball be unlawful
lieep ten ftands of bees or less, nearer to any
a change, and in favor of the last to
street or alley than 50 feet thereof. And it shall
unlawful to beep any greater number of coloweek of the Fat Stock Show, when be
nies nearer than liiij leet to any street or alley.
Sec.
Any person violatiOK any of the proviall railroad fares will be at the lowest,
sions of this ordinance siiall, on conviction, pay
and at which time it was first ap- to said city a floe not to exceed $50, and cost of
prosecution, nor leas than f2 and cost of prosecupointed. Let it, then, be understood tion, and may be compelled by order of the
Mayor, to remove said bees, and on failure to
that the Convention will be held at comply with such order, the Marshall shall exthe same, and the costs shall be assessed
Chicago, on Wednesday, Thursday ecute
against the person convicted, and judgment therefor shall be rendered against him in favor of the
and Friday, November Ifi to 18, 1887, city, and execution issued thereunder.
and we hope that it will be largely Sec. 3. This ordinance to be and remain in
force from and after its publication according to
attended.
gave the fullest lati- law.
Approved March 7, 1887.
tude for canvassing the question, and
now as the " motion " does not meet
Reception to Mr. Cowan.— Geo. E.
with any support, it is hereby
Hilton, of Fremont,*© Mich., Presidropped.— Ed.]
dint of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association, on July 22, 1887,
Experience in Bee-Keeping,— writes
J. E. Brooks, Howell, tx Mich., on
Friend Newman :— By all means
July 22, 1887, writes:
let us give Mr. Cowan and lady a
the Canadians will
I commenced with 10 colonies of grand reception
bees, and they began swarming on undoubtedly give him one, and " are
June o, and stopped on June 30. I we not brethren
I would suggest
had 22 swarms, and 2 or 3 absconded. that you learn as soon as possible the
About one-half of the colonies have extent of Mr. Cowan's time here, and
filled the hives, but 1 have bad only if he cannot possibly stay until our
20 pounds of comb honey, taken from November meeting, then change the
the old colonies.
It has been very date so that it will come within his
;

:

;

;

:
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stay with us.
Chicago could accommodate all the Western bee-keepers,
and many of the Eastern members
could meet with our Canadian brethren. I really hope this will meet the
approval of the officers and members
generally of the North American and

Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Societies.
What a grand rally and glorious time
we would have.

[From present indications it would
seem that Mr. Cowan does not intend
to stay long enough in America for us
to arrange in advance for a general
reception.

that last

All

we can now

week he was

state

is,

visiting api-

New England. He intends
go to Quebec, Montreal, Ontario,
and then continue his journey West
as far as Chicago, but no time has
yet been set for his Western visits.
Ed.1
arists in
to

—

;

—

:

:

;

:

'2.

We

My

;

V

Honey Season Nearly a Failure.—
G. W. Demaree, Christiansburg,6
Ky., on July 25, 1S87, says
:

We have
est

had one of the very poorhoney seasons here. Prevailing
and east winds, with cool

north

nights, in the early part of the season,

followed by drouth and amazingly hot
weather since, has made the honey
season well-nigh a failure. My small
honey crop is nearly all sold at 15
cents for honey in the comb, and 12}^
taken
for honey out of the comb
right from my honey store-rooms.
;

Poorest Season for Several Years*
Bechly, Searsboro,© Iowa, on
July 22, 1887, says

—Fred

:

This

is

the poorest season for honey

we have had for several years. 1
commenced the spring of 1887 witti 20

that

colonies of bees, increased them to 26,
and got 280 pounds of extracted honey
so far. Bees are all strong and in fine
condition for the fall crop should
there be one. As new names for extracted honey are in style, how would
" slung " honey do
and •' honey
slinger " for honey-extractor ?

—

;

[It will

not do at all.— Ed.]

Solving the Name Problem.— J. J.
Tucker, Arrow Rock,© Mo., on July
25, 1887,

writes

This is my solution of the name
Let extracted be called
problem
" honey," or " pure honey ;" then we
will have honey, and comb honey, to
:

distinguish the comb from the exHoney taken from
tracted honey.
the comb by the extractor is nothing
but honey pure and simple, hence the
appropriateness of the name. Honey
or pure honey, and comb honey, it
seems to me, will suit as well or better than any name yet proposed. This
has been a hard season on bees. There
has been plenty of white clover, linden and other honey-flora, but little
or no nectar.
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National Bee-Keepers' Union.—
Wm.Muth-Rasmussen, Independence,
o*

Calif.,

on July

22, 1887,

writes

System and Success.

^^^^l^SRIOAEfv^^
their

Enclosed I send $1.25 to pay my
dues to the " Union " for the coming
year. The Union has done so well,
that I think
officers,

it

"

will accept re-election. I must thank
the Manager, personally, for the energy and interest he has shown in the

from indifference or

for

mercenary

purposes, stay out. Though I may
never have occasion to call on the
Union for aid, I regard the trifling
dues as one of the best and safest
business-investments
a bee-keeper
can make. As the General Manager
Bays that the funds on hand will only
about pay expenses for suits not yet
decided, I have my doubts if it will be
wise to decrease the annual dues but
I will rely upon his judgment in that
regard.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

a23&925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
.41 One Dollar a Vear.

ALFRED

H.

ILL.

NEWMAN.

Business Manaoeb.

^p^ecial

gl0tijCies.

To Correspondents. — It
trouble,

send a sample of a plant that
along the streams here in
abundance. It blooms early in July,
I

in

bloom until

frost.

Please give its name and value as a
honey-plant as to quality and quan-

125
50

1

larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room tor an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

would save
would be particular
address and name, when

S»veet Clover, iMelilotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

if all

give their P. O.
writing to this office. We have several letters
aome inclosing money) that have no name;
:aany others having no Post^Offlce, County
jr State. Also, if you live near one postilfice and get your mail at another, be sure
give the address

we have on our

list.

"Rough on Rats"
potato-bugs.

and

kills hen-lice

See advertisement in another

column.

Enameled ClotU for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; it ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

As tliere
name of

Is

Anotber firm

in

Chicago by

Newman &

Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
the

grows

and continues

much

f,o

CO

1887, writes

$1 00

200 colonies (420 pages)

PKOPUIETOK9.

,18

Partridge Pea, etc.— Wm. Crowley,
Redwood Falls, ? Minn., on July 24,

in the apiary,

The

;

[The only object in decreasing the
annual dues to one dollar, beginning
Jan. 1. 1887, is to increase the membership, and that will increase the
funds at the same time.— Ed.]

work

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)

only just to re-elect the
all, provided they

one and

cause, and I hope he rriay not weary
in the good work. I feel proud of the
privilege of being a member of the
Union, and can only pity those who,

who

intend to be systematic in
should get a copy of
Che Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
All

fc^

:

"

Bees work on it freely all
We Tvlll Present Webster's Dictionary
through the season. I put 20 colonies ipocket edition), and send it by mail, postout of the cellar last spring, about paid, for two subscribers with $2. It is
one-third of them being weak and always useful to have a dictionary at hand
flueenless.
I have increased them to
CO decide as to the spelling of words, and to
51 colonies, and have taken 900 pounds
determine their meaning.
of combless honey, and 100 pounds of
«omb honey in one-pound sections
from linden bloom, which commenced
IWoney Orders can now be obtained at
on June 27 and lasted two weeks. We the Post Offices at reduced rates. Five
usually get as much
honey from dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
goldenrod and other fall flowers as As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
from linden bloom. If we do not get get them instead of the Postal Notes which
rain soon we will not get much honey are payable to any one who presents them,
in the fall.
and are in no way safe.
[The plant is partridge pea (Cassia
<itiamcecrista), and abounds in nectar.
Red liabels for one-pound pails of
Bees and other insects visit it in great Qoney, size 3x4 ^ inches. — We have now
lot of these Labels, and can
numbers. The flowers are very at- gotten up a
100
supply them at the following prices
tractive. At the base of eaoh comCor $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
pound leaf there is a curiously stalked-, for $^.00 all with name and address of
button-shaped gland, which also ex- apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
cretes a sweet fluid, which attracts
the bees.— Ed.]
E. Duncan Sniffen, Advertising Agent,
tity.

Should any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to

name and address
AT YOUB WBAPPER LABEL.

write your

If

plainly.

Look

Preserve your Papers fer reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

one for 60 cents, or you can have one freb
yearly subsorlpt you will send us 3 new
lions for the

Bee Journal.

AVe pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

Queens.- We

can mail a Tested Italian
(bred for the best results as well as
for beauty) tor $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

Queen

:

;

;

;

;

Kow, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
3 Park

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are qnite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Jo0rnal, and will send two or
mere free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

We

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed
One-half ounce, 50
4
2 ounces, $1.50
1 ounce, $1
cents
ounces .$2 54 pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound ot seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.
at the following prices
;

;

:

;

;

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
The HancocK County Fair will be held
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire at Greenfield, Ind., on Aug, 23 to 27, 1887.
satisfaction. In all bis dealings, he is honor- Honey and bee exhibits are desired. Send
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
Address the Secretary,
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed for a Premium List.
52A40t
Charles Downing, Greenfield, Ind.
tree.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following

HURRAH FOR THE FAIR

are our very latest

quotations for honey and beeswax

^^vC

:

I
you going to eihlbit, and develop
home
market? You will find our
;^
brilliant CHUOMO CARD a power to extend
reputation. This beautiful Card is printed
in 8 colors, full of instruction and amuse-

^^

MARK

HONEY.— We quote: Extracted, 5®7c., according to quality and paclia^e. New honey in 1-lbBections brings li>(«iltie., and one nice lot sold for
17c. Comb lionev crop of 1886 ie exhausted.
BBBSWAX.-aac.
K. A. BUKNBl'T.
July 20.
161 South Water St.
CITY.

He:

Uc;

Extracted, new crop, choice white. 8(^10c.: dark,
54>7c
Calif, while. 8c.; amber, 6(ft7c.
:

July

to

2-2C.

HAMBLIN & BEARSS. 514 Walnut St.

28.

CLEVELAND.
HONBY.— Choice white in 1-Ib. sections, ought to
Extracted not wanted. Waiting for
the new crop, but it is very short and none ready.
bring l&®16c.

BEESWAX,

July

"

A. C. KBNDBIi, 115 Ontario St.

26.

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Some new white comb sold

at 12J^ct8.,

the

BEESWAJC.-23C.
M. H.

20.

HUNT,

Musk Rats, Jack Habbits.

HEN

10«14c.

;

improving.

BEESWAX.- 20(S23c.. Market firm.
July 19. 8CHACHT * LBMCKB, 122-124 Davis St.
HONBY.— Choice
barrels,

3H®4c.

going prices.

ST. Lonis.
comb, 8@10c.

E.xtra fancy,

Strained,

M more

Extracted, 4^@494c.

In

than lore-

Market

dull.

BEESWAX.— Steady at 2lc. for prime.
July 1
D. G. TUTT 4 CO., Commercial St.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.— We quote White comb, 12@i3c. ex1

.

:

:

tra white comb. 14 to 15c.; dark, 7 to 10c. WTiite
extracted, SMC^'^i^'c.; light amber, 4^(S:5c.; amber
and candied, 4?4(a4^c. Receipts light; poor crop.

BBESWAX.-21f<»2.3c.
July

O. B.

25.

SMITH & CO., 423

Front

St.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.-Choice new

1-lbs.,

14015C.; old

1-bB.,

12(ai2V2C.; 2-lb8. not in demand, iCKgllc. White
extracted in kegs and barrels, 7'fi.7Hc.; in small tin
cans. 7M>'aHC.: dark in kegs and barrels, 6@6^c. in
small tin cans, 6'i£C. Market ready for new crop.
;

BBESWAX.-25C.

July

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

21.

KANSAS CITY.
HONBY.-We quote White clover
:

1-lbs.,

St.

10®12

dark, 9 to lOc. White clover 2-lbs., 10 to lie;
dark, 9 to 10c. Extracted, 5 to 6c. in small way.
cts,:

BBBSWAX.-17®20c.
Jnly 14. CLBM0NS,CL00N4C0.,

PQTATO BUGS

cultural Size) to be thorovghly

HONBY.— We quote for extracted, 3@7c. per lb.
comb brings ll®14c. Demand improving.
BEES W A.X.— Good demand,— 2o<822c. per lb. for

good to choice yellow.
11.

C.F.M0THi

SON. Freeman

&

Central Av.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

of white clover honey
at 13@15c.; 2-pound8 at ll®I3c. Extracted, 5(a7c.
Sales very light. Fancy white extracted in good

demand, but supply

limited.

BEESWAX.— 26 cts. per lb.
July 11. BL.1EB: ft KiPLXT, !>7

We

have

mixed with one to two barrels
of plaster, or what is better air
slacked lime. Much depends
upon thorough mixing, so aa
to completely distribute the poison. Sprinkle
it on plants, trees or siirubs when damp or
wet, and is quite effective when mixed with
lime, dusted on without moisture
While in
its concentrated state it is the most active
and strongest of all Bug Poisons; when mixed
as above is comparatively harmless to animals or persons, in any quantity they would
take. If preferred to use in liquid form.atablespoonful of the full strength ''Rough on Rats"
Powder, well shaken, in a keg of water and
applied with a sprinkling pot, spra.v syringe
or whisk broom, will be found very effective.
Keep it wtdl stirred up while using. Sold oy
all Druggists and Storekeepers. l.')c.,26c. &$1.
E. S. Weu-s. Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

TODD'S HONEV-CANOIES sellwellat
Fairs— average wholesale price 16c

retail. 30 cts.

Mail samples, 25

Chatham

a large quantity of

Street.

CHOICE

WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in

¥

Honey

cts.

doscribed in
Address,

4C]y
Frlends,

If

Warranted

Italian Queens
Italian Queens
arrival guaranteed.

26Atf

H,

$5

HOW TO

will

with pleasure send a samole copy of tha

and Journals, and everything pertaining to Beff
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainli/, to

A.

ROOT, Medina,

HEAD-QUARTERS

IN THE
lACTORY OF

Ohio.

SOUTH

BEE HIVES, «feC.

Early Nuclei ic Itallau Qneeiis.
tB Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
.iCtf

PA.TJI, t. VIA.I-I.ON, Bayou Goula, La,

TO

REWARD

!

WHOm IT MAY CONCERN

HEREBY

otter $1.00 perratio forevery
one hundred feet of wire-cloth, to any
one who will find parties purchasing my
Patent Wire-Cloth Separator from unauthorized dealers— until further notice.
Bee-keepers will save money, and perhaps
annoyance, by sending for my Deseriptire

I

Circular, before purchasing-.
Address.
N. N. BETSINGER,
9C6t
MARCELLUS, Onondaga Co., N. Y.

and

Vnu need

this

pamphlet, and
31Atf
Co., lowa.

8u[>|ily Circular.
aMi Vernon.

Unn

A POSITIVE FACT

QUEENS by reliirnmall from the old
and reliable
KNICKERBOCKER BEE-FARM,
(astahlished 1880).

Warranted, $1.00
Tested, $2.00.
tS~ Special rates on large orders. Circular
giving description ot our Bees, free.
Address,
SlCtf

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Head what J. I. PARENT,of
Ch a hlton, N. v.. says— "Wecut with one of your Combined Machines, last winter

KNICKEKBOCKBK BBB-FARM,
PHJE PLAINS, Dutchess

5n chaff hlTca with 7-in. cap,
I'M' honey-raclis, 50fj broad

Co., N. T.

WANTED,
'•

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

I.

RAISE COMB HONEY,

5 cents.
PRICE
my free Bee an'l

Two dozen
IX)

Y-

in

31Al3t

Warranted Queen
ONE
Queens
Six

]0 00

any way interested

BEES OR HONEY

We

frHmeB.

and a
work.

"
"
Select Tested Queen
filled
by
return mall.
t^e~ Orders
Address,
J. T. WILSON.
31Dtf
NICHOLASVILLE,

75
4.00
15.00
1.50

hives, etc., to

make and we

e.xpectlodo itwith this Saw.
Itwill do all you say itwill."
Catalogue and Price - List
Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN iJAR>fES.
450tf
No. 4K4 Ruby St.. Rockford. 111.

JTJST

PUBLISHED,

"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAISING

"

By Fanny

Field. This book tells all
about turkey raieing, from the setting
of the egpa to the maturity of the young
turks. If you foliow the directioiiB in
this book yon need not lose a bird.

$

KY.

l',(hm_i
honey-boxes
trreat deal of other
This winter we have

double the amount of bee-

FRIGES REDUCED
I*" Safe

tn

Seml-SIonthly Oleunlnes lo Bee-Cultnre.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest improvements In Hlvex, Honey Exti-actora, Comlr
Fonndiitlon, Section If oner Boxen, all book*

,

F ourt een Warranted

you are

lb.:

kege Alili the Bee-Men who see this advertisement to send us hundred pounds of l-lb.
holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
and 2-lb. sections of White Comb Honey, as
we will deliver on board the cars at 8 cents sample, by Express, stating
quantity and
per lb. Orders solicited.
price for same. Cash, delivered in Kansas
City.
CIiEHIUIXS, «'L00N A: CO..
Cor. 4th & Walnut, Sts KANSAS CITY, MO.
30A4t

^tIreturnmail!
SIX

my Circular.
J. H. mARTIN,
HARTFORD, N.

Beeswax wanted on Cummission, by— AR'I'HUR
TODD, 2122 North Front 8t„ Philadelphia, Pa.

cor 4th&Walnut

Best
Jun.

LICE.

OL.IVER FOSTER.

CINCINNATI.

& 25c.

For Potato Bugs, Insects on
Vines, Shrubs, Trees, 1 pound
or half the contents of a $1.00
box of "Rough on Eats" 'Agri-

:

sc^oV^'c. ; darli, 4^^5c. Comb, 2-lbs.,
Market firmer and prices
1-lbB., I0<«*I5c.

amber,

Squirrels. 15c.

"Rough on Eats" is a complete preventive
and destroyer of Hen Lice. Mix a 25c. box of
"Rough on Rats" to a pail of whitewash,
keep it well stirred up while applying. Whitewash the whole interior of the Hennery; inside
and outside of the ne.sts. The cure is radical
and complete.

Bell Branch, Mich.

ITALIAN QUEENS

Woodbine Twineth.

Bugs, Flies, Beetles, Jloths, Ants. Mosquitoes,
Bed-bugs, Insects, Potato Bugs, Sparrows,
Skvmks. Weasel, Goplj.rs, Chipmunks, Moles,

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote Extracted.white.sHOS^c;
light

the

ment.
Give the same enterprise to SELLING
HONEY, that your merchant does to selling
calico, and the Home Market will take it all.
I also have for sale a superior strain of

,^

Rats are smart, hut "Rocgh on Rats" beats
them. Clears out Rats. Mice, Roaches, Water

but prospects for better prices are good.
July

DON't(

.

Gone where

HONEY.— We

quote new crop : Choice white 2darit 2-lb8.. 110I2C. choice white
Ib. sections.
l-lbs., IBOlSc; darlt l-lbe.. 12014c. Calif, white 2lbs.,
extraC 2-lbs., 12(S13c.: C L'Ibs., ICXailc.

BBKSWAX.-Li)

^^^-^

KE

A

CHICAGO.

KANSAS

493

Fanny Field has had more experience
better In raising turkeys than any other
She clears hundreds of dnllore
person in America.
yearly on them, and will tell you how she does it. Price*.
25 cents. Stamps taken. Address R. B. MITCHELL
Publisher, 69 Dearborn St., Chicago, m.
lyctf
and succeeds
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BEES and HONEY,
OB THE
Xanagement ef aa Apiary for Fleaanre
and Profit by
;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoumaU
EtUtor of

tfc«

It contains 220 prof usely illustrated pages
" fully up witn the times " in all the imSrovements and inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the
is

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Rogersville,

Genesee

many kind
HAS received
the excellency of
to

"The Production

Co., Mich.,
letters in regard
bis little book.

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.
THESE
of tbe

Comb Houey ;"

of

clear flint

that he publishes the
and it is with pleasure
:"
following " sample
St. Louis, Mo., April IR, 1887.
Friknd hctchinson— Your iitile book bas
been forwarded to me from home, with the state"
ment that II has been read by every member of
the family;"' and, judgine from the numerous underscored lines and bracketed passages, it was
thoroughly appreciated.
have been experimenting somewhat in the
I
same direction, and while my experiments were by
no means so thorough and exhaustive as yours,
they make me an earnest supporter of the
beliefsand practices laid down in your book, which
I value above price, and can endorse every word

Palls are made
best quality of

fflass,

with a ball

and a metal top and cover.

When

with honey, the
attractive appearance of
these pallB cannot be equaled by any other style of
filled

They can be uaed
or household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
?ackaiie.

the apiarist.
Prices are as follows

To hold

1

"

2

Ill .60

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
pounds
"

*•??

"
"
».50
3
Dwight Furnkss.
THOinAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
^T" Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
923 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
f^'A. lilberal Discount to Dealers, by taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
the Dozen or Hundred.
FINE ITAUAN QUEENS, reared from

THOS.
923

G.

NEWOTAJf

&

SON,

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL,

BEE-KEEPE£S' GUIDE;
MAKTJAL OF TSB AriAKY.

Or,

(3,000

SOLD SINCE

1876.

5,000 Sold Since May, 1883.
More than 50 pafieB, and more than 50 fine lllustratlonB were added in the 8th edition. The whole
worh has been thorouRhlyrevised, and containe the

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most BCtentiOe work treatlnK of
bees In the World. Price, by mall, «l.a5. Liberal
dlBOOunt to dealers and to clubs.

J. COOK.. Author and Publisher,
A^cultural College, Mloh.

A.,

lAly

of

Sincerely yours,

it.

•'

the best, selected, tested imported mother,
75 cents each, by return mail.

31Atf

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

WE

Warranted, $l;Seleoted,$l. 26; Tested,«1.60

In 25-Pound Boxes.

THOS. G. NEW]»r»VN & SON.,
& 925 W. Madison St., CHICAGO,

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVISEE,

"Boss" One-Piece
J.

Fomcrook & Co., Watertown, Wis

Honey Pallfl is of uniform design
hwith the other sizes, having the top
turned over, and has a bail or
/edge
'
handle,— making it very convenient
filled

It is weh-made and, when
with honey, makes a novel and

^

„

consumers

attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
will buy It in order to give the children

a handsome toy pail. PKICE,
dozen, or 3S5*00 per lOO.

THOS,
823

925

<fc

G. IVEintlAN

West Madison Street.

Sections,

MANUFACTtJREl) HY

PAIL.

to carry.

Patented June

wE

as, ls8l.

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.

Watertown, Wis., May

retail.

Drone and Queen Trap.

StiAtt

K. GOOD, Nappanee,

per dozen.

perforations

in

We

a day.

also claim the

QUEERS
DK- G. I.. TINKER,
NEW PHILADELPHIA. O.

Address,
.27Dtf

Beautiful Italian Queens.
"WOOB wishes to inform his former
nowflllins or-

JF,

. frien*l8 and patrons, that he is
ders promptly for those Golden Italian Qpeens
that have given satisfaction to every customer for
the past two seasons— at the low i)rice of Jft.o^ per

Queen.

7.^

cts.

luseno

lamp-^iursery.

Do not fail to send for descriptive Circular;
f^
Circular, send for that too,
you have not my
JAMES F. WOOD, ,^
Prescott, Mass.
i

><^ii

North

29Dtf

FOLDING BOXES.
Honey

the

hest and lowest priced

piece. With

Scctiou

//j

Tape Handles or without.

thi market.

With

Made

Flat or sef up. Printed or p/am.

one

A. O.

cts.

Box4S8.

CRAWFORD,

South Weymouth, Mass.

21D10t

Ind.

Sections,

MANUFACTUKED BY
J.

Fomcrook & Co., Watertown, Wis.

i:zzi^^IE
June
Patented

WE

28, 1881.

vou SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.
will furnish

Price,

the
flat,

flat,

by Express, .so cts.: by mail, 65
and one nailed (13 in all), »3.50

$1^.00.

Address.

THOS.

NEWMAN

G.
923 & 925 West Madison
Sfind

;

cts.; 12 in
50, in the

75 uGntS

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
4:

Yeara^monJthe^Bees;**

114 pages, cloth hound. Address.
1>R. C. C.

MILLER,

MAKENGO,

20Atf

ILLS.

;

in large apiary of Carniolan Bees, from
BRED
each.
Benton Select Imported Stocli—
»l.i-«i

Carniolans are the (.'entlest and best honey-gatherers iiuown. Send for ('ircular describing Carniolans. (Mention this paper^^
t^
S.

25Dtf

„
W. MORRISON, M. D.Co., Fa.
Oxford, Chester

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS
will send by return
further notice.
UNTIL
mail, safe arrival guaranteed. Good QUEENS
I

strains noted tor gentleness
honey-gathering qualities, viz:

from my best

^^Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

HOW TO WINTER
Essays
ELEVEN
keepers, sent to

and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

Address,
llAtt

BEES,

by eleven prominent bee-

all

Dadant'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale

X

Anij waif

GARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY

"Boss" One-Piece

art

in

Mica fronts or

to suit.
We are bound to please. We have put in special Ma*
chinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Or^
ders promatly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c,
14oz. Olass Jars 1^5.25 pergross, including Corks
and labels. J 1-2 & 2 gross in a Case, Send for Cotalogua.

Bee advertisement in another column.

I.

$.5.50

finest strain of BEES for cumb honey— the Syrioand Supplies
Albinos. Price-lists of
free. Samples of sections and zinc, three cents.

without In the

Tested Queens. $1.00 each.

each.

or

Our Cartons/or cnr/osfnt;

CHICAGO, HjL.

DAUGHTERS from
UNTESTED
of Doolittle's best Queens, only 60

5(l,(KH»

1st, 1887.

Dadant'sFonndatiou Factory, wholesale
and

.'iOc.,

GEO. SIUCKUAN, Nappanee, Ind.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES.

if

Alley's

SON,

Queens by return mall. Tested

90c.; Untested.

36Atf

doz.; single

15 cents per

&

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

ITALIAN

finest

Comb Foundation
published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
ui„h Side Walls, 4 to 14 square ISannum. It contains the best practical
gKMffldfeet to the pound. Wholesale and information for the apiarist. It is edited bv
"SSSSi Betail. Circulars and Samples free Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,
and published by John Huckle, King's LangJ. VAN DECISEN A: SONS,
ley, Herts, England.
(SOLE MANUTACTUREBS),
lAtl
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

THIS

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

ILL.

—

new^ size of our Tapering

AliLEV,

WENHAM, MASS.

29Att

WHITE POPLAK SECTIONS
and the Pest PEKFORATEn ZINC ever
THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL THE
oflered to bee-beepers. Our new niachine makes

Patent Flat-Bottom

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

HENRY

CAN now furnish VAN DEUSENS'

Extra-Thin FlatBottom Foundation
put up in 2.5-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16^x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
t^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargiiiii to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
923

BY RETURN MAIL.

AnEL, Iowa.
H. ALLEY.— I must say that the two Queens you
sent me, are the largest and finest Queens I have
ever received. They are simply perfection.
DK. W. R. CULLISON.

who

apply.

HENRY ALLEY.
Wenham,

Mass.

I
f!

12

Queen
Queens
Queens
Address,

•jsiAtf

and

*!;"S
*•»"
°-^^

WM. W. CART,„

„

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.
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The National Bee-Keepers' Union.— The Youth's Companion for last
The vote for officers resulted as follows
week contained an article entitled " BeeFor Prestdettt.- James Heddon, 124 Prof. Keeping," by " Arthur Warren." It is wellCook, 5 Q. M. Doollttle, 5 A. I. Root, 3 C. written, and shows that he was well-versed
in the pursuit. This is the last paragraph
r. Muth, .i
scattering and blanks, 5.
For Manager, Secretary and Treasurer.—
Bee-keeping is a pleasant and profitable
:

;

;

;

;

:

;

Thomas

G.

Newman,

140

;

blanks,

5.

For Tice-Presidenta.—Q. M. Doollttle, 118
Prof. A. J. Cook, 118
Dr. C. C. Miller, 118
A. I. Root, 112 G. W. Demaree, 107 James
Heddon, 11 W. Z. Hutchinson, 8 Charles
Dadant, 7 scattering (three or less), 30.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

be seen therefore that all the
oflBcers for the past two years are re-elected,
and will at once enter upon their duties.
Every vote was in favor of the Constitutional amendments, as noted on page 454.
It

THOUAS

0.

ITEWMAIT, Editor.

^upvTKM^

"iniii"'ii

'""

-

will

The following

are the notices so far given
to the second annual report of the Union by
the bee-periodicals
:

yoinill,

AUE.

10, 1887.

No, 32,

J>art Falrtliorne, in Tick's Magazine for
August, gii-es a poem on the "Message of
the Flowers," of which these are the first
and last stanzas
:

O, roses, blooming royally, you bring me, In
your splendor,
message of the summer-time— an idyl of
the dew
glimpse of all things beautiful— a hint of
all things tender,
A dream of all things wonderful, all fair,
and sweet, and true.

A

;

A

We are glad to note that the National BeeKeepers' Union has fully demonstrated its
usefulness and its ability to defend the

industry. It is practiced to a greater extent
in the United States than in any other part
of the world, and the bees add millions of
dollars a year to our national wealth. Any
reader of the Companion, who lives in the

country, can keep bees if he will first seek
the advice of an authoritative book upon the
subject but he must remember that bees
require as much care as choice sheep, or
cattle, or blooded horses, and that the true
bee-keeper is even more assiduous In guarding his colonies than is the farmer in looking to his flocks and herds. Properly hived
and watched, bees will obey the behest of
;

man, and labor for him as well as for them-

selves.

The Youth's Companion la an excellent
periodical for young persons.and well worth
the subscription price ($1.75 a year). It is
published by Perry Mason&Co.,Boston,Mass,

rights of its patrons. Through this medium
of strength the beekeeper has more than
once been enabled to accomplish what he

The Honey Crop and Prices.- We

could not have done single-handed.
While
we do not favor trades'-unions in general,
we must say that the Bee-Keepers' Union,
under the present efficient management, has
done good work for the cause it represents,
and that.too, without the evil results which
have been so characteristic of other tradesunions. Every bee-keeper having any interests at stake, who would secure the
benefits of the Union, ought surely to become amember.— Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

have several times cautioned those having
any honey to sell, to hold back for the
advance in prices, which must surely come
very soon. In reference to this matter, Mr.
S. F. Newman, of Norwalk, O., writes as

The second annual report from the GenManager of the National Bee Keepers'
Union is before us. It recounts the work

tion as to

eral

which has been done during the past year
And never yet did man go search the flower through the influence of the Union. The
financial statement for two years up to June
pages over.
Or pry between the perfumed leaves like 1, 1887. shows receipts of $775 expenses in
connection
with the defense of suits, and
bee or humming bird.
But there be found the treasured sweets, and for printing, stationery, etc., $550. The
balance
on
hand
at the present time is $224,
there he might discover
A message of the better life, though lack- and the Manager estimates that this amount
will
be
required
to
cover the expenses of the
ing voice and word.
several suits which are now before the
courts. The assessment and dues amounting to $1.25 for the ensuing year are due,
the Manager would like to have prompt
make your Plans for the coming day, and
returns from all present members, and from
in the previous evening, and then go to all new ones who consider
it in their interest
work according to the plan made without to join the association.- Canadiaii Bee Jour.
;

follows

:

The honey crop

in this section is almost an
Probably about one-tenth of
There is no questhe advance in price. It certainly

entire failure.

a crop has been gathered.
will

reach 20 cents within 60 days.

What

hope there was for a fall crop
The extremely hot and
dry weather has "burnt up" almost everything, and all crops are suffering, and prices
of every crop are advancing.
Do not sell
any honey until the end of September, is the
best advice that can be given.
Really, this
year's crop of honey is but little, if any,
more than will be required for winter stores
is

little

daily dwindling.

for the bees,

should be
months.

if used for that purpose. Prices
dtmbled at least within two

hesitation or change.

The report of the General Manager of the
National Bee-Keepers' Union has been received. We have on several occasions called
attention to the importance
every beeMr. and IfKra. T. W. Cun'an were en- keeper becoming a member ofofthis
organitertained on Tuesday of last week by Capt. zation. The report of Manager Newman
seems suflieient to convince all who keep
J. E. Hetherington, at Cherry Valley, N. Y.
bees that they are liable to be prosecutedMr. P. H. Elwood and Mr. J. Van Deusen perhaps persecuted is the more proper term
joined the company, and all spent a pleas- to use— at any time. A man with plenty of
means can stand the expense of a lawsuit, a
ant day in the Captain's apiaries.
poor man cannot
hence the necessity of
joining the Union. Manager Newman can
supply the proper papers.- 4picuKurist.
;

The

St.

Joseph,

Mo., Inter-State Ex-

position will be held on Sept. 12 to 17, 1887.
Mr. J. G. Graham, Agency, Mo., is the
superintendent of the Apiary Department,
in

which $267

in

premiums are

offered, be-

sides diplomas.

Will you Exhibit at the Fair ? If so,
we win supply you all the copies of the Bee
Journal that you may desire to distribute
to the bee-keepers you may meet there. We

for the
possibly do so.

Bee Journal,

if

is

an

organization for the defense of the pursuit
against those who would injure it audits
devotees ; and this is its chief divergence
from trades-unions in general, which too
often attempt to control the capital of
others upon which they thrive, and thus
destroy the foundation upon which their
superstructure and means of prosperity
rest.

burned up on Saturday, July 30, 1887. We
sympathize with our friends in their loss,
and are very much surprised that while
they say the loss amounts to $3,000, they do
not intimate whether or not the property

was insured.
It seems to us that It borders on "criminal
carelessness " for anyone to neglect to insure
their property against Are, etc., when they

have dependents who would suffer by their
inattention to the duties of life.
We do not

know that

this is the case

(and hope

it is

with friend Mason
not the case), and these re.
marks are not intended to be personal but
they show our views of the importance of
insuring property against a calamity.
;

We will

also state that we do not think a
has the right (In the light of the pre§ent), to neglect to insure his life, when he
has a dependent family leaning on him for
support
He should provide for them by
an insurance on his life, and carry it, if
need be, to the personal sacrifice of some

man
Indiana State Fair.— We

are reminded
approaching annual
event, commencing Sept. 19, by a bright and
cheerful poster sent to this office. Improvements are being made, more special exhibition buildings erected, a new roof on the luxury (Or even necessity), so that his offyou can main exhibition hall, and the grounds en- spring may not be "beggared " in the event

also have colored posters to put up over
exhibits of honey, wax, supplies, etc. Send
for them early, so as to be sure to have
them on hand in time. They will cost you
nothing, but we should like to have you get

up a club

The National Bee-Keepers' Union

Destroyed by Fire.— We are sorry to
learn that the store and shop of J. B. Mason
& Sons, at Mechanic Falls, Maine, were

at this early

day of

this

1

larged.

of his death.
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Witb Replies

than they could enjoy it at the side
of the brood-nest. Bees instinctively
store their honey so as to have the
brood-nest between their stores and
the entrance to their domiciles, be it a
hollow tree or a properly constructed

tbereto.

[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries In this Department in less time bee hive.— G. W. Demaree.
Probably some honey in the former
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent In about a and none in the latter. No one would
dozen at a time to each of those who answer think of working bees without guides
them get them returned, and then find (starters) or foundation at this age of
space for them in the Journai,. If you are the world, and compelling the bees to
outside
Id a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for enter the sections from the
would cut off all prospect of a honey
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
crop in any event.— G.M.Doolittle.
;

Top-Storaie

vs. Sifle-Storaie,

The double bee-spaces, if
arranged, prevent all bits
of comb between the section-cases
and the tops of the brood- frames, and
make the " tiering up system " rapid
and pleasant. Certainly this is an
" advantage."— G. W. Demaree.
vantage.
properly

No, but two bee-spaces with the
break-joint honey-board between, is
of immense advantage, and this I
have been trying to impress upon the
minds ef my brother bee-keepers for
nearly ten years, and many are now
seeing and taking advantage of it.
few who have just found it out, are
falsely claiming it as their own.—

A

Top-storage is far preferable in
It would be ditHcult to James Heddon.
every way.
Yes by it, cleaner sections are obfigure out a differentiated statement of
quantities, but it would all tell on the tained, and brace-combs avoided.
side of top-storing—decidedly.— The The Editor.
;

Query 453.— What is the diflference in
top-8toTa»ie. over the brood-chamber, and sldeBtorapewilh perniai.ent (livipion-Uoard. the bees
to enter Ihe ikie-arrargement from the outside
entrance turplua Irames about J'xlo inches, and
no cumb-guioes and no loundation starteis to be
used ?— iientucky.

Editor.

;

Bees Working in Sections Early.
Double Bee-Space aliOTe the Brooil-Nest.

I think the difference would be in
favor of top-storage.— C. C. Miller.
The amount of " difference " would
be pieity hard to determine, but it
would be decidedly in favor of topstoring.— J. F. H. Brown.
top-storage, as
prefer wholly
I
being more convenient, and just as
prodiable.— A. J. Cook.
The difference is that bees will store
more honey over the brood than at
any other point.— G. L. Tinker.

How

Query -154.- Is a double bee-space between the surplus and brood apartments of any
advantage ?-J. W. S.

Yes, of great advantage.— A. J.
Cook.
In some respects it is a disadvantage.— J. P. El. Brown.
Two bee-spaces, rightly made, are
of advantage.— C. C. Miller.
No. We must have the honeyapartment as close to the brood as
possible.— Dadant & Son.
Side-storage does not work well in
No, not if I understand the questhis locality, with any hive that I
have seen constructed for that pur- tion correctly.— G. M. Doolittle.
pose.— H. D. Cutting.
It prevents to a great extent the
There will be more side-storage building of brace-combs, and allows
with such deep surplus frames, than the sections to be removed for tiering
there would be otherwise. We have up with less trouble.— H. D. Cutting.
used side-storing hives for years, and
It is a very great advantage if the
finally abandoned them altogether,
double bee space is formed by a
but some are successful with them.
movable honey-board. It effectually
Dadant & Son.
prevents the building of brace-combs

The difference is that the top-stor- beneath the supers, so that the latter
age systtm is cheaper, much more are readily removed or tiered up as
quickly manipulated, safer from rob- needs be.— G. L. Tinker.
bers, easier, pleasanter, and gives
I think not, but a disadvantage
us the whitest honey, freest from bee- rather, as it would cause the building
bread— just as 1 have advocated for of brace-combs and ladder-steps to
over 15 years.— James Heddon.
the surplus chamber. There can cerI do not know, as 1 have never tainly be no need for such space, and
I think, however, the side all extra space is filled with comb to
tested it.
arrangement would not prove accept- bother awfully when manipulating.—
able.

It is too theoretical to suit

my-

J.

E. Pond.

and 1 think the idea could not
The advantage of a double beehave originated in the brain of an ex- space is this
The lower bee -space
Pond.
pert.— J. E.
will
contain the brace-combs that
Top-storage secures as good results with only one bee-space would be atas side-stoiape, and requires less tached to the bottom of the sections,
labor. You speak of an "outside" or to the wide frames, if they are
entrance; in what way does it differ used. No brace-combs are built in
from an "inside" entrance? If no the vpper bee-space, and when the
comb guides or starters are used, the supers are taken off, the bottoms of
self,

:

combs may be built crosswise.— W. the sections are clean.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Hutchinson.
"
I would prefer a " single bee-space
The difieience is. as practicable is

Z.

to impracticalile.

Side-storing

is

the brood and the surplus
departments, if there was any way of
preventing the bees from sticking the
two apartments together; but as this
cannot be done without the "double
bee spaces," in the way of metal
queen-excluders, honey-boards, or my
slotted top-bar frames, I find the
"double bee-spaces" a greater ad-

of between

doubtful utility when no divisionboard is between, and is entirely impracticable with a permanent division
between the brood-nest and the side
department. Bees work best over the
brood-nest because the heat and odor
of the bees rises and fills the surplus
cases more to the taste of the bees

Query 455.—
would It do to net
bees to work in the sections early, by first placing
a frame of sections with foundation starters, then
a frame of ripe brood and bees, then a frame of
sections, and another frame of bees and honey,
then a frame of sections, etc., alternating them ?
Would not this plan get the bees to work at once
in the sections? Mr. John Wileman could now
take a H ton of comb honey from his 8 colonies
worked on the above plan.— New York.

The

trouble

is

lots of pollen in

that you would get
the sections, by that

method.— Dadant & Son.
It would be sorry looking comb
honey gotten

much

in that way. I should
prefer the contraction plan.

G. M. Doolittle.
While your plan encourages the
bees to an early start in the sections,
attended with objections.— J. P.

it is

H. Brown.

The above plan would work

all

right, but with no satisfaction to me.
The }4 ton of honey to 8 colonies is

easy enough, provided the bees can
find nectar enough to convert into

honey.— H. D. Cutting.

The plan is excellent, though I
think one frame of brood would do
nearly as well as so many.
This, of
course, would only work where second story hives were in use.— A. J.
Cook.
It would start the bees in sections,
but you can start tbem just as well by
putting in the super a single section
containing some honey uncapped. I
should not like the proposed plan.
C. C. Miller.
With my hive construction and
locality no such extra labor is needed;
again, the comb would be apt to be
stained— it might contain pollen, also.
If I considered a manipulation of such
nature advantageous, I sliould take
advantage of it by quickly placing a
case of sections between the two cases
of my new brood-chamber. We must
learn to avoid time consuming manipulation. —James

Heddon.

" For the
cannot understand why
any one has got to induce the bees to
go to work in the section-cases if the
brood-nest is crowded with brood and
honey, and there are field workers
ready, and honey in the flowers waiting to be gathered. Under such cirIt

life

would not do for me.

of

me "

I

i'HE AMERICAJST
cumstances, when I adjust a sectioncase on the hive, the bees will take
possession of it, and have their heads
stickinR up through the openings at
the top of the case before I can put on
Get your
the quilt and hive-cover.
brood-chambers "chock full" of
workers of the right age to gather
honey, and have the brood-nest full of
unhatched and hatching brood, put
on your section-cases at the right
time, and if your bees do not store
honey promptly and rapidly, you just
set it down that there is no honey in
the fields. I do not want any brood
close to my nice honey in the sections.
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been crowded with bees. Like every
thing else, it blossomed unusually
early, so that some was entirely out

bloom by .July 22, and looks now as
would throw out no later bloom.
Our good editor intimates that
those are short-sighted who have
failed to provide honey-plants to meet
a dearth. Now, friend Newman, do
you know any one who has as much
of

O

This mark
Indicates that the apiarist Is
located near the center ot the state named
east;
6 north of the center; 9 south;
•O west; and this (^ northeast:
northwest:
o> southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

^

ror the American Bee

Effects of
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Drontli-Sweet Clover.

— G.W. Demakee.

DR. C. C. MILLER.
This plan would undoubtedly start
On page 467, Prof. Cook is quoted
the bees to work in the sections, but
too much "machinery," and assaying: "The season has proven
it is
they will start soon enough if the that drouth alone does not surely presections have drawn comb, if there vent the secretion of nectar by the
I venture to make the
is any honey being gathered in excess flowers."
How much assertion that the season has proven
of what is being used.
get
from
8
that
drouth alone does surely prevent
honey did Mr. John W.
colonies worked upon some other plan? the secretion of nectar by the flowers.
How about pollen and brood in the I have no doubt Prof. Cook is right
as to the amount of drouth in his
sections V—W. Z. Hutchinson.
I do not think this plan will "pan locality this year, and it is undoubtout" well at all. The brood-chamber edly true, I think, that a moderate
drouth is favorable rather than otheris the proper place in which to rear
brood, and all attempts that I have wise for securing a Crop of honey. Mr.
heard of in the direction of this query, Quiiiby, if I remember correctly,
Many plans claimed that the best time for storing
have proved failures.
seem very fine in theory to the novice, honey rapidly was when it was so dry
that in practice prove worse than that farmers were just beginning to
I suppose
valueless, and in my opinion the re- complain of the drouth.
sult that will follow working on the the reason is that at such times the
above theory, will give brood when nectar is partially evaporated when
and where it is not wanted, and no gathered by the bees, and of course
extra honey as a recompense.— J. E. the less water the bees are obliged to

if it

as a single acre of melilot all in one
piece ? If you do, please get him to
rise and explain how it was done. If
sown on the roadside almost any time
of year, I think it will grow, but I do
not know how to get a field of it, and
I have sown more than 20 acres with
a result of not more than about an
acre in all growing. I should like to

know how

to

go to work to sow a

field

of it so as to be reasonably certain of
getting a fair stand.

Marengo, 5

Ills.

[Mr. C.H.Dibbern, Milan, Ills., (see
page 458), has sown three acres of it
before, and will, no
doubt, inform our readers " how to do
it," as requested by Dr. Miller.

more than he had

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo.,
say on page .502, that they have an
acre of it, and that the bees worked
on it from morning till night. " They
add thai

it is the only flower that has
secreted nectar in any quantity this
season."
Prof. C. E. Thorne, of the Ohio
State University, says " It will grow
carry into the hives in the nectar, the quite luxuriantly in hard, poor clay,
Pond.
more honey they will store in a given
This is a successful method of length of time. But let the drouth where even white clover will scarcely
beeworking for comb honey.
live at all, and grows much more

A
continue long enough, and become
Pennsylvania took 100
severe enough, and the case is quite
pounds of comb honey in sections different.
from a colony of Syrio- Albino bees
It is a little risky to make almost
worked on this plan the present poor any
positive statement about bees,
season, and increased to 6 colonies.
there are so many chances of being
It is easy to get the bees started in
mistaken, but I can at least say that
the sections. If the frames of secI believe that drouth alone is respontions, just before being sealed, are
sible for the fact that most of my collifted to an upper case, the honey will
onies this first day of August have
be very nice. This method is usually less honey than when taken out of the
practiced without separators.— G. L.
cellar. To be sure, it is no ordinary
Tinker,
drouth— no such drouth has ever
While it may get the bees to start been known here. Along the roadearly, the plan is too objectionable to sides I have seen clover that looked
be recommended.- The Editor.
as if a fire had passed over it, and I
have no doubt the roots were utterly
dead. In other places the clover is
Convention Notices.
not killed, and even at this date many
blossoms are seen, but the bees seem
Illi1^^ The next meeting of the Northwestern
to get little or nothing from it.
Of
and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
keeper

in

nois
Association will be held at ". J. CumminEs, in
Ouilford, 4 miles northeastof Rockford. Ilia., on
Thursday, Aug. 18. 1887.
D. A. FULLER. Sec.

^F" The redar Valley Bee-Keepers' Association
win be held at Waterloo. Iowa, on Sept. fi and 7,
1887. The Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Produce and
Supply Union will meet with the above Association. This meeting will be made both pleasant
and profitable to bee-beepers. All interested in
apiculture are cordially Invited to attend. Do not
be discouraged with this year's crop, but come and
have a good time.
H. B. Hubbard, See.

ITnton Contention at ClUcago.— The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers* Society will
meet In Joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. NovemThis date will
ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
occur during the second week of the Fat
Stock Show, when excursion rates will be
very low.

:

rapidly than red clover in any soil,
while in the soils that are, as is said,
clover-sick,' it thrives as well as anywhere. It is a good forage plant for
bees and for cattle, and is well adapted for soiling, as it makes a growth of
4 to 6 feet during the season, and is
said to bear two or three cuttings.
German analysis gives its hay a feeding value of $15 per ton as against
$16 28 for very good red clover hay.
'

A

While red clover, upon which our
farming in many sections, and especially in clay lands, depends so
essentially for crops of grain,

is

be-

coming more and more uncertain, it
course it may be said that some other would seem to be worth while to try
influence prevents the secretion of
nectar, but the clover killed outright this fast weed as a resource for reby the drouth is, at least, strong pre- cuperative green manuring, in heavy
'

sumptive evidence that drouth prevents nectar-making.

s'weet clover.
It is no little to the credit of sweet
clover
that during this terrible
drouth, when the ground in many
places is dry as an ash-heap, and when
the pastures in .June and July have
looked like October, and acres upon
acres of oats have been cut down as
hay it is no little to the credit of
sweet clover, that through all it has
looked fresh and smiling, and has

—

'

soils especially."

But

its

greatest

recommendation

for the general bee-keeper is the fact

that

it

requires no especial cultivamaking it particularly de-

tion, thus

sirable for roadsides and commons.
Being a biennial, the seeds possess
great vitality, and may be kept over
for a long time, and scattered a handful at a time, as opportunity

or a bare place develops

itself.

offers,

Where
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possible to devote even a limited time cle as does the producer of choice
to its cultivation, the ground may be fruit or butter.
As a medicine, honey has great
plowed and the seed lightly harrowed
value and many uses. It is excellent
under in the fall with winter wheat, iu most throat and lung affections,
or planted with barley
or in early and is often used in place of cod liver
Occasionally
spring it can be sown with wheat, oil with great benefit.
there are found people with whom it
oats or rye, without detriment to the
does not agree, as is the case with
grain.
If wanted, however, in its other articles of food, but the magreatest perfection, it should be jority can learn to use it with benefiChildren,
who have
planted in drills 4 feet apart, and once cial results.
more natural appetites, generally prehilled up with the cultivator. Sweet
fer it to butter with their bread.
clover blooms and yields nectar con- Honey is a laxative and sedative, and
tinuously in this latitude from about in disease of bladder and kidneys it is
June 10 till Aug. 1, when the first an excellent remedy. It also partakes
of the .medicinal properties of the
seed crop matures, which is succeeded plant from which it was gathered. It
with a new foliage and profuse second has much the same effect as wine or
bloom about Aug. 15, and this con- stimulants, without their injurious
effects, and is unequaled in mead and
tinues till winter sets in. If a part of
harvest drinks. As an external apthe field be mown about July, it will plication it is irritating when clear,
bloom and yield nectar, except when and soothing if diluted. In most
rains are falling, or during the preva- country places the qualities of honey
are appreciated, and it is much used
lence of strong, adverse winds from
for croup and colds.
the middle of June till past the midIn preserving fruit in a natural
dle of October— certainly as long a state, the formic acid it contains
period as our impatient little workers makes it a better preservative than
can utilize it ; nor will it then cease sugar syrup. In cooking and confections it is also used,
to " waste its sweetness on the desert
Pawtucket,6 R- 1air," but after the advent of winter,
when all else has passed into " the
For the American Bee JoumaL
;

sere

and

yellow

leaf,"

its

modest

flowers will waft a fragrant good-bye
to the bees when on their last flight,
and leave pleasant memories for their

Season in Missouri-Sweet Cloyer.

long winter dreams.— Ed.]

We began

For tne American Bee Journal,

Interestini Facts aliont Honey.

SASnjEL CUSHMAN.
following is in my circular
which is given free to purchasers of

The

my

honey

Honey

JOHN NEBEL &

SON.

in

Having disposed of a number of
colonies this season, we now have 250
colonies left, and expect to double
these up to 200, and will try to winter
that many, although it will take considerable sugar to feed them.
live in hopes that we will have a good
yield next year.

We

High

nies ; all had an abundance of stores
for brood-rearing, and they bred up
very strong the forepart of the season,

Hill,o» Mo.,
For

A

tlie

July

30, 1887.
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Plea for "Extracted."

OLIVER FOSTER.
I notice that it is urged by some
that the word " extracted," as applied
to honey taken from the comb, is a
" misnomer," and should be changed

for a better

name.

It is also

argued

that we do not wish to be obliged to
explain to our customers what we

mean by "extracted honey." The
demand seems to be for a name that
will explain itself, or rather, that will
explain the article in question. Let
me suggest that it would take a name
long enough to fill a column in the

Bee Journal, more

of less, to

do

Ko one will ever know what
" extracted honey " is, until it is explained more fully than any name can
explain it.
few years ago, extracted honey
was a new article, hence the coinage
that.

A

The
a new name was demanded.
name "extracted" was coined and
ot

the season with 308 colo- has

been " legal tender " until reLet us see if it is a misnomer.

cently.

Webster says that the verb " exhoney they tract "means: 1. To draw out. 2. To
3. To withdraw by
stored as fast as they gathered it. It remove forcibly.
would have been hard at times to distillation, etc. 4. To take by selechave found one-lourth of a pound of tion. Kow, according to definitions
No. 1 and No. 2, is there a word in
honey iu some colonies.
the English language that will more
Fruit bloom did not yield well
white clover and raspberries were perfectly explain the source and nafull of bloom, but clover did not yield ture of the article than the word exany nectar the long continued drouth tracted ?
It is objected that there are so many
dried up the bloom very suddenly.
Basswood looked promising, was full article of commerce called "extracts,"
of bloom, but it did not secrete any the very name of which signifies that
nectar.
It bloomed hut 4 or 5 days, they have been changed from their
and since basswood there has been no original crude nature by some special
The answer is that the
bloom but sweet clover, of which we process.
have an acre, that was full of bloom. word extracted is not used in connecBees worked on this from morning to tion with any common article of comnight.
Sweet clover is the only merce excepting honey. The noun
flower that has secreted nectar in any '• extract " is not the word with which
and consumed what

little

is the only purely natural
a commercial form.
It is
the nectar of flowers gathered and
stored by the bees, and changed by
them to the smooth, mellow sweet
known as honey. It furnishes the
same element of nutrition as sugar
and starch— gives warmth and energy.
Starch and sugar when eaten, undergo
a digestive change before they are
assimilated.
In honey this change
has been made to a considerable ex- quantity this season.
tent by the bees. It is partly digested,
At this date there is no honey comeasy of assimilation, and concen- ing in at all ; bees are in a starving
trated.
condition.
We have been feeding
The longer honey is on the hive, the them for a week to keep up broodmore complete is this change. It rearing to get colonies strong enough,
derives its flavor from the blossoms so that if there is any fall honey they
from which it was gathered. There will be able to store enough for winis as much difference in honey as in ter use.
The prospects for a fall crop
milk or butter, and the same liability are slim.
The few showers we get
of adulteration. Owing to low prices, occasionally are not suflicient to keep
caused by improved methods and in- fall flowers growing, but they are
creased production, it is less adul- drying up. Today the mercury was
terated than formerly ; probably no at 106'-'. Our bees did not increase
more than other food products. When any we have not had a single swarm,
every producer's name is on each and have heard of but 3 or 4 iu the
package, he thinks as much of his county. There are a good many abreputation for producing a good arti- sconding swarms passing over and

sweet

settling iu our apiaries, day after day.
Bees iu the trees in the woods will
surely all starve.

;

;

we

are dealing, at

all.

When we

hear of extracting a tooth,
or of taking an extract from a book,
the thought of drugs or culinary supplies is not suggested, because we

know something of these things. So
when people know something about
extracted honey, I think the name
will not be very objectionable.

Mean-

time, if we cannot spare the time to
explain what extracted honey is, we
might just refer our inquiring customers to their dictionaries (V). Much
would be gained if each bee-keeper
would write or select for his local
paper, such articles as will enlighten
the people on this and kindred subSuch a course would help
jects.
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wonderfully in developing a home be, and I think they are, ashamed of
for honey.
their work.
All the names that have been sugThe fall flowers are beginning to
gested thus far are objectionable. bloom. If we could only have one
" Combless honey " I think, with the
good rain, it would help us out amazEditor and others, is the least so but ingly.
I should like to attend the
then it applies as well to the old- convention at Ciiicago in November,
fashioned ' squeezed " honey, to adul- but it will all depend upon the next
terated honey, as to the genuine ex- 5 or a weeks of the honey season.
tracted. Besides, it does not sound
Bravo, P Mich., July 30, 1887.
well. " Free honey " sounds well, and
In
it would attract many customers.
For tbe American Bee Joumnx
such a season as last, with some beealmost
answer
men 1 know, it would
without explanation; but we could
Willi Bees— Swarming,
not afford to advertise '-free honey "
this year without an explanation
ARTHUR BARNES.
If we must have a nev7 name I
Finding the following in the New
think simply "honey'' would be as
good as any name that has been sug- York Sun for July 20, 1887, and havobjections
to
gested, but there are
ing a good laugh over it, I send it to
the Bee Journal so that its readers
any new name that can be ottered.
'•
The honey extractor "' is becoming may laugh over it, too. Here is the
a household word among the people. article
It
is exhibited, operated and exThe ubiquitous Star reporter was
plained at nearly every State and strolling along a country road last
County Fair, and on the premises of Wednesday, it was just at that hour
nearly every one who keeps a dozen when Nature in her loveliest evening
colonies of bees. I fancy the custo- dress,
conscious that the friendly
mer who is familiar with "this machine shadows conceal every blemish on her
" I want
and its product will say
fair face, strives to beguile with most
none of your new fangled honey. potent witchery the hearts of men.
Give me the genuine extracted."
The pale Sky was blushing with the
Mt. Vernon.o Iowa.
last kisses of her departed lord, a
tender light touched the purple hills,
the roadside fences were hung with
For the Amertcan Bee JoanmL
vines whose every leaf was jeweled
with dew, thick-fleeced ewes with
Very Little Honey— Taxing Bees,

demand

;

Mlmi

!

:

'

'
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quaintance of the guardian of the
peace
" Why, McFinney, how do you do
Great Scott
What's the matter ¥
Small-pox V" exclaimed the reporter,
as he saw the red swellings covering
Mr. McFinney's face, and the hand
that had been ungloved to clasp his
!

I

!

own.
" Bees," said
"

Ah

Very

McFinney ,laconically.

So you are keeping bees

!

interesting

intelligent,

V

little

creatures I have heard."
" Young man," said the veiled expoliceman earnestly, " my advice to
those about to monkey with bees is
don't. I've been at 'em for two days
now, and I tind 'em something too intelligent
they can find a hole in a
veil so quick it makes you dizzy. And
interesting
They're like a detective
story
when they hump up and get a
focus on you, you want to finish 'em."
Mr. McFinney smiled feebly at his
humorous conceit, and, laying his
hand on the reporter's arm, continued
;

I

;

confidentially
" You know all the books say beekeeping is such a nice, clean, pleasant business.
So my wife thought
she'd like to try it. She said she
;

wanted some profit off the farm, and
bees wouldn't make any trouble, but
would just go to work and make
honey and money for us, and we
wouldn't have to hoe 'em, nor milk
'em, nor weed 'em, nor churn 'em, nor

nothing, but just let them set in the
sun and work. One of the neighbors
their frisky offspring disported themwanted to sell some, and we bought a
selves under the apple trees in the old
CHARLES WALKER.
dozen swarms and set 'em over there."
orchard, the low of kine returning
Mr. McFinney indicated the place
the pasture, "set with slender
little book came
with his thumb. "
On April 1, 1 took 75 colonies out from
galingale," came faintly to the reof the cellar, all in excellent condiwith 'em that told how to work 'em."
He
sat down on a
porter's ears.
tion. I have increased them to 108
" Well, yesterday my wife thought
mossy stone, first spreading his handcolonies ; but, alas, as yet we have no
kerchief carefully over it, drank in they'd been making honey for home
honey worth mentioning. I am feedethereal beauty of the scene, in- consumption long enough, and said I
ing some colonies that were destitute the
I
the breeze laden with incense must put in some honey boxes.
haled
of honey.
ever heard of feeding
closing blossoms, and went to my son Melville he was
stolen from
bees in July, in Michigan ?
listened to nature's narmonies rising making a fish pole— and told him to
The clover yielded very little honey, all around— the gurgle of the brooklet, put 'em in he said he was too busy
and dried up so soon. I took more the plaintive note of a whippoorwill. to fool with bees, so I had to do it. I
capped honey last season from one
frog, with a grunt of disgust, am afraid of bees and snakes. The
colony than I could have taken from plunged into the brook, and the re- book says to proceed boldly. I pro108 colonies so far this season.
" Hang the ceeded boldly, and took oft' a cover,
porter smote himself.
have had no rain to speak of since mosquitoes," he said, and. rising, had but the bees came t)ut, and I went
May, and the forest fires are burning walked onward a few paces when he away. The book said, if one were
up what fall flowers there might was startled by an uncouth figure timid, to wear veil and gloves, so I
have been; so I think we will not have sitting on the fence of a farm house, put on this rig but it makes a man
much honey to " go begging " on the which was dimly visible through the want to dodge when he sees a dozen
markets this season. I have visited trees in the gathering dusk.
just outside making for his eyes. The
several apiaries, and I found the same
book said to blow a little smoke into
The figure was sitting with its the hive to quiet the bees; but the
results in them.
If we get enough
from fall bloom to winter our bees on, elbows on its knees, and its face in very first time I tried that the bees
its hands, which were incased in large got as mad as the— as mad," concluded
we will do well.
Our supervisor has always assessed fur gloves. Stocking legs covered Mr. McFinney mildly.
bees in this township at $5 per colony, the arm from wrist to elbow, while a
"They went for me on all sides.
until this season.
fellow-apiarist black veil hung over the dilapidated Luckily I remembered that the book
and myself remonstrated with him, hat, after the coy fashion of Castilian said
It persistently assailed, reand finally persuaded him to lower dames. As the reporter drew near, it treat to the shade,' and I retreated to
shyly
sat
and
raised
its
veil.
erect
the assessment to the still high figure
the shade. But I got a few boxes in.
of $3 per colony.
This is probably Then in a voice which extreme dejec- By and by my wife came out and said
have
to
robbed
tion
seemed
of
surthe highest in the State, yet we had
the way to manage bees was not to be
shown him copies of the Bee Jour- prise, and which seemed familiar afraid of them. Some bees came out
" Good evening, and argued with her, and she went
nal and letters from other bee-keep- somehow, it said
ers in this State, on the subject of Mr. Blank."
tried a few more
back for a veil.
taxation of bees.
Looking closer the reporter recog- and slapped them in boxes in a way
Think of us paying taxes this sea- nized with astonishment the linea- that made the interesting and intellison on an assessment of §5 per col- ments of one whom in former days be gent creatures swear like blue blazes,
ony, and no honey to doit with This had known as a policeman in New till pretty soon a colony swarmed out,
is nearly as
bad as McCormick's York it was solely in the way of and my wife said, I must be getting
" bill " proposed sometime ago. Both business, that is, newspaper business, back to my work.' I thoiightl would,
originators of these " bills " should that the reporter had made the ac- too, for quite a few had taken up
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wife in the tree and sawed off the limb.
their quarters in my ear.
again,
bragged that she put the boxes in any It was a big limb up in the top

My

my wife was to steady it with a
pitchfork as it fell. Well, she missed
it; and the fork scraped off every

and

This morning I went out and
found the cover on cornerwise, and
the bees just red hot and boiling over
because the boxes were in bottom
side up, and one of the glasses was
way.

opinion, much more so. My view is,
that bees recognize one another more
by actions than by all things else.
Two facts in bee-nature are well
known, flrst, their senses are far more
They and their
delicate than ours.
little world are so much less than we
and ours, that what to us is so infinitesimal as to escape notice, to
them is a matter of some magnitude.
They can perceive what we cannot,
and it may be that in some way we
would scarcely imagine all their
senses aid in mutual recognition.
Certainly we know that, second,
bees know their own home, and that
chipfly by sight. They carefully study
their hive and its surroundings ; every

blamed bee. They doubled up and
turned all colors, they were so mad
and we
stove in. I told my wife that taking but anally they flew off again,
our dinner.
care of bees was nice girl's work, and were pretty tired and had
" After dinner I went out again and
we'd leave it to Jenny when she got
home from school."
found them on a lot of little twigs.
Mr. McFinney paused.
picked them off and laid them in
" Have they swarmed any yet V" the I
front of the hive, and kind of brushed
reporter asked sympathetically.
'em along toward it. After awhile
An ominous light gleamed in Mr. they all went in, and then after
They
McFinney's eye. He had evidently awhile they all came out.
been touched in a tender point, but crawled all over the hive, and Mr.
he answered gently
Jordan, the man I bought them of,
mark is cognized and remem" Yes, they swarmed to-day. Yes, came up and looked at "em with me. little
bered. Now, when a bee enters her
I think they swarmed this morning. He said he didn't see what they were home, she knows it she feels at home
I was hilling the corn when my wife doing on the outside of the hive. and acts accordingly.
Her sisters
blew the horn for me, and I went They stayed there so long I got kind know by the way she acts that she is
over
9
It
was
about
crawl
down to the house.
of tired of seeing them
at home. If she goes into a strange
o'clock. My wife said the bees were each other and make faces at me, and hive, she goes either designedly or by
off
and
'em
hive
a
had
a
brush
she
I'll
and
guess
swarming,
I
I said
m stfilf ft
Mr. Jordan put on
sheet and a brush and some sweeten- into the sheet.'
Now nature is spontaneous. In
won't
the
tipI
in
guess
Way
up
ready.
I
said
water
and
ed
his hat
whatever form manifested, it wells
So I brushed 'em into out as a matter of instinct.
plant
top of an apple tree there were a lot stay, then.'
of bees making an awful circus about the sheet, and they all flew up and or an emotion springs up with the
a big black bunch that hung from a lighted on a fence over our swamp. I same spontaneity.
The man or bee
limb, and when I looked at it I saw it jammed my hat on and I said to my- that follows his instincts, shows
was one crawling mass of bees. My self, 'Thomas McFinney, don't let it guilt or innocence— caution or fear.
wife said to go up a ladder and knock be said that you couldn't collar a It is generally to be supposed that no
them into the basket and let it down. swarm of bees,' and Melville and me bee will enter a strange hive except
So when they had all settled I climbed went down there. We spread the for purposes of plunder.
The bee
up the ladder, but I thought it might sheet over the hummocks in the bog that seeks ingress to a hive for the
had
the
soothe them to sprinkle some of
and set the hive on it. Melville
purpose of robbing, knows that she is
sweetened water on them, and when on his gum boots, so he waded in and a robber she seeks to steal her way
About
puppy
that
the
sheet.
found
the
I came down I
dummed 'em into
with fear and dread. The home bees
had drank it up and tipped over the a quart fell into the water and perceive the signs, recognize her as a
hive and chewed up the sheet and hid drowned.
They sissed when they robber, and treat her accordingly.
Well, we got 'em all touched the water as though they
the basket.
M. Schachinger thinks that, after
ready again, and then I went up and were red hot. But the rest were so
has been successful a few
sprinkled the bees, and came down tired that pretty soon they crawled the robber
entering and leaving a hive,
and got the basket and a long handled into the hive and we've put it in times in
that she can go and come with imegg beater."
place. I hope they won't come out
punity, because she has acquired the
" What !" said the reporter.
again to-morrow," said Mr.McFinney
do not
" It was a patent thing that we not very hopefully. " I told my wife scent of the colony. If so, why
sister bees perceive- the foreign
couldn't ever make work, and Mrs. that it needs a younger man than me her
by that in recogMcFinney thought I could poke them to gallop and climb and swim after scent,and,if governed
repel her as an
another,
one
nizing
Mr.
I couldn't get her bees, and a more active."
off the branch with it.
Likewise, how can she
near enough on the ladder, so I McFinney felt of his shoulder ten- intruder?
few times until she acthat
succeed
veil,
the
held
hat
and
climbed up in the tree and
derly, and, taking off his
scent y Evidently they do
the
quires
sticky
and
scraped
his
swarm
through
basket under the
passed his fingers
not judge by smell alone, if at all. It
them into the basket I don't believe hair.
bee that
is easier to assume that the
the water had soothed them much
can walk in as though she belonged
they hissed just like snakes when
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
there— makes herself at home— can go
they fell into the basket, and my wife
and come in safety. To attribute so
made me nervous. She kept telling
much design to a bee may be assumHow Bees Know One Anotlier.
me I was smashing them against the
ing a great deal, but bees are certainly
limb. Then 1 began to let the basket
creatures of volition. They will, and
GEO. F. ROBBINS.
down, but it turned over in the air,
do. Hence, it is reasonable to conand they all came out and flew most
do enter, load and
When I first began to study bee- clude since some
every way, but chiefly my way. They
perhaps in obepartly
that
return,
was
taught
I
bee-keeping,
seemed to think it was all my fault. books and
instinct that prompts
the
to
dience
another
by
one
recognize
bees
that
One 'gentle Italian worker got unwills to go into
I took it for her to steal, the bee
the sense of smell.
der my veil and shut up my eye."
with an
true, for that the hive she means to rob,
was
that
that
granted
The reporter had noticed the pecuassumption. air of business and familiarity that
general
the
seemed
to
be
liar expression given to Mr. McFinIf there is
After awhile I saw doubts of the disarms the inmates.
ney's face by the mishap.
her, the
at length de- anything suspicious about
and
expressed,
theory
"Pretty soon," he went on, "they
habits of home bees simply examine her carethe
watching
from
cided,
and
all went back to the same place
innocently, ana
that the view could not be fully, she submitting
just exactly the same thing happened bees,
suflicient evidence
I have never seen the if thev do not find
sustained.
the
whole
only this time
over again
M. Schachinger, of imposture, she is allowed to pass.
swarm went for me, and I tumbled assumption proven.
He
page
422, does not prove it.
But if a bee or bees go into a
on
hive
as
I
the
the
tree.
I
hit
out of
chasms be- strange hive with no intention to
came down, and hurt ray shoulder leaves some very broad
In certain cases
conclusion.
steal, what then?
some, and the sweetened water got tween premise and
often do, and generally with perMy wife said she It may be the opinion of the reader they
all over my hair.
It is safe to say that
safety.
didn't see what was the idea in tip- that I can no more logically draw my fect
fight except in case one
ping the basket over every time. conclusions from the premises, but 1 bees never
reason to regard the other
They flew into another tree this time, am certain I have a theory just as party has or trespassers. The entire
and we set up the hive, and I got up reasonable as the above, and, in my as robbers
;

;
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secret of uniting successfully is to do
it at a time or under circumstances
wlien that will not occur.
1 never
could unite 2 colonies safely at a time
when bees are flying. Each party
takes the other to be intruders, and
But on
they will fight to the death.
a cool or cloudy day, or in early morning or late evening any time when
bees remain quietly at home— I may
unite them in any way I may desire.
The fact that no bees are flying— that
it is no time to be out— seems to preclude the idea that either party can
be intruders. If they recognize one
another as strangers at all in such
cases, they can at least do so as
readily by actions as by odor. But
the following examples indicate, if
they do not prove, tnat bees do not
recognize one another by scent
I can put a new swarm into a hive
with another colony generally with
perfect safety.
They know no home,
and they go into the hive with the intention to make it their home— not as
enemies.
have often known a
I
swarm that issued and then returned
to the same hive, in returning be

—

joined

by

another swarm, and no

fighting be done.
Young bees out of
the hive for the first time, often by
mistake go into the wrong hive unmolested. If I move a hive to some
other location, and leave the old
stand vacant, the flying bees, when
they return and find their old home
gone, after soaring around the place
awhile, will quietly and safely enter
some contiguous hive. They apparently think either that this must be
their home, or they will, like the
homeless swarm, make it their home.
In the above cases they at least do
not act like intruders.
have no
certain evidence that they are recognized as foreigners.
If they judge
by odor alone, strangers would be
certainly known as strangers, and
promptly met as trespassers.

We

Mechanicsburg,0
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Labels for Honey,

am

not favorably impressed with

"Combless" would suggest

many

to

new

process

make honey

iHONEYj
(In ilio

Comb,)

Feeciini Bees for Winter Stores.

STAtTFFER.

The surplus honey crop this season
will be very short, hardly one-third
of an average yield, taking the counand in some localities not a
try over
pound will be gathered. Those fortunate enough to have a surplus should
be slow in selling, as by holding it
until cool weather a good price can

C. H.

anil 1887.

CHAPMAN.

Ob, my, my dish veedlngall dose pees
To keep um lite to ty,
lah pout der only cash I sees—
Dis ahummer Ish so try.
I

Von hundret schvarmB und
Mit empty combs ish all
I

vifty-doo,

gets dish long, try

shummer drue,

Mlt notings

fall.

in

der

Von

rainy veek might grow von veedB,
To got some honey mit,
Und makes von some der winter feeds,
Und save mine money yet.

DEMAREE, Chicago,

lif

stuff— dots pad

A»h " Vilcy's lie." Vel, von can't gif
Nor sell vot he don't had.
Oh Heben, git von copyous showers,
1

Mit sunshine vedder doo,
lite each vilted flowers
Of effry kind und hue.
Coboctah, Mich., July 29, 1887.

Und vake do

For the

"Nectar"

ys.

'h.

<*
/^

FROM THE APIARY OF

|G. W.

Mine Pees

On glucose

" combless " as a distinctive commercial name for honey out of the comb.
innocent people that some
had been resorted to, to

For tae Amencaa Bee Journal.

Mine shildren nor mine pees can't

W. DEMAKEE.

G.
I

etc.

J.

B.

Amencan Bee Joumaia
Extracted Honey.

POND.

The need of a word in place of " extracted," has long been recognized,
but as yet I have seen nothing sugwithout comb.
When we look at the gested that would appropriately ml
matter philosophically, honey is honey, its place. So far a prefix to the word
What " honey " in the form of an adjective,
in or out of the waxen cells.
we need most is a name that needs no has seemed necessary to the fruitful
explanation, and I believe that we brains of those who are offering an
exchange. Now why not drop the
Ills.|

IHONEY,!
|0.

(Taken from the Comb,)

^

FROM THE APIARY OP

|

W. DEMAREE, Chicago,

Ills.|

Ills.

Farmers' Budget.

A. F.

A

great many careless
bee-keepers will neglect their bees and
lose them, and by spring will be
obliged to buy again, when good
prices can be obtained by those having them to sell.
Besides, the honey markets will be
entirely bare of honey by next season,
which will insure good prices for the
next crop.
So be sure and have your
bees in good condition for winter.
Sterling,^ Ills.
profitable.

such a name by-and-by.
Please study the drawings introduced
above, as lables for honey ?
" Comb honey " is quite a modern
misnomer. " Iloney in the comb " is
will drift to

more

correct as a

name

com-

for it in

mercial circles.
Christiansburg,6 Ky., July 28, 1887.

word honey, which really means comb
honey, and take a single noun that
will not only fill the gap, and be
euphonious, but that also is a true
synonym for honey out of the comb ?
The word I mean is " nectar," Why
not adopt it ? All that is required is
to put it into general use, and the
"job " is done.
For myself I cannot see why " nectar " is not more appropriate than
any that can be adopted. Any word
that we can select, will be subject,
of course, to the criticisms that may
but
be made in regard to purity
" nectar " will apply to the liquid or
granulated form. At any rate I offer
it as my contribution to the fund of
nomenclatory terms, and really hope
it will be looked upon with favor by
the " crowd."
;

Demaree, we are
same conclusions. On
"Combless honey" does not seem
page 435 we remarked as follows
to me to be just the thing; we might
We much prefer to call honey out say
a headless hat, a footless boot, a
It is already being of the comb, simply " Honey," and
be obtained.
coatless man, or a headless hair; but
quoted in some places at 15 cents per that not taken out, " Honey in the such use would seem (and does to me
pound, and no doubt it will be worth Comb.'" Now will some one else try
seem) as inappropriate as can be and
18 to 20 cents by fall.
to suggest a new name V
" combless honey " seems so too. I
Our own bees have hardly made a
that we think the name hope some word other than extracted
confess
We
living since
fruit bloom.
White
will be adopted.
clover and basswood were total fail- there suggested is less objectionable
Foxboro,o* Mass.
ures, and on account of the drouth no than any other so far brought out.
;

[As

last,

coming

Bro.

to the

:

;

crop can be expected.
This has We see but little objection to the adbeen the poorest season here that we
words " taken from the
since
have had
I began bee keeping, ditional
comb," as suggested by Mr. Demaree.
18 years ago.
Bees must be fed, and to get them But, if " taken from the combs," it is
in good condition for winter feeding
and there we are, landed
extracted
should be done early.
Will it pay
Certainly— as after poor seasons is the back at the starting point. There is
time when the bees are the most but a shade of difference.- Ed.]
fall

'?

;

[The objection to the substitution

word " nectar " for honey, is
that it is the proper name for all " the
sweetish secretions of the glands of
plants "—including honey. It would
therefore be entirely inappropriate to
use it as a substitute for honey.— Ed.]
of the
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Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1887.

place of Meetino.

With regard to the kind of food, I
should prefer honey, at a time of year
when the bees could fly freely but if
there is plenty of bee-bread in the
hives, or of pollen in the fields, canesugar will do well. I think I would
get the cheapest quality of sugar or
syrup, which the bees will take readily.
For food during confinement, I want
the best grades of granulated sugar,
and whenever this is used, a proper
;

Nov. 16-18.— North American, at Chicaeo. Ills.
W. Z. Hutcbinson, Sec. RogersviUe, Mich.
Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Mich".
li. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

WW

In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

amount

of tartaric acid or cream of
tarter should be added to the syrup.
I use tartaric acid, and about a level
tea-spoonful, or a little more, to every
10 pounds of sugar. Three pounds of
water is right for 10 pounds of sugar,
unless you wish to make the syrup
thinner than ripe honey.

Honey-Lemonade— J. M. Shuck,
Usually I think it would pay the
Des Moines,© Iowa, sends this recipe bee-keeper to perpetuate the life of
for honey-lemonade

Make

:

in the usual way, using
instead of sugar nothing can
it

honey
be used as a summer beverage that is
more grateful and refreshing. Try it.
Many thousands of pounds of honey
may be used in this way, and the
;

users

all

be benefited.

Melissa as a Honey-Plant.— J. R.
Thomas, Madison, 6 Nebr., on July
30, 1887, says

For a number of days 1 have been
watching the bees as they play upon
the large pasturage of " melissa
that Mr. A. C. Tyrrel has provided
for his bees.
The humming is fully
as loud over the flowers as a full
colony of bees on the wing at swarming time ; and they work on it from
early dawn until dark. I saw 20 bees
on a single plant.
With the knowledge I have of this plant, I would not
keep bees without also keeping
melissa for them.

Feeding Sugar during a Drouth.

— S.

L.

July

29, 1887,

Pervier, Mineral, 6

Ills.,

oh

asks:

What shall I do with my bees ? I
have 40 colonies fairly strong, but no
honey— not a pound to a colony— on
account of the drouth. Will it pay to
buy sugar and feed them ? If so,
how much
a day

y

shall I feed to each colony
Please give full directions.

[As Mr. Heddon feeds sugar to his
bees for winter stores, we have requested him to answer the above. It
is as follows :— Ed.]
Supposing that Mr. Pervier does
not wish to stimulate brood-rearing
(and I think I should not in his circumstances), I would advise having
the feed the consistency of ripe honey,
and feeding 10 to 20 pounds at a time.
Feeding by dribs, or little at a time,
stimulates reproduction of bees,which
consumes a great portion of the feed,
and which 1 should not desire. I am
not afraid of old bees for winter I
prefer them, and small or average
;

sized colonies to large ones.

Bees

live

a long time if they do not labor much.
Older bees are less liable to disease
from the retention of fecal matter.

his colonies until another season, if
he has to feed them all they can consume until that time. There may be
exceptional cases in which he had

honey-plant— common in waste-places
on good soil. The other with a small
flower in clusters is Galium boreale or
bed-straw. This belongs to a noted
family comprising the Madder-plant
as well as coffee and cinchona or
Peruvian bark.
It is a common
plant; honey qualities not remarkable.
Can it be that the bees are injured by
Asckpias or milk-weed V This is the
season of the year for these flowers.
Sometimes the bees are-caught on the
flowers themselves, and sometimes
clogged with the pollen-masses to
such an extent that they are unable
to fly, dropping anywhere, and vainly
struggling for release.— T. J. Burrill.]

Half a Crop from Basswood.—Ed-

better chloroform them all, provided mund R. Buller, Campbellsport, Ont.,
there is no brood to perish in the on July 26, 1887, says
combs. I trust that this year's exBees have done very poorly here
perience will fully impress upon the
Clover and basswood
minds of all bee-keepers, that it costs this season.
have not produced more than half a
money to produce honey.
crop,
owing to dry, hot weather.
I feed by the use of atop-feeder,full Basswood
trees
were loaded with
size of the hive, with the capacity of bloom,
yet many of them were
18 pounds to one filling. It is robber- scarcely touched by the bees. There
proof, emitting little or no odor from will be very little fall honey if we do
the feed, is proof against daubing the not get more rain soon.
bees, and admits of
examination,
filling or refilling without coming in
contact with the bees, or offering any
Plenty of Fall Flowers Expected.
exposure to robbers. I will add that —Andrew Craig, Empire, ? Dak., on
if you have no honey to feed, and no
July 25, 1887, writes
bee-bread in the hive, or pollen in the
fields, I would advise you to expose
Last November I put 2 colonies into
rye or graham flour to the bees at the winter quarters, and on March 11,
same time you are feeding the cane 1887, 1 found one dead from queensyrup, and also for some time after- lessness. The other came out bright
ward.— James Heddon.
and strong, which I divided on May
27.
I bought two half-pounds of bees,
of which has built up immensely.
No Surplus Honey.—E. Liston, one
The old colony is storing a little surVirgil City, p Mo., on July 26, 1887, plus.
The first of the season was
says
favorable, but from May 15 to July 15
that
In this part of the country the sur- there was but one shower, so
(our only source) were
plus honey crop for 1887 is a ruinous wild flowers
getting scarce.
e are now having
quantity.
Unless It is extremely
"
"
favorable for fall production, it will plenty of rain, which is booming
sown
crops,
and wild hay,
be as nearly a failure as we have had the late
and will make plenty of flowers. Soon
for 18 years.
Last
goldenrod will be abundant.
fall my bees carried in honey and
Mint and Bed-Straw.— Wm. Rob- Eollen up to Oct. 28— one month after
eavy frosts. I do not know where
son, Rolla,© Mo., writes as follows
they gathered it, as we have no witchon July 24, 1887
Our honey is generally
hazel here.
I believe that my bees are being light amber colored, and very thick.
poisoned by something they are foraging upon.
Will some of the many
" ftuick Drained Honey," etc.— Dr.
bee-keepers give their experience respecting the actions of bees when H. Besse, Delaware,© O., on July 30,
poisoned ?
Several new kinds of
writes
flowers have made their appearance 1887,
this season that have attracted the
Mr. Editor :— I am glad that you
bees in clusters, which I would be object to all new names thus far proglad to know the name of. I enclose posed for extracted honey, and yet
two specimens to the editor, perhaps this name I have always thought obhe will give their names. They grow jectionable. Just think of combless,
from S to 24 inches high. I wish to uncombed, divided, separated, censtate that I do not think there is a trifugal, clear, slung, honey out of the
case of foul brood in the county.
comb, fluid, ex-comb, liquid, etc.
know that this is a fast
[The specimen with rather large Now, sir, you
age, and almost everything is done by
heads is Pycnanihemum lanceolatum, machinery and on the double-quick,
one of the mints. It is a fairly good I shall now propose for your numer:

:

W

:
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0U3 readers, as well as yourself, the
following name for consideration.
This name I at least consider well
adapted, and as appropriate as every
one can understand what is meant
when we say this is " quick drained
honey." This name I propose, as the
honey has to drain down on the inside
of the extracting can, and does it
quickly.
This I prefer to "quick
strained honey," as in olden times it
was all drained or strained honey that
was not in the comb but the drained

improved plan on April

1886.

17,

I

spent nearly $200 before I could stop,
for bees and fixtures, looking forward
for the income
but it has not come
yet.
My bees were poor and weak
when I bought them. I fed them 400
pounds of sugar lust year, to get them
through the winter. I did not lose
any, and I had but little increase.
This year the queens have stopped
laying, and the bees are killing off
their drones, and tearing out drone;
larvae.
I sowed buckwheat, mustard
was the cleanest and freest from dirt and rape seed this spring, getting a
The
honey
fair flow of honey and pollen for
and other impurities.
crop in this Slate is almost an entire brood-rearing, and a fair crop of seed.
failure, caused from a cold, backward I also sowed some white Dutch clover
spring, followed by a hot and dry seed, and some Alsike seed
neither
;
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side of the hives. All those who have
honey had better hold it, and obtain a
good price. Do not send it to large
cities like New York, Cincinnati, and
Chicago, but dispose of it at home,
unless you know who and what your

recipient
It is

is.

amusing

observe the various
about sophisticated

to

hallucinations

comb honey

in the city of Cincinnati,

The
surrounding environs.
prestige of the dirty lies published by
petty country newspapers concerning

and

its

the adulterating of comb honey still
seems to be augmenting. No time
should be lost in counteracting these
lies by our apiarists.
True is the
aphorism, " Evil news rides fast,
of them did any good. I want to try while good news baits."
some sweet clover and alfalfa clover
seed. Has any one given them a trial
" Expelled " Honey.-R.McKnight,
in Texas ?
Let us hear concerning
such plants as will stand the severe Owen Sound, Out., on July 30, 1887,
drouths of Texas.
says
;

summer.
[Webster

the
word
that
says
derived from drop, tear,
etc.
It means to " draw off by degrees ; to cause to flow graductlly ont.'"
Honey, when being taken from the
" drain "

is

If Mr. Deraaree wants a new name
comb, is thrown violently out.
Absolutely Pure Honey.— C. H. for extracted honey, how would " ex"
Drained honey is therefore not appli- Chapman, Cohoctah,o. Mich., on July pelled honey suit him ?
[As a name, " extracted honey " is
cable
extracted as a name is far su- 28, 1887, says
"
perior to drained .—Ed.]
Not seeing my favorite name for infinitely superior to expelled." The
" extracted " honey yet mentioned, I latter, even though quite correct, by
would suggest that it be called " ab- its familiar use suggests exile, ejectGood Yield from Clover.—H. P. solutely pure honey."
Would not
Faucett, Dilworthtown,cx Pa., Aug. that fill the bill V I shall try it on the ment, banishment, and punishment.
next lot of labels I get.
Sometime No we do not want a change, merely
1, 1887, writes
ago in explaining to parties in a —it must be an improvement. Ed.]
Bees are just "booming" on the neighboring
town what extracted
second crop of red clover.
I have
honey was, I called it " absolutely
Alsike clover in bloom now that was
"
Very Poor Season.— H. J. Rogers,
honey — pure as God places it
sown in the wheat last spring. My pure
in the flowers, and the bees gather it Stanard's Corners,? N. Y., on July
bees gathered a good crop of cherrytherefrom when I received at once 28, 1887, writes
blossom honey. Apple, locust, and an order for a
five-gallon crock full.
poplar, which are the main honeyIn regard to the season of 1887 as a
So I have since called it extracted or
producing flora, were a complete failhoney season, I can say that it is the
absolutely pure honey.
ure but clover produced more honey
poorest I ever knew. The apiarist
than in any year for 15 years. I had
[Inasmuch as '' absolutely pure who has a suflicient store of fortitude
20 colonies that stored 700 pounds of
honey " would also be applicable to to carry him over this year is the
surplus, nearly all comb. I had 16
"happy man." From 70 colonies I
swarms. I have taken 800 pounds of honey in the comb, it would not be ad- shall get on an average 20 pounds to
surplus, and have 200 uncapped sec- missable to adopt it as a name for the colony.
This will include the
tions besides. I have now .50 colonies honey out
of the comb ! It would only buckwheat, which is coming in now.
with plenty of stores to winter on.
confound matters. Suppose an order My bees did well on raspberries for 10
Black bees stored no surplus.
Italdays, and about one week of bassians did the best. Holy Lands next, should be sent to an apiarist or dealer wood. The early and continued drouth
and Carniolans did middling well.
in honey for 100 pounds of " absolutely destroyed almost
every vestige of
pure honey ;" he could not fill the clover. I do not think I have 10
pounds of clover honey, all told. I
No Honey, etc.—V. W. Keeney, order without writing for an explana- shall hold what honey I have for an
Shirland,5 Ills., on Aug. 1, 1887, says: tion, asking if it was desired to have advance, and I hope for a more favorable season next year.
I have not taken one pound of it in the comb or out of the comb
honey from 40 colonies, and had only Oh, no such a name is too indefinite
one swarm. I have been waiting for and meaningless
It is not half as
Poor Season— Chaff Hives.— J. G,
sometime to see the " big " reports good as the old name— " extracted!" Norton, Macomb, K3 Ills., on Aug. 2,
come in, but everybody seems to be
1887, says
quiet this season. There is no honey —Ed.]
in this part of Illinois, and a good
The honey season of 1887 can now
prospect to feed the bees and all other
Disposing of the Small Crop, etc. be said to have closed. The hot, dry
stock soon.
—Henry K. Staley, Pleasant Ridge, 9 weather destroyed all the clover, so
that there was scarcely any honey in
O., on July 27, ISsT, writes
it, and burned up everything that we
Bee-Keeping in Texas, etc.— J. H.
The honey crop of this part of Ohio might expect in the way of fall
"Woodman, Stephenville,6 Tex., on
seems to be a complete failure, little flowers. Bees will not have enough
July 25, 1887, writes
if any surplus being gathered.
Bees for winter supply, aud will have to be
The honey and grain crop in this built up nicely during white clover fed, or perish. This is the worst seaEortion of Texas is another failure, bloom, filling the brood-combs and son I have seen in the 14 years that I
In reading the dif.ast year and this year has been the rearing young, but what was the use V have kept bees.
hardest years on bees and people, on About this time the excessive drouth ferent letters objecting to chaff hives,
account of drouth, since 1860. Cotton set in, which has been so continuous I cannot but conclude that those peris drying up as well as the late corn
that there is nil, comparatively speak- sons have never used a genuine chaff
early corn is ripe. There is no honey ing, from which the bees may gather hive, or they would have been more
nor grain to spare in this locality. I honey, and the bees may be seen successful. I have been testing them
commenced the bee- business on the banging in huge bunches on the out- in this changeable climate tor six
;

!

—

:

;

:

;

1

I

!

!

:

:

:

;
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and I And them the only hive
that needs no shade in summer or
and my bees
Erotectiou in winter
ave always kept strong in them, and
ever ready for the honey- flow when it
comes. This is a good time to test
them, as regarding heat, as the thermometer has indicated 96° to 104° in
the shade for several weeks. It will
be very easy to bnd a market for all
the honey produced in the United
States this year.
years,

;

Section-Case— Bees and Grapes.—
Leonard Hammersmith, Amana,o»
Iowa, on July 30, 1887, writes
:

Mr. Editor

—I

have sent you one
of my section-cases for examination
"
"
few
views
of our " Arbor
also a
Apiary." My hives are square-edge,
with a bee-space above the frames, so
that I can lay on a zinc honey-board,
with a rim of wood MxlM inches all
around, and pile up 1,2, 3, or more
:

;

Our bees are
surrounded by grapevines. As I am often asked by visiting bee-keepers if they do any harm,
I would say no, they are a benefit. If
Concord grapes crack, as they generally do by wet weather in the fall, the
bees suck the overflowing juice and
prevent rotting.
I can prove by fifty
witnesses that bees will never hurt
grapes. We have within 100 yards of
the apiary, Delaware, lona, Brighton,
Catawba, Isabel, Champion, Concord,
and other kinds of grapes.
honey-cases

on

all

thereon.

sides

[The section-case

is placed in our
there are several
others very similar in all the essential
The views of apiary are
points.
placed in the Bee Journal, album.—

Museum, where

Ed.]

Severe Drouth, etc.— D. Millard,

Mendon,? Mich., on July

29,

had no experience in the use of 20 colonies for extracted honey, and
ducking for covers, till this year. I 12 for comb honey.
Up to July 4 I
like it well for summer use. I winter had taken 1,500 pounds of nice, thick
the
extracted
honey from 15 colonies. I
my bees on the summer stands,
caps being filled.
The American have also taken off 200 one -pound
sections,
worth
to
and have some 400 or 500
has
Journal
been
Bee
me fifty times its cost, and 1 take pounds to take off yet most of them
I was exgreat comfort in reading it. My bees being only partly "filled.
have done nothing this year. From pecting too much from linden, and
2-5
colonies I have taken only 60 put on too many sections for the crop.
pounds of comb honey. Talking 1 am satisfied with my crop, even if I
I have
about changing the name of extracted do not get any fall honey.
honey, I think of no name more ap- increased my apiary to 58 colonies by
"
My bees worked
propriate than pure honey " instead natural swarming.
well on red clover this season they
of extracted honey.
have honey enough to winter on.
[Why use the word " pure " before
" honey," meaning clear V Is not that
in the comb "pure honey," too?
Honey and Beeswax Market.
Would it not be better to call it
" clear honey," to distinguish it from
The following are our very latest
that in the comb V It is all pure, but quotations for honey and beeswax
CHICAGO.
not all in the comb.
HONEY.— New, in 1-lb. sections, 15@16c.; one lot
Ducking covers for the brood- sold
for 17c. Comb honey crop of 1k86 16 exhausted.
BBE8WAX.-220.
K. A. BUKNBTT,
frames will need no holes cut for
I

;

;

:

July

ventilation.

20.

161

Ed.]

KANSAS
HONEY.— We quote new
Ib.

sections, 14c.

:

dark

South Water

St.

CITY.
crop

_'-Ib8.,

1 l(tt

Choice white 2choice white

:

12c.

Difficulty in Naming Honey.— 1-lbs., 16®l8c. dark llhs., 12ffll4c. Calif, white 2lb8., 14C.T eitraC 2-lba., 12(*i3c.; C 21bs.. lO&Uc.
H. B. Geer, Nashville, 5 Tenn., on Extracted,
new crop, choice white, 8<jtl0c.; dark,
Calif, white. 8c.: amber, 6&7C. Prices firm.
5(ff7c
July 29, 1887, writes
BEESWAX.— 20 to 22c.
Aug. 3. HAMBLIN & BEAKSS, 514 Walnut St.

No

;

;

I find

no

difficulty

in

naming my

honey. When I say to a customer
" 10 pounds of honey," it is understood that I mean koney— not comb or
wax and when I say " 10 pounds of
comb honey," they know that I mean
honey in the comb. In my estimation
that which we call "extracted honey"
is entitled to the simple, pure, and
sweet name honey. If not, why not?
Again, if honey in the comb is not
comb honey, what is it ? Why then
put a handle to that which needs it
not. Let the public understand that
honey is simply honey, and comb
honey is honey in the comb. Put the
prefix where it will not be questioned.
;

1887,

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice white in 1-lb. sections, ought to
bring 15@16c. Extracted not wanted. Waiting for
the new crop, but it is very short and none ready.

BEESWAX.—28c.

July

26.

A. C.

KENDBL,

115 Ontario St.

DETROIT.
HONEY.— Some new white comb

sold at 12}^ct8.,

but prospects for better prices are good.

BKBSWAX.-23C.
July

-20.

M. H.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.- We quote

:

Extracted,white,5)i®5)^0;

amber, 5@5Kc.; dark, 4M'®5e. Comb, 2-lb8.,
Market firmer and prices
improving.
light

10(f(14c.; 1-lbs., 10<^15c.

BEESWAX.— 20(a23c.. Market firm.
19. SCHACHT & LEMCKB. 122-124 Davis St.

July

ST. LODIS.
HONEY.- Choice comb, 10® 12c. latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Htralned,
in barrels, 4@4Mc. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. I packages, M-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., 4^ig;.'-^;C. in cans, 5H to 6c.—
;

[That is just what we suggested on
page 435, a month ago, and we like it
Fully three-fourths of the bees in
very firm at above prices.
than anything suggested so Market
BEESWAX.- 21c. for orlme.
this vicinity perished during the win- better
Aug. 2.
D. O. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
Ed.]
far.—
ter and spring, and from what is left
SAN FRANCISCO.
we have obtained only about oneWe quote White comb. 123130.: exfourth of a crop of honey so far. The
Basswood Honey ,etc.— Edwin Hub- traHONEY.—
white comb, 14 to i.'ic.j dark, 7 to 10c. White
blooming season came on unusually bard, Oil City,*o Wis., on Aug.3,
amber, 4^@5c.; amber
1887, extracted, 5M<353ic.: light
and candied, 4Ji<a4?ic. Receipts light; poor crop,
early, and the bees were not in readiBEESWAX.— 21(a23c.
ness to gather the little nectar that says
O. B. SMITH 4 CO., 423 Front St.
July 25.
was secreted. The prevailing winds
I had 56 colonies to start this season,
MILWAUKEE.
were mostly from the northwest, and and have increased them to 73. So
HONEY.— Choice new l.lbs., 14®15C.: old l-bs.,
very dry, and to-day we are suffering far I have taken 1,600 pounds of ex- 12@12^c.:
not
in demand. I0@11c. White
2-lb8.
barrels, 7(ai7Hc.i in small tin
from the severest drouth known here tracted or combless honey, and 130 extracted in kegs and
cans, 7!^'a8c.: dark in kegs and barrels, 6(fll6Hc.: in
for many years. Everything is dried pounds in sections.
The most of it small tin cans, 6^6C. Market ready for new crop.
BEESWAX.— 2.1C.
up, and I am feeding my stock out of was gathered from basswood.
Bees
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
July 21.
the barn, and my nuclei colonies of are getting but very little honey at
CINCINNATI.
bees from honey gathered last year.
present, it being too dry. Honey sells
HONEY.— We quote for extracted. 3@7c. per lb.
for 10 to 15 cents per pound.
writes

;

:

:

.

Dncking

— H.
July

C.

for Covers— Pure Honey.
Gifford, Morris,5 Ills., on

29, 1887,

writes

:

have always covered my bees
with shingles and cut air-holes in
them to admit of ventilation. This
year I use 10 ounces of ducking to
cover the brood with. Will that admit enough ventilation, or must I
cut holes in that to let the breath and
steam of the bees escape, so that the
hive will be dry and free of bad air ?
I

Best

comb

good

to chctlce yellow.

Jun.

11.

brings

ll<gil4c.

Demand

improving.

BEESWAX.—Good demand,— 20®22c. per lb. tor

Crop.— Wm.
Satisfied with the
Malone, Newbern,9 Iowa, on July 30,
1887, writes

C.F.MITTH & Son. Freeman

St

Central At.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— 1-lb. packages

of white clover honey

at 13@15c.: 2-poundeat 11(all3c. Extracted. 5070.
Fancy white extracted in good

Sales verv light.
I wintered 42 colonies of bees suc- demand, but supply limited.
BEESWAX.- 26 otB. per lb.
cessfully last winter in a bee-cave
Chatham Street.
made purposely for them. But I took July 11. Bl^ki a Kiplkt. 57
them out too early— March 10. I lost
Our NeTV Book List on the second page
4 colonies by spring dwindling, and 6
the place from which to select the book
more came nearly dying, but they Is
yoi; want. We have a large stock of every
have built up, and are ready for the book there named, and can All all orders on
fall honey, if we ever get it. I worked the day they are received.
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I'Jre.— We are all " burned out." On last
Saturday, at 2:.30 a.m., fire was discovered

System and Snccess.

^^E^smiaAiHrv.^.1^

t» All who intend to be systematic In
thf ir work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use It.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
For 50 colonies
"

iBSued every Wednesday by

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

PKOPRrETORS,

923 J1925 WEST MADISONST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Vear.

ALFRED

ILL.

NEWMAN.

H.

BC8INI88 MANAGER,

<^:pfccial
To

^otius.

— It would save
would be particular
address and name, when

Correspondents.

UB much trouble,

if all

to give their P. O.
writing to this otBce.

We have several letters
(some Inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post>Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffloe and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
Is Anotber firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

Aa tbere
the name of

Journal " ou the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
houee), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

$1 00

(120 pages),
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

our shop and

In

The alarm was

store.

given, and all was done that could be done,
but it could not be saved ; $3,000 worth of

goods was burned up, representing years of
toll to us.

I want to say through the American Bee
Journal, that we will be unable to fill any
The larger ones can be used for a few col- more orders this season for any goods
onies, give room for an increase of numbers, except BEES and QUEENS, for which we
and still keep the record all together in one should be thankful to recive orders.
J. B Mason,
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
Mechanic Falls, Maine, Aug. 1, 1887.

"

THOMAS
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Siveet Clover, iMcUMus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $fi. 00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
price per yard, 4.t inches wide, 20 cents if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

;

Staonid any Subscriber receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have It stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

AT YOtm WRAPPER LABEL.

tW The Cortland

Union Bee-Keepers' Assocla-

tion will hold their annual basket picnic at Blodgett'B trout-pond in Cortland, N. Y., on August 23,
18H7.
All interested in bee-culture, with
families, are cordially invited to attend.

D. F.

their

Shattcck, Sec, Homer, N.

T.

I^r Sample Copies

of the Bee Journai,
be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this ofiBce,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

be on each package.

gidtrjertisjemjents.
TODD'S HONEY-CANDIES sell well at
Fairs— average wholesale price

l(ic 'g lb.;

cts. Honev and
on Commission, by— AR'i'HUB
^o^th Front St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

retail. 30 cts.

Mail samples, 25

Beeswax wanted
TODD,

21-22

31A13t

Ifacca Brnsbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
Webster's Dictionary
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postbees. We can supply them at 5 cents
It is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mall,
always useful to have a dictionary at hand odd 1 cent each for postage.
the
and
to
spelling
of
words,
to
to decide as
determine their meaning.

We «rtll Present

BY RETURN MAIL

SIX Warranted

Italian

Queens

|5 00
10 00

Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

|7~ Hate
26Atf

arrival gruaranteea.

H.

ALLEY, "Wenham, Mass.

;

money Orders

can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 3 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Bed Labels

[f

Preserve yonr Papers far reference,
you have no BINDER we will mall you

for

one-pound

pails of

—

and

retail.

See advertisement in another column-

SELF-INKING

RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000

one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the Bee Journai,.

TmpressionB for 10 cts.
Will last a life-time.
Everybody needs one.
It prints indelibly Envelopes, Letterheads,
Postal Card s.
rapplng-paper. Bags, Sections, Crates, ( 'artons,

W

We

ha-rc a large quantity of

WHITE
we will
per

lb.

CHOKJK

EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs

holding from 200

We nave now
honey, size 3x4^ inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
lupply them at the following prices
tor $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of
for $.'1.00

Dadant'sFouiidation Factory, wholesale

BeddinK. Rubes.Clothing-everything. Your
name, occupation and
add^e^s. with the machine complete, went
free by mail, for *i.00
P. O. Muney Order.
Extra i^-oz. bottles of
ink for -Jc. In stamps.
Address,

which
deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
Orders solicited.
lbs.

to 225 lbs. each,

:

;

;

:

;

apiaiiet printed

on them— by mail, postpaid.

Queens.- We

can mall a Tested Italian
best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

Queen (bred for the

E. Dnnran Snlffen, Advertising Agent.

Kow New York, inserts advertise
in all flrst-claes Nevrspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
3 Parli

ments

satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
free.

52A40t

Back Numbers of the Bee Journal for
year are getting scarce. If any of our
subscribers wiint them, they should
order them soon, or we may not be able to
supply them. Last tall we bad to refuse
many applications for them, as they were
Say so at once. If
all gone in September.
you want them.
this

new

GEO.T.HAMMONO,
Brockport,

Monroe

THE

Co.,

NewYorfc
^OEtf

".MII>«Jt.T

WANTED,
A1«L

the Bee-Men

who

see this advertise-

ment to fend us hundred pounds of 1 lb.
and 'J-lb. sections of While Comb Honey, as
sample, by Express, stating quantity and
price lor same. Cash, delivered m Kansas
CL,E.T10I\S, « LOON ic CO..
City.
Cor. 4th & Walnut, Sts., KANSAS CITY, MO.
30A4t
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W.

BEES and HONEY,
OR THB
an Apiary
and Freflt by

Management

of

and

it is with pleasure that he publishes the
following " sample :"

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS AiMrUan
Bee
Journal,

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the imSrovements and Inventions In this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything tliat can aid in the
Is

Gone where

dition.

Bugs, Flies, Beetles, Moths, Ants. Mosquitoes,
Bed-bugs, Insect?, Potato Bugs, Sparrows,
Skunks. Weasel, Gophers, Chipmunks, Moles,
Musk Rats, Jack Babbits. Squirrels. 15c. & 25c.

management of the honey-bee,

Bound

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hnndred.

the

&

323

HEN

in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

G.
925 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

andcomplete.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
5,000 Sold Since May, 1883.
More than 50 pafies, and more than 50 fine Illustrations were added In the ^'th edition. The whole
worfe has been thorouKhly revised, and contains the
ery latest in respect to bee-beeplnK. It 1b certainly
the fullest and most BClentlflc work treating of
the World. Price, by mall,Sl.S5. Liberal
bees
dlBOoant to dealers and to clubs.

m

Publisher,

AfiTlcultura] Collefie, Mlcb.

lAly

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

High Side WallB, 4
J.

lAtf

POJ^JQ BUGS

For Potato Bugs, Insects on
Vines, Shrubs, Tre«s, 1 pound
or half the contents of a $1.00
box of "Rough on Eats" (Agricultural Size) to be thorovghiy
irixedwith one to l^^o barrels
of plaster, or what is belter air
slacked lime. Much depends
upon thorough mixing, so as
to completely di.stnbute the jciscn. Sprinkle
it on platts, Irees or shrubs -when damp or
wet, and is quite effective when misi d with
While in
lime, dusted on without moisture
its concentrated state it is the most active
anJ strongest of all Bug Poisons; when mixed
as above is comparatively harmless to animals or persons, in any quantity they would
take. If preferred to use in liquid form, a table'
spoonful of the full strengtii 'Rough on Eats
Powder, well shaken, in a keg of water and
applied with a sprinkling pot, spray syringe
or whisk bmom, will be found ver>- effective.
Keep it well stirred up while using. Solo oy
all Druggists and Storekeepers. l.lc.SBc.&Sl.
E- S. Wells. Chemist, Jersey City. N. J.

MANUAX. OF THB APIAKT.
I3,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or,

A. J. COOK., Author and

LICE.

"'RoroH ON Rats" isa complete preventive
and destroyer of Hen Lice. Mix a 25c. box of
"Rough on Rats" to a pail of whitewash,
keep it well stirred up while applying. Whitewasn the whole interior of the Hennery: inside
and outside of the nests. Ihe eui-e is radical

NEWMAN & SON,

THOS.

Woodbine Twineth.

the

Rats are smart, but "RorcH on Rats" beats
them. Clears out Rats. Mice. Roaches, Water

and at. the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conSgff~X lilberal

VAN DEUSEN A: SONS,
(SOLE MANCFACTnREBS),
Mont. Co., N. T.

SPROUT BROOK,

GLASS PAILS
HONEY.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

PAIL.
new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails Isof uniform design

FOR

other sizes, having the top
/edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle.— making it very convenient

It is weh-made and, when
with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, thai can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
„
consumers will buy It In order to give the children
75 cents per
a handsome toy pail.

to carry.

attractive

FB1C£.

dozen, or S5.00 per lOO.

ILL.

Dadant'sFouudatiou Factory, wholesale
retail.

See advertisement in another column.

To hold
"

1

2

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds

3

HOW TO

RAISE COMB HONEY,

THOMAS

5 cents, tou need this pamplilet, and
PRICE
31 Atf
my free Bee and Supply Circular.

OLIVER FOSTEK, Mt

Co..

G.

St.,

I

WE CAN now

furnish VAN DEUSENS'
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16^x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
t^»~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

THOS. G. NEWTOAN A:
923

& 925 W. Madison

SON.,

CHICAGO,

St.,

ILL.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'B ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

It is

edited bv

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts, England.

'Boss" One-Piece Sections,
MANUFACTURED BY

Forncrook

& Co., Watertown. Wis

Patemea June

WE

2», ittsi.

you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.
will furnish

Alley's

my

best strains noted for gentleness and

Drone and Queen Trap.

12

]

Queen

$0.80
4.50
8.00

28, 1881.

write for

in

another column.

112.00.

923

& 925 West Madison

THOS.

by using our brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full
of instruction and amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain uaiian Queens.
[

G.

NEWMAN &
St..

SON,
CHICAGO.

ILL.

Send 75 Cents Yea^/monJtheBees;pages, cloth bound. Address,
BR. C. C. ItnLI^ER,

20Atf

MARENGO,

ILLS.

GEO. STUCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

for the Fair !-Bxhlbit and extend
HURRAH
your reputation and develop the home market

^"Tlios. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

;

Address.

flat,

11-1

Queens by return mail. Tested
90c.; Untested. oOc., or $5.50 per dozen.

26Aif

See advertisement

"W-

ITALIAN

1st, 1887.

Dadant'sFouudation Factory, wholesale

WM.

GARY,

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

29Atf

price-list.

May

Queens
Address.

you SECTIONS as cheap as

Watertown, Wis.,

Price, by Express. .^>0 cts. ; by mall, 65 cts. : 12 In
SO, In the
flat, and one nailed (13 In all), $3.50

the

honey-gathering qualities, viz:
1

retail.

In 25-Fonnd Boxes.

8.00
z.ao

further notice.
will send by return
UNTIL
mail, safe arrival guaranteed, Good gUEENd

from

Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

and

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

ai.i.eo

QDEENS FOB BUSINESS

Sections,

i:

w

SIAtf

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

6 kjueens

furnish
Ethewill
cheapest,

ITAMAN

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

923

MAXUFACTUKED BY

Forncrook &

Stamps

Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

"Boss" One-Piece
J,

Price of the Book, 25 cts.
S. or Canadian.

ClUEENS, reared from
FINE
the best, selected, tested imported mother,
75 cents each, by returu mail.

J.

When filled with honey, the
appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of
package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after toe honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-flUed by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

filled

and

^F"

taken— either U.

Pails are made
best quality of
clear flint glans, with a hall
and a metal top and cover.

'

THOS. G. NEWITIAN & SON,
CHICAGO,
± 925 West Madison Street.

ST. Loris, Mo., April IR, 1887.
Friend Hutchlvson.— Your little book haa
been forwarded to me from home, with the statement that "It has been read by every member of
the family," and, judeine from the numerous underscored lines and bracketed passages, it was
thoroughly appreciated.
have been experimenting somewhat in the
I
same direction, and while my experiments were by
no means so thorough and exhaustive as youra,
they make me an earnest supporter of the
beliefs and practices laid down in your book, which
I value above price, and can endorse every word
of it.
Sincerely yours, DwiGHT B'UHNKSS.

THESS:
of the

ijwith the

&23

regard
book.

letters in
his little

Comb Honey;"

"Tlie Production of

;

successful

HUTCHINSON,

received many kind
HAS
to the excellency of

for Pleasnre

Editor of the

Z.

Rogersville, G-enesee Co., Mich.,

6W(3tm)40t

J.H.Marlin,Hartford,N.f.

BEES,
HOW TO WINTER prominent
beeEssays by eleven
ELEVEN
cents.
mail
for
10
by
keepers, sent
Address,
llAtf

liENKY ALLEY,
Wenham, Mass.
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following passaseB occur
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Seasonable Hints.— Mr.
in the

C.

H. Dibbern,

Plnwman, gives the following hints

for this

month

Robbing

:

may now

be expected, and
If you have
the most re- should be guarded against.
weak
or
queenless
colonies,
break them up
all the bees of a colony.
The early bee-lathers held her to be a male. and remove the hives to a safe place. Do
Virgil always calls her "rex" (king). The not expose honey where the bees can get at
German name also, "weiser" (guide or it or it will demoralize your whole apiary.
leader) proves that she was thought to be a It is wonderful how soon bees discover that
male, and was erroneously believed to lead honey can be had, and how persistent they
off the swarm, showing the way.
Though are.
From all quarters comes the same story,
this error was long ago abandoned, there
are those still who assert that there is a few swarms and no honey.
From all I can
king. Yet any one in observing a colony learn about the honey crop, there is a gencan see at once that she is superior to all eral failure all over the Western States.
others. The queeo is of greater length by Even California reports indicate about oneabout one-half of the body, provided with fourth of a crop. Canada and the Eastern
longer and yellow feet, the only one of its States show up better, and will likely prokind in a colony. If each of the workers, duce a fair crop of nice white honey.
I had anticipated some surplus from the
furnished as it is, with a sting, cheerfully
risks its life for its queen, this is from love linden, but although it bloomed profusely,
only, as the queen neither governs, com- and the bees worked on it from daylight to
mands, gives orders, nor advises. All she dark, they entirely failed to put any honey
does is to lay an astonishing number of in the sections. Indeed, so small was the
eggs, from 1.000 to 3,000 in a day, and fix quantity gathered from the linden, that I
each of them accurately by one end of its had a strong colony actually starve during
oval figure to the upper back wall of the Its bloom.
Now the only resource for the next few
cell. It is a remarkable fact, too, that the
queen, though able to eat without the aid of weeks, is the sweet clover I have planted
others, does not usually do so, but is fed all for the bees. It is now in full bloom, and
her life by the workers. It is probable that any time of the day it is covered by myriads
this food, being excellent in quality and of bees.
easy of digestion, is prepared by the workers for the queen herself.
Poor, Poorer, Poorest!- The general
verdict is that the present season has been
Rain has come at last, but not until the poorest, for honey-production, of any for
nearly everything In the Northwest was many years. The wholesale and commission
burned up by the extreme heat of the past men are already looking out for supplies of
two months.
Never before within the honey, and we advise all having any to sell
memory of the oldest inhabitant has there to put a good round price on it, and "stick
been so much hot weather, and extending to it." There will be no trouble in selling
for so long a time.
The rains of last week all the honey on hand at good figures. Do
were general, and came just in time to save Tiot gacHfice it
a great calamity. The wells and other water
sources were nearly all dried up, the
Can Tell tlie Value of a Smile 1
prairies were on Are in nearly all directions,
thousands of families were deprived of asks an exchange.— It costs the giver nothhomes by this devouring element, many of ing, but is beyond price to the erring and
the crops not already burned up by the relenting, the sad and cheerless, the lost
rays of Old Sol. were consumed by the and forsaken. It disarms malice, subdues
flames extending from the prairie ilres. Just temper, turns hatred to love, revenge to
then black clouds appeared, and Mother kindness, and paves the darkest paths with
Earth was drenched with water from the gems of sunlight.
heavens. Let us hope that we may never
experience another such a summer as the
Tbese Shows will he held at Chicago
present— calamitous alike to all crops, as
from Nov. 8 to 18, 1887, viz: American
well as to the bees and bee-keepers.

The queen, or mother-bee,

is

markable amotitr

THOUAS

yoinill.

a.

ITEWUAN,

Editor.

Ang. 17,1887.

No. 33.

Mr. and Sirs. T. W. Cowan are spending a few days in the White Mountains, on
account of the extreme heat. Leaving- there
they will visit Montreal, and thence Journey
westward. They return to England in October, from New York, by the Umbrla. Mr.
Cowan writes us that he has been much
pleased with his visit so far, and adds : " I
was glad to see the apiaries of Capt. Hetherington and Mr. Elwood."

Mr. B. F. IS^oodcock,
Iowa, died on Aug.

4,

of Pleasantvllle,

1887.

He was an

ex-

tensive apiarist, and had a large circle of
beekeeping friends. He died quite suddenly of a bowel trouble, brought on by the
extremely " hot " weather of the past few

weeks.

We have heard of quite a number of others
who were overcome by

the heat, but so far
this is the only fatality reported from it.

Tbe ininneapoUs Industrial Exposition will open at Minneapolis, Minn., on
Aug. 31, and close Oct. 15, 1887. We have
received a nice chromatic poster, making
this

announcement.

Qnite I7nnece88ar7 Now.— Mr. C. H.
Dibbern, in the Plowman, asks the following
very pertinent questions

How about the honey trade this fall ? Will
it be necessary to form a combination to
control prices ? Will not rather the cry be,
" Where can we get some of that beautiful
white clover honey that has become such a
necessity In the family ?" The supply will
be short Indeed, and I hope that those beekeepers so fortunate as to produce any crop,
will ask a reasonable price for it, for they
can surely get it.
Yes, by

very

means, get good prices for the
honey which can be sold from

all

little

this year's crop.
It will be well to talk the matter over at
the Chicago Convention this fall, and, perhaps, arrange for the future ; but no " combination" will be needed to obtain full
value for every pound of honey produced
during the present season. The " future "
demands our attention and resources in
making plans, just as much as the present.

Who

Horse Show, American Dairy Show, American Pat Stock Show, and American Poultry
Au^ast, anciently considered a " lucky" Show. During these shows the Union Conmonth, has not brought prosperity to the vention has been appointed to be held. See
bees this year. June, July and August of notice In another column.
this year will long- be remembered as the
hottest and driest forages. August, before
The September number of Prank
the time of Julius Caesar, was called Sextilis
—the Sixth—and it had but 29 days. In re- Leslie's Sunday Magazine brings together a
forming the calendar, Julius added one day large number of pleasant articles combining
instruction and entertainment, and all
to Sextilis, making it 30 days in length. His
breathing forth a high moral spirit, though
successor, Augustus, finding Sextilis a
remarkably " lucky " month in his career, carefully avoiding the teaching of any
added another day to it, shortening Feb- special religious doctrines. Among the imruary correspondingly, and changed the portant articles may be found one by Walter
Edgar McCann, on "The Rise and Growth
name Sextilis to August.
of our National Capital," which is fully
Let us hope that the next time August
comes around, the weather will be more illustrated with portraits and views of the
propitious for honey as well as all other City of Washington, and those who have
made it famous. The two serial stories both
crops.
keep up and Indeed increase their interest,
and the short articles and poems are very
Recently a man down in Kennebunk- good and entertaining.
port, Maine, says an exchange, captured
800 bees while they were swarming in the
woods. He daubed himself with honey, the
Our New Book Ust on the second page
bees alighted thereupon, and in this way he is the place from which to select the book
want. We have a large stock of every
transported them home without receiving a you
book there named, and can fill all orders on
sting.
the day they are received.
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combs should be put in the glass front in very cold nights ; also
brood-nests.
The bees will clean out when it begins to get warm in the
the pollen if for nothing more than spring, old carpets would do.— H. D.
Wltb Replies thereto.
to give room for the brood. I simply Cutting.
" swap " the pollen-fllled combs for
As cold penetrates glass very readcombs in the brood-nest that have no ily, it should be covered on days when
[It is quite uselesi to ask for answers to
the sun does not shine. But we have
Queries In this Department in less time pollen In them.— G. W. Demareb.
Give them to the bees when they so few days in winter that the sun
than one month. They have to wait their
shines out clear, that I do not think
turn, be put In type, and sent in about a are rearing brood.— The Editor.
such an arrangement could be relied
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
upon to keep up the temperature in a
them get them returned, and then find
bee-house.— G. L. Tinker.
space for them in the Journal. If you are
Bee-House for
interinE.
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
I have had no experience with a
them to be inserted here.— EdO
Query 457.— I want to arrange a bee- bee-house, but I should guess that a
house for wintering bees. The house is built, and window should have shutters over it,
and has so that they could be closed
it is 7x9 feet inside and 6>6 feet high
in a
boards and siding on the outside, and lar paper
inside. On the south side is a glass wall or front. warm time, else the house might be
1 am going to put in a wall 4 inches from the inside
Pollen,
Filleil
itli
almost
too
warm. On cold, sunshiny
Frames Partly
of the glass wall, of flooring, and seal it, and have
a double door. This will now be sedled all over days open the shutters if the room
with
tar paper between the walls. Then 1 will put needs warming.
way
to
is
the
best
This is all guessQuery 456.— What
common building-paper all over, ceiling and all. 1
filled

;

f

;

w

treat frames that are partly filled with pollen, to
such an extent that no honey is stored in onethird of the cells ?-F. E., Texas.

Use them for early spring breeding.
— G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Put them to one side till early

will put a 4-incn ventilator at each end of the
house. Will this make a good bee-house ? or would
it be better to cover the glass front over? I
thought by leaving it and putting a 4-inch wall inside of it, it would warm the house greatly, and be
a good thing. There will be no window in it, but
will be perfectly darit.— Herman, Wis.

It will make a good repository.— J.
spring, and they willuse it in broodP. H. Brown.
rearing.— H. D. CUTTIKG.
We have no experience with beeGive them to a breeding colony. If houses for wintering.
We prefer a
the pollen is too old, you can only bee-cellar.— Dadant & Son.
melt them up.—Dadant & Son.
For Wisconsin I should much prePut them into the middle of the fer a cellar. See page 439.—A. J.
June.
brood-chamber in the month of
Cook.

work, however.— G. M. Doolittle.

That will doubtless make a good
winter repository for the bees.— The
Editor.

Chaff

Six inches.— W. Z.

My

In this locality I have never known
bees to gather more pollen than they
could proatably make use of; and we
often get frames of comb having apparently too much pollen.— G. L.

tlie

Frames.

Query 458.— Where bees are wintered in
Southern Michigan on the summer stands, with 3
or 4 inches thick of chaff packing between the
hive and the outer case, how many inches thick
of chaff should there be [ilaced over the top of the
frames, so the moisture may pass off freely ?—
Pittsford, Mich.

—James Heddon.

I think you will never regret makplan is to hold over such frames, ing the constructions you describe,
and then place them in the hives in unless on account of expense. James
early spring, and let the bees clean Heddon.
them out.— J. P. H. Brown.
The heat secured as the result of
Leave them for the bees ; they need the glass side, if there should be any,
From the
be too variable.
I have never had too would
this pollen.
much pollen in my hives.—A. J. earth is the place to get heat for a
winter.—
W.
Z.
Hutchin
bee-cellar
Cook.

PacMng over

I use

Hutchinson.

about 3 inches.— G. M. Dog-

little.
The moisture will pass off through
any amount of chaff.—Dadant &
Son.
I use a chaff cushion about 5 inches
thick, and I have no trouble with
moisture.— H. D. Cutting.
inson.
The moisture will pass off freely
You are treading on comparatively
new ground, and will take some risk through almost any thickness of chaff
in making the experiment. I should packing over the top.
Eight inches
feel a good deal safer with the bees would be preferable to four, and two
Miller.
feet would be excellent.
in a good cellar.— C. G.
James
-

—
Tlnkbr.
Heddon.
and
then
spring,
until
them
bee-house,
Keep
but
I have never used a
It would depend upon the strength
give them to the bees. Their places judging from the reported experience
may be tilled with frames of founda- of those who have, my opinion is that of the colony, and the ventilation
tion, and the bees fed if necessary.— they are not worth the expense of above the chaff in the upper story.
their construction, as the interest on Four inches of packing does very little
W. Z. Hutchinson.
the money invested will pay for good here, when placed at the sides,
It depends upon circumstances. In
but it seems to be about right over

losses. I speak, however, from my
my locality I only need to give such a own
standpoint only, and have winframe to a good colony, and it will be tered my bees on the summer stands
properly taken care of. If many of
for years without loss.- J. E. Pond.
them, one or two could be given to
each colony.— C. C. Miller.
Such a house as you describe would
not be frost-proof in zero weather,
Keep them until spring, and give and
you resort to artificial
them to colonies that need stimulat- meansunless
to keep up the temperature to
ing to produce early brood. We are
about 45°, your bees had better be
not troubled with excess of pollen in
wintered on the summer stands. Any
section, and have no trouble
this
with the " reports on
whatever in getting all that is stored one acquainted
must have noticed
worked up into young bees.—J. E. wintering bees,"

Pond.
Exchange them

that cold in a cellar or bee-house

is

more destructive to bee-life than cold
combs in the in the open air, that is in the beepollen
no
in
have
that
nests
broodyard.— G. W. Demaree.
for

them. I have frequently lost honey
I should prefer common buildingby putting combs partly filled with
pollen in the cases to have honey paper in place of tar-paper for a beestored for the " honey machine." Bees house, and the reverse for a poultry
will not remove the pollen from the house. I would prefer one ventilator
storing surplus. In the
spring of the year, when the combs
are mostly empty, both stored away,
and in the brood departments, they
should be sorted out and the pollen-

combs when

the brood-nest.

— G. W. Demaree.

do not know, but here in eastern
Massachusetts, where the mercury
ranges anywhere from 20° above to
200 below Fahr., I find that 5 or 6
I

inches thick of forest leaves pressed

amply

and I
good here,
would also be good in Michigan. J.
loosely,

is

suflicient,

should judge that what

is

—

E. Pond.
If a thin, unpainted board is placed
oyer the brood-chamber the moisture
will pass off through several inches
of chaff. But if the bees are not able
to keep up a proper temperature in
the hive, no moisture will pass upward into anything. It is the retained heat of the cluster that drives
off all moisture.
thin board is the
best thing to retain the heat in outdoor wintering.— G. L. Tinker.

A

8 inches (not 8 feet) in the centre
reaching to within 2 inches from the
The packing could hardly be too
Your glass front will help
floor.
warm the building, but you should thick— but 6 or 8 inches will be far
provide some way to cover over the preferable to 3 or 4.— The Editor.
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struggle ensued, the result of which of hatching brood and two of honey.
was many stiff, but not cold, corpses In 24 hours this choice queen was
covered the ground.
It is hardly laying nicely, and is the mother of
necessary to s;iy that the writer es- what will be a good colony of bees in
caped
with ills life.
the fall.
This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
I saw, a day or two ago, from the
located near tne center or the state named
I now took to the tent, and after a
O*
east: little I made it go very well.
The pen of one of our most "noted writers
i north of the center: 9 south;
no infallible
Owest: and this (< northeast ~o northwest; mode of operation was as follows on bee-culture, that
©•southeast; and 9 southwest of the center The folding tent was placed over a way to introduce a queen had been
Of the State mentioned.
hive having sections to come off, when found." If he will try the above plan,
the cover was taken off and placed on it is my opinion that he will never be
the ground in one corner of the tent. heard saying so again.
Borodino,© N.i.
For tlie American Bee Joornat.
Upon the cover was placed a sheet,
such as all bee-keepers should have in
the apiary.
ApiculturiBt.
deluge of smoke was
eatlier— Introdncing Qneens.
Hot

Orcrrres:p0Wilewce.

O

:

A

f

G.

JI.

now poured down between each row
of sections, when I waited a moment

DOOLITTLB.

Race

and Variety in Bees.

for the bees to run below, but not long
the order of enough for any to return, at which

TROF. A. J. COOK.
time they were taken off, and by the
shaking made, most of the few reAs is commonly observed, all animaining bees shook out, when the mals tend to vary. How seldom we
surplus arrangement was placed on see two individuals of our most disthe sheet, and the same wrapped tinctive breeds or races of cattle, like
snugly about it. An enameled cloth the noted Angus, the Devon, or the
quilt was now placed over the frames, Herefords, that are precisely alike.
and the cover put on. I now removed These variations, which are always
the tent, placed the wrapped up sec- more or less transient, are not sure to
tions on a wheelbarrow which stood be reproduced. "We call them mere
waiting, when 1 was ready to proceed varieties.
The robber bees
to the next hive.
Now let us suppose that some exhowled about the tent as long as the pert breeder who has an ideal animal
hive was opened, but upon closing it in mind selects from these varieties
on a marauding expedition.
and wrapping up the sections, they
such animals as point towards
The first thing that greeted my ears dispersed. In this way I work right of only
his ideal. He will, after a series of
in the morning, at early dawn, was along, accomplishing what is necesyears, produce animals which possess
the shrill notes of bees prying about sary to be done.
marked characteristics, which have
in every nook and corner on the
During one of been retained so long that they are
One other item
premises, and the same was the conThe longer they
these busy days, a queen-breeder quite permanent.
soling and all absorbing music at
to exchange queens with me, have been held by careful selection,
twilight. Never before did I see such wished
word of notice he sent the more permanent they are, and the
persistent exertions made by bees to so without a
on his best queen saying, that he more certain they are to be reproElunder the stores of each other as I " hoped it would not inconvenience duced in the progeny of their possesave the past week. This, with all of
me." Well, it did not, although five sors. Such animals form a race, or
my other duties, kept me on a jump years
ago I should not have known breed. Such animals will vary, and
from " early morn till dewy eve," and
exactly what to have done with a so we shall have varieties within the
to save my nuclei from being plundmore fixed the race, the
dered was the all-absorbing thought queen coming thus unexpected. But race. The
went to a hive which was tiered less frequent and the less startling
of the hour. I must save these, for I now I
Every
variations.
needed from 30 to 35 queens a day for up for extracted honey, having the will be these
front side covered with bees, and breeder of cattle and horses, etc.,
shipping, and the getting of these out
acts upon the fact, that to
of the hives only whetted the appe- having my nucleus box in my hand. knows and
After getting things arranged a little, maintain the excellence and most
tites of the robbers.
the tent was let down over us (bees, desirable characteristics of any of
At last something practical sug- hive, things, and myself, I mean by our breeds, care, selection and a keen
gested itself.
It Was this
Place us, for I have not had an hour's work insight and observation are all-rethe combs at one side of the hive, outside of my own, in the apiary this quisite. These very variations make
and have the entrance at the other. season), the hive opened, and I soon great improvements ever possible
No sooner thought than at it I went, had the frames out of the upper story they also point to degeneration, undoing it at the time each queen was standing around the hive with the less caution and intelligence push it
caught, all being done under a bee- bees filling themselves with honey. aside.
tent, for nothing could be done withOur Italian bees are surely a race,
As there was a queen-excluding
out the tent. This made the robber honey-board above the lower story, though made so by the careful selecbees look shy, for if any succeeded in there was no danger of getting the tion of nature. Those who hold that
passing by the outside guards, it was queen. Oh, how the robber bees did the Italians do not breed as true to
met on its travels through empty howl about the tent, and as I waited type as any of our best breeds of
space, by sentinels so numerous that a moment or two for the bees to load sheep or cattle, may well look about
it was glad to take refuge in flight.
up, I enjoyed a good laugh at the ex- them, for impure mating is surely the
In this way my nuclei have been pre- pense of those would-be but baffled deceiver that has misled them. Nor
served, except a few weak ones— too thieves.
is it true that the excellence of the
weak for any time except in a good
The bees were now shaken from the Italians will be maintained without
honey flow.
frames into the box, the frames put careful breeding. If the possibility
The next thing to be done was to back into the hive, and all nicely of degeneration characterized only
finish taking off comb honey yes, we closed. The buzzing of the bees in varieties and not
races, then we
have a little of that precious stuff the box kept the robbers about the should have no races. Albino bees
here, about one-third of a crop— and tent this time, so when I lifted the are varieties
but if we should select
as the tent cramped us so for room, I tent a cloud of them took to the wire- long and carefully with white fuzz
tried one or two hives without it. An cloth covering of the box.
At the only in view, we might soon change
awful state of affairs is no name for bee-cellar door 1 dispersed them with this variety characteristic into the
what this created
In taking the smoke, and quickly drew into the more fixed one of race.
section cases from the hive a little cellar. This was at 10 a.m. At 3 p.m.
The practical point to be drawn
honey was exposed where brace-combs the queen was dropped in with the from all this is obvious. Messrs.
had been built, and the robbers were caged bees, and at 4:30 a.m., the next Alley and Demaree, in their excelafter it almost in a cloud.
Then a day, they were hived on two frames lent articles, have emphasized none
Hot, hot, hot, has been
the day for the past six weeks, and
although the prespiration flowed
freely from every pore, and the sun
beat "down fiercely on me all day, I
rather enjoyed these days of toil in
the apiary until about a week ago
when the flow of nectar stopped so
effectually that not a drop could be
obtained.- For a day or two the bees
behaved very well, but hot weather
with nothing to do soon let the evil
disposition loose in them, and they
seemed all of one accord to start out

:

:

—

;

!
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too vehemently the necessity of care
The sleepers were suddenly awakand intelligence in selection, and ened by sounds that suggested a small
pains-taking in all the work of breed- cyclone raging among the bees. One
ing.
of the men got up, looked out of the
The great work of Major Hallett, window, and what was his consternaof England, in developing very valua- tion and terror to see the faint outble races of wheat, if I may use the lines of a huge, brown-colored monexpression, is full of important sug- ster upsetting the bee-hives and workgestions to bee-keepers. I have often ing destruction with property that
thought and stated that the most required the toil and economy of a
hopeful path towards the progressive number of years to accumulate.
apiculture of the future lies through
The surprised spectator hastened to
the improvement of our stock by his brother's bedside and told what
following the principles as laid down was going on in the apiary. The two
and followed by all of our most suc- rushed out, one taking his rifle. The
cessful breeders whether of plants or bear was evidently hungry, for he
animals.
made savage lunges at the boxes filled
Agricultural College, 9 Mich.
with delicious honey. He would take

amination it was found to be a grizzly
cub about two-thirds grown. Next
day he was dressed and weighed. The
scales tipped at 700 pounds. This is
the second or third bear ever killed or
seen in that section.

For

ttie
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Tie Solar fax-Extractor.
G.

W. DEMAREE.

I commenced my experiments with
solar heat to melt and separate wax
and prepare it for use, in the fall of

Flat melting-pans, and perforated holders over the pans, and all
like devices look more ingenious than
they are really useful and effective.
None of these old devices will separate the wax from old combs in
quantity and quality to pay for the
trouble. They do some better with
the soft cappings that come from the
honey-knife but upon the whole they
are no improvement over the Swiss
steaming apparatus, which, under my
skill, is well-nigh a failure to separate the wax from old pollen-filled
combs, and old combs of any sort
1881.

;

whatever.
After I invented my cylinder-form
melting-pan, and put my improved
solar wax-extractor in operation, I
was astonished to see how much good
wax I had been throwing away. The
cylinder-form pan gives double drainage to the melted wax, at the sides of
the pan, and down its centre towardsthe wax moulds at the," dip " end of
the pan. When the old combs are hot
and melted down, they are broken up
with a paddle, and the mass is drawn
up the sides of the pan, making an
opening in the centre of the pan
lengthwise with it, so that the hot
wax, more subtile than the refuse,
drains down the sides of the pan, and
down into the wax moulds. The
" pitch " to the pan is obtained by
blocking up the legs at the north end
little experiof the frame or box.
ence will soon enable any one to regulate all these matters to the best advantage.
When rendering cappings, the pan
must set nearly level if the weather is
very hot, otherwise the melted propolis will slide down with the wax
and honey, which cannot be entirely
avoided, but if not in excess, it will
When
settle under the cake of wax.
rendering old combs some water is
put in the wax-molds to give room
tor the sediment under the cake of
wax. When rendering cappings, the
honey they usually contain makes
water in the molds unnecessary.

A

THE HONEY-EATING BEAR OF CALIFORNIA.
Exchange.

A

drizzly Bear and

tlie

Bees.

SCENE IN A CALIFORNIA APIARY.

The Hutchinson brothers have a
large apiary up at Victor Tejunga,
says the Los Angeles (Calif.) Express.
It is an isolated place, far from realestate booms and the haunts of men.
But it is a good place for bees, and
there, as a rule, they toil unmolested
except by their owners, the Hutchinson boys. The country is romantic.
The quiet life of the little rural retreat was turned into the greatest
excitement last
Thursday night.
While the Hutchinsons were asleep
and dreaming of the great sums of
money they would make this season,
a stranger entered the camp. He -was
not slow in making his presence felt
and heard.

a few mouthfuls out of one frame and
then go for another.
The Hutchinson boys concluded
that if they did not act on the instant
the bear would soon leave them without an occupation.
The gun was
discharged.
The ball
the thick hide
of bruin back of the left shoulder. It
was evidently almost a " center-shot,"
for the animal fell. But he remained
on the ground but a second.
He
arose, enraged with pain, and made
frantic plunges at the nearest hives.
Meanwhile the men advanced a little.
The bear caught sight of them and
made a rush at them. When within
20 feet of where they stood his progress was arrested by another leaden
messenger.
It struck a vital part,
and once more the huge bear fell.
This time he did not get up.
third ball was put into his side,
which caused his death. Upon exleveled

found

A

and

its

way through

I have thus particularized to answer letters of inquiry from persons
interested on this subject. The several experiments that I have been
conducting this season with solar
heat, has led me to believe that this
powerful agency is capable of serving

bee-keepers in

undreamed

of,

many ways heretofore
when inventive genius

I
it under proper control.
have found that combs infested with
heated
can
be
worms and moths' eggs
brings
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till every moth ture goes without saying, when we
destroyed, without consider that she has to discern
damaging the combs perceptibly.minute specks of color at what (reGranulated honey can be reduced membering the small comparative
to the liquid state, leaving it with all size of the insect) must be called imthe flower on its
the natural smoothness and flavor of mense distances
new honey, or more nearly so, than by part making these specks easiest to
be
seen
by
using
as a color-bait the
any other method known to the art.
Beeswax can be bleached and mould- attractive and somewhat gaudy pried into small cakes for the retail maries—red, blue, and yellow, most
trade. I can take dark, green, inferi- frequently.
or-looking wax, such as is turned out
Each of these myriad eyes serves as
by the Swiss wax-extractor from old, a minute long or short range teledark combs, and by repeated melting scope, according to its position on the
in the solar apparatus, change it to curved eye-mass, the longer distances
nice yellow wax.
being taken by those nearer the cenYou may drain the cappings in the tre, and the shorter by the separate
usual way, and then wash them (as eyes near the margin.
The bee thus
many persons do to utilize the adher- gets an accurate picture of the couning honey in vinegar making), and try extending in a semi-circle before
after all that, they will yield a sur- it, but in all probability appearing
prising amount of honey under solar like a flat wall
that is, without perheat. But the solar apparatus saves spective. The circle of its vision may
the labor of the mussy job of washing be represented by a circumference of
the cappings.
It will save every twelve miles, or two miles in every
ounce of the honey. Messrs, Dadant direction.
& Son have frequently referred to the At this range any bright speck of
fact that the refuse of old combs hold color is
a bid of wages, which, in the
on to thewax with persistent tenacity. majority of instances will be paid for
Try any method of rendering old services rendered by the bee, the
combs, and it will be found that they flower doing its utmost to attract its
are right about it. The improved attention by using,* as I said, most
solar apparatus is the only device frequently, the glaring primary colors.
known to me that will separate the Large flowers are single and solitary,
wax but it must be kept at work whilst small ones are massed together
at it every sunshiny day.
It will by the plant into a head, a spike, or
bring out the wax without cost, and an umbel. These conglomerations of

in the solar apparatus

worm and egg

is

;

;

;

but

little labor.

small flowers are again massed tothe heating gether by the hand of nature into
power of the apparatus can be in- sheets of bloom, of which mountain
creased by flaring the end of the box thyme, the sages and saxifrages of
in which the wax-moulds are placed, the Alps, or the purple heather of
and which points towards the sun. the moors, are familiar examples
The slanting end of the box brings and, so that there shall be little
the sun's rays more directly on the chance of the bee not seeing them, the
wax-mould, keeping the wax in the most telling background or setting is
melted state and floating it above the used in nature's color-grouping red
dirt, etc., so that the cake of wax will is set in green, blue in orange, yellow
come out of the moulds leaving the in purple, and vice versa.
dregs, etc., under it.
I would flare
Green, orange, and purple set each
the end of the box just 6 inches from
the perpendicular, and make the sash other off, as do russets, grays, and
6 inches longer than in my former de- browns. All for a purpose, and nothscription.
Three panes of glass, ing without a purpose. Thus, so far
14x20 inches, will make the sash the as the bee is concerned, color is for
the eye, and the eye for color. So, we
right size.
may say, the telescopic eyes of the
Christiansburg,5 Ky.
bee are intended and used for little
I

have found

that

—

British

Bee Journal.

The Visnal Orians of Bees.
K.

[Prepared itnd read lyu the author at the Quarterly
MeetlnQ of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, on
July -M, 1W7.J

The worker-bee has about

12,000

more than twice that
number, and the queen only some
10,000 (quite plenty, one would think),
but, as we know, all three kinds possess the three large simple eyes—
eyes, the drone

stemmata or oc«Ht— fixed quite in the
central line of the head
those of the
drone being on what we may term the
;

forehead of the bee, whilst the simple
eyes of the female are on the top of
the head. Observation, in addition
to anatomical structure, tells us that
the bee has a vast range of vision,and
that this must be of a telescopic na-

become

that
is,
superits search in the
flower-folds they are protected from
friction and sticKiness by the countless hairs serving as eye-buffers, the
antenniE and tongue doing all the
searching and gathering.
Indeed,
these telescopic eyes must be useless
at such very close quarters, or they
would be provided with an adaptable
focusing
somewhat
arrangement
similar to our own. They are admirable for their purpose, and when that
fails some other power takes up and
continues the sense chain, notably,
touch and smell, these being intensifled at short ranges in the same measure as the vision of the compound eye
falls short.
What, then, is the use of
the three large simple eyes, microscopic in their action V
For use in
the flower-depths where the hairs of
the bee become bathed in sweet
liquid, or in narrow flower tubes laden
nolens volens with pollen granules ? I
think not. Other senses kre of more
useless,

and during

seded,

service.
I will lay before

you two hypotheses

as suggestions of the true place occupied by these eyes in the economy
of the bee.
The first of these sughave
gests them as homing guides.
dazzling tints
tempting the bee
through its compound eyes (flowerguides) nectar appealing to the foodguides ; and as there must be a guide
somewhere to dulce domum, where
shall we look for it ? Let us test the
return journey by the same means
Dazzling tints
as the outward trip.
for the telescopes there are none
landmarks for the telescopes plenty ;
but, alas as soon as the neighborhood of these landmarks be reached,
the next guides, the scent-discerning
antennjB, totally fail, as is proved by
frequent dying of bees when within
a few feet of home, the hive having
been removed from its old stand.
microscopic
eyes,
Telescopic and
hearing, touch, smell, all fail thebee
home
is
interfered
with
to
its
when

We

;

!

the

extent

I

Where

name.

homing power V If
stinct fails a few

it

be

is the
instinct, in-

feet from
Instinct will not lead it to take

home.
advan-

tage of hedges, houses, or drains in
strong winds. If reason be its homeelse than as first guides to flowers. On ward guide, reason fails also a few
approaching a flower, now come into feet from home. So also do these
play the guides to its contents- three eyes, as the organs of vision
scented nectar— these are the organs simply.

of smell, situated, as we are told, in
and these organs disthe antennae
criminate which flowers ought or
ought not to be visited, for many of
the color-baits piove " a vain delusion
and a snare." These perfume-guides
are an infallible means of detecting
bee-food, for where there is not nectar there is pollen; besides we must
not conclude when we see bees paying
visits to flowers which are to us odorless that they are nectarless, and that
consequently the bee's search is fruitless, for nectar and perfume exist in
minute quantities far beyond our disFortunately, or unfortucernment.
nately, for us our sense of smell is by
comparison a very coarse and un;
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My first proposition is, that as the
simple eyes are arranged in a triangle
on the head of the bee, it makes use
of some superior kind of trigonometry
in finding its way home, just as it uses
some more intricate system of mathematics than we are acquainted with in
The three simits cell-construction.
ple eyes are not arranged in an obtuse triangle without the angle principle being brought into play as a factor in its vision, for it is in accordance
with the triangular principle that the
two side eyes have an outward aspect
and inclination, whilst the lower and
front eye looks forward.

From our limited knowledge let us
trustworthy affair.
reason from what we do with triangles
I think that before a bee alights in optics, to what the bee may do. By
on a flower, its compound eyes a system of triangles, aided by tele-
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we ascertain the
difference of remote objects, the
height of mountains, the distance to
the earth's centre, its diameter and
circumference, the form, size, and
distance from us of the sun, moon
and stars. The vision through the
bee's three eyes must perforce give it
the bases and apex of an inverted
triangle, vphatever use it puts the
knowledge to, thus obtained. This
local triangular vision in connection
with distant telescopic vision is certainly an actual occurrence, and is in
singular similitude to our own triangulations, whatever may be thought
Now it is a
of such a coincidence.
well known fact that upon a bee's
scopes (like the bee)

first trip

from home

circles

it

round

it

a few times, then approaching and
receding (without turning round)
from the entrance in an almost
straight line, as if " taking bearings,"
Yes,
to use the stereotyped phrase.
but taking bearings on what basis V
Let the mariner take bearings without his angles, aud his instruments as
correct bases, and note the disastrous
result.
On the other hand, let the
bee with its telescopic range note
prominent objects in its range of
vision, and at the same time note
with its short-focussed three simple
eyes the position of near objects with
regard to distant ones, and its way
home is assured, so long as the distant landmarks are kept in view. It
can return to its own garden and hive

Remove the hive, and
triangular calculations
are disarranged. It is lost. The unerring aim of the insect for the old
spot, whether its home be there or
not, goes a long way to support the
suggestion that its homing guide
to a certainty.
all

local

its

within well-known landmarks is by
calculation almost entirely mathematical, and that without this triangular calculation all its other guidessight, smell, hearing, and touch— fall
with the bee to the ground.
My second hypothesis as to the use
of the ocelli is not quite so vague in
We
its character as the foregoing.
find the worker-bee in the deep darkness of its cell carrying out with its
jaws the unshapely little heaps of wax
into a series ot triangles of almost
mathematical exactness. Well, darkness is only a comparative term absolute darkness we can scarcely ob-

—

tain.

The

skull -like

which these eyes are

frame-work in
set is so

waved

or convoluted that the two upper eyes
are directed outwards, and the lower
one forward, this triangular outlook
being further secured by an arrangement of hairs which prevent the eyes
seeing in any other direction.
We
have next the wedge-shaped head of
the bee, apex downwards, and from
the centre of the cell-base we have a

wedge-shaped results in wax,
one triangle being from the middle of
series of

two walls

to the centre (this gives us
the cell-floor), and another from the
corners of the cell-walls to the centre
(thus we get the wall).

As the bee works upon
wax it supports itself by

the plastic
its

six legs

rudimentary cell-walls, and
gnaws away the superabundant wax
from the circular to the angular form,

on

six

guide in this operation being probfirst, the immoveable, staring
simple eyes, fixing the triangles, next
the highly sensitive tactile antennae,
and, finally, for soothing down and
we have the
chiselling"" purposes
wedge-like head. As for the existence
of stemmata in the queen, which does
not build, a moment's reflection will
show you that as the worker is an imperfect queen, or the queen an imperfect worker (I don't care which), this
point is disposed of. With regard to
its

ably,

a bee's eye which occupied no more
space than a pin's point, but he had
no instrument fine enough to compute

number of facets in a single eye.
With regard to bees building their

the

hexagonally, bethought the bees
round in shape, and
that by pressure they became hexagonal. He did not believe the triangular eyes had any influence on the
building of hexagonal cells.
As to
bees taking points by triangles in the
same way as mariners, he doubted the
the drone, a little physiological rea- assertion, because beet frequently
soning will discover the necessity for made mistakes by entering the wrong
They became mixed to a conI put these two hives.
their existence.
Where two species
theories before you more as sugges- siderable extent.
tions for interesting speculation— at of bees were kept like the black and
least so they have proved to me— than Italian, dozens of the latter might
as distinct statements of proven fact, often be found in the black bees'
hives. On the other hand, Italians
for such I fear they will never be.
would not permit strangers in their
The discussion of the topic pre- hives.
sented by Mr. Grimshaw was as folThe chairman would like to know
what color beea had a preference for.
lows
In his garden there were large
Mr. Garratt did not think he could patches of yellow flowers, which were
add any remarks of interest to the generally supposed to be bee-flowers,
essay which had been so ably pre- but the bees did not appear to work
pared, but would like to ask one or on them in nearly such large force as
two questions. He did not feel quite on the mignonette.
sure whether it was intended that the
Mr, Grimshaw said that in his remeeting should regard the statements. marks about color, he had excluded
Mr. Gnroshaw had made as ascer- from consideration clover, heather, or
It
tained facts, or as speculations.
any flowers which attract bees by
seemed to him that they were specu- their odor. He thought it could not
lations, and he thought towards the be questioned that the eye was inconclusion of the essay just read, Mr. tended to distinguish colors. Sir John
Grimshaw admitted that. He was Lubbock's experiments showed that
startled at the outset to hear that bees they preferred flowers with a blue
had so large a numberof eyes. Many tint. He believed the object of bright
writers on bees had fixed the number colors was to tempt the bee to visit
of separate eyes at 800 in each com- such plants, and when the bee arpound eye, and now it was said that rived within a certain range it knew
instead of hundreds there were many whether or not anything could be
He would like further gained by an inspection of the flowers.
thousands.
light thrown on this matter. It seemed Its telescopic vision enabled it to see
quite reasonable that if bees had as these colors at a great distance. There
many eyes as stated, they must serve was no doubt that both bumble-bees
different purposes, or nature would and honey-bees visited flowers withnot have been so prodigal in design- out finding nectar therein ; and it
Also must be taken for granted that color
ing such an organ of vision.
with regard to the organs of smell was the attraction in the first inbeing contained in the antennae, he stance.
With regard to Mr. Webthought that statement was purely ster's remarks about cells, he thought
Certainly
more light if an examination of the outer edges
speculative.
had been thrown on the subject by of the comb were to be made it would
Mr. Cheshire in recent times than be found in many instances that the
before, but Mr. Grimshaw had gone cells were quite angular, where there
It ocfurther than Mr. Cheshire.
With regard
could be no pressure.
curred to him that that subject, like to the hexagonal shape of the facets
character
of
scientific
others
a
many
of the separate eyes of the compound
in relation to bees, might be taken eye-mass, the outer walls were not
into consideration by the association, hexagonal but circular ; therefore it
with the object of promoting further might be that the chitine in a soft
One of the condition was pressed into hexagonal
research and discovery.
aims of the institution should be to form, but in its outer edges it was
encourage experiment for the purpose free to assume any shape. In reply
of gaining increased scientific infor- to Mr. Garratt, he could say that his
mation. Many of the points touched (the speaker's) figures were quite
on by Mr.Grimshaw were well worthy within the mark when estimating the
The knowl- number of facets at 12,000 for a
of further elucidation.
edge of the habits, instinct, and mode worker, upwards of 24,000 for a drone,
of working of bees was in its infancy, and about 10,000 for a queen.
The
and he recommended that the asso- queen did not require so many eyes
a
system
of
organise
ciation should
as a worker, and the drone, needing a
close and methodical observation in
very extended vision, had double the
the direction suggested.
drone flew
number of a worker.
Mr. Webster thought Mr. Grim only in fine weather, and at a differShaw's figures respecting the number ent altitude to other bees, and the obof facets in a bee's eye far more cor- ject of its search wa» so rare that exrect than Mr. Garratt 's computation traordinary powers of vision were
of 800. He had counted 100 facets in necessary.
cells

built the cells

:

A
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Mr. Meggy would like to know how came into this district twelve months
was to be consid- ago, and immediately they began to
ered reliable, that the bee had a sen- ring their bells, although at a long
sation of feeling in its antennce
and distance ofE, the bees flocked out of
he would also like to hear a few all the hives in large numbers.
words from Mr. Grimshaw in reply to
Mr. Webster was of the opinion
Mr. Webster's remarks as to the fail- that bees going
to a hive to rob were
ure of beei to find their right homes, stopped by the
sentries not so much
probably owing to a want of sight. by a sense of
smell as by the particuMr. Cheshire's observations tended lar action of
the strangers in aptowards the belief that the antennae proaching the hive. He believed
that
were the seat of feeling. Mr. Grim- the sentries could tell the difference
shaw could perhaps say whether the between a bee which had lost its way
Germans agreed with Mr. Cheshire's and a bee which came for the purviews. Possibly Ligurian bees went pose of robbing.
A robber bee going
to other hives for the purpose of rob- to a hive
made a peculiar kind of
bing, and not because they had lost hum, which
was totally distinct from
their way, as Mr. Webiler suggested. a
bee bringing in honey.
In an early volume of the first edition
Mr. Grimshaw said that in cases
of the Popular Educator, published
about 25 years ago, a statement was where hives had been moved in the
made on the question of Euclid as to day-time, the bees belonging thereto
the exactitude of the bees working in would fly about the old stands, and
the hexagonal. The writer tried to frequently die from inability to find
show that the bees were not quite ex- their homes instead of entering other
act in their mathematics, but his ar- hives. With regard tO the bees' eyes,
guments were afterwards vigorously there was no doubt they were so
assailed, and the bee's measurement placed for the purpose of giving triangular vision.
They represented the
found correct.
instruments which the civil engineer
Mr. Grimshaw said with regard to used in his measurements,
and combees not always coming back direct bined a triangular
system of optics
to their own hives, he thought one or with
telescopic arrangements.
two exceptions must not be taken as
Mr. Hooker thought Mr. Grimupsetting the rule. There was a saying that if a strange bee went to a shaw's arguments very feasible, and
hive with its honey-sac full, it was suggested that Mr. Webster should
received with " open arms."
With propound an alternative theory if he
regard to the smell organs being did not believe them.
Mr. Webster believed that the two
situated in the antennae, experiments
had been made by clipping off the sets of eyes were for seeing far and
antennae of insects for the purpose of short distances, but he did not think
seeing whether or not the latter that the bees acted on the principles
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far the statement

Hi£ti Prices for

Honey—Kissing

Bees.

;

would

MRS. M. L. THOMAS.
I long ago adopted a rule not to reply to press notices, however erronemay be, for I have observed
that there is a certain class of men
wholly incapable of doing anything

ous they

better,

who can always contradict and

to
whatever others have
thought or said or done, and discussion with such is time worse than
wasted. But I am going to depart
from this rule, that I may thank you
for your generous endorsement of my
truthfulness and honesty of purpose,
in your review of an article in the

object

American

Bee Journal, which

seems indirectly

to take exception to
a speech made by me on " Women in
Bee Keeping." before the New York
State Bee-Keepers' Convention, at
Albany, N. Y.
It would not be strange if in the
rapid utterances of an extemporaneous speech, or in the rendering of
it by reporters, something might be
said, or reported, not intended by the
speaker; but in looking over those
passages quoted by you from the Chicago Bee Journal, I am happy to
say that, while parts of it are not correct strictly, I find nothing that I am
not willing to admit for the sake of
the argument, or let it pass by if it
suits the writer to have it so. Albeit,
I do not think that a sneer or sarcasm
is ever an honest argument, or worthy
the attention of a right-minded person, nor is it in this case even a
denial, except by implication, without

The result of of trigonometry.
was that drone,
Mr. Meggy thought that the ocelli
Cfueen, worker-bee, ants, and other were placed so as to give the triangu- reason.
insects possessing antennae.and which lation, but that the compound eyes
The very first sentence
feed on scented substances, went gave the short sight for use in the woman convention, etc.," is
find

nectar.

such experiments

:

wandering about

manner

in

From observations without foundation in fact. The
in his own apiary, he believed speech in question was delivered beit was very rare for bees to make a fore a convention composed entirely
of men, or with not more than one
mistake and visit the wrong hive.
other lady present, and if I remember
Mr. Grimshaw believed the bee saw
correctly, the first sentence uttered
objects near to it by means of the
made note of the fact. The men
short
telescopes.
The telescopes present
were all thinking, experienced
varied in length, the compound eyemass being rounded. The facets near bee-men, not mere learners, and not a
word of dissent was expressed.
the centre had a longer range than
The theme was one selected by the
those at the outer edges. He did not
think the bee used the three simple committee, and the duty, as well as
eyes for ordinary vision at all, because the pleasure, of the speaker was to
the other eyes answered the purpose present it in a way calculated to interest women in the delightful puradmirably.
suit.
This I did by giving facts in
In answer to Mr. Meggy, Mr. Grimown experience, and of others
shaw said that the eye was shaped my
well known to me. I believe I stated
like an orange, and that if a section
nothing that was not strictly true,
were taken, it would be found that
I do now reiterate them, adding
some of the eyes had short tubes and and
what the reporters failed to give, that
others long tubes.
He believed that my
convictions are that bee-keeping
bees saw short distances with the
is still in its infancy; that its future
short tubes, and long distances with
honey production will be greatly in
the long tubes, in the same compound
advance of anything yet known that
eye-mass.
what I claim to have done is not a
The Chairman moved, and Mr. Gar- large claim, but is very little compared
ratt seconded, a vote of thanks to Mr. with what might be done, even in the
Grimshaw for his valaable and inter- present time, by enlightened skill and
esting essay.
enterprise.
Mr. Grimshaw briefly thanked the
number of years ago a beekeeper
said
he
audience, and
had been amply in the basswood region of Cherry
repaid for his trouble in preparing the Valley, N. Y. (I forget his name),
manuscript, by listening to the very claimed to have obtained from a sininteresting conversation which had gle colony in one year, a surplus of
ensued thereon.
howl of ignorant
1,100 pounds.

a very aimless flower especially.

after being deprived of their
antennae. In addition to that there
were certain depressions on the antennae provided with nerves, which
the highest authorities argued could

be put to no other purpose than that
of smelling.

Mr. Webster did not know whether
was that the bees went visiting one
another, or that by mistake they entered the wrong hives and were accepted for the time being because
they brought supplies with them but
an examination of his colonies of
black bees, night or morning, would
often show more than a hundred
Ligurian intruders.
Mr. Grimshaw said Mr. Webster's
remarks struck at the root of one of
the beekeeper's articles of faith.
They all knew that sentries were
placed at the entrance to a hive day
and night, which were able to detect
strangers by the smell. All bee-keepers must have witnessed the conflicts
which took place from time to time
on the
alighting-board
between
strange visitors and the inmates of
it

;

the hive.
Mr. Daintree endorsed Mr. Grimshaw's views. He frequently searched
his hives, but seldom or never found
an Italian bee in the wrong hive. He
thought bees had a keen sense of
hearing.
party of hand-bell ringers

A

" In a
entirely

made

;

A

A

.
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It seems that some reporter for the that is already set up, need be little
was a man .who understood himself daily press had made up a case to suit changed, because all that is needed is
In addition, the small or capital letter
and his subject, and he gave blow for
himself, and we saw only the phase I, as the case
blow, and being a man I never heard
may require. If the
of it as presented by him. He said it type is already set up for the word
that he took back his words.
The reference made to a lady mem- was in " a woman's convention," that " extracted," take out a few quads,
ber of the Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' a " Mrs. Thomas " made the speech, put in the letter I after R, and turn ac
around to ca. Thus by the turning
Association, who took a first prize at
the Pennsylvania Agricultural Pair etc., but did not say where it was around of two letters, and the addithe third year of her experience, and held, or give any clue to the identity tion of one, the hallucination, in rewho sold part of her honey on the of the speaker, or for what purpose spect to " extract of honey," is done
away with, and bee-keepers may still
Fair Rround for 50 cents per pound, the convention was held.
have their own desired labels, with
and other points in her experience,
They came to
are facts on record.
It seems that the time ilrs. Thomas but a slight alteration on the face of
me in my official capacity as judge of had in view was the " long ago," the label. This is a very important
affair, for
industrial insects, a post I have had
when once an apiarist
when imported queens sold readily

surprise greeted his statement, but he

the honor to fill for many years in
Pennsylvania. They were stated in
the presence of the President of the
Philadelphia Association, and at least
one other member, and their truthfulIf
ness is entirely beyond dispute.
time had permitted, or if my illustration had not been confined to woman's
work, 1 could have told many more
remarkable facts of other members of
that association, one of whom, in his
enthusiasm, spent several years on
the coast of Africa in the investiga-

adopts a certain label that he likes,

from §30 to S50 each, and honey in 8 it may be hard for him to find another
and 10 pound boxes sold at 50 cents to suit his taste.
Extruded Honey. This means
per pound. The reporter located this
by the expression "too years ago.'''' honey expelled from the comb, which

—

That makes quite a difference.
The " rosy account," as it was

is also

made

true by the use of the

extractor.

be-

Ebhtted or Evolved Honey.—

ing copied in the daily papers, was Emitted or evolved both express the
truth concerning honey thrown out
deceptive, and hence our remarks.
of the comb.
Of course there are
We are glad to have Mrs. Thomas more meanings to these words, but I
give the " true version " of that am using the meanings of them with
respect to honey taken out of the
speech, even though we cannot encomb. I am of the opinion that any
dorse all she claims still she has a one of these words may be used with
right to her own views of the matter. success, and the phrase or title, " exof honey "—which has proved so
As to the " kissing," tlie lady re- tract
damaging concerning the vending of
marks that the editor's " idea of a honey taken out of the comb, and
caress or a salute is very different still portends to continue so— be done
from [her's] mine !" We certainly away with.

tion of scientific apiculture.
The point on which the gentleman
seeks to be specially witty and sarcastic, is that which he terms "Kissing
bees !" His idea of a caress or a salute
is very different from mine.
I was
trying to argue that bee-keeping, to
become popular, must be raised to the
place of a most ennobling science. I
spoke of the marvelous ingenuity and
mechanical skill of the bee, of the un- referred to the old-fashioned kind,
Mr. Editor, if any of these words
selfish devotion to the queen mother
and know of no other kind worth are suitable, give us your idea conthat will suffer misfortune, starvaBut we are too bashful cerning them if not, condemn them,
tion, death, that she may live.
I mentioning
claimed that they have memory, that to discuss that loving salutation with so that no more valuable space may
they recognized kindness and resent a lady, and will pass it, with the re- be wasted.
injury.
But really it is out of the way for
For many years I used the Lang- mark that she then used a very in- any one in this enlightened epoch of
stroth plan of subduing my bees by appropriate and misleading word to time to call " extracted honey," " exsprinkling with sugar water on open- express her ideas. Ed.]
tract of honey," and therefore refuse
ing the hive, and 1 said I often noto eat one of nature's greatest luxticed the bees alight on my hand as
uries—" extracted honey." True is
For the American Bee JoumaL
if to caress or kiss it, thus expressing
the apothegm, " Be slow and be sure,"
their pleasure at my coming. If this
stitch in time
and so is the other, "
expression is too poetic to suit the
saves nine."
Names for Honey out of tlie Comli.
gentleman, of course he is quite at
Pleasant Ridge, p O.
liberty to use another better suited to
HENRY K. STALEY.
[The words extricated, extruded,
his own taste, but I like it. I think
that it is a good one to express the
As there seems to be " no let up " expelled, emitted and evolved may all
thought. I wish I might claim it as concerning the naming of honey
be properly used to indicate " honey
original, but candor compels me to taken out of the comb, and the doing
admit that it is not. Langstroth says away with the word "extracted," I out of the comb," but not one of
his bees will follow the hand that has would suggest any one of the follow- them are
as euphonious as " exheld the queen as if to caress it, and ing words, which, concerning honey tracted " for its name.
do not
that when he opened the hive to taken out of the comb, means about
"just for variety "—it
sprinkle the sweets upon them they the same as that of the word " ex- want a change
" must be an improvement, or it loses
snowed unmistakable pleasure.
*' extract of
I tracted,"

—

•

I

;

A

We

quote from memory, without claiming
to use his exact words.
It is enough for me that I have, in
my close and friendly relations with
my little friends, observed these evidences of high intelligence which
places them in the front ranks of the

and the
honey
cannot make its appearance from any the greatest plea for
of them. I would suggest the follow- Ed.]

adoption.

ing:

Extricated Honey.— This means

honey sent out of the comb, which in
truth it is by the centrifugal force of
the extractor, and it also fully coninsect creation. If the editor of the
veys the idea. This word is a good
Ameuican Bee Journal could see one
to stand in place of " extracted,"
that it would be a just act to lay this
and do away with that mistake,which
explanation before his readers, he
Mr. Demaree says "would put millwould honor himself.
ions of money into the pockets of the
;"
[Yes, indeed
the editor of the honey-producers of this country
and
I fully agree with him. It has
American Bee Journal lays this only ten letters, while " extracted "
entire letter of the lady in question has nine, and this is also an imporbefore his readers with pleasure.
tant feature concerning it. The type
;

its

Convention Notices.

ty

The next meeting of the Northwestern lUinois and Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association will be held at »i. J. Cumminp s. in
Guilford, 4 miles northeast of Rockford, Ills., on
Thursday, Aug.

18, 1887.

D. A. Fuller, Sec.

Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Ai'sociation
fWbeThe
held at Waterloo, Iowa, on Sept. and 7,

will

fi

The Cedar Valley Boe-Keepers' Produce and
Supply Union will meet with the above Association. 'This raeetinp will be made both pleasant
and profitable to bee-keepers. All Interested in
apiculture are cordially invited to attend. Do not
be discouraized with this year's crop, hut come and
H. E. HDBBAao, See.
have a good time.
lft87.

•THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Local Convention Directory.
Time and pla« 0/ MeetingIlls. * 8. W. Wis., at Guilford.

1887.

Aug. 18.-N. W.

Cherry Valley,

D. A. Fuller, Sec,
Sept.

6.

III.

Mo., to Ryde, a town in the Isle of
Wight, June last, on account of my
own health and that of my family,
and I expect to live here permanently
with my daughter,

111.

7.— Cedar Valley, at Waterloo. Iowa.
H. E. Hubbard, Sec La Pnrie City, Iowa.

Nov. IB-IS.— North American, at Chicago. Ills.
"W. Z. Uutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
Dec, 7-9.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
n. I>. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

^F" In order to have this table complete, Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings— Ed.

[The specimen sent by the Rev. A.
Abbott, is of the genus Ligustrum,ani
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of the bees swarmed, but the honeyflow was too short for them. Many
colonies have not as yet more than
half filled their brood-chambers.

We

have had comparatively few second
swarms.
There will probably be
taken about 8 pounds of extracted
from each colony, by those who produce that kind of honey; but very
few of those who do not keep more
than 10 or 12 colonies, use the ex-

there are 21 varieties, of which these
are the common names barren, boxleaved,
dwarf, tractor.
Chinese,
Chinese
:

Chinese

common, Egyptian,

wax,

fortune, gold blotched, hairy, JapaSugar Stores Uncapped.—Julius O.
nese, mock, oval-leaved, pipe, shin- Jaehne, Western Springs, d Ills., on
ing-leaved,
spike-flowered, Syrian, Aug. 3, 1887, writes
variegated-leaved, white-berried and
For some time I have been feeding
yellow-berried.
The specimen sent my bees granulated sugar, dissolved.
is Ligustrwnoiali folium, smd its com- They have stored considerable of it,
but not a cell is capped. What is the
mon name is " oval-leaved privet."
:

The Japanese

privet (Japonicum) is

cause

?

[Without knowing more of the confound in the Southern States, and
Large Yield of Honey.— J. Van blooiris in May and June but al- ditions, I cannot tell why your bees
Deusen & Sons, Sprout Brook, tx N. though its honey-producing qualities fail to seal over the stored syrup. If
Y., on Aug. 3, 1887, write
are good, it is not enumerated among you made it very thin,and the weather
is cool or wet, or both, that would
We have a large yield of the nicest the first-class honey-producers.
white honey ever gathered, and the
"
The privet is found here in the account for the facts you state. I
bees have made a nice start on buckNorth
and West, but is not considered have received so many questions of
wheat, which is very promising.
relative to feeding bees, that I
worth mentioning as a honey-pro- late,
will at once prepare an article upon
ducer.— Ed.]
Terrible Drouth.—F. L. Merrick,
the subject— one that I have had
Waldrou,o Ills., on Aug. 8, 1887,says:
much experience with.— James HjedH.
No Sv^arms— Honey-Dew.— J.
Bees are as still as in winter. We
DON.]
have had very little surplus, with Blanchard, Boise City,? Idaho, on
;

:

''

fall flowers at pres- July 30, 1887, writes
scarcely a flower or
Not a single colony of my bees has
clover blossom in this section of the
country. Cisterns are all dry, and wells swarmed this year. Frosty nights in
are drying up fast.
Pastures are May and June killed all the fruitbrown, and as dry as a powder house. bloom, and feeding had to be resorted
White clover is nearly gone, and
to.
about all they have to gather at present
is " honey-dew," peppermint, and
Bee- Work has Ceased.- E. Jarvis,

poor prospects for
ent.

There

:

is

Fair Grove,o Mich., on Aug.
says

6, 1887,

buckwheat. The surplus crop outside
of " honey-dew " this fall, will be very
slim.

Work

Bees

still

Swarming.—L. Reed,

Orono,© Mich., on

Aug.

9,

1887,

writes

My bees are swarming yet. I wintered .54 colonies, all coming through
in good condition. I sold 12, and
commenced the season with 42 colonies. The spring opened early, and
I obtained some surplus from hard
maple, the first I ever had from that
They commenced swarming
source.

with the bees ceased gradon June 7. I had from 3 to 7 swarms
ually in this vicinity from the middle
One Pound Per Colony, etc.—Jacob per day. I hived all Brist swarms, cut
of July until now.
It is extremely
diy here. Boneset and buckwheat Copeland, Allendale,o. Ills., on Aug. out queen-cells, and put back all second swarms. About July 1, the first
yield
scarcely anything.
Bumble- 8, 1887, writes
swarms commenced sending out
bees die on the boneset. Nothing but
If " Misery loves company," I ought swarms. I took the old queen away
robber bees carry honey upstairs now.
From 55 from them, or killed her, and put
to be happy— but I'm not.
colonies of bees, spring count, I have them back; then when the young
Oval-Leaved Privet.— Rev. A. Ab- obtained 7 good swarms and 55 pounds queens hatched out, they came again
of honey stored in empty combs in as I knew they would. Then it was
bott, of Ryde,Isleof Wight, England,
one-pound sections, that I had left cut out cells and put them back.
writes on July 2-5, 1887
from last fall. According to the as- They have superseded about two5.50 colonies thirds of the old queens in my apiary,
I send you a specimen of a tree sessor's report, there are
in this township, divided perhaps which is something uncommon with
called here the "Privet" tree.
I
think it is found in some parts of among more than one hundred per- me. I had one colony that cast a
America, where it generally, I hear, sons, and I have not heard of any one swarm on June 7, and another on
that has done any better than I, but June 17
I put them back on July 30,
is kept so closely trimmed that it is
seldom seen in blossom. Here in the 1 know of several that have not done and they cast a prime swarm, the
well.
so
same as a first swarm. That was the
Isle of Wight it grows and blossoms,
second case of the kind I ever had. I
and is full of honey-bees all day. It
blossoms about July 1, and is still in
Small Average Per Colony.—H. A. have had 7 swarms in the last three
flower, but the petals are fast falling Paxson, Spring Brook,*o N. Y., on days I have put back over 50 swarms,
and still they keep it up. I had a
off. It is not what some call " privet "
Aug. 2, 1887, writes
large swarm this morning. I will get
in Nebraska— a bush about 3 feet
high with red berries.
This I send
As far as I am able to learn, the about one-third of a crop of honey. It
you is the lAymtrum ovdlifolium. I bee-keeping in this locality has been is very dry here we have had no rain
Bees are bringing in
think it would be very valuable for nearly a failure this year. My apiary since July 4.
honey in America, and so I direct will hardly average 6 pounds of comb some honey, as dry as it is. I shall
attention to it, and you can doubtless honey to the colony, spring count, and have to feed all young colonies, unless
tell if it is used for the bees in that the surrounding apiaries will average it rains soon to bring on the fall
country.
I came from St. Joseph, about the same. About three-fourths crop.
:

;

;

;
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Cinnamon-Oil for Bee-Stings.— the weather conditions were such bees are now at work on buckwheat,
Dayton E. Barker, St. Joseph,'© Mo., that it yielded but little honey. We and it is yielding honey very well.
sowed 200 acres to Alsike and other If it continues a few days more they
on Aug. 9, 1887, writes
grasses on wheat last spring 60 acres will have enough -for winter.
Most
I have tried everything for bee- that was sown late, has been killed so of the bee-keepers in this county re:

;

I found that pure cinna- badly by dry weather that we will
the best thing I have ever have to plow the land and sow again.
got 600 or 700 pounds of very nice
tried.
Two drops of cinnamon-oU
will keep it from swelling. Perhaps comb honey that we are selling at 25
On cents per pound.
all bee-men have not tried this.
gage 491 Mr. Denison Hoxie suggests
erosene, but I think he will And
Must Feed Bees for Winter.— Geo.
cinnamon-oil better than kerosene oil.

stings,

and

mon-oil

is

We

,

H. McGee, Point Marblehead,6 O.,
on Aug. 3, 1887, says
Predicts Great Winter Mortality.
The honey crop in this county is an
—Dr. S. W. Morrison, Oxford, o^ Pa., entire failure. Nothing was gathered
from clover, very little from basson Aug. 9, 1887, says
wood, and nothini^ is expected from
There is, fairly reckoning, no sur- fall flowers. The bees will have to
plus honey, as for winter stores as
fed to keep them from starving
much must be fed back as has been be
the coming winter. I commenced the
taken.
I
have correspondents all season with 30 colonies, and have had
over the United States, and have the
no swarms.
Unless
same report everywhere.
:

:

proper attention is given to this, I
Centrifugal or Thrown' Honey .—J.
Eredict that the winter mortality will
Tomlinson, Allegan,? Mich., says
e unprecedented.
Let me add my mite to the discusQuoting the Price of Sugar.— J. sion of the change of name of exWhy not " let well
tracted honey.
W. Wilcox, Scales Mound, nj Ills., on enough
alone '?" The word extracted
Aug. 8, 1887, says
expresses the exact truth. But if we
The honey crop being a failure in must have another name, I would
many places, and bee-keepers being suggest "centrifugal honey," or if
obliged to feed sugar syrup to keep that is too long a word, why not call
their bees from starving the coming it " thrown honey," which is also the
winterj would it not be well for you exact truth.
to quote the price of sugar by the
[It is not desirable to make a change
barrel, in the American Bee .Jourunless
a great improvement is at the
for
nal. I mean Chicago prices, and
how much you could supply it to your same time obtained. Extracted is
subscribers. If you can aid us in any far superior as a name to either of
way this unfortunate year, bee-keep- those mentioned by Mr. Tomlinson—
ers will, I think, be thankful for the
though either of them would express
favor.
the truth.— Ed.]
[Sugar varies in price, and quotations can be seen in all the daily
The Honey Crop in Virginia.— H.
papers. The margins are very close,
P. Deahl, Berryville,5 Va., on Aug.
and every one can buy just as well in
6, 1887, says
their nearest town as in large cities,
The honey crop is a complete failure
by adding the freight charges. To- this season. Last season
I had 11,000
day pure sugar is worth from 6 to 6J^ pounds of comb honey in one-pound
sections; this season I have taken
cents, according to quality.— Ed.]
about 3 000 pounds from 220 colonies.
1 have increased my apiary to 250
Motherwort.— W.F.Stewart, Green- colonies. I hope that next season mv
field, 9 Iowa, on Aug. 6, 1887, says
apiary will bring me 15,000 or 20.000
I send you a plant found growing in pounds of comb honey. I have also
my orchard. I would like to know disposed of quite a number of fine
:

:

:

:

pay to culti- Albino and Italian queens,this season.
vate for honey. It has been in blossom for a month, and covered with
Buckwheat Yielding Well, etc.—
bees all the time. I cannot see that
Charlie W. Bradish, Glendale,6 N,
they get any pollen from it. It will
have seed ripe at the bottom of the Y., on Aug. 5, 1887, writes
stalk, and blossoms on the top.
At the beginning of the honey
[It is
motherwort, an excellent harvest this season I had 100 colonies
They went to
in the best condition.
honey-producer.— Ed.J
work in the sections with a rush, and
had a set nearly completed when the
Light Crop in jCentucky.— E. drouth commenced.
They did not
Drane & Son, Eminence, 5 Ky., on gather anything to speak of after
that until linden bloomed, when they
Aug. 7, 1887, write
finished up the sections which they
We have a very light crop of honey had left unfinished; and that ended
this year. We had reasonably plenty the honey crop for 1887, being about
of white clover bloom, but the weather 25 pounds per colony, spring count,
was too cool. We had 40 acres of with an increase of 41 colonies. What
Alsike clover that was very fine, but honey I did get was very nice. The

what

it is,

and

if it

will

:

:

port not over one-fourth of a crop.

Poorest Season in 15 Years.—R. A.
Calvin, Hartford, 9 Mich., on Aug. 4,
1887, says

packed

I

43 colonies of bees in
fall, in low sheds.
I
lost 9 colonies, leaving me 34 this
spring, which I increased to 60 colonies by natural swarming; besides,
I returned 10 second swarms, and
have taken 1,000 pounds of honey,
against 3,000 pounds last year from 28
colonies. This is the poorest season
that I have experienced for 15 years,,
on account of the continued drouth.

clover chaff last

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
CHICAGO.
:

HONEY.— We quote In Mb. sections, 1S®18C
The color makes the difference in price.
BBBSWAX:,-22@24c.
R. A. BUKNBTT,
Aug. 12.
161 South Water St.
:

KANSAS
HONEY.— We

CITr.

new

quote
crop : Choice white 2Ih. sections. 15c.; darli 2-lbs..l t(^12c. choice white
l-lbs.. 18c.; darlt l-lbs., 12®14c.
Calif, white 2lbs., 14c.; extraC 2-lbs.. I2(ai3c.;
2lbs., lOano.
Extracted,
crop, choice white. Sic 10c. ; dark,
5(<*7c : Calif, white. 8c.; amber, 6fe7c. Prices firm.

C

new

BEESWAX.— 20 to 22c.
10. HAMBLIN & BEAR3S. 514 Walnut St.
CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Choice new white i-lb. sections sell as

Aug.

fast as they arrive, at 16c.; 2-lb8., 14 to 15c.: sec-

ond crade. laf^Hc. Extracted, 4(ft6c. Bemandgood.

BBBSWAX.-250.
Aug.

A. C.

9.

KBNDBL,

1

DETROIT.
HONEY.— Some new white comb

15 Ontario St.

sold at 12Mct8.,

but prospects for better prices are good.

BBESWAX.-23C.
July

M. H.

20.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich,

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We
5rti5^c.

;

quote

:

Extracted, white liquid,

amber colored and candied, 4@4^c.

to extra white comb. 12(ai4c.; amber,8(»llc.
Demand improving and market firm.

White

BBBSWAX.-17in.2oc.
Aug. 6. SCUACHT & LEUCKE, 122-124 Davis

St.

ST. L0DI8.

HONEY.- Choice comb,
choice

wMte

10(31120.; latter

clover in good condition.

price for
Strained,

Extra fancy, of bright color
No. 1 packages. V4-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., 4'-^ He. ;in cans, 5H to 60.
Market verv firm at above prices.
BEESWAX.- 21C. tor nrime.
D. G. TUTT & 00.. Commercial St.
Aug. 2.
barrels, 4(«4!4c.

In

and

in

SAN FRANCISCO.

We

quote White comb, 12@13c.; exHONEY.—
tra white comb, 14 to 15c.; dark, V to inc. White
extracted. 5i4'»5^c.: light amber, 4^(a*5c.; amber
and candied. 4^(0.4^0. Receipts light: poor crop.
:

BEBSWAi.— 21(<ii23c.
25.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— Choice new l-lbs., 14@15c.; old 1-bs.,

July

12(312>^c.; 2-lbs. not in demand. lOeillc. White
extracted in kegs and barrels, TtS-TKc; in smalt tin
cans. 7^'a8c.: dark in kees and barrels, 6(«6J^c.; in
small tin cans, 6l.^c. Market ready for new crop.

BBESWAX.-2.'ic.
July

21.

BISHOP. 142 W. Water St.
CINCINNATI.

A. V.

HONBY.— We quote for extracted. 3@7c. per lb.
comb brings l(^14c. Demand improving.
BEESWAX.—Good demand,— 20O22C. per lb. lor
good to choice yellow.
Jun. 11. C.F.M17TB& SOK.Freeman & Central At.
Best

1

BOSTON.
noNBY.—1-lb. packages of white clover honey

at 130150.; 2-DOuPds at 110130. Extrwcted. 5®7c
Sales very light. Fancy white extracted in good
demand, but supply limited.

BBB8W AX.— 26 ots. per lb.
11. B1.AEII & RiPLET. 57 Gbatbam

July

Street.
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In tlie IntercMi of the bee-keeping public
as well as in order to increase businees, we
wish to make it g:cnerally known that we
dtal in Honey and BeesiTax especially.
Our personal acciuaintance with the trade
through

tbis country, and our connecforeign markets, enable us to
handle any quantity of comb and extracted
all

tions

in
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Union Convention at Clilcago.—The

North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
This date will
occur during the second weelc of the Fat
Stock Show, when excursion rates will bo
very low.

honey and wax most advantageously.
It is our aim not only to supply the
demand, but also to create a demand,
ISBued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

Propbibtors,

923 J1925WESTMADIS0NST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a If ear.

ALFRED

ILL.

NEWMAN.

H.

those parts of the country
which heretofore have been neglected, or
overlooked. Honey at present prices ought
to be used as a regular food product by all
classes,
It is to the interest of every
thoughtful apiarist to increase the consumption, in order to equalize the rapidly
increasing production, and thus uphold
prices— but it is also absolutely necessary to
offer to consumers tne Pure and Perfect
article only, in order to maintain their
confidence.
We trust that with the co-operation of the
bee-keepers we can attain our object. We

BD8INS8S MANAGER.

^p^tcxal g^otices.

correspondence and consignments.
On the latter, advancements will be made.
Prompt returns guaranteed at headquarters, 122 Water Street, near Wall, NewTork.
solicit

To

Correspondents.

gidtrjcrtisjetttjents.

especially in

— It

would Bare
UB much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
F. G. STKOHMETEK & CO.
writing to this olBce. We have several letters
dome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post^OfBce, County
Ifncca Brushes are employed for reor State. Also, if you live near one postmoving bees from the combs. They are a
office and get your mail at another, be sure
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
to give the address we have on our list.
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
As there is Another firm in Chicago by add 1 cent each for postage.
the Dame of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Preserve your Papers fer reference.
this office.
Several letters of ours have If you have no BINDER we will mail you
already gone to the other Arm (a commission one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip-

TODD'S HONEY -CANDIES sell well at
Fairs— average wholesale price 16c

retail. 30 cts.

Mail samples, 25

eta.

^

Honey

lb.;

and

Beeswax wanted on Commission, by— ARI'HUR
TODD. 2122 Worth Front St., Philadelphia, Pa.
31A13t

WANTED,

the Bee-Men who see this advertiseto send us hundred pounds of lib.
of White Comb Honey, as
sample, by Express, stating quantity and
price for same. Cash, delivered in Kansas
City.
CLKmONS, 4
ic CO.,
Cor. 4th & Walnut, Sts., KANSAS CITY, MO.

AIiI<

ment

and

2-lb. sections

XOON

30A4t

Bred Poultry !— Brown LeoPURE
horns and Wyandots. Cockerels, $1.50
Eggs in season.
A. P. I.AWBENCE,

to $5.00 each.

Address,
3.3Alt

HICKORY COKNEKS, MICH.

AM

re-queening my Yard, and ofTer one and
I two year old Tested Italian Queens at 65 cts.;
Hybrids at 35 cents each. Warranted good stock
and vigorous Queens. About nio Queens.
Address,
T. H. KLOKR,
33Ait
Terre Haute, Vigo Co., IncL

;

tions for the

Bee Joubnai,.

STROHMEYER

We TOill Present

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at band
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Money Orders can now be obtained at
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

We

have

a large quantity of

CHOICE

Ijabels

for

one-pound

pails

of

—

holding from 200

lbs.

to 225 lbs. each,

which

we win deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
per

lb.

Orders

solicited.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

Queens.- We

can mail a Tested Italian
Queen (bred for the best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

;

;

;

E.

Duncan

Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
York, inserts advertisements in ail flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all bis dealings, be is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst'Class advertising mediums. Mailed
free.
52A40t

New

See advertisement in another colunm.

HQW TO WINTER BEES,
Essays by eleven prominent beeELEVEN
keepers, sent by mail for lO cents.
HENRT ALLEY,

It any of our
subscribers want them, they should
order them soon, or we may not be able to
supply them. Last fall we had to refuse
many applications for them, as they wei-e
Say so at once, if
all gone in September.

Wenham, Mass.

Dadant^sFonndatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

new

;

3 Park Row.

retail.

Address,
llAtf

Back Numbers of the Bee Journal for

honey, size 3x4H inches.
We nave now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of you want them.
for $.'^.00
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
:

F. G,
Sc CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.
33A26t

WHITE EXTBACXED HONEY, in kegs

this year are getting scarce.

Red

Es^" If you ivish to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey tlUs
Season, write to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

We

be on each package.

The Cortland Union Bee-Keepers'

in a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

it

For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

H.

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

tW

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

A.

COOK, Eureica Springs, Ark.

A Good Market for
COMB HONEY.
THE

Aesocia-

tion will hold their annual baslict picnic at Blodgett'8 trout-pond in Cortland. N. Y.. on Autfuat 2;^.
18H7,
All Interested in bee-culture, with their
families, are cordially invited to attend.
D. F. SHATrucK, Sec, Homer, N. T.

Highest market Price will be
paid tor COIHB HON BY. Before
disposing of your Crop ivrite to
&; CO.,
EC. L.

r^ICOL

KANSAS
Proprietors of
3.3A4t

CITY', inO.,

"Hed Cross " Brand Honey.
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W.

BEES and HONEY,
OR THB

Management

ef

and

an Apiary
Profit ; by

for Fleaenre

"The Production
and

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the imSrovements and Inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the
is

successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

&

923

925 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Gone where the Woodbine Twineth.
Rats are smart, but "Rocgh on Eats" beats
them. Clears out Eats. Mice, Roaches, Water
Bugs, Flies, Beetles, Moths, Ants, Mosquitoes,
Bed-bugs, Insects, Potato Bugs, Sparrows,
Skunlis. Weasel, Gophers, Chipmunks, Moles,
Musk Eats, Jack Babbits. Squirrels. 16c. & 25c.

EN LICE.

"Rough on

Rats'* is a complete preventive
and destroyer of Hen Lice. Mix a 25c. box of
"'RoDQH ON Rats" to a pail of wliitewash,
keep it well stirred up while applying. Whitewash the whole interior of the Hennery; inside
and outside of the nests. The cure is radical
and complete.

pOy/^JO
gygg
For Potato Bup^s, iDsects on

BEE-KEEPERS' GDIDE;
Or. MAHrU-AJ^

OF TEI£

.A.PI^K~r.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

1876.

fi,000 Sold Since May, 18S3.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine Ulustrations were added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thorouRhly revised, and contains the
very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees In the World. Price, by mall,»l.»5. Liberal
dlBOOont to dealers and to clubs.
A.*

J,

COOK. Author and Publisher,
Agricultural College. Mich.

lAly

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4

to 14 square

feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Betail. Circulars and Samples free

J.

lAtf

VAN DECSEN & SONS,
(SOLE MANtrPACTUBKRS),
Mont. Co., N. T.

SPBOUT BKOOK,

Moth's Honey Extractor,

Tines, Shrubs. Ti-ees, 1 pound
or half the contents of a Sl.OO
bos of "Rough on Rats'' f Agricultural Size) to be thorovghly
mixed with one to t-wo barrels
of plaster, or what is better air
Blacked lime. Much depends
upon thorough mixing, so aa
to completely distribute the poison. Sprinkle
it on plants, trees or shrubs wlien damp or
wet, and is quite effective when mixf-d with
lime, dusted on without moisture
While in
its concentrated state it is the most active
and strongest of all Bug Poisons; when mixed
as above is comparatively harmless to animals or persons, in any quantity they would
take. If preferred to use in liquid form.atablespoonful of the full strength ''Rough on Rats'*
Powder, well shaken, in a keg of water and
applied with a sprinkling pot, spray syringe
or whisk broom, will be found very effective.
Keep it well stirred up while using. Sold by
all Druggists and Storekeepers. l.=ic.,25c.&$l.
E. S. "VVells. Chemist. Jersey City. N. J.

GLASS PAILS
FOE HONEY.
TXUBSE

Pails are made
of the beat quality of
clear flint glass, with a ball
nnd a metal top and cover.

etc.

For Circular*, apply to
CBA8. F.

When

MVTH A, SON,

Warranted

Italian Queens
Italian Queens

|5 00
10 00

To hold 1 pound

of honey, per dozen
"
"
2 pounds
"
"
"
3

"

HOW TO

RAISE COMB HONEY,

PHICK

5 cents. VTou need this pamphlet, and
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
31 Atf
0L.1VEK FOSTER. Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

"Boss" One-Piece

Sections,

MANnFACTCTBED BY
J.

Forncrook & Co., Watertown, Wis.

923

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS
further notice.
will send by return
UNTIL
mail, safe arrival guaranteed. Good QUEEN6

wE

Watertown, Wis.,

May

my

1st, 1887.

Queen
Queens
Queens

and

retail.

See adyertisement in another column.

fo.80
4.50
8.00

WM. W. GARY,

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

ITA1.IAN Queens by return

mail. Tested

90c.; Untested. 50c. , or $5.50 per dozen.

GEO. STTJCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

Dwight Furness.
Stamps

Sincerely yours.

it.

25 cts.
E^ Price of theorBook,
taken— either U.
Canadian.
S.

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS, reared from
the best, selected, tested imported mother,
75 cents each, by return mall.
31 Atf

PRICES REDUCED
Warranted Queen
ONE
Six
"
Queens

Two dozen

Select Tested

^^

75

$

4.00
15.00
1.50

"

"

Queen

OrdeiB filled by return mail.
Address,
J. T. WII.SON,
aiDtf
NICHOLASVILLE,

KY.

FOLDING BOXES.

Our Cartons/or enclosing
the

Section Honey are
best and lowest priced in th". market. Made in 1

piece. With

Tape Handles or without.

without. In the
to suit.

Flat or set

We are bound to

up.

With

Mica Fronts or

Printedorp/o/n. Any way
We have put in special Ma-

please.

chinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Or*
ders promptly. Circulars Free, Samples 6c.

14oz. GlaSStTarS $5. 2S per gross, including Corka
and labels. 7 7-2 A 2 grcas in a Case, Send for Catalogue.

A. O.

Box 428.

CRAWFORD,

So utii Weymouth, Mass.

21D10t

GARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY
in large apiiirv of Carniolan Bees, from
BRED
Benton Select Imported Stock— $1.00 each.

Carniolans are the gentlest and best honey-gathierers known. Send fnr Circular describing Carni-

(Mention this paper.)

olans.

25Dtf

„
W. MORRISON, M. D.
Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.

DR. TINKER'S SPECIALTIES.

WHITE POPLA.K SECTIONS
THE
and the best PERFOKATJED ZINC ever
finest

Our new machine makes

offered to bee-keepers.

We also claim the
5U,()04J perforations in a day.
finest strain of BEES for comb honey— the Syrioand Supplies
AlbinOB. Price-lists of
free. Samples of sections and zinc, three cents.
Address,
27Dtf

yuEEMS
I.. TINKER,

DR- G.

NEW PHrLADELPHIA, 0.

Beautiful Italian Queens.
W^OOD wishes to inform his former
fiHing

Jp,

or. friends and patrons, that he is now
ders promptly for those GOLDEN ITALIAN QDKEN8
that have given satisfaction to every customer for
$8.0*1
per
low
price
ot
seasons-at
the
the past two
doz.; single Queen, 7.^> cts. lueeiw Uimp-nursery.
13B^ Do not fail to send for descriptive Circular:
if vou have not my IHWfi Circular, send for that too.

JAMES

F.

"WOOD,

„

'

North Prescott, Mass.

29Dtf

SSnd 75 uGntS rear among the Bees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C.

MILLER,

MARENGO, ILLS.

20Atf

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAl
AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVI8EB,

published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
for the Fair !— E.vhlbit and extend ISannum.
HURRAH
It contains the best practical
your reputation
develop the home market
.and

ItriUiant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full
of instruction and amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J.H.Martin,Hartford,N.r.

by using our

Dadant'sFonndation Factorj, wholesale

of

honey-gathering qualities, viz;

26Atf

^?"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

1887.

thoroughly appreciateti.
I
have been experimenting somewhat in the
same direction, and while my experiments were by
no means so thorough and exhaustive aa yours,
they make me an earnest supporter of the
beliefs and practices laid down in your book, which
I value above price, and can endorse every word

best strains noted for gentleness and

Address,
29Atf

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest, write for price-list.

Ifi.

the family;" and, judging from the numerous underscored lines and oracketed passages, it was

I

from
1

28, 1881.

91.60
a.OO
«.SO

THOITIAS O. NEWmAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

6
12

Patented June

with honey, the

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consnmerB, after the honey
ts removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

BT RETURN MAIL
SIX

^T" Safe arrival guaranteed.
26Atf
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

filled

attractive appearance of
these palls cannot be equaled by any other style of

CINCINNATI, O.
Freemnn 4 Central Ave.,
P.B.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

F ourt een Warranted

with pleasure that he publishes the

S.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

it is

letters in regard
his little book,

Comb Honey ;"

or

Friend Hutchinson.— Vour little book has
been forwarded to me from home, with the statement that "It has been read by every member of

^~A

Mberal Discount to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hundred.
THOS. G. NETITHAN & SON,

Co., Mich.,

following: " sample:"
St. LOUIS, Mo., April

Journal.

tile

Genesee

received many kind
HAS
to the excellency of

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
American Bee
EcUtor
of

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

RogersTille,

6W(3tm)40t

It is edited by
F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

Information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts,

England.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Iflellssa Officinalis (or Mellissa Balm,
etc., as it is commonly called),

Bee-Balm,

has already been mentioned on pages 3M,
and 506 of the Beb JonRNAL for the
present year, as one of the best honey-producers in existence. Mr. A. C. Tyrrel, of
Madison, Nebr., has sent to us a large stalk,
and writes us as follows concerning it, on
Aug. 15, 1887
t7.">

:

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN,

That you may better determine whether
or not the statements I have heretofore
made as to the value of "melissa" as a
honey-plant, are well founded, I send a plant
which, in Its natural state, measured 2 feet
and 7 inches in heighth, 8 feet and 10 inches
in circumference, and had up to date put
forth 30.000 flowers, not counting the
smaller laterals or buds, of which there are
several thousands in various stages of
development. If there is another honeyplant that can show a better record, I would

Editor.

'

'-'—

lllii'i"''

like to

Voinill.

Am,

24,1887.

No. 34.

inellit is the name given to a dry scab on
the heel of the forefoot of a horse, because
it is usualiy cured by a mixture of honey
and vinegar.

know

It.

My plants commenced to blossom July 10,
and are still in bloom^ Profiting by the
drouth last season, I carefully saved and
sowed most of the seed I raised, and transplanted all the volunteerplants I had, otherwise my bees would have starved, as my
Alsike and white clover was killed by the
drouth. There is an abundance of goldenrod and other wild flowers, but not a bee has
visited them. Our bees are in splendid condition, plenty of honey in the brood-chambers, and some surplus— all to be placed to
the credit of " melissa " I believe " melissa"
waste places as well If not
better than sweet clover, for the seeds are
8tjrc to germinate, even under the most unfavorable circumstances, are very attractive to bees, and bloom profusely
thus far.
never having failed to secrete nectar during
the severest drouth known In the history of
will thrive in

Extracted

531
Honey.

— The

discussions

concerning the adoption of a new name for
" honey out of the comb " has been free and
full ; and all the arguments for a change of
cognomen, as well as suggestions for a new
name, have received due attention.

The matter will now be referred to the
North American Bee-Keepers' Convention
(as to a jury) this fall, for decision.
questions will be asked :

Is it desirable to make a change in the
name of honey, when it is removed from
the combs?
2. If so, what shall be the name ?

The decision of that Convention

sold the earliest will bring the least price
It will increase in value as the days grow
shorter. Do mil be in a hurry
Wait for the
highest market price.
I

I

Tile Insurance on

J. B.

Mason i Son's

building, the burning of which

we men-

tioned on pages 4!)0 and 509, was $«00.
When the insurance was taken out, there
was not nearly as much in it as there was
when it burned, and the insurance was not
increased.

The Winnebago County,

Ills., AgriSociety will hold its thirty-third
annual Exposition on Sept. 5, G, 7, 8 and 9,
at Rockford, Ills. C. C. Jones, of Rockford,
Ills., the Secretary, will cheerfully send a

cultural

Premium

List

upon

application.

Saint Joseph, Mo.—The Managers of
the Inter-State Exposition at St. Joseph,
Mo., have engaged the Editor of the AmeriC.^N Bee Journal to award the premiums
in .the Apicultural Department, on Wednesday, Sept. 14, 1887. He will also deliver two
lectures on '' Bees and Honey " on the afternoons of Wednesday and Thursday, in
Apicultural Hall. It is to be hoped that the
bee-keepers of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
Nebraska will make a grand exhibit of bees,
honey, and ap-arian supplies.

When Bees arc Sivarmlnsrit is the old
colony leaving the hive and abandoning the
stores to the younger members.
The old
queen goes with them, and they seek a new
location, with nothing for a beginning e.xcept what honey they fill themselves with as
they taU-e their departure.— Self cled.

shall be

so far as the present discussion is concerned. If desired by those who cannot
attend the Convention, suggestions or arguments may be sent to the Secretary, to be
presented at the proper time to the Convention.
This will dispose of the question for the
final,

time being— and now let the discussion
cease. We need the space for other important matters, and as soon as those communications on hand, which relate to the naming
of honey, have received attention, the whole
matter will be laid over until the Convention
meets.

Jealous Canadians.— On page 533, the
Hev. W. P. Clarke has given a good reply to
a jealous Canadian who took exception to
our review on page 483.
our State.
We find the plant to be just as it is The Canadian Bee Journal, on page 431,
contains the following sentences
described above by Mr. Tyrrel. It Is probOn this side of the line, America always
ably the oldest recognized honey-plant In
indicates the United States. It we speak of
existence.
It was known to the Ancient
the continent we speak of North America.
Greeks to possess a wonderful attraction to The editor of the Canadian Bee Journal may
the bees, and hence they named it melissa, be " impulsive," but he is not troubled with
bilious attacks, and we trust that the editor
or "the honey-producer." It is also called of the American
Bee Journal mav soon be
balm, balm-leaf, etc. It Is credited with over his. It may probably relieve Mr. Newbeing a hardy-grower. Is fragrant, and ver.v man's mind somewhat to know that Mr.
Jones never saw the
productive, as is also shown by the above, this splutter is made, item over which all
until after it appeared
where Mr. Tyrrel says that the plant sent us in the C. B. J., as there happen to be two
has already " put forth thirty thousand editors in connection with the Journal.
flowers, not counting the smaller laterals or
Our article was intended as an apology for
buds, of which there are several thousands our Canadian cotemporary, and to smooth
in various stages of development." It will over the trouble, and we are sorry to notice
thrive on either wet or dry soil, and will pay the "mud throwing" in the above parafor cultivation for its honey alone.
graph.
If Canadians do always mean "North
America" when they speak of "the ContiAn Agrlcnltnral Society has been nent," it shows that they are in error, for
organized in Winnebago County. Iowa, and "the Continent of America" includes CanMr. Eugene Secor is its first President. The ada, the United States, Mexico, Brazil, Chili,
time for holding Its first Fair will be deter- Peru, and all the other countries of South
mined In a few days. The Winnebago Sum- America. It will be easier for our cotemmit says
porary to own up to using the word AmeriThe organization of an agricultural society can in an crroneoui sense, than to try to
in this county is a long step In the right cover up the error.
direction, and the offlcers and directors at
the head of it is a guaranty that its affairs
will be wisely and well managed.
The Fair at Creston, Iowa, will be
The President being a prominent apiarist
should give us a pattern in the line of a Bee held from Aug. 29 to Sept. 2, 1887. In the
and Honey Show. Mr. Secor will please Apicultural Department the competition is
confined to Union, Adam8,Ringgold, Taylor,
take this hint and " work It out."
Clarke, Adair and Madison counties. The
premiums amount to S46 on honey, bees,
Abuse Is Not Ars'iment.- It does not and apiarian supplies. E. R. Fosmire is the
require much intellect in order to be Superintendent, and I. M. Foote, Assistant.
abusive.
No sensible person will throw "The colonies of bees on exhibition must
much mud when rocks are at hand. When be the progeny of one queen, and exhibited
an individual stoops to use epithets in a in such shape as to be readily seen on two
discussion, that Is prima facie evidence that sides. Purity of race, docility, size of bees,
nothing better is available. "If you have and numerical strength to be considered."
no case, abuse the opposing attorney, is the Premium lists may be obtained of the Secmotto of pettifoggers, ilie world over.
retary, S. A. Brewsler, Creston, Iowa.
;

Sacrificed— that is what is done with
every pound of white honey in sections
which is sold for less than 20 cents. Honey

Two

1.

:

:
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CS^XJEPLIES
Wltb Replies

thereto.

[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
They have to wait their
tlian one month.
torn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here. Ed.1
:

here beats all the wisest manipulations that can be brought to bear in
my apiary. G. W. Demakee.
I always aim to prepare my bees for
winter as soon after the first SeptemFor winter I
ber frost as possible.
give five Langstroth, or six to eight
Gallup frames at once, and remove
all others as soon as the brood is all
developed, usually in early October.
Then put in a division-board and
cover the bees warmly.— A. J. Cook.

—

The October disturbance may

Preparing Bees for Winter.

Query 459.-Last year I took off the
honey in the cases in September, and some that
was partly filled I left on,tbinkinp:thattbe honeyflow might last to fill them, and business hindered
me from getting them olT nntil the last of October.
The bees had the diarrhea badly in the spring.
They were put into the cellar about Dec. 1, and
taken out about April 10. Those not disturbed in
October were free from diarrhea. How will it do
off
when the flow of honey is about over, to take
the supers and put on empty frames in the middle

remedy would be entirely effective if
it was applied before the room was
taken possession of by the pests. But

when they once

get possession of the

place, it is no little matter to get rid
of them entirely.— G. W. Demaree.

Sprinkle powdered borax about the
and scald the mounds with
boiling water.— The Editor.
hills,

Holy Lani Bees and

Italians.

not

Query 461.— How do the Holy Land bees
have caused the trouble. Prepare the compare
with the Italians, in the production of
bees for winter in September (after comb honey ?— Ohio.
the first frost), and then leave them
They are no better than Italians.—
undisturbed. Empty frames are undesirable anywhere in the brood-nest. J. P. H. Brown.
They are not equal to the Italians.
—The Editor.

—G.L. Tinker

have not had them long enough in
is best.— H.
D. Cutting.
Query 460.— What is the best plan to
They compare poorly in this localor at the outside of the brood-nest, so as to avoid keep little black ants out of a honey-room ?— Mich.
opening the hive again until next spring, being
ity.
Some like them, but with me
sure they have plenty ot stores to carry them
Sprinkle in the openings and creases they are the poorest bees I have ever
through the winter 7-J. M., Illinois.
pulverized borax and sulphur.— J. P. tried.— G. M. Doolittle.
It was Dot the October disturbance H. Brown.
Italians are superior, especially so
Dadant
that caused the diarrhea.—
with sweet, or destroy in the matter of capping the honey,

P. H.

tlie

Honey-Room.

their purity to say which

Trap them

&SON.

Your plan

I

Ants in

is

perfectly feasible.— J.

Brown.

their nest.— A. J.
I

know

Cook.

way of doing it except
room with tin.— G. M.

of no

to line the

and report through the Bee DOOLITTLE.
Journal.— G. M. Doolittle.
We do it by proper building, with
I prefer to prepare bees for winter close carpentering and good mason
as early as possible, and not disturb work, and keeping everything clean
them again.— H. D. Cutting.
and tidy.— James Heddon.
I fail to see the object of placing
Kill them by feeding a mixture of
empty frames in the centre or outside Fowler's solution of arsenic and

Try

it

of the brood-nest at the close of the
Z. Hutchinson.
The plan will probably work well,

honey season.- W.

only I would not put empty frames in
the brood-nest.— C. C. Miller.
Sometimes it seems that October
disturbing of bees tends to cause
Again, this same
winter diarrhea.
disturbance produces no such effect.
Jasies Heddon.
Any plan will work well that will
insure a sufficiency of sealed stores,
say 30 pounds, in such a position th»t
the bees can get at and appropriate
it.
I should judge that the plan indicated would not insure this, and
should hesitate about adopting it for
myself.— J. E. Pond.
In this locality bees begin to cluster about the middle of October, after
which time it is not best to disturb
them by taking honey or opening the
The plan suggested, or any
hives.
other that will avoid disturbing the
bees will be good. But bees may be
quietly packed out-of-doors or carried
into the cellar at any time without
doing them harm.— G. L. Tinker.
If your bees had a chance to fly out
frequently, after you removed the
combs, the last of October, I cannot
see bow that could have injured
them; but the plan you suggest I
think is a good one, anyway, if you
can be sure that the bees have plenty
sealed stores for winter.
of good

and the German bees beat them all in
thii respect.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
I have Syrian bees and like them
very much. They were a little cross
the

first

year, but not since. I think
to Italians in all respects,

them equal

and superior

—

in some. A. J. Cook.
observation I should say that
they compare very unfavorably.
I
have seen to it that none of the laterhoney, placed near the nest of the day varieties of bees have been
brought into this vicinity. I believe
ants, but protected securely from the
approach of the bees.— G. L. Tinker. that all the varieties brought in since
the Italians, have been detrimental to
Use plenty of camphor-gum in small American bee-keeping.— J. Heddon.
cloth bags, laid around where the
I have
never tested them, and
ants go. Tansy (green) laid around know nothing of them save from rethe honey-house is a great help.— H. ports.
From such reports

From

I

D. Cutting.

have

arrived at the conclusion that they
Make the room so close that they are better bees for queen-breeders,
in
this,
keep
Failing
cannot enter.
than for those who are engaged in
the honey upon a platform, the sup- gathering surplus honey.— J. E. Pond.
ports of which rest in dishes containI am not sure that I ever had the
ing kerosene oil.— W.Z.Hutchinson.
Paleitine bees in their purity. Such
I do not know. As many remedies as I have tried are no improvement
have been made known as there are on the Italians. All the yellow vafor a common cold, still the ants rieties of bees are peculiarly adapted
come, again and again. Try kerosene to storing honey to be taken from the
and powdered borax, pouring it into comb with the extractor ; not because
their nests.
By following them up the dark varieties of bees have sutheir homes can easily be found, and perior traits as comb-honey producers,
there is the place to apply the treat- but because honey in the virgin comb
ment.— J. E. Pond,
can only be profitably produced in an
It will be a good plan, if any who extra good season, or an extra good
have had successful experience in the location, and any sort of bees can do
matter will minutely describe their well under such circumstances. Both
method of procedure. I have had the Palestines and Cyprian bees cap
some experience in the house, and I their honey too thin, to make it white
do not know whether the ants were and showy. According to my experidriven out by persistent trapping and ence the Italians finish their honey
scalding, or whether they left of the finest of all bees.— G.W.Demaree.
themselves.— C. C. Miller.
Some seven years ago we purchased
ten-dollar imported Holy Land
I have been worried this hot sum- a
mer to the limits of indurance with queen, put her into a choice colony
ants in my honey store-room.
of Italians in the Bee Journal Apiary,
mixture of air-slacked lime and fine and watched the results very closely.
were obliged to admit that there
There is nothing like an abundance salt strewed around next to the walls
of good sealed stores when it comes of the room has helped matters de- was no improvement over the Italians
Dr. Ed. Drane, in her progeny, and in a few months
to wintering, and getting bees ready cidedly in my case.
believe it was, we superseded her.
much prefer
for the early honey harvest in my of Eminence, Ky., I
remedy.
1 believe this the Italians.— The Editor.
Plenty of winter stores gave me this
locality.

—

A

We

We
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thought and feeling, regarding himself as a citizen of the world.
I do
not suppose that Mr. Ivar S. Young
meant any Invidious exclusion of
" the Amerindicates that tlie apiarist Is Canada when he spoke of
This mark
icans " as " the first and greatest beelocated near tne center ol tbe state named
6 north of the center; 9 south; O* east; keepers in the world." Europeans
*0 west; and thls(< northeast: "O northwest: are accustomed to apply the term

^oxxtsi^fontltncz.

©

Ov southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

For

tlie

Ed.1

America "

to Canada as well as the
United States. When I was in England, many of my fellow-countrymen
said to me. "You are from America,"
•'

or asked,

American Beo Journal.

should like to have the whole of
North America happily united as one
Nation, and under one government
and we cherish the thought that we
may yet live to see it accomplished.—

''

When

For tne Amertcan Bee JoumaL

Sowing Sweet Clover

for

Honey.

are you going back

C. H. DIBBERN.
America ?"
Reply to Jealous Canadians.
The ignorance of Western people
As suggested by Dr. Miller on page
about Canada is overmatched by that 501, 1 will " arise and explain " how [
WM. F. CLARKE.
of English people. When I told them sow sweet clover.
Some five years
that we had single lakes in Canada ago I was so impressed with the value
correspondent at Ridge way, Ont., big enough to submerge England, of this plant for bee-forage, that I

to

A

they received the statement with
me as follows
and disdain.
Undoubtedly you have read the editorial mingled incredulity
on pag-e 483 of the American Bee Journal, They have no idea of the vastness of
about D. A. Jones, Canada, etc. It certainly this continent. On the vessel in which
calls for a reply from some Canadian, and I returned, there was a Captain CoUiDO one could do it nicer or better than yourAbout son who had military business at
self.
I wish you would reply to it.
four years ago I took a trip through the Quebec, Montreal, and Toronto. He
Western States, and was astonished to leara told me that a friend of his handed
of the positive ignorance of the Western him a letter on the eve of his departJust wake
people in regard to Canada.
them up to the fact that the Dominion of ure, asking him t6 drop it in TennesCanada, instead of being a small part of the see as he went along. Great was his
Continent, is larger than the whole of the surprise to be told that the Captain
United States, with Alaska thrown in.
wasn't going within 1,000 miles of
Many controversies and misunder- Tennessee. Why, even the London
standings originate in want of pre- Times the other day— the leading
Europe committed a
of
cision as to the meaning of terms. journal
This, along with a little national couple of palpable blunders. It spoke
" touchiness," is what ails my corres- of the scene of the recent railway
pondent. The American Bee Jour- catastrophe as being St. Thomas,
nal was refeiTing to " the whole Manitoba; and the Hamilton (Ont.),
its
continent of America." When I went Times received a pamphlet from
" Editor
to school we were taught that there London namesake, addressed
were/OMr continents, Europe, Asia, Hamilton Times, Hamilton, Ont.,
Africa, and America.
The conti- New York, U. S. A."
Guelph, Ont.
nent of America includes both North
and South America, and of it, the
[The fact that Mr. Ivar S. Young
United States as well as Canada is wrote the same words to the bee"
comparatively speaking,
only,
a
papers of Canada as he did to those of
small portion."
writes

:

—

It is quite true that Canada is
larger than the United States with
Alaska thrown in, a fact of which I
dare say, many of our American
cousins are not aware.
It is as well
they should know it, for a variety of
reasons. Instead of giving the figures

correctly so, too.

Mr. Wm. F. Clarke's correspondent
that prove this, I will simply quote
from Hon. Ben. Butterworth's recent evidently thinks that the great contiletter to his fellow-representatives in nents of the world are Europe, Asia,
Congress,
concerning
commercial Africa, Australia, America, and
union with this country, who says
" Canada has territory larger in extent Canada 1 Mr. Clarke's reply to this
than the United States " the italics are idea, as a Canadian, is just, manly,
his.
I go warmly with the Honorable and broad, and we congratulate Canagentleman for the measure he is so dians upon having at least one who
earnestly advocating at the present
cosmopolitan view of matters
time, and hope that the American takes a
Bee Journal and all bee-keepers and things. As before stated, we
throughout " the whole continent " have no desire to restrict the language
will do the same. It is monstrous of Mr. Ivar S. Young— it belongs alike
that there should be the existing trade
restrictions between
two peoples to the bee-keepers of Canada as well
whose interests are so essentially one, as to the rest of America.
and that we cannot have a free interWe also fully concur in the remarks
change of commodities.
I cannot
send for any little apiarian fixture of Mr. Clarke about a " commercial
from the United States without its union" between the "two peoples,
cost being doubled by duty and cus- whose interests are so essentially

—

toms fees.
But let us have done with

all petty
inter-national jealousies. " Before all

nations

minded

is

humanity."

man

is

one," and hope to see the day when
there will be " a free interchange of
" between Canada and
The fact is, we
the United States.

The broad- commodities

cosmopolitan

in

I

found

it

considerable work, how-

ever, to keep the weeds down the first
year, and wishing to sow about an
acre more the following year, I sowed

with oats, broad-cast but I got the
oats too thick, and after it was cut, I
found that I had but a few scattered
plants of the melilot surviving. The
next year it was pretty thin, but since

it

then

;

it

has been good, and has taken

entire possession of the land.
Last spring, wishing to put in three
acres more, I decided to sow with
oats, and sow the oats quite thin, and
the sweet clover thick, as early as
possible. I succeeded nicely, and in
June I cut four tons of oats hay, cutting it rather high, so as not to damage the sweet clover. This has paid
me well for work and use of land. I
of melilot.
the United States, shows that he in- now have a splendid stand
Although the ground is hard, and as
tentionally addressed the bee-keepers
has
made a
dry as a bone, the clover
of both " Canada " and the " United nice growth since cutting the oats,
States," as " the Americans,"— and and I have no fears of its withstand-

:

'

determined to put in a patch of about
\% acres. I then drilled it, with a
garden drill, in rows about 4 feet
apart, and one inch in the row. I
secured a good stand, and the next
year it was immense, some of the
plants measuring 14 feet high, and of
course covered the ground completely.

The only trouble I
ing the drouth.
have had is to secure a good stand the
season succeeding the first bloom. In
the case of my first patch, I sowed
both fall and the next spring after
sowing, and yet the second season
was almost a failure.
As to the value of this plant, the
experience of the present t(h)orrid
summer, makes me think better of it
than ever. During the early part of
.July, as about everything else had
dried up and disappeared, the sweet
clover was in full glory. It was wonderful to see the bees on it— sometimes two and three on a single clusThe severely dry weather did
ter.
not seem to affect it in the least, and
it has produced an abundance of seed.

Of course in a season like this it
could not be expected that two or
three hundred colonies would store
any surplus honey from 2^^ acres, but
I am convinced that it has been a
great help to keep them from starving. Next year I hope to be able to
report tangible results as to increase
of surplus honey from sweet clover.
Milan, >o Ills.
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near where there is a large area of the queen-bee is to lay eggs.
She
bottom land in Missouri for evapora- gathers no honey
she takes no
tion, and his predictions are very care of
the eggs after they are
often verified for his location.
laid
she pays no attention to the
When by investigation the causes young brood. Nature has decreed
of drouths in some places can be as- that in the division of labor in the
certained, the remedy may be sure to hive, she shall attend strictly to the
business of laying.
follow.
The drones are male bees. Their
Hunnewell,d Mo.
oflBce as males is
their only office.
They do no work of any kind, not
Condensed from Agricultural Ueview.
even collecting the honey on which
they live.
Bees, Bee-Hives, Honey
Money,
The great body of bees in the hives
are workers. They are undeveloped
REV. O. CLUTE.
females, that is, females in which the
reproducing organs have never fully
Bee-keeping is still in its infancy. developed. These workers do all the
But it is an "infant" of vigorous work of the hive, gather the honey,
and remarkable promise. make the wax, build the comb, hover
health
Modern inventions and discoveries the eggs and young brood, nurse the
have put it on profitable basis, and it brood, clean up the hive, and defend
has already drawn into its ranks it from the attacks of robber bees.
clear-headed men and women who The queen is long and slender in
see the possibilities it offers to in- shape— somewhat like a wasp. The
dustry and skill.
drones are shorter and more robust.
In our practical pursuits we work The workers are smaller than the
to get money. In bee-keeping we get drones, and not so chuncked in shape.
we
the money by selling our honey
Of races of bees there are now two
get the honey by the labors of the that are very widely diffused in
bees we can keep the bees only as we America— the old black, or German
have some suitable hive. I will here bee, and the Italian bee. Of these
consider these points in reverse order. two there is no doubt but the Italian
;

Secnring

tlie

Necessary Rainfall,

;

HENRY

L.

PENFLELD.

The article of Thos. E. Hill, on
"Drouths and Cyclones," on page
has greatly interested me. Beekeeping and farming are Intimately
associated with us
the rainfall is an
487,

;

indispensable necessity, and, as we
used to say when working out problems at school, the " unknown quantity " that we are trying to get. The
editor invites the readers by a " postscript." to work out this problem of
the cause of drouths and cyclones.

M

In this vicinity we are more interthe cause of drouths, not
having had a good crop year since
1879, nor a good honey year since 1883,
from the reason of need of rain at
seasonable times.
We know how indispensable that factor is to the industries of farming and bee-keeping,
and that they are consequently lotteries as now run, that are about to
ruin us or any country where it is so
uncertain as here.
Would it not be well for us mortals
to have this part of the " whole business " under our control. I maintain
Hives.— Time was when the beethat our Creator has nothing to do
with the details of this important keeper put his bees into a box, open
lower end, and stood them in
factor to success in the industries at the
mentioned, but that it is left to us to a corner of the garden to live or die,
luck might determine.
If the
control it if we would, like any other as
became queenless and so soon
part of our labor. It is so in Dakota, colony
where irrigation makes it as certain died out if the bee-moth soon filled
it with its loathsome larvfe and so
as any other employment.
destroyed it; if it became so filled
Now the question is. what is the with honey that the queen had no
best way for the different locations cells in which to lay her eggs, and
to arrive at this much-desired result. hence no young bees being reared,
I do not believe that a fervent prayer the colony soon dwindled away, it was
will come at it generally, for that has all charged to " bad luck." Now all
been tried so many times and failed, this has been changed.
Intelligent
that we are " left " to some other bee-keepers to-day regard the man
alternative hereabouts.
"
"
talks
about
luck
in
who
bee-keepIt may be that there are local causes ing, with about the same feelings as
that make the drouth worse in some those with which we regard the suplaces than in others, and I think we perstition and ignorance of the man
are free to investigate this matter. who gives any attention to the baseWe have noticed that the sun draws less guesses as to the weather, with
water from small or large bodies of which our wild weather-prophets
water by evaporation, and that soon amuse a too indulgent public.
after the clouds gather and follow the
But the intelligent bee-keeper towater courses, and sometimes the day does not keep his bees in boxwind carries tliem over and beyond hives; he uses the movable-frame
these influences to be operated on by hive, in which the bees are led to
other influences.
We know how apt build their combs the frames are
it is to rain about the 4th of July in movable, and can be lifted from
the
ested in

;

;

.

;

;

and in the vicinity of
battle-fields during or shortly after an
action, I believe, as Mr. Hill says in
his article alluded to, that where the
water was dammed up in ponds and
lakes, more generally
in farming
large

cities,

hives.

Bees.— Having

hives for the bees,
to get bees for the
hives. To do this in the best manner
we must understand something of the
natural history of the bee. In every
perfect colony of bees there are one
queen, a small number of drones, and
from 5,000 to 40,000 workers. The
queen is the only perfect female in
the hive.
She lays all the eggs from
which young bees are reared. In

the next thing

is

countries, then when the sun was
seen to have the effect of drawing
water and collecting it in clouds, and
at a near time to set off some explosive high in the air, that places accustomed to having the rains go around
would be benefited by a good shower laying these eggs she is somewhat
of rain.
prolific, as she will lay from 2,000 to
know that at certain phases of 3,000 a day when the weather is warm
the moon we are more apt to get rain and honey is coming in. The physiolwhen the indications are favorable as ogist who will successfully breed the
before stated. 1 notice that a weather laying qualities of the queen-bee into
prophet predicts rain at a certain the Brahma hen, will give himself
time in the vicinity of Quincy, Ills., fame and fortune. The only oflice of

We

is,

on the whole, much the superior.

more hardy, more prolific, more
industrious, and more docile. To prefer the black bee to the Italian, is
much as it would be for one who is
breeding cattle to prefer the common
scrubs to the beautiful Short-Horns,
Herefords, Jerseys or Ayrshires. No
bee-keeper can afford to keep the
blacks. To change from the blacks
to the Italians is a very easy thing.
To do this it is necessary, in the first
place, to introduce a pure Italian
queen
During the working season
the worker-bees live only about six
weeks; the old ones are constantly
dying off, their places being taken by
the young bees that are reared in the
Hence in a few weeks the
hive.
black bees in this hive, to which you
have introduced an Italian queen, will
all be dead, and their places supplied
It is

by young

Italians, the product of

her

eggs.

The

natural

way for bees to

increase

by swarming. In old times it was
often thought that the more bees
swarmed the more profitable they
were. But now-a-days swarming is regarded by many bee-keepers with
great disfavor. If it were possible to
prevent swarming entirely, they
would do so. They approximate as
closely to no swarming as possible.
Honey.— I come now to speak of
honey which is, of course, the great
No article is
end in keeping bees.
more attractive on the table than the
delicate white comb with the lucent
honey gleaming through, more lovely
in color than the mysterious amber
from the storm-tossed Baltic shores,
more delicate in fragrance and flavor
than the fabled nectar and ambrosia
Exof the Olympian gods of old.
tracted honey is delicious and beauis

The demand for it will rapidly
increase, but it can never take the
The deplace of the comb honey.
mand for this will never be less than
f ul.
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To produce it in perfec- best package in which to ship it to
large markets at
home and
a high art, to attain which the
many bee-keepers will always strive. abroad. They are convenient to
handle, and can be shipped across the
A very large part of the honey crop continent
or across the seas with no
is now taken in the form of extracted
trouble. In this shape it has already
honey.
Comb honey is good and become
a staple in the great commerbeautiful, but it has the disadvantage cial centres,
and the commercial bulof the wax, which is indigestible, and letins in all the
large cities now quote
In the
which nobody cares to eat.
honey as regularly as they quote
extracted honey we have no wax, it is meats and
wool.
The foreign dehoney in its purest form. Many peo- mand for American extracted honey
ple associate extracted honey with is
large and increasing. As the honey
they suppose that all product
strained honey
increases with the rapid dehoney out of the comb is strained velopment to
which this industry is
honey, but this is great injustice to destined, the
foreign market will abextracted honey. In getting strained sorb no
inconsiderable part of our
honey, all the combs from a hive, annual crop.
combs containing capped brood, and
Let nobody
that bee-keepgrowing larvse and pollen, and honey, ing on a large suppose
scale is a pleasant pasare mixed up together, and then the time,
which lazy and incompetent
In this way
liquid squeezed out.
people can take up and pursue with
there is obtained some honey, but success.
For the lazy and the incomthere is also obtained the juice of the
petent there is no place anywhere. It
the young bees and
it is

tion

to-day.
is

;

growing

larvfe of
of the pollen, so that the

honey has a
and associaBut
tions by no means appetizing.
"extracted" honey is as different
from this strained honey as it is posrank

flavor, a

dark

color,

In getting extracted
honey we get no pollen, no juices of
We get simply the
bees or larvfe.
pure honey, without any admixture
whatever. He, who on a cold winter
moming,has never had pure, candied,
white clover honey to spread on his
hot cakes, has lived in vain
Life
has lacked for him one of its chiefest
sible

to

be.

were as well for them to die at once.
But any man or woman, who will

learn the business, who will begin
wisely, who will choose a good loca-

who will stick to it even if now
and then there comes a year of disaster, can find in
beekeeping a
healthful and independent pursuit
tion,

that will give a good living.
Iowa City,o* Iowa.

Bee-Keeping as an ExclnsiYe Business,

—

Money. He who can market his
honey most successfully will have a
great advantage over the one who

Comb

honey, if put up
in attractive packages, always commands a market, tnough the prices
may not come up to the producer's
ideas. It is wise to develop and supGo to all the
ply the home market.
grocers in all the towns, villages and
cities near you, and arrange with
them to keep your honey on sale. In
this way a large amount cau be disposed of at fair rates. If your honey
is
very superior, and is carefully
packed in good crates, it can be sent
long distances on the railroads, and
so reach the markets in the large
rails in this.

cities.

L. C.

ROOT.

Every bee-keeper of experience will
answer this question for himself, but
there are those who contemplate entering into bee-keeping who will hesitate.
I have followed bee-keeping as
an exclusive business for 15 years,and
I have had an opportunity to observe
very closely its many phases.
In earlier days, when the sources

which our honey came were
more certain, when prices for honey
ranged higher, and, above all, when
comparatively few were engaged in
the business, and there was a demand
for even more honey than was produced, one was more fully warranted
in making bee-keeping an exclusive
from

matter, a large business.
I have watched the changes in our
created for extracted honey.
Talk it up in all pursuit with more than an ordinary
places, public meetings and elsewhere; degree of interest, as the results of
the changes were to determine my
write about it in your local papers
let all know just how good and cheap own action in my plans for the future.
Have it nicely put up in glass The results of my experience lead me
it is.
jars or tin pails and offered for sale to the conclusion that it is far more
everywhere. Tin pails holding from safe to unite bee-keeping with some
There are many
one pound to twenty-five pounds are other business.
very excellent for retailing extracted kinds of business which may be conhoney, and are now coming rapidly ducted in connection with bee-keepinto use. It is wise to have printed ing with pleasure and profit. Among
labels pasted on every package, tell- these are poultry-raising, stock-growing that the contents are pure honey, ing, small-fruit "gardening, etc.
stating briefly how it is taken, its
If farming were conducted in a
quality, that in cold weather it will better way than it usually is, and a
candy or crystallize, and that by few colonies of bees kept in connecstanding the vessel containing it on tion with it, the two pursuits would
the stove in another vessel contain- be found to harmonize.
As a rule,
ing water, and heating to about 18CP, farmers attempt to work far too much
it can again be reduced to a liquid land, and the consequence is a low
without injuring it.
grade of farming. Their crops, both
The kegs and barrels in which the of grain and fruit are inferior, and if
extracted honey was stored are the there is a bee-keeper near them, they

By attending to the
home demand can be

;

are apt to try and make themselves
believe that the bees are the cause of
their poor crops.
If, instead of attempting to conduct a farm of 200
acres, they would put
the same
amount of work on 50 acres, and keep
50 colonies of bees, sowing Alsike
clover, buckwheat, etc., their investment would be much less, and I think
the results more satisfactory.
The present feeling with so many,
that the interests of the farmer and
bee-keepers are antagonistic, is very
much to be regretted, for the facts,
when investigated, will prove decidedly the reverse. From very close
observation, I feel warranted in saying that the honey-bee is as truly a
necessity in the propagation of field
and garden crops, as are the rain,

sunshine and soil.
These facts will
surely be proven by the harmony
which will be produced in the desirable practice of uniting the branches
of business referred to, and conducting them in such a manner as to bring
about the harmony which the God of
nature has established.
Stamford, ? Conn.
For tne Ajnerlcazi Bee Joamai.

Bee-Territory for Bee-Keeners.

OLIVER FOSTER.

Apiculturist.

!

charms
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Were it not for one point of practical importance, I should consider this
question unworthy of further discussion. It seems also that Mr. Clarke
has failed to " catch on " to the main
article on page 406, which
idea of
he answers on page 485.

my

He says that I killed my little
" scheme," as he calls it, " dead at the
start and at the finish," by doubting
that it was practicable. He then proceeds to fight it as though it were
something alive and dangerous;
whereas 1 meant it notas a " scheme"
or plan to be worked out, but rather
as an illustration, though faulty as I
admit, showing that a bee-keeper may
desire a just control of the honey resources of his locality upon other and
more important grounds than that he
was the prior occupant but it seems
"impracticable" for Mr. Clarke to
;

allow this point.
Near the close of his article he says:
" There is an element of justice and
of right in a prior occupant having a
pre-emptive claim conceded to him
Overcrowding is doubtless an
evil, but I see no practicable legal
check to it. There are two potent
checks always in operation— respect
for the rights of others, and selfinterest, etc."

From what I have
we agree, viz:

that

quoted, I find
1.

That some

kind of protection to avoid "overcrowding" would Be just and desirable. 2. That such protection by law
3. That
is probably impracticable.
" respect for the rights of others and
self-interest " are the best checks to
the difficulty now available. 4. That
these checks sometimes fail to operate. They may fail to operate because of a mistaken notion of selfinterest, because the respect for the
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rights of others is lacking or is overbalanced by the stronger self-interest,
or because the term "rights "is not
properly interpreted.
Though these moral checks may be
effective in preventing overstocking,
still injustice may be involved in the
result. Here is the practical point.
Where a locality is overstocked, who
has a moral right to occupy the field

and who has not
I venture
locality will

?

the

assertion that no
to advan-

accommodate

tage more than one honey producer.
If he makes that a specialty, and I
will venture a guess that within two
or three miles of nearly every skillful
and successful bee-keeper,there could
be found one or more farmers or
others who owned a few " bee-gums "
when the specialist began. The enterprise and success of the specialist
has influenced others to " dabble in
bees." and the result is overstocking.
Should the specialist now retire from
the li eld in favor of the prior occupant V Would Mr. Clarke's " respect
for the rights of others " lead him to

do so

?

Tlie fact that a

man was

honey, but there are several minor
points that must be taken into consideration therewith.
I will here introduce a scale of points, imperfect,
aware,
but it will serve to
I am well

siring to increase their number of
colonies by natural swarming, kept
off the supers until the white clover
honey-flow was over, and did not get
any honey, nor much increase. But
I did not desire any increase, so I put
illustrate my meaning
To every colony of bees that gather on my supers early, and I think I
sufficient stores for winter, I would have SOO or 1,000 pounds of surplus
allow one point ; then for every 15 honey in one-pound sections, if I
pounds of extracted honey, one more take it before they carry it below into
the brood-chamber.
point.
I think that the
The next desirable quality to be coming fall and winter will furnish a
taken into consideration is hardiness bitter experience to the bee-keepers
and ability to stand our unfavorable in this locality, for if the bees are not
winter and spring weather. Colonies fed, they will perish for want of wincome ter stores, as some colonies have
perfectly, and
that winter
through the spring without dwindling, already left their hives for want of
food to sustain them.
should be allowed three points.

Next should come character and
disposition. If a colony can be handled during a flow of honey without
stinging, spread out evenly upon the

on

the ground, is a point in his favor;
but the fact that another has natural
and acquired qualifications to best
utilize the honey resources of his
locality ,is,in my judgment, a stronger
one in his favor. Of course any one
has a moral riglit to keep kees in
localities that are not fully stocked,
but as soon as the number of bees
increases beyond a certain limit, the
locality is overstocked, and some one
must fail. Then he who is lacking in
qualifications will consult his own
self-interest by respecting the moral
rights of those best fitted.
About 18 miles from here a frtend
of mine keeps a few bees and sells
standard supplies.
He says that a
few years ago he sold a thousand dollars worth of supplies a year to the
farmers and others in his immediate
neighborhood, and that now scarcely

;

or putting out

when molested)

their
I

keeper's eyes,

think

I

that

excessive

natural

swarming should be discouraged, consequently I would not allow any credit
for swarms east, but would commence

new account with the new colony.
The bee-keeper, having kept a record
a

with each colony for one year, is then
ready to select say about 4 colonies
that have, during the previous season,

;

same—" the

survival of
the
utilization of our honey
resources should be intrusted to those
who are best qualified to accomplish
it, with little or no regard to priority.

The

Mt. Vernon,

o Iowa.

Farm, Stock and Home.

Points of Excellence in Bees.

WM. HOYT.

For

ttie

American Bee jonmal.

Some Exueriences
J.

D.

of

tlie

Season,

MANDEVILLE, M.D.

have kept bees for the last 11
and every year brings with it
some new experience and knowledge,
as well as increase and surplus. This
I

years,

year my profits will consist, in part,of
experience.
I began with 2 colonies
in 1876, and have increased them to
about 110 or 120 colonies, but 1 now

have 46 colonies, having lost 51 colowith diarrhea in the spring of
1877 from out-door wintering, I think,
which reduced my number to 3 colosince then I have wintered my
nies
bees in the cellar, with little or no
loss, and last winter I wintered 42
colonies without any loss.
This being a remarkably dry season,
nies

;

Having for several years given con-

thought to the matter of
improving our bees, I will briefly outmethod that, if carried out by a
majority of the bee-keepers, would I fear that the profits to apiarists will
undoubtedly in a few years give good be largely in experieuce, with but
results.
small surplus and little or no insiderable

line a

The

first

think not less than 130° in the sun,
I did not try the thermometer in the sun on that day, but other
days, when it was 102^ in the shade,
it has been 127° in the sun, and my
thermometer varies but little with the
one kept at the State Agricultural
College at Urbanna, ten miles northwest of here, which has been 103>^"
Fahr.
I have never used shade-boards,
but have always followed Mr. Doolittle's
plan, viz
kept my hives
painted white, and 1 have never had
any trouble with lioney and comb
melting down but on the day mentioned it was too hot for one of my
best colonies that gave me 144 pounds
of surplus comb honey last year, and
this year it had filled two supers of 36
I

would allow three although

Thus a colony having perfect disposition, wintering perfectly, and
getting 45 pounds of surplus honey,
or 90 pounds of extracted honey, and
having sufficient stores to winter,
would score ten points.

any of them have any bees. A
managed monopoly of the bee- business would have saved these farmers
hundreds of dollars. Ageneral knowledge of the business on their part
would have accomplished the same
result.
Whether the desired protection be by law or by the power of
moral sentiment, the result should be
fittest."

:

;

pounds each, aud I had raised them
up and put on the third super, when,
to my surprise, the honey in the two
supers melted and the comb fell
down, killing and drowning about
one-third of the bees, and ran out at
the entrance. The high temperature
killed all of the brood, and I assure
you that I had a sweet mess of melted
comb, honey, bees and brood.
The colony was immediately attacked en masse with robbers, which
was equal to the multiplying the
former complication by ten thousand.
Sunday afternoon, as is
It was
usually the case when bees get out of
joint, as we sometimes say
and if a
cow ever does kick over the milk-pail,
she is sure to do it when you are trying to do a nice job of milking, with
your Sunday pantaloons on so this
calamity occurred on Sunday afternoon. I saw at once that the " critter
was in the well," and the " good
book " says that if it falls in on Sunday, that you may help it out, but I
did not
I let the colony alone until
nightfall, when I carried it to the
bee-cellar, and removed the supers
and dead bees and brood I found the
queen all right.
I transferred the
frames and bees to another hive, put
them on another stand in a secluded
spot, and all are doing nicely, and
still have plenty of honey for winter.
;

;

;

;

in the crease. 1 am a little more fortunate,
Perhaps some one may say, " I told
the production of however, than some others who, de- you so
why did you not use shade-

and principal object

keeping of bees

is

95° Fahr. to

;

scored the highest number of points
from every 10 colonies, from which to
rear queens and drones
two of the
selected colonies to be used for the
rearing of drones, and the remaining
two being used for rearing queens.
No drones should be allowed to issue
from the other colonies selected for
well- that
purpose.

the

the last month, from

combs and remain quiet while being 100', and several days it has risen to
examined good to repel robbers and 102°. 103°, 104°, and one day 106° but
moths, and not meddlesome (that is, on Sunday, July 17, it stood for six or
not attempting to rob weak colonies seven hours at 104" in the shade, and
points.

first

The high mercury has given me
some new and profitable experience,
as it has been most of the time, for

;
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And so I would, if I lived
a latitude where the mercury was
in the habit of running wild, but I do
not think I will in my present location, for they are very much in the
way, besides adding a great deal to
boards."
in

ready for the fall crop now. Rearing
my queens in advance from selected
colonies, I strengthen the nuclei, as
old colonies require weakening, to
prevent swarming, by talcing frames
with hatching brood and adhering

and if I had bees. For this happy state of affairs
the labor of the apiary
lost the entire colony, its value would I have to thank the melilot clover, in
not have equaled the expense of conjunction with alfalfa.
shade-boards for 11 years.
Our natural honey crop begins
Philo,o Ills.
about Aug, 15. and may be a good one
this year, since all my bees are in the
very best condition to gather in the
[Tor tbe American Bee JoumoL
nectar, if Nature should produce it.
In concluding, I will add that the
My Experience witti Sweet Clover.
melilot, when nearly through blooming, should be plowed under well.
WILLIAM 8T0LLEY.
This requires a good sulky plow and a
The harrow should
In answer to the request of Dr. C. strong team.
the plow, and not be
C. Miller, on page 501, respecting "follow"
sweet clover, I will say that I am one dragged in an opposite direction, so
of those who has acted upon the ad- as to avoid the uncovering of the
vice frequently given by the editor of heavy and bushy stalks put under
the
Ameeican Bee Journal, to ground. It then will soon decay. It
have some sweet clover, not only IS best to defer the harrowing until
along public roads and along rail- the following spring, and when the
roads in the vicinity of my apiary, seed has well grown.
This harrowing in the spring will
but I also have cropped as much as 12
to 13 acres of good laud on my farm thin out the thickly set plants suffi" if
for three years, after being sown with ciently to make a proper stand,
;" and in June the
the seed of this excellent forage plant. done judiciously
I have fully reported upon the result field is again ready for yielding a
of my experiment in 1886, in the Bee heavy crop of fodder. This summer,
in June, I plowed under 6 acres of
Journal, on pages 746 and 74.S.
melilot when about 2 feet high, and
This year, beiug an " off " year for after taking crop of millet this fall
a
80 many bee-keepers, I will at this from the land,
1 will see what the
early day report once more the result
effect of this treatment of the land
of my experiment this season, and
will be, when sown to spring wheat
thus at the same time comply with
next spring.
the Doctor's request.
Up till Aug.
The roots of the melilot penetrate
1, 1 had taken 732 pounds of capped
deep into the subsoil, and by decayhoney, leaving nearly all the uncaping, opens up channels for moisture
ped ill the supers. I think that I es- and minneral salts to rise to the surtimate low when I say that another
face, which otherwise would be held,
500 pounds are capped now and ready
and would not be available for plant
for the extractor.
growth.
If grown for a crop, melilot may be
Grand Island,© Neb., Aug. 14, 1887.
sown as well in the autumn as in early
spring, and the land should be treated
For tee Ajnertcan Bee Journal.
the same as if sown to oats or wheat.
In the latter part of June it is ready
for the mower, and will yield a heavy
LeEislation for Bee-KeeBers.
crop of most excellent fodder for catJ. o. shearman.
tle.
I leave it not longer in the Held
than is ab.solutely necessary, and salt
it quite liberally when stacking it.
What does all of the talk about
Cattle prefer it to any other food, if bee-legislation amount to ? No one
thus prepared and fed, after they get has come to any conclusion as to
used to it.
what is best to be done. Mr. Clarke,
I do not crop it a second time the on page 485, has, in his usual fluent
first season, although I think it could manner, shoved Mr. Foster to one
be done without injury to the plants
side, and good-naturedly sits down on
but in the fall, when other pastures the spot vacated. Mr. Foster did, at
are failing, the sweet clover pasture least, " break the ice," and propose
is at its best, and will hold out late in something to be done, even allowing
the season— yet into winter.
If an its possible impracticability. Did Mr.
early honey crop is desired, it should C. get any further ? or as far toward
have its own way the following a solution of the problem V
spring, but a heavy crop of fodder
Now I believe if each bee-keeper
may be taken from melilot clover field would state his views in a positive,
about June 15 the second year, and it instead of a negative way, as to what
will grow up and produce a crop of conditions would be best to try to
nectar-yielding bloom for the bees, bring about to regulate the bee-keepwhich will last well into winter.
ing industry, then compare notes at
On an average, I have secured now the joint meeting in Chicago next
about 60 pounds of capped honey per November, some good might be done
colony, spring count, in the supers, by coming to an understanding as to
and there is more than required for the rights of bee-keepers and others,
It would be better
wintering the bees on, left in the comparatively.
brond-chambers.
Prom 20 colonies for some legislation upon the subject
in tbe spring, I was compelled to in- to be proposed t>y the beekeepers
crease to 34 colonies, all it which are themselves, rather than by outsiders.
;

;

'
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they evidently understand the
merits and demerits of the case better.
Now, as a case in point, note the
bill before our (Michigan) legislature
know the party who
last term.
I
presented that " bill," also the situation as to what started him on the
war-path. He went to see our supervisor, and tied his horse (as usual)
near the front gate; the door-yard
between the gate and house being
occupied by a few colonies of bees (a
dozen, may be), made it uncomfortable for the horse, and put both gentlemen to some trouble to get it away
Now
without a serious accident.
both of them are intelligent and fairminded men in general, but not posted
consequently that
in bee-matters
" bill."
My idea in regard to legislation
would be something nearly as follows:
as

;

1. No one shall keep any hives of
bees within 4 rods of a public highway, without a close fence at least.
feet high between the hives and the

highway.
2. No one shall keep any hives of
bees within 4 rods of any place where
horses are obliged to be worked in
warm weather (orsummer time) without an 8-foot fence, or its equivalent
also the same stipulabetween, etc.
tion as to proximity of school-yards,
;

etc,
3. Any one keeping bees near a
public highway, or near where horses
must pas's, shall keep a plain notice
posted in a prominent place saying,
'•
Tie no horse near this place, for
fear of injury by bees."
4. Any professional bee-keeper who
keeps improved strains or breeds of
bees, and rears queens to sell, or pure
queens of improved breed for the
purpose of improving his stock, shall
be entitled to protection in the followIf any one shall bring
ing manner
native or grade bees and let them
stand within two miles of the beeyard of the first comer, the firstnamed bee-keeper may notify him
(the new comer) to remove his native
or grade bees beyond the two-mile
limit, and give a 30 days notice to
that effect, in writing, and then if the
new arrival shall continue to keep
his bees within the two miles, the
first bee-keeper may collect $7 per
day as damages, and prosecute the
second bee-keeper for a misdemeanor,
and subject him to fine or imprisonment, as the court shall direct, etc.
5. Nothing in the previous clause
shall hinder the second bee-keeper
:

from purchasing pure (jueens, and requeening his colonies, if of the .«ame
breed as the lirst-arrived bee-keeper.
6. Bees and bee-keepers' properties
shall be held as property, and be
liable to assessment in proportion to
the valuation of other property with
this exception, that no bees under 6
months of age shall be assessed. (N.
B. That leaves it to assess the queen
and hive).
I do not see how any one could be
legally prohibited from keeping bees
or anything else on his own premises,
except upon the grounds of being a
nuisance or a hindrance to public improvement in some way. no matter

—
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I supposed they would again,
and, like many others, did not expect
The flrst three clauses would be such a winter. It was a loss of their
upon specialists, and full value, notwithstanding the fact
restrictions
would naturally incline the majority they had paid for themselves several
of any legislature to favor such en- times, as I had sold bees enough to
actment. The last would gravitate pay the first cost, and then increased
toward doing away with the one- from 18 to 60 colonies, besides taking
horse, puttering bee-owner, as well as 1,500 pounds of honey.
to discourage others from going in.
To begin with again, I sent South
Now let us hear from others, and for bees, 20 pounds, enough for three
improve upon this, or bring forward pretty good colonies. I bought three
something more practicable.
queens at that time, and three later.
New Richmond, ? Mich.
I increased them to 39 colonies, and
extracted 300 pounds of honey. They
are now put up for winter with from
Nebraska Farmer.
25 to 50 pounds of honey per colony.
Having the combs already, enabled
Bee-KeeniDg in Mraska.
them to do more than they otherwise
could, though the use of comb founG. E. T.
dation would have been nearly as
The past three years, during which good.
swarm of black bees flying over
time I have kept bees, have been
in June, I brought down by ringing a
considered poor seasons for honey
judging by what mine have done, I bell— hived them, and gave them
They filled up their hiveconclude that Nebraska must be one combs.
except, that in Septemof the best places in the world for nothing more,
of brood and 15
bees. One reason is,perhaps, because ber I took one frame
not Italianize
of our early spring flowers, with a pounds of honey ; I did
succession of bloom of various kinds, them, for I wanted to contrast them
were divided
sufficient at all times for them to live with yellow bees which
upon and rear their brood, until the five or six times, and then some of
honey harvest, which comes from those divided again.
what is commonly called heart 's-ease.
They also work upon Spanish-needles,
For tbe AmericaQ Bee Joum&t
sunflowers, etc. If we had clover, it
would enable them to do still better.
ProBOseil Laliels for Honey,
Another is, that our dry atmosphere
it has
is favorable for wintering ;
HENRT A. COOK.
been said that more bees die from

whether they are the

flrst

or last on

For tbe American Bee Journat

tion,

the ground.

Tlie

S.

particularly desirable for those who
wish to be out-of-doors for the benefit
There is much to
of their health.
learn, but half an hour's instruction

any one to proceed with
the business by reading bee- books for
As one can
help, as it is needed.
work much more at ease, if there is
no fear that the bees will sting, I
think it better to wear a bee-hat and
gloves.
Prepared in this way, there
is no need to feel nervous.
To increase colonies by division is
simply to take a part of the frames
covered with bees from one hive, and
place in another a little distance
will enable

away.

Cyprians and Italians will

RYDER.

this year. 1 send some individual reports which have reached me.
They are as follows
:

V. V. Blackmer, of Orwell, says
that he will not get as much honey as

He has over 100 colonies,
but a number are weak.
S. L. Peck, of Ira, expects -500
pounds of comb honey he has 23 colonies, but only a part of them are in
condition to yield a surplus. His bees
are doing fairly well.
Alexander Eraser, of Hinesburgh,
has 103 colonies, and about 3,000
pounds of surplus honey.
last year.

;

I. N. Howard, of Low Hampton,
N. Y., recently took 2,400 pounds of
comb honey, and 500 pounds of extracted, from 50 colonies.
E. L. Westcott. of Fair Haven, was
recently oflered 14 cents a pound for
his honey, which consists of 3,000
pounds of comb and several hundred
weight of extracted.

It is reported that G. G. Taylor, of
Fairfield, commenced a few years ago
with 2 colonies of bees, now has 123
more money
colonies, and makes
from his bees than any owner of a
dairy in town.
I
In regard to plants for honey
:

have seen more domestic bees on burhave noted the muddle over names dock blossoms than on any other
How are the following for plant I have observed. Still, I would
of honey.
one man's solution of the difficulty ?
not recommend the growing of burdocks, as they are well-rooted, noisome
pests, unless one can make a contract
; ,,-,v^$-^^-^-sg$*|5*;^igi».
with a certain medicine company for
'^>
the material from which to manufacture " burdock blood bitters."
[WARRANTED.]
I wish that "bee-keepers would put
their observation and experience toI Just a; Gathered by the Honey-Bees.
gether, and in the course of time comI

PME GOHB HONEY,

:-i;>

FROM THE APIAKY OF

•^'!

I M.

C.

GODFREY,

Chicago,

pile a table giving the relative value
of plants for honey, as accurately as

Ills.

I have never
can be ascertained.
heard of such a table, and the various

scattering

seem

reports

to

differ

widely on this point.
Brandon,-*© Vt.

main quietly upon the comb, when
taken from the hive, and it is easy to

PURE HONEY,

find the queen,

or 15 minutes usually, and is less
trouble than to hive a swarm from the
limb of a tree.
I have been told that black bees
gave but little profit last season. It
a matter of interest,
is therefore
which can be expressed in dollars and
cents, to know what the yellow bees
did, but as I. know of no Italians or
Cyprians except my own, in this
country, I can only tell you of them.
Last May I found that the last
remnant of my bees had dwindled
away. As they had got safely through
the previous winter without protec-

Vermont

mont

re-

which, in dividing, I
think it better to do. Take her to the
new hive with the 'frames of brood
that are nearly ready to hatch, leaving the larvse and eggs for the old
colony, as they will do better in rearing a queen. This can be done in 10

B.

of

I hear it reported that there will
not be a large crop of honey in Ver-

A

dampness than from cold.
Beekeeping is very interesting and

Honey Crop

Convention Notices.

[WARRANTED.]

I
t|!>

t|

Taken from the Comb by Machinery.
FROM THE APIARY OF
M. C. GODFREY, Chicago, Ills.
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1^" The Iowa Bee-Keepers' Association will
meet in the bee-lieepers' tent on the State Fair
Grounds at DesMoines, Iowa, on Sept. 7, 1887. at
10 a.m., and continue as long as may seem protl taA. J. NOBRIS, Sec.
ble. All are invited.

'-•-*.--•-

|»" TheredarVallej- Bee-Keepers' Association

" tells the

I know it is simple, but it
truth," and avoids ambiguous terms.

"Pure honev" is all honey; "pure
comb honey '" is both honey and comb.
Eureka Springs, 'o Ark.
[For a name we prefer " honey," or
" honey in the comb," without using
the word " pure "—because that implies that there is an impure or made
article, which, so far as the latter is
concerned, is erroneous. Ed.]

will be held at Waterloo, Iowa, on Sept. fi and 7,
1887. The CedarVallev Bee-Keepers' Produce and
Supply Union will meet with the above Association. This meeting will be made both pleasant
and profitable to bee-keepers. All interested in
apiculture are cordially invited to attend. Do not
be discouraged with this year's crop, but come and

have a good time.

H. K.

Hubbard, Sm-

Union Convention at Clileago,—The
North American Bee- Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention in Chicago, Ills., on
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, NovemThis date will
ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
occur during the second week of the Fat
rates will be
excursion
when
Stock Show,
very low.
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Bept. v.— Iowa State, at Des Moines, Iowa.
A. J. Norris, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

reason to consult or accommodate. I
have seen no evidence that the name
is a misnomer, or at any time been
the subject of criticism
on the contrary it has for nearly a dozen years
been thoroughly incorporated into all
our bee-literature, as well as all our

Nov. 18-18.— North American, at Chicago. Ills.
W. Z. UutcblDBon, Sec. Rogersviile, Mich.

a living thing,

Local Convention Directory.
Time and

1887.

place of Meetino.
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The object of taking the honey out
of the comb, is to preserve the comb
for further use to thrash it would

—

;

Sept.

6,

7.— Cedar Valley, at Waterloo. Iowa.
H. E. Hubbard. 8ec., La Porte City, Iowa.

Dec. 7-9.-MicbiKan State, at East Sapinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, ijec Clinton, Mich.

^F~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

commercial transactions, and become
stay forever
The name was a necessity in the beginning, and was well chosen, and I
know of no authority competent to
change it. I have no objections to
any one who is fond of light work, to
change the name to suit themselves,
but 1 believe the business world will
stand by the name of "extracted
I trust, to

!

destroy the comb, and thus defeat the
object of trying to separate the honey

and comb.
Then, it would also become necessary to strain
the conglomerated
mass through a cloth to get the honey
out of it; the comb would be destroyed, the work doubled, and we
should retrograde to the methods of
the "dark ages of the past."
Oh!
no the adoption of such an inappropriate word is preposterous, and the
thought not to be entertained for a
!

honey."

SBU^^Ji^!^^^

Honey is very Thick.— T. F. Bingmoment.—Ed.]
ham, Abronia, p Mich., on Aug. 12,
1887, writes

Best Rain of the Season.— I. M.
Foote, Creston,9 Iowa, on Aug. 17,

:

1 breathe easier

;

we have had

rain.

We have a little honey, yet this has
been the nearest to a failure of any
season since I have been in the beeBees have done but little here on business. I have about 2,000 pounds
account of the drouth. I am in hopes of honey in one-pound sections. I
that there will be enough to make a have not extracted any yet, and problittle show at our Fair, commencing ably shall not until the bees are being
on Monday, Aug. 29. We had the prepared for winter. The honey is
1887, writes

best rain

:

of

the

season

yesterday

about 2 inches of water on the

the thickest I ever saw.

level.

Another Plea for " Extracted,"— H.
Clover and Buckwheat L. Rouse, Ionia, (^ Iowa, on Aug. 13,
Blooming.— W. K. Bates, Stockton, o. 1887, writes
Minn., on Aug. 17, 1887, writes
I wish to put in another plea for
Bees are doing the best they have " extracted."
I
think that " exfor years. The late rains have broken tracted " is the proper name, and I
the drouth, and white clover is as am in favor of sticking to it.
Exwhite as a sheet. Buckwheat is the tracted honey is a name familiar in
same, but bees are not on it much. nearly every household in this part of
They seem to go to the Mississippi the country. I believe it would be
river bottoms in preference, and the unwise to change it to some new
wild flowers, which seem to be loaded name. I hope that all in favor of exwith nectar. I have several colonies tracted, will speak up. What would
that are in the third section-case.
people think if I should go to the Fair
with my extractor, and tell the people
that this is a ''nectar extractor," or
Bees Wintered Well.— John Davis, this is a machine for procuring
Allison,
o.
Ills.,
on
Aug.
(30),
1, 1887, " combless honey," " clear honey," or
" pure honey '?" No, I would rather
says:
call it a honey extractor.
I have not
My bees wintered without any loss had a pound of surplus honey
this
last winter.
I have had 4 swarms and
year. My bees have not enough to
60 pounds of honey.
w'inter on yet.

White

:

Defending Extracted

W. Bayard, Athens, ex

Honey.— J.

O., writes

:

Being one of a large fraternity of
bee-keepers, in this land that " flows
with milk and honey," I feel constrained to enter my emphatic protest
against the proposed change of name
or what is now called -'extracted
honey," to some new name that will
cause disturbance all along the line,
without bringing anything in return
but confusion, and a fresh harvest of
explanations to all comers, both old
and.new, with a laudable suspicion
on their part that the new"shuflie"
is to cover up some fresh scheme of
roguery that the old name failed to

Loose Honey.— Julius Hoffman,
Canajoharie,o»N. Y., on Aug. 15,1887,
says
As I am to a considerable extent
engaged in producing and selling
what has been so far called " extracted honey," I take great interest
in discussing the matter of giving
this kind of honey as practicable and
comprehensive a name as can be
found. I suggest that it be called
"loose honey." As a motive to this
suggestion, I will state that quite
frequently customers call for " loose
honey " when they wish to get honey
in pails, jars or barrels. The word, it

seems to me, is short, comprehensive,
and practical. I also think it would
not sound badly as a commercial term
to say ''honey in the comb," and
" honey loose."

[Oh no
It has
such " loose "
meanings, is so " unconnected and
rambling " that it will never do as a
name for honey. It is entirely " too
loose." Ed.]
!

!

Ex and Ex-Comb Honey.— Jacob
Buch, Mt. Eaton, J 0., says
If we must have a new name for
extracted honey, I would suggest the
name of ' ex" or " ex-comb honey."
:

would be no improvemenc,to say

[It

We

Thrashed Honey, etc.— Mr. W. O.
Koher, Cromwell, 6 Ind., on Aug. 14,

much prefer " exthe least.
tracted honey" to ex-comb honey.
Its €a;-cellence

is

not apparent.— Ed.]

1887, writes

I

would propose

to call

honey out

of the comb " thrashed honey ;" for it
certainly has a direct meaning to
honey out of the comb. Wheat is
wheat, whether it be thrashed or not
honey is honey whether it be in or out
of the comb
so I would suggest
" thrashed honey " for short. Bees in
this locality are not doing much, on
account of excessive dry weather.

No Reason

Complain.— Ira BarJunction, 5 N. Y., on
1887, writes
to

De Kalb

ber,

Aug.

10,

:

The honey season
ern

New

amount

"York,

is

over in north-

and but a small

honey is the result. I restock of bees in the spring
to 117 colonies, and secured a little
short of -5,000 pounds of comb honey
in one-pound sections, and
1,000
[Thrashed, according to Webster, pounds of extracted honey, and have
"
means to beat out or off," hence it no reason to complain. Many beeaccommodate.
have once been is used to describe the beating out or yards here where the same nurnber of
through the " mill of the inquisition,"
colonies, and in some cases where
and answered all questions to the thrashing of wheat, rye or oats. It is more were kept than I had, did not
satisfaction of consumers, and I know not applicable to honey, in any sense, get one-fourth the amount of honey
of no other parties that we have any shape or manner.
that I did. One great cause of a short

We

;

duced

of

my
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until 3 or 4 days ago, when we had
poor condition in the early part of some good showers. Last night a
When basswood came heavy rain set in, and has continued
the season.
on, the weather was so hot and dry all day to-day, and is still at it now—
that there was but little honey 6 p.m.
The ground is well soaked
secreted in the blossoms, and that now, and it will help the bees yet, if
early in the morning and late in the we have good weather for them hereafternoon. There was but three days after also corn and potatoes, which
that the bees kept at work all day were suffering for want of rain. The
basswood was in bloom. wheat crop here is almost an entire
while
Swarming was rather light in nearly failure on account of the multitudes
The quality of the of chinch-bugs. Oats are good corn
all the apiaries.
honey is as good as I ever saw, and promises good where the bugs did not
the bees have an abundance to winter destroy it; some fields are nearly ripe.
on, of fine clover and basswood honey. I never expect to call for aid from the
Bee-Keepers' Union, but it pleases
me that the General Manager has
Little Surplus and Few Swarms.— managed all the difficulties so well,
Francis M. Holt, Palatine, 5 W. Va., and come out ahead on them all so
far.
I hope that he will be successful
on Aug. 16, 1887, says

honey crop was that the bees were in on

;

;

a waste of time and effort to try to
find a better word than " extracted."
It has been in use too long to be
easily superseded by any new term,
especially as any new one is open to
more objection than the old. No
name can be found that will not be
misunderstood, or that will not call
for unlimited explanation from honey
producers. Catnip is a good honeyplant with us. There was nectar in
it all through the drouth— enough to
keep the brood-chamber full of brood,
though the plants are not numerous
enough to give us anything in the
upper stories of the hives. I shall
gather the seed and scatter it in all
waste places. Ordinarily the hybrids
are our best workers this year the
Italians are far ahead.
;

:

hereafter.

Bees have done nothing in this part
We have had but few
swarms, the most of them coming
There will be little or no surlate.
plus at all, this being the poorest season we have had for several years.
Bee-keepers are very much discourof the State.

Poorest Season in 10 Years.- Alex.

W.

Stith, Portland, (iKy.,

on

1987, writes

Aug

11,

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

have kept bees in northeastern
CHICAGO.
for the past ten years, and
aged.
HONEY.— We quote In I-lb. sections, 15018C
the season of 1887 has been the poor- The^color makes the diiTerence in price.
BEESWAX,-22(»24o.
K. A. BURNETT,
Old Name Good Enough,— Geo. E. est that I have ever experienced.
Auk. 12.
161 South Water St.
From 60 colonies in fair condition in
Hilton, Fremont,*o Mich., on Aug. 17,
KANSAS
CITr.
the spring, I have taken 70 poundsHONEY.— We quote new crop Choice white 3-lb.
1887, says
just to please the children. Although sections. H(I' 15c.:dark 2-lbs.,ll@12c.: choice white
!-lbs.. IHc.
dark l-lbs., 12((!il5c. Calif, white 2have
few
days
for
the
past
my
bees
I have watched with interest for
Ibs., 15C.; extraC 2-n)s., 13(S14c.; C 21bs., ll(S12c.
new crop, cboice white. Sp-ioc.; dark,
the coming name for extracted honey, been gathering some surplus in the Extracted,
.S'ffTc
Calif.white.se.; amber, 6(§,7c. Prices firm.
and as yet I fail to see any improve- morning (probably from buck-bush), Very little honey is bein^ received.
BEESWAX—20 to 22c.
ment suggested. Now, I am neither yet there is hardly a blossom to be Aug.
16.
HAMBLIN & BBARS3, 514 Walnut St.
a scholar nor a grammarian, but so seen, as we have not had sufficient
CLEVELAND.
far as I understand I fail to see rain for nine weeks, to lay the dust,
HONEY.— Choice new white 1-lb. sections sell as
wherein the word " extracted " is a and everything is burned up. Stock fast
as they arrive, at :6c.; 2-lb8., 14 to 15c.; secis nearly ready to starve on our blue
misnomer. The best authority I have
ond grade. ia(a)14c. Extracted, 4@6c. Demandgood.
BBESWAX.-25C.
at hand says the meaning of the grass pastures, and bone-wagons have
Aug. 9.
A. C. KENDBL. 115 Ontario St.
The
merappearance.
made
there
word is, " To draw out, to remove
DETROIT.
the past six weeks been
forcibly,"' and that is just what we cury has for
HONEY.— New comb is very scarce, and quoted
do when we secure extracted honey. dancing around between 90° and 106°, at l7@18c. per lb.
BEB8WAX.-23C.
I have labored hard and earnestly for and I am fearful that many colonies
Aug. 17.
M.H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
ten years, to instruct the consumers of bees in Kentucky will not have
SAN FRANCISCO.
of my honey what extracted honey is, sufficient stores to winter on.
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white liquid,
and I very seldom get an order for
5(35^0. amber colored and candied, 4@494c.—
strained, squeezed or rendered honey
to extra white comb, I2@14c.; amber,8®l Ic.
Fuel for Bee-Smokers.- J. L. Har- White
Receipts light.
now, and I for one do not want the
BEBSWAX.-17ia2nc.
name changed. But suppose honey, ris, of Chicago, d Ills., says
Aug. 13. SCHACHT i LEMCKE, 122-124 Davis Ht.
or combless honey is adopted, what
One of the very best, if not the best
ST. LOOTS.
are you going to call the " extractor ?" material for smokers, is old cedar
HONEY.— Choice comb, I0®12o.; latter price for
I suppose it will be " the honey ma- bark. It can be procured now nearly choice white clover in good condition. Strained,
barrels, 4®4^c. Extra fancy, of bright color
chine," or "combless honey ma- everywhere from railroad ties or in
and in No. packages, ^^-cent advance on above.
in cans, 5}^ to 6c.—
chine." I think the old way is good fence-posts.
It lights readily, gives Extracted, in bbls.,
very firm at above prices.
enough.
but little heat or ashes, aninever goes Market
BEESWAX.— 2lc. for orime.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
Aug. 2.
out, even if placed where there is no
In Favor of " Extracted."— A. Dur- draught it imparts no unpleasant
SAN FRANCISCO.
ordor to the honey. Be sure and lay
ward, San Marcos,© Tex., says
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12913oj^ exin a good supply when you are where tra white comb, 1410 15c.; dark, 7 to 10c. Vvhite
extracted, 5^(a.55ic.; light amber, 4^@5c. amber
I must put in a word for the name you can get it.
and candied. 4Hf*»4Kc. Receipts light; poor crop.
" extracted."
After doing all we
BEBSWAi.— 21(Si23c.
July 25.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
could for years to crowd out the
Catnip,
etc.—
Extracted
Honey,
name " strained," and substitute that
MILWAUKEE.
" extracted," we would simply Frank M. Baldwin, Marion,© Ind.,
of
HONEY.— Choice new l-lbs., 14@1SC.; old l-bs.,
not
in demand, IO@llc. White
12@jl2V6c.; 2-lbs.
make ourselves ridiculous by now on Aug. 15, 1887, writes
extracted in kegs and barrels, 7<57^c.; in small tin
trying to change again.
cans. 7Vt.(ii8c.: dark in kegs and barrels, 6@6^^c.; in
The season seems to have been a small tin cans, 6He- Market ready lor new crop.
BBESWAX.-25C.
little better with us than in many
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
Honey Season in Minnesota, etc.— other parts of the country, though we July 21.
CINCINNATI.
C. Theilmann, Tbeilmanton,o, Minn., will have less than half a crop of
HONB Y.— We quote for extracted, 3@7c. per lb.
plenty of bloom, Cumb
honey.
There
was
been
sold out perhaps better than
honey
has
on Aug. 13, 1887, writes
white clover, Alsike, and linden, but ever before at this time, only remnants of dark
Choice white would readily
left.
being
honey
June
This has been a dry, hot summer, the nights were too cold in
for bring 15c. in a jobbing way.
and the bees did not gather any honey the secretion of nectar. The bees
BEESWAX.— Fair demand,— 20@22c. per lb. for
to choice yellow.
from white clover, except what they gathered some surplus in July, from Kood
Aug. 19. C.F.MDTH & SON.Freeman & Central Av.
needed for themselves from day to red clover (probably 30 pounds per
BOSTON.
day, but they did nicely on basswood, colony), which, added to what we got
HONEY.- We quote Best new white, in 1-lb
from *hich I got over 2,500 pounds of from "the June blossoms, will give us sections, lR@18c.; best white 2-lbs., 14<2>I6c. Ex6»8c.
comb honey. They have not stored about 50 pounds of extracted honey tracted,
BKK8W AX.— 25 ots. per lb.
much since, as the dry weather held per colony. It seems to mo that It is Aug. 18. Blake & Riplbt. 57 Chatham Street.
I

Kentucky

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

1

4'->2(i^.nii,c.;

;

:

:

;

:

:

:
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ConvcutloHK The time for holding BeeKeepers' Conventions will soon be here, and
we cannot give any better advice than this
Let each one attend who can do so, and take
part in making these meetings interesting
and instructive. If you have not already
obtained the " Bee-Keepers' Convention
Hand-Book," do so at once to post yourself
up on how to conduct such meetings correctly.
It contains a simple Manual of
Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of olHcers and members of
of Local Convemions— Model Constitution
and By-Laws for a Local Society— Programme for a Convention, with Subjects for
:

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIKTORH.

923a.925WESTMADISaNST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

ILL.

NEWMAN.

H.

Back Numbers of the Bee Journal for
year are getting scarce. If any of our
subscribers want them, they should
order them soon, or we may not be able to
supply them. Last fall we had to refuse
many applications for them, as they were
all gone in September.
Say so at once. If
you want them.
this

new

Ifncca Umstaes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
;

Discusson— List of Premiums for Fairs, etc. add
Bound in cloth, and suitable for the pocket.
Price, 50 cents.
We will club this book and
the American Bee Journal for one year

cent each for postage.

I

We

for $1.30.

BCSINBSS MANAGER.

541

have

holding from 200

Sweet Clover,

^p^ecial Notices,
Correspondents. — It would save
ua much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

(MeUlotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover

we will
per

lb.

CHOICE

a large quantity of

EXTRACrED HONEY, in kegs

WHITE

deliver

lbs.

to 225 lbs. each, which

on board the cars at

cents

1

Orders solicited.

Queens.- We

can mail a Tested Italian

Queen (bred for the beet

results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Dntested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

writing to this office. We have several letters
(Some Inclosing money) that have no name; Seed will prove a good investment. The
W^e pay 20 cents per ponnd, delivered
many others having no Post-Offioe, County Seed may be obtained at this ofBce at the here, for good Yellow Beeswax. To avoid
following
prices:
$6.00 per bushel(60 lbs.); mistakes, the shipper's name should always
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure $1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
be on each package.
to give the address we have on our list.

Enameled Clotb for covering frames,
As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
correspondents would write " American Bee
pieces, $20.00
it ordered by mail, send 15
-CANDIES sell well at
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
cents per yard extra for postage.
Fairs— averagre wholesale pricf 16c ^ lb.;
this office.
Several letters of ours have
retail. 30 cts. Mail samples, 25 cts. HONEV and
Beeswax wanted on Commission, by— ARTHUR
already gone to the other firm (a commission
TODD. 2iii2 worth Front 8t„ Philadelphia, Pa.
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
Sbonld any Subscriber receive this 31A13t
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
will Present Webster's Dictionary willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
BEES,
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
Essays by eleven prominent bee(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postkeepers, sent by mail for 10 cents.
write
name
and
your
address
plainly.
Look
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is

^dvzxtiszmtnts.

;

;

TODD'S HONEY

;

HOW TO WINTER

We

ELEVEN

always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

AT TOUK WRAPPER

Money Orders

can

now be obtained

at

Wenham.

Mass.

Dadaut'sFtKiudatioii Factory, wholesale

^P~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent free upon application. Any one

will

the Post Olfices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
Afl these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

HENRY ALLEY,

Address,
lIAtf

LABEI,.

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.

and

retail,

W

tiee

advertiBcment in another column.

E ARE READV TO RECEIVE
Shipments of

Nice

Comb Honey

in 1 and 2 pound Sections, for which we
shall pay cae»U, or sell on Commission, to
suit the shipper. Correspondence solicited.

MUTH

CHAS. F.
ic SON,
Colored Posters for putting up over Freeman & Central Av.,
CINCINNATI, O.
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
34A2t
as well as useful. We have prepared some
Red liabels for one-pound pails of for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
honey, size 3x4)4 Inches. — We nave now
more free of cost to any one who will use
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
them, and try to get up a club.
correspond with parties who have any
supply them at the following prices
100
Honey, Apples, Potatoes, Peaclies,
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
Fruits or Vegetables of any kind for
for $.'(.00
all with name and address of
Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed sale or for shipment. Address,
FARIiE CL.ICKFINGEK & CO.,
apiarist printed on them — by mail, postpaid. at the following prices
One-half ounce, 50
.•J4A2t
117 South 4th St., COLUMBUS, O.

WANTED,
To

:

;

;

;

;

We

:

cents ; 1 ounce, $1 ; 2 ounces, $1.50
4
ounces, $2 ; !4 pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.
;

E. Dnncan Sniffen, Advertising Agent,
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertisements in ail first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

^ Good Marlset for
COMB HONEY.
THE

lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
Hisliest market Price will be
He gives special attention to writing and
paid lor
HONEY. Before
Our Tiew Book 1.1st on the second page dlsposin;::
setting up advertisements in the most atof your Crop ivrite to
tractive manner, and guarantees entire is the place from which to select the book
HC.
X..
I<riCOL
<Sc CO.,
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- you want. We have a large stock of every
KANSAS CITY. mo..
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
and
named,
can
fill all orders on
book
there
"
Proprietors of "fied Cross
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
Brand Hopoy.
free.
3,3A4t
the day they are received.
52A40t

cone
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W.

BEES and HONEY,
OB THB
an Apiary
and Profit by

Management

of

tJ\i^

^

(^ TRADE

"Tlie Production of Comb Honey;"

and it is with pleasure that he publishes the
loUowing "sample:"

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee JoumaL
Ed/itor of the

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
" fully up with the times " in all the unSrovements and Inventions in this rapidly
eveloping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with evt^rj'thing tliat can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee,
and at the same time produce the most
honey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, Sl.OO, postpaid.
dition.
is

Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozeu or Hnndred.

Iilberal

THOS.
923

G.

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

NE^I^mAN

& 925 West Madison

St.,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MAJirUAL OP THJE APIAItY.

Or,

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

1876.

S.OOO Sold Since May, 1883.
More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine Illuswere added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
trations

Tery latest In respect to bee-keeping- It Is certainly
the fullest and most sclentlflc work treating of
bees in the World. Price, by mall, IBIl.as. Liberal
disoount to dealers and to clubs.
A.. <J.

COOK, Author and Pabltsher,

lAly

Agricultural College, Mich.

Comb Foundation

Patent Flat-Bottom

HUTCHINSON,

HAS

for Fleasnre

;

^P~A

Z.

RogersviUe, G-enesee Co., Mich,,
received many kind letters in regard
to the excellency of his little book,

Oone where

the

Woodbine Twineth.

Eats are smart, but "Rodgh on Rats" beats
them. Clears out Rats. Mice, Roaches, Water
Bugs, Flies, Beetles, .Moths, Ants. Blosquitoes,
Bed-bugs, Insects, l^otato Bugs, Sparrows,
Skunks. Weasel, Gophers, Chipmunks, Moles,
Musk Rats, Jack Babbits. Squirrels. ISc. & 25c.

HEN

LICE.

"Rough on Rats" is a complete preventive
and destroyer of Hen Uce. Mix a xl5c. box of
"Rough on Rats" to a pail of whitewash,
keep it well stirred up while applying. Whitewash the whole interior of the Hennery; inside
and outside of the nests. The cure is radical
andcomplete.

St. LOUIS, Mo., April 16. 1887.
Friend Hutchinson.— Your tittle book has
been forwarded to me from home, with the statement that "It has been read by every member of
the family;" and, judging from the numerous underscored lines and bracketed passages, it was
thoroughly appreciated.
I
have been experimenting somewhat in the
same direction, and while my experiments were by
no means so thorough and exhaustive as yours,
they make me an earnest supporter of the
beliefs and practices laid down in your book, which
I value above price, and can endorse every word

of

Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
FINE ITALIAN QUEENS, reared fi-om
the best, selected, tested imported mother,
75 cents each, by return ina.iI.

31Atf

SELF-INKING

RUBBER-STAMP.

PQTAfO
BUGSon
For Potato Bu^s,

2,000

Insects
Vines, Shrubs, Trefts, 1 pound
or half the contents of a Sl.OO
box of "Rough on Eats'" f Apiicultural Size) to be thorovghiy
mised with one to two barrels
of piaster^ or what is better air
slacked hme. Much depends
upon thorough mixing, so as
to completely distribute vhe poison. Sprinkle
it on plaots, trees or shrubs when damp or
wet, and is quite effective when mixed vith
lime, dusted on without moistiu-e
While in
its concentrated state it is the most active
and strongest of all Bug Poisons; when mised
as above is comparatively harmless to animals or persons, in any quantity they would
t^ke. If preferred to use in liquid form,atablespoonfui of he full strength ''Rough on Rats'*
Powder, well shaken, in a keg of water and
applied with a sprinkling pot, sprav syringe
or whisk broom, will be found very effective.
Keep it well stirred up while using. Solfi oy
all Druggists and Storekeepers. 1'pc.,25c.&$1.
E. S. Wells. Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.

mnressions for 10 cts.
Will last a life-time.
'

Everybody needs one.
It prints indelibly

J.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
(SOLE MANUFACTURERS),
Mont. Co., N. Y.

SPHOUT BROOK,

lAtf

Mutb's Honey Extractor,

Bedding, Robes.Clothing— everything. Your
name, occupation and
address, with the mar
chine complete, sent
free by mail, for $1.00
P. O. Money Order.
Extra H-oz. bottles of
ink for j2c. in stamps.
Address,

6E0.T.HAMM0ND,

For Circulars, apply
CHA8. F.

Freeman

dt

P.S.— Send

etc.

to

MX7TH

<fs

CINCINNATI,

Central Ave..

-

Hints to Bee-Keepers

BY RETURN MAIL

F ourt een Warranted

tW

HOW

To

hold

1

"

2
3

TO RAISE COMB HONEY,

^ou need this pamphlet, and
31 Alf
Supply Circular.
0L.1VER FOSTER, Mt. Vernon, Unn Co.. Iowa.

26Etf

clear flint glass, with a ball
.'ind a metal top and cover.

122 Water-street, yew Vorit,
F. e. STBOHITIEYER &. CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

filled

with honey, the

33A26t

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

SIX Warranted Italian Queens

5 cents,
PRICE
my free Bee and

NewYork

i^~ ir you iTlsli to obtain the
Hii^Iiest Price for Honey this
Season, write to Headquarters,

attractive appearance of
these palls cannot be equaled by any other style of

0.

$5 00
Italian Queens
10 00
8afe arrival guaranteed.
26Atf
H. ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Co.,

THE "MinGtT."

FOR HONEY.
Palls are made
THESE
of the best quality of
When

SON,

lOc- for Practical

Brockport.

Monroe

GLASS PAILS

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

En-

velopes. Letter-heads,
Postal Cards, Wrapping-paper. Bags. Sections, Crates, Cartons,

I

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circu lars and Samples free

Dwight Furnkss.

Sincerely yours,

it.

^T"

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds
"
"
"

THOMAS

«.00 Dadaiit'sFouiidat ion Factory, wholesale
8.50 and retail. See advertisement in another column.

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILL. NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

G. NElxnnCAN

& 925 West Madison

923

» 1 .60

St..

in a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
aceicient to the Proprietor makes
is

"Boss" One-Piece

Sections,

MANCPACTCTRED BY
J.

Forncrook &

Co.,

Watertown, Wis.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS
further notice. I will send by return
UNTIL
mail, safe arrival guaranteed. Good QUEENS
1

Patented June

WE

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cbeap as

the cheapest, write for price-list.
"Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.

Oueen
Queens
Queens

Address,
29Atf

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

and

retail.

See ailverttsenient in another column.

"WM. W.

GARY,

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.

Queens by return maiJ. Tested
90c.; Untesiod, 50c., or $5.50 per dozen.

GEO. STTTCKMAN, Nappanee, Ind.

tor the Fair!— Exhibit and extend
HURRAH
your reputation and develop the home market

brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full
of instruction and amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J, H.Martin, HartfDni.N. 7.

by using our

Dadaiit'sFimudatioii Factory, wholesale

f0.80
4.50
8.00

ITALIAN
26Atf

^^Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

H.

my best strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gathering qualities, viz:
from
6
12

will furnish

it

For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

6W(;itm)40t

A.

COOK. Fnrelia Springs, Ark.

SGIKI 75 UGlltS Ye'^aJYmonJthe'Bees:"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. imiiLER,
MARENGO, ILLS.
20Atf
I

HE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

AND B£E-S£EF£R'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical
information for the apiarist.

Thomas VVm. Cowan,

It is

edited by

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, Kind's Lang-:ey, Herts. England.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
TUe Bee-Molli.— On page .555, Mr.
Crawley asks concerning the bee-moth, and
remarks that they are very plenty. Several
other correspondents say that they are very
troublesome this season.
Many of the old-fogy sort speak of bees
being "run out" by moths
Why not say
that the weeds " run out" the corn ? When
a colony becomes weak (often from queenlessness), the hive will be taken possession
of by mollis, and then some persons run
away with the idea that the bees were destroyed by the bee-moth. From an exchange
we copy the following
1

THOMAS

a.

NEWUAN,

Editor.

:

The moth

yoiniii,

An£,

31, 188],

Mr. T. AV. Cowan visited Prof. A. J.
Cook, at the Michigan Agricultural College,
last week. This week he intends to visit
Chicago and Hamilton, 111., returning by the
way of Medina, O., and Niagara Falls to
Toronto, and attend the Honey Show there
during the week ending Sept. 17, where he
will meet Mr. Ivar S. Young, of Norway.

The Prenilunis at the St. Joseph, Mo.,
Inter-State Exposition, to be held on Sept.
12 to 17, 1887, amount to $267. Mr. J. G.
Graham, Agency, Mo., will send any one a
premium list who may want it. The editor
of the American
the premiums.

Bee Johrnal,

will

award

Mr. C. F. mutli, we are sorry to state,
has been very sick for the last month, suffering from the effects of sunstroke which occurred at his farm. He is now on the way
to recovery, but still unable to attend to
business. Our readers will be very sorry to
learn of his illness, and we know will be
glad to hear of his complete restoration to

the color of old wood, and the
wings cross one another, turning up like the
tail of a fowl. It may be seen lurking
around hives in the evening, trying to gain
admittance. Where fowls have the run of
an apiary, they catch many of these moths
on the wing. Combs in frames can be kept
over the summer free from the depredations
of the larvic of the bee-moth, if they are
suspended in the light and air. and are 3 or 4
Inches apart. Moths love darkness and uncleanliness, and deposit their eggs in cracks
and crevices about hives, where bees cannot
gain access to them. Do not permit refuse
comb to lie around the apiary or bee house.
I have put frames of combs containing their
larviB into a hive of Italian bees, and in half
an hour could see the bees bringing them
out. There is no reed of anv other mothtrap, for they are always baited and set. A
handful of Italians will defend a hive.
is
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Feed the Bees

if

they need

Many

It.

colonies arc short of stores, where there are
no fall flowers to give them nectar to gather.
It will pay to feed the bees and thus preserve them for another season. The slipshod, old-fogy, know-it-all fellows will lose
all or nearly all of their bees during the
coming winter, and will be practically " out
of the business" next spring. This will
make a good demand for bees next season,
and those who have them for sale will be
" In clover."
In many places there are fall flowers, from
which the bees are gathering fair quantities
of honey ; this will " bridge over the gap"

and make fall feeding unnecessary. One
danger threatens, however, if the rains
should be too profuse, the honey may be
thin and watery, and will sour in the hives,
thereby causing disease and death to the
bees in winter.
Use a good feeder— either a Shuck or a
Heddon— its use is cleaner and more economical. If such cannot be had, then use an
inverted jar or can, with cloth tied over the
mouth, put it on the top of the frames,
turning back the quilt, so that the bees can
get at the food. Here is what Mrs. L. Harrison says about bee-food and open-vessel
bee-feeders, in the Prairie Farmer:

For winter stores none but the very best
grades of sugar should be fed, but during
warm weather, when the bees are continually on the wing, cheaper grades will answer
The bee-moth is very busy now. I saw a the purpose,
such
couple of them this morning on an empty sugar, which they as damp New Orleans
can use without being
comb, standing by the side of a hive in the made into syrup.
open air. They were of the color of old
Bees do not sip like flies, and if a bowl of
wood, and flew away as I took up the comb. syrup should be given them,
it would soon
I discovered a hive from which the bees had
be a withering mass of drowning bees. In
deserted, and found a few of the combs in- order to
prevent this, the sjrup should be
fested with the grubs of the moth. I stood quite thin,
and put into a vessel of chopped
them outside to let the chickens pick them straw, or have
thin muslin tied over it looseout it is the only way I know of for utiliz- ly, so It would settle
down as fast as the
ing them. Half of the combs had grubs In syrup was taken
out. It should
them, and the remainder had none
the that no bees could get under it, be tied so
as they are
latter I left in the hive with double the dis- very
prying insects. This feed should be
tance between them that they formerly had. given them in such
a
way,
that no bees from
and so far they have not been infested. I the outside can gain access
to it, or robbing
will look around and find a spider to put will
be induced. Better feed at night, or
with them, which will guard them safely.
early In the morning before bees are flying.
Mrs. L. Harrison remarks as follows, in the

Prairie

Farmer for

last

week

:

:

;

The AnstralaAlan
name
kins,

land,

Bee Journal

is

the

Auswerlng Letters of no

possible inter-

new monthly published by Hop- est or advantage to any one but the person
Hayr & Co., at Auckland, New Zea- sending the question should suggest to such
at 6s. ($1.50) a year. It contains 16 persons the fact that we cannot spend
all

of a

pages, and

is ably edited by Dr. Isaac Hop- our time for their individual
benefit.
author of the "Australasian Bee
One man writes us to go and get the price
Manual," an experienced apiarist of New of wagon wheels; another wants us to sell a
Tbe St. LoalB Fair will open on Oct. Zealand. Three years ago Mr. Hopkins car-load of potatoes, saying that he cannot
started a bee-paper there. It lived one year trust commission men; another wants to
3, and last for 5 days. In the Apiarian Department, premiums are offered amounting and then ceased to exist. Now, perhaps.'the know if It will be safe to ship honey to Mr.
another wants us to And out if such
to $147, besides diplomas. Premium lists bee-keeping interests of Australasia will be
are doing business on
may be obtained of the Secretary, Arthur able to support a good periodical. We hope a firm as
so, and wish the new paper much success.
street, and asks us to go and examine the
tJhl, St. Louis, Mo.
goods, and let them know if they can make
money by selling them as agents; another
Honey
Calirornla
will
not
found
this
be
Upward and Onward go the market
wants us to investigate the methods of doing
year
in the Eastern markets. They have
quotations for honey. In New Tork onebusiness adopted by Messrs,
and adpound sections of white-comb honey are only a very small crop, and the new freight vise them whether it would pay for the
under
the Inter-State law will
arrangements
quoted at 18 cents (see page 556). The last
writer to send them money, etc.
not permit the California honey to compete,
quotation from that firm was •'
to 12c."
In order to answer these letters satisfacif they had any to send to the Eastern
(see page 428). This is a jump of 6 cents per
torily, we would have to travel from 6 to 10
states..
pound. If bee-keepers will go slow In sellmiles, lose half a day's time, pay postage to
The short crop of honey can now be made answer each one—
ing their honey, it will go up another 6 oents
for in nine cases out of
to
lhose
advantageous
/et«
who
have
some
within a few weeks. " A word to the wise is
ten the query comes on a postal card. We
the prices of last year should
to
sell.
Double
sufficient."
are willing to accommodate all we can, but
be demanded, and may be obtained a few
we must reserve some time, to attend to our
weeks later. Those who sell early will lose
legitimate business— or go hungry.
Several have requested ouropinionof the
good,

health.

kins,

;

,

fair prices. On the
whole, the present short crop may be considered to be "a blessing in disguise." Old
fogies will suffer, but the pursuit will be
" the gainer."
the chance for

Self-Inking Rubber Stamp, we have been
advertising for Geo. T. Hammond. We have

one
It Is

In dally use,

and desire nothing better.

simply perfect.

Goldenrods, asters and Spanish-needles
now blooming, furnishing the bees with

are

sweet nectar.
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Pnre

Witb Replies tbereto.

Qaery 463.-1. Which

quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries In this Department In less time
[It is

tnan one month. They hare to wait their
turn, be put In type, and sent In about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the JouKNAii. If you are
la a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.1
;

Manaiement

of Excessive Increase.

Query 462.— What would you do

with

do not ask how to
bees were slow sale-

increase, natural or artificial (1

prevent "swarming"),
cheap 7-F. K.

Work them

if

worth.—

;

Dadant &

best to
cross of
be best
cross of

is considered the
produce comb honey, pure Italians or a

the different races

?

2.

What cross would

for producing comb honey, providing a
any kind was desirable ?—M. S.

Pure Italians.—Dadant
I prefer the

Brown.

&

Son.

to

Extract Honey.

Query 464.— An

extracting super
honey wben

fore me, filled with comb
extract} Why?— Bhiloh.

As soon as you
Brown.

When

pure Italians.— J. P. H. ting.

:

is

be-

shall I

get ready.— J. P. H.

you are ready.— H. D. Cut-

1
you get ready. 2. Because
and Ger- that When
is the proper thing to do.— G. M.
superior to pure Italians, and
W. Z. Doolittle.
is the cross that " I prefer."
If it is fit for use as comb honev, do
Hutchinson.
not extract it at all, but sell it as 'it is.
The crosses work the best. I am If not, extract it at once, as according
now trying a cross between Syrians to your description the honey must be
and Carniolans. I hope much from ripe, and you may need the combs to
it.— A. J. Cook.
replace upon the hive.— Jas. Heddon.
I consider a wisely-directed cross
I do not think that honey should be
between the best strain of Italian and extracted until it is fully ripened. If
German bees to be vastly superior wanted out of the comb, I know of no
comb-honey producers. J. Heddon. reason why it should not then be
Tinker.
1
Properly selected cross-bred bees taken.— G. L.
Now, because the weather is warm,
are better than the Italians, to produce comb honey. 2. I prefer the and you may stand a chance of getting
Syrians crossed with Italians and Al- it filled again this season. Why wait r*
W. Z. Hutchinson.
binos.— G. L. Tinker.
As
soon as the crop is done. If you
1. The pure Italians.
2. Cross your
will get some unItalians with other Italians 500 to extract sooner, you
ripe honey, and, on the other band,
1,000 miles distant, and you will have
there is no use of putting off till tothe best bee in the world for either

A cross between Italians

mans

is

.

—

—

for all they are

H. D. CUTTIKG.
Use every means to prevent increase,
and if necessary double up colonies.—
J. P. H. Brown.
Keep the increase, and produce
honey that is what we do, and it
pays.— Chas.

flen

Italians ys. Hyliriil Bees.

Son.

.

—

ex-

Use up the bees pretty well by con- tracted or comb honey. — G. M. Dog- morrow what you can do to-day.-Da"

tracting the broodnest with a vengeance ;" then either kill the few remaining bees, or unite them.— W. Z

Hutchinson.
I should prevent it as far as posand get honey instead.— A. J.

sible,

dant &

little.

1. The pure Italians, in my own experience. 2. I should prefer an Italian queen crossed with a black drone.
My experience, however, has been almost entirely with blacks and Italians.

Son.
Extract at the time that best suits
your own convenience, but unless you
know just how to ripen honey, better
let it stay in tbe hive till it is well
ripened.— C. C. Miller.
As soon as the bees commence to
cap the honey because that saves the
time of uncapping, and if kept in a
warm, dry room, the honey will be
No. 1, if from the right flowers.— A.

—J. E. Pond.
Cook.
I am experimenting in this line at
Bees may be united in the month of
August to any extent desirable.— G. present for this locality. I am not
A
prepared to give a correct answer, and
L. Tinker.
I do not think this can be answered
Double up colonies near the com- to the satisfaction of the fraternity J. Cook.
mencement of the clover bloom in at large.- H. D. Cutting.
I do not understand this question.
June, in this locality.— G. M, DooAs asked, I should say, extract when
I get a " best " imported Italian most convenient, but not till the
LITTLE.
queen, and then I find that I have
Keep the iucrease.if you desire more crosses enough with the surrounding honey is well ripened. — J. E. Pond.
Take the honey out at once becolonies but if not, reduce it back black bees.
It is a good deal like
by a good, practical method, which is some one said about horse-feed " The cause it will never get better by keeping the "super before you," and the
too long to describe in this place. I most desirable
feed for horses is saw- bees ought to have the combs back
consider brevity of both questions aud dust and oats, the less sawdust
the to fill them again.— G. W. Demaree.
answers to constitute the soul and better."— C. C. Miller.
spice of the Query Department.—
If the honey is fully ripe, extract it
I like pure Italians the best, but as soon as possible.
James Heddon.
2. Because it
Italians
and
the
first
crosses
between
done while the weather is
One way is to " double up " in the the Italians and black bees make a should be
Editor.
warm.—The
spring, or perhaps it would be better good mixed apiary, and will
give as
to take brood irom part before the good results as if the apiary
containharvest, and build up the others very ed all pure bees. If my
Convention Notices.
apiary was
strong in other words, make as many run for honey alone, I would not
go
colonies as you can extra strong, and to the labor and expense of keeping
officers of
CHANGE OF TIME.—The
let the others be mere nuclei.— C. C.
Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Association have
my apiary full of pure bees. Breed- the
postponed the time ol the next meeting, on acMiller.
bee-keepers'
ing-stock must be kept pure, but it is count of its clashing with the State
meeting. The meeting of the Cedar Valley BeeI know of but three things to do with expensive and laborious to keep the Keepers' Association will be held at Waterloo,
bees, viz sell or give them away, kill working-stock up to tbe pedigree Iowa, on Sept. 20 and 21, ia«7.
H. E. IIDBBAHD, See., Laporte City, Iowa.
them, or work them for surplus honey. mark. For a comb-honey apiary I
Probably, if the above case was my would employ graded working- stock,
The Iowa Bee-Keepers' Association will
tW
own, I should keep them till times infusing fresh Italian blood from year meet in the bee-keepers' tent on the State Fair
Grounds
at DesMoines, Iowa, on Sept. 7, 1^87. at
pound.
the
to
year,
to
keep
my
stock
by
from
Ihem
going
or
sell
were better,
10 a.m., and continue as long as may seem profltar
A. J. Nokrib, Sec.
ble. All are invited.
I5ees by the pound are largely called down.— G. W. Demakee.
for, and even at half the present pri1. The Italian bees are no doubt the
ces, would prove a profitable business, best, all things considered.
ITnlon Convention at Clilcago.—The
2. The
unless too far from means of transpor- only crossing we could recommend North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
tation.— J. E. Pond.
would be selecting the most desirable meet in joint conveniiou in Chicago, Ills., on
If honey is to be found, keep the Italians in your own apiary, and then Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Novem;

;

;

:

;

:

bees busy, in gathering it, by fur- procuring the best from a distant apianishing plenty of room for storing.— rist, and them breed. This would be
a wise selection.— The Editor.
The Editor.

This date will
ber 16, 17 and 18, 1887.
occur during the gecund week of the Fat
Stock Show, when excursion rates will be
very low.

i'HE

(^ovxtspoittiznct.

©

ThiB mark
indicates that tlie apiariBt ie
located near tne center of the state named
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
•O west; and thi8(< northeast; "o northwest:
o» southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

OfiBcial

Report toTJ.

S.

Entomologist.

TremWing Bees— Fonl Brood.
N.

THE

•'

W. M'LAIN.

QUAKING DISEASE."

When

bees are unable to obtain
from ordinary sources a supply of
saline and alkaline aliment, indispensable to their health and vigor and
to the normal performance of their
functions, they seek a supply from
any available source. At such times
they throng upon the milk-weed and
mullein, which exude a salty sap. At
such times large numbers of dead bees
may be found at the foot of the
mullein stalks, and thousands perish
in the fields, and thousands more
which reach their hives, being low in
vitality and unable to free themselves
from the meshes of the silken fiber in
which legs and wings are bound, die
in the hive or crawl forth to perish.
The action of these starved and
weakened bees when attempting to
rise and fly or to rid themselves from
the mesh of silky web, causes a
peculiar nervous motion, and this is
one manifestation of that which is
called the " quaking disease," or the
" nameless disease."
If examined
with a microscope, many are found
entangled with the filaments from the
plants, and their stomachs are entirely

empty.

The honey from

hives containing
colonies so affected has a peculiar and
very disagreeable taste and odor,
somewhat like that of fermented honey
indicating that some
constituent
essential in conserving it was lacking,
and the cell-caps are dark, smooth,
and greasy in appearance, and an
ofiensive odor is emitted from the
hive. An analysis of honey taken
from such colonies, made by the
Chemist of the Department, fails to
reveal what element is lacking.
I have treated a number of apiaries
so affected, using an application of
strong brine, to which was added soda
sufiicient to make the alkaline taste
faintly discernible. The hive should
be opened, and each frame should be
thoroughly dampened
with spray
from an atomizer, or the warm brine
may be applied by using a sprinkler
with very small holes in the rose, care
being taken to use only enough to
tboroughlv dampen the bees and
combs. The alighting- boards also
should be thoroughly wet.
The
treatment should be applied morning
and evening until the disorder disapSears, which is usually in three or four
ays a decided improvement being
usually noticeable in twenty-four
hours.* The honey should be extracted
;
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and diluted by adding the brine, and, rapidly spread
after being nearly heated
to the
boiling-point for ten minutes, may be
safely fed to bees. The apiaries were
last winter supplied with this food
alone. Both wintered well. Vessels

;

and that the disease

yields readily to treatment which is
simple, cheap, and easily applied,
appear to be true, in support of which
I submit the following detailed account of my experiments and obser-

containing brine should always be vations
kept in or near the apiary. Pieces of
On June 1, an apiarist having over
burnt bone or rotten wood should be 200 colonies in his apiary reported to
kept in the vessels of brine, and these me that he had discovered two cases
vessels should be protected from the of malignant foul-brood, and that unrain.
mistakable evidences of its presence
Another form of the so-called were apparent in 25 other colonies.
"quaking disease" appears to result As 1 knew this man was without exfrem hereditary causes
for, if the perience with this disease, I could
queen be removed from the colony in not bope that he was mistaken. I
which the disorder prevails, and a knew that he had had unenviable
young, vigorous queen be substituted, opportunities, having been a beein due time the disorder disappears. keeper for many years where this
In very rare instances bees also disease had been prevalent, and two
gather poisonous nectar from plants, years ago he himself had consigned
such as fox-glove or digitalis, the eat- 148 colonies to the flames as incurable.
ing of which, it is reported, results in I at once gave him the following
paralysis, another manifestation of formula for a remedy
the so-called " nameless disease."
To 3 pints of soft water add 1 pint
of dairy salt. Use an earthen vessel.
THE FOUL BROOD DISEASE.
Raise the temperature to 90" F.
One of the most malignant diseases Stir till the salt is thoroughly disincident to bees is called the " foul solved. Add 1 pint of soft water
brood" disease. What pleuro-pneu- boiling hot, in which has been dismonia and hog-cholera are to the solved 4 table-spoonfuls bicarbonate
dairyman and swine-breeder, foul of soda. Stir thoroughly while adding
brood is to the apiarist. This disease to the mixture suSicient honey or
is so stealthy and so virulent and so syrup to make it quite sweet, but not
widely distributed, no locality in the enough to perceptibly thicken. To }4
United States being assured of of an ounce of pure salicylic acid (the
immunity, that much apprehension is crystal) add alcohol sufficient to
felt, and some
of the States have thoroughly cut it (about 1 ounce), and
enacted laws having for their object add this to the mixture while still
its control and extirpation.
In many warm, and when thoroughly stirred
States the ravages of this scourge leave standing for 2 or 3 hours, when
have resulted in ruinous losses to bee- it becomes settled and clear.
keepers, and many on this account
rreaJrnent.— Shake the bees from the
have been deterred from engaging in
combs and extract the honey as clearthis profitable branch of husbandry.
Then thoroughly
possible.
ly as
During the past year I have given atomize the combs, blowing a spray
attention
much
to the study of this of the mixture over and into the cells,
disease and the experiments for its using a large atomizer throwing a
prevention and cure. In making my copious spray then return the combs
investigations and experiments con- to the bees. Combs having considercerning the origin and nature of this able quantities of pollen should be
disease and the means of its preven- melted into wax and the refuse
tion and cure, I have collected a great burned. If there is no honey to be
amount of information from my own obtained in the fields, feed syrup or
experience, and from the experience the honey which has just been exof
many others. Concerning the tracted. If syrup is used, add 1 ounce
origin of this disease and its means of of the remedy to each quart of the
communication, the evidence obtained syrup fed. If the honey is used, add
is somewhat conflicting.
2% ounces of the remedy to each
That the disease is actually con- quart of honey fed. The honey and
tagious appears certain. That it is syrup should be fed warm and the
always communicated through the remedy thoroughly stirred in, and no
commonly accredited agencies is un. more should be furnished than is con:

;

:

i

That the disease is persistent sumed.
and usually reproduces itself whenGive all the colonies in the apiary
ever the germs find the proper condi- one copious application for the remcertain.

edy, simply setting the frames apart
so that they may be freely exposed to
the spray. This treatment frequently
reveals the presence of disease where
it was not before possible to detect it.
The quantity prescribed, applied by
means of a large atomizer, is sufiicient
to treat 150 colonies. Continue the
treatment by thoroughly and copiously spraying tbe diseased colonies at
intervals of three days, simply setting
the frames apart so as to direct the
spray entirely over the combs and
bees. In order to keep the bees from
bringing in fresh pollen, burn old dry
bones to an ash and pulverize in a
most mortar and sift through a fine wire-

tions for development is verified by
experience. That the germs of this
disease may be carried on the clothing
of the apiarist and in and upon the
bodies of bees from one apiary to
another, and that they be borne by
the wind from one hive to another in
the same apiary, and that the diseasegerms may be liberated from the decomposing bodies of other insects and
scattered over other objects with
which the bees come in contact, seem
probable.
That the disease is destructive to
bees as well as brood ; that live pollen
is the medium through which the con-

tagion

is

most commonly and
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As to the progress of the
disease in individual colonies, I would
say that three or four weeks from the
time the first cells of diseased brood
and not more than one bee hatching are noticeable is sufficient to complete
to every square inch of brood, after the ruin beyond redemption. I am
thoroughly applying the remedy 1 in- surprised to hear that in some localtroduced a queen just crawling from ities a colony may be affected for
the cell. To-day I take pleasure in three or four months before ruin is
exhibiting this colony as one of the complete. I have succeeded in rearfinest I own, lacking only a sufficient ing some queens from one of these
store of honey, and this without the diseased colonies, treated with the
addition to the odorous hive and remedy without removing the combrotten combs of a single bee, cell, or frames, and I will give them every
brood, or anything whatever to assist possible chance to reproduce and
propagate the disease. I have no
cuperating.
except the young queen.
As a preventive apply the remedy
"I extracted the honey from dis- fears of a return of the disease where
in the form of a spray over the tops of eased colonies and treated the combs the treatment has been thorough."
the frames once every week until the of such with the remedy as directed,
2. Number of colonies in the apiary,
disease has disappeared from the and then exchanged hives and combs, 14. Every colony nearly ruined by
apiary.
giving the infested hives and combs the disease in most malignant form.
On June 20, the apiarist above re- to the healthy bees without cleansing This apiary is located on the same
ferred to, reported as follows
or
disinfecting a hive, and the ground where 145 colonies perished
" Number of colonies in the apiary diseased bees were given the hive and last year from the same cause. The
on June 1, 210. Number of colonies combs lately occupied by the healthy whole yard had been swept clean,
apparently diseased, 25. Treatment colonies.
The contagion did not everything had been burned up, and
applied as directed to the whole spread, and after two or three appli- entirely new stock procured. Twelve
apiary. Number of colonies actually cations of the remedy all traces of it colonies in this apiary were treated
diseased, 64. The disease present in disappeared. I fed back the honey by copious and thorough applications
all stages of progress ; in some cases extracted from the diseased colonies of the remedy, simply by setting the
just appearing, in some well devel- for the bees to use in breeding, adding frames apart in the hives so that the
oped in others the contents of the '2.% ounces of the remedy to each spray could be directed over both
hives were a black mass, the brood- quart ; and I also fed the mixture of sides. The frames containing brood
combs nearly rotten, not an egg to be bone-ash, rye-flour, and honey as a were not removed from the hive,
honey extracted.
seen, and every cell of brood dead, substitute for pollen by pressing the neither was the
and the stench from the hives paste into the cells on one side of a The treatment was applied every three
nauseating. Have given the diseased comb, and this I placed next to the or four days, and in three weeks the
colonies three applications, the first brood in each hive.
I would not colonies were free from all appearance
time extracting the honey. Effect of advise any one to feed this bone-flour of disease. The other two colonies
treatment instantaneous even upon and rye-flour paste unless they wish were treated with what is known as
apparently hopeless cases.
Every to rear a great many bees. I also fed " the coffee cure," finely ground
colony save 5 is entirely free from any the salt, alkali and acid mixture out- coffee being used as an antiseptic.
trace of disease, and these 5 are side in the apiary, so that all the The coffee failed to furnish any relief.
responding to treatment rapidly. I colonies could help themselves. No Being dusted over and into the cells,
examined a colony to-day which two I do not fear that any of the mixture it killed the little remaining unsealed
weeks ago had combs of brood almost will be stored for winter to get into brood. The salt, alkali, and acid
rotten.
No trace of the disease the surplus apartment, as the bees remedy being applied, these 2 colonies
remains. I had 4,000 frames of extra seem determined to use all they can also rallied, and "everything is all
comb. After hiving a few swarms, get of it in brood-rearing. All my right now," was the last report.
on some of them I found the disease hives are running over with bees
Num3. Number of colonies, 100.
present in every case. I then melted ready for the fall honey harvest.
number apparently diseased, 48.
every one of these extra combs into
" As requested, I placed frames of ber of colonies had already been
wax, cleared and scalded and disin- sealed honey from diseased colonies burned when the disease was reported.
fected every hive, and hived the in healthy colonies, and the disease The remedy was thoroughly applied
swarms on frames filled with comb- was not communicated
but the as directed, and in fifteen days the
foundation. One of my neighbors, frames from which the honey had been contagion had disappeared.
having an apiary of 60 colonies, had extracted, such as contained pollen,
All the evidence so far obtained
38 cases of foul-brood, and before I uniformly carried with them the con- seems to prove that pollen is the
was aware of it he had burned up a tagion, unless the combs were first medium through which the contagion
number of them. The remainder we thoroughly sprayed with the antidote, is commonly introduced into the hive,
treated as directed. His yard is now and colonies gathering no pollen, or and by which it is communicated to
entirely free from disease. The cost but little pollen, recovered much both bees and brood.
of the remedy was just 10 cents. sooner than those gathering pollen in
The bacteria, " the disease germs,"
This prescription,
if
thoroughly considerable quantities— that is to having been lately deposited on the
applied according to your directions, say, the more pollen, the more treat- pollen (from what source is not
will speedily and affectually cure the ment required.
positively known, but probably from
most hopeless and forlorn case of
" In reply to your question asking the decomposing bodies of other
foul-brood."
by what means and in what manner insects) before the organisms are
It was afterwards found that the the disease was communicated to my washed from the blossoms by the heat
melting of the combs and scalding apiary, I answer I at first thought of the Sun, as they lie exposed to his
of the hives was not necessary.
that it had originated spontaneously, rays without any element essential to
After requesting this same apiarist but later and more careful inquiry their culture and growth, are carried
to make some further tests, the nature leads me to believe that I introduced and stored with the pollen iu the cell,
of which will appear from what fol- it into my apiary through my own or pass into the digestive system along
lows, on August 1 he made the fol- carelessness. But I and my neighbor with the live pollen taken by the bees
lowing report
(to whom reference was made in a for their own nourishment. By this
" In 5 of my best colonies, which former report) spent a day in some means these agents of destruction are
had shown no symptoms of disease, I apiaries some distance from home in introduced into the organism of the
placed frames of brood from diseased which the disease was raging.
It bees, and through the same medium
colonies, treating them as I did the would seem true tliat we brought the are they introduced into the cells of
diseased colonies, and all eyidences contagion home in
our clothing. the uncapped larvje. The bacteria,
of disease speedily disappeared. To 1 Other apiarists in our county who having found a lodgment in the
colony from which the bees had kept away from the contagion had no organism of the bee, may or rriUy not

cloth sieve, and make a mixture of
rye-flour and bone-flour, using three
parts of rye-flour and one of boneflour, adding enough of the syrup or
medicated honey to make a thicii
paste. Spread this paste over part of
one side of a disinfected comb, pressing it into the cells with a stiff brush
or a thin honey-knife, and hang this
in the hive next to the brood. Continue this treatment until a cure is
effected. Keep sweetened brine at all
times accessible to the bees, and
continue the use of the rye and bone
flour paste while the colonies are re-

swarmed

out, leaving less than half a
pint of bees between the black, rotten
combs and not an egg in the hive and
every cell of uncapped brood dead,

trouble.

;

A

;

:
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cause speedy death. If the bees are
young and vigorous they may resist
the ravages of the infection, yielding
only after the organism is riddled
with the bacteria, but if the bees are
old and low in vitality, the infection,
if left to itself, brings speedy ruin.
In the spring of the year I have
dissected bees which had passed the
winter in a colony in which this
disease was present when the bees
were put away in winter quarters the
fall before.
Their bodies had been
completely honey combed by bacteria.

The

fact that

if

a diseased colony

is

removed from the Infested combs and
hive, and placed in an empty hive or
a hive with frames supplied with
foundation, even if the new
hive be at once placed on the old
in

comb

location and the old hive and infested
combs be burned and the bees at once
liberated, the disease commonly disappears, seems also to furnish additional proof that the contagion is
usually carried into the hive in the
pollen, and, further, that the "disease
germs" do not long retain their
virility if exposed to the rain and
rays of the sun ; otherwise the bees
would continue to carry in the infection. The bees being compelled to
consume the contents of their honeysacs in building new combs, none of
the germs remain to be regurgitated
in the new cells ; but by this practice
the bees are left to the tender mercies
of the bacteria, unless they be treated
with an antidote. For obvious reasons the queens in such colonies
should in any event be superseded as
soon as possible.
This method of
treatment also contemplates the destruction or renovation of all hives
and frames, the destruction of all
brood, and the melting of all combs
a large percentage of the capital in

honey-producing.
Another reason for believing that,
except in rare cases, the disease is
introduced by pollen is found in the
fact that the larvffi rarely ever exhibit

any symptoms of disease

until

about

the time when the process of weaning
begins, at which time the character of
the food is changed from the glandular secretion, the pap, to the partially
digested and undigested food. Live
pollen is then added to the larval
food, and with the bacteria in greater
or less numbers ; growth is arrested
death ensues putrefication follows,
and the soft pulp, of a grayish-brown
color, settles to the lower side of the
cell.
As the mass dries up it becomes
glutinous and stringy and reddishbrown in color and emits an offensive
odor. Some of the larvce will be partially capped, some completely capped
and some left uncapped, the condition
in which the brood is left depending,
I believe, upon the virulence with
which the disease attacks both bees
and brood. The remedies prescribed
appear to destroy the bacteria and
cure the bees of the contagion and restore them to natural vigor. The
worker bees then cleanse the hive of
dead bees and brood and clean out
and renovate the cells, and the colony
resumes its normal condition.
That the contagion may sometimes
be borne from hive to hive by the
;

;
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wind appears

to be true, as it was observed in one of the apiaries which I
treated for this disease during the
past summer, that of a large number
of diseased colonies in the apiary,
with the exception of iwo colonies, all
were located to the northeast of the
colony in which the disease first appeared. The prevailing wind had been
from the southwest.
That the disease-germs may be
carried upon the clothing and hands
appears probable, from the fact that
in one neighborhood the disease appeared in only two apiaries, the owners of which had spent some time
working among diseased colonies at
some distance from home, while other
apiarists in that locality who had kept
away from the contagion had no
trouble from foul-brood.
Aurora, 5 111., Dec. 31, 1886.
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asked for honey, he would answer in
the same manner. I do not believe
that there is a single apiarist or
groceryman in the United States that
would feel right to fill an order for
"honey," with extracted honey, without inquiry, unless there had been
previous dealings with the customer,
and the manner of using the term explained.

Mr. J. B. Hains, of this place, who
has seven different apiaries, tells me
that out of seven different persons
who called yesterday for honey, one
asked for extracted, and the other six
simply asked for honey, when wanting
comb-honey.
I think a large majority of people
use the word honey as applied to
comb-honey.
I have often noticed persons passing
by cases of honey in sections
:
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"Honey"

ys,

Extracteil

(in

How

"
groceries),
nice that
say
honey looks; I must have some."
But if it were jars of extracted, they

would always

Honey.

put the

descriptive

prefix, as " extracted" or " strained,"

before the word honey.
It is easier to learn entirely new
of speech, than to unlearn old
The editor seems to be in favor of forms
ones, and substitute others in their
using the word " honey" in place of
" extracted honey," so as " to have places.
While nothing can be urged against
something that is entirely correct, and
editor prowould not have to be explained." the use of the word as the
on the ground of incorrect
While I concede the first point, I poses,
language, still it can but be inexpedicannot the last, for of all the words ent
to try and change the custom of
mentioned so far, I think that the
word " honey" as applied to honey out ages.
Over 3,000 years ago Samson took
of the comb, would require more exhoney in his hands, and went on eatplanation than any of the others.
ing and came to his father and mother,
Taking the Bee Jottrnal of Aug. and he gave them and they did eat.
10, to illustrate, in the index we find Who doubts that it was comb-honey ?
" Basswood
honey," " Honey and
Bedford, 6 0.
beeswax market," " Honey crop and
correspondent labors under
[Our
prices," "Labels for honey," "No
honey" and " Very little honey." On the impression that we have proposed
page 499, Mr. S. F. Newman writes a change of name for extracted honey.
that the honey crop is almost an
We have done nothing of the sort.
entire failure and the editor says
" Do not sell any honey until the end We have simply said that if we must
of September, etc." On page 503, have a change, it should be an imCharles Walker writes of "paying provement and not merely a change.
taxes on bees, and no honey to do it
with." On page 505, A. F. Stauffer The whole matter is now referred to

MISS DEJIA BENNETT.

;

:

The surplus honey crop this the Convention this fall, at Chicagoseason will be very short." On page till then let it rest.— Ed.]
507, H. J. Rogers says, "I shall hold
says, "

what honey

I have for an advance."
page 510, in the advertisements,
we see" Bees and honey," by Thomas
How to produce the
G. Newman
most honey in its best and most at-

Literary

On

WorM.

Bees and Bee-Keeping in Poetry.

;

condition." In all of the
foregoing instances I do not think
that the most expert honey-producer
could tell whether it were intended to
speak of either comb or extracted,
namely, combless honey, or of both.
As I understand it, " honey" is a
general term for the sweet fluid of
the flowers which has been gathered
by the bees, no matter whether ripe
or unripe, liquid or granulated, comb
or combless. The same as sugar is
the name of crystallized sweets, as
maple, cane, sorghum, beet, grape,
etc.; or wheat, for the entire crop of
that cereal, be it red or white, bald or
bearded, spring or winter wheat.
You ask a groceryman if he keeps
sugar for sale he would say, " Yes,
what kind do you wish V" If you

S.

tractive

;

V. COLE.

folk of nature the bees
the most interesting.
They shine not only in the field of
flowers, but in the field of letters.
They supply the husbandman with
food and the poet with simile and
metaphor. This was especially true
of the ancient poets. The Muse, in
coming hither from the Golden Age
of Saturn, started like the linden in
Tennyson's " Amphion,"

Of the

are

little

among

With

all

her bees behind her.

we ask what has made the bees so
interesting, we find, among other
If

causes, that they are creatures with
whom order seems to be the first law.
The sluggard may go to the ant for
lessons in the arts of perseverance,
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but his education is not complete
until he has graduated from the bee in
the science of method, economy, and
the duties of a good citizen.
bee makes wise plans and works
for the common weal of the nation.

A

And

whatsoever it Qndeth to do it
doeth with its might. Even when it
uses its sting it puts its whole soul
into

it

;

for it is soldier as well as

their wings," " whet the points of founded on the curious custom, intheir beaks," throng around the chief's troduced from England and said to
pavilion, a.nd—viarabile dictu/— " with have prevailed to some extent in the
loud shouts defy the enemy !" Then rural districts of our own country, of
comes the conflict, in which
informing the bees, in the event of a
death in the family, and draping the
The leaders, midmost of the battle lines.
Conspicuous for their wings exhibit how
hives in black. This was supposed to
A mighty soul works in a narrow breast.
be necessary to prevent the bees from
The analogy between bees and men flying away in search of a new home :
is seldom carried more dangerously
Under the garden wall,
Forward and back.
near the verge of the ridiculous than
Went drearily singing the chore-girl small.
when a bee dies and the survivors
Draping each hive with a shred of black.

This double character has
poets to compare the bee
community to a state, in which every bear out the lifeless corpse
member has its special duty. But in
And form the mournful funeral train.
this comparison the bees have the
advantage. Our systems are the im- Time has somewhat dimmed this
perfect development of ages, whereas picture, but with its suggestion
of
the bees received theirs perfect in the the busts of dead ancestors
and bybeginning so that Virgil says they gone accompaniments of a funeral, it
pass their lives beneath " unchange- must have been somewhat
vivid in its
able laws." Shakespeare calls them
day.
The intelligence of bees and other
Creatures that, by a rule in nature, teach
The art of order to a peopled kingdom.
moral insects is greatly overrated,
Virgil has sung of the bees in fuller both by moralists and poets.
As
strains than any other poet, and has between bees and ants, the latter have
interwoven fact, theory, and legend quite as good a claim to our respect,
in a most charming manner. The if we may accept the conclusion of an
fourth book of the Georgics, the most eminent English authority, that they
perfect of his poems, is devoted to appear to possess some means of imthis theme.
Here occurs the story of parting information to one another—
the shepherd Aristseus, who lost his sort of ant-language whereas their
bees and complained to his goddess- honey-making rivals work more by a
mother " in her chamber in the river- "rule in nature." Nevertheless bees
depth." She directs him to Proteus, are more poetical in their associations,
the seer, from whom he learns the and Virgil has invoked in their behalf
his Lucretian pantheism, introducing
secret of replenishing his hives.
In Virgil, the bee.s are magnified it, however, with a cautious "they
types of humanity, just as the gods say." According to this doctrine, the
are magnitied ones; and they go fiery souls which animate their little
about their business therefore after bodies are emanations from the AllSoul which pervades and sustains the
the manner of men
citizen.

led

the

;

And the song she was singing ever since
In my ear sounds on
"Stay at home, pretty bees, fly not hence?
Mistress Mary is dead and gone !"
:

As good order is so strikingly
exhibited in " the government of the
bees, for the bees, and by the bees,"
it seems appropriate that in Egyptian
hieroglyphics the bee should represent
royalty, and, in later times, become
the symbolof the J'rench Empire. In
France the royal mantle and standard
were thickly sown with golden bees,
and in the tomb of Childeric, in 1653,
there were discovered three hundred
bees, made from the same precious
metal.

;

:

framework of the universe, and conSome seek supply of food
sequently a bee's history does not end
And by agreement labor in the fields;
Some in their narrow homes do lay the tear
with its funeral. Its immortal part,
Of the narcissus and gluey gum
Prom bark of trees, to be their hive's foundations. like the immortal part of a man, is
re-absorbed into the original
The contrast between the aged and " and so there is no room forfountain,
death,"
sedate bees and their more vigorous says Virgil, "but each flies
up into
companions is very curious
the place of a star."
The agel guard the towns, and build the combs.
Bees, along with ants, birds, leaves,
And moul'i the curious houses 'lis their charge.
But late at night the younger ones return
and hailstones, furnish the ancient
Wing-weary home, their legs thick-smeared with poets with
convenient similes where
thyme.
number was involved. Homer comBut more curious from a scientific pares the Greeks gathering for
point of view is the statement that battle to "swarms of closely-thronging
bees do not bring forth their offspring, bees, always issuing in fresh numbers
but gather them in their mouths from from the hollow rock."
.^Eneas,
leaves and sweet plants, and in this looking down on Carthage from
a
way provide the "tiny freemen of distance, saw the people at work on the
their Eome." One observes that the new buildings like so many bees in
Latin poet does not forget in his summer. And Milton, whose mind
figures to
bring the bee-common- was filled with classic forms, makes
wealth under Roman laws and cus- Satan's minions swarm to the council
toms. In another place he speaks of at Pandemonium,
their " setting out on their airy march
As bees
and pulling up the standards of the In the springtime, when the sun with Taurus
rides.
camp." Indeed, the Roman bees are Pour forth
their populous youth about the hive
very soldierly in their bearitig, though In clusters.
not more so, perhaps, than their
In American poetry Emerson's
:

;

English relatives. As,
some,

Shakespeare, "Humblebee"and Whit'tier's "Telling
the Bees" are unlike anything tlie
like soldiers, armed in their stingg,
ancient Muse produced, and differ
Make boot upon the summer's velvet buds,
widely from each other, both in style
so in Virgil,
and sentiment. The former contains
the thoughts which arise in the mind
Some stand like sentinels before the gates.
a philosopher as he calmly conAt times the whole nation is aroused of
templates the
by an unfriendly challenge. Then it
Sailer of the atmosphere
is they show themselves true Romans.
Their hearts " throb with the spirit making his tiny voyage from flower to
of war," says Virgil.
sound is flower; whi.V the latter is a simple
heard " that mimics the fitful blasts and very efective appeal to the
of trumpets." The excited bees "flash affections.
r. Whittier's poem is
in

A
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Separators-FasteniiiE Fonndation.
C.

THEILMANN.

Mr. Dibbern takes me to task on
page 265, because I have not as yet
progressed so far as to use separators
between sections, in order to obtain
straight combs. I admit that I have
never as yet used any separators for
that purpose, but I have made
many experiments to get straight
and true combs built in the sections,
without the use of objectionable

machinery

to the bees, and have
number of years accomplished
the desired results almost to perfection. Even with the small crop of
basswood honey this year (I did not
get any clover), my sections of honey
are all built straight. It would have
been a pleasing sight to any beekeeper, to see about one hundred
section-cases stored in my honeyhouse with all perfectly straight
combs built in them— at least they
were as straight as need be for any
purpose ; if 8 or more of these cases
were piled on top of each other, the
bee-spaces between the combs could
be seen clear through the whole of
them, if light was admitted in the
lower one, and I doubt very much if
Mr. D. could tell the difference
between those which contained combs
from last year, or those with new
sections and new foundation, as I
could not do so myself, and be sure of
it.
My cases are all one size, and
hold 24 sections i^xA}^ by 2 inches, or
28 sections, 7 to the foot.
Arriving at this point of perfection,
I would hardly know what to do with
separators— in fact I would not thank
a man for a load of them, for my own
use. I know that this will not agree
with some of our best authorities and
practical bee-masters, but we must
take into consideration that they have
their bees in different hives and man-

for a
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age them in a different way from
which 1 and some others do. It will
not pay to throw aside hives and
fixtures after ouce adopted, and get
others which are no better it is not
the /lives that make the honey.
;

There is Mr. Doolittle, one of our
most practical apiarists, who cannot
get along very well without separators.
The readers will ask, why is
that? Well, so far as known by
reading, Mr. D. practices side-storing
and therefore he cannot get along

without them, else he would have a
"nice mess" in his sections, and I
have my doubts but what it will be a
little mixed sometimes anyway, that
is, pollen and honey.
I am mainly speaking to those who
obtain their honey above the broodnest; side-storing,
or between the
brood-nest will be most surely to have
pollen in it this is one part of beenature which we cannot prevent,
;

therefore the proper place tor nice
surplus comb-honey is above the
brood-nest, and to get it there in the
best possible shape, and all of it that
the bees can spare, without the use of
a lot of machinery, has been my
restless study. I have accomplished
the securing of straight combs, and I
have no trouble in getting my bees to
work in the sections if they have anything to put there; on an averase
they do not store more honey in the
brood-nest for winter and spring use,
but I have to equalize it for them in
the fall, which is not a very big job.
as every frame fits every hive that I
have, and as a rule the majority
generally need no fitting.

table and
I stand between the
board, and use a half- worn -out smooth
table-knife, lay it on the hot stove,
while at the same time 1 pick up a
piece of foundation with the other
hand, and hold it inside of the upsidedown section on the httle table, right
above the hot knife, which is rubbing
the wood below it, to get it hot, while
at the same time is melting the end of
the foundation so as to seal it to the
wood, which is done by pressing it
slightly in the center of the section
if rightly done, it will leave a mark of
wax for every cell on the wood on
each side of foundation alike, and this
is just the point, as it will guide the
bees to build the comb on each side
alike, in all sections, and therefore
build straight combs.
Do not overlook the main points,
namely the wood has to be fairly hot
to receive the melting wax, else it will
not stick securely ; a thin knife is
better than a thick or new one, as it
becomes hot enough in one second, if
the heat is right ; it also works better
on the foundation. There should be
a space left between the foundation
and sides of the sections of at least
of an inch, so that the foundation will

For Lne Amertcan Bee JoamaL

Canses of Drofltt— Tile-Drainim.

;

:

%

hang

when

in position. If it is
too close, the bees will stick it to the
sides and cause it to warp. To touch
it with the hot knife will melt it to the
desired distance, if it be too close.

free

I have tried a number of different
foundation fasteners, but none suit me
as well as the knife; it is utterly impossible to do as perfect work with
them as I can with the knife; they all
leave a strip of foundation on one side
only, on which the bees get ahead the
FASTENING FOUNDATION IN SECTIONS fastest nearly every time, and the
combs, and separators
For the benefit of the readers, I will result is bulged
are surely needful.
give my method of securing straight
I fill the cases as I go, and when a
combs in the sections. In the first
place I am very particular to do things colony is ready (not before) I put one
right and at the right time, and if the above the brood-nest with nothing
readers take patience to read the between the frames and sections
following carefully, it will probably except a bee-space, but the hive
should stand level from side to side.
benefit them
I can put in foundation best and
After having the cases ready and quickest when the temperature is 70°
the sections folded, I put them near to 80° above zero in the shed at 60°
on an old cook-stove, which is under a the material is too cool, and at 90° to
shed— the sides are all open but one 95° the foundation gets too limber and
near this stove I place an old kitchen- crooks up, which means bad combs,
table, on which there are marks made and some of them will loosen because
by the " square" and pencil, whereby the foundation cannot be pressed close
I cut the foundation, 6 to 8 sheets at a enough to the wood.
time, into the desired pieces for the
Heretofore, I was almost influenced
sections. I prefer the Dadant " extra
get some perforated
thin" foundation, Z%\H)4 inch sheets, by reading, to
but as long as my
for 4J4X4I4' sections, and 6 pieces out honey-boards,
the sections as well
When I have the queens stay out of the
of each sheet.
past, I will be
foundation ready I place another little as they have in
without them, as they rarely
table on a box or top of a hive, about better off
any eggs there, and every15 inches high and 18 inches long on deposit
that hinders the bees from free
this I nail two thin strips to hold the thing
do not fancy the closer
sections in position while putting in passage they
better
the foundation.
They are a little they are to the brood-nest, thethe
sechoney in
thinner than the sections and far they like to store "
between" or on
enough apart to slip the section in tions•' but sections
side" of it, are very apt to get
between, and four at a time. This the
top table is to make it convenient to pollen in them.
Much has been said about bees
operate. The empty cases are placed
on one side and the folded sections on traveling over finished sections, and
the other side of the table, and the thus damaging them; this is surely a
The stove is great mistake; and one writer will
foundation in front.
heated to the right point, and a pro- say what another has written before
tection-board placed between the stove him, without any investigation or
:

;

;

;

;

;

and myself.

ence is that honey becomes better in
every respect for quite a while after
it is sealed over, even if it does get a
little yellow by the bees nibbling on it
with their mandibles; but not with
their feet traveling on it.
Theilmanton,cxMina.

knowledge of

his

own.

My

J. C.

The
page

article
487, calls

AKMSTBONG.
by Thos. E. Hill, on
up a question on which

a diversity of opinion. The
a great measure, answers
" The fogs and
itself, when it says
moisture through these winds are
driven upon the continent where
there

is

article in

:

drouth seldom prevails, etc." The
ocean is the great reservoir which
supplies the continents with moisture.
This moisture as it is wafted upon
the continents is carried to our
mountain summits, where it is condensed, and falls in rain or snow.
From there our vast rivers are formed
which in turn form our great lakes.
All these waters find their way to the
ocean again and again, as they are
thus wafted.
There are not many places on the
earth's surface, which have not moisture enough in the atmosphere for
vegetation, if it can only be condensed
into rain. There are a few "rainless
regions," which are rendered so by
local causes, but these are few. At
present all our sloughs and ponds are
dried up. The beds of our smaller
streams are dry, and our larger ones
are greatly diminished. If these are
the source of our water supply, we
The whole Mississippi
are done.
valley will soon be a barren waste,
and the whole continent as well. In
a few months we shall see the ground

saturated with water ; our streams
overflowing, and our rivers sweeping
on in vast floods to the ocean. Where
do all these waters come from V From
the ocean. As a general rule there is
a greater raiufall near the ocean than
in the interior of the continent. For
the same reason there is more along
our great rivers and lakes. Yet nearly all these regions are visited by
drouths.
At the present time, Michigan is
suffering as severely as Iowa, though
surrounded by the great lakes. Minnesota is all dotted over with lakes,
yet the drouth is there. I have seen
as great drouth nearly 40 years ago in
the vicinity of Lake Erie, when perhaps there was not a tile in America.
Undoubtedly all our little streams,
lakelets and sloughs have some influence in producing rain, but they are
as a drop in the bucket, compared
with the great ocean. Perhaps they
are a hundred-fold more potent in
breeding malaria, than in producing
rain.
„
It is a well-known fact to all who
have studied the effects and had the
experience with under-drainage, that
such land is better prepared to stand
a protracted drouth than land not so
experi- drained. While it carries off all sur,
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plus water which would be injurious
to plant growth, it pulverizes the soil
and renders it more porous, thus increasing its capacity to absorb moisture in the form of dews. Moisture is
drawn up from the wet soil below the
drain, by the same force that water is
drawn to wet a whole sponge when
only a part of it is dipped in water.
Another reason why an under-drained soil can stand drouth better is the
fact, that the surface water being removed, the roots run deeper into the
earth where more permanent moisture
exists. When the surface soil is saturated with water, the roots of plants
creep along the surface, finding all
the moisture there they need. As
dry weather comes on, the surface
moisture is evaporated, the surface
becom es baked, and vegetation withers

and

dies.

ous and more severe than formerly
but it is not so apparent that they are
produced by drouth, or that drouth
and cyclones go together.
Some
ascribe them to one cause, and some to

do.

;

Perhaps we

shall

never

know

their

Until it can be shown beyond
a reasonable doubt that tile-draining
is the cause of drouths and cyclones,
I think it would not be wise to discontinue a work which produces such
bountiful returns for the money in-

EXTRACTED HONEY.

causes.

vested.

Bromley ,OIowa.
For the American Bee JournaL

f

.

We

;

In respect to the discussion on •extracted honey," I would say, why carry it on any further i Does
the
English language furnish a better
word than "extracted?' I think not.
That word expresses the right meaning.
What if one or two unobserving
people get the idea that it means
" extract of honey V" It is their own
fault, and one twenty-flve-millionth
part of the United States ought not to
be of great weight. If the word " extracted" does not suit, and cannot,
why try to find another word when
there is none ? Take Mr. Demaree's
advice and say " honey in the comb,"
or honey " out of the comb," and the
stupidest person in the country, if he
has the least bit of reasoning, can see
what is meant. I have been disgusted
to see some of the simple, silly ideas
expressed by some correspondents on
this subject.

Lancaster,0Mass., Aug.

;

soon be rendered open and porous and
would require a heavy rain to saturate
the soil to that depth, before it would
begin to give off excess of water to
the drain and the water of saturation would be given off gradually.

else,

The

box

effect of tile-draining, therefore,

hold back the water rather than
it at once into open channels. Open ditches and small streams
which have been cleaned of logo-brush
and leaves, allowing the water to run
off without any hindrance, increase
the height of floods. Not so with tileis to

precipitate

Tlie

Season in Massaclinsetts,

etc,

ALLEN LATHAM.
The season here

is

as everywhere

poor. I have not one decent
of honey
to be sure I have
several hundred partly filled, but not
in a salable condition.
are now
;

We

having heavy rains, and if we have
suitable weather in September, asters

and goldenrod,

etc., will bear lots of
honey.
Clover yielded honey for about two
drains.
weeks, and since then bees have
It is an
indisputable fact that barely gotten enough honey for breedstorms and cyclones are more numer- ing.
But they have swarmed—

22, 1887.

Home Farm.

We

;

to
in
to
having nothing to

hot weather, and
Unless we do have honey later,
another. Some ascribe them to elec- bees here will have to be fed, and all
trical disturbances, caused by railroad bees that have gone to the woods will
tracks and telegraph wires
others starve. I hope for better luck next
ascribe them to planetary influences. season.

III. and S, V. lis, Convention.
have had a practical illustration N.
of this principle in this section during
The Northwestern Illinois and
the last two years.
are in our
second season of drouth in this region. Southwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
Association met for their fall
When we planted our corn last year,
the ground was wet, and it remained meeting at the residence of O. J.
so for some considerable time, till it Cummings, in Guilford, 111., on Aug.
had made considerable growth. As 18, 1887 President Highbarger in the
the season advanced, the ground dried chair, and about 20 members present.
out and the roots were left in dry
There was about 65 lbs. of surplus
ground, and the crop wilted and made honey reported, but the main question
a very feeble growth, and we did not was, what, how and when to feed bees
have half a crop. This season it was for winter.
different. The ground was dry when
Mr. Morse said that he should feed
it was planted.
Many predicted that in the ratio of 10 lbs. of sugar to 3 lbs.
if
we had another dry season we of water, and one heaping tea-spoonful
would not have any corn.
have of tartaric acid.
had our second season of drouth and
Mr. Highbarger said that his feed
our corn, on an average, I believe, is would be 6 parts
of sugar and 1
fifty per cent better than last year.
part of water and extracted houey
As to under-drainage being the that he should use cigar boxes for
cause of greater floods than formerly, feeders, cutting the cover so as to be
is a mooted question.
The evidence yi inch small in the inside of the box,
of early settlers goes to show that and cut through it, using the cover to
floods were as great in early days as float on the feed, so that the bees
DOW. In early days, when the river could take the feed and not get into it.
bottoms were covered with timber, He would place these boxes on the
and the streams and water-courses frames at night.
were filled with rubbish, the effect
Mr. Taylor exhibited
was to retard the outflow of water, cover the whole top of aanfeeder to
8 frame
the streams were longer in rising, and hive.
floods were of longer duration. As
Some of our best bee-keepers were
the forests were cleared away and the appointed to read
essays at the annual
country was brought under cultiva- meeting next January,
and preparation,
the rubbish in streams was tions were made to make the
annual
cleared away outlets for the surplus meeting the
best we have ever had.
water were formed by open ditches The Association tendered a
vote of
by which the outflow of water was thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Cummings,
hastened. The effect has been to pro- for their kindness
and hospitality.
duce a quicker rise in creeks and
D. A. Fuller. Sec.
rivers, and higher flood-marks.
If all level and table lands were
For tlie American Bee Joumat
tile-drained to the depth of three feet
or more, the soil to that depth, would

We

swarmed where there was no houey
Swarms that I hived
June are now swarming. I lay it
be gathered.

Tlie

Hive for Maine.
J. E.

POND.

Some

years ago I wrote an article in
praise of the Langstroth hive and
frame, which was criticised quite
severely, as recommending a frame
too shallow for down-east winters.
The criticisms were all theoretical,
and based upon the idea that deep

frames were needed in Maine, and
that a frame as shallow as the Langstroth, would prove disastrous in cold
weather.
As time passes on, I find a change
in the opinions of bee keepers of experience, and that now they are rapidly falling into line with
my own
views.

Mr. J. B. Mason, one of the ablest
apiarists in the country, combated me
quite strongly for a time, but after a
series of experiments, came over to
my side of the question, and came to
stay, too.
He has tested matters
thoroughly, and while he thinks the
point is not right in theory, he knows
the practice proves it to be right in
fact.

Mr. Isaac Hutchins, also, has tested the matter, and he too is now a
champion of the Langstroth frame.
The fact is, and for years has been.
that bee-keepers have been hampered
with certain opinions that have been
handed down from generation to generation, and instead of breaking out a
new road for themselves, have stuck
to the old beaten track, without regard to whether they could find an
easier road, or a shorter cut, or not.
Bee-keeping is a science, and it is a
progressive science, too and he only
;
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can bring about the best results, who
works in the best and most economI do not wish to be conical way.
sidered as an advocate of new things
because they are new, but I do advocate, most strenuously, the idea, that
by carefully-conducted experiments
we can bring about results far superior to those now gained. I do not
advise either that all should experiment.
Let those investigate who
have the time and inclination but
let those who have not the time keep
their ears and eyes open, ready to
take advantage of new points that
prove valuable, rather than to repudiate them because they are new still
I advise all to go slow, and only take

that bees will have to be fed for
winter.
are having the worst
drouth, in its effect, that we have had
for 30 years.
White clover and Alsike
seem to be completely wiped out. We
have had no rain since July 4.
piece of buckwheat, which I had previously sowed, got the benefit of this
rain, and, being drilled in deeply, has

We
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Poor Season in Ohio, etc— T. F.
Kinsel, Shiloh,60., on Aug. 17, 1887,
writes
:

Bee-keepers here, to say the least,
are disappointed in surplus honey.
Those who had their " eggs all in one
basket," will spread honey thin, and
possibly wear their "old coat" another
continued to grow nicely and is now year. Bees would not even draw out
in bloom. The bees are working on foundation, but required combs, and
it in great numbers every day until that too, for extracting, to work with
noon. Two beemen near me have vigor. They would fill drawn combs
Not
lost several colonies lately, by starva- in sections, for comb-honey.
tion. One of these men I once tried more than this could I accomplish.
to persaude to take the American My surplus will be 10 lbs. per colony,
Bee Journal. '• No," said he, " I and may be 12 lbs., spring count
prefer my own experience to that of about half comb-honey. Colonies are
up new things when the proofs are others." The other, when approached strong now. Lately a gentleman told
offered that they are better than the on the same subject said, " What a me he once caught a swarm in the
bee-paper V My son-in-law had three woods, but it died. Naturally the inold.
bee-books and lost all the bees he had quiry was made as to the cause. He
roxboro,Oi Mass.
last winter
Only look at that, now!" said they died in "the winter." I supThey both lose heavily every winter. posed it was " pollen" or want of
I have taken otf but 250 lbs. of comb "hibernation ;" but he said the "king"
Local Convention Directory.
honey so far this year. About 1.50 wasn't with them, he guessed. It was
No better
lbs. more that was nearly ready to cap all as plain as day then
when the honey harvest closea names, Mr. Editor, than have been
1887,
'IHmc and putct of Meeting.
abruptly, I took off, but have been suggested, viz " honey" and " combSept. 6, 7.— rertar Valley, at Waterloo. Iowa.
honey," are needed. Stick to them.
obliged to feed back to the bees.
H. E. Hubbard, Sec, La Porle City, Iowa.

A

;

;

!

!

!

:

Sept. 7.— Iowa State, at Des Moines, Iowa.
A. J. Norris, CeJar Fulls, Iowa.

Nov. 16-18.— North American, at Cliicago, Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogeraville, Mich.
Dec. 7-fl.— Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

—

Extracted-Honey Discussion.

—

Wm. Crawley,
The Bee Moth
M. Lyman, Toledo,^0., on Aug.
Redwood Falls,OMinn., writes thus

J.

18,

:

188.5,

writes as follows

:

send two specimens of moth found
The long " extraction" discussion
in my apiary. Which is the one that
should have culminated long ago. In
lays the eggs in the hive that produces this case the virtue of reform has bethe miller V Please give a description come utterly vitiated, and an unof the bee moth in the next Bee
pleasant odor meets us, as we open
Journal, and you will oblige many the pages of the Bee Journal. Do
give us a rest ! The only explanation
of extracted honey I ever had to make
to a honey-consumer was, the method
of extraction, and so long as buyers
I

BF~ In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

ii-^iy

O UR' L£ TmEmBWKP

of

Insect that Punctures Grapes.—
M. Puhl, ]Maumee,x)0., on Aug. 9,
1887, asks the following
P.

:

honey know

full

well what extract-

ed honey is, why introduce another
term, and the consequent labor of
another educational process ?
The Bee Moth—flying.

[The "

rest "

you so much desire

be granted, ancfnow "let us be
readers. They are quite troublesome
the beeEd.]
happy."—
in my apiary. I tind worms in my

Will Prof. Cook please let
keepers know. through the American
colonies, and the weak ones
Bee Journal, what insect it is that strongest
I have to watch closely, and clean
small
hole
drills a
in the grapes when
them out. How long does it take
they are ripe y That seems to be the
them to mature after the eggs are
greatest trouble here.
laid V The best way I have discovermoths is to put a lamp
[I shall be very glad to answer, if ed to destroy
with the shade off, in a pail with a
Mr. Puhl will send me specimens. little water in the bottom and leave it
Wasps and several kinds of birds are all night in the apiary. They will go
known to injure grapes. I shall be for the light, get scorched and drown.
the large dark ones
very glad to receive specimens of the I found scores of
on top of the hives under the shadeinsects, or of any others.
boards in the morning. My apiary is
I hope that bee-keepers will send in the timber, which I think makes
me specimens of insects of all kinds, them worse than they are in the open

will

—

—

Bee-Honse.
Fall Honey-Yield
Rev. S. Roese, Maiden Rock,-oWis.,
on Aug. 22, 1887, writes
At last the long-looked -for rain has
come. We were suffering for the
want of it very much, but our bees are
now just booming on goldenrod and
:

other fall flowers. If frost holds off
a while longer, our fall honey-yield
will be better than that of the past
summer. Last week I had 2 swarms,
something unusual for this season of
the year, but I gave them a full outfit,
country.
taking one frame of sealed honey from
strong
tin
or
wooden
boxes.
The
in
each colony until they had enough,
postage is very little. I am specially
[The longer one— the female lays and unsealed brood besides. I look
desirous of getting wild bees from all the eggs. The moth spins its cocoons for more swarms to issue. The most
not swarming this season
parts of the country.— A. J. Cook.]
in a crevice of the hive, or in clusters of my bees
proved to be my good luck, for all of
in the comb. In these they become
my colonies are now very strong, and
Fearful Drouth— Taking Bee-Pa- pupse, and in 12 to 14 days they hatch I have taken in all, from 3-5 colonies,
In winter they take 1,100 pounds of extracted, and 140
pers.— I. N. Rogers, Jackson, JMich., into moths.
comb honey in one-pound
much longer. The plan you describe pounds of All
on Aug. 10, 1887, says
have stores enough for
sections.
is a very good one to destroy them.
winter. It seems that those colonies
This county (Jackson) will not
and
remedies
may that swarmed in June and July, aloverstock the honey market this year; Further description
most swarmed away, and some are
in fact, the present indications are be found on page 517.— Ed.]
:
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Bald - Headed
queenless. 1 have 2 queenless coloPollen in Combs
nies, I think, for they have no young Brood.— J. H. Wellington, Saginaw,
brood, and I gave them queen-cells ©Mich., on Aug. 19, 1887, writes
but they tore them down ; then I gave
them unsealed brood, and they startI will give my way of managing
ed queen-cells, and had them sealed combs filled with much pollen Exover, and then tore them down.
tract the honey from the combs, and
I have completed a bee-house with put them into water for half an hour
the expectation of wintering my bees or longer. If dry, they need more
more safely next winter. It is 12x18 time. Put the combs with water into
feet, with stone foundation, sheeted the hive of a strong colony, and inside
on the outside with inch boards next of 24 hours the combs will be nearly
The pollen
is a layer of bricks placed on the edge. as clean as new combs.
The scantlings used are 8 inches wide can be extracted when dissolved in
and 2 inches thick. It is sheeted in- water. Bald-headed brood I think
side with matched flooring, floor and is caused by either a lack of combceiling the same, with one ventilator making bees in the hive, or a lack of
underground 20 feet long in extent, honey to make comb from. Old bees
with an 8-inch opening coming up with a new queen will very often leave
queen in a
through the floor, and one ventilator bald-headed brood.
extending out at the roof of the house, colony that builds up very fast with
the same size. On top of the upper few workers, will have bald-headed
floor is a covering of 2 feet of sawdust
brood. If the honey-flow stops sudalso the space between the brick and denly, when queens are laying bouninside sheeting (6 inches) is filled with tifully, colonies that have put nearly
the same. Besides, I am going to all their honey into the boxes will
bank it outside about 4 feet high, or leave brood partly unsealed.
:

:

I should send

if

honey,

I would
say, .500
lbs. of
comb-honey, or .500 lbs. of honey in 1
or 2 pound sections. If I wanted extracted honey, I would say, 500 lbs. of
" pure honey" in jars, pails or kegs.
But I do not care much what it is
called, if we only had plenty of it.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

;

A

" pure honey." I think
an order of .500 lbs. of

isfied to call it

The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— We

quote

Auk.

at i7®lrtc. per

South Water

St.

lb.

BEB3WAX.-23C.
Aug.

HUNT. Bell Branob, Mloh.
CLEVBLANn.

M. H.

17.

HONEY.— Best white
lbs.. i4<aiir)C.;

Aug.

Good Fall Crop Expected.—Fred.
Buflfalo,OMinn., on
Wabasha, OsMinn., on Aug. 22, A. C. Waldron,
Aug.
24, 1887, says
1887, says

15@18c

nBTROIT.
HONEY.— New comb is very scarce, and quoted

dark,

A.

25.

i-lba.
iu<aii2c.

sold tOKiay at 17o.:

White extracted,

C.KENDBL,

Good Increase—Painting Hives.—

Bott,

sections,

1-lb.

161

12.

BBBSWAX.-25C.

more.

In

;

The color makes the difference in price.
BBKSWAX,-22@L;4c.
K. A. BOKNETT.

2-

8c.

115 Ontario Bt.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— New crop. Mb. sections, 2na22o.! 2sections, 18@20c. Short crop indicated.
BEE8WAX.-25 cts. per lb.
Aug. 25. BLAKJt & KiPLET, 57 Chatham Street.
I have had a good increase of bees
SAN FRANCISCO.
but very little surplus. This is my
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white liquid,
my
5®55^c. amber colored and candied, 4@494c.—
first year, and I have increased
to extra white comb, 12@14c.; amber, 8«lic.
apiary from 2 colonies to 8, by pur- White
Receipts light.
B B BS W AX.-17ia20c.
chasing 3 small nuclei, and then
building up. The Bee Journal has Aug. 20. SCHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 DaTls St.
been a great help to me, as well as
SAN FRANCISCO.
" Bees and Honey." I have some new
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12(3130.; exwhite comb, 14 to I5c.i dark, 7 to inc. VThlte
hives with bees in them will it in- tra
extracted, .5J4rrf(5Vc.; light amber, 4^(a5c.: amber
Ib.

:

:

the Bee Journal every
Saturday afternoon, and am very well
pleased with it. I think I am doing
well for a one-horse bee-keeper. I
put out twelve colonies in the spring,
I receive

:

;

increased them to 15 colonies by natural swarming, and obtained about
800 pounds of comb-honey and 100
pounds of extracted, so far. There
jure the bees to
is a good prospect for a good fall
crop.

:

;

paint those hives and

O. B.

July 25.

[You can paint

Receipts light; poor crop.

candied, 4Hia.4%c.

BBBSWAX.-21to23c.

now?

SMITH 4 CO.. 423

Front

St.

but the alighting,
MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.- Choice l-lbs., I7@18c.; 2-b9., 15®16c.
Very Poor Honey Crop.— P. Sun- boards, at any time, and those can be White
extracted in kegs and barrels. 7H'38c., and
day, Goodeirs,o»Mich., on Aug. 18, done after dark, and will dry over in tin cans, 8c.; dark in kegs and barrels, 6f*6Hc.,
in tin cans, 6H@7c. Demand good supply limited.
night. It will not injure or disturb
1887, says
BEBSWAX.-25C.
Aug :;6.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
The honey crop was very poor in the bees in the least. Ed.1
NEW YORK.
this part of th§ state, on account of
HONEY.- We quote Fancy white in i-lb. secthe long drouth. Bees gathered but
16(Sa8c.; Ihe same in 2-lbs., 13@14c.; fair to
Honey-Honse.— S. J. Youngman,© tions,
good l-lbs., 13@15c., and 2-ibs„ 10®12c. Extracted
very little honey from basswood and
white
clover, in kegs and barrels, 7@8c.
clover. We are having a nice rain Mich., writes
BEB8WAX.-21«il22c.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,
now, which might help buckwheat
I am about to build a house for the
Broadway, near Duane Bt.
and autumn flowers some, and pro- exclusive use of extracting honey. Aug. 24. 28 & 30 W.
KANSAS CITY.
duce enough honey for bees to winter Any suggestions from practical beeHONB Y.— We quote new crop Choice white 2-lb.
on.
keepers would be thankfully received, sections, 15c.: dark 2-lbs., I2'ijji3c. choice white 1all

;

:

:

:

arrangement of

especially as to the

Crop nearly a Failure.—N. Sunnes, the dow and windows.
on Aug. 10, 1887, writes:

dark l-lbs., l.i(.iil4o. Calif, white 2.1b8.. IS
to 15c. Extracted, new choice white, 8iftl0c.; dark,
5(o6c
Calif, white. He. amber, 6ia'7c.
AX.-20 to 22C.
lbs.. 18c.;

;

;

BBESW
25. HAMBLIN & BEARSS, 514 Walnut Bt.

Elliott,o.Ill.,

Aug.

Pure Honey, Poor Season, etc.— A.
The honey crop was nearly a failure
here this year. From 30 colonies, Pinkerton, Marshalltown,©Iowa, on
spring count, I have taken only 850 Aug. 23, 1887, writes
pounds of extracted and 200 pounds
I had 1.50 colonies when the honey
of comb-honey. I worked 12 of my
strongest colonies for comb honey ; 8 season should commence, and 1 made
I worked preparations for a large crop of honey.
of them swarmed once.
them on the Heddou plan for both I built a shop to work in, made a lot
comb and extracted honey, for in of new hives, and bought sections
good honey seasons it is almost im- enough to hold 10,000 lbs. of honey ; I
possible to prevent swarming without also made cases to hold the sections,
extracting the honey before it is and procured plenty of comb foundacapped over. Ten of the weakest tion. But about the time everything
colonies gathered scarcely enough to was ready, I decided to save all my
Fall flowers are very fixtures for another season. I had 7
winter on.
few of my
scarce, owing to the dry weather we swarms and no honey.
have had. 1 intend to move my bees colonies have honey enough to winter
about 5 miles to where there is usual- on now. I do not think we need any
ly an abundance of Spanish-needles, new name for extracted honey this
season, but if we did I would be satso I expect a little fall honey yet.
:

A

KANSAS

CITY.

HONBY.-Wequote White

l-lbs., leffllSc; dark,
15®17c.; dark, I4@15c.; Cal-

:

15®16c.; white

itornla— white

2-lbs.,

i-ibs., 1.5(5il7c.. 2-lb8.. l.'.@16c.;

dark

14@15c., 2-lbs. 14c. Calif, white extracted,
dark, 6@6'^c. No white clover in market.
BEESWAX. -No. I,20m22c.; No. 2, 16®l8c.
Aug. 24. CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th&Walnut
l-lbs.

7@7^c.

:

'S T.

•*

LOUIS.C

HONEY.— Choice comb,

10«i>12c.; latter

price for

good condition. Strained,
in barrels, 4(«4Mc. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages. M-cent advance on above.
choice white clover
Extracted, in

in

bbls., 4Mi'(i^Hc.; in

Market very firm

at

cans,

above prices.

5H

to 6c.—

BEESWAX.— 21c. for nrime.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial Bt.
Aug. 2.

CINCINNATI.
HONBY.-Wequote for extracted. 3'a7c. per lb.
Comb honey has been sold out perhaps better than

ever before at this time, only remnants of dark
honey being left. Choice white would readily
bring l.ic. in a jobbing way.
BEESWAX— Fair demand,—20(3220. per lb. for

good
Aug.

to chcilce yellow.
19.

C.F.MUTH & SoN.Freeman

t,

Central At.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
A Valuable Book GtTen Awtty.—We
have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bek Journal and
the New York IForW— both weekly— for one
year, for $3.10, and present the subscriber
with one of these books, bound in Leatherette Free Calf
:
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Will you Exhibit at the Fair ? If so,
we will supply you all the copies of the Bee
JonKNAL that you may desire to distribute
to the bee-keepers you may meet there. We
also have colored posters to put up over
exhibits of honey, wax, supplies, etc. Send
for them early, so as to be sure to have

History of the United States— from them on hand in time. They will cost you
433 to 1887.— 330 pages.— Price, $3 00.
nothing, but we should like to have you get
History of Encland- from before the up a club for the Bkb Joitknai,, if you can

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

O.

NEWMAN & SON,

Propriktobs,

923ll92SWESTMADIS0NST.,CHICA60
At One Dollar a Year.

ILL.

Christian era to 18.S7— Price, $3.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge. 410 pages.— Price, $3.00.

The extra 10 cents is for postnge on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
The book

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

BUStNRSB HANAOKR.

^ptcml

^0ticje$.

To Corre«pondentB. — It would save
hb much trouble, If all would be particular
toglve their P. O. address and name, when
wrltlngto this office. We have several letters
(lome inclosinie: money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Office, County
or State. Also, if you live near one post>
office and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.
As ttaere
name of

the

Another firm in Chicago by
Newman & Son," we wish our

Is

"

correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this ofBce.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

We

^rtll Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $3.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at band
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

possibly do so.

—

selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure towrlte your
;

IVe Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed
at the following prices

One-half ounce, 50
cents
1 ounce, $1
2 ounces, $1.50 : 4
ounces, $3 y, pound, $3 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is suffloient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.
;

:

;

;

;

name, post-office, county and State plainly,
8^~ The Union Bee Keepers' Association
and then the risk of loss Is very small. The
of Western Iowa will hold iheir annual picsubscriptions can commence at any time.
nic at the apiary of Thomas Chantry, near
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both Casey, Iowa, on Sept. 15, 1887. All invited.
papers, and the Book and postage.
H. D. Lenockkr. Sec., Dexter, Iowa.

Street Clover, (JtfeKlotu« alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this oflSce at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

When

ReneTFlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you In taking the Bei
JotTRNAL. It is now 80 chto/p that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bek Joubnal to any one
sending us three subscriptions- with $3.00—
direct to this office. It irtll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

determine their meaning.

We

have

a large quantity of CHOIC:!E

EXTRACfED

WHITE

holding from 200

HONE-f, in

kegs

to 225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents

per

lbs.

Orders solicited.

lb.

Should any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than It is desired, or Is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. LOOK
AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

Queens.— We

can mail a Tested Italian

Queen (bred for the best

results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

Enameled Cloth

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
Ab these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
•nd are In no way safe.

for covering frames,
price per yard, in inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $3.25 ; 10
if ordered by mail, send 13
pieces, $30.00
cents per yard extra for postage.

^dvitvtxstmtxxts.

;

Preserve your Papers fer reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

W

'E

ARE RKADV TO RECEIVE

Shipments of

Nice

Comb Honey

in 1 and 2 pound Sections, for which we
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free shall pay cash, or sell on Commission,
Red Labels for one-pound pails of If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- suit the shipper. Correspondence solicited.to
honey, size 3x4V4 inches. — We nave now tions for the Bee Joubnai,.
CHAS. F.
& SON,
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
Freeman & Central Av., CINCINNATI. O.
supply them at the following prices
100
34A3t

MUTH

:

fortl.OO

250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $3.00 1,000
for (3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them by mail, postpaid.
;

;

;

—

E.

Duncan

3 Park

Snifibn, Advertising Agent,

How, New York,

inserts advertise-

iSff~

Sample Copies of the Bee JotTRNAi.

be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this ofllce,
or we win send them all to the agent.
will

ments in all first-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire

Vucca Bmshes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a

and do not Irritate the
soft, vegetable
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed each, or SO cents a dozen if sent by mail,
free.
odd 1 cent each for posta^.
53A40t
fiber,

;

HOW TO WINTER BEES,
Essays by eleven prominent beeELEVEN
keepers, sent by maflfor in cents.
HKNRY ALLEY.

Address,
llAtf

Wenham.

Mass.

WANTED,

correspond with parties who have any
ToHoney,
Apples, Potatoes, Peaches,

Fruits or 'Vriielables
sale or for shipment.

any kind for

of

A ddress,

EARLE (XICKENGER &

34A2t

117 South 4th

St.,

CO.,

COLUMBUS,

O.
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BEES and HONEY,
'

OR THK

Uanagement

ef an Apiary for FleaBnre

and

Profit

;

by

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS W.
UNTIL

further notice. I will send by return
mail, safe arrival guaranteed. Good QUEENd
from my best strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gatherinp qualities, viz:
1

Queen

fO.SO
4.50
8.00

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Genesee Co., Mich.,

Rogersville,

publshed
HASpages,

a neat little book of 45
entitled, "The Production of

Comb Honey."

Its distinctive

feature

is

the

thorough manner in which it treats of the
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
C.
points are, however, touched upon.
For
Address.
WM. W. GARY,
Editor of t^ American Bee JourtmL
29Atf
Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass- instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
for the Fair!— Exhibit and extend bees with the least e.\pense, and bring them
your reputation and develop the home market through to the honey harvest in the best
Is " fully up with the times " in all the imusing our brilliant Chromo Card; 8 colors, full possible shape.
provements and inventions in this rapidly by
of instruction and amusement. I have a valuable
developing pursuit, and presents tlie apiar- strain Italian Queens.— J, H.Martin,Hartford,N.y,
^P~ Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
6\V(3tD3)40t
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
ist veith everything tliat can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee.
FINE ITAMAN ai^EENS, reared from
and at the same time produce the most
the best, selected, tested imported mother,
honey in its best and most attractive con75 cents each, by return mall.
Bound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.
Warranted Queen
35Atf
$ 75
"
Six
Queens
4.00
lalberal Discount to Dealers, by Two dozen "
"
15.00 Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale

NEWMAN,

THOMAS

6 i^ueens

12

Queens

HURRAH

FRIGES REDUCED

ONE

G^A

Dozen or Hundred.

tlie

G.
925 West Madison

&

923

St.,

|^~

CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GDIDE;
Or,

MJlXUAL of

Tfl[£

^FIART.
1876.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

5»000 Sold Since May, 1883.
50 paffes, and more than 50 fine Illuswere added In tbe Hth edition. The whole
work has been thorouKhly revised, and contains the

More tban

trations

very latest In respect to bee-keeplnK- It Is certainly
the fullest and most scleotlflc work treatlnjE of
bees In the World. Price, bymall, 81. SS. Liberal

dUoount to dealers and

Ordei
Address,

1.50

NICHOLASVILLE, KT.

31Dtf

FOLDING BOXES.

Flat or set i/p. Printed or p/a/n. Any way
bound to please. We have put in special Machinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to //// Or*
ders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
14:oz.GlassJSLrs $5. 2S per gross.
and

Labels. 1 1-2

& 2 gross in a

A. O.
„
BOX4S8.

Case,

Including Corka

Send for Catalogue.

CRAWFORD,
South Weymouth, Mass.

21D10t

ttafe arrival

$5 00
10 00

H.

HOW TO

RAISE 00MB HONEY,

5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
my free Bee ami Supplv Circular.
3lAtf
OLiI

GARNIOLAN QUEENS ONLY

;

large apiary of Carniolan Bees, from
BRED
Benton Select luiported Stock— $l.Ou each.
in

Carniolans are the genilest and best honey-gatherers known. Send for Circular describing Carni-

(Mention this paper.)

olans.

S.

25Dtf

W. MORRISON, M.

D.
Oxford, Chester Co., Pa.

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

26Atf

VER FOSTER, Mt

Vernon.

Unn Co..

Iowa.

Beautiful Italian ((ueens.
JF, "WOOD wishes to inform his former

• friends and patrons, that he is now fllling orders promptly for those GOLDEN Italian Qceens
that have given satisfaction to every customer for
the past two seasons-at the low price o t %HA¥i per
doz.; single Queen, 7.5 fts. I use no lamp-nursery.
Do not fail to send for descriptive Circular;
if you have not my 1i-ih6 Circular, send for that too.

^*

"Boss"

One-Piece Sections,

J.

Forncrook & Co., Watertown, Wis.

1=:

w

Patented Jane

Watertown, Wis., May

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY
handle,— making

In

another colamn.

very convenient

filled

PRICE,

!(Fi5.00

THOS.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
See advertisement

it

It is weli-made and, when
with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
conaumers will buy it In order to give the children
a handsome toy pall.
75 cents per

to carrv.

dozen, or
retail.

PAIL.

iwith the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or

clieap aa

E^~ThoB. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

and

North Prescott, Mass.

uew size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails is of uniform design
Ist, 1887.

NEW

Heddon Hive.

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the

Heddon Reversible Hive, both
retail

;

and also

nailed

is

at wholesale
in the flat.

in

of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus cases
with the sections, iiiav be placed between the two
brood-chambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchani^eabie. The brood-frames will

ALL be bored

for wires.

A SAMPLE

mVE

includes the bottom-board
a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containinKB frames ;
arrangements,
each containing 28 onetwo surplus
puund sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can bo interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is j<f ailed and
PAINTED, and ready lot immediate use. Price,

and stand

$4.0fi,

;

;

complete.

THOMAS
92.3

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

HONEY-CANDIES sell well at
TODD'Saverage
wholesale price 16o
lb.;
^

Fairs—

Mail samples. 25 cts. HONKY and
wanted on Commission, by— ARTHUR
TODD, 2122 North Front St„ Philadelphia, P».
31A13t
retail. 3[t cts.

Beeswax

28, 1881.

furnish you SECTIONS as
Etbewill
cbeapeBt, Write for price-list.

JAMES F. WOOD,

29Dtf

MANUFACTURED BY

by

two sections; also the
surplus arrangement, which may be interchanged
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of Cd h sectional case has one-half

et«.

guaranteed.

It is edited

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

England.

The brood-chamber

MUTO A SON,

13^

ILLS.

We

and

For Circulars, apply to
CE(.A.S. F.

Warranted Italian Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

MARENGO.

20Atf

The

F. Q. STROHHIEYER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX

114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. 1TTILI.ER,

ley, Herts,

^^~ If you ivlsli to obtain tlie
Hlgbest Price for Honey tills
Season, nrite to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, Neiv York,

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
for Practical Hints to Bee- Keepers

?OnH
Pontc *<" ™y New Book— "A
OCIIU 7R
I J UGlllo Year among the Bees;"

and published by John Huckle, King's Lane-

Muth's Honey Extractor,

lOc.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

information for tbe apiarist.

(SOLE MANCrrACTURERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

P.8.— Send

A.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

MHigh

Freeman 4 Central

H.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Comb Foundation

SqCARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

IT

AND BEE-E££FEB'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical

Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

lAtf

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

without. In the
to Suit
We are

Agricultural College. Mich.

J.

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

is located in a Southern Winter Resort.
Our Cartons/or enclosing Section Honey are
An accident to the Proprietor makes it
Me best o'ld lowest priced /n th-i market. Made in 1 necessary to obtain rest.
For further parpiece. With Tape Handles or without. With Mica Fronts or
ticulars, address the proprietor,

to clubs.

Patent Flat-Bottom

and

s tilled

COOK, Author and Publisher,

J.

A..

Aly

1

Queen
by return mail.
J. T. TnLSON,

Select Tested

NEWMAN & SON,

THOS.

923

G,

per lOO.

NEWMAN A:

& 925 West Madison Street.

SON,

A Good XiCarlset for
COMB HONEY.

Hlelie>it market Price will be
THE
paid lor COMB HONEV. Before
disposing of your Crop write to
co-,
KC. a.. mcoXi
«sc

KANSAS CITY.

Proprietors of "

CHICAGO. ILL. 33A4t

Red

Cross "

ISO.,

Brand Honey.
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Mr. T. W. Cowuu'B Vlalt.— On Monday,

Nebraska.- The bee-keepers of Nebraska
Cook and are awake, and working hard to make the
made a short call upon Mr. James Heddon. pursuit a success in that State. Mr. H. N.
They spent a few hours very pleasantly, and Patterson, Secretary of the Nebraska State
on Tuesday Mr. Cowan came to Chicago, Bee-Keepers' Association, has issued the
without previous notice. We had agreed to following " Notice to BeeKeepers :"
notify several of the apiarists near Chicago,
The Board of Agriculture of Nebraska,
as soon as we knew when he was coming, have set apart ample and suitable space for
the
display of bees and honey at the State
but as the visit was unannounced, there was
Fair, and now it is to the interest of Nebr.
no time to get even one of them here before bee-keepers to improve
this opportunity and
he was " gone " again. We spent 11 hours show the people that this is a honey country,
in pleasant social Intercourse, bee-talk and and that we need not admit any shipping of
honey into our state.
in showing him around the city, taking a
Shall we not now awake and meet with
five-hour carriage drive on the principal our products— the sweetest of the sweets—
the
pressure of commerce and thus prove
thoroughfares, boulevards and parks.
ourselves up with the day?
To us Mr. Cowan was no stranger— though
The Superintendent of the apiarv departhe was such to every other person in the ment, Mr. E. W. Whitcomb, of Friend, NePnited States of America. In July 1879, we braska, wonld be glad to have vou and
Aug.

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

29,

Mr. Cowan

left

Prof.

spent an afternoon and evening at his residence at Horsham, near London, England,
in company with C.J. H.Gravenhorst, editor
of the Deutsche BienenZeilung J. Dennler,
editor of the BietienZuecMer, Col. Pierson.
Voinill.
No. 36. of Sirassburg, and a large company of promSept.], 1887.
inent British beekeepers. As a memento of
that occasion we have one of the medals of
Mr. C. F. mntli is convalescing, we are the British Bee-Keepers' Association, which
was there presented to us in honor of our
;

happy

to state.

visit.

We are dad to be able to announce that
Mr. James Heddon
recent

is

recovering from his

illness.

Mr. Allen Pringle is very ill, and the
chances of his recovery are very slight. We
shall hope, however, for a restoration to
health— for as long as there is life there is
hope.

nir.

iTar

S.

Yonns,

editor of the bee-

paper of Norway, expected to laud in

York

last Friday.

He expects

New

to be at the

Toronto Exhibition during the week ending
Sept. 17.

We

are Sorry to learn that Mr. McPhersou, one of the editors of the Canadian Bee
Journal, lost his young child on the 19lh ult.
We condole with our young friend in his
affliction.

The action of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers'
Association in endeavoring to develop th»
honey-flora of that State is very praiseworthy, and will bring the apiarists some

-.

They understand the subject

in all its de-

are courteous gentlemen, and certainmerit the popularity and success that are
connected with "The Knickerbocker Beely

Laying Workers are often developed In Farm."
queenless colonies, if such colonies are not
supplied with eggs or brood from which to
New Invention.-The Omaha Herald
rear a queen. Look out for such a state of
says that its representative has visited an
afi'airs,
and see that these pests— laying
apiarist of Harrison county, Iowa, who has
workers— are not allowed to ruin queenless
made an invention for the use of bee-keepcolonies.
ers. He says
:

It is

an automatic, eelf-lubricatlng machine

Stings.— An exchange remarks that old for fastening comb-foundation

ternally.

A

Mrs. Cowan remained at Prof. Cook's residence on account of poor health, and after speedy and lucrative returns.
visiting Ch. Dadant & Son, Mr. Cowan returns to the Michigan Agricultural College,
delivers an address to Prof. Cook's class,
Drontli In England.— The very severe
and then goes to Medina, O., thence to Niag- drouth, which prevailed all over the Northara Palls and Toronto, as announced last western States during June and July, now
week.
appears to be prevailing in England. The
Mr. Cowan desired us to thank the many British Bee Journal for Aug. 18, 1887, reapiarists who had invited him to give them a marks as follows :
call. He would be delighted to see them all,
The whole country, as far as the eye can
but time forbids, as he must be in London reach in every direction, has the appearance
of
parched stubble-fields from which the
early next month.
corn has been already garnered. Our meteorologists tell us that up to the present time
the rainfall of
year has been twenty
A Reporter for the Poughkeepsie Enter- inches at least. the
Want of water is causing
prise, has visited the " bee-farm " of Mr. G. great distress in many districts, and the
springs are so low that heavy rainfalls will
H. Knickerbocker at Pine Plains, N. Y., and he
required to replenish them. Fruit, still
has written up nearly a column descriptive unripe, is falling from the tref 8, which, on
of it for his paper. Mr. Silas M. Locke is the heavy soils, are themselves dying, owing to
cracked surface admitting to the roots
manager of the apiary. Speaking of these the
the atmospheric air.
gentlemen the Enterprise remarks as follows
tails,

bee-keepers rarely trouble themselves wilb
the bee-sting remedies, but amateurs, and
those in whom the flesh swells when stung
near the ej es, often wish for something that
will reduce the swelling and pain. The best
remedy known to the writer is a tincture of
plantain, made by pouring alcohol over the
freshly-gathered leaves, and allowing it to
remain until it turns black, when it is poured
ofl" and bottled.
It this remedy is applied
Immediately after the wound is given, the
swelling and pain will be scarcely perceptible. If the person is severely stung, a
few drops of the tincture can be taken In-

also a sample of your produc's at the State
Fair.
meeting of the State Bee-Keepf rs' Association will also be held on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings, Sept. 14 and 1.5. during
the Fair, In the Botanical Lecture-Room of
the State University. This room is on the
first floor of the chemical building, east of
the main building, south entrance. All are
invited to attend these meetings. They will
be free and interesting.

into section-

Queen-Bees to Canada A oorrespondent writes us acomplaint,that the postmaster at Detroit has returned two packages
(containing queen-bees) for insufficient postage when they were to be sent to Canada,
and stamps had been placed upon them, the
same as required for the U. S. postage.

Our correspondent

is

at fault,

and as others

may be misinformed we make

this explanaQueen-bees nave to be sent to Canada
as merchandise, and according to the law.
It requires 10 cents postage on every package weighing 8 ounces or less. As the postage must be prepaid, the postmaster at Detroit was required to return them, or retain
tion.

boxes for surplus honey, as used by beekeepers. The task hfretofore has been a
slow and tedious one. owing to the want of a
machine that would do the work expeditiously.
This will fully supply that want. It will them and let them die.
do the work of any ten machines ever invented. In a given time. Though simply constructed, it is a marvel of ingenuity, and all
The Aplcnllnrlst for September came a
apiarists cannot fail to appreciate it upon
examination. A patent will be obtained and few days ahead of time. Under the able
the manufacturing of them commt need at management of Mr. Alley it improves each
once.
month. So far as valuable matter is concerned, it is one of our best apicultural periSweet Clover has endured the extreme odicals. It is well printed. On the contrary,
heat well, and now is in full bloom. Its one of the new bee-papers of the West
roots go to a great depth and get moisture comes to us this week with pages transposed
when other plants, not so deep-rooted, die for and otherwise disfigured. So far as printing
want of it.
is concerned, it is away behind the age.
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OXJEn.IES
with Replies

tberoto.

I should guess about one-half pound;
but feeding alone may not be the only
thing needed. An old queen is also
Query 466.— My bees are not filling the needed. Are you certain that there
outer edges, or the top cells next to the wood in
the sections. I use lO-frame 2-story Simplicity are no drones in your vicinity?— W. Z.

Bees not Filling ont Sections.

and

hives,
It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
taan one month. They have to wait their
tarn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
tnem get them returned, and then And
space for them in the Journal. If you are
It a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
tnem to be inserted here.— BD.l
I

:

Colonies

flout

E£gs or

Query 465.— Should

not

my

Brooil,

bees have

eggs or brooil at this time of the year, especially
regularly for a week ?— Mis1 have fe^l them

if

souri.

Auk.

17, 1887.

Yes.— J. P. H. Brown.
Yes.— VV. Z, Hutchinson,
Yes or they will have brood
;

if

enough food

is

soon,

given.— Dadant

&

—A. T.

D.,

There

2 cases

with foundation.

Me.
is

too

much room.

Why is this 7 Hutchinson.

Dadant

& Son.

There is not sufficient yield of honey.
P. H, Brown.
One pint a day is sufficient, if the
I presume the season stopped too colony has a queen past two years
soon,— A. J, Cook.
old.
So also a young queen about
There is too much room and not two months old may often be induced
enough honey,— H, D. Cutting,
to lay drone egffs.- G. L. Tinker.
Perhaps you are not crowding the
I do not know from experience, but
bees enough, and perhaps the flow of I am afraid it will be difficult to achoney is light.— W. Z. Hutchinson. complish when flowers are not yielding. They will probably do as much
Because the yield of honey is insuf- for a half-pint nightly,
as for any
ficient to crowd them to do it.— G. M.
larger amount.— C. C. Miller.
Doolittle.
I should feed one or two pounds,
I do not know, because I do not
know the conditions, but I presume it and at the same time strengthen the
is because they are not storing any colony or colonies by adding capped
brood. If there is no honey coming
honey.— James Heddon.
in, it is not always easy to secure
Probably honey is not yielding drones so late in the season. A. J.
enough to fill so much space. They Cook.
might do better with only one case,
Give them about J^ or 1 pound of
and fewer frames in the hive.— C. C. food each evening but
sometimes no-

—J.

Son.
Yes, if you have fed them a pint of
few spoonhoney or syrup a day.
fuls has no effect to stimulate breeding.— G. L. Tinker.
i should prefer eggs and brood at Miller.
this time; but feeding will not proWho can tell ? From the reports
duce them. Hunt up the queen,— H. of the season so far, you are fortunate
D. Cutting.
in getting any honey stored at all.
My bees would be likely to, under Probably you give too much storageI
should
have
but
such circumstances,
room for the supply furnished.— J. E.
no fears at all for the future welfare Pond.
they
had
not.—
as,
if
colonies,
J
of the
Bees never fill out sections very
Heddon.
well except in a good honey-flow. It
As a general rule they should, but if is not in the hive, but in the season.
the season has been like it is here, A section having open sides is always
there may be some exceptions. I better filled out than closed-side secfound one of my queens of this year's tions but in a poor season the open
rearing which had previously laid sides offered only a partial remedy.
well, without brood, at the date given G. L. Tinker.

A

;

in the query.— C, C, Miller.
largely upon the
It will depend
weather, whether warm or cold for

the season. If there is neither brood
nor eggs, though, I should suspect the
queen was at fault ; that is, if empty
cells are to be found in plenty by her,

—J. E. Pond.
After bees have once stopped breedit is hard work to get them to
commence again, with me. But bees
ought not to slop breeding so early
as Aug. 17, it seems to me, in your
locality.— G, M. Doolittle.
Yes but if the drouth has been as
severe with you as it has been in
many places this summer, it is not
surprising that the queens should
ing

;

cease to lay
the queens
latter part
quire more
start

them

at so early a date. When
once cease to lay in the
of the season, it may rethan a week's feeding to
to laying again.— G. W.

Demaree.
They

should.

If

they have not,

it

argues no queen. Sometimes, however, the season is so poor that bees
will stop breeding, and then a week's
feeding is not always enough to start
them again.— A. J. Cook.
Yes but a severe drouth would interfere with breeding. After such
an interference, it often takes more
than a week's feeding to induce egglayiug.— The Editor.
;

From 1 to 2 ounces, depending upon
the size of the colony. Constant feeding will prevent the killing of drones,
in many cases.— H. D. Cutting.

The

fault is in the honey-flow. If
of honey in the
flowers, the bees would cram it in
every available cell. When honey is
first stored in the combs, it is thin,
and is spread over a large surface to
hasten evaporation, and as the nectar
thickens, the bees collect it together,
and while this is going on, if the flow
ceases, there are likely to be empty
cells, and of course these will be on
the outside, and not in the center. I
have often experienced this state of

there

was plenty

things.— G.

W. Demaree.

The honey-flow is insufficient, and
the bees have too much room, and
hence, neglect the most undesirable
cells.— The Editor.

—

;

amount

of feeding will cause the bees

to rear

young.

See query 465.

Jas,

Heddon.
I do not think that you can accomplish the desired end by feeding alone.
Remove the worker comb, and introduce drone comb in its place, and
feed two or three fluid ounces of thin
sugar syrup every night. This quantity will do as well as to feed more.
J. E. Pond.

There

is

no certainty at

all

that you

will get drone brood by feeding at
this time of the year. If you have a
very old (jueen, and feed her colony

the hive is crowded with honey,
you may get drone brood, and get the
queen superseded. It would be very
till

strange, in the light of my experience^
if there are not drones in reach of
your young queens at this season of
the year.
I often have young queens
mate when I can see no drone about
the hive.— G. W. Demaree.
If the colony has an old queen, onehalf pound, fed each evening, should
induce them to rear drones if the
queen is young and acceptable, it will
be difficult to obtain drones thus late
in the season.— The Editor.
;

Convention Notices.
Feeiling to Rear Drones,

Query 467.— How much shall I have to
feed to a colony every night, in order to induce
the bees to rear drones ? I need them to fertilize
young queens.—J. F. B.

Enough to have a little stored every
day.— Dadant & Son.

CMANGE OF TIME.—The

officers

of

the Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Aasocialion have
postponed the time of the next meeting, on account of its clasliing with the State bee-keepers'
meeting. The meeting of the Cedar Valley BeeKeeper.s' Association will be held at Waterloo,
Iowa, on Sept. 20 and 2 1887.
H. E. HUBBAKU, Sec, Laporte City, Iowa,
1 ,

|3f~ The St. Joseph Inter-State Bee Keepers'
Association will hold its annual meeting at Saint
Joseph, Mo., on Wednesday evening of Exposition

should feed half a pint of sugar week, Sept. 14, 18k7. The Editor of the American
Bee joitrnal win be present and deliver an adsyrup to a very strong colony —J. P. dress,
other interesting speakers will be present.
I

H, Buowl^.
The place of holding
nounced in both of the
I have never succeeded in getting Joseph, on Wednesday.

drones in the fall by feeding, or otherwise.— G. M. Doolittle.

the meeting will be anmorning papers of Saint
It is to be hoped that all
of the bee-keepers who can.will make It a point to
be present at the meeting, as there is a rich treat
Emerson T. Abbott, Sec.
in store for them,

I'HE

year, or in any atmosphere, is to make
the syrup of the consistency of ripe
honey at once, and add the acid to
prevent crystallization, when boiling
The proportions are as
indicates that the apiarist la the syrup.
This mark
follows
Ten pounds of standard
located near tne center ot the state named
to 3 lbs. of
6 northotthe center; 9 south; O* east: grade granulated sugar,
water and a level teaspoonful of good,
northwest
•O west; and this << northeast
I say " good,
o> southeast; and 9 southwest of the center pure tartaric acid.
pure," only to be sure of full strength.
mentioned.

^oxKtsi^oniitntt.

©

:

:

^

of the State

For the American Bee JournaL
FeeiliiiE

Bees for Winter Stores.

JAMES HEDDON.
In response to numerous letters
asking me to write an article on the
above subject, I will here embody
some thoughts regarding it, many of
which I have before presented to the
public. I still maintain that feeding
extracted honey to convert into combhoney, is unprofitable, and so, I may
say, is feeding the same to tinish nearly-completed sections, except when
and where everything is most favorable, and the apiarist is thoroughly
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near the bottom of the can and extending above the top. It is important that this spout should be large
(the ones I use are IJ^ inches in diameter), and crooked just right, and has a
tight-fitting cap for the outer end.

THE BEE-FEEDER.
After

my new

hive and

my

break-

joint zinc honey-board, I hold this
bee-feeder as my best invention. Its
cook-stove,
I use a pan on a common
working is nearly perfection. All
from
syrup
the
conveniently holding
have a right to make and use it.
}4 barrel of sugar at one time. I first
as
The engraving represents the " Hedsoon
and
as
45
lbs.
of
water,
put in
boiling, I sprinkle in (continually don Excelsior Bee-Feeder." Its castirring) 150 lbs. of sugar. As soon as pacity is 15 to 18 lbs., according to the
believe
all is dissolved and boiling, I add 15 consistency of the food, and I
level teaspoonfuls of tartaric acid, whoever once uses it will have no
previously dissolved in one pint of other. It has a large central reservoir
water ; stir all together, thoroughly with food-spaces and entrance-ways
scraping the crystals from the side of for the bees on each side. You will
the pan, which will not form again notice that the cover contains a slidafter adding the acid. One man will ing centre, through which the food is

skilled at the business.
I

the

have before stated

to you,

both in

American Bee Journal and

in

my

bookj that I did not find stimulative spring feeding either wise or
profitable, and as the present demand
from me is in the line of feeding for
winter stores (a few have asked if
brood-rearing was not necessary at
this time of the year, to insure successful wintering), I shall confine this

easily boil 1,000 lbs. in a day, and poured without coming in contact
place it in tanks with gates in the with the bees, or cracking any of the
bottom. Just at night, about the propolis with which they have made
time the bees cease flying, on a pleas- the feeder insectand-odor tight.
communication to that class of feed- ant day, it will be cool enough to place
When the liquid food is poured into
ing, with a negative answer to the the feed in the feeders.
the reservoir, it passes to the feedingabove question in parenthesis.
Mr. Doolittle has suggested the ad- spaces by virtue of a crack under the
dition of a small proportion of honey partition, and an oblong hole through
THE FEED FOR BEES.
This feeder cannot leak, except
(I think 10 to 20 per cent.) as a means it.
In practice, I have found that syrup of more certainly preventing crys- sometimes a trifle, resulting from immade from granulated sugar is supe- tallization, and, if I remember cor- perfect workmanship, and even then
rior to any honey, as a food for bees rectly, he would leave out the acid. I it must always leak inside the hive.
when not breeding, and when in con- would prefer having all sugar, but The advantages gained by two sidefinement. I feel sure that 1 have the there is certainly no danger in that entrances are very important, but
true theory accompanying the facts. proportion of honey, and as some space forbids detailing the reasons.
Many prepare feed from this sugar, brands of good granulated sugar have
Some of my readers may have seen
by adding large quantities of water, recently given trouble by crystalliz- feeders possessing some of the valusometimes stirring the sugar and ing, even with the acid in the above
features of this one, and lest they

able
the might think it was strange I should
adoption of Mr. Doolittle's honey ad- call it a " Heddon feeder," I will exdition but at the same time, I would plain which of its functions originated
retain the tartaric acid, as stated with me.
above, for years of experience have
I think that it was Mr. Gray who
positively demonstrated to me that it first wabbled slots in a solid block to
has no deleterious effects upon the form feed-troughs in which bees
bees, and just before Mr. Quinby's would
never become daubed or
death, he was experimenting to dem- drowned. This he did some 10 or 12
onstrate his opinion that acid was a years ago. I believe. At the time. I
preventive of bee-diarrhoea.
was experimenting with drone-comb,
I would add the honey only where I with the septums removed, but found
was not sure that the syrup would not Mr. Gray's method successful and
crystallize without it, and when used, more practical, and adopted it (as he
arrived at
it should be added the last thing, and gave it to the public), but I
the pan at once removed from the the same result by using thin lamina
heat. I lift mine up, putting irons of wood, tacked together with spacingunder it, and then immediately draw blocks between, as shown in the cut.
out the syrup by means of a large This arrangement is not only cheaper,
molasses gate in one of the corners of but better, as it allows free passage
under the divisions, which being atthe pan.
The syrup and the hour being all tached to the reservoir division-board,
ready for feeding. I use four 3-gallon form a movable trough, which can be
tin-pails or cans with a milk-can top, moved at will whenever such removal
bail and handle to carry by, with a is desirable.
I will now name the functions of
lower grip-handle to tip it by, and a
long curved spout coming out from this feeder, or any other, which I know

(warmed) water together; and some- proportions,
times boiling them together. When
syrup is fed thus thin, little or no
acid is added, for the bees hold so
thin a solution in their honey-sacs so
long in the process of ripening, that
they often add a sufficient quantity
of acid, from their glands but when
fed in this way, the bees are compelled to evaporate or ripen it, and if
later in the season, or the weather is
damp and cool, failure may ensue.
;

Several bee-keepers

me

to

know why

have written

their bees will not

cap over syrup that they have been
feeding them. They do not tell me
enough of the minor conditions, so
that I can be anywise sure of the
cause of failure iu their special cases,
but I know of no reasons why our
bees here would not at once cap' over
syrup, thus fed and stored, except
that it was fed too thin to seal, and
unpropitious weather prevented ripening it in the hive.
Now my preference, when feeding
for winter stores, at any time of the

;

I

would

suggest
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and

proper management and good weathFruit-bloom was immense, every
1. Constructing a feeder in such twig being loaded with blossoms and
manner that we may fill and refill it very full of nectar. Bees worked at
without coming in contact with the it about two full days, and filled the
brood-chamber, when it began to rain,
bees, no smoke being needed.
2. So that the feed -troughs are filled and continued to rain until the fruit
from below, by connection with a and fruit blossoms were all ruined.
There will be no fruit now.
reservoir at their side.
Next came the locust, and full of
3. Communicating the feed-troughs
with each other, so that all will fill nectar too, but the bees hardly got

were

original,

I believe prior, in

my own use:

er.

started

alike.
4.

when

the

rain began

cold

them with a again, and continued nearly two
by this time the fields were
thiit they and the reser- weeks
covered with white clover, but it was
alike.

Communicating

reservoir, so
voir must fill

;

5. Connecting the feed-trough with
the brood-chamber, by virtue of a beepassage, which opens into the troughs
at the top.
6. Constructing
feed-troughs
by
using lamina of wood, held apart by
blocks, rather than forming them by

sawing

a solid block.
7. Constructing a feeder in such
manner that it cannot leak outside the
slots in

hive.

Constructing a cover in such a
that the bees can glue it fast
nearly all around, no odor from the
feed can escape it, and refilling accomplished without removing it.
This feeder is well nigh perfection
in its operation.
It is eminently
adapted to feeding, on a large scale.
With it we have accomplished the
feat of feeding 1,500 lbs. per hour, by
the labor of three men and without
the least danger from robber bees.
This is not an unusual accomplishment when feeding syrup for winter
8.

manner

too cold for the nectar to be secreted.
After the rain was over, and it was

we had 7 days of white
clover bloom, and such a white clover
honey shower I never before have
witnessed in this part of Pennsylvania. Since white clover ceased to
yield, bees had to work hard to get
enough to live on. During that short
flow I doubled my colonies, and
secured 25 lbs. of honey per colony.
now look hopefully forward to a
fall flow, as we often have a fine flow
from the asters, boneset. etc
Mulberry, 9 Pa., Aug. 22, 1887.
warmer,

We

California Apiculturist.

Bee and Bird and Butterfly.

About the only objection to this
feeder is the same that usually attaches to the best of things— it costs
considerable to make it.
It will be seen how three men can
place with the bees, in 100 of these
feeders, 1,500 lbs. of syrup, in so short
a time as an hour, and that hour between flight and dark.
One man
slides and reslides the covers another
follows up and empties in the syrup,
and a third is constantly filling and
bringing two cans at a time, changing
;

two full ones for two empty ones.
There are many days when the bees
do not fly, and feeding might go on all
day, with no exposure to robber bees,
if anyone had bees enough and money
to buy sugar to make syrup to keep
three men busy at filling feeders, for
ten consecutive hours.
As will be seen, this whole arrangement and system, offers less exposure
to robber bees than any other yet
made public, where feeding is done
with the bees in full flight.

Bird,

and butterfly and bee,

Nature's brightest darlings, three I
Where the flowery treasurers cling.

Hasting swift on fairy wing
Ever flitting on and on,
Like a spirit, seen and gone
Flashing like the lightning s gleam,
Fading like a tender dream.
;

:

Sailors o'er the flowery sea—
Bird, and butterfly, and bee.

Season in PennsylTania.
L.

W. LIGHTY.

Some will comprehend the process
of extracting at once, while to others
it is difficult to make " centrifugal
force " fill the place ot " sling." As I
comprehend the subject, the single
word " honey "

is unsusceptible of
If a farmer " pulls
modification.
beans" or "digs potatoes," he extracts them from the ground but the
act does not make them " extracted
beans " or " extracted potatoes."
;

Bird and butterfly and bee,
Nature's blessed trinity
Like the brief and transient snow.
Melting in the Spring's warm breath
In oblivion's hush and death
What though creeds may veer and change
From the old, to new and strange
What though kingdoms rock and reel
'Neath the blows of warrior steel,
Moulder, crumble slow decay.
Passing like a dream away
VPhat though empires rise and fall,
Rules your spell, surviving all
Still earth's byways, all je throng
With your gleam, and flash, and song,
Care and sorrow, all forgot,
Ot to-morrow heeding not
1

;

;

;

;

Bird, and butterfly, and bee.

Nature's fairy trinity
Los Angeles, Calif.

!

for the American Bee JoumaX,

Free Honey

When used
For tue American Bee JoumaL
Tlie

KERCHER.tL.

ys,

J. F.

Dowagiac, PMich.

The word "free" can be used by
the producer, or dealer when alluding
to honey as simply describing its condition, present ; it neither adds to nor
detracts its quality. In many instances, the real difficulty in regard to
the use of the word extracted as now
applied in illustrating the condition
of honey, seems to exist in the first
lesson, by leaving a blank to be filled
by the novice, with erroneous impressions, unless special pains is adopted
by the teacher in explaining the
subject.

A. E.

;

stores.

Extracted, as now used in connection with honey, savors more of an
adjective of qualification than a verb,
descriptive of the mechanical process
by which the article is removed from
the comb, and declares an action past
"imperfect" without a shadow of
sense relative to the present condition.
After honey has been "forcibly removed " from the comb it is free
(Saxon, "freoh "), liberated, and is so
represented in commercial transactions, whether in barrels, kegs, or
glass jars ; but there appears to be no
custom or rule, etymological, by which
the phrase " free honey " can be made
to perform the duty of honey gratis as
hinted by Mr. Foster in the leading
paragraph on page 503. Honey gratis
would be as applicable to honey in the
comb as out.

Extracted Honey.

LATHAM.

in connection with the
repre-

word honey, or any other word

senting a substance that is drawn,
forced, or ejected from any source,
the term " extracted " designates the
manner by which the object was re-

If a radical change is needed, by
to represent the sweet production of the bee-hive were it not for
the prompting and illusions in regard
to there being more than one kind of

which

—

honey

—

word

;

the word " floramel " seems to
be well adapted to represent that
which is now comprehended in the
"
simple word honey. In the " roots
of the word " floramel," we have a
compound declarative of the substance, and the source from which it
is obtained by the nectar-loving insects, and the nature of the substance
would " bar " a qualification of the
" floral

honey " would mean

" honey from the flowers."
But,
withal, it seems that the word honey,
in its honest simplicity, and " antiquity," occupies a position in the
English language that would be difTo say a " gold
ficult to supersede.
dollar," or a " silver dollar " is an exaggeration but to say gold or silver,
when referring to those metals,
whether reposing in the mountainmines or the vaults of the United
States treasury, is a fact. Leaving
the " explanations " to those momen;

moved, only.
Honey, after it has been removed tarily interested, and qualified to imsweet." Last winter two-thirds of all from the comb, whether by the cen- part them, it appears that the terms
"
the bees in "gums" and old boxes were trifugal force generated by the motion " honey " and " honey in the comb
killed by the cold the spring was of the reel in the extrHctor,or by press- (the leading commercial conditions of
late, but my bees were in fine condi- ing, is simply forced from the original the product), are all that is needed in
tion for fruit-bloom, which amounts receptacle as prepared for storage by trade.
Cumberland, p Me.
to some comb-honey with us, by the bees.

Our honey

was " short and

flow

;
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striving to discover a practical method by which the fecundation of queenbees may be controlled. This 1 have

domen downward whenever so confined. The vulva is easily opened to

endeavored to accomplish by two different methods, in both of which 1
have been in a degree successful.
During the past summer, however, a
drouth set in in May, almost with the
beginning of the breeding season,
which was said to be the severest and

when

abdomen is lifted up
straight.
Of twenty-seven queens
treated by this method the last week
in May and the first week in June,

nation's wealth. Improvements in
the art of bee-keeping and in the devices by which the art is practiced,
are continually being made, and the
degree of advancement made in the
past is an earnest of the progress
awaiting development in the future.
Improvements in the devices and
methods of management aud importing races of bees reported to possess
desirable qualities and characteristics.
have chietly absorbed the attention of
It
is
not
American bee keepers.
strange that reliance has been placed
upon these resorces as the means by
which the best results were to be
realized, rather than upon a persistent
and skillful application of the laws
of heredity and descent, and dependence upon the influence of intelligent
selection and skillful crossing as a
means for developing the highest attainable standard of excellence in tlie
See, the chief factor of permanent ad-

lay the dust, practically resulting in

scribed in

vancement.

The fact that I did occasionally
succeed in fecundating queen-bees by
these methods, which proved upon
trial as prolific as any queens I had
which had been naturally fertilized,
queens which I had hatched in an incubator and in nursery cages, whose
wings I had mercilessly clipped as
soon as they had crawled from the
cell, and which I knew had never been
upon the wing, seemed to furnish reason to hope that I would be able to
receive any injury.
would be uniFor the purpose of appropriating discover a method that
The hope of
and depositing the male sperm I used formly successful.
this much-desired result
a hypodermic syringe. I removed the reaching
persist in the face of dissharp injecting needle, and in its made me
incident to experiplace substituted a nozzle having an couragements
breeding bees during
opening of sufficient size to admit a mental work in
protracted
of
medium size. the prevalence of a means
knitting-needle
disby no
Over this nozzle I slipped a small, drought. 1 am partial
success now
smooth tube, drawn to a point so couraged by the
hopecontrary, lam
small that the opening in the small realized. On the
favorable condiend is not more than half as large as ful that under more
results may be obtained,
that in the nozzle. After selecting tions better
other and untried resources
the drone I wish to use, I grasp the and until
warranted in
head and thorax between the thumb fail I shall not feel
and finger, and by continued pressure abandoning effort. experiment lead
Observation and
cause him to perform the expulsion
to believe that drone-bees differ
act. I then remove the bean in which me
of procreativeness, and
the spermatozoa are massed, and in degrees
and exercise of
squeeze the contents into a very that the development
faculty are under the
small glass receiver, an eighth of an the procreative
worker bees.
inch in depth and diameter. I then control of the
First, there appeared to be drones
add a drop of glycerine diluted with
warm rain water, and take up the of the impotent sort. If such be taken
spermatozoa with the syringe, using between the thumb and finger, no
the wide nozzle. I then slip the cap pressure short of crushing is sufficient
having a fine, smooth point over the to expel the sex organ. When forced
nozzle and inject the spermatozoa into to position external to the body, or if
the vulva of the queen. The queen, removed by a dissection, the organs
which has been held in position by are found to be nearly or quite empty,
the clamp while the preparations were the few spermatozoa being massed in
being made, naturally bends the ab- a hard lump, and but little mucus

Official

Report to V.

8.

Bntomoloirtst.

CoBtrolliniFecniitotioii Of Queens, etc,

N. W. M'LAIN.

The improvement which has been
made in mechanical devices and
methods of management by Ihe scien-

admit the point of the

tine nozzle-cap

the

proved to be sdccessf uUy fertilized.
After that time, although I was per-

six

sistent in my efforts to succeed, and
and practical apiarists of the
United Stales during the past twenty- most protracted known in this locality made many and repeated trials, I met
five years, has resulted in establishing for twenty-tive years. No rain fell with success only occasionally.
the claims of the industry of bee- during eleven weeks, and during the
Another method in which I suckeeping to a place among the various four weeks next succeeding the eleven ceeded in fertilizing a few queens in
branches of rural husbandry which weeks without rain we had but three May, before the bees began killing
are the acknowledged sources of a light showers, scarcely sufficient to the drones, was in the manner detitic

The

attending the control of the process of reproduction, of
applying the laws of heredity and descent, and securing the influence of
difficulties

Eersistent,

intelligent

selection

in

reeding bees have appeared to be almost insurmountable. The very persistent efforts which have been made
to improve the bees of the United
States by yearly importations of the
best races in their purity has also been
attended with serious drawbacks and
These bees, bred for
hindrances.
countless generations in a foreign
habitat and under climatic conditions
ours,
are
widely different from
here
submitted to conditions of
domestication for which they are
Any moditication and
ill-adapted.
adaptation of habits, instinct, and
ghysiological structure which may

ave been secured by breeding a few
succeeding generations under the altered conditions and requirements incident to domestication in the United
States, have been lost with each fresh
importation of ancestral stock, and
the work of securing the variability

and adaptability

of instinct, habit,
physiological structure, and functionessential
to domestication
al capacity
here, must be begun ab initio.

That some

practical

method might

be discovered by which the process of
reproduction could be controlled, has
long been the hope of all progressive

With the control of
fecundation assured, progress in scienapiculture would be rapid and
apiculturists.

tilic

permanent.
In obedience to your instructions, I
have continued my experiments in

my report last year.

I took

an unbroken, all-consuming drouth a number of young queens from
Under nursery cages, clipped their wings,
fifteen weeks in duration.
such conditions I found it impossible and introduced them to queenless
to bring many of my experimental nuclei. When they were seven days
tests to a successful issue.
old, orgasm being well progressed, i

Having discovered last year that it placed them each in turn in a queenwas possible to introduce the drone clamp, and, holding them back downsperm into the spermatheca of the wards, I picked drones from a comb
queen-bee during the term of orgasm, taken from a populous hive, and
by artificial means, and that fecunda- caused them to expel the generative
tion was practicable by such means, I organs, and selecting those in which
attempted to perfect a method by the contents appeared of the color
which this could be done with ease and consistencv of albumen, I placed
and certainty. For the purpose of drops of the seininal fluid upon and in
holding the queen-bee in position for
introducing the drone sperm, I made
what I call a "queen-clamp," which
consists of a block of wood 2 inches
square and 4 inches long, in one end
of which is an opening in size and
shape like the upper two-thirds of a
queen-cell, with the small end up.
This block is sawed in two in the middle, leaving half the cell-shaped openGrasping the
ing on either half.
queen by the wings or thorax I place
her in one half of the cell-shaped
openings and carefully close the other
half over her. I then place a rubber
band around the block and stand it on
end. This leaves the queen in position, head downward, the lower half
of her abdomen protruding, and confined in such a manner that she cannot

the vulva of the queen, which were
After the introeagerly received.
duction of the drone sperm these
queens were treated by the bees as
fertile queens, and in one or two days
assumed the appearance of fertile
laying queens, and in from three to
six

days began

to

lay

fecundated

eggs.

THE
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being present, and that little watery
and clear and having no consistency.
Another sort of drones are those in
which the mucus surrounding the
spermatozoa is thick and curdy.
With this sort I have not been able to
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worker bees to copiously supply the
queen with the rich glandular secretion essential to oviproduction whenever their instinct warns them that
ovipositing should cease and that
further brood-rearing would only be a

The procreative waste of energy, resulting in a genera queen.
consumers and non-producers;
principle is present in quantity, but ation of
only a mother, and in
the element in which it may be liber- for the queen is
fertilize

ated and floated into the organs of
the queen appears to be wanting.
third sort of drones are those in
which the sex organs are completely
filled with spermatozoa and an abundant supply of albuminous fluid. It
is only with this latter sort that I
have been able to succeed in fecundating queens.
The facts observed seem to warrant
the belief that it is the prerogative of
the worker bees to determine the degree of development and dominate
the function of the drones as they do
the succeeding generations of workers and queens, the superior intelligence of the workers ordering the entire economy of the hive. During the
first half of the severe and protracted
drought of the past season 1 was able
to rear a few drones by resorting to
the usual methods employed for stimulating drone-rearing, but one-third
of the entire number proved upon
trial to be of the sort which I believe
to be impotent, and nearly all of the
remaining two -thirds were of the second class, not more than 5 or 10 per
cent, of the entire number being furnished with the albuminous liquid
necessary to enable the drone to voluntarily perform the expulsion act
and complete the function of copulation, the filling of the spermatheca of
the queen; for I am led to believe
that the presence of this fluid, more
than any odor or other influence from
the presence of the queen during
orgasm, excites in the naturally frigid
drones the sexual desire and assists in
the execution of the expulsion act,
and furnishes the element in which
the spermatozoa are floated into the
spermatheca, and also that the workers intelligently and purposely determine the sexual development and
dominate the fitness, the desire, and
capacity of the drone, as they do the
physical development, the fitness, the
desire, and capacity of worker and
queen bees for the natural performance of their individual functions
that is to say, if drones are reared
during a drouth by artificially approximating the conditions under whicb
the desire for drone rearing normally
arises, only a small percentage of the
number will be sufticiently furnished
with the food essential to complete
sexual development, the counterpart
of which is seen in a less degree in the
rearing of worker larvae and, further,
if there is a failure of honey, or if for
any reason the swarming impulse is
absent and no emergency exists for
the forming of a new colony, very few
of the sexually mature drones are
supplied with the food-elements essential in producing the secretion
which excites sexual desire and supplies the agency by which the spermatozoa are freed and floated into the
of
counterpart
the
spermatheca,
which is seen in the refusal of the

A

;

no sense a majesty only a machine,
not a monarch. Other facts in my experience might be mentioned in sup;

_

port of this belief.

On

October 1.5, Mr. Otis N. Baldwin,

drone

is

very essential.
It is very
drones ripe enough be-

diflicult to get

half of May and after
half of August, but during
June and July this method may be
operated with
gratifying
results.
Queens fertilized by this method and
directly introduced into a queenless
colony are rarely ever molested by
the bees. I clipped the wings of the
first
twenty or twenty-five queens
that I succeeded in fertilizing by this
method, and finding the method
worked to my satisfaction and with
but few failures, I clipped no more

fore the

the

first

first

of Clarksville, Mo., wrote me that he
wings."
had met with success in practicing
The experience here detailed, as far
the method of fertilization described
as it relates to the procreativeness of
in my report of last year, and that he
drones, is in agreement with the facts
had discovered that drones were of

within my own observation already
three kinds, namely " Dwarfed, imset forth. The claim that a very large
mature, and ripe." As directed by
number of queens were successfully
your letter of instructions of Novem- fertilized
as set forth, and that, too,
ber .5, 1 went to Clarksville and interwith but few failures in the whole
rogated Mr. Baldwin concerning his
number attempted, is lacking in the
experience and observations, and I
element of absolute certainty and
herewith give the substance of his
completeness of detail which would
statement made in reply to my ques- entitle
it to acceptance as of any
tions.
He said
scientific value. Mr. Baldwin assured
" I first go to my nursery and take
me that " there could have been no
the queens and cage them I then go mistake about it;" but in order to efto the hive of drones and pick out as fectually guard against all possibility
many as I think I may need, and then of the test being abortive, all the
proceed in the manner you describe in queens claimed to have been artificialyour report of 188.5. I believe the ly fecundated should have had their
whole secret of success lies in the wings thoroughly clipped before they
drones, and I am not able to tell how were liberated. But the fact that the
old the drone must be, or how the repeated successes were realized when
right condition is brought about, or the young queens were clipped upon
whether it was originally intended being taken from the nursery-cage,
that only a very small percentage of never having had opportunity to bear
drones should be capable of fertilizing their weight upon their wings, is an
a queen. I have, however, discovered encouraging step in advance towards
that there are three kinds of drones. the solution of the most diflicult probFirst,thedrone which, when squeezed, lem in practical bee-keeping. Anothbursts with apparently dry organs of er season, with the presence of favorgeneration.
Second, drones which able conditions, will determine the
burst with an abundance of seminal practicability
and value of this
fluid resembling a mixture made by method.
:

;

adding bromides to a silver solution.
Third, drones which bursting show a
With the
fluid resembling albumen.
two former kinds I have not succeedqueen.
With
ed in fertilizing a single
the latter I have fertilized over two
hundred queens the past season with
but few failures after I found out the

I carefully
difference in drones.
grasp the thorax of the queen between
the thumb and finger of the left hand
and with the right I pick up the drone
which I have selected, and press the
thorax and abdomen of the drone until the generative organs are expelled,
using as many as I need until I find
one in which tbe color and consistency of the fluid suits me. Sometimes
only a few of the right kind can be
found in as many as one hundred. I
place a few drops of the male fluid
upon the vulva of the queen, which is
eagerly received, using one, and only
one, drone for each queen. I have
fertilized queens by this method that
were not a day old, and others more
than fifteen days old, and after clipping their wings, introduced them to
their colonies, and they began laying
in from six to eight days, and were
satisfactorily prolific.
" As nearly as I could tell, those
fertilized early were more prolific than
those treated after they were ten days
old, but the right condition of the

FEBTILIZATION IN CONFINEMENT.
Eealizing that natural methods
nearly always possess advantages
over artificial methods, I determined
if possible to gain control of reproduction by the fertilization of queens
in confinement. That some inexpensive and practicable method might be
devised by which the natural mating
of queens in confinement could be
secured, has very long been hoped for
by all progressive apiarists. Very
many attempts, in a variety of ways,
some of which involved the outlay of
considerable sums of money, have
been made, but difllculties apparently
insurmountable were encountered.
1 removed the queens from 6 colonies which I had had confined in the
house for experimenting with bees
and fruit— a house 10 feet by 16 feet, 8
feet high, partly covered on the sides
with wire-cloth, a wire-covered sash
in the gable, and large screen wireThese
covered doors in each end.
were strong colonies, which had been
confined in this house for thirty days
and had learned the location ot their
hives, and from these the bees flew
daily in great numbers, returning frequently to their hives. Into these 6
colonies I introduced virgin queens

hatched from cells which I had placed
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in wire cages. Into each colony the
virgin queen was placed without being removed from the cage in which
she was hatched. In due time they
were accepted and liberated. The
day these queens were live days old I
liberated about ten drones near to the
entrance of each of these hives.
These drones were brought from hives
in the apiary, and upon being liberated most of them persisted in flying
against the wire-covered sides and
windows in the gable, and few ever
entered the hives. Here again there

was frigidity or disability apparent
among the drones. When" the young
queens flew from the hives seeking
a mate they mingled among the
drones, crawling over them and caressing them with tlieir antennae,
meeting with no response.
These
queens, with one exception, seemed
to have no diCBculty in getting the
location of their respective hives.
The result of this trial was, one
queen of the six was fertilized, and
after she had laid eggs with regularity in two-thirds of the cells on both
sides of one frame, after clipping the

queen's wings,

I

removed

this frame,

with the queen and adhering bees,
to a nucleus in the yard, and from
the eggs laid in confinement worker
bees hatched in due time, and the
queen continued to lay as long as the
nucleus was fed, there being nothing
the fields for the bees to gather.
All the eggs laid by this queen were
fecundated eggs.
Being convinced
that as far as the queens were concerned the difliculties in the way of
success were not insurmountable,
and that the main trouble was that
the drones had not been furnished by
the workers with the grandular secretion or the food suitable for producing
the albumenlike secretion which I had
been lead to believe essential to produce sexual desire and to assist in the
performance of the copulative act,
from these same colonies I removed
the remaining unmated queens, and
to each I introduced another virgin
in

queen as before.
I then went to a distant apiary, and
secured an unusually strong colony
which was under the swarming impulse. A few queen-cells were being
built and a moderate supply of drones
was present. This was late in the
season. This colony had not cast a
swarm during the year, and was the
only one I could find, after considerable search and inquiry far and near,
having any drones, and probably
owing to the excessive drought only
an occasional one of the number examined had been prepared by the
workers for the procreative function.
I took this colony home and placed it
in the wire-covered house at the end
opposite that in which the virgin
queens were located. I clipped the
wings of the old queen so that she
could not leave the hive, and upon
being liberated the workers and
drones of this hive made less effort to
escape than those brought in from the
apiary near by, and soon seemed
reconciled to their new surroundings.
The workers soon learned ther location and drones were soon to be found
in nearly every hive in the house.

The result

of this trial was that three
of the six queens were fertilized, and
as soon as they had each laid five or
six hundred eggs
clipped their
I
wings and then removed them, together with their colonies, to the yard and
fed them, and all the eggs laid by
these queens produced worker bees.
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the nymph is attacked by the mothworms down at the base of the cell, it
if

grows unable to complete its cocoon,
and it never becomes sealed. Often I
have seen some few unsealed nymphs
in a fine brood-comb, and when I
have minutely examined the comb I

was sure

to

find moth-larv£e in

it.

A

am much

encouraged by the success healthy young bee will, itself, be able
so far realized under conditions so un- to gnaw ofl: the seal over its cell, but
when a bee-nymph has fully spun its
favorable.
With the return of spring I hope to cocoon and is well sealed, and then is
follow out your suggestions and con- attacked by moth-worms, the young
tinue the test, using a large wire- workers that nurse the brood will
gnaw off the seals. This is another
covered inclosure for the purpose
with hives so arranged on the sides case of unsealed-brood, but in both
that the worker bees may have unob- cases the "bare-headed-bees" are
structed flight, while the drones and caused by the wax-moth.
queens, being restrained by means
I hope that this question will now
of queen-excludiug zinc placed before
be further investigated in America,
the outside entrance to the hive, may
and if my explanation will be confly and mate within the inclosure and
firmed, which I do not doubt, I hope
readily return to the hives from
that this fact
induce bee-keepers
whence they came. If practical con- to pursue themay
wax-moth still more
trol of reproduction can be secured
eagerly than formerly.
by so simple and inexpensive a methThe worst cause to the develoi)ing
od—and the facts from my experience
as given above seem to warrant the of moth is using old comb in which
conclusion that this is true— then the eggs and larvaj of the moth have
the Rubicon of scientific apiculture is not been previously destroyed. No
care should be spared to do this, and
passed.
to keep every colony strong. Then
Aurora, 5 Ills., Dec. 31, 1886.
bare headed bees would be rare, and
bee-culture often more advantageous
For tbe American Bee JoaroaJL
than hitherto.
Kelundberg, Denmark.
I

;

Bare-Heaileci Bees and

HANS

tlie

Wax-Motli.
Florida Dispatch.

ERSI/EV,

Mmm

{Editor of the Danish Bee-Journal.)

In

the

valuable

American Bee

Journal I have lately seen two articles referring to this subject— one on
page 393, by Mr. Hovle, and on page
470, by Mr. Hill. The first correspondent asserts that unsealed brood
is connected with, and a sign of " foul
brood," while the other denies this,

Colonies in Florida,

JNO. Y. DETWILER.

The management

of the apiary in

must be governed by the
sources from which the prospective
honey crop is obtained. In those porany

locality

tions" of Florida adapted to the specialist in apiculture, a routine should be
but without giving any other explanafollowed that will admit of no mistion of the cause that will produce
takes or failures. By carefully noting
this strange phenomenon.
the sources of nectar and the time of

am

aware of
As I firmly believe, I
this cause, and as the journal of my lit-

its secretion,

as well as its duration,

much

time can be saved.

loss of

The

native country very seldom reaches usual time for increasing colonies by
across the Atlantic, I take the liberty either natural swarming or dividing
to send this little article, as I might colonies, is in the early part of the
perhaps be able to spread some light season, when the nectar secreted is in
on this dark point, in return for all a thin or watery condition, which is
the valuable information which I, most conducive in brood-rearing and
through several years, have drawn increase of colonies.
from the columns of the American
To successfully increase the apiary
Bee Journal.
in the early part of the season, it is
Bare-headed bees are caused by wax- necessary to make the young colonies
moth. 1 need not describe liovv much previous to the coming of the mosharm this enemy of bee-culture may quito-hawks and observe carefully
do how it destroys the combs and that they are amply supplied with
eats honey and wax in the hives, if stores to build comb upon, as well as
the bee-keeper does not constantly to rear brood. To accomplish this,
pursue it and keep his colonies strong in many instances it will require feedso that the bees may be able to de- ing, in order to secure the necessary
stroy these bad visitors in their home. force of field-workers in time to gather
J3ut besides eating wax and honey, the first secretion of honey. When
the moth directly injures the brood, feeding
is
not desirable, either
and this fact has not formerly been through the lack of honey or fear of
fully known or acknowledged; and I robbing, a good plan is to make the
think the harm thus caused by the increase at the close of the season,
moth is far greater than most bee- starting the cells in the season of the
keepers imagine.
greatest honey-flow, allowing the
The porous seals over the brood- colonies to fill the hives with honey
Dicells consists of little particles of wax suliicient for both old and new.
and pollen interwoven with the vide half the brood and give suliicient
threads spun by the bee-larvse. But honey to fill the hive. Let them letle

;

;
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main over night

to note the loss of the
Insert a ripe cell the next
morning, and the trouble is avoided
that would be required in looking
after a vceak colony in the spring.
With drones flying, the fertilization
of the virgin queen, in the absence of
the mosquito-hawks, is as certain as
in the northern States, and the colony
business in the early
is ready for
spring. This method will be found advantageous when extracting has been
practiced and the bees are in excess of
what are required to winter over in
one colony.
After properly arranging the colonies after the season is passed, an excellent plan is to let each colony severely alone, as the chances are more
favorable for its wintering than
if it is being continually " tinkered

queen.

with."

Thus far the yield of honey from
the mangrove and palmetto has been
satisfactory. Of the former, the bees
work industriously morning and evening, though many of the buds are yet
unopened. The dry weather has its
eflect,and as a result.it is feared much
that was expected to bloom will be
blighted. Of the cabbage palmetto
bloom, the bees are still working upon
it to a certain extent.
The protracted
drouth has a teudency to evaporate
the secretion, and the result appears
to be more of a yield than has been secured heretofore.
There is not the least doubt but
what the humid atmosphere of an ordinary season dilutes the secretion to
a great extent in this locality. Under
such conditions the value of the cabbage •palmetto is of secondary consideration.

Swarming has for some reason been
omitted from the programme in most
apiaries this season.
Of course,
there have been exceptions of " starving 6ut." Those colonies that have
withstood the famine in the spring
are amply supplied with stores for
wintering. The extractor is in operation in a number of apiaries, but a
few of our conservative apiarists think
best to " tie up " the hives, supply
frames, and look to next season for
surplus honey. There are parties who
keep the colonies destitute of honey
by extracting, and the result will be
full colonies of bees and starvation
before the winter is over, unless feeding is resorted to.

New

Smyrna,Oria., July

25, 1887.

For the American Bee JournaL

"Bnlk Honey"
J.

D.

for

Extractea Houey.

MANDEVILLE, M.

D.

I see that considerable is being
written concerning new names for

honey
there

some

names now
matter

forms ; and as
dissatisfaction with the

in its different

is

in use, 1

am

glad that the

being discussed. I hope
that the subject will be agitated until
the next meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers' Society, when the
apiarists of the country in joint convention will adopt names for the different forms of honey, and then let us
is

adhere to those names, whatever can be purchased " in bulk " (that is
they be, and use no other. Let those in quantity) just as well as that " out
names be used in the bee-papers, of the comb." Webster
says that
price-lists, and especially in market
quotations. 1 believe it belongs to "sale by bulk" means "a sale of
us to settle this question, and that we goods as they are, without weight or
have the same right to name and measure." It is not applicable to
classify our products, and the goods "
honey out of the comb," for that is
in which we deal, as the dealer in
pork, cattle, grain, oil, iron or gro- always sold by weight, and never by
ceries, or any other line of goods, for " bulk."-ED.]
that matter.
I will quote market reports on pork,
Rural New Yorker.
viz.: Long ribs, short ribs, side meat,
breakfast-bacon, pickled pork, hams,
THe Honey Crop of 1881.
shoulders, etc., and so I might quote
from the market reports of other
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.
lines of business which are lengthy,
and some brief. But let us be brief,
The season opened warm and pleasyet plain and comprehensive.
ant, and colonies having abundant
I am not bitterly opposed to the stores boomed right along; but the
names now in use, viz.: " comb honey" dry weather, especially in the Northand " extracted honey," and I doubt west, "boomed right along" too.
very much whether we Qnd any better. Here in Michigan there came a week
I think the people generally under- of rain, but it was just after white
stand what is meant by " extracted clover had opened its blossoms, and
honey," and that it does not mean no honey can be gathered from this
" extract of honey." Most of them grand
during rainy
honey-plant
know what an extractor is, and have weather.
State
or
the
it
in
use,
or
at
seen
It finally cleared off, and bees began
county fairs, or have had them ex- work in the sections, when there came
plained to them by the honey-dealer a week of weather so cool that scarceor producer. It is but a few years ly a bee left the hive.
since the extractor was invented, and
The next week it warmed up and
I believe that in a short time it will
work on white
be understood b}; all, and probably in the bees again began
clover, but before a section of honey
less time than it will take to introcome off,
duce and bring into general use any was sealed over and ready to
basswood blossomed a full week earlinew names.
But if we are to have new names, I er than usual, and the clover was
would suggest " comb honey " or deserted for the basswood. Basswood
" honey in the comb," for honey in yielded fairly for about a week, and
sections ;
and " bulk honey " or then the white honey harvest for 1887
" honey in bulk," for extracted honey; was past and gone. One-fourth of a
and in the following is where I got crop here would be a fair average,
while in the drouth-parched regions
the idea
west of Lake Michigan there is almost
If I ask my grocer for a pound or no surplus at all. California, that
two, or Ave pounds, of coffee, tea, often loads down our markets with
soda, starch, canned fruit, soap, lye, car-load after car-load of honey, has
potash, or for an ounce of spice, pep- none to send this year, and, even if
per, indigo, etc., he hands it to me she had, it is doubtful if it would be
already put up in paper, can, or box. sent, on account of the new freight
But I say to him that I do not want rates.
this
havn't you got it by the quantiAlready prices are creeping up.
ty? and he at once replies, " Oh yes, First-class honey has already been
I have it in bulk," and at once shows
sold in Chicago at 17 cents, wholesale.
me the barrel, box, or bag, and says The dealers are awaking to the situa" I have it already put up, or in bulk,
tion. The leading wholesale grocery
but the bulk generally comes the house of New York city wrote me a
cheapest. Which will you have?" and short time ago, making inquiries in
so it is with honey that is put into regard to the honey crop, and asking
nice white cells of comb, and the " What is the outlook?" Taking the
comb put into sections, it will always whole country over, there has not
command a better price than extract- been more than quarter of a crop, and
ed or " bulk honey," the " Wiley there should be no haste to sell.
lie" to the contrary notwithstanding. There is but little demand for honey
It may be that this is one reason until cool weather sharpens the appewhy sooQe are asking for a new name tite for sweets, and November is
for extracted honey— because it does amply soon enough to pnt honey on
not command the price that comb the market.
honey does ; but a new name will not
There are probably some localities
improve it in quality or price, for it where not enough honey has been
must always take the second place gathered for winter stores ; or, if
when it comes to this. It might be there has, it has been taken away, in
well to have one, two or three grades the hopes that more would be gatherof comb honey, and the same of ed.
Some will become discouraged
" bulk honey."
on account of the poor season, and
Philo.ollls.
neglect the bees. It is quite likely
that many bees will be allowed to
[" Bulk honey " as a name for honey
starve the coming winter, their ownout of the comb is both inappropriate ers having iDCCome too discouraged or
and indefinite. Honey in the comb too disgusted with the business to
all

;

:

:
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prepare their bees for winter. Prices
tor honey will be high, and those who
have bees to sell next spring may
be able to sell them at good figures.
few farmers sometimes make the
most money in poor seasons, and the
bee-keepers who will attend strictly
to business, and not " lose their
heads," may and the present poor
season " a blessing in disguise."
Bee-keepers, be sure that the bees are
Erepared for winter this fall in the
est possible manner. If they need
feeding, use a syrup of granulated
sugar ; it is equal to the best honey
for winter stores, and is cheaper now.
Rogersville,d Mich.

A

no producer will make any change.
The word has come to be well understood by the public, and if there are
any unenlightened individuals who do
not know how honey is extracted, it
will not take as much effort on the
part of bee-keepers to explain and
show the process, as it would to explain the new terms and reasons for
changing. A change of name is cause
for suspicion and doubt. The honey
crop in Eastern Kansas is a failure
no honey from fruit bloom, and none
from clover. I do not think I will
have enough honey for winter stores
;

my

colonies. I commenced the
season with 9 colonies, secured 4
swarms, but 2 got away yet I am not

for
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strips of foundation, with the surplus

All went well till the basswood honey flow was just over. He
was just ready to remove the surplus,

cases on.

but neglected to do so when, to his
horror, on looking at his bees he saw
the honey running out of the entrances of the hives. He caught 10
milk-pans full of honey. So much for
" cheap " hives.
;

No Swarms and no Honey.— Mrs.
Lucinda Emmons, Springfield,OIlls.,
on Aug. .30, 1887, writes
:

I have had no swarms and no honey
this year
everything is dried up.
;

We have had but two or three showdisgusted with tlie bee-business, even ers since early in June. The bees are
if the " good time coming " is yet a
Local Convention Directory.
working steadily, but what they get I
long way off.
cannot say, unless it is grape juice,
as almost every house in the city has
^7.
Time anrf v'acr of Meetino.
Short Honey Crop.etc- J. F. Dunn, a grape arbor, and the English sparSept. 14.— St. Joseph Inter-State, ut St. Joseph. Mo.
Ridgeway, POnt., on Aug, 24, 1887, rows destroy the grapes, and the bees
B. T. Abbott, Sec St. Joseph, Mo.
then follow to gather the juice.
writes
Sept. 15.— Hardin County, at Eldora. Iowa.
;

'

:

J.

W. Buchanan, Sec, Uldora, Iowa.

The honey crop

in Ontario will be
last season.
Clover did not yield well, and while
linden was in bloom the weather was
exceedingly dry, with the temperature
from 85° to 98^ in the shade. I notice
that an intelligent American public
demand a new name for extracted

Sept. 20. 21.— f'edar Valley, at Waterloo. Iowa.
H. E. Hubbard, Sec, La Pone City, Iowa.

short, as

Oct. 18.— Kentucliy State, at Falmouth, Ky.
J. T. Connley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.

Nov. 10-18.— North American, at Chicago, Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec. Rot'ersville, Mich.
Dec. 7-9.- Michigan State, at Bast Sacinaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

t^~ In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward full particulars of

time and place of future meetings.- Ed.

?//

compared with

A Thankful Bee-Keeper.-W. T.
Maddox, Alexandria, La., on Aug. 24,
1887, writes

I have done fairly well in producing
honey this year, having taken 9.000
lbs. from 100 colonies, and they had
honey, and that as yet none has been enough to winter on though I exsuggested that " needs no explana- pected to get at least 12,000 or 15,000
tion," allow me to suggest one that lbs. The spring opened beautifully
ought to please all parties and just and so early, and every colony swarm" fill the bill." Now suppose we call ed. We had dry weather during half
of March and all of April, but I canit. " centrifugally expelled, slung absolutely clear out of the comb honey." not say that we suffered from drouth ;
though we have had a very peculiar
[Yes
or any other outlandish, season, the prevailing winds being
tongue-twisting or unpronouncable from the northwest and northeast,
;

;

name

!

Why

notV-Ed.]

Good Crop of Honey.— S. J. Youngman, Cato,OMich., on Aug. 21, 1887,

evidently affecting the secretion of
nectar in clover bloom, of which there
was a profusion, and it bloomed long.
I feel thankful, as the crop generally
etc.— John is failure, I believe.
a

Foundation Starters,
Vashon,*oWash. Ter., on
Although the dryest season known Aug. 20, 1887, writes
Buckwheat Yielding Fairly.— S
to the oldest inhabitant, bees have
I have tried Mr. Hutchinson's plan McLees, May,oMich., on Aug. 25,
done fairly well. All colonies have
putting 2 swarms together, and 1887, writes
cast swarms and stored from 40 to 60 of
foundation in all the sections, except
lbs. of extracted honey per colony
Some of my colonies have filled 35
one, and that one had no starters, but
chiefly from white and Alsike clovers,
Alsike yield1-lb. sections of honey.
and also basswood. After six weeks was left empty, and all the 47 sections ed well, white clover but little, and
were filled with white clover honey.
of inactivity, they are now booming
there was scarcely enough from basson buckwheat, fire-weed and a sort of This shows the value of foundation wood to give a flavor. We had sevbee-balm or mint, growing in wet and used as starters. I have been trans- eral weeks of drouth— until the rain
ferring my bees to Langstroth hives,
moist places.
and Italianized 3 colonies, and I ex- on Aug. 23, which has revived all
pect to Italianize more soon. I think nature, and set the bees at work again.
Poor Honey Season,— J. F. Lath- oee-keeping will be a good thing in They are now working on buckwheat,
am. Cumberland, pMaine, an Aug. 22, Washington Territory.
which promises to give a fair yield.
writes

Boerstler,

:

:

;

1887, writes

The honey season in this vicinity
tW The Kentucky State Bee-Keppers' Society
Solar Wax-Extractor, etc.— J. W.
has been a poor one. From 46 colmeets in Falmouth. Pendleton Co., Ky.. on Oct. l>*,
'8H7. This is expected to be a very interesting
onies I shall obtain about 1,200 pounds Tefft, Collamer,ON. Y., on Aug. 20, meeting,
and a large attendance is expected.
J. T. CONNLBY, Sec.
of honey in the comb, and an increase 1887, writes
of 13 colonies from 18 swarms. Cold
good wax-extractor for melting
nights and extreme wet, with but few small bits of wax can be made of a
fW The Hardin County Bee-Keepers" Association will hold a meeting on the Fair Grounds at
really good honey days, tell the story.
sheet of tin 14x20 inches, the edges Eldora, Ictwa, on the :ird day of tlie Fair. Wednesp.m. All bee-keepers are
Sept. 15. IS"*", at
being bent up, and placed on a board, day,
requested to be present, and all interested are corJ. W. Buchanan, Sec.
Extracted Honey— Not Discour- with large kerosene-lamp chimneys dially invited.
aged.— Wm. M. Rowe, Lawrence, on the tin. Pieces of combs can be
dropped in from time. It seemed
Kan., on Aug. 26, 1887, writes
Colored Posters for putting up over
queer to see the bees work hard yesAs it is evidently a failure to find a terday, and to-day too cold for abee honey exhibits at Fairs are qnite attractive,
bee- as well as useful. We have prepared some
better word than "extracted," and to venture out of the hive.
for the reason that there is no word keeping friend of mine, last spring for the Bee JonBNAL, and will send two or
that so well describes the process of purchased some cheap hives, and more free of cost to any one who will use
taking honey from the comb, I hope hived his swarms in them on 2-inch them, and try to get up a clut>.
:

A

1

:

A
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Valuable Book Given A^ray.— We

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

have made arrangements by which we can
We supply the American Bee Journal
supply the American Bee Journal and
the New York World— both weekly— for one one year, and any of the following publicayear, for $3.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one of these books, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the reguerette Free Calf

lar price of both.

:

History op the United States— from

„,^

All postage prepaid.
Price 0/ both. Club
1 00..

.

The American Bee Journal
to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2 00.
History of EngijAnd— from before the and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

4.'i2

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

0.

PROPRnCTORS.

Christian era lo 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge. 110 pages. Price, $2.00.

—

—

BUSrNES!)

Canadian Bee Journal

. .

2 00.. 175
2 00. 1 75
.

Hays of Light
1 .50..
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
The 7 above-named papers
5 23
book, which must be selected by the suband
Cook's
Manual
2 25.
scriber at the time of sending the subscripBees and Honey (Newman).., 2 00..

ILL.

tion,

and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
will be

mailed in a card-

board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
name, post-offlce, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.

NEWMAN,

;

MANAGER.

^:p^jecial glotites.

.

.

The book selected

H.

The Apiculturist

2 00,. 1 75
1 23
1 20
150.. 140

.

923 A, 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

135
4 50
2 00

175

Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3

60.. 150
00., 2 00
Root's
B C of Bee-Culture. .2 23.. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
4 00
2 00
Western World Guide
1 30
1 30

A

.

.

.

.

Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
Convention Hand-Book
1 30., 1 30

One yearly subscription for the American
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both Bee Journal must be ordered with each
papers, and the Book and postage.
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

To Correspondents. — It

would save
Sweet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
would be particular
the most reliable ci'op of honey from July
to give their P. O. address and name, when
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
wrltingto this office. We have several letters
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
(some inclosing money) that have no name
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
many others having no Post-Offiee, County places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
or State. Also, if you live near one postSow two years running, on the same land,
office and get your mall at another, be sure
and the honey crop will be without interto give the address we have on our list.
mission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
As there is Another firm in Chicago by Seed may be obtained at this office at the
us

much

trouble,

if all

Conventions.— The time forholding BeeKeepers' Conventions will soon be here, and
we cannot give any better advice than this
Let each one attend who can do so, and take
part in making these meetings interesting
and instructive. If you have not already
obtained the " Bee-Keepers' Convention
Hand-Book," do so at once to post yourself
up on how to conduct such meetings correctly.
It contains a simple Manual of
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.); Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of ollicers and members of
correspondents would write " American Bee $1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
of Local Conventions— Model Constitution
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
and By-Laws for a Local Society— ProSeveral letters of ours have
this office.
AVhen Rene^ving your subscription gramme tor a Con%'ention, with Subjects for
already gone to the other firm (a commission
please try to get your neighbor who keeps Discueson- List of Premiums for Fairs, etc.
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
bees to loin with you in taking the Bee Bound in cloth, and suitable for the pocket.
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one Price, 50 cents. We will club this book and
\fe will Present Webster's Dictionary can afford to do without it. We will present the American Bee Journal for one year
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, post- a RInder tor the Bee Journal to any one for $1.30.
It is sending us three subscriptions — with $3.00—
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand direct to this office. It irill pay any one to
Don't do it I— Notwithstanding our many
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
cautions, some persons still persists in senddetermine their meaning.
ing silver in letters. In nine cases out of
Enameled Cloth for covering frames, ten it will break the envelope and be either
Money Orders can now be obtained at price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a lost or stolen. Cases come to light nearly
Five whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.23 10 every day, showing that silver sent in
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 3 cents. pieces, $20.00
if ordered by mail, send 15
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
an invitation to the thief— a regular tempAs these are absolutely safe, it will pay to cents per yard extra for postage.
tation ! If you wish to safely send money,
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
get a Post-Offlce Money Order, Express
Preserve your Papers f(?r reference. Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
and are in no way safe.
will
we
mail you York. When money is sent in either of the
If you have no
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
Red Isabels for one-pound pails of If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- other manner, it is at the risk of the sender.
We nave now tions for the Bee Journal.
honey, size 3x4i4 inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
Bark Numbers of the Bee Journal for
1^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journai, this year are getting scarce. If any of our
tor $1.00 250 for $1.30 300 for $2.00 1,000
all with name and address of will be sent free upon application. Any one new subscribers want them, they should
for $S.OO
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. Intending to get up a club can have sample order them soon, or we may not be able to
copies sent to the persons they desire to insupply them. Last fall we had to refuse
terview, by sending the names to this office,
many applications for them, as they were
E. Duncan Sniffen, Advertising Agent. or we will send them all to the agent.
Say so at once, if
all gone in September.
3 Park How, New York, inserts advertisements in all first-class Newspapers and
you want them.
Magazines with more promptness and at
lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
Yucca Brushes are employed for reHe gives special attention to writing and
They are a
Our New Book I.ist on the second page
setting up advertisements in the most at- moving bees from the combs.
tractive manner, and guarantees entire soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the Is the place from which to select the book
fiatisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- bees. We can supply them
at 5 cents you want. We have a large stock of every
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
if sent by mail,
book there named, and can fill all orders on
of flrst-olass advertising mediums. Mailed each, or 50 cents a dozen
52A40t
urtd 1 cent each for postage.
the day they are received.
free.
;

;

;
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Honey and Beeswax Market.
quota ti()n8 tor honey

beeswax

an<i

:

CHICAGO.

HONBT.— We

quote In 1-lb. sections, IS®18c
I'he color makes the difference in price.
:

BBKSWAX,-J2<»ilo.
Auk.

BUKNBTT.

K. A.
16'

12.

South Water

St.

DETBOIT.
HONEY.— New comb is very scarce, and quoted
at I7@18c. per

lb.

BBKSWAX.Aug.

M. H.

17.

HUNT,

Bell Branch, Mich.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Best white l-lbs. sold to-day at 17c.:
Ibs.,

White extracted,

14015C.; dark, 10®12c.

BKBSWAX.-25C.
Auk.

A. C.

25.

KENDBL,

15

1

Ontario

2-

8c.

St.

BOSTON.

HONBY.— New crop, 1-lb. sections, 209220.;
Ib. sections, I8@2nc. Short crop indicated.
BBKaWAX.-25 ots. per lb.
Aug.

Blakk » KIPLKT,

25.

57

2-

Chatham Street

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONBT.— We

White

to

Keceipts

A HE

;

ITALIAN QUEENS

t^~ The Union Bee-Keepers' Association
of Western Iowa will hold their annual picnic at the apiary of Thomas Chantry, near
Casey, Iowa, on Sept. 15, 1887. All invited.
H. D. Lenocker, Sec, Dexter, Iowa.

We

liave a large quantity of

WHITE

Extracted, white liquid.
5J<(^5^c.! amber colored and candied, 4M^5c.—

quote

Union Convention at Chicago.—The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
you going to e.xhibit, and develop
the home market? You will find our
meet in Joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in brilliant CHROMO CARD a power to extend
reputation. This beautiful Card is printed
Chicago, Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and in 8 colors, full of instruction and amuseFriday, Nov. 16, IT and 18, 1887. Arranse- ment.
Give the same enterprise to SELLING
ments have been made with the Hotel, for
HONEY, that yo*ir merchant does to selling
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.75 per calico, and the Home Market will take it all.
day, each front room, $2.00 per day each
I also have for sale a superior strain of
person. This date occurs during the second
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
doscribed in ray Circular.
rates will be very low.
Address,
J. H. MARTIN,
4C]y
HARTFORD. N. Y-

BURRAH FOR THE FAIR

following are our very latesi

The

:

extrawhite comb, 12@15c.: amber,8^11c.
light.

BEBSWAX.-17a21c.

CHOICK

EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs

225 lbs. each, which
we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

holding from 200

Frlends,

If

vou are

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb.
:

14 to 15c.; dark, 7 to 10c. White
extracted. 5Hf*55^c.: light amber, 4H@5c.; amber
and ciindied, 4M(^-*?ic. Receipts light; poor crop.
2160230.
CO., 423 Frout St.
O. B.
July 25.

trawhite comb,

BEESWAX.—

can mail a Tested Italian
best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00! Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

Queen (bred for the

We

HONBY.— Choice

l-lbs., 17@lSc.; 2-bs., 15@iec.
kegs and barrels, 7H<38c., and
in tin cans, 8c. dark in kCES and barrels, 6«i)6Hc.,
In tin cans. 6!.^@7c. Demand good supply limited.

White extracted

in

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

here, for good Yellow Beeswax. To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

;

;

BBBSWAX.-25C.
A. V. BISHOP,
Aug .6.

NEW
HONEY.— We

quote

tions, ifi@i8c.: Ihe

:

same

142

W. Water

be on each package.

BEES OR HONEY

will wtth pleasure send a sample copy of the
In Bee-Culture.
with a descriptive price-list of the latest ImproTements in Htveii, Honey Extractor*, Comb

Fonndiition, Section Honey BoxeM.all books
and Journals, and everythinK pertaining to Bee^
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address tvritten plainly, to

A.

I.

HEAD-QUARTERS

Early Nuclei

c^'

Italian tlueens.

A POSITIVE FACT

QUEENS by return mall from the old
and reliable
KNICKERBOCKER BEE-FARM,
Tested, $2.00.

Special rates on large orders. Circular
giving description of our Bees, free.
Address, KNICKKRBOCKKR BEE-FARM,
3lOtf
PlNB PliAlNS, Dutchess Co., N. T.

Fancy white

in 1-lb. secIn 2-lbs., I3(ai4c.; fair to

St.

CITY.

Choice white 2.1b.
sections, 15c.; dark 2-lb8.,12®l3c. choice white 1Ibs.. 18c.: dark l-lbs., 13<ai4c. Calif, white a-lbs.. 13
to 15c. Extracted, new choice white, 8ia.l0c.; dark,
5@6c Calif, white. 8c.; amber, 6(^7c.
:

:

BBBSW AX.—20 to 22c.
Aug. 25. HAMBLIN & BEARS3, 514 Walnut St.
KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— We quote: White l-lbs., leaisc;
ifornia—white

BEE HIVES, &C.
jy Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
nCtf r AVX. I.. 'VlA.l.l.Oli, Bayou Goula, La.

1^"

BBBSWAX.-2 1(9220.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,
28 & 3U W. Broadway, near Duane
Aug. 24.

15®16c.i white

Ohio.

THE SOUTH

IN

IVarranted, $1.00

good l-lbs., I3<<?jl5c., and 2-lb8., KKS12C. Extracted
white clover, in kegs and barrels, 7@8c.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

ROOT, Medina,

(Ustablished 1880).

St.

YORK.

KANSAS

tn

F-4CTORY OF

SMITH &

MILWAUKEE.

any wav Interested

We

lbs. to

Queens.— We

12313c.: ex-

In

Semi-Monthly Oleunlnva

8CHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 Davis Bt.

Aug. 27.

dark,

2-lbs., 15®l7c.; dark, l4®15c.; Call-lbs., I5@I7c.. 2-lbs.. l.^®16c.: dark

14®15c., 2-lbs. 14c. Calif, white extracted,
dark, 6®6^c. No wiiite clover in market.
1,20®22C.; No. 2, 16(.vl8c.
Aug. 24. CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th&Walnut
l-lbs.

7@7^c.
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:

BEESWAX. -No.

ST. LOUIS.
HONEY.— Choice comb, l()®I2c. latter price for
choice white clover in good condition, strained.
In barrels, 4&4^c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages, M-ceiit advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., 4^@.s^c.; in cans, 5H to 6c.—
Market very firm at above prices.
;

FOR SALE.
Finest Apiary

in

Soutiiern California.

WE OFFEK
APl.VKY

for the ne.\t Ninety Days,
of 600
of
an
Cyprian, Syrian and Italian Bees, in about

COLOMES

egual proportion. This Apiary is located in
Ventura Coui ty, on the "Simi Ranch"
about 4.5 miles from San Buenaventura, and
:i.5
miles from Los Angeles. Mr. S. U. W.,
the owner of this Apiary, extracted and sold,
in 1884, beween May and Sept., 86 tons of
honey,and left 12 tons in the hives, which was
extracted in Feb., 188.i, making 98 Ions
from 552 colonies, and increased the Apiary
to 1,200 colonies. This Apiary is in one of
the very best localities for honey in the
State, out of reach of fruit and other bees.
The Siml Kaiitli of 86,000 acres, is now
being subdivicled, and will be offered to
actual settlers in »iiltable tracts.
The Apiary pay* a rental of $80 i»er

bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hires with 7- In. cap,
KtO honey-racks, 5tM) broad
frames, :!/kiO honey-boxes
and a preat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-

annum for the range.

It Is located so that
Stock-Raising and Farming can be carried
on at the same time. The liive is a movable-frame hive, and has an upper and lower
CINCINNATI.
chamber; the lower chamber has 12 broodHONE Y.—We quote (or extracted. 3®7e. per lb frames, and the upper has 10 store-combs,
Comb honey has been sold out perhaps better than and are all full of honey; were not extracted
ever before at this time, only remnants of dark this year. There are 200 extra lilvesand
honey being left. Choice white would readily frames made up to increase the Apiary to
bring 15c. in a jobbing way.
BEESWAX.— Fair demand,— 2oe22c. per lb. for 1,000 colonies. There is a Honey-House, 8-a
DwellingHouse, 10-ton Tank, a reversible
good to choice yellow.
Aug. la, C.F.MUTH & SON.Freeman ± Central Av. frame Extractor, and everything needed
Irt the buslncKii.
NEW YORK.
|»- We have OTHER APIARIES in theCounty,
and can locate piirties wishitiK tocorae here, either
HONBY.- We quote Fancy white 1-lb. sections, on Bee-rancher, St'tL-b-ranehes, Farms or town lots.
paper boxes, 17®iyc.; fancy l-lbs., glassed or unEnquiries cheerfully answered, and printed matglassed. 17®I8c.: fancy 2-pountls., glassed, 14toi6c.
Lower grades K'*2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lijs., ter sent/ree. on application lo,
paper boxes, ll®12c.; same glassed or unglassed.
EAML.EY REPPIT,

BEESWAX.- 2lc. for brlme.
Aug. 2.
D. a. TDTT & CO., Commercial

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Read whatJ.I. PARENT,of
Charlton, N.Y,, says— "We
cut with one of your Com-

hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.

St.

:

10®llc.; 2-lb8. Klassed, 9®l(ic. Extracted, white,
7®8c.; dark, 5@6c. Demand large.
Aug. 30. F. G. 8TROHMB YB R & CO., 122 Water St.

FORTH,

Ileal

36Alt

&

Estate Agents,

SAN BDENAVENTURA, CALIF.

do all you say it
CatatOEue and Price
It will

Free.

45Ctf

Address.

W.

F,

will,"
-

idst

& JOHN BARNES,

No. 484 Ruby

OrUST

St.,

Rockford,

III.

PUBLISHED,

"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAISING
By Fanny Field. This book tells all
ftbnut turkey raising, from the setting
ui the eggs to the maturity of the young
turks. If you foliow the directions in
this book yon need not lose a bird,

Fanny Field has had more experience
—
.
and Bucceeds better in raising turkeys than any other
She clears hundreds of dollars
person in America.
vearlv on them, and will tell you how she does it. Price,
25 cents. Stamps taken. Address R. B. MITOHBXiL
Publisher, 69 Dearborn St* Ohic^Ot Hi.
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BEES and HONEY,
•'

OR THE

an Apiary for Pleasure
aad Profit b;

Hanagement

ef

QUEENS FOE BUSINESS W.
UNTIL

further notice. 1 will send by return
mail, Bufe arrival guaranteed. Good QUEENS
from my best strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gathering qualities, viz:

;

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee J(mmaL
Editor of Vie

It contains 220 profusely illustrated pages
is " fully up witn tlie times " in all the improvements and Inventions in this rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everj'tliing that can aid in the
successful manasenient of the honey-bee,
and at the same" time produce the most
houey in its best and most attractive con-

Queen

1

...

tO.80
4.50
8-00

Queens

Address,
29Atf

Extra Thin

FOUNDATION

WE CAN now

furnish

VAN DEUSENS'

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, In sheets 16i4x28
Bound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
is a special offer, and is a
@I^A Liberal Dlsconnt to I>ealers« by t^~ The above
Bars'aiu to all who can use that quantity.
the Dozeu or Hundred.
All orders for any other quantity than
SON,
THOS. G.
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL. at the regular price— 60 ceuts per lb.

NEWMAN &

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
OF TH£ APIART.

Of, MAATTTAr.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

more than

50 paffeB, and

50 fine Illus-

A., Jt.

In

COOK, Author and Publisher,

lAly

Agricultural College, Mich.

925 W. Madison

SELF-INKING

1876.

the nth edition. The whoie
work has been thorouKhly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-keeplnR. It Is certainly
the fallest and most scientific worb treatlnK of
bees in the World. Price, by mail, JBl. 8^5. Libera'
discount to dealers and to clubs.

were added

St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

RUBBER-STAMP.

(_'ards.

lAtf

VAN DEUSEN &. SONS,

Stamps

FINE ITAI.IAN QUEENS, reared from
the best, selected, tested imported mother.
73 cents each, by return mail.
35Atf

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bar$;aiu,
in a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

necessary to obtain rest.
For further particulars, address the proprietor,

H.

A.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan.

It is edited by
F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts, England.

Read what

Send for Catalogue
and terms. Address,

GEO.T.HAMMOND,

ILLS.

AND BEE-EEEFEB'S ADVI8EB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practical

Show

Send me an order for
10 Stamps, it pet your
free.

MAHENGO,

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
Newman says
feet to the pound. Wholesale and Editor
of this Stamp on paije
Retail. Circulars and Samples free .'i47. Agents wanted,
(SOLE MANUPACTUBERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

possible shape.
^?~ Price of the Book, 25 cts.
tJ. S. or Canadian.

20Atf

Sections, Cloth-

ing— everythinK- Your
name, occupation and
address, witfi the machine and a bottle of
inlc. by mail.for $i.<Ki.
Extra H bottles of init

own

J.

tiook of 45

oGIIQ /D uGntS Tear among the Bees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. ItriI.l.ER,

Impressions for 10 cts.
Will last a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
Jjetter - Heads, Postal

this
ailv'ttoyour friends.

Comb Foundation

Comb

2,000

for 12 cts.

Patent Flat-Bottom

Co., Mich.,

little

it

5,000 Said Since May, 18SS.
More than
trations

&

Genesee
a neat

entitled, "The Production of
Honey." Its distinctive feature is the

taken— either

In 25-Ponnd Boxes.

923

publshed
HASpages,

thorough manner in which it treats of the
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
points are, howt-ver, touched upon.
For
"WM. W. CART,
instance, it tells how to make the most out
Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass.
ot unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the honey harvest in the best

6 Queens
12

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Roaersville,

THK

NEW

The
".iiU'i.

Heddon Hive.

We

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the

BKOCKPORT. Monroe

Heddon Reversible Hive, both
and

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

etc.

For Clrcuiarp, apply to
CKIA8. F.

MUTH A SOST,

Freeman A Central Ave..
CINCINNATI, O.
P.S.— Send 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX
Warranted Italian (Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Queens

$5 00
10 00

Safe arrival guaranteed.
ty
26Atf

H.

j;¥~ If you \vlsU to obtain tlie
Hlgliest Price for Honey tills
Season, write to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,
F, G. STROH.tlEYEK «c CO.,

Wholesale Honey Merchants.

ALLEY, "Wenham, Mass.

retail

;

Forncrook &

Co.,

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

C

WE

PAIL.

with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It Is wel i-made and. when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

28, 1S81.

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write lor price-list.

Watertown,

Wis.,

May

1st, 1887.

^?~Th08. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and retalL See advertisement

in

another column.

G.

NEWMAN & SON,
ILL.

retail.

See advertisement

in

another column.

TODD'S HONEY -CANUIES sell well at
^

Fairs— average wholesale price 16c

lb.;

Mail samples. 25 cts. HONEV and
on Commiesion, by— ARTHUR
2122 .North Front St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

30 cts.

Beeswax wanted

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Palis la of uniform desljoi
Patented June

immediate use. Price,

& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO,

retail.

Watertown, Wis.

for

complete.

Dadant'sFoiindatiou Factory, wholesale
and

iNE bright Tested Italian Queen, with 3 frames
Bees and brood, $:i.(io. Tested Queen. $1.25.
lly
O. N. BALDWIN. Clarksville. Mo.

MANCPACTCTKED BY
J.

;

THOMAS

Iowa.

Sections,

at wholesale
in the flat.

;

923

33A26t

"Boss" One-Piece

and also

PAINTED, and ready

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICES
aiAtf
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
Co..

nailed

I'.ic brood-chamher is in two sections; also the
surplus arrangement, which may be Interchanged
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-half
of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus case?
mav
the
sections,
be placed between the two
with
brood-chambers, or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchant:eable. The brood-frames will
ALTv be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE HIVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing 2h onepound sections, one with wide frames and eeparar
tors, and the otner without separators. This latter
cliamber can be interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is NAILEPANI)
f4.<xi,

Ol,IVEK foster, Mt Vernon, Unn

;

_____,,,_

be sold for 20 cents or

less.

Many

consumers will buy It In order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PRIC£» 7& cents per
dozen, or S5.00 per lOO.

thos.

g.

newotan &

923 d 925 West Madison Street,

son,

TODD.

aiA13t

J^

Good Marlset

for

COMB HONEY.

Higbest market frice will be
THE
paid for COMB HONEY. Before

disposing of your Crop ivrite to

<Sc CO.,
KANSAS CITY, MO..

HL. L. ISriCOXj

Proprietors of " Red Cross " Brand Honey.
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Wiley's

"

Scieiitlflc

Pleasantry

combs

Doomed

at laot !— The " scientific pleasantry " which has made the name of Wiley
so infamous throughout the world, and
which was so greedily " caught up " and enlarged upon by sensational newspapers,
with sundry " variations " to " spice up the

^J^>^

IeeJodunK
THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

story," has at last
It

was

come

ran like lightning

I

to grief

I

Factory after factory

imagination), fitted up by
to make the comb. But,
alas, when cornered by a demand to point
them out. the '* loud-mouthed " prevaricators found it impossible to find even one!
When taunted with the offer of a thousand
dollars to lead a committee of investigators
to the spot where such a factory existBd—
lo, it had vanished nut of sight !
Undaunted falsifiers said that such institutions were "running day and night, filling
fraudulent combs with glucose " but when
pressed to name the number, street and city
—they failed to find any such place— even
hundreds of dollars were tendered for a
sight of such a place
Then " the runners " who visit country
merchants, gloated over the sensation and
averred most positively that such honeycombs made of parafflne, filled with glucose,
and sealed over by machinery, could be
found on sale by the ton in Chicago. But
when offered $500 to conduct us to the place
and witness the process, they were forced to
acknowledge that they, too, had been duped
by the Wiley lie, and that they had added
"variations" to makela spicy Isensation!
Lawyers, doctors, and even ministers were
" caught in the act" of villifylng an honest
pursuit having swallowed Wiley's " scienbuilt (in

special

machinery

—

Voinill.

14, 188],

Sept,

No, 37.

I

Onr Friend and co-laborer, Thomas W.
€owan, Esq. .editor of the British Bee JoumaJ,

A

Root, at Medina, O., last
week, and is to be at the Toronto Exhibition
this week. On the 5th inst., we received the
following from him, expressing the pleasure
he has in his present short visit
visited Mr.

I.

:

Mr Dear

Sir :— I must write and thank
you for your hospitality and to say how
enjoj'ed
my visit with you, and only
much I
wish I had been able to stay lontjer. and to
of
the
American bee-keepers, but
see more
this must be a pleasure reserved fora future
not tar distant occasion. I enjoyed my visit
to Mr. Dadant's and I am altOKCtber pleased
with all I have seen.

579

Let them bring on the fraudulent
combs of which are made by machinery, from parafflne, filled with glucose
and sealed by hot irons I" Show up the
beautiful stuff, which Is such " a good imitation that only an expert can tell it from the
genuine article gathered by the bees from
Nature's finest flowers I" Yes, exhibit the
tons of it produced by " running the machinery night and day 1" Now is the time
for the frauds to show up
Forward
March to the front
Dare any one to say that if such machinery
existed— if such manufactured " comb
honey " were to be had— that it would not be
forced upon the markets in such quantities
as to flU the present urgent demand? A rich
harvest is here presented— but not a po0nd
of the bogus stuff is presented for sale, at
any price I— a confession that the so-called
" scientific pleasantry " is a pernicious falsehood a villainous, debasing and diabolical
lie
which was struck by lightning, and literally burned up by the fierce rays of old
Sol, at the same time that they destroyed the
nectar of the flowers, and starved myriads
of bees to death
Ta ta " Scientiflc pleasantry I"
Begone, vile monster
Thy sulphurous breath shall no more befoul that God-given, heaven-distilled sweetness —delicious honey
I

article, " the

1

I

I

I

1

I

I

1

The Rev. L. It, Lan^stroth appears to
have improved in health again. His son-inlaw (with whom he resides) has moved his
family to Dayton, O., and Mr. L. writes us
that the change has been of some benefit to
tific pleasantry," without suspecting that it
him. He adds " I hope for relief from the
might be an mj-scientlflo and un-pleasant head trouble."
His numerous friends
His next visit we trust will not be su short,
falsehood
throughout the world will be glad to know
lor many of our apiarists have been sadly
Nevertheless, the story ran like wild-fire— that he has had even a slight relief in the
disappointed in not meeting our distinnewspapers and correspondents added to it_ malady from which he has so long suffered.
guished visitor, and will look forward to his
to suit their " fancy," and varied it to make His address is 928 Steele Ave., Dayton, O.
next trip to America as so much pleasure in
"
reserve.
The best wishes of American it spicy," until the pursuit of bee-keeping
was, like a " bleeding lamb," sacrificed to
apiarists will follow him and his devoted
One of «he old-fogle "know it-all" beetheir Moloch
and beekeepers were derided
wife, hoping that her health will be much
and mocked when they attempted to deny keepers got a lot of honey, stored by the
improved by this excursion to America.
the " story," and prove its falsity
But now bees in soap-bo.ves, and such boxes as he
that " scientific pleasantry " has been struck could pick up at a grocery store, just as a
Xhe market Qaotations for comb- by lightning, exposing all its baseness, de- matter of economy, and to save buying the
" new-fangled " one-pound sections. The
honey are still advancing. White honey in formity and falsehood— for
honey was gathered from white clover, and
" Truth crushed to Rarth will rise afiain,
one-pound sections is quoted in New York
The eternal years of God, are her's."
was a very nice article, and had it been stored
at 19 cents
in Vermont it brings 20 cents ;
The Sun, whose burning rays dried up veg- in one-pound sections would have readily
In Boston it is quoted at 22 cents. The cry
Well, itatlon and destroyed the honey-producing brought 20 cents per pound now, or 25 cents
is, " there is none offered for sale."
that is just the reason for the advance in plants, and thus prevented the bees from per pound later in the season. He shipped
prices. " Hold on to what you have" is the gathering nectar from the flowers, has also 300 pounds of It to a commission house in
watchword. Do not sell any until next scorched and dried up Wiley's lie, so that it Chicago some weeks ago, and, as it was leaking, the commission man wanted to get rid
month, and 25 cents will come more readily will never more show its loathsome head
The markets of the world are bereft of of the sticky stuff, and he sold the lot at 5
than 15 cents did last season. Mr E. L.
The merchants' demands for nice cents per pound— the first offer that was
Westcott, of Fair Haven, Conn., wrote us as honey
This transaction ought to give
honey in the comb, are incessant. They ad- made for it
follows on the 6th inst.:
A bee-keeper of this State lately received vertise" for it write to apiarists for it, 'and a salutary lesson to the know-it-all bee-man,
golden shekels "for iti— still there is but as he does not take any bee-paper, and
20 cents per pound for his honey that he offer
sent to a commission house. How will that not nearly enough to halt supply the de- knows nothing, about the present value of
do for prices ? I understand he had about a
rising market, it is doubtful it
ton of white comb-honey, and it was all mand, even though the prices go up, higher honey, or a
he will learn anything
After deducting
closed out at once
I Intend to make a and higher every week
shipment there immediately, of about a ton
Since writing the above paragraph, a honey commissions and freight he received about
and a half. I will not give you the firm's
name and address now, as I cannot tell what merchant of Kansas City, called at this f 1.3 for what should have readily brought
the result might be if too many should rush office. He Is scouring the country— east from $60 to $75 in his home market. It was
in their honey at one central point. It and west— to find nice honey
All on
in the comb, a pig-headed saoriflce of about $.50
might possibly lower prices.
account of his bigoted opinion and general
offering cash for it at the apiarists' doors.
Now, here for weeks and months has the ignorance ! The fool-killer ought to dispatch
him without further delay.
The Baltimore Count)^ Fair was held "golden opportunity" been
;

:

;

I

;

I

I

I

:

I

I

I

!

at

Tlmonium, Md., on

the Bee and

Honey

fered as premiums.

to 9, 1887. In
Sept.
exhibits $.14.00 were of-

presented, as
Mr. Dibbern puts it on page 584, " for these
mythical factories to run night and day to
supply the demand for glucose in parafflne
"

Fall Floivers are blooming profusely;
and where these abound, bees are happy.
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ReiersinE Hives
W^lcli

Replies

ttaereto.

Query 469.— 1.

[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
this Department in less time

Queries In

taan one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them ; get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
In a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Kd.]

to

Preyent Swarming,

Will reversing or invert-

IDE the bi'ood-chamber of a hive before the queencells are capped, prevent swarming, if the colony
is in a normal condition ? 2. If so, how mauy days
should intervene between each inverting of the

brood-chamber ?— Le Claire, Iowa.

No.— G.

L. Tinker,

the bees breed up slowly in them.
But after the colony is strong enough
so that the queen can enter the upper
brood-case, the progress is rapid.
Chaff protection will make the difference of success or failure with
these hives, and to a great extent the
same may be said of any hive.— G. L.

Tinker.

do not think it will in all cases.—
I have not bothered with sectional
H, D. Cutting.
brood-chambers enough to advise in
The common hive with
I have never tried it, but reports this case.
say that it will not at all times. G. loose bottom-board, that can be tiered
up when desired, is good enough for
M. Doolittle.
Inverting cannot be depended upon me.— H. D. Cutting.
A SDring-Hoiise for Wintering Bees, to prevent swarming,— W. Z. Hutch- Adopt a frame hive of some kind,
inson.
and do not attempt to run more than
Query 468.— I have a spring-house 12x16
Not with any degree of certainty one style of frame. I consider the
feet inside, with stone walls 2 feet thiclc. The
James Langstroth frame the best style in use.
spring runs a stream foot wide by 1 inch deep. not in any degree practical.
I

—

.

;

1

comes out about 6 feet above the house. The
north wall is in the bank to the top the south one
It

;

3 feet the wall is h feet high, with a
on top, I6x:2u feet, well protected
would it do to winter bees in ?

honey-house

—J. E. Pond.

Heddon.
The whole thing

impracticable.

I think it would be safest to adopt
well-informed, practical apiarist 8-frame Langstroth hives. The secwould advise reversing the brood- tional hives are yet in the experimenpurpose.
G. W. tal stage, and as yet so few are used,
I should think that it would answer. chamber for any
Demaree.
that one would have more ready mar—J. P. H. Beown.
If the colony is in a normal condi- ket for colonies in Langstroth hives.
It would be too damp in this clition, strong and vigorous, it will not —A. J. Cook.
mate.— G. W. Dbmaeee.
prevent swarming.— J. P. H. Brown.
That depends upon the style of conIf the temperature ranges from 41°
I think hardly any one now claims struction of the brood-chamber secto 45°, the spring-house will winter
that swarming can be prevented by tions. I would no more think of gobees all right.— G. L. Tinker.
ing back from my divisible broodBees will winter well, if you can inverting.— C. C. Miller,
chambers, to the indivisible, as used
maintain the right temperature— 44°
It has appeared to do so with me, before my invention, than of returnto 46°.— Dadant & Son,
though some with more experience to the hollow-log bee-gum.— James
I inverted once a Heddon.
I should say pretty well, if a tem- say it will not.
perature of 45° can be maintained. It week, got no swarms, and a nice lot
If you have experience, adopt the
would not be too damp,— G. M. Doo- of honey in the sections. A. J. Cook.
hive you like best. But if you are a
LITTLB.
sometimes beginner in the business, I would ad1. Sometimes yes, and
I should not have any fears about no, in my experience. 2. This inver- vise you to begin with some good,
dampness, and so far as I understand sion business by wholesale cannot be plain hive, as the Standard Langsit, I would consider it a good place to done by rule ; it is all guess-work, and troth,
or some other well-tried hive.
winter bees in.— James Heddon.
for that reason is fast going out of The old advice so prominent in beeexcelprinciit
most
the
real
consider
a
date.
Contraction
is
should
I
Beliterature several years ago, viz
The ple to work on, and can be better ac- ware of " patent right men " " patlent place for wintering bees.
air will not be damp as the result of complished in other ways than by in- ent bee-gums," should be heeded now
the flowing water, unless the water is version inversion being nothing but as well as then. I do not know what
warmer than the air.— W. Z. Hutch- a bungling method of contraction,— you mean by a " one-tier hive." I use
inson,
J. E. Pond.
a modernized Langstroth hive, and it
No swarming cannot, with cer- is " sectional." All good hives adapIt would be excellent, if it does not
get too cold. The temperature should tainty, be prevented by inverting the ted to the "tiering up" system are
necessarily " sectional." If you mean
never fall below 38°, Fahr., and it hive.— The Editor.
by a " one-tier hive," a hive in which
would be better if never below 40°, F.
the surplus is stored at the sides of
You need have no fear of the dampthe brood, instead of over it I would
ness. A. J. CtiOK.
Sectional Hiyes ys. One-Tier Hives.
not use such a hive at all.— G. W.
I would not want to depend upon
Demaree.
the 2-foot wall three feet above the
Query 470,— In starting an apiary.should
An " experienced apiarist" who deground. If you would put 2x4 inch I adopt sectional brood-chamber hives, or the
sires to start a new apiary, should sescantling inside, and lath and plaster common, one-tier hives ?— M. M., Iowa.
lect the newest practical inventions
on them, you could make a good re/should prefer the sectional brood- which he may deem the best suited
pository. With good bottom ventilaHutchinson.
chamber
hives.—
Z.
W.
to his ideas and method of managetion, I do not think it would be too
novice cannot err in adoptdamp.— H. D. Cutting.
I should commence with two-story ment.
ing an ordinary Langstroth hive.
It will be hard to settle the question hives.— J. P. H. Brown.
The Editor.
positively, without trying it. I do not
prefer half-stories on top of the
believe it would be too damp, as some brood-chamber.— Dadant & Son.
winter bees very successfully with
I still use the one-tier hive, and all
Don't do It !— Notwithstanding our many
water constantly running through the
experiments so far tried do not cause cautions, some persons still persists in sendcellar.- C. C. Miller.
sectional
broodme to desire the
In nine cases out of
ing silver in letters.
I do not think that dampness afiects chambers.— G. M. Doolittle.
ten it will break the envelope and be either
bees injuriously, unless it is cold
That depends upon which you will lost or stolen. Cases come to light nearly
enough to congeal the humidity, and
the water would have the tendency to like best, and you can only tell by try- every day, showing that silver sent In
increase rather than lower the tem- ing one or both. As yet, I prefer the letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
perature. I think it would do well one-tier hive ; yet the other has ad- an invitation to the thief— a regular tempIf you wish to safely send money,
tatlon
for a winter lodging-place. I prefer vantages.— C. C. Miller.
summer stands, to any other place for
I am using sectional hives, and I get a Post-Office Money Order, Express
bees.— J. E. Pond.
think well of them. They have many Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
If the temperature is all right, the advantages, and for queen-rearing York. When money is sent in either of the
running water will not be objection- they certainly excel every other hive. above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
They require protection in spring, or other manner. It is at the risk of the sender.
able.— The Editor.
;
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too

damp ? -T.

M.,

from winds.
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facts

and estimates concerning

this

wished to be able to give
an approximate estimate of the number engaged in bee-keeping in the
indicates that the apiarist ie United States, and the several States
This mark
located near ttie center or the state named; the number of colonies kept, and the
6 north of the center; ? south; O* east; annual product of honey and wax in
•O west; and thi8(< northeast; xj northwest: the United States, etc., but the more
o« southeast; and 9 southwest of the center I investigated the matter the more
unsatisfactory the results of such inof the State mentioned.
industry.

I

©

I obtained the AnnuReports of a number of State
Boards of Agriculture and the reports of a number of State Bee-Keepers' Associations
and the tabulated
exhibit of statistics concerning beekeeping in the census of the United
States, and I found each available
source of information misleading and

al

For

tlie

American Beo Joarn&L

Ayerage Honey CroD.

Statistics Of tie

I
for

H.

LARRABEB.

am so situated that it is impossible
me to consult statistical reports,

and I would like to know how and
where I can obtain statistics of any

;

;

of little actual value.

For example

:

In an annual report

of a State Board of Agriculture, the
kind or even estimates concerning number of colonies of bees reported
as being kept in a certain couuty in
apiculture in the United States.
article on the statistics of apiculture which 1 was acquainted, was 1,500. I
would be very acceptable to me. Can knew that in single townships in that
we not have such an article either county nearly or quite 1,500 colonies
from the editor's pen, or from that of were kept.

An

JSr.

W. McLain?

Larrabee's Point, >oVt.

requested Mr. McLain to give
us all the information he possessed on
this point. The following is from his
pen:— Ed.]

[We

Editor American Bee .Journal:

—In

given in the U. S. Census for 1880
but the statistics about our industrial
condition are equally fallacious. This
is admitted by Col. C. D. Wright,
;

;

quiry appeared.

JOHN
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my

first annual report to the U.
S. Entomologist, you will remember
that I called the attention of that
officer to the very generally expressed
desire that the Commissioner of Agri-

culture instruct the correspondents
of the Department in the several
States, to gather and report statistics
and estimates concerning the number
of colonies of bees kept within the
areas covered by their individual reports, upon the fifteenth day of May,
each year and also to furnish upon
the first day of October, an approximate estimate (based upon careful inquiry) of the amount of apiarian products secured, together with full information concerning the condition of
the bee-keeping industry, and that
the information so obtained might be
given to the public through the Bulletins issued by the Department.
That such information would be of
very great value to those engaged in
the business of honey-producing, is
readily seen.
knowledge of the
supply of any commodity aids the producers of that commodity in fixing the
price of their products.
Inasmuch as no special appropriation has been made by Congress for
encouraging and developing the industry of bee keeping, but little of
much that is important and urgently
needed, can be undertaken.
The officers of the bureau have done
what they could forour industry, with
the very limited resources at their
disposal, and my instructions have
covered a few lines of experimental
work which in the judgement of the
Entomologist are most valuable and
serviceable to those engaged in beekeeping.
Of my own accord, I made some ef;

A

And again, turning to page 2.50, of
the United States census for 1880,
find the State of Tennessee is accredited with producing 2,130,680 pounds of
honey, and the State of New York
with only 2,088,845 lbs. North Carolina is set down as producing 1,591,590
while Pennsylvania has but
lbs.,
1,415,093 lbs. Kentucky has 1,500,565
lbs. to her credit, while Ohio has but
1,626,847 lbs. Virginia has credit for
1,090,451 lbs., and the State of Illinois
has but 1,310,806; Georgia, 1,056,024
lbs. and Iowa but 1,310,138 lbs.; Arkansas, 1,012,721 lbs., and Michigan
only 1.028,595 lbs.; Wisconsin, 813,806
lbs., Vermont, 221,729 lbs., and Indiana has only 967,581 lbs. To say the

least, these figures are misleading.

chief of the bureau of labor statistics
at Washington, in an address given
by him before the Social Science
Association at Saratoga, N. Y., on

Monday of last week. Among the
many short-comings of the Census
which he pointed out, are the following

:

The

statistics of illiteracy, are

from

inherent conditions incorrect, because
there are thousands of families who
do not confess to the enumerators
that they have members who cannot
read or write.
Another instance of necessary error
is the census of tMe insane, which has
not yet even approximated accuracy,
because a very large number of insane
persons who are not confined in public
never counted.
are
institutions
Neither can the prevalence of idiocy
be accurately measured, because people will not tell that they have idiotic
in their families. Likewise
local censuses as well as the

members

many

national census of mortality are yet
in many cases far from approximate
accuracy.
But all enumerators of this kind err
on the favorable side. The number
of illiterates and idiots and insane
persons and of deaths is always too
small. Conclusions drawn from them
are not always vicious or wrong, but
conclusions drawn from comparative
statistics of thesekinds are almostsure
to be misleading. For example, if
the census of the insane at one date
be taken more accurately than at a
preceding date (which is nearly always
the case), a comparison would indicate an increase of insanity which
The inthe facts do not warrant.
crease is really what may be called an
increase of accuracy in enumeration.
Comparative statistics on these sub-

Who that is at all conversant with
the facts concerning the industry of
bee-keeping in the several States of
the Union would admit that the State
of New York is second to Tennessee?
or that Pennsylvania is second to
North Corolina, in the number of jects, therefore, which seem to show
pounds of honey produced
an alarming increase in ignorance or
N. W. McLain.
insanity are misleading.
But a far more general and more
[The Table referred to by Mr. Mcimportant error of the same kind is
Lain was published in full on page made in dealing with comparative
819 of the American Bee Journal statements of pauperism. Our paufor 1884. But it is so manifestly in- perism increases much faster statistiIn the early
actually.
correct, that it is entirely useless. cally than
statistics of pauperism were counted
Arkansas is credited with producing only the inmates of the poor-houses.
double the amount of honey which As census-taking becomes more of a
California is credited with ; and North science an effort is made to include
pauperism in the land, a
Carolina is given 50 per cent, more all the real
very insignificant portion of which is
than Michigan, and more than either in alms-houses or can be classified as
Illinois or Iowa. Our estimate, based mendicancy. The increase of poverty
upon statistics gathered by us some therefore, which the statistics show
not and probably does not exist.
years ago, is that there are about 300,- may
As census-taking becomes more and
000 bee-keepers in the United States more accurate, comparative statistics
and Canada, and the average annual between the past and the present beproduct is one hundred millions of come more and more misleading.

pounds of honey.
Our Tabulated
Now, we would suggest, as Col.
Statement by States may be found on Wright is very likely to have charge
page 320 of the Bee Journal for 1881. of the next census, that he inaugurate
Not only are the figures unreliable a new plan, and have correct statisfort toward collecting and compiling with reference to bees and honey, as tics of" bee-keeping collected by the
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census-takers. The tabulated state- Many bee-keepers will " lose their
ment of the last census was manifestly heads," become disgusted and disincorrect and misleading in every par- couraged with the bee-business, and
the bees will be neglected.
ticular
and any calculations made
Honey will bring a big price, and by
that
upon
statement, are not only next spring their courage will return,
worthless, but injurious and demor- and those who have -bees to sell will
have no difficulty in getting good
alizing.
So, to those who will attend
As these serious defects are realized prices.
strictly to business, the short crop of
by the census board, we may hope for this year may be a blessing in dis" better things ", in the next census guise.
See that the bees are well cared for;
" These two questions,
reports.
that they go into winter quarters in
capital invested and average wages,
first-class condition.
This will probaas answered hy the census," said Col. bly be one of the years when it will
Wright, " illustrate the fallacy of at- pay to winter the bees on sugar, as
tempting to solve a certain line of the difference in price between honey
and sugar will be greater than it has
economic questions through the cen- been in several years. Keep a stiff
sus as it has existed. In making this upper lip, and, if you must retreat, do
criticism let it be understood that I so in good order.
Eogersville,o- Mich.
arraign myself as severely as anyone
else, for within a few years I have
Fop the American Bee JoumaL
followed, in all the census work in
;

which

have been engaged, the old
Causes
form, nor did I fully comprehend the
enormity of the error, the infinite
harm it has done and is likely to do."
I

Gleanings.

WMliastlieHaryestlieen?

Besides the great benefits to be
gained by a plentiful rainfall, we may
avert, to some extent, the ravages of
the cyclone. I believe that while the
destruction of the forests from the
face of the earth is breaking one of
the barriers of its ravages, there are
still other causes not generally understood one of which might be the absence of sufficient evaporation to cause
condensation quick enough to prevent
the storm assuming the shape of a
cyclone. I believe that the accumulating power acts as a magnet, attracting the elements from a long distance,
and where there is an absence of
evaporation, there is no retarding the
progress of the winds, which increase
as they advance, until they are retarded by heavily condensed vapors,
which can be averted, in a measure,
;

Of Droutli.SecDras Rainfall, etc.

by an increase of evaporation.
I
would be but too happy to assist in

HAMBAUGH.

the cause that will avert a repetition
of this year's catastrophe.

J.

M.

as
the arguments are plausible, and in
accordance with the natural laws
It has been pretty slim here— the governing our universe, will they be
poorest since I have been in the busi- accepted as truthful arguments.
ness. In a letter, Mr. Heddon says
I am in direct sympathy with Prof.
" Clover, one-fourth crop. Basswood
Hills' statement on page 487, and beblossomed full, but no better crop lieve that when we remove the naturthan clover. It went right by like a al cause of rainfall, by drainage and
cylone, and was all over before we t;leage, we may reasonably expect a
knew that it was drawing to a close." reverse of the natural laws in the
This expresses the situation exactly.
shape of drouths^, and the more perWell, what are we going to do about fect and general this system becomes,
it ? We can keep our dishes right side the greater will be the absence of rainup, and I presume most of us have fall, and more especially during the
lost nothing from lack of care in this summer season, when it is most needdirection, but we cannot make honey- ed. During the times of the equinoxes
showers. Those of us who are for- in spring and fall, the elements are
tunate enough to have any surplus more active, driving the mists from
will probably find ready sale for our the ocean and larger lakes further
honey at a good figure.
inland, where they are precipitated
Prices will probably not go so high more generally over the country, renthat our income would be what it dering the country less liable to
would have been had the harvest been drouths hut as the hot days of sumabundant still, this is not impossi- mer advance, evaporation becomes
ble.
Farmers sometimes make the greater, and the winds less prevalent,
most money during the years whf n the Earth is soon drained of her waters
crops are light. Twenty-five or even that flow quickly into the main chantwenty cents per pound for coinb nels and rivers, and from thence to
honey would be a big boost for those the lakes, gulf, and ocean, and the
who have a tew hundred pounds to earth is left destitute of the wheresell.
That these figures may be reach- with to cause rainfall hence with
ed, does not seem at all improbable. the cessation of the winds, may we
Already honey is being quoted at 16 reasonably expect but little or no
to 18 cents, while nearly every market rainfall, when it must emanate from a
is reported as bare of honey.
Honey- distance of from 300 to 1,500 miles.
dealers are becoming really interested
The proof of this is the fact that
in the situation. Those who have the greater portion of the rainfall durhoney to sell should not be in a hurry ing the months of July and August
to market. Certainlj; nothing can be have followed the coasts of the gulf,
lost by waiting until November or oceans and lakes. Should this prove
December.
a correct theory of our present troubles
And now a word about the bees it then becomes us as an enlightened
Many of them will probably be short people to secure a remedy, and which
of stores, and, unless fed, will die of will be found in the following senstarvation in the coming winter. tence
Keep our waters inland. As
;

Z.

etc.

While prayer might be efficacious,
Any suggestions or ideas that endeavor to explain the cause of the I believe that Almighty God has given
us an intellect whereby we might
great absence of rainfall throughout a
study understandingly natural causes,
large portion of our territory, will
meet with a critical eye thousands of and with the aid of His powerful and
divine wisdom, work out the remeeager sufferers throughout our drouthdies. Let every one bend his intellect
ridden districts and in proportion

—Ed.]

W.

Prof. Hill states, this can be done by
artificial lakes, and will prove a source
of both pleasure and profit, aside from
gratifying nature's laws for irrigation,

HUTCHINSON.

:

;

;

;

:

:

and energies in this direction, and
under the supervision of the AllSeeing Eye above, the remedy will

come.
Like Mr. Peufield, on page 534,
" We know how indispensable the
factor (of rain) is to the farming and
bee-keeping industries." In the place
of barren or burnt up fields, we would
have them heavily laden with the
products of the soil. In the place of
empty hives, we would have them
filled with honey, and a joyful, happy
populace.
Spring,*o 111.
Haldimand Advocate.
HaliliniaiKl,

Ontario^ CoiiTention,

The Haldimand Bee-Keepers' Assomet at South Cayuga, Ontario,

ciation

on Saturday, Aug. 27, Mr. Kindree,
President, in the chair. The minutes
of the last meeting were read and
adopted.

WHEN

TO PREPAKE BEES FOR WINTER
The President said that he commenced preparing his bees for winter
September he
crowded the bees on as few frames as
in the early part of

;

they could cover, put sticks over the
frames so that the bees could get to
their stores, and put a chaff cushion
on top. He contracted the entrance
to the hive so as to prevent too much
draft, and put a division-board in the
front part of the hive.

Mr. Armstrong examines his bees
have a good queen,
and that there are plenty of young
bees.
He would advise those who
had extracted too closely, to feed
to see that they

their bees at once, so as to start the

THE AMERICAJS
queens laying, and see that each hive
s.upplied with at least 30 lbs. of
stores.
He wintered his bees in single-walled-hives in a clamp, well
packed with sawdust or chaff on all
he preferred
sides and on the top
sawdust, as there was no danger of
mice disturbing the bees. In answer
to a question, lie said he could tell
whether a queen was a good one or
not, by the strength of the colony.
Mr. Isaac Overholt kept his bees in
a clamp in winter and summer and
had been very successful, but this
summer one of his clamps was too
hot, as the combs had all melted
and the bees died. He supposed the
loss was caused by want of ventila-

was

;

BEJfl

JOURNAL.

wire nail), one at a point, say two
inches from each end of the vice and
a scant 3^-inch from the face of the
vice, are driven fast into one of the
"jaws" of the vice,and enter loosely into holes made in the opposite " jaw."
These dowel-pins hold the vice in position, and guage the width of the
stems of the T's.
Now for the modus operandi : I get
the tinner to cut the tins 1^ inches
wide, and as long as my cases are
wide, and fold them evenly. This
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the question of separators, and no
separators, in the same apiary, and
with the same style of seetion-case,
and with the same strain of bees.
But the season was so unpropitious
for surplus honey, that I must wait
for a better season before I pass

judgment.
Christiansburg, 5 Ky.
For tbe Amertcan Bee JonmaJi

Bees and Bee-Keening in Texas.
gives me strips of tin folded '^ of an
inch wide, and just as long as I want
JNO. A. EMISON.
my tin T's. The tinner's folding machine can put the strips of tin in this
I wish to tender my condolence to
shape cheaper than by any other
the drouth-stricken localities of the
is
of
no
method,
but
and
here it stops,
tion.
United vStates. I passed through the
In answer to Mr. Coverdale, Mr. further service in completing the same affliction (only more so) last
work.
Armstrong said that if he had a good
I saw colony after colony
They are now ready for the vice. season.
cellar he would winter some of his
leave their hives for want of food, and
work-bench
The
vice
the
is
laid
on
bees in it, but his cellar was not fit.
take to the woods to die. It grieved
the screw is
The cellar required to be well venti- before the operator, and
" jaws " open me beyond measure, but what was I
turned
so
that
the
lated.
to doV To purchase sugar to feed 120
Eighteen members present reported slightly, when the folded edge of the colonies, was, in a financial point of
between
down
strip
of
tin
is
shoved
and
445
col244 colonies spring count,
view, an unsafe investment. So I took
onies at the present time, with 9,745 the jaws of the vice till they rest on 30 of my best colonies, fed them up,
the dowel pins, which guages the
lbs. of honey produced.
and let 90 die.
width of the stem of the T. The
Then in the great autumnal storm
An informal discussion then took open
edges of the folded strip of tin
that devastated our locality, I lost 5
lace on various subjects, and a numE
will now project J^-inch above the
er of questions were asked and
out of the 30. So 1 began the winter
of the vice. With a blunt chisel
answered by the members.
The face
with 25 colonies. Oh, the toil and
over,
the edges are separated and bent
vexation of spirit that I had in trying
meeting was a very enjoyable one, and
down
hammered
and then they are
nine new members were added to the
to keep the beautiful vacated comb.
The
flat on the face of the vice.
roll.
I referred to my copies of the Amerscrew is now slackened and the perand read what
It was moved by Mr. Armstrong
and seconded by Mr. Rae, that the

fect tin

T is lifted out.

A year
next meeting of the Association be
held at Cayuga on the 3d Friday in our best
cheapest
January, at p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Best kindly en- ing him
1

tertained a

number of the bee-keepers

from a distance, and made their
a pleasant one.
E. C. Campbell,

visit

Sec.
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Making
G.

tlie

Tin T-SnpBorts.

W. DESIAKEE.

A

long and labored article which
appeared in one of the bee-papers recently, trying to explain with a number of illustrations, how to make the
tin T's, which are used to support
sections in section-cases, by means of
the tinner's "folding machine," reminded me of the old adage that
" necessity is the mother of invention," and that I might help some of
the fraternity by describing a simple
and accurate method of making the
tin T's, and by the use of a most simEle arrangement which may be made
y any ordinary mechanic.
The device is simply a wooden vice
made of two blocks of hard wood.
The blocks of wood, as I make the device, are 2}^ inches square, and are a
little longer
than the tin T's are
wanted.
They are dressed square
and true so as to " bite " from end to
end. An iron bolt through the center
of the blocks with a " nut " and hand
lever, Is the cheapest way to tighten
the vice, though I have a wooden
screw in my device which is more
costly, and works belter. Two dowelpins made of iron (cut from a large

or so ago I consulted one of
tinners as to the best and
plan to make the T's, show-

ican Bee Journal,
this one said, and what that one

said,

no avail the pesky, loathsome wax-worm mastered me. Then
I extracted the wax, and what a time
a sample which had been I had.
This brings me to the acwas
described
above.
He
made as
knowedgement of my thanks to Mr.
exceedingly pleased with the work- Demaiee, for the gift to the public, of
manship the sample displayed, and his solar wax extractor. I now almost
with the simple plan employed to sigh for comb, to see the beautiful
make them. He thought it would wax come trickling down, while I sit
require costly machinery to do the in
shade reading the Bee
the
work as well, and with rapidity. The Journal.
simple plan that I have described,
I have read with some interest and
though comparatively slow, answers a little amusement, what has been
all purposes in a large apiary, as the written about the new name for honey
tin T's can be made in the winter at out of the comb. I score one vote for
the cost of a little time only, and " extracted honey."
almost any body can make them.
I noticed in a recent number, that
In my opinion, nothing equals the someone asked if anyone had tried the
tin T's for supporisfor sections. I sweet clover here. I have it on my
believe that it was the the Editor place and it is a complete failure in
who, in his answer to one of the this locality, as a honey-bearing plant.
queries relating to the T supports, I keep it for its fresh, vigorous growth
suggested that they might bend under and sweet bloom. I have tried all the
recommended in the
the weight they have to sustain. As honey-plants
I make the tin T's, their stems are a Ambkican Bee Journal, and none
scant J^-inch wide, and being double, could stand our climate except the
and clamped between the rows of sweet clover. I wish to try the Chapsections, their strength is more than man honey-plant and the Melissa, if I
sulllcient to support the full sections. can get the seed.
My bees have with, or under, all
The secret of their strength is, they
stand on their edges and are clamped discouraging circumstances this seabetween the sections so that they can- son, produced some honey but no
While increase. I am now preparing to innot careen to either side.
removing some section-cases with 32 crease my apiary. My bees are now
well-filled sections to the case, the storing honey from the Brazil wood
past season, the end of one of the and tea-vine.
has yielded more
My bee-keeping
cases slipped out of my hand and fell
" than money. I follow
to the ground with great force, while " experience
I held on to the other side. I expected it more for the pleasure it gives than
to see the sections, heavily filled with for the profit. Hour after hour do I
honey, go through the case with a spend in my apiary, listening to the
smash, but the tin T's held them busy hum of my little pets. I hope
the season of 1888 may be brighter to
firmly in place.
At the beginning of last season I one and all.
Mission Valley,? Tex., Sept. 1, 1887.
made preparfitions to test practically
but

all to

;
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amount

at this time should not be less
than thirty pounds net, and forty
pounds will be better, if they are to
be wintered in a cellar, and it will reC. H. DIBBERN.
quire at least ten pounds more if they
are to be left on the summer stands.
It is now more than twenty years For weighing I use a sort of tripod
since I commenced keeping bees, both and scale beam, which works very
for pleasure and profit, and during all nicely, and I can weigh them very
that time I do not remember of a more rapidly. Of course all hives falling
unfavorable year for honey than the below the amount determined on for
present.
Last month we enjoyed the support must be fed up to the resome seasonable rains; but the moist- quired weight.
ure was soon gone, under the blazing
Great care must be used in doing
hot sun of July and August. What
this feeding, so as not to start the
little clover was left, has now nearly

Bee-Notes for Septemlier.

entirely disappeared, and the prospect bees to robbing. I use a common
fruit-can as an entrance feeder, and
for a fall crop is very small. I have
watched the bee-papers closely, and feed them only at night. The can
should have a cover to it, or cloth may
find that this condition is prevailing
generally over the Western States. be tied over it, to keep the bees from
Reports from the Southern States are getting into it. When feeding I place
not much better. East they seem to the front of the hive a little higher
have had more rain, and there are than the rear, so that the feed will
some reports of fair yields of honey. run into the hive. For feed I should
syrup made
California will have but little to ship use good honey or sugar
" C " grade.
this year, so that it is now certain of sugar not below
that the supply will be very small. mixture of honey and such syrup
Already the orders are coming in makes a very good feed for winter
thick and fast for some more of that stores. I usually feed about half a pint
nice honey, like we sent last year, but to a colony each evening, by placing
alas, our shelves are still empty, and the feeders, which have a small hole
punched near the bottom to allow the
likely to remain so.
svrup to leak out, at the eutrance.
THE " WILEY LIE."
They should be removed early the
Every little while some paper gets next morning to prevent robbing, as
sometimes the bees have not removed
off some new version of the " Wiley
it all, or enough has collected under
lie ;" that is, that nice comb honey is
now produced by machinery. If this the can to attract robbers.
could be done, now would be the goldMOTH TRAP HUMBUGS.
en opportunity for these mythical
looking
through a late number of
In
factories to run night and day and
supply the demand, while the bee- the American Inventor, I notice some
one has invented an attachment for

A

keepers themselves might buy quantities of sugar or glucose and feed it to
the bees, and cause them to make it
into nice comb hooey. If this could
be done, now if ever, would be the
time that the dishonest bee-keeper
would be reaping a golden harvest.

What are

the facts? Although there
an urgent demand, at a high price,
for a nice article, there is no supply to
meet it. Surely this ought to stamp
the " Wiley lie " in all its variations
is

out of existence.

TAKE CAEB OF THE BEES.
Owing to the extremely poor season
many bees will be left to starve the
coming winter. Somehow bee keepers,
and

especially farmers,

seem

to

think

that

if the bees cannot gather honey
enough for their own support they
ought to be left to starve. They do
not seem to apply this rule to any

other kind of stock. Many colonies
could no doubt be saved by feeding
a very few pounds of honey or sugar
syrup. The would-be successful beekeeper will see that the bees are supplied with sufficient stores for winter,
and September is the time to do this.

now

enough to tell to a certainty just what the bees are able to
do for themselves, and any deficiency
It is

late

should be supplied.
During the early part of the month
each hive should be weighed, and the

bee-hives to prevent moths from entering the hive, or rather a separate
little chamber for the moth to lay
their eggs. Of course it is predicted
that " all bee-keepers " will soon realize the fact that they cannot live or
keep bees successfully without these
traps. What stuff as if the moth
was the diQiculty, or in fact any seriour evil at all, against which beeHow long
keepers are contending
will these would-be benefactors keep
throwing their money away on these
worthless patents ? if some of these
smart ones would patent some sure
way of having good honey seasons
every year, I think bee-keepers would
generally invest. But perhaps this
inventor is not as green as he seems
to be, and will yet do a good business
in selling those worthless traps to gullable farmers who do not take the
papers.
Another party has invented a hive
with a wire gauze bottom, through
which it is calculated the moth eggs
will fall into a convenient pan, which
can be removed and cleaned. Another
feature of this hive is that it is made
in two parts or chambers, divided
perpendicularly, and it is claimed that
the bees can be easily excluded from
either part to permit an examination
of the comb, etc. There is but a small
opening between the two sections,
over which a sort of button closes. I
do not see how a person can readily
exclude the bees from either part, or

—

!

honey, and the whole thing is awkward and impracticable.
The main idea of these inventors
seems to be directed against the
moth. Of course the practical apiarists
are not caught by such traps, but I
presume the inexperienced will continue to fall easy victims to these
moth-trap ''improvements."

SHADE FOR THE APIARY.
do not understand how some good
bee-keepers can advocate " no shade"
I

for the apiary.

I should think that

the present summer, with
heat,

its

fearful

would soon convince them that

not absolutely necessary, a little
shade is very nice for the keeper as
well as the bees. In setting out trees
for shading an apiary I should select
such as do not grow very tall, such as
cherry, plum, Siberian crab-apple and
If you
other fruit-bearing trees.
plant such as the elm, maple, ash, etc.,
they soon become too tall, as swarms
usually go to the highest branch and
cause needless trouble in getting them
down. It is also quite a job to trim
such trees back and keep them low
enough. Then, too, why not raise
some fruit, as well as honey, in the
apiary, and secure a nice shade at the
same time ?
if

BENEFITS OF A POOR SEASON.

The markets

will be supplied with
this year, and prices for a nice
article will be high. I notice in a late
number of the Bee Journal some
small sales being made at 20 and 25
cents per pound. If the present season will restore prices to a paying
basis, it will be something gained to
offset our very small crop.

honey

The white clover in this section is
about entirely burned out, and if we
do not get abundant rains the prospects for another year are not very
good. The clover plants will have to
come from the seed, that will produce
our next honey crop, and the outlook
is

not

now

favorable.

The

time,

however, is coming when beekeeping will again be on the boom.
Milan, to 111.
For the American Bee Jonmal.
Founilation in
C.

tlie

Sections, etc.

THEILMANN.

There are two mistakes in my article
on page S-'iS. In the last paragraph of
the first column, where it reads, " I
prefer the Dadant extra thin foundashould
tion, 3J^x8>^-inch sheets,"
read, " '6%i<.l8% inches." The piece
that I use for one section is just
about 3^x3 inches when fastened in

the section.
The other error is two lines below
the first error, where it reads thus
" I place another little table on a box
or top of a hive, etc.," which should
have read, " I place another little
table, or a box, etc." I use one of my
caps, or the top of a hive on top of the
kitchen table, to make it convenient
:

weight of hive, bees and empty comb,
deducted to determine the actual
for my height.
amount of honey in the hive, and the why it is necessary to do so. There is
Why I use so large a piece of foundaamount should be marked on it. The no suitable arrangement for securing tion in a section is, so that I can ot)-
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combs than otherwise. them, so that, by the middle of Octomore costly than small ber, they are ready to go into that
than repays quiescent state so conducive to the
it more
double in getting more and nicer best results. Working along this line,
comb honey; and for the " fishbone " I proceed as follows
part, the bee-keepers themselves are
I go to each hive, open it, and careto blame, by telling and writing about fully remove each comb, noting the
it. 1 have sold a good many thousands amount of bees, age of queen, square
of pounds of comb honey, and I never inches of brood, and pounds of honey.
heard anything of " fishbone" until The pounds of honey are found by
the other day, when I sold a crate to a weighing a few combs of varying
man (who heretofore was a subscriber fullness till the eye gets so trained
of the American Bee Jouunal); that every comb can be counted off as
he remarked something about '• tish- to weight" of honey with an accuracy
bony honey," when I asked him if he approaching perfection, while the

tain straighter
It is a little
starters, but

:

had not read about that in a bee" Well, you have got me
now," he replied. " I don't think
that I would have noticed any fishbone if I had not read about it."
This shows that some of our beekeepers are going to extremes, and

square inches of brood is gotten by
measuring a
few different-sized
patches, when it is easy to estimate it
afterward. The age of the queen is
found by looking at the last year's
if
record, if her wings are clipped
not clipped, I know she is of the prestell of it in the bee-papers, to the dis- ent year's rearing, as the wings of all
gust of themselves and the fraternity. my queens are clipped in fruit-bloom,
There can surely be no objections and the amount of bees is known by
made if even whole sheets of the observing their appearance on the
" extra thin " foundation is used in combs. When I go over the hives in
the sections, but it is unwise, and this way, I have some pieces of secwith no economy, to use any heavier tions so that, as soon as a hive is
foundation that 10 or 11 square feet to closed, I can write down all about the
the pound.
condition of the inside. The piece of
For the past 4 days my bees have section may read something like this
been very busy on fall flowers, but " Aug. 20, 1887 20 lbs. honey 4.50 sq.
mainly on wild buckwheat. This is inches brood. Bees, plenty, with good
the first time in seventeen years that Italian queen, reared in '85."
This piece is now laid on top of the
I will get any wild buckwheat honey
to speak of. If the weather is good honey-board or quilt to the hive, and
for another week. I will probably the cover put on, when two little flat
have about 2,000 lbs. of surplus from stones are put on the cap to tell me
it.
The wheat and barley stubble- that, inside that hive, they are short
fields are fairly covered with wild of honey, but have brood to spare.
buckwheat, on which the bees are For instance, if the stone is at the
right-hand corner, it says,
swarming all day.
front
One or two of my colonies have been " short ot honey" ;" if at the left back
brood to spare ;" if
swarming that is, I have had 1 or 2 corner, it says,
the right back corner, it says,
swarms nearly every day for the past at
" honey to spare ;" and if at the left
10 days, until yesterday. The hives
" short of bees
are boiling over with bees. Only one front corner, it says,
year heretofore, I had 2 swarms as and brood ;" while, if all is as I wish
late as Aug. 23, which gathered about it for winter, a stone is placed in the
center of the cover. In this way I
75 pounds of honey each, that fall.
Theilmanton,<x Minn., Sept. 2, 1887. make these little stones tell me, at a
glance over the apiary, just what each
hive contains, so that it is now but a
Gleanings.
few minutes' work to go over the yard
and equalize all so that each is in a
Preprint Bees for Winter.
condition for winter, when the
paper.

'

'

;
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UNITING NUCLEI—NEW PLAN.
Then I have also learned a new plan

of uniting nuclei or queen-rearing
colonies for winter, so that they can
be ready early, instead of being only
poorly fixed at best when left till
October, as they usually are. It is as
follows
The latter part of August, select
the strongest ones from the lot, or as
many as you desire to winter, and
then go to the other nuclei and
all but
a little brood away,
dividing the brood among those seIn doing this I
lected for winter.
take all the bees along (less the queen)
that adhere to their frames. These
frames of bees and brood are placed
right in the selected hives, and so far
I have not had a single bee or queen
killed. The bees hatching from this
brood are the ones which go through
the winter, and I like uniting in the
brood form much better than in the
bee form. The bees left in the now
small nuclei are used up, and mostly
die of old age by the time I am
through queen-rearing for the season.

take

Borodino.© N. Y.
FOP tne American Bee Joonud.

:

;

;

;

G. M.

DOOLITTLE.

That prince among bee-keepers

of

twenty years ago, Elisha Gallup, once
wrote that August and September
were the months in which to prepare
bees for winter and after the experience of last fall and winter (which
;

similar
little stones are taken off and slipped
under the bottom-board of the hive,
where they belong when not in use.
If any are still short of stores (25
lbs. is what I allow each colony) after
equalizing, I feed to make up the deficiency, generally using honey, as I
prefer it to sugar stores after repeated

winter was the worst season for bees trials.
ever known in this locality, they being
As I write this out. It looks like a
confined to their hives on the summer long, tedious job, and some will doubtstands for five months without flight), less say that, rather than go through
I am ready to agree with Mr. Gallup all this operation, they will simply
exactly.

A

year ago I commenced getting
the bees ready in August, finishing in
September, and I never had bees
winter as well during a severe winter
in all of my 18 years of experience.
As I am again getting ready for
next winter, I thought perhaps some
would like to know how I did it. By
beginning at this date to put all in
readiness as far as possible, I give the
bees a chance to get their stores for
winter placed just where they wish

Bone

kli

Aslies anil Tartaric

JESSE OREN, M. D.

N. W.

I will be thankful to Prof.

McLain, should he be pleased

to give

through the American
for mixing bone-flour
with the rve flour," as a stimulant in
brood-rearing. What is there in bone
ashes that should give it precedent
his reason,

Bee Journal,

over other substitutes? Who
author of the discovery, and

is

the

when

was it made? What induced the trial?
I cannot go and see Mr. McLain, and
interrogate him on the matter, and
hence request him to surmise the rest
of this possible article, and give answers accordingly.
Again, I am at a

loss to

know why

that tartaric acid is mixed with
honey when preparing feed for winter
use. Many ot our best bee-keepers do
it, and doubtless many of them have
reasons to give. I am at a loss to give
theoretical reasons for this practice.
Honey may sour, and might require an
alkaline to neutralize the acid, etc.
It will not be satisfactory to say that
bees live through the winter when
their feed is so adulterated, since that
argument would prove too much and
are so
could not be maintained.
apt to copy success, and cry out,
" after which, on account of which."
All the M. D.'s understand this well.
Men live after all sorts of treatment.

it is

We

the hives as heretofore, and
" guess " that all have enough to
carry them through. But to handle
three or four hives is to become an
expert and it the readers will only
try it, they will soon find that, after a
little, they can count off honey, brood
and bees, as fast as they can handle
frames, which, together with the sat-

So do bees.

isfaction of knoioing just what each
hive contains, will never allow them
"
to go back to the " lifting-guessing
plan again.

[Will Messrs. McLain and Heddon
kindly reply to the above article?—
Ed.]

lift

;

I feel like

calling on Mr.

Heddon

to

go to the bottom of the acid treatment,
and so put steps under my teet while
I am trying to climb the ladder. I

theory— the " r, )i.en
accept
theory " if no demonstrated fac.s exist for this sour-honey winter feed.
Laporte City,ot Iowa.
will

—
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Local Convention Directory.

board?

suppose

I

soft,

white pine. makers

When

1887.

Time and place of Meeting.

Sept. 15.— Hardin County, at Eldora, Iowa.
J.

W. Buchanan, Sec, Eldora, Iowa.

Sept. 20, 21.— Cedar Valley, at Waterloo, Iowa.
H. E. Hubbard, 8ec., La Porte City, Iowa.

Oct. 18.— Kentucky State, at Falmouth, Ky.
J. T. Connley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.

Nov. lB-18.— North American, at Chicago, Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
Dec. 7-9.— Michiean State, at East Sajrinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

a question has been under
discussion as long as the question of
naming honey out of the comb has,
and found no definite or satisfactory
solution, it would seem as if the old
name is best. The discussion about
Ivar S. Young's remark, in regard to
visiting some of the '' best apiarists
in America" reminds me of the

young man

in

" Where

Vermont?

is

Canada,

who asked me,
Is

it

in

N. Y.,

Mass., or where?"

fW

In order to have this table complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Kd.
taries are requested to

Honey-Separator, etc.— H.
Otto,PN. Y., writes

rael,

If it is desirable to

what

S.

Cot-

:

change the name

and

grocerymen,

robbing

other bees, etc.; and that it be made
an offense, punishable by proper and
heavy penalties, for any person to intentionally trap or destroy honey-bees
away from their hives or other lodging places, in any considerable numbers. The justice of this will be apparent to all intelligent bee-men, I
think. But it might be difficult to
make the majority of any legislature
understand it.
I think something
like the above is badly needed. When
in Wisconsin, I came very nearly having trouble with an ignoramus of a
bee-keeper, because my bees, well
wintered, robbed his every spring
that were dwindled down and almost
dead anyway. He thought that 1
ought to make it right with him.

called '• extracted honey,"
would it not be well to first find a new
name for the " honey extractor?"
Believing that the difficulty of finding
" Honey " vs. Extracted Honey.—
an acceptable name for liquid, extri- N. B. Powers,
Lansingburg,o N. Y.,
cated, exuded, emitted, centrifugal,
thrashed, thrown, loose honey would writes
Pleurisy-Root and Sweet Clover.— be somewhat lessened by so doing, I
I have noticed the articles in regard
Thos. Ellicott, rentonville,d Mich., would suggest " honey separator," and to the name of the sweet juice colthen we could call the honey sepa- lected by bees, called honey, and I
on Sept. 1, 1887, writes
rated from the comb, " honey," or have wondered why persons cannot
" honey out of the comb," or perhaps
be content with that simple name.
I send you a small bunch of the
separated honey.
It is not necessary to state how the
blossoms which I would like to have
liquid was taken from the comb. If
named. I do not know how I will
[It is neither desirable nor necessary
we offer a person, to buy or taste, of
succeed in making this plant grow, as
re-name
the
honey-extractor.—
to
Ed.]
the product of the bee, we should say,
it seems to have only one root which
" Will you buy or taste of the honey
goes so deep into the ground that I
in the comb?" Using the word " excannot get the whole of it. I have
Dry Season— Fall Flowers.- Geo. tracted " as connected with the word
found a few seed-pods which I will
start early in the hot-house. It has Poindexter, Kenney,© 111., on Sept. honey, is like saying, " I have eaten
the honey up, or have eaten it down,"
been a bad year for bees in this 3, 1887, writes
up and down being a superfluity—
locality ; mine have done the best of
Prom 240 colonies of bees I have it shows a lack of proper training in
any that I know of, and 1 will not get
obtained 300 lbs. of comb honey. The speaking or writing.
Probably in
over 1,000 pounds of surplus honey,
weather has continued so long speaking the work •' honey," we are
and 21 swarms. The honey brings 20 dry
here that white clover has entirely understood ninety times in a hundred
cents per pound.
I believe sweet
disappeared, except in some sheltered as meaning the article itself, and not
clover is the best honey-plant there is
places where Old Sol's rays failed to in connection with the comb. It is
for this locality. Bees have not failed
reach. On June 1, while fishing in a the honey we desire so much, and not
to work on it any time during the Qve
stream here, I noticed the ants with the wax. Extracted honey may be
years that I have had it under cultivatheir houses at the verge of the water
adulterated, therefore labels for the
tion. I hope to have more growing
I became alarmed, for I did not think pure article should say " pure honey,"
of

is

:

:

:

next year than I have ever had. I
those little bugs would take the extracted by John Smith, or any other
find 1 can get a splendid growth by
chances of having their young swept person.
setting plants in the fall or spring. I
down stream by a freshet, and now I
set the plants 2 feet apart, and put in
have realized the prediction of the
seed between them to grow for the
" Extracted Honey " Good Enough.
ants. Some fall flowers are opening
next year.
It never blossoms here
here, such
as goldenrod, Spanish- —Henry Fisher, Urmeyville,OInd.,
the first year.
needle and boneset. There is plenty on Aug. 25, 1887, says
[The flower mentioned in the first of buckwheat sowed, but not in bloom
Bees have done but little since July
yet.
part of the above letter is " pleurisy
Why
1, on account of dry weather.
root" (asckpias tuberosa). It is excelso much clamor about anew name for
Suggestions on Bee-Legislation.—
extracted honey? The word " extractlent for honey, the bees will leave
A. Durward, San Marcos,© Texas, ed" means exactly what it says, and I
every other plant for it.
It is a
writes as follows
am satisfied that we can find no better
perennial the top dies every year,
name for honey out of the comb, than
I have read Mr. Shearman's article " extracted honey." It is a name
but the root lives until it dies of old
" Now
on
page
.537, in which he says
good enough, and why not let well
age. It grows about 2 feet high, on
let us hear from others."
I endorse
any soil. The seed can be sown like clauses 1, 2 and 3 of his article, but I enough alone? After several years
of hard work to teach consumers what
cabbage-seed .— Ed.]
do not see that anyone could be justly extracted honey is, we would simply
prevented from keeping even black be making ourselves more trouble to
bees on his own premises, as it might change to some new name, which will
Board to Retain Heat, etc.— A. P. be claimed that they were the best only cause confusion, and bring a
breed. As regards clause 6, I do not fresh harvest of explanations, and we
Fletcher, Burlington, x)Vt., says
see why the bees should not be as- be none the gainer in the end. I move
On page 516, Dr. G. L. Tinker says: sessed as well as the queen. Finally,
" A thin board is the best thing to re- I would add a clause, to the effect that ice drop the subject, and let the
editor of the American Bee Jourtain the heat in out-door wintering." that bees be made an exception to the KAL select the new name, when he
How thick should the board be? Will usual laws respecting domestic finds one that is better than the old
}4^ H or a inch thick, be as good as animals, viz.: That their owner shall " extracted."
thicker? Should the board be raised not be held responsible for any dam[No The Convention in November
a little from the brood-chamberV age they may do away from his
What kind of lumber is best for that premises, such as troubling cider- will give their decision.—Ed.]
:

;

:

:

!
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Bee-Keeping in Florida.—Dr. J. S. colonies as I have, has no surplus.
McAllister, Tarpon Springs,? Fla., Mr. Chas. Cross, of Carson City, 4
miles from here, has 75 or SO colonies,
on Sept. 2, 1887, writes
and supposed he had at least 1,000
I have not been in Vohisia county lbs.; he has scraped it together and
yet, but I have been down the interior finds 12 crates of 28-lb. sections each,
of this State, a little below the 28 all he has. This is a fair sample of the
parallel, and I saw a few apiaries, way the results of the season run so
and all that I have seen as yet are not far as I can hear. I have 42 crates
very encouraging for any one to en- with 28 sections each, but not filled as
gage in bee-keeping here. But there full as they should be ; they will
are points in the state that I have not average less than 25 lbs. each, and
yet visited, where I understand that are in excellent condition. The colbees do well
but my advice would onies in the yard I think are in firstbe, to look the field over before going class condition, except those hived
to much expense in bee-culture in after July 1, 8 of which are in Heddon
Florida.
There were 75 colonies hives, and those I am feeding every
brought to this place some two years night. Aside from those I think there
ago, by an expert, that have never is plenty of honey in the yard to
half paid running expenses.
winter upon, by equalizing the supply.
:

;
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As

port.

5.

1887, says

are getting no honey, and
I send you two plants or weeds.
have not for 8 weeks. Prospects are The one with pink blossoms is here
poor for a fall crop. One of my called heart's-ease ; the other, that
neighbors has lost about 40 colonies, blossoms in June, is known here as
and has to feed his bees.
sweet clover.
The latter dried up
here in July. The former is now in
Bug-Juice —Jos. H. Wood, Loving- full blossom, and bees are working
on it lively. Please give me the names
ton,© 111., on Sept. 6, 1887, writes
to each.
I send you a sample of honey that
[The botanical name of the sweet
my bees are bringing in " honey
dew " I guess. Will it do for them to clover is melilotus alba, and the heart'swinter oiiV As this question interests ease is viola tricolor. Both are excelall the bee-keepers in this part of the lent for honey.— Ed.]
country, please answer in the Amer-

—

ican Bee Jouknal. If it will not
do to let them have it, in what way
would we get rid of it? All the bees
are short of stores.
[It is bug-juice, sometimes miscalled
" honey-dew."
If you can furnish
the bees with good honey or sugar
syrup, do so if not, they may as well
;

risk the bug-juice as to die of starva-

You can

tion.

from the

easily take it

away

bees, by the honey extractor.

-Ed.]

Some Results
Goodno,
Sept.

5, 1887,

Season.— O. R.
City,© Mich., on

of the

Carson

writes

:

have increased my apiary from 100
colonies in the spring, to 144 now,
with a full summer's work put in, and
I have secured all of 1,000 lbs. of
comb honey in 1-lb. sections. When
you consider that that amount is more
than I can learn of in all the surI

first

report of a

—not Mrs. Thomas'.

[We

cheerfully give the above cor-

and hope

this

will

explain

to the satisfaction of all.—

:

Our bees

:

my

Thomas' essay— applying the " two
years ago " to the reporter's account.
If you will look at the report you will
find the " two years " accurs in the
statement about Miss Creed's success

Getting no Honey.— R- J. Mathews,
Heart's-Ease and Sweet Clover.— matters
Riverton,K) Miss., on Sept. 1, 1887, r.L. Merrick, Waldron,o 111., on Sept. Ed.]
:

was

ment or figures, and was quite relieved
to find that Mrs. Thomas sustained
me, as you also did, earlier in the season, in copying a good part of the report with, I think, only one trifiing
correction. But allow me to correct
one phrase in your remarks on Mrs.

rection,

says

it

" bee " convention, and done in ordinary long hand (brief notes afterwards written out) I feared that 1 had
made some blunder either in state-

Good Crops-Sundry ftuestions.—
Cleary, Algona,(^ Iowa, on Aug.

Wm.

29, 1887, writes

:

In northwestern Iowa we have had
plenty of rain since June 15, and crops
of every kind were never better. May
and the first part of June were too

dry for clover, so that when the bassinto bloom, bees had no
stores, but they then filled up the
brood-chamber and some in the supers,
the best colonies filling one and starting the second, and they have been
storing some honey every week since.
Last week it was too cold and wet, so
Linwood Bee-Keepers' Convention. they did not store much. I notice
Mr. A. C. Sanford, the President, that when the wind is in the northeast, or east, they do not go out much.
of Ono,^ Wis, on Sept. 5, 1887, writes I keep one hive on scales and it gained
as follows
4 lbs. on Sunday and Monday, from
They have not "worked
The Linwood Bee-Keepers' Associa- buckwheat.
any on goldenrod for some cause, I
tion met on Sept. 1, 1887, at Spring
know not what. I have 35 colonies
Valley, Wis. Those present reported
and had a large swarm on Aug. 21,
4.54 colonies of bees, and a light crop
and another issued on Aug. 27, which
of honey, being but 6,400 lbs. of comb
went to the woods. I never saw bees
honey and 4,450 lbs. of extracted. breed up so strong so late.
have
Our Society is small, but it is grow- one colony that is filling theI third
ing. It is about 2 years old, and we
but many were so weak in the
have excellent meetings.
We have super,
spring that it has taken all summer
some real enthusiastic members, and for them to build up, and some were
have many more in this vicinity that queenless and I had to give them
should join us, and they will be the
brood three and four times before
sufferers this time, for if they had bethey got a queen to work. I do not
longed to the Society, and taken the
cause, only I suppose the
know
American Bee Journal they would young the
queens were lost on their
have been informed about the honey wedding trip. Please answer the folmarket, and would have kept their lowing questions
honey out of the early market, and
1. Will it pay to extract honey if it
could then have obtained 18 or 20 cts.
will bring from 12J^ to 15 cts. per lb.,
per lb., instead of from 10 to 15 cts.
from the body of hives, and feed sugar
at 7 cts. per lb.?
Kissing Bees.— W. H. Coleman, an
2. What
per cent of the honey
attache of the Coimtry Oentleman, writes gathered does California produce ?
as follows from Albany,
N. Y., on Some say California controls the

wood came

—

:

roundinff county, it is indeed a great
amount. I do not know of as much
comb honey within ten miles, as I
have secured. Mr. H. M. lioop, of
Carson City, has had 48 colonies this
1887
season, but has not a pound of sur- Sept. 2,
plus honey. Mr. G. M. Bosney, of
Editor American Bee Journal
"
this place, with 140 colonies, procured
I have followed the " bee-kissing
nearly as much honey as myself, but controversy with some interest, as I
fooled it away at 10 and 12 cents per reported the Albany Convention prolb.
W. A. Buck, of Crystal, has 50 ceedings for the Country Oentleman and
colonies, and has not a pound of sur- so far as I have seen, the paragraph
plus. Mr. Stevens, of Bushnell, has a relating to Mrs. Thomas did not apquantity of bees with no surplus. pear elsewhere, although you appear
Mr. Robert North, of Palo, 10 miles to have met it twisted into an extract
away, with about the same number of from a " AVoman'a Convention" re-

o

:

—

:

price.
3. Does sweet clover live from year
to year, or does it die after going to

seed

?

Does hemp produce any honey ?
it some days from
morning till night, and thicker than
4.

My

bees worked on

on any thing
clover.

from

I

unless it is sweet
they get lots of pollen

else,

know

it.

Do

bees gather any honey from
corn bloom ?
5.
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A

of much advantage
or can tdey build about
so much comb as well as not V I
noticed where I put in part old combs,
they do not build any new comb until
they get all the old comb full.
6. Is

to

comb

old

swarms

?

I

Yes.

[1.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

any longer.
and branch. In order
to have it continuous on the same
ground, the seed must be sown two
years running, for it does not bloom

Book Given A-way.—We

History op the United States— from

Probably one-tenth. The freight
charges under the Inter-State Commission will not allow California
honey to compete with Eastern honey
2.

3.

Valnable

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journ.\i, and
the New York IForid— both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of tbese books, bound in Leatherette Free Calf

Q.

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors,

It dies root

123 A,925 WEST MADISONST., CHICAGO

ILL.

At One Dollar a Year.

43a to 1887.— 320 pages.— Price, $2 00.
History of England- from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge.—410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
The book selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
;

until the second season.

ALFRED

They obtain pollen, and
little honey from hemp.
4.

also a

5.

Several apiarists claim that corn

H.

NEWMAN,

Business Manager.

name, post-offloe, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.

yields honey, but it is of a peculiar
flavor.
6.

Combs

are valuable to swarms,

especially in the

midst of a honey-

Convention Notices.
VF" The bee-beeperB of Connecticut will meet

Room 50 of the State House, in Hartford, Ct.,
24, 1887, at 1 1 a.m for the purpose of organizing a State bee-lieepers' society. All are inin

on Sept.
vited to

,

come and

To Correspondents. — It

' talk

bees."

Vtr The Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Society
meets

in Falmouth, Pendleton Co., Ky., on Oct. 18,
This is expected to be a very interesting
meeting, and a large attendance is expected.
1887-

J.

T.

CONNLEY,

See.

|y

The Hardin County Bee-Keepers' Association will hold a meeting on the Fair Grounds at
BIdora, Iowa, on the 3rd day of the Fair. Wednesday, Sept. 15, 1887, at I p.m. All bee-keepers are
requested to be present, and all interested are cordially invited.

J.

W. BOCHANAN,

CMAIVGE OF TIME

Sec.

The

officers of
the Cedar Valley Bee-Keepers' Association have

postponed the time of the next meeting, on account of its clashing with the State bee-beepers'
meeting. The meeting of the Cedar Valley BeeKeepers' Association will be held at Waterloo,
Iowa, on Sept. 20 and 21, 1887.
H. B. HUBBAHD, Stc, Laporte City, Iowa.

^^

The Union Bee Keepers' Association
of Western Iowa will hold their annual picnic at the apiary of
Casey, Iowa, on Sept.

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
vritlng to this office. We have several letters
some inclosing money) that have no name;
nany others having no Post-OfiSce, County
>r State.
Also, if you live near one postiffloe and get your mail at another, be sure
o give the address we have on our list.
as

flow.— Ed.]

Thomas Chantry, near
1.5,

H. D. lENOCKER,

Union Convention

1887.

Stc.,

All invited.

Dexter, Iowa.

at Chicago.— The

North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago, Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18, 1887. Arrangaments have been made with the Hotel, lor
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.75 per
day, each front room, $"i,00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the »tcond
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
rates will be very low.

As tliere
name of

the

is
*'

Anotker firm

by
our
American Bee
in Chicago

Newman & Son," we wish

correspondents would write
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
*'

We

TvlII Present Webster's Dictionary
pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
ilways useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

(Melilotus alba),

fumlsbes

Wlien Kenen'lng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bsa
Journal. It is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00
direct to this office. It wUi pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

Enameled Clotli for covering frames,
can now be obtained at price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.'25 10
if ordered by mail, send 15
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. pieces, $20.00
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to cents per yard extra for postage.
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
Preserve your Papers far reference.
and are in no way safe.
If you have no BINDER we will mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one frei
Red liabels for one-pound pails of If you will send us 3 new yearly subscripuoney, size 3x4!^ inches. — We nave now tions for the Bee Journal.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100

money Orders

;

;

;

:

;

W.

Siveet Clover,

the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested in Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 1,000
tor $.'(.00 ; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.
for $1.00

;

;

t^~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Journal

free upon application. Any ono
intending to get up a club can have sampla

will be sent

copies sent to the persons they desire to In-

terview, by sending the names to this offloe,
E. Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent, or we will send them all to the agent.
Park Row, New York, inserts advertiseWe have received another shipment of these 3ments
in all first-class Newspapers and
books, and have made such favorable terms, Magazines with more promptness and at
lower
prices
than can be obtained elsewhere.
that we will now club them with the Bee
Tfncca Bmskes are employed for reHe gives special attention to writing and
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for setting
up advertisements in the most at- moving bees from the combs. They are a
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return tractive manner, and guarantees entire soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
mall. The subscription to the Bee Jour- satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honor- bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
able and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
nal, can be for next year, this year, or may
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mall,
begin anew at any time.
add 1 cent each for postage.
free.
52A40t

Slmmins' Non-Swarmlng System.—

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OUR CLUBBUSt)

Honey and Beeswax Market.

LIST.

System and Snccess.

The following are our very latesi
quotations for honey and beeswax

We supply the American Bee Jonmal
one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted In the last column

CHICAGO.

of figures. The first column gives the regu.
lar price of both. All postage prepaid.

:

nONBT.— We

quote

tions, l«c.

No

small of

kinds.

all

:

White comb

caii for daris coml>.

BBB8WAX,-23o.
Sept.

sec-

l-lb.

BDRNBTT,

R. A.

South Water

161

7.

in

OfferlnRS are

Price of both. Club
St.

DETROIT.
HONEY.— New comb is very scarce, and quoted
at i7@iMc. per

Aug.

17.

HONEY.— Best white

I-lbs.
1U<S112C.

dark,

BBBaWAX.-25c.

KBNDEL,

A. C.

25.

sold to-day at 17c.:

White extracted,

2-

8c.

115 Ontario St.

BOSTON.

HONKT.— New

crop.

l-lb.

sections, 20®22o.; 2indicated.

Ib. sections, 18(gl20c. Short crop
:^5 cts. per lb.
AJ(

—

BKBSW

Aug.

Bl^ei a UiPLXT,

25.

Chatham

57

Street.

2 CO.. 1 75
1 25.. 1 20

1 .50..

135

5 35

4 50

.

.

and Cook's Manual
2 25.
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00..
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60..
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3 CO..
Roofs A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25..
Farmer's Account Book
4 00..
Westei-n World Guide
1 50
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50
175..
A Year Among the Bees
1 50
Convention Hand-Book
.

.

.

. .

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We

quote Extracted, white liquid,
amber colored and candied, 4Hcgi5c.—
extra white comb. 12@15c.; amber, 8^ lie.
:

Si^^'t.'j^c.;

White

to

Receipts light and prices firm.

of the prices

BBESWAX.-17'a21c.
Sept.

8CHACHT & LBMCKB,

3.

quote White comb, 12013C.; exHONEY.—
tra white comb, 14 to l5c.: dark, 7 to inc. White
extracted, 5!4"i55cc.: light amber, 4^(«5c.: amber
and candied. 4i^'a4Hc. Receipts light; poor crop.
:

BEBSWAX.-21(a23C.

July

O. B.

25.

SMITH &

CO., 423 Front St.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.- Choice l-Ibs., 17®18c.;

2-bs.,

150160.

White extracted

in kegs and barrels, "'^'asc, and
in tin cans, rtc; dark in kegs and barrels. 6<ftBM;c.,
in tin cans, 64@7u. Demand good supply limited.
;

BEESWAX.-

2.-,c.

A. V.

Augif6.

BISHOP,

142

W. Water

St.

NEW YORK.
HONEY.— We

quote : Fancy white in I-lb. secIhesamein 2-lbs., I3@14c.: fair to
tions, lf;<3JlSc
gooti l-lbs., 13@15c.. and 2-lbs., I0@12c. Extracted
white clover, in kegs and barrels, 7(3iSc.
;

BEBSWAX.-2l(*22c.

MCCAUL & UILDRETU

Aug.

28

24.

&

30

BROS.,

W. Broadway, near Duane

KANSAS

St.

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

:
Choice white 2.1b.
2-lbs., I2@13c.
choice white IIbs.. IMC. ; dark l-lbs., 13f«Bl4c. Calif, white 2-lb8.. 13
Extracted,
choice white, 8io inc.: dark,
to 15f.

sections. 15c.

;

named

dark

:

Calif, white. 8c.: amber,6cs<7c.

150
1 30

KANSAS

CITY.
HONEY.-Wequote: White l-lbs.,

16(8180. ; dark,
15(Sil6c.; white 2-lb8., 15®l7c.; dark, 14(3150.; California—white I. lbs., 15@17c.. 2-lbB.. l.^feiec: dark
l-lbs. I4(*15c., 2-lbs. I4c. Calif, white extracted,
7@7V^c.: dark, 0fS6i.i.c. No white clover in market.
-No. l,2lKa22c.: No. 2. lfi(Sjl8c.

BEESWAX.

Aug. 24.

CLEMONS.CLOON & CO..

cor 4th&Walnut

in the last

125
150

The

larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
onies, give

bave

CHOICE

a large quantity of

EXTRACrEn HONEY, in kegs

holding from 200

lbs.

to 225 lbs. each,
the cars at 10

we will deliver on board
per

lb.

which
cents

Orders solicited.

ftneens.— We can mail a Tested Italian
Queen (bred for the best results as well as
tor beauty) for t2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

We

Conventions.- Thetimeforholding

Bee-

Keepers' Conventions will soon be here, and
we cannot give any better advice than this
Let each one attend who can do so, and take
part in making these meetings interesting
and instructive. If you have not already
obtained the "Bee-Keepers' Convention
Hand-Book," do so at once to post yourself
up on how to conduct such meetings correctly.
It contains a simple Manual of
Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
the guidance of oliicers and members of
of Local Conventions— Model Constitution
and By-Laws for a Local Society— Programme for a Convention, with Subjects for

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

:

Discusson— List of Premiums for Fairs, etc.
Bound in cloth, and suitable for the pocket.
Price, 50 cents.
We will club this book and
the American Bee Journal for one year
for $1.30.

Will you Exblbit at the Fair? If so,
we will supply you all the copies of the Bke
Journal that you may desire to distribute
to the bee-keepers you may meet there. We
have colored posters to put up over
exhibits of honey, wax, supplies, etc. Send
for them early, so as to be sure to have
them on hand in time. They will cost you
also

nothing, but we should like to have you get
up a club for the Bee Journal, if you can
possibly do so.

for orime.

W^e bave a few Sets of the Bee Journal for the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers

;

(1 00
,

column.

ST. LODIS.
10® 12c. latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained,
in barrels, 4ta4^c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. packages. H-cent advance oh above.
Extracted, in i>bls.. 4!^®.''^c.; in cans, 5H to 60.—
Market very tlrro at above prices.

HONEY.- Choice comb,

"
"

take advantage

Prices firm.

BEESWAX -20 to 22c.
HAMBLIN & BBARSS, 514 Walnut St.
ep. 7.

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (430 pages)

We

new

5(^6c

:

For 50 colonies

WHITE

50
2 00
2 10
2 00
1 30
1 40
1

who

Intend to be systematio In
get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows

175

122-124 Davis St.

SAN FRANCISCO.

We

in order to

All

work in the apiary, should

2 00

One yearly subscription for the American
Beb Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book,

0f~

their

100..

150.. 140
2 00.. 175
2 00.. 1 75

Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Lipht
The 7 above-named papers

Bell Branch. Mich.

CLEVELAND.

Auk.

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

The Apiculturist

M. H. HUNT,

Ibs., I4@l.'jc.;

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

lb.

BKBSWAJt.-a3c.
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Colored Posters for putting up over
noney exhibits at Pairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
DQore free of cost to any one who will use
fhem, and try to get up acluh.

^dtJcrtisemjents.
Beautiful Italian ({ueens.

WOOD wishes inform his
JF,
Iriemis anU patrons, that he
now
to

former

tilling or-

is

.

ders promptly lorthuseGuLBEN Italian QUEENS
that have ^iven satisfactimi to every customer for
the past two seaaons-at the low price or tH.iKi per
doz.; single Queen, 75 cts. luaeno lamp-nursery.
t3ff~ Do not fall to send for descriptive Circular;
if you have not my IHKWCircular. send for that too.

JAMES

29Dtf

F.

WOOD,

North Prescott, Mass.

PRICES REDUCED
Warranted Queen
ONE
Six
"
Queens

Two dozen

"

Select Tested

^^

f

75

4.00
15.00
1.50

"

Queen

Ordeis lllled by return mail.
Address,
J. T. WILSON,
SlDtf
NICHOLASVILLE,

kt.

1

BEESWAX.— 21C.

A ug. 2.

D. G.

TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.— We quote

for extracted. 3®7e. per lb
been sold out perhaps better than
ever before at this time, only remnants of dark
honey being left. Choice white would readily
bring 15c. in a jobbing way.
BKESWAX.-Kair demand,— 20@22c. per lb. foi

Comb honey has

good
Aug.

Drone and Queen Trap,

first of last January.
New subscribers desiring these back uuiubem, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
be sent.

from the

to chiiice yellow.
19.

C.F.MtJTH 4 SON.Freeman

NEW

&

Central Av.

YORK.

HONEY.— We quote

:
Fancy white l-lb. sections,
I7(<j;lyc.: fancy l-lbs.. glassed or unl7@IKc.; fancy 2.pounUs.. glassed, I4®l6c.

paper boxes,
gla-sed

Lower grades

1(5.20. per lb. lessBuckwheat i-Ibs.,
paper boxes. 1® 120.; same glassed or unglassed,
ln®nc.: -Mbs glassed. 9®l(ic. Extracted, white,
7(&8c. dark, 5@6c. Demand large.
1

;

Aug.

Alley's

30.

F.G.STROUMEYER&CO., 122Water8t.

Should any Subscriber

receive this

Price, by Express. 50 cts.; by mall, 65 cts.; 12 In
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay tor it, please send us a postal the flat, and one nailed (13 in all), *3.50 50, In the
flat,
$12.()0. Address,
card asking to have It stopped. Be sure to
THOS. G. NE\rMAN & SON,
write your name and address plainly. Look
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, TT.T..
AT tour wrapper LABEL.
;
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NEW

The

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS

Heddon Hive.

UNTIL

further notice. I will send by return
mail, safe arrival tiuaranteed, Good i^UEENd
from my best strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gathering qualities, viz:

We have made arrang-ements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the flat.

6
12

is in two sections: also the
surplus arrangement, which may be interchanged
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of ea:h sectional case has one-half
of a rOKular bee-space, so that the surplus cases
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers, or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchanueable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
SAMPLE niVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-mch brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing 2H onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can b3 interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is nailed and

The brood-chamber

&

G.

NEWMAN & SON,
CHICAGO,

923

& 925 W. Madison

CHICAGO,

St.,

Roaersville,

ILL.

1876.

^P~ If you wish to obtain tlie
Higliest Price for Honey this
Season, nrrlte to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

very latest in respect to bee-keeplnR. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scleatltic work treating of
beesln the World. Price, by mall,*l.a5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.

COOK., Author and

Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

Patent Flat-Bottom

Co., Mich.,

little

book of 45

"The Production

of

thorough
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
points are, however, touched upon.
For
instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the honey harvest in the best

More than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine Illuswere added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

«f .

with honey. the

Its distinctive feature is the
manner in which It treats of the

trations

A.

Genesee
a neat

entitled,

5.000 Sold Since May, 1SS3.

lAly

publshed
HASpages,

Comb Honey."

THE APIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

filled

HUTCHINSON,

W.

ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MAXTTAr. OF

""^HH When

FOUNDATION

XHOS. G. NEWOTAN & SON.,
Or,

i
1

package. They can be used
for hoiisehold purposes by
consumers, after the honey
Is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-filled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

"W.

furnish VAN DEUSENS' To hold 1 pound of honey, per dozen,
Sl.AO
"
"
2 pounds
8.00
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
"
"
"
"
3
fl.SO
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16i4x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
THOIflAS G. NEWTTIAN & SON,
J^~ The above is a special offer, and is a 923 & 925 West
Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Barsainto all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
Z.

immediate use. Price,

925 West Madison-St.,

iTili

GARY,

attractive appearance of
these palls cannot be equaled by any other style of

"WM.

WE CAN now

complete.

THOMAS
923

foi

Palls are made
best quality of

clear flint Rlass, with a ball
;ind a metal top and cover.

In 25-Pound Boxes.

;

$4.00,

\^^^;^^^ npHES£
X of the

$0.80
4.50
8.00

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass-

Extra Thin

;

PAINTED, and ready

...

Address,
29Atf

A

;

Oueen
Queens
Queens

1

:

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.

F. e.

STROHnEYER

CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.
&:

Gomb Foundation

possible shape.

^T"

Price of the Book, 25 cts.
S. or Canadian.

Stamps

taken— either U.

FINE ITAliIAN QUEENS, reared from
the best, selected, tested imported mother,
7.5 cents each, by return uiall.
33Atf

Dadant'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale
and

-^^^.. High Side Walls, 4 to li square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
^g^0Sl Retail. Circulars and Samples free

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

Ki'g-S-Sf®!

tS^'lM

J.

VAN DEIISEN & SONS,
(SOLE MANUFAOTCRERS),
Mont. Co., N. T.

SPHOUT BROOK,

lAtf

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

<fe

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

new size of our TaperlnR
THIS
Honey Pails isof uniform deslprn

$5 00

1000

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

26Atf

H.

HOW TO

RAISE GOMB HONEY,

THOS.

5 cents,
PRICE
my free Bee and

^ou need this pamphlet, and
31 Atf
Supply Circular.
OjLIVER foster, Mt. Vernon. l,iun Co., Iowa.

923

^^

w

E

925

O.

NEWlflAN

West Madison

&

114 pages, cloth bound.

DR.

ILL.

are
market. Made in 1
With
Fronts or
wittiQut. In the Flat o/- set wp. Printed or p/a;n. Any way
to suit
We are bound to please. We have put in special Machinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Orders promptly. Circulars Kree. Samples 5c.
14oz. Glass Jars
pergross, including Corks
and labels. 7 7-2 & 2 om^s in a Case.Sendfor Cafalogue.

AND B£E-KEEFEB'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10«. JOd ner
ISannum.
It contains the best practicb
information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

Tape Handles orwitiiout.

A. O.

Box 4^8.

ley, Herts,

th'3

Mica

retail. 30 cts.

Dadant'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

in

another column.

I

I

2122 North Front St„ Philadelphia, P».

3IA13t

k Year among the Bees,
BEING

A

Talk about some of the Implements, Plan$
and Practices of a lire-keeper of '2-, years*
Experience, who has for S years m^de the
Production of Honey hi3 Exchisiv6

Buiimss.

CRAWrORI),

by using our brilliant Chromo Card; k colors, full
of instruction and amusement. I have a valuable
strain Italian Queens.— J. H.Martin, Hartford,N.Y.
6Wi:3t[n)40t

^

Mail samples, 25 cts. Honey and
Commission, by— ARTHUR

Beeswax wanted on

South Weymouth, Mass.

for the Fair !-Bxhiblt and extend
HURRAH
your reputation and develop the home market

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

England.

HONEY -CANDIES sell well at
TODD'S average
wholesale price 16c
lb.;

2lDlUt

^"ThOB. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

It is edited by
etc..

F.G.S., F.R.M.S.

and published by John Huckle, King's Lh-k-

$5.25

28, 1881.

you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest, write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.
will furnish

irnLLER,
MARENGO, ILLS.

Scctioii

thehest and lowest -priceH in

piece.With

the Bees;"
Address,

C. C.
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Fairs—

SON,

CHICAGO,

Street.

FOLDING BOXES.
Honey

Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

<t

Out Co-Ttons for endowing

One-Piece Sections,
Co.,

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

lb uSntS Year among

oGlld

TODD.

MANUP^VCTURED BY

Forncrook &

A.

PAIL.

with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle.— making it very convenient
to carrv. It is wel i-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for '2n cents or less. Many
^____
consumers will buy It In order to give the children
a handsome toy pail. PKIC£* 75 cents per
dozen, or !S5.0«>-per lOO.

t3F~ Safe arrival guaranteed.

J.
J.

H.

BEES,

20Atf

SON,

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX

"Boss"

IT

is located in a Southern Winter Resort.
An accident to the Proprietor makes it
pecessary to obtain rest.
For further particulars, address the proprietor,

ELEVEN

etc.

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman <t Central Ave..
P.8.— Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

Warranted Italian Queens
Fourteen Warranted Italian Qaeens

See advertisement in another column.

Essays by eleven prominent beekeepers, sent by mail for 10 cents.
Address,
HENRY ALLEY,
llAtf
Weniiam. Mass.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,
For Circularp. apply to
CSAS. F. M17T*H

retail.

HOW TO WINTER

Muth's Honey Extractor,
SQUARE GLASS HOISEY-JARS,

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

33A26t

T5 cents, by mall. This I3 a new work
about 114 paRes, well-printed ana nicely bound
cloth. Address,

Price.
5f
In

923

XHOS. G. NEAVI? AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
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Anions tlie many Uses
may mention the following

for

honey we

:

used in the manufacture of Confectionery, Cakes and Pastry, Soda-water, Mead
It is

and Metheglln, .Jellies and Jams, HoneyWines and Liquors, Liquorice, Honey EggFoam, and Honoy- Vinegar, Medicinal preparations, Syrups, Ointments and Salves,
Pop-corn Balls and Harvest Drinks.
it is also used in canning and preserving
fruit in its natural state, curing hams and
meat of various kinds.
In making printers'-roUers it forms a

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

principal ingredient, also in the manufacture of beer, ale and tobacco, it holds a

Editor.

prominent place.
In making

comb foundation

it is

used con-

siderably.

In compounding medicines of all kinds, it
has for ages held an important place while
as an article of food it has been esteemed as
;

one of the principal

delicacies for

many

cen-
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Crops in General.— In Vick'a Magazine
for September we find this statement of the
result of the late drouth :
The heat and the dry weather the past
affected unfavorably most of
the cultivated crops of this country. It has
been a remarkable season on account of the
high temperature which has prevailed, with
but few Intermissions, during the three
months that have Just passed. Over a large
region of territory, from the central part of
New York State westward to the Rocky
Mountains, there has been for the same
period a deficiency of rain, this deficiency
being greatest in the States lying on the
Mississippi River and westward, Illinois,
Wtsconstn. Minnesota, Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas, and the region beyond
have suffered most severely, but Michigan,
Ind ana, Ohioand the western half of this
State have had their crops badly shortened
by the same causes. An additional source
of loss has resulted from the depredations
of insects, favored by heat and dryness,
which have bred with great rapidity.
short harvest of wheat, hay, grain and
potatoes will be general, except in the Bastern and some of the other Atlantic States,

summer have

A

turies.

MIIIIL

Sept

21, 1881.

No. 38.

It will be well for all honey-producers to
see if they cannot And out new avenues for
the use of honey. In this way we can prevent a decline in prices when the future

Unite a Queenlets Colony with one honey crops
having a good queen.

Or

if

a queen

is

get-

ting old or otherwise useless, replace her
now. It you have no extra queen, it will
pay to procure one to supersede the failing
queen, for she may die during the winter
and the colony perish in the spring for want

will

be large.

This

is

worth

thinking about.

—do

you want
advancing prices for honey

not ship a pound for 5 or 6 weeks to

come. Just read the following from Boston
honey merchants
:

Honey being

Seasonable Hints.— J. M.

B., in the

In-

diana Farmer, gives the following as hints
to bee-keepers who are apt to become forgetful of the wants of the bees. He says
:

of a queen.

Hold Back tbe Honey.— If
to maintain the

we thought 20 and
22 cts. per pound low enough to sell to the
jobbing and retail trade, and we have sold
none for less than 20 cts., except one lot of
odd

size

so short,

comb.

We wish

to second what you say editorially
producers, in tbe American Bee
JotTRNAL, to hold honey back for a month
or two and in that way good prices can be
maintained right through the season. We
are receiving a good many letters from all
over the country, asking if we can sell their
honey at prices quoted in the American
Bee Journal, and we write them that at
present we cannot advise shipment here, for
if we should have it all come here, we could
not sell for over 15 cts. per pound.

to the

Bee-keepers should begin now, if they
have neglected to do so, to prepare their
exchange says bees for winter. This is the season to guard
against robbers. The entrances to all colothat honey was a domestic manufacture of
nies, the strong as well as the weak, should
great Importance before the introduction of be contracted to better enable them to procane sugar, and in those countries where tect their stores. Strong colonies having
stores are In almost as much
cane sugar is scarce, the preparation of unsealed
danger of being attacked by robbers as
honey is very extensively carried on. It Is those weak in numbers. Avoid opening the
not uncommon for a peasant of the Ukrlne hives as much as possible except at evening after the bees are done flying.
to possess 500 or more hives, and for a
Tlie Display at the St. Joseph, Mo., ExAs the past season has been poor for
parish priest in Spain to have .5,000 hives in honey, there will have to be considerable position, in the Apiarian Department, was
uniting and feeding done this fall, which one of the finest we ever saw, and speaks
his apiary.
will require the greatest care to prevent
robbing. It is not necessary to open each well for the energy and perseverance of the
colony to know if they have honey enough Managers of the Fair,who were ably assisted
Concernins the Observation Hives, to winter them. My plan is to lift each hive, by Mr. J. G. Graham, the Superintendent of
marking those that need feeding. Should
Huber remarks as follows
you have more light, weak colonies than the Apiarian Department.
The principal exhibitors were Messrs. E.
Some persons may imagine, perhaps, that you care to feed and risk in wintering,
glass hives of four sides, are sufliclently select those that have their hives full of T. Abbott, W. Z. Hutchinson, Elvin S. Armadapted for exposing the construction of combs, are strongest, and have young pro- strong, F. G. Hopkins, Sr., Wm. Kimball, J.
combs but their architecture is always lific queens, and commence feeding at once.
Those that are to be united should if G. Grahaii), and F. G. Hopkins, Jr., and inconcealed from our view by clusters of
bees, amidst which, and in darkness, the possible be moved gradually up to those cluded the finest exhibit of extracted and
that are to receive them, and after their
work goes on.
brood has all haiched, be united. Select comb honey we have seen for several years.
Huber never saw our new uni-comb glass some cool evening when no bees are flying
In the line of edibles, two good exhibits
hives tor two reasons— first, because he was to do your work, by shaking and brushing were made by Mrs. George Doles and Miss
the bees down at the entrance, letting them
blind, and next because they did not then run in.
Dora Abbott. These included cakes of
exist. These come nearer to it than did any
If you have any choice of queens, kill the many varieties, jams, jellies, cookies, snaps,
;

Ancient Honey.— An

:

:

in his day.

poorer ones of course, otherwise, the bees fruit of various kinds preserved in honey,
take care of that part of the work by
killing one of them. Continue to run them etc. The premiums amounted to $267.00.
have no fears of
in until the hive is full
Of course we had a very pleasant time
getting them too strong. You will find these
apiarists attending the Intersame colonies to be weak enough next with the many
spring. Feed them until judging by their State Exposition. They are generally enterweight, they seem to say as the old German prising and progressive.
did, when asked to give a receipt for money
To Messrs. F. G. Hopkins (father and son)
paid him, " Yah— I ish full. I wants no more."
The empty hives and combs should be put we are indebted tor pleasant drives all over
away under shelter lor next season's use.
the city, and among the adjacent hills,
which are filled with residences— many of
them very fine and luxurious.
The Honey Consumer is the name of
a neat 45. page pamphlet on our desk, by
Tbe Madison County Fair will be held
Max Pauly, of Zurich, Switzerland. It contains many excellent recipes for using at Madison, Nebr., on Sept. 22, 23 and 24,
honey in cooking, for preserving fruit, and 1887. Cash premiums for exhibits of bees
and honey are offered A premium list may
in making honey vinegar, mead, wine, etc.
Its be had by addressing the secretary, A. J.
also the uses of honey as a tnedicine.
Thatch, Madison, Nebr.
price is 70 cents per copy.

•will

;

"Tlie Praclleal Bee-Keeper: Acompendium of Rational Bee-Keeping with
movable and immovable Honey-Combs," is
title of a German bee-book which we
have received from its author, C. J. H.
Gravenhorst, of Glowen, Prussia, editor of
the Deutsche illustrierte Bienenzeilung. The
book contains nearly 300 pages, is beautifully printed on excellent paper, and has
over 100 illustrations, among them being
the faces of many eminent Gorman apiarAs it so thoroughly aud practically
ists.
covers the whole ground of bee-keeping, it
no doubt will receive a hearty welcome by

the

all
is

4

who read

the

marks (one

German language.

dollar) per copy.

Its cost
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CS>XJE PLIES
ll'ltb

Replies thereto.

ask for answers to
Queries In this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]
[It l8 quite ueeleBB to

;

Secnring Gilt-Eigei Honey.

Query 472.— ran we secure giltedged
honey in sections at the side, or on top. of old
brood-combs ?— Wm. M., Iowa.

Yes.— C.

C.

Tinker.
They might be

L.

no bees were kept

if

in the hives, but it

makes but

little

difference what the joint is when the
hives are occupied by bees, as they

Miller.

You can with
Brown.

I think not. No rain ever gets into
hives having square joints.— G.

my

H. soon " plug " all cracks.— W. Z.
Hutchinson.
Yes, with a good honey-flow.— G.
They would be of no advantage in
M. Doolittlb.
my apiary to keep out rain, and a
I have taken from the top of old very great disadvantage when manipbrood-combs very fine comb honey.— ulating the hive. I prefer the square
H. D. Cutting.
joint all the time, and for all purAs a rule, we cannot at least in poses.— G. W. Demaree.
my own experience. My bees insist
In my judgment there are no adcare.— J.

P.

;

f orker-Bee

in a Oneen-Cell.

Qnerj'471 I found what appeared to
be an inferior worker-bee dead in a queen-cell.
noticed anything like it before?—
Mrs. 8. B, K.
Has any one

Yes.— W.

Z.

Hutchinson.

on capping sections the color of the vantages to balance the disadvantheir sides.- J. E. Pond.
tages. I have never had any trouble
keeping out rain with square joints.
It is diflScult to get sections entirely
C. C. Miller.
Old
filled and sealed at the side.
I so consider them ; others do not
brood-combs are fit only for exI think, however, they are so contracted honey.— Dadant & Son.
sidered
the majority, judging
We can by " tiering up," as the from thebyopinions
expressed in the
finished sections are then so far from discussions had upon the subject. If
the brood-combs that the newly- the old style Langstroth hive is used,
finished combs remain unsoiled.— they are not needed, and are only
W. Z. Hutchinson.
necessary where the covers or upper
Yes, if you will use the slat, break- stories fit flush.— J. E. Pond.
joint honey-board which I have sevNo square or rabbeted joints are
eral times described, and which I in- preferable.— The Editor.
vented 8 or 10 years ago.— James

combs by

—

do not think of such' a case at
present.— H. D. Cutting.
Yes. Take no notice of it, but go
on about the practical work of the
apiary.- James Heddon.
I have. Such bees are often found
in inferior cells started with larvae
over three days old and sometimes a Heddon.
bee wiU enter a queen-cell after the
Yes. though sometimes the sections
queen crawls out, and the cap falls immediately following the old comb
in.—
P.
J.
back and the bees close it
will be too dark. I have never noH. Brown.
ticed this trouble when they were
Yes, a worker sometimes gets into placed above.— A. J. Cook.
a queen-cell after the queen is hatchI doubt if the cleanest and nicest
ed and is sealed up. Or, a poor queen, comb honey can be had at the sides of
after being dead some time, might old combs; but I can secure the very
look like an inferior worker.— C. C. finest honey above such combs, by
MlLLEE.
putting a perforated excluder beYes, it is often the case that a tween the top of the brood-combs and
worker-bee crawls into a queen-cell at the bottom of the surplus case.— G.
about the time the queen leaves the W. Demaree.
cell, when the lid is pushed back and
Not if very near old combs, esthe worker sealed up a prisoner, pecially at the sides of the hive. In
death being the result.— G. M. Doo- fact, no comb honey, if left until it is
little.
sealed, can be obtained at the sides
I have often found dead worker- of new brood-combs without being
bees in queen-cells. They sometimes more or less soiled.
This is because
go in after royal food, stay too long, the field workers that bring in all the
This is dirt, congregate at night on the sides
and are then sealed up.
usually just after a young queen has and bottom of the hives.— G. L.
I

;

;

emerged.— G. L. Tinker.

Tinker.

Probably the bee found was in
I have
reality an immature queen.
never found a worker in a queen-cell,
found
a dead
while I have often
drone in one.— J. E. Pond.
Yes, I have often seen the like.
When a young queen cuts out of her
cell, she does not always cut the cap
entirely around, and the lid-shaped
cap may spring back and imprison
any worker-bee that may chance to
enter the cell to lick up the surplus
Stranger
jelly at the base of the cell.
still, I have known the bees to re-seal
the cell, thus entombing the unfortunate victim beyond remedy.— G.

Yes, if the honey-flow is abundant
but not otherwise.—The Editor.

W. Demaree.
a worker-bee was enan empty queen-cell, which
might have closed, and even been
Or, it might
sealed up by the bees.
have been a poor queen, which, when
dead, you may have mistaken for a
worker-bee.— The Editor.

Most

likely

ticed into

Gonvention Notices.
^F" The Eastern Indiana Bee-Keepers^ Assocismeet at Richmond, Ind-. on Oct. 5. 1887.
M. G. REYKOLDS, Sec.

tion will

of Connecticut will
fW The50 bee-keepers
the State House,

Room

meet

In Hartford, Ct.,
a.m., for the purpose of organizing a 8tate bee-keepers* society. All are in•*
vited to come and talk bees."
In

on Sept.

of

24, 1887, at

1

1

t^T The Pan-Handle Bee-Keeper»' Association
will

its next meeting in the K. of P. Hall, No.
St., Wheeling. W. Va., on ' ct. 26 and 27,
All bee-keepers are cordially invited.
W. L. KINSET, See.

hold

I1S8

Main

1887.

Kentucky State Bee- Keepers' Society
|y The
in Falmouth, Pendleton

meets

Co., Ky..

on Oct.

18,

This is expected to be a very interesting
meeting, and a large attendance is expected.
1887.

J. T.

CONNLET,

See.

t^r The hf th annual meeting and basket picnic
of the Progressive Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held on Thursday. Sept. 22, 1887. at " Mountain
Apiary," the residence of Mr. John R. Reed, near
Chester X Koads, Geauga Co.. Ohio. A cordial invitation is extended to all who are Interested in
bee-culture to be present. A full attendance of
the members of the Association is desired.
Miss De.ma Bennett,

See.

Union Convention at Chicago.—The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in Joint convention at the Commercial
Hives witli Beveled Joints.
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago, Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Query 473.— Are beveled joints in hives, Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18. 1887. Arrangato keep out the rain, of any advantage ?— H.
ments have been made with the Hotel, for
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.75 per
I use a square joint.— G. M. Doo- day, each front room. $2.00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the second
LITTLE.
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
>fo. I prefer no bevel or rabbet rates will be very low.
:

whatever.— A. J. Cook.
Not with any hive I use. 1 prefer
a rabbeted joint.— H. D. Cutting.

W.

Z.

HCTCHINSON,

Sec.

Wben Reneivlng your subscription
I consider them a disadvantage.
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
Rabbeted joints are preferable.— J. P. bees to .lOin with you In taking the Bsx
H. Brown.
JonBNAi.. It is now 80 cheap that no one
Any way to keep the rain out of the can afford to do without It. We will present
liives is good.— Dadant & Son.
a Binder for the Bek JointNAi. to any one
Not any whatever, with me, and in sending us three subscriptions-with $3.00—
some respects they are radically a direct to this office. It nrlll pay any one to
disadvantage.— James Heddon.
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
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of students, " Gentlemen,

^ovxtspondtnu.

if you lack
knowledge we can supply you but if
you haven't common-sense, it is of no
use your coming here." There is no
need of any human legislation in fa;

O

indicates that the apiarist is
This mark
located near tue center ot tbe state named
east;
5 north of the center; 9 south:
Owest; and this (< northeast x> northwest:
o» southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

;

vor of the " survival of the fittest."
The " higher law " everywhere in
force infallibly secures that, as a
matter of fact, what Mr. Foster de-

siderates, is actually realized. He
" The utilization of our honey
says
resources should be intrusted to those
who are best qualified to accomplish
ror tbe Aaiencan Bee JoumaL
So
it, without regard to priority."
they are, and so they will be, under
Moral Cliecks in Bee-KeeDinE the operation of natural forces and
:

Legal

aM

Mr. S. does not see how any one can
be legally prevented from keeping
bees or anything else on his own
premises, except on the grounds of being a nuisance or a hindrance to pubNor
lic improvement in some way.
do I. So the matter must be left to
the moral checks for which I have
contended, though as I have said,
they are like the air-brakes on a railway train, which do not always hold,
but, in the meantime, we have nothing better. If regard for the rights of
others, and self-interest will not suffice to prevent over-stocking, there is
no prevention for it.

independently of legislation. Sooner
I am of the opinion that Mr. L. C.
or later he who lacks qualification Root's article on page -535 contains
takes a back seat, and " those best one of the solutions of the difficulty
I find little to dissent from in Mr.
fitted " come to the front.
which will be adopted in the beeFoster's article on page 535. He sumMr. J. O. Shearman, on page -537, keeping of the future. The ground
marizes the points of agreement between us exceedingly well, and accepts rushes into the arena of discussion in he takes is what I have occupied ever
my position that,"respect for the rights a manner calculated to over-awe a since I began to write about beehave contended that
I
of others and self-interest are the best timid person. He claims that " no keeping.
checks " to overcrowding of bee- one has come to any conclusion what apiculture, like dairying, is a legitithat every
fields.
I readily admit " that these is best to be done." 1 have been mate part of farming
checks sometimes fails to operate." fluent, that is all. So is a Billingsgate farm should have a few colonies of
So do legal ones. Everything human fish-wife, or a quack-medicine ped- bees on it, and is not completely
dler.
He says that I have " shoved equipped without them. Bee-keepis imperfect.
impeach- ing specialists put all their eggs into
Mr. Foster states very clearly a case Mr. Foster aside," a soft
" not guilty." a single basket. The past season has
in which a bee-keeper may desire and ment to which I plead
for the eggs, and its
be entitled to control of territory on If I have done any thing so uncivil as been a bad one
logic will convince many
other grounds than that of prior occu- that, I most humbly beg pardon. He relentless
that they had better combine some
pancy, and says, " it seems impractic- insists that I propounded nothing.
" flu- other business with bee-keeping, so
able " for me to allow this point. What I had to say was mere
'"
ency," only that and nothing more. that when the honey crop fails, they
But this is not so " impracticable
When
be wholly " left."
as it seems. I " allow " it, here and Mr. Foster, he claims did at least may not
"
He proposed bee-keeping is carried on conjointly
now. If I have written anything in- " break the ice."
something to be done, even allow- with some other branch or branches
consistent with such an admission, I
an end to
withdraw and retract. I can do so ing its possible impracticability." of husbandry, there will be
without shaking my position in the Well, now, that is harder on Mr. over-stocking.
Guelph, Ont.
am patted on
least. For this case is one to which Foster than on me. I
the back for my " fluency," and Mr.
a legal check cannot be applied.
" impracticability."
farmer who owned only a few " bee- Foster for his
For the American Bee JournaL
gums " would not want a monopoly of We can only be thankful for small
way
of
compliments,
the
in
favors
the territory, and would have no right
and Mr. Foster for the smaller of the
Coral-Berry or Indian Carrant, etc.
to it, unless prepared to stock it.
just law could not endorse and protect two.
"
O. N. BALDWIN.
But Mr. Shearman asks, Did Mr.
any " dog-in-the-mauger " policy. I
have argued that prior occupancy, Clarke get any farther or as far toward
y"
Mr.
I send a sample of what we call
giving a sort of pre-emptive right, is a solution of the problem
the only ground on which law could Foster shows that I got as far as he wild rice. What its true name is we
recognize a claim to exclusive posses- did, and I contend that "I got farther. do not know, but submit the sample
(Italians
sion of territory. It would be mon- I did certainly arrive at a conclusion for information. The bees
It was to and hybrids) work on it constantly
strous if a specialist could come into a what was to be done."
neighborhood and say to " one or two leave the matter to respect for the from early in May, when it first comfarmers " owning a few " bee-gums," rights of others, and a wise regard for mences to bloom, till frost robs it of
It grows in
self-interest. Does Mr. Shearman get its blooms and foliage.
^' Take your bees out of this,
any farther, or as far V No. He pro- great bunches 2 to 4 feet high, about
I am monarch of all I survey,
poses half-a-dozen points of legisla- fence-corners, or, in fact, wherever it
My right there is none to dispute,'
tion, but not one of them touches the gets root, and it is next to impossible
mine."
Morethis bee-territory is
question at issue. His " idea in re- to get rid of it when once it is well
it
would
be
entirely
unnecessary.
over
gard to legislation " has no bearing started.
For, " one or two farmers who owned whatever on exclusive right to the
This plant blooms every year, and
would only occupancy of bee-territory. He would
a few 'bee-gums,'"
berries the shape of an inflated
amount to a " fly on my horn " rivalry, prohibit hives of bees being kept with- has
balloon, of a pale red color, and
beneath his notice.
in 4 rods of a public highway without about the size of the slug in a No. 22
Farmers have, before now, gone in- a close fence S feet high between the cartridge, with very few seeds nearly
to other lines of business beside bee- hives and the highway. All right, the shape but about one-fourth as
keeping and given them up in dis- Mr. S., but what has that to do with large as a tomato-seed. The bloom is
gust, when " a well-managed monop- what we are discussing? He would a pale blue, tinted with pink, and
oly would have saved them hundreds have a conspicuous placard warning there are thousands of these on each
of dollars." Hop-growing is one of people not to tie horses near hives of plant.
Black bees hardly, if ever,
them, and others might be named. bees. All right again but how does notice it, but bumble-bees, Italians
Citizens of a free country would re- this bear on the territory question V and hybrids can be seen upon it from
sent legislation forbidding them to go He would protect owners of improved early dawn until late at night.
into any line of business at which strains of bees, by excluding " native
There is not enough of the plant
they were likely to lose money. To or grade bees,"— by the way, are not
what the
.start a business without a knowledge " grade bees " improved strains V but hereto tell to a certainty
of it, argues a want of common-sense. what has this to do with the main is- quality of the honey is, but from our
it
Law cannot supply that lack. The sue? These amendments are out of closest observation we think that
President of a certain theological order. They are not relevant to the will nearly, if not quite, equal white
college used to say to every new class issue. I move the previous question, clover. The drouth or floods have no

WM.

F.

CLARKE.

;

A

A

'

;
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on

it,

and

it will flourish

where-

For tbe Amencaii Bee Joomai.

ever its roots catch
even in old,
rotten logs, iu dry, cemented cellar
;

A

floors, etc.

THE SEASON OF
;

everything in connection with beeculture this year. I put 80 colonies
in the cellar last fall, and took out 79

March the
;

one that perished was very strong,
and not being allowed enough ventitheir

lation,

prespiration

drowned

them.
Last fall was also dry here, and my
bees gathered only sufiicient to carry
them through to April. I had to feed
them, which I did, using the formula,
given in the Bee Journal, by Mr.
N. W. McLain. I was very successful with it, as the bees bred up more
rapidly than 1 ever had them before,
and when the first white clover bloom
came, my bees were in an excellent
condition.

There was a little flow of honey,
and I ceased to feed, thinking, as in
years past, that the harvest had
opened
but the bees did not get
honey enough to keep up the vast
;

amount of brood being reared so
they commenced to dwindle down
till there was scarcely a quart in each
;

hive, on an average, and about 10
colonies actually starved to death
These were blacks
I saw that at
this rate in a week or two more I
would not have bees enough left " for
seed," so 1 commenced to feed what
!

!

was

left.

I

gave them

all

use for four weeks, and

they would

now

Nothing can me so well please.
As to watch your cunning ways.
On the bonnie, sunny days ;

;

Matters not how far you roam.
Seldom visit others" home.
Interesting little thing,
But for that mischievous sting,
Given, no doubt, for self-defense.

Should be used with common-sense.

No matter how good and

kind,
Sting the same, remainihg blind
Sting their owner, or a king.
Just as soon's the meanest thing.
;

When a fellow comes to steal.
Then he might the venom feel
Sometimes pleasant, sometimes cross,
Sometimes profit, sometimes loss.
For the winter they lay up,
Man steps in and takes his sup
Some'imes takes it all. O, fie
When Jack Frost comes, bees will
;

!

Tending bees is a pleasure.
In handling, sometimes they sting

Keep

digging graves here to the depth of 5
was void of moisture,
and would crumble up as dry as
powder.
We had a sprinkle last
week about like a heavy dew, but by
10 o'clock the next day one could not
have noticed that it had rained any

cool," that success will bring.

(giving each in the
years past) to see if
I could not improve upon the honey
yield, yet my method of working has
generally been as follows
As soon as the honey season opened,
the packing was taken from the top
of the hive, and about one-half of the
top-room to the hive covered with
separatored, single-tier, wide frames,
the wide frames being filled, or partially so with sections full of comb
left over from the previous season.
As soon as the bees were well at
work in them, they were spread apart
and wide frames of sections containing starters of natural comb or comb
foundation alternate between them,
till the top of the hive was covered.
In about a week more, or as soon as
the bees begin to cap the first sections
put on, the packing is taken from the
sides of the hive, and wide frames of
started sections placed on either side.
As soon as any honey of any account is ready to come off the top of
the hive, these side sections are filled

with comb containing a little honey
very little in the lower tier, but more
in the upper ones.
As I take off the
;

Treat them kindly, work with care.

And you

will the better fare.
New bee-veil, and gloves protect
For such helps, we have respect.

And

feet, the earth

die.

money

Prompt to steal all the honey.
In our moments of leisure.
"

I worked this plan ?
have branched out in

:

In a trice the honey's stored.

Let not the love of

I

many directions
Bee Journal iu

Flying far to get your load.
Never missing the right road
Drop on the alighting-board—

standard.

For 15 months we have not had
enough rain to wet the ground. In

Now how have
Although

In and out, and out and in,
How I love your pleasant din,
Gathering honey from the flowers,
In the sun and shady bowers.

After

I

busy, humming: bees,

Little,

have 55
colonies in good condition, with
young, pure Italian queens of the best
stock obtainable, having pinched the
heads off of all old queens, and of
those that did not come up to the

at

Honey-Bees,

tlie

JOHN JAMIESON.

1887.

We have had a wonderfully bad
season here
failure is stamped on
alive in the latter part of

Lesson from

at the top.
Putting these two facts
together, I was led, 14 years ago, to
adopt top-storing in connection with
side comb-building, or " side and top
boxing combined," as I have termed
it,
the results of which I am not
ashamed to lay beside any 14 years'
record of any apiarist in the world.

take some years,
To remove our stinging fears.
Lovely mother of the throng.
Cheering with heruqueenly song
all, 'twill

Never leaves her own dear home,
Having no desire to roam
Only for the " wedding ring,"
;

the early

swarm in

spring.

draws toward a

Learn a lesson from the bees.

And

the flying

moments

seize

At

;

Gathering in our winter stores,
'Then care not how loud it roars

And when

finished sections at the top, the sections of combs are raised from the
side to the top, where the bees soon
fill them with honey, while they are
building more comb at the sides in
empty sections, or started sections,
which are put in at the same time the
others are raised to the top. In this
way I keep on until the honey season

;

thlR short life shall end.

Soar to meet our Heavenly Friend.

West Toledo, Ohio.
For the American Bee JonmoL

close.

when

the wide frames
of sections are raised to the top, the
bees are shut from the sides so as to
throw the whole force of bees aud
honey to the top. In this way I get
most of the sections finished for
market, having only enough unmarketable ones for the early start the
this time,

next year.

all.

We have had

Tie Production of Comli Honey.
four or five such rains
this season. The meadows are burnt
6. M. DOOLITTLE.
up, stock is suffering for water, and
the cisterns have nearly all been dry
for a month.
In reading Mr. Theilmann's article
The prospect for fall
bloom is very poor, and we will prob- on pages 552 and 553, I am led to
ably have to feed until next June, for think that my plan of working for
rains now would hardly do us much comb honey is not understood by
him, and perhaps not by hundreds of
good this fall.

By the above it will be seen that
Mr. Thielmann's term, " side-storing," cannot be applied to my plan,
and as far as pollen in honey in sections is concerned, I have had scarcely
a dozen such sections in all of my experience as an apiarist.
That the above described plan requires rather more labor than some

The sweet clover seed that I sowed others.
Mr. T. says that Doolittle "practwo jears ago did not grow. I sowed
about five acres, and I have seen but tices side-storing," while the truth is
one plant from the whole of it. This that I never did such a thing, in the

of the other plans, I

one plant has been covered with bees full sense of the word. Nine-tenths
for two months, and if it had all of all the honey I ever obtained was
grown, my bees would have had fine stored at the top of the brood-chamber, and the sides were only used for
pasturage.
comb-building.
Try to get around it
Clarksville,o* Mo., Sept. 6,
1887.

[It is
its

as

much

as I

common name

Indian currant.
honey.— Ed.]

may, the

tact still re-

bees will build comb
much faster at the side of the brood
is coral-berry, or
than at the top ; while the fact is
It is excellent for equally prominent, as Mr. T. says,
that bees prefer to store their honey

Symphoricarpus vulgaris; and mains, that

when

am

free to admit,

considered

that all
are handled by the wide
not
so
much
frame full, the labor is
greater than by some of the quicker
plans, as a few would have us think.
Then if we take into account that
more honey can be secured by the
above plan (which I firmly believe),
than by any known plan, this labor
problem has little to do with it, for
the extra honey obtained pays for the
extra labor.
One great reason why I object to
nearly all of the case and non-sep-

but

sections

it

is
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aratored plans, is because we are
obliged to put on just such an
amount of surplus room, or none.
This amount is generally too much on
the first start, and tends to discourage
the bees, rather than invite them into
With the wide frame
the sections.
plan, as above, the amount of room
can be guaged to the want of the bees
every time, giving a range of from 5
to 65 pounds.

For the past two years

I

have been

trying top-storing on the lateral plan,
instead of by tiering up, and 1 must
confess that so far I am very much
pleased with it so much so that I am
thinking of giving up the side combThe plan of
building part entirely.
working is to put on a small amount
most
the
of which is
of room at first,
sections filled with comb. This with
the contraction system gets the bees
into the sections with the very first of
the honey-flow, and entirely prevents
the crowding of the queen with honey
As soon as
in the brood-chamber.
the wide frames of sections first put
on are partly full, place more at both
sides of these, or enough room to last
When
until the first are finished.
any are full, take out by the wide
frame, and bring the partly filled ones
to the centre, adding empty room at
the sides of the partly-filled sections.
In this way I have secured splendid
results with as little labor as any of
the known plans can boast of.

—

British

S.

Bee Journal.

Brood— Difference.

SIMMINS.

Again and again this subject crops
up, and one hears of whole districts
plagued with the dreaded malady.
I say, because it is now, and
ever will be, a dark cloud hanging
over our industry, when we consider
what a number of bee-keepers there
are who cannot, or do not care to take
the trouble to put a stop to it.

Dreaded,

Was not Mr. Cheshire's remedy to
drive the scourge from all apiaries V
and did we not hail his discoveries
with rejoicing ? Yet why is it so few
have been able to cure by the phenol
treatment, and others report that it is
The present state of
of no usey
things shows that either the treatment is not carried out as Mr.
Cheshire has advised, or else that he
himself overlooked some factor which
gave him an advantage ; while his
followers have been unable to grasp
the entire subject in consequence of
this one point not being brought before their notice.
The fact is, my
esteemed friend does appear to have
overlooked a matter of the greatest
importance which gave him a decided advantage over those who
attempt to follow him.
be remembered that Mr.
It will
Cheshire had a very badly diseased
colony provided for experiment, and
it is in just such a state that many
allow their colonies to get before
they become aware of the trouble.
But note this there were very few
:

until medicine

was given.

It will be readily seen, therefore,
that where a bad case will not give
way all the time, the original queen is
allowed to continue, a change to a
young and vigorous mother will impart energy and determination to the
workers, and then Mr. Cheshire's

remedy

will never fail.

Where

Borodino,© N. Y.

Foul Brood & Dead

And what did
bees and no queen.
Mr. Cheshire do ? He gave them a
young healthy queen and two frames
of clean brood.
Why, reader, here
was health to start with, and then by
feeding constantly with medicated
syrup, the operator would have it all
his own way.
The healthy bees would have little
trouble in removing the disinfected
foul brood, as I am aware from the
fact that under certain conditions the
original inhabitants will clear out the
filth without
it bein^ disinfected.
During my own experience some ten
or twelve years since, I found that a
populous colony would throw out
every vestige of diseased brood, if
the queen were removed. I have also
found since, where any bees happened
to be brought having the disease, that
by removing the queen and inserting
a queen-cell (from a clean colony) on
the point of hatching, every particle
of the putrid matter has been removed by the time the young queen
was ready to breed ; the disease again
appearing, but with less virulence,

the bees are so reduced as to
be unfit for brood-rearing, of course
they are not worth the addition of a
new queen and more bees or brood,
but should be immediately smothered, and the combs burned or reduced to wax. On the other hand, it
will probably be found that when a
colony is not very badly Infected, the
feeding of phenolated syrup, or its
Injection into the cells when the bees
will not take it, will be found effectual without removing the queen.
Another point which appears to have
escaped notice is, that all sealed
honey must be uncapped and likewise disinfected, or the disease is
likely to reappear from time to time.
Where there is much sealed honey,
uncap a portion only at a time, and if
possible do not contaminate the ex-
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she not, receive the phenol in the
food prepared for her by the workers?
Perhaps Mr. Cheshire will pursue his
investig:ations further, and benefit us
all by giving some definite information upon this point.

That phenol
is

certain

;

is

that

a cure for foul brood
gives health to the

it

workers appears equally true and
that in the future it will prove ef;

fectual in every case, I feel convinced,
if the queen is superseded when the
disease does not at first give way.

DEAD BROOD.
foul brood is often confused
with simple dead brood, I am well
aware. The latter I have observed
occasionally, and have never allowed
it in any way to interfere with necessary manipulations, such as uniting,
queen-rearing, etc., as I have no fear
of communicating disease. At present I am unaware of any cause for
this, unless it be weakness of the
(jueen, as by inserting a fresh one, all
is
cleared out, while no more is

That

is necessary.
distinguish between the
two
In some respects the two are
similar, much of the larvse turning
rotten, and of a dark color, while the
bees seem unable to remove such as
is in that state, until the weak queen
Nevertheless, some
is taken away.
of the matter being placed under the
microscope, Mr. Cheshire was unable
to find the slightest trace of disease.
But that every bee-keeper may decide for himself without the aid of a
microscope, which is the genuine foul

found, and no medicine

How

to

:

brood and which not, I will show how
I have always been able to detect the
With simple dead brood,
difference.
while some may appear like the foul
disease, much of the older brood
dries up to a white cinder, in many
cases retaining its orginal form,which
I have never found to occur when
genuine foul brood is present. Chilled
brood can be distinguished from the

more serious malady

in like

manner.

Rottingdean, England.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Making Honey-Vinesar.

tractor.

W. G. FISH.
What is done should be done thoroughly, and experiments left to be
Editor Bee Journal.— You would
carried out by those who can afford
the time, and have nothing to fear confer a favor on perhaps more than
one if you would publish all the really
from risk of infection.
Mr. Ward, of Highgate, when visit- practical articles and directions on
" honey-vinegar." Get them
ing my apiary, stated that he failed making
issue.
to cure with "phenol until the original all in a condensed form In one
Ithaca,? N. Y., Sept. 6. 1887.
queens were removed from his infected hives, and others from a clean
[As requested, we have summarized
Notwithstanding,
colony inserted.
matter on making honey-vinegar
therefore, that Mr. Cheshire consid- the
ered it a great disadvantage to have and present it in a condensed form
received his diseased colony without below.— Ed.]
a queen, it was the one thing that enTHE MUTH SIETHOD.
sured success, in that he gave a
healthy queen as well as clean brood.
When making vinegar, one must
It
would appear, therefore, that know that water will turn into vinegar
when a queen is badly diseased, the providing it contains the necessary
phenol treatment does not renovate quantity of sugar, and is exposed to
constitution.
impaired
The fresh air and a warm temperature.
her
workers probably are cured by taking The warmer the temperature and the
the medicated food but just here Is better the circulation of air, the sooner
barrel is laid down.
Does the queen, or does vinegar forms.
the point
;

:

A

.
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and an inch hole is bored in the upper
end of each head, near the upper

tobacco, would eat honey, how much
better oft they would be. It would
Bees—Ancient Honey add to the national vigor both of

For Uie American Bee Jonmai.

i

This admits of a good air- Experience itli
passage over the body of the honeywater.
Tins with fine perforations
JOHN JAMIESON.
nailed over these holes, with the
rough side outward, exclude flies and
My wife and I are both well adskippers.
vanced in years, and we thought a
Take about one pound of honey to few colonies of bees would be pleasant
one gallon of water, thoroughly mixed and profitable employment and would
up, and nail a perforated tin on the be a change from the routine of the
bung hole. We take 35 to 40 pounds farm.
of honey for a barrel containing 40 to
All that other folks can do.
45 gallons of water.
The warmest
Why with patience may not you ?
Only keep this rule In view,
place in the yard is the best place for
Try, try a^ain.
the barrel. If the sun shines on the
barrel all day, it requires from the beWe are both Scotch, and have"
ginning of April to the end of Octo- enough of " Wallace " and " Bruce
ber to make vinegar satisfactory for grit, not to cry over a sting. We get
all
purposes.
If not sour enough one now and then, but I suppose we
by fall, it will be all right by Christ- will get used to it by degrees. My
mas or spring, if placed in the cellar wife and son can handle the bees betor a warm room.
ter than I. All the bees know about
is, to gather,
hide and eat honey.
THE BINGHAM METHOD.
They cannot discriminate between
To one gallon of the best vinegar, friend and foe.
one pound of honey and one gallon of
In the spring we got two good colstave.

;

water is.reguired. That is, 29 pounds onies. We had two first swarms in
of honey will make (water being added June, and two after-swarms in Julv.
to it enough to fill a regular 32-gallon We put supers on the hives of the old
barrel) one barrel of the best vinegar. colonies, and they have honey in both
The vessels I use to make it in are stories. We have no reason to comcommon alcohol barrels, which I find plain considering the poor season. I
at drugstores. I saw out one of the think both the after-swarms already
barrel heads and paint the outside to have more honey than they need for
pi event the iron hoops from being de- the winter.
I have made a hive for
stroyed by the vinegar.
observation, and if I can winter the
The barrels and vinegar are kept in bees, and I am spared to see another
my house-cellar, so covered with bur- spring, I shall put my first swarm in
-lap as to keep the dust out and let the it, and peep in now and then, and see
air in. One year converts this water them operating.
and honey into the choicest vinegar.
Honey is a nice thing to have. KeepSweetened water from washing ing bees is one of the ways to get a
honey-cappings is the most common share of the good things of this life.
waste of the apiary, and to utilize Samson, the strong man, partook of
it, is presumed to be the desirable honey on his way to Timnath to see
matter in connection with honey- his girl. Was it not Providential? It
was from a pretty rough hive, too, the
vinegar.
To know how sweet-water slowly carcass of a lion. That was honey in
sweetened and constantly fermenting the comb
That was not the age of extricators,
should be, is one of the difficult features of converting the washings of exuders, extruders, emitters, evolvers,
cappings into vinegar. An instru- slingers, throwers, or even extractors.
ment used by brewers, known as a Samson and his father and mother
Saccharometer, would, of course, used the oldest " extractor."
show the amount of honey in the
I agree with the editor in calling
water, even if the taste did not fully honey out of the comb, " honey " or
determine the increasing sweet in the extracted honey, and the other kind,
water as it was souring. I have made " honey in the comb." Who does not
a cheap instrument to be used by know what extracted honey is? If all
those who wish to know how sweet the lexicographers from Dr. .Johnson
water should be for vinegar, and may till our own time, were assembled tobe relied upon as permanently accu- day, to decide the thing, I believe
rate for such test.
they would all say " extracted." It is
from a Latin root, trahe and ex, which
BINGHAM'S VINEGAR-TEST.
"

Take of clean yellow beeswax, onehalf ounce, and two ordinary shot,
Warm the wax
}i inch in diameter.
until it is soft, and put the two
" shot " into the center of the piece
of wax, as nearly as convenient.
Make the wax into a ball like marble.
Its upper surface will rise to the surface of the vinegar or water containing one pound of honey per gallon
just the amount needed for the best
vinegar.
Vinegar made of honey may be
evaporated, and the honey will candy
in the residuum, and may be so reclaimed when honey
tha vinegar.

is

more prized

body and mind.
Alcoholic drinks
and tobacco are positively injurious,
whereas honey is a blessing.
Bee-hives are quite a lawn ornament.
All my life I have loved bees, although
I never had a good start till now.
In
Scotland, when I was a boy, I re-

member

bees out in the
on a wheelto gather honey from the
heather, a wild f iirz that grows in the
moors in Scotland. That made the
fall honey, just as the buckwheat does

country
barrow,

carrying

many

miles,

among us.
West Toledo,-c O.
For the American Bee Journal.

Twelve ProTcrlis

HENRY

li.

for Bee-Keeners.

STALKY.

The following is an article taken
from Coleman's Rural World, and as I
have seen it published in but two

American

papers, I think that the

Bee Journal

should have

it

too

for its truth is self-evident truth, and
it may in some degree help those who,
uninitiated, intend to embark in beekeeping. It is as follows
:

PROVERBS PROVEN BT EXPERIENCE.
of bee-keeping are not
of pleasantness, nor are all
the paths thereof the paths of peace.
2. Man is to eat his bread in the
sweat of his face, and there is no exception made in favor of the bee1.

all

The ways

ways

keeper.

To work successfully a man must
To work wisely with
wisely.
bees, one must know their nature and
3.

work

habits ; these can be learned only by
careful study and observation.
live in progressive times, and
4.
the true bee-keeper must be progressive.
bee-keeping, as in other
5. In
things, the diligent are crowned with
success.
6. The obstacles in the way of successsful bee-culture are ignorance,
carelessness, being too eager to increase the number of colonies, and
cold winters.
fair knowledge of bees, faith7.
ful attention to the apiary, and a
thorough and timely preparation for

We

.

A

the honey flow, swarming and winmake any man or woman
drawn out of." What a successful bee-keeper.
really means
tyrannical Pharaoh demanded
could be more emphatic? That is
8.
quite a digression from the use of of his workers the " full tale of
honey.
bricks," butfurnished them no straw.
Jacob sent a little honey with his Do not demand of your little workers
sous to the governor of Egypt. It is " the full tale " in pounds of honey,
mentioned among the merchandise of when there is none in the flelds, or
Tyre. John the Baptist used honey. when you reside in a region poor in
Jesus and his disciples often used honey-yielding plants.
honey. In the " good old book " fre9. Carefully lay up your honey crop
quent mention is made of honey. where thieves (especially robber bees)
Canaan was the land that flowed with cannot break in and steal, and your
milk and honey. In Palestine honey, empty combs where moth-worms will
no doubt, was an article of daily con- not destroy them.
bee-keeping greatly
sumption. Honey is both nutritious
10. Profitable
and medicinal.
depends upon a gathering up of the
If all who spend their money for fragments, that nothing be lost. Fragbeer and other alcoholic drinks and ments of time can be used in caring
tering, will

A
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bees

for

fragments of lumber in

;

making hives and frames fragments
and every drop of
of combs for wax
honey is useful even thougti mixed
;

;

;

with

dirt, it

can be fed to needy

colonies.
11.

Some

bee-keepers

seek

their

queens to
sell
but remember that the true aim
of bee-keeping is to supply the market
with delicious honey.
Make your
12. Live not for self.
prolits in rearing bees or
;

knowledge

profitable to others seekto learu bee-keeping, that the

ing

coming generation

of bee keepers
excel the present, increasing in

may

numbers and in knowledge, until
every pound of honey secreted by the
unnumbered flowers of our land is
gathered.

In the first place, even those most
ignorant anent the ways of bee-keeping, who intend to embark in that
pursuit, will by a careful reading and
digesting of the above truths, come
to the conclusion that " all's not gold
that glitters ,•" and that they cannot
be carried through beekeeping " on
flowery beds of ease."
That nice,
lovely, mellifluent article, viz: anent
the vending of honey at -50 cents per
pound, would glitter like gold to one
to whom ignorance of the apiary is
bliss,
and the consequence is, he
starts in with conceit, money and
experience in the following proportion
Conceit,
money, 0; experience,o and come out in the " little end
of the horn " with— experience,

O

:

;

;

conceit,

;

money,

O

;

o.

Mr. Ralston, the author of these
proverbs, says:
"Nor are all the
paths thereof the paths of peace;"
especially I think so when one gets a
stinger on his eye-lids, and have those
sight-seeing orbs closed up and then
seek some sombre room— a soothing
panacea for him to hide the vista of
his face from callers, and I cogitate
that the novice, induced by flowery
statements, would trow so too.
1 wish that every person who starts
in bee-keeping—especially those in;

—

duced by mellifluous statementswould make a careful perusal of these
twelve proverbs; and I am of the
if they
follow them out
they would not become disgusted and fail
and albeit they do
rail, not then to take out their spite
on the innocent bee by concocting
hideous lies anent sophisticated comb
honey ; nor execrate the honey-bee—
that wonderful caterer of envied
sweets, and also one of Nature's
grandest pieces of mechanism, which
by its work, purveys work for thousands of people.
Mr. Ralston has truly brought out
" The maximum of
that adage, viz
thought in the minimum of words,"
anent bee-keeping ; that all beginners
should try his proverbs, and that with
a colony or so ad Ubitwin, every day
they have the chance.
As the whirlpool sucks down its
prey insatiable, so do failures in beekeeping suck down many of those
palavered by sweetened and flavored
statements about bees, such as O, I
need not reiterate.
Pleasant Ridge, ? O.

opinion,

strictly,

;

:

—
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the better. The value
bees consists chiefly in
Wintering Bees in tlie Cellar.
her retinue of workers,
costly hive they live in.
EUGENE SECOR.
If wintered in the cellar, no extra
capital need be invested in doubleThat protection of some sort is walled chaff hives.
The labor of
necessary, in our rigorous Northern putting them in in the fall, and takclimate, is admitted by most bee- ing them out in the spring, is so light
keepers, not only on the ground of and insignificant as to scarcely need
kindness to the creatures that God mentioning.
Two men can easily
has given us dominion over, but also handle 50 colonies in two hours.
because it is economy to furnish it.
Another advantage in cellar-winEven if they would winter out-of- tering is, that every hive must be
the
saving
in handled twice a year, and if light in
doors, and unprotected,
honey consumed more than pays for weight, the manager will surely dethe protection afforded, for the reason tect it without the trouble of putting
that a warm stable has advantages it on the scales, and can supply the
over the sunny side of a barb-wire deficiency.
fence, in wintering a cow.
The above are some of the reasons
I do not know how it may be further why I believe in cellar-wintering.
south, but for this latitude and longiIt will pay to keep a thermometer
tude, I believe there is no place so hanging in the cellar, and not allow
which
to
winter
and
so
cheap,
in
safe
it to go below 35°.
Keep the cellar
Some people perfectly dark, and perfectly quiet,
bees, as a good cellar.
have " gone wild " over chaff-hives, except to look at them occasionally,
and packing on the summer stands, if need be. Leave the entrances wide
but I think the statistics of losses open, and occasionally clean out the
have been in favor of cellar-winter- dead bees. Destroy all mice, or they
ing. If they cannot be wintered suc- will destroy the colonies.
cessfully in a good cellar, the temperForest City, (5 Iowa.
ature of which never gets so low as to
freeze potatoes (it ought to be 10°
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
above that), I do not believe they can
Exchange.

true economy,
of a colony of
the queen and
and not in the

be carried safely through by any
TlieCanseof"Bare-Heai[e(l" Brood.
system of packing yet devised.
So far as my observation extends,
H. E. HILL.
when severe losses have occurred in
cellar-wintering, they can be traced
Mr. Erslev's article on page 569,
first, putting them in
to two causes
some instructive points, but
too late in the season, when the hives contains
•'
" bees referred to
were full of frost or, second, allow- the bare-headed
" across the sea," is
ing the temperature in the cellar to by our friend
quite different from that of which I
get too low.
to obgreat many seem to think that wrote. It is not uncommon
the moth-woim
because bees will sometimes live out- serve the effect of
among the brood of black bees in
of-doors, in a temperature at times
below zero, they can certainly stand America, either.
Their path may be easily traced
it in a cellar considerably below freezrunning in a direct line with the rows
ing, without harm. While I may not
the comb,
be able to give a satisfactory reason of cells, diagonally across
off as gracewhy this is not so, facts are stubborn er, sometimes, branching
upon a frosted
things,and it is useless to resist them, fully as the leaves
their stage of desimply because they do not accord pane, according to
of being atwith our preconceived notions. Any velopment at the time
never been
one who has spent a winter at the tacked, some having
further advanced have
sea-coast will admit that a humid sealed. Those
the bees,
atmosphere is much more penetrating the cappings mutilated by
appearance.
than a dry one, and a good deal colder. so as to present a white
The dark head of others may be
I do not believe that a damp cellar is
through the semi-transany disadvantage if warm enough faintly seen
parent cocoon which has been gnawed
{say 45°).
and occasionally one
bees will endure very nearly through
:

;

A

Out-of-doors,
severe cold weather, if not of too long
it
would moderate
If
duration.
enough for them to break the cluster
and get to their stores, they might
winter reasonably well without any
protection (consuming more honey, of
course), but in a climate where the
mercury stands below zero for weeks
at a time, they might starve with
plenty of honey in the hive.
If the cellar is just as safe a place
to winter bees as out-doors, packed in
any way the bee-keeper chooses, it
certainly has economy to recommend
it.
It is no small job to prepare, and
no light expense to maintain, doublewalled hives for out-door wintering.
In bee-keeping, as in any other
business, the least money tied up in
permanent fixtures, consistent with

;

or two may be seen emerging from
the cell, evidently sooner than was
required by law (of nature).

These bleached, delicate baby bees
crawl and drop about, often with a
particle of web still adhering to the
tip of the abdomen, showing that the
posterior had been enveloped in the
web of the moth at the septum of the
comb, until they are carried out to
die.

These

are, in reality, as

much

" bare-headed " bees as any, but on a
much smaller scale, and of a decidedly
different nature.
When one draws three or four
combs from a hive and finds every cell
open, exposing to view brood in all
stages from the egg to bees emerging
fully developed, and other colonies
the same or in a similar condition,
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some having a part of two or three
combs uncapped, containing brood in

The queen has shorter wings than
either workers or drones, with a long,

the last stage, others with but a small
percentage of the advanced brood
capped— noticing this in 20 out of 200
colonies for a whole season, as the
bees emerge to see eggs placed in the
cells hatch and mature, and the operation repeated over and over again,
which is the case, he would at least be
justiflable in saying that if the waxmoth is at all instrumental in producing this state of affairs, its dealings
are not " direct."
With regret I confess my inability
to give any explanation of the cause.
I simply stated facts as they appeared
to me. I have not even a theory to
advance, though personally I am satisfied that it is a freak, rather than
disease, which characterizes the progeny of certain queens.
Doubtless some of our veteran apiarists have had some experience with
the phenomenon in question, and
could, without difiBculty, explain the
cause, or at least favor the public
with their views.
I should like to
hear from Mr. Osburn, of Cuba, on
this subject; or from any one that
has had any experience with " bareheaded " brood.
Titusville,x) Pa.

She has a
finely tapered abdomen.
sting, but will never use it only in
queen
combat with a rival queen.
can be reared from any egg that will

A

produce a worker.

The bees prepare

tor rearing a queen after the egg is
laid, by cutting away the small cells
around it and forming a large cell
about the shape of a pea-nut about
the egg. When a queen is lost, the
bees will immediately form a number
of these cells.
When the first one

hatches she will immediately destroy
the others, unless prevented from
doing so by the workers, in which
case she will leave the hive with a
portion of the bees, thereby causing
them to swarm. This can be prevented by watching, and when the
first queen is about to hatch, destroy
the others. In about five days after
the queen hatches she will leave the
hive to meet the drone.
This once
accomplished suffices for life, and
she returns to the hive never to leave
it unless with a swarm.
The length
of a queen's life is from three to
five years.

The drones are shorter and more
bulky than queens; they are larger
than the workers, and make a loud
noise when flying they have no sting,
and are physically disqualified from
performing any labor they are reared
about the commencement of the
swarming season to the amount of a
few hundred in each hive their only
duty is to impregnate the young
queens, and as soon as the swarming
season is over, they are destroyed by
the workers. Where there is a large
apiary there should only be a small
portion of drone-comb left in each
hive, and thereby prevent an overproduction of drones.
The workers live from 30 to 120
days. Upon them devolves the duty
of building combs, supplying the hive
with provisions, and protecting the
stores. The comb grows in rings on
the abdomen of the workers. Each
worker is an undeveloped female, and
would have been a queen had the cell
in which they were reared been large
enough. The habits and instincts of
the workers are too well known to be
further discussed.
From the time
the egg is laid until the hatching of
the bee is, for the worker, about 21
the drone. 24 days
and the
days
queen, 16 days. In this climate they
breed the entire year, but iu colder
countries but little brood is found in
;

Read before the Florida Fruit Association.

;

Interestins Facts aliont Honey-Bees.

JAMES M. LISENBT.

The

great secret of success in bee-

keeping is simple and thorough management. This can only be accomplished by a complete understanding
of the nature, habits, and require-

ments

of

the

honey-bee, combined

with labor, study, and experience in
handling them, and a mechanical
knowledge of the construction of
hives that will give the greatest profit
with the least outlay of money and
labor.

Everything should be in order
about the apiary. Let everything be
perfectly clean about the hives, the
grass and weeds cut from about the
entrances, and, if in a locality where
the ants bother, the hives should be
placed upon a bench with supporting
parts that have been tarred, over
which the ants will not crawl. The
bee-keeper should work with gentleness and care, avoiding jarring movements or anything that will agitate
the bees. If the bee-keeper is timid
or wishes to protect himself from
being stung, he should wear a veil.
Care should always be taken that
each hive contains a queen.
If any
are found to be queenless, they should
be supplied with brood from some
strong colony, or doubled up with a

weak colony.
The queen's

office

is

to lay eggs

is, properly speaking, the mother
of the colony, and the only perfectly
developed female in the hive.
If
there is plenty of cells for her use,
she will deposit about 3;000 eggs per
day, during the best breeding season.
The native queen is much darker
than the drones or workers, but the
Italian queen is brighter than either.

she

;

;

;

winter.

When the honey season sets in, you
naturally expect swarming to
follow, and after the first swarm
issues others should be prevented
from issuing for the time being, by
watching, and when the first queencell is about to hatch, destroy the
may

to strength

and

liability to

swarm,

putting empty frames in their places
in the old hives, then place the brood
so taken in an empty hive, and, near
the middle of a nice, warm day, remove some strong colony from its
stand and place the new one where
the old one stood, so as to catch what
bees are in the fields on their return.
They can now be left to rear a queen
themselves, or be given a queen or
queen-cell from a queen-rearing hive.
Gainesville, 5 Fla.
TOT tne Amencaa Bee Journal.

Tte Apiary Near a Riyer.

3IAHALA

B.

CHADDOCK.

I do not believe that it pays to keep
bees in Central Illinois unless there is
Mrs. L.
a river near the apiary.
Harrison is on the Illinois river the
Dadants on the Mississippi ; I beheve
Dr. C. C. Miller is on a river, and Mrs.
Axtell, of Koseville, is near a river.
Speak out, everybody, and let us
;

know.
I have seen letters in various beepapers from a man named Graves, on
Spoon river, that has lots of fall honey
nearly every year, when I have none.
I have never had but one good fall
honey crop since i have kept bees. I
do not live near any river. There is
goldenrod and some other flowers
along the creeks, but the bees never
store any honey from them, for me.
This fall there is a less amount than
usual.

We had a rain (not a heavy one)
about three weeks ago— the first that
we have had to lay the dust since
July 3. The wells are all nearly dry,
but the pastures have grown green
again. Smart-weed is in bloom, and
But
the bees are working on it.
smart- weed does not amount to much
in dry weather.
Vermont,K) Ills.
Pacific Rural Press.

Teiper

of

Bees-Plea
A.

for Cyprians.

NORTON.

The temper of the various races of
bees is, perhaps, the principal subject
of inquiry by the masses concerning
them.

With many

this

makes

little

In a large apiary run for
extracted honey, such as we find in
the southern counties of this State,
the rapid handling that is generally
necessary will render any bee vicious.
Bee-keepers get used to it to such a
degree that they are as much at home
among irritable bees as among gentle
difference.

ones.
Others, however, desire to find bees
that will permit frequent examination
Having but
without resenting it.
few colonies of bees, they can spare
the time to handle slowly and gently,
and to pet the insects without stint.
Unless it be the Carniolans, which I
have not seen, it is only a trite statement that Italians in their purity
brood from different hives, according surpass all others for such persons. I

others; otherwise they may swarm
too
much and become weak and,
without great care, fall a prey to the
moth.
But the system of dividing
colonies is considered better than
natural swarming, for by this system
the loss of bees by absconding is obviated. The best method of dividing
is to take from one to three frames of
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have worked them repeatedly in a
yard of ten or a dozen colonies, opening hives and handling all the combs
without smoker or veil, and the bees
have generally paid no more attention
to me than would flies on a window.
However, I must say that in such a
yard I have had even hybrids so
trained to slow handling that I could
do likewise.
Among the bees in a
larger apiary I do not make it a point
to venture "without both a veil and
a smoker.
I have for the past season been
handling Cyprians, both pure and
hybridized.
Imbued as I had been
with impressions of their irritability
almost beyond the control of the

Local Convention Directory.

X Roads, O.
Miss Detua Bennett, Sec, Bettford, Ohio.

Sept. :;2.— ProRreseive, at Chester

Oct. 18.— Kentucky State, at Falmouth, Ky.
J. T. Connley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.

Not. 1«-18.— North American, at Chicago. Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec., RogerBville, Mich.

and Michigan, but I found
very little honey anywhere
yet the
bees which I saw in Michigan and
New York State had a fair amount
of honey in their hives for winter. It
will cost about $200 to winter my
bees, but I do not complain, but hope
for a more even distribution of rain
next year, and a good bee-season.

Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton. Mich.

^"

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

Make no Change.— S. J.Youngman,
Cato,0Mich., on Sept. 4, 1887, writes:

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Cheering Time in Bee-Culture.—
Iroquois, Ont., on

W. A. Whitney,
Sept.

8, 1887,

says

:

While bee-keepers of the West
seem to have had such a gloomy year
in bee-culture,here in eastern

Ontario

we have had a

cheering time.
I began with 35 colonies, increased them
to 71, and returned a great many sec-

ond swarms.

have had about 1,200

I

Italian queens, as well as smaller,
pounds of honey, mostly clover.
and inclined to be striped. While
easily found, they seek the edges of
Poorest Season in 10 Years.— Chas.
the comb more noticeably than do the
Italians.
Johnston, Sturgis, ? Mich., on Sept.
The crosses between the Cyprians 12, 1887, writes
and the blacks are in no respect
This has been the poorest season
worse than the Italian hydrids. They
vary much, however, in disposition. that I have experienced in my 10
From 21
beekeeping.
of
I find some colonies that I can handle years
have taken
easily, and others that I must subdue colonies, spring count, I
with smoke. While in ordinary hand- but 30 pounds of comb honey, and
ling many of these hybrids as well as not that much extracted. The white
pure-bloods will remain quietly on clover was a failure, but the Alsike
the combs, yet a sudden jar is suffi- yield was very good for a few days.
began to
cient to dislodge nearly all of them. The bees swarmed, and
In handling both pure-bloods and work in the sections, but I had to
hybrids thus, I have noted that the take the sections off and give them
bees thus thrown into the air imme- empty combs. I use the Heddon imdiately start for the entrance, instead proved-Langstroth hive, and his new
of seeking the vulnerable parts of my hive, and practice the contraction
method. I would not keep bees in
person, as 1 expected.
have had about
any other hives.
I will say that I have not extracted
two weeks of good weather, and the
this year, and this must have made
bees have enough to winter on,
some difference. 1 have one colony
marsh flowers and buckwheat.
:

We

from a Syrian queen mated with a
Cyprian drone.
Her bees are light
yellow, and bear handling much the
same as pure Cyprians.
I have handled pure Holy Land
bees a little, and their crosses with
blacks much more, during former seasons in Mr. K. Wilkins' apiaries in
Ventura county. There, in the height
of the extracting season, they bore a
good comparison with the Italian
hybrid bees that were in the same circumstances.
Thus it will be seen that while some

in Chicago

;

Ttmt and vuut ot ttttWm.

m87.

operator, the season's experience has

been a constant surprise. While having my smoker ever ready, I have
seldom had occasion to use it. Even
in taking off the cover from a hive, I
seldom have to blow in any puffs of
smoke to control them. In taking
out combs I have found that the bees
remain evenly spread upon them, and
they fly but little.
I have received
but very few stings from Cyprians,
except when
I have accidentally
pinched them.
The queens are easily found, although they are more nervous than
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from

Several times I have been on the
point of expressing my views on the
new name for extracted honey, and as
the theme seems to be now about exhausted, and if not too late, I will
state that I think that as far as
Michigan is concerned, the present
name is a better one than can be
found ; as I think that there are but
few persons but what perfectly understand the word extracted. I have
sold honey to a great many persons,
and I have never seen but one person
that thought that extracted honey
meant an "extract of honey."
I
think that as apiarian literature increases, as it is fast doing, the people
will all be better posted, and no one
need think that extracted honey is
anything else than pure honey. Let
the term stand, by all means.

Bees in Observatory Hives.— A. C.
Waldron, Buffalo,© Minn., says
:

want

make

a hive for observation. Will bees work in the light, or
must I cover the glass ?
I

[They

to

work in the light, but
work in the dark and un-

will

prefer to

observed.

Ed.]

—

H. T. Evans, TownVerbena.
shend,o. Vt., on Aug. 20, 1887, asks
Will you please give

me

the

name

of the plant that 1 send V Bees work
on it well, and it keeps in bloom a

long time.

[The plant

is

Verhena hastata, one

of the vervains that have long been
recognized as valuable for honey. T.

—

J.

BURRILL.]

The Drouth and Honey Crop.— R.
Poor Season in Massachusetts.Gary, Coleraine, +o Mass., on M. Osborn, Kane,*o Ills., on Sept. 10,

Wm. W.

Sept. 12, 1887, writes

1887, writes

I reached home
West, and found

strong colonies of bees that
wintered on the summer stands in
splendid condition. There was plenty
of bloom in the early part of the season, but there was but little nectar in
We had no honey-dew. My bees
it.
are Syrio-Italians. The drouth com-

last week from the
my bees in nearly a
condition.
The forepart of
starving
the season was very good up to bass-

wood bloom, which was not more
But I
than one-half of a crop.
thought

my

bees had honey enough

I

had

:

12

in June, and we in this
(.July menced
what they neighborhood have had only about 2}4
but it has rained here inches of rainfall since June 20. On
find the new races intractable, others would gather
find them easily managed.
I only nearly all the time for the past two Aug. 25 the thoroughwort commenced
add my experience as one in a large months, and the bees have not been blooming, of which there is over 80
column of figures, and I claim for it able to gather a particle of honey, acres near my apiary. One of my
only its own influence on the general and the result is I have to feed them colonies at this time became queenfooting up. The Cyprians seem to be all they will have to winter on. It is less, and as there were no drones since
very active and excellent honey-gath- now cold, cloudy weather, and it rains June, I united it with another colony.
erers
I do not believe that thev can about every other day, and no pros- My bees have lost no time in gatherpect of any goldenrod honey, as it ing the sweet nectar and pollen from
be surpassed.
Gorya.ies. 9 Cal'f.
will soon be gone. I had a fine visit the bloom of the thoroughwort, which
in the hives when I left
27) to winter on, with
;

home
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now

is

A Valuable Book Given Atvay.—We

bloom.
The broodwith capped honey

in full

chambers are

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journal and
the New York World— both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the^ubscriber
with one of these books, bound In Leatherette Free Calf

filled

in nearly all the 11 colonies, and some
are now storing honey in the sections.
I do not see anything else to gather
honey from, as the pastures are all
dried up, and stock is suffering for
want of water and feed. The wheat
and oats crop was excellent the corn
;

crop is very short. I have not heard
of any surplus honey within a boundary of 5 miles around me, or within
100 miles.
I hear that the general
complaint is that bees are starving.
One man near me had over 30 colonies in the spring, and he has now 3
colonies left. Everybody is discouraged, but I intend to " keep a stiff
upper lip," and stand by my bees.

:

History of the United States— from

illJODMI^
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

0.

—

NEWMAIf & SON,

PROPRIETOKS,

923&.925WESTMADIS0NST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a If ear.

ALFRED

Bees Doing Poorly.— Wm. Anderson. Sberman,o Missouri, on Sept. 13,

H.

ILL.

NEWMAN,

Business manager.

summer months

the vyeather was so
hot and dry that everything was
burned up, and there was nothing for
the bees to gather. Half of the bees
in this part of the country are dead
now, and a hard winter yet in view. I
will not get a pound of honey from 50
colonies, and will have to feed for
winter. Those who have bees to sell
next spring, will doubtless be able to
get good prices for them.
'

To Correspondents. — It

would save
would be particular
10 give their P. 0. address and name, when
WTitlng-to this office. We have several letters
some inclosing money) that have no name;
nany others having no Post-Offlce, County
>T State. Also, if you live near one postjfflce and get your mail at another, be sure
:o give the address we have on our list.
18

much

trouble, if all

As tbere
name of

the

Is

"

Another firm

in

Chicago by

Newman & Son," we wish our

correspondents would write

*'

American Bee

Clipping ftueens'
"Wings-—Mrs. Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Josiah Sanborn, Almont,ot Michigan, this ofBce. Several letters of ours have
writes

am

I

new hand at bee-keeping,
bees when swarming, by
bells.
Some say that is no

a

and stop

already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

my

ringing
use, that I ought to clip the queens'
wings.
Please tell me in the Bee

Journal how

to

do

it.

[The day has passed away for beating pans and the like.
You can capture swarms by a force-pump and
water. Prof. Cook says
:

To clip the queen's wing, take hold
of her wings with the left thumb and
index finger— never grasp her body,
especially her abdomen, as this will be
very apt to inj ure her ; raise her off

We

wriU Present Webster's Dictionary
pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

10 cents is for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
The book selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk; if lost
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your

Sweet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested in Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
Simmlns' Non-Snrarming System.—
We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bee
JODBNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
can now be obtained at price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
Five whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
if ordered by mail, send 15
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. pieces, $30.00
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to cents per yard extra for postage.
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
Preserve your Papers fer reference.
and are in no way safe.
If you have no BINDER we wUl mail you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one frkb
Red Labels for one-pound pails of If you will send us 3 new yearly subscripHoney, size 3x4% inches. — We nave now tions for the Bee Journal.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the foUowiug prices

Money Orders

;

;

the comb, then turn from the bees,
place her gently on a board or any
convenient object— even the knee will
do she will thus stand on her feet,
and not trouble by constantly passing
her legs up by her wings, where they,
too, would be in danger of being cut for $1.00 250 forSl.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
off.
Now, take a small pair of scis- for $3.00 all with name and address of
sors, and with the right hand open apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.
them, carefully pass one blade under
one of the front wings, shut the
E, Duncan Snlffen, Advertising Agent,
blades, and all is over.
3 Park Row, New York, inserts advertisements In all first-class Newspapers and
Dr. Miller cuts off both wings on Magazines with more promptness and at
the left side with a small pair of em- lower prices than can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
broidery scissors. Great care should setting up advertisements in the most attractive mantier, and guarantees entire
be taken not to cut off a leg also, and satisfaction. In all bis dealings, he is honorto cut off more of the lace than of the able and prompt. Send for hie Catalogue
of first-class advertising mediums. Mailed
fleshy part.— Ed.]
52A40t
tree.
;

The extra

name, post-oflice, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.

1887, writes

Bees are doing very poorly here. I
never saw a year so hard on bees.
They have not had enough honey to
keep the amount of bees required to
make a strong colony. During the

432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
History of England— from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge. 410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

:

;

;

;

;

of the Bee Journal
upon application. Any one
get up a club can have sampls

igf Sample Copies
will be sent free

intending to
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this offloe.
or we will send them all to the agent.

Yucca Brushes

are employed for reThey are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent by mail,
odd 1 cent each for postage.

moving bees from the combs.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OUR CLUBBING

Honey and Beeswax Market.
The following are our very latest
quotations for honey and beeswax
:

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— We
No

tions, IHe.

small of

all

quote

White comb

:

dark comb.

call for

kinds.

BBB8WAX,-23C.
Sept.

l-!b. sec-

South Water

161

DETKOIT.
HONEY.— New comb is very scarce, and quoted
at i7(Sti8c. per

lb.

BKB8WA_X.-23c.
Aug.

M. H.

17.

HUNT,

Bell Branch, Mich.

OL.KVELAND.

HONEY.— Best while
Ibs.. 14^1.'>c.;

l-lbs.
10<atl2c.

dark,

BBBSWAJC.-a5c.
AuK.

sold to-day at 17c.:

White extracted,

KBNDBL,

A. C.

25.

lar price of both.

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

St.

2-

8c.

115 Ontario St.

We

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Journal
one year, and any of the following publican
tlons, at the prices quoted In tho last column
of figures. The first column gives the regu-

BDKNBTT.

R- A.

7.

in

Offerings are

Price oj both. Olub
1 00

BOSTON.

HONBY.— New

crop.

1-lb.

sections, 18@20c.; 2-

BBK8W AX.—

Sept.

16.BLAKS A RIPLET,

2 00.. 1 75
1 25.. 1 20
150.. 140
2 00.. 1 73

in Beo-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Mftgazlne
Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Apiculturist
Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

2 00.. 175
1 50. 1 35
.

5 25.

.

4 50

2 25. 2 00
and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 160.. 150
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00. 2 00
Hoofs A B C of Bee-Culture.. 2 25.. 2 10
4 00.. 2 00
Farmer's Account Book
1 50
1 30
Western World Guide
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
1 75. 1 50
Tear Among the Bees
Convention Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 30
1 75
Weekly Inter-Ocean
2 00
.

.

Chatham

57

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We

quote

:

Extracted, white liquid,
;

B EB8W AX.-

Sept.

1

761.2 1 c.

8CHACHT & LBMCKB, 122-124 Davis St.

9.

A

.

.

.

5}^@^c.; amber colored and candied. 4f4^5^c.—
White to extra white comb, 12@16C. amber, 8(»1 Ic.
Keceipts light and prices firm.

.

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Jooknal must be ordered with each
paper or book,
of the prices

advantage
column.

in order to take

named

in the last

are sometimes aslted who our

authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.
;

.

and Gleanings

.

Ib. sections, I7f.'ii8c. Extracted. 6(l(8c.
25 ots. per lb.

605

Mr. J. E. Pond's address will be in the
future, North Attleboro, Bristol Co., Mass.
W^e have a large quantity

WHITE

of

CHOICB

EXTRACrED HONEY, in kegs

holding from 200

lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
the cars at 10 cents
Orders solicited.

we win deliver on board
per

lb.

<tneen8.— We can mail a Tested Italian
Queen (bred for the best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

SAN FRANCISCO.

We

quote : White comb, 12@13c.; exHONBY.—
tra white comb, 14 to 15c.! dark, 7 to 10c. White
extracted. 5M<*''5Vc.: light amber, 4H@5c.; amber
candied,
and
4M(«4Xc. Receipts light; poor crop.

BBaSWAX.-21Si23c.
July

:

SMITH 4 CO., 423

O. B.

25.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— Choice l-lbs., 17@18c.;

Frout

2-bs.,

St.

15@iec.

in kegs and barrels, 7^(58c., and
In tin cans, 8c.: dark in kegs and barrels, 6@6Hc.,
in tin cans, 6H@7c. Demand good ; supply limited.

White extracted

BBBSWAX.-25C.

A. V. BISHOP, 142 w. Water

Aiigae.

Colored Posters for putting up over
Conventions.- The time for holding Bee- honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
Keepers' Conventions will soon be here, and as well as useful. We have prepared some
we cannot give any better advice than this
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
Let each one attend who can do so, and take more free of cost to any one who will use
part in making these meetings interesting them, and try to get up a club.
and instructive. If you have not already
obtained the " Bee-Keepers' Convention
Supply Chapman Honey-Plant sesd
Hand-Book," do so at once to post yourself at the following prices
One-half ounce, 50
up on how to conduct such meetings cor- cents 1 ounce, $1 2 ounces, $1.50 4
ounces,
pound,
1 pound, $5. One
$2
$3
H
rectly.
It contains a simple Manual of
pound of seed is suIBclent for half an acre,
Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for if properly thinned out and re-set.
the guidance of officers and members of
of Local Conventions— Model Constitution
and By-Laws for a Local Society— Programme tor a Convention, with Subjects for
Discusson— List of Premiums for Fairs, etc.

St.

We

:

;

;

NEW
HONBY.— We

quote

tions, I6<sl8c.: Ihe

:

same

YORK.
Fancy white

in 1-lb. secin 2-lbs,, I3@14c.; fair to
2-lbs., io<5)i2c. Extracted

good i-lbs., I3@i5c., and
white clover, in kegs and barrels, 7^8c.

BBB8WAX.— 21(S>22c.
MCCAUL & HILDRBTH
Aug.

28

24.

&.

30

:

;

;

^Kduertisjemjettts.

BROS.,

W. Broadway, near Duane St.

Bound in cloth, and suitable for the pocket.
KANSAS CITY.
HONBY.— We quote new crop Choice white 2-Ib. Price, 50 cents. We will club this book and
sections, 16c.; dark 2-lb8., 14c. choice white l-lbs.. the Ajierican Bee Journal for one year
white, Ific;
;

18@20c.:dark l-lbs., 15c. California
dark. 14c. Extracted, white, Siayc; dark. 5("'7c.
Market firm ; receipts of 1-lb. comb honey light.
BBE8WAX.-20 to 22C.
HAMBLIN & BBARSS. 514 Walnut St.
Sep. 14.

for $1.30.

Win you Exhibit at tbe Fair t If so,
KANSAS CITY.
we will supply you all the copies of the Bbe
HONEY.— Wequote White l-lbs., 160I8C.: dark, JotTRNAL that you may desire to distribute
15®16c.i white 2-lb8., 15®17c.; dark, 14®15c.; California-white l-lbs., 15@Jl7c.. 2-lbs.. I.'igiiec. dark to the bee-keepers you may meet there. We
:

FOR SALE in CALIFORNIA.
of the death of the proprietor. Mr.
OX account
D. Erms, a KANCH of 240 Acres, partly
J.

Fruit— 80 Colonies of Bees, Steam Machinery for
the manufitcture of Supplies for bee-keepers (a
well-establisheii business). The Land will be sold
in 40 or 80 acre tracts. Also. Stock, the Farming
Implements, and a large stock of Apiarian Supplies. For particulars, address

MRS.

J.

ENAS, (P. O. Box 306).
NAPA CITY, CALIFORNIA.

D.

38A6t

:

2-lbs. 14c. Calif, white extracted,
6<S6Hc. No white clover in market.
BEBSWAX.-No. l,20®22c.; No. 2, 16(&18c.
Aug. 24. CLBMONS.CLiOOM & CO., cor 4th& Walnut

l-lbs. I4£'ji5c.,
7(§i7^:c. : dark,

ST. LOUIS.
HONBY.— Choice comb, 10®12c.; latter price for
choice white clover In good condition. Htrained,
In barrels, 4&4^c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. packages. !^-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbis.. 4^@.^^c.; in cans, 5J^ to 6c.—
1

Market very firm

at

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.- We qnote

for extracted, 3@7c. per lb.
Comb honey has been sold out perhaps better than
ever before at this time, only remnants of dark
honey being left. Choice white would readily
bring 15c. in a Jobbing way.
BBBSWAX.— Fair demanil,-20®22c. per lb. fop
good to choice yellow.
19.

C.F.MtTTB

NEW
:

2-lbs. glassed, 9(§il0c.
5<«.6c.

Demand

COMB HONEY WANTED.

WE

should be pleased to correspond
with any one having COKIB
For Sale. We sell on Commission at best
market prices. Address,

you can

HONEV

S. T. IFISKC
189 South Water

St.,

<Sc

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

38A13t

We

have a few

Sets of the Bee JoukNAL for the present year, and can fill orders
further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these bacli numbers, will
please to state It plainly, or they will not
be sent.
until

CASH

$200

buy a Complete Apiary consisting of
WILL
Colonies ut Bees
Root
Root

18

in

chaff-hives, 16 in

Simplicity hives; 24 Comb-Honey Crates
Simplicity hives ; 1,500 1-lb. Sections ; 150
extra combs in wired frames, several extra hives,
i^i-story
to go in

1 Novice Honey-Kxtractor. and everything to make
an Apiary complete. All hives nearly new and
well painted (white). This is a bargain.

Address, T. BOOS, Kinmundy,

YORK.
Fancy white

1-lb.

sections,

paper boxes, 17^19c.: fancy l-lbs., glassed or unglassed, 17(g;lSc.: fancy 2.poun(ls.. glassed, 14<S!l6c.
Lower grades 1{»2C. per lb. less. Buckwheat l-lbs.,
paper boxes, ll^jl2c.: same glassed or unglassed,
10@llc.:
7@8c.; dark,

if

& SON.Freeman * Central Av.

HONEY.— We quote

Aug. 30.

up a club for the Bee Joubnal,
possibly do so.

above prices.

BEESWAX.- 21C. fqrprime.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
Aug. 2.

Aug.

also have colored posters to put up over
exhibits of honey, wax, supplies, etc. Send
for them early, so as to be sure to have
them on hand in time. They will cost you
nothing, but we should like to have you get

Extracted, white,

large.

Ills.

Should any Subscriber

receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, piease send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

F.Q.STROHMEYER&CO., 122WaterBt. AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL,

HOW TO WINTER BEES,
Essays by eleven prominent be©ELEVEN
keepers, sent by mail for 10 cents.
Address,
llAtf

HENRY ALLEY,

Wenham, Mass.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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The

NEW

Heddon Hive.

We

have made arrangements with the
inventorby which we shall make and sell the

Heddon Reversible Hive, both
and

retail

at wholesale

nailed and also in the

:

QUEENS FOB BUSINESS
further notice. I will send by return
UNTIL
mail, safe arrival guaranteed, Good QUEENd

my best strains noted for gentleness and
honey-gathering qualities, viz:
Queen

is in two sections; alBO the
BurplusarraiiReraent, which may be interchangerl
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of ea:-h sectional case has one-hall
of a rOKular bee-space, so that the surplus cases
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers, or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bured for wires.
includes the bottom-board
A SAMPLE
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-charabera. each containing 8 frames
two Borplus arrangements, each containing 28 onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can be interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is NAILED AND
PAINTED, and ready for immediate use. Price,
$4.00, complete.

mVE

;

;

;

THOMAS

NEWMAN &

G.

& 925 West

923

Madison-St.,

SON,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

12

Queens

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass-

Extra Thin

50 pages,

furnish VAN DEUSENS' To hold 1 pound of honey, per dozen
Sl.OO
"
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
"
2pound8
».©0
"
"
"
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, in sheets 16V^x28
"
«.60
3
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
THOIUAS G. NETOIAN & SON,
i3^ The above is a special uffer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
933 & 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO. ILL.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or Its multiplel will be filled
bright Tested Italian Queen, with 3 frames
Bees and brood, $3.(X). Tested Queen, f 1.25.
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.
5Aiy
O. N. BALDWIN, Clarksville, Mo.

ONE

XHOS. G. NE\nTLAN & SON.,

& 925 W. Madison St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

fine lUns-

IB^ If you crista to obtain the
Hlgliest Price for Honey this
Season, tvrite to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, Neiv Iforit,
F. G.

STROHIflEYER &

CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

Comb Foundation

CINCINNATI, O.
Central Ave..
P.S.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

Freeman

3c

Italian Queens
Italian Queens
arrival guaranteed.

Warranted

26Atf

H.

1000

ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
5 cents, you need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
31 Atf
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
Oi.1

VER

FOSTBli, Mt. Vernon.

"Boss" One-Piece

Unn Co.,

retail.

Iowa.

SELF-INKING

RUBBER-STAMP.

Porncrook &

Co.,

Watertown, Wis.

own

free.

Editor
of this

Patented June

w

furnlsli
Ethewill
cheapest.

May

the one-piece Sections manufactured by

us.

ley, Herts,

Fairs—

retail.

See advertisement la another column.

923

ILLS.

It is edited

by

rtc,

F.6.S., F.R.M.S.

^

Mail samples, 25 eta. HONKY and
on Commission, by— AR'i'HUR
Front St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

aiAi3t

xhe-mibuet..
Co.,

N. Y.

PBIC£. tS

dozen, or !S5.00 per lOO.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

palt.

imLLER,

MARENGO,

Beeswax wanted
TODD, 2122 Morth

k Year among

be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
buy It In order to give the children

will

Address,

C. C.

England.

retail. 30 cts.

''pHIS neiv size of our Tapering
1 Honey Pails isof uniform design
with the other sizes, having the lop
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making it very convenient
to carry. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, miikes a novel and
attractive amall package, that can
a handsome toy

™y New Book-*'A

Year among the Bees;"

HONEY -CAN DIES sell well at
TODD'Saverage
lb.;
wholesale price Idc

says

cents per

THOS. G. NEimiAN &: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
A 925 West Madison Street,

the Bees,

BEING

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL

consumers

*«''

I

and published by John Huckle, King's La^if-

BKOUKPORT, Monroe

1st, 1887.

0F"ThoB. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell

7R
Ponfc
J UCIilo

information for the apiarist.

Agents wantetl
Send for Catalogue
and terms. Address,

price-list.

Wis.,

COOK, Enreka Springs, Ark.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

547.

28, 1S81.

Write for

?onrl
uCIIU

A.

AND BE£-E£EFEB'S ADVISES,
published every week, at 10s. lOd oer
ISannum.
It contains the best pi-actica

Stamp on page

you SECTIONS as cheap as

Watertown,

another column.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Read what

Newman

H.

DR.

address, with the machine and a bottle of
ink. by mail, for J.1.(hi.
Extras bottles of infe
for 12 cts Show this
adv't to your friends.
Send me an order for
10 Stamps, tt get your

1T7S^55Rr^

r

in

necessary to obtain rest.
For further particulars, address the proprietor,

20Atf

MANnFACTOKBD BY
J.

See advertisement

114 pages, cloth bound.

2,000
ImDresBions for 10 cts.
Will last a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
JUetter - Heads, Postal

GEO.T.HAMMOND.

Sections,

retail.

See advertisement In another column.

name, occupation and

$5 00

F ourteen Warranted

Dadant's Foundation Factory, wholesal

it

Cards, Sections, Clothing— everything. Your

BY RETURN MAIL
SIX
fW~ 8afe

and

etc.

SON,

Stamps

Atf

is

Dadant'sFouDdation Factory, wholesale

For Circulars, apply to
CHA.8. F. M1TTH <&

.35

in a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes

33A26t

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,

possible shape.
^f- Price of the Book, 25 cts.
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

(SOLE MANUrACTCBERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

book of 45

thorough
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
points are, however, touched upon.
For
Instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the honey harvest In the best

and

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples tree

Muth's Honey Extractor,

Co., Mich.,

little

entitled, "The Production of
Its distinctive feature is the
manner in which it treats of the

Asnicultxiral CoIleRe, Mich.

lAtf

Genesee
a neat

Comb Honey."

COOK, Author and Publisher,

J.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

publshed
HASpages,

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees In the World. Price, by mail, »1. 85. Liberal
dlaooant to dealers and to clubs.

Patent Flat-Bottom

W.

Roeersville,

were added in the 8th edition. The whole
worh has beenthoroughlyreTised, and contains the

A., <V.

package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the boney
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by

WE CAN now

tratlons

lAly

with honey. the

filled

attractive appearance of
these palis cannot be equaled by any other style of

^^
"~~->'^H

the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

1876.

and more than 50

I

I

FOUNDATION

5,000 Sold Since May, 1S9S.
More than

^_

In 25-Foniid Boxes.

OF TBLE ^PIAST.

SOLD SINCE

,
II

923

I3,000

When

WM. W. GARY,

Address.
29Atf

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, M.AJ)iJJJLl4

Palis are made
of the beat quality of
clear flint glass, with a bail
find a metal top and cover.

$0.80
4.50
8.00

6 i^ueens

Thebrood-chamher

THESE

from
I

flat.

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.

A

Talk about some of the Implements, Plana

and PracUcea of a Bee-keeper of 2.5 yeaTS*
Experience, who Jws for 8 years made tht
Production of

Hmuy

hia

Excliisive

Buatneas.

Price, tS cents, by mall. This Is a new work
of about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound
in cloth. AddresSt

THOS.
923

G.

NE^nt

AN

Ac

SON,

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Our European Visitors.— During the
Exhibition at Toronto, Ont,, wo are pleased
to note that the Toronto Bee-Keepers' Association held a special meeting on Sept, 15.
1887. to welcome Mr. T. W, Cowan, chairman
of the British Bee-Keepers' Association, and
Mr. IvarS. Young, editor of the Norwegian
beeperlodl.-al. Our readers are well aware
that these gentlemen are on a tour of inspection among the bee-keepers of America,
Among those present were. Rev, W, F.
Clarke, R, MoKnight, D, A. Jones, A,

THOMAS

0.

NEWMAN,

Pringle, S. Cornell, R. F, Holtermann, M.
Eraigh. and Vice President J. B. Hall. The
latter called the meeting to order, and requested Mr. R, McKnIght to read tho fol-

Editor.

^«P\T^4/

lowing address

:

To Thnmns TVIUtnm Cnwan, Efq.

Prar Sin.— On

behalf of tho bee keepers

we bid you and Mrs. Cowan welto Canada. As chairman of the British
Bee-Keepers' Association, we recognize in

611

Cowan was

presented

with a handsome

gold headed walking stick, and Mr. Young
with a beautiful meerschaum pipe and case.

Mr. Cowan
work of the

replied at length, detailing the
British Bee Keepers' Associa-

and paying a compliment to the delegates who were present at the Colonial
Exhibition In charge of the Ontario honey
ex 1)1 bit,
Mr. Young also expressed his thanks for
the hearty reception he had received from
the bee keepers in Canada.
As Mr. Cowan had his large microscope
with him, those present were alTorded the
pleasure of examining through it many
things of Interest to them. A very pleasant
evening was spent, and one that will be
long remembered by those who wore
present.
tion,

of Ontario

come

Vol.

lira.

Sept,

No. 39.

28, 188'.

bas seemed Impossible to have
visitors so time their travels
as to be here at the timeof ihe Convention
in the United States, we are pleased to learn
that our Canadian friends have Improved
the opportunity presented at the Toronto
Exhibition, to show their appreciation and
good will. Beekeepers of the United States
only lack the opportunity to do the same.
^'liilo

<t

our European

A

I.arser Crop of Applen,

It

is

said,

be grown if a colony of bees is placed
In the orchard. The pollen is rubbed from
their bodies asainst the pistils of thousands
of flowers, which thus become fertilized.
Many of the stransre freaks of hybridizing
varletieB, are due to the agency of bees.
will

To ITIake Labels Adhere to Tin, an
ezchanire Kays
"Tnke of flour G ounces,
of molasses !4 a pint, and of water I'/i pints,
and boll as usual for flour paste. Or. dissolve 2 ounces of resin in 1 pint of alcohol.
After the tin bas been coated with the solution, allow nearly all the alcohol to evaporate before applying the label."
:

Wliat a

Woman can Do I—The follow-

ing is from the Nebraska Stnte Jnurnal,
concerning the display of honey, etc., in the
Horticultural Hall at the State Fair
:

This exhibit by Mrs.

J.

Columbus. Nebr., consists
extracted honey, wa.v. and

N.
t)f

Renter, of

cimb and

ap^arian sup-

tastefully arraiiircd. Ftrikine- in
appearance, and Is adrnitied bv nil judges
to be the best exhiliit ever mnde in the
State, Various articles of the display were
awarded first premium, and the genr^ral
verd'Ct of all is that as ft bne keeper Mrs.
plies.

If is

Heater has no equal in Nebraska. She has
studitdthe science for years, and has embarkf^d in the f-nterpripe in a r»"rplv business
manner. Such an exhibit as this is the hpst
means of getting before the pi'onle the faet
that for h- e-keepinB' the natural resources
of Neb'sska are among the foremost Stales
of the CJnton. This fact has been recognized, but nevertheless there is a wide fleid
for labor in this direction, and the sooner it
is utilized the better,

Nebraska Is an e.xoellent honey-produolng
and wo are pleased to note the above
Item, but do not insert It to disparage any
State,

other aniarist of that enterprising State.
Still it shows what a woman can do.]

you the represcmative of a body of philanthropic gemleraen who devote much of
their lime to the promotion of apietiltural
knowledge amnnir the artisan and laboring
classes of your own country.
We are not Ignorant of tho good work you

Honey Sugar.— In a German
named

the H'lnnverinhes MiQizin,

the Jews

periodical
stated

it Is

Moldavia have a method of
into a hard white sugar,
which is employed by the distillers of DantIn

making honey

make

their liquors. The process conexposing the honey to the frost
during three weeks, sheltered from Ihe sun
and the snow, in a vase of some material,
which Is a bad conductor of heat. The
which vou are the chairmHU (with Its honey does not freeze, but becomes bard as
ftlhliated branches) numbers some ten th<iusand members, atiesta the sucess of your sugar, transparent and white.
We sincerely hope that you and We have a small can of sugar made from
labors.
your assnc'ntes may be lontr spared to hone.v, in our Museum, It was placed there
prosecute the good work so well organized,
some ten years azo by Mr, T. S. Bull, who
and so skillfully conducted.
As proprietor and editor-in-chief of the made it. It Is good brown sugar, but Itfl
TlritUh Tif.p Jonrnnl you are better known to cost is too much to be profitable.
the apicultural world than most of your
Your published works on
countrymen.
soipntiflc and practical beekeeping have
Fall Flowers will help to fill up the
won for you a name nnd a fame far bevond
vour own sea ir'rt home. We rejoice in the hives with honey for winter stores. Mrs. L.
opnorttinltv this visit alTords us of making
Harrison, in the Pratrie Farmer, remarks as
a closer and more personal acquaintance
follows about it:
with you.
We indulc-e the hope that your present
There Is plenty of time yet for bees to lay
visit to the UnitFd Slates and Canada, and
your pars'inal Intercourse with the leading nnsiorpsfor winter. Durine the summer
hce keener.s of both cnunlries. will increase of laS.") there was hut little honev after the
vour zeal In Ihe pond work of teachlnir men mi'idleof June, and t thought I would have
the means and methods whereby the earth tn feed manv colonies, and prepnrpd to do
mavbemadeto yield Its increase of delicious it. Grasshopners were responsible in a
nnd healthful nectar, which abounds in the great measurp for the loss of the crop that
flora in the fields, nnd in the forests of most ppflson. as bees are very sensitive to smell,
countries. The extent to which the honey and would not work on flowers where the
When I went to feed the
Industry msy be developed In as vet but hoppers had been
understood, and he who labors to first colonv. the hive did not stand to suit
little
make It better known Is certainly doing as me. and T took hold of It to Hi it. when I
much for mankind as he who makes two found it was too much for my strength On
bindrs of urass grow where but one flour- invpstiiratintr, I found everv hive full of
rich, th'ck golden honev, which had been
ishpd before.
We are eapeeinllv pleased that you so gathered, as it were, diirintr the last davs of
jiisi hpfore frost.
It was all gathered
grace
as
to
able
to
Toronto
be
visit
to
timed your
wiinesnthp display of Canada's industrial during a week or ten days.
exhibition
careful
on
here
A
products now
examination of these will hplp you to form
n Just estimate of what the people of ih'S
A Cliapter from our pamphlet, " Honey
yonng counlrv hn^'e accomi>lished within
the prpspnt c-pneration. atid iri'-e yfiu an as Food and Medicine." may be found In the
idpa or the rpsourops of Ihe Dominion. It "Bee-Keepers' Magazine" for September
will serve to provp to you that Canadians
" Parmer and
are not drones in this hive of British colo- (page 27.'>), credited to the
inspire vou with tho Dairyman. " and signed "Thomas Brafel,
nists, nnd mavhnp
common faith of our countrymen that,
Portland, March, 1887." There are twenty
"Tf our past has records few
places In the United States called Portland,
In bailie sonif or glory.
but the State Is omitted, of course, to cover
Our future rises fair to view,
fileam-pc- with morning's youthful dew. up the theft. We have seen It In the " BeeAnd bright with coming glory."
Keepers' Advance" and other papers. We
Accept this tr'flo ns a slight hut tangible have no objection to such being cooled, but
expression of respect and esteem for you. we do not like to see it credited erroneously.
an a man and n brother bee keener. We wish
you and Mrs. Co van a pleasant time while
you remain on Ibis side of the Atlantic, and
Tlie October IVtimber of Frank Leslle'i
a safe return to your homo and family
beyond the s-as.
Sutiflav M'luaziiifi offers much to the reader,
Mr. McKnight also mnde an address of and of so varied a character that every
welcome to Mr. Young, and expressed the class is sure to be pleased. Serial and short
pleasure of the Association upon having stories, poems, essays, art and science make
two sue distinguished visitors. Then Mr. up a very attractive table of contents.

have accomplished.

We know

von have been

insiruraentftl in inducing thonsanda of your
to embark in Ihe fascinating
keepintr. and thus si-end their
leisure hours in healthful, profitable employment. The fact that ttie Association of

countrxmen
work of bee

zic to

sists In
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2. Solution No.
one
1,
ounce water, 1 pint, 3. Solution No.
sugar syrup, 1 pint.—
2, one ounce
TVltb Replies thereto.
Query 475.— In order to winter bees Dadant & Son.
salely, how many combs are necessary ?— ont.
From what I have read of its use
From 3 to 8, according to the size on bees, I think it is safe if used in
[It IB quite useless to ask for answers to
moderate quantities.— H. D. Cutting.
of the colony.— G. M. Doolittle.
Queries in this Department In less time
From what I have read, I should
Just what they can cover, provided
tkan one month. They have to wait their
they contain the requisite amount of judge not, but I have never tried it.
about
sent
in
a
and
type,
in
put
torn, be
C. C. Miller.
stores.— J. P. H. Beown.
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
to hold the bees and
enough
I do not think so. If it were I think
Only
and
then
find
returned,
them
get
them
1 consider unoc- we should have learned the fact from
stores.
Bpaoe for them in the Journal. M you are abuuuaut
damage.
a
those who have used it.— A. J. Cook.
cupied combs in the winter
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
C. C. MiLLEE.
I have had no experience with phethem to be inserted here.— Ed.]
As many as are necessary to give 26 nol, and have but little faith In its
pounds of honey to the bees, and room usefulness in the apiary.— G. W.
Demaree.
for the cluster.- JJadant & Son.
If used to eradicate disease it is not
I have wintered a colony well on
RemoTini Pollen from Comlis.
the summer stand on two Langstroth injurious; but if applied to bees in a
tour to six normal condition, I should say it was.
Qaery 474 How can I remove old pol- frames. 1 prefer from covered
with —J. P. H. Beown.
Laugsiroth tramea well
len from brood-combB ?— G. T.
bees at the commencement of cold
I have never used it, but I do not
Dadant
Son.
&
combs.—
Melt the
weather.— J. E. Pond.
see why it should be more injurious
absolutely
until
the
water
in
are
the
combs
than
smoke. Unless used in quaatity
not
any
Soak
Perhaps
pollen can be thrown out in the ex- " necessary." I consider from 5 to 8 sufficient to kill at once, I cannot
tractor.— G. L. TiNKEE.
of oidiuary size the best number.— think that any harm will follow from
its use.— J. E. Pond.
James Heddon.
Give it to the bees in the spring.
upon the size of the
I do not know. I have never used
We never have too much pollen.—A. This depends
1 have repeatedly wintered any, never had any occasion for its
colony.
J. CciOK.
J.Cook.
Gallup trames.—A.
use, and hope I never will have. I
Put in the hive in early spring, and nuclei on 3
think there is no necessity for this
It will depend upon the size of the
unless spoiled, the bees will use up
spreading of foul brood, which is now
small
A
trames.
to
lu
brood.
'Z
it
into
from
converting
colony
pollen,
the
so rife in our country. Jas. Heddon.
colony will winter on three combs in
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
condition, if well taken care of.
good
No. Mr. Cheshire, who had Jo deYou cannot do it, but you can let H. D. Cutting.
stroy many colonies of bees in exthe bees do it if you will insert the
That depends upon the size of the perimenting " in order to find the
combs in the hive in the spring.— J.
" The vapor of
1 winter all good colonies on curative dose," says
colony.
P. H. Beown.
a lull set of combs. 1 am not an ad- Ehenol (the phenol being poured on
lotting paper), on two occasions,
Practically this is impossible. The vocate of "crowding bees" in their
killed all the brood." He then adds
only way is to give them to the bees winter quarters.— G. W. Demaeee.
"
I found that 1-200 (that is one part
in the spring, when they will take
1 prefer 5, and not more than 6
care of the bee- bread .—W. Z. Hutch- Langslroth trames, or an equivalent of pure phenol to 200 parts of syrup)
inson.
But in a very large, well- was refused by the bees altogether
space.
Put them in the brood-nest in the packed chaff-hive, bees will winter that 1-400 might be given constantly
spring of the year that is, exchange very well on full sets of combs, if the to a sound colony without appearing
them lor combs in the brood-nesl stores are not too much scattered to limit the queen in breeding, or
touch her health ; that 1-600 dispatched
that have no pollen in them.— G. W. through the combs.— G. L. Tinker.
foul brood quickly, even while honey
Dbmaree.
and that 1-750 apIt depends upon the size of the was coming in
for
way
you
know
the
best
do
not
I
I
colony, and where the bees are win- peared enough when it was not.
to remove the pollen or bee-bread. I
tered. Out-of-doors I would not try have established these quantities as
believe it best to let the bees do it,
to winter a colony upon less than 5 the correct ones." Moderate quantiwhich 1 always do.— James Heddon. combs; in a warm cellar as small a ties are, therefore, not injurious.
If you have more than the bees can number as 2 or 3 may be used, if the The Editoe.
use to advantage, melt them up. You colony is proportionally small.— W. Z.
can dip it in water, and the pollen Hutchinson.
Convention Notices.
will ferment and loosen in the cells,
Even nuclei can be wintered in a
when you can jar a large part of the good cellar but out-of-doors, the col^"
Eastern
Indiana Bee-Keepers' AssociaThe
pollen out.— H. D. Cutting.
ony should have sufficient winter tion will meet at Richmond,
Ind on Oct. 5, 1887.
The
frames.—
M. O. Uevnolds, Stc.
to
8
from
5
and
stores,
If not spoiled, let the bees use it.
Editoe.
If spoiled, it can be soaked up thorly The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' Association
oughly and thrown out with the exwill hold its next meeting in the K. of P. Hall, No.
Main St., Wheeling, W. Va.. on Out. a> and 27,
138
little
of
it,
there
is
only
a
tractor. If
bee-lieepers are cordial ly invited.

dissolved.

Nnmlier of Brooa-Comlis for Winter.

;

;

;

—

'

;

—

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

.

1

the

bees will clean

Millee.
Keep it

it

up.— C.

C.

1887.

Is Plienol Injarions to

Bees

until spring, and then allow
Query 476.— Is phenol injurious to bees
the bees to use it in rearing brood. I when used in moderate quantities 7-New Vork.
do not think it can be profitably reI have had no experience with it.—
moved in any other way. Soaking it
out with warm water has been ad- G. M. Doolittle.
vised but I have never found it to
I do not know.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
work satisfactorily.— J. £. Pond.
I do not think it is, but I have had
Exchange them for combs in the
broodnest having no pollen in the no experience in its use for bees.— G.
spring. Such brood-combs of pollen L. TiNKEE.
Mr. Thos. W. Cowan, in his Beewill be very acceptable to the bees
then, and they will take care of them Keepers' Guide, gives the following
much more easily than you can, and safe re<3ipe, as indicated by Mr. Che1. Pure phenol in crystal, 12
without expense or labor on your shire
part.— The Editoe.
ounces ; water, 3 ounces. Shake until
:

All

W.

?

L.

KINSEY,

Sec.

ly The Kentucky State Bee-Keepers' Society
meets In Falmouth, Pendleton Co., Ky.. on Oct. 18,
1887. This is expected to be a very Interesting
meeting, and a large attendance is expected.
J. T.

COMNLKY,

Sec.

Unlou Conveutiou at Clilcago.—The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in Joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago, Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18. 1887. Arrangements have been made with the Hotel, lor
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.73 per
day, each front room, $:^.00 per day each
ptrson. This date occurs during the nectind
u)«e/t of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
;

rates will be very low.

W.

Z.

Hdtchinson,

Sec.

I'HE

^oxtts^fomltnct.
O

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near me center ot the state named
6 northof the center; 9 south; O* east;
•O west; and this<^ northeast; >3 northwest:
<>• southeast
and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.
;

For the American Bee Joomal

Canses Of Drontli-Plansililejf correct.

W.

J.

CULLINAN.

On page 582, Mr. J. M. Hambaugh
undertakes to give the causes of
drouth and methods of securing rainfall.
Now, while I do not pretend to
be meteorologist enough to fully explain the causes of the present severe
drouth which has prevailed almost all
over the whole country, I will give
my views, like Mr. H., for what they
are worth.
He says he believes " that when we
remove the natural cause of rainfall
by drainage and tileage, we may reasonably expect a reverse of the natural laws in the shape of drouths."
This, while it may seem plausible to
some, is to me very imcomplete for
had we to depend upon local evaporation from the very small portion of
land drained by tile {which will probably not average one acre in one hundred), drouths would indeed be fre;

quent. When we take into consideration the fact that three-fourths of the
earth's surface is covered with water,
while the remaining one-fourth is
largely intersected by rivers, creeks
and branches, and thickly dotted
throughout its length and breadth
with lakes and ponds, both natural
and artificial, and containing millions
of acres of wndrained land, ''drainage
and tileage" as a cause of drouth falls
into such utter insignificance as to be
hardly perceptible.

And

further, if local

evaporation

were sufficient to produce rain, one
would think that Mr. Hambaugh,
whose farm lies adjacent to the
Illinois river, that has rolled

by it for
ages, and never yet showed the bottom of its channel to the sun, and in
the midst of thousands of acres of
MJidrained and untiled swamp lands,
would have been blessed with sufficient rainfall to answer all ordinary
purposes. But, alas it was as dry on
Mr. fl's farm as it was on farms
twenty miles distant from any river,
lake or pond (if such a farm can be
found); thus showing conclusively
that local evaporation has very little
to do with it.
I

I

the

do not know what may have been
peculiar position of

which are said to
but

the planets

affect the weather,

believe that the absence
winds, and almost entire
storms of various
kinds has been chief among the causes
of the present generally severe and
protracted drouth.
Again, Mr. H. says that " by a

of

I firmly

high

immunity from

plentiful

rainfall

we may

avert, to
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extent,
the ravages of the problem. For one I do not partake
cyclone."
Perhaps the atmosphere of the dark forbodings of a majority
never was freer from moisture than it of writers on this subject.
I have
was the past summer, yet how many lived long enough to know that there
cyclones did we have V How does the have been decades of dry years, and
cyclone record compare with three decades of seasonable years heretoyears ago when we had a plentiful fore, and I believe that we may rearainfall
This is ample proof that sonably expect the same state of
dryness of the atmosphere is not con- things in the future.
ducive to cyclones as much as dampAlthough the honey-yield in this
ness, if affected by either.
part of Kentucky was lighter than at
The drouth— here, at least— has not any time heretofore, our bees are in
better condition now than they were
been nearly so disastrous as Mr.
would make it appear, where he says last season at this time. Notwiththat had we gotton rain. " in the place standing the drouth, my bees have
of barren or burnt up Qelds, we would gathered a little nectar in the mornhave them heavily laden with the pro- ings, and the queens have continued
ducts of the soil. In the place of to keep the hives well stocked with
empty hives, we would have them brood. It has been a rare case in the
" Instead of past to see so much brood at the first
filled with honey, etc."
barren and burnt up fields " we have of September as is to be seen in my
had this year, without any exception, hives now. I may have to feed some
the largest wheat and oat crop that for winter stores, but my bees will go
was ever known in this section of into winter quarters well stocked with
the country; and I see the same re- vigorous young bees.
corded for Missouri and other States.
It has been frequently asked if it will
had a fair crop of hay, and will do to locate an apiary where there
have more corn than we had last year. are no shade-trees to shade the hives
We have also double the yield of in the heat of the day. My experience
clover seed that ever was known be- the past heated spell has satisfied me
fore.
It is true the honey crop has on this subject. There are no trees
been a partial failure.
near enough by to cast a shade over
In places, I admit, the drouth has any of my hives. My hives are about
been disastrous, but this seems to be 4 inches from the ground, on a smooth
nature's method of resting the Earth, blue-grass plat of ground which is
and allowing her to recruit her wan- protected by a planar and wire fence.
ing powers.
There are men who The grass is kept closely mowed so as
would " ride a free horse to death," not to interfere with the flight of the
and there are also those who would loaded bees. Each hive has a shadeThis is
tax the face of Mother Earth until board over the hive-cover.
they had wrested the last atom of all the shade the hives had during the
fertility from her bosom, if nature late heated term, and not a single
did not come to the rescue, and by comb in mv large apiary melted down.
withholding the necessary rain, give The "shade-board" over the cover
her the rest she so much needs. True of the hives, so as to have an airit is, that " The ways of the Lord are space between the cover of the hive
past finding out ;" and just as true is and the shade-board, is ample prothe fact that what we consider dis- tection to mv hives, and gives me a
astrous to our interests is often a clean, smooth apiary yard, free from
blessing in disguise. Such I consider trees or other obstructions to operate
the failure of the honey crop to bee- in.
Christiansburg, 5 Ky.
raen-proper, weeding out, as it will,
many of the side-issue individuals,
cleansing the woild's markets of surFor the Amenoan Bee JoomaL
plus honey, creating a better demand,
and giving better prices another year.
Lane Honey-Yield froni Bassw oofl.
Here I rest, and leave this matter
ot rainfall and the causes of drouth
M. A. GILL.
to wiser heads and abler hands to
fathom if they can, and give us the
The season in southwestern Wisconcorrect solution.
sin has been a very peculiar one.
Mt. Sterling,*o Ills.
Bees came out of the cellar in good
condition; the season opened unusually favorable, and all went well
Indiana Farmer.
until clover bloomed, when the redrouth kept us from getting
lentless
The Drofltli, SliaJe for Hives, etc.
any honey from that source. I did
not even see one cell full of clover
G. W. DEMAREE.
honey.
K«pberrv and sumac were equal to
T keep an apiary of from -50 to 120
colonies of bees, and am deeply in- the demand for brood-rearing, so that
terested in the new and thriving in- by the middle of June the bees were
dustry of honey producing.
Bee- booming with everything but honey.
culture is affected by drouth perhaps When basswood bloomed (two weeks
more than any other rural pui'suit. earlier than is usual) I think that two
The drouth has been more general persons with a good appetite and a
the present season than in any season few warm biscuits could have eaten
since the decade of drouth years set all the surplus honey from 88 colonies.
in. and there is a wider-spread comWhen basswood first bloomed the
plaint of short honev-yield than at any bees were too young to be ready for
time heretofore. How long this state it. I doubled my colonies down to 80,
of things will last is a discouraging and took the queens away. They had
i*

H

We
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been previously equalized until they ness deposited within the calyx of the
caaie up to tbe swaioiing point at flower, more than what the ripening
once. Tbey were in two yaius, 4b and ot the geim requires. It is leti to ihe
84 colonies respectively
33 ot llie 34 rains
to be dissolved and carried
would liave liad sealeu cells within 36 away.
Millions ot pounds ot the
bours Jrom the time the tirst ceil was choicest nectar that naiuie affords are
sealed.
wholly lost, and there is nothing re1 divided them long enough before turned as an excuse for ihe waste.
basswoud so they would have no With any adequate means lor saving;
biood 10 leed,and so the young queens and preservation, there is enough ot
would coiunience laying heiore the this necessary element of human subclose ot the yield.
Oi course the sistence washed down the stems and
modus operadi is patent to every one, and stalks ot our flowering plants, to
BolwlJiouiy give the lesult: Bass- luinish this gieat need in the prowood lasted 25i dajs. The colony on visioning of man.
BcaifeS stored 2(,8 pounds; one other
But man on his part, as if unwillcolony got 74 pounds
three days,
and the bO colonies got ]0,OliO pounds, ing, to appiopriale in this particular
at least, what has been provided
an average ot 126 pounds.
Ireely in nature, has been most inaeBees in this locality got from nothfaligable in seeking his supplies by
ing to ';o pounds per colony.
One the most difliciilt and costly methods.
peculiarity this season, the older ihe
bloom got the better it yielded. The He has tapped the maple, but the tree
gives up us lite reluctantly and makes
atmosphere reached that peculiar him
pay lor the deed. He has planted
electric
condition just at the last. in his
Liest soil the soighum and the
Since bass\\ood bloom the bees have
sugar canes, but what with the labor
just made a living, but are gelling a
ot cultivation, the exhaustion ot his
little sui plus to-aay tiom asters.
lands, and an expensive apparatus,
Htar, p Wis., Sept. 14, 1887.
tbe moral of his methods is taught in
all

;

m

New England

Farmer.

A New Economy—Bee-KeeiiiDg.
W.

S.

liLAIsDELL.

Not a few of the appliances which
abound in modern times are those
which are designed to save the wastes.

To-day we cannot aflord to lose. In
the times ot our lathers, such was the
prolihc condition of a virgin soil, that
they thought but little ot taxing it lo
the remotest without any adequate
return ot manures as an exchange lor
the yearly products.
Barns were
built with scarcely a thought of what
might be saved. No regaid was had
for the compost heap,
it was not
dreamed ot even, or if mentioned at
all, It was only to stir ridicule tor
notions of lancy farming— the kind done
with '-gloves and patent leathers,"
tlie very extreme ot rustic sarcasm.
But this is all changed.
man now
gets rich by saving what the lathers
let run lo waste.
The barns are built for saving, and
the older ones are being rertodeled
for the same purpose.
The cimpost
heaps aie places of peculiar inteiest.
Ihey are the mint which turns the
pre of everjthing appaiently worthless into the gold ot picfltable leitilizeis. The celdsare beiijg redeemed.
Ihe larms are giowing in productiveness, which is better than lo glow in
size.
And all but the ISew England

A

the smallness of his prohts. Tne result has been, and still is, that the
prices of sugars have always ruled
high, and must be so as long as man
loices himselt away from a natural
product. He can have his notions
even when they are wrong, and he
can blindly lollow them; but thenhe must pay the price.
It is fairly probable that we should
not know ot ihis vast waste, with all
our research, with all our science, had
it not been revealed to man through
the instinct ot an insect. The honeybee has literally •- made known what
has been hid tuitn the foundation of
the world."
There seems to be a
very intimate relation between this
Insect and the human race, so much
so, that if we will accept it, there
appears therein a manliest design.
The bee is not independent of man,
while in some respects it rises far out
of Ihe possibilities of his reach or
thought.
It has no reason, not a

glimmer

of

it.

Myriads of them

will

slaughter themselves trying to lollow
a ray ot light through glass, while
they cannot And the way out of an
enclosure, if it be in the rear and
daikened.
They do, however, put
the skill and cunning ot man to
shame in a thousand ways. They are
the most docile, unwearied, uncomplaining, and successtul servants that
man can have.
'Ihe colony is a model of a workshop.
Two men working together,
even if they be brothers, have more
pastures— lor we must make an ex- fiiciion than
60,0(JU bees, all desperate
ception heie, and we do it too as
a w orkers lor the common w eal as they
witness lo an improvidence yet to be are,
and silent sufleieis as well.
rectihed— aie beginning to blotsom as "With man, Umperameut
goes a good
the lose. New England has had to ways.
When
mix biains with her laiming work- look the thud he is peaceable, people
lime
to see it he is not
and It must be admitted that brains lazy; and
where he is quarrelsome,
are beginning to win.
they throw the
of charity over
Theie is, however, another step the fault in thecloak
apologetic remark
above this, and it may be there aie that he is smart.
honeybee is
many ot thtm but one is prominent, both peaceable and The
smart. The tem80 much so that it is attiacting some per ot the bee, the
power to force its
"'
attention and a little discussion.
._
sting, is only its defensive armor. Its
During the blossoming season of the _attack is a sacrifice of self
for the
year, there is a large excess of sweet- protection
.ot"the''coIony— what some
;

.

1

of us may do, so very reluctantly, for
our country in her hour ot peril.
The honey-bee then, and the secretions of the flowers which can be
gathered by the bee, are very substantial gills, providing for man, as
is possitjle, about oue-thiid ot his
subsistence. By no means has it yet

been done, and herein may be perceived the vast waste of these years.
It is urged very decidedly to any advocacy ot the bee-keeping interests,
thai there are many who have tried it
wiih but indiflerent success or a total
loss.
That it is not so in all cases is
pioved by the great successes which
have been achieved.
But why IS It so even in an exceptional case V
very little observation
enables one to see the reason.
All
the care goes to ih^ cows, the hogs,
and the geese, and there is no time
lelt to be devoted to an insect whose
delicate organization requires a hundred lold more skill from the man
than what the coarser Ubied animal
does. The honey- bee responds quickly
to a little skilllul care. It needs only
liiile, but that little both as lo time

A

and amount
not lo

is vital

to its prosperity,

very life.
The condition ot aH success is the
mixing ot brains with one's work, and
this is what the bee-keeper must
emphatically observe. He must study
the nature of the bee and Us needs,
so as lo understand them. It cannot
be wholly learned from books ; careful, continued
and discriminating
observation is the only reliable means.
And until the man can neglect everything else, if that be required, and
attend to this bees, he will never do
well in this choice line of production.
if

its

The honored Langstroth mixed a
biains with his work, and he
at that juncture ot time and
development ot this industry, that he
was led to construct the movablelittle

did

it

comb

hive.

This

event marked a

great advance

in the art, and has
made an illimitable industry possible.
In doing this he did a deal of
thinking for the farmer, clergyman
as he was, and down to the latest

time he has made us all the better
off.
But though more than a quarter
ot a century has gone, his genius is
scarcely yet appreciated, nor has his
invention wholly succeeded in driving out the old-formed hive, in usrng
which our fathers were excusable, for
they knew no better,butits continued
use is a sarcasm on us.
It is not a question of entering into
an experiment where new industries
are to be tested. The matter is wholly
a saving of wastes from an industry
tested and proved, but whose wonderful possibilities are only

now

begin-

ning to be appreciated. From this
one source alone, careful judges have
estimated that from $100 to $iOO
yearly can be added lo the net prohts
of every farm in New England.
We
do not think the estimate high. There
are some localities where the abounding raspberry, the white clover and
the basswood are so plentilul that
larger estimates would not be exaggerations.
The
profitable to the

lorests, now only
woodman and lum-

berman, would give up a large yield
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of nectar. The back places and corners, inaccessible to cultivation, but
where tlie raspberry clings, may be
The
the most productive plots.
hedges and stony places where only
the goldeurod can thrive and bloora,
may be fruitful of golden gains. The

white clover fields and the buckwheat
may be useful for other purposes
than what the scythe and sickle contemplate.
Nor should we
fact that all this

fail
is

;

only o cents.

Eastwood, Ont.
"Western Stock Journal.

to notice the

A

absolute saving.

no pay-back to any phase of
In producing honey,
the industry.
you do it to the prejudice of nothing.
The lands are not the worse off for

There

keep in the heat and save cutting
a hole through the quilt. This leeder
woiks grandly. It cannot daub the
bees; can be cleaned very easily by
and, above all,
replacing the cotton
it is cheap and easily made, costing
to

Plea for Extracted Honey.

is

the profitable yield. You do not, in a
cargo of it, ship also the heart of the
hills and the valleys. Tliat remains
with us. and is growing larger the
while. The soil is kept at home. The
pastures— the poor, denuded pastures
—come to be fruitful again, for the
full hand gives back a moiety of the
gains to enrich the desolate places.
The bees fertilize the dowers and
make all things more productive.
Everything indeed smiles the more
joyfully because of their coining and
their going, and truly, it must be said
of them, as one writer has felicitously
bestowed the telling epithet, that
they are the blessed bies.
Randolph,o* Vt.
For tne American Bee JoamaL

An Inemensiye
E. S.

Bee-Feeder.

EDEN.

As this is the month for feeding
bees, 1 will give a description of my
feeder, and plan of placing it on the
hive. 1 make it as follows
Take a strip of tin 4 inches wide
and 12 to 16 inches long, according to
the desired size of the feeder; make
a rim by fastening the ends together
with a lap joint. Then take another
piece of tin 3J^ inches wide, and a
little shorter than the other, make
another rim, and place a piece of cotton over this last or smaller rim then
shove it down into the larger one, and
the feeder is finished.
In shoving the smaller rim with the
cotton over the end into the larger
one, the cotton is drawn very tight,
like a drumhead, and it just goes
:

;

down

to within J^inch of the lower
edge of the larger rim, allowing sufficient bee- space between the cotton
bottom of the feeder and the frames
when it is placed on the hive.

In placing it on the hive, I turn
back the quilt the width of the feeder,

BEV.

O.

CLUTE.
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the beautiful,
can be poured
upon the buttered cakes until they
swim in luscious sweetness. It can
be poured into the pure, white china
sauce-plates to be put with a teaThen if
spoon on the biscuits.
farmers, and everybody, would produce honey in abundance, it could be
used for cakes, puddings, jellies, pre-

syrup-cup
clear,

is

full

of

amber honey.

serves,

It

and temperance drinks, and

for all these purposes the extracted
honey is superior to any other.
5. Extracted honey is not strained

This distinction must be
honey.
Strained honey is
simply a can carefully made.
Old
Into often a very inferior article.
containing a revolving frame.
combs, filled with rank beethis revolving frame the frames of black
young
of
honey are placed and rapidly re- bread, or with the larvje
and the honey,
volved, or whirled around, by turning bees, is broken up,
bees
young
of
juice
a crank. The centrifugal force throws mixed with the
bread, is strained out.
the honey from the cells without and with bee
is dark and
breaking or in any way injuring the It is not wonderful that it
rank in fiavor.
combs. The combs can then be re- muddy in color, and
honey" is the pure
turned to the hive to be again filled But "extracted
article, thrown from the combs by
with honey.
without admixture
In producing and using extracted centrifugal force,
It is
bee-bread.
honey, there are several important of young bees or
honey in its purest and most serviceadvantages, viz
able shape.
It is es1. A large yield of honey.
6. It is cheaper than comb honeytimated by the most competent beeAs the bee-keeper can produce more
keepers that it takes from 15 to 25
honey than he can of comb
pounds of honey to make one pound extracted
honey, with the same amount of bees
of wax. When comb honey is proand labor, he can afford to sell it for
duced this comb is used only once— it
Hence it can be used by many
less.
is sold with the honey and consumed.
not afford to buy comb
could
who
But in producing extracted honey, the honey. There is no doubt that comb
The
same
comb is not consumed.
has intrinsic excellences, which
comb may be filled and extracted honey
will always command for it a good
seaof
a
the
course
several times in
market. But it is equally certain that
son, and then stored away for use
extracted honey has merits which
another season. Thus the honey and
We
will rapidly bring it forward.
time that would be used by the bees
hope the day is not far distant when
in comb-raaking can be devoted to
every family in the country and in
gathering honey. With good managevillages will keep bees to supply
ment at least twice as much extracted the
the family table with this delicious
honey as comb honey can be produced.

The honey extractor

is

and

The good

quality of the honey.
Pure honey, as stored by bees, is one
of the most beautiful and delicious
articles of diet. Beeswax, or comb,
is indigestible, and of no value as an
Extracted honey is
article of food.
entirely free from wax or comb. But
2.

when comb honey is used, the indigestible comb must either be swallowed or removed from the mouth
after swallowing the honey.
more easily handled. Comb
slight
very easily injured.
bruise will set the honey to running,
and soon the combs are damaged, and
the sticky honey is leaking over everything. Avery large part of the comb
honey reaches market in an unsightly
But extracted honey is
condition.
thrown from the combs, drawn from
the extractor into kegs or barrels, and
then taken to market in tin pails
holding from one to ten pounds. The
pails make neat, serviceable packages,
that do not leak, are handled with
care, and, when the honey is used,
are valuable for use in the household.
Extracted honey can be taken in
barrels and kegs to any part of the
world, and is becoming an important
.S.

It is

honey

is

A

healttiful sweet.

Iowa

City,o« Iowa.
For tbe American Bee JonniaL

TlieCansesofDroutliDnl[nown.

EUGENE SECOR.
I wish to express my approval of
the article on page 553, by J. C. Armstrong, on tile-draining as relates to
drouth. It is the best that I have
seen on the subject.
Only a day or two ago I was talking
with a man who came to Iowa in
He said they experienced a
1854.
drouth about that time of such
severity that in going by wagon from

Muscatine to Fort

Dodge— in April—

there was not moisture enough to
then cut a hole in a piece of paper a
wet the wagon tires except when they
little smaller than the feeder ; place
Of course there was
forded rivers.
this paper on the exposed frames, put
not a mile of railroad, nor a rod of
Immediately followthe feeder over the hole in the paper,
tiling in Iowa.
fill it with feed, put the capon
the
ing this period was a wet one, when
hive, and the job is finished.
steamers ran on many of our inland
rivers. And on page 563, we are inYou will observe that the bees will
formed that England is at present
enter the feeder through the hole in
suffering from drouth, nearly as great
the paper, and suck the food down
as our own.
through the cotton bottom.
..
It is not article of export.
,
^ ^
All this goes to prove that drouths
more convenient to use.
4. It is
necessary to use heavy cotton, as it
and,
I
existed,
have
always
floods
eaten
largely
with
hot-cakes
and
will not leak the food through it un- Honey is
are inless it is very thin. The object of the and hot biscuits. For these, extracted believe, always will that they
paper being placed on the frames, is honey is just the thing. The crystal dependent of local bodies of water
;
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that

tile

draining

has

do with it.
I have many times

nothing
this

to

summer

talked with a certain theorist on this
subject, who believed that tile-draining is a cause of drouth. I said to
him, "Your argument must be based
upon the theory that local rainfall
depends upon local evaporation."
" Yes."
" Then will you please, at

your

leisure, tell

me how many

gal-

lons of water it will require to cover
Iowa one inch deep V And since we
get an average rainfall of about 35
inches annually, where does the
water come from, as there is not

water enough in all our rivers, lakes,
creeks and sloughs to cover the State
one inch deep ?"
He has not yet answered that question. If that theory
were correct, then Minnesota with
her thousands of lakes, the British
Isles surrounded by water, and various other localities that might be
named, ought never to want for rain.
Another peculiar feature of this
dry summer has been the precipitation of moisture west of what is considered the rain- belt.
Parts of Dakota that usually get a much less
rainfall than

Iowa, have this year
been blessed with enough for crops—
and that, too. where the country is so
dry as never to need draining.
So I infer that the great " cycle of
the years" will again swing round,
and we shall again have all the rain
we need— if not more notwithstanding the fact that a few farmers are
trying to drain the malaria- breeding
districts in which they are compelled
to live. Let us possess our souls in
patience. Drain your farms if they
are wet in ordinary years. We shall
again have the "early and latter"
rains.
Indeed, while I am writing,
the " windows of heaven " are open,
and we shall have several inches of
rainfall at this one down-pour.
Forest City, 5 Iowa.

—

Farmers' Advocate.

Honey— Marleting
A. B.

and Winter Care,

STINGER.

The same general rules which guide
us in marketing extracted honey are
applicable in the case of comb honey.
It should be made attractive to the
eye, and satisfying to the taste
and
should bear the name of the producer
upon each package of this kind, however small.
The greatest care should be taken
to prevent the surface of the comb
being soiled or broken.
If so disfigured it should not be put upon the
market unless it can be sold without
the producer's name.
The sections
themselves should be scraped and
sandpapered till they shine, and the
crates should be either white and
clean, or nicely stained or painted.
Each package should " set off " its
contents.
Honey should not be sent to market
in the half stories or cases of the
hives, but in nice white crates made
for the purpose, with glass at one
side, at least. Tliere is a great deal
in a show of honey, and so the more
;

of these crates piled up in a window
the better, because the honey is made
more attractive, and also more con-

I then asked him the same question,
and his answer was "No."
Seven years ago last .lanuary I

spicuous.

visited his apiary
it consisted of 44
im- colonies of bees. There the hives
portant.
Extracted honey, if not stood, some looking like the famous
kept in a constantly warm place, will " leaning towers," and others nearly
granulate, that is, will become hard perpendicular; but all were the pictand white, and appear much like lard. ure of squalid poverty and woe. The
Many people think this change in sun had just arisen, and was casting
honey a sure sign of adulteration, its light over the snow-manteled hills
and begin to talk of sugar. (Such and valleys. I took a survey of the
poor creatures do really deserve our surroundings, and it was easy to see
pity; but we must overcome a just the key to the position.
The hills
contempt on our part before we can and cliffs were covered with bassbestow such a sympathy.) The gran- wood (linden trees), while willow and
ulation of honey is the best test of its soft maple were everywhere to be
if adulterated with glucose, seen.
purity
The fields furnished white
honey will not become solid or if clover, and the river bottoms gave a
with granulated sugar, it will become perpetual bloom.
All this was what
caky, and have crystals through it, supported these bees, in spite of utter
and likely a hard crust on top.
dilapidation.
While I stood there, my friend noTo re-liquify honey, it is only necessary to warm it slowly and thor- ticed that I was interested in an old,
old sycamore-log " gum " about 3 feet
oughly. Proceed as follows
which was split open on both
Take a tin or iron vessel of suffi- high,
sides, from top to bottom, and bound
cient size and place inside of it a
an old rusty chain.
wooden block or light iron -grating of together towith
where I was, he said:
some kind about half an inch high, Coming
" That gum of bees is 30 years old."
and large enough to support the vesI attempted to explain by saying,
sel containing the honey.
Place this "
You mean that you have had bees
latter vessel upon its support, and fill
in that log for that length of time."
the outer one with lukewarm water as
He replied. " I say that them bees are
high as possible without covering
years old." I gave it up he ought
the honey.
Remove the lid from the 30
know.
honey and place the whole affair over to
Some of his " gums " had glass
a slow tire keep the water just under
through which you could see the bees
the boiling-point till the honey is all
at work.
While others had great,
melted. Seal it up again while warm.
clumsy drawers, holding from 4 to 6
Honey (in the comb) should be kept quarts. He said that there was a
where it is dark, dry and warm. The good " king " in that gum, for he had
light will spoil the color of the cap- always worked well for him.
Just
ping dampness will burst the cells think of a "king honey- bee" reigning
and sour the honey; and cold will 30 years over subjects 30 years old, all
granulate it.
the while in that old split log
I made a bargain with him for 6
For the American Bee JoumaL
season I to
furnish the hives, and he to hive the
Tlie Season—An Olfl-Fogy Bee-Keener. first 6 swarms that issued the following summer.
As the time nearly
arrived, according to agreement, I
E. W. WALES.
appeared with the hives (the SimI began the season of 1887 with 27 plicity pattern), and it was laughable
colonies of bees in an average con- to see him examine them— some of
dition, and obtained 175 pounds of the frames were filled with foundacomb honey, and 75 pounds of ex- tion, while others had merely starters.
tracted, in all 250 pounds. I increased He asked questions by the hour, and
my apiary to 58 colonies. The combs declared that the bees would eat out
of one colony melted down in August, and drag from the hive such stuff as
and one was robbed, leaving me 56 that foundation was
;

The winter

care of honey

is

;

;

:

'

'

;

;

;

!

;

!

Now

results
He had
son through, I must say that it is the only one swarm issue, which he put
poorest I have known in the 15 years into one of my hives. The rest of his
of my beekeeping.
bees laid out for weeks at a time, and
I had a conversation with Mr. R. there were no more swarms that seaO. Lintz, of this place, who is a very sou, and only 150 pounds of honey
intelligent and successful bee-keeper. from 44 colonies. He said that the
He said that the present season was bees would die in such a " Yankee
the poorest he has ever known, and if trap of a concern " as the. Simplicity
is.
the outlook for next season was not hive
good, for good prices for honey, he
I leit my swarm with him, as the
would feel almost discouraged.
His wealher was extremely hot, and in
advice is to stick to it, hoping that due time put on 40 one-pound secwe may blessed in the future. Like tions. In the fall I went after it. I
mine, his crop was not one-fourth of took the sections off, all nicely filled
I explained
what it ought to be.
have had an with basswood honey.

colonies for winter.

Taking the

sea-

as

to

the

:

w

We

almost unparalleled drouth.
to him what he might have done with
I recently talked with an old-fogy his bees in proper hives; at which he
bee-keeper living several miles f ro n called me a "yearling," and looked
me. The first question he asked me upon me with pity and commiserawas, " Have you any bees on hand V" tion. He said that I was going conI informed him that I had 56 colonies. trary to " natur," and had turned
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" Young America." The hard winter
There has been a diversity of opinof 1883-84 killed all of his bees, and ion as to whether bees gather honey
he informed me that he should not from corn, or pollen only. For many
commence again, as the Yankees years we have annually had a piece
were making comb honey by machin- of sugar-corn in our garden, and from
ery, and a bee had no chance
As in personal observation are satisfied that
days of old, such is the ignorance of when the weather and electric cona certain portion of mankind.
ditions are right, bees gather considDisco,<x Mich., Sept. 20, 1887.
erable honey from it.
The sweet,
rich, succulent
roaating-ears are a
luxury
and any one who has fed the
;
Prairie Farmer.
stalks to horses or cattle, and seen
the
gusto
with which they devour
ProTiile Pasturage for tlie Bees.
them, and noticed their beneficial
effects, will certify to the great value
MRS. L. HARBISON.
of sweet-corn fodder. Therefore, plant
acre or more of sweet corn (better
No farmer or stock-raiser would an
think of keeping sheep, cattle, or more than less).
Goldenrod, if not present in your
horses without a pasture or range for
stock ; if some apology for a farmer locality, may be introduced, and enshould try to do so, he would be ac- couraged to grow along the roadsides,
counted a fool or a trifling, shiftless and the careful apiarist, who thus
fellow. It is equally unwise to build assists the busy little workers, may
up a large apiary without providing rest assured that he will be amply
pasture or forage for bees. It is true rewarded, by abundant stores of nathat if your neighbor has good pas- ture's own confection.
Peoria,© Ills.
ture for them, your winged stock can
enjoy it without being impounded,
nor will you run the risk of being
For the American Bee Journal.
sued for trespass but if there is no
good bee-pasture within a reasonable
Do Bees Puncture (jrapes ?
distance of your apiary (1)^ or 2 miles)
you must provide the same, if you
MAHALA B. CHADDOCK.
nope to ever receive any shekels from
the production of honey; and this is
I have heard more complaints this
the way to provide it
If you have land, plant of raspber- year than ever before, about bees eatries from J^ to }^ of an acre. There ing grapes. It has been so dry that
are many good varieties, perhaps none the bees have had nothing to gather
better than the " Queen of the Mar- since the fourth crop of white clover,
I
ket." The fruit for family use will until the grapes began to ripen.
have stood by the bees as well as I
Eay you for the trouble, and the know how, lighting their battles for
oney that your bees will gather will
repay you. Sow upon any good, dry them over and over again.
pasture land, white or Dutch clover
The other day a woman that was
with blue grass or red top; this picking grapes here, said
"Why,
makes a quality of feed relished by see here, Mahala, here the bees are
stock, and of unsurpassed excellence, eating your own grapes. You believe
and your bees will gather from the it now, don't you y" and I went over
clover blossoms a nectar " fit for the the same old arguments to her. I
gods."
know that not one person in a hunIf you have any broken or detached dred believes what I say, but I go on
pieces of ground, separated by creeks saying it to all and sundry, just the
or ravines from the main body of same.
your land, plant upon the same a
Vermont,KD Ills.
!

,

;

:

grove of basswood or American lin[The weather, drouth, birds and
den (Tilia Americana). The tree grows
to a large size, and the blossoms wasps, etc., are always the cause of
yield, in many seasons, profusely of the grape-skins being opened— then
honey. As an ornamental shade tree,
the bees will make short work of
it is surpassed by few.
Sow of buckwheat (the silver skin sucking up the juice. We will here
variety) the last of May any pieces or quote a few authorities to prove our
corners of ground you may have to assertion.
Dr. S. S. Rathvon, the
the extent of one acre
it will keep
learned editor of the Lancaster Farmer,
down the weeds, the straw is a valuable fertilizer for the ground, and a paper of excellent scope and charthe bloom will be in its prime for acter, and devoted to the highest inbees during the last of July, when terests of agriculture and horticulthere is ordinarily a scarcity of beeforage. Sow again the lirst of July of ture, remarks as follows
buckwheat for a grain crop.
grown grapes (Isabellas,
I have
Sweet clover [Melilotus alba) is one Clintons, Concords, Ilartford Proof our very best honey-plants
com- litics, Marthas. Delawares) upon my
ing into bloom in July, it continues premises for thirty years, and yet I
to blossom until fro^t, and yields have never observed a bee cutting or
very largely of honey of the very best tearing open any of them
quality. It is a biennial, does not
I have not conversed with a single
bloom the first year, and at the close person who says he ever saw a bee in
of the second year dies, root and the act of cutting open grapes. But
branch. Bee-keepers can put rough, the grapes are found ruptured, and
broken ground to no b'jtter use than the bees at work upon them, and >hat
to sow it to sweet clove,:.
seems to be the bulk of the testimony.
;

;
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Mr. Charles R. Muth, Secretary of
the Cincinnati Entomological Society,
has made observations and experiments, and his testimony is very
weighty. He says
:

If you lay a ripe bunch of grapes
with sound berries in front of the
hive, with the entrance thereto contracted to J^ or to }4 of an inch, so
that every bee going out or coming
home will have to run over or around
the bunch, you will notice that they
try their
very best to attack the
grapes, while yet every berry remains

intact.

He found the same to be true of a
sound, ripe Bartlett pear. After he
had satisfied himself of the inability
of bees to penetrate the skin of the
grape, he then punctured each berry
with a pin, and in an hour or two
nothing remained but the skins and
the stem.
Some persons aver that the bees
sting the grapes, and thus puncture
the skins, thereby destroying the
fruit; but the following from a lecture
delivered by Prof. F. W. Tustin, before the Lewisburg, (Pa.) Scientific
Society, will set the matter to rest.
He

says

The

sting of the bee is an organ in
structure, and in its use, quite
different from the mandibles. It is
situated in the posterior part of the
body, and is a finely pointed instruits

ment with an open tube extending
its entire length.
At the root
of the sting is a little sac in which is

along

contained the poisonous fluid, which
the bee injects through this tube into
the

wound which

it

may have made.

The

object here is to provide the insect with the necessary means of selfwhen it is exasperated or
defense
attacked, and so far as is known, it is

only under these circumstances that
the sting is used. It is strictly an organ
of defense, and in no way used as a
means to assist in the gathering of the
When the stiug is used, it
food.
simply punctures the surface to
which it is applied, unless that surface should be powerful enough to
resist the fine point of the sting. So
that with reference to the question
before us, the opinion is generally
held, that in
their ravages upon
grapes, if bees ever do tear open the
skin, they certainly do not and cannot
do this with their sting, this organ
having no power to tear or cut open,
but only to penetrate or puncture easily
yielding substances.
I have never seen the bee in the act
of tearing open the skin of a sound
grape, although I have seen repeated
instances, of one and indeed several
bees together luxuriating upon the
sweet juices of a Delaware or a Concord.
And so far as I have been able to
correspond with them, I find that the
authorities upon this subject quite
unanimously agree, that there is no
evidence against the bee, that it tears
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open the grape, although this assiduous Utile honey worker is ready to
appropriate the sweet substance of
the grape, the peach and kindred
fruits, when once the skin has been
broken from any cause, whether on
account of a defect in the growth of
the fruit, or through disease, or by
reason of an excess of juices in the
fruit whereby the skin not being able
yield sulHciently

to

must

burst, or

through the sting of a wasp or of
other insect.
Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan
Agricultural College, of whom we are
proud to say that he is one of the
most conscientious and thoroughlycritical observers, makes these unqualified assertions

I have lived for some years in the
midst of vineyards, and where bees
were very numerous, but I never saw
bees tear open a sound grape. If bird

wasp or disease break the grapes,
and the bees find no other stores, ttiey
will lap up the oozing juice. At such
times I have broken grapes, and when
they were being supped by bees, I
would remove them and place sound
or

grapes in their stead, when the bees
would at once stop work.

Mr. N. W. McLain,

in

his official

" Report to the United States Entomologist upon the observations and
experiments in the practical work at
the Apicultural Station in Illinois,"
remarks as follows concerning his experiments for testing the capacity of
bees to injure fruit. He says:

The house used

last season, 10 feet

all the syrup from the skins,
leaving the berries smooth.
They daily visited the grapes in
great numbers, and took advantage
of every crack in the epidermis or
opening at the stem, appropriating to
their use every drop of juice exuding
there! rom, but then fnade no attempt to
grasp the cuticle icitk tlieir mandibles or
clam. I removed the epidermis carefully from dozens of grapes of various
kinds, and placed them on plates before the hives. The bees lapped up
all the juice on the outside of the film
surrounding the segments of the
grape, leaving this delicate film dry
and shining, but through and beyond
this
film they
were not able to
penetrate.
I punctured the skins of grapes of
all kinds by passing needles of various sizes through the grape, and
placed these before the bees.
The
needles used were in size from a fine
cambric needle to a packing needle.
The amount of juice appropriated was
in proportion to the size of the opening in the skins, and the number of
segments of the grape broken.
The same was true where grapes
burst from over-ripeness. Bees are not
only unable to penetrate the epidermis
of the grape, but they also appear to be
unable, even when impelled by the
direst necessity, to penetrate the film
surrounding tlie berri/, even 'after ihe
epidermis is removed.
Grapes so
prepared, without exception laid before the hives until dried up. If but
one segment of a grape be broken by
violence or by over-ripeness, the bees
are unable to reach the juice beyond
the film separating the broken from
the unbroken segments until further
violence or decay permits an entrance
for the tongue.
Clusters of sound grapes which I
hung between the comb frames in the
hives occupied by strong colonies,

sucked

having sides partly
covered with wire cloth, and large
screen doors in each end, was used
Two colonies of
again this year.
Italian bees, two of hybrids, one of were unbroken and sound after fifteen
Caucasians, and two of Syrians were days' exposure in the hives. The
skins were polished smooth, but none
confined in this bouse.
were broken. I also stopped up the
These colonies were without food entrance to several
hives— containing
in their hives, and at intervals of
good-sized colonies— in the apiary and
three or four days were fed a little
in the wire-covered house, by pushing
syrup for the purpose of keeping up sound grapes into the opening,
so
their vigor, and to prevent dying from
close together that the bees could not
starvation.
wood-stove was placed pass through.
By this means the bees
in the house, and a high temperature
were confined to the hives for days in
was maintained for anumberof hours succession, not being able to break
each day.
down and remove the grapes, and
The conditions incident to an un- although the skins of the grapes next
usually severe and protracted drouth the inside of the hive were polished
were present within and without. The smooth, none were broken or injured.
bees were repeatedly brought to the
The past season furnished an exstages of hunger, thirst, and starva-

by

16 feet in size,

preceded the bees, and that he would
be acting the part of wisdom in following the example of the bees in
gathering the grapes before further
violence, or the action of the elements
rendered them worthless.
After grapes have been subjected to
such violence, or have so tar burst
open and decayed as to make it possible for bees to injure them, and the
circumstances are so exceptional as to
lead the bees to seek such food, unless
they are speedily gathered they would
soon become worthless if unmolested.
During the past season I made
many visits to vineyards—one located
near the apiary I visited every day,
and my observations and experience
with bees in confinement, and those
having free access to the vineyards
furnishes abundant proof to convince
me that bees do not and cannot under
any circumstances injure sound fruit.
If from any cause the pulp is exposed,
such as the attack of birds or wasps
mo.'it common source of injury
or from the ovipositing of insects, or
bursting of the berry from overripeness, and if no other resources are
available, the bees appropriate and
carry away the juice, and the extent
of the injury depends upon the degree
to which the pulp is exposed, the
sweetness of the juice, and the number and necessities of the bees.

—the

In the face of this very positive
testimony not only from entomologists and scientists, but also a grapegrower of 30 years' experience (Dr.
Rathvon), is it possible any longer to
entertain a doubt on the subject?
The bees are innocent, and before the
bar of public opinion are exonerated
of the charges so persistently made
against them.

They fructify the flowers, and
thereby increase the fruit, but they
do no damage to the horticulturist
nor to the fruit-growers !— Ed.]
For tbe American Bed Jonmal.

Censas Statistics— Hi?e-CoTers.

A

tion, the test continuing tor 40 days.

Through the favor of Mr. T. T.
Lyon,Pre8ident of the Michigan State
Horticultural Society, I obtained 13
varieties of choice grapes from A. G.
Every inGulley,of South Haven.
ducement and opportunity was afforded the bees to appease their hunger and thirst by attacking the fruit
which was placed before them. Some
of the bundles of grapes were dipped
in syrup and hung in the hives between the combs, some placed before
the hives on plates, and grapes were
suspended in clusters from the posts
and rafters. The bees lapped and

opportunity to observe the
capacity of bees, under so exceptional
circumstances, to injure fruit, for the
drouth was very exceptional both in
duration and severity, and I was
called
to several places by fruitgrowers to witness the proof that bees
were " tearing open the skins of the
grapes," and otlierwise behaving in a
manner altogether unworthy of any
insect enjoying a wide reputation for
cellent

D. F.
I notice

PAKE.

on page 581 the editor's

comments on the worthlessness
United States census

statistics,

of the
and I

would mention that the enumerator
of

this district refused to take

my

honey report, saying that his instructions were not to take any report
of farm products unless produced on
This decision
three acres of land.
shut out about 300 colonies in this
village alone, and if so construed
everywhere, it would make a great
difierence in the grand total. Would
it not be well to have some proper
ruling before taking the next census ?

Now as we are preparing our bees
virtue and orderly living.
for winter, allow me to suggest my
In each instance I succeeded in con- cover
Make a box the size of the
vincing the fruit-grower that the bees hive, and 5 inches high; lay on it a
were simply performing the office of piece of the matting that comes on
gleaners
that violence from other tea-chests, then nail on strips of wood
sources, or over-ripeness or decay had all around it one inch wide and ^:

;
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Nail two strips across,
and you have a cover that costs
almost nothing, and will last for
years, as the hees do not cut the matting as they do burlap.
The strips
raise it above the frames, and does
away with Hill's and all other deInch thick.

In winter till it with chaff or
planer shavings. If you wish to feed
the spring, remove tlie chaff and
cut a hole, put in all the feed you
please, and there will be no danger
rrom robber bees. My losses in wintering do not exceed one per cent,
while last winter 75 colonies came
through without loss, on the summer
vices.

m

stands.

Athens, 5 Pa., Sept.

15, 1887.

Local Convention Directory.
1887.

Oct.

5.

Time and

—Eastern

Justin bloom, and what honey they
got for me they gathered in about
seven days, except about 400 pounds
of fall honey, which is more than 1
have had for a number of years. My
surplus is 2,-500 pounds, 600 pounds
in sections, and the balance is extracted honey, but it is almost all line
and white. 1 never had my bees in
belter condition for winter.
I have
the surplus arrangements all off, and
shall feed up a few colonies that have
been worked for extracted honey but
those worked for comb honey have
plenty, and some of them could spare
a little. I hope to realize a good price
for my honey, and I notice that it is
generally conceded that honey will
command a high price.
;
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We

have considerable goldenrod,
not as good as the two abovenamed plants here, although the bees
seem to work on it better this year
than usual. We also have heart'sease and Spanish-needle.
We have
had a gentle rain of a day and a half
but

it is

duration, that will make the bees
hum, unless it should continue to be
wet and cool. Let the name "extracted honey " still heexlracted honey!

[No. 1 is thoroughwort, also called
boneset [eupatorium).
No. 2 is one of
the numerous family of asters [trades-

Michaelmas daisy. Both are
excellent honey-producers.— Ed.]
canti), or

Bee-Cellars, Clover and Ooldenrod.
Bug-Juice for Winter Stores,— W. —James Shaw, Keed's Landing,©.
Mason, rillmore,K) Ind., on Sept. 19, Minn., on Sept. 18, 1887, writes
I have a bee-cellar dug in a bank.
1887, says
The temperature was down to 37° at
The drouth was broken on Aug. 1-5, times last winter, and my bees
winand since then the showers have tered well they came out strong and
started the bloom on several plants. healthy. 1. Will
you please tell me
Bees are gathering some honey, and whether it would be advisable to rai.se
are getting in lair condition; but at the temperature
by using an oil-stove
this writing the bees have taken to with
a 2-inch pipe running into the
:

place of MeetiiiQ.

indlnna, at Richmond. Ind.

M. G. Keynolds, Sec, WilliumsburK, Ind.
Oct. 18.— Kentucky State, at Falmouth, Ky.
J. T. L'onnley, Sec, Napoleon, Ky.
Oct. 26, 27.-Pan-Handle, at Wheeling, W. Va.
W. L. Kinsey, Sec, Blaine. O.

Not. 1B-I8.— North American, at Chicago, nis.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.
Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
U. D. Cutting, See, Clinton, Mich.
1888.

Jan. 20.— Haldiroand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
K. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Onl.

^F" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particuiara of
time and place of future meetings.— El).

;

the burr-Oiik leaves, gathering the
bug-juice or honey-dew stuff at a
fearlul rate, and will till their hives in
a short time. The leaves are dripping
with it. There is plenty of bloom to
woikon, but it is neglected by the
bees. Will this prove to be bad for
wintering V I have greater tears in
less copious feeding of sugar syrup.
Will it prove to be a remedy, however?
great deal is being stored
in the upper story, which will be re-

A

moved

later.

Extract

it

What would you do?

and feed

?

ventilator.
2. What season of the year is best
to sow clover ? Will it seed itself
after it is started ?
I wish to raise it
for bee-forage.
have
I
10 colonies, and they will
average 75 pounds each. This is my

second year in bee-keeping. I have
used small starters this season, and
the bees have made some crooked
combs. I like large starters the best.
3. I send you a branch of a plant
that the bees are working strong on.
I

wish you would

tell

me

its

name.

[Extract the bug-juice and feed
[1. It is preferable to have the temsugar syrup, is the best advice we can perature a few degrees higher, and it
Pleasing Results.— John McKeon, give. Thin, sour honey is just as bad
can be easily raised by the judicious
Dryden,ON. Y., on Sept. 14, 1887, for winter stores as bug- juice. Be use of an oil-stove.
writes
careful not to have the syrup too thin.
2. Sow white
clover seed in the
We (Mrs. M. and I) commenced the —Ed.]
spring broadcast, 5 or 6 pounds to the
season with 41 colonies, increased
them to 61 by natural swarming, and
Thoroughwort, Asters, etc.— Eden acre if for grazing, mix with timothy
have taken 2,400 pounds of comb M. Coombs, Memphis,? Ind., on Sept. or blue grass, using 3 pounds to the
honey in one-pound sections, about
acre. It will re-seed the ground after
19, 1887, writes
100 pounds more in unfinished seconce sowing.
tions, and 20 gallons of white exI wish you would name the honeytracted or amber color.
We have 10 plants that I send. No. 1 has been 3. The bloom is that of one of the
supers full of buckwheat honey to ex- secreting nectar for about two weeks, numerous goldenrods (solidago), and
tract,
and therefore we are well and some colonies are beginning to is excellent for honey of a rich, golden
pleased with the result.
We have seal it in the upper stories, gathered, color.— Ed.]
taken the advice of Mr. Hutchinson, I think, mostly from this plant.
"
and carry a stiff upper lip."
There is a great deal of it, and I have
Market Nomenclature.— C. F.Muth
seen as many as a dozen bees on a plant
Son, Cincinnati, P O., on Sept. 20,
&
at a time, and they work on it the enBetter than the Average Yield.— tire day. The plant grows from 1 1887, write
W. 1). Markham, Hart,*c Mich., on foot to 6 feet high those of 1 foot In reply to a number of inquiries,
have generally only one stalk each
allow us to make the following exSept. 17, 1887, writes
The expression, "On
larger plants have several stalks from planations:
I commenced the season on May 1 the same root.
Each stem has sev- arrival," means that honey (like other
with 80 colonies, and had 60 first eral laterals, each one throwing out goods) brings the stipulated price at
swarms, but only increased my apiary small, short stems, and hundreds of the wharf or other depot here. It is
to 108 colonies. I never saw so much blossoms.
the net price, no charges being made
swarming the want of room did not
Plant No. 2 is called by some here, for hauling, storage, commission, etc.
seem to make any difference. Those the " last rose of summer." It is just It does not mean that any one will
colonies worked for extracted were now beginning to bloom, and secretes buy all the honey that arrives at the
almost as bad as any.
I worked two nectar for about three weeks.
BuyIt wharfs or depots at that price.
together, and the sequel shows that it grows on an average about 20 inches ers take all they want at the range of
"
was a good scheme, for honey was not nigh. There are "oceans of it," and those prices.
In a jobbing way "
very plenty, only just enough to stim- if it secretes nectar like it has in means the price which honey brings
ulate them to swarm. But on July 1 former years, I may bo able to take when it passes from the hands of the
we had a good rain basswood was some surplus honey yet this fall.
wholesaler into those of the retailer.
;

:

;

;

;

;

.
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The demand is good for extracted
honey from manufacturers who principally buy Southern honey. But few
will buy clover or other varieties for
manufacturing purposes.
Comb honey brings more now than
bring next Christmas, if our
experience of former years is a criEditors are wrong
terion to go by.
in advising bee-keepers to hold their
crop for higher prices.
If we are
wrong, please let us know in due
time, and we shall acknowledge our
it will

enough

to

put

it

"^h"

^^<^

Ttr^

gm^msmm,
Issued every

THOMAS

error.

[We never advised any beekeeper
to hold comb honey till Christmas,
but we do think that October is early

G.

H.

NEWMAN,

Business manager.

writes

^:|jiedal

Notices.

To Correspondents, — It

would save

much

trouble, If all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
tvrltingto this oBlce. We have several letters
some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-OtHce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one po8t>
lis

and get your mail at another, be sure
give the address we have on our list.

jtBce
to

much

;

Is Another Srm in Chicago by
of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to

As tbere

the

name

Several letters of ours have
office.
already gone to the other ilrm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
this

[As our correspondent says he used
We ivill Present Webster's Dictionary
the Heddon method (all but getting 'pocket edition), and send it by mail, postthe kind of sugar therein stated), we paid, for two subscribers with $2. It is
referred the matter to him for reply. always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
—Ed.]

determine their meaning.
In the spring when brood -rearing is
bees would take this syrup, but
now (especially if a little cool) they Money Orders can now be obtained at
Five
will not touch sugar syrup with the the Post Offices at reduced rates.
cane flavor. I tried that on syrup dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
bought at a grocery, that was pure As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
cane, for I presume you are aware get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
that a pure cane syrup can be bought are payable to any one who presents them,
at less price than even the common and are in no way safe.
glucose mixture.
Now if the bees
still reject the syrup, Mr. Ledermann
Red Labels for one-pound pails of
had better boil it down until it will
stir to a "grain," and use it up in ttoney, size 3x4J4 inches. — We nave now
cooking. Why did he not loholly fol- gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
rife,

low my directions, and buy granulated
sugar V He has now found that the
further way around is the nearest

way across.- James Heddon.

when

Reneiving your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
"bees to .lom with you In taking the Gej
Journal. It ie now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
Bending us three subscriptions—with $3.00—
direct to this office. It nlll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

:

History of the United States— from
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Prioe, $2 00.
History of England— from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useftil

—tlO pages.- Price, $2.00.

The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription,

and cannot be afterwards exchanged.

will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Kemember, the amount is $3.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.
;

My

acid, I made it
it was useless
the bees
took a little more of it, and when
tasted, did not touch it a second time.
Please help me solve this puzzle. Had
I means to buy other white sugar, it
would be well, but 1 cannot afford it.
I am an old man.
In preparing the
sugar, and in the management of
feeding, I have made no mistake.

Book Given Away.—Wo

The book selected

on the market.— Ed.]

bees being short of stores, I
have to feed.
For that purpose I
bought a quantity of light brown
sugar (see sample), it being a little
cheaper than white granulated.
I
prepared it as Mr. Heddon advises in
the Bee Journal.
Having boiled
one barrel of sugar, I began to feed
the bees on the top of the hives, but
the bees " snuffed " a little at that
stuff, and then left it alone.
Thinking that the syrup might be too thick,

Valuable

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the A^fERICAN Bee Journal and
the New York ITorld- both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of these books^ bound in Leatherette Free Calf

knowledge.

PROPRIETORS,

Feeding Brown Sugar to Bees.— E.
Lederman, Steinmetz,OMo., on Sept.

or had too
thinner, but

Wednesday by

NEWMAN & SON,

923 A.925WESTMADIS0NST., CHICAGO (U.
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED
20, 1887,

A

^^fdM-^ia.

100
supply them at the following prices
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 1,000
for $3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

STveet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Simmlns' Non-Swarming System. —
We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Beb
JotTRNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

Enameled Cloth

for covering frames,

price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken. $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

If

Preserve yonr Papers fsr reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

one for 60 cents, or you can have one freb
'f you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

:

;

;

;

E.

Dnncan

Sntflfen, Advertising Agent,

Park Row. New York, inserts advertisements in all flrst-class Newspapers and
Magazines with more promptness and at

3

lower prices tban can be obtained elsewhere.
He gives special attention to writing and
setting up advertisements in the most attractive manner, and guarantees entire
satisfaction. In all his dealings, he is honorable and prompt. Send for his Catalogue
of flrst-class advertising mediums. Mailed
tree.

52A40t

^P~ Sample Copies

of the

Bee Joubnai,

be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sampls
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office,
or we will send them all to the agent.
will

Ifncca Brashes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent by mail,
;

add

1

cent each for postage.
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S. Armstrong, of JerseyHoney and Beeswax Market.
has for several years made a
large exhibit at the St. Joseph, Mo., InterCHICAGO.
State Exposition.
This year his exhibit
HONEY.— We quote White clover 1-Ib. Bectlcns
2-lbs., l«c.; dark l-lbB. I5@16c., and 2-lbs.
included colonies of Italian bees, uni-comb 18®lac.;
15c. Receipts are Itf^ht and prices tending higher.
Sept. 23.
8. T. KISU & CO., 189 S. Water St,
observation-nuclei, with beautiful queens,
large and well-marked. A grand display of
CHICAGO.
comb and extracted honey, the latter put up
HONEY.— We quote White comb In 1-lb. secIMC.
tions,
No
call
lor
dark comb. Offerings are
In the most approved small packages of all
small of all kinds.
kinds.
An exhibit of apiarian supplies BEK8WAX,-23o.
R. A. BURNETT.
Sept. 7.
181 South Water St.
which was very creditable and diversified.
His hive and section case exhibited, wa9>a
DETROIT.
HONEY.— Best white comb brlnsa 16®18c.
marvel of neatness, and almost perfection

Idr.

Tille,
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ElTln

IIJs.,

:

:

BKB8WAX.-23C.

Itself In all Its essential features.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
CLEVELAND.

M. U.

Sept. 20.

His use of the T-tins in the surplus-section cases is very commendable they serve
as dividers as well as supports for the
sections— the whole case is capable of being
:

HONEY.- Best white
Ibs.,

i-lbs.

Aug.

KENDBL,

A. C.

25.

sold to-day at 17c.:

White extracted,

14®i5c.: dark, io®i2c.

BBKSWAX.-25C.

2-

instantly.

Is opening early and well.
This market to a great
extent is governed by New York prices.

BEESWAX.-24S2SC.

ARTHUR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.

Sept. 20.

We

are sometimes asited who our

authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.
;

8c.

115 Ontario 8t.

Invertible at will.

The manipulating side of the section-case,
as well as the brood-chamber of the hive, is
easily
operated and
can be adjusted

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.-Fancy white l-lbs.. 19®20o.; fair l-lb».
Demanu tor extracted in jars and bottles

16®l><e.

BOSTON.

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite

attractive,

HONEY.- New crop, lib. sections, 18®20c.; 2- as well as useful.
We have prepared some
1b. sections, I7@18c.
Extracted, 6@8c.
BKUSW AX.— 25 cts. per ID.
for the Bbe Journal, and will send two or
Sept. 16.BLAEK & KIPLKT. 57 Chatham Street
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.
SAN FRANCIBCO.
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white" liquid,
;

Conventions.—The time for holding Bee- 5W<'*594c. amber colored and candied, 49*@5>4c.—
white to extra white comb. 12^150.; amber, 8<» lie.
Keepers' Conventions will soon be here, and Receipts light and prices
tirm.
BKKSWaX.- 17«.2lc.
we cannot give any better advice than this
Sept. 9. 8CHACHT & LEMCKB, 122-124 DavlB Bt.
Let each one attend who can do so, and take
part in making these meetings interesting
SAN FRANCISCO.
and Instructive. If you have not already
HONEY.— We quote White comb, 12^130.; extra white comb, 14 to 15c. dark, 7 to luc. White
"
obtained the
Bee Keepers' Convention extracted, 5Ht"55ic.; light amber, 4!>it(s5c.; amber
Hand-Book," do so at once to post yourself and candied, 4^yc-*Kc. Receipts light; poor crop.
BBKSWAX.-21i»;:3c.
up on how to conduct such meetings corJuly 25.
O. B. SMITH t CO., 423 Front St.
rectly.
It contains a simple Manual of
MHjWATJKEB.
Parliamentary Law and Rules of Order for
HONEY.- Choice l-lbs., 17®18c.; 2-bs., 15®l6c.
the guidance of officers and members of White extracted in kegs and barrels, 7^^8c.. and
in tin cans, 8c. dark in kegs and barrels, 6(»6Hc.,
of Local Conventions— Model Constitution in
tin cans, 6J^@7e. Demand good; supply limited.
BBESWAX.-25C.
and By-Laws for a Local Society— ProAug
28.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water St.
gramme for a Convention, with Subjects for
;

:

;

We

have

a large quantity of

CHOICB

EXTBACTED HONEY, in kegs

WHITE

holding from 200

lbs.

to 225 lbs. each, which
the cars at 10 centa

we will deliver on board
per

lb.

Orders solicited.

:

Queens.— We

can mail a Tested Italian

Queen (bred

for the best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

;

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
Dlscusson- List of Premiums for Fairs, etc.
NEW YORK.
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
HONEY.— We quote Fancy white in 1-lb. sec- mistakes, the shipper's name should always
Bound in cloth, and suitable for the pocket.
tions, 17@19c.; the same in 2-lb8., 15@I6c.; buckPrice, 50 cents.
We will club this book and wheat l-lbs., 12®14c.; 2-lb3., 10®12c. Off gra.ies be on each package.
l@2u. per lb. less. White extracted, 8@9c.; buckthe American Bee Jodhnax, for one year wheat.
Southern, per gallon, bO@70 cts.;

5Ji@6c.;
to be unsettled.

Market seems

for $1.30.

TTIII

you Exbiblt at tbe Fair t

BEESWAX.- 22(aiac.
MCCAUL & UILDBBTH BROS.,
Sept.

2(j.

-jw

&

W. Broadway, near Duane

3U

St,

^dxftxtiszmznts.

If so,

we will supply you all the copies of the Bee
JOCRNAL that you may desire to distribute
to the beekeepers you may meet there. We
also have colored posters to put up over
exhibits of honey, wax, supplies, etc. Send
for them early, so as to be sure to have
them on hand in time. They will cost you
nothing, but we should like to have you get
up a club for the Beb Jouknal, if you can
possibly do so.

^?«? KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.- We quote new crop Choice white 2-lb.
:

sections. 16@17c.; dark ^-Ibs.. I2@14c.
l-lbs..

lM®2uc.; dark

Demand

choice white

White extrac-

l-Ibs., 14{g)lHc.

ted. 8@luc.; dark, 5to7c.

;

good, but light

supply.

BEESWAX.— 21 to 22c.
HAMBLIN & BEAB88, 514 Walnut St.
KANSAS CITY.

Sep. 21.

HONE Y.-We quote

:

White l-lbs., ie®18c.; dark,

15@16c.; white 2-lbs., 15(*l7c.; dark, 14{§jl5c.; California—white l-lbs., lb<i!Alc., 2-lb8.. l.'s®lHc.; dark
l-lbs. 14®15c., 2-lbs. 14c, Calit. white extracted,
7®7^c. dark, 6®6;-sc. No white clover in market.
BKESWAX.-No. 1, 2U<922c.; No. 2, 16®18c.
Aug. 24. CLKMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th&Walnut
;

We

bave a few Sets of the Bee Joukfor the present year, and can flU orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back unnibers, will
please to state It plainly, or they will not
HAL

be Bent,

$SOA'V^EE&expenWf\DV^^^^^^8^^ P*''^- Oultltworth$o& partlcu-

flUnlV
0*7

AoL

larstree.-P.O. Vlckery,AugU8ta.Me.

FOR SALE in CALIFORNIA.
of the death of the proprietor. Mr
ON account
U. Knas, a KANCH of
Acres, partly
J.

li-io

Fruit-8U Colonies of Bees, Steam Machinery for
the manufacture of (Supplies lor bee-keepers (a
well-efitabli?hea businessj. The Land will be add
in 4Uori-;u acre tracts. Also. Stock, the Farming
ImplementB. and a large stock of Apiarian Supplies. For particulars, address

MRS.
38A6t

J.

D.

EN AS,

NAPA

(P. O.

Box 306).

CITY. CALIFORNIA.

ST. LOOTS.

HONEY.— Choice comb, I3<ai4c.; latter price for
choice white clover in good condition, strained,
in barrels, 4w 4^4 c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages. H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in ubis.. 4^®: He. in cans. H>^ to 7c.—
Short crop indicates further advance in prices.
;

BEESWAX.— 2ul?c. for orime.
Sept. 22.
D. Q. TUTT 4 CO., Commercial St.

COMB flO^EY WAITED.

WE

should be pleased to

correspond

HONEY

with any one having COJTIB
For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

CINCINNATI.
S. T. I^ISHC <Sc CO.,
HONEY.— We quote extracted at 3)^®7c. per lb. 189 South Water St.,
Slionld any Subscriber receive this Demand
CHICAGO, ILLS.
is good for clover honey in square glass
.38A13t
paper any longer than it is desired, or is jars from tbe jobbing trade. No new comb honey
is in this market, but we would think that choice
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal white would bring Ih(S2(ic. in a jobbing way.
Uadaiit'sFouudatiou Factory, wholesale
BEESWAX.— Demand good-2ij<»22c. per lb. for and retail. See advertisement in another column.
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
good to choice yellow, on arrival.
write your name and address plainly. Look
Son.

AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

Our Tiexv Boole I^ist on

the second page
the place from which to select tbe book
you want. We have a large stock of every
book there named, and can fill all orders on
the day they are received.
Is

Sep. 20. C. F.

MCTH &

Freeman & Central At.

NEW
HONEY.— We quote

:

YORK.
Fancy white

paper boxes, 17®iyc.: fancy

l-lbs..

i-lb.

sections,

glassed or un-

glassed, 17@18c.; fancy 2-paunda.. glassed, 14®ltic.

Lower grades I®2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-ILis..
paper boxes, 11® I'Jc. same glassed or ungla.nsed,
ii'®nc.: 2-lbs glassed. ;i(y;ioc. Extracted, white,
7@«c. dark, 5@6c. Demand very good.
Sep. 21. F.G.STROHMBTBB4CO., 122 Water 8t.
i

;

PRICES REDUCED

Warranted Queen
ONE
Six
"
Queens

Two dozen

"
"
Select Tested Queen
tS^ Ordei s fllled by return mail.
J. T. ^VILSON,
Address,
31Dtf
NICHOLASVILLK.

$

75

4.00
15.00
1.50

KY.
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Hive.

QUEENS FOR BUSINESS

We have made arranjrenients .with the
ventor by which we shall make and sell the
HecWon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the tlat.

further notice. 1 will semi by return
mail. fuCe arrival Runranteeil, Goofl yUKKN^l
from niy bet*l strains nuled for gentleness and
honev-uatherlng qualities, viz:
$aRO
Oiieen
1

NEW

the

Heddon

:

Is In two sections: also the
surplus arrancement. which may be interclianped
The cover, bottom-boarcl, and
or inverte.l at will.
top and bottom ot ea:h sectional case has one-nail
of a rcular bee-space, so that the surplus casee
with the sections, mav be placed between the two
brooi-charabers.or the latter may be transposed
or Inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchan^ieable. The brood-frames will
ALr* be bored tor wires.
SAMPLE HIVE Includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-incb brood-rhambers, each containinat< frames
two surplus arrangements, each containlni! 2.sone
pound sections, one with wiiie frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can hi interchanged with the othet
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is NAlLEP and

Thebrooi-chamber

UNTIL

Queens

6

;

;

PAiNTBi). and ready foi immediate use.
$4.0", complete.

THOMAS
923

& 925

Price,

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

vvest Madieon-St.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

"W.

.'lli'rtfr

GARY,

iNJI'ISk.

Colerain, Franklin Co., Mass-

29Aif

FOUNDATION

WE CAN now

furnish

VAN DECSENS'

ExiraThin FlatBottom Foundation

put up

More than

so paffes,

Boxes, iu sheets lB'/4.x28
inches at $12.50 per box. 12 It. to the lb.
is
a
special offer, and is a
above
The
t3^
Barealu to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 Ihs. lor its multiplei will be filled
at the regular price— 60 cents per lb.

A..

and more than 50

Comb

Ave.,

t^~ If yon li^sb to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, nrrlle to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New Tfork,

O.

dOnd 75 COntS Veararaonj^theBees:"
ILLS.

RAISE COMB HONEY,

cents.
PRICES
my free Bee niv\

You need this p»niphlet. and
31 Att
Sunplv (Circular.
Ol.lvmK b'OSTKK, Mt Vernon, l^lnn Co.. Iowa.

Sections,

MANUPACrrKED BY
J.

1=

Beautiful Italian (jucens.
frien.is

w

or-

%W

<

JAMES

F.

WOOD,

28, IH81.

furnish vou SEI'TIONS as cheap as
the cheapest, write for price-list.
Watertciwn. Wis., May 1st, 1887.

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

DAdant'sFonntlalion Factory, wholesale
See adTertlsement

iu

Co., Mich.,

book of 45
Proiiuction of

little

"The

Stamps

another column.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Barsaln,
in a Southern Winter Resort.
IT An located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

it

For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

H.

A.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

(ortheFalrl-Exhlblt and extend
HURRAH
ycur reputation ami develop the home market

byusinKour

North Prescott, Mass.

brilliHiU

("hrom"

faril; m c«ilor«.tull

of instruction anil amusement. 1 have a valuable
strain Italian (Jueens.— J.H.Martln.llartford.N.r.

^

BWiatmi40t

FOLDING BOXES.
Honey
Our
Cartons/or

«fic'ns/>ia

(Aebestonrf lowest priced

Section

without In the

are
market. Made in 1
fronts or
With

in thi

Tape Handles or without.

Mica

Flat or set up.Frillted.or plain.

Any way

to suit.
Wearebound to please. Wehave put 'n spevial Machinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Or~
ders nromn*iu. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
lioz. Glass Jars
pergross, Including Corha
and Labels. J 1 2 & 2 aross in a Case. Send for- Cnfahgua.

^5 2S
.

A. O.

Box 438.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEE'S ADVISER,
published every week, at lOs. lOd. oer
ISannum.
It contains the best praciica

It is edited by
F.G.S., F.K.M.S. etc.,
Kiuif'sLaugHuckle,
by
John
published
and
ley. Herts, England.

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan.

CRAWFORD,

South Weyiuouth,

Jtlasg.

aiuiiit

new size of our TaperinR
THIS
Honey Pails isof uniform desiKn

will

retail.

rtllintr

is

ders promptly forthnseGui.UE.v iTAi.iANQrEKNa
thnt hHve Kiven satisfactinn to every customer fnr
the ptist twi) sejisiins -at the low price or h.o-i per
duz smjile Queen, 7.'i els. I use nn htntp-num^ruOo nui tail to send for iiescrlpiive ircuiar;
If you have not my i.-i-<(H 'ircuiar. semi fur that too.

CtS^n^

^"Th OS. G. Newman* Son. of Chicago, sell

and

former

& CoMWatertown, Wis. NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL

Patented June

E

Genesee
a neat

aiAi3t

I)a<laiil'sF(Miii(lation Factory, wholpsale
and retail. See advertisement in another column.

piece. With

Forncrook

MASS.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

possible shape.
EF" Price of the Book, 25 cts.
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.

:

114 pages, cloth hound. Address.
DR. C. C. I«IIL.L.ER,

Boss" One-Piece

WENHAM,

Mail samples, 2.'» cts. IIoNKV and
BKt!.«WA.X wanle<1 on I'omiuission, by— ARI'HUK
'J'ODI>. -'122 worth Front St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

29Dtf

HOW TO

" API,"

39Alf

thorough
use and noti-use of foundation. Many other
For
points are, howi ver. touched upon.
Instance, it tells how to make Ihe most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the leaBi expense, and brinp them
through to the honey harvest In the best

3.'5A26t

•

SON,

MAKENGO.

Address.

sent tree.

:i5Att

to

P.8.— Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Eeepers

20Atf

OP THK

HONEY -CAN DIES sell well at
TODD'S
Fairs— uveraae wholesale price liir ^ lb.;

inform his
wishes
JF, WOOn
now
ami imtrons. that he

etc.

CINCINNATI,

-

».SO

THOITIAS G. NEWMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

retail 30 cts.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

Freeman 4 Central

a.<*o

Its distinctlvefeature is the
manner In which it trems of the

F. G. STKOH.HEYEK A: CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

Muth's Honey Extractor,

dte

91.60

"

entitled.

DEVSEN & SONS,

For Clrculapff. apply to
CHA8. F. M17TB

the apiarist.
Prices are as followB:

Comb Honey."

Foundation

SQUARE GLASS HOSET-JARS,

"

publehed
HASpages,

fine Illus-

(SOLE MANnFACTURKRSl,
SPROUT BKOOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

lAtf

consumers, after trie honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-mied b7

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds
*'

Roeersville,

Hiirh Side Walls. 4 to 14 square
reel to the pound. Wholesale and
Ketail. Circulars and Samples free

J. VAN

923

2
3

W.

Affrlcultural College, Mich.

Patent Flat-Bottom

^

AMERICAN APICL'LTUKIST

CH ICAG O, ILL.

& 925 W. Madison St.,

1

"

1876.

COOK. Author and Publisher,

J.

To hold

XHOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,

trations were added In the «th edition. The whole
work iae been thtirouKhly revised, and contains the
very latest in respect to bee-beeplnn. It is certainly
the fullest and most sclentlflc work treatlnK of
bees In the World. Price, by mall.Wl.aS. Liberal
AUoount to dealers and to clubs.

IAI7

!<_djiE£Si£Jii>

in 2.51h.

5,000 Sold Since Mapt 1893.

^

^^JHSllRiJIylL!

I

these paliscannotbeequaled by any other style of
package. They can be used
for household purposes by

^_
^m
^H
^H

In 25-Poiind Boxes.

OF THE APIARY.

SOLD SINCE

i

'^nrf III
uIIIhIiIh

,

*L

Extra Thin

M
—!^^H

^___

_

923

Or, ^^AJtVA^L.

r-* "mIpF'

Patls are made
of ihe hest quality of
clear dint tflass, with a ball
wnd a luetat lop and cover,
When Hiled with honey. the
Httructive appfHrance of

_^
§

^-

.J.

.

8.00

WM.

Address,

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
13,000

THESE

4..'»0

1^ (Jueens.

A

:

GLASSFORPAILS
HONEY.

with the other sizes, havinK the top
turned <)ver, and has a bail or
handie.-makinit it very convenient
t" ci*tTV. It *8 well-made and. when
tilled with honey, mukes a novel and
attractive small piickaue. that can
be sold for i!o cents or less. Many
oonsumura will buy It in order to K'^e the chlldreu
a handsome toy pall. PKICE, 75 centa per
dozen, or )S.>.00 per lOO.

A Year among
A

Tnlk about some of the Implementa. Plant
PriicticM o) a Bre-kteptr of 2.i VfJ"
Experience, who }uis /or e vtarn mane tM
Production of Hnnci; his Bxct'.HVt

and

Dwiiiuiia.

ediie

,_,..„

THOS.
923 <fc 025

G,

NEUTWAN &

West Madison

Street.

TS cent., by malL This Is a now woik
about 114 pages, well-printed ana nlooly botmd
In cloth. Address.
Price.

5f

THOS.

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

the Bees,

BEING

923

G.

& SON,
CHICAGO, ILI*

NEWIT AN

& 935 West Madison

St..
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"Mella" is the name ot anew hone.v tence that " it cannot be brought too prombeverage just " invented " in England. The inently before the public," so that it can be
BritiKh Bee Journal gives the following con- applied to manifold mechanical and Banitary
cerning it
purposes
The

British

Honey Company, limited— who

in their progress have bad many dilSouIties
to overcome, and raurh uphill work to ao-

coinplieh— have devoted much thought and
attention to this matter: and alter a series
of experiments have succeeded in producing from British honey and fruits a beverage, wliich, whilst retaining the flavor ot

honey

THOMAS

NEWMAN,

0.

Editor.

—^

Mnill.

(munCEmrr

Oct. 5, 1881.

October comes

No. 40.

across the hill-

Like some liKht ghost she is so still,
TtiouKh her sweet cheeks are rosy

And

fades in the sun

The spider's gauzy veil is spun
Athwart the drooping sedges
The nuts drop softly Irom their

;

;

:

No

bird

song the sdence

burrs.

stirs,

A blight IS on the hedges.

Rtr.

borne

Tbonias
last

\V. Co\raa departed for
Saturday, after visiting Washing-

ton, D. C.

Mr. Ivar S. Young gave the Bee JocrNAL a call last week. He is now with Prof.
Cook. From there he goes to visit Mr. A. I.
Root at Medina, O. He is a thoroughly
practical apiarist, and

is

In reference to the question so often asked
is increasing
proportionately to the enlarged supply of
ordinary seasons, our British cotemporary
replies thus

whether the demand for honey

throuffh the floating thistle down
Her trailing, brier-tangled gown
Gleams like a crimson posy.

The goldenrod

in a marked degree, is quite free from
the viscous properties noticeatjlein many of
the honey tieveragcs which have been
brought before Iho public. The new beverage is termed •Mella." and, while ot a
highly eiferx-eecent character, is non-intoxicating. The laste ot the honey is perfectly
distinguiehalile when drinking it. It is prepared for the market with the aid of the
most approved machinery; and, we are informed. It is intended to be retailed at a low
price, thus bringing it within the reach of
all classes.
We advise all our readers to
give this beverage a fair trial.
We congratulate the Brillsh Honey Company on this success ; and we trust that
they will continue to be found in the forefront ot those who are catering for the public in the various modes which may be
adopted for the utilization of honey.

sent here by the

Government (we understand) to gather inforiuatiou that may be made ot practical
use in Norway. He is genial, and speaks
the English language fluently. He is a
gentleman and a scholar.

It is of primary importance that bee keepers, and all others interested in the promotion of bee culture, should direct their attention to the increase of such manufactures,
as by so doing they would create an in-

demand for their own produce. The
cannot be brought too prominently
before the British public that honey is not
only of good service in its old form of
•' bread and honey." but
that it bo applied
to manifold medicinal and sanitary purposes that it is tar superior to its younger
rival, sugar; and that the more varied its
applications the better for the honey Industry gem rally.
creased
tact

;

PeciilIarly.Sl«apedCell».— IntheCajioBee JiiuDMloC last week we find an
editorial on the building of peculiarlyshaped cells by the bees. It says :

diiiii

We

have now before us about one dozen

different specimens ot comb that have been
cut out.
These vary in s ze from four
inches square to half the size of an ordinary
comb, in these pieces there are a large

number of cells of almost every imaginable
some oblong, a few hexagonal, and
some V shaped some have three sides, the
shape,

;

ordinary hexagonal shape, the other three
made with two forming a V running off to a
sharp point some are formed somewhat
like a V. then others are as perfectly square
During the past few years considerable as the bees could make them, and not a tow
advance has been made in increasing the are triangular some are Ave sided, some
number of outlets for the utilization of are nearly round, some heart shaped, in fact
honey. It is but right that wo as bee keep- we could hardly think of a shape that might
The
ers should acknowledge and express our not be found in some of the pieces.
indebtedness to various gentlemen con- square cells are in perfect rows two inches
nected with the Berks Bee Keepers' Asso- in width, and six or more in length, nearly
ciation for the great interest and inventive all perfectly square. Most of thefc differingenuity that they have displajed in furth- ent cells had brood in them, ami we have
ering this otiject. In this connection we are not been able to detect any difference bepleased especially to recognize the service's tween the bees hatched in these peculiar
of, and the active part taken by thR Kev. V. shaped cells and those hatched in the ordiH. Moyle, of Ashhampstead Vicinage, look- nary ones. It seems that some colonies are
ing upon him as we do as the principal more inclined to build peculiar shaped cells
agent in stimulating those in his vicinity to than others.
bestow their attention in this direction, in
reply to a communication, Mr. Moyle sometime ago informed us that he was engaged
Honey Quotations in the market rein compiling a pamphlet setting forth the
various uiil'tips of honey. This pamphlet ports of the metropolitan daily papers are
has not yet reached us. and we presume that stupidly erroneous.
Here is what the Chiit has not
been published.
Some such cago Timee quoted a few days ago
pamphlet is a great desideratum; «ind we
consider that no one is more competent
Good to choice white clover honey In
than Mr. Moj le to produce it. he having tor small boxes. 11 to 15 cents
to
many years devoted much time and atten- dark colored, or when in large common
packages, 7
tion to the consideration ot this subject.
to 10 cents strained, 5 to 6 cents.
Messrs. Huntly and Palmer, of Reading,
Everybody should know that there has not
have consumed much honey in their wellknown honey-drop biscuits. Mes-^rs. Blateh, been a pound of honey sold within three
of Theale, with tlieir honey beverages
Mr. months at the above prices. They underGeorge, of Reading, with his confeciionery
Mr. G. E Darvil, with bis swettmeats of all state the market 50 per cent, and are consekinds, containing a large proportion of quently very deceptive and untrustworthy.
bouafi'^e honey
Mr. Thomas, with his We call upon the Chicago press to reform I
honey toilet preparations
Messrs. Cross,
with the r various methods of applying Give correct quotations or none
honey in medicinal and pharmaceutical
preparations, have done much towards popularizing the use of honey.
Honey In tbe Boston market is reBesidts these, Messrs. Fry & Sons, of Bristol, have produced very nice honev choco- ported by Mr. Henry Alley, who
visited the
late tablets and creams
McFSrs. Fry's (of
Bishop's Wallham), honey beverages, cham- honey dealers there a short time ago, as
pagnes, syrups, and cordials are well known; being excellent in quality. He says that
and our friend, Mr. W. N. Griltin of Fresh- "the apiary of Mr. A. E. Mauum, of Bristol,
ford, Bath, has Invented a dubbin in which
honey is an ingredient, and which has been Vt., was well represented by a large lot of
highly spoken of as a preservative of fine honey." He then adds
;

:

;

:

;

;

:

Id it the Old or Youug Bees," asks
correspondent, "which leave the hive at

''

a

fiwarming time ?" Age has nothing to do
with It. Those whose wings are' ragged with
age, mingle with those which are young and
downy. The drones, too, go with ihe crowd
to the new home selected before hand by
the scouts.

;

:

;

!

:

Extracted Honey Is Darker during a
drouth, and a correspondent asks us to explain why this is so. We hardly thi|)k that
the linden or white clover honey is darkened leather.
Much of the honey collected in the British
In color by a drouth, but being short, the
Isles is especially adapted for being utilized
bees may gather honey from some other in various articles of food, beverages, conbloom, and thus mix it.
The red clover fectionery, sweets, medicines, etc.. possessas it does an exquisite flavor and aroma;
heads may be retarded In growth, and the ing
and in this respect we may claim that it
bees may gather from that source, and thus possesses considerable superiority over
darken the color. Alsiko clover honey is of foreign honeys.
an amber color, and when compared to
Then in reference to the use of honey for
basswood is very much daiker. In many manufacturing purposes, our cotemporary
places during the past season the basswood gives the following, which we would enyield was exceedingly short.
doFEe most fully, and emphasize the sen-

:

The

me

prices, also, surprised
as much as
the quantity and quality. The second quality
Is sel'ing at wholesale at 18 cents, and the
best comb honey at '22 cents, and is retailing

at 25 cents per pound.

Canada's Honey Crop is estimated to
be an average ot only 20 pounds to the
colony.
Many colonies will need liberal
feeding to carry them over the winter In
safety.
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Urith Replies thereto.
[It i8 quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, he put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them ; get them returned, and then find
pace for them in the JotTRNAi. If you are
In a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]

connecting the escape pipe with a
large
stove, i. e., if your pipe is
enough. How large it ought to be I
do not know. If the cellar is entirely
under ground, it will be warm enough
for even one colony.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
I should have the sub-earth ventilator. I am now building one all
under ground, and my ventilator is 6
inches in diameter, and 200 yards
long.
It is better to have heat to
effect a change of air, but a tall
chimney from the base of the cellar
to 3 or 4 feet above the roof will do
very well. With 10 colonies you need
no ventilator only keep the temperature right.— A. J. Cook.
1. No, but it may be good in some
cases, but I must know more to that
effect before I go to the expense of
making one. 2. I do not know. 3, It
;

BnililiDg a Stone Bee-Cellar.

^nery 477.— I am

building a stone bee-

cellar all under the ground, llxlii feet, by 6V^
hiph.wittia work 8bop above. 1. Ib a Bub-earlh
ventilator necet-sary ? 2. For Buch a cellar, wbat
Bize and how far under ground ought it to extend ?
3. iB it necessary lor the dead-air pipe to connect
with a »tove-pipe to give it vent? If so, vphat
8ixe7 4. Havingonly lOcoloniesto put in, would
it be adviBable to get more to put in, in order to
keep up the temperature ?— C. C, Out.

usually in the cases, for use another
year.
No matter if they contain
honey when put away ; if placed on
the hives a short time before the
honey-How begins, it will be taken
out and used in brood-rearing.
Sections that contain honey should be
placed in the house in a warm upper
room to prevent candying. There is
no need to extract the honey from
them.— G. L. Tinker.

After extracting the honey, let the
"clean them up" by putting
them back on the hives for 2 or 3
days, then pack them away carefully
for next
season's early use.— The
bees

EDnOR.

Too Mncli Brone-Comli.

Query 479.— 1. My bees have carried a
that is the way I have swarm
;
of drones all summer. I have bad a good
use 6 inch stove-pipe. 4 No, increase of bees but very little surplus. There
to be an unusual amount of drone comb.
I would keep up the temperature in seems
Wbat is the remedy ?— A. C, Minn.
some other way. With that number
Take out the drone-comb and reof colonies, you do not need any venplace it with worker comb or comb
tilators at all.— James Heddon.
foundation of the worker size. G.
is

better

mine.

I

It is not necessary with your number of colonies.— J. P. H. Brown.
4. No,
it is not
3. No.
1. No.
necessary.— Dad ANT & Son.
Treatment of Partially-Fillecl Sections.
I have no experience with cellar
wintering and my opinion would be
Query 478.— What shall I do with secworth but little on the subject.— G.
that are only partially filled at the end of
;

—

M. DOOLITTLE.

Cut out the drone-comb and melt it
and fill the frames with
worker foundation.— W. Z. Hutch-

into wax,

inson.
Cut out the drone-comb and put in
A See pages 15, 16 and 32 of "The foundation.
I answer no, to all of them.
Also see that there are
cellar, to be right, should maintain an
Production
of Comb Honey."r- W. Z. no old and feeble queens.— J. P. H.
even temperature at the right point Hutchinson.
Brown.
without bees.— G. M. Doolittle.
Cut out and melt up the droneExtract the honey and keep the
Ventilation
1. Not for 10 colonies.
sections till next year.— C.C.Miller. comb, replacing it with foundation.
through a stove-pipe appears to be all
If your queen is an old one, replace it
You can extract the honey and keep with a young queen.— H.D. Cutting.
that is necessary where many colonies
are wintered in a cellar.— G. L. the sections until next season.- H. D.
Cut out the drone-comb early next
Cutting.
Tinker.
spring, and replace it with workerover
until
the
next
Keep them
It will not be necessary to use a
comb as much as possible. It pays
sub-earth ventilator in your case but honey season, and then use them.— G.
Badant & Son.
the
benetit
Doolittlb.
To
get
M.
good
thing.
it is a
Use foundation, and prune out the
at
least
should
be
pipe,
it
such
a
of
Extract what honey there is in the
We permit very few
150 feet long, and 6 feet underground. combg, and put them away for next drone-comb.
drones in our apiary.- A. J. Cook.
3. It is not necessary to connect with year's use.— James Heddon.
a stovepipe, yet it will work better
My remedy is to remove the droneExtract them, let the bees clean
with such a connection. 4. It will be them out nice and dry, and then pack combs early in the spring, and give
all right with your 10 colonies.— H. D.
worker-combs or frames filled with
them away to use another season.
Cutting.
foundation in their places.
The
J. E. Pond.
Having never wintered bees in
I would either place them on colo- drone-combs can be used for taking
special depositories, I can only give
nies that needed stores, for the bees honey with the honey extractor, if
theoretical answers to the above, and
to clean out the honey, or I would ex- queen-excluders are used to confine
such will be of no more value than tract it, and then place them away for the queens to the brood-chamber.— G.
my particular ideas based on the ex- next season.— J. P. H. Brown.
W. L)EMAREE.
periments of others are worth.— J. E.
Remove the drone-comb and reExtract the honey and put them on place it with worker if you do not
Pond.
more
or
less,
the
hives
for
2
or
3
days,
for
40
colonies,
but
10
Hardly
for
1.
desire to keep the queen for some
colonies 1 think a sub-ventilator would to be cleaned up. Or else keep them particular purpose or fancy, remove
pay well, and perhaps 10 colonies for next season's use. They make and replace her also.— J. E. Pond.
would be the better for it. 2. The good baits for the supers.- Dadant
Remove the drone-combs, and remore of it is under ground the better. & Son.
All that is necesIf your bees need feeding, and your place them with worker-combs, or
3. I think not.
I
sary is to have a pipe for outlet a hives have loose bottom-boards, you full sheets of worker foundation.
rarely ever see a drone in my hives,
little smaller than the sub-ventilator. can feed the honey out of the parUyexcept in such as I am rearing them
4. I do not believe that a larger num- tilled sections by tiering the sectionber would keep belter.- C.C.Miller. cases underneath the brood-chambers. intentionally.— JAJIES Heddon.
No doubt there is too much droneVentilatioh is probably necessary To induce the bees to carry the honey
up into the brood-combs, I scratch comb in the hives. This would not
if a large number of colonies are in
one cellar; but 1 do not know that it the caps of the honey by means of a matter wiih a strain of bees bred up
with
some tacks driven from the Syrian or Cyprian stock, as
is.
Sub- earth ventilation will assist paddle
through near its end. If you have no they do not usually rear many drones
in keeping up the temperature, if the
I cannot need of feeding it out in this way, you unless they have old queens, though
cellar must be ventilated.
and save the there is much drone comb in the
say as to tlie size and length of the can extract the honey
W.Demaree. hives. But black bees, and all bred
pipe. If the air in the cellar is warmer combs for next year.— G.
I keep my partly-filled sections care- from them, will generally rear hosts
than the outside air, as it certainly
will be, there will be no necessity for fully protected from dust and mice. of drones, if there is much dronetions

W. Demakee.

the honey season ?— T.

;

J.,

Pa.

—

!

;
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The Carniolaus have the same
habit. The remedy is to change the
stock, or cut out the dioue-comb and
supply worljer-comb in its place. G.

comb.

—

L. Tinker.
Out out the combs that are largely
drone, and till the empty frames with
worker foundation. The combs which
have smaller pieces of drone-comb
may be saved in this way
Cut out
the drone-comb and fill up with pieces
of worker-comb taken from the combs
that have been cut out of the frames.
:

— C. C. Miller.

the impulse of the moment, yet God
has so far graciously favored us, and
our growth has been substantial.
The census will doubtless in a few
years be the envy of foreigners. Beekeepers must be on hand with a plea
for their fair share of recognition.
In any other year I should have said
that we needed a Producer's Association. Among the first labors of such
an association should be the securing,
as far as possible, a reliable census of
bees and honey. The hoto to bring it
all about would come with the effort,
for " where there's a will there's a

Supersede the queen, and replace
drone -comb with worker-comb way."
The existing
foundation.— The Editor.
the

©

;

For the American Bee JouraaL

Secflring Apicnltnral Statistics.

JOHN

H.

LAEKABBE.

my

The

article which
question on
581 brought out, has greatly inknow that many
terested me.
I
kinds of statistics were of necessity
somewhat incorrect, but that they

page

should be as grossly so as intimated
by Col. Wright, was somewhat of a
surprise to me. The statistics as to
population, and a few other prominent points of the census, appear to
be about all there is approaching
accuracy in the whole system.
The desirability of obtaining accurate statistics is not to be disputed,
but the ways and means of obtaining
them do not, from appearances, seem
The census interests
to be known.
all classes.

The merchant

is

inter-

ested in the imports and exports, and
in the growth of trade here and there,
or upon this and that commodity.
The contractor and builder is watching the lumber and brick trade. The
1).

[By request of the Commissioner
of the Census in 1880, the editor of
the American Bee Journal pre-

Everything

is

?

I

think

many

much

as I do.

Arcade,K> N. Y., Sept.

23, 1887.

[The questions of our correspondent
are answered with pleasure, for we

want

to see Observation Hives

common
Shows.

more
and

at Fairs, Expositions,

In that way

we can educate

as to raise the standard of production,
by applying correct principles and

progressive art to the management of
the apiary.
Public manipulations with bees,and
cle showing the value of the crops of
magnificent honey exhibits are the
honey and beeswax, and the impormost attractive features of State,
tance of having correct statistical reCounty and District Pairs. There are
ports thereof every year. The article
many
good reasons for recommending
was acknowledged, and it was stated
such, but the chief one, perhaps, is
that it would be incorporated in the
that those who produce honey for the
Census Reports— but, alas, it never
market may be induced to present it
appeared. Perhaps Col. Wright will
in the most marketable shape ; for the
do better next time, now that he sees
new methods and new ideas of practhe injustice he has been doing to the
tical management must take the place
public in the past in such matters.
of the old and undesirable ones.
As to what the proposed Producers'
Bees and honey are already the
Association could do in the matter,
we are not prepared to state. That is great attraction at such Fairs as have
given prominence to this industry
yet an unknown and untried measure.

pared for the Census Reports an

The

;

cans now.

''

;

and encourage the people to consume
more honey.
I hope that the question will be
agitated until some system is inauguIt is our aim to make honey a staple
rated tending to the obtaining of product.
To this end we have enaccurate reports of the progress of
deavored to popularize the consumpapiculture in this country.
tion of honey by the masses, as well
Larrabee's Point,«o Vt.

wants

In England reforms come slowly.
The English constitution was built
up by centuries of experience and
The Constitution of the
growth.
United States was evolved at one
grand sweep, yet Gladstone remarked,
in effect, the other day, in declining
an invitation to be present at the
Centennial of the signing of the Constitution, that " he knew of no greater
or more perfect stroke of statesmanship brought forth at one time in all
modern ages, than this same Constitution." It is thus with the Ameri-

some Observation Hives which Iluber
never saw which you call uni-comb
glass hives."
Now, I want to see an
engraving and description of such
hives in the American Bee Journal. What do they cost? Where

tained.

arti-

great drawback about getting and this will become more apparent
each successive year. Michigan, Nebraska, Missouri, and some other
States, having tried small Bee and
Honey Shows, and finding the results
so satisfactory, they now have them

reliable and immediate correct reports from secretaries of
reports of births, deaths, and the local societies, is that not one-tenth
various diseases, epidemic, constitu- of the bee-keepers, even in the tertional and circumstantial. The farmer
needs reliable crop reports and the ritory occupied by a local society,
bee-keeper wants to know how much ever attend its meetings, or report in
honey, how many colonies of bees.etc. any way to it.

M.

Oliseryatioii.

KEENEY.

Mr. Editor :— In the editorial columns of the AMEitiCAN Bee Journal for Sept. 21, 1887, you mention

fraternity,

(^oxxcspioindtntz.

0> southeast and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

E. D.

meager others will be interested in this matfit
ter, and desire the information as

Bee-keepers are
and very
nearly accurate reports could be obtained, could all be interrogated.
Could printed questions be presented,
through secretaries, to all the beeThis mark
indicates that the apiarist is associations in the United States, and
located near toe center ot the Estate named; such reports be collected and com6 northotthe center; 9 south; Ot east; piled, a much more valuable record
west; and this r{ northeast; ~o northwest: than any existing would thus be ob-

O

Hives for

JoomnL

incorrect, are a

subject for ridicule.
intelligent

For tbe Amerloan Bee

can they be obtained

statistics, so

and so manifestly

an
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another question which we
may well consign to the North American Bee-Keepers' Society's meeting
next November. It is worth while to
give it a thorough investigation, and
if possible evolve a valuable method of
obtaining correct statistics.
Perhaps Dr. Miller, the President,
can give us light on the " how " of it.

This

is

lie has had lots of "experience" in
trying to get full and correct statis-

done upon tics.— Ed.]

on

much

larger scales.

When in

Great Britain, during the
we found that the
most attractive features of the Fairs
were the public manipulations with
bees, and the very large exhibition
of honey of captivating beauty. For

summer

of 1879,

exhibiting

bees,

observation

hives

—

were used those having glass sides,
through which the bees may be seen

work— the hives being inside the
exhibition building, with a tube covering the entrance, and running
at
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through the side of the building, giving free passage, in and out, for the
bees. Sometimes a glass box inclosing each frame, arranged like leaves
of a book, with a common entrance to
all of them, from the tube running
through the side of the building, is
made to exhibit bees. This gives an
opportunity for thorough examination
of the whole colony.

Cook

Prof.

Hive

this

transfer,

we must

either feed

them, or give them acomb containing
some honey. We may now watch,
not only the wondrous fashioning of
the comb, but the laying of eggs, the
packing of pollen, the finding of the
larval bees, and the many other wonderful manipulations, to be witnessed
in the " Observing Hive."
My hive, which is correctly represented in the engraving, is neatly
made of black walnut, and forms, of

has an Observation
by request, he

:

live

bee-keeper

and read one or more of
the books that treat of bees and their
management. These place the whole

will possess

subject before him, and, if well indexed, enable him to study any particular phase of the subject at will.
He will also, if wise, ttike and read
The TJni-Comb Hive.
one or more of our excellent periodicals. These keep him versed in the
progressive steps in this art, and the itself, quite a pretty ornament in my
various discoveries and improvements study ; while, with its wondrous concan be appropriated as soon as made. tents, it forms an attraction which
There is still another method to can hardly be surpassed. It will pay
gain knowledge, which though, per- every apiarist to keep such a unihaps, not so full of practical aid as the frame hive, for his own edification,
above, will greatly beneflt.even on the the instruction of his children, and
practical side of our business ; but, the entertainment of his friends.
more than this, it will enable us to
At the St. Joseph Exposition last
conUrm what we learn from the books,
and will do more than anything else to month there were two of these obexalt our appreciation of the wondrous servation hives exhibited by Messrs.
habits and instincts of the little in- P. G. Hopkins, senior and junior, and
sects with which we have to do. It
attractive than any
will do much to make our life work as they were more
The tubes, running
full of wonder and admiration as it is other exhibit.
of pleasure and profit. I refer to the from the entrances through the side
possession of an " Observing Hive ;" of
the building (the exhibit being in
so that, with each leisure hour, we
may look into the very life habits of the second story), allowed the bees to

Such observation, in any
natural history, always excites
interest, imparts instruction, and ennobles the observer.
Pew experiences in my life have
yielded more real pleasure and valuable instruction, than the hours spent
in watching the strangely interesting
labors of the bees, as studied in my
library, by use of the small " observing
hive,'' here illustrated.
I do not think we need any complex
arrangement.
simple, uni-frame
hive, with glass sides, which may be
darkened by doors, is cheap, easily
made, and will enal)le us to watch any
operations carried on in the hive. I
have even had bees in such a hive
prepare to swarm.
Of course, such
limited quarters will not permit much
increase, and so, when the brood commences to hatch out, the bees must be
shaken from the frame, and it replaced with a frame of empty comb,
or, better still, a frame of comb foundation.
then can watch the bees
as they transform the foundation into
a sheet of beautiful comb.
If the
bees are not gathering at the time of
our pets.
field of

A

We

it

box to hold oneframe from an ordinary hive.— Ed.]
Honey Leaflet.

Some Reasons

for Eatini

Because honey

wit:

OBSERVING HIVES.
every

maker could make

for it is simply a

Honey.

Why people should freely eat honey
can be put briefly in one sentence, to-

in his study, and,

course

ter or cabinet

ALIiEN PRINGLK.

has sent us a drawing of it, from
which we have made the illustration,
so that our readers will obtain a good
idea from it and the accompanying
description given by the Professor

Of

pended to make it ornamental, and
hence more attractive.
Any carpen-

work

industriously,
"

and

Improve each Bbinfng hour "

is

wholesome,

palatable, and comparatively cheap
food. This fact in itself ought to be
sufficient to ensure its general use,
and no doubt it will when the fact is
generally known.
Owing mainly, perhaps, to the fact
that honey yields such exquisite
pleasure to the human palate it is, for
the most part, regarded as a. mere
luxury, and its valuable qualities as a
food, and even a medicine, are genCorn meal porerally overlooked.
ridge is a wholesome and cheap food,

but

it is

not sufficiently palatable to

many mouths watering for it.
There are many excellent articles of
catch

diet that are quite neglected, simply

because they do not commend themselves to our perverted tastes, everybody, however, admitting their wholesomeness.
But, because honey is so superlatively pleasant to all tastes— both nor-

mal and abnormal— the hasty concluis forthwith reached that it is
merely a luxury to please the palate,
having no special value as a regular
This popular conarticle of diet.
ception is very erroneous, and must
be corrected before this rich product
of nature can take its proper place ort

sion

the tables of

all

classes of people as

common article of

a

diet.

True, occasionally a person is found
honey.
It disagrees
with a few, or, as they put it, " acts
almost as poison " to them. But this
fact no more proves that honey per s&
is essentially injurious than the fact

who cannot eat

that potatoes are essentially unwholeof every day of the exhibition, greatly some. The fault is not in the honey
to the delight and wonderment of the or potatoes, but in the subject himself.
In some peculiarity of constitumultitude of observers.
tion, or abnormal condition of theThere were something like a score system may always be found the true
of other hives and nuclei containing
bees " at work " in the same way, ex-

cause of the

hibited by Mr. E. T. Abbott, Mr. J.

contains are quite indispensable ta
health in this and more
first-rate
northerly climates— indeed, to all outside the torrid zoue. The carbonaceous, no less than the nitrogenous,
elements of food are required by the
human system in these zones and as
we go north from the Tropic of Cancer, more imperatively required than
Now, as honey furnishes
the latter.
these indispensable, heat-producing
elements in greaterpurity than almost
every other article of human diet, it
therefore stands at the very head of
the carbonaceous ingesta.
If the animal heat of the system is
produced and maintained by the combustion in the blood of the oxygen of
the air taken in by the lungs and cer-

G. Graham, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson,
Mr. Wm. Kimball, and Mr. E. S.
'

Armstrong.
These exhibits are growing in numbers, and we hope to see the day
when there are hundreds instead of
scores or dozens at every Pair and
Exhibition in America.
As to the cost and how to obtain
them— the cost is but trifling, unless
it is desired to have them ornamental
as well as useful. While such an Observatory Hive can be made for a
single dollar, twenty might be ex-

The

difticulty.

dietetic elements

which honey

;
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The buckwheat honey is prices. The supply is largely beyond
tain elements of the food, as the most cerned.
eminent authorities maintain, then it preferable to the clover in making our control, but inasmuch as we can
is absolutely certain that for six or this beverage, for the double reason never have too much of the good
eight months of the year in this of its brown color and more pungent things of this world, it behooves us
all to
use every appliance which
climate, there is no more wholesome taste.
science and experience dictate to
Selby, Ont.
or necessary food than pure honey.
secure to the fullest extent the bounTrue, in our ordinary dietary we can
ties of a beneficent Providence. The
get the necessary heat-forming maFor tbe Amencan Bee JoamaL
demand for honey is amost entirely in
terials from other sources, but we also
our hands.
Combination with this
get iit the same time from these other
Tli£ Lesson of Our Misfortunes.
end in view would be most desirable.
sources disease-producing impurities
To promote demand is a matter of
—fat pork, for instance, and other
JULIUS T0MLIN80N.
business,
and business methods
oleaginous substances so common on
our tables.

The conclusion

is,

there-

A

few days since, my daughter and
during the seasons of autumn, winter, a lady friend made a visit to the
and spring in these latitudes, honey charming home of T. F. Bingham. In
Bingis the very best food of its class which regard to his honey crop, Mr.
we can get. Let there be less pork, ham said, " Tell your father that the
butter, and the dirty, unwholesome present season is nearest to nothing
syrups used in the families of our of any year since I have kept bees."
land, and more honey, and the certain And this is substantially the report of
result will be the greatly improved every bee-keeper that I meet.
Sickness and
health of the people.
Iloney is scarce— and higher in
the common ailments of life will be price. And the correspondents and
Considering the editors of our bee-periodicals, in orgreatly diminished.
relative wholesomeness, purity, and der to still more inflate prices, are
nutritive properties, pure extracted advising all who have honey, to hold
honey is much cheaper as a regular on to it. This may be good advice
article of diet than pork or the aver- this year to those who have honey.
age quality of market butter at the There are probably enough well-to-do
same price.
people, who will, at almost any reaIn nature's materia medica, honey sonable price, purchase and consume
a
curaBut
has also valuable properties as
the entire crop this season.
tive agent. In pulmonary complaints, scarce as the crop is, should it be purcommon colds, sore throats, and that chased by a few strong parties and
class of diseases. honey has frequently held for exhorbitant prices, it may be
Many in- doubted whether such prices can be
proved most efiRcacious.
stances are recorded of remarkable obtained.
Extravagant prices will
cures by honey in •such cases when restrict consumption. They will also
other medicaments had utterly failed. force npon the market every available
That honey possesses restorative and pound in existence. This is the inremedial properties of an important exorable law which is ever at worh to
character is already well known by defeat those who by creating an artithe beekeeping denizens of country ficial scarcity of any commodity, enplaces, and their neighbors, who fre- deavor to enrich themselves by exquently call upon them for honey in tortion
examples are not wanting,
cases of sore throat, colds, croup, etc.; which fully illustrate this statement.
well
knows
that
while the bee-keeper
The collapse, not long since, of the
every druggist in every country town, colossal combination to control the
as well as in the city, lays in a stock entire wheat crop of the world, is a
every year for medicinal purposes.
striking example.
fore, as plain as

is

it

logical, that

;

HONEY BEVERAGE.

We may

honey under
tribute in the production of one of the
most wholesome beverages in existence
to supersede tea and coffee on
the family table. We give the formula
and process, and advise all to try it
also

lay

;

One of the lessons of the situation
in regard to honey is, that a scarcity
This is a
of it inflates its price.
truism so universally admitted in regard to other natural products, that I
would not offeud the intelligence of
bee-keepers by its statement, but for

the loud and persistent call not many
Take three quarts of good, clean, months since, of not a few of tbe beewheat bran and bake in the oven till keeping fraternity, for a combination
Then add of honey producers, which, by some
it becomes quite brown.
one quart of liquid buckwheat honey process of legerdemain, not very
and stir thoroughly; put it back into clearly defined, proposed to inflate the
These combination
the oven to bake still more, stirring price of honey.
it frequently until it gets dry, granu- advocates are piping very low just
lated,
and very brown— a little now, and I predict that few will adscorching will not hurt it.
Draw it vocate it in the coming North Amerithe same as coffee, and use with milk can Bee-Keepers' Convention.
and honey, or milk and sugar, to suit
The present scarcity of honey will
the taste.
have done some good if itteaches beeThis makes a perfectly wholesome keepers that it is not combinations,
and palatable drink, and the sooner it but the inexorable law of supply and
takes the place of tea in every family, demand that controls prices of every
the sooner the public health will im- product, honey included. Excessive
prove. In the writer's family this prices can never be long maintained.
wholesome and really palatable bev- Should the honey crop next season be
erage has been on his table for years a full one, prices must, in the nature
with the best results and were a ton of things, fall to their normal stanof tea and coffee unloaded at the door dard.
gratis, we would say, " no, thank
What bee keepers need is bountiful
you," so far as drinking either is con- crops, and a good demand at living
;

should be employed.
Iloney should
be advertised.
If the coming convention at Chicago would take action, having for its
object the creation of an ample fund
to create a " honey bureau," to scatter
leaflets on honey broadcast; to advertise it in short, crisp articles in all the
daily and weekly newspapers, and
perhaps in more elaborate articles for
the leading magazines, there can be

no doubt but such a demand would
be created, as would yearly consume
tbe most bountiful supply. All this
is

in accordance with natural law,

and

our present misfortune should teach
us to obey these laws, it may prove a
if

blessing in disguise.
Allegan, p Mich.

[We liave never advised the creation
of a " corner " to control the price of
honey.
simply wanted bee-keepers to hold their honey until berries
and fruit were " out of the way," and

We

then they would get the full benefit
To ship the
of the rise in values.
honey before that, would break down
the growing prices, and leave no one
the better off.
The hint for the convention is a
good one, and we hope Mr. Tomlinson
will either present his ideas before
the assembled body by an address, or
in writing, so that they may pass
upon the merits of his plan, when the
subject is under consideration. Ed.]
Gleanings.

Bee-Keening as a Life Easiness.

DR.

C. C.

MILLER.

" It seems a pity he should settle

down into nothing but a bee-keeper,
when he might be successful in almost any

line of business

undertake."

he should

Such expressions

I

have

heard, when, so far as I could see,
the only reasons for it were that it
was thought the man might make
more money at some other business
than bee-keeping.
I am aware that too much has been
said of the bright side of bee-keeping
in the way of urging every one into
it, and 1 have protested against it
for in nine cases out of ten, the person
who chooses bee-keeping as his lifebusiness, merely for tbe money there
is in it, will meet with disappointment. But for once I want to take
the other side, and say something in
the way of urging the choice of this
business upon a certain class.

THE

632
man

Here

down

about to settle
is a young
His college course of
life.
finished
is perhaps
(and I would

in

study
urge upon every young

man to get a
collegiate education, whether he expects to spend his life in apiary, farm,
counting-house, or pulpit) and the
question is, whether bee-keeping shall
be his vocation.
He has aptitude for
;

the business

;

what

little

experience

AMEllICAl^ BEE JOURNAL.

this case, $-500 is annually saved out
of the $2,000, and $400 out of the
$1,000. Is the salary that clears the
$500 one -fourth better than the salary
that clears the $400?
And it is to
this particular point I want to call the
especial attention of the young.

I thought that I knew something
about bee-keeping a year ago, or before I began to read the Bee Journal, which my generous sister subscribed for, and donated to me. But
I found that I was at the foot of the
ladder, which I am trying to climb by

Nine out of ten of the young will be
dazzled by the larger salary ; and
when to this is added the larger annual saving, the question is definitely
settled in their mind.
If they think
far enough ahead they may find a
factor they have omitted from the
problem. When the time comes to

the aid of the Bee Journal.
I see
plainly that my past is rich in nothing
but experience', and that a succession
of failures, yet I am hopeful, and expect soon to be ou the second round
of the ladder, by the aid of such able
writers as those who give their successful experience.

he has had in it has been successful
and he would really like to spend his
life at it if he thought he could make
as much money at it as at merchandise, albeit the coufinement of a merchant's life is not to his taste. But retire from service it may never
the matter of money stands first iu come, and it may be forced upon one
consideration, and he decides in favor before he desires it— when this time
of mercantile life.
comes, the city man will be so fixed
My young friend, you are making a in his habits and mode of living, his
mistake. In the first place, it is by family in their social circle, that he
no means certain that you will be one must continue his same life and same
of the successful merchants.
But expense of living. Even it he had
suppose you are, and that you make thought of going back to his former
double or ten times as much money as country life, he will now find it imyou could at beekeeping. You go practicable the rule is, men do not.
on at your business, looking forward to
Now let our two men be compared
the time when you can retire, and en- after the same number of years of
joy life. There are events that may service,
say 15 years.
In that time
hinder the realization of your expecta- the one saving $500 per annum has
tions. You may not live longcnough. $7,500 ahead
and the other, saving
If you do, you will find that yoiu- $100 per aunum has
$6 000 ahead. But
tastes have somewhat changed, and what is this worth to each of them
(
that the lif a to which you have for The first, spending $1,500 per year,
years looked forward with bright ex- can live on his $7,500 just five years;
pectations is mainly a disappoint- and the second, spending $600 per
ment. On the other hand, if you year, can live on his $6,000 just ten
follow your inclinations, and adopt years. So you see. when looked at
the pursuit of a bee-keeper, there is from this point of view, the $1,000
no necessity for looking forward to a salary is worth just double as much
certain time in the future for your as the $2,000.
In other words, the
enjoyment of life.
$2)000 man lays by each year enough to
You can take your enjoyment as support him four months, while the
you go— mixed, it is true, with pain $1,000 one lays by enough each year to
and toil, but still a life of enjoyment. keep him eight months. Some of you
You have one important advantage young men that are itching to get into
over the merchant your out- door life places to make money faster, think
gives you a physical vigor he cannot this over. It may make you a little
enjoy.
He has poorer food than you, more content where you are.
even if be eats from the same dish,
Marengo, 5 His.
for he has not the same hunger to

—

;

;

;

spice

it.

The mere

fact of existence
ror tne American Bee Jonmai.

a pleasure to a perfectly healthy
anioial, be he man or beast
and the
man who eats his food with a thoris

;

Tie Season

relish is the better man for it,
phjsically, mentally,
and perhaps

in Hortliern

OMo.

ough

There

another view that is worth
it applies to all callingsbee-keeping or what not.
Compare
is

taking, and

two positions

in life.

A

man

in Chi-

cago has a salary of $2,000, and his
brotlier in a country village has onehalf as much, $1,000. Which has the
better place ?
Perhaps the Chicago
man; perhaps not.

Throwing aside all other consideraand taking just a dollarandcent point of view, if the country
tions,

man's annual expenses are $600, and
those of the city man's $1,700 (and
there may be that difference, eveu
when each seems to be living equally
well), the result will be that the country man will lay by one-third more
annually than the city man, in which
case the $!,000 salary will be better
than the $2,000. Suppose, however,
that the annual expense in the city is
$1,500, and $600 iu the country.
In

not a very good honey
Bee-pasturage is uncertain
from other causes than drouth. In
the spring the fruit bloom 's short,
from two causes, namely, no bloom,
as was the case last spring, and the
other is plenty of the same, but too
wet, bees not being able to gather the
nectar. Another reason for failure is
honey-dew (we had none this year),
which befouls the good, and spoils
all.
Some call it "bug-juice," but I
differ from them, and call it " honeydew," befouled by the insect; honeydew being the cause of the insect, not
the insect the cause of honey-dew.
is

Sandusky,5

O., Sept. 23, 1887.

For the American Bee JoumaL

Tie Iowa Bee-Keepers' Convention.

DR. JESSE OREN.

The Iowa State Bee-Keepers' Assomet in their large tent on the
Fair Ground at Des Moines, on Sept.

ciation

at 10 a.m.
President J. F.
Spaulding, of Charles City, Iowa,
called the meeting to order, and then
by the request of the Society gave the
following very interesting address on
bee-keeping
7, 1887,

THE president's ADDRESS.
Another year is numbered with the
past, and though disastrous to those
engaged in our calling generally, as
viewed from a financial stand-point,
let us hope that the lessons we have
learned by the experience of the present pepuliar season, may not be lost

HONEY -DEW.

morally and spiritually.

HIGH VERSUS LOW SALARIES.

This

locality.

sight of in the future.
According to the best information
that I can get, bees in this State came
out of their winter repositories in
more than average condition last
had an unusually favor;
spring.
able spring until the fruit bloom ap$1.50 for the largest and best display peared, when the weather became so
of honey. Is that not magnanimous V warm that the flowers were almost
The other reason is, that there is no barren of honey and as we began to
honey to exhibit. This is the poorest look over our pastures to see how the
season that I have ever experienced, whiite clover was coming on, we were
and I have kept bees for thirty years. filled with apprehension (as this was
There is no surplus on account of the our main reliance for surplus honey),
drouth, yet those who know how to to find that the severe drouth of 1886
take care of bees are hopeful, as we and the spring of 1887, coupled with
have had rains that help the bees for the hard winter, had ruined the white
winter and those who feed a little clover in most locations for the preswill winter their bees in good condi- ent season ; in a few favored spots,
tion, and be ready for next season
where it was not killed outright, it
while others who are discouraged by made a feeble growth, and mostly
the present failure, will cease to keep failed to secrete honey for the bees,
bees, leaving more room for those and this to such a degree, that when
who take the bee-papers, and profit the usual swarming time arrived, but
by their teachings.
few swarms issued.

attended the Erie County (Ohio)
it was a measurable success
in everything except the display of
bees and honey. There was not a
single exhibit oh the Grounds. There
are two reasons for this
first, the
small premium offered, which was only
I

Fair, and

We

;

;

;
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Some two weeks earlier than usual
the basswood bloom appeared in profusion, and in the northeastern part
of the State, it yielded considerable
honey for about nine days, in which
tbe bees filled their hives, and some
of the strongest in reach of the basswood, secured a small surplus since
this they have have rather depleted
than augmented their stores, and, I
think, have generally failed to keep
up the full strength of the colony.
;

I had some hopes that the autumn
flowers— buckwheat, goldeurod, asters,Spanish-needle,etc.— would make
the season's result more satisfactory,
but these hopes have not been realized, and the season of 18S7 is practically closed, and failure is rather
the rule than the exception with most
of us, and our profits are in the experience rather than the " hard cash."
The future alone can tell how much
we shall realize. No doubt many will

consider that their deposit of this
kind of capital is already too large,
and decline to add to it by continuing
to labor at it in the future, and although it is called a fascinating pursuit, for many the charm will be
broken they will retire in disgust to
more promising fields, and the army
of beekeepers will be kept up by recruits, who will bring in all the high
hopes, energy and enthusiasm that we
lose in the retiring ones.
;

But what are some of the lessons
learned that can be of profit in the
future
First, to increase our stock
from the best workers, and weeding
out the queens of the poor working
colonies. Second, to do everything to
have our colonies strong early in the
season; have the hives, sections,
foundation, etc., ready so that we can
give our bees the closest attention
during the honey season take one or
more bee-papers, and read and profit
by the standard works on bee-culture:
talk with your bee-keeping neighbors,
tell them what you know, and learn
of them what they know, and perhaps
while the world's stock of knowledge
will not be greatly increased, it will be
much more evenly distributed. Devise means, if possible, so that thieves
will not plunder the hives, making
detection so
probable that even
" sneak thieves" will find it easier to
'(

;

«arn their honey than to

steal

it.

Did you ever, on visiting the beeyard in the morning, find the hives
uncovered by the dozen, the sections
scattered all over the yard, the brood
thrown at random, all the honey cut

it " too warm " for the thieves
of our bee-yards 'i
Perhaps it may in a measure contribute to our financial success to take

make

more

honey than usual from the
brood-chamber of the hives, as honey
is to sell at a good, round price, compared to what we have been getting

for several years
and if we leave consistency formed. By this method
to supply the colonies a barrel of sugar can be converted
until we take them out of winter into syrup in less than half an hour.
quarters, we can then supply the deIt is necessary that the syrup be as
ficiency with less costly food than thin as the above formula makes it,
honey. I purpose to do this to as so that the bees may store it rapidly.
great an extent as safety will allow. It will be seen that it is a cheap food,
have this to encourage us, that the weight of sugar being increased
notwithstanding there was such a by one-third its weightof water, maklarge surplus last season, and the ing a composition worth two-thirds
price declined to so low a point, honey the price of sugar.
was introduced in many homes where
The amount of stores sufficient to
it had been a stranger, and a demand winter a colony of bees is quite variahas been created that will take tons ble in different seasons, and also in
and tons of honey to supply in the different colonies in the same yard.
future.
If the conditions of temperature, moisThe tendency of the times is to ture, food and quiet are just right, a
mass the production of honey in the strong colony will winter on 15
hands of specialists, which I think is pounds, and I have known colonies
But to winter on much less. I have herebest for all parties concerned.
some one may say, had we better rely tofore aimed to have 30 pounds of
upon bees and "honey for the main good food in each colony, but have
chance V The most 1 can say is, ac- been obliged to remove a portion of
cording to your ability and enthusi- it in the spring to give the queen
asm be it unto you and although you more room to lay. I have decided
may not become an Astor, a Gould, that 2-5 pounds per colony is plenty,
or a Vanderbilt, you will not likely when they are otherwise well cared
become a Boss Tweed, a Mackin, or a for.
McGarigle.
If the hives in an apiary are nearly
uniform in style and weight, when
The oITicers elected for the ensuing empty, the apiarist can, by comparing
year, were J. F. Spaulding, President; the weight of a hive containing sufMrs. O. F. Jackson, of Sigourney, ficient stores, Willi the other hives,
Vice-President and Corresponding tell how much food each will need,
Secretary, and J. W. Moore, of Des without opening them. If hives are
The not uniform in weight, or it is not
Moines, Recording Secretary.
attendance was not as large as in practical to weigh them, the amount
former years.
No honey, no money of stores can be ascertained by ex;

enough honey

We

;

;

no money, no enthusiasm no enthusiasm, no attendance. The exhibit of
honey at the Fair was very good, notwithstanding the failure of the honey
;

crop.

Mt. Auburn, oi Iowa.
Rural

New

Yorker.

FeeflinE Bees for Winter Stores.
O. L.

HERSHISER.

All prominent apiarists agree that
the best substitute lor good honey for
bee-food is pure, granulated canesugar, and some claim that canesugar is superior to good honey, if the
latter has much pollen in it. Those
who find it necessary to feed their
bees need apprehend no serious results if they use the best quality of
cane-sugar, while a food of poor
quality is almost sure to result dis-

Now if I
out and carried away V
knew that Job had this experience
when his patience was being tried,
and stood the test, I should have a
much higher opinion of him than astrously.
To prepare the food, dissolve the
heretofore. I must acknowledge that
I would like to put about a pint of sugar in one-third of its weight of
lively hybrids next to the hide of the
thief. Seriously, this is a great obstacle to success with bees, and will
tax our ingenuity to overcome it, and

any one has had any experience or
ideas that are likely to profit us in
this respect, just let us have it.
Horse-stealing has become so dangerous to the stealer that it has been
if

nearly

abandoned, and cannot we

Get a piece of gas-pipe through which
to conduct the steam. It is necessary
to have an elbow or joint of hose so
the pipe may have a right angle in it.
Thrust the pipe to the bottom of the
vessel, and turn on the steam. In a
very few minutes the sugar will be
dissolved, and a syrup of the right

amining each comb. After one has
looked over a few colonies he can, by
a careful examination, tell within a
very small amount how much honey
a hive contains. Often by an ex-

change of combs in different colonies,
one of which has more honey than is
needed, the other less, both can be
given the right amount of stores. In
required
feeding for winter the
of food should be given as
If the
fast as the bees can store it.
feeding is prolonged, brood-rearing
amount
additional
will begin, and an
of food will be required to feed the
young bees reared under the abnormal conditions. Strong colonies will
store from 6 to 10 pounds per day, and
often more.
The proper season for feeding for
winter is during the warm days of
autumn, as soon as the honey-flow for
the season has ceased. Feeding should
be done after sunset, so that it can all
If fed
be stored during the night.
during the day when the bees are
result.
I
flying, robbing is liable to
would put especial emphasis on the
prevent
robbing
caution to
No one but those who have experienced it can form any idea of the
perfect bedlam which an apiary presents when the bees get to robbing in
earnest. At such times it requires
prompt action, and the best skill and
thought of the apiarist to prevent

amount

water. Where a small quantity is
needed, it can be easily made by
heating on an ordinary stove, but this
method is slow and tedious if a large
In the latter
quantity is needed.
case, if one has access to a jet of
steam, the food can be prepared very
rapidly by the following method
Weigh out the sugar and water, and
place them in a barrel or milk-can. losses.

!

If

by any means colonies
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get

to

robbing, put a good

bunch of hay or grass tight against
the hive-entrances of all the colonies
which seem to be affected. The robbers will become confused in trying
to pass through the hay into the hive,
and the bees will be able to make a
more successful defence of their
home.
Perhaps a more effectual
remedy is to completely cover the
affected hives with sheets or clothes
of any kind, thus barring either egress
When the robbers find
or ingress.
themselves cornered they are quickly
subdued.

in turpentine, and bound around the
legs of any stand, or table, will frustrate every attempt of ants or other

predatory insects to reach the honeywhatever other naturally
enticing food-products may be placed
thereon. In a pantry or store-room,
sheets of coarse brown-paper previously steeped in spirits of turpentine, and laid upon the shelves where
honey or any other product liable to
encroachment and injury, that is not
of a nature, however, to imbibe the
turpentine odor, will speedily cause a
stores, or

cessation of attack.

A good and

cheap method is to reRENAMING HONEY.
move from the brood -chamber one or
I dare say that already more than a
two frames containing the least honey
and no brood, and replace them with sufficient number of suggestions have
a division-board, which is narrow been made regarding the somewhat
enough to leave a space of three- vexed question of a new technical
eighths of an inch between its lower term for pure honey, mechanically
edge and the bottom of the hive. expressed from the comb; that in
There should be a space of at least rendition of exact description and
three eighths of an inch between the meaning shall define more clearly and
division -board and the wall of the less awkwardly to the public, and in
This space may be enlarged market quotations, what it is solely
hive.
according to the amount of vacant intended to convey. I have felt so
room. Fold back the quilt or cloth- much interested in the discussion
cover of the brood-chamber tightly that I will venture a few remarks.
upon the division-board, to allow the
In the first place, I have no doubt
bees to go up. Now put a heavy piece that to call honey in the comb, " comb
of duck or enamel cloth, of the same honey," and extracted honey, or that
size as the brood-chamber, over the which is pure from any source, or
cover to the latter. Make this basin- means of extraction, simply " honey,"
shaped by placing sticks along the which is the editor's own choice, I
under-edge of each side, and pour the believe, would be the most pertect,and
syrup into this basin. I have prac- the simplest appellation of these twin
ticed this method in my own bee- forms of the same product, but from
yards for several seasons, and have the fact that the general public have
had the best of results. It has the learned to become but too familiar
advantages of being cheap, is adapted with adulterated substitutes under
to all styles of hives with tight or that seductive name. A specific term
loose bottom -boards, permits of no for extracted honey, that shall imply
loss of heat from the brood-chamber, the same warrantable meaning to the
while the receptacle is easily and people in the general markets, which
quickly filled by the operator, and the is apparent in the mind of the apicapacity can be made of suitable size. arist in using the old term, and which
"
Bees will winter better on six or implies to him, honey, pure beyond
seven Langstroth frames than on a a doubt," and yet may be more tangithan
greater number, as the food is within bly inferred in its nomenclature
"
easy reach of the cluster, and there
less space to keep warm.

is

For tbe Amerloan Bee Jonma:.

Ants in Honey-Rooms,

etc.

WILLIAM OLDFIELD.
I

have

lately

been reviewing some

recent numbers

of

the

American

Bee Journal,

whose excellence,
practical teaching, and current information, in all respects, upon matters
relating to the apiary the world over,
and especially relating to the whole
of this country, have induced me to
become one of its constant readers.

GETTING RID OF ANTS.
think that

I can furnish a fairly
perfect remedy for preventing the
invasion of any species of ants into
honey-rooms, or, in fact, into any
other store-room.
It is a fact that
ants of all species have the utmost
aversion to, and are repelled by the
odor of turpentine.
I have never
found an instance where ants would
cross a narrow width of turpentine,
and a piece of rag or paper saturated

I

" extracted " in clearness of meanings
which, however faulty, implies th&
use of a machine whose direct product
cannot be otherwise than pure.
Why not. then, to meet the ever recurrent difBculty, coin a word which
I see no reason to object to, if it
meets the requirements
If this begranted, I am in favor of " comb"
(" excombated " or " exextracted
comated ;" " excombacted " or " excomacted "), or, again, " comb-ejected " honey. One of these compounds,
formed from the Latin verba agere, todrive or force, with actum as Us pluperfect tense and of egere, to expell
or cast out which with the word
"comb" as a prefix or incumbent
part, seems to me to fluently furnish
the needed term. These, I think, are
better than "mellifluent" honey, or
"raellacted" honey, two other words
that I have thought of.
Suwannee, 5 Fla.
"i*

;

—
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MarMRcDorts

Of Honey.

EUGENE SECOK.

I have heretofore been in favor of
the market quotations in our beeperiodicals; and when the storm of
indignation gathered about the heads
of commission men last winter, I felt
inclined to avert it, thinking, or
wanting to think, that they were
doing the very best that they could do
under the circumstances, to sell our
product for all it would bring.
But on looking over the quotations
of honey recently, I am forced to one
First, honey
of three conclusions
must be more plentiful in the United
States than we have been led to believe
or, secondly, that too many of
our producers must be ignorant of the
true state of affairs, and are rushing
the new crop on the market before it
is carried in the word
extracted," recovers from last year's depression ;
would still seem to be called tor, and or, thirdly, that the large dealers ia
desirable in no small degree ; and the cities are trying to keep prices
though difficult to devise a word that down until they shall have stocked
shall be not only euphonious, but up.
shall directly imply purity of product,
Now, as a honey-producer myself,
and carry with it to all concerned, the and with some facilities for observaidea of its coming direct from the tion by travel, and a reader of nearly
comb, free from all extraneous mat- all the bee-papers, 1 know that this
ter, and in itself possess the elements year's honey crop in America will nofc
of popularity as a word, and afford no be one-half as great as it was last.
barrier to adoption and usage, I Many good judges place it much
nevertheless hope the discussion may lower. Taking the State of Iowa as
not be finally dropped until such a a whole, I doubt if there is one-fourth
one may be originated, as may chal- as much. And from all I can learn,,
lenge fairly every objection and dis- there appears to be very little new
arm chiefly the criticism of all who honey on the market as yet, or, iit
are are not opposed to change on the fact, any honey.
ground of objection to that alone.
I have recently visited some of our
I will then state my present ideas large Western cities, and find the
on the subject, and will begin by ob- market bare. Therefore, I conclude
serving that the word "extracted" that the old -fogy bee-keepers are not
would directly, it seems to me, infer demoralizing the market this year.
the source and process of the freed Indeed, when we think of it, we
honey, such as it is intended to de- might know that would be the case
scribe ; but the word is perhaps too for in such years as this they do not
awkward to adopt. " Discharged " have any to sell. Now what can be
honey, or " ejected " honey may per- said to avoid the conclusion— that the
haps have been proposed before, and city jobbers are "bearing" the marmay neither of them be generic ket in order to buy V
enough to achieve popular adoption,
Let me quote from the Americau
or supersede the use of the word Bee Journal market report, on page
,

:

;
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honey in
of the leading cities. I will only
notice the quotations for white honey
Ctiicago, 18
in onepouiid sections
Clevecents; Detroit, 17 to 18 cents
Boston. 20 to 22 cents
land, 17 cents
York, 16 to
—good for Boston
18 cents; Milwaukee, 17 to 18 cents;
St.
Louis, 12
Kansas City. 16 to 18 cts.;
cents, and Cincinnati, 15 cents.
If "the old crop is all sold out,"
" no white clover in market." " offerings small of all kinds." " short crop
689, Sept. 14. aa to price of

some

:

;

;

New

!

different exhibits were large and extra good. The building was full to
overflowing, there being twelve different exhibitors.
This department is
becoming ore of the attractions of
our State Fair.
How I wish the beekeepers in other States would work
up this matter of honey exhibitions.
It would be a great help in working
off the surplus, and prevent over-

crowded markets.

Bees did Well— C.
demand large,"
indicated," and
prices ought to be a little better than Ashton,'^Iowa, on Sept.

most

of the quotations. 1 believe,
as a matter of fact, they are better. I
think some of the best commission

among those who
They let their
least.

men

advertise

are

the
returns speak for them.

and
have in

sales
I

mind one house who have

sold our

dairy butter for top creamery prices,
and above quotations right along. I
sent tbem a trial shipment of honey a
few days ago, and instructed them to
hold for 20 cents. It had barely time
to reach the city when I received a
telegram saying, " Honey sold 20
cents— send more quick." These men
told me that they sold several carloads last year for bee-keepers who

—

Two-Thirds of a Crop.— John H.
Larrabee, harrahee's Poiut,K) Vt., on
Sept. 20, 1887, says
:

The crop here has been about twohave about 2,000 pounds,
it is not very plump looking. Bees are in good condition for
winter, as honey-dew, which last winter destroyed so many bees, has had
no chance this year on account of the
thirds.

I

but some of

wet weather.

"

in

636

W.

Ameri-

1 consider the

can Bee Journal

the most conser-

Conner, vative and correct of bee-papers.

22, lS87,says:

Boring Beetles.— Jas. Jardine, Asha very dry season here
northwest corner of Iowa, but land, o« Nebr., on Sept. 19, 1887, says
I think that my bees have done well,
I send a hug that I found on the
when I see so many reports in the
with the bees, gathering
Bee Journal thpt are so much goldenrod
honey.
What is it? I fed it some
worse.
I began last spring with 8
colonies, and increased them to 25 honey, and it seems to like it well.
colonies, but lost 4 by being robbed,
[It is one of our most beautiful boras they were weak.
I have now 21
It is Clyius speciosus.
colonies, and have taken about 300 ing beetles.
pounds of honey. I think there will The beautiful large black beetle with
be 200 or 300 pounds more in partly- yellow lines across its back lays its
filled cases.
eggs on maple trees in June. The
grubs from these are white, cylindriPartridge-Pea.— A. E. Atkinson,
cal, footless, and tunnel the trees
Steele City,os Neb., on Sept. 21, 1887,
through and through for three years.
says
It then pupates in the dust, and soon
I send you flowers and leaf from a comes out the beautiful beetle. All
stalk to be named. Bees work on it
beetles of this family— Ccrambi/ctdce
all day, and it remains in flower
or longicorns, are long and slim, with
about two months.

We have had

in the

:-

would have none to sell this year.
In conclusion I will add, don't sell
honey at less than Boston prices.
, Forest City, 6 Iowa.
[Yes Mr. Secor is right— the markets are bare of comb honey, and the
long antennse. They are grace[It is Cassia chamceerista, commonly very
buyers abundant and anxious. Those
ful
handsome. The beetles feed
and
"
who have honey to sell should write called partridge-pea," and furnishes
on pollen, and like others related to
blooms
nectar
abundantly.
It
usually
for prices before shipping, or else
it, are often found feeding on goldenhold it for a definite figure, as Mr. earlier than this, but has been rerod.— A. J. Cook.]
the
extreme
drouth
this
tarded
by
Do not sell a pound of
Secor did.
year.—
Ed.]
white honey in one-pound sections
One-Fifth of a Crop, etc.— J. W.
for less than 20 cents.— Ed.]
<x
Poor Season for Bees.— John P. Eckman, Richmond, Tex., on Sept..
;

Local Convention SiTectory.
1887.

Time and place

of Meeting.

Oct. 18.— Kentucky State, at Falmouth, Ky.
J. T. t'onnley. Sec, Napoleon, Ky.
Oct. 26, 27.— Pan-Handle, at Wheellnc, W. Va.
W. L. KInsey, Sec, Blaine, O.

Not. 16-18.—North American, at Chicago. Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec. Rogereville, Mich.

Dec 7-0.—Michigan

State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

Wylie, Prairie Centre, 6
writes

Ills.,

on Sept.

26, 1887,

writes

Bees in some parts of our State
have done tolerably well. Mine have
This has been a very poor season gathered about one-fifth as much as I
There has expected, as this should have been
for bees in this locality.
been hardly enough honey for the the year for a large crop, as it has
They
have
gathered been every alternate year ever since I
bees to live on.
some honey the past week, but I think have been keeping bees. They are
they will not get enough to winter on, gathering now from goldenrod, and if
so I will have to feed. Out of 44 col- the weather is favorable for the next
onies of bees I had only 4 first month, I will get several thousand
swarms, and 2 second swarms.
pounds yet. Please " give us a rest
23, 1887,

tW" In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of

in regard to the new names suggested
for extracted honey. Honey is honey,
Good HoneyFlowfromGoldenrod. and
there is nothing in a name. All
—R. Downs, Naugatuck,6 Conn., on we want
is to have plenty of it, and

lime and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Sept. 21, 1887, writes:

Jan. 20.— Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
K. C.Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

sale for

it,

and at good

prices.

I examined the most of my hives
Preparing Bees for Winter.- Evan
this afternoon, and took off about
500 pounds of pretty good comb honey R. Styer, Morgantown,o- Pa., on Sept.
from 20 hives. My bees have collected 23, 1887, says
about 25 pounds of surplus honey per
I have received only 30 pounds of
colony, fall count, with an increase of
one-third in number of colonies. All comb honey this season. I am feeding
of my colonies except 2 or 3 are in my bees now for winter, and will give
Bee and Honey Shows.— H. D. pretty good condition for winter, them plenty of stores and warm quarwill winter them out-doors,
Cutting, Clinton,©, Mich., on Sept. 25, every hive being full of bees, with ters, and
eggs and good patches of brood in all with a tight roof over them, open to
1887, writes
stages. There is a good flow of honey the south, east, west and north, with
1 will put
I have been attending our Michigan from goldenrod, which is very plenti- the eaves closed up tight.
State Fair, and caoie home last even- ful here, and the bees are improving the hives within 2 inches of each
ing.
have just closed the largest every pleasant hour; they come in so other, and pack oat chaff between
and best exhibit of beps, honey and loaded that they can hardly crawl into them, and good cushions on them inside, but only seven frames.
supplies ever held in Michigan. The the hive. 1 have 24 colonies now.
:

We
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A

Sowing Motherwort Seed, etc.—

Valnable Book ClTen A»ray.— We

bought 2 colonies of Italian bees
last spring, and have had 1 swarm

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journal and
the New York World— hotb weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of tliese boolis, bound in Leath-

from the

erette Free Calf

B. F. Barb,

Joetta,<i

25, 1887, writes

Ills.,

on Sept.

:

1

I traded for 2
2 colonies.
black colonies, which I have had to
feed for two months to keep them

My young Italian
starving.
colony stored enough honey to keep
them the one that did not swarm
fathered about 20 pounds of surplus
oney. It has been very dry here this

432 to 1887.-320 pages.- Price, $2 00.
History of England— from before the
Christian era to 1887 —Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge.— 410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

from

Issued every Wednesday by

;

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPKIKTOB8,
has rained all day today. I have gathered a lot of mother- 9 23A,925WESTMADIS0NST.,CHIGAB0
wort seed this fall, and would like to
At One Dollar a Year.
know when it should be sowed.

summer, but

it

[S(iw motherwort seed in the spring
In beds or drills, and transplant ; or
sow broadcast where it is to remain
permanently. Any barren or waste
places may be profitably utilized by
it.—Ed.]

—

The Common Black
Boerstler, Vashon,*o

Sept. 16, 1887, writes

John
Bees.
Ter., on

Wash.

:

I send you a sample of some bees
that I have. They are the best honeygatherers that I have ever seen. They
are larger than the black bees. Please
give their name in the American

Bee Journal.
[These are only the common black
bees, so far as I can see.— A. J.Cook.]

ILL.

H.

NEWMAN.

Business Manager.

name, post-office, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.

special glotitts.
To Correspondents. — It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
vvritingto this office. We have several letters
aome inclosing money) that have no name;
inany others having no PostrOtlice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffloe and get your mail at another, be sure
as

to give

the address

As tbere
name of

is
'•

we have on our

Anotlier Srm

list.

in Chicago

by

Newman & Son," we wish our

correspondents would write " American Bee
the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Misfortunes Multiplied.— Rev. A. Journal " on
McKnight, Texarkana, ? Ark., on this ofBce.
I

have had a sad

loss

by

fire

;

have

my

buildings (seven in all),
"We ^rtll Present Webster's Dictionary
with the greater part of surplus stuff
and just on the heels of that, I lost all (pocket editiou), and send it by mail, postof my hogs by pneumonia, or some- paid, for two subscribers with $2. It is
thing else, and
then we had the always useful to have a dictionary at hand
dreadful drouth, so that we are likely to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
to lose most of our bees. On Aug. 10 determine their meaning.
I had 76 good, average colonies, but
they are going rapidly, and I am put
Money Orders can now be obtained at
to my wits' ends in getting buildings
ready for winter, so that I cannot af- the Post Offices at reduced rates. Five
ford to bother with the bees. There dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
are certain districts in this part of the As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
South that bees did reasonably well, get them instead of the Postal Notes which
but the loss is destined to be very are payable to any one who presents them,
heavy. I had no insurance on my and are in no way safe.
property.
1 had been building and
refitting, and wanted to get all comRed Isabels for one-pound pails of
plete before I had it insured. I send
special regards to the Bee Journal aoney, size 3x4^4 inches. — We nave now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
and its able and efhcient editor.
100
supply them at the following prices
[Was it not too risky, not to insure tor tl.OO 250 for $1.50 500 for 12.00 1,000
all with name and address of
tor $^.00
in time y— Ed.]
apiarist printed on them — by mEiil, postpaid.
lost all of

The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
The book selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk it lost
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
;

ALFRED

the

Sept. 24, 1887, writes

:

History of the United States- from

Sw^eet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
the most reliable ciop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, liRht in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown in wast©
places, fence cornors, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on, the same land,
and the honey crop will be without int«i>
mission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $0.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Simmlns' Non-Sivarming System.—
We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bkb
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for ne.tt year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

E^nameled Clotli for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

If

Preserve yonr Papers fsr reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

one for 60 cents, or you can have one frbb
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

:

;

;

;

;

Convention Notices.

mien

tV' The Pan Hantile Bee- Keepers' AsBOCiation
hold its next meeting in the K. of P. Hall, No.
1138 Main St., Wheeling. W. Va.. on Oct. •.'« and 27,
All bee-keeperB are cordially invited.

•will

1887.

W.

li.

KIN8E7,

Sec.

Ilf" The Kentucky State Bee-Keepera' Society
jneets in Falmouth. Pendleton Co., Ky., on Oct. iH,
1887. This is expected to be a very Interesting
jneeting, and a large attendance is expected.
J. T. CONNLEY, See.

Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taking the Bee
JOUBNAI,. It is now so cheap that no one
can attord to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Joubnax, to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

1^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journai,
be sent free upon application. Any one

will

intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this oSSoe
or we will send them all to the agent.

Yucca Bruslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are ft
soft,

vegetable

We

fiber,

and do not

Irritate the

can supply them at 5 cents
bees.
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sentj by mall,
add 1 cent each for postage.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOUENAL.
PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— Fancy white l-lbs.. 100200.:

Honey and Beeswax Market.

fair

Mbs.

Demand for extracted in ]ars and bottles
opening early and well. This market to a great
extent is governetl by New York prices.
16®18c.

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— "We quote

:

Is

White clover

1-lt).

sections

dark 1-lbB. t5@lRc., and 2-lb8.
150. Receipts are llubt and prices tendlnK blKher.
18®l»c.;
Sept.

2-lb9.. inc.;

B.

-23.

F18U &

T.

CO.. 189 8.

Water

quote White comb in l-lb. sections brings l^-^inc. according to Its appearance.
Very little call for dark or buckwheat comb honey.
:

„
BURNETT.

Bitracted.TtiJiuc.

BBK8WAX,-22®23C.
Oct.

B. A.
161

1.

South Water

DETnOlT.
HONEY.— Best white comb brings
BEESWAJt.— 23C.

Auk.

to-day at I7c.;

2-

KENDEL. U5 Ontario 8t.

A. C.

25.

ie@18o.

White extracted, 8c.

dark, iu®12c.

BBBSWAX.-25C.

BOSTON.

HONEY.— New

Mb.

crop.

sections, 18^20c.; 2-

Extracted. (j(i$8c.
Ib. sections. I7(g)t8c.
•
AJt.— 25 cts. per lb.
KIPLKT, 57
Sept. 16.

BKBSW

Chatham

BLAKB a

2122 N. Front St.

Don't do it !— Notwitbetandine our many
cautions, some persons still persists in sending silver in letters. In nine cases out of
ten it will brealt the envelope and be either
lost or stolen.
Cases come to lifiht nearly
every day, showing- that silver sent in
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
an invitation to the thief— a regular temp-

Street.

!

If

you wish

mo

We

are sonietlines asked who our

BEESWAX.-

July

SMITH & CO., 423
MILWAUKEE.

Front

St.

1-lbB.. 17@lRc.; 2-bs., 15®16c.
kegs and barrels. 7'i;(38c.. and
tin cans. He; dark in kegs and barrets. 6C96|.^c.,
tin cans, ej^®7c. Demand good supply limited.

In
In

in

and develop
find our

will

ITALIAN QUEENS
described in
Address,

my

Circular.

J.

H.

I»f

ARTIN,

Foundiition, Section Honey B<»3ce«. ail books
and journiils. and everythlntr pertainlnK to Bee
Culture. Nothing PnUnted. Simply send your address written plainly, to

A.

We

Supply Chapman Hon^y-Plant seed
at the following prices : One-half ounce, 50
4
cents ; 1 ounce. $1
2 ounces, $1.50
ounces, $2 14 pound. $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sulHclent for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.

ROOT, Medina,

I.

HEAD-QUARTERS

IN THE
FACTORY OF

Ohio.

SOUTH

BEE HIVES, &C.
Early Nuclei

Sc

Italian Queena.

EP~ Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
.ICtf PAiri, I.. VI ALISON. Bayou Qoula, La.

;

;

;

„

BBKSWAi.-2.sc.

A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water

Aug 26.

NEW
HONEY.- We

St.

We

YORK.

quote: Fancy white In

l-lb. secin 2-lb8., 15®l6c.; bucktions, 17® 19c. ;
wheat 1-lbs., 12®l4c.: 2-lbs., lli®12c. Off graiies

the same

l®2c. per lb. less. Wbite extracted. 8®yc.; buckwheat. .'i}^®Hc.: Southern, per gallon, bO®7u ctfl.—

Sdarket seems to be unsettled.
BBBS A X.-22(»23C.

W

have

WHITE

a large quantity of

CHOICE

EXTRACrED HONEY, in kegs

holding from 200

lbs. to

225 lbs. each, which

we will deliver on board the oars at 10 cents
per

Orders solicited.

lb.

MCCAUL & UlLDRBTH

BROS.,
at & 30 W. Broadway, near Duane

Sept. 20.

KANSAS

St.

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

:

Choice white 2-lb.

sections. IB® 17c.; dark 2-lbB.. i2@14c. choice wbite
While extracl-lbs.. lH@2((C.; dark l-lbs.. 14®lHc.
ted. H@loc.; dark. 5®7c. Demand good, but light
;

W^e pay

cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
iJO

mistakes, the shipper's
be on each package.

name should always

BEESWAX.— 21 to 220.
HAMBLIN & BEARS8, 514 Walnut St.
KANSAS CITY.
HONE Y.—We quote White l-lbs., I6018C. dark,

Sep. 21.

gnXnjerttsemjettts,

I4@l.'ic..

2-lb8.

Calif-

14c.

white extracted,
in market.

dark,n®H^c. No white clover

;

BEESWAX.- No.

2, 16®l8c.
cor 4th&Walnut

I,20(i22c.; No.

CLKMONS.CLOON & CO.,

Aug. 24.

ST. LODIS.

HONEY.— Choice comb. I3(^14c.; latter price for
choice white clover in good condition, strained,
In barrels, 4t- 4J4C. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. I packages, H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bblB.. 4^ft6: He: in cans. fiH to 7c.—
Short crop indicates further advance in prices.

BEESWAX.- 2ip>^c.

for orime.
4 CO..

D. O. TUTl'

Sept. 22.

mi

Commercial

is

INVESTMENT

for the Family, the School, or the Professional or Public Library, is a
copy of the latest issue of Webster's Unabridged.

is in this

JOIOTIOHAlf^ ITSELF

Besides

maay other valuable

white would bring

lHr^20c. in a jobbing way.
good--.i<«8.22c. per lb. lor
arrival.

BKESWA.X.— Demand

Sep. 20. C. F.

A

No new comb honey
we would think that choice

good to choice yellow, on

NEW
HONEY.- We quote

YORK.

Fancy white Mb. sections,
fancy i-ilis.. glassed or ungla>8ed. t7®lHc.; fancy 2-poundw.. glaeeed, l4@li^c.
Lower grades l@2c.per lb. less. Buckwheat .-II'S..
paper boxes. l@i2c.; same gla?Bed nr unglassed,
lii®Ilc.: 'Albs glassed. »®l(ic. Extracted, white,
7^c.; dark, 5®6c. Demand very good.
Sep. 21. F. G. STROHMEYKB&CO., 122Water8t
I7@lltc.:

1

IPISS

«Sc

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS,

St.,

.

bined Machines, lust winter
chair hives with 7- in. cap,

A

broad

features,

it

contains

Free. Address, W. F. & JOHN
45Ctf
No. 484 Ruby

BARNES,
St.,

Kockford.IIL

Dictionary

and describing

25,(X)0

Places,

Biographical Dictionary
of nearly

5*tO

hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say iiwill."
CatatOKue and Price - Iilst

,

Gazetteer of the World

locating

honey-raclta,

frames, i.(>"0 honey-biixea
and a Rreat deai of other
woric. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-

JUST PUBLISHED^
"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAI5INC"

of 118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings,

A

MUTH & Sun. Freeman & Central Av.

paper boxes.

HONEV

nm

ji>bbing trade.

market, hut

watoT

BARNES* FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Read what J I. Pa RENT.of
Ch a klton. N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Com-

St.

extracted at 3H®7c. per lb
in square glass

'

5(1

good for clover honey

from the

&XuPPUE^.

HONEY

189 South Water
38Ai:it

THE BEST

CINCINNATI.

HONEY.- We quote

Demand

TOOLS

should be pleased to correflpond
with any one having COIfIB
For Sale. We sell on CommissiOD at highest
market prices. Address,

S. T.

15<gl6c.| white 2-lb5.. 15017C.; dark, 14®l5c.; CalItornia— white l-lbB., 15@17c.. 2-Ibs.. ir>®l«c.; dark
l-Ibs.

£//£f/^AV£fiiS

;

:

7@7!.^c.

,

WE

supply.

jars

You

ment.
Give the same enterprise to SELLING
HONEV, that your merchant does to selling
calico, and the Home Market will take it all.
I also have for sale a superior strain of

we have no

;

HONEY.— Choice

White extracted

;

poor crop.

O. B.

25.

such an agent

:

4}<iin?«c. Receipts light;
21(»23C.

and candied,

to exhibit,

bnlliaut CHKOMO CARD a power to extend
reputation. This beautiful Card is printed
in 8 colors, full of instruction and amuse-

BEES OR HONEY

Every subscriber is
others, and we
greatly desire that each ore would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
BKE8WaX.-2*K"22c. Demand better.
with his own renewal for 188S. The next
Sept. 26. SCHACHT & LEMLKE, 122-124 Davis St.
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
FRANCISCO.
SAN
every subscriber will do his or her best to
HONEY.— We quote White comb. 12ai3c.: ex- double our list of subscribers.
I5c.; dark, 7 to loc. White
tra wbite comb,
extracted..'i>4w5j^c.; light amber, 4H*5c.i amber
quote: Extracted, white, 6><@7c.:
wbite
light amber, e^eMjc. and dark, bOso^ic,
comb. I.'i@l7c.; amber. 13® 50. Arrivals small and
market very tjrm, holders b*-inK indifferent.

you going
ARE
the home market?

to safely send

authorized agents are.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.- We

HURRAH FOR THE FAIR

4C]y
HAHTFOKD, N. Ymoney,
get a Post-Offlce Money Order, Express Frlenda, If vou are in any way Interested In
Order, or Ban); Draft on Chicago or New
York. When money is sent in either of the
above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any We will with pleasure send a sample copy of the
Seml-Monlhly
In Bee-Ciiltnrei
other manner, it is at the risk of the sender. with a descriptive Oleunlnirs
price-list of the lutest improrements In Hivea, llouey Extrnctom, Comb

tatlou

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Best while 1-lba. sold
Ibs.. l4<3H5c.;

St.

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

M. H.

Sept. 20.

ARTilUll TODD,

Sept. 20.

St,

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— We

B B BS W AX.-24M2.-.C.
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lu,orHi

Noted Persona,

:

All in

One Book.

3000 more Words and nearly 200O more Illustrfttiona than any other American Dictionary.
Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
G. & C. HERRIAM & CO., Pub'rs, Springfield, Mast.

By Fanny Field. This book teU& ai/
about turkey rait^inp, from the setting
oi the egcs to the mamrity of the young
tiiT-lts.
if you follow the direction« in
this book you need not lohc a bird.
Fanny Field has ha*? more experience
and Rucc^pds befer in raising tuikpys than any other
pernon in America.
She clears hnndre'^e of dollars
yearly on thpm, and will tell yon how she does it. Price,
25c*'ntH. Starapatrtken. AddreBs R. B. MITCHELL
^ablisher, 69 Dearborn St^ Chicago, lU.

^luCtf
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NEW

The

Heddon

Hive.

We have made arranj^ements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
^and retail

:

nailed and also la the

flat.

Thebroort-chamber is in two sections: also tbe
surplus arrancement. which may be iiuerchanged
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at will.
top and bottom of ea:h sectional case baa one-ball
of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus casee
with the sections, may be placed betweenlhe two
brood-chambers. or the tatter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bureJ lor wires.
SAMPLE IllVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containines frames
two surplus arranpements. each conlaininK '2h onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can bo interchanjied with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It is NAlLEn and

A

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Genesee

Roeersville,

publshed
HASpages,

a neat

Co., Mich.,

book of 45

little

entitled, "The Production of
Its distinctive feature is the
thorouirh manner in which it treats ot the

use and noause of foundation. Many other
For
points are, however, touched upon.
instance, it tells bow to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and brinf? them
through to the honey harvest in the best
possible shape.
^r- Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
taken— either IT. S. or Canadian.

PAINTED, and ready

tot

immediate use. Price,

complete.

THOMAS

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

923 & 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
MANUAL. OF TH£ AFIART.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

43,000

so pases,

-dlBOOant to dftalers

in 25-Fonnd Boxes.

and more tban 50

and to

WE CAN now

furnish

THOS. G. NE^VMAN & SON.,
& 925 W. Madison

923

St.,

CHICAGO,

THOITIAS G. NE^VMAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Da(lant'sFoundationFact4)ry, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

OF THE

AinERlOAN APICUI^TCRIST
Address.

sent free.

" API,"

WENHAM,

MASS.

-CAN DIES sell well at
TODD'S HONEYwholesale
price IGc
lb.;

^

Fairs— average

cts. HoNKY and
on Commiesion, by— AKTHUB
TODD. 2122 worth Front at,. Philadelphia, Pa.
3lAl3t

Mail samples, 25

clubs.

It^

If

yon

vrlsli to

obtain

tlie

HIgliest Price for Houey tills
Season, Avrite to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,
F. G. STROHiTIEYEK & CO.,

Comb Foundation

A Year among

the Bees,

BEING

A

Talh about some of the Jmplementa, Plan$
Practices of a 'Bee-keeper of a.s years*
Experieime, who luis for 8 yars rruitU Vu
Productimi of Honey kis Exch^Hve

and

Buiiness.

Wholesale Honey Merchants.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Price. 75 cents, by mall. This Is anew work
of about 114 paees, well-printed ana nicely bound
in cloth. Address,

33A26t

Muth's Honey Extractor,
Circular?, apply to

CHA8.

F.

ing— everything:. Your
name, occupation iinJ
address, with the machine and a boitleof

the sees;"
114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DK. C. C. I*II1.L.ER,

MARENGO,

J.

plies.

aiiv'ttoyour frieiuls.
Send me an order for
lu Stamps, & get your

RAISE COMB HONEY,

own

You need this pamphlet, and
ai Atf
Supply Circular.
FOSTBH. Mt. Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

free

furnish
Ethewill
cheapest,

'28,

GEO.T.HAMMOND.
BROCKPORT, Monroe

you SECTIONS as cheap as

write for price-list.
Watertiiwn. Wis., May Ist, 1887.

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
Dadant'sFoiimlation Factory, wholesale
And retail. See advertisement in another column.

f

in a Southern Winter Resort,
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

r.."«u^.r:

It

2GKtf

Co., N. Y.

For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

H.

PAIL.

A.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.
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other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— making It very convenient
^' cjrrv. It is well-made and. when
filled with hnney.mukes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 2o cents or less. Many
consumt:rs will buy It in order to give the children

AND BEE-KEEFEB'S ADVISES,
published e%'ery week, at 10k. lOd. oer
ISannum.
It contains the best pracliCB

tlie

a handsome toy pall. PKI€£. 75 cents per
dozen, or !9.>.00 per lOO.

the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

ENAS, P. O. Box 30«).
NAPA CITY, CALIFORNIA.

D.

nevr size of our TaperlnR
THIS
Hciney Pails isof uniform design
with

1881.

J.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,

Agents wanted
Send for Catalo^ui
and terms. Address,

& Co., Watertown, Wis. NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

Patented June

For particulars, address

38A6t

MANPFACTUKED BY
J. Forncrook

ft

Read what

^47.

One-Piece Sections,

I).

MRS.

Editor Newman says
of this Stamp on pawe

5 cents.
PRICE
my free Bee and

AWEEK&expen-

Fruit-«(> Polonies of Bees, steam Machinery for
the manufacture oi supplies tor bee-keepers (a
welt-estabiiihed business). The Land wilt be sold
in 40 or H(» acre tritcts. Alan. Stock, the Farming
Implements, and u large stock, of Apiarian Sup-

Ink. by mail, for Ji.imi.
Extra i^ bottles of ink
^hl^w this
lor 12 cts

ILLS.

$50

FOR SALE in CALIFOKNIA.
of the deith of the proprietor. Mr.
ON account
KANCH of 240 Acres, partly
Knas.

t"artis.8eetii>ns,CIoib-

SOnd (0 Cents Year among-

Uinni/FOEALL.

paid. Oiiidt worth ioSc part leuWllnlV
'"*""* sea
larsiree -P.O. VlcU«Ty,Aui;u8ta,Me.

Impressions for lo cts.
Will last a Ufe-ttme.
It prints Envelopes.
Letter - Heads. Pustal

MUTH 4z SON,

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
P.8.— Sena 10c. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepere

20Atf

RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000

etc.

THOS. G. 1NEW:» AN 4: SON,
& 923 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

923

SELF-!NKING

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,

"Boss"

91-0O
».*0
».S«

Bekswax wanted

(SOLE MANtJTACTUBERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

VBK

"

"

"

retail 30 cts.

Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
leet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

HOW TO

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds

39Att
ILL.

fine IIIub-

MHigh
J.

2

VAN DEITSENS'

Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 2.0-ib. Boxes, in sheets lfc)!4.v'28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 It. to the lb.
13^ The above is a special uffer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or itB multiplei will be Ulied
at the regular price— 60 ceuts per lb.

Anttaor and PabllBber,
Afzrlcultural GoIleKe, Mich.

Patent Flat-Bottom

1

3

923

Id

lAly

w

these palls cannot be equaled by any other style of
package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

^H

w! ^lirr'

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

A. J, COOK,

Oi^l

^I

n- dt^ ^1

"

"

the nth edition. The whole
work has been tborouKbly revised, and contains the
Tery latest In respect to bee-beeplnti. It Is certainly
scieotltlc
work treatins of
most
ihe fullest and
bees in the World. Price, by mall,»l.«5. Liberal

^atlons were added

For

M.LI.

iIlmRVi'

To hold

5,000 Sold Since May, 1888.
More than

lAtf

i^u_ v^m
tilled with honey, the
MUMyQl^Ml When
attractive appearance of

I

'Ill

.MoAtf

;

Or,

THESE

Falls are made
of the best quality of
clear Hint glass, with a ball
"^^ ^ metal top and cover.

Comb Honey."

;

;

$4.00,

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.

thos.
|

e23

4;

g.

newman &

925 West Madison Street,

son,

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan.

It is

edited by

F.G.S.. F.K.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huokle, Kind's Lai^gley, Herts, England.

Dadant'sFouiHl.ition Factory, wholesale

CHICAGO, ILL. and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.
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The RaUlii

Crop, this year, in CaliforKxperiiiicniH tvlth Bees, which have a
very large, says the HorticuUurUt. So tendency to increase the general fund of
it seems that the bees not only have »iot
information for the devotees of this fascidamaged the crop, but have in reality made nating pursuit, are always praiseworthy. In
it larger by having
fruotlfled the flowers. the At>lcuUuTi»t for October, we notice the
The Horticullarisl says
following which will be read with interest
The raisin crop of California is very large by every apiarist
this year.and the estimate of 1,000,000 boxes
a long time we have been thinking
made some time since, will probably fall far to For
test the matter regarding the length of
below the entire output.
time a bee would live after its sting was exHurrah for the busy little bees
They are tracted. If the fact has been stated in any
book or other publication, it has never come
the fruit growers' very best friends
They to our notice,
so we concluded to test the
increase their crops, and enlarge their bank- matter ourselves.
Ancordingiy. the sting
was removed from seven bees with no apaccount balances.
parent injury at the time. All the bees were
This is how the bees have rewarded the bright
and livtlv trom noon till we had remakers of the " late war" forced upon them tired at night. The next morning two of the
by some ignorant and «elflsh raisin-growers. number were dt ad, but the five remaining
alive were
This reminds us of a fact which we noted the second active and seemed all right. On
morning all had died but one
in the American Bee Journal some time bee and although that one seemed as smart
ago. In a certain town in New England, so as ever, it soon died.
These little
strong was the belief that bees injured the account, add experiments, although of no
to the general fund of inforfruit, that an ordinance was passed obliging mation and facts, concerning the honeythe bee-keepers to remove their bees to bee. We intend to try tome further experiments in
another locality. After a year or two, the remove the this same direction. One is to
sting from a number of bees,
fruitgrowers decided to have the bees and then give them a strange queen. Should
brought back. because so little fruit matured think it would be kind of funny to witness
some stingless bees trying to sting a queenupon the
nia, is

1

I

THOMAS

Qt.

KEWMAN,

Editor.

t>vT^^4

;

Mnill.

Oct.

12,188],

No. 41,

trees.
Another Bee-Book— and this time it
Had the raisin-growers been successful in
has a royal author. L'ApiciMore, the Italian
bee-periodieal at Milan, Italy, edited by California, and had driven the bees away, it
Visconte Alfonso de Saliclto, announces the would only have been a short time before
lact that George I., King of Greece, "with they would have been just as anxious for
a view to remind his subjects of the pros- the.r return as they then were to drive them
It was the work of
perous condition of bee-keeping in former out of their borders
times," is tiovf writing a volume coocerning ignorance and prejudice to demand the rethe "Bees of Mount Hymettus," famed in moval of the bees, but as soon as light and
ancient literature. It is e.xpected to be knowledge is allowed a place, better judgpublished very soon. It will no doubt be ment prevails.
very interesting, for the young King is
talented as an author and historian.
I

Iiooklo^ at the Bright Side.— When

Seasoufl of Failure, in every line of
business, are quite otten succeeded by years
Beo-keeplng is
of prosperity and success.
710 exception to this general rule.
On the
other hand, successful seasons are quite
otten succeeded by years of failure. In
trade, commerce, cropi', and, in fact, everything—history repeats itself. An exchange
"
wisely remarks
good sea captain is
always prepared for rough seas and storms,
and trims his sails accordingly." So should
the good apiarist likewise exercise prudence,
and be prepared for short crops, failures,
and even " blasted hopes "—for emergencies
come, and times and conditions change,
when least expected to do so.
:

A

Cbilled Bees.- Mr. G. M. Doolittle has
been experimenting with chilled bees, and
gives the following in GUanings as the result

:

Out of some

five different

experiments to

see how lonf.' X could keep half a tea-cupful
of bees alive after being chilled, four and
onehalf days was the latest point at which
any could be brought to life again by
warmth with moisture, and three and threefourths days by dry heat. Moist warm air
seems to be more effective in restoring such
bees than dry or stove heat. These bees
were shaken on the snow, with a temperature a little above the freezing point
and
as soon as they ceased to move I picked
them up and carried them to the cellar of
the same temperature in which bees winter
well.
From the cellar, a few were taken
every half day, and warmed, with the above
result. All of them had empty stomachs,
and I still have a desire to try bees gorged
with honey, to see if that makes any difference. In two instances, after picking up
half a tea-cupful of bees, and leaving them
in a cup or pile, they came to life again
while if scattered about, none did.
;

;

looking at the past season of failures in the
mirror of success. Mr. J. A. Green, of Dayton, Ills., in GUnniiigis. shows how it may be
beneficial, in a tlnaiicial way, to the lucrative
apiarist. In addition to the high price of
honey, this season, he sees many reasons for
the specialist to be encouraged. He says
:

Many

bees will probably starve the coming
winter, which, I think, will be a good thing
for bee keeping as a whole. In fact, I know
of only one thing that would do more to put
bee-keeping on a sound and remunerative
basis than a wholesale reduction of the
number of bees kept, and that is a corresponding reduction of the number of carei(_68 and incompetent bee-keepers.
I know
this idea is not popular with some, but it is
my honest opinion.
Although many of those who meet with
losses will become discouraged and give up
the business, there will be enough who will
go at it again to make the trade In bees and
queens good.
Look at it which way we will, I think there
is much of encouragement to the carelui
and energetic apiarist. The present loss
may be hard to bear ; but when all things
are considered, it may give greater rf suits
than a more apparent success.
Si) failure wins
the consequence
Of loss becDiuea its recompense.
;

good management will go far
to retrieve our losses and prevent them
from becoming defeats. Stick to the bees,
then, and give them tlje best of care.

At any

rate,

Dishonesty, deception and duplicity are
business mistalces.

bee.

When the bees find they cannot sting a
will try to bite her.
We have
often heen stung, and have often noticed
that when the bee found it could punish its
victims no more by stinging, then it would

queen they

tr.v

to bite.

Of course the length of time intervening
between the loss of the sting and deatn Is
determined by the amount of internal injury inflicted upon the bee In extricating
the sting. While two were dead the next
morning, one lived until the third day. The
latter was apparently injured less than the
others in the act of tearing out the sting.

Money Comestibles.—The

annual show

of bees, hives, honey and comestibles of the
North of Scotland Apiarian Society was held
at Shiprow, Aberdeen, on Aug. DO and 31,
1887. A correspondent has this to say concerning it :

The show was a most interesting one, and
b'ds fair to outstrip some others, so far as it
aims directly to better the bee-keeper by
encouraging the manufacture of comestibles and liqueurs from honey of a quality
and flavor that sugar could not produce, as
well ae promoting the whole art of bee
husbandry, also in establishing some direct
means whereby honey may be disposed of
by the members of the society.
There were 2.3 classes, with about 150 enMost of the exhibits were of a supetries.
rior order, particularly those in the comestible ami liqueur classes. Of all the comestibles I have witnessed at other shows none
approached

to those at Aberdeen.
The
crystallized fruits, confections, cakes, puddings, creams, jellies, biscuits, scones,
liqueurs, etc., were excellent in flavor and
appearanct— suitable, in fact, for the table
of the Queen, and we were proud to hear
that a flrst prize Stewarlon super purchased
at this show was to be placed on the Royal
table. If the competitors in the classes for
comestibles
particularly
the winners
would publish the recipes for the various
articles exhibited, they would be benefactors to all.

—

Reports of

the past season's operations
bo very good reading, now that the season for honey-prodnction Is over. Will our
Snpply Dealers who have a reputation readers please state how many colonies they
how many now how
for integrity and honest business habits, had in the spring
have in that alone a good stock in trade. An much honey produced, of both comb and
untarnished reputation is of more real value extracted, stating the amount of each. Also
than a large capital. The latter soon goes please say whether the bees winter in a
cellar or on the summer stands.
if the former is lacking.
will

;

;
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straight
down ready to being moved. I have had many
alight at an unguarded point, going nuclei and full colonies at mating
from side to side of the entrance, stations from one to three miles away,
making frequent attempts to enter. frequently moving them back and
When robbing is fairly begun, they forth, but have had little loss from
go straight into the hive and come out the bees going back to the places of
heavily loaded, and mostly run up the removal.— G. L. Tinker.
front of the hive before taking wing.
should prefer to let them fly late
They are then easily recognized.— G. inIthe
afternoon, after they had been
L. Tinker.
moved. At that time you will have
When a robber bee approaches near no bees return to the old location,
the entrance of a hive, it may be seen especially if you place some obstructo hesitate and poise itself in the air tion before the hive-entrance.—
H. D.
while its hinder legs hang down their Cutting.
full length.
It also gives out a sound

hanging

WItb Replies

thereto.

[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them ; get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Journal. If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]

Recopizing

Rolilier Bees.

<luery 480.— How do you recognize rob-

ber bees when visitiDg your hives ?— C.

L,.

a supposed robber in
If loaded with
its leaving the hive.
honey, it is a robber, for honey should
be going into the hive, not out of it.—

Catch and

kill

G. M. DOOLITTLB.
This comes by long experience with
bees. You will recognize them by
the peculiar manner of flight in attempting to gain an entrance, and by
the peculiar high note made while on

the wing.— H. D. Cutting.

way and

that, and
hesitate about entering the hive, unless robbing is well under way, when
there will be a crowd of empty bees
pushing into the hive, and another
crowd of loaded ones tumbling out.—
W. Z. Hutchinson.
The bees have a restive sort of
" sneak thief " style. There is al-

They dodge

this

when robbing is
going on— bees fighting at the entrance.- A. J. Cook.
By their peculiar actions, for one
robbing is
usually when
thing
started, the bees kick up such a rum-

1. No, they
should be allowed a
being put away for the
winter, unless you wait until severe
cold weather. If moved a mile in
cold weather, very few would return
to the old spot, especially if a board
or obstruction of some kind is placed
before the entrance prior to releasing
By their actions.
bee that alights the bees. Move them carefully in any
at the entrance, and darts quickly case, so that as little
shaking up as
away when approached by another possible is given them.— J. E. Pond.
bee, may be set down as a robber. An
Yes.
No harm will result from
old offender becomes shiny and black.
In a bad case of robbing it is diflicult such removal without flight, if all
to distinguish the robbers by their other conditions are right.
On the
actions, but they go in empty and other hand, if the seeds of diarrhea
come out full. Kill a few and see if are in the hive, this removal will
they are full or empty on coming out. greatly aggravate it. 2. Such a flight
might, or might not, result in losing
C. C. Miller.
When robbing is inaugurated, fight- many bees by returning to their old
Much depends upon the
ing will exist at the entrance. Bob- stands.
ber bees hesitate and dodge timidly weather.— James Heddon.
around. They come empty, and go
1. They should have a chance to fly,
away from the hive loaded. Their if possible. 2. No ; it is too late
" hum " is on a high key. The Iowa for that, in
November.— The

on a higher "key-note" than when
honest employment.
following its
There is nothing peculiar about a
"robber bee." Any bee will turn
"robber "in times of scarcity, if it
once gets the taste of " boodle."— G.
W. De;marbe.

A

—

m

Editor.

ways commotion

;

is no diflSculty in recogall over the apiary .—J. £.

pus that there
nizing them

flight before

MoTiniBeeslieforefinteriDE.

Query 481.— 1. Will it do to move bees
one mile and put them into the cellar without a
2. If bees were allowed to take a flight

flieht?

after being moved a mile, before putting them
into the cellar, would many of them return to the
apiary they were moved from ? They would not
be moved till after November.— W. J., Iowa.

Editor.

How

to

Discover

a Queenless Colony.

Query 482.— How do you know when

a

colony is queenless? The hive is full of workers
busy carrying in pollen, but have a great many
drones hence the fear that they have no queen.
;

—Iowa.

Give the bees some eggs and unYes, but I should prefer them to sealed larvse, and if queenless, they
By their dodging movements, and have a flight. 2. No, not any.—A. J. will start queen-cells.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
legs hanging down and such as have Cook.
been daubed in honey, wear a dark,
If queenless, a colony will start
1. Not very well.
2. After Novemshiny appearance. Their hum is dif- ber I think very few would go back.— queen-cells when brood in the larval
form is given them.— G. M. Dooferent.- Jambs Heddon.
C. C. Miller.
By their actions. They fly around
1. I would allow them
to take a little.
Look and see whether there are
the hive cautiously with their heads flight.
2. Very few will return.— J.
toward it, as though hunting for a P. H. Brown.
brood and eggs. Your hive probably
has its queen. An excess of drones is
hole to get in and in case the robber
1. Not in our opinion,though it may
alights upon the entrance-board, the not do any harm.
sometimes a sign of wealth.—Dadant
2. We think not.—
guards will seize it and hurl it away, Dadant & Son.
&S0N.
until they are overpowered by the inThat is no indication they are
1.
Yes.
2.
Some
might,
but
I
think
creasing numbers of the thieves.— J.
without a queen.
Look for workernot
many
so
late
in
the
season.—
G.
P. H. Brown.
brood and eggs, if you do not see the
M. Doolittle.
queen. Some queens are hard to find.
By their unsteady, quick motions,
I would have no fears of bees reH. D. Cutting.
and their timidty when in small num- turning to their old stands if moved a
" There is
bers. Langstroth says
The presence of a great many drones
mile. At one time I moved 16 coloan air of roguery about a thieving nies about
J^ of a mile, and not a bee during the breeding season is no evibee, which, to the expert, is as char- returned.— G. W. Demarbe.
dence of queenlessness. It is evidence
acteristic as are the motions of a
of a careless bee-keeper. It shows
I do not think that very many bees that there is too much
pickpocket to the skillful policeman.
drone-comb in
Its sneaking look, and nervous, guilty would return, and I believe that I the brood-nest. When bees are hopeagitation once seen can never be mis- should give them the flight.— W. Z. lessly queenless, that is, when they
Hutchinson.
taken."— Dadant & SONhave no queen and no eggs or larvse
1. It would be better for the bees to to rear a successor, they soon hang
The beginner often mistakes the
flight of the young bees, on a pleas- have a flight directly before taking out the sign to a practiced eye. They
2. No
ant afternoon for robbers. The latter them into the cellar.
bees collect about the entrance of the hive
seldom fly before the hives in great would return to the stands a mile and look dull and hopeless, while
numbers. They may be known by away in November, and but very few other colonies are going smartly about
the habit of flying with the rear legs would return in the summer time, on their business.— G. W. Demareb.

Pond.

1.

;

;

;

—

:
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In the fall it is difficult to tell without seeing the queen.
Give them a
frame of worker-brood, and if they
start queen-cells, it is pretty certain
they are queenless. C. C. Millee.

—

If they carry in plenty of full loads
of pollen, I think they have a queen,
drones or no drones. Why, open the
hive and look in. With my new hive,
I can tell in 10 seconds, without re-

When their summer's work wjis done.
Bee turns in and robs 'em all Loads the hives then, one by one.
On the cyars, and 'lowed he'd suf
Ef bees loafed in Floridy

^oxvtspoudtncz.

'

!

Said

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the center of the State named;
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
K) west; and this(< northeast:
northwest:
o» southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

^

Kf

A.

Cook.

J.

(Jit

"D' ever tell you 'l)out old Bee '—
Old Bee Kessler V" Ike, says lie :—
" Minht call him ii bee-expert.
When it come to handlin' beee—

stores

Where

Bee' Fessler— jes' In fun,
one !—
Couldn't agg one on to nuther,
Ary one way er the other

'Twuzn't no fair shak to play
On them pore dumb insecks, ner
To abuse 'em that-away. Bees has rights. I'm here to say.
And that's all they ast him fer
Cleared big money
Well. I guess
Bee shipped honey, more or less.
Into ev'ry State, perhaps,
Ever put down on the maps

!

And

!

Old

Er

"Made a

Had about

are abundant.

If,

upon ex-

amination, you can find no queen, give
the bees a frame of worker brood
and if they start queen-cells, you may
safely conclude that they have no

queen.— The Editor.

built a shed
half a mild

and

Lenth about a

!

"

n thousan'

every thing they saw or heard.
They'd lay round the porch and gap,
At their shaddere in the sun.
'

!

Wuesn teleeriiph poles does
When thev're suckin' home the news

Do-less like untellsorae bird
Suddently "ud may be drap
In a blooinin' ehurry-tree,
Twitterin" a tune "at run
In their minds faniiliously :
They'd revive up, kind o", then.
Like they argieo--' Well, it's ben
The most loneest summer we
Ever saw or want tu see —
Must be right, though, er old ' Bee
'tJd notify us !' they-says-ee.
And thev'd sort o' square their chin

Tight as they kin let 'er loose !—
Visitors ran out. and come
Clean from town to hear 'em hum.
And stoii at the kivered bridge
But wuz some 'ud cross the ridge
Alius, and uo olus'ter- so's
They could see em hum, 1 s'pose
'Peared like strangers down tnat track
Alius met folks comin' back
Lookin' extra fat and he9.rty
Fer a city pu-nic party
;

!

!

And

!

'

"

'

'

jes' git

tsr"

The

Pari' Handle

will bold its

1138

Main

1887.

Bee-Keepers' Association
next meeting in the K. of P. Hall, No.
Wheeling. W. Va., on Oct. ^6 and 27,

St..

All bee-keepera are cordially invited.

W.

1j.

Kinset,

Sec.

down on one knee

In the grass anfl pat the bee
And, ef 't adn't staid stuck in,
Fess 'ud set the sting agin—
'N potter off, and wait around
Fer the old familiar sound.
Alius boys there, more or less,
Skootin' round the premises
When the buckwheat was in bloi'm,
Lawzy hi)w them bees 'ud boom
Round the boys 'at crossed that way
Fer the crick on Saturday

State Bee-Keepers' Society
in Falmouth. Pendleton Co., Ky.. on Oct. 18,
ThlB is expected to be u very interesting
meeting, and a large attendance is expected.
J. T. CONNLKY, Sec.

meets
1887.

1^" The Wabash County Bee-Keepers"

Associa-

tion will meet in the Court House at Wabash, Ind..
on Oct. 26, 1H87. A large and interesting program
has been arrani:e;l. and all bee-beepers are cordially invited.
K. S. CoMSTocK, Sec.

work agin—

'

;

For tne American Bee JonrnaL
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!

Expressions— Darl^ Honey.

!

D.

MILLARD.

!

Never seemed

to

me

su'prisin'
'At the ating ot bees 'us pizin'.

''
Be careful " is an injunction often
imposed upon bee-keepers, but gen-

'Fore he went to Floridy."
Ike says, " nothin' 'bout a bee
"At old Fessler didn't know,—
W'y, it jes' 'peared like 'at he
Kuowed their language, high and low

'*

Claimed he told jes' by their buzz
What their wants and wishes wuz

erally intended to apply to the practical part of

!

Drat their pesky little souls !—
Could a skinned the man alive
Bore riglit in there with his thumb.
And squat down and scrape the gum
Outen ev'ry hole, and blow
*N bresh the crinnbs off, don't you know
Take the rnof uir, and slide back
Them-air glass concerns they pack
Full 0' honey, and pes' lean
'N grabble 'mongst em tor the queen
Fetch her out and show you to her—
Jes', you might say, interview her
!

!

Year er two." says Ike, says he,
""Fore he went to Floridy,
Fessler struck the theory
Honey was the same as love.—
You could make it day and night.—
Said them bees o' his could be
Got jes' twic't the work out of

Kf a feller luunuKed riuht.
Heeontendpil i-lhees tound
Blossoni>

all

the year around.

em down at onoe
He tTould
To work all the winter months
Same as summer. So one fall
s-'it

the profession.

But

I

caunot help thinking that we as
honey-producers should be more cau-

!

Peek in them-air little holes
Round the porrhes of the hive—

"

^F" The Kentucky

to

!

*'

tious as to how we express ourselves
when in the presence of the unin-

formed, who would be our patrons

!

Convention Notices.

down

But old Bee,' " says Ike. says he,—
" Now where is he ? Where's he gone 7—
Where's the head he helt so free !—
Where's his pride and vanity !—
What's his hopes a restin' on ?— Selected.

*

He'd

git

Moanin' round their honey makin'
Kind o' like their head was achin'.
letchin' fer to see how they
Trusted Fessler that away—
Him a-lazin' round, and smerkin'
To hisself to see 'em workin'

'Fore he went to Floridy,
Old Bee Fesfiler," Ike, saye he,—
Old Bee Fessler couldn't 'bide
Children on bis place," says Ike.
Yit for all thev'd climb inside
And tromp ruimd there, keerleas like,
Bee' could tell
In their bure leet.
Ev'ry town hov by his yell—
So's 'at when tliey bounced the fence
Didn't make no difference !~
'

"

But by the time he fetched 'em back
In the spring agin," says Ike,

They was actiu' s'picious like.
Though they 'peared to 'lost the track

;

'.

head
O' hives, I reckon— tame and wild
Durni!e?it buzziir ever wuz !—

"

Bee," o" course, a-kuowln',

!

speshyality

Jes' o' bees,

'

'

he,

*

idd

!

'

in airnest— nary

"Old Bee' Fes9ler,"lke, says

;

Pond.
Your colony may have a queen.
Drones are often tolerated when

in

he took his ease.
But 'twuz bilious on the bees !—
Sweat, you know, 'ud just stand out
On their forreds— pant and groan
And grunt round and limp about

!

;

lit

" Fess of course,

a swurm ud settle, and
Blamedest man on top o' dirt !—
Rake 'em with his naked hand
Right back in tlic hive agin—
Jes' as easy as yuu please
Nary bee at split the breeze
Ever jabbed a stinger in

TlNKEE.

The only sure way to know whether
a colony is queenless or not, is to
make an examination
if neither
queen nor eggs are found, you may be
certain she is not present, although
the presence of eggs is not always
sure proof.
If any doubts remain,
put in a frame of comb containing
eggs, and see whether queen-cells are
built or not. If you find eggs but no
queen, it may be owing to laying
workers in such a case no queencells will be built, but the irregularity
of the depositing of the eggs is a sure
test of their presence or not.— J. E.

'

'

Roll the sleeves up of his shirt
And wade in amonKSt the trees

—

H. Brown.

!'

!

The colony is first noticed
not to be working much, and the bees
carry in little pollen. If I want to be
sure that there is a laying queen, I
take out acenter brood-comb and look
for eggs and small larvse. G. L.

J. P.

in Floridv

Tliem-air tropics, and them-air
("acktusses a-ri pen-ni n.
'X inngnoliers, and sweet peas,
"N 'Simmon and pineapple trees,
'N ripe bananners. here and there,
'N dates a-danglin' in tlie breeze,
N llgs and reezins ov'rywhere—
All waitin' jes" Cor Fessler's bees
'N Fessler's bees, with gaumy wings.
A-«ittin' down and whoopin' things!
Fessler kind o' overseein'
'Km, and sort o' "hee-o-heein' !"

JAMES -WUITCOMB RILEy.

dersized.

the hive of a queenless colony
is opened, the bees show signs of distress.
They collect in many small
clusters. There is neither eggs nor
brood (unless they have a laying
worker). The absence of brood when
your other colonies have it, and are
carrying pollen, is a pretty certain
sign of queenlessness. Give a frame
of brood; if they start queen-cells,
you may know they have no queen.

!

!

'

When

him down

'

"Talkinfi 'bout yer bees," says Ike.
Speakin' slow ami Berioue-like,
'

A queenless colony is usually without many drones, often none. If it
has very" many, they are generally un-

know the reason

work that season

Peiired at fust, as old Bee said,
Fer to kind n' turn their head
For a spell -hut bless you they
Didn't lose a half a ilay

Bees—A PoeE

Fessler's

The carrying in rapidly of pollen
makes it quite probable that there is
a queen. Why not look for eggs and
brood y They will make all sure.

bet he'd

Altogether !— .les'

no queen.

is

lie

his didn't

" And," says Ike, "it's jes," says he.
' Like old Fessler says to me,—
'Any man kin fool a bee,

moving a frame.— James Heddon.
The presence of drones does not
argue surely that there

645

this be true, still greater care
in
be exercised
speaking
through the press.

and
?

if

should

a mistake to suppose that all
read are well versed in apicultural terms, therefore,a word wrongly
used often causes a wrong impression.
Even when we use the best known
terms, we are often misunderstood, as
for instance, as has been stated, the
words " extract of," for extracted.
But the word extracted is now so well
understood when connected vi'ith the
word honey, that I doubt if any
change could be made for the better.
It is

who
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When at our State Fair a few years
ago, I noticed some ladies viewiDg
some hoaey, and heard such expressions as, " Isn't it beautiful, splendid
etc., and I fancied I could see
their mouths watering, when a prominent bee-keeper of this State, in conversation with several others who
were speaking about their season's
" My bees
success, remarked thus
did fairly well the forepart of the season, but later they gathered considserable bugjuice. I have about a barThe ladies
rel and a half on hand."
heard the remark, and turned away
apparently disgusted. On page 587 a
correspondent sends a sample of what
he calls honey, but guesses it to be
honey dew. He is told that it is
"bugjuice," miscalled honey-dew,
and is unfit for winter stores for bees,
which, no doubt, is true in a measure,
for I do not believe that honey is ever

y

:

The case should be made
falls upon the leaves, becomes tail trade.
and is again moistened by the of white basswood with a strip of
dews, and bees sometimes work on it glass 2 inches wide running the full
This gives the
but this usually occursin midsummer, length of each side.
and when there is little or nothing case an attractive appearance, and
customers can usually judge of the
else for them.
There are also several kinds of quality of the honey without opening
the package.
Cases should be manuthem,
plants, and boneset is one of
and during factured so cheaply that they may be
that grow in wet places
the early season they attain a vigor- sold with the honey, without expectAn old,
ous growth, and later in the season, ing to have them returned.
as the water dries out of the soil, they soiled case hurts the sale of nice
furnish much dark, strong honey on honey more than enough to purchase
which bees will winter comparatively a new case.
which

dried,

;

well, especially if wintered out-doors,
and the weather will admit of an oc-

casional flight.
I indorse Mr. Theilmann's views as
expressed on page 584. If those who
buy and eat my honey do not find the
foundation in it, 1 certainly am not
going to call their attention to it and
further think, with Mr. Heddon,
I
found in any way connected with that the less there is said in the beedew.
To call it " aphidse honey papers about the adulteration of
would be equally wrong, as honey is honey, the better.
gathered only from flowers. 1 usually
Mendon, P Mich.
call

it

"dark honey;" some

call

;

it

black honey, which I think would
Country Gentleman.
sound better to a would-be purchaser,
than "bug-juice."
Hints aliont larl^etiiig Honey.
Right here it occurs to me that the
extremely dry season just passed (just
O. L. HERSHISER.
the kind of weather for the so-called
honey-dew), together with the exLess than a score of years ago the
treme shortness of the crop, and the
science of modern bee-keeping was in
small amount now on the market, that
A few energetic beeits

infancy.

honey dew or bug— (well, call it what
keepers saw in their pursuit the posyou please) should manifest itself in sibility of a great industry, and begreater quantities than present regan vigorously to develop it. Then
ports would indicate, or forever hide
there was no difficulty in disposing of
itself
along with " artificial comb
the honey crop at what would now
honey."
seem fabulous prices, for the demand
GATHERING DARK HONEY.
exceeded the supply. Rough boxes
In the last days of September, 1885, holding from 10 to40poimds of honey,
cents per pound.
1 discovered that my bees were gath- brought from 25 to 30
The prices have steadily decreased,
ering considerable dark, strong honey,
and that they were bringing it from as the science developed and producthe north. I was determined to know, tion increased, until last season the
if possible, what it was, and from beautiful white one-pound boxes sold
where it came. About one half mile as low as 10 cents per pound. It has
north of my apiary is a marsh, which now become as much a study how
is usually dry the latter part of the best to sell, as how to produce honey.
season it is about 50 rods wide, and If honey can be readily sold, there is
still more money in producing it now
2 or 3 miles long.
North of this is about the same than formerly, for thousands of
width of swamp, and beyond this is pounds can be produced by the new
methods, where hundreds were by the
hard land covered with timber
beech, maple and basswood. I went old.
On account of the failure of the
over the road across the marsh to the
west, and entered the timber north of small fruit crop in many sections, as
the swamp, and commenced listening well as the shortness of the honey
for bees, and looking for bark- lice, crop, prices for the latter promise to
climbing up into several small beech be better than for several years past.
and maple trees. I then passed south- In order to secure the best prices, and
ward and examined through the the quickest sales, great care should
swamp, but I could find neither bark- be taken in preparing the honey so
lice, honey-dew, or any bees at work. that it will present the most attractive
appearance in the market.
Passing on I came to the marsh,
Comb honey should be taken from
where I found what I was looking for.
East and west of me for nearly a mile the hive as soon as capped, as it is
the marsh was thickly covered with much whiter then, than if allowed to
boneset, and the boneset as thickly remain with the bees until the close
;

The propolis should
of the season.
be scraped from the sections to give
them a nice, white appearance.
The style of package has often as
much to do with securing good prices
and quick sales as the honey itself.
Small packages, holding from 8 to 24
Such packages are
are preferred.
as the excrement of the bark-louse, best suited to a small market or re-

covered with bees. On the south side
of the marsh was large quantities of
goldenrod, but the bees were not
working on it. From observations
made at that time, and several times
since, I have come to the conclusion
that bug-juice is a great bug-bear.
There is such a substance, however,

EXTRACTED HONEY.
Extracted honey should be sold in
vessels which will be of use to the
housewife after the honey has been
used. Glass fruit-jars are found to
be very good.
Jelly-cups also meet
with a ready market. A tin-pail holdfrom
1
12
pounds with bail and
ing
to
cover, sometimes sells well, but not as
well as glass vessels, as they do not
present so attractive an appearance.
It is not advisable to use bottles or
tin fruit-cans in marketing extracted
honey.
The style of packing best suited for
marketing extracted honey in jellycups is a crate holding 18 cups, arranged in three rows of six cups each.
The crates should be constructed of
white basswood or pine, with solid
ends of half-inch stuff, and two thin
strips on each side, and three strips
on top and bottom. The bottom strips
should be heavy enough to support
the weight of the honey, and 2 inches
wide. This style of package is quite
attractive, and meets with a ready
sale.

The best time to market honey is
during the fall and winter, after the
season of perishable fruits and vegetables is over. There is usually a
limited demand at all seasons, but
care must be exercised during summer and early autumn, or the market
and prices will be injured forthefaU
and winter.

HONEY CONSUMPTION.
The honey consumption in nearly
every community can be greatly increased if one only sets about it in
the right way. The bee-keeper should
aim to have his honey on sale at every
grocery store in his community. Ofttimes grocerymen of small experience
will not care to buy the " stuff " at
first, especially if none has been sold
The bee-keeper
in the place before.
should leave a case both of comb and
extracted honey with these inexperienced grocerymen, and collect the
money after the honey has been sold,
allowing the salesman a liberal commission.
Leave a spoon and an extra jellycup of honey with the groceryman, to
allow customers an opportunity to
sample it If they choose. Request
that your honey be exhibited in a conspicuous place, and if properly prepared for market, it will not fail to
attract notice. If proper care and
thought be given the preparation and
marketing of honey, the demand wiU
in a short time be greatly increased.
Usually the groceryman will be willing to pay cash for the second lot.

THE
A good thing, nicely put up, only
needs to be known to create a demand
for it. so that it pays to go to some
trouble, and even a little expense to
open a home market, which is always
the best, because there are no freight
or commission charges to eat up the
profits, and no risk of dishonesty to
take the whole.
Chautauqua Co.,p N. Y.
For toe AmeiicaQ Bee JoutdoL
All Hermaptiroflite Bee, etc.

ALLEN LATHAM.
I was passing through
noticed a young bee with
crumpled wings. I picked it up to
crush it, knowing that it was of no

Yesterday as

my

use,

apiary,

1

and would linger and

die.

As

I

picked it up I noticed that it had a
Well, says I, it is
drone's abdomen.
a drone reared in a woiker-cell, and
has been thrown out by the bees. But
to my surprise, when I turned it
around, I saw that it had the head of
a worker. This led to a close examination, and I saw that its abdomen
and hinder pair of legs were uiidoubtedly drone; whereas the head, thorax,
wings, and front and middle pairs of
legs were equally undoubtedly worker.
I will send the phenomenon by mail
in a queen-cage.
Stranger still, the forepart of the
bee acted like a worker, while the
hinder part was clumsy, and when I
held it in my hand, the bee exuded
the drabish colored matter which
young drones so often do when excited or handled.
Now I ask, was there ever a bee of
that sort seen before
To me it is a
great curiosity. If you consider it
worthy, you are welcome to put it in
the Bee Journal Museum. You can
see for yourself that the bee is just as
I say, though perhaps the middle pair
of legs may be drone instead of
worker. The bee now, as I send it, is
dead ; if it gets dry, a little steaming
will limber it up so that it may be
handled.
The goldenrods and asters are coming on finely here.
We have had
some splendid weather, and bees have
worked as they have never worked
before. I think that suflScient honey
will be gathered to winter them.
Lancaster,© Mass., Sept. 27, 1887.
i*

[The bee mentioned above
called hermaphrodite.

A

is

a so-

true her-
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If any one had advanced the theory
female, as to head and thorax, and
male as to abdomen. I find that all that they believed bees could be kept
for 21 days as we have done, we would
the legs are of the worker type. Mr. never have
believed such a statement.
L. thought the posterior legs were Now that we have actually done it,
drone ; but they have the charac- may there not be some special condisecured whereby bees could be
When tions
teristics of a worker's legs.
wintered on much less stores? We
the abdomen is drone in its charac- think that this is something that we
If can all afford to experiment a little
teristics, the bee is really male.
the abdomen is of the female type, in, even though we dolose a few colonies.
Who knows but the next great
then the bee is really female. In the
stride in bee-keeping might be to take
the first case testes were present ; in all the honey from them, and have the
the last, ovaries. Last fall I received repositories specially prepared with
from a bee-keeper a queen, many of all the desired conditions, and winter
our
bees without stores!'
There
whose bees were of this kind. The would be one
saving at least; they
queen seemed ailing, as she was not would not and could not have the
prolific, yet she lived over winter, and diarrhea, and if we fed them once or
Such her- more, we could afford to get the best
a few weeks last spring.
possible food for them ; and even if
maphrodites are often found among we required to feed them
once or
higher animals.— A. J. Cook.]
twice during the winter, what a saving this would be
We do not say that all this is posCanadian Bee Journal.

but if we can keep them 21 days
when we supposed that we could not
sible,

f itliout

Bees

Foofl

for 21

Days,

etc.

HIBERNATION OR STARVATION?

We have been

making some experito ascertain if possible how
long bees will live on one meal, or, in
other words, when their sacs are
ments

with honey, how long they can
kept in the right temperature.
In experimenting with foul brood and
fasting bees, we have had them live
for nine days
perhaps they would
have lived longer, but just as soon as
a few bees fell from the cluster, and
their abdomens began to look smaller,
we would take them out, feeling assured that the disease was cured, as
experience afterwards always proved.
In shipping queens we find that sometimes they die within five days at
other times we find that they live
from twenty to thirty days, although
they would have food to go to whenever they required it.
Since this question came up, about
bees being wintered without food
away up north near James Bay, these
things have been revolving in our
mind. We thought we would make
some tests, as we have a bee-house
which we think is well adapted for
this kind of work, as the sub-earth
ventilation pipes passes about 40 rods
under ground, and the temperature is
about the same summer and winter,
and the chimneys, which are on the
top, cause a draft to pass through it.
By opening the draft and allowing a
current of air to pass through, and
closing the bee-house up tightly, we
have kept colonies from 12 to 21 days,
hanging there in a cluster. Twentyone days may seem a long time for
bees to exist without any food except
what they take with them in the abdomen, yet when the right temperature can be secured, and the bees be
induced to cluster at the commencement, we would not be surprised to
find that they might be kept very
much longer. We may say that the
bees which fasted 21 days are now in
good condition, and from all appearances they now promise to survive the
tilled

live

if

maphrodite, like the common snail
and angle-worm, is an animal which
is at the same time both male and
female.
Thus an angle-worm has
both ovaries and testes, and so produces both eggs or germ -cells and
spermatozoa or sperm-cells.
Insects
are never true hermaphrodites, but
may appear to be both male and
female. I have many bees that appear to be one sex, if we examine the
head and thorax, and the other sex if
the abdomen be examined. Thus the
bee sent by Mr. Latham is plainly winter.

;

;

keep them more than one-third of
that time, why may we not reasonably
suppose that we can keep them
throughout the winter without food ?
Then, again, suppose it is necessary
to feed them once or twice during the
winter— we might select and give
them such food as would he best
adapted to their requirements, and
least liable to give them the diarrhea.
Again, they would have more food to
go to, and would have to be satisfied
with just what they had, and could
not continue to gorge themselves
until their bodies become so inflated
that they could not retain the contents. Suppose some of our scientists
turn their attention in this direction,

and see what the
Prof. Cook,

result

McLain and

may

be. If
others, hav-

ing bees in localities where they can
put them into caves far down in the
earth,or in specially made repositories
where any desired temperature can be
secured, would look into this matter,
no doubt further light on the subject,
and something interesting to all of us
would be the result. Bees in the fall
of the year are not so valuable as in
the spring, and we think experiments
might be made without costing too
much to the experimenters.

Perhaps some will think that this
assist in proving Mr. Clarke's
hibernation theory, but facts are
stubborn things, and it does not matter to us whose theory it proves or disproves. If we can secure a condition
under which bees will exist for a long
time without food, it is worth while
We do not care whether it is
trying.
called hibernation, starvation, or any
other name if we can improve on
any system it is our duty to do so.
Live bee-keepers should never slumber in their business, but inake an
effort to improve every condition to
will

;

the best of their ability.

EXAMINE THE COLONIES CAREFULLY.
Have you examined your bees withweek weighed them and

in the last

;

ascertained beyond any doubt that
they have plenty of stores for winter ?
If you have not, many will die of
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At
starvation long before spring.
one of our bee-yards containing a few
less than 200 colonies, from which we
bad taken no honey except a little
early clover, when the flow ceased
there was enough in many hives to
winter 2 colonies, and we then decided
that they had sufficient, and could
spare enough for 50 colonies more, so
we extracted in some of our other
yards more closely than we otherwise
would, expecting to take from many
of these hives sufficient to winter the
others on
but judge of our surprise
on going over them carefully last
week, to find that they had, since the
cessation of the honey-flow, consumed
;

so much that some of them actually
required feeding
After equalizing the stores they
had, we find they will need from 5 to
15 pounds each before they will be
ready tor wintering. Of course their
having such a plentiful supply on
hand after the flow ceased, caused
them to breed more rapidly than those
that were extracted from and had less
stores, so that now they are very
strong in bees— some of them, we
fear, are too strong, for we find that
colonies having too many bees going
into winter quarters,commence breeding in the winter, and frequently consume their stores and starve to death
before spring.
prefer medium
colonies when winteredjin a special repository, but for out-door wintering
we think there is less danger of loss
with those unusually strong.
Not having sealed honey to give
those colonies as we expected, we
placed on about 100 Canadian feeders;
about 15 pounds of granulated sugar
syrup was put into each feeder. This
was done late in the evening, and by
morning the bees had taken it all
down except a little in the bottom.
They were filled again, and in about
12 hours the bees had taken it all
down. Good, strong colonies in warm
weather, with plen:;y of room below
to store it, will carry down from these
feeders about 30 pounds in one day.
The consumption of stores in the
last two months will astonish many
of even our best bee-keepers, when
they examine their hives.
We hope
this warning will not be unheeded by
any. Have no guess work about it,
take scales, set the hive on them, take
the gross weight, and then deduct the
weight of the hive.
usually weigh
several, and take the average weight
of the hive, frames with bees, comb
and stores.
After deducting the
weight of the hive, deduct say 5
pounds for bees, comb, pollen, etc.,
then have no less than 20 pounds in
small colonies, and 30 pounds in large
ones.
would rather have 5 pounds
more than one pound less per colony.
Plenty of stores stimulates bees,
and it is a great mistake to simply
give them barely what will carry them
through the- winter
This is a very
important matter, and you should not
forget to feed the bees any more than
you should your horses.
Now, sometimes, we find the
weather cold when we feed, and the
bees clustered quietly on the combs.
If the food is poured into the feeder
cold, they are not much inclined to go
!

We

.

We

We

t

up and take it, especially if the bee-keepers, and of Prof. C. E. Bessey,
weather is very cold. Now, all that seemed to enthuse each one, and all
is necessary, even in frosty weather, went diving into the flowers to see
to make them take it, is simply to where the nectar is.
Prof. Bessey gave a classification of
pour it in very warm. We have
frequently filled the feeders with hot the honey-yielding flowers of our
svrup, which would indicate when the State, and explained the organism of
thermometer was placed in it, a tem- many of these, and also showed how

perature of 150°, or perhaps 175°. The
heat from this syrup when the feeder
was covered,would pass down through
the opening, warm the bees, and
warm up the whole hive, and they
would sup at it carefully until it got
cold enough, when it would be taken
down and stored in the combs quicker
even than cold syrup on a warm day.
But hot or warm food fed in very
warm weather is liable to cause robbing, and when the weather is sufficiently warm, we would not advise
feeding any but cold syrup until late
in the evening, when the bees would
relish it, and the excitement be all
over before morning.
Our plan of feeding enables us to
feed a colony without any stores,
sufficient for wintering, in one or two
The excitement of feeding
days.
over, the bees seal it at their leisure,
and 25 per cent, is gained by this system over a slow method.
For the American Bee JoumaL

essential the visits of honey-seeking
insects are to the fertilization of

blossoms.
After a discussion regarding the
merits of many of our wild flowers, it
was generally believed by those present that we have a flrst-class honey-

producing State.
Those remaining for the last meeting of the association felt encouraged
and well compensated for time spent
in the extra session.

H. N. Patterson,

Sec.

Prairie Farmer.

Bees in

MRS.

tlie

L.

Reii Clover,

HARRISON.

W. H.

W., Pierce County, Wis.,
" Is it a fact, if there were no
bumble-bees we would have no clover
seedV"
asks

:

There are many plants in the
economy of nature, dependent upon

insects for the fertilization of their
seed, and red clover is a striking exState Fair and Conyention.
The well-known flower,
ample.
bleeding-heart (Dicentra spectabilis),
The- bee-keepers of Nebraska, while bears no seed, being a native of
viewing the finest exhibition ever North China, and its fertilizing moth
made of their State's productions at has never been introduced into this
the State Fair in Lincoln, were highly country.
pleased with the grand exhibition of
It is claimed by some that Italian
the apiarian products made by Mrs. bees work upon red clover, and deHeater, Messrs. E. Tower and E. nied by others.
I think that under
Kretchmer, and others, under the certain conditions they do, as when
supervision of E. W. Whitcomb. Mrs. the heads are very small by reason of
Heater's display received special no- drouth, these bees are able to reach
tice in the daily papers, and in the the nectar.
opinion of the writer it was the best
The first crop of red clover,although
display given.
the most luxuriant, yields very little
The exhibition of honey, hives, fix- seed, so little that it does not pay
tures, etc., prompted many questions growers to thresh it. The reason for
on the part of lovers of honey these this is that there are so few bumblewere promptly and willingly answered bees at this season, as only the queen
by the exhibitors.
and a few workers winter over. But
On AVednesday evening, Sept. 14, by the time the second crop blooms,
the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Associa- there are plenty of workers to do the
tion met in the Botanical Lecture work assigned them. It appears to
room of the State University. The be their special mission to fertilize
evening was devoted to a discussion this clover, as they do not store suffiof the year's result in apiculture.
cient honey to be of any use to manThe general opinion was that there kind.
Waldo F. Brown,a prominent writer
would be but a small surplus of honey
in the State, but that the bees had on agricultural topics, wrote last year
gathered enough honey from heart's- to the Philadelphia Press, that he
ease to supply them with natural never before harvested such a large
stores for winter, and was also stimu- crop of clover seed, and before cutThis latter ting, destroyed more bumble-bee's
lating late fall breeding.
result gave rise to a lively debate re- nests than he ever saw before on the
garding the advisability of having the same amount of ground. By so doing,
bees hatch after the weather becomes it appears that he willingly killed
" the goose that laid the golden egg."
too cool for natural flight.
It would be well for agriculturists
What should be the relative position of the hive to the sun, in order to to ascertain, before destroying ininsure early working V was well con- sects, whether they are friends or
sidered. Figures given by the super- foes to their interests. In Australia
intendent of bees on the Fair Ground no clover seed was produced and asshowed that there is much in favor of certaining the reason, bumble-bees
were introduced, when it bore seed in
the sunny side.
The association met again on abundance.
Red clover is a very useful plant,
Thursday evening, and the presence
of a larger number of experienced and during the severe drouth, when

Mmli

;

;
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the blue-grass was dry aud brown, I thermometer registering about 28°
noticed the bunches of red clover during the winter months.
If the temperature in a cellar on the
among it growing luxuriantly. As
these insects are absolutely necessary outside of the hives is say 30°, inside
for the production of red clover seed, among the bees it must register 80^ or
they should receive better treatment higher, if the colony is strong. In the
from agriculturists thau heretofore, spring of 188o, a swarm of Italians
as it is a common practice to send out absconded and took up there quarters
a man or boy, at certain seasons of in a hollow cottonwood tree, where
the year, to destroy every nest that they have wintered ever since, in a
can be found, for fear they may sting bleak, exposed place. The thermometer has not once registered 60° during
the horses while fall plowing.
the winter, and still they live and
on
land
necesssary
This may be
flourish.
fall,
but
in
the
plowed
that is to be
Madison, 5 Nebr.

where their nests are located in
[1. That is quite often done, and
meadows, they could be shut in as
easily as to destroy them, and let out works satisfactorily.
The nest
after the crop is secured.
it is best to keep the tem2. Yes
could be marked in the meadows, and
45° Fahr.—
the grass cut away, and after sun- perature at from 40° to
down, when the bees had all entered, Ed.]
the holes could be securely closed, and
kept so until the hay was secured,
Gleanings.
and then opened.
;

I'eoria,©

Ills.

Cellar vs. Ont-Door Wintering.

vx>r tne

American Bee Journal.

Water-Tiilit Hiyes, etc.
A. C.

TYKRBL.

mercury reached 48° during warm
days upon the approach of spring.
Nearly all cellars need a drain, and it
is just about as easy to make the
drain so that it can be used for a sub-

My

own
ventilator as not.
cellar-drain is so arranged ; but I have
not allowed the air to pass in through
the drain for the last two winters.
Dovouask why V Well, I had my
doubts as to its benefits and, besides
earth

;

lowered the temperature. Had
the pipe been longer it might not
have done so it is only about seventy
this, it

;

feet.
I had 20 colonies
last winter. They

buried in a clamp
were put in about

A

wooden
the middle of November.
tube 3 inches square, and about 8 feet
long, extended from near the bottom
of the clamp up through the covering
of earth, aud projected 4 or 5 feet
above the surface. At the bottom of
this tube was kept a thermometer,
whence it could easily be drawn by
means of a string. When the bees

were first put up, the temperature in
the clamp was 47°. It gradually sank,
and in a week had reached 45°. Here
until steady cold weather
It is a pleasure indeed to discuss it remained
gradually fell
apicultural problems with such a man came on, when it again
42°, where it remained
as O. O. Poppleton— one who can lay until it reached
nearly four months.
aside prejudices, and calmly and fairly unchanged for
of April came
I am glad to note When the warm days
try to And truth
45°, at which
with what unanimity most of the bee- it gradually rose to
bees were repapers and their contributors are point it'was when the
discussing moved. Now, the bees in this clamp
dropping personalities
wintered splendidly, and there were
principles instead of men.
no fires and no supervision, and the
In regard to caring for bees in the conditions were the same as though
cellar, there may be a grain of truth
they had been wintering in an outIf a
in what Mr. Poppleton says.
cellar.
man wishes to leave his bees uncared door
I am aware that some bee-keepers
for all winter, and go off to the " land
their bee-cellars,

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON.

I make hives water-tight and durable by giving them two good coats of
white paint (three are better), spreading the last coat on thicker than the
first, and while the paint is still fresh,
what is
sprinkle thickly with sand
not absorbed by the paint will rattle
off.
Sand adds but a trifle to the
weight of the hive ; the extra labor is
not worth speaking about, and then
the hive is practically indestructable, of flowers," it may be better to proand presents a fine appearance— an tect them thoroughly upon the sumornament to any apiary or lawn. mer stands. Most of our bee-keepers,
however, stay at home in the winter,
Try it.
and to them this question of superviPREVENTION OF MOTHS.
Take my
sion is not a weight one.
good receipt for cooking a hare is own case, for instance. My bees were
to catch it first, they say, aud the bet- kept in acellarunderthesitting-room,
ter way to keep moths from honey- hence there was no expense for a fire
comb is to catch the millers, or do it on account of the bees, or else there
by proxy.
was no expense for a fire to keep ourThe most effectual method that I selves warm. I presume the majority
employ, is to allow a flock of Pekin of bee-keepers are situated in exactly
ducks free access to the apiary. They this manner. And now about the
forage during moonlight nights— the supervision in regard to temperature
only variety, I believe, that prowl
ripped apart, for a short disabout after dark. I have never had a tance, two breadths of the carpet,
moth in my hives.
bored a hole in the floor, and suspended a thermometer by means of a
VENTILATING BEE-CELLAKS.
string attached to a cork that just
I am enlarging my bee-cellar, and I
rug was
filled the hole in the floor.
wish to know how to ventilate it to kept over the slit in the carpet. Our
the best advantage, and at the same little girls kept watch of the temperatime exclude the frost. The cellar is ture. It seemed to afford them conunder the house directly over the siderable pleasure to have each one
dining room, and a pipe from the cel- guess what the " tempuchafy " (as the
lar to the outside of the house would youngest one called it) was, and then
be an unsightly object. 1. How would look and see who had guessed the
it do to run a pipe through the floor,
The " tempuchary " varied
nearest.
connecting it with the stove-pipe in from 40° to 48° most of the time it
the dining room ? 2. Is it absolutely was 45°.
When we had extremely
necessary to keep the temperature of cold weather, accompanied by high
40'^
50°.
45^
say
Some
bee-cellar
or
a
winds, the mercury would sink to 40°.
Last fall I took extra pains to make Upon several occasions I kept a lampmy cellar tight and warm, and the stove burning all night in the hatchmercury did not register 45^ during way, and burned, perhaps, between
the winter, but the bees were very one and two gallons of oil. Had there
restless all winter, and the number of been a double door to the hatchway,
dead bees in the spring was much I do not thiuk this burning of lamps
The
greater than the previous year, the would have been necessary.

—

;

A

We

A

;

'?

use a fire to warm
and, with some cellars, this may be
necessary ; but with an underground
cellar that receives a steady supply of
heat from the earth, fires are wholly
unnecessary ; and all the supervision
that is needed does not amount to
any thing practically, so far as cost is
concerned— at least, not to the man
who lives at home in the winter.

Mr. P. speaks of the "wear and
tear " of putting bees in the cellar,
and taking them out again. I fail to
see where there is any "wear and
tear." He further says, a cellar will
not last always, and must be repaired.
cellar
This is true of some cellars.
stoned up, and under a building, such
a one as Mr. Taylor's or Mr. Heddon's, will require no repairs for a
lifetime. Mr. Root speaks of the cost
of preparing the cellar for wintering
bees that the windows must be darkened ; sub-earth ventilation furnished,
Candidly, do you, or does anyetc.
body know that all these things are
needed V Do we know that a cellar

A

;

V and if we do know it,
expensive to darken the cellar ¥
Where is the man who knows that
sub-earth ventilation, or any ventilation for a bee-cellar is needed V Mr.
P. says there are two " ifs " in the
quotation from Prof. Cook and then
in the next sentence he (Poppleton)
says, " Chaff hives are safe in severe
winters if " (there it is again) " they
are properly constructed and handled;" but the really weak point is
this part of the argument is found in

must be dark
is it

;
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" Many of us older honey can be produced, and perhaps
heads have supposed that we had this is true in a majority of cases
found the royal road to success, and but those who are well up in the prowould reach it, too, for a series of duction of comb honey, and employ
years, when some climatic or food the best methods, know that they can
changes would occur, and the goal secure at least three-fourths as much
would be still ahead." I wish to call comb as extracted honey.
attention to the part I have italicized.
Rogersville,^ Mich.
The two " ifs " in my quotations from
Prof. Cook are surmountable.
We
For the American Bee Journal.
can have the cellar right ditto the
food but in out-door wintering those
Bepning in Bee-KeepiD£ etc.
climatic changes are an element of
uncertainty, tlie damages from which
ED S. EDEN.
can be only partly averted by chaff
hives or protection of some kind. In
The motto, " What is worth doing,
the cellar we can have the conditions
is worth doing well," is applicable to
the same every winter.
I have yet to lose a colony having bee-keepers in general. It should be
"
"
cane-sugar for stores, and wintered the guiding-star of every apiarist,
in a warm cellar, and by the methods especially with the beginner, as it
that I now employ I can have the would save him a great deal of time,
winter stores consist of so large a per trouble and expense. 1 also find that
cent, of sugar, and that, too, in such exactness is everything.
a position that it will almost surely be
Two years ago I attended an auction
used during the winter, and all with sale, and among other things to be
so little labor, that the damage of loss sold were 75 or 80 colonies of bees. I
from unsuitable food practically thought it would be a good chance to
amounts to but little. It is so slight get a few colonies, so I secured 8 in
that I prefer to take the risk rather what was called Quinby hives but if
than to perform more labor and take they were Quinby hives, there must
no risk. I will admit, that some be many different sizes, as no two of
honey is equal to sugar for wintering them were alike. The frames were
purposes and I sincerely wish that simply ridiculous, for some were
of
Mr. P. could give us an articje upon an inch wide, some 1% inches,^iand
the subject of getting good honey for others 2 inches wide. Some frames
wintering our bees, and also tell us would come within ] inch of tlie botwhy he thinks that colonies worked tom-board, and others would touch it
upon the top-story plan do not winter some hives had 8 frames, some 7, and
so well
yes, and point out " the very others 6. The majority of the frames
obvious
reasons "
why neighbor were made out of lath, and not trimDoane's bees did not winter so well med down, at that. One grand
(?)
as mine.
feature about these hives was, where
Yes, Mr. P., it is an experienced they lacked in bees they made up in
apiarist who can make it pay to spread moths, as they were present by the
the brood, if any one can. It is also hundred.
true, that the time for doing this
I soon discovered that I had to get
work comes before the rush of the the
bees out of those hives, or the
honey harvest and I do not doubt
moths would do it for me. I made up
that,combined with spring protection,
10 new hives with frames, and then I
many apiarists might find it profit- transferred
all of the best combs into
able
but I feel satisfied that the
same results, or nearly as good re- new frames, shook the bees into the
new hives, and then broke up the old
sults, may be secured with no labor
and certainly no bee-keeper need frames and burned them. I rendered
all the odd bits of comb into wax, and
spread the brood in the spring, simply
made over the old hives into the
for lack of something to do. What I
mean by accomplishing the same re- Langstroth size.
Others who got bees at that sale,
sults with no labor is, using hives
having a brood-nest of such capacity fared just as badly as I did. The mathat a queen of ordinary proliflcness jority have given up bee-keeping, but
can and will keep the combs filled a few still hang on, hoping that some
with brood without "horse-whipping" great boom will lift them "high and
her by spreading the brood. We can dry." But the only effective one will
often increase our profits by increas- be to " boom " the bees out of those
ing the number of our colonies, rather old hives. I would advise those who
than by increasing the average pro- intend to begin bee-keeping, to visit
ducts of those colonies we already the nearest good apiarist, and get 1 or
possess. In other words, "securing 2 colonies, for starting right is the
the greatest amount of honey with main point. Avoid old-fogy bee-men
the least expenditure of capital and
Five years ago I visited an old-fogy
labor " does not necessarily mean bee-keeper that
had 2 colonies. He
securing large yields per colony.
kept them in the house-garret, and in
I will explain why I consider it winter the bees went out through a
more profitable to winter bees upon knot-hole in the gable. He observed
sugar when producing comb honey
that more went out than came in, so
The prices of extracted honey, and he put them in the kitchen. Then
sugar, are very nearly the same or, with fanning-mill screens he made a
at least, they have been, hence the cage to capture stragglers. When any
profit could not be very great, while person called on him, he would show
the price of comb honey is twice as the bees. If they were not out in the
great. I am aware that many believe cage he would give the hive a few
that twice as much extracted as comb knocks with a hammer, and then
this sentence

:

;

laugh at the infuriated bees. All of
them died, as might be expected.
Last spring I had 1.5 colonies to take
out of winter quarters, which I have
increased to 42, and obtained 250 lbs.
of honey, it being too dry for anything to prosper. I have been feeding my bees for the last two weeks.
Eastwood, Ont., Oct. 1, 1887.

;

London Journal of Horticulture.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

:

;

TliG Variations in

Honey.

LANARKSHIRE BEE-KEEPEK.
I have been endeavoring to discover
the cause of the variations of honey
gathered from flowers of the same
nature, but I am puzzled. Bees appear particular in keeping separate
the different kinds of honey they
gather and store in their hive. When
taking the honey from my hives last
autumn, 1 observed not less than six
distinct kinds in one hive— viz., a
little from the sycamore, charlock,
lime, clover, bean, thy me,and heather,
with patches of other kinds.
Prom this hive I selected combs
containing the four last-named, retaining the thyme as excellent in the
comb ; the other three I dripped, the
heather in its liquid state being of a
beautiful pale amber color, with a fine

body and aroma, with a

slight bitterish but agreeable taste.
The clover was, as usual, of a pale
color, and, in consequence of the fine
season, of a good body with its usual
fine,

piquant flavor, which makes

it

universal favorite amongst the
ladies as well as gentlemen with unthe

impaired tastes.
The bean honey either in its liquid
or granulated form is no favorite of
mine it is too sweet, flat, and heavy,
while the color is dark and uninviting.
All these three samples are candied,
the clover honey having small but
;

well-defined granules.

The other two

samples have granules so very fine
that to see the crystals a high magnifying power

is

required.

In samples of the same honey
in the comb, and also standing in
the same place, some of it unsealed
remains in its liquid state, unless on
the outside, where, contrary to the
dripped honey, the granules are large
cells showing a proportion of
the crystallizable and non-crystallizable honey, the latter being absent in
the dripped honey.
I would have set
down this phenomenon with the dripped honey being due to the agitation
when being dripped, and the entering
of air when being separated from the

and the

comb. But conflicting evidence comes
in, showing honey gathered in the
same moor underwent the same
manipulation to be candied, but with
large granules,and part uncrystallized.
this difference arises I leave
others to explain. My experience is
that honey gathered in localities not
far distant from each other differs
greatly both in flavor and body.
I
have taken my bees to seven different
moors, and every one of these moors
yielded different colored and flavored
honey, and before me at this moment

How
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I bave two SRinples of heather honey
gathered at mnois twenty miles apart.
Both are candied— the one as tine as
butter, the other with large granules;
the former of alight saffron, and the
latter of a high amber color yet wben
liquid they could not be distinguished
one from the other, neither in the
color nor the flavor.
If the qualities of honey are to be
there is
flxed. let it be by chemistry
a wide held for research in that way,
and much might be learnt by its
study, especially with honey, to help
people to select the best for the various purposes it is employed, but it
will never settle what is the best
honey to suit every taste. Chemically
speaking, there is a great difference
in honeys, although most authors tell
us that good honey is composed of
equal parts of crystallizable and non;

;

Common Live-Forever and

Local Convention Directory.

—Walter
'

Time and

HH7.

place of MeeUng.

year.

W.

L. Kinsey,

Oct. 28.— Darke Countv. at
J.

Nov.

Arcanum, O.
A. Hoe, Sec, Union City

Ind.

American, at Chicago, Ills.
Z. Hutchinson. Sec. Rogersville. Mich.

Iti-ltf.— North

W.

Jan. 20.— Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
K. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

|y" In order

to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulara of
time and place of future meetings.- ED.

samples of honey ,keeping every kind separate, never mix
two kinds, and take care when the
extractor is used, to extract none but
from sealed combs.
Many honeys
contain much of what may be termed
the cream of honey this is lighter
than the main body, and is of an oily
nature, disappearing if the honey is
much heated, and is lost if mixed
with the watery, unsealed honey that
is often thrown out by the extractor
either by what is termed the " ripening process." or by fermentation consequent on the mixture.

Pearson, Oswalt,© Iowa, on Oct.
1887, says

[There

is

:

1888.

W. Va.
Sec, Blaine. O.

Oct. 26, 27.-Pan-Uan.llu, at Wheellne.

Value of the Bee-Keepers' Union,
etc.— Mrs. L. C. Axtell, Koseville,*o
Ills., on Sept. 30, 1887, says

Scotland.

writes

Uec. 7-9.— MlchiKan State, at Bast Satjinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Clinton, Mich.

Oct. 26.— Wabash Countv, at Wabash, Inci.
F. 8. ComBtock. Sec North Monche.tter, Ind.

tell us that
the quality of the honey depends upon
the age of the bees that gathered itwhite when bees are young, but depreciating in color and quality as the
Then the same enbees get older.
cyclopjedias tell us the countries that
produce the best honey— assertions
with little to support them, for the
best grades of honey, and with flavor
to suit all tastes, need not be sought
for out of the United Kingdom, and
if the bee is properly attended, the
Nation might be well supplied without depending upon foreign supplies
of honey.
There has been much written about
judging honey, and we have been
told that good honey always granulates, yet granulated samples bave
been frequently disqualified. I am
aware that the awards at shows will
never give satisfaction to all, yet I
think there should be consistence in
precept and practice. What I consider
bee-keepers should aim at is, to care-

;

23, 1887.

send two kinds of flowers wliifti I
would like to have named.
What
value are they as honey plants V The
Hrst one with the cluster of flowers
and large leaf grows in our yard and
garden as a flower. It has been blooming for some time, and when the
weather is suitable, the bees crowd on
it all day.
It grows in large bunches,
and comes up from the roots every

;

fully select all

Aster.

Downing, Lexington,©

I

ing three constituents— sugar, muciand an acid then divide these
again into their respective gases,
which gives but a poor idea to know

what good honey is.
Other modern writers

B.

Ky., on Sept.

Oct. 18.— Kentucky Stuto, at Falmouth. Ky.
J. T. (X)Mnley, Sec. Napoleon, Ky.

crystallizable portions, these containlage,
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:

We

have had rain every day for

five

days— a real soaking rain, for which
we are very thankful. We have already been assisted to secure $30 by
the existence of the Bee-Keepers'

The other plant is just beginning to
bloom; it grows about 4 feet high,
and comes up from the roots every
"
year. It grows well on thin " washy
land.
We have about 3 acres of
" washy " land that was sowed to
timothy and grass about 4 or 5 years
ago, and this weed is about to take it.
The bees are thick on it when it is in
full bloom.
Last fall we thought we
would have to feed for winter stores,
but when we examined the hives,
there was some honey to spare, and
we think that they gathered the most
of it from this plant.
We have secured from 800 to 1.000
pounds of nice clover honey, mostly
extracted, from 11 colonies, spring
count, and increased them to 17 colonies. The honey has nearly all been
sold in the home market at 10 to 18
cents per pound.

[No. 1 is the common " live forever,"
or garden opine, sedum teleought
I have just had a good laugh over the phium.
I find that the bees are atnumerous names suggested for ex- tracted to it in our College garden
tracted honey. I think we cannot do
how much
better than to retain the name "ex- not a little. I do not know
tracted " for honey out of the comb, nectar it yields.
unless it be " liquid honey." Mr. A.
No. 2 is one of our best asters. The
is well pleased with his Japanese
asters seem to have yielded much
buckwheat it grew larger, and the
grain is larger than the other. But a honey this year. I hear good reports
few seeds of the Chapman honey- of them from all parts of the country.
phtnt grew, and none of the Alsike —A. J. Cook.]
clover, last spring.
Bees did Well, etc.- Ben. Betten,

Union

I feel that we
(indirectly).
to throw in our influence also.

;

Small Crop and Increase.- Wm. Goodell's.o Mich.,
3,

on Oct.

3,

1887,

says

My bees

did well for this poor year,

and they have their hives full of
The honey crop of this year is one- honey to winter on. I use one of the
yield
last
year,
and
of
fourth of the
reversible hives, and I like it
Swarms new
the increase is 30 per cent.
It is so nice to handle, and
first-rate.
Hutchinson
plan
the
hived on
the reversible crate is all that could
frames with starters— gave from 20 to be desired. I would use no other. I
30 pounds of comb honey, and gath- would like to hear from others who
ered fall honey enough to winter on
reversible hives.

—

;

while others that did not swarm gathered half as much.

use the

Convention Notices.
Snccessful Italianizing.etc-N. M.
lay The Darke County Union Bee-Keepers' Aswill hold their next meeting at ArcaMiddlebrook, Patterson, Os Texas, on sociation
num. O., on Friday, Oct. 2«. 1887. J. A. BOK, See.

a misconception in the Sept.

23, 1887,

writes

:

Union Convention at Cblcaso.—The
young Italian queens
I
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
which I reared and superseded black the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
ones with. All are laying and doing meet in joint convention at the Commercial
well. This was my first Italianizing, Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn i^trcets, in
Ills., on Wednesday. Thursday and
and only made a failure of 3 or 4. Our Chicago.
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18. 188T. Arrangehoney crop is about one-half so far. ments have been made with the Hotel, for
room, one bed, two persons, f 1.73 per
but there are instances on record of Bees are getting honey now right back each
front room, $a.00 per day each
along, but how long it will last I can- day,
This date occurs during the Kecond
person.
their doing so, and on such occasions
They are working on the week of the
not tell.
Fat Stock Show, when excursion
the bees do actually mix the different wild morning-glory. This is the first rates will be very low.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Ste.
I ever knew them to work on it.
kinds of honey.— Ed.]

minds of many, concerning the bees
visiting only one kind of bloom in one
journey. We admit that very rarely
do bees visit two different kinds of
bloom before returning to the hive

have now

20

;

:
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Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS,

Valuable

Book Given Away.—We

DDR CLUBBING

LIST.

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Joornal and
We supply the American Bee Journal
the New York IForld— both weekly— for one one year, and any of the following publioayear, for $2.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one of these books, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
erette Free Calf
:

History of the United States—from

Price of both, aiub

,
,
„
Ihe American
Bee Journal
1 00..
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
2 00.. 1 75
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
1 25
1 20
Bee-Keepers' Guide
150.. 140
The
Apiculturist
2
00..
1
75
knowledge. 410 pages.— Price, $2.00.
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00. 1 75
Rays of Light
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
1.50.. 135
The 7 above-named papers
5 25. 4 50
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscrip- and Cook's Manual
2 25. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 160
150
The book selected will be mailed in a cardDzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth) ... 3 00
2 GO
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 00
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
Western World Guide
150.. 130
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 .50 1 40
A Tear Among the Bees
and then the risk of loss is tiery small. The
1 75. 1 50
Convention Hand-Book
1 50
1 30
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Weekly Inter-Ocean
2 00.. 1 75
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
One yearly subscription for the American
papers, and the Book and postage.

432 to 1887.-320 pages.- Prioe, $2,00.
History of England- from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

riTi,„

.

. .

—

.

.

323 A. 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ILL.

.

. .

ALFRED

NEWMAN.

H.

BaSDTKSS MANAGER.

.

;

.

.

J^pfjetial

^0titcs.

.

Bee Journal must be ordered with each

To Correspondents. — It

would save
us much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing: money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we haye on our list.

As there
the name of

Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our
Is

Sweet Clover,

{Melilotus alba), furnishes

the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without interinission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices : $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

paper or book, lu order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

System and Snccess,
tSF" All

who

intend to be systematic in
get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
their

work in the apiary, should

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
"

$1 GO

125

200 colonies (420 pages)

1

50

The larger ones can be used for a few colonies, give room tor an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
SUnmins' Non-Sw^armlng System.— book, and are therefore the most desirable.
We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
Home Market for Honey.
that we will now club them with the Bee
'We -vrlll Present Webster's Dictionary JotiBNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
fel?~ To create Honey Markets in every
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, post- $1.25. We can supply all orders by return
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is mall. The subscription to the Bee Jour"
always useful to have a dictionary at band nal can be for next year, this year, or may producers should get the Leaflets Why Eat
Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to begin anew at any time.
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
determine their meaning.
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
Bnameled Cloth for covering frames, will be a demand for all of their crops at
Money Orders can now be obtained at price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a remunerative prices. '* Honey as Food and
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
this office.
Several letters of ours have
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

;

the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

whole piece of 12 yards

taken, $2.25

10
ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
pieces, $20.00

;

is

If

;

Medicine " are sold

at the following prices

hundred, $2.50.

:

per doz., 40 cts. per
Five hundred will be sent

Single copy, 5 ots.

;

;

postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the bee-

Preserve your Papers f®r reference.
you have no BIItTDEB we will mail you keeper who scatters them
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
To give avray a copy of " Honey as Food
Red Isabels for one-pound pails of !f you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- and
Medicine " to every one who buys a
honey, size 3x4H inches. — We nave now tions for the Bee Journal.
package of honey, will sell lots of it.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
for $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
(^ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
We have a few Sets of the Bee Jourwill be sent free upon application. Any one
for J.'^.OO
all with name and address of
nal for the present year, and can fill orders
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid. Intending to get up a club can have sample
until further notice, for all the numbers
copies sent to the persons they desire to inIf

:

;

;

;

;

from the first of last January. New subterview, by sending the names to this office
scribers desiring these back numbers, will
your subscription or we will send them all to the agent.
please to state it plainly, or they will not
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
be sent.
bees to Join with you in taking the Bek
Journal. It is now 8o cheap that no one
Ifncca Brushes are employed for reoan aftord to do without it. We will present moving bees from the combs. They are
have a large quantity of CHOICB
a
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the WHITE EXTRACTED
HONEY, in kegs
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00— bees. We can supply them at 6
cents holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
direct to this office. It will pay any one to each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent;
by mall, we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
add 1 cent each for postage.
per lb. Orders solicited.

When

Renenring

We

;

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.- Fancy white l-lbs.. 19®20o.;

Honey and Beeswax Market.

ie®l8c.

CHICAOO.

HONEY.— We quote
18®iyc.:

Sept. 23.

FISU &

T.

8.

1-lb.

l-lba. iSfyJlRc.

lliiht anil

sections

and

2-lb8.

prices tcndinn higher.
CO.. IKr s. Water 8t,

CHICAGO.

HONEY.— We

quote

White comb

:

Mb.

in

sec-

tions brings lH(oi2oc., according to its appearance.
little call for dark or buckwheat comb honey.

Very

Bxtracted,

7("jl0c.

-

BURNETT.

R. A.

BBBSWAX,-22{.«230.
Oct.

South Water

161

1.

DETROIT.
HONEY.— Best white comb brings
BBE8WAJC.-23C.

St.

lC(ail8c.

HUNT, Bell Branch. Mich.

M. H.

Sept. 20.

CLEVELAND.

HONEY.— Best white
cts.: 2-lb8.,

1-IbB. sell

crop.

I7®i8c.

Ib. sections,

Ontario

15

1

Iti.

B.iitracted. 6(3.80.

Blakb & KiPLUT.

HONEY.— We quote
amber

Chatham

07

to white 2-lbs..

laOiJltic.:

l-lbs.

Comb, amber

6' oc.

I.''>f«il7c.

Demand

is

good, but arrivals and supplies are very small.
BEESWAX.- 22(0.230. for good quality
Oct.

SCHACHT i LEMCKK,

4.

122-124

can mail a Tested Italian
Queen (bred for the best results as well as
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1
each, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.

Street.

Ertracled, white, scarce at

:

amber, 5^(5

to light

In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, we have con-

cluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket 1b In a
can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
Is in the larger can, with the con©
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
l{|l|||i||iip||||||H5l with
covers, and in every way
''llliiin Identical, except In size, with the
li'i'^Kiimm $16.00 Extractor, 13x20, which
Is
Intended for any size of frame.
Kxceptlng with the |8.00 Bx, „.
jSijg tractors, all the different styles
.-^
-- - ||i)|i!^ have strainers over the canallead=''
^
Ing to the honey gate, and movabU: Hu],_^^ in the Comb BasUets. The $8.00 and
'

" 1

Davis

,

Kx tractors have no covers.
For 2 American framas, 13x13 Inches
"
For 2 Langstroth "
10x18
"
'*
For 3
"
10x18
1

1

n.i M

)

"

SAN FRANCISCO.
7c.:

authorized agents are. Every subscriber la
such an agent ; we have no others, and we
greatly desire that eaojt one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.

Queens.— We

St.

sections, 18®20o.; 2-

1-lb.

BKE8W AX.-23 cts. per lb.

Sept.

are sonietlines asked who our

readily at 18(«jl9

BOSTON.

HONEY.— New

We

HONEY EXTRACTORS

,

KBNDEL,

A. C.

5.

EXCELSIOR

fair I-Ibs.

and bottles

White clover extracted, 8c.

ie@17c.

BBE8WAX.-25C.
Oct.

for extracted in Jars

opening early and well. This market to a great
extent is governed bv New York prices.
BEESWAX.-24(.!i25c.
Sept. 20.
ARTHUR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.
is

White clover

:

dark

2-Ib8., l«c.:

Keceipts are

15c.

Demand

653

St.

Oar Neiv Book lilst on

the second page
is the place from which to select the book
you want. We have a large stock of every
book there named, and can fill all orders on
the day they are received.

t^or4
"
10x18
For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
'*
**
For3
13x20
"
For4
"
13X20

"
•

"

NEWMAN &

THOS. G.
923

& 925 West Madison Street,

S8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

"

SON,

CHICAGO. ILIj.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONEY.— We quote White to extra white comb
16{^18c.i amber, u»(« 14c. Extracted, light amber,
6@6^c. amber, dark and candied, 5!4<&-^^c.: extra
white would bring 7^c., but none is in the market.

Why Not

;

;

BEESWAX.-

Oct.

1

9(822c.

O. B.

3.

SMITH & CO.. 423

Front

8t.

MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— Choice

l-lbs.,

17®18c.

2-bs.,

;

15(3)16c.

in kegs and barrels, 7^(380., and
in tin cans, 8c. dark in kegs and barrels, 6@6Hc.,
in tin cans, 6i*i§t7c. Demand good; supply limited.

White extracted

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

;

$1.

SUBSCRIBE FOB THE

PRACTICAL FARMER?

BBESWAX:-2.'ic.

Aug 26.

BISHOP,

A. V.

NEW
HONEY.— We

142

W. Water

St.

YORK.

quote : Fancy white In l-lb. secin 2-Ibs., 15(Sil6c.: buckOff grades
l-lbs., 12(2Jl4c.i 2-lbs., 10(oil2c.
l(32c. per lb. less. White extracted. 8(^90.; buckwheat, 5J^(§i6c. : Southern, per gallon, (i(^70 cts.tions, 17@19c.; the

same

wheat

SJarket seems to be unsettled.

BEB8WAX.-22(3)23c.

We

It is

lished

ounces, $2 ; y^ pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
if properly thinned out and re-set.

Farm work and Life,by practical farmers and
the best Writers in the country. Has the best
Market Reports. 30,000 sabscrtbers pro-

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

28

&

30

W. Broadway, near Uuane

St.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.- Wequotenewcrop Choice white 2-lb.
;

16® 17c. dark 2-lb8., I2(«)i4c. choice white
I8®2uc.: dark i-Iba., 14(5ii6c. White extrac-

sections.
l-lbs..

;

:

ted, 8@iuc.; dark. 5^7c. Demand good, but light
supply.
BKE8WAX.-21 to 22c.
HAMBLIN & BBARSS, 514 Walnut St.
Sep. 21.

KANSAS
HONEY.- We

quote: Choice white

l-lbs., 20c.:

dark, I5<5!16c. choice white 2-lbs., 18c.: dark, I4c.
Extracted, 8(^1:1 ijc. California— white l-lbs., 18c.:
dark, I5c.: white 2-lb8.. I6@i8c.: dark. 14®15 cts.
White extracted, 9c. amber. 8c. Supply fair.
:

;

BEESWA_X.-No.

Oct.

6.

1,

22c.:

No.

2, 18c.

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

HONEY.— We quote

extracted at 3'^®7c.perlb,

Demand

is good for clover honey io square glass
from the jobbing trade. No new comb honey
IS in this market, but we would think that choice
white would bring lb(i;.20c. in a jobbing way.

lars

BBB8WAX.— Demand good— 2U(it22c.

good to choice yellow, on arrival.
Sep. 20. C. P. MtJTH i Son, Freeman

NEW

per

lb.

for

4 Central At.

YORK.

We

HONEY.quote : Fancy white i-lb. sections,
paper boxes, 17®19c.: fancy l-lbs.. glassed or unglassed, 17@18c.; fancy 2-pound8.. glassed, 14@I6c.
Buckwheat l-lbs.,
I(<l2c. per lb. less.
n('_';12c.; same glassed or unglassed,
10@llc.: 2-lbs. glassed. 9®l(ic. Extracted, white,
good.
dark,
5®(Jc.
Demand
very
7@8c.;
Sep. 21, F.G.STROBMEYEB&CO.. 122Water8t

Lower grades
paper boxes,

If
1,

SI
receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

1888,

numbers

you subscribe before January
you will get the remaining
ot this year Free.

Address,

THE FARMER
1420 Chestnut

St.,

CO.,

Pliiladelplila, Pa..

41A12t

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

WE

:

CINCINNATI.

pub-

$1 Per Tear, Postage Paid.

be on each package.

CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4thiWalnnt AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

ST. LOUIS.
HONBY.— Choice comb, I3®i4c. latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained,
Id barrels, 4«a4Hc. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages, H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bblB., 4M.®.'^V6c.; in cans. 6i^ to 7c.—
Short crop indicates further advance in prices,
BEESWAX.- 2u!^c. for orlme.
Sept. 22.
D. a. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.

is

in the year, contains

14 Departments, treating of every phase of

Sbonld any Subscriber

CITY.

Every Week

noaiice It the best Weekly Agricnltural Jonriial in tbe Country. Only

MCCAUL & HLLDRBTH BROS.,

Sept. 20.

33 years old, has 16 pages,

seed

at the following prices : One-half ounce, 50
cents ; 1 ounce, $1 ; 2 ounces, $1.50 ; 4

gidxrjertisiemjettts,

lilTHoiYWAiTED.

WE

should be pleased to

can fumlah regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tiBhl-fitting wood cover, at IftS.fifi
per dozen. TboT will hold !i5 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household pall.

THOS.
923 * 925

e. sfi:wM.^9r jk son,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO rLL.

correspond

HONEV

with any one having COmB
For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

S. T.

IFISH

189 South Water

St.,

<5c

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

38Ai:)t

Bee-»Keepers' Cards. J'3^*^o?r,S
liful R-color Ohronini'urd, we have plain (ieeipna.—
Fancy Cards, StJiliiirnTy, Monograms fur Business

Mnd Amueement, for uld and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards He.
Neat package cards and sample honey-candies I5c.
I.H.MAKTIN,
Address
HARTFORD, Washington Cu., N.Y.
4Aly

fobi^tex^^t MONROE

%cm

£//$/^AVEnfi TOOLS &JS/'uPfU£g.
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NEW

The

Heddon Hive.

We

have made arran cements with the
Inventor by which we shall make and sell the

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Roeersville, Gheuesee Co., Mich.,

HAS

publshed a neat little book of 45
entitled, "The Production of
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale Combpages,
Honey." Its distinctive feature is the
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
thorough manner in which it treats of the

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.
THESE

Pails are mode
itt
the best quality of
clear tlint Riass, with a bail

;

The brood-chamber

is

two sectlona

In

;

also the

surplus arrangement, which may belntert.'lianj.:e(J
The cover, bottom-board, and
or inverted at'will.
top and bottom of each sectional case has one-hall
of a reppilar bee-space, bo that the surplus case?
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers, or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, alt parts of this hive are
perfectly interchanceable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bored for wires.
A SAMPLE HIVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-inch brood-chambers, each containinES frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing 2H onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can b3 interchanged with the other
etories, but cannot be reversed. It is nailed and

use and non-use of foundation. Many other
points are, however, touched upon.
For
instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the hony harvest in the best
possible shape.
^r~ Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.

PAINTED, and ready

immediate use. Price,

foi

complete.

THOMAS
&

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

925 West Madieon-St.,

CHICAGO, ILL

BEE-KEEPERS' GDIDE;
OF T1I£ ^PI^RT.

Or, M.AJiTJA^

SOLD SINCE

I3,000
More than

ftO

pages,

and more than 50

1876.

lu 25-PonDd Boxes.

WE CAN now

VAN

—

THOS. G. NEWMAN & SON.,
& 925 W. Madison St.,

923

CHICAGO,

ILL.

See advertisement in another column.

OP THE

AMERICAN APICUE.'rCRIST
sent free. Address,
" API," WENHAM, MASS.
39Atf

TOOD'S HONEY -CANDI ES sell wel
^

1

at

lb.;

BEIXa
Talk about some of the Implements^ Plaru
arid Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years'
Experience, who has for 8 years made the

Production of Honey hia ExcbiMve
Business.

(SOLE MANDTACTnRERS),
Mont. Co., N. Y.

etc.

Circulars, apply to

CH^S.

Price, 75 cents, by mall. This is a new work
of about 1 14 pages. we:i-printed ana nicely boand
In cloth. Address,

33A26t

F.

MTTTH

On

SON,

*°'' "y ^ew Book— "A
QonH 7R
OCIIU
Id Pontc
UCIIIO Year amon^ the Bees:"

114 pages, cloth bound. Address,
DR. C. C. miLliER,

MARENGO,

20Atf

5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
31At£

VBR FOSTER, Mt

Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

One-Piece Sections,
MANUFACTURED BY

Forncrook &

Co..

will furnish

the cheapest,

Section Homy are
best o"d lowest priced JO th". market. Mad,- in i

Tape

lioz. Glass Jars $5.2S pergross, including Corks
and labels. J 1-2 & 2 gross In a Case.Send for Catahgue.

A. O.
^
Box 428.
21

ONE Warranted Queen

May

A WEEK & expen'§<o&

tit

FOR SALE ill CALIFORNIA.
of the death of the proprietor. Mr.
ON account
Enas, a KANCH of 240 Acres, partlv
J.

D.

Fruit— 80 Colonies of Bees, Steam Machinery for
the manufacture of Supplies for bee-keepers (a
well-establishetl business). The Land will be sold
in 40 or 80 acre tracts. Also, Stock, the Farming
Implements, and a liir^'e stock of Apiarian Supplies. For particulars, address

38A6t

J.

ENAS, (P.O. Box 306),
NAPA CITT, CALIFORNIA.

D.

75

Six
"
Queens
4.00 NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
Two dozen "
15.00
Select Tested Queen
1.50
For Sale at a Bargain,
1^~ Ordeis filled by return mail.
is located in a Southera Winter Resort.
ITAn accident to the Proprietor makes it
Address,
J. T. WIIiSON,
31Dtf
NICHOLASVILLE, KY.
For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
'•

NEW ONE-POUNO HONEY

lat,

1887.

BP"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

consumtra

A.

COOK, Eureka Springe, Ark.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

with

AND BEE-K££PEB'8 ADVISER,
published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practice

tiie

other sizes, tiavinK the top

be sold for 20 cents or lees. Many
buy It In order to give the children

will

handsome toy pail. PBIC£,
dozen, or 95. OO per lOO.

TS cents per

NEWMAN & SON,

923

H.

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails Is of uniform deaiRn

a

Dadant'sFouudation Factory, wholesale
See advertisement in another column.

PAIL.

edKe turned over, and has a bail or
handle,— makinK it very convenient
to carrv. It is we!i-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

price-list.

Wis.,

$

$50

paid. Oul
worth
parlicuWORK ses
larstree.-P.O, "Vlckery,AUKU9ta,Me.

MBS.

PRICES REDUCED

you SECTIONS as cheap as

Watertown,

CRAW^FORD,

Souih "Weymouth, Alass.

D int

28, 1881.

write fur

Mica

With
Handles or without. With
f runts or
without in the IPlat or set up.'PriHtedor plain. Any way
to suit
Wearebound to please. We liave put 'n special Macfii.-it'ry for timir manufacture, and are prepared
to fill Orders promptly. Circulars Free. Samples 5c.

FOR ALL.

ILL,

ticulars, address the proprietor,

Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

THOS. G. NEW]? AN ^k SON,
& 925 Weat Madison St., CHICAGO.

FOLDING BOXES.

ILLS.

TO RAISE COMB HONEY,

933

Our Carious for enc'i-sing
(/iB

piece.

Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
P.S.— Send lOc. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepera

retail.

retail.

VAN DEUSEN A: SONS,

Freeman <t Central

^nd

CHICAGO. ILL.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, Tvholesale
and

A

F. G. STROHITIEYER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

WE

St.,

Year among the Bees,

S3^ If yon wish to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, write to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, NeVr York,

Comb Foundation

SQUARE GLASS HOJiEY-JARS,

J.

NEWTttAN & SON,

& 925 West Madison

_a 1 Ai3t

SPBOUT BROOK,

"Boss"

G.

s.eo

Mail samples, 25 cts. Honey and
Beeswax wanted on Commieaion, by— AK'I'HDB
TODD, 2122 North Front St„ Philadelphia, Pa.

Moth's Honey Extractor,

OL,I

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds

retail. 30 cts.

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

HOW

2

Fairs— tveragf wholesale price 16c

fine illus-

Publisher,
Agricultural College, Mich.

J.

1

THOMAS
923

furnish
DEUSENS'
Extra-Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
put up in 25-lb. Boxes, In sheets 16^x28
inches, at $12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
i^~ The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 23 lbs. (or its multiple) will be filled
at the regular price 60 cents per lb.

COOK., Author and

«r.

Patent Flat-Bottom

For

the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

in

tAly

lAtf

They can be used

for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-flUed by

"

the «th edition. The whole
work has been thorouRhly revised, and contains the
very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees In the World. Price,by mall.Sil.lBoi. Liberal
discount to d(>ialers and to cinba.

were added

A.

I

package.

To hold

5,000 Sold Since May, 1883.
tratloDB

metal top and cover.
fi led with honey, the

attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of

.M.TAtf

;

923

When

;

;

$4.00,

;ind a

THOS. G.
A 925 West Madison

Street,

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

It is

edited by

F.G.S., F.K.M.S.. etc.,

and published by John Huckle, Kinir'sLuugley, Herts, England.

Dadant'sFonndatiou Factory, wholesale
CHICAGO. ILL. and retail. See advertisement in another oolumo.
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trial last

in

New

this

Drones. — A correspondent in the London
lianr-Snit was on
Delaware County Court Journal nf Horticulture argues that the
The New York Times gives drones are of more value in a hive than

Rich Bee

week

in the

York.
account of

it

What is known

many

:

as the " bee-suit "

between
Stephen W. Rich, defendant, and John M.

-m
THOMAS

Q.

Voinni.
TFliisperins;
ber

ITEWMAN,

Oct 19,188],

Winds kiss the

No. 42.

hills

of Octo-

:

Thistleiiown phantoms drift ovt^r the lawn

Red

Olmstead, plaintitT, both of Hobart, Delaware County, is now being tried in the
Delaware County Court. The suit is of genThe
eral interest to bee-men everywhere.
facts in the case are these:
In the spring
of 1886 Mr. Olmstoad ordered Mr. Rich to
move 40 colonies of bees, Mr. Olrastead asserting that the bees were a nuisance.
He
said if Mr. Rich did not remove them he
would make him do so. Mr. Rich has about
.300 colonies of bees, 50 in a place.
He is a
mem her of the National Bee-Keepers' Union,
which is backing Mr. Rich. The suit is be-

Editor.

t.'luwB tlie ivv.

hke

irhusl-Iit-'hted

;

ember,

Shrouiled in mist breaks tiie slow cotiiiug dawn
Sunlighted vistas the wuodjand disclnaes.
Sleeping in shadow the still lake reposes.
Gone is the summer, its sweets and its roses
Harvest is past and the summer is gone.

:

Plaintively sighing, the hrown leaves are falling.
Sadly the wood-dove mourns all the day long ;
In the dim starlight the katydids calling.
Hush into slumber the brook and its song.
Gone are the sowers, and ended their weeping.
Gone are the gleaners, and finislied the reaping.
Blossom and bee with the song-bird are sleeping-

Harvest

is

ended and summer

is

gone,-

Sel.

A Book about

Beest is the title of a
apicultural work, by the Rev, F, G.
Jenyns, rector of Koebworth. and member
of the Committee of the British Bee-Keepers' Association. It is intended mainly for
young people, but no one, of whatever age,
can peruse its pages without being greatly
profited. It treats of the history, habits and
instincts of bees, and teaches the fundamenIt
tal principles of modern bee-kreping.
consists of 200 pages, and Is finely illustrated. The author shows himself to be a
thorough master of the subject, and the
entertaining and instructive manner in
which the book is written, will captivate all

new

who
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He

are disposed to think.

says

:

Drones are generally described as if they
were ot a uniform character, and all having
the

same note

in their

hum.

It is

not so.

There are as differences in drones as in
queens, from the noble and stately looking
fellow to the dwarf and almost imperfect
insect. Now it Is a fact, the more handsomelooking the drone ie. the more attractive is
his hum. Am I right, therefore, in saying
that this is a law in Nature, that the queen
from the sound may select the most perfect
drone with ease, to the future prosperity of
the hive? Are drones of use inside a hive
or are they not ? The following account of
what I found in a few hives lately will anfore .Judge Boaidman,of Ithaca. The .ludge swer the question.
says he has never had a like euit before.
A hive weighty with honey, having many
Men interested in bees and honey from
several States are in attendance at the trial. drones, but a paucity of bees, had brood in
five combs in all stages. Two of these combs
almost totally occupied by drones, and
The legal gentlemen who bad charge of were
their position was changed daily. Not one
the case were F. N. Gilbert and J.B.GIeason, of these drones will be killed until young
of Stamford, for plaintiff, and A. C. Crosby, bees are hatched.
The second hive I examined had little
of Delhi, for defendant. We understand
honey, few bees, and a moderate number of
that the witnesses numbered about 40 per- drones. The queen was newly fertilized.and
sons. The damages were set at $1,200, but the bees were already slaughtering the
drones.
the jury, after a brief consultation, awarded
The third had a paucity of bees, drones,
b\ni8ix cents ! This virtually declared that and meat. They also were killing the drones.
tbey were not a nuisance.
The fourth hive was not examined inThe principal point made by the defense ternally, because I observed from the motion of the bees the queen was still a virgin,
related to the lack of proof of the identity
and likely to he fiying soon. The drones of
of the trespassing bees as the property of this hive were on tne wing, and the bees
the defendant, rather than of neighboring were tugging at them, which, to the experienced would be taken as an onset upon
bee-keepers. The court ruled that the mat- them:
but It is common when the queen is
ter of identity was a question of fact to be unfertilized, the bees get impatient, and
hurry
out
the drones in the manner indipassed upon by the Jury in connection with
cated.
the question of damages.
The interesting part of it was, that as one
The plaintiff asked for $1,200 damages for bee tugged the drone half over the landing
injuries inflicted by the bees upon his per- board, another flew directly to him and fed
him, and then out flew the queen, coming
son and property, but the jury, from which back in less than
twenty minutes with signs
every person having bees was excluded, of fertilization, and the following day was
gave him but six cents to cover wounded laying. Another queen, however, that was
fertilized more than a week since, has not
feelings and damaged property
yet laid an egg. The hive is well stacked
Another paper says that " the trial, involv- and stored in everything, and no drones are
ing questions novel and important to the being killed.
beekeeping industry, attracted wide public
Some five or six years since we stated in
attention." The result is an overwhelming these columns that we had reason to think
defeat for the enemies of the pursuit of bee- that the drones were of far more value in
keeping, and another victory for the Na- the hive than they were generally thought
tional Bee-Keepers' Union.
to be.
The above extract looks the same
way. Further investigation may give us
I

1

read it. It is Just such a book as should
more light.
be in the hands of the young people of
Uses of Propolis.— A correspondent of
every land, from which may be learned
the New England Farmer writes as follows
those lessons of industry, economy and
about propolis
In a I^ecture on bee-government by Mr.
thrift which are so essential to the fullest
The word propolis is pure Greek, from pro Wait, of Georgia, at the Vermont State
measure of success.
It Board of Agriculture, we find the following
for, or in behalf of, and palis, a city.
omes to mean a defense, a protection. perhaps rather over-drawn sentiment
That is what It is to the bees, a means of
:

How

defense in winter, and, in fact, at all times.
Though bees are not
in God's image,
The bees defend themselves with propolis, yet many of their habitsmade
— neatness.industry,
stopping all openings, making the hive economy and government— may profitably
tight, even water-tight with it. During the
ray's Magazine
summer a bottom-board of a hive was be imitated by men. It has been supposed
It is no mere extraneous substance which pierced in several places by wood-bur- that their government is an absolute monneeds only to be collected for use it is a bit rowers, but every place was stopped by archy, but on the contrary, it is a more permonarchy than the world has ever seen
of individual organic home manufacture. propolis.
Bees will close with propolis a fect
If you examine the under surface of a cell- hole an inch in diameter. When cool weather among men, and the females have their
equal
share. Mr. Wait here drew an amusworker,
beneath
building
you will find
the comes, the bees cannot mould this propolis
abdomen four pairs of white plates project- to their needs therefore, what is done to ing comparison between their government

Beeswax Is made by the bees, is
described in the following, found in Mur-

:

ing from as many pockets la the incasing
These are
rings of this part of the body.
the wax plates, made from the life blood of
the worker, E.vamine now with a lens one
of the hinder legs. You will find that the
stoutest joints are very square shouldered
at the binge, and that the bingo is well over
to one side, so that the shoulders form a
pair of jaws, which open whea the limb is

when

straightened. The
upper jaw has a row of spines which bite on
a plate on the lower Jaw. With this apparatus, piercing it with these spines, the worker
withdraws a wax plate from its pocket,
transfers It to the front legs, and thence to
the mouth, where it is laboriomly masticated
with a salivary secretion. Unless It undergoes this process it lacks the ductility requisite for cell-making.
bent, and close

it is

:

keep through the winter should be done before the propolis season closes ; the beekeeper should know before this time comes,
that his bees have stores enough for the
winter. To break open the brood nest in
November may be fatal to the bees, and it is
better not to do it, or have occasion to do it.

The Editor has been "on Jury duty " for
the past two weeks, and from Monday morning until Saturday noon was "locked up,"
and not allowed any communication with
Correspondents and
the outside world.
readers will herein find the reason for any
apparent dereliction in duty.

and our own — not only in a

political

but in a

social sense.

The motto

on the cover page of the

November number of Frank Leslie's Sunday
Magazine— a journal of

refined, useful

and

interesting literature— is well carried out in
"Vesta and the
the November number.
Vestals," by Marc F. Vallette, is very interesting, and the illustrations picture some
recent discoveries in Rome. Several good
poems and many short articles make up an
excellent number of this favorite family

magazine.
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The easiest way is to ventilate the
cap- cellar by a pipe running through the
ped before the final cluster forms, it floor, connecting with the stope-pipe
Wltb Replies thereto.
That will draw
will be all right, in my judgment. 2. of the room above.
Ordinarily about 20 pounds of pure ofl the impure air.— The Editor.
syrup
to
a
dissolved
[It is quite uselesB to ask for answers to granulated sugar,
good, ripe
Queries in this Department in less time about the consistency of
than one month. They hare to wait their honey.— J. E. Fond.
fill tlie Colonies Winter?
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
1. Fall honey, if well ripened, will
dozen at a time to each of those who answer do for the bees in winter. 2. From 15
Query 485.— Some 30 swarms this season were hived on 6 frames, 10x15 inches, with
them get them returned, and then find to 20 pounds will do.— The Editor.
strips of foundation 2 inches wide, and the surplus
space for them in the Jouknal. If you are
cases imme liately put on. On examination the
brood frames were found from }-^ to ^ filled with
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
drone-brood, and very
little
worker brood.
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]
There was honey In all the frames. Will there be
VentilatinE a House-Cellar for Bees.
enough bees in these hives to winter 7— J. W., New
cool,

than when the conditions are

just right; but

if it is

nearly

all

;

York.

Query 484.— How can

TMn Honey

for

Winter Stores.

extracted all my linden
honey, and my bees have not gathered much till
now, and they are flltint; the brood-chamber with
honey from tiokienrod and other fail flowers but
it is thin on account of eo much wet weather, and

Qnery 483.— I

;

very

little

of

it

is

capped over

yet.

I ventilate

my

cellar suitable for bees under my house, without
It has a drain,
laying sub-earth ventilation ?
some 9 rods long. The cellar is l2-<x:i(j feet, by 7
feet high, divided in the centre by a matchedboard ceiling one-half is for bees, and the other
I have wintered bees in it
half for vegetables.
the last five winters very well, losing scarcely
any, but I cannot ventilate it aa it should be.— W.
K.,

New

yorli.

Connect a pipe with the heating or
cooking stove pipe, and the cellar.—
G. h. Tinker.

You may

possibly get ventilation

chances of the enough by running a pipe through
goldenrod honey.— G. M. Doolittle. into a chimney-flue.— J. P. H. Brown.
I should prefer sugar to such honey
It is my opinion that you can ven20 pounds of sugar tilate the cellar sufficiently without
for winter stores
is usually sufficient.— W. Z. Hutchin- sub-earth ventilation.
A pipe conson.
nected with the stove-pipe will venIf bees have good protection in tilate it. If the bees winter well, why
chaff hives or cellars, fall honey is as ventilate '?— W. Z. Hutchinson.
good as anything for winter food.— G.
Keep the temperature at an even
L. TiNKEE.
45°, and you need have no fears rehoney,
I
If they fail to cap the
garding the ventilation, according to
would extract it and feed granulated my experience. G. M. Doolittle.
20
less
then
15
to
no
syrup
sugar
Your cellar is all right— let it alone.
pounds.— J. P. H. Brown.
If you could use a pipe 8 inches in
I think that your honey will be all diameter to remove the impure air
right. I should not extract it to refrom the bottom, it would be a help.
place with sugar syrup, at least in
H. D. Cutting.
this locality.— 11. D. Cutting.
hole at the top would give it all
The bees have plenty of time to the ventilation
that I should want.
evaporate this honey before cold
What made you give us the size of
weather. It is the October-gathered
your cellar, and then say nothing
honey which is difficult to ripen.
about the number of colonies you exDadant & Son.
pect to put into it ?— James Heddon.
I think I should leave them their
I
Sub-earth ventilation is best.
fall-gathered stores, and keep them
warm in the winter.— C. C. Miller. have seen windows on the southeast
used to ventilate. I know a very sucbut cessful bee-keeper who keeps a winI think that it will be safe
quite likely you can extract it and dow open from the bee-cellar all winteed syrup at a profit. Honey will be ter
but he fills the space with a
honey this year.— A. J. Cook.
screen-box filled with shavings.— A.
Your fall honey is as good as any, J. Cook.
May be it will work all I do not think that any special
if ripened.
I never knew sour means of ventilation is needed
right any way.
if the
honey to produce bee-diarrhea. Feed cellar is ventilated to the extent that
15 to 20 pounds of sugar, as you can it is healthful, nothing more is needafford. Wintering in the cellar will ed. The fact that you have kept bees
require only about one-half as much safely for five winters, is surely proof
food as out-doors.— J AsiBS Heddon.
enough that the cellar is sufficiently
the purpose. This talk
It sounds strangely enough to hear ventilated for
you talk about "so much wet weath- about special ventilation for bees, is
largely theoretical, and is not borne
er." Send a little of it this way,
practice.— J. E. Pond.
please. We have pretty much given out in
up the hope of ever seeing any more
But why can you not sub-ventilate V
rain here. I think your thin honey The cost is not great, and it is better
will be all right by the time winter is for anything that is kept in the cellar;
fully come. Such honey would be a and if you have a family of any par"God-send" to our bees just now, ticular value, their health will be the
and they would winter well on it.— G. better for it. If your drain is deep
W. Demaree.
enough, it is a good sub-ventilation.
Have a pipe connected with a chim1. I have wintered bees successfully
on goldeurod honey. It takes longer ney, or otherwise running up, to draw
to ripen it when thin and the weather ofl: the foul air.— C. C. Miller.
I should take the

;

—

;

—

A

;

;

;

do not know.— W.Z.Hutchinson.

I fear not.
them.— J. P.

;

Will this

honey be safe winter food, or had I better extract it and feed granulated sugar syrup ? If so,
how many pounds of sugar before it is liquefied
shall 1 feed a colony, if they have no honey ?— W.
C, Minn.

I

I

presume

You had better unite
H. Brown.
so,

but

if

they appear

weak in bees, perhaps you had better
do some uniting.— C. C. Miller.

No one

can say from this informa-

Our bees do not do

tion.

so.

We

have very little drone-brood in such
cases.— A. J. Cook.
An examination should tell you,
but from what you say I should judge
not. You should have known of this
state of affairs in July, and remedied
it at that time.— G. M. Doolittle.
I should want to see the colonies
before giving any answer. Six frames
10x15 inches would be all right if you
had plenty of bees.— H. D. Cutting.
strain
See answer to Query 479.
of bees that is inclined to rear many
drones, is also disposed to build
much drone-comb. Unless the colonies are very small, they will winter.
G. L. Tinker.
Yes. Put them in a good, warm
cellar, or other repository. AVhy do
you not get Mr. Hutchinson's book,
and learn how to avoid all that drone-

A

—

comb V— James Heddon.
no fears for their
the colony is of average size;
but I do not know where the brood
came from, as you describe it. I guess
you will want to put in full sheets of
foundation next year; that is, if you
have any bees left next spring. Six
frames 10x15 inches are not enough
I

would have

safety

if

an average colony, if it was all
Not less than ten
worker-comb.
such frames will give sufficient brood,
and room for stores for an average
colony.— G. W. Demaree.
From the data given no one can
tell, but I hazard the guess that there
will be too few bees to winter safely.
There should be at least two quarts
of workers now, to go through the
winter, and be of value in the spring.
I should advise a change of queens.—
for

J.

E. Pond.
The condition

A

is

too indefinitely

change of queens is evidently essential. In a good cellar
"
these colonies might " pull through
the winter.- The Editor.
stated.

Sliould

any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or Is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
AT YOnB WRAPPER L.4.BEL.
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i'HE

radical

^oxxi^s:^on(itnu.
O

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the center or the stat« named
5 north of the center; 9 south;
east;
west; and this f5 northeast: "o northwest;
o- southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

O

For the American Bee JoumaL

UncaDBeil NyiuBtis— Olisenations,
J. F.

When

LATHAM.

queens,

the observant bee-keeper will notice,
scattered over their surface, in a
comparatively compact mass of capEed brood, cells partly tilled with
oney, others hlled with honey but
open, and some containing honey,
and sealed while others will contain
pollen in greater or less quantities.
At the same time the bee-keeper will
observe empty cells, cells containing
eggs, larvae in their various stages of

the strength of the col-

mass, one-half of which, at a
estimate, was " bare-headed."
My first thought, on observing the
condition of the colony was, that the
old honey adhering to combs after
extracting, had generated foul brood
but as I could discern no visible evidence of the disease (other than
enough to nurse conjecture), I was
satisfied
with the theory that the
numerical strength of the colony
was not adequate to the proliflcness of
the queen.
On examining the colony
afterwards
found but few " barebeaded " nymphs, and at the present
fair

;

development, capped
brood and
" bare-headed "
nymphs, scattered time

here and there in combs that contain,
otherwise, an unbroken mass of pollen and sealed honey.
Upon scrutinizing the combs alluded
to above, it will be noticed that the
oriUces of the cells containing the
bare-headed nymphs are slightly contracted, and protrude beyond their
surroundings, evincing the appearance of having been left by the nursebees for a future finishing touch. The
pupa; appear to be cocoonless.
When a cause for the " bare-headed " phenomena is sought, the conditions and immediate surroundings in
which they exist, seem to call for

when

ony was properly divided between the
duties of the brood-chamber and the
supers.
During the past season I
hived about one-half of a mediumsized swarm on
eight all-worker
combs, a year old, from which the
honey was extracted last fall. At
the time for the brood to be capped, I
found the four central combs a complete

examining the brood-combs,

;

task— that of supplying the
swaddling-bands required by nature
during the transformation period.
Hints
I can recall but a few instances
when I have seen many unsealed
pupse in colonies having vigorous

'I

it is

among my

best.

Although some of the correspondents of the American Bee Journal
are inclined to infer that a cause for
the ' bare-headed " phenomena may
be attributable to the presence of incipient foul brood, a close observation
of its various conditions has not, as
yet, convinced me that it is invariably
a vade mecwn of the foul brood dis-

ease, although it may, in some instances, be a premonition
that the
germs of that malady are lurking in
the organism of the occupants of the
hives or their surroundings. From a
short and decisive experience with
some attention. Reasoning from ef- foul brood, five years ago, I am led to
think that the disease, in its round of
fect to cause, several items present
themselves for the exercise of thought development, occupies a position in
as indices by which the investigator the list of maladies accompanying
bee life, of a decidedly specific charmay be led to the true source of the acter;
but it may not limit its ravlusus naturce; for such it appears to be.
ages to any one species of insects.
In many of the uncapped cells,
Next to the diagnosis of the " barealluded to,
the larvae die before
reaching the pupae stage, and are re- headed " (!) phenomena, comes the
moved by the bees; while others intluence of their presence in the
reach the imago stage before vitality combs on the proflt-andloss aspect of
becomes extinct, and are removed by the question. If bare-headed nymphs
the bees also. In some of the cells develop vigorous workers, they are
the remains of the larvfe and pupae harmless ; but if a majority of them
will be found in all grades of decom- die before maturing, and the minority
position, having the appearance, and survive only to make puny laborers,
emitting the odor of foul brood. their presence in the hives must
When my attention was first drawn surely result in loss to the apiarist.
to the phenomena of " bare-jeaded
Next in order, is the question of
brood," I attributed the cause to prevention or cure.
As I am too
a defective development
stunted much of a novice to attempt to
growth— the result of inefficient nurs- dictate a method of correction,
I will
ing, inadequate nourishment, lack of
suggest a prevention
warmth, etc. behind which, the con- all colonies vigorous only, viz Keep
stitutional stamina of the progenitors
Cumberland,? Me.
were entitled to a due share of consideration. One item in support of a
defective development, so far as I
1W The Pan-nantlle Bee-Keepers' Association
have been able to ascertain, appears will hold Its next meeting in the K. of P Hall No
Main St., WheplinK. W. Va.. on Oct. 2R and 27,
to exist in the fact before noted, that ll.'iS
1887. All bee-keepera are cordially invited.
the bare-headed nymphs are cocoonW. L.KiNSEr, Sec.

—

;

;

If such is a fact, it presents a
very sound basis for the conclusion,
that a lack of vitality in the larvae
prevents them from performing a
less.
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|y^ The Wabash County Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion will meet in the Court House at Wabash, Ind.,
on Oct. 26, 1887. A large and interesting proKram
has been arranged, and all bee-keepers are cordially Invited.
P. s. Comstock, Sec.

Pacific Rural Press.
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HaMling Bees— Stinis, etc.

WM. MUTH-RASMUSSEN.

The bee is, as everybody knows,
provided with a formidable weapon,
formidable in proportion to its size
and effect; but this weapon (the
sting) is very seldom used, except as
a means of defense.
The honey-bee
is naturally a peace-loving insect, and
has no desire to molest anybody as
long as it is left to pursue its industrious calling without interference.

While flitting from flower to flower,
or sipping the water at the bank of a
babbling brook, the bee has no more
thought of warfare than the man who
peacefully works to provide for his
loved ones at home. But let an evildisposed person try to injure this
home or its occupants, or rob it of its
hard-earned stores, and the man is
immediately on the defense with the
best means at his disposal.
Can you blame the bee, the most industrious and intelligent insect, for
what you commend in man? Its
sagacity and courage are to be admired rather than deplored. Without
these qualities the bee and its precious
stores would be a prey for numerous
enemies, all too fond of insect-food
and honey, and but little of the latter
would fall to the share of him to
whom the Creator gave "dominion
over every living thing that moveth
upon the earth."
It then devolves upon man to learn
the nature and traits of the bees, and
to so use this knowledge that he may
reap the fruits of their industry without pain or danger to himself, and
without unnecessary annoyance or
harm to these humble servants.

The time of cruelly submitting a
colony of bees to a horrible death over
the brimstone-pit, for the purpose of
obtaining a scant supply of honey, is
past.
As well might we kill the
sheep to obtain its wool, or the goose
for her feathers.
By proper precautions there is no more danger in obtaining the honey than the wool and
feathers. Certain rules must be observed, to be sure
but by means of
these rules the bee-keeper is as safe
at his work as a workman in any
other occupation.
;

AVERSIONS OF BEES.
Bees dislike

all black, dark or irongray colors fur, hair and wool are an
abomination to them. The bee keeper
should, therefore, avoid clothing of
such material and colors, when in the
apiary. He should also keep his hair
and beard covered and as the eyes
and nostrils present dark spots in the
face, more liable to attack than the
;

;

smooth skin, it is generally safest to
keep the whole head protected by
some kind of a bee-veil. This may be
simply a sack of dark-blue mosquitobar or tarlatan, or it may be a floursack with a piece of wire-cloth inserted in front of the face.
The best bee-hat is made by sewing
a cylinder of wire-cloth to the rim of
a straw or calico hat, and adding a
broad strip of cloth to the bottom of
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the cylinder. The cloth falls over the
shoulders, or may be tucked under
the coat-collar.
The hands should
Any kind of
never be protected.
glove which may be worn will be
more objectionable to the bees than
the bare hands. If the bees are particularly irascible, singe the hair off
the back of the hands and dip them
frequently in cold water.

Quick motions and sudden jars to
the hive should be avoided.
Hives
should, therefore, never be opened in
cold weather, when the propolis, with
which the cover and frames are fasttened,is hard, and when everything
comes apart with a snap. The breath
of some persons is objectionable to
the bees but in hunting for a queen
on the comb, I frequently blow hard
on the bees to make them disperse
and move around, and I find that such
a blow of cool air is less objectionable
and less irritating to them than
smoke.
FRIGHT OF BEES.
;

Bees have a natural fear of smoke.
Taking advantage of this trait, smoke
is the principal weapon in the hands
of man with which to control, subdue or direct the bees. By judicious
use of smoke the bees

move

may

be

made

any direction desired, as
they will always retreat from it.
A roll of cotton rags of the size and
shape of bologna sausage makes a
very good smoker.
The rags should
be rolled as hard as possible to preblazing,
and
tied every two
vent
to

in

The bellows-smoker, now so
commonly used by bee-keepers, is,
inches.

however, a far superior implement, as
it will burn anything that will burn
in a stove, and avoids danger of tire,
which is often caused by the cotton

feather in water. This prevents

them requires the

AFnllColonyofB'
s.

As

making good work,

I have noticed the

''

Swarm

of

Be's"onpage 438, and do not think
it more than a nucleus, I send to the
American Bee Journal what I
a

consider

''full

selected

colony,"

from my old scrap-book.
May,o+ Mich., Sept. 1, 1887.

to keep

it

soft

and

pliable.

A

wing

or brush is not desirable, as the bees
may get entangled in the feathers,
hair or fibers, which is very exasperating to them.
If
a comb contains queen-cells,
which it is desirable to save, such a

comb must, however, not be shaken,
as the sudden motion is liable to injure the embryo queen. The bees

must then

dampen

all

be brushed

off,

and

to

their possible ire at this proceeding, it is advisable to sprinkle
them slightly, and frequently dip the

make

colony" referred to in what is wanted is something to occupy
the leisure time of the bee-keeper.
:— Ed.]
Teaching school, I think, comes
B-thiDk ere you stumble, for what may B-fall,
nearer to it for the busy time with
H truthful to eelf, and B laithtul to all
bees comes in the summer vacation
B watchful, B ready, B open, B frank.
B manly to all men, what ere B their rank.
and one with sufficient strength and
the right taste might take care of
B calm, B retiring. B ne'er led astray,
B urateful, B cautious of those who B-tray.
quite a number of colonies without
B careful, but yet B sure to B-stow
interfering with school duties.
I
B temperate, B steadfast, to anger B slow,
think, however, he would in time deB earnest, B truthful. B firm and B fair.
B-ware.
B meek, and of all miss-B-haviour
cide as I did, to give up one or the
B pleasant. B patient, B fervent to all,
other. A notable exception, however,
B best if you can but B humble withal.
is in the case of Mr. E. A. Gastman,
B just and B generous, B honest, B wise,
of Decatur, Ills., who has been for
B mindful of time, and B certain it flies.
B hopeful, B cheerful, B happy, B kind,
many years superintendent of schools,
B busy of body, B modest of mind.
if I am not mistaken, and at the same
B brave, and B-ware of the sins that B-set,
time
a bee-keeper.
Mr. Gastman,
B sure that no sin shall another B-gel.
B prudent, B liberal of order B fond.
however, is a man of magniticent
buying
B-yond.
less
than
you
need,
B-tore
Buy
physique— by the way, it just occurs
B prompt and B dutitui, sttll B polite.
to me that he is very much the build
B reverent, B quiet, B >ure and B right.
of G. M. Doolittle— and looks as if he
B thoughtful, B thankful, what 'ere may B-tide
B trustful. B juylul, B cleanly B side.
might easily do the work of two ordiB tender, B luving, B good and B-nign,
nary men.
B-loved Bbalt thou B, and all else B thine.

[The

''full

the above,

is

as follows

;

;

;

;

:

;

MANIPULATING COMBS.

When it is necessary to remove the
bees from a comb, the best way is to
shake them off', holding the frame so
securely that it will not slip out of
the fingers.
As, however, some bees
will hold on with the tenacity of a
kitten, they must be brushed off. For
this purpose nothing is better than a
single, large
eagle feather.
This
should be frequently dipped in water

to settle disputes,
sure that berries are promptly
sent to their proper destination, and
not allowed to lie over and spoil— at
this time, when the fruit-raiser, unless possessed of a very cool head, is
about half crazy, the bees alone are
enough to make him go distracted
when a dozen swarms may come out
at a time. In a word, the busy time
for each comes at the same time ; and
to

m'lees.

Gleanings.

of the poison.

the height of the picking season, when
the eyes of the fruit-raiser must be
everywhere to see that pickers are

For tbe Amencan Bee JoamaL

roll.

In the manipulation of combs great
care should be used not to pinch or
crush any bees, as the odor of poison
extruded by such is exceedingly irritating to the other bees in the hive,
or to those flying about. If a bee is
crushed or stings the hand, a few
puffs of smoke on the spot will generally neutralize and conceal the odor

closest attention at the

from taking wing immediately, and very time the bees demand it. As
getting the impression that a shower soon as spring has fairly opened,there
is coming up, they are more desirous is work to be done at the bees, and so
of taking care of themselves than of there is at strawberries, raspberries,
etc. As the season advances, the
attacking their owner.
bees become more imperative in their
Independence, o Calif.
demands, and so do the berries. In

Bee-KeeDinE

DK.

w

itli

C. C.

otlier Pursuits.

MILLER.

Of course, there
special departments in

may

be

many

which different
have
developed
individuals may
special taste and ability, where a
somewhat successful combination
might be made. For instance, the
teacher of the old-fashioned singing-

Should bee-keeping be made an ex- school (now unfortunately out of
clusive business, or should it be pur- vogue) could take care of bees with" schools,"
sued in conjunction with some other out interfering with his
business V
This question can be best held only on the long evenings.
answered after considering some of
But what we are after is something
the pursuits that may be combined that may be done by almost any one
with bee-keeping.
1 am competent with the requisite qualihcations to be
I think 1 have
to speak of only a few and if it seems a good bee-keeper.
really desirable that there shall be a heard poultry-keeping spoken of in
That,
combination, perhaps others may be connection with bee-keeping.
called out.
Perhaps I may arouse again, comes too much like berryMr. G. M. Doolittle by saying that I raising. When work begins to press
think he has made one of the worst with the bees, old Biddy will be wantcombinations possible in combining ing to sit, and perhaps two or three
bee-keeping with small fruit raising. hens will be sitting on one nest, perI think there is a somewhat general sistently changing from where you
impression that beekeeping and rais- want them, till you feel like shutting
ing small fruits go nicely together. your teeth together hard, and saying,
There is this much to say in favor of
What does make you act so, when I
it— that tbe man with the right taste haven't time to fuss with you V I
for bee-keeping is apt to have the should just like to wring your necks
right taste for a fruit-raiser
and if for you." Yet after all this is said,
successful at either he would be suc- there remains the fact that, in at
cessful at the other if he should turn least two instances, periodicals have
his attention to it.
been published having for their speBut a business to be combined with cialties bee-keeping and poultry-raisbee-keeping should be one that would ing. Why this, unless the two purrequire the attention of the bee-keeper suits were supposed to have some
mainly at a time when his bees re- special adaptation to each other
quire no care. So far as my experiTo tell the truth, if a young man
ence goes, the small-fruit business to-day were to write me, " I have at
;

;

i*
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least ordinary ability as a bee-keeper,
and have decided that I must have
some other pursuit to connect with
bee-keeping, what shall it be ?" with
mv present knowledge I should reply,
"Keep poultry." But I would not
have any hens sitting in swarming
time, nor, indeed, with flocks of little
chicks wandering about, trying to lose
themselves in the wet grass. I have

Country Gentleman.

A

Plea for

fMe
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should be removed, it must be taken
into a room, for one cannot work long
over a crate of honey in the open
apiary. If we do, there will be no
honey left for the bee-keeper.
The section boxes, also, are held
fast by propolis, and it is almost impossible to remove the sections as
quickly as the case demands, without
breaking one of them, or an adjoining
section. If, however, the wide frames
are used, holding either four or eight
boxes, each frame may be pried off in
an instant, the bees shaken off, the
completed sections pushed out, and
fresh boxes inserted. The uncapped,

Frames,

GEO. A. STOCKWELL.

A

light harvest demonstrates the
or convenience of the wide
frame for surplus honey. In a good
season the bees may fill every box in
studied some little about it, and taken the 24 or 28 box crate. They may till
some observations and I think the more than one, and the crates, thus
whole business of poultry-raising filled, may be sent to market undismight be done almost entirely when turbed. This is the theory of it, and
a special crate is made for the purbees require little attention.
Mind you, I do not say it is best to pose. But the practice is different.
combine at all ; but if combining is In sending honey to market the bee- or partly capped sections, are brought
done, the merits of poultry-keeping keeper aims to make an attractive together over the centre of the hive,
package, if he wishes to sell twice in and the new boxes
deserve consideration.
placed outside of
Therefore, he will them.
the same place.
Marengo, 5 His.
not send a crate of honey to market
Another advantage is that only one
without first removing some of the frame is exposed at a time. After one
For the American Bee JoomoL
several reasons, viz
propolis, for
is taken out, cover the hive with the
First, the
consumer of honey, or usual cover, if convenient to handle,
Tlie Fecundation of Queens.
buyer, knows nothing about propolis, or have a sheet
ready to draw over the
and may think that it is in the honey hive when the frame is taken out.
ARAD C. BALCH.
second, the
as well as in the crate
There are many unfilled crates this
boxes covered with propolis in warm
On page 567 is an article by Mr. N. weather cannot be handled without season, and many with no more in
McLain,
on
the
fecundation
of
W.
soiling the hands, and any bee-keeper them than when put on. Everywhere
queens, which 1 have read with a knows that " several washings " are the crop is light, and the bees appear
great deal of interest, as he is the first required to remove it
and, third, to have so little to do that they can
man I have heard of that has sus- honey thus sent is uncleanly in ap- give their whole attention to assisting
tained me in the discovery which I pearance.
the bee-keeper in removing a little
made 15 or 20 years ago, and have
honey. In an apiary of 20 colonies,
TIERING UP.
practiced more or less ever since. I
and in one of 12, it has been almost
have practiced principally on queens
]^o honey ought to be sent to mar- impossible to open a hive without
that had defective wings, and could ket in crates used on the hives, and starting a bee-fight, and bee-and-man
never fly to meet the drones on the probably very little is so sent. fight, for they fall upon the operator
wing. 1 have siven the manner of Another reason for using crates is without mercy.
working, several times, in the Michi- that they can be tiered up. Opinions
Providence. i5 R- 1gan State Bee-Keepers' conventions. differ as to tiering up. The advanced

value

;

:

;

;

I have always found more trouble
with drones than queens.
I avoid
that in a measure by catching drones
back
hive
as they come
to the
atter
having their flight. I insert the sex
organ of the male into the queen between the first and second rings of
the abdomen on the underside of the
queen. It is done in my fingers by
forcing the queen's abdomen back,
by pressing on it with the drone until
the rings open, and then by pressing
the drone, his sex organ will come

bee-keeper takes off the honey as
soon as capped, or as soon as all or
nearly all the sections in the case are
capped, and does not leave "completed " honey to serve as a door-mat
It
or a highway to an upper crate.
will

become

soiled.

Honey should be taken from the
hive as soon after it is capped as possible.
At all events, no bee-keeper
wishes his honey mixed. He cannot
prevent the mingling of different
certain extent, but he may
out, and if held properly, the work is kinds to a
done. The queen will frequently draw have the early honey, unmixed with
the dead drone (if at once put on a midsummer honey, and the latter free
comb) all over it, until some worker from fall honey.
it away.
by any chance I do not succeed
with the first drone, I do not try
again that day
for if I use two
drones, unless I cage the queen, they
are almost sure to ball and kill her.
Query
Is not one reason why so
many queens are lost on their wedding trip, because a queen has met
more than one drone
I should think, from Mr. Otis N.
Baldwin's description, that he holds
them the same as I have done, but I
am not sure. I succeeded in fertilizing my first queen after she had met
the drones, that had hatched by the
hundreds it was at a time when Eev.
L. L. Langstroth was selling queens
at $10 each, and was one reared from
a queen bought of him. I mated her
with a pure Italian drone, and her
bees were pure, which was a rare
thing at first, as there were so many
blacks in the country.and few Italians.
Kalamazoo. 9 Mich

pulls
If

;

:

'{

;

For
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The Season in Central
GEO.

F.

Illinois,

ROBBINS.

Fourteen days ago a week of rain
commenced, which may, perhaps, be
said to have ended -our long drouth,
which, in this immediate region, has
lasted since June 10, and in some

parts near here, a great deal longer
than that. Grass, which has been
dried up since early in July, is now
growing nicely. But a frost a few
days before the rains commenced,
If honey is left in the hive, some nipped the honey-plants, so that bees
sections will have dark honey on one have not gathered anything for over
side and light on the other.
sec- tv.'o weeks.
had about ten days of good
tion taken from a hive about Aug. 1,
bad on one side half of the honey honey-weather in the first half of
dark, almost black (probably chestnut June, with perhaps ten days more
honey), and the rest of that side white. during which bees gathered any surCertainly, we do not want apple- plus at all. I took off about 725
bloom or raspberry honey mixed with pounds of comb honey, and extracted
chestnut or buckwheat honey. There- some 375 pounds— just one-fourth of
fore, honey should be removed three a fair crop from 56 colonies of bees,
times in a season, if notoftener.
less than 50 of them good ones. My

A

UTILITY OF WIDE FRASIES.

We

bees managed

to

live

and

breed

through the summer.
Usually the stubble

fields grow conThe utility of the wide frames is
shown here. Suppose on the first of siderable crops of heart's-ease, but
was this year a
honey
August it is desired to remove the that source of
surplus honey of a hive.
There are total failure. Goldenrod, asters and

eight sections in the centre capped
and ready for market, and as many
more are uncapped, or partly capped.
The crate itself is glued fast, whatever the arrangement may be.
Of
course it can be removed, but it were
better not to disturb it.
If the crate

Spanish-needle were numerous, but
yielded very little. I have never yet
had so little honey in my hives at the
close of the season as now. Yet with
what they have of clover honey in
their combs, and what they gathered
from late flowers (which I am work-
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ing to get into about six combs each), immutable, and when we deviate
I expect to keep them until April. 1 from them in the smallest degree, we
had but few swarms, and only in- may expect failure, either partial or
creased my apiary to 66 colonies, total, to be the result. To be successwhich I have reduced so far to 58.
ful, then, in the practical art, the
There is no honey in Springfleld, ex- science upon which it is founded
cept a little that I took there some must be thoroughly understood.
All these laws are fully and clearly
time ago.
Some producers whom I
know, rushed their honey in last July, explained in various able works on
selling it at 10 cents per pound. 1 ex- the subject which have been published
pect to reserve mine for my home and are now accessible to all who
trade. The prospect is that I shall desire to acquire a knowledge of them.
easily dispose of it all within a few It is not my purpose or intention to
miles of home at higher rates than speak of them further than is neceslast year. Very few around here ob- sary to give a general idea of what
has been accomplished in climates
tained any surplus at all.
Mechanicsburg,© Ills., Oct. 10, 1887. less favorable to success than ours,
and leave you to judge, if such results
can be obtained in the bleak and inBead at the Ga. Agricultural Convention.
hospitable regions of the North, what
might be done, or rather what might
Tlie DeTelOBments of Bee-Keeping.
not be done, among our rich plants,
under our sunny skies, by a system
COL. J. B. MITCHELL.
of intelligent bee-culture.

sion that there were at least two distinct races of the so-called black bees,
and that possibly some were natives
of this country, while the others were

imported.
As soon as the practicability of the
movable-comb hive became a certain

new interest was awakened in
bee-culture. Hundreds were induced
to commence the business that would
never have done so under the old
system.
new and much better system of management has been developed, larger quantities of honey have
been obtained, which, going to market in better shape, has increased the
demand and made a better market.
fact,

A

A

few years ago honey could only be
sold in small quantities or by the hundred weight, but now it is sold by the
barrel, hogshead or ton.
The Agricultural Department at Washington
no longer considers bee keeping a
business of no importance, but its

Notwithstanding the attention that agents all over the country now inthe earliest ages of the world bee-culture
has always received, and clude in their reports the results of
bees have been invested with pecu- the efforts that,
from time to time, bee-keeping the same as that of other
liar interest, and have claimed the
have been made to perfect some in- agricultural pursuits. The present
attention, not only of the unlearned
production of honey in this country
vention to assist
and ignorant, but of the student and ing the greatest the owner in obtain- is estimated at about one hundred
amount of surplus
naturalist as
well.
The mystery honey in the best form, and with the millions of pounds per annum, reprewhich so long enveloped them and least injury
to the bees, and to also senting a value of about fifteen milltheir habits added not a little to the
give him the control of the interior of ions of dollars.
zest with which their history was inthe hive, so as to enable him, at any
In the year 1879 two enterprising
vestigated.
The discoveries of the time, to tell if anything
was wrong, apiarists started for the Old World in
last thirty years, however, have so
and apply the remedy, it was not un- quest of new species of bees, with the
elucidated the laws of bee-instinct, til
the present century that such a hope that they might discover and inthat no important point is any longer
thing was actually accomplished.
troduce into America some that were
a subject of controversy or mystery
Between the years 1834 and 1845 of more value than any we then had.
and in the light now thrown upon the
After visiting the principal apiaries
subject, no branch of moral economy several persons in Europe and in this
can be more definitely regulated or country invented hives in which the of Europe, they located on the island
conducted with such absolute cer- combs were to be built, each on a of Cyprus, where they established a
separate bar or frame, which could be large apiary in the city of Larnaca.
tainty of success.
readily
out and replaced at On the island they found the Cyprian
The management of bees can only pleasure,taken
and without injury to the bees, a pure and distinct race, which
be successful when conducted with a combs, and
thus a new era in "bee- had been isolated from all other races
perfect understanding of their natural
by confinement to that island for perkeeping was commenced.
history, and in accordance with the
There is nothing in these hives haps thousands of years. They also
instincts that govern them.
In the which
intended to perform the obtained a new variety known now as
words of an eminent writer on this labor ofis the
bees or their keeper. Holy-Land or Syrian bees. Some of
subject, the business may be viewed
They are simply aids to the work. them they got from Jerusalem, and
as a science, having for its object the
The great advantage they possess is other places in Judea some from
attainment of a correct knowledge of the
command they give of every Jaffa, some from east of the Jordan
all that pertains to the life, habits
and Dead sea, some from Damascus,
comb,
and instincts of the busy bee, and as know placing it in your power to and some from Mount Lebanon and
exactly the condition of your
a practical art, which regards all the
other places. In the month of June,
bees.
attainments thus made, and to be
There is much difference of opinion 1880, one of the apiarists returned to
made, as the only reliable foundation among
bee-keepers as to which is the America, bringing a large number of
of successful management.
best hive, and without pretending to the queens of these two races of bees
Bees in themselves have the same say what may or may not be accom- with him, and since that time thouessential habits that were given to plished with other hives, it is now a sands of them have found their way
them when they hrst winged their matter of history that the Langstroth to this country.
flight in the Garden of Eden, as hive has given the best results Ihat
The Cyprians are described as bearpermanent and unvarying as the at- have ever been obtained by any hive ing a close resemblance to the Italtraction of gravitation, or the natural in the world.
ians, but having a reddish golden
laws of our solar system.
They act
It is not positively certain whether shield running across the back between
alike under like circumstances; are bees were found in this country at the the wings, and the under side of the
incapable of education, and learn time it was first visited by Europeans abdomen being of a light golden color,
nothing. It is by taking advantage or not. It is thought by some that which becomes darker towards the
of their unchangeable habits that we they were, while others contend that extremity.
It is claimed that as
can control their actions and make they were not, but were imported by honey-gatherers they are superior to
them subservient to our own good some of the first settlers from Eng- any other race, but their stores are
pleasure, just as we take advantage land. In support of this proposition protected with so much determination
of the immutable laws of the universe we hear of a tradition among the In- that
few who have encountered them
and appropriate them to our own con- dians, that the appearance of honey- once are very ready to do so the secveniences.
The laws which govern bees, which they called " the white ond time. I have seen but 2 colonies
these wonderful
little
insects are man's fly," was a sure indication of of them, and though I am regarded
peculiar to themselves, different from the white man's coming to take pos- by some as an enthusiast in bee-culthose which govern everything else. session of the land. In the investi- ture, I do not hesitate to say that, if
They are simple, and one can manage gation of this subject, which is of no all bees were like the Cyprians, I
them in almost any way he chooses, great importance at this time, I have should give up the business.
so long as he does not go contrary to seen bees in the same locality so enThe Syrians also bear a close retheir instincts, but they are fixed and tirely different as to create an impres- semblance to Italians, but are
de-

From

;
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scribed as being a little brighter, and
perhaps a tritle smaller. They are
said to be excellent honey-gatherers,
and are even more sure to repel robbers than Italians, but are more irritable, and, worst of all, when once
aroused, are totally indifferent to
smoke, and tight undismayed to the
last.
Both of these races have admirers who prefer them to the more
gentle and amiable Italians, but so
far as my information extends, they
are as yet in a hopeless minority.
Another new race introduced several years ago, from Carniola, near
the Adriatic sea, is now attracting
considerable attention in this country.
They are described as being
much like our common bees in appearance, more gentle than Italians,
and good workers, but as they increase rapidly, it is said that they do
not lay up as much surplus as some
others.
What the ultimate verdict
of the public will be in re4ard to their
value remains to be seen.

of bees that will cluster on it will
cause it to sag.
Full sheets can be
given safely to colonies which have
been divided, or even to full colonies
in early spring before they have at-

tained full strength.
But in order to secure straight
combs, it is not absolutely necessary
to give more than a small strip of

foundation on each frame running
along the full length of the frame.
With such strips on each frame, and
hives set perpendicular from side to
side, straight combs will be secured
every time.
It is, however, advisable
to set the hive somewhat slanting
forward.
This will cause the water
from rain or moisture to run out of
the hive, and will not prevent the
combs from keeping perpendicular,
since the slope will be in the length
of the frames, and not across them.
Hamilton,©* Ills.
For the American Bee Journal*

Hawkiusville,© Ga.

My
Western AKriculturist.

How

to

Experience witli

Tin-T

Cases.

JAMES HEDDON.

Secnre StraigM Comlis.

Much has been written of late concerning this style of surplus case. As
I have used tin-T cases for four or
This is the basis of successful bee- five years, to a greater or less extent,
culture, for it is impossible to handle and along side of my old, non-reversithe bees, unless the combs are hang- ble case, as well as my new reversiing perfectly straight in the frames, ble, wide frame case, and others, I
so as to be easily taken out separately. would be pleased to give my opinions,
The plan formerly in use, and indi- formed during this experience. This
cated by Langstroth, was a bevel on year I had in use about equal parts of
the lower side of the top-bar.
This the three styles of cases above menbevel, made in the shape of a V, was tioned ; or, perhaps, I may more corsometimes made very small, and rectly say, a majority of the tin-T
usually succeeded tolerably.
Yet it cases.
When I do not wish to use any sephappened very often that the bees
would join the comb of one frame to arators, my old-style case, now pretty
that of another, and when they were well known as the " Heddon case,"
full of honey, it was impossible to (which is so much used and prized by
separate them without cutting the many leading apiarists both in this
comb and causing a great deal of and other countries,) I find vastly
honey to run out, drowning bees and superior to any and all others. When
I come to the use of separators, then
sometimes attracting robbers.
The invention of comb foundation I prefer my new reversible wideframe
case to any and all others, for
has finally and forever put an end to
crooked combs, wherever it is used. every reason except cost. In point
Comb foundation forces them to build of expense, the tin-T case is prefercombs which hang in the frames " as able where separators are to be used.
straight as a board."
It was some five or six years ago
Indeed, it has
even one advantage over natural that Mr. Vandervort, of foundationcomb, it is more regular. This was mill-fame, first described to me his
said very truly by onjB of our leading excellent process of making the tinbee-keepers at an Eastern convention. T's in a most perfect manner I do not
There are, however, some attentions know who is the prior maker and
necessary in order to deprive the full user of the tin-T cases, but at that
benelit of the comb foundation in ob- time Mr. Vandervort had used them
taining straight combs. For instance, for some years.
the hives should be perfectly level
I prefer my present style of wide
from side to side, so that the founda- cases with tin separators, to
cases,
tion will not hang out of the frame, not because I wish to invert it, but
but will remain perpendicular in it because I can invert each longitudiuntil the bees have it finished and nal row of sections in each wide
well fastened to the sides. It should frame separately, or jump the outside
also be well fastened to the centre of rows of sections to the centre, at will.
the top-bar. This is done by pressing I have found very little, if any, adthe edge of it down on the under side vantage in having a surplus case
of the bar with a knife, while the wax reversible.
is warm enough to be quite pliable.
The past two years' experience has
When foundation is given to a taught me the impracticability of instrong natural swarm, it should be verting the entire surplus case at
given sparingly, not more than 2 or 3 once. I cannot better give the reainches deep in each frame, for if a sons than to quote a few sentences
full sheet be given, the large numbers from my former writings.
With reC. p.

DADANT.

;

T
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gard to inverting the surplus sections,
I said
" If the
:

combs are not sufSciently
developed, to be properly attached to
the sides of the sections, they will fall
On the
over, making a bad mess.
other hand, if they are pretty nearly
all capped over, and then reversed,
they will either be flnislied without;
being attached at the top at all, or
else, what is oftener the case, be
ridged and made to look bungling as
they are attached to the bottom-piece,
now at the top of the case. They are
also not so white and beautiful as
those not so reversed. There is, however, a short period in the development of these little s irplus combs in
which inverting results in all the advantages ever claimed for it ; but as
it is a fact that the combs of a whole
case are rarely all at this stage of
development at one time, I am unanimously in favor of inverting them by
wide frames. I find the development
in all four sections in any one wide
frame, usually to be almost universally the same, which makes this system practical, and at the same time I
perform this operation I am also
"jumping " the outside frames to the
centre (as Mr. Manum terms it)
wherever I find variance in their completion. I find that variance in the
completion of sections, exists from
side to side, and not from end to end,
of the cases
which is one fact that
warrants preference for wide frames."
To conclude, I will say that whoever
can afford it, will do well to adopt
the wide-frame case, made with invertible wide frames, as I use them
Those
with the new-hive system.
who are making a large number of
;

cases, and wish to economize, will
well to use the T-case.

do

With the wide-frame case I perfer
and use none other,
while with the T-case I use and prefer wood separators exclusively. (I
tin separators,

am now

talking about the use of cases
Without separawith separators.)
tors I would never use anything but
the cases bearing my name,with wood
Except that it is not well
partitions.
adapted to the use of separators, I
consider it preferable to all other
cases in every respect, and I firmly
believe that it cannot be improved
upon in any particular whatever. It
has never been improved since I
placed it before the public and every
suggestion of improvement made by
myself or others, has turned out to be
;

only a damage. I firmly believe that
this will be the surplus case for years
to come, for all those who do not use
separators.

Dowagiac, 9 Mich.
Exchange.

Preserve Empty Hiyes and Comlis.

WILL. M. KELLOGG.

up your surplus hives and
Pile
boxes in a dry place, with the entrances closed to keep out the mice
and " mud daubers," and then take
First,
care of those empty combs.
sort them over, and lay to one side
ones,
poor
the
but
save
all
the
all
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straight worker comb,no matter if they
they are just as
are pretty black
good, if clean. If you have lumber to
spare (or can get a large box), make a
box of any size that will suit your convenience, and pile up the combs, not
too tightly, in it till the box is full,
standing the combs on each other,
like bricks on end, just as they stood
in the hive. Leave one corner open
so you can place in an old tin can, in
which place a few whittlings, or very
rotten wood, sprinkled with a little
kerosene ; light this, and then pour
on a couple of table-spoonfuls of sulphur, meanwhile holdmg your breath,
or you will get a foretaste of purgatory not relishable.
You should place a board or two
between the fire and the combs, to
prevent the first combs getting too
hot. Cover the box with boards, but
leave a little ventilation both at the
top and bottom or the sulphur will
soon choke out. If the sulphur burns
well, this will kill every moth-worm
in the cooabs, but mind that it does
not touch the eggs give them a week
to hatch, then fumigate again, and to
be sure you have them all, give the
combs a third dose. Those combs
containing pollen you will find infested the worse.

as soon as dipped

you have no box, and cannot
spare the lumber or the money, use
the empty hives, placing one of those
lath division-boards between the outside comb and the can of sulphur.
After each fumigation close up every
crack and cranny tight, so that no
moth can get in to lay her eggs. Do

B. C, when we read in Genesis 43, 11,
that it is classed with the " best fruits
of the land." It always seems to have
been highly esteemed and regarded
as a luxury. In the Bible it is used
as a symbol of the agricultural wealth
of a country ; the expression, " a land
flowing with milk and honey," is used
to indicate an exceedingly desirable
country.
The expression is well considered, as the amount of honey and
the variety of kinds gathered, is indicative of the flora of a country.
Honey is gathered from all sources.
Nature's cornucopia is tributary to
Honey is the pure necthe bee-hive.
it is not altered in any
tar of plants
way by the bees, except that they
ripen it by evaporating the water
from it, as the maple-sugar maker
does the sap.
Until modem times, honey seems to
have been regarded much as a special
gift of nature, and but slightly consequent upon man's efforts to obtain
it, further than the robbing of the
bees. This is probably accounted for
by the fact that bees were commonly
regarded with fear, which amounted
in some people to terror ; and until
the invention of modern hives and
apiarian implements, there has been
no way of controlling bees or obtaining their honey in a marketable state.
Now that bee-keeping has become
systematized, and has taken its place
among other active pursuits, one of
the first things that the honey-producer finds necessary, is to prepare
his wares for the market in attractive

;

and cause it to
need to move the
dipping spot all around the inside of
the boiler to get all of the wax. The
fine dross will gather on the bottom
of the cakes, and can be scraped off.
If you want the cakes to cool without cracking, place them in a rather
warm room, where there is little jar,
and cover the pans with a board. The
wax being made, now clean off the
boiler and the pans, or woe unto you
when the next wash-day comes.
There will be a little wax sticking to
the tin, and the best and surest way I

know
wash

not say,

'• I

know that it

guess

it

is

all

right;"

is.

Keep the moth at bay till freezing
cold weather comes, and it will take
care of the combs most effectually if
But
left where they will freeze hard.
look sharp for next spring, for moths
will winter through in other places,
and be on the watch for empty combs.
" Eternal vigilance is the price of "
combs.

Now,

see those old combs that have
been discarded, thrown into a pile
behind the shed ; that will never do,
that is like fencing out the old hog,
and leaving a hole for the pigs to get
Just gather them
into the garden.
up (the combs, not the pigs), hunt
around the premises for all the little
scraps of comb that can be found, so
as to have all done in one job.

THE MAKING OF WAX.
you have no wax-extractor, borrow the wife's boiler pour in a couple
ofpailfulsof water, and place on the
stove. Then put in the combs till the
boiler is full, and it will soon melt
down, so that you can put in more
keep punching and stirring it till you
If

;

are sure that it is all melted, theu
take it from the fire.
Take a piece of fine wire-cloth or
mosquito- bar, and push it down on
the melted mass, letting the edges
hang over the boiler. Now you can
dip out the wax with a small dipper,
through the wire-cloth which strains
out the coarse dross, into a wet or
greased pan. Tou can get one or two
panfuls of clear wax, then use pans
of cold water, so as to cool the wax

I tried

(yes,
it off

off,

will

kerosene),

is

to

with a wet rag, sand, and

elbow-grease. But those nice
cakes of wax will pay for all the
trouble, and if the good wife scolds
about a few spots of wax on her clean
floor, just give her one of the biggest
cakes for " pin-money."
lots of

Oquawka,*©

Ills.

within the reach of all, and when its
healthf ulness is considered, it is seen
to be the cheapest sweet known.
Honey should be kept in the dark,
and in a temperature not lower than
70° this is its condition in the hive.
If it is exposed to cold and light, it
will crystallize or candy. Many people, seeing it in this state, and not
knowing the cause, believe that they
have discovered sugar in it; on the
contrary, this candying is trustworthy
evidence of purity. If it is warmed
not heated— if resumes its original
appearance.
If buyers insist on having an article
that is not affected by circumstances,
they will probably get it but it will
not be pure honey. Dealers who have
it for sale
should understand its
peculiarities.
Honey is one of the
purest sweets used, and when its
healthfulness is considered, one of
the cheapest.
;

;

Detroit,o^ Mich.
Essex Record.

Ancient

;

If

You

float.

anfl

A. B.

Modern Honey,

WEED.

Honey is one of the oldest luxuries.
find it mentioned as early as 1707

We

;

style.

Honey, years ago, was obtainable
only in large, rough boxes containing
large amounts
the price has also
been very high. Now that the demands of the market are studied, we
;

The Bees

of Mexico.

It is always interesting and profitable to the thoroughly earnest apicultural student, to learn all that is

known about
bees,

the

various

races of

and especially concerning the

bees of the different parts of the parcontinent upon which one
lives.
Hence, we believe that the
following article from the British Bee
Journal, regarding the bees of our
sister republic, Mexico, will be read
with no little interest, and will contribute somewhat to the ever-increasing fund of knowledge already possessed about these wonderful little
insects— the treasurers of that sweetThe
est of all sweets pure honey.
article is as follows
ticular

—

:

There is not so much known about
the different bees in the American
Continent as might be expected. In
these days, when there is a g^eat
tendency to obtain everything new
and novel, and when there is such a
great desire to introduce new races,
it cannot be unprofitable to glean
the
of
what information we

cm

numerous

By

the

varieties.

Mexican bee many have

is only one va" the stingless bee ;" but besides this we are assured there are
many other kinds domesticated in
doubt but that
that country.
many of the species which are said
to be without stings do in fact possess that organ, though often a feeble
one, and are not readily provoked to
use it.
Great attention is paid to the
Mexican bees by the natives, not so
much on account of their honey,
although remarkably rich and delicate, as for the sale of the wax. In
Yucatan there are colonies of them
domesticated, consisting of five or six

thought that there
riety,

We

find it offered in packages of convenient size, and of such attractive ap- hundred.
pearance that it readily finds its way
Hernandez describes several kinds
to the table. Its present price puts it of the insect in Mexico— one resemb-
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European, and which proIt ia
duces a honey like our own.
domesticated by the Indians, who
lodge the swarms, he says, iu the hollows of trees. A second species is
noticed by the same author as smaller
than ours, so much as to resemble
smaller " winged ants," and as without stings. They build their nests,
which are composed of several layers,
in the rocks, and also suspend them
on trees. Their honey is dark- colored
ling the

A glance at

the habits of some of
varieties cannot fail to be
of great interest, although the introduction into our apiaries of the socalled " stingless bee " might be the
have
reverse of an improvement.
noticed that the honey in Mexico obthin
in
tained from these bees was
consistency, and this in a country
where the bee-flora is almost perfect
the

many

We

6G7

Take care

of the bees ; examine them
occasionally, to see if they have plenty
of stores to winter on, and if not, feed
them. Granulated sugar is the best
feed, and the only feed that is safe to
winter on. Of course honey is better

than anything else, but it does not
pay the bee-keeper to feed honey
when sugar will do as well. Feed all
liglit

colonies of bees, in October,

till

what could we expect on these shores? thev have from 20 to 40 lbs. of stores.
Take good care of your bees, and
perhaps the honey would not keep,
and high-flavored. The cells are of and soon turn soar. The fact of the we are satisfied that you will never
If they did not gather
smaller dimensions than those of the Mexican bee storing its honey in large regret it.
and it is probable, cells, or cups, and always away from much honey this year, there is no
domestic bee
though not so stated, contain only the brood— what a revolution in api- knowing what the future has in store
;

brood ; the
small cups.

honey being found in culture

The

introduction would cause

!

The Frnit

and

J. p.

M

1887.

JOHNSON.

;

In domesticating their

bees, the

in hives formed
of short logs of wood, from 2 to 3 feet
long, hollowed out about 5 inches iu

Mexicans lodge them

bees east of the Rocky Mountains will
have to be fed before spring, or they
will starve to death.

not discourage

the

But

this should

bee-keeper, as

kinds of busievery seven
years
in
raising
a wheat crop,
or eight
and this year he has failed to a great
extent in raising a corn crop. Still he
is not discouraged, but goes at it with
branches of trees.
renewed energy the next year, as if
The interior of a hive presents, like his crops had all been a grand success.
that of a humble-bee, a confused and
In bee-keeping there will be dry
irregular appearance.
The combs, seasons that will keep the bees from
which have but one series of cells, accumulating any surplus honey, and
are placed.some in a vertical position, there will be winters that all the bees
They are will die except those in the hands of
and others horizontal.
grouped together in an oval mass, and the careful and experienced apiarist.
occupy nearly half of the internal Still this should not keep the lovers
space, while the other half is stored of honey the purest and healthiest of
with the honey cups. The honey, as sweets— from keeping bees. There
has been stated, is deposited in small may be years before there is another
globular bags, huug around the sides such a season as this one.
of the liives, or placed at the bottom
We have been keeping bees for
some of these receptacles are more
than \i4 inches in diameter and in years, and this is the first year that
many instances are so connected to- we did not get honey enough to supgether that, as in the case of cells of ply our table. Still, we are not discommon honey-comb, one side serves couraged nest year will probably be
for two cups,thus combining economy one of the best honey seasons we
and strength. And these magazines have had for years, as one extreme
of honey being altogether apart from brings on another. It is the opinion
the brood combs, and iu no ways con- of a great number of scientific men
nected with them, great facility is who nave made it their study, that if
afforded in depriving the bees of their it were not for the bees the fruit crop
stores. The honey is thin in consis- would be a failure, as the bees assist
tency, but of a very agreeable flavor, in distributing the pollen while the
and gives out a rich, aromatic per- fruit is in bloom. Last spring, durfume. The wax is coarse, and of a ing the time the fruit was in bloom,
brownish yellow; propolis does not it was windy, wet, and cold so much
so that the bees could not fly out.
appear to be used.
The Mexican bee is smaller by one- The result was, there was but little
kind.
Horticulturists
fifth than the European. Many of the fruit of any
species to which have been given the say that this was caused by the undenomination of Melipona, or Tri- fertilization of the bloom and that
gona, are described as having no the bees are of great use in this restings, or at least so feeble a weapon spect. So it seems that if we get but
and little honey, it will pay to keep bees,
as to produce no sensible injury
from this circumstance they are as the fruit-crop is worth more to the
known in the Spanish colonies "by the country than the honey-crop.
name of Angelitos, or little angels.
Honey is scarce and high in price,
The population of a hive is generally and those that have honey to sell will
under a thousand.
hold it for the high price they can get.

diameter, having the ends filled with
clay, and a hole for the entrance
bored on one side, about half-way between the ends. They are suspended
in a horizontal position from the

there are failures in
ness.

The farmer

Local Convention Directory.

Honey Crops,

Other small
honey-bees of Europe.
The honey crop this year is a failstingless bees are mentioned, which
ure throughout the United States, exestablish themselves underground in
There are a great
cept California.
nests of a gobular shape, but of very
many colonies of bees that will starve
their honey,
coarse workmanship
before the first of January if not fed,
too, is inferior, and is never used but
and probably two-thirds of all the
in default of better.

for you.

Ohio Poultry Journal.

flavor of sweet almonds.
This species collect their honey and
live much in the same way with the

taste

its

Piqua,to O.

appears,
was esteemed a delicacy, for the historian tells us that when roasted and
seasoned with salt, they have the
larvse, "it

all

Time ana putce

Oct. 26, 27.-Pan-nandle, at WheelinK, W. Va.
W. L. Kinsey, Sec, Blaine, O.

Oct. 28.— Darke County, at
J.

;

;

Arcanum,

O,

A. Hoe, Sec, Union City. Ind,

Nov. 16.— Western, at Kansas City, Mo.
J. A. Nelson, Sec, Muncie, Kans,
Nov. 16-18.— North American, at Chicago, Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersville, Mich.

Dec 7-9.-MiohiKan
11.

State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich.
D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

1888.

Jan. 20.— Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

fails

—

ol Meeting.

Oct. 26.— Wabasb County, at Wabash, Ind.
F. S. Comatuck, Sec North Manchester, iBd.

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulure of
time and place of future meetings.— BD.

Superiority of the Italians.— Burke
Salkeld, Babylon,K3 Ills., on Oct. 10,
1887, writes

This has been a very poor season
for honey, and has proven the superItalians
iority of Italian bees.

My

gathered 2.S pounds per colony, while
the blacks, fully as strong, did nothing but try to rob.

;

;

;

;

Report for 1887.— 8-P. J, England,
Fancy Prairie,© Ills., on

(38—38),

Oct. 11, 1887, says

:

I have secured 1,600 pounds of extracted honey this year, and it is all
sold. Last year my bees averaged 200
pounds per colony. Old fogy beekeepers are very ' blue," and a great
many of their bees have already

perished.

Union Convention at Chicago.—The
North American Boe-Keepers' Society und
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago. Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov, 16, 17 and 18, 1887. .Arrangements have been made with the Hotel, lor
back room, one bed, two persons, 11,75 per
day, each front room, $'-i.0O per day each
;

person. This date occurs during- the second
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
rates will be very low.

W.

Z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.
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A Valuable Book Given Away.—We

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

have made arrangements by which we can
We supply the American Bee Jonrnal
supply the American Bee Journal and
the New York World— both weekly— for one one year, and any of the following publicayear, for $2.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one' or tliese books, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
erette Free Calf
:

^m^mmm^
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPBIBTORS,

Price of both.
History op the United States— from
The American Bee Journal
1 00
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
and
Gleanings
in
Bee-Culture
2 00..
History of England- from before the

Club

.

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge. 410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

The Apiculturist

1 25

1 75

1 20
150..
2 00.. 1 75
.

.

140

—
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00.. 175
Hays of Light
1.50.. 135
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
The 7 above-named papers ...
5 25
4 50
book, which must be selected by the sub2 25.. 2 00
scriber at the time of sending the subscrip- and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60.. 1 50
The book selected will be mailed in a cardDzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3 00.. 2 00
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 00
Be sure to write your
it cannot be replaced.
Western World Guide
150.. 130
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
150
A
Year
Among
the
Bees
175..
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
Convention Hand-Book
1 50., 1 30
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Weekly InterOcean
2 00. 1 75
Remember, the amount Is $2.10 for both
One yearly subscription for the American
papers, and the Book and postage.
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
. .

923 A,925 WEST NIADISQNST.,CHICAGO
At One Dollar a If ear.

ILL.

.

;

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN.

BUSDTESS UANAQER.

.

j:prjecial

||0tii:es.

Correspondents. — It would save
U8 much trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when

To

writing to this office. We have several letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name
many others having no Post-Offlce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofBoe and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Sweet Clover,

(Melilotus alba), furnishes

the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, liffht in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested in Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this ofiBce at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Chicago by
As tbere
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
Slmmins' Non-Stvarmlng System.—
already gone to the other firm (a commission We have received another shipment of these
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bek
JouBNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
«rlll Present Webster's Dictionary
$1.35. We can supply all orders by return
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postmail. The subscription to the Bee JourIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
nal can be for next year, this year, or may
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
begin anew at any time.
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.
Is

Anotlier firm

in

We

Dloney Orders can now be obtained

at

Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

Enameled Clotli for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; ff ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
;

paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

System and Snccesi.
SF" All who intend to be syslematio In
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows

:

$1 00

For 50 colonies

(120 pages)
100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

"
"

1

,

25

150

The larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
onies, give

Home Market for Honey.
tS^ To

Honey Markets

in every
wide-awake honey
producers should get the Leafiets "Why Eat
village,

create

town and

city,

Honey" (only .50 cents per 100), or else the
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
and scatter them plentifully, and the result
will be a demand for all of their crops at
remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
Medicine " are sold at the following prices
:

per doz., 40 cts. per
hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $16,00.
On orders of 100 or more, we will print, if
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by."
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them
Single copy, 5 cts.

;

;

Preserve yonr Papers fer reference.
you have no BINDER we will mall you
one for 60 cents, or you can have one free
To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
Red Labels for one-pound pails of If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip- and Medicine " to every one who buys a
honey, size 3x4^ inches. — We nave now tions for the Bee Journal.
package of honey, will sell lots of it.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
100
supply them at the following prices
1^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
for Sl.OO 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 1,000
We have a few Sets of the Bee Jourapplication. Any one
for $•'^.00
all with name and address of will be sent tree upon
nal for the present year, and can fill orders
have
sample
Intending
to
get
club
can
up a
apiarist printed on them—by mail, postpaid.
until further notice, for all the numbers
If

:

;

;

;

;

TThen Renetvlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to Join with you in taldng the Bek
JournaIj. It Is now »o cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It ivlll pay any one to
devote
ew hours, to get subscribers.

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office
or we will send them all to the agent.

from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back numbers, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
be sent.

Yucca Bmslies are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent; by mail,

WHITE

add 1 cent each for postage.

per

;

We

have

a large quantity of

holding from 200

lbs. to

we will deliver on board
lb.

CHOICB

EXTRACTED HONEV, in kegs
225 lbs. each, which
the cars at 10 cent*

Orders solicited.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Honey and Beeswax Market.

PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO.

HONBT.-We quote

White clover

sections
20a.ilc.! 2-lb9.. lH®U)c.; darli 1-lbs. I7®l«c.; 2-lb8.
IS® 16c. Receipts continue llKht, and prices tend
bigher.
Oct. 14.
8. T. FISH & CO.. 189 8. Water St,
:

i-Ib.

HONEY.— Fancy white l-lbs.. 19®20c.: fair Mbs.
ISc: fancy li^-ibs., ihc. No sale yet for dark.Extracted, California, 80.: Cuba strained. 6b@70c.
per gallon.
BBESWAX.-24®25c.
Oct.

CHICAGO.

HONBT.— We

quote

in

sec-

l.ib.

tions brings lw@2uc., accordiDK to its appearance.
little call I'ordaritor buckwheat comb honey.

Very

Extracted, 7(^iuc.

BKB8WAX,-:!-®a3o.
Oct.

BUKNBTT,

B. A.

South Water

161

1.

St.

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Best white comb brines
BEE8WAJC.-2ac.

M. H.

Sept. 20.

cts.: 2-lb8.,

white

16®17c.

Oct.

a meeting on Wednesday, Nov.
idence of Mr. Peter Otto, corner of Park and 25th
Streets, Kansas city, Mo. Take the l8th Street
horse-ears at 9th & Main Sts. for ISth & Brooklyn
8t8., thence walk soutli to 25th St.. and thence east
one block to the iiouse. We are sure of a cordial
welcome from Mr. and Mrs. Otto, and expect a
good meeting.
Jas. a. Nklson, Sec.

1

15

Ontario St.

BOSTON

American Bee Journai,
For 1882, Numbers 2, 4,

:

crop. Mb. sections, 18®20c.; 2Ib. sections, I7@i8c.
E.\tracted. 6®8c.

BBE8WAJt.-2.'i

per

cts.

lb.

BLAES & HiPLET.

Chatham

57

Street.

8, 9,

13,20,24,26,

27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40,
42, 43, 45, 47, 48 and 51.

For 1884, Numbers 1,3,

HONEY.— New

Sept. 16.

the 2 frame. The 4 frame baekek
ts In the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leavinsr room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lb8. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and In every way
Identical, except in size, with the
»I6.(X) Extractor, 13x20, which Is
Intended for any size of frame.
Excepting with the IS.OO Extractors, all the different styles
V
bavestralnersoverthecanalleadInK to the honey gate, and movathe Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and

AVaiited.—The following numbers of the

1-lbs. sell

A. C. KBNDBl.,

5.

In answer to frequent Inquiries
for Extractora carrytng 3 and 4
LanKstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
alzes. The 3 frame basket is In a
can of the same size and style as

Society will hold
I«, 1887, at the res-

16O180.

readily at 18@19
Whiteclover extracted, 8c.

BBESWAJC.-25C.

HONEY EXTRACTORS

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

CLKVEIjAND.

HONBy.— Best

ARTHUR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.

10.

EXCELSIOR

lar The Western Bee-Keepers'

White comb

:

669

9,

5,

13,

16,

17,

18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 33, 38, 41, 46,

47, 48, 50, 51

and

Lura have no covers.
For 2 American framaa, 13x13 Inches
"
For 2 LanKstroth "
lOxia

"

?^or3

10x18
10x18
13x20
13x20
13x20

;;

*or4

52.

*•

For
of any size,
to spare, can write For 32 frames
*'
"
'*
"
an
offer for them. For 4
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white, scarce at
7c.: amber to iiglit araber, .'i^^e'-^c. Comb, amber Do not send them without correspondence,
THOS.
G.
2-lbs..
white
I3®16c.;
l-ibs.
l,^)(i^l7c.
to
Demand is as we shall take only one set of the numgood, but arrivals and supplies are very smdil.
923 & 92S West Madison Street,
BEESWAX.— 2*t23c. tor good guality
bers to complete Volumes for one of our

Any one

SAN FRANCISCO.

to us,

having-

and we

them

will raalte

18 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

"
"

"

-

•

,.

"

..

:

NEWMAN &

Oct.

SCHACHT & LBMUKB,

4.

122-124

Davis

St.

SON,

CHICAGO. ILL.

correspondents.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONBY.—We quote

White to extra white comb
amber, 111® 14c. Extracted, light amber,
amber, dark and candied. 5V4is5^c. extra
white would bring 7^'')C., but none is in the mariiiet.
:

We

;

are sometimes asked who our

authorized agents are.

Every

subscriber is
BEESWAX.- la«22c.
such an agent we have no others, and we
Oct. 3.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423 Front St.
greatly desire that each one would at least
MILWAUKEE.
send in the name of one new subscriber
HONEY.— Choice l-lbs., 17@18c.; 2-bs., I5®16c.
White extracted in isegs and barrels. 7'^^fS8c.. and with his own renewal for 1888. The next

$1.

Id tin cans, 8c. darlt in kegs
In tin cans, 6^fe@7c. Demand
;

and barrels, ecaej^c.
good supply limited.
;

BEBSWAX.-2.'.c.
A. V.

BISHOP,

NEW
HONBY.—We

quote

tions, 17®19c.: the

wheat

142

W. Water

8t.

YORK.
Fancy white

:

wheat.

in

1-lb. sec15(u.]fie.; buck-

same

in 2-lbs.,
1-lbs., 12®l4c. ; 2-lbs., UJ®12c.
Off grades
lb. less.
White extracted, isiT'iic.; buck-

5*^@fic.:

Southern, per gallon, Ui®70 eta.-

to be unsettled.

BEKSW AX.-221S23C.
MCCAUL

Sept. 20.

28

Jt

30

Jfc

UILDRETH BROS.,

W. Broadway, near Duane

KANSAS

:

St.

Our New Book List on

Choice white 2-lb.

dark 2-lbs.. I2®14c.: choicewhite
iH®2uc.: dark l-lbs., i4@it)C. White extracted. 8®iuc.: dark, 5®7c. Demand good, but light
supply.
sections. 16@17c.;
1-lbs..

BEESWAX.-21

to 22c.

HAMBLIN & BEAR8S. 514 Walnut St.
KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.-We quote: Choice white i-lb8.,20c.;

Sep. 21.

dark. lft®lfic. choice white 2-ibs., l8c.; dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8®iiic. California— white l-ibs., 18c.:
darii, l.'ic.; white 2-lbs.. 16®1HC.; dark, 14®I5 cts.
White extracted. 9c.: amber,8c. Supply fair.
:

Is

the place

ST. LOOTS.
HONEY.— Choice comb, I3@i4c. latter price for,
choice white clover in good condiiion. Strained,
In barrels. 4(«4'4c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages. 54-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in ubls.. 4!^@.''^c.: in cans, fij^ to 7c.—
ShorLcrop indicates further advance in prices.
BEESWAX.— 21 iVic. lor prime.
Sept. 22.
D. G. TDTT & CO.. Commercial St.

to select the book
a large stock of every

you want. We have
book there named, and can
the day they are received.

fill

all

orders on

CINCINNATI.

HONBY.—We quote

extracted at 3(<i®7c. per lb.
Demand is good for clover honey in square glass
jars from the jobbing trade. No new comb honey
is in this market, but we would think that choice
white would bring lH(<ji20c. in a Jobbing way.
BEBSWA.X.— Demand good -2"®22c. per lb. lor
good to choice yellow, on arrival.
Sep. 20. C. P. MtJTH & Son. Freeman 4 Central Av.

NEW
;

pub-

If you subscribe before January
1888, you will get the remaining
numbers of this year Free.
1,

SI

Address,

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

1

420 Chestnut

St.,

CO.,
FhUadelphla, Pa.

•llA12t

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

WE

can furnish regular Wooden Watei^Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 iron
hoops and a tiaht-flttinK wood cover, at ttS.95
per dozen. The? will hold 85 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
household pall.

COMB HONEY WAXTED.

WE

T0OS.
923 & 925

6. NE'WaiABr <jts SON,
West Madison Street. CHICAGO

ILI*.

should bo pleased to correspond
with any one having COJTIB
For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

HONEY

S. T. ZFISIi
189 South Water

St.,

<Sc

CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

38A13t

YORK.
Fancy white

1-lb. sections,
l-ibs.. glassed or un£lassed. 17@18c.: fancy 2-pound^.. glassed, I5®l6c.
ower grades I®2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-Ibs.,
paper boxes, I l@l2c.: same glassed or unglassed,
10J^®llc.: 2-lb8 gla-^scd. inc. Extracted, white,
9®iuc.; dark, G@7c. Demand good, market firm.
Oct. 13.
F.G.STROHMEYER&CO., 122WaterBt

18®ls>c.:

is

in the year, contains

THE FARMER

:

HONEY.-We quote

Every AVeek

$1 Per Year, Postage Paid.

the second page

from which

BBESWAX.-No. 1,22c.: No. 2, 18c.
Oct. 6. CLBMONS.CLUON & CO., cor 4th&Walnilt be on each package.

paper boxes,

33 years old, has 16 pages,

It is

14 Departments, treating of every phase of
Queens.— We can mail a Tested Italian Farm work and Life,by practical farmers and
Queen (bred for the best results as well as the best Writers in the country. Has the best
for beauty) for $2.00; Untested Queens, $1 Market Reports. 30,000 subscribers proeach, or $9.00 per dozen. Orders solicited.
nounce it the best Weekly Agricultural Journal In the Country. Only

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

PRACTICAL FARMER?
lished

l@2c. per

Market seems

few weeljs is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.

Not

SUBSCEIBE FOR THE

;

Aug 26.

Why

:

lectylSc.

6@6!^c.

fancy

Bee-Keepers' Cards. J*|*J?^Srr\^«.s.>
tiful s-color Chroraofjird. we bave plain designs.—
Fancy Car.is. StationiTy. Monograms lor Bu-^iness

and AiDUgement. Inr (iM and young, at astnnisiiing
low prices, t'irculars free. Fackajfe 25 Cai-as He.
bient package cards ami sample bnney-caudies I5c.

Address

4Aly

J. H. AlAKTIN.
HARTFORD. WaahinKtou Co.. N.Y.

for'iSK!^^! MONROE "^^i^cm

^ £A^^/^AV£-/iiS tools' A/uPPLIE^.

'^
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The

NEW

Heddon

Hive.

We have made arranis-ements with the
Inventor by which we shall make and sell the
Heddon Reversible Hive, both at wholesale
and retail nailed and also in the flat.
:

is in two sections; also the
surplus arrangement, which may beinterchunped
Thecover. bottom-boanl, and
oritivcrtecl at will.
top and bottom of ea:h sectional case has one-hall
of a regular bee-space, so that the surplus case?
with the sections, may be placed between the two
brood-chambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverted— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchangeable. The brood-framea will
ALL be bured for wires.
A SAMPLE HIVE includes the bottom-board
and stand a slatted honey-board, and cover two
6-incb brood-chambers, each containing 8 frames
two surplus arrangements, each containing '2H onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can be interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It isnailepand

The brood-chamber

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Roeersville, G-enesee Co., Mich.,

publshed
HASpages,

a neat

little

book of 45

entitled, "The Production of
Comb Honey." Its distinctivefeature is the
thorough manner in which it treats of the

PAINTED, and ready

for

immediate

use.

Price,

^.W, complete.

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

& 925 West Madieon-St., CHICAGO,

ILL.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;
Or, MAJrCJAI.

OF THE APIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

I3,000

vm
t^M

package.

They can be used

for household purposes by
consumers, after the honey

removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
is

Prices are as follows:

To hold

1876.

Patent Flat-Bottom

FOUNDATION

Extra Thin

In 25-Fonnd Boxes.
furnish VAN DErSENS'
Eitra-Thin Flat^Bottom Foundation
put up in 2.5-lb. Boxes, in sheets 1614x28
inches, at SP12.50 per box. 12 ft. to the lb.
pw' The above is a special offer, and is a
Bargain to all who can use that quantity.
All orders for any other quantity than
exactly 25 lbs. (or its multiple) will be flUed
at the regular price 60 cents per lb.

—

THOS. G. NEIVMAN & SON.,
& 925 W. Madison

923

St.,

CHICAGO,

THOinAS G. NEiriTIAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.» CHICAGO, ILL.

Datlant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

OF THE

AMERICAN APICCI.TI7RISX
39Atf

ILL.

TODD.

^S~ If yon wlsb to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, VFrite to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, Neiv York,

k Year among
A

TaUc about some of the Implementa, Plam
Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 i/t^ars r^ade tht
Prodikction of Boney his Exclnsivt

STROHMEYER

BusiJiess.

Price, IS cents, by mall. This Is a newwoi*
about 114 pages, well-printed ana nicely bound

33A26t

923

SELF-INKING

RUBBER-STAMP.

address, with the machine and a bottle of

VEK

Vou need this pamphlet, and
slAtf
Supply Circular.
FOSTER, Mt. Vernon, Unn Co., Iowa.

"Boss" One-Piece

Sections,

Co..

Watertown, Wis.

Patented June

Extra ^ bottles of ink

for iii cts. Show this
adv't to your friends.
Send me an order for
10 Stamps, & pet your

MRS.
38A6t

wE

Newman

Watertown, Wis.,

May

GEO.T.HAMMONDi
BROCKPORT, Monroe

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Rargaln,
In a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

the "midget.'
Co.,

N. T.

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

Ist, 1887.

^P~Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

It

26Btf

retail.

See advertisement In another column.

PAIL.

H.

A.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

THE BRITISH BEE .lOURNAL

with the other stses, having the top
edge turned over, and has a ball or
handle,— mafeing It very convenient
to currv. It is well-made and, when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can

ANO BEE-KEEFEB'S ABVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practice

be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
consumers will buy It In order to give the children
a handsome toy pall. PBICJG. TS cents per

dozen, or 95. OO per lOO.
923

For further parnecessary to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

new size of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Fails la of uniform design

_^^...„_

Dadant'sFoundatioii Factory, wholesale

ENAS, (P. O. Box 306),
NAPA CITY. CALIFORNIA.

D.

says

Stamp on page
MT. Agents wanted.
Send for Catalogue
and terms. Address,

will furnish you SECTIONS as cheap as
the cheapest. Write for price-list.

J.

Read what

of this

28, 1881.

finaa.

J.

MANUFACTURED BY

Forncrook &

AWEEK&expen-

Fruit— 80 Colonies of Bees. 9team Machinery for
the manufacture of Supplies for hee-keepers (a
well-established business). Thfe Land will be sold
in 40 or 80 acre tracts. Also. Stock, the Farming
implements, and a large stock of Apiarian 8ui^
plies. For particulars, address

Ink. by mail,for?l.(KJ.

Editor

$50

aes paid. OuiOr worth $5 & partlcularslree.-P.O. Vlckery,Augu8ta,Me.

FOR SALE in CALIFORNIA.
of the death of the proprietor. Mr.
ON account
a RANCH of 240 Acres, partly
D.

name, occupation and

6 cents.
PRICE
my free Bee and

U/nDl^rORALL.
3 9A8t

Cards, Sections, Clothing— everything. Your

free.

G. NEl^IT AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

yyilKR
I villi

2,000

own

Address,

THOS.

oOnd 75 GOntS Year amon?

RAISE COMB HONEY,
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A tiew Inveullon.— The Rev. W. F. The Judge Never Heard of such a
Clarke has been on a visit to Mr. D. A. lawsuit before. That is what
is affirmed of the
Jones, and says in OUanings that he had a " Rich " case mentioned
last week. It was
triple surprise. The flrst being that Mr. tried before
Judge Boardman at Ithaca, N.
Jones had joined the qhurch
the next is Y., and Mr. Rich writes us as follows
conthat he had given additional proof to the cerning the Judge
and his rulings
hibernation theory, by demonstrating that
I DOW write you the result of my case
In
bees can live without food for three weeks. .the Supreme Court.
The plaintiff received
six cents damages, and the costs are taxed
On this point Mr. Clarke says :
to me. The Judge granted an Injunction to
Mr. Jones has demonstrated that bees can move the bees, and we have got
a stay of
live without food for a considerable space proceedings for
ninety days. We did everyof time. Three weeks is the longest period thing possible, and the
facts were all set up
he has proved to be safe, but he is inclined in good shape. But the
Judge ruled against
to think that bees can fast longer than that us from the beginning
to the end. and in
ivlthout risk. I have no doubt that, in the charging the jury
compared
the bees to a
winter cluster, they can go for a month pigsty and a
slaughter-house.
What do
without eating. Of course, this does not you think of that?
prove the fact of hibernation, but it harmoThis was the flrst case with one exception
nizes with the theory most completely, and ever tried in the State,
and the Judge had
naturally suggests a species of dormancy no law to go by, so ruled
during long fasts. It would seem a wise lie thought, with the above just according as
result.
adaptation of Nature and Providence that
Mr. Olmstead sued Mr. Rich for $1,500
insects, gifted with such Intense activity
during the working season, should undergo (and was awarded 6 cents) as
damages. This
a change to lit them tor long spells of rest
during cold weather. If that change lulls ease cannot remain where it is. and the
their intense activity into comfortable re- Bee-Keepers' Union will, in all probability,
pose, and so quiets down all their functions take an appeal.
While the payment of 6
that digestion becomes a very slow process,
and they need a meal only now and then, we cents is an easy matter, the costs are heavy.
have a wonderful and beautiful example of But the point Is, that the bees toust be rethat harmony between the various forms of moved as a nuisance
just like " a pig-sty or
animated life and their environment, of
which we see so much in other departments slaughter-pen," says Judge Boardman.
No, sir the bees must not be likened to a
of nature.
Bee-keeping Is
On the third surprise, Mr. Clarke gives the pig-sty or a slaughter-pen
following extravagant opinion. He is care- an honest and honorable pursuit, and Its
ful not to "give it away," or to describe it, rights must be preserved.
and Insofar is guilty of just what he has
many times severely condemned in others
Mrs. Ij. Harrison referred to the late
at conventions, etc.. but perhaps he is holdvisit of Mr. Cowan (in the Prairie Farmer) in
ing it back to electrify the coming Union
these words
Convention at Chicago next month. This Is
Mr. Thomas William Cowan, editor of the
what he says concerning it
British Bee Journal, has lately visited this
country
and the offices of bee-publications
third
My
surprise was created by an invention which will shortly cause a great com- and prominent apiarists. He reads most of
the
modern
languages, and Is possessor of
motion among the dry bones, and not yet
extinct fossils of beedom
for there are one of the largest libraries exclusively on
bees
in
the
world, and Is acquainted with
those who have virtually taken the position
in regard to apiculture that the new is not almost everything that has been written on
bees,
whether
of the present or past.
true, and the true is not new. Nobody can
He
invent anything any more in connection brought with him one of the best and finest
with bee-keeping What will these modern of microscopes, and examined with it foul
mummies think or say when I tell them that brood as it is developed in this country, and
friend Jones has invented an aopliance pronounced it to be Identical with that of
practicable with all movable-frame hives, Europe. This visit of Mr. Cowan and wife
from the old Langstroth to the new Heddon, will form a pleasant and profitable page in
which revolutionizes the manipulation of the history of those who enjoyed It, and
them, and will reduce the cost of comb that they may safely return in health and
honey production at least 25 per cent ? It is happiness, is the prayer of their many
applicable to both open and closed-end American friends.
frames, both to the brood and section departments of a hive
dispenses with tin
strips and thumb-screws, prevents frames
AVe have Received some of the honeyand sections being fastened with propolis,
and is. by all odds, the best invertible. con- candies made by Mr. Arthur Todd, of Philavertible, and change-placeable contrivance delphia, Pa., and can vouch for them
as
yet devised. By its use, you can turn over being of excellent
quality. To the children
a hive in a twinkling if you wish to do so,
such
candies
are
boon,
a
being so much
and take it all apart with equal celerity:
you can manipulate brood-chambers and superior to the ordinary poisonous ones.
section-cases at will, and do it all without
If the children must have sweets, let thena
rough disturbance of the bees. The crowning marvel of this new invention is. that it have honey-candy, fresh and pure.
Is ridiculously cheap, costing only a few
cents. It Is so simple that you are ready to
wonder why every practical bee-keeper did
An Examination of the Illustrated Lonnot think of it at one and the same time, and
.vou can hardly help laughing outright at don News (American reprint) for Oct. 22,
the stupidity of the whole tribe, that not one will show the English view of the trial yacht
of their number ever thought of it before.
race, illustrations in connection with the
I know that all this will seem ridiculously
The price of the
extravagant to many, who will be ready to state of Ireland, etc.
think I am easily carried away, and soon ex- number being only 10 cents, places it within
cited. Well. I have no ax to grind, except
the reach of all.
Every news-dealer has It.
the ax of universal apiculture, so I can afford to be pooh poohed, and I rather enjoy The office of publication Is in the Potter
the fun of tormenting prejudiced unbe- Building, New York.
lievers. To all such, let me sa.v in concln;

:

THOUAS

Q.

NEWMAN,

Editor.

3^o\ToeM.

Yoinni.
After

Oct.

26,1887,

No. 43.

Awhile—'a busy

brain
care and pain.
After awhile— earth's rush will cease,
And a wearied heart find sweet release.
After awhile— a vanished face.
An empty seat, a vacant place.
After awhile a name forgot,
Will rest from

all its

—
A crumbled head-stone—unknown spot.
The Pennsylvania

State Ajfricultural

Society at the Exhibition held at Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 17, 1887, awarded the flrstclass diploma to E. J. Baxter, of Nauvoo,
Ills., for the best 10 pounds of extracted

honey.

:

;

I

:

:

Reduced Rates

on

all

railroads are

granted to attend the Fat Stoclj Show in
Chicago from Nov. 8 to 18, 18S7. Tickets
will be issued at one-and-one-flfth fare for
the round trip. Bee-keepers who wish to
see the Fat Stock Show should come the
last and best week, and can then attend the
convention which occurs on the last three
days, Wednesday to Friday, Nov. 16 to IS.
The meeting will be held at the Commercial
Hotel, on the corner of Lake and Dearborn

few blocks of
The invitation

streets, within a

road depots.

all
is

the

rail-

general—

COME.
Mr. and Mrs. T. AV. Conrau have, no
doubt, reached their home long ere this, and
we hope with renewed energies and recruited health. Mr. Cowan, in the last issue
of the British Bee Journal, makes mention
of the "hearty welcome " he received in
America, in these words

We have, throughout our journey, been
treated with the greatest hospitality and
consideration, and shall ever remember
with pleasure our coming over to this New
World— so wonderful in its growth and
(pirit of progress. We shall carry away
with us pleasant recollections, many of
which appear later on in the pages of the
Journal. Suffice it now to say, we are
anxious to state this at once that our friends
may see how much we have appreciated
their kindness.

:

Eion,

"Look

oht for the locomotive

WHEN THE BELL

RINGS."

We remember

with pleasure the visit of
our cotemporary to Chicago, and shall be
glad to record his safe return to his home
and his multitudinous duties in connection
with apiculture.

A Hive

is

a

Rox or House

colony of bees reside

Mannm

Mr. A. E.
will ship about eight
tons of honey this year. This is about twothirds of an average crop. This seems to be
about the average for New England.

where a

the stand Is the place
where the hive is located ; the family of
bees is, when organized, a colony ; the bees
leaving the colony with a queen to form
increase, is a swarm.
;
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Tl^lth

Replies tbereto.

[It is quite useless to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department in less time
tkan one montb. Tliey have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
pace for them in the Joubnai,, If you are
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]
;

Colonies tliat Killed tlieir Oneens.

tluery 486.— In the apiary referred to in
487, the bees kilted very early, just after
being put out in the spring, several queens, and
quite a number of neigliboring apiarists had
the same experience. It was so here, also. Can
you give a plausible reason for the bees doing as
they did ?-W., New York.
Query

faction that the fault is not usually
with the queen.
If the queen is
taken away from the bees when they
are balling her, she will do good service when the bees become reconciled
to Ler.— G. W. Demaree.
Probably the queens were diseased
or disabled, and were superseded.
Bees do not usually kill their queens
in the spring, if they are of value.—

The Editor.

gives only a few facts, but not enough
from which to form a correct diagnosis, or give a prognosis, except by
chance, as an answer will be all guessword. Numbers 485 and 488 are of
the same stamp.— J. E. Pond.

At

this

time of the year a colony

with but

little brood, and stores in
plenty, is in fine condition. When the
query was written it might not be.
Yes, the bees woftld probably have
built drone-comb.— W. Z. Hutchin-

son.
fill

tlie

te_¥inter

?

Only

five

such frames

full of

honey

will be sufficient to winter the bees.
Query 487.— The brood-chamber of a It would be better to extract one comb
hive has all the combs full of honey, but the bees for each colony, put this in the center
The bees hang
will not work in the upper story.
There is not a particle of room for the with the five frames of honey, and
out.
queen. Will these bees live until spring? What put in a division -board.
The bees
should be done ? There is about 6x8 inches of will
winter better on 6 than on IS
worker brood, and no drones to be seen. It has 13
frames, 12x12 inches. My friend has 17 colonies such combs, especially if not strong
He asked what was in numbers.— G. L. Tinker.
in about the same condition.
best to do. My reply was. take away half of the

frames and insert as many frames of

full sheets
of foundation. He asked why strips 2 inches wide
would not answer. I replied, " Because you would
get drone comb." Was I right?— New York.

It is too late

comb

now

to give the bees

Let them alone
think the bees killed
time
would
all
depend
upon
the
It
their queens. "We think the queens
died, of disease.— Dadant & Son.
of the season, and the age of the you claim that the queen has no room
queen, in regard to the drone comb. to lay.— The Editor.
No. Bees often do so. Perhaps I should prefer old comb to foundathe queens were poor and needed
tion for bees to winter on.— H. D.
superseding.— C. C. Miller.

We

do

iipt

Cutting.
No, not without seeing or knowing
Let them severely alone. By the
more of the details of tne condition time you get them fixed up it will be
of affairs in the apiary referred to.— too late for brood-rearing.— C. C.

Jambs Heddon.

Miller.

I can give no reason why this should
You might take out a few frames
have occurred to a greater extent one of capped honey, and give frames of
year than another, unless it might empty comb in their place.
It is too
have been lack of a honey-flow, or late for foundation. But if let alone
something of that kind.— W. Z. and properly prepared for wintBr,they

Hutchinson.

I can give no plausible reason why
bees should " kill " their queens in
early spring.
It often happens that
weak, badly-wintered colonies lose
their queens in the spring, but the
quees are not "killed."— G.L. Tinker.

The queens were lacking in vigor,
or at least such was the case when
my bees did the same thing some 12
years ago.— G. M. Doolittle.

Many

reasons could be
given, but it would be all speculation
in your ease. I have known bees to
plausible

mix up when

first

several queens.- H.

put out, and
D. Cutting.

kill

Such freaks of bees killing their
queens early
in
the spring are
common. As the cause is not always
the same, I cannot tell what prompted
it in your case, without knowing their
condition at the time.— J. P. H.

Brown.

I cannot, and do not think that any
one else can.
I can guess a dozen
things that might be right or wrong,

and just as

to be wrong as
the particulars were
stated in a question, answers of more
value could be given.— J. E. Pond.
It is not unusual for bees to " ball "
right.

and

If

liable

all

queens early in the
seems to be the result of
discouraging conditions with which
they are surrounded and sometimes
it has the appearance of pure meanness. I lost about 10 good queens in
their

kill

spring.

It

;

this

way during our deep snow

March.

I

have proven to

my

last
satis-

will come out strong in the spring.—
J. P. H. Brown.
If you had been one of those who

foundation.

until spring comes ; they must have
sufficient honey for winter stores, a»

MMi M

Colonies for

finter.

Query 488.— friend has bees in about
the same condition as in Query 485. He asked
wliat was best to do under the circumstances. My
advice was to insert at once full frames of foundation in the centre of the brood-nest, or better,
if he had them, empty combs, and feed a little
sugar every night. Did 1 advise correctly ?— Collamer, N. Y.

A

Yes.— G. W. Demaree.
You did. Empty combs would be

better.— J. P. H. Brown.
If the bees were lacking in numbers,
" get there," as Mr. Heddon terms it, it was good advice.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
no such state of affairs would have
existed. My advice to you for the
Yes, in July and August, but not
future would be the words of our for September and October. It is too
much-honored Quinby, viz:
"See late now.— A. J. Cook.
your bees often." There is no remedy
Your plan may work well, but I do
the
season,
except
left thus late in
to not like patching up matters late in
double up the colonies. G. M. Doo- the season.— C. C. Miller.
little.
If the advice was given the forepart
At this season, we should have left
They of August it would be very good. If
those colonies as they were.
must be in good health. It is too late in September, there would little good
Two-inch strips will come of it, in my opinion.— G. M.
to build comb.
Doolittle.
give bees a chance to build droneYour advice would be all right if
comb, and you were right in that parnot too late in the season. I find that
ticular.— Dadant & Son.
one cannot make queens lay just
I wish my bees were that well off
when he wants them to. H. D.
for stores perhaps it is time for them
Cutting.
to " wind up " the breeding business
It is now too late to get much brood
for the season. I would not disturb
them this late in the season, unless started by feeding. If the colonies
they needed room to store honey. But have plenty of honey, and are not too
I guess from what you say, there is no weak, the advice given will be good
honey to gather, or your bees would next spring.— G. L. TinivER.
not refuse to store honey in the upper
Yes still it may do no good. Bystories.— G. W. Demaree.
and-by, when preparing the bees for
Do not get scared. Let those bees winter, you can double them up. 1
and combs alone, and if the seeds of should advise a change of queens at
diarrhea are not in the hives, and any rate, as the fault is in all probathey are properly protected through bility with them. See answer to No.
the winter, they will come out all 485.— J. E. Pond.
right in 1888. It is now too late for
I do not think that any such manipyotir plan
to
work well. James ulation is necessary, and besides, I
Heddon.
never want combs built between comI am unable to give an intelligent pleted ones. I think that the querist
answer to this query, for like many of No. 488 is more scared than hurt.—
that are found in this department, it James Heddon.

—

—

;

;
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Queens cannot be compelled to lay
eggs at any time, and especially when
out of season. It would be better to
supersede the queen or unite with
another colony, as advised in reply to

Query No.
feeding

The

It is too late

48-5.

now

for

induce brood-rearing.—

to

Editor.

(^ovxcspondtnct.
©

TUa mark
Indicates that the apiarist Is
located near tne center of tde state named
5 north of the center; 9 south; 0» east;
•Owest; and this << northeast: "O northwest:
o» southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.
For tha American Bee JoumoL

Report for

tlie

Season of 1881,

6T7

drones with, as the mother was an had to be fed a part or all of their
excellent queen for drones. When winter stores.
willow and hard maple bloomed, the
The result of the season is an averbees gathered quite freely for brood- age of about 62 pounds of honey from
rearing, of both honey and pollen, and each of the 20 colonies, the whole
had it not been for the cold nights, a amount being 1,039 pounds, 722 pounds
much larger force of bees might have of which was comb honey. The
been secured for the harvest.
amount received for queens, nuclei,
Of the 26 colonies, I set apart 20 for etc., up to Oct. 10, was about S700.
producing honey, hoping to make
Taking it as a whole, I have no reanuclei for queen-rearing out of the 6 son to complain regarding the result
weak ones but at about this time the of the year 1887, unless perhaps it is
demand for queens was so great that that I have been so crowded with
I thought 1 should have to use all the work that I have not found time for
colonies I had for queen-rearing, or the improvement of my mind, which
get " swamped."
However, I man- I would like nor to make the many
aged by working the bees for all they experiments that I had proposed to try.
were worth, to keep the 20 colonies
Borodino,© N. Y., Oct. 17, 1887.
along in fair condition, and yet draw
on them every few days for bees and
Bee-Keepers' Magazine.
brood to make nuclei. Of course this
;

;

lessened my prospects for honey to
quite a large extent, but I considered
it much better than to destroy the
whole prospect by breaking them up

A Net fay

of Introtlnciiis Queens.

H. H. FLICK.

entirely.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.

The

first of

June found me with
my yard, 1-5 of which

only 26 queens in

were mothers

to fair colonies of bees,

5 were mothers to rather weak colonies, while the remaining 6 had only
about bees enough to hold their
queens till steady warm weather
should come. My bees were wintered
as heretofore, about one-half on the
summer stands, and the rest in the
cellar. Those in the cellar wintered
the best, the loss being only one colony in fifty, while among those on the
summer stands there was a loss of six

out of forty.
As I look back over the past, I can
but wonder that the loss was not
greater, as these bees were kept confined to their hives by steady cold
weather from Nov. 10 to April lO, or
Five months of
just five months.
such severe weather as we had last
winter is very trying to bees on the
summer stands, and as the cold held
on day after day, and week after
week, after others had reported " bees
had a flight," I came nearly deciding
that I would get out of the cold
climate of " old cold Spafford," as our
town is called, and seek a more favorable locality.
However, the ties that
bind me here are so strong that I presume I shall always stay here, trying,
as in the past, to breed up a race of
bees hardy enough to stand the cold
climate that they must endure.
After getting the bees out of their
winter quarters, the spring proved on
the whole very unfavorable, the
nights being cold all the while till
nearly July. I had intended to keep
about 40 colonies with which to commence the season of 1887, but owing
to my great correspondence and other
pressing matters, I found that I was
being overworked, so much so that
my physician said that I must do less
or break down in health
so I con-

Many valuable queens are lost annually by introducing, some colonies
refusing to receive a new queen by
any of the old methods. There have
been various plans devised and described, but every one thus far failed
in many instances, and often the most
valuable queens are thus lost, and
the apiarist greatly disappointed.
All the different plans I have ever
seen are more or less a violation of
nature's laws, and thus place the
colony in an abnormal condition,
causing the bees to become cross, and
constantly on the watch to wreak
their vengeance on some intruder.
So long as a colony does not accept the queen, that colony is practically queenless, although the new
queen may be caged inside the hive ;
and every observant apiarist knows
that when a colony becomes queenless, its actions become peculiar, and
this at once becomes apparent to the
other bees that are constantly on the
lookout to harrass and rob, and thus
puts the queenless colony on the defensive, and every stranger is at once
attacked and killed. Under such cirthe
newly-introduced
cumstances
queen, if caged or protected in some
way, is closely watched by the suspicious workers, and woe be to her if
over.
good acreage of buckwheat had she emerges from her cage under such
Owing to the cold nights, and this
continual drawing of bees and brood
from them, I saw that I could get no
large yield of honey if the season
proved ever so good, for I had not the
brood necessary in the hives at the
right time to give me an abundance
of bees during the bloom of basswood, which is our great honey-producer. In order to get a good honeyyield, the hive must be full of brood
at least 37 days before the honey
harvest, and at that time my hives
were not half full. Considering this
fact, I was greatly surprised that the
bees did as well as they did.
When apple trees blossomed, the
weather was unfavorable, so that no
surplus was obtained, and had it not
been that there was considerable old
honey in the hives, I sho.ild have had
to feed. White and Alsike clover
yielded so as to give the bees a living,
and plenty for brood-rearina:. Basswood opened on July 5, and bloomed
for nearly two weeks, during which
time the bees stored honey well, considering the number of field-bees
present in the hives.
Teasel gave a
very little honey, after basswood,
which was quite a help by way of getting many nearly-filled sections sealed

A

been sown for this locality, and I had
strong hopes that a yield from this
source might be obtained, but for the
tenth time in succession I was disappointed, for not enough was gathered to show any surplus, even in the
brood-combs, after it had gone out of

The last year in which
buckwheat gave any surplus with me,
was in 1877.
What the trouble is,
blossom.

that this plant does not secrete honey
of any amount in this place, I do not
know, unless it is because I live in a
cold, frosty valley.
Of the 20 colonies only 14

circumstances
The most popular and successful
way thus far is, to cage the new queen
for some time after the old one is removed. This caging may be done in
different ways, and the liberation of
the queen may be done either by the
bees or the bee-keeper, yet, in any
event, the colony is disorganized, and
the risks are great, to say nothing of
the time lost in egg-laying, while the
colony is thus queenless.
After losing many valuable queens,
!

for some of which
swarmed, several instances

I paid big prices. In
I remember, I lost

so that the increase was very light ex- about half the bees. In these cases it
sell my bees down to the cept as I made a few colonies by seems that the colony became divided,
of colonies spoken of at the division, after the season was over. and "civil war" ensued; a part of
beginning of this article.
My present number is 40 fair colonies the bees adhering and protecting the
In selling I sent off my best colo- in readiness for winter, and 20 very new queen, while the rest were bent
nies, and in reality I had but one small ones made from doubled-up on her destruction.
Close observareally good colony left with the num- nuclei ; all of which had stores enough tion and various experiments led me
ber kept
I kept that to rear early for winter except the nuclei, which to the discovery of a plan that is alto;

cluded to

number

;
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gether new. and leaves the colony in
normal condition all along. This
plan is sure and easily done under the
immediate observation of the apiarist, and without loss of time to the
colony in egg-production.
Its

HOW TO INTRODUCE QUEENS.
Near the close of the day, when
there is no dauger of robbers, subdue
the colony with smoke, hnd the old
queen and remove her. Have a large
platform or blanket in front of the
hive. Remove every comb with the
bees adhering.
As the last frame is
taken out, shake the bees from it on
the platform near the entrance, and
replace the frame. Now take the second frame and shake the bees from it
some distance from the entrance on
the previously prepared platform
when the bees are all off, put the
comb in its place in the hive, and
treat the third and fourth frames in
the same way, shaking the bees about
three feet from the entrance.
This shaking from the combs completely subdues and mixes up the
bees, and causes them to exhale the
peculiar scent that bees do when
shaken from a limb in swarmingtime in front of a hive.
When all the frames have been
shaken and replaced in the hive, drop
the new queen at least two feet from
the entrance, and she will at once
move on with the marching legions
toward the entrance, and in thus
mingling with the mass she at once
becomes impregnated with the peculiar odor of the colony, and becomes

one of them
and by her queenly
sound and motions among the bees,
she is at once recognized as the
;

mother-bee, and enters the hive joyously with the rest, and at once proceeds to her work of egg-laying.
few whiffs of smoke amons the moving mass will cause a more hasty
entrance, and also add its scent to
that of the bees.
By doing this late in the afternoon
or evening, everything Is quiet and in
working order in the morning, and
there will be no trouble from other
bees. I have Introduced quite a number of queens in this way without a
single failure.
Lavansville, ? Pa.

A

For tbe Amerlcaa Bee Journal,

Western Fair

WM.

H.

at Loniloii, Ont.

WESTON.

The exhibit of bees, honey, and
apiarian supplies at the Western Fair,
held at London, Ont., was not as large
as usual, but it was as good as could
have been expected, considering the
season.
The Western Fair Board have this
year expended in the erection of a
honey hall and hxtures, over $2,000.
When we compare this outlay with
the amount given in prizes in 1883
($11), we cannot but feel satistied that
the present Board of Management are
far more liberal-minded than their
predecessors, and also that they must
acknowledge the great importance of
bee-culture, as

it is

practiced now.

The exhibit of honey was not nearly Ralph, who. was a quiet, thoughtful
as large, but what was shown was boy, asked
" Why doesn't it sting you. Uncle ?"
very line honey.
Mr. D. Chalmers showed a new
"Because," replied his Uncle, "it
idea in a three-sided hive. The hive is held as if in a box, and is only inconsists of a number of cases, and be- tent on getting out. See, wherever I
tween the frames of each there is a open a little crack, it tries to push its
tin-rest to prevent them from sag- head through.
Now I'll free it," and
ging. The hive is also invertible, and out came the bee and began circling
working
from
the
is quite different
about.
look of distress on Grace's
any heretofore shown.
" Don't be
face made her Uncle say
E.
Mr. Holtermann, representing
in the least alarmed ; you couldn't
flue
disGould
had
a
very
& Co.,
L.
induce that bee to sting one of us
play of apiarian supplies, including a short of catching it and pinching it."
solar wax-extractor. Mr. E. RobinJust then a vigorous " zip " from
son had a very line display of ex- little Daniel was
heard, and that
tracted honey ; Mr. Coleman showed young
gentleman
making lively
comb honey, and sold it all the first motions with hiswas
right hand, and
day. He secured from 178 colonies, looking very red
in the face. Directly,
spring count, 2,100 pounds of ex- the remark, " It stung
me," came out
tracted honey, and 1,000 pounds of with
a jerk. Grace's sympathies were
comb honey during the season.
thoroughly aroused, and she began
Mr. R. H. Smith showed some very eagerly asking what could be done
handsome bees as well as honey and for it.
supplies. Mr. J. W. Whealy had a
Uncle Charlie said the main thing
very nice exhibit of comb honey, as was to take out the sting, and he imwell as extracted. His bees gathered mediately scraped off the sting with
150 pounds of extracted honey, as his finger nail, saying, " Never pull
well as 800 pounds of comb honey ; he out the sting with your thumb and
had 33 colonies, spring count. Mrs. finger, for the poison bag is always
John Budd had a very nice exhibit of left with the sting, and pulling it out
honey and apiarian supplies.
in that way squeezes more poison into
The prizes were pretty evenly the wound."
divided, Mrs. Budd securing the
Upon inquiry, it was found that
" lion's share."
Daniel had been experimenting on
The taste for honey is growing rap- his own account, and had caught a
idly in this section of the country, if bee on the flowers. Said he, " I didn't
one could judge by the way samples think it would sting me, it didn't
on a stick disappeared. One of the sting Uncle."
" Yes," said Uncle Charlie, " but
exhibitors remarked that during the
Fair there was over 1,500 pounds sold you didn't make a little box of your
in that way, realizing more than 20 hand so as not to pinch it, as I did."
cents per pound, as some of the sec" Perhaps," said Uncle Charlie, "you
tions of honey did not weigh a pound, would like to see the inside of a hive."
but sold as readily when cut up into So he got for each a bee-veil, made
quarters, and sold at 5 cents each.
like a bag, open at each end, to slip
London, Ont.
on over the hat. "Now," said he,
" no bee can sting you, and it is a
Vick'B Magazine.
curious fact that even if a bee should
get inside your veil, it will not sting
you, but spend all its energies trying
A Look into a Bee-Hiye.
to get out.
This instrument in my
hand is called a smoker, and you see
DR. C. C. MILLER.
when I puff a little smoke on the bees
THE TIMID BEE AWAY FROM HOME. they scramble out of the way. It
seems to frighten them, so they will
" Oh, Uncle Charlie
here's a bee not sting. Now I will lift out one of
on the window. It will sting us to the frames of comb."
death."
" My dear Grace," said Uncle CharHONEY-COMB AND EGGS.
lie, as he quietly picked the bee off
" How black it is," said Daniel. " I
the window in such away it could not thought honey-comb was white."
sting him, and put it out of the door,
" Yes," said his Uncle, " what you
" the poor bee is more scared than
you, and is only too glad to get away. have seen on the table is very white,
Let me tell you a fact that may here- and so was this when first made, but
after save you some nervous anxiety. as the bees travel over it year after
No bee will ever sting you away from year it becomes very black. There
the immediate neighborhood of its are just twenly-Qve of these cells to
hive, unless you pinch it. Come out the square inch, or fifty counting both
This is worker
with me, and perhaps I can prove it sides of the comb.
to you."By this time Grace's two comb, and the eggs laid in these cells,
brothers, Ralph and Daniel, who were under ordinary circumstances, will

A

:

!

also

on a

visit to their Uncle's,

be-

hatch out worker bees.

If, however, the colony becomes
came interested, and went along to
They queenless, the bees may select the
see what was to be learned.
did not need to go far to Und flowers occupant of any worker-cell, and give

with bees working on them.

Uncle

Charlie slowly placed his hand over a
bee which was busily engaged upon a
flower, and closing the fingers lightly
upon it, held the bee a prisoner.
Grace looked on with alarm, while

such food and care that it will produce a queen. Look in the bottom of
these cells carefully, and you will see
They are not as thick as a
eggs.
common pin, and three or tour times
It takes
as long as their thickness.
it
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" Oh, no, it belongs to some other
colony, possibly this one standing
next, possibly it came from some hive
a mile or two away."
" How can the bees tell it from their
own bees V" said Grace.
" I don't know," said her Uncle,
" possibly by the smell.
At any rate
the bees seem to have little difficulty
in distinguishing a stranger. I have
known 2 colonies to be put into the
same hive together, and every bee of
over.
You see a great many cells the last colony to be stung to death
But I want you to
thus sealed over, and after being by the others.
sealed over the grub, or larva, as it is notice whether there is any difference
properly called, spins a cocoon about in the color of the bees."
itself, and in twenty-one days from
HYBRID BEES.
the time the egg was laid, the young
" Yes, sir,'" said Daniel, " some
bee gnaws its way out of its cell, a
drone is hatched have more yellow color on them than
perfect-worker.
in twenty-four days from the laying others."
" Yes, a colony of pure Italian bees
of the egg, and a queen in sixteen."

about three days for an egg to hatch,
and in adjoining cells you will see
white grubs coiled up in the bottom
of the cell. Some of them have just
hatched out, and you can hardly see
them with the naked eye. Others fill
up the cell pretty well, and were
hatched about a week ago. Then you
can see them of all intermediate sizes.
After the grub hatches out of the
egg, it is fed by the workers for about
six or seven days, when they seal it
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with their heads toward the hive to
mark their location, apparently trying
to fix in their little heads the position
of surrounding objects.
Ever after,
they seem to fly back to that same
location on returning home, and if
their hive is moved away, only a few
feet, they will never find it, but fly

around and around the site of their
old home, in a dazed sort of way, perhaps finally entering one of the
nearest hives, where they are likely
to be kindly received, providing they
enter well laden."

Marengo, 5 His.
The Honey Resources

A

of Iowa.

EUGENE SECOR.

one takes the time to observe and
" Oh, see the big bees !" said Dan- will have all workers with the first the trouble to enumerate them, he
three rings or segments of the ab- will be astonished at the almost endiel, pointing quickly with his finger,
domen yellow. The common black less variety of honey-yielding plants
almost touching them.
This colony is a within the State. It would require a
" Be careful, my boy," said his bee has no yellow.
skilled botanist to name them all.
Uncle, " or you may get another mixture of black and Italian. They
are called hybrids. Not many years
The All-wise Father has provided
sting."
Daniel's hands were instantly in ago there were no Italians in this nearly all plants and trees with either
country, although now there are a honey or pollen, to attract the insect
his pockets.
" One of the first things to be great many, and Italians and hybrids world. He spreads a continual feast
learned in handling bees," continued are considered superior, generally, as for the bee, that the important object,
Great pains are perfect fertilization, may be the more
his Uncle " is to make no rapid move- honey gatherers.
ment. Be gentle with them. Those taken to have good stock, and quite a certainly attained. The bee that slips
big bees are drones, and have no number of men make their principal from flower to flower, rollicking in
the new-born
stings. On this next frame we find a business the rearing of queens to sell. the golden dust among
small patch of drone comb. You see Thousands of queens are sent every anthers, playing hide-and-seek in the
the cells look much larger.
They year, through the mails, in little cages, opening corollas, is performing a
measure 16 to the square inch, or 32 with a few worker bees to accompany work of untold value in the wise
on both sides. But we haven't seen them. Importing queens from Italy economy of nature. The honey sethe most important member of the is also quite a business. Yonder hive creted by the blossom is for the purcommunity yet. Ah here she is," as contains a queen which was hatched pose of inviting cross-fertilization,
under the sunny skies of Italy. I paid and to prevent inand-in breeding.
he lifted out another frame.
.six dollars for her."
If no insect is there to utilize the
" How can bees tell their own
THE QUEKH-BEE.
of nectar, it is evaporated and
" The hives drop
" She is longer than the workers," hives V" asked Ralph.
scattered to the four winds of heaven.
all look alike."
"
No one is richer for the ungathered
observed Ralph,
but her wings look
sweets, and no one isthe poorer whose
short."
BEES KNOWING THEIR HOMES.
fields
are searched by the tireless
"Does she control all the rest?"
" I'll answer you presently," said little worker, whose instincts lead it
asked Grace.
his Uncle, as he finished closing up to garner the evanescent riches,which
" Very far from it," was the reply
" instead of being called queen, she the hive they had been inspecting. of a truth, " take to themselves wings
should be called mother-bee, for she Then he went along some distance, and fly away."
From the earliest Easter flower
does nothing in the world but lay looking at the different hives, till he
eggs. How many do you think she came to one where he said, "Now that peeps out of the snow on some
watch
the
bees
flying
in front of this sunny hillside, to the last fall-flower
can lay in 24 hours
Guess big."
hive."
" Twenty," said Grace.
in autumn, there is a continual suc"
" there are
said
Why,"
Grace,
" Fifty," said Ralph.
cession of honey-bearing plants,whose
than
more
bees
at
the
other
hives,
" Five hundred," said Daniel, and
wealth of nectar ought to be utilized
keep
and
they
just
flying
in
sort
of
as one of the sure resources of this
was laughed at by the others.
and
not
darting
circles,
in
and
out
as
grand State.
"None of you have guessed enough,"
they
the
other
do
at
hives."
"
California may have occasionally
said their Uncle.
At her best she
"
her magnificent
I don't know," said her Uncle, astonished us by
can lay 3,000 eggs in 24 hours.
" that there are any more of them, honey crop, but in Iowa, where " the
ROBBEK BEES.
but the way they "fly about makes early and the latter rains" are not
" Oh, see what a shiny black bee," them look so. .Just fix your eye upon only pr(3Smised, but sent, we are gensaid little Daniel, making an effort to one bee as it starts out of the hive. erally confident of a reasonable surpoint with his elbow, his hands being Instead of darling, like the bees of plus. The pastures and roadsides are
in his pockets.
other hives, straight out of the hive covered with white clover which
" Yes," said Uncle Charlie, " that as if the whole family were sick, and yields the finest honey in the world.
is a robber bee.
See how quick it it were sent for the doctor, it comes The rivers and lakes are generally
darts away when another bee comes bustling out of the entrance, shaking skirted by basswood timber, one of
near it. There one bee was too quick itself and running about on the the best honey-producing trees in
for it, and has caught it by the leg. alighting-board with a very important America, yielding largely a nectar
See how it struggles to get free. Ah
air, as if to say, I tell you, it just that is prized for its beautiful amber
it has broken loose and is gone.
It is needs me about to have things go color and aromatic flavor.
probably an old hand at the business, right,' and then when it takes wing
Every fence corner and neglected
and its shiny appearance is due to the it flies slowly a very little way from field is planted by the hand of Nature,
fact that the feathers or down have the entrance going in circles a little as though she were trying in some
been rubbed off of its body, possibly further and further away, keeping its way to counteract man's shiftlessby crowding through narrow places in head constantly turned toward the ness, by making the earth bring forth
its efforts to steal." " Does the robber hive.
These are young bees having a abundantly some of the good things
bee belong to this hive V" asked Ralph. play spell, and they fly thus carefully of life. Goldenrod,artichokes,thistle3,
!
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Spanish-needles, and even burdocks
are made to contribute to the general
good by furnishing delicious hydromel
for the "busy bee."
TVe here enumerate a list of some of
the principal honey-plants in Iowa,
the names of which are familiar to
"Willow, all varieties,
everybody
maple, all varieties, basswood, elm,
oak, wild black cherry, choke cherry,
poplar, sumac, wild crab tree, wild
plum, honey locust, all fruit trees, all
the small fruits, bush honeysuckle
:

(wild), artichokes. thistles,wild mornpumpkins,
sun-flower,
ing-glory,

squashes, melons, dandelion, white
clover, Alsike clover, red clover (2d

milkweed, catnip, motherwort,
mustard, borage, thoroughwort, melilot, buckwheat, sweet corn, heart'sSpanishasters,
goldenrod,
ease,
needle, burdocks, and nettles.
There are still others, not so well
known, that are frequented by the
bees, proving that they yield nectar
or pollen in abundance.
Forest City, 5 Iowa.
crop),

British

Tlie
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Uses o[ Beeswax.
J.

DENNLEB.

Beeswax, on account of its lighting
powers, is used for the manufacture
Besides,
of candles and wax-tapers.
on account of its tenacity and ductility, firmness and difficulty of melting,
it is indispensable for the great in-

the pill on a marble slab. The hollow
teeth are filled with this so that the
food may not lodge in them, and
teeth.
whole be thoroughly well irritate the nerves of the
let the
Salve for Skin Diseases.—
mixed. The leather, by repeated ap(some six mouths alto- Five parts of white wax, 5 parts of
plications
gether), is protected by this grease spermaceti, 5 parts of sweet almond
against the influence of air, heat, per- oil, are melted together in an enameled vessel, and are poured out into
spiration, or other moisture.
Ointment tor Making little paper boxes, and when cold are
Boots "Water-Proof— Is prepared cut up into little slabs.
by melting together &% parts of yelcosmetic specialties.
low wax, 26% parts of mutton tallow,
parts
A^^ax Balsam.— Two
turpentine,
of
thick
6J^
parts
Glycerine
dli
of olive oil, and 13 parts of lard, and parts of white wax, 2 parts of sperstirring into this 5 parts of well- maceti, 8 parts of sweet almond oil, 4
part of attar of
mixed "lampblack, and the mass is parts of glycerine,
then poured into little wooden boxes. roses, are carefully melted together
The wax is made warm, and is rubbed in an enameled vessel before a slow
in with the fingers, by means of which fire, stirred till it is cold, and put into
the hard leather is softened, and be- glass vessels.
comes perfectly water-proof.
Crejle Celeste.— One and one-half
Means for Removing the Cracks parts of white wax, 3 parts of spermain Horses' Hoofs.— "U'^ax and honey ceti, 3 parts of sweet almond oil, are
in equal parts are well melted to- melted together in a porcelain dish
gether over a slow fire, and thoroughly over a water bath, and after it is cold,
It is used after this 2 parts of rose water are added, with
well mixed.

of turpentine oil, IJ^ kilogrammes of
castor oil, 12i.^ kilogrammes of linseed
and
oil, and IM kilogrammes of tar,

Wax

Wax

H

The hoof having been
thoroughly cleansed with tepid water
the above mixture is well rubbed in
with a brush. After several applications the fissures and cracks disappear, and the hoof gets an advantageous softness.
manner

:

continual stirring.

Cold Cream— Is used to keep the
skin delicate and soft. It is prepared
by rubbing together in a water bath 1
part of white wax, 2 parts of spermaceti, S parts of sweet almond oil, and
5 parts of rose water.
application of wax in medicine.
Cosmetique.—Melt in a porcelain
over a water bath 500 grammes
Kemedies for Coughs, Expecto- dish
yellow wax. with 125 grammes of
ration, Erysipelas of the Head. of
soap, take it from the fire, let
—Breathe the vapor of wax which has white cold, and mix in it before the
get
been melted on a hot iron or a brazier. it
of bergamot
mass has

set 5

grammes

Healing Salve.—Honey, oil, and and 1 gramme of Peruvian balsam, it
dustry of making wax figures and for wax melted together into a salve
out into little sticks on a
modeling. But also in house-keeping hastens the healing of old wounds is rolled
slab, and these are
marble
or
glass
wax renders us important services. and fistulas.
paper.
with
covered
In the following we have some of
Marigold Flower Plaster for
Enzheim, Germany.
these remedies and recipes
Wounds.— Out of marigold flowers a
Sewing Wax.— The beeswax is plaster can be made by bruising the
pxjr tne American Bee Joomal.
made into little round balls to give flowers and the stalks, and mixing it
more stiffness and smoothness to the with as much lard as will cover them,
Food for 3 Montis.
thread for sewing.
letting it boil over a moderate fire for
Bees
"Wood AYax.— Melt together one an hour, and it is then squeezed
The stuff that is
C. E. JONES.
part of yellow wax, two parts of rosin, through a cloth.
one part of turpentine, and some lard. pressed out is put over the fire, and
will
Let it get slightly cold, and roll out as much yellow wax added as
The fact that bees can be kept for
This make it of the consistency of a plas- three months without food, must
the mass on a slab into sticks.
If less wax is used, marigold come out, and I will say that it can
is the warm-melting wood wax; at the ter.
Both prep- be done. I do not claim that I have
present time the cold melting wood flower salve is obtained.
wax, recommended by Dr. Lucas, is arations are useful in all kinds of discovered this myself, but I claim
often used, which is prepared from wounds.
priority in getting it before the public.
Remedy for Diarrhea. In Last winter, at the bee-keepers'
rosin and spirit.
Primitive Wax.— Melt two parts France the following remedy is found convention at Columbus, O., I told
Scoop out the core
of wax, and stir into it, after it is of frequent use
Mr. Ernest Root that I had kept
taken off the Aire, one part of turpen- of a quince, fill it with hot wax, let honey-bees in the dormant state three
tine.
it roast for a long time by the fire, months.
I mean by this, that they
Polish.- Mix 200 grammes of and eat it night and morning for three were dead, to all appearance, and rei
Eotash and 200 grammes of water, days consecutively.
vived when exposed to the sun.
Salve for Wounds Left after have written to others about it, but
eat to a boiling point, and gradually,
salve
a
after repeated stirring, 400 grammes Removing Warts.— Prepare
have had no reply.
of yellow wax. After this has been of white wax and fresh unsalted butAVheu I told Iilr. Aaron Benedict of
little
mix
a
boiled again, pour in 900 grammes of ter in equal parts, and
matter, at the State Fair this fall,
this
fluid
white wine with it.
water, and heat it until a milky
that he believed that I was
said
he
and
ImWax
polishing
Burns.—
Salve for
results. This is useful for
but he could not believe the
honest,
plaster
for
excellent
an
furniture and floors.
seed oil give
which I made, but the next
statement
made
of
is
burn-salve
Stahl's
Water-Proof Packing-Paper.— burns.
he remarked to another beemorning
wax.
yellow
and
butter
of
parts
equal
Take 24 parts of blue soap and 4
that he could not sleep that
Corn Plaster.—For corns a good man,
parts of white soap, 15 parts of wax,
night on account of thinking about
and
tallow,
wax,
of
made
is
plaster
and boil it with 120 parts of water.
He said that there
Jones' bee-story.
.^ .
Dip the packing-paper into it, and let some verdigris.
or at least
tooth-stop- might be something in it,
The
Tooth-Stopping.—
cords
it soak well, and hang it up on
melting together he should try it.
by
prepared
is
ping
beeto dry.
I first learned this from an old
with 3Ji
Leather Grease.—For the prep- 3 parts of pure whitea wax
15 years ago
over
Missouri
man
in
of
drops
few
aration of this, mix 1}^ kilogrammes parts of mastic, and
and 12 years ago I kept bees three
kilogrammes oil of peppermint, and making into
of pure yellow wax in

m\M
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Wax
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months in the dormant state, and cells. At first the cells will resemble
they came out all right. I did not small acorn cups, but as the royal intake a bee-paper then, and I did not fants increase in size, the cells will be
think much about it. I am very much enlarged and drawn out in a downsurprised that the bee-fraternity had ward direction, looking very much
like a peanut, and in about five days
not discovered it sooner.
after the cells are started, they will
be sealed over, and the royal larvse
F.
[Perhaps the Rev. W.
Clarke will pass into the chrysalis state,
will have soqjething to write on this weaving about herself an exceedingly
matter, as it touches his theory.— Ed.] delicate shroud, and in this state she
is metamorphosed into the perfect
imago, and cuts her way out of the

Ostrander,© O., Oct.

14, 1887.

Farmers'

Hints to

Hume Journal.

BeEinners—Handling Bees,

on the sixteenth day from the day
the egg was laid.
cell

Now, if we watch her movements,
she may be seen moving about among
the bees for three or four days, when
she will take a gay trip (sometimes
The art of handling, or in bee par- several of them) into the air to meet
lance manipulating bees, is looked the drones, and in a few more days
upon by the uninitiated as a great she will commence laying eggs. The
mystery— a species of jugglery but queen honey-bee ordinarily combeneScent mences to lay at nine or ten days old.
such is not the case.
Creator has given man dominion over
Now let us trace the history of the
the creatures which he has given him
And it is worker-bee. If you take a note of
for his support and proflt.
the privilege and duty of man to the time the first eggs are laid you
study their habits and capabilities, will find that they will hatch into
that he may control and care for them minute larvse in three days, and in
intelligently, both with
profit and about seven days more the larvse is
capped over (this we call seafled
pleasure to himself.
The farmer has certain methods by brood), and on the twenty-first diy
which he manages and controls his from the day the eggs were laid the
worker-bees will begin to cut the
live stock— methods which conform
caps of the cells, and; " hatch out
to their habits and natural history.
In the same way the bee-man manip- perfectly- developed worker bees.
The drones are produced in the
ulates his bees, using methods consame manner as the worker bees, exformable to their habits.
cept that they are ordinarily reared
FINDING CONDITION OF COLONIES, and nursed in drone-cells, the capWith a good smoker I can open any pings of which are much more conwell made, movable-frame hive (no vexed than that of the worker-cells,
matter how many or what kind of and thereby may be easily distinbees it contains), which has nice guished from the latter. It requires
straight combs, and lift outthe combs twenty-three days to produce the
one at a time with the bees clustering drone from the bee.
on them, and make the bees move
AVERAGE LIFE OF BEES,
about with the point of my finger,
The average life of the queen is
while I look for the queen or examine
In about three years, though they will
for eggs and larvse in ihe cells.
this way we may know when our bees sometimes live four, and in extraordThis we asare about to swarm by looking for inary cases five years.
queen-cells, which ordinarily appear certain by clipping their wings so that
them.
And if we we may always know
before a swarm issues.
are rearing queens from fine stock,
To ascertain the average life of the
and feel interested about them, we worker bee is an easy matter since
may know just how matters are pro- the importation of the (yellow) Italgressing by lifting out the frame on ian bees to this country.
If you rewhich the queen-cells are built from move the qiieen from a colony of
time to time, and know the very hour black or dark colored bees, and inthat the young princess cuts her way troduce an Italian queen in her stead
out of the royal cell.
you will find that in less than ninety
It will be seen that by means of days (if in the summer season) every
easy access to the interior of the bee- black bee will have disappeared, and
hive, we may study the habits and the yellow Italians will have taken
natural history of the bee at our their place, indicating that the averleisure, and if we are apt scholars we age life of the worker bee in the workmay become masters in the science of ing season is about forty-live days.
bee-keeping.
But if you introduce an Italian queen
in the month of September, there will
TIME OF HEARING TOUNG BEES.
be black bees living till the following
If you wish to ascertain the length April or May, indicating that the
of time it requires to produce a queen average life of the worker bee in a
from the egg, you may remove the state of rest, as in the winter season,
queen and all the unsealed brood is perhaps five months, though some
from a hive, thereby leaving the bees of them may live to be six or seven
With these facts before
then give them months old.
hopelessly queenless
a frame containing eggs from your us, we can realize the importance of
colony with the best
and
providing
every
best queen,
you will find that the
eggs will hatch into minute white queens that can be obtained, if we
worms, called larvae, in just three would have strong colonies.
Christiansburg,5 Ky.
days, and the bees will start queenO. Vf.
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Keening Bees near a Riyer,

etc.

JAMES DEVINE.
In order to keep bees at a profit,
they should be located near a river,
and I will give the reason why, viz
The 600 colonies of bees which I have
in charge, are in three different apiaries, located from 2 to 4 miles apart.
Two of these apiaries are located
near a river, and do quite well, while
the third is not located near a river,
and the bees do poorly.
The bees in this locality are not
doing much now, as the honey season
is about over.
I am still taking off
honey, but I will get through in about
one week after finishing up, I will
have taken off somewhere between
50,000 to 52,000 sections of honey.
This part of the State, in the summer
time, is warm and dry, and in order
to raise crops, irrigation has to be
resorted to, which causes alfalfa to
grow abundantly. This gives good
pasturage for bees, and makes nicelooking honey.
The bees close the
honey season on sun-flowers, but the
honey thus gathered is dark.
Bakersfleld,? Cailf., Oct. 2, 1887.
:

;

prairie Farmer.

Bees Do Not Mate Honey.

MRS.

L.

HARRISON.

Many have

a mistaken idea in ref"I
Some say
thought honey was honey, all alike ;
but now I see it under different
goldenrod,
clover, linden,
brands

erence to

honey.

:

—

make

If bees
etc., etc.
Bees
is it not all alike ?"
Right there is the mishoney

buckwheat,
honey,

make

why

!

and the solution of this problem. Bees do not make honey, and
never did; not even that found in
Samson's time, in the carcass of the
Neither do
lion was made by bees.
take,

bee-keepers

make

it.

It is

a vegeta-

ble sweet, generated in Nature's great
laboratory, which is located principally in the corollas of flowers,but not
there altogether.

EVAPORATING HONEY AT NIGHT.

When bees are gathering nectar
very rapidly, it is put into the cells
quite thin, but is never sealed up in
These original canthis condition.
ners know better than to do this, and
as they cannot gather it during the
night, they spend that time in boiling
down what has been collected during
the day. Evaporation may commence
in the honey-sac, as the bee flits from
flower to flower, and on the final trip
Naturalists claim to
to the hive.

have noticed a fine spray emitted
from tlieir bodies, where many are
flying

home laden

totheii«hives.

Bees hum very loudly at night,
during a large yield of honey, which
is caused by their fanning with their
wings while they work the honey
bacls-and-forth on their proboscis, in

much the same manner as a confectioner does his candy.
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Some claim that a drop of formic a distance, and a two-days' session is
acid, which causes the sting in the to be held, Tuesday and Wednesday
bee, is put into the honey to prevent are by no means as good days as are
fermentation before the final sealing Wednesday and Thursday, nor even as
up but I have never seen them at it, Thursday and Friday. If the first
and very much doubt if any one else day is Tuesday, it is difficult for some
has. The sealing of honey is air- to be there on time and if it closes
tight, -while that of the brood, on the on Friday it is also difficult for them
but it seems
contrary, is porous.
to get home in time
better, if there must be any break in
BEES WILL NOT BE FORCED.
numbers, that it should be at the last
If the bee-keepers could make honey end rather than at the first. Besides,
as some persons believe they can, if a member is present, and much inthey might do a " land-office busi- terested, he will perhaps make more
ness," as nature has failed to produce effort to remain than he would to get
any this season, except in some fa- there on time.
One of the bad things about most
They might use
vored localities.
their idle capital, which is invested in meetings that I have ever attended
sections, foundation, etc. Hives are is the being confined so many hours
full and running over with worker in a room with perhaps little or no
bees, why not set them to work filling ventilation, the attention kept confoundation with sugar syrup V This tinuously iixed for three or more
hours at a stretch. It is a little strange
has been tried and found wanting
bees will carry down syrup to support that a set of men will get together
themselves and families, and then and warmly discuss the kind of venflatly tell their owners, if they want tilation that is best for bees, and forany more stored, they will have to get that ventilation is just as neceslook elsewhere for workers to do it, sary for the human family. If it is
ventilate the
to properly
for it is not their nature to be fed, but difficult
room, the windows can at least be
to help themselves from the fields.
opened during a 15-miuutes' recess,
Peoria,© Ills.
;

;

;

Tie

Comim Conyention— SnEestions.

On

page 684 may be found a pro-

gramme

of the topics to be discussed

coming union cenvention in
Chicago, Ills., from Nov. 16 to IS,
1887.
The following from Dr. C. C.
at the

Miller, in Oleanings, in reference to

the convention, contains suggestions
which are both wise and timely, and
to them we invite attention
:

I believe bee-conventions are increasing in popularity. Rightly con-

no reason they should
not mistaken, in Germany they have a society, if not societies, with something like 500 members. Did any society in this counPertry ever reach 200 members V

ducted, there
not.

If I

is

am

haps we have something to learn from
our German brethren in this regard.

are at little or no expense in coming
or going, absorb the whole with not
even a "• thank you." Bee-keepers
are such a liberal set that their conventions have been made even more
free than political conventions. Is it
right? It you will ask the Secretary
or Treasurer at any of our large meetings, you may be surprised to find
how many dead-heads are present. I
do not know just what is the best
thing to do about it, but I think in
some way every man should pay his
fee

on his

first arrival.

Mr. Boot, editor of Gleanings, adds
the following note

Thanks, friend M.
dorse

I heartily en-

every point you

most especially do

make

and

;

endorse that
matter of ventilating the room we
meet in. When the room is poorly
I

ventilated I get dull and blue, and am
very apt to make up my mind that I

will not come next time ; whereas, if
I can be near an open window I often
get real happy, and wonder why it is

ever stayed away from a single
national convention.
On some accounts I rather like our customary
way of changing officers in the midwhen the members can be moving dle of the meeting. We are enabled
about without danger of taking cold. to get somewhat acquainted with new
Neither is this recess a waste of time. comers.
This matter of each one
I believe more can be accomplished paying his share of expenses is a
in ijii hours after recess in the fore- difficult thing to manage, and I prenoon or afternoon than in 1% hours sume it always will be. Even in our
I know I am rap- churches it is customary for a limited
without a recess.
ping my own knuckles in saying this, number of the members to bear the
alter
the facts.
but that does not
heaviest burdens, and they are often
At what time should the election of those not very well off in this world's
officers take place V For one, I do not goods either.
know. There seems objections to
heartily endorse the remarks of
electing officers for the North American before the place of next meeting Bro. Root upon the ventilation of the
because, if it should be hall.
have suffered much from
is decided
at the extreme South or North, it being compelled to breathe impure
elect
officers
might not be best to
some four
from the opposite extreme who might air. Mrs. L. Harrison,
rebuke
wrote
scathing
a
years
ago,
meeting.
the
next
be
at
not
It has been customary for the newly on this subject, as well as about the
elected officers to assume control dur- cruelty of not allowing a recess. Now,
ing the latter half of the convention.
There may be some good reasons for as Dr. Miller will have full charge of
this, but there are some against it. the coming convention, we shall exset of officers ought to be able to pect him to remedy these defects.
make more uniform work to act conAs to making the North American
tinuously through the convention
than to begin at the middle of one Bee-Keepers' Society a representative
convention and stop at the middle of body, we are in full accord with the
the next. In other words, a change suggestions made by Dr. Miller. By
of officers during a convention makes
topics as given
more or less of a break. Considering referring to the list of
that I am an officer in the North in the programme on page 684, it will
American, my suggestion may not be discovered that one of the subjects
seem a very modest one but, in spite enumerated is
" The Objects and
of the immodesty, the principle looks
thorough Organization
I am quite willing, Methods of a
to me correct.
1

We

We

;

A

For many who attend the larger
conventions, the attendant expense
makes it important that everything
should be planned to occupy the time
in the most profitable manner, and it
appears to me quite worth while to
spend considerable time in advance
in talking the matter over. As one of
the officers of the North American
society, I am quite anxious that our
next meeting should be successful
and as the same things may apply to however, to let the old custom conother societies, it is well to talk out tinue during the next convention.
loud.
On one point I feel a little hesiSomething has been said already tancy about speaking, but I believe I
about having the North American a ouglit.
It is quite common for a
representative society, but no definite number of persons to attend the sesaction has been taken in that direc- sions of the conventions and pay no
tion as yet. « Perhaps it would be a membership fees.
It is, in general,
good idea for those who have thought those from no great distance. The
most about this matter, to tell us man who has been to the expense of
specifically just what should be done. coming 100 or 1,000 miles, and perhaps
Going back to general principles, a brings more to the convention than
mistake is often made in appointing he takes away, pays his full sh»re of
the time— that is, the day of the all expenses, while others who have
week. If members are expected from all the benefit of the discussions, and
;

:

of the Bee-Keepers of

America."

that topic is committed to the
editor of the American Bee Jour-

As

will endeavor to present
something practical and timely and
would suggest that this topic be
presented early enough to allow of

nal, he

;

perfecting

the organization

it is

if

adopted by the convention.
As remarked by Dr. Miller " we
have something to learn from our
German brethren" in regard to or,
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large conventions. have blacks, browns, Germans, Italto learn from our ians, Albinos, and Carniolan bees. I
have watched ihem with considerable
British brethren, as we shall show interest, and so far I must give the
not
to
be
hereafter, and we ought
I have
preference to the Albinos.
slow to appreciate our position and seen these bees at work early in the
morning, long before others, and
the possibilities placed before us.
again in the evening after others had
installation
of
the
think that
stopped. I must say, however, I have
enough to
oflScers should occur at the Ust ses- not had the colonies long
The colonies
give them a fair test.
sion, as it does in many other bodies.
containing Carniolan queens, are now
Then the new oflScers are not taken becoming quite populous, and I must
unprepared to assume unexpected re- say I am much pleased with them. If

ganization and

We also have much

sponsibilities.

To change

make whiter combs than
any others, and dispense with the use
of propolis, it is certainly a big point

Secretary they will

The report is
never be tolerated.
either spoiled by a conglomeration, or
else is never made in any creditable
manner.
We have often heard it stated that
none but fools will exchange horses
while crossing a stream, and it is
equally unwise, we think, to exchange
officers while conducting a convention.— Ed.]
Western Plowman.

EmerimentSj Honey Markets,

etc.

DIBBEKN.

from

tions.

Milan,o

Ills.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and putce

1887.

Oct. 28.— Darke County, at
J.

oj Meeting.

Arcanum.

O.

A. Roe, Sec, Union City, Ind.

Nov. 16.— Western, at Kansas City, Mo.
J. A. Nelson, Sec, Muncie, Kans.
Nov. 16-lR.— North American, at Chicago, Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Rogersvillc, MiCb.
Dec. 7-9.— Michigan State, at Bast Saginaw, Mich.
H. n. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.

in their favor.

BEE-KEEPING IN SEVERAL STATES.
I have just returned from a trip
through Iowa, North Missouri, and
into Kansas and Nebraska. As I am
a kind of bee-keeper by nature, I am
always alert on everything connected
Below Muscatine
with the pursuit.
I saw a few small apiaries that appeared to be run on modern principles but jiside from these, I saw only
a few scattered hives, and mostly old
patterns. I presume, however, that
there were some good apiaries away
;

railroad, as in some places
I could see great numbers of bees, as
they came sailing over the train,

1888.

Jan. 20.— Haldiraand. at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. C. Campbell. Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

%W In order to have this table complete, Secreforward full particulars of
lime and place of future meetings.— Ed.
taries are requested to

sBkSPM^

from the

going to
C, H.

of bees flying

one to the other, and again back to
Like many
the first kind of bloom.
other general rules, it has its excep-

We

in the middle of the meeting is exceedingly detrimental, and should

number

ticed a

some buckwheat

field

or

flower-covered creek-bottom.

Comparing Samples of Honey.
Joshua Bull, Seymour,oWis., on Oct.
17, 1887,

writes

it not stimulate an interest
which seemed to have suffered the most in the approaching bee-keepers' confrom the drouth, and in this section vention to be held in Chicago on Nov.
bees will certainly have to be fed to 16, 17 and 18, 1887, if the American
get them in condition for winter. In Bee Journal should invite beeNorth Missouri the prospects were keepers, when coming to that convenmuch better. Some of the bottom tion from different parts of the United
lands, especially along the different States and Canada, to bring along
branches of the Grand river, were with them samples of their honey,
immense, being covered with a sea of order to compare the quality and apyellow bloom. How I did wish I could pearance thereof, to demonstrate
have my apiary there for a few weeks, whether there is really much differIf there are any weak or to let the bees loose and revel over ence in honey gathered from the same
syrup.
queenless colonies now, they had bet- these rich bottoms.
Those so fortu- kind of blossoms in different localiter be doubled up with others, as it nate as to have bees so favorably ties ? We also might gather thereby
will not pay to bother with them and situated,
will certainly have some some valuable ideas in regard to pultry to nurse them through the coming surplus honey.
ing up honey, and preparing it for
winter.
In Kansas and Nebraska the pros- market, etc.
SOJfB EXPERIMENTS.
pects for a fall crop also seemed quite
[Yes let each one bring such along^
Everywhere along the railI had planned a number of experi- good.
as may show their methods, and then
ments tor this season, but owing to roads and creek-bottoms were masses by comparison some may get better
honey-producing flowers.
rich
the failure of swarming and a loss of of
the honey crop, the results obtained Those most common were the golden- ideas and act accordingly.— Ed.]
were not conclusive. For instance, I rod, asters, heart's-ease,and yie many
was experimenting with a non- wild fall flowers. 1 noticed a great
Preparing Bees for Winter-- Rev.
swarmer. It worked like a charm, many wild sunflowers, peculiar to the
but as no other colonies swarmed, it West, but I do not rank them very Stephen lioese, Maiden Rock,'o Wis.,
highly as honey-producers. Here and on Oct. 16, 1887, writes
was not very satisfactory.
noticed patches of sweet
there I
Another was to try the certainty of clover, which made me feel like meetWhen extracting, nine weeks ago,
preventing swarming, in the new in- ing an old friend, and I had a sus- I averaged the brood-ch*mbers of my
vertible hives, by inverting once a picion that some bee-keeper was not hives, giving them below full and
week during swarming time, and of far off. Some of the places in Kansas good frames of honey. The upper
course this proved equally futile.
I where the train stopped, I noticed stories are on almost all of the hivesalso wished to give my new invertible many bees at work on the heart's- yet. A few days ago I drove several
hive a thorough trial during a good ease along the track, and bees seemed colonies down, took the frames out
honey year, so I could carefully note to be doing well.
from above, and found the lower
all its advantages, and that has also
frames nearly empty of honey, and no
HONEY
FROM
KEEPING
FLOWERS
proved disappointing.
have
made
I
young brood besides, the bees are so
SEPARATE.
10 colonies by forced swarming, and
cross, and many perished on account
put them in my new hives, and by
It has been asserted that bees will of the chilly weather, while I worked
feeding some, I now have them in fine visit only one kind of flower on the at them.
What can I do under the
condition.
same trip from the hive. I recently circumstances V Will it answer to
Another point I wished to test more watched some bees at work on sweet leave the upper stories on, letting
heart's-ease
that was them have the whole, and put them
fully, and that is the relative value of clover and
the different races of bees. I now about equally intermixed, and I no- into the bee-house as they are now i*

October

is

the last

month

in

The country through Southern Iowa

Would

much work can

be done in the apiary.
If the bees have not yet been put in
proper condition for winter, it should
The honey
be attended to at once.
season is now over, and all honey,
and all surplus arrangements should
be taken off and stored away. If any
colonies are still short of stores, they
should be fed till they contain at least
twenty pounds of honey or sugar

m

;

:

;
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When the weather is mild, and

open middle of September. The bees work
on it all day with a relish, and it is a
furiated that night only can check remarkably good honey-producer. I
them. On account of sickness, I have would like to ascertain not only the
had to neglect my bees.
name of the plant, but also if it produces seed and if it can be culti[We have had several warm days vated.
It is only found as before
since your letter was written, and stated, on low ground that has been
doubtless you have taken advantage burnt over. The bloom is of a pink
of such to prepare them for winter. color, and very much resembles the

a

I

become

hive, the robber bees

so in-

;

and the weather is too cool,
you can put them into the bee-house
If not,

as they are, being careful that they
have suflScient stores for winter use.

—Ed.]
Propagating Asters.— J. G. CrawIlls., on Oct. 8, 1887,

ford, Jfitt3field,K3

says

"

Drummond

honey in one-pound sections; but the
7 black colonies have no more honey
than will winter them. I shall pack
my bees in the same way this fall. I

am

afraid that I will lose my bees this
winter, as one of my neighbors has
had a siege of foul brood among his
bees the past summer.
Is there any
danger of my bees having the disease
by eating the honey from his bees V

phlox."

[Only robber bees go to the hives of
the great willow-herb or other colonies. If no robbing exists,
Dr. and no diseased combs are exposed,
fire-weed, Epilahium Specatum.
Beal tells me that Specatum is the there is but the smallest amount of
correct specific name, though both danger.— Ed.]
Gray and Wood give it as E. auqustiVery Little Gain.—A. Sperling,
folium, which name I gave in my
,o Ills., on Oct. 17, 1887, says
Dewey
Manual.
[This

is

t

I had 34 colonies, spring count, and
This is not only a magnificent beesend you the bloom of a plant. plant, but it is very beautiful, and increased them to 44, 3 by natural
swarming and 7 by division. I proPlease give its name aud tell how to
propagate it. It blooms in Septem- what is more, though an autumn pose to pack and winter them on the
light
plant,
the
honey
from
it
is
very
summer stands. I took 500 pounds of
ber, and the bees are at work on it yet.
colored, and of most excellent flavor. comb honey, and 200 pounds of ex[It is one of the numerous family of
tracted honey, which they stored early
In the northern part of our Southern last spring.
Many of the colonies
asters. They grow spontaneously in
I

many localities

in the fall.

Sow

the

peninsula, this

plant

a principal consumed nearly

is

all

of

their stores

source of honey from July to Sep- during the drouth. I fed 450 pounds
seed in meadows or hedges.
The
of honey and cane-sugar syrup to
tember.
plants will take care of themselves.—
winter on so there is very little gain.
While this plant thrives on low
Ed.]
;

land, it is also often found on quite
etc.— G. H. high and well drained soil.
It does
Ashby, Albion,*o N. Y., on Oct. 17, produce seed, and each seed has a
1887, says
wing which often bears the seed far
Thus
I have 71 colonies of bees, and had away from the parent plant.
60 last spring.
I have had only 3 these seeds are wafted into burnt
natural swarms.
My bees gathered fallows, and the plants spring up.
a little honey the first ten days of
July, from basswood, but not a pound Many a farmer erroneously supposes
from clover, although there was a this to be spontaneous production.
profusion of bloom. But we had cold But it is from seed.
nights, often reaching 55P in the
We also have another plant— a commorning. One-half the bees in this
county must be fed, or they will starve posite—which is also called fire-weed.
before spring. The winter losses will This Erechthites hieracifolia.
The
be 50 per cent, among the fogies. flowers are dull, coarse, and not at all
Comb honey is selling at 20 cents per like the willow-herb. It is called firepound.

Bees Must

Convention Notices.

be Fed,

:

weed

for

the

same reason. — A.

J.

Asters as Honey-Plants.— Dr. R. Cook.]
B. Woodward, Somerset,© O., on Oct.
Bees to Winter in a House.— Day14, 1887, writes as follows
ton H. Carter, Clayton,OInd., on Oct.
Will you please give the names of 19, 1887, writes as follows
the flowers which I send ¥ I plucked
I would like to get from the subthem off to-day. They grow along
the roadside, streams, etc.
All are scribers^of the Bee Journal a pubfrom one to four feet in height. Bees lished reply to the following queswinter safely if
are gathering honey from them yet. tions: 1. Will bees
There are very many of them in this put into an old house V 2. If so, what
would be the proper way to prepare
locality this year, and they have
been in bloom and yielding honey for them for winter ? 3. Would it do to
put them into the house just as they
the past six weeks.
stood upon the summer stands V
[They belong to the numerous
family of asters, and are excellent for
Packing Bees— Foul Brood.—S.Burhoney.— Ed.]
ton, Eureka,© Ills., on Oct. 28, 1887,
writes
Great Willow-Herb or Fire-Weed.
I had 14 colonies of bees last spring,
—.J. E. Sargent, Whitehall,*© Mich.,
which I had wintered on the summer
on Oct. 12, 1887, writes
stands packed with leaves over the
I send a package containing a sam- brood-chamber, and with oat-straw
ple of honey extracted from the flower around the hives under a shed. I had
of a plant which I enclose with it. no swarms, but made one colony by
This plant grows on low ground the division. My Italians have stored all
same as fire-weed. It begins to bloom the surplus honey that I have had, 7
early in July, and continues until the colonies storing 300 pounds of comb
:

:

Union Convention

at Clilcago.— The

North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lalse and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago. Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18. 1887. Arrangements have been made with the Potel, for
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.75 per
day, each front room, f '2.00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the second
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
;

rates will be very low.

The following are the subjects for discusbeen determined upon ;

sion, so far as has

Cost of the Production of Honey—
Controlling the Price of Honey— M. M.
Baldridge, St. Charles, Ills.
Getting the Best Price for Honey B. J.

—

Oatman. Dundee, Ills.
Commission Men and the Honey Market
R. A. Burnett, Chicago, Ills.
Legislation for Bee-Keepers— Dr.
Miller,

Marengo,

C.

C.

Ills.

Objects and Methods of a thorough Organization of the Bee-Keepers of America
Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, Ills.
Comb Foundation, its Manufacture and

Use— C.

P. Dadant. Hamilton, Ills.
Production of Extracted Honey for Table
F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich.
The Production of Comb HoneyProduction of Comb and Extracted Honey
in the Same Apiary— J. A. Green. Dayton, III.
Out Apiaries— D. A. Jones, Beeton, Ont.
Foul Brood, How Shall we Treat It?— A. I.
Root, Medina, Ohio.
Wintering Bees in the Northern States— R.
L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.
Bee-Keeping alone, or with Other Pursuits; if the latter, in connection with what?
— Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Legs of the Bee— Prof A. J. Cook, Agri-

Use— T.

.

cultural College, Mich.
What is the Best Name for Extracted
Honey ?— Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, Ills,

w.

z.

Hutchinson,

Sec.

:

:

ty* The Western Bee-Keepers' Society will hold
a meetinff on Wednesday, Nov. 16, 18S7, at the residence nf Mr. Peter Otto, corner of Park and 25tli
Take the 18th Street
Streets. K'ansas t'ity. Mo.
horse-ciirs atoth & Main Sts. for 18tli &. Brooklyn
St8.. thence walk south to i.'itb St., and thence east
one block to the house. Wc are sure of a cordial
welcome from Mr. and Mrs. Otto, and expect a
Jas. a. Nelson, See.
good meeting.
I3f The Darke County Union Bee-Keepera' Ab-

sociation will hold their next meeting at Arcanum, O., on Friday, Oct. 28, 1887. J. A. KOK, Stc.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
A Valuable Book Given Away.— We

685
Califurnja. Excursions.

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journal and
At frequent dates of each month, the
the New York JForid— both weekly— for one Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. K. K.,
runs
year, for $3.10, and present the subscriber excur.sions to San Francisco, Los Angeles
with one of these books, bound in Leath- and San Diego, at greatly reduced rates of
tare.
By the " Burlington " one can have
erette Free Calf
:

a choice ot routes to California, as

History of the United States— from from Chicago, Peoria and

432 to 1887.— 320 pages.- Price, $2.00.
HisTORV of Enoland— from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
EvERvuoDY's Book— a treasury of useful

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS 0. NEWMAN & SON,
Propkutors,

923 A, 925 WEST MADISON ST., CH ICABO
At One Dollar a If ear.

ALFRED

ILL,

lines

its

Louis extend

Portland, Oreg., they can continue their
journey south or east from St. Paul or
JNliuneapolis, over the Burlington Route, to
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the Chicago,
Peoria or St. Louis. For Califorbook, which must be selected by the sub- nia excursion
dates, rates, tickets or furscriber at the time of sending the subscrip- ther information, apply to ticket agents of
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged. the C. B. & Q. or connecting railroads, or
The book selected will be mailed in a card- address Paul Morton, General Passenger
and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ills.
43A4t
board case, at the subscriber's risk If lost
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
OUR CLUBBING LIST.
and then the risk of loss Is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
We supply the American Ree Joarnal
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both one year, and any
of the following publicapapers, and the Book and postage.
tions, at the prices quoted in

knowledge.

—ilO pages.-Price, $2.00.

;

NEWMAN,

H.

St.

to Denver, Council Bluffs, Onialia, Saint
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City. Should
one desire to malie the return trip via

Business BIanaqer,

.^p^^cial '^oticzs.

the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

— It would save The Imperial and Royal ladles who
Price of both. Club
,
would be particular wear the crown in Europe have an attraction _,
„ Journal
^
The American
Bee
1 00
to plTe their P. O. address and name, when even for readers in this republican land, and and Gleanings in
Bee-Culture
2 00.. 175
To

us

Correspondents.

much

trouble,

If all

,

,

.

writing to this office. We receive letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-OlHee, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postr
ofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

Is Another firm in Chicago by
" Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

Aa there
name of

the

Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

many

will follow with interest Lily Higgin's

account of Empresses and Queens whose
portraits arc given in the

November number

Frank

Leslie's Popular Monthly,
from Queen Victoria to the talented literary
lady who shares the throne of Servia. One
of the Important points in the Nov. number
is the commencement of "Prince Lucifer,"
a new serial novel of surpassing skill and
power by Etta W. Pierce. This must be
hailed with delight by all readers of well
of

drawn character. The minor stories
number are all extremely clever.

Sweet Clover, (Melilotvs aVba),
Xfe will Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

determine their meaning.
1^f~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journai,
win be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office
or we will send them all to the agent.

the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious boney#llght in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside,
at any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

We

Money Orders
the Post Offices
dollars

can now be obtained at
at reduced rates.
Five

and under costs now

onl.v 5 cents.

As

these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

have a feiv Sets of the Bee Jourfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back numbers, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
nal

150

Canadian Bee Journal

2 00,. 1 75
2 00. 1 76

1

25

. .

120
140

.

Raysof Litrht
The 7 above-named papers
and Cook's Manual

150.. 135
5 25
4 50
. .

2 25. 2 00
BeesandHoney (Newman). ..200.. 176
Binder for Am. Bee Journal 1 60. 1 50
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3 00.. 2 00
Hoot's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 00
Western World Guide
1 50. 1 30
Heddou's book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
Convention Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 30
Weekly InterOeean
2 00.. 1 75
.

.

.

.

.

in this

furnishes

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

The Apiculturlst

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book,
of the prices

in order to take

named in the

last

advantage
column.

SImmius' Non-Swarmlng System.—

We

have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bee
Journal for one year, both postpaid!, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; if a
whole piece ot 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.

be sent.

Preserve your Papers for reference.
you have no RINUER we will mall you
We have a large quantity of CHOICE one for 60 cents, or you can have one freb
EXTRACTBO HONEY, in kegs If you will send us 3 new yearly subscripWhen Renewrlng your subscription WHITE
holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which tions for the Bee Journal.
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
bees to join with you in taking the Bex
per lb. Orders solicited.
Journal. It is now eo cheap that no one
Should any Subscriber receive this

We will present
it.
a Kinder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subeoriptions— with $3.00—

If

can afford to do without

direct to this office.

It

will pay any one

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

to

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered

here, for good Yellow Beeswax. To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

be on each package.

paper any longer than it is desired, or Is
willing to pay tor it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

THE AMERICAJSr BEE JOURNAL.
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Honey and Beeswax Market.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

CHICAGO.

We

Or,

sections
HONEY.—
'^-Ibs.. ly^'lilc.: dark l-lbs. 17@18c.; 2-Ibs.
20<§1''1C
15®16C. Receipts continue lixht, and prices tend

quote

White clover

:

1-lb.

•

MASrUA^ OF THE AFIAJtT.
SOLD SINCE 1876.

I3,000

liriiEfwMTED.
WE

5,000 8sld Since May, 188S.
PISH & CO., 189 8. Water St,
More than 50 paees, and more than 50 flue Illusshould be pleased to correspond
CHICAGO.
were added In the 8th edition. The whole
with any one having COMB HONEY trations
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the
HONEY —We quote White comb in 1-lb. sec- For Sale. We sell on Commiseion at highest very
latest in respect to bee-keeptnR. It is certainly
tions or about, brings is®2uc.. some fancy ship- market prices. Address,
the fullest and most sctentitic wnrb treating of
are held at 22c.; 2-lb. sections, I6(ajl8c. Dark
8. T.

*''6ct.'i4.

:

ments
honey

Bxtracted. 7® '"c.
is slow sale.
R. A. BURNBTT.
BEB8WAX,-22®230.
161

qqI^ 20.

189 South Water

St.

in 1-lb. sections
lots are held at 20c.

white

liiRhaslHc. A few
Increases as fruit becomes

RBjKSTVAJC

scarce.

RKESWAi

'

a'.

5.

1-lbs. sell

readily at 18®19

White clover extracted,

25c
C.

KENDBL.

1

<r.

COOK, Author and Publisher,
AKrlonltural CoUeKe, Mich.

DB6~K66pGrS u3rOSi —Besides our beauChromo Card, we have plain designs.—
Fancy Cards, Stationery, Monograms for Business
and Amusement, for old and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards luc.
Neat package cards and sample h(*ney-candie8 15c.
,1. H.
Address
HARTFORD. Washington Co.. N.T.
4Aiy
tiful 8-color

HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.
CLEVELAND.

HONEY.— Best white
Oct.

Demand

M. H.

cts.: 2-lb8., ie®17c.

A.
lAly

sells as

''3c
'

Oct. 21.

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

.38A13t

DETROIT.

HONEY—Best

m

the World. Prloe.by mall,»1.85. Liberal
bees
dlBOoant to dealers and to clubs.

S. T. OF-ISH Sc CO.,

South Water

8c.

MARTIN

Patent Flat-Bottom

J.

W.

B08T0N.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

HAS

VAN DEMSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE MANUTACTUBEBS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

15 Ontario St.

2HONEY.- New crop, 1-lb. sections, 18®20c.:
fair.
Boeersville, Genesee Co., Mich.,
Ib sections,17®I8c. Bxtracted, 6®8c. Demand
BEB8WAi.-25 cts. per lb.
publshed a neat little book of 45
Street.
Chatham
57
RIPLBT,
BIiAKX
A
22.
Oct.
pages, entitled, "The Production of
SAN FRANCISCO.
Comb Honey." Its distinctive feature is the
HONEY.— We quote Extracted, white liquid, thorough manner in which it treats of the
<!®6Uc.; amber colored and candied, 5i4®5H cents. use and non-use of foundation. Many other
and amber,

Comb Foundation

jHigh Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
ISS»5^J feet to the pound. Wholesale and
»5»?^ Retail. Circulars and Samples free

lAtf

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

:

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

etc
points
instance, it tells how to make the most out
For Circulars, apply to
BEESWAX.— 17(««21C. for KOod quality
winter
how
to
St.
sections,
and
122-124
Davis
of unfinished
CHA8. F. MUTH Jz SON,
Oct. 15. SCHACHT & l-KMCKB,
bees with the least expense, and bring them Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O.
SAN FRANCISCO.
through to the honey harvest in the best
P.8.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers
to extra white comb, I5®17c.;
10®l2i<;c. Supplies and demand are small.

White

are,

HONEY —We quote White to extra white comb
leaisc: amber, IfW 14c. Extracted, light amber,
:

e&6<^c.; amber, dark and candled, 5H®5?<c.; extra
white would bring IHc., but none is in the market.

BEESWAX.-^9.|22C.

however, touched upon.

possible shape.
t^~ Price of the Book, 25 ct8.
taken— either V. S. or Canadian.

For

Stamps

HOW TO

35Atf

HONBY.— We
wheat

quote

I®'>c

Fancy white

:

in

Mb.

sec-

same

ii

Boss" One-Piece

wheat, 5W®Rc.: Southern, per gallon, 6O®70 cts.—
jjarket seems to be unsettled.
"'^'^'^

28

& 30 W.

KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

:

Choice white 2-lb.

sections. 16®17C.; dark 2-lb8.. 12®I4C.; choice white
1-lbs l8®20c.;dark l-lbs., 14®iec. White extracted, 8®10c.; dark, 5®7c. Demand good, but light

J.

w

supply.

BKKSWAX

Sep. 21.

'^1

to

HONEY.—Choice comb, 15®18c.; latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained,
in barrels, 4>^.'4Sc. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages, l4-cent advance on above.
Bxtracted, in bbls., ."'!^®6c.; in cans, 6^ to 8o.—
6hort crop indicates further advance in prices.
BEESWAX.- 211KC. for prime. Commercial St.
D. G. TUTT 4 CO.,
Oct. 21.
extracted at 3>^®7c. per

lb.

good for clover honey in square glass

from the jobbing trade. No new comb honey
market, but we would think that choice
white would bring 18®20c. in a jobbing way.

lars

IS in this

BBBSWAX.-Demandgood— 20(51220. per

Rood to choice yellow, on

and

FOLDING BOXES.
Muiiey

ScctioH
(/le best onrf loivest priced/n th-i market Made
piece. With

Tape Handies or without.

uithout. In the
to suit

lb.

lor

With

are

in

1

Mica fronts or

Flat or set up, Printedo/- p/a/n. Any

Wearebound

to please.

Wa have put

in

way
special Ma-

chinery for their manufacture, and are prepared to fill Orders prompt'if- Circulars Free. Samples 5c.
l4oz. Glass
per gross, including Corks
and Labels. J 7-2 & 2 gross in a Case. Send for Catalogue,

Jars $5.25

A. O.

CINCINNATI.

HONBY.— We quote

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
33A26t

Our Cartons for enclosing

ST. LODIS.

Sep. 20. C. P.

will furnish

^"Thos. G. Newman & Son, of Chicago, sell
the one-piece Sections manufactured by us.

CITY.

HONEY.—We quote: Choice white l-lbs., 20c.;
dark, l.'i®16c.; choice white 2-lbs., 18c.; dark, 14c.
Bxtracted, 8®uic. California— white l-lbs., 18c.;
dark, 15c.; white 2-lb8.. 16®18c.; dark, Hfeis eta.
White extracted. 9c.; amber. 8c. Supply fair.
BBBSWAX.-No. 1, 22c.; No. 2, 18c.
Oct. 6. . Cl.BM0Na,C1.00N & CO., cor 4th&Walnut

is

28, 1881.

vou SECTIONS as cheap 88
the cheapest. Write for price-list.
Watertown, Wis., May 1st, 1887.

E

"^'^C

HAkBLlN'& BEAR88, 514 Walnut St.

KANSAS

Demand

ok&Co.,
& Co., Watertown, Wis.
Forncrook
Patented June

STROHMEYEK

& CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

F. G.

Sections,

BY
MANUFACri
MANUFACrCTRED

FW~ If you -wish to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, write to Headquarters,
122 AVater-street, New Tiork,

BROS.,
Vc^X^f£ HILDRETH
^
Broadway, near Duane 8t.

Sept. 20.

Ton need this pamphlet, and
Supply Circular.
31 Atf
Mt. Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

VKR FOSTKK,

OL,I

in 2-lb8., 15®l(ic.; buckOff grades
1-Tbs., 12&14C.; 2-lbs., 10®12c.
per lb. less. White extracted, 8®9c.: buck-

tions, 17®19c.i the

RAISE COMB HONEY,

5 cents.
PRICE
my free Bee and

^^^ & CO., 423 Front St.
NEW YORK.

Box 428.

CRA"WFORD,

So utU Weymouth, 3Iasg.

21D10t

Dadaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

NEW
:

1-lb.

BectloDS,

paper boxes, 18®lsic.; fancy 1-lbs., glassed or un£laBBed, l7®18c.; fancy 2-ponnd8., glassed, 15® 16c.
ower grades l®2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lbs.,
paper boxes, 11®12C.; same glassed or unglassed,
lofeuc; 2-lbs. glassed, lOc. Bxtracted. white,
9®10c.; dark, 6®7c. Demand good, market Arm.

FOR SALE in CALIFORNIA.
of the death of the proprietor. Mr.
ON account
D. Knas. a RANCH of 240 Acres, partly
J.

Fruit-80 Colonies of Bees, Steam Machinery for
the manufacture of Supplies for bee-keepers (a
well-established businessl. The Land will be sold
in 40 or 80 acre tracts.

Also, Stock, the

Farming

Implements, and a liirt-e stock of Apiarian Supplies. For particulars, address

MBS.
38A6t

J.

ENAS, (P. O. Box 308),
NAPA CITY", CALIFORNIA.

D.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,
in a Southern Winter Resort.
IT An located
accident to the Proprietor makes It

For further parnecessarv to obtain rest.
ticulars, address the proprietor,

OP THE

YORK.
Fancy white

See advertisement in another column.

is

arrival.

MUTH 4 SON, Freeman & Central Av.

HONE Y.—We quote

retail.

AMEKICAN APICCI^TUKIST
sent free.

39Att

Address,
" API,"

WENHAM,

MASS.

HONEY -CAN Dl ES sell well at
TODD'S
Fairs— average wholesale price lOc ^ lb.;

H.

A.

COOK, Eureka Springs, Ark.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND BEE-KEEPEB'S ADVISEE,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practice

an cts. Mail samples, 25 cts. Honey and
F.G.STROHMEYBB&CO., 122WaterBt retail,
Beeswax wanted on Commission, by— ARTHUK information for the apiarist. It is edited by
TODD, 2122 North Front 8t„ Philadelphia, P».
Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,
PHILADELPHIA.
»IA13t
and published by John Huckle, King's Laugl-Ibs.
HONBY.— Fancy white 1-lbs.. 19®20c.; fair
ley, Herts, England.
IRc
fancy IW-lbs., Isc. No sale yet for dark.—
AWEEK&expen$60
\linniAFOEALL.
68®70c.
strained.
Cuba
8c.;
California,
Bxtracted,
ses paid. Outtlt worth *5,!e particuWUnlV
per gallon.
fl Willi i;irBiree.-r,0. Vlckery,Augusta,Me. Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
BBB8WAX.— 24®25C.
and retail. See advertisement In another column.
ARTHUR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.
Oct. 10.

Oct. 13.

1

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Tbe IVonderfnl Kytm of

tbe Bees are
the model used by scientists for experiments which are Intended to demonstrate the " optic track " which leads to the
brain. In Murray s Magazine we find the
following very Interesting article on this
subject

now

691

The Bees in Winter.— A correspondent
writes us as follows

I have had a discussion with a neighbor
about the condition of bees In winter. He
thinks that they need not 'be disturbed at
any time after being prepared in the fall
and left on the summer stands. I contend
that they need careful watching, and sometimes manipulation.
We have agreed to
Any one who will take tbe trouble to ex- leave It to you to decide as to which is right.
amine with a lens the head of a bee will see
If they have plenty of food for winter,
on either side the large, rounded compound
eye. and on tbe forehead or vortex, three and are well-packed or protected from the
latter
are,
as
bright little simple ejes. Tbe
winds and severe weather, they do not need
their name implies, comparatively simple In
structure, each with a single lens. But the much manipulation. But they should have
compound eyes have a complex structure. careful watching.
Mice are sometimes
THOUAS a. NEWUAK, Editor.
Externally the surface is seen to be divided
up Into a great number of hexagonal areas, troublesome, and make inroads dead bees
each of which is called a facet, and forms a clog up tbe entrances; ice accumulates on
''"''Of these tbe queen-bee has on the alighting-board caps blow off in high
little lens.
;iniii"iii
each side nearly five thousand, the worker
some six thousand, and the drone upward of winds, and sometimes the whole hives are
twelve thousand.
Beneath each facet Is a tipped over. These calamities should be
crystalline cone, a so called nerve rod, and remedied as soon as possible.
A piece of
other structures too complex to be here described, which pass Inward toward the brain. wire 18 inches long, with a short hook bent
with which to
It will be seen, then, that the so-called at tbe end. Is very bandy
compound eje, with its thousands of crys-" clear the entrances. During cold weather
talline cones, its thousands of " nerve rods
No. 44. and other elements. Is a structure of no the bees require but little air, and the
yoLIHII.
Not.
entrances should then be contracted, but In
litile complexity.
The question now arises. Is It one struc- warm weather they need more if closed In,
aggregate
or
an
or many ? Is it an eye,
they may become excited and smother.
Tbe Air Is Fall of honeyed sounds. Tbe ture
of eyes ? To this question the older natbee,
uralists answered confidently— an aggre
Within the waxen lily's honeyed cells.
gate. And a simple experiment seems to
In monotone of mellow measures tells
warrant this conclusion.
No Excitement Here.— It has heen
drowsily
Its yet unsated jiiyance
Paget, quoted in Goldsmith's " Animated asserted in other cities that there will be
Tbe swallows spill tbeir liquid melody
Nature," adapted the facets of the eye of a
As down the sky ihey drop, and faintly minute aphanipterous Insect of tbe genus considerable excitement In Chicago during
swells
Pulex— so as to see objects through It under the week of the Anarchists' executions.
The tremulous tinkle of the far sheep bells, the microscope. "A soldier who was thus
While wind'haps sigb in every crowned tree. seen, appeared like an army of pigmies, for Several have written to us to ask If It Is
while it multiplied It also diminished the likely to Interfere with the Bee-Keepers'
Beneath the heechen shade tbe reapers lie.
object
the arch of a bridge exhibited a Convention. To all, we have written that
Upon their lips a merry harvest tune
skill
Knee-deep within a neighboring stream sped acle more magnificent than human
there is no excitement here, and we do not
could perform, and the flame of a candle
the kine
thousands
of think there will be any trouble. Mr. GrlnIllumination
of
seemed
the
Stand blinking Idly in the clear sunshine.
lamps."
nell, the States' Attorney, makes this stateAnd like a dream of olden Arcady
Although Mr. Cheshire, of London, in his ment :
Seems the sweet laogor of tbe summer
adonts
this view, and supbook
on
tbe
bee.
—Clinton
Scullard.
noon.
There Is no such state of feeling In Chiports It by reference to a similar experiment,
cago, and no such extraordinary precauit numbers to-day but few supporters.
tions have been made. Tbe police are simply
One Is tempted to marvel at the ability of
Sir. 'W. Z. Hutchinson has removed to the drone to co-ordinate 24 000 separate doing what they always do when an execuThe people are
tion is about to take place.
Flint, Mich.
Correspondents will please images into a single distinct object. Picture not moving out of the houses near tbe jaU
the confusion of images of one who had in anticipation of an outbreak. My office Is
make a note of this.
sipped too freely of the sweet but delusive as near as any place can well be to the place
Under similar of couflnement, and If a bomb was to be
dregs of the punch bowl
circumstances human folk are reported to found anywhere one might expect to look
yes; Very TTeikk Colonies of Bees see double. Think of the appalling condition for it there, but 1 have not the slightest
can sometimes be wintered, but as a general of an inebriate drone
apprehension of anything of the kind.
Those who believe the facetted eye to he
rule it is much better to double them up
No one need consider the matter In conone organ with many parts, contend that
and thug make strong colonies.
each facet and its underlying structures nection with the Bee Convention.
give not a complete Image of tbe external
object as a whole, but the Image of a single
of that object. Thus there is formed,
Tbe Editor has been confined to his Eoint
Honey Production In England.—The
y a juxtaposition of contiguous points, a
house by sickness during the past week— the stippled image, or an Image in mosaic. London Journal of Horticulture makes the
physician having fought valiantly against a Hence this view Is known as Miller's mosaic following statement about the amount of
threatened typhoid fever. Letters requiring hypothesis.
Lowne has experimented with fine glass honey produced in England since we visited
personal answers have suffered accordingly. threads arranged lilie the cones and nerve- Europe In 1879. Then there had been no
but
with
weakIs
now
at
bis
post
again,
rods
of the bees eye, and finds that (even advancement worth mentioning In 40 years:
He
when they are not surrounded by pigment,
ened energies.
There has been a great Increase In beeas are the elements in an Insects eye) all
oblique rays are got rid of by numerous keeping throuahout the United Kingdom
the past seven years, and where
during
interference
due
tbe
and
the
to
reflections
Father Langstroth is now having a re- different lengths of the rays. Some modifi- cwls. of honey were produced ten years ago,
now gathered In and sent to market.
tons
are
mosaic
hypothesis
is
now
genlief from his brain troubles again. We trust cation of the
erally adopted and Dr. Hlckson has recently
It may this time give him a long release
Cowan was here he remarked to
Mr.
When
great
of
care the structure
worked out with
from the "dark cloud," as he expresses it. "the optic tract" which lies between the us: "You would be astonished to see the
He Is one of tbe grandest men of modern crystalline cones and tbe brain.
present state of the pursuit hi England now,
times— full of "the milk of human kindas compared to what It was when you
ness," and has a heart large enougb to take
visited us eight years ago I"
Time
the
to protect the bees
Is
In the whole human family.
from winter's cold blasts. It they are to reAmong the Industries of Paris, says
main on the summer stands. Pack them
By the Virginia Papers we notice that with chaff or leaves, or If nothing better is the Leeds (Eng.) Mercury, the keeping of
Mr. E. C. Jordan exhibited at the Winches- at hand, build a corn-fodder shock around bees is one that is much practiced, and freter Fair, in Virginia, a scrap book filled each hive, or set boards up around them to quent complaints have been made to the
with Selections for many years, even ante- protect them from the wind. Of course it police about the nuisance this occasioned.
dating the late civil war. It Is a volume of would be better to pack them all around One inhabitant alone in tbe 14th Arronwith 6 or 8 Inches of chaff shade the en- dissement keeps from 800 to 900 colonies,
great value.
Mr. Jordan also presented tbe editor of trance from the direct rays of the sun, so and there are a great number to be found in
the Winchester New» with samples of hla that the bees will not be enticed out when the 13th Arrondlssement, near the iroo<U
;

;

o\T0£M4

g

2,M

;

;

;

;

I

1

Now

;

domettlo wine.

It li

too cold.

station at Irry.
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AVltli

something absorbent in its nature, in
If the frames come level with the
one end of the shipping-box, protected top of the hive or brood-chamber, a
b^ coarse wire-netting and saturated cleat may be nailed across each end

Replies thereto.

with water.

A card

could be tacked of the frames, that will hold them in

on the end where the absorbent is place. In the spring, a sheet of wireto cover the frames and enlit Is quite useless to ask for answers to placed, asking the Express Messenger cloth
Queries In this Department In less time to pour in a little water daily.— J. E. trance is sufficient but if the weather
;

is very warm, a case 6 inches deep,
tban one montb. They have to wait their Pond.
If bees were to be confined for two the full size of the hive, covered with
turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer weeks in a shipping condition, they wire cloth should be put on top, with
them get them returned, and then find would need water. If you had only wire-cloth over the entrance, or over
the bottom of the hive, if the colony
apaoe for them in the Journal. If you are said whether some one was going in
is very strong.— G. L. Tinker.
la a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for charge of the bees, it would be so
easy to say how to provide the water.
Be sure that all is firmly nailed,
them to be inserted here. Ed.]
H.D. Cutting.
so that the bees cannot possibly get
Water is often necessary for brood- out. Use old or wired combs, that
rearing, etc.
wet sponge will sup- they may not break loose. Be sure
ply it, or an empty comb may be filled that the frames are secure, either
Water for Bees wlien SMping.
with water.- The Editor.
nailed at the rabbet, or so held by a
board that they cannot possibly move.
Query 489.— 1. In shipping: bees in hives,
to
provide
water
for
is it necesaary
a conllnement
In hot weather cover entirely above
of from one to two weeks ? 2. What is the best way
with wire-gauze, and also at the ento provide the water ?— W.. Tennessee.
Preparing Hives for SMpping Bees.
trance. (See Dr. Miller's admirable
It is not, if they have honey or
little book.)
Less ventilation is re" Good candy " for food .—A. J. Cook.
Query 490.— 1. What Is the best way to quired in cool weather than in warm.
prepare the hives for shipping
;

—

A

bees ? 2. Uow
space should be given above and below the
provided any water much
f rames y 3. How much wire-cloth should be used
when shipping bees, in giving ventilation, and in what manner is it
and I have been fairly successful.— G. used ?— 0., Tennessee.
M. DOOLITTLE.
1. Fasten the frames securely.
2. I
1. If the weather is cool, water is shall in the future use 2 inches above
2.
tin
can
with
two
necessary.
not
the frames. 3. The whole size of the
compartments with a small perfora- top of the hive.— G. M. Doolittle.
tion at each end.— J. P. H. BitoWN.
Nail the ends of the top- bars to the
Not unless they have a very large hive. Have the combs stand parallel
amount of brood, and it is alwajfs best with the track, if on a railroad. Have
not to ship them at such a time.— a wire-cloth both above and below the
Dad ANT & Son.
hive, with a space of 3 inches between
W. Z. Hutchin2. Directions should be it and the frames.
1.
Yes.
Messengers to son.
given to Express
slightly sprinkle the bees witn water
1. Plenty of room and ventilation,
In shipping bees 500 with a notched strip to hold the
every 24 hours.
miles by Express, no water is neces- frames at the bottom. 2.
half inch
sary.— G. L. Tinker.
below, and from 1 to 2 inches above.
2. Sponges or cloths kept 3. It depends upon the season and
1. Yes.
If any empty size of the colony better too much
well wetted are good.
combs are in the hive, they might be than not enough.—J. P. H. Brown,
Blled with water by pouring from a
1. Much depends upon how warm
watering can at a height of 3 or 4 feet. it is. In hot weather a covering of
C. C. Miller.
wire-cloth the full size of the top of
Yes, if there is unsealed brood in the hive is none too much.
2. An
the hive, and you wish to preserve open space of 4 inches between the
the life of that brood. I have accom- frames and the wire-cloth will do,
plished it by fastening in the hive a with no extra space below the frames,
sponge, or roll of rags, saturated with or, if the hive admits it, part or all of
all the water it would hold without the open space may be provided at
dripping.— James Heddon.
the entrance.— C. C. Miller.

I have never
for the colony

A

—

A

—

—

Cloths or
Yes, it is much better.
sponges wet in water will be of some
help, but I should think that a bottle
filled with water, its mouth stopped
with a sponge, and turned upside
W. Z.
down, would be better.
'

—

Hutchinson.
1.

Giving

A pad

made

my

experience,

of cotton cloth

it

is.

and

2.

tilled

fine sawdust, well soaked in water
will hold moisture for a long time. and

with

have any knowledge
bees by the
pound, etc., I have tested the sawdust
pad thoroughly, and it has stood the
is

the best plan

of.

When

I

shipping

severest trials, holding the moisture
till the bees reached the end of their
journey, be it long or short. G. W.

—

Demaree.
1. Unless the weather is very hot,
do not think there is any need of a
supply of water, if the bees are pmp
2. 1 should, if giving
erly packed.
moisture at all, use cotton waste or

I

—A.
1

J.

and

Cook.
2.

My way

is

to

space the

frames evenly, using 6 frames in a
14>4 inch wide Langstroth hive
giving, say 2 inches of open space at the
top. 3. I cover the whole top with
wire-cloth well protected; at each
corner of the bottom I tack a strip 3
or 4 inches long, and IH inches thick,
on which I screw the bottom-board,
covering the open space on the sides
and ends with wire-cloth. This gives
ample ventilation.
Holes may be
bored in the bottom, but if the hive is
covered up with other freight they
;

—

may prove to be entirely useless. J.
E. Pond.
1. That is a
matter that may be
varied considerably. 2. That depends
upon the size of the colony and the
season of the year in which they are
shipped. In the late fall, winter and
spring, the bees may be confined in
their ordinary breeding quarters by
means of a coarse cloth over the top
of the hive, and some strips of wirecloth over the entrance to the hive.
But in hot weather there should be a
space 3 or 4 inches above the tops of
the frames, which should be covered with wire-cloth the full size of
the top of the brood department.— G.
W. Demaree.

All depends upon the season of
I always close the entrance tight,
shipment. Bees can be sent in hives
because I can nail a stick over it
entirely
closed, during
the cold
months.
In summer they require quicker, stronger, and cheaper than
more or less ventilation; sometimes wirecloth. I cover the top with a
wood frame the full size of the top of
it is best to give them 3 or 4 inches
above the combs, and to cover the en- the hive, 2 inches deep, with wirecloth tacked over the entire surface.
tire bottom and top with wire cloth.
Shipping bees requires judgment and This 2-inch space between the wirecloth and the irames is a great adsome practice.— Dadant & Son.
vantage. On top of the screen frame
If you had only said, by rail or I nail three pieces across the narrow
wagon, the distance, etc., then it way, \%hy Yi inches, and as long as
would be less difficult to give sugges- the frame is wide one at each end,
tions. 2. Two inches above aod be- and one across the middle. This prolow, with wire-screens over the en- tects the wire-cloih.and if the weather
trance, and over the whole open top. is not too hot, one hive can be set on
You can leave the hive on the bottom- top of the other in the cars. When
board or platform, but I prefer to cut the weather is too warm, I put on
holes at least 4 inches square, and only one cleat, and that in the midcover them with wirecloth. Make a dle, and make it rounding so that
frame two or more inches deep, and they cannot place one hive oo another.
fasten it on top of the brood-chamber, I fasteu these screens to the hive with
and tack wirecloth on top, over all.— ten-penny
nails,
driven edgewise
H. D. Cutting.
through the sides of the frame near
;
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was " chock full " of what
to be, and was done at the
" Colonial ;" and also contained some
pretty warm words about what was
done with some of the $1,000 granted
them by the Government to help pay
the expense of making their honey
strips i-^-inch square, and
1. Cut
exhibit at the " ColoniaL"
put down between the side bars of
That all the readers of the Amerieach frame, so as to hold the combs
securely. 2.
space of ^g-inch he- can Bee Journal may know just
low, with from 2 to 4 inches above how our Canadian cousins started out
3. If the hives have por- to place their basswood honey in the
will do.
" markets of the world," especially
ticos, nail wire-cloth over the outer
edges of them. If not, nail wire-cloth the English, it may be well to copy
over the entrances, and give ventila- Mr. Pettit's article and the Editor's
tion and a place of refuge in case of remarks from the Canadian Bee Jourbreaking down of combs, over the nal for 1886, as found on pages 167 and
168. It is as follows
frames.— The Editor.
the comers, four nails to the frame.
nails reach through and go
Into the head of the hive an inch and
a half. Sometimes I fasten at the
corners, in the way of foe-nailing,
with small nails.— James Heddon.

These

Journal

was

A

(^oxxcsipontltnct.
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us all good.— S. T. Pettit, President
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association.

We

were

Muth

not aware

classed
wheat in the

that friend

basswood and buck-

same

category.

We

never saw American basswood as
dark as buckwheat. The Northern
States should, and we believe do, produce just as tine basswood honey as
we.
agree with friend Pettit,
that it is well to have some distinctive name by which this particular
brand of honey shall be known " the
world over," and as the word " linden " has never had the stigmas cast
upon it that "basswood" has, the
former certainly should be the name.
Then our English friends will not be
able to class our honey with " bass-

We

LINDEN HONEY.
wood nutmegs." " basswood hams,"
The question whether Canadians etc.— Editor of the Canadian Bee
shall in the future name the honey Journal,

produced by the Canadian linden tree,
linden honey, or " basswood " honey,
has been carefully considered by the
ThlB mark
indicates that the apiarist is
managing committee. And I am
located near tne center ot the state named
proud to be in a position to state that
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east; the term " linden " has been unani•O west; and thisi^ northeast: ^northwest;
mously adopted. So that name will
o» southeast; and ? southwest of the center
in the future be used by all Canadians.
of the State mentioned.
Hence, no more " basswood " honey
in Canada.
E. McKnight, Esq., of Owen Sound,

©

With the very kindest, and most
friendly feeling towards Mr. Pettit
personally, I hope I shall be pardoned
for anv seeming unkind expressions
that 1 may use in reviewing his
articles.
I was

thoroughly surprised at some
of the statements made by Mr. Pettit
in the above article, and some of the
comments of the editor ; and on reFor tne American Bee Joomal.
whose opinions we all so much re- reading it, my surprise was somewhat
spect, says, " Let it be linden, as at mixed with vexation, and the more I
"Basswooil" Ys. "LMen."
once more respectable and correct. thought about it, the more thoroughly
Basswood is a term known to the did I become convinced that it was a
DK. A. B. MASON.
people of England only in connection " put up job," and a deliberate and
with things disreputable."
unwarranted attempt, by misrepreFor several months past— in fact
Our American friends use the term sentation and fraud, to build up a
ever since the appearance of Mr. S.
linn," or " basswood," but generally name and market for Canadian bassT. Pettit's article under the above " basswood."
Now, we desire to wood honey, in markets and localities
have
intended make everything in connection with where United States basswood honey
heading, on page 23, 1
to answer him, and also review some our exhibition, and in the markets of had already been introduced; and I
statements made by him in the Cava- the world, too, as distinctively Cana- feel quite confident that if I had been
dian Bee Journal for 1886, page 167, dian as possible. So let us all use the in the presence of that august " manthat called forth my remarks as re- name linden on our labels, and in our aging committee " at the time it was
ported on page 805 of the American conversation
basswood
States
both at home and classing United
Bee Journal for 1886.
honey with " buckwheat and other
abroad.
'.'

Another thing, our fine, richlyI commenced at once to do as Mr.
Pettit suggested on page 23. above re- flavored, crystal " linden " honey is
"
to get average samples of superior to American "basswood"
ferred to,
Son, of
basswood honey from the different honey. Messrs. C. F. Muth
points of the United States, especially Cincinnati, O., who perhaps handle
from the southern limit at which this more honey than any other firm in
tree produces honey," and wrote to America, class American basswood
one or more well-known bee-keepers honey with buckwheat and other fall
Virginia, West Virginia, Ken- honey, thus proving conclusively that
in
tucky, Missouri, Kansas, Nevada and the bulk of American basswood honey
California, and to every State and is inferior to Canadian "linden"
Territory south of the above-men- honey.
Allow me further to say that there
tioned, for a sample of basswood
honey. I did not get the last answer are two varieties of trees in Europe
which time I have belonging to the linden family, and
till May, since
Tilia Americana.
been too busy working to get bread two in America.
and butter, and honey, etc., for our American linden, or common bassfamily, to indulge my desire to write wood, and Tilia luUrophylla. white
linden, are as emphatically true linsooner.
It is possible that many of the den as any tree in Europe.
readers of the Asierican Bee JourBut it seems certain that the further
nal, do not understand why I called south the honey is produced by this
attention to Mr. Pettit's article, and tine tree, the poorer it is. No queswhy he refers to what I am reported tion but our American cousins will
as having said on page 80o. mentioned adhere to the name basswood, that
above ; and the same number of read they have so long used ; and I am
ers may not even be aware that there sure that Canadians have no objecwas an " Indian and Colonial Exhi- tions to that, and we will all use the
bition " in England last fall, and that name " linden," both for honey and
our Canadian beekeeping cousins sections.
And so, by the way, our
made a very large and creditable dis- products will all stand upon their own
play of honey, and that previous to. merits.
during, and for some time after the
little friendly rivalry in the marexhibition, that the Canadian Bee kets of the world very likely will do

&

A

honey," it would have had something to have thought about, for a
few minutes at least, besides basswood and linden honey, and I pity the
ignorance, or the dishonesty (I do not
know which it is) of every one, be he
Canadian, Englishman, or " any other
man," who has said that the basswood honey produced in the United
States is inferior to the " fine, richlyflavored " Canadian article, because
fall

of its quality or color.

"
sure, the name " basswood
used as the name of the honey produced by the linden tree in the more

To be

is

northerly portion of the United States
and Canada, but in the southern part
of the United States, and as far north
as the centre of this State (Ohio), the
tree and honey are both called either
linden or " linn," and to speak of
basswood trees in that locality, to any
one not acquainted with the name as
used further north, is to mention a
(10 them) new kind of tree, until told
it is the same as linden.

AVhere Father Langstroth lives, this
tree is
called

known

as linden, and

was so

by him more than a quarter of
a century ago in his " Tieatise on the
Hive and Honey-Bee." It is also
known as linden in some localities
further north.
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or tha
While on a business trip in the East
If the Messrs. Muth have classed must be very poor judges
summer, a friend who spent some basswood honey as Mr. Pettit says, "'basswood nutmegs.' 'basswood
time in Wisconsin several years ago, they have made a bigger blunder than hams,' etc.," dealt in by "our EngBut if lish friends " are so much like "our
told me of a forest of linden trees that I can give them credit for.
;

last

extended along a road, on both sides, they have so classed it, it does not fine, richly-flavored crystal linden
over three miles, and he did. not learn follow that they were right and it honey," that they cannot tell the difhow far it extended each way from seems to me that any one, in the least ference or it is a huge " joak."
the road, and it was known as the posted as to the color and quality of
Is it not about time some one just
" Linden Forest," being composed of the"fine,richlyflavored crystal" bass- slightly pricked some of the egotistical
linden trees only. So 1 judge that the wood honey produced in the United and bombastic bubbles that have
name " linden honey " is not a new States, would know that Mr. Pettit's been sent up by some of our " cousins
one, probably having been in use in statements were made without his across the border," and other relathe United States ever since it first being well informed in the matter, tives on the other side of " the pond?"
became Ijnown what flowers produced and such statements are slanders
Auburndale,^ Ohio.
the different Ijinds of honey, and was upon one of our flnestgrades of honey.
have handled thousands of
[We
simply discovered, abducted, or stolen " Slander, that worst of poisons, ever finds
and adopted by the " managing com- An easy entrance to lKDol)le minds."
pounds of basswood honey, which,
mittee."
for "just a little" of the when candied, was as white as lard,
With these facts before us, I wonder " Now proving
conclusively that the and of as rich and fine flavor as any
thus
the
if it will occur to
mind of the bulk of the American
basswood honey one could ask for or desire.
average Canadian, that the word
"
"inferior to Canadian linden
basswood is of their own coining, and is NOT
Dr. Mason has given some excellent
honey :" Mr. James Heddon, whose
that the people in the northern poropinion on this subject is probably proofs on his point, but will no doubt
tion of the United States, owing to
not a whit less valuable than Mr. pardon us for adding another.
It is
their " nearness " to Canada, nave
Pettit's or any one else's, in an article
also adopted it.
in Seed Time and Harvest for Feb- also from a Canadian, and one of her
And now, after the " Yankees ruary, 1887, speaking of the different best and brightest sons—the Hon.
have established a name for their kinds of honey, says
Louis Wallbridge, Lord Chief Justice
" fine, richly-flavored crystal " bass" The basswood is very white and of Manitoba, and an ardent lover of
wood honey in the " markets of the
world," especially the English mar- fine flavored. It is the whitest of all the pursuit of bee-keeping, as well as
Last season I presented
ket, it seems that the Canadians, honey.
a practical apiarist and an eminent
wishing to take advantage of its pop- Father Langstroth with his choice of
and learned jurist. We formed his
ularity, have previous to. during and a 100 pound keg of either grade, and
oflBce of the
since their " Colonial Exhibit," been he chose the basswood," and wrote, acquaintance in the
pushing their basswood honey under " That he believed there was no other American Bee Journal, to which
richness."
compare
with
itin
a (to them) new name, calling it (in a honey to
And then says " It is a favorite paper he has been a subscriber for the
"wily" way) superior to "Amerion our table." Two "conclusive" past 17 or 18 years. In 1881, before
can basswood " honey.
proofs but here is another
the Ontario Agricultural Commission,
If some of Mr. Pettit's assertions
he testified as follows in answer to a
of
American
Bee
The
editor
the
did not carry upon their face the
evidence (at least to some of us) of Journal, who, it will be conceded is question concerning the quality of
their untruthfulness, they might be first-class authority, on page 24, at the the honey of " other countries " as
put down as " bombast"— which, of close of Mr, Pettit's article, says
" United States basswood honey is by compared with that of his locality
late, has so frequently shown itself in
the writings of our Canadian and no means dark, and is not so classed (Belleville, Ont.) and other portions
in this city. That it varies in differ- of the Province of Ontario. He said
English relatives.
ent localities is true, but it is never
Can it be possible, as Mr. McKnight dark." Another " conclusive " proof.
I think the white clover and basssays, that the term " linden " is " at
wood the best. There are in all the
once more respectable and correct"
One more " conclusive " proof, and accounts published a good deal of
than the term " basswood V" If the it comes from a " conclusive " source, brag, for which due allowance must
term has at any time been used in and on this account is more valuable be made. I find that bee-keepers
connection with something not "re- than any other, it being a Canadian, over-estimate.
The occupation is of
spectable," why should the name it- and none other than the editor of the
an exciting character, which may
self be any the less respectable ? Be- Canadian
Bee Journal, who says account for it.
cause so many men are not respect- " We never saw American basswood
After making that due allowancb
able, it by no means follows that Mr. as dark as buckwheat. The Northern
McKnight is not respectable because States should, and we believe do, pro- for ' brag," and the tendency to overhe is a man, and ought not to acknowl- duce just as fine basswood honey as
estimate, of which the Hon. L. Walledge the name man in order to claim we." " Conclusive," eh V
bridge speaks, the conclusion is inrespectability.
editor
The
of
the
One thing more
" Our fine, richly- Canadian Bee Journal, after speaking evitable that the basswood honey
Mr. Fettit says
flavored,
crystal 'linden' honey is in favor of " linden " as the " dis- which he refers to is one and the
superior to American 'basswood' tinctive name" for Canadian bass- same, as to quality, whether grown
honey." He certainly is not well in- wood honey, says
"Then our Engsouth of the great lakes,
formed in regard to the quality, color lish friends will not be able to class north or
and flavor of the basswood honey pro- our honey with basswood nutmegs,' either in Canada or the United States,
duced in tbe United States, or he has basswood hams,' etc." AVhy nofrdo for he mentions no difference, and
deliberately made what he ought to as the boy did when he drew a pict- makes these remarks in reply to the
have known is a false statement. He ure and wrote under it, " This is a
concerning the quality of
further says: "Messrs. C. F. Muth horse i"'
Just mark the packages question
class sent to the English market, " This is honey in Ontario and other countries.
& Son, of Cincinnati, O
American bass wood honey with buck- Canadian Linden Honey," and then
Then as to the average production
wheat and other fall honey, thu? keep close watch of the market and of honey, he said
"
"
nutmegs
proving conclusively that the bulk of see that no
or
basswood
Last year, 1879, a very good year,
American basswood honey is inferior "basswood hams" are marked the
each hive, taking that as the basis of
to Canadian linden honey."
"wily"
Canasame
IE the
way by some
testimony of one is "conclusive" dian, and put on the market, thus calculation, averaged 98 pounds, exunsuspecting
and tracted. This is more than a general
proof, then I have a large number of defrauding the
average perhaps 75 pounds would be
"conclusive" proofs that Mr Pettit " modest " Englishman.
has made statements, for true ones, fiOne of three things seems evident, a fair average 40 pounds would be a
"
fair average of comb honey. I have
that are absolutely false.
namely, either " our English friends
'

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

'

'

'

'

—

:
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taken one swarm and 101 pounds of the other. By placing an inverted
comb honey from one hive. This is wooden butterdish, such as the
grocers use, across the top of the
extraordinary.
frames,
a clustering chamber is
But why all this nonsensical bosh formed, which the bees will take posabout the difference between Linden session of and so gain access to the
and Basswood honey V Is it not born frames over the top, and being enmass in the
of jealousy, nurtured in contention, abled to form a compact
warmest part of the hive, save food
and reared in envy and discord ? Its and the wear and tear consequent
assumption is certainly useless, sense- upon its consumption in order to
make the necessary heat.
less, and entirely worthless !— Ed.]
The size of the
3. Limited space.
hive should be regulated according to
Practical Farmer.
the size of the colony, by removing
extra frames and contracting the
The Great Wintering Prolileii].
space with a division-board, so that
the bees will be rather crowded for
PHELPS.
DR. W. G.
room, and so have less space to keep
warm. The combs should be spread
This question is again before us, a little further apart for winter than
assertion
spite
of
the
by
one
and in
for brood-rearing in the spring and
and another that it is no problem to summer, say IM inches from centre
them, that they feel perfectly safe in to centre, instead of 1% inches as is
wintering their bees, the question usual, by that means allowing more
comes to many of us with a good deal of the bees to cluster together beof force. How shall I prepare my tween them.
bees so as to carry them safely through
4. Good ventilation at the bottom of
the winter V Let us look at some of the hive; that is, the entrance should
the requisites that are considered be kept clear and open, but no upward
positively necessary to successful win- ventilation, except so much as may
tering
pass through 3 or 4 inches of chaff or
The sawdust packing, which may be
1. Abundance of young bees.
In placed over the bees to keep down the
life of a worker bee is very short.
the heighth of the honey harvest it is heat. Where openings are left above
found by experiment that the whole the bees, either from a misplaced mat
population of the hive (with the ex- or ill-fitting cover, it causes a draught
ception of the queen) will be changed of air through the hive, and consein from six to eight weeks.
Bees at quently great loss of heat, which
guarded
particularly
be
this time of the year do not die of old should
themselves out, or against.
age, but wear
Md.
Galena, (J
rather, I think, they wear their wings
out, and there comes a day when they
will load themselves up so heavily
For tbe Amencaa Bee JonmaL
that they fail to return to the hive.
the
bees
with
but
old
We often see
Ationt tlie Fastins of Bees.
stubs of wings trying two or three
times to rise from the entrance on
WM. F. CLARKE.
their outward flight, before succeed:

ing.

During the

bees live

much

leisure of winter,
longer, those hatched
and October living

September
through to March and April; so if
we want our bees to go into winter
in good condition,they must be reared
during those months and if honey is
not coming in from the fields during
in

;

that time, they must be fed in order

The
to encourage brood rearing.
older bees will die too soon in the
young
ones
are
spring before enough
reared to keep up the cluster and do
the work of the hive.
food, and that
2. Abundance of
As
readily accessible to the bees.
before stated, 20 to 25 pounds of honey
or syrup for each fair-sized colony,
capped over before cold weather sets
in. is considered sufficient for winter,
and until bloom opens in the spring.
In order that the bees may make use
of these stores, there must be some

way provided whereby they may

shift

their cluster without having to pass
around or under the frames, either by
cutting small holes half an inch or
more in diameter, through the combs
near the middle of the length, and
about 2 nr .3 inches from the top or
by placing sticks across the top of
the frames an inch or so apart, provide means for them to pass over, and
so shift from one part of the hive to
;

hibernate,' as friend Clarke puts It
because two or three pounds of stores
would scaicely fill the sacs of an ordinary colony of bees, yet it is not an
uncommon thing to have them wintered on less than two pounds."
'

What we want is

a thorough series
experiments in relation to this
matter. I have never been, and am
not now in a position to make them.
of

It requires a larger number of colonies than I can keep ; facilities for

both out-door and cellar wintering,
which I have not; and continuous
observation of results, which I am not
able to bestow, as my duties often

me away from home.
Dr. Tinker, Prof. McLain, Mr.
Jones and others have thrown much
light on the subject by their investigations, and I am not without hope
call

before very long we shall get
fixed principles to guide us as
to the right temperature and surroundings to secure the condition of
dormancy or hibernation— call it
what you will which bee-keepers
that

some

—

know

to be the chief prerequisites for perfect wintering. The
scarcity of stores the present season
makes it a favorable time for these
experiments, and I trust the coming
winter will increase our stock and
store of knowledge on this important
subject.

generally

Guelph, Ont.
Western Plowman.
Tlie Restoration of
C.

Payini Prices.

H. DIBBERN.

One advantage that bee-keepers
will secure by the very small crop,
will be the restoring of prices to a
paying basis. It remains to be seen
whether they will allow competition,
proper distribution, to
The editorial note to Mr. Jones' ar- or a lack of ruinous
prices on them,
again force
ticle, page 681, where it is asserted that
as a reasonably fair crop is
bees can fast for three months with- as soon
out sustaining injury, invites a few produced.
I do not think that the very low
words from me.
prices prevailing for the past few
I have no idea how long bees can
were caused by over-producsafely fast, or for what periods they years,
abstain from food when the weather tion, but rather a
and surrounding circumstances are LACK OF JTJDICIOUS DISTRIBUTION.
favorable to their hibernating, but I
few days
Here is a ease in point
believe that their normal winter conpassing a store, my notice
dition, in this climate, is one in which ago, while
small
baskets
to
some
they become dormant for certain was attracted
fine
periods during which they do not of what appeared to be very
They were packed in nice,
feed. Every well-authenticated case peaches.
:

of bees fasting for a certain length of
time, tends to corroborate ray theory.
I). A. Jones, in his experiments
for the cure of foul brood, has demonstrated that a fast of three weeks

Mr.

does not hurt bees

A

baskets with skeleton covers of
white and red colored
wood, and the fruit itself was further
covered with salmon-colored mosquito
netting, giving to it a hazy and very
pleasing effect.
Upon inquiring the price, I was
somewhat surprised to fjnd it $1 per
basket, holding not more than oneI remarked that it was
half peck.
pretty high ; but the dealer produced
his bill from a commission merchant
showing that they cost him 00 cents.
Thinking that only a very reasonable
profit, I bought a basket and took

new

alternately

if they are kept
perfectly quiet. He thinks if we only
regulate
the temperature,
knew how to
they could be safely kept without
food for a very long time.
I could not desire a better statement of my theory than that given by
Mr. D. A. Jones in the Canadian Bee
Journal of Oct. 19, viz " There is no
longer any doubt in our mind that
when a colony of bees only consumes them home for Sunday. What was
a couple of pounds of food during the my disappointment upon opening the
winter, they must lie in a semi^ basket to find the fine peaches only
dormant state much of the time, or' on top, about a dozen of them, the
:
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rest being small, half ripe, fit only for
cooking. Here I was paying $8 per
I
bushel for a very inferior fruit.
happened to know that in the adjoining State of Missouri, better peaches
could be bought for 15 cents per
bushel. Of course 1 want no more
such peaches at those prices. The
nice packages were all right, and

with a cellar under it, and not being
able to move the bees early, in consequence of the premises being occupied with young children in the

;

;

If
greatly increase their receipts.
MY REPORT FOR 1887.
the trouble is with the packers or
commission men, then their methods
I started on June 1 with 29 colonies,
are equally short-sighted. It is quite from good ones to mere nuclei, and
likely that
there are entirely too increased to 58 by the first week of
many of the middle men in the July, nearly all by natural swarming,
business.
and all but 2 colonies having swarmed
Why cannot the producer pack and by that time. I took 600 pounds of
honey,
mostly extracted.
I think
ship his own fruit or honey direct to
there is much experience gained this
the retail dealer or commission man
Then if there are over-charges they year not to be found written in the
can be more easily located and avoid- books. For I for one was not calcued. I believe in allowing every one lating on so sudden a cut-off of neca fair profit for doing a necessary and tar, but was managing to have all
fair business. I fail to see where any swarming done awhile before linden
one is permanently benefited, where bloom, a la Doolittle and when nearly
by any circumstances they can force accomplished, on came the linden
prices so high that people cannot fully 10 days ahead of other years,
afford to buy, and often let goods go and with it the close of the honey season while in previous years our most
to waste.
surplus is obtained from July 15 to
Milan, K3 Ills.
the end of August, and during that
time this year they did not get enough
For tlie American Bee JoumaL
for brood-rearing, but have consumed
a large amount of stores.
MoYing Bees lieforeWinteriiiE, etc,
The dry weather continued here
'?

;

;

As Query
to

481,

on page

644, relates

moving bees before winter, and

having had experience the past year

DisDlay at

tlie

Toronto

Exliiliition.

family, my only resort was to move
This department of " Canada's
them at the time, and directly place Greatest Fair " was located the presthem in the cellar, as I reported last ent year in the southern half or the
winter on page 153.
dairy building, an arrangement which

They wintered well, to all appearadded greatly to their selling value. ance, and in the spring they seemed
It is also valuable to put the best on in good condition, with only a reasontop, just as we put the whitest comb able amount of dead bees. On April
honey next to the glass; but it is 8 I removed 10 colonies from the celdown right dishonesty to put an en- lar, it being a fine day, and the same
tirely inferior grade where it cannot evening I returned 8 of them, packing
be seen.
the supers in the others with straw to
There is also something radically keep them warm. The balance of the
distribution,
when
wrong with the
colonies were left in until the end of
geaches are allowed to rot, or are April, without a flight until fine
auled to some neighboring " still weather.
house " and sold at 15 cents per bushel,
In this locality, nearly four weeks
which, at a reasonable price, could be of continued fine,dry weather brought
readily sold, only a few hundred miles on the blossoms early, and abundantaway. As long as there are no better ly, so that I could extract from nearly
means of distributing this fruit, the all by the end of May. Those left out
Eroducer in Missouri will mourn that from the first, continued steadily to
e cannot get more than 15 cents per increase, and one colony swarmed on
bushel, and the man in Illinois will June 6
while those having a flight
lament that he cannot buy it without came out next best, and those left in
paying $8 for them.
until nearly May dwindled down very
much, the steady work day after day
EQUALIZING THE MARKETS.
wearing the old bees out before young
The same conditions, in a less de- ones were hatched in sufficient numgree, apply to honey. Surely, with all bers to keep up the strength of the
our railroad and river transportation, colony. Those put out for a flight,
there ought to be very much less dif- on removing them, finally had a good
ference in the selling and buying deal of brood, while those having no
prices as here indicated. How many flight had little or no brood.
people can buy fruit at such prices V
Of course this was an exceptional
How many thousands of basKets is year, but my experience based on it,
the demand cut short ? I do not pre- would be that if they had to be placed
tend to say where all this difference in the cellar without a flight, I would
if to the railroads, it is cer- give them one
goes
as early as possible
tainly a very short-sighted policy, as next spring, and return them or pack
they could as well carry ten times the them on putting them out, and leave
quantity, and by lower rates still them.

THOMAS STOKES.

Rural Canadian.

until Oct. 1, when it was wet for two
weeks. I have doubled back my colonies to 39, and they are not all as
heavy as I could wish. Had I known

gave ampler accommodation inside,
but allowed no exterior space for
hives, tents, clamps, and other bulky
fixtures. The honey-house used heretofore was much too strait, both for
the

exhibit and

wished to see

the

Now

visitors

who

that the association is flush in funds, it would be
well to erect a building specially for
it.

he accommodation of honey-producers

and dealers

in apiarian supplies.

known

that the present
season has been an unfavorable one
bee-keepers.
interests
of
for the
hard winter was followed by a dry,
hot summer, during which the honeyflora bloomed but sparingly, and was
very deficient in liquid sweetness.
Consequently the crop of honey is
short, so much so, that some who
have been prominent exhibitors heretofore, have not a pound of honey to
sell or to display to the eyes of an admiring public. Still, it is only by the
conspicuous absence of noted exhibitors that any impression would be
gathered that the season of 1887 has
There
been a bad one for honey.
seemed to be abundance of it in jars
and cans of all sorts and sizes : also,
in sections and section-cases of variThe
ous dimensions and shapes.
quality of this year's honey is very
It is unusually thick and rich.
fine.
Sometimes there is complaint of
This
honey being thin and watery.
is apt to be its character in a dropping
It is well

A

summer.

However

deficient in quanin quality the present year. The samples competing for
prizes were so uniformly good as
greatly to puzzle the judges.
Large quantities of honey were sold
In
in the course of the Exhibition.
addition to the supply brought for
tity, it is

A No.

1

show purposes, orders were taken

for
future delivery, at good prices. Beecomplain
of
keepers will not have to
a slow or a low market the present
demand,
whetperhaps
the
and
year,
ted by scarcity, will be all the keener
in years to come than it would have
been under the influence of a continued glut.
It will be well for all whom it may
concern, to take notice that hereafter
the cutting of honey for sale is to be
prohibited at the Toronto Industrial,
as it ought to be at all exhibitions.
This practice is messy and slovenly,
attracts the bees of the neighborhood
in large multitudes, making visitors
nervous and fearful of being stung ;

and though many pounds of honey
are sold by means of it, there is room
to question if the greatest good of the

number is secured by it. At
any rate, the fiat has gone forth, and
such bee-keepers as want to sell 5
it, more surplus could have been obtained by giving more room and dis- cents' worth of comb honey at the
couraging swarming a short time Toronto Industrial hereafter will
longer; but instead I have a lot of have to get their bees to fill quartergood combs ready for use when next pound sections.

in that particular, I will give it for
the benefit of those interested.
Last fall I 'had occasion to move to
a new place about a quarter of a mile season arrives.
Having built a workshop
Minesing, Ont., Oct. 19, 1887.
distant.

greatest

Several novelties in the way of apiarian fixtures were on exhibition.
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Among

them, and well worthy of the

new method

notice, is a

of fastening
sections, by

man

my trade

I have mentioned, spoiled
last season. I sold but little

comb honey at home, and could not
machine, do as well as to ship it.
I have a little of last year's honey
in which heat is applied to the secnot much, but I am getting
tion and pressure to the comb foun- on hand
Confectionery of various my own price when I let it go. From
dation.
kinds, prepared with honey, made an what 1 can learn from small beeattractive display, but it is very keepers in this vicinity, I think there
doubtful if honey can be economically will be but few bees left in the spring,
substituted for sugar in such prepara- many colonies are dead now.
Properly speaking, honey is
tions.
INVENTION OF THE TIN-T CASES.
It should not be
itself a confection.
As there is considerable talk about
brought into competition with sugar
as a sweetener, being Itself a perfect T-tin cases, I would like to know
who is entitled to the honor of having
sweet-meat from nature's pantry.
My neighfirst made and used them.
On the whole, the exhibit of honey bor.
Mr. J. B. Keeler, and myself
and apiarian supplies at the recent
in 1876, and
Toronto Industrial proved conclu- made and used them
Who
since.
bee-keeping is abreast have used them ever
sively that
the Cenwith other lines of productive busi- made and used them before
ness, both in methods and results. tennial year ?
MARKET REPORTS OF HONEY.
Visitors from abroad, competent to
judge, did not hesitate to pronounce
short time ago, I thought, as I
the opinion that no country in the was going to St. Louis, that I would
world can surpass Canada, either in buy a lot of both extracted and comb
the excellence of its honey or the honey, as the prices quoted in the
skillfulness of management on the Bee Journal would give me a good
comb foundation in
means of an ingenious

little

;

A

part of

its

bee-keepers.

could readily

profit, for I

comb

sell

honey for 20 cents, and extracted at
For the American Bee JoumaL

The price of
reported at 10 to 12
cents, and "extracted in barrels at 4J^
I called, and found the
to 5% cents.
i2H cents per pound.

comb honev was
THe Season

of 1887, etc.

commission house had on hand two
.5-gallon cans, and six quart-jars of
but not a pound of
California honev
the
summer
and
harvest
is
past,
The
They
honev in the shop
comb
honey.
and
have
no
ended—
is
I
thought I could not get it in the city,
This has been the poorest season as honey was very scarce, and none
for honey since I have been in the coming in.
Query: How did that
I had firm know that 10 to 12 cents per
business except one, in 1879.
to feed a large amount of sugar syrup pound was all that comb honey would
for winter stores. I have just finished bring in the market V
fixing up my bees for the winter by
I went to nearly all the dealers, and
equalizing stores there is enough for could not find a pound of comb honey.
They are all in excellent condi- A house that has sold a great deal of
all.
tion for 'winter, and if it was not for honey for me, said that they could
the reason that the clover is badly easilv get 20 cents for such as I
killed by the dry weather, and con- usually sent them, if they had it.
sequently not so good a prospect for Valuable market report
next season, I would be contented, as
Carlinville,© Ills., Oct. 22, 1887.
J.

V. CALDWELI,.

:

!

;

.

I believe that the failure this
will result in better prices for
years to come. The country
cleared of the overstock of

season

several
will be

honey.
What little honey consumers get this
winter will be at a better price, and
it will be easy to keep the price up for

some time.

And it

;

if

;

;

luxuriance.
As to its capacity to
produce nectar for bees, I know nothing but for iis presence, cattle would
suffer during the winter months.
The sides of the mountains and the
valleys below are rich in the most
valuable timber, such as poplar, basswood, black locust, walnut, oak, and
hickory, with redbud, dogwood, and
The usual wild flowers
red-haw.
(perennials) abound, and are prolific
in nectar, owing to the rich and damp
soil with its many delightful springs.
The bowels of the earth abound in
coal and iron. The railroad running
along the crest of the mountain was
constructed for the conveyance of coal
and coke from the mines. I consider
this a paradise for the beekeeper, especially when in quest of health.
With the exception of Mr. Wells,
all keep their bees in " gums," as
their forefattiers did. Mr. Wells' bees
are in good condition, although his
yield of honev has been small, owing
to ill-health preventing the proper attention being given them. I shall try
a few here next year, as an experiment and pleasant pastime, with the
hope of stimulating the old-fashioned
bee-keepers to scientific methods of
handling bees.
My apiaries at home, Greenville,
Miss., I farmed out to my head beekeeper, Mr. Alfred Latta, on shares ;
and from what 1 can learn they will
not yield more than half a crop;

[Such market reports are an insult about 20,000 pounds.
to bee-keepers.— Ed.]

The

cold

spring,

with excessive

June and Julv, and severe
drouth in Au£;ust and September, are
the causes. I return home in a few
rains in

Gleanings.

days, as the forests are putting on
the sere and yellow leaf, and the cotDR. O. M. BLANTON.
ton harvest of the valley is demanding my attention.
Here I am, far away from home, at
Mont Eagle,© Tenn., Sept. 28, 1887.
Mount Eagle, Grundy County, Tenn.,
on the Sewanee range of the CumberFor the American Bee Joumai.

Bees in

tlie

Cnmlierlanil Monntains.

a lot of small
they have a few
undred pounds of honey, rush it
into market at any price, thinking
they are going to ^lut the market.
One of that kind lives a few miles land Mountains, 2,300 feet above the
from me. He had 18 colonies last level of the sea. This is a health-respring. He bought 8 pounds of foun- sort, conducted on the plan of Chaudation and 500 section boxes. About tauqua, in New York, where persons
the time clover began to bloom, he can enjoy themselves in religious excame to town and went around to the ercises, lectures on various scientific
stores and to private houses engaging subjects, and the study of all branches
honey in sections at 10 cents per of learning in the schools here estabpound. Well, he did not bring very lished for the mental improvement of
much honey he was getting the the visitors assembled.
" bulge " on me in selling his honey.
The atmosphere is balmy and
This same man came to me a few health-giving, with a temperature
days ago, to learn how to feed his during the summer months of 65'^ to
bees. 1 told him that he had better 8.5°. The top of this mountain-range
get some book on bee-keeping, and is a plateau extending fifty by about
subscribe for a bee-paper. I used to five miles wide, with some of the
have a good home market for my grandest scenery the lover of nature
honey, but a few of the same kind as could desire.
will close out

Eroducers, who,

I here met Mr. Albert Wells, of
South Pittsburg, Tenn., an old beekeeper who has an apiary of 30 colonies three miles from this village,
located on a cliff that commands the
view of Battle Creek Valley, with its
grand palisades, coves, and chasms.
On the plateau there is a great variety
of honey plants, such as goldenrod,
eupatorium (boneset), asters, and
lespedeza (Japan clover) also trees
and shrubs chestnut, black locust,
sourwood. and sumac. I observed in
the fields, on the commons, roadsides,
and every open space in the forests,
lespedeza growing in the greatest

My

Experience
H.

w

itli

Bees, etc.

BRAMLET.

I commenced 3 years ago with one
colony of black bees, and I wintered
them on the summer stands, on from
I began
5 to 7 Langstroth frames.
the season of 1887 with 13 colonies,
and now have 23 in fair condition,
without feeding. I realized $15 from
the sale of bees and honey, after paying for four queens from four different breeders ; and " last but not
least," our own table has been pretty
My bees are Italians
well supplied.
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and hybrids, and the queens are all arists, though many winter their bees
pure, but some of them were impurely successfully in cellars.
But no one
muted.
can reasonably expect much profit
The season here has been about an from bees which are allowed to stand

was discussed. Mr. Bagley gave his
method of introducing queens, which
was new to many of those present.
He cages the queen with some of the
average with the general reports. out in unprotected hives all winter. bees belonging to the colony to which
The black bees in this section that The work of placing in winter quar the queen is to be introduced, and
did not abscond in the summer, will ters should be done before steady cold after giving them a "big scare" by
nearly all starve the coming winter. weather sets in, and then they should shaking them up, he introduces the
I have about 300 sections tilled with be allowed to remain undisturbed. queen, bees and all directly to the
from one-third to full drawn comb, Stock of every kind shoul be ex queenless colony.
nicely cleaned up and arranged in eluded from the apiary at all times,
Reports were made from several
supers with the full drawn comb on but poultry may have the range of the parts of Eastern and Central Kenthe outside, and those with the shal- apiary.
tucky, and the facts show that the
lowest cells in the centre, packed
Bees need little attention during honey crop was shorter the past seaaway for next year.
winter. At the approach of a warm son than at any time heretofore. But
1

Ealeigh, ?

Ills.,

Oct. 25, 1887.
American

Agriculturist.

Early Winter ManaEement of Bees.
A. H.

DUFF.

Success with bees depends largely
fall management.
At no other
time in the year is more careful
manipulation required than in preparing bees for winter quarters. To
place a colony in the best possible
condition, a fair amount of broodrearing should be kept up during
August and September. In most
localities, very little if any honey can
be gathered "by bees during those
months.
Hence, brood-rearing is
checked, and very few, if any, young
bees are hatched during this time.
So at the beginning of winter the
colonies go into quarters, made up of
old bees that are certain to die in
large numbers with old-age before
spring, leaving weak colonies to commence the season's work. It is therefore important to see that the necessary amount of breeding is kept up
during the fall months to furnish
young bees to stand the long confinement of winter. This is in the power
of every bee-keeper, by simply feeding enough to stimulate brood-rearing, during the scarcity of natural

upon

stores.
It is also necessary that every colony should contain a good fertile

The queen is the life of the
colony, and, however careful we have
been in other particulars, if we have
queen.

omitted this important part, it certainly will endanger the loss of the
colony.

Every colony should have 25 or 30
pounds of good sealed honey to carry
it through the winter, and if the bees
lack the required amount, they should
be fed. If the feeding is done in September, the weatlier being favorable,
it will allow the bees to seal up their
stores, which is very important, before going into winter quarters.
It
has been pretty generally settled by
bee keepers that granulated sugar is
the only safe food for bees during
winter. It is not advisable under any
circumstances to attempt feeding
honey or syrups of anv kind to bees
during cold weatlier it will produce
diarrhea, and increase the loss of the
colony. Syrups made in the form of
candy mav be used, but must be given
them during a warm day, when they
;

bees have gathered plenty of honey
from goldeurod and the little white
and purple asters for winter stores.
On this account bee-keepers in those
sections of the State are feeling very
much encouraged.
Rev. L. Johnson, of Walton, Ky.,
formerly President of this society,
sent a written report, giving a most
For the American Bee Journal.
encouraging account of the prosperity
of bees in his part of the State. Since
the fall rains revived vegetation, colTlie Kentucky State Conyention.
onies that were near the starving
The Kentucky State Bee Keepers' point at the close of the summer
Society met in the Court House in drouth, have filled up their hives with
Falmouth, Ky.. ou Oct. 18. 1887. at 10 choice honey from goldenrod and the
a.m. President Rev. L. Johnson not several varieties of asters, and will
being present, Mr. Peter McVean was go into winter quarters well supplied
called to the chair, and Alex. W. with stores.
G. W. Demaree, by request, adStith, of Portland, Ky., was appointed
dressed the assembly on the good
Secretary pro tern.
After the transaction of the usual work accomplished by the Kentucky
business of the society, the conven- Bee Keepers' Society, and the future
in our State.
He
tion proceeded to elect the officers for of bee-culture
the ensuing year, which resulted as pressed the fact that the members of
this
Society
are
peculiarly fitted to
follows: President, Alex W. Stith,
of Portland ; Kecording Secretary, G. push forward and keep up this branch
of
husbandry,
and
if they fail on
W. Demaree, of Christiansburg, and
John S. Reese, of Winchester, Corres- account of loss of interest in the good
ponding Secretary. Vice-Presidents work, there will be none to take their
Bee-culture demands more
were chosen for the following coun- place.
ties
Henry county. Dr. L. E. Brown; study and more skill than any other
Kenton, Peter McVean Shelby, E. rural employment, and hence our
Drane Mason, W. C. Pelham Boon, ranks are not likely to swell to gi-eat
He showed that beeGallatin. J. T. Conn- dimensions.
R. A. Connley
ley ; Grant, Mrs. Clay White; Har- culture is not necessarily a "little
No honest and decent
rison, T. W. Smith ; Mercer, Egliert business."
Salvisa; Clark, Mr. Green, of Win- employment which pays well on the
money
invested and labor emploved,
chester, Ky. ; Scott, J. K. Northcut;
can be " little " in any sense. What
and Fayette, Walter B. Downing.
our
State
needs most now, is more
Sbort speeches were made by
Messrs. Stith, Thornton, and Dem- "little successes" and less "big
failures."
aree, on the subject of getting bees
After a harmonious session, the
ready to gather the early honey harconvention adjourned to meet at a
vest. Dr. Henry made extended remarks on the subject of adulterating time and place to be fixed by the exhoney.
Mr. McVean thought that ecutive committee.
G. W.. Demaree, iSec.
the danger to the business of beekeeping, on account of the nefarious
GleanlDSfi.
practice, so common a few years ago,
of buying up and adulterating honey,
Epalizing Prices for Honey.
was all past now. Mr. Demaree said
that honey must be sold on the repuDR. C. C. SULLER.
tation of the producer.
The convention adjourned then for
I am decidedly in favor of the pubdinner.

day, see that the entrance to each
hive is open, so that the bees can
have free passage out and in. Daring cold weather it will do no harm
if the entrance, or even the hives, are
totally covered with snow; it serves
as a protection.
Ohio.

:

;

;

;

;

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

The convention was called to order
by President Stith, and the names of
the following persons were enrolled
members

Thos. S.
Tomlin, S. M. Blackburn, W. G. Gos
ney. R. M. Houston, Luther Bradford. B. L. Colvin, S. Taylor, and I.

as

of the society

:

lication

of

market reports.

I

am

however, that sometimes
harm is done by them. I think they
are often incorrect I know they have
been sometimes. At one time I took
the pains to go to about every house
where honey was wholesaled in Chiciigo, and I
could not buy honey
wiihin several cents of the price
? noted in the bee papers and dailies,
satisfied,

—

W. Wright.
Out-door wintering in chaff hives
The Question Box was then opened,
went to the office of the leading
is preferred by a great number of api- and nearly every phase of bee-culture daily which gave honey quotations,

are flying freely.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
and asked why they did not give corThey said they pubrect reports.
lished what was given them. I showed
them the statement of sales of my
own honey by a commission house,
and they said it was a revelation to
them, as they had had no opportunity
behind the scenes " prior
of looking
to this, and immediately the quotations were changed a few cents higher.
With no thought of doing any great
barm by it, the commission men
sometimes report a lower figure than
they are selling at, so that, when they
make returns to their customers, the
customers will be well satisfied when
they see they are getting more than
the market price according to the
•'

But as these
printed quotations.
Erinted quotations are often used as a
elsewhere,
any
elp in fixing prices
other than a correct report may be
mischievous.
Even if correct reports are given,
an incorrect use of them is often

Local Convention Directory.
and vtact of

ririM

1887.

Not. 18.—Western, at
J.

llttUno-

Kiitiaas City.

Mo.

A. NeUoD, Sec, Muncie, Kans.

Nov. 16-18.— North American, at ChlcaKO. Ills.
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Flint, Mich.

Nov. 19.— Marshall County.at Marshalitown. Iowa*
J. W. Sanaera, Sec, Lelirund. Iowa.
Deo. 7-9.-MlchlKan State, at Bast Saelnaw. Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec. Ollnton, Mich.
1888.

Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Milford. Pa.
H. M. seeley. Sec, llarlord. Pa.
Jan. 20.— Haldlmand. at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. U. CampDell. Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

^F" In order

to

have

this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to forward fall particulars of

time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

sci^^M^^i
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from a patch of Alsike clover. I
could smell the bloom 8 rods from the
patch. I sowed 3 pecks of Alsike in
the spring, and I hope to make a better report next year. The drouth still
continues. Three Italians outstripped
the blacks by far, I got queens and
Italianized all my colonies without
losing a queen. I introduced five on
Mr. Dooliltle's plan, as given on page
309.
I have fed 150 pounds of sugar
for winter. 1 have a good cellar where

and apples

potatoes

Would you

bees in this cellar

[Yes

me

advise

never freeze.
to winter my

y

you can ventilate it properly, and can keep the temperature at
45°, it ought to be a good place for
bees in winter.— Ed.]
;

if

The Season's Resnlts.— H. H. W.
Stewart, Galt,-o Ills., on Oct. 23, 1887,
writes

Mr. Jones lives at such a distance from the nearest city market,
Legislation for Bee-Zeepers.— Dr.
that, after paying freight and commission, he receives net about 3 cents C. C. Miller, Marengo,6 Ills., on Oct.
less than the price at which the honey 27, 1887, writes
is sold
so, it the price at the city
I was not a little surprised to see in
market is 12 cents per pound, he receives 9 cents net, and will do better the programme for the Chicago ConTaking vention, my name attached to the
to sell at home for 9 cents.
subject, "Legislation for Bee- Keepthis view of it. he settles upon the
Bro. liutchinson is, I suppose,
plan of fixing his price in all cases 3 ers."
cents below the city price. This may responsible for it, but I do not want
be all right, and it may be all wrong. to scare any one away from what I
hope will be a good convention, by
If his crop of honey, togetlier with
that I am anxious to take
that of his neighbors, is so large that the thought
some of it must be shipped to distant up a large amount of time with a subgenerally
misunderstood, and
ject
so
markets, his plan may be all right.
But suppose the crop is short, and when thus misunderstood so generally
disliked. I have had my say in the
l/li. Jones follows the same rule, selling at 9 cents because the city price matter I think I am right, and trust
is 12.
The grocers sell out all of his to time and sober second-thought to
honey, vyhich he has sold to them at 9 bring others to the right view, rather
cents, and then buy from the city, thai] to take up the time of the conmade.

;

Last fall I put 91 colonies into winter quarters, and in the spring I had
60 of them left. I made 100 hives at
$1 50 each, $1.50 ; spent 6 months taking care of the bees, at $30 per month,
$180; fed 600 pounds of honey and
expectations, $400 ; total,
;
Increase: Two swarms, $5;
Honey, $0 total, $5. Loss, $775. We
must have a better season next year,
or there will be one less bee-keeper.
suffar, $.50

$780.

;

Smart-Weed, Rag- Weed and Plantain.— E. W. Councilman, Newark,
Valley,? N. Y., on Oct. 8, 1887, asks
the following questions

:

Vt^en Renewing your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keepr
bees to .'Oin with you In taking the Be»
Journal. It Is now «o ehtap that no ont
can afford to do without It. We wiU preseni
a Binder for the Bek Journal to any on)
•ending us three subscriptions— with $3.00dlrect to this office. It wrtll pay any one to

the name of the specimen of a flower which I send. I
noticed the bees working on it this
2. Does rag-wood
fall quite briskly.
and plantain yield honey ? I have
vention.
I can imagine no more convenient heard bee-men say that neither of
arrangement than having the conven- them yielded honey, only pollen.
tion at the hotel, especially one so
[1. The specimen is smart-weed or
central as the •' Commercial," and at
hearfsease (Polygonum Pennsylvathe same time so good a hotel.
nicum), long celebrated as an excelTrue Condition of the Bees.—J. M. lent honey plant.
Bailey, La Porte City,o»Iowa,oa Oct.
plantain nor rag-weed
2. Neither
19, 1887, writes
The rule has no exproduce honey.
About Nov. 15, 1886, 1 put into a ception, that the flowers which are
cellar 88 colonies of bees, and last
neither conspicuous nor fragrant have
spring I took out 87 colonies in good
at least no such exception
condition, being a loss of only one. no nectar
During this seson, however, they is known to me.— T. J. Burrill.]
have not done so well. I have now
only 62 colonies, a loss of 2-5, and they
Selected Honey.-Mrs. C. W. Mcare generally in poor condition.
In
addition to this, I have realized no Kown, Gil3on,»o Ills., writes
surplus honey, and will be compelled
No doubt quite a number of sugto feed considerably in order to prehave been made, regarding a
serve the bees now on hand. I think gestions
for extracted honey, and
that it would be a good idea if all bee- new name
permit me to sugerest
keepers would report the true condi- among others
"
selected " honey.
This
the term
tion of their bees.
term itself signifies purity and exEesnlts of the Season, etc.— W. H. cellence, as well as '"extracted" or
" drawn " from ; and then, too, the
Shaner, Leechburg.Q Pa., on Oct. 24,
word " selected " might possibly have
1887, writes
a tendency toward suppressing the
I wintered 13 colonies on the sum- superstitious idea that exists in the
mer stands packed in chaff one- minds of some people, with regard to
fourth came out in good condition, the product being adulterated, and
and the rest were very weak. I got also add new tone and vigor to the

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

100

;

paying 12 cents and freight for it. If
Mr. Jones bad none they would pay 12
cents and freight, say 13 cents for all.
Now, is there any reason why in this
case he should not sell for 13 instead
of 9 cents y The same rule holds in
other things. Years ago, the farmers
about Marengo shipped their grain to

Chicago, and

them

I

could buy corn from

at less than the

but of

Chicago price

late, dairying is so

;

extensive

more corn is consumed than
raised, and I have to pay more than
that

the Chicago price. So the prices for
honey should be higher or lower than
city prices.according to circumstances.

Marengo, 6

Ills.

Should any Subscriber

receive tbie

1.

What

is

:

;

:

paper any longer than it is desired, or ie
willing to pay for it. please send us a postal
card asking to bare it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
AT YOUR WRAPPER LABEL.

:

;

pounds of

surplus,

principally

sale of

it.
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CalUornia, Excursions.

Gathered.— Jesse
Little Surplus
Perry,© Iowa, on Oct. 17, 1887, says
:

At frequent dates of each month, the
Burlington Route, C. B. & Q. R. R., runs
excursions to iSau Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego, at greatly reduced rates of
fare. By the " Burlington " one can have
a choice of routes to California, as its lines
from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis extend
to Denver, Council Bluffs, Omaha, Saint
Joseph, Atchi.sonand Kansas City. Should

I commenced the season
colonies of bees, increased

with 37
them by
natural swarming to 45, and obtained
300 pounds of honey in one-pound
sections, from basswood and sweet

The basswood bloomed some
two weeks earlier than usual, and
yielded fairly well for a few days
but the brood-chambers being empty
clover.

;

of honey, I got but little surplus. My
bees stored some honey from heart'sease and goldenrod in September
enough for winter stores. They are
in fair condition for winter, I think.
I winter my bees on the summer
stands.

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

923 A,925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICABa
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFEED

Plenty of Honey for Winter.—
Oscar M. Pierson, Tampico,~o Ills., on
Oct. 25, 1887, says

NEWMAN & SON,

G.
Pboprhtobs.

H.

ILL.

one desire to make the return trip via
Portland, Oreg., they can continue their
journey south or east from St. Paul or
Minneapolis, over the Burlington Route, to
Chicago, Peoria or St. Louis. For California excursion dates, rates, tickets or further information, apply to ticket agents of
the 0. B. & Q. or connecting railroads, or
address Paul Morton, General Passenger
and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ills.
43A4t

NEWMAN,

Busnntss managkr.

:

^^twjes.

A Valuable Book Oliren Awray.—We
have made ai-rangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Joubnai, and
the New Tork TForld— both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of tbese books, bound in Leath-

with 2
^p^etial
by natural swarming, and have taken 35
erette Free Calf
pounds of comb honey in one-pound
To Correspondents. — It would save History or teie United States—from
All of my colonies have
sections.
LIS much trouble, if all would be particular
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Prioe, $2.00.
I shall winter
plentj; to winter on.
togive their P. O. address and name, when
History of England- from before the
them in a good, dry cellar.
letters
I commenced the season
colonies, increased them to 7

irrlting to this

oflSco.

We

receive

Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.

Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOfflce, County knowledge. —410 pages.— Price, $2.00.
Convention Notices.
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
or State. Also, if you live near one postoffloe and get your mail at another, be sure book, which must be selected by the subUnion Convention at Cbleago.—The to give the address we have on our list.
scriber at the time of sending the subscripNorth American Bee-KeeperB' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, in
Chicago. Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday. Nov. 16, 17 and 18, 1887. Arrangements have been made with the Hotel, tor
back room, one bed, two persons, $1.75 per
day, each front room. $2.00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the gecm\d
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
rates will be very low.
The foUowins are the subjects for discussion, so far as has been determined upon :
Cost of the Production of Honey— J. H.
Martin, Hartford, N. Y.
Controlline the Price of Honey— M. M.
Baldridge. St. Charles, Ills.
Getting- the Best Price for Honey— E. J.
:

Oatman. Dundee, Ills.
Commission Men and the Honey Market—
R. A. Burnett, Chicaso. Ills.
Legislation for Bee-Keepers— Dr.

C.

C.

and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Bemember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.
tion,

The book

As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by
name of " Newman & Son," we wish our

the

correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this oflace.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

We will Present

Webster's Dictionary

(pocket edition), and send it by maU, postIt Is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at band
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

determine their meaning.

;

Swreet Clover, (Melilotus alba), furnishes
most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thioK in body. It may be sown In waste
place.s, fence corners, or on the roadside,
thiS

any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land,

at

Marengo. Ills.
Objects and Methods of a thorough Organization of the Bee-Keepers of AmericaMiller,

tar" Sample Copies of the Bee Journai,
Newman, Chicago, Ills.
Foundation, its Manufacture and will be sent fbee upon application. Any one
P. Dadant. Hamilton. Ills.
intending to get up a club can have sample
Production of E.rtracted Honey for Table copies sent to the persons they desire to inUse-T. F. Bingham. Ahronia, Mich.
The Production of Comb Honey— W. Z. terview, by sending the names to this office
Hutchinson, Flint. Mich.
or we will send them all to the agent.
Production of Comb and Extracted Honey
in the Same Apiary— J. A. Green. Dayton, 111.
Out Apiaries— D. A. Jones, Beaton. Ont.
money Order* can now be obtained at
Foul Brood, How Shall we Treat It?— A. I.
Root. Medina. Ohio.
Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Wintering Bees in the Northern States— R.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
L. Taylor. Lapeer. Mich.
Bee-Hives, and Fixtures- James Heddon, As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
Dowagiac, Mich.
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
Bee- Keeping alone, or with Other Pursuits; if the latter, in connection with what? are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.
—Eugene Secor. Forest City, Iowa.
Legs of the Bee— Prof. A. J. Cook, Agri-

and

cultural College, Mich.
What is the Best Name for Extracted
Honey ?— Thomas G. Newman. Chicago, Ills,

If

Thomas

a.

Comb
Use— C.

w.

^f

Z.

Hdtchinson,

Sec.

The Western Bee-Keepers'

Society will hold
ft meetlne on Wednesday, Nov. JH. 1S.S7. at the residence of Mr. Peter Otto, corner of Park and 2.5th
Take the iHth Street
*?treet8, Kansas City, Mo.
horse-cars at 9th A Main Sts. for 18th & Brooklyn
Sts.. thence walk sotitli to -*,'ith St.. and thence east
on© block to the liouse. We are sure of a cordial

welcome from Mr. and Mrs. Otto, and expect a
Jas. A. Nblson, Sec.
good meeting.

honey crop

thfl

will

be without

inter-

Money

invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed ma/ be obtained at this office at the
following: prices $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
mission.,

:

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EX XRACrED HONElf in kegs
,

225 lbs. each, which
we win delivfe'r on board the oars at 10 cents

holding fronji 200
per

lb.

lbs. to

Order?s solicited.

Preserve y*onr Papers fwr reference.
you have no BINDEK we will mall you
ceBt,s, or you can have one wrks
will sen^t us 3 new yearly subscrip-

Slmmins' Non-Siramilng System.—
We have received another shipment of these

one for 60

books, and have made such favorable terms,
that wc will now club them with the Bei
JotiRNAi, for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mall. The subscription to the Bee JoubNAX, can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

tions for the Bjie

If

you

Journal.

Enameled /Clotto for covering frames,
price per yard,- 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; If a
whole piece of ^ 12 yards is taken, $2.'25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 '; if ordered by mall, send 15
cents per yard' extra for postage.
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MILWAUKBB.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

HONBY.-Cholce white

CHICAGO.

HONKY.— We quote

I-lbB., 19®2nc.; 2-lbs., IS
might bring 2l®22c. White
extracted In barrels or half-barrels, 8<j>8^c.; In
kegs, 8H®9c.: In cans or palls. 9(3)ioc.; dark in
kegs and barrels. H!^(f97c. Demand good.

to liic; fancy white

White clover l-lb.BBCtlons
20@2lc.; 2-lbs.. I«f,il9c.; dark l-lbs. 17®Il*o.; 2-lb8.
15@i6c. Receipts contluue llKbt, and prices tend
:

BKB8WAX.-22S25C.
Oct. 26.
A. V. BISHOP,

talgber.

FISH & CO.. 189 S. Water St,
CHICAGO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb in 1-lb. sec-

W. Water

142

701^^

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY,
Palls are made
TUKSE
of the best quality of

St.

clear Hint kI&sb. witb a ball

S. T.

Oct. 14.

We

:

tions or about, brliiKS I»@2uo.. some fancy shipments are held at 2Jc.: 2-lb. sections, lec&iec. Dark

Blow sale. Extracted, l(i^u_>c.
8BB8WAX.-i:L'iai230.
K. A. BURNBTT.
Is

are sometliiies asked who our

autborized agents are.

such an agent

;

A. C. KBNDEl., 1 15 Ontario

Oct. 24.

St.

BOSTON.

923

Yncca Bmsbes

HONBY.- New crop. Mb. sections, i8®2no.: 2- soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
sectionB,17®I8c. Extracted, 6@8c. Demand fair. bees. We can supply them
at 5 cents
BBK8WAX.— 25 cts. per lb.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent' by mall,
Oct. 22. Blaeb a uiplet, S7 Chatham Street.
add 1 cent each for postage.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.— We Quote Extracted, white liquid,
;

:

(t@&>ic.;

BEESWAX.— 17m,21c. for good quality
SCHACHT & l.EMOKJ!, 122-124 Davis St.
SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.— We quote White to extra white comb

Oct. 15.

:

leMlSc; amber, 10@|4C. Extracted. liKht amber,
6@6Hc.; amber, darlf and candled, 5}i&oHc.: extra
white would bring 7Hc., but none is in the market.

BBB8WAX.— 19laj22c.
Oct. 3.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423

NEW
HONBY.— We

We

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed
at the following prices : One-half ounce, 50
cents ; 1 ounce, $1 ; 2 ounces, $1.50 ; 4
ounces, $2 ; H pound, $3 ; 1 pound, $5. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
properl.v thinned out and re-set.

if

:

28

& 30 W. Broadway,

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax. To avoid
mistalies, the shipper's name should always

2-lbB.,

;

A: SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

A

should write to

t^PECiAi,

for

BEE-SUPPLIES

Pricks on

for this fall and winter.

I^~

A beavy

Address,
44Ctf
Friends,

Discount allon'ed.
A.. 'F. ST.A.TJIF'IF''H}H,
STERLING, ILLINOIS.

If

vou are

In

any way Interested

In

BEES OR HONEY
We

with pleasure send a sample copy of th©

Bee-Coltore,

In

ments in Hives, Honey Extractors, Comb
Foundittlon, Section Honey Boxes, all books
and journals, and everythintr pertaining to Bee
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your address written plainlv, to

A.

I.

ROOT, Medina,

Ohio.

IN THE
FAOTORr OF

SOUTH

BEE HIVES, &C.

12@14c. choice white
;

SALE.— 134 Colonies
FOR
frame chaff hives, mostly

of

BEES

Early Nuclei
in

Italians. Five
them last season,

supplv.

St.,

HEAD-QUARTERS

:

16® 17c. dark

NEWITIAN

G.

SUPPLY
DEALERS
NO OTHERS
me

near Duane St.

l-lbs., I8@20c.; dark |-Ib8.,i4@i6c.
White extracted, 8®ioc.; dark, 5@7c. Demand good, but light

8.00
«.50

"

be on each package.

KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.— We quote new crop Choice white 2-lb.
seotions,

"

& 925 West Madison

will

MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,

Sept. 20.

91. 60

pound of honey, per dozen,
"
"
pounds

with a descriptive price-list of the latest Improve-

We

YORK.

:

;

2
3

Seml-Mouthly Oleanlnffs

Front 8t.

quote Fancy white in 1-Ib. seo
the same In 2-1b8., 15®lKc.; buckwheat l-lbs., 12®14c. 2-lb8., 10®12c. Off grades
l@2c. per lb. less. White extracted, 8®9c.: buckwheat, 5^^@6c.: Southern, per gallon, bO®70 cts.—
Bdarket seems to be unsettled,
BEESWAX.- 22a23c.
tlons, 17®19c.

1

are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are 8

ib.

amber colored and candled, 5^^5H cents.
White to extra white comb, 15®17c.; and amber,
10@12'^c. Supplier and demand are small.

the aptarlst.
Prices are as follows:

THOMAS

l-lbs. sell readily at 19®20
White clover extracted, 8c.

17@lHc.

BBB8WAX.-25C.

package. They can be used
tor household purposes by
consumers, after tne honey
Is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-dlled by

we have no

HONEY.— Best white
cts.; 2-lbs.,

When

attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of

Every subscriber Is
others, and we
Oct. 20.
161 South Water St.
greatly desire that each one would at least
DETROIT.
send in the name of one new subscriber
HONEY.— Best white In Mb. sections sells as with his own renewal for 1888. The next
blKba8 19c. A few lots are held at 2uc. Demand
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
Increuses as fruit becomes scarce.
To hold
BEESWAX.— a3c.
every subscriber will do his or her best to
"
Oct. 21.
M. H. HDNT, Bell Branch. MIoh.
"
double our list of subsoribers.
CL1BVBL.AND.
boney

a metal top and cover.
tilled with honey.tbe

)ind
IJilllllilJiillllliinHH

BEESWAX.— 21 to 22c.
tons of honey taken from
HAMBLIN 4 BBAR88. 514 Walnut St. and 6 tons this season— mostly comb honey.
This is a fine locality, but want to sell as I am
KANSAS CITY.
about to move out of the State.
HONEY.- We quote: Choice white l-lbs., 20c.;
Address,
G. C. SODEN, Act.,

dc

Itallau Queens.

jy Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
FAUI.I*. VIAX.I.OX, BayouGoulEtLa.

.-iCtf

Sep. 21.

dark, i.'>@i6c. choice white 2-lb8., inc.; dark, I4c.
Extracted, 8C^il'-ic. California- white l-lbs., ISc:
dark, 15c.; white 2-lb9.. ie®l8c.; dark. 14®15 cts.
White extracted. 9c. amber. 8c. Supply fair.
BEBSWAX.-No. 1,22c.; No. 2, 18c.
Oct. 6.
CLBMONS.CLOON 4 CO., cor 4tb,t Walnut
:

J.

choice while clover

;

latter price for

good condition. Strained,
Id barrels, 4>^-*.'ic. Extra fancy, of bright color
and In No. 1 packages. M-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., .'tft®fic.; In cans, 6^ to 8c,—
Short crop Indicates further advance in prices.
in

BEBSWAX.-2otsc.
D. G.

Oct. 21.

for orime.
4 CO.,

TDTT

Commercial

St.

SECTIONS,

FORNCROOK &

.,

CO.,

MANDFACTUUEBS OF THE
fi

ST, Lonis,
I5@18c,

HONBY.—Choice comb,

bined Machines. last winter
^0 chaff hires with 7-ln. cap,
UX> honey-racks, 5'>0 broad
Irames, 2,i k u buney-bozes
and a threat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-

CANANDAIGUA,

•i4Alt

:

N. T.

BARNES' FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Read what J. I. Parent, of
Charlton. N.Y says— "W©
cut with one of your Com-

BOSS"

One-Piece

make and we
it with this Saw.
you say It will."
Catalogue and Price - List
hives, etc., to

nzzn^gi^^
Patented June

expect to do
It will

28, 1881.

furnish vou. the coming season, ONEWIIjL
PIECB SE<;t10NS as cheap as the cheapest.
tW Write for prices.
Watertown, Wis.,

do

all

Free. Address. W. F. & JOHN BARNES,
45Clf
No. 484 Ruby St., Rockford, IlL

Oct. 25, 1887.

CINCINNATI.

HONBY.— We quote

extracted at 3i<a7c. per lb.
Demand is good for clover honey in square glass
Jars from the jobbing trade. No new comb honey
Is In this market, but we would think that choice
white would bring 18®2iic. in a jobbing way.
BEKSW AX.— Demand good-2<K»22c. per lb. for
good to choice yellow, on arrival.
Sep. 20. C. F. MUTH 4 Sun. Freeman 4 Central Av.

NEW
:

1

Demand good, market firm.
F. G. STROHMB YEB & CO., 122 Water St

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY— Fancy white

l-lbB.

1h@20c.: fair MbB.

fancy l^-lbs.. inc. No sale yet for dark.Extracted, California, 8c.; Cuba strained, 68^700.
per gallon.
BBB8WAX.— 24®25c.
Oct. lu.
ARTHOR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.
l«c.;

should be pleased to correapond
with any one having CO.TIB

HONEY

We

sell on Commiesion at highest
Sale.
market prices. Address,

S. T. iFISIi
189 South Water

<Sc

CO.,

Wooden

THOS. e. XE'WM^N
923&ft2.'>

UJj.

fthnnt turkey raising, from the setting
ui the egp* to the maturity of the young
tiirks.
If yon loliow the dirpctions_ in
thin book yo'i need not lose a bird.

By Fbduv

HENRY ALLEY,
WENHAM, Essex Co., MASS.

Fi'-ld.

This book

tell&

aii

Fanny FieW has ha^ more experience

of the

November Number. Copies Fkee.
Address,

<fe SON,
CHICAGO

Apiculturist

Bay-State Reversible Bee-Hive
44Atf

Street.

PUBLISHED.
"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAI^IN^^"

WITH SUPPLEMENT.
in the

West Madison

JXrST

;)8Ai:)t

A full description

Honey!

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

The American

Pails for

TT* JE can furnish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
TT well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops and u ttKht-tltting wood cover, at 9)fi.85
Thev will nold HA lbs. of honev, and
per dozen.
when em pty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary
honsenold pall.

;

9($luc,; dark, t>@7c.

Oct. 13.

WE
For

YORK.

HO.NEY.— We quote Fancy white Mb. sections,
paper boxes. I8@iyc.: fancy l-lbs,. glassed or unglassed l7®lHc.. fancy 2-pound8., glassed, l5®lfic.
Lower grades l(/i.2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lbs.,
paper boxes, 1® 12c. same glassed or unglassed,
uiH@lic.: 2-lbs gla«sed, loc. Extracted, white,

mmi WAmp.

COMB

Hiirc^eds betier in raising turkeys than any other
She clenrs hundrefs of dollars
in America.
yearl v on th'^m. and will teQ you how she doe? it. Price,
2o rents. Scamim taken. AdHrens R. B.
Publii^her, 69 Dearborn St^ Chicago, 111.

and

)>eri:on

MITOHSLL

9Ctf
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWEE AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

13,000

(Entirely

OF THE APIA.KT.

Or. M.AJiVA.M^

Invention.)

SOLD SINCE

BEES and HONEY,
Kanagement

and more than 50

50 pages,

THOMAS

fine Ulns-

were added in the nth edition. The whole
work has been thorongbly revised, and contains the

tratlons

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most scleotttlc work treating of
Oees In the World. f^ce,by mall,Sl.S5. Liberal
dlBOOont to d(«alera and to olabs.

A. J. €OOK., Anther and

PabliBher,
Agrlonltnral College, Mich.

lAlT

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

Flint, Q-enesee Co., Mich.,

publshed
HASpages,

a neat

little

book of 45

entitled, "The Production of
Its distinctivefeature is the
manner in which it treats of the

ef an Apiary for Pleasure

and

5,000 Bald Since May, 1888.

!

More than

'

OR THB

1876.

BdttoT of the

Frefit

;

b;

NEWMAN,

C.

A mtrtcan Bet Jaumai.

pa^

It contains 320 profusely illustrated
s " fully up with the times " in all the improvements and Inventions in this rapidly
leveloping pursuit, antl presents theapiarst with everytliiug tliat can aid in the
!uccessful management of the honey-be&
ind at tlie same time produce the most
louey in its be.st and most attractive coniition.
Bound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.

afA

Dlsconnt to Dealera, by
the Dozeu or Huudred.

Ijiberal

Comb Honey."

thorough
THOS. G. IVETrmAN Si SON,
use and non-use of toundation. Many other
points are, however, touched upon.
For >23 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILI«
instance, it tells how to maiie the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter Dadaiit'sFoniidation Factory, vrbulesale
bees with the least expense, and bring them and retail. See advertiBemeDt in another column
through to the honey harvest In the best
possible shape.

EP"

Price ot the Booli, 26 cts.
S. or Canadian.

Stamps

taken— either D.
3oAtf

Comb Foundation

Patent Flat-Bottom

.High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
Ite!^^:;^ f eet to the pound. Wholesale and
'] Ketall. Circulars and Samples free
J. VAN OEUSEN Sc SONS,
(SOLE MANUTACTtniERS),
lAtf
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

Bee-Keepers' Cards. Al^aVb^elV.

tSF" If

NoAny person canEngineers
manage
high-priced

Hlgbest Price for Honey tills
Season, write to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

are required.

it.

No angular

Friction almoet en-

push, or dead center.

lUe nio«t compact
Engine ever Invented. It is perl'ettl}'

tirely

overcome.

yon i^sta to obtain the

governed. We also warrant It to attain a
blsher speed and develop more power

etc

For Circular*, apply to
CBA8. F. M1TTH Oc SOH,
rreemsn 4; Central Are.,
CINCINNATI, O.
P.S.— Send 10c. Jor Practical Hints to Bee-Keep«n

33A26t

to rev* live upon.leavInK room undernewtb the basket for 75 or 8<
lbs. of honey. It will becomplete
with covers, and In every waj

except in size, with tht
Extractor, 13x20, which It

Identical,
JtH.iKt

Intended for any size of frame.

Excepting with the $8.00 KxI

tractors, all

*•

•'

THOS,

G.

13x13 Inches..
10x18
10x18
10XI8
13x20
13x20
13X20

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
5 cents, ^ou need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
my free Bee unil Supply Circular.
slAtf
OL.I

Irapressions for in cts.
Will last a tife-time.
It prints Envelopes.
Letter - Heads, Postal
Cards, Sections. Clothing— everything. Your

Street,

VKK FOSTKK, Mt

BEIKO

A

ailv'ttoyour friends.
Send me an order for
10 Stamps, & get your

own

free.

Kditor
of this
.'i47.

Send

Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

Year among the Bees,

name, occupation and
address, with the machine and a bottle of
ink. by mail, for $l.<m.
ExtraH bottles of ink
for 12 cts
t^how this

Talk about tome o) the Imvlement*. Flam
and Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2.*) veart'
Experience, whn luis for y years made th4
ProdllcU&n of Honey hie Excl^^V*
Bwitnesa,

Read what

Newman

says

Stamp on page
Agents wanted
for Catalogue

and terms.

Address,

TS cents, by malL This Is a new woife
about 114 paKes, well-printed ana nicely bonnd
cloth. Address,

Price.
}f
'

In

the dlfTerent stylet

havestrainersovertbecanal leading to the honey gate, and movable sides In the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.
'

For2 American tram3s,
For 2 Langstrobh "
"
For 3
"
For 4
For 2 frames of anyelze,
"
"
For 3
•'
"
For 4

RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000

In answer to frequent Inqulrtet
for Extructora carrying 3 and i
Langstroth frames, we bave concluded to adopt these two nev
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is In o
can of the same size and style a>
tbe 2 fr)ime. The 4 frame basket
le in the larger can, with the cont^
or metal standard for the baskei

GEO.T.HAMMONO.

THOS.

xbk-mxbukt.

BROCKPORT, Monroe Co.,

N. Y.

923

G.

NEWIT JlN & SON,

& 923 West Madison

St.,

CHICAGO. iMj.

ALL. $50 A WEEK & expenDadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale U/n D V FOB
,.$8 (X
paid. Out at worth toll partiou'"""'* ses
sa and retail. 8ee advertisemeDt io another column. WUnn
larsiree.-P.O. VIckery,Augu8ta,m.
.10 a
.14 0*
.12 0(
.12 00
.16 00

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAl
AND BEE-KEEFEB'8 ASVISEB,
published every week, at
ISannum.
It contains the

information for the apiarist.

10s. lOd. per
best practice
It is edited by

Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S. etc.,
Dadant'BFoundation Factory, wholesale and published by John Huckle, King's Langretail.

Co.. N.Y.

Perfection Cold-Blagt Smokers,

SELF-INKING

HONEY EXTRACTORS

and

MABTIN,

See adTertisement in another column.

EXCELSIOR

928

H.

HARTFORD, "Washington

SQUARE GLASS UOiNET-JARS,

HENRV

retail.

J.

Addriiss

4Aly

Muth's Honey Extractor,

with less fuel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Bapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
^S~ Send for a Circular. Address,
RIOKEL, Pres.,
44Atf
CEDAK KAPIDS, IOWA.
and

Hnd Amusement, for old and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards n^c.
Meal package cards and sample hnney-candlea 15c

F. G. STROH.TIEYER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

It Is

Dadant'sFoiindation Factory, wholesale

tiful ^-color OhroraoCard, we have plain designs.—
Fancy Carets. Stationery. Monngrams fop Business

Bm wlT«rtli«meDt 1b another oolaum.

ley, Herti,

England.

NEWSPAPER AND JOB PRINTING OFFICE
For Sale at a Bargain,
in a Southern Winter Resort.
ITAn located
accident to the Proprietor makes
is

It

necessary to obtain rest.
For further p»l^
tioulars, address the proprietor,

H.

A.

COOK, Eureka Sprtnx*, Ark.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Bee-Keei>liig In Norw^ay.— The followis an editorial in the Canadian Honey
Producer for November. When Mr. Young
was hero we were exceedingly busy, and
did not have an opportunity to ask as many
questions about beekeeping in Noi-way as
we desired, and as Mr. Young promised us
to call on his return, we expected to do so
then. We had a letter from him afterwards
ing

Hon- Bees ITIako Cells.— In Murray's
Magazint we And the following explanation
of the geometrical forms which the cells of
a honey-comb assume

saying that he could not arrange matters to
call again, and so we weredeprived of much
of his visit. The subjoined account will be
read with interest

THOMAS

a.

NEWMAN,

We had a very pleasant and instructive
conversation with Mr. Toung. and of course
made all possible inquiries about the state
of bee keeping in Norway.
Bees can be kept very well as far north as
In Norway, as here in Canada,
Drontbeira.
there is no method hv which the number of
colonies can he ascertained, but the number
of colonies kept are estimated at about
40.000 of these about 2,000 are kept in the
movable-frame hive, the balance in straw

Editor.

:

skeps.

The government of Norway

Yoinni.

Not.

9,

1887,

Lessons from tUe Ivjr.— Mr, Eupene
Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, sends us the
following-, about the lessons to be learned

from the "Ivy

:"

An humble thinp is
For

it

the Ivy-vine,
seeks the shadow of tree or wall
In silence grows.

Nor envy shows
By vain attempt to outdo or out shine
The rugged support that prevents Its fall.

A truthful thinp is the
For

It

Ivy-vine,

Ivy-vine,
as with hooks of steel.

Constant and true
whole life through.
arms to grasp and entwine
fingers can feel.

All that

These lessons learn from the Ivyvine
The help that we need is more than we give
:

And needing much

;

Of helpful touch
Should make us humble and benign.

And

teach us In love and in faith to

free, and the journal is the property of the
association, and under their control : and
one having goods to advertise, can do so in

advertising columns. Fifty cents ena beekeeper to membership and the
Anv one not in
paper, which is monthly.
the country pays $1 : this extra charge
being made to cover the extra postage. Mr.
Young also very kindly presented us with
a cop of his book on bee-keeping. He may
justly be called the father of advanced
bee-keeping in Norway.

The Bee-Keepers'

Xlie Editor

is still unable to attend to
His convalescence is very slow,
and ha« been retarded by a relapse. It is to
be hoped that he will be able to atttend the
Convention next week, but as yet it is quite
uncertain.

pyramids at their bases, will be
Not that these geometrical
same as those which the wax
asBumea. hut they illustrate tho principle.
For, at the temperature of the hive, the wax,
pared thin by the smooth-edged jaws of the
trilateral

readily seen.
flgures are the

all tho plasticity of a fluid
membrane. The bee has indeed to avoid
the danger of paring away too far. and thus
making a hole through the wall. But even
here it may be aided by mechanical condi-

workers, has

tions.

the soap at this point; but. for a time at
least, we merely enlarge the area of the
transparent patch. The thin film of soap
yields at this point, and the stress of the
blade falls on thicker and less-yielding
edges. Some such mechanical yielding of
the wax may guide the bee In its work.

Tlie Resnit of there being no bees to
fertilize the clover, is

thus commented upon

in Science for All (English) for

live.

business.

blown into the water through a tube, until
the upper part of the glass is full of bubbles,
the hexagonal form which these bubbles
assume under mutual pressure, and the

:

titles

its
its tender

:

there Is hut little white
It we take a thin piece of soap and pare
The Norwegian Bee-Keepers' Asso-iation away one face with the blade of a pockethas some 1,.500 members, has been in ex- knife, we shall soon form a transparent
istence three years, the bee-.iournal 2Vi patch where the soap is very thin. But If
Everv member gets this journal we continue to pare we do not cut through
vears.

tlie

Its

Reaching

show not ouly that the honeycomb is far
from regular, but that such regularity as it
has is due merely to mechanical conditions.
Mr. Frank Cheshire tells us in his recent
volume, that careful measurements of the
finest pieces of comb, built with every advantage for securing regularity, show that,
so far from everv cell being geometrically
accurate, it is ditHcult to find a hexagon
presenting errors of less than three or four
degrees in its angles. On the other band,
there is a growing tendency to accept a
modiflcation of Buffon'8 explnnation of the
origin of cell structure.
Buffon attributed
the regularity of tho cells to mutual pressure in illustration whereof he packed a
closed vessel with dried peas and filled up
the Interstices with water. The peas, which
were thus caused to swell, assumed, under
the pressure which resulted, the form of
more or less accurate geometrical flgures.
Perhaps a still better illustration of this
principle of mutual inter-action is seen in
soap hubbies. It a little soapy water is
placed in the bottom of a tumbler and ait- be

the interests of the bee keepers.
Wintering is done very successfullv in
some of the old straw-skep hives. Many
think the bees in the movable-frame hive do
not winter as well, but such is not the case :
on the contrary, the honey taken by means
of the movable frame hive is mostlv exOn account of so few frame hives,
tracted
and but little comb foundation being used,
the average yield per colony for the country is not "great, but he thinks if properlv
conducted it would be 70 pounds to 100

Als'ke

The brighter hope, the joy divine.
And turns itsdull leaves from brown to gold.
Clinging by tendrils

Recent measurements and observations
have tended to dissipate the cell nivth, and
to

pounds t>er cf;lonv.
The chief sources of honev are clover,
basswood and heather. The clover is mostly

never loosens its falth-like hold.
Mid storms it clings.
Till sunshine brings

A Inving thing is the

realize the

importance of apiculture as an industry,
and have sent Mr. Young, at their expense,
to Canada and the United States, to promote

No. 45.
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November

;

urged to
Bees are necessary to the fertilization of
of clover. This fact the New
take an appeal from the court presided over some kinds
Zealand government have discovered to
by Judge Boardman in New York, in the their great dismay, for the Dutch clover in
case of Mr. Rich, mentioned on pages 6.59 that colony will not produce suffleient seed,
to the absence of the particular bee
and 67.5. Mr. George E. Hilton, President of owing
to fertilize it. Again, it has been found that
the Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Associa- twenty heads of Dutch clover yielded 2,290
but twenty other heads, protected
seeds
tion, writes as follows
from bees, yielded none. In like manner, a
No, sir the bees must not be compared hundred heads of red clover produced 2.700
with pigstys or slaughter-pens, and the case seeds but the same number protected from
must go to the higher courts. Shame on the visits of insects were all sterile. Hence,
Bee-Keeners of America it may he logically inferred that fts no other
.Tudge Boardman
rally around the " Union." Give it your sup- iusects visit the clover, were the bumbleThe bee to become extinct in England, the plant
port, if you have not already done so.
Manager may draw on me at any time for which is dependent upon it for existence,
$.1 in addition, if needed.
would either become extinct or at least
comparatively rare.

ITnlon

is

:

;

:

:

Ronnd Trip

Tirketis (that is, a single
ticket to Chicago and return to the place of
starting) can he purchased at any station.
OP any road leading to Chicago at one and
one-flfth fare for the round trip, and will

be good for six days. This is the arrangement, as we understand it. for the Fat
Stock Show. These tickets can be bought at
your railroad station. It may be well to
ask your Station Agent about it in advance.

**IIowdo Vou pronounce

s-t-i-n-g-y ?"

asked Prof. Comstock. The smart bad boy
nearest the foot of the class stood up and
said, " It depends a great deal whether the
word Is applied to a man or a bee one is
8ting-y, and the other Is stln-gy. " Go to the
:

head,

young fellow."

I

XIio Illnstrated

Iiondon Ken's

for

contains a colored portrait of
Prince Bismarck, and pictures of Nizam of
Hyderbad, two pages devoted to illustrations of the state of Ireland, another page
of troops in Burmah, one of border sketches
in Kelso, one of Bristol Cathedral, one of
the death of Ca-sar, and a most attractive
'picture of a little girl and a dog, entitled,
"Speak!" The reading matter is as interesting and complete as ever, while the price
All newsdealers
for all Is only 10 cents.
have it, and the New York ofHce is in the
Potter Building.
Oct.

'29.

It is a nistalte to visit the bees too often
during the winter. It is apt to disturb them,
they become restless, and sometimes discharge their feces, and by this means produce a stench that is enough to destroy
them. It is better to have their winter
quarters so constructed that their condition
can be ascertained without disturbing them.
—Exchange.

The Clnb

1.1st

Andover, Conn.,

is

for 1888, of E. H. Cook,

on our de«k.
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have never found protection of the joint is used there is really no neceskind any benefit. It mav do no harm; sity for a fastening, except during
high winds, and in a locality that is
I do not think that it will do any good.
Wltli Replies thereto.
The above is my opinion only, but unprotected, and then usually only
based on results growing out of 17 for the covers.
When such fastenyears of successful wintering of bees ings are used a small hook turning on
a screw, with another screw on which
(It is quite useless to ask for answers to on the summer stands.— J. E. Pond.
to hook, would be quite sufHcient.—
Queries in this Department in less time
Y'bs; to both questions, providing The Editor.
than one month. They have to wait their that
the hay must be dry and placed

turn, be put in type, and sent in about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them ; get them returned, and then find
space for them in the Joubnai,. If you are
In a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for
them to be inserted here.— Ed.]

such a manner that it will let the
run off without much soaking in.
Convention Notices,
Dry leaves or sawdust would also do
for a location in Missouri but for the
Union ConTcution at Chicago.—The
more northern localities a good cellar
would be more reliable, one year with North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
another.— The Editor.
in

rain

—

meet

in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, In

PacMi

Bees for Wintering.
Fasteninis for Spare-Joint Hives.

Query 491.— 1. My

bees are in Laogstroth

hives with cottage roof and a li^-inch hole in each
end, and wire-cloth over the holes. Would a 5inch box with cheese-cloth bottom filled with dry
forest leaves be good packing for winter? 2.
Would l,{XXi pounds of dry prairie hay, stacked on
each hive, leaving the hive-entrance open, be a

good protection for winter?— Clarksville, Mo.
1.

Yes.

2.

Yes,

kept dry.— J. P.

if

Yes.

Yes;

2.

less

will

the square joint

is

No.— G. L. Tinker.
No.—H. D. Cutting.

No

H. Brown.
1.

Query 492.— When

used, in place of the beveled or rabbeted joint, for
parts of hives whose edges fit flush, are fastenings
of any sort required to keep the upper stories or
cap in place ? If so, what kind ?— Goshen, N. T.

;

none whatever.— James Hed-

do.— don.

Dadant & Son.

I

have never used any fastenings.—

G. M. Doolittle.

Yes. 2. I think that 100 pounds
Not if there is any propolis about
of dry prairie hay would be sufficient
Missouri for each hive.— G. L. the hive.— Dadant & SoJsr.
in
Tinker.
I have never used any fastenings
I should say yes to both questions. the bees soon attend to that.— W. Z.
In Missouri I dare say this would be Hutchinson.
Further north I should
suflScient.
I do not use, nor want the squareprefer a proper cellar.— A. J. Cook.
joint in this climate (Georgia).— J. P.
H, Brown.
1. I should prefer dry, fine sawdust,
to leaves. 2. 1 should much prefer a
No. I have now used such for years
chaff hive, and I think it would be with no trouble. Even my shadeDoolittle.
G.
cheaper.—
M.
much
boards, which, of course, cannot be
glued by bees, need no weight to hold
1. Yes, it is very good as far as it
them down.— A. J. Cook.
goes. 2. I would be afraid to use it,
I use a fastening on both square
from what I have seen, i would prefer about 4 inches of chail or forest and beveled joints, consisting of a
leaves, packed in a case all around hook on the centre of each side, playing under the head of a screw driven
the hives.— H. D. Cutting.
nearlv in, for the hook to catch on.
I should prefer chaff or sawdust J. £."P0ND.
over the bees, yes, or even the dry
I use none, and none is ever needed
hay, to leaves the hay would be good
On rare occahalf a ton to a for the upper story.
Erotection, but, my
ive
Hay must be cheaper in Mis- sions, with very high winds, the
souri than in Michigan.— \V. Z. covers are blown off, and if I knew of
a very cheap and quickly handled fastHutchinson.
ening, 1 might use one for the covers,
you had a good, tight but so far I have had none.— C. C.
1. Yes, if
2.
board-cover over the 5inch box.
Miller.
Yes, if the hay was stacked on in
I have used the square-joint plan
such a way that it would turn water.
I would prefer to have it cover the more or less for over 2-5 years, and I
entrance, and all in such a way that I have never seen any need of a device
could remove it from the entrance at to hold the surplus cases in place.
The bees will glue the cracks made
will.— Jajies Heddon.
by adjusting one department of the
1. It answers well in this climate.
hive on the other, no matter how it is
2. Try Uie experiment on a few hives done and as soon as the edges of the
of
your
the
benefit
and report for
cases are propolized, they will stick
brethren. I feel quite sure that bees fast when put in position, and the
would suffer from dampness under a bees will make the connection air and
body of straw or hay in the way you water tight as soon as possible. There
propose but I might be mistaken in is nothing like the square-joint plan
this conclusion.- G. W. Demaree.
for easy and rapid handling,— G. W.
1.

Chicago, lUs., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18, 1887. Arrana:ements have been made with the Hotel, for
back room, one bed, two persons, $1,75 per
day, each ; front room, $2.00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the second
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
rates will be very low.

The following are the subjects for discusbeen determined upon

sion, BO far as has

Oatman, Dundee, Ills.
Commission Men and the Honey Market—
R. A. Burnett, Chicago, Ills.

Legislation
Miller,

!

!

;

for

Marengo,

Bee-Keepers—Dr.

C.

C.

Ills.

Objects and Methods of a thorough Organization of the Bee-Keepers of AmericaThomas G. Newman, Chicago, Ills.

Comb Foundation, its Manufacture and
Use— C. V. Dadant. Hamilton, Ills.
Production of Extracted Honey for Table
F. Bingham, Ahronia, Mich.
The Production of Comb Honey—W. Z.

Use— T.

Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
Production of Comb and Extracted Honey
Same Apiary— J. A. Green, Dayton, HI.
Out Apiaries— D. A. Jones, Beeton. Ont.
Foul Brood, How Shall we Treat It?— A. 1.
Root, Medina. Ohio.
Wintering Bees In the Northern States— R.
L. Taylor, Lapeer. Mich.
Bee-Hlyes. and Fixtures— James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.
Bee-Keeping alone, or with Other Pursuits; if the latter, in connection with what?
-Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Legs of the Bee— Prof. A. J. Cook, Agriin the

cultural College, Mich.
What is the Best Name for Extracted
Honey ?—Thomas G. Newman, Chicago. Ills.

W.

;

!

:

Cost of the Production of Honey— J. H.
Martin, Hartford, N. T.
Controlling the Price of Honey— M. M.
Baldridge, St. Charles, Ills.
Getting the Best Price for Honey— E. J.

Z.

Hutchinson,

See.

|y

The Western Bee-Keepers' Society will hold
on Wednesday, Nov. iH. 18S7, at the residence of Mr. Peter Otto, corner of Park and 25th
Take the 18th Street
Streets, Kansas Cltv, Mo.
a meeting

horse-cars at 9th A Main Sts. for 18th & Brooklyn
Sts.. thence walk sontli to "iSth St.. and thence east
one block to the house. We are sure of a cordial
welcome from Mr. and Mrs. Otto, and expect a
good meeting.
Jas. a. Nslson, Sec

tW The Marshall County Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion will meet in the Court House at Marshalllowii, Iowa, on Saturday, Nov. 19. Ih87, at 10:30 a.
m. and
Subjects for discussion: " Winter
fare ot an Apiary." and "
to Improve our So.
ciety." A cordial invitation is extended to every
bee-keeper in this and adjoining counties.

1pm.

How
J.

W. Sanders, Stc

1^~ The Pike County Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Illinois Central Bee-Keepers' Society will meet
in joint convention at the New Pittsfleld Hotel, In
Pittptleld. Ills., on Friday and Saturday, Nov. 25
and :iii, 18H7. Reduced rates will be given at the
Hotel. AH are Invited to attend.
W. T. F. Pkttt, Pre».

;

about

inch of
space is left between the tops of *he
cheese-cloth.
2. I
and
the
frames
1. Y'^es,

provided

1

Demaree,

A rabbeted
many

reasons

joint is preferable for
;

but where a square-

l^T" The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at New Milford. Pa., on Jan.
Subjects lor discussion : "The Best Way
7, lf<s«.
to Prevent Swarming." and "Is it Advisable to
Italianize Colonies ?" All bee-keepers are cordially
Invited.
U. M. SBCLsr, 8m.
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laboring under a mistake somewhere,

acknowledgement, I probably would
be among " the first " to do so.
As stated in my previous article on
this subject, I acted upon the above
suggestion and wrote to well-known
Indicates that the apiariBt is
This mark
bee-keepers in the South, and sent to
located near tne center or the state named
each one a sample of basswood honey,
east;
6 north of the center; 9 south;
and asked to have it compared with
-o
northwest:
northeast:
•Owest; and this (<
basswood or linden honey proo» southeast and ? southwest of the center the
duced
in their locality or State, and
mentioned.
of the State
send me a statement as to its color and
compared with white
flavcn- when

he classes basswood with buckwheat honey, as the latter is much
inferior in color and flavor."
In none of the other States to which
honey proI have written, is linden
duced, except in small quantities, and
then while other honey-producing
plants are in bloom, but it is always
classed with light-colored honey.
I lived one summer at Cincinnati,
and for several years 80 miles north
of there, and was engaged in beekeeping, and I certainly ought to
know something about basswood
honey near " the southern border.
Will such testimony as the above
induce any one to " acknowledge the
Canadian linden
of
superiority
1
(formerly basswood) " honey
" trow " not.
„
,
^
"
taking
Before
Mr. Pettit says

^oxxtspon&znct.

if

.

O

;

clover and other light-colored honey,'
and also to send a sample of their
basswood or linden honey. I received
answers to all my letters except those
sent to Messrs. P. L. Viallon, of
Louisiana, B. F. Carroll, of Texas,

vor tne Amerlcun Bee Journal

Basswood

vs. Linileii

DU. A.

B.

Honey,

MASON.

In the last number of the AmekiCAN Bee Journal, I commenced a
review of some of the statements
made under the above heading by
Mr. S. T. Pettit, as there referred to,
and now 1 will review what he says
on page 23, of the present volume of
the American Bee Journal.
He starts out bv saying that, " on
page 805 of the American Bee JourDr. A. B. Mason
nal for 1886
complains that I take the ground in
the Canadian Bee Journal, that Canadian basswood honey is superior to
United States basswood honey." By
referring to page 805 as above, it will
be seen that I am not reported as
making such a statement or complaint, and it seems that no one else
"
guilty conscience
is so reported.
needs no accusing." He then says
" The report reads as follows
The

and Joseph Hatch, of New Mexico;
and nearly all sent samples of honey,
but not one had or could get basswood
honey, except G. W. Demaree, of
Kentucky, and John A. Buchanan, of

.'

,

.

:

this ground, I took a great deal ot
pains to understand the matter, and
West Virginia.
The sample of honey which I sent consequently I feel quite solid in the
was gathered within four miles of positon I have taken." If the eviToledo, O.. and was taken from the dence which I have collected and
same that I exhibited a sample of at given above in relation to the quality
honey,
the last Michigan State Bee-Keepers of United States basswood
Convention, and of which Mr. Mac- does not enlighten such of our Canapherson, of the Canadian Bee Journal. dian friends as have been led to be" It is as lieve that their basswood honey is
who was present, said
in the
nice as Canadian basswood honey." better than that produced
Perhaps he ought to have said " Cana- United States, nor afiect Mr. Pettit s
dian linden," but he may have solidity, I hope some one will get up
thought that we "sinners" (as an a small earthquake and shake "the
Englishman calls us in the Canadian whole batch of them," "Managing
Bee Journal) would not know what Committee" and all, out ot that
And " Colonial " rut, so that the warming
kind of honey he referred to.
Mr. T. r. Bingham, of Michigan,than and genial influences of the gentle
whom I know of no one better quali- southern breezes will oblige them to
Doctor thought it perfectly right to fied to judge in regard to quality, loosen up that cloak of " I am better
make Canadian articles distinctively flavor, and aroma in honey, said: than thou," and lead them to exclaim,
" No pent up
Canadian, but it should not be done •' It is good enough for any one."
as I presume they feel,
by casting unwarranted stigmas upon
Utica bounds our powers ; the whole
of Kentucky, says
Demaree,
W.
G.
our productions. We should not try "The sample you sent as basswood unbounded universe is ours.
to elevate ourselves by pulling down (linden) honey belongs to what we
Mr Pettit's next statement, when
others." It does not appear in the call light-colored honey.
There are untangled a little, completely "wipes
above report that I complained of any so few linden trees that have escaped out " all his assertions in regard to
of Mr. Pettit's statements.
the ax here, that I could not get you the superiority of Canadian honey.
" Most certainly, I a pure sample of linden honey. We He says
" Without a question .bassHe then says
the United
fully agree with the Doctor, that we have always classed basswood (linden) wood honey taken in
should not cast unwarranted stig- honey with the light-colored honeys States in our latitude (when the bees
mas,' upon the productions of others, of this State. Locust, clovers, and "ather it under favorable circum'
nor try to elevate ourselves by pull- linden give light-colored or white stances, that is, not gathering at the
ing down others.'"
same time inferior honey from other
honev."
says
of
Alabama,
Jenkins,
sources), the article is of the very
M.
followthe
J.
assertion
as
If such an
" 1 think the sample superb the best best quality, and quite equal to Canapage
made
on
Pettit
Mr.
which
ing,
saw."
dian honey." Now just leave out of
23, when untrue, is not casting " un- basswood I fiver
the above sentence, what 1 have ensays
Missouri,
of
Hayhurst,
warranted stigmas," I should be
E. M.
Mr.
He " The sample of basswood honey you .•losed in the parenthesis, and
pleased to know what it is doing
" I confess that I am not a sent me I should pronounce to be a I'ettit has knocked the head out of
says
he has been standing on
little surprised that any one.especially first-class article, being well ripened. the barrel
and is in about the
Dr. Mason, should disagree with me Our basswood has a slightly more while crowing,
same fix that " Sockery " was in tryIt is a very easy greenish tinge."
in this matter."
That enmatter for any one at all posted in reJohn A. Buchanan, of West Vir- ing to set the"pluehen."
" The basswood honey closed in the parenthesis has nothing
gard to the quality, etc., of the bass- ginia, says
Mr. Pettit has
wood honey in Canada and the United that we get here differs in no way to do in the matter.
Oui all along been talking about "bassStates, to disagree with the assertion from the sample you sent me.
and now is "kinder
that Canadian basswood honey " is basswood honey is one or two shades wood" honey,
several
American basswood lighter in color than white clover mixing things," or rather
to
superior
States honey, and
United
of
kinds
and
body
of
good
stated
by
him.
honey," as
honey. It is also
conglomeration " bass.•alliug the
" I am fully persuaded flavor."
_, .^
He says
Well - did you ever?"
honey."
wood
Florida,
living
in
Adams,
A Miss
that if the Doctor will take the trouble
not. Perhaps that is the kind
guess
from
I
few
miles
lives
a
father
to get average samples of basswood whose
basswood honey he has accused
honev from the different points in me, recently" called at my house, and ,)t
the Messrs. Muth with dealing in, but
trees
are
basswood
There
said
from
sho
the "United States, especially
that
the I do not believe that they deal in
near the southern limit at which this in some parts of the State, and
way.
as
,,
just
by
them
is
produced
honey
compare
and
tree produces honey,
So far as mv information goes, inthem with Canadian linden honey, clear and fine as the honey produced ferior honev from other sources " is
Northern
States."
the
in
them
by
acknowledge
Brst
will
the
to
that he
be
gathered to any conJno. Y. Detwiler, also of Florida not generally
the superiority of Canadian linden
while basswood honey
Pettit
ia evidently siderable extent
Mr.
writes
an
such
make
should
If
I
honey."
:

A

:

:

:

'

:

:

'

;

:

!

:

:

:

!

:

.
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being gathered in localities where the beekeepers on "this side of the
of the basswood honey is pro- line " feel just the same about the
" fine, bright, sparkling " basswood
As 1 have shown in this article that and linden honey produced in the
the basswood and linden honey pro- United States, and will not submit to
duced in the Southern States is as our Canadian friends (no, neighbors,
good in every way as that produced for friends do not deliberately try to
in the Northern States; and in my injure each other), classing it with
previous article, that the Northern " late, dark honey," without a most
States "produce Just as fine bass- vigorous protest.
wood honey " as that produced in
Auburndale,'^ O.
Canada, it seems to me that the
" Managing Committee " were not
Selected from a Sermon.
posted in regard to the quality of the
" fine, richly- flavored " United States
ForlJiililen Honey Ate liy Jonatlian.
basswood and linden honey, or were
dishonestly trying to reap some, if
EBV. T. DEWITT TALMAGE, D. D.
not all, of the benefits of the successful efforts already put forth by the
"
Forbidden Honey " was the sub" Yankees " to make a market for
United States honey in England and ject of Dr. Talmage's recent sermon
iu the Brooklyn Tabernacle. His text
I have no doubt but the misrepresentations made, have, in a measure, was a portion of the forty-third verse
of the fourteenth chapter of First
accomplished the desired results.
" 1 did but taste a little
Samuel
Here is another fallacy: "But it honey with the end of the rod that
should be kept in mind that this strip was in my hand, and lo 1 must
die."
or belt bears but a small proportion to From it we re-produce
the following
that of the whole of the United States. points
In writing the article complained of,
The honey-bee is a most ingenious
I referred 10 the United States as a
architect, a Christopher Wren among
whole." Yes " the United States as insects, a geometer drawing
hexagons
a whole." Well, " the United States and pentagons, a free-booter
robbing
as a whole," as I have shown, does the fields of pollen
and aroma, a wonnot produce basswood or linden drous creature of God, whose bioghoney.
(Some parts produce bass- raphy, written by Huber and Swamis

much

duced.

;

:

!

;

wood, some linden, and some neither.)
As near as I have been able to learn,
about latitude 3S-' is near "the distinctive southern limit " of the basswood and linden honey production,
and on the Pacific Coast the southern

merdam,

is

an enchantment for any

lover of nature.
Virgil celebrated
the bee in his fable of AristiBus, and

Moses and Samuel, and David, and
Solomon, and Jeremiah, and Ezekiel
and St. John used the delicacies of
limit is several degrees farther north.
Wm. Mutli-Easmussen, of Califor- bee production as a Bible symbol.
A miracle of formation is the bee
••
nia, says
Tljere is no basswood in
:

three that have explored the region

and found the hollow of a tree or rock
not far off from a stream of water,
and they have set up a new colony
and ply their aromatic industries, and
give themselves to the gathering of
the sacharine edible.
But who can
tell the chemistry of that mixture of
sweetness, part of it the very life of
the bee, and part of it the life of the
fields y

Plenty of this luscious product was
hanging in the woods of Beth-aven
during the time of Saul and Jonathan.
Their army was in pursuit of an
enemy that by God's command must
be exterminated. The soldiery were
positively

forbidden to stop to eat

anything until the work was done. If
they disobeyed they were accused.
Coming through the woods they
found a place where the bees had
been busy, a great honey store honey
gathered in the hollow of the trees
;

had

overflowed upon the
in great profusion of sweetAll the army obeyed orders
and touched it not, save Jonathan,
and he, not knowing the military
order about abstinence, dipped the
end of a stick he had in his hand into
the liquid, and as (yellow and brown,
and tempting) it glowed on the end of
until

it

ground

ness.

a stick, he put it to his mouth and
ate the honey.
Judgment fell upon
him, and but for special intervention
he would have been slain. In my text
Jonathan announces his awful mis" I did but taste a little honev
take
with the end of the rod that was in
my hand, and, lo, I must die." Alas,
what multitudes of people in all ages
have been damaged by forbidden
honey, by which I mean " temptation," delicious and attractive, but
:

five eyes, two tongues, the outer havknow, ing
a sheath of protection, hair on all damaging and destructive.
sides
of its tiny body to brush up the
E. A. Moore, of Nevada, writes:
Literature, fascinating but deathits flight so
" In this State, nor on this coast, do particles of flowers
ful, comes in this category.
Where
I think you will find any basswood, straight that all the world knows of one good, honest, healthful book is
" the bee-line."
The honey-comb is
and, of course, no basswood honey."
read
now,
there
are
one
hundred
palace such as no one but God could
Now, about 42° is the southern aplan
and the honey-bee construct its made up of rhetorical trash consumed
limit of Canadian honey production,
with avidity.
cells sometimes a dormitory, someand 490 the northern limit of United times a store-house, and
The devil does not own all the
sometimes a
States honey production, except what
cemetery. These winged toilers first honey. There is a wealth of good
is produced in Alaska.
(We "Yan- make cups of wax, and by their an- books coming forth from our publishkees " are so big hearted and sympa- tennee, which are
ing houses that leaves no excuse for
to them hammer,
thetic, that we may some day be
the choice of that which is debauchchisel, square and plumb line, fashion
obliged to extend our nothern limit
them for use. Two and two, these ing to body, mind and soul. That
several degrees beyond 49°, but I hope
workers shape the wall. If an acci- young man or young woman can by
not, for we are happy the wav it is.)
dent happens they put up buttresses the right literary and moral improveThis gives a "strip or belt "of 4^ of or extra beams
ment of the spare ten minutes here or
to remedy the damage.
basswood and linden honey-producthere in every day, rise head and
When about the year 1776 an insect, shoulders in prosperity, and characing territory south of the Southern
Canadian limit, and " a strip or belt " before unknown, in the night-time ter and influence above the loungers
of 7° north of the Southern Canadian attacked the bee-hives all over Eu- who read nothing, or read that which
limit. So we see that there is nearly rope, and the men who owned them be-dwarfs. See all the forests of good
twice as wide a strip north of the were in vain trying to plan some- American literature dripping with
Southern Canadian limit, as there is thing to keep out the invader that honey.
Why pick up the honeysouth of it, and I have yet to learn was the terror of the bees of the con- combs that have in them the fiery
that that produced at the southern tinent, it was found that everywhere bees which will sting you with an
limit is inferior to that produced at the bees had arranged for their own eternal poison while you taste it?
protection, and built before
the northern limit.
their One book may for you or me decide
Here is an evidently truthful asser- honey-combs an especial wall of wax, every thing for this world or the next.
tion, and although some other quota- with port-holes through which the
It was a turning point with me,
tions I have made may have been as bees might go to and fro, but not large when in Wynkoop's book-store, Syrahonestly given, I am sorry to be enough to admit the winged combat- cuse, one day I picked up a book
obliged to believe they are not as ant, called the Sphinx Atropos.
called " The Beauties of Ruskin." It
" Canadians would
truthful as this
Do you know that the swarming of was only a book of extracts, but it
be vei-y sorry indeed to have their the bees is divinely directed':*
The was all pure honey, and I w-as not
fine, bright, sparkling linden honey mother-bee follows the bees, and all satisfied until I had purchased all
classed with late, dark honey, and alight on the branch of a tree, and his works, at that time expensive bethe price ruled down to that article." cling to each other and hold on until yond an easy capacity to own them,
1 do not doubt it at all, and I believe the return of a committee of two or and what a heaven I went through in

this locality, and as far as 1
none in California."

;

;

:
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reading his " Seven Lamps of Architecture," and his " Stones of Venice,"
it is impossible for me to describe,
except by saying that it gave me a
rapture for good books, and an everlasting disgust for decrepit or immoral books, that will last me while

my immortal soul lasts. All around
the church and the world to-day there
are '• busy hives of inlelligeuce " occupied by authors and authoresses,
from whose pens dip a distillation
which is the very nectar of Heaven,
and whv will you thrust your rod of
inquisitiveness into the deathful saccharine 01 perdition V
The best honey is not like that
which Jonathan took on the end of
the rod and brought to his lip, but
that which God puts on the banqueting table of Mercy, at which we are
all invited to sit.
I was reading of a boy among the
mountains of Switzerland ascending
a dangerous place with his father and
the guides. The boy stopped on the
" There
edge of the cliff and said
is a flower I mean to get."
"Come
away from there," said the father,
:

"you

will fall off."

"No."

said he.

" I must get that beautiful flower,"
and the guides rushe^ toward him to
pull him back, when they heard him
say: "I ahnost have it," as he fell
2.000 feet. Birds of prey were seen a
few days after, circling through the
air and lowering gradually to the
place where the corpse lay.
Why
seek flowers off the edge of a precipice,

when you may walk knee-deep

amid the

full blooms
of tlie very
Paradise nf God
When a man may
at a King's banquet, why will he
go down the steps and contend for the
gristle and bones of ahound's keniiel?
" Sweeter than honey and the honeycomb," says David, "is the truth of
God" "With honey out of the rock
would I have satisfied thee," says God
to the recreant.
Here is honey gathered from the blossoms of trees of
life, and with a rod made out of thw
wood of the cross 1 dip it up for all
'i

sit

your souls.
For tne Aioencan Bee Joamal.

Starting Right in Bee-KeeiiiD&

ED.

S.

etc.

EDEN.

" Purchase 1 or 2 colonies of black
or hybrid bees, and then Italianize
them afterwards," is the advice often
given to those about starting an apiary.
person that would advise
those intending to go into stock rais-

A

ing, to purchase an inferior grade of
cattle, and then to improve the stock
afterwards, would certainly be laughed
at by every intelligent stock-raiser in
the country. It is the same in bees.
If we admit that the Italians are the
best, all things considered, what advantage would there be in purchasing
that which is inferior ?
Some claim that the experience of
Italianizing is worth considerable to
the beginner. But it will be found
that the beginner will have suflicient
to perplex him without inviting still
more diflaculties. His fund of knowl-
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First, I select the colony that I wish
edge in the business is small, consequently he should avoid those un- to rear from. Its bees must have
necessary thinsH where there is a pos- proven themselves to be excellent
sibility of a failure. How many ex- honey-gatherers, good comb-builders,
adhering well to
perienced bee-keepers are to-day an- and well-behaved
noyed at themselves for allowing an their combs when they are handled.
inferior strain to enter their yards V Their queen must never be less than
one year old. and such a queen, proI fear there are a great many.
ducing bees as described, is a " tested
The beginner should practice vigi- queen " with me. When [ am ready
lance against everything that is not to begin
operations I select one or
of the best. It is generally admitted two new
empty combs, and insert
that the Italians are more prolific them near the centre of the broodthan the blacks if this is true, and I nest of the selected colony. On the
think it i.'. is this not suflicient of fourth day after this insertion, I exitself I. wai.'int their adoption at the amine
them, and almost without ex;

;

-at strength of colony
i 'nd
ception I find them containing eggs,
the main ^illa. to bee-keeping, and and just hatching larvie.
If not, I
a goal that l ''ry beekeeper should leave them until i find it so. I now
strive to attain.
remove them, filling their place with
other combs.
CLIPl'ING TUE QCEBN'S WING.
I now look these two combs over,
This is somewhat of a delicate job
larvse just
find
I
It is and wherever
to those of little experience.
break down the partitions
usually advised to take the queen be- hatched, I
containing them
tween the thumb aud forefinger of between the cells
tliose just below, by putting the
the left hand, and then to perform aud
point of a large blade iuto the chosen
the operation. But I have found in
inch, and pressing
performing the operation in this way, cell, about V4 of an
as I withdraw it. I usually
that there is a risk of injuring tlie downward
or 20 such cells on each
queen, or having her " bailed " by the select 10
comb, and then insert these two
bees.
prepared as follows:
There is a plan practiced by some of combs in a colony
Select a colony of average strength,
the older bee-keepers here, which I
think is a far bettnr way to perform with bees of all ages, in average northe operation.
The queen is not mal quantities, and deprive them of
taken off the frame at all, but the their queen and all their brood, both
wing is clipped while moving up the of which may be profitably placed in
If these
frame, that is, from the bottom to the other colonies, as a rule.
top. The frame is swung on a stand bees are German, or part German,
for the purpose, or held by a second they are just so much better as queenperson.
With one hand take the rearers. If there is little or 110 honeyqueen by the wing, and cut of the flow, coutiact the hive to five Langamount desired.
very slender pair stroth combs, or one section of my
new hive. If the former, put in the
of scissors is preferred.

first?

I,

is

A

In clipping the wing while the
queen is moving up the frame, one is
not so apt to injure her abdomen, or
dislodge her from the frame.
The
risk of "balling" is totally avoided,
as the queen is not touched— only that
portion of the wing that is cut off.
Eastwood, Ont.

Putin two combs of eggs
"fillers."
in the centre, and a comb containing
some honey and bee-bread on each
side of them, aud fill up with empty

combs. It there is a honey-flow, flll
the whole Langstroih hive with
combs, or use a second section, or
Close the
super, on my new hive.
hive, and queen cell building will at
[The advice to beginners to get once begin.
Twenty-four hours later, open the
black bees is pernicious. To clip the
hive, and break down some more cells,
wing of the queen as you suggest is where the eggs have hatched since
On the following
all right, if care is taken not to cut you was last there.
day, repeat cell breaking, and from 40
off

a leg at the

same

time.

£d.]

to '75 large, perfect queen-cells will be
The first of
built by this colony.
Seed-Time and Harvest.
these cells mav be expected to hatch
16 days after being placed with the
cell-building colony. About two days
Rearing and Introicing Qneens.
before this, and after all the cells are
JAMES IIEDDON.
capped, I remove these two combs to
the lamp-nursery, in which I place
Before giving a detailed outline of them, keeping the temperature theremy preferred method of queen-rear- in at 85'^ to 90= Fahr.

one which I am now practicing
with very satisfactory success, I wish
to again call attention to the impor-

THE LAMP-NUESERY.

erly applied, may excel nature. I believe we get better queens, and more
of them, by the following process,

top tin box, double all around, including the bottom, and the 13^ inch space
It has a rabbet
is filled with water.
at the top. and is of the interior si/e
I
of the 10-frame Langstroth hive.
place it on an open top box. ipade to
fit it, and place the lamp below it, adjusting the blaze until the proper
temperature in the " nursery " is

ing,

For the benefit of those who may
tant truth, that in apiculture as well never have seen the lamp-nursery, I
as other lines of culture, art, if prop- will say that it consists of an open-

than Nature gives us through her
system of natural swarming. Once I
could hardly be made to believe this,
but experience has forced me to recognize the fact. I proceed to rear queens
as follows
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reached, then insert the two combs, queens were accepted, but were lost
when it is covered with a board or on their mating trip or otherwise,
afterwards.
carpet.
I wish to caution the less experiI use the nursery in my apiary celthe proper nursery enced against opening a hive " to see
lar, and when
temperature is once reached, I am how the queen is coming on," or for
thus enabled to hold it within one any other purpose, if it can well be
degree all the 24 hours, day after day avoided, within 6 or 7 days after the
and week after week. Many would introduction of any queen. I have
" I
think that the proper temperature to received many letters like this
keep, would be that kept in a colony received the queen apparently all
while rearing and hatching queens. right. I introduced her safely, and
Careful observation and experiment- found eggs the next day after liberating has taught me that there is a ing, but now I cannot find her, and
great variation of the temperature in queen-cells are started."
queen-rearing colonies, varying with
Bees seem to receive a new queen
differeut colonies, which should be on probation for the first 3 or 4 days,
shaded from the sun's rays.
and if during the time they are subForm these nuclei in the forenoon, jected to any disturbance, they suskeeping them confined until about pect the stranger as the cause, and at
sundown, or just as the other bees once destroy her. I have had coloare ceasing to fly.
Now drum on the nies kill their old mother, upon havThis always
hive, and smoke in the entrance a few ing their hives opened.
which
minutes, after
remove the took place in the spring.
screen at the entrance, letting the
If for any reason it becomes necesconfined bees have a flight, when sary to open n hive, soon after inthey nearly all mark their new loca- troducing a queen to its colony, by
tion, remaining at the same, if these, the use of the big volume of smoke,
in addition to the other precautions, be sure that you subdue this colony
are used.
most thoroughly.
In introducing fertile queens I have
INTRODUCTION OF QUEENS.
adopted the caging plan, and that of
My method of introducing these besmearing the new queen with
virgin queens, as fast as they hatch honey, and dropping her into the hive
in the nursery, is as follows
Watch at once, upon the removal of the old
the nursery closely, so that the queens queen, and with both methods I have
will not become old enough to kill very seldom lost a queen.
each other, or bite open the unDowagiac, p Mich.
hatched cells and destroy the inmates.
:

:

I examine for hatched queens about
five times per day, going as early and
late as I
up, so as to make the in-

For tbe American Bee
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terval during the night, between examinations, as short as possible.
I
have not as yet had a queen destroyed.
When you find one or more hatched,
place each in a wire-cloth cage, and
carry her to one of the previouslyformed nuclei smoke the "guards,"
and removing the stopper from the
cage, place the open end at the entrance of the nucleus, and let her run
in.
Just as she passes in, send a light
puff of smoke after her, and leave
the hive with the empty cage.
I
think that the less you arouse the
colony, the surer you are of success.
I advise the use of no more smoke
than to make sure of subduing the

presume the amount mentioned

is

stipulates that " the
room should be perfectly tight."
Mine is not, and this would make
quite a difference. He probably never
allows time enough to elapse so that
the worms may attain any size, and
when taken at that stage, when nothing but a bit of tine powder can be
seen, I presume
a heaping tablespoonful will be more effective than
sufficient.

2

He

pounds when

reached

the

worms have

full size.

Then again, the Doctor may have
in mind that the space will be almost
entirely filled with honey, and this
may make a great difference. In 1,000
feet of space, if 900 feet are occupied
with honey there will be only oneninth the empty space that there will
be if 100 feet of space are occupied
with honey. With the same amount
of sulphur burned in each, will not
the fumes be nine times as strong in
100 feet of

empty space, as

in 900 ?

would rather have plenty of
sulphur, for if a small quantity is
used, and an occasional worm is left
alive (and I have found an occasional
one alive after my heavy smoking), it
is worse than to have a very few sections green. After worms have grown
to full size, it is almost impossible to
kill them with any amount of sulphur.
Still I

As to the manner of burning, I
think coals and heated irons will be
discarded by any one who fairly tries
the easy and simple way of lighting
the sulphur directly with a match. I
Possibly
use the powdered sulphur.
the roll-brimstone would not light so
easily.

My

FnmiiatiiiE Comli Honey.

experience does not lead to the

same conclusions as Dr. Tinker has
DR.

C. C.

MILLER.

reached. I think that 1 should not
care to hold up sections to the light
to see if pollen was in them, for if the
pollen is covered with honey and
sealed over (and I think it is never
sealed without first being covered
with honey), I should no more fear
worms than if no pollen were present.
But the occasional open cell of pollen
that mars the surface of an otherwise
beautiful section, is pretty sure, under favorable circumstances, to mark
the birth-place of a worm. It is possible that a worm may develop in the
pollen under the honey, but I have

I have been much interested in
looking over the replies given on page
740 of the American Bee Journal
for 1886.
Generally, the replies to
queries show great uniformity of opinion, but in this case there is variance
enough to make lively reading. The
amount of surplus used for 1,000 cubic
feet of space varies from " a heaping
table-spoonful " to " 2 pounds ;" that
is, if my own reply reads as I meant
it.
I should say I never wrote " 1,000
square feet of comb," but " 1,000 cubic
feet of room ;" but if I say anything never observed it.
"guards."
of that kind it would be just like Bro.
However that may be, I am sure
There has been some discussion re- Newman to quietly enclose and mail that I have seen worms start where
If any one
garding the best age of the nucleus at to me the original copy written word there was no pollen.
the time the young queen is run in. for word as printed.
should object that a microscope might
Some consider such introducing safe,
In any case, the amount given by discover traces of pollen where I
only after the nuclei have their me is so much more than others, that could with the naked eye see none, I
queen-cells capped, which will be I have just been out to measure my reply that I am not talking as a hypofrom 3 to 6 days after they are formed; smoke-room to see how my answer critical scientist, but as a plain beebut I have always endeavored to get compares with my actual practice. It keeper to bee-keepers, and as such, if
a young queen in sometime between measures about 600 cubic feet. I have I can see no pollen, I feel justified in
24 and 48 hours after formation.
I many times fumigated honey in it, making the assertion in ordinary lanhave in many instances failed to have each time using just one pound of guage, that there is none there. Inmy queens on hand as soon as I in- sulphur. The room is generally tilled deed, 1 suppose Dr. Tinker uses the
tended, and have this season run with honey piled up to the ceiling.
language in the same way, as he
queens into nuclei of all ages, from few sections will show the green speaks of holding sections up to the
six hours to as many days, and I think color, but on the whole, I think it is sunlight to see if pollen is in them. I
not a single failure has beset my ef- not far from right.
have frequently seen worms originatforts.
1 have found about one in
But if I am right, how about the ing on the edges of the walls of cells
fifteen of my nuclei queenless, but as others ? Dr. Brown thinks a heaping not tilled with honey, next to the
I seldom look after these matters pre- table-spoonful
I have even seen them on
for
1,000 wood.
suflBcient
vious to a week after introducing, cubic feet of space.
I regard Dr. foundation in sections not yet drawn
and have in no case found queen-cells Brown as a man not likely to make out by the bees. Whether these will
on the combs, I infer that these reckless statements, and in his case I grow to full size without pollen, I am
;

A
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not prepared to say, but I have seen
sufficiently developed to injure
the appearance of sections.
I have read and re-read the statement of Mr. Heddon with considerable surprise. I do not want to say it
loud enough for him to hear me, but I
have a slight suspicion that in this
matter James is just a little out.
Locality may make a difference— time
of year. I know, does make a difference—but I suspect that in my locality, if my colonies were all re-queened
with the best queens in the world,
and a lot of sections taken off late in
the season, especially if some of them
had pollen or combs a little dark, and
those sections kept in a place favor-

them

we

proof that

our views

are nearly correct in

our losses from all winter causes during the last 20 years
not being 5 per cent.
During that
time we nave used chaft hives, double
walled hives.hives variously protected
with packing, etc., and single-walled
hives, and in wintering on summer
stands (which is our custom), we have
not found any great difference, and
;

are led to the conclusion that more
depends upon other things than upon
the quality or thickness of our hives.
What is required, we think, is
plenty of bees, in good hives proportioned to the size of the colonies,
plenty of stores, well ripened and
sealed up, and wliere the bees can get
able for the development of worms, at them at any time, with just suffithe worms would be forthcoming. cient ventilation to prevent excessive
Still, I have been many times mis- moisture.
By this means the bees
taken, and this may only be another are kept quiet, and thus retain their
instance.
vitality, and do not kill themselves
Marengo, 5 Ills.
in the attempt to preserve life, by ex[After keeping the " copy " for each tra exertions to overcome severe cold,
or to break their clusters in the ennumber, tied up and labeled, for 5 or deavor to find scattered stores.
6 months, it accumulates so fast that
We do not propose to theorize on
we throw it into the waste-basket. As this matter, but simply to state our
the answer Dr. Miller refers to was belief drawn from our own experience,
leaving it for others to theorize or not,
printed a year ago, the copy is de- as they choose. It is enough for us
stroyed, and we cannot refer to it to know that we do not lose our bees,
and that we adopt the measures above
now.—Ed.]
indicated in getting them ready for
the winter campaign. If others meet
Eastern Farmer.
with success, with different treatment, all right but if they have not
Winter Preparation Of Bees.
been successful heretofore, we advise
them to try our method, and see how
;

J.

E.

POND.

it

works.

North Attleboro,o. Mass.
Statistics as shown by the various
reports given in from year to year,
indicate that more losses arise from
lack of winter protection than from
all others, except perhaps in some
districts where foul brood has gained
a foothold.
One of the chief causes of winter
loss, in our judgment, consists in not
beginning early enough in the fall to
get the brood- chambers ready for winter's severity.
The desire to get as
large a surplus crop as possible induces many to leave all winter preparation till fall honey season is over.

This we deem to be wholly wrong it
breaks up the brood-nest just after
the bees have made their own prep;

arations, and in many cases pats the
bees into winter quarters with both

unripened and unsealed stores.
rule should be,

we

The

believe, to cause
no disturbance whatever to the broodchamber after the middle of August

For

Resnlts Of

H.

tlie

tlie

J.

American Bee JoormiJ.

Season Of 1881,

ROGERS.

I commenced the season of 1887
with 48 colonies, nearly all of which
were strong enough on May 1 to easilv
repel all robber bees.
On May 10
apple blossoms began to appear, and I
never saw so many blossoms on trees
before, so it seemed to me. But for
some reason, probably the cold wind,
the bees did nothing except to build
up, which they did to some purpose.
In about ten days after apple blossoms disappeared, raspberry opened,
and about all the colonies commenced
storing honey in sections. This con
tinued for just ten days, and white
clover came, but it yielded no honey

about that time we make our tinal at all.
examination, see that all is right, and
Up to this time I had counted on a
then allow the bees to fit up to suit big yield of honey, but I found that I
themselves.
was too premature. A drouth set in.
In early fall, however, and just be- Bees commenced to swarm, and alfore the advent of cold weather, we though I did not allow but one swarm
contract our bees' quarters to as many to issue, yet I could not get another
combs only as they can well cover, pound of honey from those which had
spacing them a little wider apart than sent out swarms, except by cutting
is allowed during the breeding and out queen-cells and hiving a "big"
honey gathering season, and see also swarm into the hive when one had
that they have a sufficient amount of issued. This plan worked well, and I
stores to last them through.
am indebted to one of the Ajierican
Five full frames of comb the Lang- Bee Journal's correspondents for it.
stroth size we deem amply sufficient,
The dry weatlier continued, and my
and theifact that we have been in- bees soon tired of sending out swarms,
variably tsuccessful in wintering is and commenced to slaughter the
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But about July 10, basswood
bloomed, and this gave them a new
impetus. For just seven days they
fairly " went crazy " over honey gathering, and the drones lived on, except
those that had already paid the debt
drones.

of nature.

When buckwheat came, two weeks
I took 700 pounds of comb
honey, besides filling up the broodlater,

chambers with from 2 to 3 frames for
winter. (I had from 5 to 8 frames before, from raspberry and basswood.)
Now I have a showing of about one
ton of comb honey, and plenty for the
bees for winter stores.
I have my
bees packed on the summer stands,
"
"
and if my luck does not desert me,
I will have nearly all of the 70 colonies
I

now

have,

when

" the spring-time

comes again."
Stannard's Cor., N. Y.,Oct. 31, 1887.
Prairie Farmer.

Sweet and

MRS.

L.

Alsil^e Cloyer.

HARRISON.

Bee-keepers have for many years
been experimenting with, and seeking after plants which will pay to
raise for honey alone, but have never
found one that was satisfactory. The
clovers are the most popular honeyplants, and, excepting
the sweet
clover {Melilotus alba), are favorites
with the farmers.
The presence of sweet clover is
sufficient proof that there are beekeepers near by.
It is classed among
pernicious weeds in Illinois, but this
is a mistake, as it dies root and
branch the second year, and does not
spread. This is proven by the fact,
that where roads and lanes are so full
of it, and its growth is so rank that it
is difficult for a team to drive through,
yet not one stalk will be seen growing
in the adjoining fields. During muddy
weather the seeds are carried on
wagon wheels for long distances, and
seem to germinate more readily in
this way.
I have an idea that the
seed heats 'easily, for several times I
have gathered it as it ripened and put
it into a paper sack, and sowed it in
waste places, and not a plant appeared. But when I cutoff the stalks
and scattered them, it grew and held
its own ever afterwards.
When speaking of this plant, I
always think of the old minister who
had a surly wife, and would not allow
any of the fraternity to visit him.
When one of his brethren was condoling him he said, " Don't pity me
too much, brother; my wife has some
good streaks." This plant also has
its good points, growing and thriving
in poor gravelly soils, and enriching
them by its deep, long roots and
branches, and preventing gullies by
holding the soil and lastly by producing the choicest nectar during drouths
and periods of scarcity. It has value
as a forage plant in early spring, as it
grows before other clovers, and is
relished at this season by stock, and
especially by fowls. It is sometimes
cut and stored with hay on account of
its fragrance, as it will perfume the
whole mow. Gather the stalks now,
;
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and cause the waste places to rejoice in order to begin intelligently, and
with the happy hum of industrious continue in the right direction.
bees next year.
White and red clover have an established reputation, and need no
words of praise, Alsike or Swedish
a
is
hybridum)
clover (Tritoliun
stronger grower than the white, and
has a white blossom tinged with pink.
It forms excellent pasture and hay,
and some of the Indiana apiarists exhaust our language in its praise; it
thrives with them on a damp, clay

grow

in dry,
sandy soil, and always failed, but
have since learned that it is sown in
Sweden in late winter upon the snow,
and I never tried sowing it at this

soil.

I

have

tried to

it

season.

Peoria,©

Ills.

Many

beginners do not attach

Local Convention Directory.

to

suffi-

circumstances had been
more favorable, they would have attained, with application, reasonable
success. It is a mistake for beginners to hope to reach at once, results
equal to those who have had years of
Those who indulge in
experience.
this idea, will be sure to meet with
disappointment. It is a common mistake with modern writers upon beekeeping to offer too glowing inducements to the inexperienced.

two, when,

Time and vtace

1887.

cient importance to this matter of Nov.
preparation by reading, and often find
Nov.
it necessary to make many changes,
thereby incurring much needless exNov.
pense.
Others become discouraged
and drop the business in a year or

Nov.

of Meeting.

16.— Western, at Kansas City. Mo.
J. A. Nelson, Sec, Muncie, Kans.
16-18.— North American, at Chicago.

W.

Z.

Ills.

Uutchinson, Sec, Flint, Mich.

19.— Marshall County, at Marshalltown. Iowa.
.7. W. Sanders, Sec, LeGrmnd, Iowa.
25.

& Ills. Cent., at Pittsfleld. lU.
T. F. Petty, Pres., Pittafleld, Uls.

26.— Pilie Co.

W.

if

Dec. 7-9.— MichiKan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
IR88.

Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Milford. Pa.
H. M. Seeley, Sec, Harforcl, Pa.
Jan. 20. -Haldiniand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
B. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.

ty

In order to have this tahle complete. Secreforward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings,— Ed,
taries are requested to

In my opinion there are, at the
present day, two distinct classes,
Bee-Keeping. taking extreme ground in relation to
Edncatini People
our interests, both of which I conceive to be in error. One class enG. H. ASHBY.
deavors to induce all, without regard
fitness, to engage in bee-keeping,
I send you the dues for the Union. to
Too Wet for the Bees.—A. W.
assuring thero, by delusive stateI feel ashamed that I have not joined
it is the highway to pros- Smith, Fark8ville,o. N. Y., on Oct.
the Bee-Keepers' Union before, when ments, that
perity. The other, on the other hand, 28, 1887, writes
I have noted the great good that has
should only be
been done through it. I live in the says that the business
My report for 1887 is as follows
who devote
heart of the village, but 1 am fortu- conducted by specialists,
Spring count, 83 colonies ; extracted
I am
to it.
nate in having good people around themselves exclusively
helping to in- honey, 2,32-5 pounds ; and comb honey,
me, who recognize my bees as their often told that I am
produce such 370 pounds. They increased to 103
public
to
the
struct
the
is
one
of
friends. This county
those of us, colonies, and I doubled them down to
that
honey,
of
quantities
the
in
c'ouuties
fruit
three greatest
about 500
it a special business, can- 7.5 colonies, and fed them
make
who
about
will
ship
we
year
State. This
own
honey at pounds of old honey to get them in
of
our
dispose
not
raise
and
we
apples,
of
barrels
100,000
It has been too
it remunera- condition for winter.
other fruits in like proportion. There figures that will make
I admit that there may be some wet here for the bees to get much
tive.
county,
Ihe
bees
in
many
great
a
are
controlled honey.
but mostly only a few colonies in a truth in this,if we are to be
aims alone, but I cannot
place. I never heard of any trouble by selfish
Northwest Arkansas as a Beeto
about bees here. By making au ex- believe that this is the proper view
Conntry.—Wm. Camm, Murrayville,
hibit at the County Fair each year, take of it.
The facts are these All over this *o Ills., on Oct. 29, 1887, writes
and in other ways, I am educating the
fogies in the direction of modern bee- beautiful land, blossoms are secreting
In my late travels I found northculture; so that I hope soon to " show honey which is passing away and west Arkansas a poor bee-country,
of
"
doors
very
up a little on the interesting honey being wasted, at the
and the Indian country is over-rated
those who might, with a proper un- sadly. Northwest Arkansas has had
question.
it
as
secure
means,
of
the
The dealers in town will now buy derstanding
a wild flora fair for bees, but while
nothing but one-pound sections, un- a wholesome article of food. Again, that is all gone, it has not been recomevery
nearly
those
in
are
rates,
there
reduced
less at very much
placed, and I fear it will not be, I
which is doing more good in driving muuitv. who are keeping a few colo- met drouth there as here, and found
the
in
and
hives,
in
box
than
of
bees
nies
fixtures,
improved
people to use
natural opportunities closed by specuanything else. I find that by making old way securing little or no profit. lation agamst labor there quite as
parmore
desire
class
I
is
the
This
tickling
am
I
unsalable,
goods
poor
By an appeal to those
One of the much as nere.
their pockets, which is a very tender ticularly to influence.
qualities and faculties that lift men
spot with most people. I also, in ad- earliest lessons I received was, that above and distinguish them from
vertising, offer instructions free. I whatever it paid to do at all, it paid brutes, by reason and moral suasion,
If it pays at all to keep
often have to show a person a queen, to do well.
we must seek to change social condiafter forty or more years of bee-keep- bees in the manner alluded to, it tions so as to change interests in land
to
better
much
ing. The hardest thing I have to do certainly must pay
rather than
improved to its improvement,
is to get them to subscribe for one of keep them after the most
ownership, and then we can find some
present.
methods of the
the papers on bee-keeping.
way of retaining more moisture in
Albion,«o N. Y., Oct. 31, 1887.
It is not true that all can keep bees our soils.
successfully, but only such should
Good Supply of Winter Stores.—
Exchange.
undertake it as are by nature adapted
to it, and will give it the same thor- J. W. Sanders, Le Grand,© Iowa, on
ough continued application that is re- Oct. 27, 1887, writes
in Bee-Keeping,
quired to make any branch of busiWe are all, or nearly so, without
ness profitable. If one desires to unL. C. KOOT.
derstand how to commence rightly, any surplus honey this fall. I think
supply
Those interested in our pursuit and to become familiar with what is that my own bees have a good
was a fine
should spend some portion of their required to conduct bee-keeping sat- of winter stores, for there
secure some practical quantity of buckwheat in this vicinity
leisure during the winter months in isfactorily,
flowers. The
acquiring information in regard to work on the subject which does not that helped out the fall
another
the most approved methods in the represent either class of extremists frost staying off so late was
I find that some have fears,
begin moderately, help.
It is desirable that those just mentioned
apiary.
at
who wish to commence bee-keeping and grow into the business as experi- where they had noin buckwheat
Iowa was a
hand. The drouth
should become familiar, not only with ence increases.
severe one,and our white clover fields,
Stamford,? Conn.
the necessary, but the best fixtures,
For tbe American Bee Joonuu
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that have been so magiflcent in the plaint. The American Bee Jourwere one brown mass this sea- nal has been a great help to me. I
sou—just enough to keep up a healthy could not do without it and keep
brood-rearin,', but no surplus. Then bees.
I think
I send a plant to be named.
we had about two weeks of basswood
bloom, and during this the bees did that it comes up in the spring from
very well, and stored enough to live the root. It grows from 3 to 5 leet
on during the hot, dry weather of high, and blooms profusely. It is
D.iring the latter now in full bloom, and my bees have
July and August.
part of August and September, all been working on it for 2 or 3 weeks.
went well, so that now we hope to Some plants have white and others
have a supply of the natural sweets various shades of purple blossoms.
past,

for the bees.

Very Dry Season.— J.
iedford,

piowa, on Nov.
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every hive, and seemed to enjoy it.
Cold weather set in again for 2 or 3
weeks ; another warm spell appeared,
and they came out lively again, except from one hive, which, upon examination, I found the bees had deserted and left plenty of honey.
I have noticed that my bees have
usually come out the best in the
spring which was preceded
by a
steady cold winter.
This gives me
some faith in the theory of hiberna-

tion. My bees have built combs in
[They belong to the numerous all sorts of shape in the frames. Since
family of asters— all excellent for taking the American Bee Journal
S. Willard,
I see how this can be prevented.
honey.—
Ed.]
lS87,says

1,

:

Uniting Colonies before Winter.almost the entire season, and water D. M. Stoler, Saxton,? Pa., on Oct.

The weather has been very dry here

for stock

was very

The

scarce.

business has also been almost a failure. I am feeding my bees for winter
They have
for the first since 1871.
part honey stores, and enough this
time. It looks as though I would
have to enter some other business in
bee-keeping
to
with
connection
'•
make ends meet " in such seasons as
this, but I hardly know what to try,
as I am neither stout nor well educated.

Cycloned Honey.— C. W. McKown,
Gilson,K3

Ills.,

Condition of Bees in Nebraska.—
R. R. Ryan, President of the Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' AssociaWould it add to the strength of my tion, Bradshaw,ix Nebr., on Oct. 27,
bees to give to them bees from the
past summer's swarms, that have not 1887, writes
There
sufficient stores to winter on
The weather is quite cool, freezing
are several such colonies near me that ice 1 inch thick last night.
My bees
I can have the bees from, as the have plenty to live on during the
parties will let them die. If it would winter, but brood-rearing is over. I
be advantageous, how is it best to shall put my bees in the cellar in
unite them V My bees are reasonably about one week. The cellar is cestrong, with a fair supply of stores, mented, and keeps dry, but in this
except one, which I find noio is short country I never heard of damp cellars.
of stores. AVhat is best to do with it? Bees generally are in good condition
for winter. My second year's success
[Yes, if your hives contain enough in bee-keeping is as follows
In the
and
it
is
colonies,
food for the united
spring I commenced with 28 colonies,
not too cold. Here it is now nice In- increased them to 58, one became
and I doubled it up ; sold 2
To unite queenless
dian summer weather.
colonies, have 5-5 colonies now, and
Sprinkle both colonies with sweeten- took 1.000 pounds of extracted honey,
ed water scented with the essence of and 300 pounds of comb honey. I have
peppermint; smoke well, and put sold some at 15 to 22 cents per pound,
and guarantee it pure and good, or
them all together in one hive. If you money returned.
do not wish to select the poorest
queen and kill it, leave that matter
Bee-j£eeping in Western Texas.—
to the bees to settle. Feed the colony
Jas. D. Stephenson, Boerne,© Texas,
that is short of stores, or unite it with
ouOct. 26, 1887, says:
one that has plenty.— Ed.]
are having a hard time of it
here in Western Texas, as we have
Hiving Swarms, etc.— Elias Rich- had no crops to speak of in two years.
mond, Lyons,*oX. Y., on Oct. 31,1887, Bees have done poorly. The Italians
have built up strong for the winter,
writes
besides storing about 30 pounds of
Two years ago last spring I had 14 surplus fall honey. The blacks sufcolonies of bees, and now, with the fered during the drouth, and have not
The recovered \et. I would not take $50
increase, I have 32 colonies.
amount of surplus honey this year is for what I have learned from the
small ; however, I think the bees have American Bee Journal.
I am
plenty in the brood-chamber for win- considered " the bee-man " of this
ter stores.
county.
In my experience I have noticed
that swarms which alight high are
not apt to stay after being hived. On
Wben Renewing your subscription
one occasion I got a swarm the third please try to get your neighbor who keeps
time from a high limb, and by sprink- bees to join with you in taking the Be>
ling them I succeeded in getting the Journal. It is now «o cheap that no one
queen, clipped her wing, and hived can afford to do without It. We will present
them again but the next day they a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
'•
moved out " again, and alighted on sending us three subscriptions—with $3.00
another high limb, but left the queen
direct to this office. It tvIII pay any one to
with wing clipped lingering about the
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
hive. I tliought they might return to
the hive with the queen, but they left
" Perhaps
the premises. One said
Culored Posters for putting up over
they did not like the hive." But I put
the next swarm in it. which stayed honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
and did well. Another sstid: "Per- as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
haps they had two queens."
Last spring, during the Urst warm more free of cost to any one who will use
weather, the bees came out from them, and try to get up acluh.

bee- 29, 1887, writes

writes:

:

'f

:

Let me suggest a new name

The name

tracted honey.

I

for ex-

propose

meaning as well as
euphony. Much argument might be
reasonably advanced in support of
this name, but 1 will submit it without argument, except to say that it
would carry a meaning to the brain
of the dumbest groceryman that
carries with

it

handles honey.

honey

It

'•

is

cycloned "

This conveys the idea of
" whirling around very forcibly."
!

Bees did Poorly, etc.— T. J. LoveTripoli, d Iowa,
on Oct. 28,

land,

1887, says

:

Bees have done very poorly this
I put 125 colonies into the cellar last fall, and lost during the spring
78 colonies. I sold one colony, and

year.

commenced the season with

46 colo-

My

increase was 6 swarms. I
got 800 pounds of comb honey. My
bees have enough to winter on, excepting 1 or 2 colonies.
It was the
poorest year since I have kept bees.
nies.

My Experience with Bees, etc.—J.
T. Tweedell, Bowdon,K3 Ga., on Oct.
20, 1887, writes

:

commenced

last
bee-keeping
spring with 2 colonies of hybrids, had
7 swarms, doubled one colony back,
and I now have 8 colonies in fair condition.
I got about 20 pounds of
comb honey. I do not think that 10
per cent, of the bees in this part of
the country swarmed, and we have
had very little surplus honey. I know
one man that had 13 colonies last
spring, and now has only S, but had

I

no swarms, and
tion.

He

lost

from starva-

.5

has box-hives.

and no boney

is

the

Xo swarms

general com-

:

We

:

;

:
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California Excursions.
At frequent

OUR CLUBBING

dates of each month, the
Burlington Koute, C. B.
Q. R. R., runs
excursions to San Francisco, Los Angeles

and San
fare.

&

Diejjo, at greatly

By

"^s^mmm.
ISBued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Propkiktors,

923JL925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ILL.

one year, and any of the following publications, at the prices quoted in the last column

reduced rates of of

the " Burlinaton " one can have

a choice of routes to California, as its lines

figures.

The

column gives the regu-

first

lar price of both.

All postage prepaid.

from Chicago, Peoria and St. Louis extend ^ .
PrictofbotK.
1 00
to Denver, Council Blutfs, Omaha, Saint The American Bee Journal
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City. Should and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
2 00.
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
1 25..
one desire to make the return trip via
Bee-Keepers' Guide
150..
Portland, Oreg., they can continue their
The Apiculturist
2 00..
journey south or east from St. Paul or
Canadian Bee Journal
2 00.
Minneapolis, over the Burlington Route, to
Rays of Light
150..
Chicago, Peoria or St. Louis. For Califor- The 7 above-named papers
5 25..

NEWMAN,

H.

BnSINBSS MANAOBR.

Ohii

.

1

.

1 76
1 75

135
4 50

nia excursion dates, rates, tickets or fur2 25
ther information, apply to ticket agents of and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..200..
the C. B. & Q. or connecting railroads, or
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60..
address Paul Morton, General Passenger
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00.
and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ills.
43A4t
Boot's
Cof Bee-Culture.. 2 25..
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.

2 00

. .

.

175
150
2 00

.

210
2 30

.

Western World Guide
1 50.
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50
A Year Among the Bees
1 75.
Conventiou Hand-Book
150..
Weekly InterOcean
2 00

1 30

.

A

75

120

140

.

AB

ALFRED

LIST.

We supply the American Bee Journal

1 40
Valuable Book Given Away.—We
1 50
have made arrangements by which we can
1.30
supply the American Bee Joubnai, and
1 75
the New York TTorM—both weekly— for one
One yearly subscription for the American
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
with one of these books, bound in Leathpaper
.

. .

^p^jetial

Notices,

Free
of the
Corregpondents. — It would save
History of the United States— from
particular
would
be
trouble,
if
all
much
UR
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
to erive their P. O. address and name, when
History of England- from before the
erette

To

writing to this oflice. We receive letters
iiome inclosing money) that have no name
many others having no PostrOffice, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofflce and get your mail at another, be sure

Calf

or book, in order to take advantage
prices named in the last column.

Home Market for Honey.

Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

^P~ To create Honey Markets in every
knowledge.^10 pages.— Price, $2.00.
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
book, which must be selected by the sub- Honey" (only 50 cents per 100), or else the
to give the address we have on our list.
scriber at the time of sending the subscrip- pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged. and scatter them plentifully, and the result
The book selected will be mailed in a card- will be a demand for all of their crops at
As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost remunerative prices. " Honey as Food and
"
the name of Newman & Son," we wish our it cannot be replaced. Be sure to write your Medicine " are sold at the following prices
correspondents would write American Bee name, post-offlce, county and State plainly,
Single copy, 5 cts. per doz., 40 cts. per
Journal on the envelope when writing to and then the risk of loss is very small. The hundred, $2.50. Five hundred will be sent
Several letters of ours have subscriptions can commence at any time. postpaid for $10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
this ofBce.
orders of 100 or more, we will print. If
already gone to the other firm (a commission
Hemember, the amount is $2.10 for both On
desired, on the cover-page, "Presented by,"
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. papers, and the Book and postage.
etc. (giving the name and address of the beekeeper who scatters them
To give anray a copy of " Honey as Food
Sweet
Clover,
(MelUotus
alba),
furnishes
We wrill Present Webster's Dictionary
dud Medicine" to every one who buys a
the
most
reliable
crop
honey
from
of
July
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpackage of honey, will sell lots of it.
It is until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand the most delicious honey, light in color, and
Don't do it I— Notwithstanding our many
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
places, fence corners, or on the roadside, cautions, some persons still persists in senddetermine their meaning.
ing silver in letters. In nine cases out of
at any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land, ten it will break the envelope and be either
Sample Copies of the Bee JoiniNAL and the honey crop will be without inter- lost or stolen. Cases come to light nearly
win be sent free upon application. Any one mission. Money invested in Sweet Clover every day, showing that silver sent In
Intending to get up a club can have sample Seed win prove a good investment. The letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
;

:

*'

;

*'

;

^~

an invitation to the thief— a regular temptation : If you wish to safely send money,
get a Post-Oflice Money Order, Express
Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
York. When money is sent in either of the
IQoney Orders can now be obtained at
bave a large quantity of CHOICE above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
WHITE
EXTRACTED
Post
Offices
at
reduced
rates.
Five
H01VEY,
the
in kegs other manner. It is at the risk of the sender.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents. holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
these
absolutely
safe,
it
will
pay
to
will
deliver
on
As
are
we
board the cars at 10 cents
Sliould any Subscriber receive this
get them instead of the Postal Notes which per Ibi Orders solicited.
paper any longer than it is desired, or Is
are payable to any one who presents them,
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
and are in no way safe.
Preserve your Papers fbr reference. card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. LOOK
If you have no BlIVDER we will mail you
Slmmlns' Non-Sn'arintng System.— one for 60 cents, or you can have one free AT YOUR wrapper LABEL.
We have received anotber shipment of these If you will send us 3 new yearly subscripbooks, and have made such favorable terms, tions for the Bee Journal.
We bave a few Sets of the Bee Jourthat we will now club them with the Bee
nal for the present year, and can fill orders
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for
Enameled Clotb for covering frames, until further notice, for all the numbers
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a from the first of last January. New submall. The subscription to the Bee Jour- whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10 scribers desiring these back numbers, will
HAL can be for next year, this year, or may pieces, $20.00 if ordered by mail, send 15 please to state it plainly, or they will not
be sent.
betrin anew at any time.
cents per yard extra for postage.
Seed may be obtained at this oflice at the
following prices $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this oflice
or we will send them all to the agent.

:

We

;

;

;

'
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MILWAUKEE.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

l-lbs., 19®2nc.: 2-lhs., 18
might bring 21®22c. White
extracted in barrels or half-barrels, 8»8Mc.; n
kegs, H!.^(i)!ic.: in cans or pails, 9®l0c,; dark In
kegs and barrels. 6f.^i*7c, Demand good.

HONEY.-Cholce white

to 19C.; fancy white

CHICAGO.

HONKT.— We quote White clover -lb. sections
20®2ic.; 2-lb8.. 1W31190.; dark i-Ibs. i7®mc.; :;-lbs.
ls@ieo. Receipts continue llxht, and prices tend
i

i

blKber.
Oct. 14.

FISH i CO..
CHICAGO.
HONEY.— We quote White comb
8.

T.

:

in

l.Ib. sec-

tions or about, brings i»®ajc., some fsncy shipments are held at ^^c; l-\b. section;', ififeisc. Dark

honey is slow sale. Extracted, 7fo h 'c.
K. A. BUKNBTT,
BBlC8WAX,-22ffl23c.
161 South Water St.
Oct, 20.

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Best white in 1-Ib.
hlRh as 19c. A few lots are held

sections sells as

Demand

at 2uc.

Increases as fruit becomes scarce.

BKBSWAJC.-23C.
M. H. HUNT,
Oct. 21.

nBKSWAX.-22®2.',c.
A. V. BISHOP. 142

Oct. 26.

„

W. Water

St.

Water St.

18!) S.

Bell Branch, Mich,

We

are i«onietimes asked who our

authorized agents are. Every eubscrlber is
such an agent wo have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send In the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
:

double our

list

of subscribers.

CliEVBLAND.

HONEY.—Best white
cts.: 2-lb8.,

readily at 19®20
clover extracted, 8c.

I-ibs. sell

Wblte

17@18c.

Yucca Bmsbe* are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are 8
BOSTON.
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
HONBY.— New crop, 1-lb. sections. 18@2Ac.: 2- bees. We can supply them at 5 cente
Ib. sectlona.l7@18c. Extracted,6®8c. Demandfair.
BEESWAX.— 25 ots. per lb.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent! by mail,
Oct. 22. Blaeb & RIPLIT. 57 Chatham Street
1
postage.
BBK8WAX.— 25c.

A. C. KBNDBL.,

Oct. 24.

1 1

5

Ontario
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8t.

;

niid

fent each for

NEW

The

have made arrangements with the
inventor by which we shall make and sell the

Heddon Keversible Hive, both at wholesale
retail
nailed and also in the fiat.

and

;

rhebrooii-fliJimbor is in two sections ; also the
surplus arranuoment. which may be Interchanged
:>rinverte[| iit will.
The cover, bottom-buard. and
lop anil buttoin of en h srctionul case ban one-half
of a reEiilar bee-space, so that the surplus cases
with the sectionH, may be placed between the two
brooJchambers.or the latter may be transposed
or inverterl— in fact, all parts of this hive are
perfectly interchanueable. The brood-frames will
ALL be bureU tor wires.
A SAMPLE IIIVE Includes the bottom-board
and etatiil a slatted honey-board, and cover ; two
i;-mch hronrl-charnbers, each containinK 8 frames ;
two Burjilus arranKcraents, each containing 28 onepound sections, one with wide frames and separators, and the other without separators. This latter
chamber can bo interchanged with the other
stories, but cannot be reversed. It Is nailed and
PAINTED, and ready tor Immediate use. Price,
J;4.0(), complete.
;

THOMAS
923

HONEY.— We
10<5)

1

quote

Extracted, white liquid,
candied, DJ4fe5l4 cents.

:

amber colored and

comb, IS&lTc; and amber,

to extra white

White

Dadaiit'sFouiulation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

Supplies and

2^c.

demand are

small.

BEESWAX. — 17(0.210. for good quality
8CHACHT & JjUMCKE, 122-124 Davis St
15.

Oct.

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y.— We quote

White to extra white comb
amber, itKgi 14c. Extracted, li^bt amber.
6@6Hc.; amber, dark and candled, 5!iif».')?<c. extra
white would bring 7^c., but none is in the market.
16(»18c.

:

:

:

BBB8WAX.-19(a22c.
Oct,

O. B.

3,

SMITH & CO., 423

NEW
HONBY.— We

YORK.

same

wheat

Ijabels

—

;

White

wheat, 5^@6c. Southern, per gallon, wt® 70 cts.—
Bdarket seems to be unsettled.

CO.,

MANGFACrtTBEBS OF THE

" BOSS ''One-Piece
Patented June

S ECTIONS ,

28, 1881.

furnish von. the cominp season, ONEWILL
PIECE SKiJTlONS as cheap as the cheapest.

|y Write tor prices.

Watertown, Wis.,

St.

quote : Fancy white in 1-lb. secin 2-lb8., isfeioc; buckOff grades
I-lbs., 12(gil4c.; 2.1bs., 10<s,l2o.
extracted, 8(«i9c,: buckper lb. less.

tions, 17019C.; the

l@2c.

Front

for one-pound pails of
We nave now
honey, size 3x4% inches.
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
for $1.00 : 250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
all with name and address of
tor $.^.00
ipiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.

8ee advertisement in another column.

FORNCROOK &

J.

Red

NEWMAN & SON,

G.

& 925 West Madison-St., CHICAGO, IIJi.

SAN FBANC18CO.
6@6J^c,:

Heddon Hive.

We

We pay 20 cents per poand, delivered
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

Alley's

Oct. 25, 1887.

Drone and Queen Trap.

be on each package.

;

BEESW AX,—22®23C,

MCCAUL & HILDBBTH

Sept. 20.

28

BROS..
near Duane

& 30 W. Broadway,

KANSAS

St,

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

:

Choice white 2-lb.

sections. 16<^ 17c.; dark2-lbs.. I2@i4c.: choice white

18O20C.; dark l-lbs., 14@I6c. White extracted, 6@10c.; dark. 5@7c. Demand good, but light
1-lbs.,

"mESWAX.-21

to 22c.

loMiTliEYwm
WE

Walnut St.
HAMBLIN & BEABSS,
should be pleased to correspond
with any one having COMB HONEV
KANSAS CITY.
For
Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
HONEY.- We quote: Choice white i-lbs., 20c.: market prices. Address,

Sep. 21.

.'514

dark. 15@16c,; choice white 2-lbs., 18c. dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8@i0c. California— white i-lbs., I8c.;
dark, 15c.: white 2-lbs.. I6@i8c.: dark, 14®15 cts.
White extracted, 9c.; amber. 8c. Supply fair.

Price, by Express, 50 cts. : by mail, 65 cts. j 12 In
flat, and one nailed (13 In all), {3.50 ; SO, In the

the

flat,

BEKSWAX.-No.

Dot.

6.

1,

22c.;

No.

2, 18c.

CLBMONS.CLiOON 4 CO.,

HONEY.- We quote

extracted at 3>«''9i7c. per lb.
Demand is good for clover honey in square glass
Jars from the Jobbing trade. No new comb honey
Is In this market, but we would think that choice
white would bring 18@2i)c. in a Jobbing way.
BEESWAX.— Demand good— 2iJ<S22c. per lb. lor
Rood to choice yellow, on arrival.
Sep. 20. C. F. MUTH & Son, Freeman & Central Av.

Paper.

THE SUNDAY NATIONAL,

Refined and entertaining.
4,S Columns.
Devoted to secret societies. $2.00 per year.

Hie Book,

filled

with

BROKEN GERMAN

PARODIES AND HUMOROUS SKETCHES.
Sent to any address lor 10 cents.
(Carl Pretzel.)
C. H.

CHICAGO, ILLINOiS.

45Alt

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Flint, Q-enesee Co., Mich.,

publshed
HASpages,

a neat

little

book of 45

entitled, "The Production ol
Its distinctive feature is the

YORK.

HONE Y.— We quote Fancy white i-lb. sections,
paper boxes, 18<3jl9c.: fancy l-lbs.. glassed or unElassed, I7^18c. fancy 2.pounds.. glassed, 1.5@1KC.
ower grades 1G2C. per lb. less. BuL-kwheat i-lbs.,
paper boxes, Uifyr-'c: same glassed or unglassed.
10!^@1 Ic: 2-lbs glassed, lOc. Extracted, white.
9®loc.; dark, 6@7c. Demand good, market firm.
:

:

1

F.G.STROHMBYBR&CO.,

HIS

HAKRIS,

CINCINNATI.

122

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— Fancy white I-lbs.. 19@20c.;

WaterSt
fair l-lbs.

fancy l^-lbs., I8c. No sale vet for dark.—
Extracted, California, 8c.; Cuba strained. 6s<a7oc.
per gallon.
BEESWAX.- 24®2SC.
Oct. 10.
ABTHDB TODD, 2122 N. Front Bt.
18c.;

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

CARL PRETZEL.
:

Extracted, In bbls., ^^<ii6c.; In cans. 6^ to 8c.—
Short crop Indicates further advance in prices.
BEESWAX.- 20^0. for orime.
Oct. 21.
D. G. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.

Oct. IS.

CO-,

Address.

92.3

NE^VMAN &

G.

& 925 West Madison

St.,

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

SSAl.'it

15@18c. latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained.
Id barrels, 4).^«.'>c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and In No. 1 packages, H-cent advance on above.

NEW

isa South Water

<te

cor 4th4Walnut

ST. LOOTS.

HONEY.—Choice comb,

IFISH

S. T.

$12.00.

THOS.

:

Comb Honey."

thorough manner in which it treats of the
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
For
points are, however, touched upon.
instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the honey harvest In the best
possible shape.
1^" Price of the Book, US cts. Stamps
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
:)5Atf

Dadant'sFouiidatioii Factory, wholesale
and retail. See advertisement In another column

The American

Apiculturist

WITH SUPPLEMENT.
A full description of

the

Bay-State Reversible Bee-Hive
in the

November Number. Copies Fbeb.
Address,

HENRY

AlitiEY.

WENHAM, Essex

44Atf

Co., IVIASS.

THE BRITISH BEE JOUENAL
AND BEE-KE£PEB'S ADVISEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. oer
ISannum.
It contains the best practioa
information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan.

It is

edited by

F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

and published by John Huckle, Kinir'a Laujrley. Herts. England.

Wooden

WE

Pails for

can furnish

refztilar

Honey!

Wooden Water-Palls—

well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops and a Hnnt-fltlinff wood cover, at SV.85
They will hold 3fi5 lbs. or honey, and
per dozen.
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordtnary

houseuoid

palt.

TUOS.
623 & 925

O. Jim^WM.A.K <fe SON,
West Madlaon Street, CHICAGO ILL,

'
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NEW

A

ENGINE.
New

(Entirely

Why
fWlljf

1

<^

l^la

Invention.)

SUBSCRIBE
WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL PRACTICAL

Nnt
llUI

Muth's Honey Extractor
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers.

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,

FOR THE

For

!

FARMER?

It is 33 years old, bas; 16 pages. Is publishedtEvery Week in the year, contains
14 Departments, treating of every phase of
Farm work and Life, by practical farmers and

Writers in the country. Has the best
Market Reports. 30,000snb»crlbers pro-

MVTH A

SON,
CHA.a. F.
CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
Practical
Hints
Bee-Keeper«
to
P.8.— Send lOcfor
Patent Flat-Bottom
.5iv>vv™:..vji

1^^^^
R.-..-^».J

tlie iiest

It tlie best Weekly AgrtculJunriial In tlie Country. Only

nounce
tiiral

$1 Ter Year, Postage Paid.
you subscribe before January
you will get tiie remaining
numbers of this year Free.

f^"

1

I

If

1S8S,

1,

Address,

THE FARMER
1420 Chestnut

St.,

and the

J.

VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

b66-|\6ep6rS tarOSi —Besides our beauChrome Card, we have plain desigrne.—
Fancy CarJs, Statiunery. Monograms for Business
and Amusement, for old and young, at astonisbing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards loc.
Neat package cards and samnle honey-caudies 15c.
Address
d, H. AlAKTIN,
HABTFORD, Washington Co., N.T.
4Aly
tiful H-color

CO.,

Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

Farmer will

Gomb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
*eet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

(SOLE MANUrACIUBKBS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

lAtf

THE COMERCIAL HOTEL,
Corner Dearborn

By a Special Arrangement with the PracUcal Farmer, the American Bee JourNAI.

ete.

Circulars, apply to

CHICAGO,

&.

Lake

Sti*.,

Il^IiS.

both be sent for

One Year upon the receipt of $1.50 by the
Publishers of the American Bee Journal,
41Al2t

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY PAIL

NoAny person canEngineers
manage
high-priced

No angular

Friction almost enpush, or dead center.
tirely overcome. It Is tlie most compact
It Is perfectly
Invented.
ever
Engine

governed. We also warrant it to attain a
IilsUer speed and develop more poiver
with less lucl than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Send for a Circular. Address,
KICKEL, Pre*..
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.
41Atf

^~

THIS new

size of our Tapering
UoDcyPaiis isof uniform destKD
iwlth the other sizes. havtnK the top
edge turned over, and has a bail or

are required.

it.

HENRY

handle,— making it very convenient
It is weli-made and, when
with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 2ii cents or less. Many
^..s*.;^;,:^!:;,,^
consumers will buy It in order to give the children
PRICE. 75 cents per
i handsome toy pall.
In carry.
filled

dozen, or So.OO per lOO.
923

THOS. G. NEWfflAN & SON,
& 925 West Madison Street. CHICAGO. ILL

Dadant'sFoniidation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

HEAD-QUARTERS

EXCELSIOR

FOR THE

HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent inquiries
for ExtrRctore carrying :^ and 4

Lancstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt tiiese two new
sizes.

The 3 frame

basltet

is

in a

can of the same size and style as
the 2 frame, The 4 frame basltet
is in the lareer can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or sti
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and in every way
identical, except in size, with the
f 16.00 Extractor, 13x2u, which is
Intended for any size of frame.
BiceptinK with the f».00 Extractors, all the difTerent styles
havestrainers over the canal leadIng to tbe honey state, and mova,,
ble aides In the Comb BaskeU. The »».0o and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

^~

If yoti Avisb to obtain the
Htgbeeit Price for Honey tlil8

Season, write to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, INeiv Tfork,
F. G. STKOH.TIEYEK A; CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

'

ForS

"

For 4

"

"

THOS. G.
928

13x20
13X20

Street,

.10
.14
.12
.12
.16

.

"

NEWMAN &

& 92S West MadlsoD

%&(M)
8 00

.

DC'

00
00
00
00

SON,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Bee advertlBem«nt

in aiujther

column.

L,inn Co., Iowa.

llinni/FOBALL. $50AWEEK&expen-

WllnlV
II Willi

sespaid. Outfltworth $5& partlcularsfree.-P.O.T'Icltery.Augusta.Me.

33A26t

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

MAXUAl. OF THE APIAKY.
iS.OOO SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or,

5,000 Sold
More than

."in

ISInce

pages,

A Year among the Bees,
BEINO

A

Talk about tome of the ImpUmentt. Plans
and Practices of n Bee-keeper of S.i waT$'
Experience, who has for 8 vf ars maae ZM
Production of Honey his Excbisivt

BusinMS.

May, 1883.

and more than 50

B^Sr TDTl.

fine Illus-

were added in the Kth edition. Thewhole
work bao beenthnruaghlyrevised.and contains the

C- C.

3VEI3L.X.ErR.

trations

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
the fullest and most sdeatlBc work treating of
Dees In the World. Price,bymall,Wl.«S. Liberal
dlBOOont to dealers and to clabs.

A. J.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
ftnd rtttall.

HOWTO RAISE COMB HONEY,
5 cents, rou need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
31Atf
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
OL.IVBK FOSTER. Mt. Vernon.

'

For 2 American f ram 38, 13x13 Inches
"
10x18
For2LanKatrolh ""
"
10x18
For 3
••
"
loxie
For 4
For 2 frames of anyslze, 13x20

Union Bee-Keepers' Convention
November 16, 17 & 18, 1887.
—SPECIAL RATES FOR DELEGATES I-

IAI7

Price, TO cents, by mall. This
d(

in cloth.

a

new work

Address,

THOS.

COOK, Author and Publisher,
Ajtrtoultural College, Mloh,

Is

about 114 pages, wall-printed ano nicely bound

923

G.

NE\n»

& 923 West Madison

AN

St.,

ic SON,
CHICAGO,

ILL,

:

:

;

:

:
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Hon. I.. IVallbrldge.— When

referring

and Influential gentleman,
on page 604, wo had no Idea that our next
mention of our Illustrious friend would be
to chronicle his death, which occurred about
the time of the writing of our paragraph
concerning him. He died of Brlght's disease, after an Illness of one week.
From
the Canadian Bee Journal we excerpt this
biographical sketch of blm
Lewis Wallbrldge was born In Belleville,
Ont., Nov. 27, 1816. He was a grandson of
Elijah Wallbrldge, a United Empire Loyalist, who settled in Canada shortly after the
American war of Independence. His father
to this learned

:

THOUAS

MHin.

a.

ITEWUAIT, Editor.

Not. 16,

m

No. 46.

was a lumber merchant of Belleville. The
family emigrated from Dorsetshire, England, on account of having taken part in
the Buke on Monmouth's rebellion against
King James.

Mr. Wallbrlddre received his education
late Dr. Benjamin Workman in
Montreal, and at Upper Canada College.
Bazar
Toronto.
He studied law in Mr. Robert
Baldwin's oOBce, Toronto, was called to the
The butterfly's departed,
bar In 1839, and created a Queen's Counsel
Likewise the belted bee.
in 1856. In 1858 he was elected to the ParThe small boy In the orchard
liament of Canada, subsequently becoming
Is up the apple tree.
Solicitor General, and a member of the Macdonald Dorlon Government
The leaves are crisp and russet.
In 1863, whilst holding the office of SoliciThe sumac's blazing: red.
tor-General, he was elected Speaker of the
The butternut descending
House, which position he occupied for a
Is cracked upon your head.
little more than four years, and presided
The trees wear lovely colors
over the debate on Confederation at Quebec.
In beautiful excess
After retiring from political life he pracAll nature seems to rustle
ticed law in Belleville, and on the death. In
Just like a new silk dress.
1882, of Hon. E. B. Wood. Chief Justice of
Manitoba, was appointed to succeed him.
He heard and gave judgment on the first of
the recent Injunction cases against the Red
li. BIgbbarger has renioved from AdeRiver Valley railway.
line to Leaf River, Ills.
In the apicultural world he was a prominent figure. At the organization of the
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association he was
Dr. G. I<elbrock Sc Sons, of Western chosen Its first vice-president, succeeding
to the presldenoy the next year, and though
Illinois, made a fine exhibit of honey, bees,
for some time past he nas been a "silent"
and apiarian supplies at the St. Louis Fair.
member, he had always the Interest of the

Antanm.—The following 1b from Harper'i

Idra.

nabala B. Cbaddock,

of Vermont, Ills., is going to Florida to spend the
holidays, and wants some others to go with
her and " tent " out.

A

Fire recently destroyed the residence
of Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, at Rogersvllle,
Hich. He bad moved his goods out of the
house, and his brother was moving his
household goods into it at the time it caught
Are. It was fully Insured.
The brothers
were building an out-door cellar in which to
winter their bees.
Heretofore they have
been wintered In the cellar under the house.

One of the Books, which is given away
with club-subscrlptlons to the Bee Journal,
and New York World, as mentioned on
page 732, is an illustrated volume of 320
pages, and Is entitled "The History of England in Chronological Form.by F. T. Jones."
On page 19 the author mentions the first
voyage made from the Mediterranean Sea.
It was about the year 323, before the Christian era, and was made by Pytheas, a Greek
astronomer and mathematician. He spent
some time with the inhabitants In the SouthEast, near Gaul (France), and says that they
grew plenty of wheat, which was gathered
In sheaves
into large barns where the
threshing was done
and avers that they
were acquainted with bee-keeping, and
made mead or methegUn from honey and
wheat. The book gives a concise history of
England from the earliest times until the
present year, the last data being July 19,
;

1887.

under the

association at heart.
As a bee-keeper he was practical, ardent
and enthusiastic, keeping his apiary of 100
colonies supplied with all the newest Inventions of genuine worth.
He secured large
yields of honey, though he followed the pursuit merely for pleasure.
His was a kind
and genial disposition, and he had a host of
warm friends who, with us, will mourn his
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Honey from

the

Thorn Tree.—The

Indianapolis Journal gives the following
particulars concerning honey from the
before-named tree, and suggests another
use for it

Stenooarplne, the

new

anassthetic derived

from the American honey locust, commonly
known as the thorn tree, which has heretofore been considered a great pest, is likely
to become a great blessing In a commercial
way, and will probably take the place of the
expensive cocaine.
While Its ancesthetio
or narcotic properties are a new discovery
to the medical world, there are dozens of
the "old seminary boys" about Indiana-

polis who have had amazing experiences
getting drunk by eating the honey from the
margins of the pods. " I well remember, 45
years ago." said Dr. W. B. Fletcher to a
Journal reporter, "when a beautiful forest
covered the now thickly populated triangle
bounded by Virginia avenue. East and
Stevens streets, then known as Stevens'
woods.' There, on a sunny slope, about the
first of March, the melting snow exposed
quantities of great rich pods, which, from
winter's frost, had undergone a sort of
maceration that had developed the narcotic
principle in the honey margin of the pod.
half-dozen of us boys, from 6 to 15 years
of age, devoured our fill, with the result of
'

A

becoming drunk. Some laughed and
staggered
all talked nonsense.
1 remember but two Incidents of this first drunk.
One was the entire loss of the sense of
taste. The other was getting spanked for
the spree— and the spanking didn't hurt."
all

;

Mr. J. ra. Valentine wrote the article
published on page 697,entitled, "The Season
of 1887," but In our absence "on the sicklist," things got " a little mixed," and It was
credited to another person.
This arrangement neither satisfied the real nor the
reputed author, and so we make the correction.

Another party, not
cle. Is

satisfied

the firm of D. G. Tutt

&

with the
Co..

arti-

who were

mentioned by Mr. Valentine as the honeymerchants he visited. They want us to
publish the following

The gentleman who wrote this article did
not call on us. We have never had any
cans or jar honey In our house: nor do we
quote it at figures named. He has evidently
called on some of our neighbors, who quote
The micblgan horticulturists and bee- in other papers. We write this In explanakeepers meet in joint convention at East tion, and justice to ourselves.
Saginaw, on Dec. 5 to 10, 1887. At the joint
We publish the above, not to decide the
session on Deo. 7, these are the subjects to controversy, but to give both parties a hearbe discussed
They must settle the dispute theming.
" Do bees Injure maturing fruits ?" "What selves.
trees are valuable for honey and also useful
for decorative purposes about a home" How great are the benefits of
stead 7"
Messrs. Geo. Nelghbonr dc Sons, of
honey-bees in promoting the setting of
" How does bee-keeping supple- London, England, on Oct. 24, 1887, wrote us
fruits ?"
ment horticulture commercially ?"
this Item :

loss.

This Is a grand arrangement to have a
mutual discussion of these topics will do
more to enlighten the " rank and file " than
anything else can. The grandest proposition ever made to the world was In these
words— "Come, let us reason together."
;

Our much respected countryman and

fel-

low bee-keeper, Mr. Cowan, has returned,
and given us at our Quarterly Conversazione, on last Wednesday, a very Interesting
account of his sojourn amongst American
and Canadian apiarists.
He spoke very
highly of the great kindness he had experienced during hia journey, for which. In

Good-natured discussion Is always salutary common with him, the members of the
and harmonizing In its Influence. For par- British Bee-Keepers' Association feel very
grateful.
ticulars concerning railroad fares and hotel
rates, send to ,H. D. Cutting, Secretary,
Clinton, Mich.
The ninstratlons of the lllu«(rat«d London 2Ve«!« (American edition) for Nov. 5,

Mr. K. Armstrong, of Jerseyvllle. Els.,
expects to be at the Convention this week
with his new reversible hive and sectioncase, as well as the machine for making
(with one motion of a lever) the T tins, and
other articles, the inspection of which will

present as usual instruction as well as entertainment,
and cover the customary
broad range of this long established and
widely known publication. Reading matter
in abundance is also provided, while now It
is becoming quite generally known that
newsdealers everywhere sell the paper for
10 cents. Subscriptions can be sent direct
to the New York offloe,whlch is in the Potter

be interesting to bee-keepers.

BuUdlnff.
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" Hill's device " allows about an
inch of space in the centre for the
bees to pass from one frame to
a " bow," aud of
another.
It is
course at the ends the space decreases
until it is of no quantity whatever.—

tritb Replies tbereto.

The Editor.
(It iB quite UBeleBS to ask for anBwerB to
Queries In this Department In less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in type, and sent In about a
Hive Bottom-Boards in Winter.
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
Query 494 Will it answer Just as well,
space for them in the Joubnai,. If you are or better, to leave the bottom-board off entirely
not
ask
for
replies,
do
for
when the bees are put into the cellar for winter ?
In a "hurry"
One having successful experience informs me that
them to be Inserted here.— Ed.]

—

;

it off ; that it prevents moisture
gathering in the hive and his bees never trouble
by leaving the hive.— Independence, Iowa.

he always leaves

:

Space alioTC the Frames in Winter.

Yes,

your authority

is

good.—

Dadant & Son.
Query 493.— How much space aboye the
frames does " Hill's device " allow for the cluster?
—C, Iowa.

Convention Notices.

Union Convention at Clilcago.—The
North American Bee-Keepers' Society and
the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society will
meet in joint convention at the Commercial
Hotel, cor. Lake and Dearborn Streets, In
Chicago, Ills., on Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 16, 17 and 18, 1887. Arransrements have been made with the Hotel, for
back room, one bed, two persons, 11.75 per
day, each front room. $2,00 per day each
person. This date occurs during the second
week of the Fat Stock Show, when excursion
rates will be very low.
;

PROG-RAMME.
THE!

I^II^ST

I3A."5r.

Wednesday Forenoon, 10 O'clock.

Yes, but the bees will winter fully
Convention Called to Order. Reports of
as well with free upward ventilation. Secretary and Treasurer. Payment of the
Annual Dues, Reception of New Members,
G. L. Tinker.
and Distribution of Badges.
It will answer very well if mice can
Something over an inch. Dadant
Production of Comb and Extracted Honey
be excluded.— J. P. H. Brown.
&SON.
in the Same Apiary— J. A. Green, Dayton,IlI.
Announcements.
keep
I am told that it is done, but I
From one to two inches.— J. P. H.
Afternoon Sesislon, 2 O'clock.
the bottom-board on just as the bees
Brown.
fasten it, and give full entrance.— H.
Legislation for Bee-Keepers— Dr. C. C.
Entirely too much for out-door D. Cutting.
Miller, Marengo, Ills.
wintering.— G. L. Tinker.
Objects and Methods of a thorough OrI know nothing experimentally of
ganization of the Bee-Keepers of AmericaPerhaps an inch in depth in the cellar wintering, as I have always Thomas G. Newman, Chicago, Ills.
wintered bees successfully on the
centre.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
Foul Brood, How Shall we Treat It

—

summer stands.— J.

I use three sticks just J^ inch square
on top of the frames.- H.D.Cutting.

All that is needed. I am not satisfled that they are of any benefit.- G.

M. DOOLITTLE.
Not any. as I understand

it
only
space for bees to pass over from one
space to another.— A. J. Cook.
;

7—A.

E. Pond.

1.

Root, Medina, Ohio.

If
your hive bottom-boards are
loose, it may be well to have them
off
at least give plenty of space under the frames.- C. C. Miller.
;

I never use a bottom-board on my
hives in the cellar, but on the contrary, I raise the hives up 2 inches
from the bench and tops of other

Evening Session, 7:30 O'clock.
Legs of the Bee— Prof. A.

J.

Cook, Agri-

cultural College, Mich.

THE)

SEzcoisrrj

Thursday

jd^a-tt.

ITIornIng, 9 O'clock.

Production of Extracted Honey for Table
F. Bingham, Abronla, Mich.
The Production of Comb Honey—W. Z.
Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
What is the Best Name for Extracted

Use— T.

hives.— G. M. Doolittle.
fathers did not use bottomat all, and their bees wintered
Ills.
the device being placed well as far as I know, and I do not Honey ?— Thomas G. Newman, Chicago,
each end
Al'tcrnoon Session, 2 O'clock.
lengthwise with the tops of the see why your plan will not succeed.
frames.— J. E. Pond.
G. W. Demaree.
Cost of the Production of Honey- J. H.

About an inch in the centre, taperOur
ing down to practically nothing at boards
;

The device introduced by Hill varies
in " roominess," so far as I have noPerhaps the fourth part
ticed them.
of an average colony might cluster
between the top-bars of the frames.
and the little circular arch formed by
Some split cornthe Hill device.
stalks in pieces a foot long, laid on
top of the frames under the quilt, is
as good a " device " as I care to have
as a passage-way over the frames.—
G.

W. Demaree.

Long before Mr. Hill's device came
before the public, I used a bow which
I think I should now prefer to Hill's
device. My hives are 113^ inches wide,
The bow coninside measurement.
sists of a piece of straight- grained
basswood, 3 16xjg inches by 12 inches
long ; this I soaked, and then pushed
into empty hives where they dried in
a bowed shape. They are cheaper

if the Martin, Hartford, N. Y.
Controlling the Price of Honey—M. M.
or thereabouts. If
Baldridge, St. Charles, Ills.
the hive is raised up, and a rim IJ^
Getting tho Best Price for Honey— E. J.
inches in depth placed between the Oatman, Dundee, Ills.
hive and the bottom-board, it will
Evening Session, 7:30 O'clock.
answer very well.—"W. Z. Hutchin-

It will

answer just as well

temperature

is 4.5°,

son.
I

have not tried

but in a proper
would be just the

cellar I believe it
thing.
I wish I could easily raise

—

as well to have
bees in winter quarters without hot
tom-boards to the hives, but I prefer
to be excused from handling the hives
in and out of the repository in that

presume

Market—

my

4 inches from the bottomboards in winter in the cellar. Then
with the entrance wide open, the bees
would be very secure. A. J. Cook.
tiives

I

Commission Men and the Honey
R. a. Burnett, Chicago, Ills.

it,

it is full

way.— James Heddon.

Friday Mornins;, 9 O'clock.
Bee-Hives, and Fixtures— James Heddon,
Dowagiac, Mich.
Bee-Keeping alone, or with Other Pursuite; if the latter, in connection with what ?
—Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
Out Apiaries— D. A. Jones, Beeton, Ont.

Afternoon Session, 2 O'clock.
Selection of Place for Holding the Next
Couvcution, and Election of OfHcers.
Wintorliig Bees in the Northern States— R.
L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.

Yes; if the lotlum-boards are
Comb Foundation, its Manufacture and
than Hill's device, and as their ends loose, it will be as well to leave them Use—
C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, Ills.
off. if protection against mice is afare within the sides of the hives, no
Adjournment.
forded.
The
Editor.
W. Z. HnrcHiNSOK, See.
amount of pressure, when packing on
top, will break or flatten them down.
Bee-Keepers' Society will hold
W" The Western
They make a splendid passage for the
The Marsliall
Bee-Keepers' AssociaWednesday, Nov.
1887, at the reBbees,

and are theoretically " just the

thing;" but many large aud comprehensive experiments have failed to
prove that this passage is of any use
whatever.— Jajies Heddon.

tV

County

meet in the Court House at Marshalltown, Iowa, on Saturday, Nov. 19. \ks7, at in:3u a
ni. and I p m.
Subjects for discussion: "Winter
Care of an Apiarv." and " How to Improve our So
ciety." A cortlial invitation is extenited to every
bee-keeper in this aud adjoining counties.
tion will

J.

W. Sanders,

Sec.

1«,
a meetins on
idence of Mr. Peter Otto, corner of Parle and 25th
Take the IHth Street
.*treet8, Kansas City. Mo.

horse-curs at 9tli .& Mitm Sts. for 18th & Brooklyn
Sts., thence walk south to I'Sth St.. and thence east
one block to the bouse. We are sure of a cordial
welcome from Mr, and Mrs. Otto, and expect a
J as. A. Nelson, Sec.
good meeting.
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^oxxcspomUnu.
O

TWg mark
indicates that the apiarist Is
located near tne center or the state named
6 north of the center; 9 south;
east;
*0 west; and thl8f< northeast: ~o northwest:
t>> southeast
and ? southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

;

For the American Bee Journal.

Tk

Britisli

Bee-Keepers' Association.

THOS.

W3I,.

COWAN.

The

British Bee-Keepers' Associain 1874, for the purpose of encouragement, improvement
and advancement of bee-culture, particularly as a means of bettering the
condition of cottagers and the agricultural laboring classes. The Association
consists of President and
Vice-Presidents (these are honorary
titles),
Secretary,
Tre;isurer, and
tion

was founded

members.

The management

of the Associa-

listed, and are asked to become sub- tendent—a gentleman of integrity— is
In this way the Central also chosen. On the appointed day,
Society numbers amongst its vice- the superintendent and secretary
presidents several members of the meet the candidates.and in their presRoyal Family, and some of the prin- ence open the sealed packet which
cipal aristocracy in the land.
contaius No. 12, instructions to the
When the conditions required by superintendent, and 13 and 14 conthe Central Society are fulhlled, the tiiiniug questions to be answered.
Branch is taken into affiliation, and The candidates are placed in a row at
sends two delegates to the quarterly a table, and question papers 13 and 14
meetings in London.
sheet of are given to them alternately, three
" Instruction " to secretaries of coun
hours being allowed for writing the
ty associations (Document No. 1) i.s answers.
sent to each secretary; also No. 2.
The superintendent reads over the
relating to the rules and regulations rules at starting. At. the end of one
for exhibitions.
hour the answers to the Orst ten quesEach Branch must send annual re- tions are collected ; the second hour
ports and balance sheets in prescribed the next ten, and the third hour the
form for binding up, and should it remainder; and they are there, in the
infringe any of the conditions, or fail the presence of the candidates, placed
to send its balance sheet, it is struck in a packet together with the signed
off the list of Branches.
certiticate
of
the superintendent,
The Central Society and all of its sealed, and at once forwarded to the
branches have bee-tents which are secretary of the Central Society, who
sent to the various shows in the dis- transmits them to the chairman of
The papers
tricts, and any county not having a the Examining Board.
tent is supplied with one by the Cen- are examined by members of the
tral Society.
All shows are held un- Board, who make awards, the results
der the rules laid down in sheet No. 2. being published in the British Bee
When the bee-tent is about to visit Journal. The Board then awards the

scribers.

A

hands of the Chairman, a district, notices in the form of No. 3
Vice-Chairman,and thirteen members are sent out, announcing the public
of the Committee, who are all elected manipulation with bees, etc.
annually by ballot, the member reAt all shows a large! number of circeiving the highest number of votes culars (No. 4 and No. 5) are given
being elected Chairman. Besides these away to those interested. No. 4 gives
are elected annually au Auditor, instructions to beginners, and is enTreasurer. Analyst and Librarian. titled, " How to Commence BeeThe Secretary is permanently ap- Keeping." No. 5, " Honey as Food,"
tion

is

in the

pointed, as are also three experts.
The property of the Association is
vested in trustees, viz the President,
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distributed in large quantities, so
as to educate the puolic as to the advantages of honev, and creating a
Treasurer, Chairman, and one mem- market for the product. The sugges
ber of the Committee.
There are tions for forming local and county
four sub-committees, of which the associations are given on sheet No. 6
chairOaan is an ex-officio member. These are to be affiliated to the CenThese committees are Finance, Coun- tral Society.
One of the principal features of the
ty Associations, Education and Exhibitions. The Educational Commit- British Bee-Keepers' Association is
the examination for experts. These
tee is also the Examining Board.
The Committee meets for ordinary are of three classes, and have to pass
business once a month ; the sub-com- an examination before they can hope
Sheet No.
mittees once a month or oftener, if for employment as such.
required.
Quarterly meetings are 7 explains the different grades of exheld at which the delegates of the perts, and what is required of thera,
county branches meet the committee with syllabus of subjects of examiiia
for discussing county business. The tion. Candidates for the third-class
Association has at present 42 county certiQcates are examined in their own
branches, afliliated to it, and numbers county, the Central Society sending
upwards of 10,000 members.
Each an examiner who also acts as judgicounty association has a secretary, at the show at which the examination
committee, and also a president. The is held.
Each candidate is furnished with
presidents of county associations are
vice-presidents of the Central Society. circular No. .S, giving him instruc
tions as to what is required of him.
Most of the counties are also divided The examiner is furnished with Expert
into districts superintended by a dis- Examination paper No. 9. signed by
trict secretary and local advisors. The the
chairman of the Examining
conditions and privileges of affiliation Birard, and after accepting the apare stated on pages 7 and 8 of the pointment, is responsible for conduct
report. When a county association is iugthe examination.
After the exabout to be formed, the Central So- amination he has to send No. 9. with
ciety sends experts who give lectures his awards, to the Examining Board,
in the different towns, and endeavor and if the candidate has passed, he
to create an interest in the subject. gives him the provisional certitioate
bee-tent, in which manipulations No. 10, which is later exchanged for
take place, is also sent to the various Parchment Certificate No. 11, duly
agricultural and horticultural shows. signed and sealed.
gentleman of position is selected
After a candidate has passed a
as secretary, and the Lord Lieuten- third das'- "—
i.i.aion.he may try
ant of the county is asked to become fai ii atc.oud-class one. These are also
its president.
All the nobility and held in some district in the county.
gentry in the neighborhood are encentre is chosen, and a superinis

:

A
A

A

No. 11.
After passing a second-class examination, candidates can apply for the
This is alfirst-class examination.
certificates

ways held in London, and is much
more severe than either of the preceding ones. It is held in the presence of the Examining Board, and the
candidate is required to have a good,
as a scientiHc
practical, as well
knowledge of bee-keeping. He is required to answer satisfactorily the
questions given on sheet No. 15, and
also to give an ex tempore lecture on
any subject connected with bees and
bee keeping, designated by the examiners.
Candidates having third-class certificates may try for a first class one
without the second. First-class candidates having
tificate

No.

passed,

receive cer-

11.

Many of the counties appoint only
second or third class experts, whose
iluties are
to visit the apiaries of
free of cost, and make a reon County Experts' Visitingsheet No. 16. The first-class experts

members
port

are sent out on lecturing tours.
The Central Society holds exhibitions in London (Sche..,ile No 17),
and in connection wiih the Royal
Agricultural Society (Schedule No.
18), which goes from one large city to
another. It also holds shows vvith
other agricultural societies (Schedule
No. 19), but these are for stimulating
the county societies that are not very
strong.
All articles sent to Exhibitions
TQUst have no name on, or destination
mark, until after they are judged, and
the cases must have labels attached
(No. 20). with name on the reverse
side.
When goods are returned, the
label is reversed.

Every thing must be staged by a
time, and if not ready, is
placed under the stage and excluded
from competition.
ticket of membership (No. 21)
entitles a member to all the privileges,

certain

A
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and admission

to all shows throughout the country during the year.
The catalogue of last year's show
of the Central Society (No. 20) demonstrates that there were 318 exhibits,
and 18 tons of honey staged, all in
uniform-sized sections and bottles.
No. 23 is the annual report of the
Central Society, and No. 24 is the volume of reports of the Branches.
Those not included have not complied
with the rules.
This will give an idea of the organization of the British Bee-Keepers'
Association, which, by enlisting the
co-operation of the wealthier classes,
is able to promote bee-keeping much
better than it could otherwise do.
The Society has done much by issuing publications at a cheap rate, and
by sending out its experts throughout
the length and breadth of the land.
The Society being a philanthropic
one, aims at inducing as many as
possible to keep a few colonies of bees,
rather than encouraging specialists in
keeping bees on a large scale as a
'.
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There is one thing to be said in the cold is intense, the bees should be
vindication, however, and that is that removed to a dry, dark, perfectly
quiet cellar, which should be well
our country is so vast— extending ventilated.
Pole,
from the Equator to the North
In such papers as this, of course,
and from the Atlantic to the Pacific only the briefest directions can be
Oceans—and that the work of or- given. Indeed, they are meant to be
only suggestions of work, not rules
ganizing thoroughly is a gigantic un- for it. The beginner should send for
dertaking, and requires the united a manual which will give instructions
energies of the ablest and best de- in transferring, swarming, feeding
bees, preparing honey for the marvotees of our pursuit.
ket, etc. Make the acquaintance of
As this subject is to come up at the practical bee-keepers, and above all
Union Convention which convenes do not be afraid to ask questions.
to-day in Chicago, we will refrain Apiarists, like all other naturalists,
are usually enthusiastic
their profrom saying more at present, hoping fession, and glad to impartin
knowledge.
to announce in our next issue that at
The great objection to this business
least some steps have been taken is the danger of being stung. There
looking towards a more creditable are some persons to whom the sting
of a bee is actual poison ; but they are
organization .— E d .]
not likely to undertake the work.

'

Bees
Youth's CozupanloD.

Tie Price of

business.

London, England.

[When Mr. Cowan was with us

SnM_in

Bee-Keepii.

KBBBCCA HARDING DAVIS.
in

Chicago, we requested him to give us
a description of the organization and
work of the British Bee-Keepers' Association. He replied that it would
be long and perhaps tedious, but
that he would have pleasure in writing
it out for us and accompany it with

Documents, to more fully illustrate
the methods and work of the Association. He did so, and just as he
was embarking from New York he
sent us an express package with the
foregoing very interesting descriptive
article, with the accompanying Documents. As the contents of some of
these Documents are strictly confidential, and in no case to be made
public, we have of course omitted the
detailed contents, when mentioning
their character.
It is very opportune at this time to
obtain the foregoing information concerning the organization and work of
the British Bee-Keepers' Association,
for it is doubtless the most thoroughly
organized and best managed Society
of bee-keepers in the world

Eternal vigilance is the price of
success in any pursuit, and in none
more than in bee-keeping. All who
attempt it must remember that it is
not only labor, but a science, and will
make incessant demands, not only on
patience, but on bodily strength and
intelligence.

"I have kept bees for 45 years,"
an old French apiarist last summer, " and I was at the business sev-

said

eral years before I felt that I really
understood it. I have brought up 18

children, and thoroughly started them
in life, thanks to my bees.
What
would you have more ?" What, in-

deed

y

Our French
a single colony

friend began with but
" one learns In little,"
;

and we recommend

his

example

do

undoubtedly

dislike

any

offensive odor, and promptly punish
uncleanliness of person in their attendants. They are irritated, too, by
any fright or uncertain handling in
their attendants.
But there is no
reason why a cleanly, tranquil person,
who moves quietly and betrays no
nervous sign of fear, should ever be
stung even while handling full hives.
For protection, however, wear a veil
tied over the hat and around the
throat, and close-fitting, long rubbergloves.
One apiarist, in a neighborhood
where honey brought but 16 cents per
pound, wholesale, told me that he
gave his daughter, when she was 12
years of age, a colony for her own.
The first year the colony brought her
$17 clear profit, and the second, with
She
the increase of a colony, $12.
married at twenty, taking 50 colonies
and a comfortable little fortune as a
dower to her husband.

to all

beginners.

Mr. Cowan's Report of Ms Visit.
Choose a place for your hives on
sandy, airy ground, at a distance
The quarterly meeting of the
from the barn-yard or any drains.
They should be shaded by trees or British Bee-Keepers' Association was
thick vines, and should be placed held on Oct. 19, 1887. By request Mr.
facing the east, about 3 or 4 inches
the following account of
from the ground. The old box -hive Cowan gave
is

Italian bees are hardy,

America
came here to-day I was not
to make any lengthened

his visit to

used by few apiarists now.

The

work

harder than the ordinary German
black bee, are more prolific, and, like
industrious people, are apt to be
amiable. I do not know of any suc-

When

I

:

prepared
statement respecting my journeys in
North America, but as it seems to be
the general wish that I should say
something on this matter, I shall be
very pleased to give you an outline of
what I have been doing over there.
It is just three months ago since we
(my wife and I) started for New
York. After a fair passage we landed
in that city, where the thermometer
registered 99°, which seemed a very
high temperature on coming off the
ocean. We could not, therefore, stay
in New York, but journeyed north up
the Hudson river to Albany.
From there the first establishment
we visited was that of Messrs. AspinThese gentlemen
wall & Tread well.
are in business together as hive-man-

cessful apiarist who now prefers the
black bee to the Italian.
Food, your bees will find for themselves in any fertile country where
there are fruit trees, flower gardens,
and late wild blooms, such as goldenrod, thistles and other flowers. But
they should have a special provision
for them in fields of the Dutch white
and Alsike clover (both in the best
do not state this in order to pasturage), and beds of mignonette,
asters, and borage. Buckwheat gives
make an invidious comparison, but to a rank flavor to the honey, and injures
cause active emulation ! America with its sale in the Eastern markets.
In winter they should be protected
its three hundred thousand bee-keepchafE hives, in stowing in a
ers ought not to be behind the other either by
cellar, or by being covered in close ufacturers, queeu-breeders, and dealcountries of the world in anything— boxes. The method of course varies ers in bees. Their trade is not on a
especially not in organization
with the latitude. In States where very large scale, but tbey do a fair

At

Central Show of last year it
had 18 tons of honey on exhibition,
and the exhibits numbered 318. IThen
would come the societies of j Continental Europe. But at the bottom of
the list (we are ashamed to admit)
comes the North American.

We

its
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amount

of business.

few days with
is

^V^e

stayed a knows

Mr. Aspinwall, who

proprietor of the Bee-Keepers'

azine,

whom

Mag-

how to gratify the popular
taste, having no difficulty in selling
his honey. He uses sections the same
as we do, and also separators. He

found a most intelligent gentleman, fond of scientific says that it
would not answer his
pursuits.
purpose to do without separators, as
I found their appliances are very he requires
every section to fit into a
much the same as ours and I may crate, because
there is no time for
here take the opportunity of saying delicate
manipulations, he and his
that throughout my wanderings in staff working
at high pressure from
the States and Canada, I noticed that early morning
till late at night.
most of the contrivances in use were
Capt. Hetherington drove us over
similar to those adopted by us in
England. I have been enabled to to see Mr. EUwood, who is also an
advanced bee-keeper, owning 400 colcarry away a few new ideas
but I
feel justified in remarking that we onies, and who produces principally
We
are quite equal to our transatlantic two-pound sections of honey.
friends as regards hive-making and also made the acquaintance of Mr.
Van
Deusen,
who makes the beautiall the appliances necessary
I

;

;

in bee-

keeping.

ful

flat-bottom

foundation

so well

known in this country.
From Capt. Hetherington's we went
disadvantage of England, was our
deficiency in pasturage. You would to Boston, and other places. As I bebe perfectly astonished to see the fore explained, we were obliged to
That which struck

me most

to the

thousands and thousands of acres of
waste land across the water filled
with an abundance of honey-yielding
plants, immense quantities of honey
being

lost,

to collect

owing

to the

want of bees

it.

After spending a few days with
Mr. Aspinwall, he took me to see
Messrs. Knickerbocker and Locke
the queen-rearers in New York State!
Mr. Locke is the former editor of the
American Apiculturist. These gentlemen rear queens in a way very similar to the Alley system, that is, by
inserting strips of cells, and destroying every other egg. They rear the
queens in the same way, but destroy
two eggs for one left, and keep them
in very much the same way as he
does.
From there 1 went to see the largest
bee-keeper in the world, Capt. Hetherington, who has 2.700 colonies. He
has 20 apiaries, situated at distances
of two or three miles apart, in a
radius of twelve miles, so that the
greatest distance he has to go from
home is twelve miles. He and his
brother manage the whole of these
apiaries, having several men under
them they keep horses and carts,
and are hard at work all day long
and continue till evening. Business
is commenced at 5 o'clock in the
morning.
I was there during the
hours of business, and saw all the
;

direct our steps northward,

owing

to

the high temperature. "We therefore
went to Quebec, Montreal, and other
places, regretting that Mr. Pringle
was too ill to see us when we stopped
at Napanee.
At Owen Sound we spent an agreeable time with Mr. McKnight.
He
has 200 colonies of bees, and uses sections without separators. I saw a
number of his sections ; they looked
very nice, but some not quite so even
as those that were produced with
separators.
I found, generally, in
Canada, that it was the practice to
dispense with separators, while in the
United States they were almost invariably used.
The Canadians claim
to produce
arators.

more honey without

sep-

After spending some time with Mr.
McKnight, I went with him to visit
Mr. Jones, and saw his works. He is

the largest manufacturer of appliances in Canada, and has a 90 horsepower engine working the machinery
for the construction of these articles.
I was much interested by what I saw
there.
The business is conducted on
a large scale. Hives are made in
pieces, and stored away by the hundreds, and are supplied to purchasers
by the dozen, the score, or the gross.
Cases are made up of ten hives together.
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After inspecting Mr. Jones' manu-

factory,

his 400

colonies,

queen-rearing arrangements,
to

Lake

and his

we went

Superior, and from there
through Michigan State to Lansing,
where I stayed with Prof. Cook. He
does not keep bees on a large scale
he is more of a scientific bee-keeper,
and tries experiments with different
hives, the results of each of which are
kept separate. His object is to teach
entomology and bee-keeping to the
agricultural students, so as to enable
them to commence that pursuit on

leaving the college.
There are about 300 students at this
Agricultural College, many of whom
are interested in bees. On one afternoon Prof. Cook asked me to take his
class of about forty students, and I
am glad to tell you, that by means of
my microscope, I was enabled to show
them some things they had not seen
before.
They were generally well

educated and intelligent men, who,
after leaving the college, go out as
farmers. The time spent at the college was most ag'eeable, the Professor being a char, liug and sterling

men.
While there
Heddon's.

my way to Mr.

I foi id
see led to

He

me

a very

intelligent gentlem ,n, very quick to
seize an idea and appreciated the experience of others.
He showed me
his apiaries,
although he was unfortunately suffering from bee-disease, which affects him in a very

peculiar way, namely, by producing
catarrh, so that he cannot open a hive

himself without being attacked by
this complaint.
However, as I was
there, he showed me how the hives
were manipulated, the consequence
being that he suffered considerably
all the evening.
He showed me the
handling of the shallow hives, and
how easy it was to find the queen. I
ascertained that he brought his bees
through the winter very unsuccessfully, and had lost as many as from
40 to -50 per cent, in wintering.
We discussed the merits of the
fleddon and Stewarton hives, and in
the course of conversation he stated
that last year was a very poor honey
season, which bore out the complaint
of the Canadians who were over here

In Canada, bee-keepers work on a in 1886. I cannot remember what he
The men go around from large scale, there being very few in a said was the average produce, but it
small way of business.
They go in was not more than 20 pounds a colony
hive, and take off crate after

working.

hive to
crate perhaps a hive has three stories
of sections, which are promptly examined, and removed if necessary,
and in this way 100 or 150 crates of
sections are taken off and carried
away. The sections are not removed
singly, as we remove them.
Capt. Hetherington produces the
largest
quantity of honey in the
United States.
He does not puff
himself, and never writes for any of
the papers in fact, one seldom sees
his name appearing anywhere in
;

;

connection with honey-producing. He
18 one of the most advanced beekeepers, and the largest producer of
honey with the least fuss I have ever
seen. He has been at this work for
thirty years, always keeping a little
ahead of the generality of bee-keepers. He is a good business man, and

for it as a commercial undertaking
at any rate. I found in his district
and, of course, taking into account the honey season had been very bad,
the pasturage and the immense ex- whilst in some parts of
New York
tent of their country, they can do so State the reverse was
the fact, 60 to
better than we can.
While at Mr. 80 pounds per colony being an average
Jones', Mr. Cornell came and invited yield expected
but there were other
us, and we spent a very pleasant even- districts in which
not more than 10 to
ing together.
15 pounds were obtained.
The journey from London to LiverOne gentleman (the President of
pool is only a question of a few hours, an association) jokingly said
that no
but traveling in America from one one would believe I had
been to the
city to another generally occupies a United States if
I returned to Enggi-eat many hours. The country is land without
boasting about somenot so populated as ours, and I found thing, and he further said if I
came
it necessary sometimes to make
an to him I could boast I had seen the
excursion of 500 or 600 miles from one apiary where nearly 1 pound
of honey
bee-farm to another.
On one occa- per colony had been obtained this
sion I went nearly 1,000 miles to see year.
the establishment of one honey-proFrom Mr. Heddon's I went to Chiducer and foundation-maker, and that cago, and met an old friend, Mr.
was of Messrs. Dadants', of which I Newman, who showed me over his
shall say more hereafter.
place, which is in the citv.
Unfort;

;

I
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unately, I did not let him know when them out by a very ingenious machine
was coming, and, consequently, he for the purpose.
was unable to get any bee-keepers to
At Mr. Root's, as I had my micromeet me, but he was most hospitable, scope with me, I was enabled to clear
taking me for a five hours' drive up some points respecting foul brood.
through the city, and showing me all He knew all about foul brood practithe " lions " of the place.
cally, but had not been able to make
From there T went to see Mr. Da- any close investigation of it microyou that
I must tell
dant. He is a Frenchman, who set- scopically.
microtled in America some years ago, and wherever I went I found the
with his son carries on the business scopes in use inferior to that I had
had
not
They also make a with me. Even Prof. Cook
of bee-keeping.
large quantity of comb foundation. seen the germs themselves, although
Last year they turned out 70,000 he had a mounted slide containing
pounds of foundation, but this year specimens. When I showed him the
not more than 50,000 pounds, as the bacillus under my microscope with a
season had been such a bad one.
It one-twelfth Powell's oil immersion,
There was
is the best natural-based foundation he was much interested.
such
I have seen in America. They melt no instrument in the college with
I

inspection on the table. The address
has appeared in the columns of the
Journal, where the walking-stick cannot be inserted.
I am glad to say that everywhere
we went in Canada and the United
States we met with a most hospitable
reception. We became on good terms
at once, our co-workers over the
water doing their best to make our
time agreeable they showed us every
;

thing, and our difiiculty was to find
sutBcient time to see all there was to
be seen.
might have stayed several days longer at each place, and
been made most comfortable and welcome, but it was not practical under

We

the circumstances.

At the Toronto meeting of course I
about 3.000 pounds of wax at a time, magnifying power. Mr. Root told was asked to say something about the
foul
never
before
seen
had
me
he
and in this way are able to get the
The British Bee-Keepers' Association, and
color uniform.
The foundation most brood in its different stages
I made a special point of describing
similar
there
is
exactly
disease
over
in demand in America is the naturalbriefly the working and organization
here.
to
what
our
bees
have
foundation
made
the
Vanderbase
on
They were very
of the association.
From Mr. Root's we went to several much interested to hear the record of
They also produce a
voort machine.
large quantity of extracted honey, other places, Niagara among the our work and system, as they have
and a little comb honey. They work number, and afterwards met by invi- nothing of the kind over there. Their
for extracted honey just as we do, by tation the Canadian bee-keepers at a associations are merely associations
storifying or putting one hive on large meeting and exhibition of hives of bee-keepers in certain districts,
another. Their hive is a little larger and honey in Toronto. The exact who meet for the purpose of talking
than the Langstroth hive, with supers quantity of honey exhibited I cannot over matters connected with their
about 6 inches deep. These frames remember. The exhibits of two hive- work.
are used for extracting.
They have manufacturers, the D. A. Jones ComAfter the pleasant time spent at the
400 colonies now. This year has been pany and Messrs. Gould, occupied a Toronto exhibition, we went to see
a very bad year, they having obtained great deal of space, but the honey Mr. Hall, of Woodstock, Vice-Presionly 9,000 pounds of honey. I think was rather crowded, like the Canadian dent of the Ontario association, one
the bad season is demonstrated by the exhibit here, which militated against of the largest Canadian honey-profact that their issue of foundation the attractiveness of the show. The ducers.
He has 400 colonies, and has
this year has been 20,000 pounds less clover and lime honeys were excelproduced as much as 200 pounds per
lent.
As regards the lime honey I colony. Of course he is not able to
than last year's.
From the Dadants' I went back to think it is superior to ours, the Cana- do that regularly, 80 to 100 pounds
Chicago, and also spent a little more dian climate being better suited for being a good average. He makes beetime at Lansing.
From there we its production, but clover honey is as keeping his sole business, and detraveled on to Toledo to see Dr. good here as over there.
pends upon it entirely for a living, as
They had an extraordinary, but, to many others do in America Capt.
Mason. He was out, but he visited
me in the evening, and we had a chat my mind, somewhat objectionable Hetherington is one, for instance he
about bees and other matters. I found way of selling honey at the show.
was a captain in the army during the
him a very nice, agreeable gentleman, section was cut into four pieces, and rebellion. He started bee-keeping,
each piece offered for sale separately, and being fond of it, made so great a
quite well up in bee-matters.
Mr. Cutting, Secretary of the Mich- 5 cents being charged for a quarter. success that he has managed to rive
igan Association, who is a very smart You would see people distributed all sufficiently well and bring up a family
and energetic worker in our cause, over the show biting at these pieces on the proceeds of the business.
accompanied him, and I regretted of comb, and eating it as they walked
Mr. Heddon has made bee-keeping
time did not permit me to stay longer along. By this method a large quantity of honey was got rid of, but it his only means of subsistence, besides
to visit them.
From Toledo we passed on to was not pleasant to see the people lately the editing of a local paper.
Medina, where we saw Mr. Root and pushing about in a crowd and mess- He had very little money at starting.
his son Ernest. Mr. Root is the edi- ing each other with the sticky sub- Mr. Hall was obliged to give up the
tor of Oleanings, and he and his son stance. I expressed my opinion at business he was in owing to bad
made our stay there most pleasant. the time to some of the bee-keepers, health, and took to bee-keeping as a
They are both very intelligent and but they assured me it would be im- livelihood. He is bringing up his
As a business,
anxious to pick up information. We possible to sell the honey at that ex- family upon it.
and as speaking generally, it answers very
spent a very agreeable time at Medina. hibition on any other plan
Mr. Root is a very different kind of the all-important object at these well in America.
man from what I had pictured him. shows is to sell the honey, I suppose
At Mr. Hall's I picked up a great
He is short, thin, and seems quite the custom is likely to continue.
many ideas, but L cannot describe
worn out with work. He has worked
At this meeting I had the oppor- everything on the spur of the moment,
extremely hard, and has succeeded tunity of seeing a large number of the having seen so many different things
better than any one else on that side Canadian bee-keepers.
They came I shall, however, be able to enter
of the ocean in popularizing bee-keep- from districts far and wide.
Mr. more into detail in the Bee Journal.
ing, and creating a demand for appli- Young, editor of the Norwegian Bee From Mr. Hall's 1 went with him to
ances. He employs 150 hands, mak- Journal, was there at the time, and see Mr. Pettit, President of the OnAs
ing nothing but hives and appliances. we were both very hospitably enter- tario Bee-Keepers' Association.
Everything is turned out on a large tained by our Canadian friends. We he was not able to be present at the
scale. He has machinery for doing also met' Mr. Holtermann, our Cana- Toronto meeting, I thought it was
almost everything, and it was quite a dian correspondent, Messrs. Pringle, only right I should go and see him,
treat going over his large factory and Emigh, Alpaugh, Hall, Rev. W. F. and I stayed with him from Saturday
his yard. I met one or two English- Clarke, Mr.
McPherson, Mr. Mc- to Monday, and spent a very pleasant
men employed there, who seemed well Knight, Mr. Cornell, and others. I time there. His hives are very simisatisfied with their lot. I found men was honored by the presentation from lar to ours, and he has adopted a
hard at work when I visited the the bee-keepers of Ontario, of an ad- frame almost the size of our stanmanufactory, one making the metal dress, and also a walking-stick with dard, which he finds answers quite as
corners for the frames was stamping a gold top, which lies here for your well as the deep frame he had been
:

A

;

;

:
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He works with sections of were received everywhere both in the ing the opportunity of showing how
United States and Canada. All bee- we welcome our representative Euro1% width witliout separators.
From there Air. Petlit accompanied keepers seemed pleased to meet me, pean brethren in the persons of Mr. T.
me to see two or three other bee- not only as a brother bee-keeper, but
lieepers. who lived between his place as the representative of the bee-keep- W. Cowan,of England, and Mr. IvarS.
using.

these, Mr. ers of this country. I assured them
found to be that the compliments paid to me
of great in- would be appreciated by the members
telligence. He is the inventor of the of our association here, and I can now
machine for fixing foundation in sec- only repeat my expression of thanks
tions, which I will show you at work for all the kindnesses I received on
here to-night, and which has been the other side of the Atlantic.
You will see it
sent by Mr. Cornell.
Our trip was a very enjoyable one,
is an ingenious contrivance, but, unalthough traveling is not so easy
fortunately, I cannot show you the
there
here,
and one becomes
working of it as well as he did him- weariedasby the long
Of
distances.
self.
my wife could not bear the
From Mr. Pettit's we went through course,
fatigue of accompanying me everyNew York State to Washington, and where.
Accommodation is not so
from there to Philadelphia. In Carsometimes, in
good there as here
penter's Hall, at the latter city, we
places, we have had
met with a hearty reception. This out-of-the-way
to sleep on the floor, owing to unHall is of great historical interest, for welcome bed-fellows. In conclusion,
it was there that Washington sat, and
let me say I shall be happy to give
the Hrst Congress met, and the Decyou any information in my power, if
laration of Independence was signed.
you will ask me questions on any
At Philadelphia, we made the ac- specific points. (Loud and protracted
quaintance of several scientiBc bee- cheering.)

and

St.

Thomas.

One

of

Alpaugh, a young man,
an advanced bee-keeper

I

;

keepers.

I

believe

there

are

more

bee-keepers in Pennsylvania
than in any other part of the United
States. Dr. Townsend is President
of the association.
Mrs. Thomas, who goes in actively
for bee-keeping there, asked if we
had any lady beekeepers in England.
On my replying, " Yes," she said
we ought to make more of that fact
in the Bee Journal, because such notices would simulate other ladies to
Alundertake the same pursuit.
scientitic

some questions,
the following resolution was unanimously carried
After answering

it

for their kindness.

The

latter gen-

tleman took us about and showed us
everything of interest in Philadelphia. It was there I met our friend,
Mr. Hooker's son, who also kindly

From there we
traveled back to New York, and
across the ocean home.
I am afraid in the foregoing remarks I have only given a slight idea
of what we saw and did, and the districts we have traveled over, but the
pages of the Bee Journal shall give
you fuller particulars from time to
time.
Wherever I took my microscope it was a source of great interest and delight, and the preparations
were attentively examined. I have
ab-eady told you how hospitably we
showed us about.

land,

this meeting expresses its best
thanks to Mr. Cowan for his kind and
lucid description of American apiculture in the United States and Canada,
and also desires to record its sense of
the kindness and hospitality shown
to him as the representative of British

who made

Now we

us a visit in 1882.

would

gladly

welcome

many more of our European apiarists
whose names are " household words "
the world over
and whose personal
acquaintance, in nearly every instance, we made seven years, ago,
viz
Dr. Dzierzou, the Baroness of
Berlepscli Hern Vogel, Hilbert,DennGermany
ler, and Gravenhorst, of
Karl Gatter, of Austria .Visconti
de Saliceto, Count Barbo, and Dr.
Dubinl, of Italy; Ed. Bertrand and
Switzerland
Pastor Jecker,
of
L'Abbe du Bois,and J. De Layens, of
Dr. Butlerow, of Russia
France
;

:

.

;

;

and many others

too

numerous

to

to mention.

London Journal of Horticulture.

?mm

That

bee-keepers by American and Canamight do in America, bee- dian bee-keepers.
keeping on a large scale was not
Mr. Sambels proposed that a copy
suitable for ladies in England (laugh- of the resolution should be sent to
ter.)
This may appear strange, but the American Bee Journal, the
there is. undoubtedly, a difference be- Canadian Bee Journal, and Gleanings.
tween the mode of life led by ladies which proposition was seconded and
in America and in this country. supported by two gentlemen among
American ladies are used to hard the audience,and carried unanimously.
work.
In every household every
We are very sorry that Mr. Cowan
lady does her share of work as much
as the man does, and performs her could not have remained long enough
part of the household duties. There to have attended the
present union
is a great difficulty in getting servants there, and she has to do cook- meeting of the bee-keepers of North
ing, sweep the rooms, or dust the America, where he would have refurniture. Gentlemen also assist in ceived a cordial welcome, and made
the
household duties, sometimes
cleaning the boots.
You will, there- the acquaintance of hundreds more of
fore, see that what American ladies our representative apiarists than he
might do ours could not.
could have met in any other way.
I must not forget to acknowledge
One of the resolutions passed by
our indebtedness to Dr. Townsend,
Mrs. Thomas, and Mr. Arthur Todd, the "North American Bee-Keepers'

though

Young, of Norway, as well as the
Mr. .James Anderson, of Scot-

late

A.

Bees for Winter,

PETTIGREW.

Feeding bees at some seasons has
of late years been necessary and imThose who have attended
portant.
properly to this work have been the
most successful and have had but
if any, losses by death from
starvation.
If any reader has not
given his bees enough to keep them
till March, I would advise him to do
few,

so as soon as possible. Autumn feeding, in my opinion, should be completed in "September, for more than
The quieter bees are
one reason.
after September ends, the better the
quieter they are, the less honey they
consume. Feeding excites bees to fly
abroad, and in doing so many colonies may be lost during cold or in;

clement weather, and feeding often
excites the bees to set eggs widely in

mild autumn weather. Cold weather
may come and cause the bees to draw
themselves within the lines or limits
of their brood, and thus leave it to be
chilled to death. Foul brood results,

and ultimately the ruin of the bees,
Society," after receiving the report of from feeding at untimely seasons.
Colonies this autumn are, generally
its President, who had officially visspeaking, strong in bees, which have,
ited European apiarists in 1879, reads
during the last few weeks, consumed
as follows
much of their winter stores. In mild
Resolved, That this AssocIatiOD rejoices winters and open weather the bees in
In the cordial and enthusiastic reception very strong colonies require or eat
accorded to President Newman by the api from 12 to 15 pounds of stores from
cultural societies and leading- bee-maeters
September till the midin Britain and on the European continent, the middle of
trusting that the harmonious feeling evinced dle of March. The bees of small and
may always be chei-ished by the bee-keeners weak colonies will not consume half
This
of the world towards each other.
as much.
Association hopes that the friendly visit
While autumnal feeding is going'on,
which has been made, will ere long be
returned by some one or more of prominent the entrances of hives should be conapiculturlsts of Europe, to whom it will be tracted, in order to prevent robber
our pride and pleasure to extend as hearty a
welcome as that given to our representative. bees from entering and extracting the
honey.
The latter part of the abov* resoAfter feeding has been completed,
lution has been realized by our hav- the boards of the hives should be well
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cleaned. The wax-moth, next to foul
brood, is a destructive pest in apiaries. It has been said that Langstroth recommended wooden hives
because the wax-moth could find no
resting place in them ; but it is now
well known that the wax-moth is no
respecter of hives, and breeds as fast
The
in wooden as in straw hives.
scales of wax that drop on the boards
of hives are gathered together and
form nests for the maggots of the
moth. If either earthenware or iron
vessels used for feeding purposes be
left for a short time on the centres of
the bottom-boards, young moths will
soon be found beneath them as well
as around the edges of the hives. The
maggots of the moth feed on their
nests viz., the fallen or lost scales
of wax, till they are able to crawl to
and lay hold of the combs of the hives.
Amongst the combs the maggots
make sad havoc, for they live upon
pure wax and consume much of it.

—

Covering hives well and warmly
for the winter months is the finishing
work of the apiary, and though last
in time

it is

not least in importance.

My preaching on

this point is better

than my practice, for my hives are
never sufHciently covered in winter
quantity of material
and spring.
of some kind is necessary to cover
Bees are tiny,
sixty large hives.

A

fragile creatures, and require attenBoth cold and
tion in cold weather.
Hives
wet are hurtful to them.

took what little honey a colony had,
and gave me the bees. I put them In
at the entrance between sundown and
dark, with no loss of bees. The next
day the one queen was brought out
dead the third day after, the other
;

queen was

killed also.

I never took so much pains to care
for my bees as I have this fall, and if
I get them through the coming winter as well as I did last winter, I shall
owe the editor a vote of thanks for
urging bee-keepers to take good care
of their bees.
My crop consists of 200 pounds of
comb honey, and 100 pounds of extracted. These results might give a
younger bee-keeper the " blues," but
I have faith that all will be right in
the end, and will not abandon my
bees.
I have also been working on a device to make honey into vinegar in a
short time. My device holds one-half
gallon, and in warm weather in 24
hours it will be brought on so far that
in two to four weeks it will be firstclass vinegar. The beauty of it is,
that one can stop the making of the
vinegar at any time, and for as long
as he pleases, while other devices
have to be fed often or be unpacked.
Union City,o Ind., Nov. 7, 1887.

JMicious Ose of

MU

ter

and spring.
For tbe American Bee JonmnL

ResnltsoftHe Season
A.

Of 1887.

HOKE.

On page 235, 1 reported 32 colonies
in fair condition. I lost one colony
by spring dwindling, sold one, lost 4
by robbing and queenlessness, and
had an increase of 2 colonies. I now
have 28 in winter quarters, all well
packed in sawdust and planer shavings.

One colony is queenless, and, of
course, it will be lost, but it will not
starve. 1 lost its queen in this way
It was light in bees.
bee-keeper

A

;

Oquawka,"o

Tlie

on Bees.

;

the end of April.
All covers of all kinds of hives should
be porous enough to let the moisture
of the hives pass through ; otherwise
it would be condensed, keep the hives
damp, and do harm. Warmth, dryness, and ventilation should all be
considered In covering hives for win-

;

themselves with honey, the cap is
taken off, then the corner of the quilt
or honey-board (if of a movable-comb
hive) is lifted, and a few light pufEs
given as it is taken ofi. and with slow,
even motions, the combs can be taken
out, the needed work be done, and
the hive closed again.
With the box-hive it can be turned
over and examined from the bottom,
or the boxes taken off for use or sale.
It is all done in a few minutes, no
fuss, and in a short time the bees are
working as merrily as ever with nothing to show that their hive had been
touched.
But there is much injudicious use
of the smoker when the poor bees are
smoked till they do not know what to
do, and run wildly all over the hive,
the ground, and the bee-keeper
the
queen stops laying, and for the time
being the colony is as badly demoralized as was the one without any
smoke. I have seen a man who called
himself a practical bee keeper, smoke
a colony of bees till I felt sick for the
poor little bees, and said, " For pity's
sake, hold on !"
Ills.

Prairie Farmer.

should have good, warm under-coverW. M. KELLOGG.
ings, and their outer coverings should
be waterproof. Not a drop of rain
Every owner of a colony of bees
should be allowed to touch either
it will pay for
hives or boards after September, for if should have a smoker
Who does not reeither hives or boards are damp in itself every year.
winter, frost may convert the mois- member the momentous times of
" robbing the bees," when the victim
ture into ice.
himself for the fray by
prepared
Hives in bee-houses are easily kept
stuffing his pants into his boot-tops,
dry and warm in winter, and hence
his big coat around him, gloves
my prejudices against bee-houses tying
and if he possessed no
grow less and less. The protection on his hands,
veil of any kind, his face all tied up
of a good, warm covering should be
that
only
one
eye had a little peepgiven to hives either with or without so
hole, and nine chances to one that
bee-houses, and such covering should
bees enough got into that same peepnot be removed altogether from hives
till

or rear, and gives two or three puffs
of smoke in at the entrance
waiting
a few moments for the bees to fill

make

hole to

his face swell

up

till it

looked like a Chinese idol.
In this garb the honey was forcibly
taken away from the bees— in very
truth robbing them which they very
naturally resented with all their little
might, not so very small either when
we consider the weight of evidence
But
a bee's stinger carries with it.
the honey was gotten off at the expense of a very angry and sweaty
man ; everybody and everything
about the place, even to the sooty
iron top to the chimney, stung out of
their senses; the dog sent yelping
under the barn, and the man locked
out of the house because he " had so
many bees on him," goes into the
wood-shed to dissolve, pick out the
stingers and swear, and the bees are
so cross for days after, that no one
dares go near them.
Now all this is changed by the use
of the little smoker.
piece of rotten wood is lighted and placed in the
barrel the bellows is squeezed a few
times to see that it is going well, and
with no veil or gloves on, the beemaster goes to the hive from the side

—

A

;

Oflorle^n^onl Brool

We have taken
the

the following from

London Journal

of Horticulture. It

written by a Hallamshire beekeeper, and will be read with interest:
is

Amongst

all

the infectious diseases

from which bees suffer, the above is
the most insidious. Phenol, salicylic
acid, camphor, and in fact all and
every remedy which has been known
to cure the offensive form of foul
brood, is powerless to cure or prevent
the odorless form of the disease
spreading. Its appearance is exactly
like the other— viz., cappings of cells
sunken, dark-colored dead brood,
coffee-colored and ropy, but it has no
smell whatever, hence it is very apt
to cause no alarm, and by interchanging combs one may get it into every
colony before its nature is suspected,
particularly when combs are changed
in the autumn and spring to save
feeding.
I write this from bitter experience.
I first noticed it in 1881, but as all
authorities agreed that foul brood
could not be mistaken on account of
its offensive smell, and that it. was
the only infectious disease bees were
liable to, I thought it must be chilled
brood, then thought no more of it. In
1882, by changing combs, 1 had it in
nearly every colony— about 18 I then
began to experiment with it. First, I
shaved the caps off diseased combs,
and put them into healthy colonies to
see if it was infectious, and as the
first brood hatched out of the diseased cells apparently healthy, I at
once concluded that it was not infectious. In this I made an unfortunate mistake, for had I noticed tbe
colonies until after the second batch
of brood began to batch, I should
;

;THE
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have not only found it in the comb were added 3 of these 18 never had
introduced, but all through the brood- been diseased, and they were the
nest.
only healthy ones I had in the spring
I then took the queens from the of 1886.
The rest were either dead or
diseased colonies, and introduced weak, and all that were alive were
them into healthy ones to see if the diseased, and to make matters worse,
disease was in the queen alone, and the 3 healthy ones found a way into
as such colonies at once became dis- one of the colonies thathad died, and
eased, I at once concluded that the cleared out the phenolated syrup from
disease was congenital, and not really the combs, and they also became dis-

The plan I here describe is quite
novel, never having, to my knowledge, been advocated as a means of
curing foul brood or other forms of
disease
though a plan much like it
called the "starving" process has
been much advocated.
But, according to many reports, it seems rather
uncertain
and well it may, as bees
starve according to the amount of
infectious.
Here I made another eased.
activity they exhibit. Thus they may
error.
I was supported in this in
This circumstance was valuable in drop down exhausted in 24 hours, or
breeding queens in small nuclei, its way, as it proved the spores of the they may show no signs of weakness
which turned out diseased, while disease can be carried in the honey at the end of 14 days, as I soon found
those bred in strong colonies proved from an infected hive.
I concluded in my experiments ; hence the plan I
healthy. Here let me say. that think- that the spores went in the honey to recommend is more simple
and
ing the disease was not infectious, I the queen, and as aliment to the
may have unconsciously used in- eggs, which became foul, producing
England, Oct. 20, 1887.
fected combs in the nuclei, and combs in turn spores to again go to the
free from taint in the full colonies.
queen, and so pass through more eggs,
In 1884 I thoroughly tried Hibbert's in which I was confirmed in the fact
Local Convention Directory.
plan, of fumigating with salicylic that when bees are bringing in honey
the
colony
increases
strength,
and
in
acid, feeding
the acid in syrup
1887.
Time and ptace of Meettng*
(Cowan's plan of curing foul brood), shows little traces of disease; while Nov. 16.— WeBtern, at Kansas City, Mo.
queen
has
when
it
ceases,
and
the
to
also placing large pieces of camphor
J. A. Nelson, Sec, Muncle, Kang.
in the hives.
I never saw much of be fed from honey stored in infected Nov. 16-18.— North American, at ChicaBO, Ilia.
combs,
the
bees
dwindle
and
rapidly
W.
Z. Hutchinson, Sec, Flint, Mloh.
the disease in the spring, the reason
being that every autumn I get many the brood becomes very foul. There- Nov. 19.— Marshall County. at Marshalltown. Iowa.
J. W. Sanders, Sec, l<e(irand, Iowa.
driven bees and young queens, which fore, I reasoned, that if I turned the
were chieHy the bees that passed queen and bees into an empty hive or Nov. 25. 1'B.-Pike Co. & Ills. Cent., »t Plttsfleld. 111.
W. T. F. Petty, Pres., PittsUeld, UU.
through the winter, and which is ex- box, and if no honey was coming in,
feed them for four days to induce the Nov. 26.— Hardin County, at Eldora. Iowa.
plained in the sequel.
J. W. Buchanan, Sec, Eldora, Iowa.
In the spring of 1885, still thinking bees to build comb into which the
State, at East Saginaw, Mloh.
the disease lay alone in the queen,! queen could deposit her diseased Deo. 7-9.-Mlchlgan
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
sent a native British queen, that I eggs, and before they began to hatch 1S88.
County, at New Mllford, Pa.
had obtained with driven bees the tarn the queen and bees into a clean Jan. 7.— Susquehanna
H. M. Beeley, Sec, Harford, Pa.
previous fall, that was producing foul hive on starters only, I ought to get Jan.
20.— Haldlmand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
brood, to Mr. Frank Cheshire, who clear of it, and even cure the queens.
E. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.
at once wrote back, saying that her This proved to be correct, for every
In order to have this table complete. SecretW
treated
has
proved
case
so
a
cure,
ovaries were full of baccilli, which
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
was quite new to him ; that the bac- even curing in a most complete man- time and place of future
meetings.— Ed.
cilli lay in strings, and resembled bits ner every diseased queen.
I have at the present time several
of sticks crossed about auyliow. presenting a striking contrast. He asked queens whose mothers were diseased
for samples of the brood, which I last year, and now I have over 30 fine,
sent him, and in which he found the strong, healthy colonies inhabiting
hives, frames, and quilts that have
same baccilli.
During the summer I sent Mr. Che- had diseased colonies in them, yet in
shire a number of queens that I knew looking over them this fall I could
had produced healthy brood and bees not tind a single " foul " cell.
in the spring— two were with swarms
Having described the disease, I will
Plenty of "Winter Stores.— M. H.
hived on perfectly empty but tainted now describe how to stamp it out if
combs and he found the same bac- it is noticed in the spring or summer Freeman, Olustee Creek, Ala., on
cilli in the ovaries of every one.
One Turn the bees and queen into an Nov. 4, 1887, writes
I sent him was from a colony that empty hive or box on the old stand,
In my report on page 234, it should
had not more than 14 or 15 foul cells allowing them full liberty to fly where
have read ten colonies instead of " 100
in all, and he said he examined her they wish in search of stores
if they
ovaries without seeing any baccilli, can get home freely they will need no colonies." I have increased them to
and was going to report that she was more attention for four days if not, 15 colonies this season, and have
healthy, when he examined the last then they must be fed for four days. taken 400 pounds of extracted honey.
portion and found the same baccilli. In the meantime, extract the honey This makes an average of 40 pounds
This was a most important report to from the combs, which, after strain- per colony, spring count. They have
me in understanding this disease, and ing, will be all right to eat, but the probably enough natural stores for
I think I was most fortunate, as well greatest care must be taken against winter, if it is not unusually long and
severe
but I intend to feed them
as the bee-keeping world, in having any bee getting a sip of it.
some sugar syrup yet, as I think
the services of such a skillful microThen melt the combs for wax- there can be no danger of an overscopical dissector as Mr. Cheshire.
there is nothing gained' in trying to supply of winter stores.
Towards the close of the year 1885, save the brood—bake or boil every
I decided to try Mr. Cheshire's phe- frame, quilt, and hive; if you have
nol remedy for foul brood, which he neither an oven nor boiler to hole the
Wintering Bees.— Allen Bartow,
claimed to be a certain cure
so I latter, rear it against the kitchen tire
Milan, 5 Ohio, on Nov. 8, 1887, says :
thought if it will one kind of baccilli, until the inside at least is well baked
why not another V and as, owing to now fix foundation-guides not more
my bees last winter
I wintered
the weather, no honey was coming in, than half an inch deep in the frames, without the loss of a colony. There
I considered I had a splendid oppor- and at the end of four days put it on were very few dead bees at the hivetunity to get rid of it without destroy- the old stand, dump out the bees from entrances at any time, winter or
ing a como. As I had lots of driven the hive or box, and let them run into spring.
hives are of the Simplicity
bees, all healthy, I destroyed the old the hive, and at once destroy the style. I make cases of boards 3 inches
infected queens, united these, and combs they have built.
If honey is higher, and 6 inches
longer and
fed upon phenolated syrup.
The to be had, the work is done if not, broader than the hives, with movable
combs were filled with it ; 18 colonies they must be fed, taking great care cover and bottom. They are perfectly
were packed up for winter reduced that all food and feeders are first water-tight. I place the hive on the
from 26, and 20 lots of driven bees boiled.
bottom board 2 feet from the ground,
;

—

;

;

c

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

My

;
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and the case over the hive, leaving
the hive-entrance clear so that the bees
can go in or out at will. I pack all
the space between the hive and case
with dry leaves of any kind ; then I
cover the case and weight it down to
keep the wind from blowing it off. I
keep the hive-entrances open when
covered with snow, and I pay no attention to top ventilation, as I regard
it as being injurious.

CaUiomia, Excursions.

%j

At frequent dates of each month, the
Burlington lioute, C. B. & Q. R. R., nins
excursions to San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San DiegOj at greatly reduced rates of
fare.

Issued every Wednesday by

1887, writes

THOMAS

:

report for ten years of keeping
bees and producing honey is as fol-

lows

ALFRED

:

1

2
9

30
54
68
40
46

3..

NEWMAN & SON,

923ft.925WESTMADIS0NST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a. Year.

PoundB Honey.
Colonies.
Spring. Fall. Sold. Died. Bo't.Comb.Extract'd

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887

G.

PROPRIETORS.

21,

My

H.

BnSINIISS

32

ILL.

"i

12

'.'.

'900

'.'.

..

..

45

81

17
8

2

27
3

..

94

15

77
68

83
76

1

14

395

612

54

92

..
.

4

.

100
700

1,800
4,500
4.000
3,100
2,800
3,300
2,100

1,000
1,400
1,100
1,300
1,200

22,500

7,600

800

St.

its

liave
lines

Louis extend

Denver, Council Blulfs, Omaha, Saint
Joseph, Atchison and Kansas City. Should
one desire to make tlie return trip via
Portland, Oreg., they can continue their
journey south or east from St. Paul or
JMinneapolis, over tlie Burlington Route, to
Chicago, Peoria or .St. Louis. ForCaUfornia excursion dates, rates, tickets or further information, apply to ticket agents of
the C. B. & Q. or connecting railroads, or
address Paul Morton, General Passenger
and Ticket Agent, Chicago, Ills.
43A4t

NEWMAN.

MAKAOER.

A

....

9
31
54
80
100

Burliii2ton"onecan

to

Results for Ten Years.— Mr. L. D.

Ormsby, Pierpont,<5 O., on Oct.

Bythe

a choice of routes to California, as

from Chicago, Peoria and

^:prjecial Sl0tii:jes»
To

Correspondents.

— It

would save

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
ivriting to this ofBce. We receive letters
as

much

Valuable

Book Given

Aivay. —We

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journal and
the New York World— both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of tbese books, bound in Leatherette Free Calf

History op the United States— from
432 to 1887.—320 pages.— Price. $2.00.
History of England- from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

some inclosing money) that have no name;
nany others having no Post^OSSce, County knowledge. —110 pages.— Price, $2.00.
The extra 10 cents is for postage on the
)r State. Also. If you live near one post-

I have had 30,100 pounds of honey,
which gives an average of over 76 jfflce and get your mall at another, be sure book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscrippounds per colony, and the average to give the address we have on our list.
price of 15 cents per pound, making
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
something over $11.40 per colony as a
The book selected will be mailed in a cardyearly average. I winter my bees on
As tbere Is Anotlier firm in Chicago by board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
the summer stands packed in chaff the name of " Newman & Son." we wish our It cannot be replaced. Be sure to write your
and sawdust. I owe many thanks to correspondents would write " American Bee name, post-office, county and State plainly,
the editor and correspondents of the Journal " on the envelope when writing to and then the risk of loss is very small. The
American Bee Journal for my this office. Several letters of ours have subscriptions can commence at any time.
success in bee-keeping.
already gone to the other Arm (a commission
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
;

house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

Bees in Winter ftuarters.— H. O.
Kruschke, Deuster,© Wis., on Nov.

We

My bees stored about 400 pounds of
surplus honey, and have an abundance for winter stores. I put 52 colonies into winter quarters on Oct. 25,
the earliest that I ever put bees in for
The scarcity of honey
the winter.
has advanced the price of it. I hope
it will be more plentiful next year,
even if prices fall a little.
Report for 1887.-J. A. Keeds,
Hinesborough,olllg., on Oct., 14,
1887, writes

ITIoney Orders can now be obtained at

have 185 good colonies of bees,
and 1,500 pounds of honey was all ot
think that nearly
all of my colonies are pretty well
supplied with honey, at least enough

Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 6 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,

for winter, I think.

and are In no way

I

my

surplus crop.

We

Book and postage.

Svreet Clover, {Melilotus dWa), furnishes
\wlll Present Webster's Dictionary
pocket edition), and send it by mail, post- the most reliable crop of honey from July
It is until frost, and at the same time It furnishes
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand the most delicious honey, light in color, and
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to thick in body. It may be sown In waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside,
letermine their meaning.
at any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
f^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Journal and the honey crop will be without interwill be sent rRBE upon application. Any one mission. Money invested in Sweet Clover
Intending to get up a club can have sample Seed will prove a good investment. The
copies sent to the persons they desire to in- Seed may be obtained at this office at the
terview, by sending the names to this office
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
or we will send them all to the agent.
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

says

7, 1887,

papers, and the

I

Simmlns' Nou-Sivarnilng System.—

authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.

We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorahle terms,
that we will now club them with the Bee
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mall. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

I

large quantity of

CHOICE

EXTBACTED HONEY, in kegs

holding from 200

lbs. to

225 lbs. each, which

we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
per

lb.

Orders solicited.

safe.

are sometimes asked who our
;

"We bave a

WHITE

We

pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

Enameled Clotli for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide. 20 cents ; if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OCR CLUBBING

LIST.

one year, and any of the foUowinsr publica'
tlons, at the prlcee quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both.

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

Price of both. Olut
1 00.

and Gleanings In Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepere'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

1 35
150..

, .

1

20

140

2 00.. 1 75
2 00.. 1 75
1 .50.
1 35
5 25. 4 50

CanadJan Bee Journal

Bays of Light
The 7 above-named papers
and Cook's Manual
2 25.. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 00.. 175
Binder for Am. Bee Journal. .1 60.. 1 50
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth). .3 00. '2 00
.

HONBY.-Cholce white

extracted

HONEY.— We quote White clover 1-lb. sections
2n®2\c.; J-Ib'*.. IM(.i;it(c.; dark l-lbs. iTwlrtc; 2-bl8.
15®I6C. Extructecl. flrm at TVttolnc.. dependlnu
upon Iho quality, iind ptyle of packase. Receipts
are snmewliat benvier. and when sold In a jobbing
way prices njust be shaded from J to 2 cts. per lb.
:

BRK8WAX.-2.'r,li:;3L-.
Nov. 8.
8. T. F18H

& CO.,

189 8.

Water

quote

;

White comb

In

is

slow

Extracted, 7(g) loc.
R. a. BUKNBI'T.

sale.

BBB8WAX,-22®23o.
Oct. 20.

South Water

lei

St.

.

.

Root's

A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25..

Farmer's Account Book
Western World Guide
Heddon's book, "Success,"..
A Year Among the Bees
Convention Hand-Book
Weekly Inter-Ocean

of the prices

To

All

named

New Sabscribers

Oct. 24.

advantage
column.

for 1888

we

will present the remaining numbers of 1887
—over a year's subscription to the oldest and
best bee-paper in America for only $1.00!

No investment will repay such

BBE8WAX.-23C.

1 .50.. 1 .30
200.. 1 75

to take

in the last

HONBT.— Best white In 1-lb. sections sells as
hl(?ha8 19c. A few lots are held at 200.
Demand
Increases as fruit becomes scarce.

cts.: 2-lb8.,

.

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order

DETROIT.

2 10
4 00.. 2 30
1 50. 1 30
1.50
1 40
1 7.5
1 50

excellent div-

M. H.

Oct. 21.

HUNT,

Bell Branch, Mich.

CLEVELAND.
HONBr.— Best white 1-lbB. sell
17®l«c.

BBKSWAX.-25C.

readily at 19@20

White olover extracted, 8c.

KENDBL,

A. C.

115 Ontario St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBT.— We

quote

:

kegs and hurrels.

n'^'ftlc.

BKBaWAX. — 22(",2f)C.

Oct. 26.

A. V.

Demand

BISHOP,

Red Labels for one-pound pails of
aoney, size 3x4!< inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices
100
tor $1.00 250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

:

:

;

Ifncca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent; by mail,
soft,

;

Extracted, white liquid,

odd

1

cent each for postage.

:

BEESWAX.— 17(4210. for good quality
Oct. IS. SCHACBT & LBMCEB, 122-124 Davis Bt.

^dwjertisjcmjeuts.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.-We quote White to extra white comb
;

amber, 10^jl4c. Extracted, luht amber,
amber, dark and candled, 5H®5^c. extra
white would bring 7l^c., but none Is in the market.

16(3180.;
fi®6hic.;

;

BHB8WAX.— 19ai22c.
Oct. 3.
O. B. SMITH & CO., 423

Front

Bt.

2-lb. Square-Glass Honey-Jars.
have a
Supply of Tivo-Pound
Jars, and can now supply our

WEHoney- New

friends on short notice.

Address,

CHAS, F. IHCTH

COMB

:

We

Snpply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed

at the following prices : One ounce, 40 cts
4 ounces, $1 ; % pound, $1.73 ; 1 lb., $3. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
;

if

properly thinned out and

re-set.

Should any Subscriber

receive this
paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

AT tour wrapper label.

We

bave a fewr Sets of the Bee Jourfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back numbers, will
please to state It plainly, or they will not
nal

be sent.

BEESWAX.- 22(5)23c.
MCCAUL & UILDBBTH BROS.,
Sent. 20.

28

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St,

KANSAS

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

:

Choice white 2-lb.

dark 2-lb8., 12(3140. choice white
18®20c. dark l-lbs., 14®16c. White extracted, 8®l(Dc.: dark, 5@7c. Demand good, but light
supply.
sections. 16®i7c.
l-lbs..

flOi\EY

WE

SON,
O.

mm.

should be pleased to
with any one having

correspond

COmB HONEY

For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

S. T. IFISKC ac CO.,

;

:

&

Freeman & Central Ave., CINCINNATI,

:

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

8t.

amber colored and candled, 5^i^594 cents.
White to extra white comb, 15®17c. and amber,
10@l2>i;C. Supplies and demand are small.

:

your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you in taldng the Bei
JoURNAii. It is now 80 cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee JotrRNAL to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It nrlll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

W. Water

BOSTON.

fi®6ViiC.;

idends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscription to the American Bee Journai,.
NEW YORK.
Subscribe now, and get the rest ot the numbers
HONBY.— We quote Fancy white in Mb. sections, I7(§)i9c.: the same In 2-lbs., I5(§i6c.: buckof this year free. The sooner you subscribe wheat I-lbs., 12(si4c.: 2-lb8., 10@i2c. Off grades
l@2c. per lb. less. White extracted, 8@9c. buckthe more you will receive for your money.
wheat, .5}-^(a6c. Southern, per gallon, 60@70 cts.—
Market seems to be unsettled.

wnen Renen^ng

good.

142

sec-

1-lb.

tions or about, briuKS 1h@2uc.. some fancy shipments are held at sjc; 2-lb. sections. i6(S18c. Dark

honey

In

HONEY.— New crop. Mb. sections, I8@20c.; 2lb.»ectlon8,l7®18c. Extracted, e@8c. Demand fair.
BEESWAX.— 25 ots. per lb.
Oct. 22. Blaei a kiplbt. 57 Chatham Street.

St,

CHICAGO.

HONEY.-We

l-lbs., 19(a20c.; 2-lbs., I8
might bring 2I@22C. White
barrels or half-barrels. 8iae!-^c.; In
kegs, H"^,(i/j!tc.; In f-ans or palls. 9(gJlOc.: dark In

to 19c.; fancy white

CHICAGO.

2 00.. 1 76

The Apioulturist

MILWAUKEE.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

We supply the American Bee Jonmal

733

i

BBE8WAX.-21

189 South Water

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

38A13t

to 22c.

HAMBLIN & BBAR88, 514 Walnut St.
KANSAS CITY.
HONEY.-We quote: Choice white l-lbs., 20c.;

Sep. 21.

dark. l.'i®I6c.; choice white 2-lbs., 18c.: dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8(5; lOc. Califomia- white i-lbs., iSc;
dark. 15c.; white 2-lbs., 16®18o.; dark. 14®15 cts.
White extracted. 9c.; amber, 8c. Supply fair.

BEB8WAX.-N0. 1, 22c.; No. 2, 18c.
CLBMONS.CLOON & CO., Cor 4th&Walnnt
Oct. 6.
BT.

LOmB.

HONEY.— Choice comb, 15@18c.; latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained,
in barrels, 4H'«-'>c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages. H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls,, .'Nj'iific.; In cans, 6^^ to 8c.—
Short crop Indicates further advance in prices.

BEESWAX.— 2iJ!iic. lor orime.
Oct. 21.
D. O. TUTT * CO.. Commercial St.
CINCINNATI.

HONE Y.— We quote

extraoted at 3}4tS8e. per lb.
in the jobbing way.
Choice comb.
The
demand Is fair for honey of all kinds, and keeps
pace with arrivals.
BEBSWAX.-Demand good— 20(8220. per lb. for
Rood to choice yellow, on arrival.
Nov. 10. C. F. MnTH 4 Son, Freeman & Central Av.
18(^!2(ic..

NEW

The Chapman Honey-Plant.
PRICE OF THE SEED:
4 Ounces
10^ "
1

$1 00

200
300

,

Pound

Larger quantities by Express at Reduced
Price. Sow very early iu the spring or late
in the fall. It vegetates in a low temperature. I have twelve acres thatwill bloom
next spring. I shall sow two acres this fall.
a success
44C4t

It is

1

H. CHAPiriAN,
VEHSAILLES,

N.

Y

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AKD BEE-KEEFEB'S ADTIBEB,
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practice
information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

It Is edited

by

F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

and published by John Huckle, King's Laogley,

Herts, England.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

YORK.

HONEY.-We quote Fancy white Mb. sections,
paper boxes, 18®19c.: fancy l-lbs.. glassed or unRlassed, 17(g)l8c.: fancy 2-pounds.. glassed, ]5@16c.
Lower grades l®2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lbs,,
paper boxes, ll'ytl2c.: same glassed or unglassed,

and

retail.

See advertisement in another column.

:

l('!^®llc.:
9(§il0c.;

-i-lbs.

dark,

Oct. 13.

glai-sed.

loc.

6^ 7c. Demand good, market

flrm.

F.G.STROHMEYBR4CO., 122Water

PHILADELPHIA.
HONBY.-Kancy white 1-lbs.. 19®20c.:

Bt

BEES W AX.-24@25C.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

MANrPACTUREltS OF THE

"BOSS"

fair l-lbs.

No sale yet for dark.18c.: fancy lU-lbs.. I8c.
Extracted, California, 80.; Cuba strained. 68(370c.
per gallon.
Oct. 10.

J.

Extracted, white,

ABTHDR TODD, 2122 N. Front Bt.

One-Plece

Patented June

S ECTIONS

,

28. 1881.

you. the coming season, ONBWILL
PIECB SHK^TlONS as cheap as the cheapest.
furnl8li

1W

Write for

prices.

Watertown, Wis.,

Oct. 25, 1887.
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A NEWNewENGINE.
Invention.)

(Entirely

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

GLASS PAILS

OF tjsjb: apiary.
i3,000 SOLD SINCE 1876.
Or, MAnrc-AJ^

FOR HONEY.
Palls are made
TH£SE
of the best quality of

5.000 Sold Since Majr, 18S8.

clear flint glass, with a ball

!

and a metal top and cover.

More than

50 pages, and more than 50 fine lilnswere added In the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thoroughly revised, and contains the

When

filled witn honey, the
attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equaled by any other style of
package. They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after tne honey
Is removed, or they can be
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

j-ations

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
Che fullest and most scientific work treating of
bees in the World. Price.by mall.Sl.as. Libera)
llBOOnnt to dealers and to olubs.

A. 3, COOK, Anther and
'^

1

A

Pahlisher,
AgxloultuTal College. Mloh.

1

Year among the Bees,
BEINO
Plana
A Talk abmit some of the ImpUments,
ctnd Practices of a Bee-keeper of 2'* yeaTs'
Experience., who lias for 8 years nuide the
Producti(m of Honey hia Excl^iSive

To bold

pound of honey, per dozen
"
"
2 pounds
•*
"
3

1

91.AO
».0O
S.ftO

THOmAS

G. NEIFIOAN Sc SON,
923 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Biutlness.

SELF-INKING
Prlce. 75 cent*, by malL This Is a new work
ana nicely hotind

af about 114 pages, well-printed
In cloth. Address,

023

THOS. G. -SEWTH AN Sc SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

RUBBER-STAMP.

2,000
Impressions for 10 ctp.
Will last a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
liGtter - Heads, Postal
Cards, Sections, Clothing— everything. Your

name, occupation and
address, with the machine and a bottle of
ink. by mail,for ll.oo.
Extra }^ bottlesof ink

for \'2 cts. 8how this
Genesee Co., Mich.,
adv't to your friends.
publshed a neat little book of 45 Bend me an order for
pages, entitled, "The Production of 10 Stamps, & get your
free. Read wbHt
Comb Honey." Its distinctive feature is the own
Newman says
thorough manner In which It treats of the Editor
of this Stamp on page
use and non-use of foundation. Many other 547. Agents wanted.
Catalogue
however,
touched
upon.
Send
for
points are,
For
high-pijoecl Engineers are required. instance, it tells how to make the most out and terms. Address,
Any person can manage it. No angular of unfinished sections, and how to winter GEO.T.HAMMOND,
THE-Mino.T."
Friction almost en- bees with the least expense, and bring them
push, or dead center.
2«Btf
BEOCKPORT, Monroe Co., N. Y.
tirely overcome. It is tlie most ootupact through to the honey harvest in the best
Engine ever invented. It Is perfectly possible shape.
governed. We also warrant It to attain a
I^~ Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
blglier speed and develop more pon'er taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
with less fuel than any Engine in use.
:)5Atf
Extractor,
Manufactured at the Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,
and retail. See advertisement In another column

Flint,

HAS

No

Muth's Honey

^F" Send

for a Circular.

Address,

SqUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,

HENRY

RICKEIi, Pres.,
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

44LAtf

For

retail.

EXCELSIOR

1^" If yon Tvliib to obtain the
HIgUest Price for Honey tlil*
Season, n'rite to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, Jiew York,

HONEY EXTRACTORS
-.
(-r?|

F.

MUTK

SOIf
CINCINNATI,
<fe

Freeman <t Central Aye.,
0.
P.S.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keeperi

See advertisement in another column.

In answer to frequent Inqutrlea
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
,— Langatroth frames, we have coneluded to adopt tbese two new
Blzes. The 3 frame basket is In a
can of the same size and style aa
I the 2 frame.
The 4 frame basket
Is In the larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
j»iJ to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75or8Ci
dHB lbs. of honey. It will be complete.
jK9 w^tth covers, and in every way
sgM Identical, except in size, with the
»16.w Extractor, 13x20, which la
Intended for any size of frame.

etc

apply to

CBA8.

Dadant'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale
and

ClrottlarB.

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars

F. G. STROHHIEVER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.
lAtE

and Samples free

J. VAN DEtJSEN & SONS,
(SOLE MANTTFACTUBIiBS),
SPROUT BROOK. Mont. Co., N. T.

\

Bee-Keepers'Cards.A^*^a«S!

I

l4

IP*

{
^J

lU

*

3,

'^

A

IliiilH
l*™""™!

Excepting with the <8.oo Bztractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey gate, and mova-

ble Bides in the
910.00 Extractors

Comb

The

Baskets.

|8.(i0

ForS
For4

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

"

THOS. G.
836

NEW ONE-POUND HONEY

with the other sizes, having the top
edge turned over, and has a ball or
handle,— making it very convenient

"
'

"

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison atreel,

It is weh-made and. when
with honey, makes a novel and

to carry.

"

13x20
13x20

SON,

filled

consumers

attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
will buy it In order to give the children

a handsome toy pail. PKIC£«
dozen, or S5.00 per lOO.

NEWmAN A: SON,

823

THOS. O.
A 925 West Madison Street,
FOB ALL*

Bet

lul vert Isem out

tS centa per

CHICAGO, ILL.

CHICAGO. LLl..

Dadant'sFoondation Factory, wholesale
ftnd Ktall.

PAIL.

new slBe of onr Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails Isof uniform design

and

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

"

10x18
10x18

For 2 frames of any size, 13x20
*'

For3
For4

33A26t

have no covers.

For 2 American fram 3a, I3zi3 Inches
**
For 2 Langstrotb "
10x18

Im

another oolunin.

Chromo Card, we have plain designs.—
Fancy Cards, Stationery, Monograms for Business
and Amusement, for old and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards luc.
Neat package cards and sample honev-candies 15c
J. U. MARTIN,
Address
HARTFORD, Washington Co., N.T.
4Aly
tlful «-color

aH

'^

$60

A WEEK & expen-

worth t5 & particuWORK ses paid. Outtlt
O. Tlekeryi ADgnBta,]Ke.
lar! f raa..p.

S»A8t

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
SlAtf
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
OliIVER FOSTER, Mt. vernOn.

The AmericaD

I.inn Co., lowB,

Apiculturist

WITH SUPPLEMENT.
A full description of

the

Bay-State Reversible Bee-Hire
NoTember Number. Copies Free.
Address, HENRY AI.I.EY,
WBNHAH, Essex Co., MASS.
44Atf

In the
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diality

he would pull Mr. Root's arm out of

the socket.

He then says that he tried to puzzle Mr.
Root with the old Wiley M« about "making
combs of parafline and filling them with
glucose ;" but even according to his own
silly story, he " barked up the wrong tree,"
when he assailed our friend and co-worker
on that subject. He is represented as mak.

739

the latter, that " if a feller wuz consid'ble
Eeart and spry-lookin" apurty fair article of
oney might be gathered If the gal wuz
wlllin'."

Another daily paper started the report of
our proceedings In this manner :

Appropriate to the time when rosegrowers hold flower shows, and breeders
and owners of blooded horses and prize fat
cattle convene to compete for gold medals
and blue ribbons, come the bee-keepers to
ing this reply
hold their annual meeting In the convention
" Artificial honey
boy,
did
ever
you
city. They assembled yesterday at the ComMy
eat any artificial strawberries or manufac- mercial Hotel, to the number of nearly a
tured eggs ? They used to say that they hundred, and their convention will last
had got eggs manufactured so that they until Friday, inclusive. The convention
would hatch out, but that the chicks had no includes gentlemen who have acquired a
feathers. And the newspapers had all sorts national reputation as experts in the delicate
of pretty yarns about comb honey being pursuit of bee keeping, and who are recogmanufactured. I have offered a prize of nized authorities upon the natural and
f 1,000 for a piece of comb honey artlflcially technical knowledge necessary to successmanufactured, but, although the offer has ful bee-culture. Among them are Dr. C. C.
been standing several years, the $1,000 Is Miller, of Marengo, Ills., who devotes his
still there, and our flag still floats.
The entire time and attention to the managestrongest proof of this statement of mine is ment of a remarkably extensive and aclenafforded by the present honey market. The tiflcally managed apiary of many colonies
drouth of last summer has very much of the finest bees A. I. Root, of Medina, O.,
diminished the honey crop. Here was the editor of OUanings, and said to be the most
opportunity of the honey manufacturer. extensive dealer in apiarian suoplies In the
Why didn't he Improve It? Simply because world E. J. Oatman, of Dundee, Ills., repcomb honey can't be made by man, but only resenting the largers number of colonies,
by bees. About every attempt to adulterate and the greatest yield of honey of any beeextracted honey with glucose and sugar has fancier in the convention, and other wellbeen a financial failure, too, and I'm glad of known and representative bee-men.
it.
A fraud ought to tall."
Can these accounts do the pursuit of
This settled the reporter, and he was con- honey-production anything but good ? They
tent to let Brother Hoot alone.
He then call attention to " honey " and its productackled the President, and Is reported to tion, and no matter how silly are some
of
have asked him how many bees it took to the statements, they will be of value in callgather his honey crop, and here is the an- ing attention to honey and its uSfes— they
swer he Is said to have obtained :
serve as advertisements for this pure sweet.
" The heaviest crop of honey I ever had,"
:

I

TSOUAS

a.

NSWUAN,

Editor.

:

yoimi.
Tbe Union Convention
week was attended by over

;

at

Chicago

last

a hundred en-

and well-pogted apiarists. The
meeting was the eighteenth of the North
American Bee-Keepers' Society, and the
sixth of the " Northwestern."
thUBlaatlc

By the list of names found on page 742, It
will be seen that quite a number of prominent apiarists were present and took part In
the deliberations.

said Dr. C. C. Miller, who is the President of
the Association, " was 16,549 pounds, and as
I can estimate. It took about seven
bees to make It for me."

The discussion was lively on almost every nearly as
million

subject— three or four often claiming the

nr. R. F. Holterniann,
Bonty Producer, published

editor of the
at Brantford,

Ont., and Mr. A. I. Root, editor of Qleaningi,
This rattled the reporter, and he subsided.
Now another reporter thought he must published at Medina, O., were present, and
have some /un, and he starts his report of took part in the Convention. Both are very
genial gentlemen, and appeared to thorthe proceedings in this way
oughly enjoy that re-unlon of bee-keepers.
A peculiar assemblage of about seventyMr. Root had not been in Chicago for 18
five persons. Including half a dozen ladies,
met In the ladies' ordinary at the Commer- years, and it had changed so much that he
cial Hotel yesterday morning.
A few of could not recognize It at any point. In fact,
them had the appearance of scientists and
solid business or professional men, but the " the great fire " had occurred since then,
great majority wore a very countrified look, and in the " up-building" so many magnifiseeming to be of the class who, as a matter cent
and imposing structures had been
The bee-keepers of North America, who of precaution, should be provided with reared, that there
was nothing left to look
are meeting in the ladies' ordinary of the candles and lamps when they retire to rest
Commercial Hotel, are mighty clever people. in a city. On a table In the apartment was familiar to one who had not seen it since
collection
of
a
large
odd
and
divers
articles,
They all look like wide-awake men, and they
the " blotting out " took place.
make one think It's Sunday. Not Sunday In cups and jars of peculiar shapes which
Brother Root must come oftener and
Chicago, but Sunday in the old white meet- were the centre of attraction, and of a large
In'-bouse " jlst acrost the crick over yonder, amount of discussion before the opening of smile on us and the city, and keep up the
fornenst Hankses school-house." 'They've the meeting.
acquaintance and pleasure of meeting and
all got their store-clothes on, and have a
Prof. Cook, Dr. Mason, and Dr. Miller conversing on Interesting topics. These
Sunday, clean-shaved upper-lip, and their
" scribbler " to task, and politely
conventions help to keep up acquaintance,
collars and shirts are snowy white— gloss- took this
less and spotless like the newly fallen snow; told him If he could not make a fair report, and promote harmonious action.
not the yellowish, shiny things town laun- he had better make himself scarce In that
dries send home Saturday night.
assemblage. Much merriment and applause
Then they all seem to have that handlness
Ttae Enthusiasm at the Convention last
with tools that was once the characteristic was the result of some sharp hits between
of Americans, but It is fast disappearing the latter two doctors—they are both jolly week was kept up until the final adjournwith the march of progress. They've all got and full of fun.
ment. Toledo was selected as the next
that knack of making thinps, and they look
Another " funny " reporter gives the fol- place of meeting, the time to be arranged by
at the new wrinkles In bee-lilves with a keen
appreciation of every bit of ingenious con- lowing In any article In the News, Illustrated the executive committee.
trivance, and say with a kindly sort of envy, by five of the familiar faces of the convenThe officers elected were as follows
" Gosh why d'nt I think o' that ? Dod burn
Dr.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Thomas G. Newtion, viz
It all, alnt that 'cute ?"
A. B. Mason, Toledo, O., President Mr. W.
man, M. M. Baldridge, Mrs. L. Harrison, and Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich., Secretary Mrs.
Then after some more foolishness, that
Dr. A. B. Mason. Here Is the Introduction
L. Harrison, Peoria, Ills., Treasurer. Vicereporter Introduces Brother A. I. Root,
Illinois, Dr. C. C. Miller, MaBuzzing and flitting from corner to corner, Presidents
editor of Gleanings, In this style
gathering sweet morsels of knowledge from rengo
Indiana. I. R. Good, Nappanee
There was one man there with a vlsored each other, the congress-room of the beeIowa,
fur cap on, pushed back on his head, with keepers' convention looked yesterday like a Florida, G. W. Webster, Lake Helen
strong wrinkles round his eyes because he vast hive. The bee-farmer Is naturally of a Eugene Secor, Forest City Michigan, W. E.
has laughed so much all his life, and an sharp, stinging, and aggressive disposition, Gould, Fremont New York, G.M. Doolittle,
even white set of teeth. These old bee- especially so when one touches upon his
keepers would walk up to him and ask
hobby— apiculture. He cares nothing— as a Borodino Ohio, Miss Dema Bennett, Bed" Are you A. I. Root ?"
rule— for politics, though frequently he has ford Ontario, Canada, R. F. Holtermann,
"Yep."
a bee in his bonnet. He disdains all bees but Brantford
Wisconsin, Franklin Wilcox,
"Well, howdy," and the bee-keeper would those of honey gathering propensities, and
Vermont. A. E. Manum, Bristol j
Jerk blm by the hand with such fervor that utterly eschews quilting-bees, husking-bees, Mauston
one feared In the exuberance of his cor- or spelling-bees, though he says, concerning Quebec, Canada, H. F. Hunt, Seaton.

recognition of the President at the same
time. In addition to those who were reporting the proceedings for the bee-perlodlcals,
there were five or six of the Chicago daily
papers represented, and reports were published every day by the metropolitau papers.
Some of the latter tried to be "funny" at
the expense of those In attendance, as will be
seen by the following extracts from some of
them. One starts his report thus :

:

:

1

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

'
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warm

day.

Fresh

air

and a chance

to void their feces will do

them much

^ovxtspoufitnct.

good.—The Editor.

WItb Replies

tliereto.

tit is quite uBelees to ask for answere to
Queries In this Department In less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put in typet and sent In about -a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
space for them In the Journal. If you are
IQ a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for
them to be Inserted here.— Ed.]
;

Query 496.— Are winter-passages necessary when bees are wintered in tiie cellar ?— Ohio.

No.— G.L. Tinker.
No.—Dadant & Son.
No; not

if

the cellar

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near the center of the estate named
east:
5 north of the center; 9 south;
•O west; and this i< northeast ; "O northwest:
^southeast; and P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

O

Winter-Passages for Bees.

roT tne American Bee Journal.
is

warm

enough.— W.

Z. Hutchinson.
Rearing and Introicing Qneens, etc,
never use them either in the cellar
or out-doors.— G. M. Doolittle.
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
No, they are not necessary but I
I see that it is still claimed by some,
prefer a passage made over the frames
Quieting Uneasy Bees.
that as good if not better queens can
under the quilt.— H. D. Cutting.
be reared by taking the queen and
itoery 495.— It bees are uneasy in celThey are not necessary if you place brood away from a populous colony,
lars, how can thev be best quieted ?—M. C. G., Ills.
under
frames
3^-inch sticks across the
and giving them eggs and young
larvae from which to rear a queen, as
By bringing the temperature up or the quilt.— J. P. H. Brown.
obtained by natural swarming.
I think not, though as cellars and can be
down to 42° or 45°.—Dadant & Son.
much
are doubtless well. The advocates of this plan lay
they
winters
go,
what made
I

;

It would depend upon
them uneasy.— H. D. Cutting.
That ail depends upon what

—A.

J.

Cook.

I do not think that they are necesis the sary in any case.
Give an inch of
cause of that uneasiness.— James space over the tops of the frames, and
Heddon.
the same result will be gained withFirst endeavor to find out the cause. out mutilating the combs.— J. E.
If too warm, reduce the temperature. Pond.
—J. P. H. Brown.
As I said in my answer to Query,
the
Keep the cellar at such a tempera- No. 493, I could never see that
over the frames
ture that they do not get uneasy. A winter passages either
or through the combs were of any
little experience will teach you how
practical use whatever.— James Hedto do this.— G. M. Uoolittle.

don.

If bees
hives, the

become

restless in their
temperature or ventilation,

one or both,

is

wrong.

The bees should be allowed in some
to go from one frame to another.
To make the way
If frames are shallow they may go

bees quiet, you must remove
cause.— G. \V. Demaree.

the

stress upon the preparation of the
colony, such as having removed the
queen at a certain number of hours
previous to the time of giving eggs or
brood, cutting the comb containing
these eggs in just such a form, etc.
but after years of trial, I have never
yet succeeded in getting as good, prolong-lived queens reared in a
lific,
queenless colony, as I get where the
colony rearing queens has the old
queen or mother with them, as is the
case with cells built during natural

swarming.
There seems to be a certain haste
or rushing through of the larvse for a
queen in a queeuless colony, which is

under, but a good plan is to allow a the means of shortening the life of
My bees the queen which is to come from such
passage over the frames.
It depends upon what causes the always prepare their own passage- larvije.
unseasiuess, and of this we are not ways by building bits of comb above
This great rushing of things never
always positive; and when we do the frames.— C. C. Miller.
happens where a laying queen is in
know, we do not always know what to
I do not think that they are ab- the hive during the rearing of a
do about it.— W. Z. Hutchinson.
solutely necessary, but I prefer to queen. I have noticed for years, that
that
By regulating the temperature. If have some strips of wood or some in case of supersedure, a queen from
the food and temperature are kept pieces of corn-stalks between the was fed royal jelly, and hatched
still
queen
was
old
right, they will not become uneasy.— quilts and the tops of the frames, so the cell while the
that the bees can pass over the tops living, would prove 23 per cent, better
A. J. Cook.
of the frames from one space between than would a queen reared at the
It depends upon the cause of their
having time of the death of the old queen.
uneasiness. It may be that they need the combs to another, without
around or under the frames.
Queens reared when the old queen
to be warmer, or possibly cooler. to pass
Sometimes giving fresh air quiets G. W. Demaree.
is present, often leaves a lump of
Winter passages are sometimes royal jelly as large as a pea in the
them.— C. C. Miller.
very useful, but they should be pro- bottom of the cell after emerging,
Ordinarily I should judge by cooling vided over the frames by using Hill's
it is a rare thing to find onethem off. I cannot speak from ex- device, bent sticks or anything else to while
fourth of that amount in any cell
perience, however, as I have never keep the quilt up from the tops of
where a queen is reared by the rewintered my bees in special deposi- the frames, so that the bees may pass moval of the queen by any means. It
tories of any kind.— J. E. Pond.
from one frame to another, to obtain seems to me that if the friends of any
Take them out and give them a food when it becomes necessary.- other theory would carefully look into
If the The Editor.
flight the first suitable day.
the matter, they would talk less about
" artificial " queens being as good or
cellar is too cool, raise the temperature. If large numbers of bees are
better than those reared during natSystem and Success,
leaving the hives and falling on the
ural swarming.
bottom of the cellar, nothing will
GIVING O.UEEN-CELLS TO NUCLEI.
1^~ All who Intend to be systematfo In
give so much relief as a flight.— G. L.
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
Tinker.
Again, it is recommended to form
In order to quiet bees when quar- the Apiary Register and commence to use it. nuclei the evening before the beekeeper wishes to give the queen-cells
tered in the cellar for winter rest, and the prices are reduced, as follows :
This advice I cannot un$1 00 to them.
they become uneasy, it is necessary For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
125 derstand, for with me queen-cells
first to determine the cause of un" 200 colonies (420 pages)
160 §iven in that way will be nearly all
easiness. If they are too warm, cool
The larger ones can be used for 8 few colestroyed if unprotected. If I recolthe cellar. If they are too cool, and
are trying to raise the temperature, onies, give room for an increase of numbers, lect aright, Mrs. Harrison once wrote
raise that for them.
If many are and still keep the record all together in one that she could not successfully introdying, give them a flight on some book, and are therefore the most desirable. duce queen-cells unless the nucleus-
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bad been queenless

at least 48 hours

previous.

Tbis was exactly my experience
until I invented the " queen-cell protectors" which I use.
With these
I succeed in getting nearly every
queen accepted (which is in the cell
at the time that it and the protector is
placed in the nucleus), for the "protector " prevents the bees from destroying the cell by gnawing into the
side of it. I really wish that queencells could be introduced safely to a
colony 12 hours after a laying queen is
removed, for it would save much
valuable time and a good deal of extra work.

mTRODUCING VIRGIN QUEENS.
Then

again, I And this statement in
print, and coming from quite a large
bee-keeper, and one who should know
" If the queens
what he was saying
:

have hatched on your hands, and you
have been fortunate to have saved
them, all you need to do is to simply
let one run in at the entrance of the

The bees

will not barm or
molest her in the least." I would give
$100 in a minute to know that this
was a fact, and that such a thing

hive.

weed out as many of the old
ones as possible, and
with this end in view, I got 15 early
queens from the South, and every
H. D. COX.
few weeks I purchased queens from
reliable breeders, and with what I
Some things we need not believe. reared and successfully introduced,!
If you see an advertisement agreeing now have queen-bees and workers as
for two red stamps to tell you all good as the best in the country. In
about bee-keeping, and how to make this work, I have had my share of
Ohio Poultry Joarnal.

Some Things Not

undesirable

twenty-five dollars per colony out of
your bees, don't believe it.
Another thing you should see before
you believe, that bees gather and
store great quantities of honey from
red clover. I have had bees for many
years, and always saw them on red
clover when they could get nothing
else to work on, and would seem to
be very busy, but would gather very
little honey.
I once had the satisfaction of getting some pure red clover
honey. In a dearth of honey from
other flowers they were working
strong on the bloom of the seed-crop
of red clover
the flelds were just
humming with bees. I put a strong
;

swarm on

clean, empty combs, and
succeeded in extracting a little from
them. It was thin, of a dark red
color, and had a clover taste, but I
:

when somebody

less from 3 to 5 days. By a continual
smoking of the bees, and almost
drowning
them with sweetened

scented water, I have succeeded in
getting a few accepted immediately
after removing the reigning queen
but this is not at all practical when

working 50

to 100 nuclei.

QUEENS FLYING WHEN FIRST LEAVING THE CELL.
I also notice these

words in one of

" The
bee-papers
Syrians
(queens) are more hardy and strong
upon emerging from the cell than are
those of the Italians.
I have repeatedly seen them take wing when first
escaping from the cell." So have I,
not only Syrian queens, but Cyprian,
Italian, black and Oarniolan; but be
it understood that no queen of any
race ever so flew at maturity.
Why
queens are thus able to fly is because
they are kept in the cells after maturity, and ted by the bees till several
hours old, ranging from 8 to 24 or
more hours ; for a young queen can
no more fly at maturity than can a
worker. Any one running a lamp or
other queen nursery cannot help admitting the truth of this, after seeing
the white, weak things that all queens
are if not kept from emerging from
the cells by the bees at the queens'
*
maturity.

our

:

When any man says that he has
seen a queen fly from a cell kept in a
nursery for 24 hours previous to her
emerging, I will admit that I am
wrong.

Experiment

brethren, and

we

shall

retract.

Borodino,© N. Y.

more
have

closely,
less to

tells

" luck " with bees.

you

it is

all

Luck has nothing
You manage the

do with them.
by knowledge and practice;
Providence gives the weather and
the bees will gather the honey for you.
Pleasant Hill,*o Ohio.
to

efforts to

to Belieye.

could be done by the average bee- thought it was not
good honey.
keeper.
Hundreds of us know that
Another thing
Be slow to believe
this is not truth in their cases.

After years of careful trial of all
the known plans for introducing
virgin queens, I must say that all
have so virtually failed that they in
no way can be called a success, unless
the colony or nucleus has been queen-
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bees
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tribulations, for along with the absence pf nectar in the bloom, causing
more or less demoralization, comes
the extra care and pains to successand taking
fully supersede queens
the season through, it has been the
worst season I ever knew to keep all
;

colonies queened
for io spite of all
care and attention, it seemed that the
bees put the blame of the poor season
on their queens, and were bent on
putting them out of the way.
colonies
I transferred 19 native
from box-hives into Dadant hive8,and
added them to my Vandeventer apiary, making 65 colonies of bees in all.
;

Clover

commenced

May 6, and by May

to bloom on
20 the hills and

valleys were white, but there seemed
to be an entire absence of honey in
in fact many colonies
the bloom
were in a starving condition, and I
know of several colonies in the
neighborhood that left their hives in
demoralization during the heighth of
the clover bloom.
Basswood (or linden) yielded a
scant harvest, but as my home apiary is not in a linden region, I got
but little benefit from this source
but the bees at the Vandeventer apiary gathered enough to bridge them
;

over the long drouth, which has been
without a parallel in the history of
Results oftlie Season ofl88].
Broodthis section of the country.
rearing ceased to a great extent, and
.TOS. M. HAMBAUQH.
when the Spanish-needle bloom came,
many colonies had dwindled, until
Owing to a severe sickness during they were in poor condition to receive
the fall of 1886, at the time my bees the harvest. About Aug. 15 I purshould have been prepared for their chased the apiarian outfit and bees
winter quarters, ana having no trusty belonging to W. J. CuUinan, of Mt.
person that I could employ, I was Sterling, Ills., consisting of 22 colocompelled to let my bees remain upon nies, mostly hybrids.
These I have
the summer stands without protection, added to my home apiary, making 95
and consequently I lost quite heavily colonies in all.
at my home apriary about 12 per cent,
Spanish-needle commenced to bloom
of them died before spring, while out about Aug. 15, and never did I see
of the 49 colonies at my Vandeventer honey come in faster than it did from
apiary, 46 came through in good con- this source
and had the strength of
dition. The cause of the latter com- the colonies been
as great as it
ing through so much better, is owing was on June 1, would have obtained
the
bees
being
upon
larger
frames
to
several thousand pounds of honey,
and in larger hives the hives being whereas, after making all colonies
of the Quinby [a la Dadant) pattern.
even with ample stores for their lopg
I find that where bees are to be rest, I got 1,2-50 pounds of as fine
This
wintered on the summer stands, they Cereopsis honey as I ever saw.
invariably come through the winter amount seems very small, for so many
season,
stronger in numbers, build up quicker colonies, but considering the
in the spring, and are in better con- I certainly have no reason to complain.
dition to receive the harvest than the
While this season has been the
bees in smaller hives.
This conclu- most disastrous ever known here, for
based
upon
four
sion is
years of actual the production of honey, it has not
experience, and I know been without its benefits, if we untest and
whereby I speak.
derstand how to utilize them. It. has
After all losses of winter, spring been a remarkably good year to dedwindling, etc., my home apiary con- velop the superior points in bees,
sisted of 73 colonies, and many of weed out old, worthless and objecthem weak and in poor condition to tionable queens, clean up all the old
make a summer's harvest. Owing to stock of honey, study the ins and outs
my bees being badly intermixed of the pursuit, read up, and more acwith natives, I made no efforts to curately lay plans for the future.
Spring,KD Ills., Nov. 10, 1887.
dispose of queens, but made special
;

;

;
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Comb honey, we all know, is sold
After the enrollment of members,
American Bee-Keepers' Society. Mr. J. A. Green, of Dayton, Ills., read largely by its appearance.
A poor

the following essay, entitled,
Tbe Prodnction of Comb and
Society held its 18th annual meeting,
Extracted Honey tn the
in conjunction with the North western
Same Apltury.
Bee-Keepers' Society, on Nov. 16, 17,
One of the growing tendencies of
and 18, 1887, at the Commercial Hotel,
corner of Lake and Dearborn Streets, the times is toward division and
specialization in all departments of
Chicago, Ills.
labor. That this principle is, in the
The meeting was called to order at main, correct, there can be little
10 a.m., on Nov. 16, with the Presi- question.
As the field of knowledge
dent, Dr.^C. C. Miller, in the chair. is widened, or as competition is inIt was voted that the reading of the
creased, and the struggle for success
minutes of the last meeting be dis- becomes keener, no man can afford to
pensed with, and as the Treasurer divide his energies and so weaken his
was absent, no report was given. The powers.
following members then paid their
It has been truly said that there is
dues
such a thing as momentum in mind
E. S. Armstrong, JerseyviUe, Ills.
as well as in physics, and that many
M. M. Baldridge, St. Charles, Ills.
a man has just missed becoming a
B. T. Baldwin, Marion, Ind.
great man by splitting into two midJohn S. Barber. Turner Junction, Ills.
O. J. Bedell. Kawkawlin, Mich.
dling ones.

The North American Bee -Keepers'

Miss Dema Bennett, Bedford. O.
N. N. Betsinger, MareelluB, N. Y.
T. F. Bing-ham, Abronla, Mich.
H. K. Board man. East Townsend, O.
Joshua Bull, Seymour, Wis.
T. S. Bull, Valparaiso, Ind.
F. C. Burmaster. Irving, N. T.
R. A. Burnett. Chicago, Ills.
H. Chapman, Versailles, N. T.
0. S. Compton, Glenwood, Mich.
F. S. Comstock, North Manchester, Ind.
Prof. A. J. Cook. Agricultural Coll., Mich.
K. L. Crocker, Loekport, N. Y.
A. W. Cumins, Woodstock. Ills.
Eer. T. H. Dahl, Stoughton, Wis.
B. T.Davenport, Auroraville, Wis.
Mrs. B. T. Davenport, Auroraville, Wis.
Mark Davis. Lisle, Ills.
Frederick Dethlolt, Ransom, Ills.
George Esher, Naperville, Ills.
James Forncrook, Watertown, Wis.
W. P. Fullmer, Chicago, Ills.
H. W. Funk, Bloomington, Ills.
A. M. Gander, Adrian, Mich.
H. C. Gilson, Burr Oak, Mich.
1.

article that looks well will sell better
than a good article that looks badly.
If there is any portion of your honey
crop that does not look well in sections, secure that portion in the ex-

tracted form.
With a good market
for dark extracted honey, it will probably pay to sell all light honey in the
comb.and all dark honey as extracted.

You may have some colonies that
do not produce nice comb honey.
Pinch off the heads of their queens as
soon as convenient, but in the meantime take their honey with the extractor.

Let it be your aim
pound of comb honey

to.

have every
Poor

first-class.

extracted honey can be sold for manufacturing purposes, but poor comb

honey

is hard to sell anywhere, and injures the market for good comb honey.

R. Good, Nappanee, Ind.

Wm. E.

Gould, Fremont, Mich.

C. A. Graves. Birmingham, 0.
J. A. Green, Dayton, Ills.
Mrs. L. Harrison. Peoria, Ills.
W. S. Hart. Hawk's Park. Fla.

A.

S.

COMMERCIAL HOTEL, CHICAGO.

Haskin, Lawrence, Mich.

Dr. J as. B. Hawks, Arlington Heights,
James Heddon, Dowagiac. Mich.
Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont. Mich.
H. F Holtermann, Brantford, Ont.
C. F. Hopkins, Brownhelm, O.
Edwin Hubbard, Oil City, Wis.

W.

Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.
Geo. W. Jones, West Bend, Wis.
John Lemmer. Mauston, Wis.
Z.

D. B. Lovett, Crestline, O.

W. C. Lyman, Downer's Grove, Ills.
James M. Marvin, St. Charles, Ills.
Dr. A. B. Mason, Auburndale, O.
Nelson W. McLain, Hinsdale, Ills.
J. J. MeWhorter, South Lyon, Mich.
B. J. Miller, Nappanee, Ind.
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, Ills.

M. M.

Miller, Chatsworth, Ills.
K. R. Murphy, Garden Plain, Dls.

John Neimetz, Ross, Ind.
Thomas G. Newman, Chicago,
E. J. Oatman, Dundee, Ills.

Ills.

Chas. E. Parks, Watertown, Wis.
G. W. Redmon, Paris, Ills.
M. G. Reynolds, Williamsburg, Ind.
J. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Mich.
A. I. Root. Medina, O.
Mrs. Frank Searles, Marley, Ills.
Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.
N. Staininger, Denison, Iowa.
G. W. Stanton, Sheridan, Mich.
N. L. Stow, South Evanston, Ills.
E. Strong, Kalamazoo, Mich.
C. L Sweet, Glenwood, Ills.
R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.
Geo. Thompson, Geneva, Ills.

John A. Thornton, Lima, Ills.
J. Brwin Wakeman, Loekport, N. Y.
Byron Walker, Capac, Mich.
D. G. Webster, Blaine. Ills.
G. W. Webster, Lake Helen, Fla.
Franklin Wilcox, Mauston, Wis.
Wm. Wilson, Burr Oak, Mloh.
L C. Woodman, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Ills.

In bee-keeping, as in other occupations, the greatest average success
will be gained by making a specialty
of it, even though an occasional season, such as that just past, may bear
hard on some.
Yet this principle

It sometimes happens that honey
comes in faster than the bees can

may

The production of extracted honey
may be combined with the production
of comb honey so as to get rid of
much annoyance, expense and loss

We already
be carried too far.
have bee-keeping as a specialty,
divided into the sub-specialties of
honey-production and the rearing of
queens and bees for sale, while some
insist that honey-production should
be divided, and a specialty made of
either comb or extracted honey.

build

comb

to store

At

this
disthe best colonies will
it

in.

time a few cases of empty combs
tributed

among

pay an enormous

profit.

that is unseparably connected with
the sole production of comb honey,
and at the same time improve the
quality of all the honey produced.
To accomplish this result, a large
number of extracting combs is needed
—at least one set for each colony.
When the honey-flow begins, give
all
each colony a set of combs.
know that bees will begin work sooner
.

UnCircumstances alter cases.
doubtedly there are places where
comb honey cannot be profitably produced, and there are probably other
We
places where it will not pay to propuce much extracted honey. In most
cases, though, a judicious combina- on empty combs than in empty section of the two will give the best tions, and most of us appreciate the
importance of having the very first of
results.
In the first place, study your mar- the honey-flow go into the surplus
ket.
There will be found almost apartment. If you are one of those
everywhere some who will consume who never have any trouble to induce
large quantities of extracted honey at the bees to start work in the sections
its
lower price, when they would just a^ soon as there is honey to
hardly touch the more expensive comb gather, this part of the programme
honey. Supply this demand. There may be omitted, and with a short and
are others who will use only a definite sudden honey-flow it might not be
amount of honey, whether comb or advisable.
extracted. It is folly to sell extracted
After the bees are well at work
honey to these. This applies almost above, remove the extracting combs
as well to the wholesale as to the re- from as many colonies as you want to
work for comb honey, ana give tbem
tail market.
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sections.

would

filled

moved

Pile up the supers of partlycombs over other colonies. The
honey so piled up will become thoroughly ripened, and be a much finer
article

than that usually produced.

for economy or excellence of
quality, there is no way of producing
extracted honey equal to that of
(fiving the bees plenty of room in
which to store honey, and then plenty
of time to ripen it.
Along toward the close of the

Whether

honey-flow, instead of putting on
more sections which are not likely to
be finished, take all the sections from
a part of the colonies, giving them
empty combs instead. Use the partlyfinished sections instead of new ones
on other colonies.
Let us now recount the advantages
First, getting the
of this system
bees started in the surplus depart-

be, but the sections are reas soon as finished, and the
honey is more inclined to sweat when
stored in old combs.
H. W. Funk— The reason probably
is, that honey stored in deep cells is
not so quickly and thoroughly ripened.
Franklin Wilcox— At the begining
of the season the honey is often removed from the brood-nest to make
room for brood, and is stored in the
sections.
This honey is often of
poorer quality, and if any of the sections are filled with comb, it would be
stored in them.

N. N. Betsinger— The reason why
honey stored in old combs is more
inclined

to

granulation,

is

because

any comb or vessel that has once contained granulated honey will cause
the granulation of any honey placed

:

therein.

H. R. Boardman— I have produced
ment without delay. Second, your tons
of honey, and have used old
comb honey is nearly all No. 1, and combs not old, black,
soiled or disextracted honey is the finest that
;

the
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President Miller— How about farming ? Cannot a man buy as much land
as he has money with which to buy,
and is then able to dictate terms ?
Joshua Bull— I suppose bee-keepers
must be subject to the same laws as
other business men. If a man starts
a store, might he not ask for protection from other store-keepers starting
in near him ?
Bee-keeping is
President Miller
not like trafiBc, so much as it is like
If a
farming, stock-growing, etc.
man buys 40 acres of land, and starts
in raising grain, ought he not to be secure in his possessions V
Prof. Cook— Now if we had a large
number of specialists all over the
country, and that was the manner in
which honey was produced, rather
than by a large number of small beekeepers, or amateurs, such legislation
might be advisable ; but it seems to
me that specialists are few and scattering. Now I have a farm in Michigan, and if I should go there and
start an apiary, and President Miller
should wish to come and settle down

—

white combs,
Last, but by no colored combs, but new,
can be produced.
built the preceding season, all neat
of
nearly
all
rid
least,
you
are
means
and clean.
the bother and expense of unfinished
N. N. Betsinger—The trouble is, by my side and start an apiary, I
Having few unsections in the fall.
that bee-keepers do not properly should feel a little better satisfied if
finished sections in the fall, you have
clean out the combs the previous he would go a little further up the
few old sections in the spring, and it autumn.
street and I should reason with him,
is for this reason that your comb
H. W. Funk— If comb honey is and tell him his coming so near meant
honey will be finer. Honey stored in properly
kept, will it ever granulate V disaster to both of us, and I believe
comb built the year before is never
N. N. Betsinger— No, never.
he would go.
equal in quality or appearance to
Joshua Bull— I have some honey
President Miller— But suppose I
honey in newly-built combs.
that was stored last year, in old
go V
To carry out this system, of course, combs, and it has not yet granulated wouldn't
Prof. Cook— Oh but you would go,
all parts of the hives must be easily while some that was stored this year
Brother Miller.
and quickly removable, and inter- in newiy-buUt combs is candied solid.
President Miller— You admit then
changeable, and capable of being ^\.ll this is caused by the character of
that I ought not to go there ?
handled by cases instead of by frames the honey.
Prof. Cook— Yes.
or sections.
The convention then adjourned till
President Miller— You would use
Section cases should be only one- 1:30 p.m.
But suppose it had
moral suasion.
tier deep,and extracting supers should
If I am wrong,
no power over me.
AFTERNOON SESSION.
be shallow not over 6 inches deep
then law should step in and compel
and both should be capable of being
The convention was called to order right. The question is this
Is it
tiered to any desired height. Queen- at 1:30 p.m., with President Miller in
better that the honey be secured by
excluding honey-boards are a great the chair.
specialists, or by small bee-keepers ?
convenience, and, in fact, almost inlegislation is
Ijeglslatlon] for Bee-Keepers.
If the former, then
Gkeen.
A.
dispensable.
J.
The discussion upon this topic was needed.
Prof. Cook— When land is sold, the
After the reading of the above opened by the President as follows
right to the nectar is not sold with it
I have not corresponded with the
essay, the subject was discussed as
is well that bee-keepers and
other members of the committee ap- and it
follows
public should know this.
Franklin Wilcox— How much more pointed upon this subject at the last the
It was voted that, in the present
extracted than comb honey can you meeting, but I suppose the report
would be an adverse one. I feel that stage of bee-culture, legislation is
secure ?
feasible.
this topic has been entirely misunder- neither desirable nor
.J. A.Green— If first-class honey is
President Miller then resumed the
produced, about twice as much such stood. I put it upon this basis
farm without land, chair, and called for the next topic,
extracted honey as is usually pro- man cannot
duced, I would say three times as neither can he keep bees without which was to be presented by Mr.
pasture. I may be wrong, but, from Thomas G. Newman, who had just
much.
H, R. Boardman— 1 prefer wide the bottom of my heart, I believe come into the Hall. As he had been
that legislation is desirable, although indisposed for several weeks, his
frames to cases.
physician would not allow him to
President Miller—One or two tiers it may not be feasible.
A. B. Mason— I agree with the attend more than a part of one session
high y
each day. The topic was.
President in his views.
H. R. Boardman— Either.
Franklin Wilcox— I see no way in Objects and Ifletbodii of a ThorongU
J. A. Green— I prefer wide frames
which legislation is feasible, unless it
only one tier high.
Organization of ttoe Bee-Keeper»
N. N. Betsinger— The case system would be to exempt bees from taxaof Nortb America.
will hold its own, and wide frames tion, then grant licenses to bee-keepA philosopher once said, " My obers, each license giving the right to a
must go.
ject is not to make people read, but
President Miller— Mr. Green, do certain territory.
H. R. Boardman— Before this dis- to make them think." 3ty desire is
you secure a poorer class of honey by
cussion had been going on very long, to cause them to act- for action gives
using drawn combs in the sections V
I came to the conclusion that the results ! 1 would endeavor to inspire
J. A, Green— I think I do.
bee-keepers need protection you to undertake a " progressive
C. F. Hopkins— If the honey stored small
step " in the direction of organization!
in old combs is of an inferior charac- more than do the large ones.
Joshua Bull— Suppose the Govern- I intend to merely outlive the benefits
ter, why is not extracted honey stored
ment grants licenses, and some mill- to accrue from united effort, and to
in old combs of a poorer quality V
J. A. Green— If the sections were ionaire buys the license to a whole state very briefly the probable effects
Said one of
left upon the hives as long as are State, he is then able to dictate terms of the plan proposed.
old, " I believe, and therefore have I
combs of extracted honey, it probably to all the bee-keepers in that State.
;

:

!

—

:

:

;

:

A
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would not be advisable
as an "auxiliary" under
the protection and patronage of this
American Bee-Keepers' Society, and
have for nearly a dozen years labored
The committee on rerlslon of the Consti- Society V" If desired it might be inzealously for the realization of the tution, find that the North American Bee- duced to become an integral part of
KPepers' Society Bhould be composed of an organized body.
fond hopes so long entertained.
from all the local societies
In London, England, they have a
The pursuit of modem and progres- delegates
throughout North America. They would,
sive apiculture is yet in its infancy. therefore, recommend and urge that the " Honey Company " which receives
It has grown rapidly, and its develop- local societies carry out this feature, and and sells at the highest market prices
ment has been accompanied by send delegates to the next meeting of this the honey belonging to its members,
either by sample or in bulk, and,(such
science, art, and invention at every Society.
step ; so that to-day (even in its inAt another very important meeting a company may also be deemed defancy) it is really a giant ! standing of this Society, the chairman of " the sirable in America, and some arrangealmost without a parallel in the his- committee on the best means of pro- ments may be made, perhaps, whereby
tory of industrial pursuits— its dev- moting and advancing the interests the company could make advances on
otees in North America to-day num- of the National Society, and to in- consignments, and thus help probering 300,000 persons ; and its annual crease its usefulness," reported, mak- ducers in more ways than one. This
product of honey amounting to 100,- ing the following recommendations
might also be made a feature of the
proposed organization, if deemed de000,000 of pounds, and its value being
1. That the Society be made a representasirable by the members of this conabout fifteen millions of dollars.
tive body, and that delegates from local
Is it not true that our National societies be sent to the National Society vention of American apiarists.
To accomplish the latter it would be
government is founded upon the prin- with instructions as to the needs of apiculnecessary to incorporate the society
" in Union there is ture at large.
ciple
that
2. That it should encourage a local State
strength
And after passing the exhibition once a year, having public ma- and sell suflBcient capital stock to give
ready funds to make advances and
ordeal of the greatest " civil war " of nipulations with bees.
3. That the National Society award suitcontrol the honey product. This sugmodern times, is to-day the strongest able
medals for the best exhibit of honey in gestion I leave for the consideration
and best in the vcorld ? Its constitu- the most marketable shape, and a diploma
tion and laws are " the bulwark " of for the most expert public handling of bees. of the Convention, or a committee of
But to facilitate matits creation.
all our privileges and liberties
It
The Convention also recommended ters, I will here submit for your apguarantees to us also the full benefit
and peaceable enjoyment of our or- that a Vice-President be elected in proval or rejection the draft of a new
every State and Territory, to co- Constitution and By-Laws to include
ganized labors!
What we need is organized efforts, operate with the Society in awarding all of the suggestions made ; your
unity of labor, and concert of action, prizes at these Bee and Honey Shows. committee can easily exclude, revise
upon all matters where " our interests It also recommended that a represen- or make new provisions to suit their
are in common !"
To accomplish tative of this Society attend these own views.
this, we ought to patriotically sink all Bee and Honey Shows, and that his
our minor differences, and organize traveling expenses be borne by this
ARTICLE I— JfA>nS.
to defend our pursuit, watch our in- Society, and that a committee be appointed
to
This organization shall be known as
procure medals and
terests, and defend our rights.
" The Inter-National American Bee-Assothorough organization is our only diplomas.
" stong tower of defense," and will
To make this a Representative ciation," and shall include in its territory
States and Canada.
command lawful attention and com- body is not a diflScult task. The Con- all of the United
stitution can be revised and amended,
AKTICLE II.— OBJECT.
mercial respect.
But some may ask, " What do we and when this meeting adjourns, it
Its object shall be to promote the gendesire to accomplish ?"
To answer can direct that at the next annual eral interests o( the pursuit of bee-culture
this, let us enumerate some of the meeting, representatives from aux- throughout the North American contisuggestions during the intervening iliary societies, and members of the nent to form a fraternal bond of Union
parent society only will be allowed to for the instruction and protection of its
year, since last we met
members to diffuse a general knowledge
Has not a " Honey-producers' asso- vote, hold oflSce, etc. Of course all of
the value and uses of honey both for
ciation " been proposed, to control the apiarists will be admitted, as heretofood and medicine to create a market for
selling prices of the honey product V fore, and be entitled to take part in this God-given sweet, and to assist in its
strong but conservative society the deliberations by purchasing an distribution evenly over the American
annual ticket of the Secretary, the continent— thereby enhancing its commerwould best serve that purpose.
Have we not heard about the neces- proceeds to be used in defraying the cial value.
sity for obtaining reliable apicultural necessary expenses of holding the
ARTICLE III.— SIEMBERSHir.
statistics?
What could be better annual convention.
1. This Association shall consist of its
adapted to this purpose than an InterIt is a self-evident proposition that
officers, life members, annual members,
National Society ?
apiarists,
like every other profes- honorary members.delegates from affiliated
Has not a proposition been made to sional or industrial class, have the local associations, and ex-presidents.
ask for legislation in favor of grant- right to organize for their own inter3. Any person interested in apiculture
ing protection to bee-keepers within ests and advantage, and to select such may become a life member, upon the paya certain territory ? What could au- forms of organization as may best ment to the Secretary of the sum of ten
thoritatively decide whether such suit their purposes.
And it is like- dollars, and receiving a majority vote at
legislation is desirable or not, but wise tlie duty of every apiarist in any annual meeting of this Association.
3. Any person interested in apiculture
such an apicultural organization V
North America to sustain that or- may become an annual member upon the
Some of our principal wants are, a ganization by every means in their payment to the Secretary of one dollar,
systematic encouragement of Bee and power, and to " stand shoulder to and receiving a majority vote, at any anHoney Shows at Fairs; providing shoulder " in creating and upholding nual meeting. Ladies interested in apimay be admitted free upon a
it, as well as in making it one of culture
bee-tents for such bee-exhibitions
inaugurating a system of education of permanent interests. That organiza- majority vote.members shall be entitled to
i. Annual
bee-keepers, and by certificate or tion must enlist the highest intelli- vote, hold office, and discuss any question
otherwise, guaranteeing to those who gence, as well as possess the strictest before the Association, subject to the Bywish to hire assistants, that they integrity in order to make it of per- Laws of the Association.
5. Any persons interested in bee-culture
Eossess a practical knowledge of the manent value to the industry.
usiness for which they are wanted.
It is
generally known that the may become honorary members by a
These "wants" could all be pro- " Bee-Keepers' Union " has been majority vote at any regular meeting.
6. Delegates from affiliated local Associavided for, and satisfied in a better formed, and for three years has made
tions shall be admitted free, and have all
manner, by a well-organized society, its power felt in defending the rights the
rights of annual members.
than in any other way.
of its members.
It is now a power in
ARTICLE IV.— OFFICERS.
Then again, it has often been ad- the land, and asks no assistance from
vised that the Constitution of this any other organization ; but is it not
1. The officers of this Association shall
Society should be amended so as to worthy of consideration, however, to consist of a President, First Vice-Presispoken."
I, too, have believed in
the exalted possibilities of the North

it a Representative Society.
the minutes of a former meeting
find the following

In ascertain

we

to

have

if it

it

V

!

CONSTITUTION.

A

;

;

;

A
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dent, Secretary and Treasurer, and their
term of office shall be one year, or until
their successors shall be elected and installed.
2.

Art. v.— It shall be the duty of the
Treasurer to receive from the Secretary
the funds of the Association, and give a
receipt for the same
to pay them out
upon the order of the executive committee,
and to render a written report of all receipts and expenditures of the Association at each annual meeting.
Art. VI.— The Secretary shall have
power to choose an Assistant-Secretary,
if deemed necessary.
.\nT. VII.— The Association shall be
mainly governed by the following order
of business
("all to Order.
Heading the Minutes of the last Annual
Meeting.
Calling the Roll of Officers and Members.
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(.5.) Each affiliated
society shall
titled to elect one delegate to each

its

be en3.5

of

members, or fraction thereof, who may

represent it at the annual meeting of the
Inter-National American Bee-Association.
All expenses of such delegates to be borne
by themselves or the local society, or both
conjointly, as they may provide.
Such
delegates shall be entitled to vote, hold
office, and take part in all the deliberations of the Inter-National Association.
Art. X.— a Defen.se Conunittee of seven
shall be appointed for the purpose of considering the applications of members for
Defense from unjust lawsuits by those
who are prejudiced against the pursuit.
This committee shall be the officers annually elected by the National Bee-Keepers' Union, wliich is hereby declared to be
Reception of New Members.
affiliated to the Inter-National American
Collection of Annual Dues.
Bee-Association. Its President is hereby
Secretary's Keport.
made a Vice-President ot this Association,
Treasurer's Report.
and its Manager also a delegate to the
Reports of Standing Committees.
Reports from Affiliated Local Associa- Inter-National Convention.
tions.
Art. XI.— An Expert Committee of
President's Address.
three shall be annually elected and fully
Election of Officers.
empowered to prepareexamiiiation blanks,
Selection of Place and Time of Next and make all necessary arrangements for
Meeting.
the examination of candidates for DiploMiscellaneous Business.
mas as Experts in the art of bee-keepinp.
Discussion of Topics.
This committee shall be empowered in
Installation of Officers.
the name of this Association, to award
Diplomas of three grades upon candiAdjournment.
Art. VIII.— a committee of five shall be dates, according to their proficiency in the
art
of bee-keeping and tlie management
elected, who shall have power to organize
itself into a "Honey Company," and its of an apiary.
Art. XII.— 1. The Executive Committee
duties shall be to inaugurate plans for the
marketing and sale of the products of the of this Association shall cause the Conapiary.
Every member of the Inter- stitution and By-Laws to be printed in
National American Bee-Association, and appropriate form, and every person joining the Association shall be entitled to a
its affiliated branches, shall be entitled
to the benefits of the Honey Company, copy of the same.
3. It shall also select subjects for di.scussubject to the terms of its By-Laws.
Company shall luake sion, and appoint members to deliver ad3. This Honey
annual reports of the state of the market, dresses or read essays, and the same shall
amount of business done, and of its finan- be published with the call for the next
cial condition to the annual convention of annual meeting.
3. It shall also provide free Badges for all
the Inter-National American Bee- Associamembers, and jirocure medals for the
tion.
honey shows of affiliated associations, and
Art. IX.— 1. The Secretary of each local Diplomas for experts.
affiliated society shall, through its Secre4. The Executive Committee shall also
tary or President, on the first day of provide a place of meeting for the annual
August in each year, report to the Secre- convention, and see that all necessary
tary of the Inter-National American Bee- arrangements are made to carry out the
Association, the number of its members, demands of the Constitution and By-Laws.
stating the aggregate number of colonies
Art. XIII.— No member shal be entitled
of bees in their apiaries in the previous
to the floor more than five minutes in the
fall, the number in the spring, the increase
discussion
of any motion, resolution or
the approximate number of
since, and
pounds of honey produced (stating comb petition, without obtaining the consent of
nor a second time, unless
the
Association,
and extracted separately), and any other
desirable information
concerning the by the consent of the President, or a maprobable honey-production of those not jority of the members present.
;

The Presidents
in

ciations,

of

affiliation

all

the local assothe Inter-

witli

National Association, shall be " ex-ofticio "
Vice-Presidents of this Association.

ARTICLE

V.

— AFFILIATION.

Any

State, District, Territory or Province in North America may become affiliated to the "Inter-National American

Bee-Association " upon the annual payment of five dollars, which shall be due
on the first day of January in each year.

-MEETINGS.

AliTIfLE VI

The regular meetings

of this Association shall be held at such time and place
as shall be agreed upon at the previous
annual meeting. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of
business, but a less number may engage
in discussion, and adjourn until some
future day.

ARTICLE VII.— SPECIAL MEETINGS.
Special meetings may be called by the
President and Secretary, who shall constitute an executive committee.

ARTICLE VIII.— VACANCIES
Vacancies in

IN OFFICE.

by death, resignation,
or otherwise, shall be filled by the President until the next annual meeting.
office

ARTICLE XI.— AMENDMENTS.
This Constitution may be amended at
any annual meeting, by a two-thirds vote

members

of all the

attendance.

in

BY-LAWS.
Article I.— The officers of this Association shall be elected by a majority
ballot ; or, if so decided, by a vote of twothirds of those present, the officers may be
elected by a show of hands.
Art. II.— It shall be the duty of the
President to call and preserve order in all
meetings of the Association
to call for
all reports of officers and standing committees to put to vote all motions regularly seconded
to decide upon all questions of order, according to the Constitution and By-Lays of the Association, and
in accordance with parliamentary usage
to provide for counting the votes at ali
elections
and at the expiration of his
term of office, to deliver an address before the Association.
;

;

;

;

;

Art. III.— It shall be the duty of the
First Vice-President (or in his absence
one of the other Vice-Presidents), in the
absence of the President, to perform the
duties of that office.

I

members

of the .Society, but within the

territory of the affiliated local association.

Art.

XIV.— All

committees shall be

elected by ballot, by a plurality vote, except by special resolution.

3. If the annual affiliation fee be not
Art. XV.— These By-Laws may be
promptly paid, and the local report withheld, the ''Inter-National American Bee- amended by a two-thirds vote of all the
Art. IV.— It shall be the duty of the Association" may at anytime within one members present at any regular meeting
Secretary to call the names of the mem- month of the dates mentioned withdraw of the Association.
bers of the Association at the opening of the privileges of affiliation, which comLet us all remember that in the
each annual meeting, and to receive the prize the following
" the Bank of
annual dues to report all proceedings of
each affiliated strength of its deposits
(1.) The President of
"
"
the Association, and record the same, society is ex-officio a Vice-President of Human Friendship " is invincible
.when approved, in the Secretary's book
the Inter-National American Bee-Asso- and the assess are greatly augmented
to conduct all correspondence of the Asso- ciation.
when " good men and true " invest
ciation, and to file and preserve all papers
(2.) It shall be entitled to receive from
Were
largely in its capital stock
belonging to the same to take and record the Inter-Natioual Society, two silver
mankind to cease to aid each other,
the name and address of every person medals to be offered as prizes for honey,
who becomes a member of the Associa- open for competition to all its members, the race would soon perish. From
tion, and transfer the moneys received for one for the best in the comb,|and the other the moment of our advent into this
world until some kind hand wipes the
dues to the Treasurer, after taking a for the best out of the comb.
receipt for the same
death-damp from our brow, we need
to make out and
(3.) The members of all the affiliated
publish annually, as far as practicable, a societies shall be entitled to the facilities assistance
and friendly help— and
statistical table showing the nuraher of which may be provided from time to time none can be guiltless who refuse it.
colonies owned in the spring and fall, the by the Honey Company, for the sale of
" Do you agk for the name
amount of honey and wax produced (to- honey and beeswax, upon the terms stated
Of tlilB Genius whose fame
Through the clvilizefl world doth abound ?
gether with such other information as in the By-Laws of the Company.
It Is Fri' nflnhtp pure.
may be deemed beneficial) by each mem(4.) Each affiliated society shall be EnWhose w(irkrt will endure
ber of the Association and to give notice titled to the services of a Judge to award
Until the lust truiui>eL shall sound.'
of all regular meetings of the Association premiums at its Bee and Honey Show,
I trust that I have made plain the
in the bee-papers, at least four weeks be- upon the payment ot his actual railroaa
fore the time of such meeting.
outline of the organization suggested
and hotel expenses.
;

!

;

!

;

;

;
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duties
N. N. Betsinger- There are certain to prevent sticking. We formerly
members, and the conditions that will bring about foul used glass, and finally rejected it as

—the advantages offered—the
devolving upon

its

responsibilities resting on its executive
officers; and now, in conclusion, let

me

brood. I can produce foul brood in
ten days, and cure it again in the
same length of time. Salt is the sitnple remedy that will cure it. Mix it
with sawdust, put it into a keg, add
water, and keep it in the apiary where
the bees can have access to it.
A. I. Root— We have fed our bees
salt and water for a long time ; we
also have sawdust in front of the entrances, and add salt to keep down

ask, may we not hopefully look to
the future, expecting to see Apiculture prosper, and its votaries intelligent, successful and happy, enjoying
the full fruition of the grand organization which may result from the
In the language
labors of this day
of Webster, when laying the cornerstone of the Bunker Hill Monument, I
will say of this proposed organization: grass.
" Let it rise Let it rise, till it meet
Dr. A. B. Mason— I know of many
the Sun in its coming ; Let the earliest who have tried salt and failed.
the
partgild
it,
and
Morning
light of
Prof. Cook— There are two or three
ing day linger and play on its summitl
We
points that need emphasis, viz
cannot depend upon the odor in deAfter the reading of the above es- tecting foul brood, while the elasticity
say, on motion of Dr. A. B. Mason, it or ropy mass is a sure test; many
was decided that a committee of men have cured foul brood, hence we
three be appointed by the chair, to can cure it, and need not burn things.
take into consideration the proposed
B. T. Davenport— I, too, have had
amendments to the constitution, and trouble
from the kind of " dry " foul
report upon the advisability of its
brood, as mentioned by Mr. Green. I
adoption.
fail
see why it should be called
The following were then appointed " dryto" foul
brood, as it is watery,
Prof. A. J. Cook,
as such committee
although the larvse does finally dry up.
Z.
Mich.
W.
;
Agricultural College,
The larvfe will break in two when
Hutchinson, Flint, Mich. ; and A. I.
there is an attempt at removal, but
Boot, Medina, O.
there is no ropiness nor elasticity.
The convention then listened to an The trouble is greater with dark bees
interesting talk by Mr. A. I. Root, of than with Italians. I have cured it
Medina, O., about
by a change of queens.
The convention then adjourned unFonl Brood, How Sball We Treat It?
til 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Eoot said— As soon as foul
EVENING SESSION.
brood appeared in our apiary, we began burning up the affected colonies.
The convention was called to order
After we had burned about 40 colo- at 7:30 p.m., by President Miller,
nies, we found that, in nearly every when the Secretary read an essay
case, colonies adjoining the stand of from C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, Ills.,
a destroyed colony, soon showed signs entitled.

—

"?

1

:

:

of

and we

disease,

began

to

cast

about for some way of curing the disease. The first thing used was phenol,
diluting it and applying it with a
spraying attachment first tearing oS
the cappings with a wire hair-brush,
which does the work in such a manner that the healthy brood is uninjured.
The odor drives the bees
out of the hive, but they soon come
back, and usually clean the foul brood
out of the cells. This treatment does
not always cure the disease, but there
advantage, it prevents the
is this
spread of contagion to other colonies.
I did advocate the burning of hives,
but Mr. Cowan says that immersing
them 40 seconds in boiling water deWith chaff hives,
stroys all germs.
the chaff must be removed, the hives
boiled, and then refilled with new
;

chaff.

Comb

;

the moisture being forced out
with the pressure. It is in this particular that resides one of the many
advantages of the roller mill over the
press. In the press, the lubricating
material, whatever it is, is left on the
sheets, and is very objectionable to
so, all

the bees.
There are many points in the manufacture of comb foundation that are
worthy of attention, but it is impossible to notice them all in this short
essay. In this branch of industry, as
in all others, practice is required to
acquire skill, and speed in manipulations.

Of the use of comb foundation, it is
not necessary to speak, for there is
certainly not a bee-keeper at this
meeting who does not know of its
advantages.
Two of our bee-papers have lately
published an article from my pen,
which first appeared in the Western
Agriculturist, several years ago, when
comb-foundation machines were yet
in their infancy. In this article I advised the use of narrow strips in the
brood-frames, for we did not then
know how to make foundation that
would hold, in full sheets in the hive,
when used ifor natural swarms. But
everybody now uses comb foundation
in full sheets in hiving swarms, and
we have done so ourselves for years,
with entire success.
Let me close with the remark, that
Fonndatlon, its inanufactare
of all nations the American is the
and Use.
most progressive, as far as practical

The first requisite for a good article or material advancement is concerned.
comb foundation is, to get a pure America leads the world in practical
article of beeswax. The making of
bee-culture, and although many are
foundation of wax mixed with paraf- the scientific discoveries that we owe

of

fine, or with ceresine, has been tried
several times, and has resulted in a
loss to the manufacturer, as the bees
detect the imposition more readily
than men can. Besides, these artificial compounds melt at a lower degree than pure beeswax, and endanger the safety of the colony, when
In this country, where
put in use.
the extremes of heat and cold are so
marked, even pure beeswax, in naturally built combs, sometimes gives
way under the heat and weight combined. It is by their lighter specific
gravity that paraffine and ceresine
Happily,
are most readily detected.
however, these adulterations are very
scarce. The most frequent adulteration of beeswax, that with tallow, is
easily noticed by. the dull and greasy
This wax
appearance of the cakes.
should be carefully rejected.

Miss Dema Bennett— Is there any
danger of communicating the disease
by the way of foundation V
Mr. Root The heat necessary to
the manufacture of foundation would
With a small
destroy the germs.
apiary, I believe I would burn up the
"whole business" if I found it inAfter selecting the beeswax, we
fested with foul brood.
melt it in a large boiler, and keep it
J. A. Green— There is a disease liquid for 24 hours or more, to give all
something like foul brood, but not the impurities time to settle to the
contagious the difference is that the bottom. These are afterwards melted
larvse are brown and watery instead ov«r, to separate what may remain in
of ropy, as in genuine foul brood.
them.
The wax is then dipped into sheets,
Dr. A. B. Mason— If a larva is
elastic and ropy, it is a certain indi- by the use of thin pine boards, which
cation of foul brood.
have been kept dampened in water,

—

too expensive.
The sheets are made
thick enough to stretch in the rolls
when moulded. In this way all the
inequalities
their
surface are
of
laminated out, and the foundation
turned out of the rolls is dry.or nearly

our brothers across the Atlantic,
they readily acknowledge that in the
practical production of honey, they
only follow in the footsteps of the
apiarists of the New World.
C. P. Dadant.
to

H. R. Boardman— Mr. Dadant is
mistaken when he says that everybody now uses full sheets of foundation when hiving swarms.
President Miller—Perhaps he means
that foundation is now so made that
it can be used in this manner if
desirable.

James Heddon— I have used lye as
a lubricator,but I have had no trouble
from its use. I have made a solution
four times as strong as needed, put in
pieces of wax, but failed to see that it
After foundation
injured the wax.
has been made awhile, there is a
precipitation, but it is not objectionable. The Given foundation cannot
be made so even as that made on
rollers

it

;

is

no more even then

it is

but this unevenness is all in
side- walls, i. e., some are deeper than
others, but the base is even, and I
fail to see anything objectionable in

dipped

this.

;
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Dr. A. B. Mason— I use and prefer
the Given press. I once used lye as a
lubricator, but I now use the -washinfi;
fluid that I wrote about in Qleanings.
J. A. Green I used 1,.5IX) sections
one year ; one-third were filled with
new foundation, one-third with old
foundation, and the remainder with
partly drawn comb. Those with the
new foundation were finished first,
and those with old foundation were

—

completed last.
A. I. Koot— Has any one compared
" starters " with full sections of foundation V
R. R. Murphy— I have, and the ones
with starters only were last finished.
F. Wilcox— I use foundation in
sections,

and

I

cannot understand

how Mr. Doolittle can secure and use
natural comb, as he advocates.
H. R. Boardman— I wish those
gentlemen who have trouble in getting nice honey when using old
combs, would tell us how they get

Hutchinson— The honey-flow
often slow at first, and the bees are
reluctant to begin in the supers. As
a consequence, the brood -nest is
crowded with honey. Were combs
used in the sections, the bees would
begin storing honey in the sections
sooner. This would relieve the pressure upon the brood nest, and large
quantities of brood is the result.
With me, the bees not only commence
work in the supers when combs are
the honey
used, but they
finish
sooner, and it has an equally fine
appearance.
I fail to comprehend
why some of these other gentlemen
cannot succeed with empty combs.
James Heddon— There may be a
difference in the combs built in different localities.
The convention then adjourned until Thursday at 9 a.m.
( Continued next week.)
AV. Z.

is

J.

A. Green— I take

bees build.

R. R. Murphy

—1

nice new
that the

put on an upper

F. A.

SNELL.

story in the fall, and allow the bees
to build comb in the frames, then exAs the honey season is now over, 1
tract the honey, and use the comb the will give my report.
The season
next year.
opened very unfavorably, and so conJoshua Bull I have used combs of tinued to the close. I have kept bees
the previous year's building, and the for 29 years, and had thought that I
bees commenced work in the sections had seenjabout all kinds of seasons,
first, and no one could see any differ- but I have seen something new this
ence in their appearance, when fin- year. Unwelcome as it has been—
ished, from new combs built from a total failure of surplus honey—
foundation.
have never seen anything near like it.
Miss Bennett— I have tried filling The least average of surplus that I
sections alternately with foundation have had previous to this year, was
and with comb, and both were worked 25 pounds per colony.
out, filled and finished the same, and
Not a single swarm has issued from
there was no difference in appearance. the 130 colonies that I had at the
James Heddon—I prefer foundation opening of the honey season. During
to drawn combs ; it is finished quicker soft maple, willow and fruit-bloom,
and looks better.
the weather was cold and very windy
President Miller— I have had bees most of the time. White clover opened
fill and finish sections of comb before
with very little bloom, as the plants
they even began work upon sections were few, owing to the drouth of
of foundation but perhaps I ought to 1886.
The weather being very dry
explain that they did not begin work this season, clover bloom amounted
at all that season upon foundation.
to almost nothing.
H. R. Boardman— Much of this
Basswood opened about two weeks
confliction is the result of different earlier than usual, from which the
management. I would like to say, bees gathered a very little for three
however, that Mr. S. F. Newman, of or four days. Sweet clover (Melilotus
Norwalk, O., told me that, had it not alba) was almost parched— in fact all
been for his stock of empty combs, he plant bloom was affected in the same
would not have had a pound of honey; way during June and July. Later
while, as it is, he has two or three we had light showers which seemed
thousand pounds of comb honey.
to evaporate from the thirsty earth
T. F. Bingham— If I could get like a morning dew.
plenty of nice, white combs I should
The bees gathered some honey from
use them in the sections.
second bloom of red clover and buckA. "I. Root— In using combs, the wheat ; and later, a little honey was
cells are deep, and the honey does not gathered from heart's-ease, blue-verripen so quickly as when the cells are vain and other wild flowers.
little
filled as they are drawn.
giant white mignonette,
pu'.ch of
H. R. Boardman I am not in favor which I had, was covered with bees
till dewy eve," as
of using combs that are so old that "from early
they are black or discolored, and the has been the case while it was in
sections soiled. But here is a point
bloom for the past five or six years.
Some of us have been hiving swarms This plant comes into bloom about
upon empty frames; this hiving is July 10, and continues until we have

—

;

A

—

mom

is

com- had

ing in at the rate of 10 or 15 pounds
per day
now, if the sections are not
filled with combs, where is this honey
to be stored V Unless there is a place
to store it, there is a loss.
;

August.
This season has again demonstrated
the superiority of the Italian bees
oyer the blacks. I now have 120 colonies in fair condition to put into winter quarters.

frosts.

My

colonies were strong in

numbers

during the season, and stored enough
for winter, with the exception of a
very few colonies, which were fed
with granulated sugar syrup, for

Comparing

this year's

product with last year's, it is as follows
Surplus honey in 1886, 13,000
:

pounds

;

in 1887,

none

!

am

not by any means discouraged,
but I think that the practical apiarist
" It is
will yet receive his reward.
an ill wind that blows nobody any
good."
I

Milledgeville,xi

Ills.,

Nov.

8, 1887.

Local Convention Directory.
Time and place

Nov.

25. 26.-Pllie Co.

W.

The Honey Season of 1887.

fins

sometimes done when honey

which I used 100 pounds of sugar. In
this part of the State many bees will
starve long ere spring arrives. Black
bees starved out here in July and

1887.

For the Amextoan Bee Joomak

their old combs.

combs, and the white
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of Meeting.

Cent., ot Plttsfleld. \\l.
T. V. Petty, Pres.. PltUHeld, Uli.
Ills.

Nov. 28.— Hardin Couoty, at Bldora. Iowa.
J. W. Bucbanan, Sec., Eldora. Iowa.
Dec. 7-9.— MichlKan State, at Bust Sacinaw, Mich.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Micb.

Dec. 15.— Southeastern Michigan, at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. (Jander, Sec, Adrian, Mich.
lfW8.

Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Milford, Pa.
H. M. Seeley, Sec, Uurlord, Pa.

Jan.

10.

11.— Ontario, at Woodstock. Ont.
W. Couse, Sec.

Jan. 11.— Nebrasita State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Henry Patterson, Sec, Uumboldt, Nebr.
Jan. 20.— Haldiinand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. O. Campoeil, Sec, Cayuga. Ont.

|y

In order to have this table complete, Secretarles are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Ed.

Bees did Well.— A. V. Kouba, of
Crete, o^Xebr.,

onNov.

]2,1887,write8:

began the season with 8 colonies
of bees, and increased them to 26 colonies by dividing them before June ].
I also took 1,0.50 pounds of extracted
I

honey. My bees did well for the
poor season, I think, and besides, they
have the hives full of honey to winter
on. The bees have been working on
the red clover this fall. I have fed
them to induce late brood-rearing,
and the result is that the hives are
full of young bees for winter.
I use
good chaff hives.

Good Weather for Bees, etc.—W.
A. Shafnit, Brighton, o. Iowa, on Nov.
14, 1887,
I

with

writes

commenced
13 colonies,

the spring of 1887
increased them to 30

colonies during the swarming season,
and now have 24 colonies in good conThe season has
dition for winter.
been very dry. White clover was cut
Basswood bloomed
short by drouth.
two weeks earlier than usual. I have
fed my bees to keep up brood-rearing.
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did not look after their bees wil not
have many to look after next spring.
I am well pleased with the 8-frame
hive for this locality. I will study
Mr. Heddon's book, and also Mr.
Hutchinson's the coming winter, and
give their plans a fair trial next suinmer, and report to the Bee Journal
next fall. Bees are still having a
good flight every day.

A Valnable Book Given Away.—We

^^^dmmiaA.^ '^\x

There was but very little fall honey,
and the prospects are that those who

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Joubnai, and
the New York World— both weekly— for one
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
with one of these books, bound in Leatherette Free Calf
:

^ijtaiii^
Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

ALFRED

Wiley lie " solid. He said
that he had seen imitation comb
asked if mine was real or
honey
imitation honey. I gave him a " good
dose," and I think that he will be
more careful hereafter. I told him
that I would have you send him the

H.

ILL.

Bee Journal

for Sept. 14.

premium on a hive,
and also on comb honey, at the Baldwin District Fair at Staunton, Va.
Bees did well here this fall on the
I received fir^t

and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.
;

NEWMAN,

iron- weed.

[We have sent him the Bee Journal for Aug. 3 and Sept. 14, with the
Wiley lie editorial articles marked in
"red," and hope the gentleman referred to will be more careful in the
future, than to assert something as
truth, concerning which he is in absolute ignorance.— Ed.]
Clipping the Queen's Wing.— Mrs.
L. C. Axtell, Eoseville,*ollls.,on Nov.
12, 1887, says
It

seems

me

that

a mistake
to lift the queen from the comb she is
upon to clip her wing.
If she is
placed upon the knee on our clothing,
or on the hand, there is danger of the
bees attacking her when returned
after being clipped.
(Mr. A. and
I) clip
the wings of hundreds of
queens each year, and we simply take
tne comb the queen is on, and put it
down beside the hive, and get down
on our knees beside it, so we are resting easy, and take our time to catch
her by her wing with the left hand,
when she is walking up the comb
slip the scissors under and clip off the
wing in our fingers. Never hurry, as
that makes one tremble. Mr. Axtell's
apiaries are both 20 miles from a
to

is

it

^jcrtirjes.

To Correspondents. — It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
CO give their P. O. address and name, when
yriting to this office. We receive letters
gome inclosing money) that have no name
nany others having no PostOfflce, County
ir State. Also, If you live near one post-

and get your mall at another, be sure
give the address we have on our list.

ifflce

to

As ttaere
name of

Che

Is

"

Anotber firm

Convention Notices.

One of tile Books, which is given away
with club-subecriptlons to the Bee Journal
and New York World, as mentioned on
this page, is an illustrated volume of 320
pages, and is entitled " The History of England in Chronological Form, by F. T. Jones."
On page 19 the author mentions the first
voyage made from the Mediterranean Sea.
It was about the year 325, before the Christian era, and was made by Pytheas, a Greek
astronomer and mathematician.

in Chicago by

Newman & Son," we wish our

correspondents would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other Arm (a commission
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.

We

Twlll Present Webster's Dictionary
pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
letermlne their meaning.

some time with the Inhabitants

He

spent

in the South-

East, near Gaul (France), and says that tbey
grew plenty of wheat, which was gathered
in sheaves into
large barns where the
threshing was done
and avers that they
were acquainted with bee-keeping, and
made mead or metheglln from honey and
wheat. The book gives a concise history of
England from the earliest times until the
;

present year, the last data being July 19,
1887.

We have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRAerED HONEY, in kegs
holding from 200

We

river.

$'2.00.

for postnge on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscripis

The book selected

Business manaoxr.

IB

10 cents

tion,

;

^ptcinl

—tlO pages.—Price,

The extra

:

in " the "

432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
History of England— from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

knowledge.

NEWMAN & SON,

Taken In by Wiley's Lie, etc.—
PROPRIETORS,
Joseph E. Shaver, North River, 5 Va., 923A,925 WEST MADISONST., CHICAGO
on Nov. 16, 1887, says
At One Dollar a If ear.
I met a gentleman at our Fair'here,
from Pittsburg, Pa., who had " taken

History of the United States— from

lbs. to

225 lbs. each, which

we win deliver on board the cars at 10 cents

Sample Copies of the Bee JonRNAL
be sent free upon application. Any one
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to Interview, by sending the names to this office
or we will send them all to the agent.

per

lb.

Orders solicited.

will

"We pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
be on each package.

nioney'Orders can now be obtained

at

Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.
the

Enameled Clotb

for covering trames,

price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; If a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 ; 10
pieces, $20.00 ; if ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.

Preserve your Papers far reference.
you have no BINDER we will mall you
7, 1888. Subjects for discussion
"The Best Way We have received anotber shipment of these one for 60 cents, or you can have one frbb
to Prevent Swarmini;, and " Is it Advisable to
Italianize Colonies ?" All bee-keepers are cordially books, and have made such favorable terms,
If you will send us 3 new yearly subsoripinvited.
H. M. Seelet, Sec.
that we will now club them with the Bee tions for the Bee Journal.
1^" The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' Asmeet at New Milford. Pa., on Jan.

sociation will

Slmmlns' Non-STrannlng System.—

If

:

"

^F^ The joint annual meetinc of the Mictaiean
Horticultural Society, and the Michigan BeeKeepers' Association, will be held at East Saginaw, Mich., on Dec.6-10, 1887. Low railroad fares
and reduced hotel rates will be given. Everybody
interested is Invited to attend.

JOTJBNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mall. The subscription to the Bee JonBNAi, can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

To give away a copy of " Honey as Food
and Medicine " to every one who buys a
package of honey, wil! sell lots of it.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OCR CLUBBING

LIST.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

We supply the American Bee Journal

MILWAUKBB.
HONBY.-Cholce white

CHICAGO.
:

PHuofboth. Club
1 00.

and Gleanings

in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

BKE8WAX.-L'«<i)2ac.
Nov. 8.
8. T. FISH

1 50.. 1

150..

45

140

2 00.. 1 75
2 00. 1 75
.

1.50..

135

5 25

4 50

. .

and Cook's Manual
2 25. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman). ..2 00.. 175
Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60.. 1 50
Dzlerzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3 00.. 2 00
Root's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25.. 2 10
4 00.. 2.'?0
Farmer's Account Book
1 50.
Western World Guide
1 30
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150 1 40
A Tear Among the Bees
1 75.
1 50
1 50.. 1 .'10
Convention Hand-Book
.

Weekly Inter-Ocean
2 00
1 75
One yearly subscription for the Amekicah
Bex JotTRNAjL must be ordered with each
.

&

CO., 188 8.

Water

honey

White comb In 1-lb. secsome fancy ship2-lb. sections, I6<g;i8c. Dark

quote

W. Water

Bt.

slow sale.

is

Kxtracted, 7(ailoc.
K. A. BUKNKTT,

Oct. 20.

161

We

South Water

St.

DETROIT.

HONEY.—Best

white

in 1-lb. sections

high as 19c. A few lots are held at 20c.
Increases as fruit becomes scarce.

sells as

Demand

BEB8WAJC.-23C.
M. U. EUNT, BeU Branch, Mich.

Oct. 21.

CLEVELAND.
HONEV.-Best white
cts.: 2-lb8.,

BBE8WAX.-25C.

KENDBL,

A. C.

Oct. 24.

l-lbs. sell

readily at 19O20

White clover extracted,

I7@18c.

1

quote

8c.

Extracted, white liquid,
very scarce at 7@7J^c.: light amber to dark. 7@5c.
Comb honey, while i-lbe.. I6@i8c.: 2-lbs., I4@i7c.|
l-Ibs.. 13(5;l4c.

;

2-ib8.,

;

57

Chatham

Street.

are sometimes asked who our

authorized agents are. Every subscriber Is
such an agent ; we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks Is the time to do tlys. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.

15 Ontario 8t.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBT.— We

BLAKI A RiPLKT,

10.

lft<«)2oc.;

ll@13c.

BEESWAX.- WholeBale,22c.i in a Jobbing way,
Nov. 14. 8CHACHT & LEMCEB, 122-124 Davis St.

New Snbscribers

BKKsw AJL.—'2r, ois. per lb.

Nov.

:

from 23S25C.

for 1888 we
SAN FRANCISCO.
remaining numbers of 1887
HONB Y.— We quote White to extra white comb
—over a year's subscription to the oldest and 16(9l8c.:
amber, 10(<j;14c. Extracted, light amber.
best beepaper in America for only $1.00! 6@6Hc.: amber, dark and candled, 5!>i(^59ic.: extra
would bring 7Hc., but none Is in the market.
No Investment will repay such excellent div- white
BBESWAX.-19a22c.

All

142

New crop. lib. sections, iR(a20c.: 2Ib.sectiona. i7®i8c. Extracted, 8<<!)8c. The market
fairly active.

BKK8WAX,-22@23C.

paper or book, in order to take advantage
amber
of the prices named in the last column.

To

BISHOP,

HONBY.—

St,

CHICAGO.

HONKT.— We

tions or about, brings
ments are held at 22c.:

.

.

.

A. V.

BOSTON.
is

2 00.. 1 75

The Apiculturist
Canadian Bee Journal
Kays of Light
The 7 above-named papers

BBKSWAX.-J2M2.')C.

Oct. 26.

somewhat heavier, and when sold In a JobblnB
way prices must be shaded from 1 to 2 cts. per lb.
are

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

l-lbs., 19®20c.i 2-lb8., is
might bring 2l(S;22c. White
extracted In barrels or half-barrels, «(a8^c.; In
kegs, 8^@9c.: in cans or pails. 9(,yiuc.: dark In
kegs and barrels, e'^i^'o. Demand good.

to 19c.; fancy white

one year, and any of the following publicaHONBT.— We quote White olover i-lb. sections
tions, at the prices quoted In the last column 20<a2lo.; a-lbB., iwaiyc; dark l-lbs. 17(s.l8c.; 2-bl8.
I5®160. Kxtracted, flrm at THKeilOc., depending
of figures. The first column gives the regu- upon the qnaltty. and Htyle of package. KecelpM
lar price of both.
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Bed Labels for one-pound palls of
noney, size 3x4V4 Inches.
We have now
?otten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
tor $1.00 ; 250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
tor $3.00 ; all with name and address of
ipiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.

—

will present the

:

idends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal.
Subscribe now, and get the rest of the numbers

of this year free. The sooner you subscribe
the more you will receive for your money.

Oct.

O. B.

3.

SMITH & CO., 423

NEW
HONBY.— We

Front

St.

YORK.

Fancy
same

quote :
white In 1-lb. secin 2-Ibs., 15(§*16c.: buckl-lbs., 12(aJ14c.; 2.ibs., I0@l2c.
Off grades
per lb. less. White extracted, 8(jb9c.: buck-

tions, I7®i9c.: the

Vacca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent; by mail,
;

odd

I@2c.

wheat. 5!.5@6c.

;

Colored. Posters for putting up ever
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
mere free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

We

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed

at the following prices
One ounce, 40 cts
4 ounces, $1 ; !4 pound, $1.75 ; 1 lb., $3. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
:

properly thinned out and

if

;

re-set.

Sbonld any Subscriber

receive this

28

& 3U W. Broadway,

KANSAS

near Duane

St.

CITY.

HONEY.— We quote new crop

;

Choice white 2-lb.

8ections.I6@17c.: dark 2-lb8., I2@14c^ cholcewhite
l-lbs.. I8®2uc.; dark Mbs., 14<ai6c.
White extracted, 8<dil0c.; dark, 5(gi7c. Demand good, but light
supply.

BEESWAX.— 21 to 22c.
HAMBLIN & BEARS8, 514 Walnut St.
Sep. 21.
KANSAS CITY.
HONBY. -We quote: Cholcewhite l-ibs., 20c.

dark, 15®16c.; choice white 2-lbs., 18c.; dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8®10c. California— white l-lbs., 18c.:
dark, ISc; white 2-lb8., 16@18c.; dark. 14(5115 cts.
White extracted, 9c.: amber, sc. Supply fair.

BEESWAX.-No.

Oct.

6.

1,22c.;

No.

ST. LOUIS.

HONEY.— Choice comb,

15@18o.; latter price for
choice white clover In good condition. Htrained,
in barrels, 4M®-'>c. Extra fancy, of bright color

and in No. 1 packages. M-cent advance on above.
Extracted, In bbls.. .^^(ft6c.: In cans, 6^ to 8c.—
Short crop Indicates further advance In prices.

BEESWAX.- 2o!^c. for prime.
D. G. TUTT * CO., Commercial St.
Oct. 21

further notice, for all the numbers
first of last January.
New subscribers desiring these back numbers, will
please to state It plainly, or they will not
until

from the

be

sent.

by a Bee-Man who

aock Box

6.;),

East St. Louis,

Ills.

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
6 cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
my free Bee and Supply Circular.
31Atf
01.1

VER FOSTER, Ml. Vernon. Linn

Co.,

Iowa.

COMB HOILWANTED.

WE

should be pleased to correspond
with any one having
For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

COMB HONEV

S. T. ^pisiac <& CO.,
189 South

Water

CHICAGO, ILLS.

St.,

.•i8A1.3t

.

CINCINNATI.

Dadant'sFoundatiou Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

in

another column.

HONBY.—We quote

extracted at 3^@8c. per lb.
Choice comb, 18<t«20c., In the Jobbing way. The
demand is fair for honey of all kinds, and keeps
pace with arrivals.
BEESWAX.— Demand good— 20®22c. per lb. Jpr
good to choice yeUow, on arrival.
Nov. 10. C. F. MnxH 4 SON. Freeman & Central Av.

:

ba-ve a fe^v Sets of the Bee Journal for the present year, and can fill orders

—WORK,

the business.
WACTED.^Tn^deretands
FRANK CURL,

2, ISc.

C1.BM0N8,C1.00N & CO., Cor 4th& Walnut

paper any longer than it Is desired, or is
wUilng to pay for It, please send us a postal
NEW YORK.
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
HONBY.— We quote Fancy white 1-lb. sections,
write your name and address plainly. Look paper boxes, 18<S19c.; fancy l-lbs., glassed or unglaesed, 17@18c.; fancy 2-pounds., glassed, 15@16c.
AT TOtTB WBAPPEB LABEL.
Lower grades i(S2c. per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lbs.,
paper boxes. ii(gtl2c.: same glassed or unglassed,

We

g^dwjertis^matts.

MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,

Sept. 20.

cent each for postage.

Southern, per gallon, 60@70 cts.—

Market seems to be unsettled.
BEBSWAX.-22(5123C.

ivnen Renenrlng your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to join with you In taking the Bei
JouBNAi.. It Is now 80 cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We wiU present
a Binder for the Bee JotTHNAL to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this ofllce. It xvtll pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

1

wheat

iuj^@llc.: 2-lbs. glassed, lOc. Extracted, white,
9@10c.; dark, 6@7c. Demand good, market firm.
Oct. 13. F.G.STROHMBTERACO., 122 Water St

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.—Fancy white l-lbs., 19020c.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
OIT SIVES.
In order to keep our Hive-Factory
rnnning during the dull season, we

make a DISCOUNT of 10 PER
CENT, on all orders for Hives, Cases,
will

Frames, Shipping-Crates and Beei

fair l-lbs.

No sale yet for
18c.; fancy IJi-lb«., 18c.
Extracted, California, 8c.: Cuba strained.

dark.—

Feeders, received before Jan.

e8@70c.

THOS.

per gallon.

BEESWAX.- 24®25c.

Oct. 10.

ABTBCTR TODD, 2122 N. Front 81.

923

Sc

G.

NEWMAN

925 W. Madison

St.,

-

1,

1888.

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.
&.
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-KEEPEES'

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

13,000

(Entirely

Or, ACA3rCJa^

Invention.)

6II1DE;

OF TBB APIAKY.

SOLD SINCE

1876.

BEES and HONEY,
OB THK
an Apiary
and Profit ; by

Management

5.000 Sold Since May, 1088.

!

More than

50 pafies, and more than 50 fine lllnswere added in the 8th edition. The whole
work has been thorotiKhly revised, and con tales tbe
crations

rery latest In respect to bee-keeping. It Is certainly
the fullest and most sclentiflo work treatlDK of
bees in the World. PTioe,b7mall,91.S5> Liberal
dlBOOnnt to dealers and to claba.

A. J. COOK, Author and
»

A

Pabllsher,
Agricultural CoUeRe, Mloh.

1

ef

'

for Pleainre

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bee
Editor of

t^

Jo:i.\iaL

pa^

It contains 220 profnsely Illustrated
S " fully up witn the times " In all the improvements and inventions in tnis rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee.
at the same time produce the most
tioney in its be.st and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

md

Year among the Bees,
BEl.VO

A

Talk about some of the Tmpltmentj, PUm»
ariA Practices of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Excb^ve

Busvuss.

75 cents, by malL This Is a new worb
about 114 paKes, well-printed ana nicely bound
Address,

Price.
3f

In cloth.

G. NEWS AN & SON,
923 & 025 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, ILL

THOS.

^~A

lilberal

Discount to Dealers, by

Dozen or Hundred.
THOS. G. NETTHIAN Sc SON,
323 & 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILU
the

Moth's Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE OLASS H0I4E¥-JARS,

etc

For Circulars, apply to
CHA8. F. MITTH
aON,
Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
CINCnrNATI, O.
P.8.— Send lOo. for Practical Hhata to Bee-Keepera

A

Patent Flat-Bottom

NoAny person canEngineers
manage
high-priced

t^~ If yoa wish to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, ivrlte to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

are required.

it.

No angular

push, or dead center. Friction almost entirely overcome. It Is the most compact
Engine ever luTeiited. It is perfectly

STROHIOElfER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

F. G.

governed. We also warrant It to attain a
talgber speed and develop more power
with less fuel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Send for a Circular. Address,
KICKEL, Pres..
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.
44Atf

J.

lAtf

VAN DEVSEN & SONS,

(SOLE MANCPACTtJRKRS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

GLASS PAILS
FOR HONEY.
Palls are made
Tn£S£
of the best quality of

^"

HENRY

Dadant'sFoundationFactory, wholesale
and

retail.

33A26t

clear flint glass, with a ball

and a metal top and ooTer.

W.

HUTCHINSON,

Z.

See advertisement in another column.

"When

filled wltn honey. the
attractive appearance of
these pails cannot be equal*
ed by any other style of
package. They can be used
tor household purposes by
consumers, after the honey
is removed, or they can b«
returned to and re-fllled by
the apiarist.
Prices are as follows:

Flint, Q-enesee Co., Mich.,

publshed
HASpages,

EXCELSIOR

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

a neat

little

book of 43

entitled, "The Production of
Its distinctive feature is the
manner in which it treats of the

Comb Honey."

thorough
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
For
points are, however, touched upon.
si.eo
In answer to frequent Inquiries instance, it tells how to malie the most out To hold 1 ponnd of honey, per dozen,
"
"
s.eo
"
for Extractors carrying; a and 4 of unfinished sections, and how to winter
2 pounds
"
S.60
"
Langstrotb frames, we have con- bees with the least expense, and bring them
3
cluded to adopt tbese two new through to the honey harvest in the best
THOIOAS G. NEVnVIAN SON«
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is tn a
possible
shape.
cun of tbe same sice and style as
923 & 925 West MadJeon St., CHICAGO, ILL.
ihe2frame. The 4 fraiue basket
tS^ Price of the Book, 25 cts. Stamps
13 in the larger can, with the cone
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.
or metal standard for tbe basket
35Atf
to revtilve upon, leavinjj; ruom unD66'lv66p6rS u3rQSi —Besides our beauderneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
tiful 8-color Chromo Card, we have plain designs.—
with covers, and In every way
ONE-POUND
HONEY
PAIL. Fancv Cards, Stationery. Monograms for Bu-^iness
lilentical, except in size, with the
and Amusement, I'T old and young, at astonishing

HONEY EXTRACTORS

.

&

NEW

f 16. CHI Extractor, 13XA»,
Intended for any size of

which

new nlze of our Tapering
THIS
Honey Pails tsof uniform design

Is

frame.

ExceptinK with the $>^.i)0 Bitractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leading to the honey Rate, and morathe Comb Baskets. The $h.uo and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.

with the other sizes, haviuR the top
edKe turned over, and has a ball or
handle.— maktnn it very convenient
to carrv. It is well-made and. when
filled with honey, makes a novel and
attractive small package, that can
be sold for 20 cents or less. Many
consumers will buy it In order to give the children
a handsome toy pall. FKICJG. VG cents per

low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards luc.
Neat package cards and sample honey-candiea 15c.
J. H.
Address
HARTFORD, Washington Co., N.Y.
4 Aly

MABTIX,

J.

For 3 American fram 38,
For2LanKstroth ""
"
For 3
"
"
For 4
size,
For 2 frames of any
^'
*'
For 3

Fori

"

**

THOS. G.
036

I3xi3 iDCbes
10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
13x20
13x20

NEWMAN &

A 925 West MadlBon Street,

|8 00
*
8" 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

SON,

CHICAGO. ILJi.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
sad

retail.

Sea adrertlBement in another column.

dozen, or 95.00 per lOO.

THOS.
923

G.

PTEWMAN

4 925 West Madison Street.

A:

SON,

CHICAGO, LLL.

The American

Apiculturist
-SAMPLE COPIES FREE I—

Address,

47Atf

HENRY

AliLEY',
MASS.

WENHAM, Essex Co.,

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

MANUFACTtTHEHS OF THE

.

"BOSS"

SECTIONS,

One-Piece

inziI^S
Patented June

28. 1881.

furnish ynu. the cominc season. ONEWILiL
PIECK SUCTIONS as cheap as the cheapest.

or" Write

for prices.

Watertown, Wis.,

Oct. 25, 1887.

Dadant'sT'ODndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

in

another column
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Organization of Bee^Keepers.—This
is

what the Chicago Trihune says on our

eCTorts In that direction at the late

convention

Chicago

:

Thomas G. Newman, of Chicago, advocated better organization for the obtaining
of reliable aplcultural statistics, for the encouragement of bee and honey shows at
Fairs, and for the better education of the
public concerning the uses of honey.
He
urged that a honey company, such as exists
England, be established, and a proper
uniformity of grades and prices be introduced.
Mr. Newman advocated the formation of
State auxiliary societies, and thought that
the future conventions should be representative assemblies, and not mass-meetings
of bee-keepers as at present.
in

TEOUAS

a.

KEWUAK,

Editor.

The Herald remarks as follows on

this

snbject

The Bee-Keepers' Convention was brought

yoLimi.

Not. 30,1881.

No. 48.

Gatlierlng of the Clan,— Our
Eugene Secor, of Forest City,

Tlic

fiiend, Mr.

Iowa, has sent us the following rich
about the late convention :

poem

At Chicago they met, a right jolly set.
On a soft, balmy day in November
Such a "buzz" and "roar" 1 heard once
;

before

At an

old cider-mill in September.

Mr. John Aspinwall, editor of the BeeKeepers' Magazine, at Barrytown, N. Y.,
writes us as follows
:

From

the West and the East, to this saccharine feast.
Came the " worliers " cheerfully " singing,"
And tho' each had a wish to " sip " from the
dish.

But few were inclined

to a close yesterday afternoon after its session of three days at the Commercial Hotel.
During that time, bees and honey have
been thoroughly discussed, and each member leaves for home richly benefited by the
suggestions and advice contained In the
papers read.
From statistics presented to the convention, the honey Interest of the country was
shown to have increased so materially during the past few years that a more thorough
organization of beekeepers becomes a
necessity. Steps should therefore be taken
at once to that end, in order that bee-keepers may better control the sale and price of
the product.

to be " stinging."

am

heartily in accord with most of your
views as set forth in the new constitution you
suggested at the North American Convention. There are great possibilities for beekeeping in this country. If such an organization is effected. I am sure, if we go at it
with ai«<H, the object can be accomplished.
I

They talked about bees— their "legs" and
"—
their " knees

Of the God-given nectar In flowers.
Of Its value as food, of bare-headed brood,

And

the late sad failure In showers.

" countryfled ways," the reporter says.
Betrayed the bent of our calling.

Our

At this we're not mad, but exceedingly glad
That our looks far exceeded
Such a constant
or

"drum

"hum"

his scrawling.

without " smoke "

1"

'Twas said each had a " bee in his bonnet ;"
But whether that's so. one thing I do know.
The " hive " bad a Miller upon It.

The

Mmon bee took

Who adjudged from

the Miller to Cook,

755

The Legs

of the Bee.—The address of

Prof. A. J. Cook, on the above-named subject, was very Interesting, and as the Professor promised to write It out for publica-

we do not attempt to give any digest of
but will publish It as soon as it can be
obtained. The dally papers of this city, on

tion,
it,

Friday, referred to

It in

these words

:

Prof. A. J. Cook, of Agricultural College,
Mich., then made an address on "The Legs
of the Bee," Illustrating his remarks by a
pictorial chart. He treated at length the
structure and use of the various parts of
the bee, his words being listened to with
great interest, and a vote of thanks was
tendered him.— Inter-Ocean.
Prof. Cook, of the Agricultural College,
Michigan, gave a very able address upon
bees, their formation and functions, with
particular reference to the structure and
functions of the legs of these winged gleaners of the sweets.
He explained how It was
that In Its search for the sweets of the
flower, the pollen (or the life fertilizer of the
blossom) adhered to the legs of the busy
collector which, carrying It to the hive,
shook it off, when It was used as a valuable
part of the food for the young bees. The
Professor urged the members of the convention to pay more attention to the scientific side of bee-culture.
He was sure the
interest of the research would amply repay

them.— Time*.
His remarks were closely followed by the
assembled bee-keepers— the subject appearing to be one but rarely understood.—
Herald.

iviiat Honey Costs to produce, was
discussed at the Chicago Convention, and
Dr. C. C. Miller (the President) said that
upon a carefully computed estimate, the
cost of every pound of honey produced In
his apiary this year, was $2.47.
His crop
was about 300 pounds, but he had to feed
the bees some 4,000 pounds of sugar syrup
for winter stores.

I<egIslatton Tor Bee-Keepers, as advocated by Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, Ills.,
was brought before the union convention
last week, met with a Waterloo defeat. On
motion, it was voted almost unanimously
that It was " not desirable or feasible."

The Author of Query 491 writes us that
he Intended to have asked, " Would one
hundred pounds of prairie hay, etc.," In.
stead of " one thousand pounds."
Yes
The Doctor, as many know by the discus- there is no use of any such an extra amount
sion In the Bee Journal of last spring, of hay.
advocated the Introduction of measures Into
;

the various State legislative bodies whereby
specialists in honey-produotlon could obtain
an exclusive right to areas of territory surrounding their apiaries, by payment of a

The First catalogue of

bee-keepers' sup-

on our desk. It is that of
There was no need to
Mr. George E. Hilton, of Fremont, Mich.
a Heddon
license fee. That such legislative measures This shows that he Is a wide-awake business
As it lived on Sassafras Root— a gleaner.
would lead to a greater Introduction of man. He has just built a new and comFor three days and nights, surprises, delights. nectar-bearing plants and grasses, and modious depot for supplies.
Made ua happy as bees In sweet clover
insure better quality and cheaper honey.
'Tis a bright Oreen spot, not soon forgot—
In memories Hutch, a rich trover.
The action of the convention settled that
New Subscribers can obtain the full
'Twould fail me to tell, how the " honey- matter for some time to come. Dr. Miller is
evidently far in advance of the times, and numbers for 1887 and 1888 for $1.80, as long
dew" fell
From many sweet lips, though human
There
will have to wait until public opinion catches as we have any sets of 1887 left.
But I for one, when convention was done,
are only a few, and to get them an early
up with him, on that subject.
Went home from Chicago a New man.
The 7nt«r Ocean remarks concerning this application will be necessary.

and demeanor,
tread on, nor even put

its size

plies for 1888, is

;

matter thus

Pleasure that we record the
Thomas Wm. Cowan, Esq., editor

It Is Tvlih

fact that
of the British Bee Journal, was by a unani
raous vote, made an honorary member of
the North American Bee-Keepers' Society,
In recognition of his recent visit, and the
eminent services he had rendered to progressive apiculture.
,

:

Dr. Miller discussed the question of giving
the apiculturlst the exclusive control of a
certain portion of territory. If a man plants
clover for his bees, he does not want to feed
the colonies of the whole township. The
writer stated that If the committee were to
report It should be to the effect that It considers It Inadvisable at the present time to

The Deeember Number
I,esUe's

Sunday Magazine

of

Frank

closes the twenty-

volume.
It contains interesting
on " Gardens," by Walter Edgar
MoCann "Old Stage Coach Days" by H.
do anything In this direction. There were W. DeLong; "Old New Orleans," and "A
many misconceptions on the subject, but he Fairyland of Science " by Christian Hied, all
was firmly of the opinion that legislation fully, and even profusely Illustrated. The
was desirable, even If not feasible.
A member suggested that bees be exempt number ends with a vigorous hymn tune by
All New Sabscrlbers for 1888, will get from taxation, and pay a license which C. Wenham Smith, which is set to the hymn,
" Brightly Gleams Our Banner."
should give them an exclusive t«rrltory.
the remaining numbers of this year/ree.
second

articles

;
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^oxxtspotidtnu.
Indicates that the apiarist Is
This mark
located near tne center or the state named
6 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
•O west; and thls(< northeast: X3 northwest:
©> southeast; and 9 southwest of the center

of the State mentioned.

For toe American Bee JoumaL
Nortli

American Bee-Keepers' Society.

THE SECOND DAY.
MORNING

SESSION.

The convention was

called to order

by President Miller, when
Mr. T. E. Bingham,of Abronia,Mich.,
read an essay, entitled.
Production of Extracted Honey for
Table Use.
at 9 a.m.,

The heading of my essay implies
that extracted honey has other than
table uses. Those uses, however, are
not in this essay to be even alluded

am

merely to disertate upon

I
to.
this special sweet as

it

relates to table

purposes.

The above heading also implies
that there is a difference in extracted
honey— either because it is differently
produced, or that after its production
it is subject to common and material
changes as ordinarily handled by beekeepers or honey-producers.
Let us first consider that honey,
while being a peculiar sweet, is in no
wise an exception to other non-crystallized saccharine substances in its
tendency to absorb water and undergo
Honey, like other
fermentation.
sweets, takes on these abnormal conditions, slowly or with rapidity, in
proportion to the heat and moisture
with which it is surrounded ; the only
exception to this rule being in the
consistency of the honey itself. Thus
if the honey is very thick, its changes
are slower, while if thin, they are

more

rapid.

This view will enable every one
familiar with honey, whether in the
comb or extracted, to understand why
there is such diversity in the keeping
qualities of honey. Comb honey often
undergoes changes while in the hives,
rendering it necessary for the bees
further to refine it.
I dwell upon this point particularly,
as it lies at the foundation of the successful production of all strictly No. 1
honey. Much has been said and writ-

Geo. E. Hilton— Second-hand lardcan be secured of grocers and
butchers for 15 cents each, and they
are excellent for storing honey, and
will even answer for shipment.
disputed question, I will humbly ask,
President Miller— Several years ago
who shall decide V
Mr. Doolittle mentioned wooden
No one will deny that bees have a boxes, coated inside with wax, as a
large stock of " bee-sense," and that cheap package for shipping honey.
among bees" doctors never disagree !" The honey was put in just as it was
Then if the bees do not regard honey as beginning to granulate, and left until
having keeping qualities until it has granulation was completed, when it
been refined and gauged and sealed, was ready for shipment.
why should bee-keepers y Assuming,
James Heddon—I tried that 16 years
then, that clover or other honey has ago, but it is of no value. I produce
been duly refined, gauged and sealed honey by having it perfectly ripened
by the bees before extracting, and in the hives. It is first stored in large
that we have just now placed it upon settling tanks, then drawn off into
the table in a neat Muth two-pound the square, jacketed tin cans^each
bottle, just in time to cool before tea, holding about 50 pounds. The openneed we hope for a better presentation ing of the cans are securely closed by
for table use ?
screw caps with corks inside, and the
As I have now the honey upon the honey is then stored in a cool place
table, and have outlined the method until the time comes for shipment..
of its production and presentation, it You may talk as much as you please,
would seem that the leading query but the majority of customers preferhad been answered. But I wish to their extracted honey in a liquid state.
further intimate how,having obtained I will now tell how I liquify it bethe best quality of honey of any class, fore shipment
One end of the cellarr
whether buckwheat or other, it may under my honey-house is partitioned,
be maintained in its pristine excel- off from the rest of the cellar. In .this
lence V
small space is a stove, and in connecIf extracted late in the season, after tion with the stove is a coil of steam
the weather has become cool, it will pipe which heats not only this smalli
keep perfectly sound in a clean pine space, but a large box above it on the
barrel, bunged tightly if stored in a first floor.
In this box can be placed
The barrels should be 800 pounds of honey in cans.. The
cool place.
stood on the end not having the cans are put in at night, a chunk of
bung, if designed to be kept long into wood put into the stove, and the next
By io doing the morning will find the honey. aU
the next season.
head having the bung may be easily melted when it may be removed and
removed, and one or two inches of a like amount of candied honey put
the surface honey taken out.
in its place.
I can in this manner
The object of separating this sur- liquify 1,600 pounds of honey per day
The square,
face honey from the honey below or with very little labor.
deeper in the barrel, is to avoid mix- jacketed tin cans are the best package
ing that which has suffered by con- for a jobbing trade.
Prof. Cook— There is a difference
tact with the air, from that which has
not. Upon opening the barrel, if any in tin. Lead tin should not be used
the
surface
change has taken place,
on account of the chemical action. I
will be found to be soft, perhaps C charcoal tin is best.
James Heddon— Would not Coke
foamy. Remove this soft honey until
you find the solid honey below. Use tin answer ?
melt
the foamy honey for vinegar
A. I. Root— It does not look so nice.
the other in a water bath, skim and
N. W. McLain— Some chemist of
put it in Mason jars, nicely sealed and Europe reported in "the British Bee
laced in a cool place, the colder the Journal that there was no danger from
E
etter. Such honey will remain clear chemical action upon any tin that is
for a long time, and will be as fine as heavy enough to hold honey.
if just taken from the combs, as long
T. E. Bingham— So far as chemical
as it may be desirable to keep it. If action is concerned, it makes no difonly sucn honey were offered to the ference as to the kind of tin, so long
public, the market would not be over- as it is tin, not lead.
stocked, and the prices would be satR. F. Holtermann— Unless Coke tin
T. E. Bingham.
isfactory.
is carefully washed, it is more likely
to rust when standing empty.
After the reading of the above
J. A. Green— When honey is intended for table use, tin should be
essay, it was discussed as follows
but for shipping large quantiJ. A. Green— I prefer tin for use in used
storing honey, as barrels sometimes ties, oak barrels, paraffined, as you
impart a flavor to the honey, and the would wax them, answer a good purhoney cannot be liquified without first pose.

be left long in the hive of a
populous colony of bees, before extracting.
On this point much has
been said and written, and while I
attempt
argument on this
shall not
viz., to

tins

:

i

'

;

;

ten concerning adulterated honey, etc.,
but it remains for the bee-keepers
themselves to determine the future
demand for honey.
The above outline of facts leads us
directly to the conditions necessary removing it.
R. E. Holtermann— I prefer the
to the production and maintenance of
strictly No. 1 honey of any class, square tins with a wooden jacket.
A. B. Mason— I like the barrels.
whether American clover honey (in
which even Canada sympathizes The honey can be easily and quickly
heartily), or American basswood lin- removed by using a small-sized garden
den Canada honey, in which we all spade.
A. I. Root— I am not sure that barsympathize.
The first condition not depending rels taint the honey, but I do know
upon the flowers from which honey is that it is never tainted by the use of
obtained, may be briefly stated thus. tin.
:

;

James Heddon— It depends

upon

circumstances.
vote on the matter of vessels
used for shipping honey resulted as
follows Thirteen members preferred
tin
4 preferred wood ; and 40 pre-

A

:

;

ferred both.

At this time Prof. A. J. Cook, of
Agricultural College, Mich., took occasion to speak of the recent enjoyable visit to America, of

Mr. Thos.
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W. Cowan,

the distinguished editor of
Britisk Bee Journal, who had
called on so many prominent apiarists
of the
World. The Professor
said that it bad never been his pleasure to meet with one so familiar with

the

New

and now the matter has been referred at $30, $150— total expenses, $300. I
to this Convention to decide whether secured 10,000 pounds of honey, at a
it shall be changed or not, and to me cost of 3 cents per pound.
your Secretary has assigned the openIn 1883 my yield was 16,000 pounds
ing address on the subject.
from 160 colonies, and the cost per
At the outset, let me say that there pound was 2 cents. In 1882 my yield
is but one valid objection to the con- from 100 colonies was 200 pounds,
tinued use of the present name, and with expenses of SlOO, or equal to 50
that is that there are so many " ex- cents per pound as the cost of productracts " on the market, and some tion. This year the yield is $6,000
think that " extracted honey " means pounds, at a cost of 4 cents per pound.
the " extract of honey "—not the real
Taking the average for a longer
'

everything connected with bee-keeping, and with every person of any
reputation as a bee-keeper. That in
the future, this visit of Mr. Cowan's
would often be referred to by those
who were so fortunate as to meet
him. as being one of the brightest thing
But only the wilfully ignorevents occurring in the history of ant could come to such a conclusion.
progressive American apiculture. In
If we have a change we must make
view of the many resulting benefits, it a sine qua non that the changed
and the pleasant and profitable recol- name must be an ijiprovejient
lections following such a visit, the Now let us look at all the names proProfessor moved that the thanks of posed so far
the society be tendered to Mr. Cowan
Ex-comb honey,
Loose honey,
for his visit, and that he be elected an
Comb-freed honey,
Floramel,
honorary member of the " North
.Separated honey,
Honey,
American Bee-Keepers' Society." The
Combless honey,
Liquid lioney.
motion was seconded and carried
Uncombed lioiify,
Freed honey,
Divorced honey,
Free honey.
unanimously.
Centrifugal lioney,
Slung honey,
Immediately following the above
Strained honey,
Bulk
honey,
merited action of the convention in
Expelled honey.
Pressed honey,
regard to Mr. Cowan, and so approCycloned honey,
Honeyseini,
priate, too, was another motion made
Extricated honey.
Pure honey,
by Prof. Cook, relative to the Rev. L.
Emitted honey.
Nectar,
L. Langstroth, the honored Father of
Evolved honey.
Drained honey.
Extruded honey.
Thrown honey.
improved bee-culture in America.
Thrashed honey.
Clear honey.
Mr. Cowan had told Prof. Cook that
Quick drained honey,
of all the ingratitude from American
I

!

bee-keepers, the greatest was that
which had robbed Mr. Langstroth of
the rightful benefits resulting from
the invention of his movable-frame
hive
and that consec[uently the
North American Bee-Keepers' Society could not do itself more honor,
and express its appreciation of his
;

Absolutely pure honey.
Honey out of the conib,

Of all these 33 names not one is as
good as " extracted," and some are
perfectly preposterous.
Nearly all

are indefinite, inelegant, uncertain,
unsuitable, and wholly inappropriate
—therefore, as we should be foolish to
a goodly make a change unless there is also an

than to forward
purse to Mr. Langstroth, who, in his
long-continued sickness, would receive it with such grateful appreciation. The Professor then moved that
a collection be taken up, and that it
be added to the amount remaining in
the treasury, after defraying all the
legitimate expenses of the convention,
the Secretary to be instructed to send
the whole to Mr. Langstroth, together
with expressions of sympathy from
the Society. This motion was unaniefforts,
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series of years, the cost of production
would be 5 cents per pound. The
above figures are for extracted honey.
I count my time at five months, for
during the remainder of the year a
bee-keeper may turn his attention to
something else, i. e., unless he is producing comb honey, when, if he pre-

pares his own crates, sections, etc.,
three months more time should be
added, and 50 per cent, should be
added to the cost, making the cost of
comb honey at least 10 cents per

pound.

One of my out-apiaries has the folIt
lowing showing for this season.
contained 50 colonies,and was worked
Expenses, $40
for extracted honey.
honey produced, 2,200 pounds; cost
1 6-7 cents per pound.
I find that each year I can drop
some of my old appliances and take a
less number of steps. I think that an
expert ought to manage 300 colonies
if in one yard, with little or no help.
The apiarist having surplus combs
for every colony, and working for extracted honey, making only a moderate increase, can handle a large
amount of honey with ease.

To get the best profits from beekeeping, but little help should be emWhen honey is candied, what a mis- ployed, and fixtures used to facilitate
nomer it would be to call it liquid rapid manipulations. The bee-keeper
should keep just ahead of the bees,
honey
Just fancy calling it cycloned and not spend much time talking to
book-agents.
J. H. Martin.
honey, or thrashed honey
Two questions are to be propounded to this Convention in this matter,
After the reading of the above, an
and as a jury it is to decide
essay by Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Bor1. Is it desirable to make a change
odino, N. Y"., was read as follows
in the name of honey when it is removed from the comb ? and the other Honey Prodnctlon— Its First Cost,
mously carried.
and Ho^v much the Bee-Keeper
After a short recess. Prof. A. J. is 2. If so, what shall that name be ?
Should Obtain for his Labor.
I propose that these questions be
Cook, Agricultural College, Mich.,
put to vote after a full discussion, and
gave a most interesting lecture on,
Many seem to suppose that an apithat the decision shall be final.
The Legs of the Bee,
arist is entitled to no more pay than
Thomas Q. Newsian.
the man who cuts wood, carries the
which the Professor promises to write
hod, or breaks stone upon the highout for publication as soon as possible.
It was unanimously voted that no way—men whose
working value is
"
vote of thanks was given the Pro- more appropriate name for extracted
about $1.25 per day. If this be true,
''
fessor for his lecture, after which the honey
can be selected than its pres- whence is the bee-keeper to receive
meeting adjourned till 1:30 p.m.
ent one.
compensation for sleepless nights
The Secretary then read an essay passed in forming plans to be carried
AFTERNOON SESSION.
from Mr. J. 11. Martin, of Hartford, out in the apiary during days of toil
The convention was called to order N. Y., entitled.
in the hot sun, only perhaps to find
at 1:30, with President Miller in the
failure at the end, and the whole
Coat or tlie Production of Honerchair
must be gone over again ?
fround
Mr. Thomas G. Newman, of Chisome before
'here are doubtless
In computing the cost of production,
cago, Ills., then gave the following ad- figures should show the cost for sev- whom this essay is read, who have
dress on.
eral years. I find that the cost of spent more hours, days, weeks and
in
my bee-yards, has years studying bee-keeping than the
The Best Name Tor Extrarled Honey. production,
varied from 2 cents to -50 cents per most noted lawyer or physician ever
and yet
Eight years ago this Society passed pound. I inventory my bees at $5 per spent over their calling
a resolution in favor of calling honey, colony.
there are some of our numbers who
when taken from the comb, by this
In 1886 I had 200 colonies valued at are so insane as to think the beecognomen—" Extracted Honey."
SLOOO; and empty combs, hives, fix- keeper can afford to work for the
Since then many efforts have been tures, etc., $300.
Interest at 6 per same wages as the hod-carrier— one
made to change that name, but so far cent.. $78 hired help, rent of apiary, who has probably never spent an
these efforts nave been unavailing; etc., $72. My o-rtj labor five months, hours thought upon his profession.
improvement, to make any change

I

think would be unwise.

!

I

:

A

;

;
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who pays us 8 cents per
for our extracted honey, tells
us that he cannot afford to sell it for
less than 10 cents per pound, which
gives him a profit of 25 per cent.
vet
the bee-keeper must furnish brains,
interest on capital invested, rent of
land and buildings, pay taxes on bees,
pay for transporting his honey to
market, perform one year's hard
physical labor— all this for four-fifths
of the selling price. There is a wrong
somewhere, and the sooner we realize
it the better.
After carefully looking over the
ground, I believe that 45 pounds of
dealer

pound

;

comb honey per colony
an average crop.

is,

as a rule,

Allowing that a

man

can manage 100 colonies of bees,
he will get 4,500 pounds of comb

honey as the result of a year's labor.

But

this is not clear gain, there
terest on bees, $36
taxes, $4

is in;
;
sections, $25 ; foundation, $30 ; shipping
crates, $40; double interest on $200
invested in hives, which would be
needed to keep them in repair, rent

of shop and land, $30 ; carting honey
to the railroad, $11— all of which
makes a cash outlay each year of $200.
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others even though it be not indorsed.
It is as follows
To fix the price myself and sell only to consumers.
But, says one, that may do with a
small crop of honey, but how would
you manage with a large crop one
that you could not possibly dispose of,
at retail, and through your own individual efforts ? In that case I would
fix the price myself and sell to consumers through retail agents, and pay
the agents a liberal commission for
handling the honey and collecting the
pay for it. But, says one, why not
sell the honey outright to retail and
wholesale dealers V
Simply because
that plan delegates toothers the right
to fix the price on honey to both dealers
and consumers. When dealers buy
honey it then becomes tfieir property,
and they then have the legal right to
sell to others at cost, or at any other
price they please. Not so by my plan.
Now let me illustrate my plan more
fully, and as follows Suppose I have,
say 1,000 pounds of comb honey in
small sections. As soon as the honey
is secured, say in July, I would select
Eerhaps five responsible groceries
aving a good trade, and as near my
apiary as possible, and supply each of
them with one crate of honey about
25 pounds at a time, and no more.
:

—

:

Now, suppose we meekly take the
wages of a nod-carrier, $1,25 per day
or $391.25 for the 313 working days of
a year to this add the cash outlay of
This would perhaps be enough honey
$200, and we have $591.25 as the
for the month of July.
actual cost of 4,500 pounds of comb
In August, or as soon as sold, I
honey; a trifle over 13 cents per
would supply the same groceries with
pound.
the same amount of honey, and thus
If we allow that one-half more extracted than comb honey can be se- continue from month to month, or
cured, we have about 8^ cents as the from time to time, until all is sold.
This would perhaps cover a period of
cost of a pound of extracted honey.
Whoever sells his honey for less eight months, as each grocer, or rethan these figures, works for less tail agent, should sell, on an average,
at least one crate of honey per month.
than $1.25 per day.
A crop of 2,000 pounds could thus
G. M. DOOLITTLE.
be disposed of, and during the same
The discussion of the subject was length of time, by and through ten
agents, and a still larger crop by havas follows
R. L. Taylor— In the cost of honey ing a proportionate number of retail
there are many points to be consid- agents. But my experience teaches
ered, and Mr. Doolittle has not men- me that honey should be kept on sale,
tioned all of them for instance, the and in sight, every month in the year
losses in winter and from disease, I that more or less honey is wanted by
consumers all the while, and that any
think the prices given are too low.
J. A. Green— I, too, consider the grocer, worthy of the name, can get
•rid of at least one crate of honey durprice too low.
F. Wilcox— I have not stopped to ing each month. This being the case,

—

;

;

;

however, no cash invested in the
honey, a liberal and satisfactory commission to both parties would perhaps
be from 10 to 20 per cent, on the retail
price. I can find plenty of retail agents
who would be satisfied with 10 per
cent, net commission.

Now a few
My

words about the

retail

price
judgment, based upon experience, is that comb honey, in small
sections, should retail at from 15 to 2-5
:

cents per pound, depending upon its
quality and general condition, and not
upon the weight or size of the package.
Dark honey should retail at
from 15 to 18 cents, and white houey
at from 20 to 25 cents per pound, and
the 1-pound, IJ^-pound, and 2-pound
sections should be sold at the same
price per pound, and let consumers
take their choice.
To me it seems
wrong to ask more per pound for the
1-pound section than for larger sizes.
My observation is that the consumers
are willing, in many cases, to pay as
much per pound for a 2-pound section
as for the smaller sizes, and that it is

economy

for them to do so.
Honeyproducers are to blame for encouraging the present difference in price,
and should tolerate It no longer.

As

the foregoing relates entirely to
plan of supplying consumers with
honey by producers, and through
their home markets, I will now say a
few words about distant markets and
the large cities:
These should and
must be likewise supplied with honey,
but none, save the actual surplus, after
the home markets have been provided
for, as herein indicated, should be
sent to these markets.
And this
surplus should not, as in the past,
be sent to the present class of com
mission houses, but to honey-houses
owned, leased, or controlled bv an
association of honey-producers. Each
honey-house should then supply the
groceries, or retail agents, throughout the city of its location, in precisely the same way that the producer
supplies his home markets, so that
the system shall be uniform and
harmonious everywhere.

my

The honey-house should be strictly
a wholesale supply house, and should
have, as its manager, a competent
and financially responsible agent of a
honey-producers' association.
The
honey-house should have traveling
agents, and enough to supply properly

the average grocery should be able to
seU not less than 300 pounds per year.
By dividing the crop of honey in
cents per pound.
President Miller
This year my pounds by 300 this would give very
nearly the number of retail agents
honey cost me $2.47 per pound.
the requisite number ot responsible
Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of St. Charles, necessary to dispose of any size crop
the producer may have, in case he is groceries, or retail agents, in the city
Ills., then read an essay, entitled
willing to cover each month of the of its location, every month in the
year, and likewise one or more to
Price of Honer—
to Control It. year.
Now about the pay This may be visit other markets in the State, or
The published programme of this collected at the close of each month, territory tributary thereto, to see that
Society informs me that " Controlling or as soon as each crate of honey is none are neglected. This plan would
the Price of Honey " is one of the sold.
By this means the producer Eerhaps do away with the necessity of
topics to be considered at this meet- runs no heavy risk in having his
aving more than one wholesale suping, and that the writer is requested honey disposed
of through retail ply house in any one State. It seems
and expected to open the discussion
agents. In case of an assignment, or to me that there should be such a
Having for the past thirty years had bankruptcy, on the part of the agent, honey-house in each of the following
more or less experience
hand- the hoiiey on hand and unsold at the cities, to-wit
San Francisco, Denling honey, and having been satis- time, belongs to the producer, and he ver, Kansas City, Omaha, Minneapofactorily successful in "controlling has the power to remove it at his lis, St. Louis. "Chicago, Detroit. Inthe price " of it, I will at once pro- pleasure.
Cincinnati, New York,
dianapolis,
ceed to outline briefly my ideas of
What about the commission for Philadelphia, and perhaps a few other
how to do it, and how others may do selling the honey and collecting the large cities.
lik-'nvise.
The plan is so very simple pay V The retail agent should have
And now. says one, how are the
aiul practical, so it seems to me, that a liberal commission, so as to secure managers of these supply houses to
it should readily
be ujulersiood by. liis hearty
operation. As he .has. be paid? Simply by and through »
figure, but I should be willing lo contract to furnish comb honey at 10

—

How

:

:

m

:

w
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proper commission on the honey sold
by and through their retail agents.
This would require two commissions
in order to reach consumers.
But, says one, I thought you were
opposed to commission men. and that
you proposed to get rid of them altogether. By no means for in order to
;

carry out

my programme

successfully

commission men are neccessary, and
besides I have never advocated their
destruction. All I have ever proposed
or desired to do was simply to stop
patronizing the sci/-appointed commission men who now sell our honey
at wholesale, and who have had in the
past, and still have at present, a great
deal to do in fixing and mauipulating
the price of it.
My position is, that the producers
are the proper parties to fix the price
on honey to consumers, and that this

can be done through an intelligent
committee appointed by the delegates
of

an

association

representing the

honey-producers of the United States.
This committee can and should agree
upon a scale of prices for both white
and dark honey in sections, and how
the same should be graded, and these
prices should and would be satisfactory not only to producers, but likewise to consumers.

The disposal and distribution of
honey on the plan herein briefly outlined can be, and has been, adopted
by individual producers, but by no
means so successfully and harmoniously as by and through a protective
and co-operative association of the
leading honey-producers, and for that
reason I am decidedly in favor of
organizing, as indicated,at the earliest
practicable

moment.
M. M. Baldbidgb.

After the reading of the foregoing
essay, the following discussion took
place
J.

:

A. Green— I

find it difficult to in-

duce the grocery men to adopt the
commission plan. I often leave honey
with a grocerymen to be paid for

when

sold.

luxuries do not generally care for the
prices of such articles.

Thomas G. Newman remarked that
an even distribution of the honey crop
over the whole country was all that
was needed, even in " years of
plenty ;" there was no truth in the
theory of over-production, the low
prices were the legitimate result of
an uneven distribution. Last year I
saw in Mr. Burnett's warehouse, and
honey depots in other metropolitan
the honey piled up until it was
not only burdensome to the honey
merchants, but it had overstocked
the markets, and as a necessary recities,

had run the prices down until
the quotations were sickening to the
honey producers. The way to avoid
a repetition, now that the prices had
advanced to a " paying " and satisfactory amount, was for every beekeeper to see that all the home markets are well supplied before shipping
any quantity to the large marts of
the country. The firm of which I am
a member has sold over twenty tons of
extracted honey this year at the advanced prices, and with much greater
ease than it has sold a much less
amount at the low prices of a previous
year. The poor crop of honey this
year has to many, if not to all, been a
blessing in disguise.
A. I. Root said that he agreed with
Mr. Newman, and one of the greatest
blessings was the fact that the short
crop had demonstrated that there
was no truth in the story of Prof.
Wiley about the manufacture of comb
out of paraffine, and the filling of it
with glucose.
The excellent article
which friend Newman wrote on that
subject about two months ago, was a
convincing proof of its absurdity and
falsity
now when prices of honey
were high, and the demand urgent,
not a pound of bogus comb honey was
to be found upon the markets' of the
world. That was one good thing that
had been the result of a poor crop ;
another was, that those who had any
honey to sell got nearly double the
price for it, to what they would have
obtained if the short crop had not occurred, had the prices continued at
the depressed rates of a year ago.
James Heddon— Last spring we
tried to get up a honey producers'
convention.
Everybody said that we
were trying to get up a ' corner." We
never tried to do anything of the kind.
merely wished to get together and
see if something might be done to
secure better prices.
A. B. Mason— I am interested in
this topic, but not so much as those
who do not sell their honey in their
sult it

;

R. F. Holtermann— I consider that a
stock honey-company is preferable to
the plan advocated by Mr. Baldridge.
James Heddou— It is supposed that
supply and demand control the price
of products, but it does not always.
The potato crop is a short one this
year, and the price has gone up three We
or four fold
honey is a much shorter
crop than potatoes, but the price has
not quite doubled. The trouble is
just this
Honey is a luxurious luxury, and always will be, and you may
churn me now just as you did fifteen home markets.
years ago, and you may continue to
Next came the subject to be led by
chum me, but it does not alter the E. J. Oatman, of Dundee, Ills., on
fact.
The market for a luxury is
Getting the Bent Price for Honey.
easily glutted.
;

:

A. I. Root— I am not able to grasp
Mr. Oatman explained that there
the plan outlined by Mr. Baldridge, had been a mistake made in placing
but I feel that something might oe his name upon the programme but
done to keep up prices.
I am con- he would say briefly that circumvinced that the high price of honey stances were so varied that it was
does not hinder its sale.
We have almost impossible to give rules for
sold more honey this year than ever, all. In his case he traveled consideven though the prices are much erable, and was always upon the
higher. Honey is a luxury, as Mr. watch as to where honey could be sold
Heddon says, and people who buy to the best advanlage.
;
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Mr. R. A. Burnett, of Chicago, Ills.,
then read an essay on the subject of

The CommlKiilon men and the Honey
market.

The

struggle that has existed from
the beginning of the era of man,
seems to abate but little if at all. To
return for the smallest outbe as general amongst
the people of to-day as amongst those
who have gone down the centuries
that have preceded the present one.
may find the reason for this, in
assuming that it is a natural law—
ours, as it were, by inheritance.
The child soon gathers ideas of
value, and in the exchange or barter
of marbles, each endeavors to get the
best of the bargain, about to be consummated. It may be that both parties
are satisfied, each rejoicing over his
success, and this is as it should be ;
but, alas, it is oftener the exception
than the rule
for very soon some
friend shows to one of the parties how
he was beaten in the trade, by telling
him how many more " chinas " he
would have given for a like amount
of " mibs " and " Cornelia ;" and thus
destroys his peace of mind and body
for he is very apt to exert himself to
find the boy who got the best of the
bargain, and entreat with him to
but the usual reply is,
trade back
•'
Not much it was a fair trade, and
qet the largest

lay, seems to

We

;

;

;

now

you want your Cornelia back,
vou can have it for all the chinas."
Thus if he gets back the " Cornelia,"
he has lost all the " mibs," and " Cornelia" cannot do much without a
if

constituency.
But the boy who got the worst of
the marble trade grows to manhood,
and as a rule forgets or laughs at the

remembrance

of

his misfortunes in

He is now enthe marble period.
grossed in the interesting pursuit of
apiculture. By and by he has some
beautiful honey to dispose off. We
will suppose that he has not been a
regular subscriber for a paper devoted
to the pursuit in the life tnat he has
chosen ; or, if he has, that portion
which was devoted to giving market
reports, has been, at his solicitation,
eliminated from its pages.

Now

he has more honey than his
at a fair
He casts about him for

home market can consume
value.

another outlet that may bring him the
needed money to exchange for food
and shelter—" for man cannot live by
bread alone ;" this being alike true of
honey, will, I think, be conceded by
He is now without a
all present.
guide, having cut off his source of
information of what honey is bringing in the great marts of his country.
However, he knows a man living in
a large city (who may be a tinsmith).
This friend goes to his grocer and
asks him what honey is worth. He is
given the retail price, which is communicated to his country friend. The
At once,
price given is a high one.
without more thought, he sends
(probably by express), 1,000 or,»5,000
pounds of honey. This brings from
10 to 50 times as much as the grocer
could retail, he refuses to take it, and
it lies about the express companv's
room until the shipper can be heuid
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opposed interests— that of keepers had " squealed ;" that honey
it did not grow
about honey, and buyer and seller, or producer and was too cheap that countryfled look,
consumer. To get the product, he on bushes that the
perhaps care less for it.
and hay-seed in our hair was because
In case the owner goes to the city, must satisfy the producer to sell the
we were pow; that we must have
he finds it diflBcult to sell the honey at same, he must meet the views of
the
This, it may be said, is gov- more for our honey or go out of
anything near the price that he ex- buyers.
could have accomMerchants are supplied for erned by supply and demand. Very business— if we
pected.
modi- plished only this, it would have paid
the present, and unless they can buy true but the degrees may be
measures, and this de- for holding the convention.
it at a very low figure, they prefer to fied by wise
M. M. Baldridge—The future will
buy in small quantities from the com- pends upon the amount of knowledge
develop the value of the suggestion I
mission merchant, who makes honey possessed by the merchant.
To succeed as an apiarist, requires, made in my essay. If we can induce
a specialty for if anything should be
wrong about it, he can get immediate in my opinion, diligent study of all Eroducers to keep enough honey at
and that without much that pertains to the business, and ome to supply their home markets,
redress,
some
trouble, as the commission man can constant watchfulness that an enemy this will prevent the glut, to
does not come upon his charges un- extent, in the large cities, and will be
be easily reached.
Thus baffled, the owner now seeks awares or be found ignorant of any- one point gained. If we can likewise
some commission-house to aid him to thing that is a factor to success, and induce producers to place their honey
dispose of the honey. But not having only by experience and careful atten- on sale (on commission) at home, at
market reports in his bee-paper, he tion is the highest success attained. their own prices, and see that it is kept
al- in sight at all times, tliat will be
finds no one whose name is familiar, All this is true of the merchant,
and the chances are that he finds it though methods may differ, and the another point gained. This can be
necessary to make the acquaintance man or woman who succeeds as a done by individual producers, and
without an organization, but they
of a firm whose chief business is merchant, might fail as an apiarist.
" live-poultry or veals, etc." They
It is said that a Scotchman, hearing will soon discover that it would be
think they can dispose of his honey a man imitate the lowing of a cow at very desirable to have co- operation.
interested, and They will work this up, to some exall right, and the much-worried bee- a play, became much
"
keeper finally takes the train for his applauded the effort, saying, That's tent, among their bee-keeping friends
distant home, and awaits patiently gran, mon the coo could nae doe bet- at home, and, in due time, will be
Later on the same man ready to ask for and to demand genter hersel."
for the sale of his honey.
This will ultico-operation.
It so happens that the city to which had occasion to imitate the roaring of eral
the honey was shipped, is that season the lion, but he did this so indiffer- mately result in a national co-opera"
Na tive producers' association on the
in the vicinity of the large yield, and ently that Scotty called out
This plan I proposed, or some similar one.
man, stick toe the coo /"
these parties find that the honey does na
not sell very quickly, and coming to would serve to illustrate the idea that It takes time to educate the people,
The only
the conclusion that the price asked is we are not all fitted by inheritance and we must be patient.
way to do is to keep hammering away
too high, they drop it, and still it and education to do all things well.
My friend. Prof. McLain, will en- and wait patiently for results.
does not sell until some day a shop
dealer comes along, and finding that ter into a scientific discourse on the
I do not like the idea at all, of the
these parties are not well posted, of- bee, and become perfectly enthusias- bee-papers relying on a certain class
conwondrous
its
describing
in
tic
fers a very low figure, and finally gets
of commission men for their market
The husbandman gets struction, and anility to perform the
the honey.
And why V Behoney.
" account of sales," and is sorely dis- work that we find completed, when reports on
cause this empowers the commission
securely
in
cells
placed
is
the
honey
that
wrath,
vowing
in
his
appointed,
men to regulate the prices on honey
he will never send honey away from capped or sealed. But what a sorry to suit themselves. It would suit me
home again. He has simply repeated job I should make, were I to under- and some others much better if the
the marble act, and lost his " mibs." take it before a learned convention.
producers would select a competent
I read several articles in the bee- committee to decide upon a proper
But we will look at this industry
my
and
year,
the
past
during
papers
from another stand-point Mr. Smith
price to consumers for both comb and
in conclusion it
is an apiarist, Jones and Brown are recollection is, that
extracted honey, and have their dewhich
had
that
methods,
was
agreed
Jones,
friend
of
Smith is a
grocers.
cision printed in each and every issue
but does not like Brown but Smith proved satisfactory, were the safest, of the bee-papers, and exclude all other
needs sugar, and he goes around to and that a complete change of the market reports. It is my belief that
the different establishments to get present systems of doing business the prices on honey can and should be
prices. He finds that Brown will give would be hazardous; but that they kept at about the same figures all the
half a pound more for a dollar than might be improved upon,is no doubt while. And why do I advise this?
R. A. Burnett
but he is a true.
he can get elsewhere
Because it is my belief that the delittle afraid of Brown's weights and
mand has never been and never will
measures, and he concludes that if
Then the following discussion en- be less than the supply— when propJones will sell an equal amount for sued
I do not believe
erly distributed.
the dollar, he will not buy of Brown.
E. J. Oatman— A man loses by that any one can show or prove that
He returns to Jones, and states what placing his goods in the hands of we have a solitary State (save Calihe can get at Brown's, and that he is more than one commission-house in fornia) that has ever produced more
astonished, and feels hurt to think the same city, as they come in com- than enough honey to supply the dethat Mr. Jones would ask more than petition with themselves.
mand therein.
anybody else. Mr. Jones defends
President Miller— Sometimes I can
Honey on tlie Hotel Tables.
himself by stating that he cannot af- do better by selling my honey at
ford to sell for less, and have any home at other times it is more profitdiscussion arose on the scarcity
A
margin. Is it to be supposed that this able to send it to a commission merof honey in Chicago hotels, and strong
answer is satisfactory to Smith ? No, chant, and I do so.
reflections on these institutions came
not five times out of six
as Smith
J. H. Robertson— For my part, I in thick and fast. The same state of
feels he must buy where it is the would not give a cent for the best
affairs prevailed, it was said, in other
cheapest, notwithstanding that this home market.
I have not sold 5
parts of the country, and the assemcourse will have the effect of reduc- pounds at home in the last year.
I
blage finally resolved itself into
ing the profit of the producer.
cannot bother with it.
committees of one to ask
numerous
We might give hundreds of illustra- J. A. Green— I have dealt with com- for honey at all their stopping places
mission men in many large cities, during their pilgrimage.
tions of a like nature to the above
for it remains a fact, that if A sells exercising the usual cautions, and
Aplcultural Statistics Desired.
cheaper than B, the buyer will go have never lost anything by them.
James Heddon— In that convention
there but the seller must find the
Dr. A. S. Haskins— What we need
party who will pay the highest price. that we were going to have last May,
may know how
Here we may state that the commis- if we could have gotten the Chicago is statistics, so that we
there is, and its location.
sion merchant stands between the papers to have said that the bee- much honey

from

;

or turned over to sell to parties squarely

;

who know

little

;

;

I

;

;

;

:

!

;

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

!
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From all directions reports show
that the average yield was little if
any above 25 pounds per colony. In
my own apiary, wherein almost every
colony was in the best of condition
to avail themselves of the honey-flow,
there was not one day when the bees
worked in a manner Indicative of a
Basswood.
tirst-class
honey-flow.
which everywhere— by the abundance
of the blossoms— promised so' much,

President Miller— This is the one
way in which bee-keepers may possibly do something to help themselves.
H. R. Boardman—By reading the reports in the bee-papers, I get a pretty
fair estimate of what the crop will be.
Let us encourage these reports.
N. W. McLain— I have done what I
can to induce the Commissioner of
Agriculture to include honey in the
statistical reports ; but more can be
done in this direction by writing to
the Commissioner ourselvers.

was an almost complete failure, owing
and yet from
to the intense drouth
this source a great part of the honey
James Heddon— These short letters of 1887 was secured.
in the bee-papers have covered threeI may say that last spring there was
fourths of the ground that could be neither comb nor extracted honey left
covered by a statistical report fur- upon the market, thus leaving a clear
It we
nished by the government.
market for the coming crop. This
;

take part in our meeting. In conclusion, permit me to suggest that at
this convention we take up for discussion the question of "Ventilation
and shade for hives."
R. F. HOLTERMANN.
Brantford, Ont.

I

FROM FLORIDA.
have been unable to learn much

of the success in other portions of the
State, except that there has been a
light crop generally, and there is very
little honey on hand to be disposed of.
In the southern portion of the State,

where the wild pennyroyal is found,
little crop was gathered in the
winter and early spring months, but
so far as I have learned the later crop
being the case, it can readily be im- was very light.
agined our supply will not be equal to
Here on the East Coast the bees
the demand of former years at usual gathered honey slowly through the
First-class comb honey in last half of the winter, but by April
prices.
about one-pound sections sold in 1, they were quite short of honey, and
quantities during August and Sep- feeding was done by most of us for
tember at 14 cents per pound, and the several weeks.
The early crop of May and June
same article is now in demand at 18
cents per pound, wholesale. We do was a light one, but enough to give
many of us a surplus over and above
not glass sections.
As to extracted honey I purchased what is likely to be required in the
in August, and have within the last apiary during the year.
two weeks purchased flrst-class honey
Little was expected of the black
at 8 cents per pound in 1,000-pound mangrove for this season,but although
it is wholesaled in 60-pound lots it came in late, and its season did not
lots

could have these reports formulated
by the editors, it would be a grand,

good thing.
There was a long debate on the best

means

of proeuiing reliable statistics
on the production of honey in all the
States of the Union.

Cook stated that these statisshould be tabulated by the National Agricultural Board at Washington, the same as the cereal and
live-stock branches, and asked that
concerted pressure be brought to bear
on State and National legislative
bodies for this object. I suggest that
four bee-keepers be selected in each or over, at 10 cents per pound— 1 cent
State, to send regular reports to some higher than last year. It retailed at
bee-periodical.
13 cents per pound— also 1 cent higher
The following resolution was then than last reason.
passed
While the past prices of honey, and
Resohed, That a committee of three the public idea that an advance in
be appointed by the President to use price places it upon the list of luxtheir influence in securing the placing uries, prevent any material rise, we
of bees and honey upon the statistical are free from that injurious cutting
list issued by the government.
in prices from which we have suffered
The President appointed the follow- for several years. The method of
ing: Prof. A. J. Cook, Agricultural marketing extracted honey has also
College, Mich.; Dr. A. B. Mason, undergone a change.
We used to reAubumdale, O. and promised to ap- tail largely in tin packages of all
point the other member at some sizes, and do very much wholsaling
future time.
in kegs. The consumers found that
It was voted that, in the future, the tin cans were of no use, and now,
preceding
meetthe
officers elected at
with of course some exceptions, the
ing shall continue their duties until most desirable method of marketing
the close of the convention.
honey, is in self-sealing gem jars, and
The convention then adjourned the careful housewife can always
until 7:30 p.m.
make use of these. Of course, a house
purchasing 30 or 60 pounds of honey,
EVENING SESSION.
purchases a can. Our wholesale packThe convention was called to order age is the 60-pound tin can with a
by President Miller at 7:30 p.m. The wooden case about it. Honey can
readily be liquifled in these.
Secretary then read the following
Prof.

tics

quite a

:

;

:

;

The demand for honey-labels is also
largely a thing of the past, as it all
adds to the expense of the honey
FROM ONTARIO, CANADA.
without a corresponding return. Our
While the report of an inferior consumers are also becoming achoney-yield throughout America gen- quainted more generally with the fact
erally cannot be excepted by Ontario, that honey granulates.
For several
we are nevertheless pleased to say years prizes have been given at some
that a kind Providence has favored of our exhibitions for displays of
us above the average. The winter of granulated honey, and also best small
1886-87 proved favorable to successful lots of granulated honey; this custom
wintering, and early in March re- commends itself.
ports looked promising ; spring, howAs to British markets, or foreign
ever, resulted in much dwindling, and markets of any kind, nothing has
bees generally were not in drst-class been done. The scarcity of the article
condition for the honey-flow.
alone would have prohibited export, a
Maple yielded honey exceptionally ready sale being found at home. The
well, and in Canada some of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will
oldest bee-keepers say this means a hold its annual meeting at Woodgenerally poor honey-yield. However stock, Out., on .Tan. 10 and 11,18k7.
hearty invitation is extended to
q^uestiouable this may be, the predicour American brethren to come and
tion proved correct.
Reports of the Vice-Presidents.

I

1

A

last as long as usual, the bees gath-

ered steadily from it, and strong colonies stored from it as high as 100
pounds each fourteen pounds in one
day beingthe largest record per single
colony. This mangrove honey is of
fine quality, and has nearly all gone
on the market at good prices.
The fall flowers have yielded a light
crop that has helped considerably
since the middle of September, although heavy rains have interfered
largely with the gathering of it.
I think that about one-third of an
average crop is all that can be claimed
for Florida for the season of 1887.
;

W.
Hawk's Park,0

S.

Hart.

Fla.

FROM IOWA.

From
1887 has

can learn, the season of
been a very poor one through-

all

I

out the State. The eastern and southern portion probably suffered worse
Fruitthan the northwestern part.
bloom and the early blossoming of
white clover put the bees in good
Brood-rearing went on
condition.
But
till they were fairly booming.
they got just enough nectar from
these sources to build up rapidly, and
White
not enough to store any.
clover proved a failure for honey in
parts, so far as I know. Hence,
those bee-keepers who depend on that
for their white honey got scarcely
any.
Those living near enough to linden
forests to catch the flow from that
magnificent honey-tree, got a partial
crop. In my own case, at the opening of linden bloom there was hardly
a pound of honey in any of my hives.
For two weeks the yield was very
Had my colonies been well
good.
aupplred with lioney in the broo<lchambers, I should have gotten a very
As it was, I only obtained
fair crop.
all
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about 20 pounds per colony, of well- greater part of which was put into
filled
sections of white honey— all consumption almost immediately.
This market is at present fully suplinden.
The fall crop was very light, owing plied with honey, taking into considto the continued drouth. I think that eration the probable
sales at enthe honey crop of Iowa can safely be hanced prices.
We have had no cold
put as low as one-fourth, and per- weather yet.
Arthur Todd.
Philadelphia, o- Pa.
haps it is even worse than that. The

which this condition of things
has had on prices is very marked. I
can sell comb honey easier this year
at 20 cents per pound than last year
at 12 cents. Now it goes off quick,
while last year it was a drug in the
market.
I have noticed more bees working
on red clover this year than ever before. The reason of this is, that on
account of the drouth the clover heads
were much smaller than usual, and
the bees could reach the nectar. But
mine did not get enough to make any
show in the hives.
effect

Eugene Secor.
Forest City, 5 Iowa.

FROM PENNSYLVANIA.

FROM GEORGIA.

average in this State. About May 1,
for about two weeks, there was a tine
flow from the poplar or tulip tree,
which grows abundantly along all our
water-courses but a drouth came on
and the flow ceased. Prom then until
Sept. 1, bees barely gathered enough
for their own use. Since September
they have gathered enough honey
;

from

asters, goldenrod, etc., to carry

Apiculture is every year becoming
more developed in our State. The
honey is put up in better shape for
sale, and consequently commands a

better price.
For the benefit of Northern beekeepers who may intend to locate in
the South, I will observe that apiaries, in order to be profitable in our
State, must be located along the
water-courses, where the only reliable
forage abounds. Of all our Southern
was abundant enough to admit of forage, I esteem the tulip-tree as the
extracting, while leaving the colonies most reliable and certain, taking one
ample for winter. Owing to this flow year with another.
of honey so late in the season, it is
J. P. H. Brown.
expected that bees will go into winter
Augusta,o Ga.
quarters strong and amply provided
ITROM INDIANA.
with both young bees and provisions.
During the winter of 1886-87, this
The present condition of bees in
market was flooded with California general is very good, and they will
honey at ridiculously low prices. begin the winter "with all the condiGrocers retailed honey as low as 8 tions favorable, strong in bees, and
cents per pound, and the consumption an abundance of well-ripened honey.
of honey was thereby greatly stimuWhile the crop secured has been
lated, and many who never touched
very light, yet there is enough to pay
honey before, ate and enjoyed it. expenses in
most well-managed apiWhile the supply of California honey aries. Throughout
the season bees
at low prices lasted, all was well, but
have done well for themselves. Their
now that honey is scarce, and higher failure
to secure a surplus for their
prices asked, grocers will not buy unowner is not altogether chargeable to
less forced, and then in small quanthe drouth, but to atmospheric conditities.
for in this part of the State
The public in this city having tions,
east central the drouth did not begin
tasted honey from California that
until July, and our honey season ends
they pronounce good, are averse to
by July 1 or July 10.
paying enhanced prices for honey
Jonas Scholl.
produced east of the Rocky MounLyon's Station,©* Ind.

—

market at least,
California honey is, and will remain,
in this

from VERMONT.

a formidable competitor of all EastBees were confined in their hives
ern extracted honeys.
Our Philadelphia Bee-Keepers' As- last winter for about five months, and
sociation tendered a reception in one the mortality was very great, some
prominent apiarists losing as many as
of the historic spots of this city, viz
"Carpenter's Hall," to our distin- 25 per cent., and some even 40 per
guished visitor, the Hon. Thos. W. cent. Many colonies that survived
owan and lady, of England. Mr. were very weak and built up slowly.
Cowan kindly exhibited his microThere was a scarcity of early honey;
scope, and many had an opportunity fruit-bloom passed by hardly noticed
to inspect and study the anatomy and by the bees, and then came a season
physiology of the bee, such as was of hot and dry weather which kept
never previously afforded them.
back the clover till the very last of
At our annual State Pair held in June. Still bee-keepers were hopethis city, it has been my aim to make ful, because the previous season was
the bees and honey an attractive fea- a failure, and one poor season seldom
ture.
inJiicsd several bee men to follows another. Bees swarmed lively,
ship lioiii'v for exhibition and sale, which was also considered a good
and the results were very satisfac- indication.
tory.
1 had upwards of four tons of
Basswood promised well by budding
honey staged, and on the ground, the nncommonly full, It opened earlier
:

I

when basswood bloom

Many

closed.

of the sections

made light weight, but otherwise the
quality of the honey was very good.
I should say that the yield might be
one-third of what might be obtained
in a good year, though some report
more and "some less.
In Addison
county the crop will aggregate from
90,000 to 100,000 pounds.
E. O. TUTTLE.
Charlotte,>o Vt.

them through the winter.

crop of spring honey, and in certain
sections an almost total failure. Late
in the fall there was an exceedingly
heavy flow of honey, apparently from
asters, of which there was a profuse
bloom. In some parts this fall, honey

and

only giving what room was actually
needed, got tbeir sections finished

were filled with thin
The honey crop has been below an combs, and had empty corners, which

This state had an exceedingly light

tains,

than usual, but was deficient in nectar, the bees only working on it early in
the morning and late in the afternoon.
Those who expected a big crop got
a good many sections partly filled,
while those who were more careful,

FROM QUEBEC, CANADA.
The

past season with us has been a

fair one for honey-gathering, particularly where clay and heavy loams

predominate, notwithstanding the unprecedented lack of rain, and the
rapid maturing of the flowers.
In
some localities honey has been gathered very late, the autumn being fine.
The losses the past winter have averaged about 19)4 per cent., and the reports indicate an average production
of 16J^ pounds of extracted honey, and
26 pounds of comb honey per colony,
spring count.
H. P. Hunt.
Seaton, Quebec.
raiscellaueons Business.

Mr. A. I. Root asked what could be
done to secure a proper classification
pertains to bee-hives,

of freight as

honey, and' apiarian goods.
After some discussion it was voted
that Mr. Thomas G. Newman be requested to see what could be done in
this matter, and that he be instructed
to present a bill at the next annual
convention for whatever expenses
may be incurred.
It was decided by vote to hold the
next convention at Toledo, O., the
time for the meeting to be fixed by
the executive board.
Then the election of oflScers was
held, which resulted as follows President, Dr. A. B. Mason, Auburndale,
Secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson,
O.
Flint, Mich.
and Treasurer, Mrs. L.
Harrison, Peoria, Ills.
:

;

;

Vice-Presidents— Illinois, Dr. C. C. Miller,
IncJIana. I. R. Good, Nappanee
:
Florida, G. W. Webster, Lake Helen ; Iowa,
Eugene Secor, Forest City Michigan. W. B.
Gould, Fremont New York, G.M. Doolittle,
Borodino ; Ohio. Miss Deraa Bennett, Bedford
Ontario, Canada, R. F. Holtermann,

Marengo

:

;

:

Brantford

MauBton

;

;

Wisconsin,

Vermont. A.

Franklin
E.

Manum,

Wilcox,
Bristol

;

Quebec, Canada, H. F. Hunt, Seaton.

A unanimous
tendered Mr.

vote of

thanks was

Thomas G. Newman

for
his services in securing such a good
place for holding this convention, and
also for obtaining reduced rates at

the Commercial Hotel, etc.; and re-.
grets were also expressed that sickness prevented him from attending
all the sessions of this convention.
It was voted that the Secretary be
allowed $35 for his services.

The committee to whom was renew Constitution and By-

ferred the "
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Laws " proposed by Mr. Thomas G.
Newman, reported as follows

to be sent by freight. When honey is
sent by express, the rapid handling
with no light grati- breaks out the combs; he had never
tude, the great labor and thought be- been able to collect any damages from
stowed by Mr. Newman upon the an express company, while he had
plan of organization he has presented. done so from a railroad company.
We have given it all the thought and difference in size of crates and packconsideration that our limited time ages is desirable.
As a rule, single
would permit, and in view of the tier cases are better, and about ten
sweeping changes suggested, and the small cases are sold to one large case.
somewhat intricate and involved plan
James Heddon
The commission
proposed, we recommend that the
consideration of the matter be post- houses are dirty places for keeping
poned for one year, and that the pro- honey. The honey is soiled in bringposed Constitution and By-Laws be ing it in on a dray then the dust and
printed with the proceedings of this rolling out and in of boxes, barrels,
convention, and that after a year's hen-coops, etc., still further soils the
thought and careful consideration we cases. The only clean honey I saw in
may be better able to present a re- your store to-day, Mr. Burnett, was
port commensurate with an impor- some sent there by Mr. Hutchinson,
and he had paper wrapped around it
tant subject.
The request of the committee was when shipped.
R. A. Burnett— Yes ; and he regranted, and it was requested to report at the tirst session of the next questedlme to remove it upon its
arrival.
annual meeting.
N. N. Betsinger—The crates are
The following letter from. Mr. John
Aspinwall, of Barrytown, N. Y., was soiled by being put on a dirty floor in
some depot before shipment then
read by the Secretary
I am extremely anxious to see a they are placed in a dirty car, from
national representative organization, that they are loaded upon a dirty dray,
and I believe that it can be made a and in all this handling the dirt is
great success if we will all " put our rubbed from one crate to another.
shoulders to the wheel." I hope that
The convention then adjourned unthe members of the convention will til 9 a.m.. on Friday.
advance as much as is in their power,
(Continwd next week.)
the formation of a representative
organization.
I will send the BeeKeepers' Magazine free to every member (National, State and County) who
Local ConTention Directory.
shall be afSliated to the organization,
as soon as such is formed
and will 1887.
Time and place of MetUng.
stand by this offer for two years Ht Dec. 7-a.— MichlKan State, at East Saginaw, Mich.
:

We recognize,

A

—
;

;

;
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drippings will run right in with the
extracted honey in the extractor,
thereby saving just half the work,and
not one drop of honey is lost on the
floor, as sometimes is the case when
lifting an uncapped comb from the
uncapping can to the extractor. This
" uncapping can " is detachable— it
can be taken off the extractor, and
laid on the shelf when not in use.
I

have

two

four-frame

Langstroth

honey-extractors, with one of these
" cans " on each extractor.
They
can be made to fit any honey-extractor in use
besides, they cost only
one-fourth as much as any ordinary
one. I am sure that every bee-keeper
that sees this new uncapping can, will
have one made to be used on his ex;

tractor.

Bees Ready for "Winter.— Ed.
Eden, Eastwood, Ont., on Nov.

S.
12,

1887, writes

Bees are about all housed, with one
or two exceptions, and in a very light
condition, some not exceeding 35
pounds, hive and all.
I have hopes
of bringing my bees through in better
condition than they were the spring
of 1887.

Improved Demand

Honey,

for

etc.

—L. G. Purvis, Forest City,x5 Mo., on
Nov.

My

19, 1887,

writes

crop for

Sounds,

:

1887

mostly

about 4,000
honey.

is

extracted

Fearly all of it is sold.

The demand

for honey is much better this fall
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Mich.
the organization is effected. 1 wish you all the greatest Dec. 15.— Southeastern Michigan, at Adrian. Mich. than usual. My crop is only a little
A. M. Gander, Sec, Adrian, Mich.
over one-half of an average yield,
success, and say, hurrah for the new
1888.
being 60 pounds per colony, spring
representative organization
Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Miiford, Pa.
count. The crop is nearly a failure
H. M. Seeley, Sec, Harford, Pa.
here on the up-lands
my honey, exJan. 10, 1 1.— Ontario, at Woodstock. Ont.
discussion then followed on.
W. Couae, Sec.
cept a little linden, was gathered
the
bottom
from
along the Missouri
The Chapiuau Houey-Plaiit.
Jan. 11.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Henry Patterson, Sec, Humboldt, Nebr.
river. My bees 're well supplied for
Prof. Cook— I should like to know Jan. 20.-*-Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
winter. I winter them on the sumthe feeling in regard to whether it is
E. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.
mer stands, packed in straw and
advisable to try to induce the govern9~ In order to have thia table complete. Secre- chaff.
ment to add the Chapman honey- taries are
requested to forward full particulars of
plant to the list of seeds that it sends time and place of future meetings.— Gi>.
out free.
The Bees Ordered Removed.— Jonas
M. M. Baldridge— I do not favor
Scholl, (66), Lyon's.Station,o« Ind., on
planting anything for honey alone.
Nov. 12, 1887, says
A. I. Root If the Chapman honeyleast,

after

A

;

—

:

A few days

plant were like Alsike clover, or buckwheat, it might be well for the gov-

ago every bee-keeper in
Connersville, Ind., received an ofticial
from
the
city marshall, to renotice

ernment

to add it to its list.
I believe that there is no plant that it
will be profitable to cultivate for
honey alooe.

James Heddon

— Unless

a plant

would spread and take care of itself,
I would not fuss with it.
Upon an expression (not a vote) be-:
ing taken, it was found that the mem-hers were equally divided upon the
subject, and the matter was dropped.

Uncapping Can for Bee-Keepers.—
John Rey, East Saginaw,© Mich., on
Nov. 23, 1887, writes
I

have something new in store for

bee-keeper that attends the
Not Discouraged Yet.— O. B. BarMichigan State Bee-Keepers' Conven- rows, Maishalltown,© Iowa, on Nov.
tion on Dec. 7 and 8, at this place. I
says

every

The President then appointed the^
following committee on exhibits: think that I can safely say that it is
H. R. Boardman, East Towusend, O.; my own invention— at least I have
R. L. Taylor. Lapeer, Mich.; and Geo.' never seen or heard of anything like
I have no patent on it, nor do I
it.
Thompson. Geneva, Ills.
The following discussion then took want any. I wish to give it to the beekeepers, for their good-will.
It is an
place on the topiio.
" uncapping can." to be attached lo
to SUl|i Houey.
When the combs are
an extractor.
In reply1» a qn^ti^on, J1t.>R; tA., ,unoapped, the cappings. will fall into
Burnett said that 'hone^'oiight always." the axtached uncapping; can, and the
•

How

move their bees outside of the corporation, within five days.
There are
about 150 colonies in the town. Some
are moving their bees out, while
others are not, but propose to contest
the order.

23, 1887,

The

:

past has been the poorest sea-

for honey ever known here.
There was uo surplus honey. Light
colonies had to be fed to keep them
from starving, and will have to be

son

fed again in ilie spring.
the cellar at this date.
the bad luck this season,

couraged.

All are in

But with
I

am

all

not dis-
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A Valuable Book Given Airar>—We

Home Market for Honey.
have made arrangements by which we can
supply the Amerioab Beb Journal and
To create Honey Markets in every
the New York ITorld— both weekly—for one
village, town and city, wide-awake honey
year, for $2.10, and present the subscriber
producers should get the Leaflets " Why Eat
with one or these books, bound in LeathHoney" (only 50 oent« per 100), or else the
erette Free Calf
pamphlets on "Honey as Food and Medicine,"
HlSTOKV OF THB UNITED STATES— frOm and scatter them plentifully, and the result
432 to 1887.—320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
will be a DEMAND for all of their crops at
History or Enqi/And— from before the remunerative
prices. " Honey as Food and
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.

Bf

:

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

0.

;

;

NEWMAN & SON,

PBOPBIXTOK8,

928^925 WESTMADISONST.,CHICABO
At One BoUar a ITear.

"
KvERTBODY's BOOK— a treasury of useful Medicine are sold at the following prices :
knowledge.—410 pages.- Price, $2.00.
Single copy, S cts. per doz., 40 ots. per
$2.S0. Five hundred will be sent
The extra 10 cents Is for postage on the hundred, for
$10.00; or 1,000 for $15,00.
Sostpald
book, which must be selected by the subn orders of 100 or more, we will print. If
scriber at the time of sending the subscrip- desired, on the cover-page, " Presented by,"
etc. (giving the name and address of the beetion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
keeper who scatters them
The book selected will be mailed in a cardTo s^ve aivay a copy of " Honey as Food
board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Be sure to write your and Medicine" to every one who buys a
It cannot be replaced.
name, post-office, county and State plainly, package of honey, will sell lots of It.
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Syitem and Sncceii.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.
Bf* All who Intend to be systematlo In

III.

;

ALFBED

H.

NEWMAN,

BUSmilBS MANAOER.

^ptciul '^oiitts.

work In the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Begister and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
their

To Correspondents. — It

would Bare
Snreet Clover, (Afelilottu alba), furnishes
us much trouble. If all would be particular the most reliable crop of honey from July
toglve their P.O. address and name, when until frost, and at the same time It furnishes
writing to this office. We receive letters the most delicious honey, Ught in color, and
(some Inclosing money) that have no name; thick In body. It may be sown In waste
many others having no PostrOflBce, County places, fence corners, or on the roadside,
or State. Also, If you live near one post- at any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
offloe and get your mall at another, be sure
and the honey crop will be without interto give the address we have on our list.
mission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed win prove a good Investment. The
by
in
Chicago
As there Is Another firm
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
"
wish
our
the name of Newman & Son," we
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
"
American
Bee
correspondents would write
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
Several letters of ours have
this office.
already gone to the other firm (a commission
Enameled Cloth for covering frames,
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble. price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents ; If a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.26 10
if ordered by mail, send 15
pieces, $20.00
;

Wc -nrlll Present

;

Webster's Dictionary

(pocket edition), and send It by mail, postIt Is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

cents per yard extra for postage.

Preserve yonr Papers fqr reference.
you have no BINDER we will mall you

If

mn

one for 60 cents, or you can have one
If you will send us 3 new yearly subscrip-

determine their meaning.

I^F Sample Copies of the Bee Journal
be sent tree upon application. Any one

will

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to Interview, by sending the names to this office
or we win send them all to the agent.

tions for the

can

now be

obtained

126
150

The larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an Increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.

onies, give

Don't do It I— Notwithstanding our many
cautions, some persons still persists in sending silver In letters. In nine oases out of
ten it win break the envelope and be either
Cases come to light nearly
lost or stolen.
every day, showing that silver sent in
letters stops somewhere on the way. It Is
an Invitation to the thief— a regular temp-

tation ! If you wish to safely send money,
get a Post-Offlce Money Order, Express
Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
York. When money Is sent In either of the
above-named ways. It Is at our risk. In any
other manner. It Is at the risk of the sender.

fVe pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
here, for good Yellow Beeswax. To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

be on each package.

We

have a large quantity of CHOICE
WHITE EXTRACTED HONET, in kegs
holding from 200

we win
per

money Orders

Bee Journal.

$1 00

For 50 colonies (120 pages)
" 100 colonies (220 pages)
" 200 colonies (420 pages)

lb.

deliver

lbs. to

Convention Noticet.

226 lbs. each, which

on board the cars

at

10 cents

Orders solicited.

V^ The Ontario

Bee-Keepers' Association will

Its annnal meeting at Woodstook, Ontana, on
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 10 and 11, 1888.
W. COUSI, St€.

kold

at

Five
the Poet Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
•re payable to any one who presents them,
and are In no way safe.

Slmmlns' Non-Swarmlng System.—
We have received another shipment of these

Yucca Brushes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not Irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; If sent' by mall,
odd 1 cent each for postage.

We

are sometimes asked who our

Every subscriber Is
books, and have made such favorable terms, such an agent we have no others, and we
that we will now club them with the Bei greatly desire that each ore would at least
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for send In the name of one new subscriber
$1 .25. We can supply all orders by retorn with his own renewal for 1888. The next
mall. The subscription to the Beb JouR- few weeks Is the time to do this. We hope
itAL can be for next year, this year, or may every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.
begin anffv at any time.
authorized agents are.
;

tr

The next meeting of tbe Nebraska State
Bee-Keepers' Assooiation wilt be held on Jan. 11,
1888, at Dlnooto, Nebr.

HENRT PATTERSON,

S»C.

ly The Southeastern
AssoclatloD will hold Its

Michigan Bee-keepers'
annnal meeting In the
tbe Court House at Adrian.

SuperviBor'B room in
Mich., on Deo. 15, 1887.

A. M.

GANDER,

Stc.

V

The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' Association will meet at New MfLford, Fa., on Jan.
Sublwrw for discussion "The Best Way
7, 1S88.
to Prevent Swarming," and " Is It Advisable t*,
:

ItallanlieColonles?" All bee-ieepers are cordially
Invited.

H. H. 8EILST, Sm.

VF The next annual meeting of tbe Michigan
State Bee-Keepera' Association will be held at
East Saginaw, MlCh.. In tbe City Council room, on
Dec. 7 and 8, 1887. Tbe head-quarters will be at
the Sherman House, where we hare secured reduced rates, at tl.Kd per day.
H. D. CUTTlKa, SfC
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OUB CLUBBINe U8T.
We upplr the Amertcan B«e

Honey and Beeiwax Market.

UILWAITKBE.

HONBY.—

JTonrmml

CHICAGO.
one year, and any of the foUowlnir publicaHONBV.-We quote White clover l-lb.sectlons
tlouB, at the prices quoted In the lait oolunm aO(S31v.; 2-lbs., iNc«i9c.; dark l-lbs. 17(3il8o.; 2-bl9.
I5(S16«. Brtmcted.
at T^®}Oc.. depending
of flffures. The flrat column givea the regu- upon tbe qua]it:r. and llrm
utyle of packiue. Recelpta
:

lar piioe of both.

1 00..

and Qleanlntfs

2 00..

In Bee-<;ulture

Bee-Keepera'Matrazlne

Bee-Keepers' Guide
The Aplculturlst

Canadian Bee Journal
Rays of Lltfht

The 7 above-named papers

160..
150..
2 00..
2 00..

150..
525..

Choice white l-lbs., i9«20o. ; 2-lbs., 18
to 19c; fancy white might bring 21@22c. WlUte
extracted In barrels or half-barrels, 8«8Sjo.! In
kegs, 8H@9o.i In cans or palls, B@10o.; dark In
kecB and barrels. 8^(870. Demand good.

BEEaWAX.-22(*25c.
aa
A. V. BISHOP.

Oct.

somewbat heavier, and when sola In a JijhbiQC
way prices must be shaded from 1 to 2 ctfl. per lb.

142

W. Water St.

are

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

765

BSBSVfAX.~-2-2l3ii.tc.
Nov. 8.
a. T. FISH

A CO., 189 8. Water St,
175
CHICAQO.
145
HONEY.— Prices range from 18®20c. for best
140
with light demand 2-lb. sections, 15^160.
175 ffrades,
Extracted In good demand at 7(^100. Olferlngs of
175 comb
bonay are large, and the receipts have been
135 heavy during this month.
460
BBK8WAi,-2-J<ai230.
B. A. BURNBTT.

BOSTON.

HONEY.- New crop, 1-lb. sections, i8®aOo.: 2Ib.seotlons, i7®i8o. Bxtracted, 6®8c. Themarket
Is not very brisk.
BBBSWAX.-25 otB. per lb.
21. Blaeb & RiPLiT. 57 Obatham

Nov.

Street.

:

Nov.

isi

s-j.

and Cook's Manual
2 26. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman) ... 2 00. 1 75
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..! 60.. 160

South Water

St.

DBTBOIT.
HONKy.— Best white In Mb. sections, )7®19c.
Dzlerzon's Bee-Book(oloth)...300.. 2 00 B-tracted.eelOc. Demand fair.
BBB8WAX.-21@2ac.
Hoot's A B Cof Bee-Culture.. 225.. 2 10
Nov. 31.
M. H. HUNT. Bell Branch, MIoh.
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 30
Western World Guide
150.. 130
CLBVBLANO.
Heddon'g book, "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
HONEY.-Best white 1-lbB. sell readily at 19@20
A Tear Among the Bees
175.. 150
Cou ventlon Hand-Book
1 50
1 30 ots. 2-lbs., I7®18c. White clover extracted, 60.
BBB8WAX.-:»C.
Weekly Inter-Ocean
2 00.. 175
Oct. 24.
A. C. KBNDBL, 115 Ontario BU
One yearly subscription for the AmbriOaii
SAN FRANC18CO.

Red liabels for one-pound palls of
honey, size 3x4)4 inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and oan
supply them at the following prices
100
tor $1.00 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.1.00; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

:

;

;

:

.

Beb Journal must be ordered with each

paper or book, In order to take advantage
of the prices named In the last column.

HONBY.— We quote

Extra white

:

l-lbs..

16c.; amber l-lbs., 13@15c.: 2-lbB.. I2@14c.—
Extracted, white and choice, 7H'@8c. light amber,
7@7Wc.; amber. 7c. Supplies becoming reduced.
:

Nov.

All

WORK, by

-2-\hs.,

BKB8WAX.-22C.

To

^Avintistmtnis.

17®I8c.;

(Lock Box

SCUACHT & LBHCKB, 132-134 Davis 8t.

19.

a Bee-Man

who

the business.
WANTED. understands
„ FRANK CURL,
62),

East St. Louis,

Ills.

New Sabscribers

for 1888 we
SAN FKANCI8CO.
will present the remaining numbers of 1887
TO RAISE
HONEY,
HONBV.— We quote White to extra white comb
—orer a year's subscription to the oldest and 18418c.
amber, 10®14c. Bttraoted, light amber,
6 cents. You need this pamphlet. &n(S
PRICE
my
free
Bee
and
Supply
Circular.
6<a6^c,;
SiAtf
amber,
dark
and
candled,
5>ifd59ic.; extra
best bee-paper In America for only $1,001
OI.I VBR FOSTKK, Mt. Vernon. i.lnn Co., Iowa.
white would bring 7Hc., but none Is In the market.
No investment will repay such excellent divBBBSWAJC.-lS«822c.
Oct. 3.
O. B. SMITH A CO., 423 Front St.
idends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscripDadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and retail. See adTertlsement In another column.
tion to the American Bse Joctrnal.
SubNBW TORE.
scribe now, and get the rest of the numbers
HONBT.— We quote Fancy white In Mb. secof this year free. The sooner you subscribe tions, 17®l9c.; the same In 2-lbs., lS®iec. buckwheat l-lbs., 12®i4c.: 2-lbs., 10®120. OIT grades
the more you will receive for your money.
l@2c. per lb. less. White extracted, 8®9o.; buckPails for

HOW

COMB

:

;

:

;

wheat,

6^^<$6c.

Market seems

Wben

ReneirlBg your subscription
please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to Join with you In taking the
JODRNAi.. It is now $0 elteap that no one
oan afford to do without It. We will present
• Binder for the Beb Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It irlll fmy any one to
devote a few hours, to get subsoriben.

;

Southern, per gallon, 60®70 ots.-

to be unsettled.

BBB8WAX.— 22(a23c.
MCGAUL A HILDBETU BROS.,
28

Sept. 20.

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St.

Bu

KANSAS
seotloni, 16<dl8o.;

dark

2-lbB.,

Choice white 2-lb.
I5@i6c^ choice white
;

^Ve Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed
«t the following prices
One ounce, 46 ots
4 ounces, tl H pound, tl.'<5 : 1 lb., $3. One
pound of seed Is sufficient for half an acre.
If properly thinned out and re-set.
:

;

:

Sbould any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or is
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
oard asking to have it stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look

AT rODR WRAPPER LABEL.

We

have a feir Sets of the BsB Jourfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back nninbsrs, will
please to sUte it plainly, or they wUl not
nal

be sent.

pall.

A

XH08.

e. KEVTMAir
SOIV,
»33&925 Weit Madison Street. CHICAQO U^U,

20@22c.; dark i-lbi., lS®17c. White extracted. 6^^7c.; dark. 5<d6c. Demand good, but light
•UDDly.

BBE8WAX.— 21 to 22c.
23. HAMBLIN & BBAR88. 514 Walnut St.

COMB

Nov.

KANSAS

l-lbs., 20c.;

should be pleased to correspond
with any one having
For Sale. We sell on Commission at highest
market prices. Address,

ST. L0CI8.
15®i8c. latter prloe for
;

choice white clover In good condition. Strained,
In barrels, 4H0.'^c. Extra fancy, of bright color
and In No. 1 packages, H-cent advance on above.
Bxtracted, In bbls., 6.4«6c.; In canB. 6H to 8c.—
Short crop Indicates further advance In prices.
BBBSWAX.— 2tiHc. for prime.
Oct. 21.
D. G. TIJTT & CO., Commercial St.

CINCINNATI,

HONBY.— We quote

extracted at S^^Sc. per lb
Choice comb, 18<§j20c.. In the Jobbing way. The
demand Is fair for honey of all kinds, and keeps
pace with arrivals.
BBBSWAJC.— Demand good— 20«23c. per lb. for
good to choice yellow, on arrival.
Nov. 10. 0. F. MCTH & Son, Freeman & Central Av.

NEW
HONBY.-We Quote

YORK.
Fancy white Mb.

sectionB,
Lower grades i@2c.
per lb. less. Buckwheat i-lbB., Il@i2c.; 2-lbs., 10
to lie. Bxtracted, white, e®iOc.; buckwheat, e
to 7c. Market firm.

n&isc.; fancy

Nov. 22.

F. O.

:

2-lbs.. 15<gi6c.

STBOHMB YE R A CO.,

122

PHILADKliPHLA.
HONEY.-Kancy white l-lh«.. 19®20c,i

Water St

COmB HONEY

S. X. rFISIi

;

BBB8WAi.-No. 1, 220.; No. 2, 18c.
CLBMONB.CLOONACO., cor4th&Walnut
«.

Oct.

HONBT.—Choice comb,

HOIY WANTED.

WE

CITY.

quot«: Choice white

dark. 15® 16c. choice white 2-lbB., 18c.; dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8@Iuc. California— white l-lbs.. ISc;
dark, 15o.; white 2-lbs., 16®18c.; dark. 14®I5 ots.
White extracted, 90. amber, 8c. Supply fair.
;

for putting up ever
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
well
as
as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
mare free of cost to any one who will use
them, and try to get up a club.

can furnish regular Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops and a ttRht^fittluK wood eoTer, at SS.Stf
per dozen.
Ther will nold 85 lbs. or honer, and
when empty, can be uttlUed for use as an ordlnarr

l-lbs..

HONBY.-We
Colored Posters

Honey!

WK

bonsebold

CITJ.

HONK Y.— We quote new crop

Wooden

189 South Water

fair l-lbs.

CO.,

The American

Apicnlturist
-SAMPLE COPIES FREE I—
Address,
HENRV ALI^Y,
47Atf
WENHAM, Essex Co.. MASS.

SPECIAL DISGODNT
OIT SIVSS.
In order to keep our Hive-Factory
running during the dull season, we
will make a DISCOUNT of 10 FEB
CENT, on Langstroth Hives, Cases,

Frames, Shipping-Crates and BeeFeeders, received before Jan.

THOS.

180.; fancy li^-lbs, 180. No Bale yet for dark.—
Extracted, California, 80.; Cuba strained. 68<370c.
per gallon.

<5c

CHICAQO, ILLS.

St.,

38A13t

923

&

G.

NEWmAN

925 W. Madison

St., -

1,

1888.

SON,
CHICAQO,
ic.

ILL.

BBBBWAZ.-24(»2Sc.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale

Oot.

and

10.

ABTHOB TODD, 3123 N. Front St.

retail.

See adTertiBement

Id

another column
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

I3,000

(Entibkly

OF THK

Or, VLAJSJJAA^

Invention.)

AFI^A^KIT.

SOLD SINCE

BEES and HONEY,
'
OH THI
for
Pleaanre
Management ef an Apiary
and Profit by

1876.

5,000 Sold Since May, 1SS8.

;

!

More tban
^rations

SO pages, and

were added

more than 50

tbe8tb edition.

In

The whole

work has been thorougblyrevlsed, and contains the
very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It ts certainly
the fullest and most sclentlflo work treating of
Dees in the World. Pnce.b7maU,91.;e5. Liberal
discount to dealers and to clubs.
A.* «V.

COOK., Author and

lAly

Publisher,

Agrloulttural College. Mloh.

Year among the Bees,
BEING

A

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS American
Bet

fine 111ns-

Talk ab(yut aome of the Implements, Plans
atui Practices of a Bee-keeper of s.'j years^
Experience, who luia for 6 yars made the
Profiiu:tioii of Honey his Excbisive

st with everything that can aid in the
successful management of the honey-bee,
ind at the same time produce the most
aouey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
dition.

9~A

Bwtinesa.

C

C-

B~5r IDTl.

3VriLI^E:K..

75 centa. by mall. This Is anew worh
about 114 pases, well-printed aqo nicely bound
olotb. Address,

Price,
>f

In

G. NEW]T AN Sc SON,
923 & 925 West Madison.St.. CHICAGO, ILL

THOS.

Journal,

Editor of t.'M

It contains 220 prof usely illustrated pages
8 " f lilly up witu the times " in all the unorovelnents and hiventions In tuis rapidly
levelbping pursuit, and presents the apiai^

523

Discount to Dealers, by
tbe Dozen or Hundred.

Iilberal

THOS. C. NEWMAN &. SON,
& 925 West Madison St.. CHICAGO.

ILI.

Mutli's Honey Extractor,
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,
For

et«.

CtrCQlars, apply to

CHA8. 7* M17TH ife SON.
CINCINNATI, O.
Freewan * Ceptral Ave.,
P.8.— Send lOo. tor Practical Qlntsto Bee-Keepert

Engineers
NoAnyhigh-prioed
person can manage

required.

are

it.

No angular

push, or dead center. Friction almost entirely overcome. It Is tbe most compact
Engine ever Invented. It Is perfectly
governed. We also warrant it to attain a
nigUer speed and develop more ponrer
wiui less I'uel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at tlie Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
^P~ Send for a Circular. Address,

HENRY
retail.

See advertisement in another column.

EXCELSIOR
In answer to frequent inqulrlei
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

LangBtroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The a frame basket is In a
oan of tbe same size and style as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is In tbe larger can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leaving room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
lbs. of honey. It will be complete,
with covers, and In every way
Identical, except in else, with the
$16.tK) Extractor, 13X20, which Is
Intended for any size of frame.
1|J9 Bxceptlng with the I'^.tX) Bi-

L
K~
_ ^*"-.—»^''5S

trtictors, all

the different styles

havestrainersoverthecanal leadIngtotbe honey gate, and movable sides in the Comb Baskets. The »ai>0 and
liaoo Extractors have no covers.
'

F.or2

American frames, 13x13

Fbr 2 LangBtroth "
'*
"
For 3
"
"
For 4
size,
For 2 frames of any
^'
"
For 3

THOS. G.
938

ft

925

Inches..

10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
13x90
13x20
13x20

*'

"

"

.

.

..$8 00
..

8 00
00

...10

..14 00
..12 00
,..12
...16

NEWMAK &

West MadlBon Street,

.,

SON,

00
00

'

lESGSBvSI f eet to the pound. Wholesale and
l^^pn^ Retail. Circulars and Samples free

j.

S 'i:;:):^v:wi

lAtf

van deusen & sons,

(SOLE MANUFACTURKKS),
SPKOUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

SENT FREE
A SAMPLE

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Flint,

Genesee

publshed
HASpages,

Co., Mich.,

a neat

little

OP TH»

entitled, "The Production of
Honey." Its distinctive feature Is the

possible shape.
Bl?" Price of the Book, 25 ct».
taken— either U. S. or Canadian.

Journal,
A magazine of Htduh

V^

35,000 Sold.

^f

Natlue

for every body.

a year, 20c a
now TO STUDY THEM
of BOOKS on
Read- and a
$3.00

book of 4^

thorough manner in which It treats of the
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
For
points are, howt-ver, touched upon.
Instance. It tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and brinfj them
through to the honey harvest In the best

.•1.5

KO.

Phrenological

33A26t

Comb

HONEY EXTRACTORS

i.

STROHMEYER

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

Patent Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
yHigh Side Walls, 4 to 14 square

& CO.,
F. G.
Wholesale Honey Mercbauts.

RICKEIi, Pres.,

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

44Atf

tSf If you wish to obtain tbe
Hlgbest Price for Honey tbls
Season, ^vrlte to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

A manual of Character

no.,

list

for the people, an Intensely Phrenology, PhysiognoInteresflncrancf.ittriiotlvebook
Kvrrv body should read it. my .Health, Heredity, fto

Intr

2011

paces., i^N) fine illus. 4Ucts.

Send Address on

postal.

FOWLER & WELLS CO., 775 Broad way^N.
48A4t

Bee-Keepers'Cards._"J*J?dE\^"all
Chromo Card, we have plain designs.—
Fancy Cards, Stationery, Monograms for BusineBS
Hnd Amusement, for old and young, at astonisbing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards luc.
Weat package cards and sample honey-candien 15c.
Address
«J, "H. MAKTlN,
HARTFORD, Washington Co.. N.Y.
4Aly
tiful s-color

Stamps

Atf

_

RUBBER-STAMP.

SELF-INKING

FORNCROOK &

2,000

J.

Impressions for lo cts.
Will last a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
Letter - Heads, Postal

"BOSS"

<;ards. Sections, Clotb-

ing—everything. Your
name, occupation and
address, with the machine and a bottle of
ink. by mail, for $1.00.
Extra J^ bottles of ink

I

w
|y

for 12 cts. Show this
adv't to your friends.
Send me an order for
10 Stamps, & get your

own

free.

Editor

CHICAGO, IIAj. Send

for

i

Patented June 28. 18SI.
coming season, ONEILL furnish -you. the
PtECB SECTIONS as cheap as the cheapest.
Write for prices.

anpum.

Catalogue

and terms. Address,

SECTIONS,

Watertown. Wis.. Oct.

25, 1887.

AND BEE-K££F£S'S ADVISER,
ISpuMished every week, at lOs. lOd.

says

Stump on page
Agenta wanted.

of this
547.

Qne-Piece

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Read what

Newman

1^

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP THB

'

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale GEO.T.HAMMOND,
TBli"MIDGIT.'
Dd retail. 8e« advertliement la another oolumn. BROCKPORT. Monroe Co., N. Y,

per
contains the best practica
It is edited by
Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S.. etc.,

It

information lor the apiarist.

Thomas Wm.

and published by John Huckle, Kinir'8 L>aag>
ley, Herts,

England.

S.
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Father Langstrotta. — The following
from Mr. Hutchinson will explain itself

Teacb the Young Folks.— In a short
notice of the " Book about Bees," on page
6.J9, by the Rev. F. G. Jenyns, wo made this
assertion :

:

Enclosed you will find a card from Father
Langstroth, acknowledging the receipt of
the money sent him by the North American
It Is Intended mainly for young people, Bee Keepers'
Society.
I think Its perusal
but no one, of whatever ago, can peruse its will more than repay all who contributed
pages without being greaily profiled. It their mites towards our dear friend's comtreats of the history, habits and instincts of fort. His card reads as follows
bees, and teaches the fundamental principles of modern bee-keeping.
Dayton. O., Nov. '26, 1887.
It Is just such a book as should be In the
Dear Friend Hdtchinson :— The check
bands of the young people of every land, for $.13 20 was received. I heartily thank
from which may be learned those lessons of my bee keeping friends for their kind reIndustry, economy and thrift which are so membrance. I'hat money enables me to
essential to the fullest measure of success.
get a heating stove, which will be a great
comfort to myself and family. I often call
When the author had read that notice of to mind the pleasant
talks we had In that
his book, he wrote us concerning it as fol- front chamber of our hospitable friend
Newman. Was very sorry to learn that you
lows:
were such a loser by Are. My health never
You quite enter Into the spirit in which was better. Your friend,
:

TEOUAS
yoinill.

KEWUAK,

Editor.

Dec. 7,188],

Buzz,
Tbis

a.

buzz, buzz
Is

No. 49.

1

the song of the bee.

Its legs are of yellow.

And

yet a good worker

is

she.

Tlie Bee-Keepers who have been holding a convention in Chicago, are suspected
of trying to make the bees keep them. So
said the Chicago Daily Newa on the second
day of the convention.

Kaow

when I have spent
"I Don't
three days so pleasantly as I did at the convention at Chicago." Tbis Is the sentiment
expressed by ei-Mayor Eugene Secor, of
Forest City, Iowa, whose excellent " personal " poem we published last week.

The Canadian
December

Is

" Honey- Producer " for
on our desk. It contains over

14 pages of the proceedings of the late ConTentlon at Chicago. It has thus demonstrated that it Is wideawake, giving its
readers the latest news of interest.

Wintering Bees was

the subject given
to Mr. R. L. Taylor, at the late convention

my book was written. As the young of toL. L. Langstroth.
day are to be our future bee-keepers, I feel
It is a pleasure to know that the kind rethat It Is most Important they should begin
early to know the first principles of bee- membrances of his friends "In convention
keeping, and that they should not begin (as assembled," will contribute to his comfort
Indeed no one ought! without knowing some- during the coming winter. We often think
thing of the natural history and habits of
the bee, and the economy of the hive, and of his visit to the convention and at our
thus know the why and the therefore of the residence a few years ago, and It seems that
direction for management given in the our friend has not forgotten it either. May
guide books which may afterwards come
the future days of " the grand old man " be
into their hands.
My book, therefore. Is not a " guide," but pleasant and peaceful. All will be glad to
simply designed to clear the way for such, learn that bis health " never was better."
and incite an interest In the youthful mind.
This reminds us of the story of a butterfiy
and a bee, who are represented by A. H.
Baldwin, in LiUle Folks, as having a conversation In which the bee carries off the
honors, by saying, "When Idle, the work
that I have done has not only maintained
me during my life, but will benefit others
after my death." Here la the story
:

;

ler,

of Ludwigsburg, Germany,

Is its

author.

thorough and complete treatise on
bee-keeping and the nature of bees. The
It is a

illustrations are exceedingly distinct, and
a splendid autumn day, when all the
flower-beds were ablaze with purple, and the whole mechanical work of the pamphlet
orange and crimson, and gold, a modest is a credit to the art of printing. To those
brown bee and a gorgeous butterfly found who read the German language, this work
themselves together on the same cluster of
will doubtless prove a great aid in bandlinK
a scarlet geranium.
"Dear me, how you do s'ave, neighbor I" bees properly, and thus return to the bee" Here have you been
said the butterfly.
working away ever so long on this one keeper all the benefits to be derived from
flower, whilst I have roved over a dozen the right management of bees.
And then bow
beds in the same time.
people admire me, and stare at me, and run

after me 1"
" Yes and sometimes catch you," said the

Home Markets.-The

Chicago '.Tribune,

:

bee

;

"and

kill

you."

The butterfly was somewhat taken aback
be found In full on but he was a Jaunty fellow, and soon rein this city.
himself.
covered
perusal
careful
pages 776 and 777, and a
" Well, I'm off 1" he said.
Tnu can stay
will convince any one that it was confided and plot here all day on one stupid flower
to the right person. It should be, and we If you choose. Give me constant change."
" All that is very fine," said the bee. " But
have no doubt it will be, read and re-read by
those who gad about so much, seldom do
thousands of our subscribers.
any good work. Besides, as you say, you
only stop a moment on each flower, whereas
I never leave It till I have sucked all the
out of it. So I work, and yet fly about
The Annual Honey Prodnct of North honey
all the same."
America is about one hundred millions of
" Yes, yes I" answered the butterfly. "But
pounds, and its value is nearly $15,000,000. all your toil only causes you to be killed for
of your honey.
I die after an idle
The annual wax product is about half of a the sake
But we both
life, and you alter a busy one.
million pounds, and its value la more than die so where is the ditference?"
said
persons
"We
must
all
die."
the
bee; "but
300.000
000.
There
are
about
$100
difference.
Tou die, and no
keeping bees In North America. We make there is a great
one regrets or remembers you. But when I
this estimate in response to many requests die. the work that I have done has not only
maintained me during my life, but will
for the most accurate statistics obtainable.

:

Illustrated Instrnctlon-Booli of

On

;

It will

Pbotograpbs.— We have received the
following photographs for our Bee-Keepers'
Portrait, residence and apiary of
Album
Mr. J. E. Cady, Medford, Minn. residence
and apiary of Mr. T. S. Bull, Valparaiso,
Ind. and honey exhlbitot Mrs. J. N. Heater.
Columbus, Nebr. The Lincoln Journal
states the latter was tastefully arranged,
striking in appearance, and was admitted to
be the finest exhibit ever made In the State.
All have our thanks for these valuable
additions to our desk album.

An

Bee-Keeping, is the name of a bandy
German pamphlet of over 200 pages, that
we have recently received. Mr. J. G.Bess-

In its report of the convention, says

:

" Controlling the price of honey," was the
subject allotted to Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of
and ho advocated the
St. Charles, Ills.,
working up of the home trade by honeyproducers, and that the surplus only should
be sent to the large cities, where "boneyhouses" controlled by the producers should
distribute the product at a fair, remunerative,

and uniform

price.

Mr. Baldridge has followed It up with
more on the same subject in this week's
Bke Journai,.

Mr. Eugene Secor's

essay on the sub-

ject of " Bee-Keeping alone, or with other

pursuits." will be found on page 774 of this
Issue. When other pursuits are necessary,
Mr. Secor prefers dairying, gardening, poultry, and the cultivation of small fruits.
beneflt others after my death."
Some stated that it was appropriate to
This book was written for youthful and
unfolding minds. and should be in the bands unite bee keeping with professional work
provided intervals of leisure during
of such. We can supply it for $1 a copy. A which
months for apiculture.
copy of It and the Bee Journal for 1888 the five busy
perusal of Mr. Secor's essay will repay you.
(both by mall postpaid) for $1.75.

A

;

The Odor of Honey pervades

the halls

and rotunda of the Commercial Hotel, while
the products and all paraphernalia of the
apiary may be found in the ladles' ordinary.
It Is there that the Bee-Keepers' Union Convention

le

in progress.— Chlcaoo Herald.

France

has always been a land of Inand the recent events, which shake
present
government, bring forward Gen.
the
Boulanger, wbom they were scheming to
Toe
sketch by W. H. Gleadell, In
suppress.
Frank LenlU's Popular Monthly for December, gives all needed Information of this
trigue,

"Coming Man."!
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Winter Coverings oyer the Frames.
'Vritb

Qnery 498.— When

Replies tbereto.

the cellar, which are best to put over the frames,
honey-boards, quilts, enameled or other cloths?—
Carl, Ills.

[It is quite uselesi to ask for answers to
Queries in this Department In less time
than one month. They have to wait their
turn, be put In type, and sent In about a
dozen at a time to each of those who answer
them get them returned, and then find
;

tor them in the Joubnal. If you are
a " hurry " for replies, do not ask for

pace
In

them

to be inserted here.— Kd.]

ArranEiDE Hives in

tlie

quilts.— J. P. H. Bkown.
board.— W.Z.Hutchinson.
I use enameled cloth very successfully.— H. D. Cutting.
I use quilts in connection with sawdust cushions.— G. M. Doolittle.
I prefer

A plain

We

use a straw mat.

Query 497.— How should the hives be
arranged in the cellar to prevent the dead bees
from clogging the entrances ?— Lewis, Ohio.

not tight-fitting.- Dadant & Son.
Either are good. I leave on mine
the same sheets that they had when
out-doors.— C. C. Miller.
Either will do, if the hives are
I
well ventilated at the entrance.
prefer a thick cloth cover in winter,
when wintering bees ou the summer
stand.— G. W. Demarbe.
All of my experimenting up to the
present time causes me to believe
that the board cover is as good as anything else, whether out-doors or not.

Raise the hives off the bottomboards.— Dadant & Son.
Raise the hives 2 inches from the
bottom -boards or bench.— G. M. DooLITTLE.
—James Heddon.
I have had no trouble in that direcIf the cellar is right, it makes little
tion.
Leave a full hive-entrance.
to think that
I used
difference.
H. D. Cutting.
quilts were superior; but upon trial I
Place the hives in rows so that you find that boards are just as good.— A.
can pass between them and clear out J. Cook.
the dead bees about once a month.—
Honey-boards will do, with large
G. L. Tinker.
lower ventilation but quilts are best,
If your hives have loose bottom- or a frame of chaff in cellar wintering,
boards, you can fix them in a minute
allowing free upward ventilation. In
if tight bottoms, bore a hole in the out-door wintering I prefer the tight
end of the hive 2 or 3 inches above the honey-board (}4 inch thick) over the
entrance.— James Heddon.
frames, and no free upward ventilaL. TiNliBR.
Place a rim 13>^ inches wide under tion. —G.
The whole secret
I do not know.
each hive, or raise tliem in some manner from the bottom-board. VV. Z. consists in giving such ventilation as
will prevent excess of moisture from
Hutchinson.
;

—

plenty of room under the
frames, and draw out the dead bees
once in a while by means of a large
wire bent at right angles atone of its
ends.— G. W. Ijemakee.
Unless you can examine the hives
at stated intervals, and rerhove the
dead bees from the entrance, you had
belter remove the bottom-boards
when placed in the cellar. J. P. H.

Give

—

Bkown.

Hf" The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will
Give them good food and a good
hold its annual meeting at Woodstock, Ontaria, on
If the tempeiature varies too Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. lU and 1, 1888.
W. Cousjt, Sec.
much, it would be well to have the
hive raissed a little from the bottomthe Nebraska State
1

|y

Cook.

I should judge that many ways
could be devised, that would be successlul.
Any plan that will keep the
entrance Iree, will answer, and it
cannot require much ingenuity to
devise such plan.— J. E. Pond.

ror (be Aiaencan Bee Journal

SflEEBStions aliont

MRS.

L.

tlie

Late Convention.

HARRISON.

I was
home, and have been confined to bed
ever since, and the fever I had very

very sick before I reached

materially assisted me in re holding
the late convention, time and again.
I would like to see tliis Society a
strong power in the land, and I think
it could be, with fore-thought and

management.

The ventilation during the late reunion was an improvement on former
like occasions, but it could have beea
greater. The windows were weighted,
and could have been raised to the top
of the casing, at the bottom, and sufficient for a draft, but so the sashes
would not fit in the middle of the
window also lower the upper sash a
little, not more than half an inch.
Then there would have been a little
;

fresh air coming in continually at the

middle and top of the window. If all
the eight windows had thus been
arranged, I think there would have
been no complaint from drafts or foul
air, if the door had been kept open.

The men appeared to be much more
The best is afraid of drafts than the women,
gathering in the hive.
that which proves successful with the which is probably owing to their unI think that it would
least trouble. —J. E. Pond.
covered heads.
There is but little choice between be better for them to keep on their
hats as they do at " Quaker meetthe covers for frames mentioned
some prefer one and some another, ings," rather than breathe poisonous
just as liuraanity does when choosing air. At one time during the sessions,
there was but one window open, and
a mate for life —The Editor.
that was let down very low, and the
came in
door was open. Mr.
Convention Notices.
and sat down in the draft between
immediately
ordered the
the two, and

cellar.

board. —A. J.

This mark
indicates thatthe apiarist 19
located near the center ot the State named;
6 north of the center; 9 south; Ot east;
•O west; and this(< northeast; "o northwest:
i>» southeast; and
P southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

Cloth will do,

if

Cellar.

Car rjes:p0ttdjettx;e.

bees are wintered In

The next meeting of
Bee-Beepers' AgsociHtion will be held on Jan. u,
1888, at Lincoln, Nebr.

UiNRV Pattirson,

|y

See.

The Southeastern Michigan Bee-teepers'

Association will hold its annual meeting in the
Hupervisor's room in the t ourl House at Adrian,
A. M. UANi.KU, nee.
Mich., on Dec. 16, 18^7.

fW

The Hardin County Bee-Keepers'

window closed. There was plenty of
room at either side of this draft,
where he could have removed his
chair. When the veins in my head
got so big that I was in danger of
being carried out, I anticipated and
retired to save disturbance ; as I am

pretty weighty I did not want to impose upon others' good nature.
I
air,

have been taught a lesson on foul
that I shall never forget.

Associa-

My

oldest sister fell unconscious at a conthe second Saturday in each month, at noon cert, and in a very short time passed
month, witli a piece of scrap-iron. Or on
notice.
(12 o'clock), until further
over "the divide," cut down in the
J. W. Bdchakan, See.
set up the Hist hive in a row at an
midst of a very useful, active life.
angle of 45^, and then lean each hive
Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' As- Those of us who gathered at her
1W Thewill
against the preceding one at the soi'iatloD
meet at New Mill'ord, Pa., on Jan. funeral, afterward for days ate of pies^
same angle, and the entrance will not 7,1888. Hublecta lor discussion "The Best Way
to Prevent Swarming," and "Is it Advisable to and bread that her own hands had
become clogged.— C. C. Miller.
Italianize Colonies?" All bee-keepers are cordially

Clean

tliem

out once or twice a

tion will

meet at the

<'ourt

House

In EI«iora,

Iowa,

;

Leave the entrances open, and

U. M. 8EKLBY, See.

Invited.

raise

baked.
STICK TO

THE PROGRAMME.

the hives above tlie floor, if they have
|y* The next annual meeting of the Michigan
I know a lady
Yes, every time.
tight bottom- boards ; if loose bottom- Stste Bee-Keepers' ssociation will be held at
East Saiiinaw. Mich In the City Council room, on
boards aie used, you can easily re- L>ec.7anii8. 18«7. 'I'he head-quarters will be at who could not attend all the time, but
Sherman House, where we have secured re- consulted the programme, and came
move the dead bees at regular inter- the
duced rates, at $1.20 per day.
ten miles on a train several times, tovals.— The Editor.
H. D. CnrriKO, Sec
/v

.
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hear special subjects discussed, and
was disappointed every time.
On a similar occasion, Mr. O. O.
"I'm not
Popplelon said to me:
going to be here this afternoon, as
comb honey will be under discussion, and I'm not interested as I work
for extracted honey, and I'm going to
attend to some business matters in
'

If the programme is carried out, then members can choose
their time for rest, pleasure, or business, and not be deprived of hearing
the discussions, for which they have

the city."

spent time and money.
It would be well for the Society to
engage a separate room for the exhibition of supplies, and the more imThen let the
plements tlie better.
exhibitors give the President notices
All
those desirthe
following
like
describe his
ing to hear Mr.
hive, can have the pleasure tomorrow
at 10 a.m., in Room No. 2. At 5 p.m.

have none to ship now, please keep
our address for next season."
Of course honey "tastes better"
when it is " scarce and high !" that is,
if reasonably high and scarce; and
honey-producers have the power to
secure both of these conditions whenever they choose to exercise it. Mr.
A. I. Root stated at the Chicago convention, that he did not see that the
present prices for honey materially
lessened the demand, and this seemed
to be a new revelation to him.
For
several years past Mr. Root and many
others have advocated low prices for
honey,

honestly

believing that this

would educate the people to use it
freely, and thereby increase the demand. Hut this was contrary to my
experience, and I think I have had
about as much as any one.
It appears from the above that the
"best "comb honey will now bring
from "20 to 22 cents per pound" at
will describe, and tell how wholesale. That, so it seems to me,
Mr.
is about as high a price as choice comb
to use his bee-smoker.
In the old days of lighting with honey, in small sections, should ever
The retailer,
candles, there was in use extinguish- bring at wholesale.
cannot afford to put his
If some of however,
ers to put out the light.
our inventors would turn their atten- cash into such honey and sell the same
tion in this direction, they might get to his customers for less than 25 cents
up an extinguisher to put out "lights" per pound. But how much better it
when they have shed "their rays" would be for him to keep his money
class are out of it, and sell the same on comlong enough.
The
generally not satisfied for their outlay, mission, and pay for it when sold.
and they might organize in the "bee- Even 10 per cent, commission on the
keepers' supply room," and choose retail price, would pay him a better
some of the glib talkers to instruct profit than to buy it outright at 20 or
22 cents per pound.
Reader, please
them.
ask him and see what he says about
Peoria,© Ills.
it, and then report.
St. Charles, 5 Ills.
[The points made by Mrs. Harrison
are all important and strictly correct.
For cne American Bee Joomal.
There is nothing more important than
good ventilation.
"When we were
The Pan-Hanille, W.Va., Coniention.
present no fault could be found with
:

ABC

the ventilation.

and

773
J.

A. Buchanan, Brooke county,

W. Va.
The question,
when a queen is

"

How

do you

fertilized V"

know

was

dis-

cussed at some length, many good
points being brought out, after which
the convention adjourned until 7:30
p.m., when an evening session was
held. The questions considered were,
" Is it profitable to double up colonies
in the spring 'i*" and " When and how
do you prepare colonies for winter "i""
After much discussion the convention
adjourned until 9 a.m. the next day.

SECOND DAY.
The convention was

called to order

and after the usual opening
business was completed the following
named ladies were made honorary
members
Miss Bessie B Baron,
Miss Bird Wickham, Mrs. Margtvret
Seabright, Miss Gertrude A. Seabright and Miss Esther A. Seabright,
Mrs. Mary E. Deary. Miss G. E.
Edwards, Mrs. E. Z. White, and Mrs.
at 9 a.m.,

:

W.

Taggart.
following were admitted as
Chas. C. Schword,
regular members
J. VV. Weiler, Wm. J.McHugh,Lindly
Bracken.
The questions, " How many bees
should a colony have to winter well V"
and " Is careful breeding necessary 'P"'
were then discussed in a very interS.

The

:

esting manner.

The convention then adjourned until

1:30 p.m.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

The convention was called to order
at 1:30 p.m. The question, "Does it
pay farmers to keep bees ":"' was then
considered, Mr. Taggart arguing that
a good, practical farmer would find it
profitable to study bee-culture, and
keep some colonies of bees.

Mr. Seabright

differed

from Mr.

The Pan-Handle Bee-Keepers' As- Taggart's views very decidedly, and
As to following the programme in sociation met on Oct. 26, 1887, at argued that it was not practical that
any convention, we fully agree with Wheeling, W. Va. The convention farmers did not know, and would not
was called to order at 10 a.m. by the learn, how to handle bees; that they
Mrs. Harrison. It should be strictly
President,
Henry Lewedag.
The hived them in old boxes, and that a
;

If there is any time to
should be occupied with new
business or discussions, and not by
transposing the order of the programme. The latter causes confusion,
disappointment, and often disgust.
When the programme is strictly followed, there is no chance for any one
to find fault, and no one can then be
disappointed. Ed.]

followed.

spare,

it

For tbe American Bee

JoomaL

Secretary called the roll, and then
read tlie minutes of the previous
meeting, which were adopted.
On motion, it was decided to employ a stenographer to report the
proceedings of the convention. After
further routine business was transacted, the convention adjourned untill :30 p.m.

AFTERNOON

called to order
at 1:30 p.m., and the President then
delivered his annual address, giving a
short history of the Association, and

saying he hoped that
Selling

would work

Honey on Comniission.

M. M.

SESSION.

The convention was

all

the

members

for its success.

The election of officers for the ensuing year was then held.and resulted

BALDBIDQE.

as follows
President, Henry LeweSince the Chicago bee-meeting I dag ; Vice-President, L. C. Seabright;
Secretary,
W. L. Kinsev and Treashave received the following from a
urer, August Goetze. On motion the
Chicago commission house
President was authorized to appoint
"Have you any honey at present a "V^ice-President from each county
"We get from 20 to 22 cents per pound represented, as follows: D. N. Milfor tlie best. It is not so plenty as ner, for Jefferson county, O.
II. J.
usual this season. When it is scarce Shriver, Preston county, W. Va.
and high, it tastes better. If you Philip Tisher, Monroe county, O.
:

;

'i*

;

proper care in other ways
a poor quality
of honey, which was put on the market at a low price, and thus injuring
the trade of the regular beekeepers.
Mr. Weiler said that he had experience both as a farmer and a beekeeper, and he knew that a farmer
could produce good honey, and make
more money (considering the amount
invested) than he could in almost any
other branch of agriculture. He found
the bees to be of considerable use
about the farm, aside from their
honey-gathering qualities.
Mr. Wendelkohn said that he had
commenced keeping bees in 1836. and
in the spring of 1839 his bees had an
attack of foul brood, but by careful
treatment, and using sulphuric acid,
he had been enabled to save all his
lack of

made the bees produce

colonies.

The number

of colonies represented

meeting were 4-59.
The convention then adjourned to
meet in Wheeling, W. Va., on the
third Wednesday and Thursday of
at this

October, 18S8.

W.

L.

KiNSEY,

Sec.
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and the nail-keg meets every
requirement until it is full, and the
wishes to get his share of
Nortli American Bee-Keepers' Society. bee-keeper
honey, then the nail-keg is not just
the thing; then we need a hive so
constructed that the bee-keeper can
get his honey with the least trouble."
MOKNIKG SESSION.
Now I think this an excellent speech,
President Miller called the conven- and just as true now as then.
In
For tbe American Bee Joamau.

well,

THE THIBD DAT.

tion to order at 9 a.m.,

and W. Z. making hives the great trouble

is,

that

how

it causes trouble in manipulation,
I never
is the water to get in ?

use cushions or quilts inside the hive
during the propolis season, the bees
have access to all parts of the hive,
and all cracks are stopped by propolis,
so that no wind or water enters.

N. N. Betsinger— Does Mr. Heddon
wish us to understand that his hive is
the first one with a double brood-

Hutchinson, of Flint, Mich., gave a that bee-keepers are trying to make chamber
short address upon

Tbe Production

Comb Honey,

hives that suit the bees instead of
themselves. This subject is a vast
one, and I scarcely know where to
begin, what to say, nor, perhaps,
where to leave off. I think I had
better resolve myself into a questionbox, and let you ask questions.
President Miller— Would it not be
well for you to explain the Heddon
hive and its workings ?
James Heddon— If the convention
so desires. [Yes, from several.— Sec]

of

the main ideas being in substance as
follows

To produce comb honey we must
have populous colonies at the beginning of the honey harvest, and to
secure these, breeding must go on
rapidly and uninterruptedly for two
months previous to the honey harvest.
food in abundance,
Aside from
warmth is the one great requisite for
The heat from a colony of
breeding.

?

James Heddon —It

is

the

first

one

with a horizontally-divisible broodchamber.
N. N. Betsinger—I have used hives
years ago embracing the same princidIss
.Janies

Heddon— Will Mr.

Betsinger

please point out to us where he has
written about this hive
N. N. Betsinger— I did not write
about it. No one offered to pay me
enough to describe it, and I could not
afford to write for nothing. So far as
Dr. A. B Mason now brought forcan
placed it the shaking out is concerned, I
and
hive,
Heddon
a
ward
Langstroth
bees is suflBcient; the difficulty is,
pro- shake the bees from a
Heddon
Mr.
and
table,
the
upon
To prethat it is lost by radiation.
hive as quickly as they can be shaken
explain its merits.
vent this loss, pack the colonies when ceeded to briefly
from a Heddon hive. Simply drive
comframes
The
Heddon—
James
taken from tbe cellar ; and allow the
them down with smoke, and then
hive
the
fill each section of
pletely
packing to remain until time for putshake them out. Langstroth frames,
fill them solidly
bees
the
reversion
by
ting on the supers.
wide frames, have
held in place either broad or
being
and
comb,
of
full
you
Miller—
How
would
President
handle them by.
nearly all of the projections to
thumb-screws,
by
the
bees
V
pack
As a reply Mr. Heddon simply held
from the hive.
W. Z. Hutchinson— I would sur- bees may be shaken
one of his frames by the edges of
up
better
not
be
it
A. I. Root— Would
round each hive with a box of cheap
side- bars.
the
of
made
were
the shade-boards, if the thumb-screws
I use
lumber.
tacking them together, and using a metal ?
Mr. Eugene Secor, of Forest City,
James Heddon—No, because they
shade- board for a roof. I prefer sawIowa, at this time read an essay,
would
that
you
much
so
cost
would
dust for packing, as the litter resultthen the threads entitled,
ing from its use is a benefit. I would make them too small,
the wood, and it Bee-Keeplns Alone, or wllh Other
use supers only one tier of sections would not hold in
would be slow work turning them out
FurBUitsI
high, filling them with foundation.
screws should
K. N. Betsinger— Would you use and in. The wooden and should be
of a vocation there
choice
the
In
not be made too large,
separators ?
which rightfully
will then hold are certain questions
tallow
they
in
boiled
W. Z. Hutchinson—No, sir.
every man
will never claim the consideration of
and
strong,
sufficiently
N. N. Betsinger— Do you not thiak
be or woman. The instinct of self-prescannot
they
that
so
enough
swell
secured
combs
can
be
that straighter
ervation implanted within us, natturned.
by using separators V
leading one,whether
Miller—
I have publicly urally makes the
President
can
but
I
Hutchinson—
I
do
;
Z.
W.
Will it
credit for his most important or not, this
secure combs that are straight enough given Mr. Heddon
returns in dollars
sufficient
command
wrong?
I
break-joint honey-board.
without them.
supbefore Mr. Hed- and cents to afford a comfortable
N. N. Betsinger— But to secure the Did any of you use it
for self and family V Another is,
port
replied.—
Sec]
one
[No
very finest honey, do you not think don did ?
In a country where
President Miller— How many have is it congenial V
their use is necessary ?
every one may choose bis occupation,
queen-excluding
metal
the
used
James Heddon— Who has a finer
curse of caste,
and think its use a free from the degradingpursuit
lot of honey in Mr. Burnett's store honey-board,
that 18
no one should follow a
arose.
members
[Three
detriment
V
No one.
than Mr. Hutchinson ?
not in harmony with his inborn pre—Seel
What dealer in this city has more or
President Miller— How many have dilections.
finer honey than Mr. Burnett V Not
Another question is, or ought to be,
them, and think they secure as
used
To what city is more honey
intellectone.
are dis- will it properly cultivate the
they
when
as
much
honey
sent than to Chicago ¥
ual and moral nature, so that the
voted.—
[Twenty-five
with
?
pensed
whole
This
Hutchinson—
all
i*

;

:

Am

W.

Z.

worker will develop and grow in
earn a
the ad- his faculties, while striving to
'-It is not
subsistence.
comfortable
principle
?
vantage of the break-joint
allot me to live," according to the
James Heddon— It prevents the common acceptation of the term.
building of brace combs. The bearNow, unless these questions can all
of an inch,
ings of my hives are only
answered in the affirmative, there
be
and by putting them together with a is something lacking in the employsliding cornerwise movement, but ment, or in the make-up of the person.
few bees are killed. With the beveled
As to bee keeping, there can hardly
edge this is impossible.
a question as to its intellectual and
be
the
propoabout
A. I. Root— How
For proof I have
tendency.
moral
in
trouble
cause
this
not
Would
lis V
to cite the shining examples,
only
V
movement
sliding
this
making
and dead, who are, or
Miss Dema Bennett— I would like both living
engaged in the pursuit.
been
have
no
there
is
if
Heddon
Mr.
ask
to
heard of a bee-master being
trouble from water coming in through Who ever
I have had charged with a crime V
these square joints.
oy
It will be congevial to those fitted
trouble by the water coming in and
nature to follow it, just as a natural
wetting the cushions.
at home with the tools
James Heddon—These two ques- mechanic feelshe
cheerfully earns a
If there is with which
tions answer each other.
no use in saying
is
There
living.
so much propolis thrust into the joints

ground of comb-honey production has Sec
been so well covered in previous. discussions that I feel it a waste of time
to discuss it further.
The convention next listened to an
address by James Heddon, of Dowagiac, Mich., upon

Bee Hives and Fixtures.
As an opening
remarks, 1 think I can do no

Mr. Heddon said
to

my

:

better than to repeat the little lecture
that Mr. R. C. Otis recited when he
came to my house years ago, and sold
me a right to use the Langstroth hive.

He began something like this "When
:

bees swarm, they look for a shelter,
some place to get into out of the suu
and storm a nail-keg or a box, or
even a hollow-tree suits them just as
well as the most elaborate hive in
existence ; and they thrive just as
;

1

N. N. Betsinger— What

is

%

,

,
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that every man will make a successful bee- keeper, any more than it is to
say, every man is by nature an artist,
and every woman a musician. Unless
a person possesses certain natural
qualitications, or can acquire them by
he would verv likely
cultivation,
make a failure of bee-keeping.
Among the necessary qualilications
are, perseverance,industry, continuity
of purpose, love of home more than
of riches, a talent for looking after
and at least
details, promptness,
tolerable health. If he possesses all
these coupled with a love for natural
history and botany, and is as enthusiastic and untiring as most one-idea
are, he may conclude to make
bee-keeping a life business— provided
always he has, or can obtain, a favorIt would be folly for a
able location.
person to expect the fullest success as
a honey-producer on a bleak Dakota
prairie, under the present state of the

men

art.
Talk as we please of the desirability or practicability of raising artificial pasture for bees, it has not yet

been successfully and economically
done.
Therefore, in my judgment, unless
in addition to all the required qualifications, there is the natural honeyflora in abundance, it will be wise to
couple bee-keeping with some other
pursuit. If the locality is favorable,
and the establishment of out-apiaries
is practicable, the business may be
made fairly remunerative. As a rule,
however, I believe that bees should
form a part of the surroundings of
every ideal rural home not only because it adds to the beauty of the
landscape picture, but because, in the
economy of nature, bees are necessary
;

to the perfect fertilization and fructification of the vegetable kingdom,
and that object can best be attained
by the proper distribution of the
means to accomplish the end sought.
If beekeeping were in the hands of
specialists only, it is quite reasonable
to suppose that some localities would

be overstocked, while others would
be destitute of bees. Why does every
cottager persist in keeping his pig,
instead of leaving the matter of porkraising to the specialist? Because the
pig is a scavenger, utilizing many
little scraps that would otherwise go
to waste. Bees are gleaners, also,

bringing many a golden drop from
the waste places of our imperfect
agriculture.
I believe in specialists to this extent
Every person ought to know
how to do some one thing thoroughly,
and if his capacity is limited to the
acquisition of the knowledge necessary to master that, he ought to stick
to it. But the man who only knows
one thing is a one-idea man. His
capacity for enjoyment in this world
is also limited.
His horizon is the
narrow bound of a single thought,
when just beyond lie the limitless
fields of culture awaiting the polished
plowshares of investigation and progress. It broadens and develops a
man to know more than one thing.
and it seems to me to he reflecting on
the intelligence of our race to think
that man is not capable of mastering
more than one branch of learning.
:

I see no better reason why beekeeping should be confined to specialAll who have
ists than hog raising.
given the subject thought, know the
latter industry can only be enlarged
The massing toto certain limits.
gether of large numbers of either
animals or men,800n develops disease

and death— nature's remedy

for re-
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that they would master the science of
bee-keeping, and therefore be likely
to succeed.
We note with pleasure
that some of the brightest lights in
apiculture
have been clergymen.
They have done as much to advance
the art as any other class of men, not
excepting specialists.
Some of the
best bee-keepers of to-day are ministers, lawyers, doctors and teachers.
But why multiply examples to
prove the harmony existing between
the various rural pursuits V After all,
it depends upon the man, whether he
shall devote himself to this or that,
whether he shall combine two or
more, or whether he shall, in sleepful
inactivity, allow all the grand opportunities for culture and profit to pass
by unobserved or unheeded.

storing the proper equilibrium of life.
Who shall say that foul brood is not
Nature's punishment for overstocking
and a gentle hint to more widely distribute the bees which she intended
to act as marriage priests to all the
In
plants in her flowery kingdom ?
my judgment 100 colonies in one yard
comes very near the limit of protitable
increase.
If then, it is not desirable to conEugene Secor.
fine the production of honey to specialists
and if, when one's immediate
locality is suSJciently stocked, and he
After the reading of the essay the
does not care to establish out-apiaries discussion was as follows
enough to occupy his whole time, or
James Heddon— What other busito aflord him an ample income, what ness has Mr. Secor V
bee-keeping
occupation will best fit
Eugene Secor— 1 am a real estate
If only a few colonies are kept it agent.
makes but little difference, if the perJames Heddon— The reason I asked
son is at home in the morning or is, because he is a favorite poet of
evening. It need not consume more mine, and I feej an interest in him.
than five minutes per colony each He speaks of mental culture how acday to properly look after them. If a quaintance with different pursuits
larger number are kept, the employ- broadens one's ideas, and he is corment should be such as would give rect; but it does not necessarily folwork when not required in the apiary. low that, to secure breadth of culture,
I see no reason why dairying, or a man must follow different pursuits
stock-raising, or both combined, will for the sake of making money
he
not be in perfect harmony with bee- may follow one pursuit for a living,
This branch of farming and others simply for recreation.
keeping.
employs one at home, keeps him busy
A. I. Root— In poor seasons, like
in winter, occupies his time chiefly in the past, it seems to me that someand
gives
evening,
morning
and
the
thing besides bees would be an adample scope to his ability and capital. vantage don't have all the eggs in
The increase of bee-pasturage will one basket.
also increase his available food for
H. R. Boardman— The best thing I
stock, and vice versa.
ever found to go with bee-keeping is
If near a good town, the raising of bee-keepivg.
strawberries,
A. J. Cook— Some of our best beefruits (if we except
which ripen at the wrong time in the keepers conduct other business.
North, and yield no nectar), is well need bees all over the country, and I
adapted to go with bee-keeping. think it wrong to discourage small
Raspberries, blackberries and gooseJames Heddon—Mr. Root spoke of
berries are especially good honeyplants, and neither ripen with us till the foolishness of "having all the
the swarming season is about over. eggs in one basket." lam what might
Apples, plums, and such other tree be called a specialist. Now let me
fruits as can be successfully growu tell what the past poor season did for
Our me. I had 20,000 pounds of honey on
are excellent honey-producers.
season's success in the apiary often my hands that I had kept over, and
hinges on the impetus given to the prices went up, and up, and it enbees by the abundance of bloom on abled me to clean it all out at a good
The keeping of poultry price. Then again, if we lose money
these fruits.
in connection with bees has already by " having all our eggs in one basbeen mentioned, and no doubt could ket" in a poor season, how about the
greater profits during the good seabe successfully managed.
year with another,
It appears to me that with any of sons V Taking one
the professions, if we except physi- the advantages are all with specialty.
can never deN. N. Betsinger—
cians in active practice, bee-keeping
could be carried on simultaneously. velop when our attention is called
Ministers, lawyers and teachers need away by side-issues as we attempt to
some recreation in the open air, to rise "in one kind of business, the other
counteract the bad effects arising pulls us down.
Prof. Cook— I think we should try
from sedentary habits, and where
these are located in rural districts, to so manage that the labor with our
what reason is there why they may bees will be least during the busiest
not combine pleasure and profit in a time of farm work, and rice versa.
James Heddon—That is the very
well-managed apiary ? Croquet, lawn
tennis and base ball might be neg- thing that myself and students have
lected by the ardent student of bee- given the most thought and study
culture, but perhaps the country how to secure the most honey with
would survive. The habits of study the least labor hovp to have hives,
of professional men are a guaranty fixtures, honey-house, grounds, etc..
;

:

'f

;

;

;

We

We

;

;
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cup would have held all the dead
3. As to ventilation, I fear that too pint
80 arranged that we can 'cut corlittle, i. e.,I fear bees from all the colonies.
than
too
much
rather
ners."
Having purchased a few colonies in
want
President Miller asked how many a draught much more than the
cold the spring of 1880, 1 began the disaspresent were bee keeping specialists. of any change of air at all.
draught causes discomfort to most trous winter of 1880-81 with 60 coloIn response, 25 stood up.
to 30 of these I fed a limited
nies
The convention then adjourned kinds of animate nature, but I have amounf of sugar syrup, and of these
seen no indication that for breathing
until 1:30 p.m.
colonies not
purposes the bees get too little change 16 survived; of the 30.
AFTERNOON SESSON.
of air by any of the ordinary methods fed, 3 survived.
For the present I pass over the next
give a
The convention was called to order of wintering. Out-of-doors Iremove
three winters, to the still more disin-doors I
full hive-entrance
by President Miller at 1:30 p. m.
1884-8.'5, only saying
the bottom-board entirely, not for astrous winter of
vote of thanks was extended to ventilation proper, but that the bees that during the fall of 1883, as an exthe proprietor of the Cammerclal
a few colonies
may the more readily expel moisture. periment. I supplied and
those thus
Hotel, for his uniform courtesy, good
with sugar stores,
4. On account of the facts which I prepared
attendance, reduced rates, and for the
wintered so much better
free use of a room for holding the shall mention below, I do not attach than those having' honey stores, that
convention.
a great importance to a nice adjust- in the autumn of 1884 I gave all my
The President, Dr Miller, then said ment of temperature. An improper 200 colonies empty combs, and fed
—I hereby appoint as the additional temperature is to be dreaded, chiefly them syrup. Ttie result was, that
member of the committee to secure on account of the increased consump- while all the other bees with but few
government statistics, Thomas G. tion of stores thereby induced, and exceptions in that part of Michigan
Newman, Chicago, Ills. I did not the consequent increased accumula- perished, there was not a colony of
want to appoint him because of his tion of fecal matter in case the stores mine in a normal condition, but so far
position as editor ; also on account of areimviure. For these reasons, viz: as I could judge, wintered perfectly.
his health but the interests of the the saving of stores and the lessened These bees were wintered in a cellar.
bee-keeping fraternity must be con- risk of disease, I hold tliat it pays in
During the following winter my loss
this climate to winter bees in the
sidered flrst.
was about 12 per cent, of bees, manfor
grounds
an^
find
cannot
cellar.
I
Mr. R. L. Taylor, of Lapeer, Mich.,
aged in every way precisely the same,
choice between 35° Pahr., and any of except that their stores were partly
then read an essay upon,
the intervening points up to SO^. I honey and partly syrup, and this
vrintering Bees In tlie Nortliern do not find a high temperature an anthough the winter was much more
States.
tidote to poor stores.
favorable for the successful wintering
bees
the
cause
stores
5. Scant
The only thing necessary to bees in
of bees.
activity;
stores,
scattered
and
During the next winter, that of
order to secure their perfect winter- anxiety,
for
make
place
together
two
and
the
one
word
1886-87, 1 had in two cellars at home
ing, can be expressed in
Of these about
comfort. In a climate warmer than all the other untoward consequences nearly 400 colonies.
that which reigns during winter in that I have mentioned. But we all two-thirds had honev stores excluour Northern States, much depend- agree here.
sively, but the other third being in
ence can be placed upon frequent
All the above-mentioned conditions single sections of the new Heddon
flight to secure that happy condition, cause discomfort in the way and for hive, were almost destitute of honey,
but in this latitude such flights can the reasons intimated, and I mention and consequently were supplied with
no longer be safely relied upon to them not because I think them ordi- stores of sugar syrup. Each kind was
furnish immunity from the causes of narily fatal, or even in themselves divided between the two cellars. The
uneasiness and disease.
greatly injurious, but because they temperature of one cellar was kept at
The catalogue of things liable to cause undue exertion and consump- 5{p Fahr., almost without variation,
produce discomfort among the bees tion of food with a result more or less while that of the other varied from
45'-^, but this difference in
the
miglit be almost indefinitely extended, detrimental, owing to the quality of 3.5° to
seemed to have little
If successful wintering temperature
but after eliminating everything that the food.
if
the
bees—
of
seems to me of little importance, I turned on any or all of these, the eflect on the condition
problem would have been solved long there was any difference it was in
find it is contracted to six items, viz
There is no such uncertainty favor of the lower temperature.
2. Mois- ago.
1. Untimely manipulation.
ventilation. 4. attached to the securing of the condiBut what a marked difference was
ture.
3. Improper
Improper temperature. 5. Scattered tions desired in these things, as to there in each cellar, between the colomatter
of
long
a
nies with sugar stores and those with
or scant stores. 6. Improper food. I make their operation
Of the former the
natural stores
shall touch upon these points in the doubt.
No, brethren, the thing that causes bees were the picture of comfort and
order of their arrangement, not in
uncertainty in results, is the uncer- contentment, quiet, closely clustered,
the order of their importance
tainty existing as to the quality of not easily disturbed, not a diarrhetic
1. It is evident that any manipulastores, which brings me to sign, and only now and tlien a dead
tion after the season when the bees the winter
item to be con- bee dropping out of the cluster. Of
begin to assume the semi-torpid state, the sixth and last
the latter the bees were uneasy, not
tends to dissipate that disposition,and sidered
From my experience of ten years closely clustered, easily disturbed,
is also liable to leave crevices between
and many of
the hive and its cover, which, made with an apiary ranging in numbers dying by the thousand,
the unmistakable
earlier in the season, would be closed from 2 colonies at the beginning to the hives bearing
have said,
by the bees, but being left open, will 600 colonies now, I am forced to the signs of disease, aud, as I
those in
often cause an injurious circulation conclusion that the great cause of our if there was anv difference,
wintering troubles is a poor quality of the cellar with the rather high, even
of air through the hive.
stores. Some apiaries are, no doubt, temperature suffered the more.
2. When moisture invades the clusnatural stores obDuring the three
One fact more
ter in such amounts that the bees are placed where the
quality to be winters from 1881 to 1884, which I
nnable to expel it by their natural tained are always of a
I have no have mentioned above, I wintered my
warmtli, they are compelled to arouse relied upon, but mine,
The bees in the same cellar on natural
fortunate.
themselves from their slumbers and doubt, are not thus
conclusion, that im- stores, under precisely the same exto attempt to rid themselves of the reasons for my
of
our ternal conditions, so far as it was
cause
moisture by gathering it into their proper food is the prime
the follow- possible for me to judge ; yet the flrst
Besides other evident winter losses, I draw from
stomachs.
which are within my own winter they wintered perfectly, while
evils resulting, the bees will gather ing facts,
the other two winters they wintered
with the water more or less of the experience and knowledge
In the autumu of 1879 I had 1-5 colo- illy, aud with considerable loss. I
impurities which will go to help load
for this, unless there
their intestines ; and no doubt the nies, and as that was a year of great cannot account
in the stores.
excessive amount of moisture taken scarcity I fed each colony largely of was a difference
Outside of my o.wn experience there
up will have a greater or less ten- sugar syrup, and wintered them on
rememthe summer stands. In the spring a is one thing I do not fail to
dency to impair digestion.

A

;

;

A

;

:

!

:

:

:
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ber,

and that

is,

that there

is

little

agreement, and apparently little prospect of agreement, among bee-keepers, as to the necessity or Ibe methods
of securing ventilation, a high temperature, a dry atmosphere, late
brood rearing, or even as to the necesbut they are
sity of cellar wintering
in practical accord in affirming the
necessity of supplying beea for winter
with stores of a good quality. This is
a signilicant fact. Stick a pin here,
and bend a hook on the point of it.
And again, why is it that bees in
the cellar suffer most severely during
winters when they suffer most out-ofdoors ?
Without stating my deductions at
;

length, let me only say in conclusion
that I have found among my own
bees, that colonies with plenty of

good stores, known to besuch, always
winter well, while those with stores
of a doubtful character winter more
or less disastrously.
I am satisfied that I cannot winter
a colony well on stores that are decidedly poor in quality, by any method
Who
with which I am acquainted.
can inform me how to do itV I am
confident that I can winter any fair
colony well, on stores which are certainly good, by any of the approved
methods. Who doubta his ability to
do the same V
Of course it is not to be denied that
a low temperature, moisture, etc.,
seriously aggravate the ill effects of
poor stores, but I seriously question
whether, unless present in an extraordinary degree, they would seriously
affect the welfare of a colony well
supplied with pure stores.
R. L. Tatlor.
After the reading of the foregoing
essay it was discussed as follows
N. N. Betsinger— If sugar is better
for bees, why is it not better for
human beings V
Jas. Heddon— Because bees gather
honey is no reason why it is the best
Honey conwinter food for them.
tains nitrogenous matter, and is well
adapted to brood-rearing and supplying the waste of muscular tissue but
for this same reason it is not so suitable for a winter food.
N. N. Betsinger— I agree with Mr.
Heddon, that sugar is a better winter
food for bees than is honey but the
public does not understand the reason
•Why. It reasons that if sugar is bet:

;

;

ter for bees, it is better for human
beings. Even though sugar is better,
the public ought not to be told of it,
because they draw a wrong inference.

N. W. McLain— We ought not to
pay so much attention to what the
public thinks, but rather to what is
best for the bees. We all know that
bees are not natives of a northern
climate, and when we bring them here
we may be obliged to make changes
in their food and to say all this must
be explained to the public is foolish
that is our business.
;

;

Mr. McLain then gave an interesting account of his practical accomplishments and experiments in scientific bee-keeping during the past year,
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referring to the interest displayed by hands to keep the yard in nice condithe United States Department of Ag- tion, besides preparing sections, putkeeping tlie hives
on,
riculture in the valuable and rapidly ting them
increasing industry of bee-keeping painted, and making new ones when
required. 1 never expect him to do
and the honey product.
The essay of Mr. D. A. Jones, Bee- all the work during the honey- flow,
but give him assistance in extracting.
ton, Ont., is as follows, and is on
The more assistance that is required
Establlslilnc: Oat Apiaries.
for this purpose, the better the apiary
This is the question that has been pays.
When extracting I use little boys
assigued me by the Secretary, and it
and girls for carrying the combs to
is one which is receiving considerable
and from the hives to the extractor.
attention just now, as many engaged
Two of them, a little larger and a
in appiculture are increasing their
little practiced, do the uncapping and
colonies until they have, frequently,
more than they can afford to keep in extracting. I have also had boys from
one apiary. Then the questions arise, ten to twelve years old tbat could put
what should they do ? Should they the combs back in the hives very well
after they had been extracted. This
sell them off, or start " out apiaries V"
class of labor, with us, is very cheap,
There are some localities where 500 and tliere is generally plenty of it in
colonies might be kept with success, the neighborhood of every apiary,
and there are others where 100 would that can be got when required, and
overstock them.
I consider from 100 the youngsters think it as good as a
to 200 colonies as many as is profitable holiday to gel an opportunity to work
to keep in the average apiary. In es- in the bee-yard.
tablishing out apiaries 50 colonies
With a good, practical foreman to
would make a start, but I would
as
recommend 100, as no more trouble visit the yards, and see after them,
be realized from the " out
need be taken to manipulate them. much can
"
"
"
These would contain 200 colonies in apiaries as from the home ones.
better rethe fall,which might be divided again ; Very often they bring in
selected on
thus your apiaries, if you double your turns, because they are
account of their fitness, while the
colonies, would double every year.
But counting mishaps, sales and home apiary may only be "tolerated
home,"
because of "its being your
losses, perhaps we might more reamost favorable place
sonably expect to double our colonies rather than the
Almost any number
every two years. This, of course, for an apiary.
in this
depends largely upon the practice of of apiaries may be managed
owner
is thoroughly practhe apiarist. One man is required at way if the
entire atteneach out apiary during the season, tical, and will devote his
good, rewhich, in this country, varies from tion to the business, or if a
liable foreman and trusty students
four to five months.
From my home apiary, I located one can be secured, or better, those who
about \}4 miles to the northwest the have had, say a year's experience.
I am satisfied that after one has
next about four miles to the northeast next, seven miles to the north- mastered the business, and understands
it thoroughly, if his surroundthen one five miles north, one
east
six miles northwest, and one ten miles ings are suitable, he is only fooling
northwest, with sometimes smaller away his time with one apiary, as he
ones between. From personal experi- can manage several without any more
good locali- trouble than is required to manage
ence I am satisfied that
He would require a suitable rig,
ties from two to three miles apart is one.
far enough to have them. I have had so that in driving to each apiary he
as good results from the closest api- could take such supplies as he might
aries, as from those furthest apart, require, and in returning could bring
and that, too, when there were over any honey that there might be on
hand.
200 colonies in each.
I have parties offering me the priviIf the locality were suitable,! should
prefer to place them so that I could lege of establishing apiaries on their
One
visit all the apiaries by driving the premises without any charge.
shortest possible distance, that is, five man, where I had an apiary for over
or six apiaries might be placed around ten years, sold his place and moved
a central one, or in a way that one away. He has asked me to come and
could drive or take them all in in one establish one on his new place, free
Mine, unfortunately, are not of charge, knowing as he does the
route.
so placed, and it gives me Ave or ten benefit that the clovers, fruit trees
miles of an extra drive to take them and vines receive from the fertilizaThe
all in, but as the locations suited me tion of the flowers by the bees.
better, I thought it would more than highest that I have ever paid is $25 a
over-balance the extra cost of the year for bee-houses or a cellar to winAll the ground that is reter in.
journey to place them as I did.
Each apiary should have a practi- quired is a quarter to a half-acre to
From $5 to $10 a
I have place the bees on.
cal man or woman in charge.
frequently had students look after year is the usual rent, where a charge
them, but it pays much better to have is made at all.
Even though a person has a sale for
assistants with at least one year's experience, as the foreman cannot man- all the extra colonies of bees he can
age to go around to each apiary more spare, it will pay him to have at least
than once per week, and sometimes one or two out apiaries, because if
scarcely that, especially if he has to increase is the principal object, the
give a day to each apiary, to instruct sale of bees will doubly repay the inThe assistant in terest on capital invested. Any honey
the one in charge.
charge has spare time enough on his that they may stow away more than is
;

;

;

m
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required, can either be extracted, or
the filled combs may be kept for
future use, as it is desirable to have
some such combs on hand to save
feeding colonies that are run more
exclusively for honey. I believe that
all such apiaries should be managed
for both honey and increase, unless
the sale of bees is almost impossible
at a very low figure, in which case
increase is a thing not so much to be
D. A. Jones.
desired.

The committee on exhibits reported
that the following articles were on
exhibition
Honey cans and labels, and malleable-iron
honeynates for honey-extractors, exhibited
by B. L. Goold & Co., Brantford, Ont.
Samples of linden honey and clover honey
— R. F. Holtermann, Brantford, Ont.
and a
Reversible hive and section-case
machine for making T-tins— E.S. Armstrong,
:

Jersey ville. Ills.
Adjustable division-board fixture for shippiDjr bees, and a device for feeding and
packing bees— J. B. Hains, Bedford. O.

Comb honey— Edwin Hubbard,

Oil City,

Wis.

Comb honey and
smoker- T.

S. Bull,

extra funnel for beeValparaiso, Ind.

Samples of bee-supplies- Berlin Fruit-Box

Company, Berlin Heights. O.
Machine for folding sections— Wakeman &
Crocker, Lockport, N. Y.
Melissa honey-plant— A. C. Tyrrel, Madison, Nebr.
Super for surplus honey— H. W. Funk,

Bloomington,

Ills.

comb honey

patent paper
boxes samples of the patent paper boxes,
and samples of sections with foundation
N. N. Betsinger, Marcellus, N. Y.
Samples of honey and honey-plants, and a
photograph of the honey exhibit at the TriState Fair at Toledo, O.— Dr. A. B. Mason,
Crate of

In

;

Auburndale, O.
Seed of the Chapman honey-plant, and a
sample of honey from the same plant— H.
Chapman, Versailles. N. Y.
Reversible hive— James Heddon, Dowagiac, Mich.
Samples of

comb and extracted honey.and
an Improved section-case-Joshua Bull,
Seymour, Wis.
On motion of Dr. A. B. Mason, it
was voted that the thanks of this
Society are due, and are hereby tendered to the Commissioner of Agriculture for his efforts in behalf of the
bee-keeping industry, and for establishing an Apicultural Station near

and the middle of Lake Michigan, I
that would hardly feel safe to say anytime I do not think that there was any thing more than to ask, " Did I V"
In spite of the Waterloo defeat, just
colony that had 2 pounds of honey.
I only expected to get the brood- let me whisper in your ear, Bro. Newchambers well- tilled for winter, but man, that legislation is desirable, and
There
in a few days that was realized, and I sometime it may be feasible.
The flow were more who favored it at Chicago
put on the section-cases.
lasted about 12 days, and I took in than a year before, at least there were
1,600 one-pound sections of as nice some who had changed their views
honey as 1 ever expect to see. The from opposing to favoring, and Prof,
not "on speaking'
fall honey flow did not result in any Cook, although
terms " with me regarding legislation,
surplus honey.
threw
the
out
in
one
straw
for me to grasp^
That none may be deceived
matter of moving bees, let me say before drowning, by saying (and not
that the 6 colonies that I left at home, one opposed his view) that the man
were left for the reason that I did not who owns a piece of land doesn't own
want to make the third trip or load. the nectar secreted on it.
I commend to those locating conI presume they were about average
colonies. They all gathered more per ventions hereafter, the plan (thanks
colony than any in the grove. One of to the forethought of Mr. Newman)the 6 colonies gathered 106 pounds of which was adopted in the late convencomb honey. One colony cast a tion at Chicago, of holding the sesswarm on the day that I moved them sions in the hotel which was headIt was exto the CTOve
it gathered 76 pounds quarters for bee-keepers.
of comb honey, and I carried it 3 ceedingly pleasant and convenient.
This
miles from the same grove.
P. S.— Bro. Newman, may be you'll
solves the "long and short haul." I say I'm not fair to say anything^
never will move bees again.
about legislation after promising toI finally came out of the past re- keep quiet, but all I have to say is,
markably poor season with a short " You begun it."
Marengo, 5 111crop, and lots of robbing and disaster,
generally (that usually does not be[Well, well
that fairly takes our
long to the business).and with 42 coloIf we did not
nies, which I put into the cellar on breath, Bro. Miller,
Nov. 18, all in fine condition, I am fairly state the matter it was because
usually very successful in wintering we did not grasp the true idea. Cerbees, and last spring they came out
tainly we thought we did do so, but
strong, clean and nice, with no spring
we accept the Doctor's statement of
dwindling.
My crop of honey is all sold for cash the case, for if he cannot give the
I hope that intent of the discussion, no other living
at 20 cents per pound.
the bees will pass through the coming
being can do so.
winter safely, and that 1888 has someWhen we made this statement
ing good in store for us all.
Dunlap,-HD Iowa, Nov. 26, 1887.
"Dr. Miller is evidently far in advance of the times, and will have to
For the American Bee Joom&i.
wait until public opinion catches up^
with him on that subject," we cerLegislation for Bee-Keepers.
tainly did not intend to say that it
was not desirable, for we are inclined
DR, C. C. MILLER.

miles to a basswood forest,
6 colonies at home in town.

and

I left

At

;

;

we do not yet
can be successfully accomWe are waiting for " further
The convention then adjourned to
meet at Toledo, O., at the call of the to it. I know there's no malice in it, light" on the modus operandi when
executive committee next year.
so I don't lose any flesh over it, but; that difficulty is surmounted, count
W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.
it's funny how every one who tackles on us for generous support of the
the legislation business gets sometheory.— Ed.]
For the American Bee Journal.
thing about it askew.
Now here's the " old reliable," page
For the American Bee JoumaL
Apicnltural Reports,
Bees, etc. 755, talking about my advocating
legislation for ^ specialists " " by paythis city for experimental work.

to the opposite— only

And now it's the good old American Bee Journal that misinterprets
my legislation views. AVell, I'm used

see how
plished.

it

—

Imi

CRONKLETON,

E. J.

I consider yearly reports of those

engaged in the production of honey
and the management of bees, both interesting and useful to all concerned,
so I will report
work for 1887

the results

of

my

:

Last spring I commenced work with
32 strong colonies.
Every thing
looked promising, and the bees bred
up well during April and May but
in May we lacked our usual rain.
June came, and the drouth began on
June 10, but white clover yielded
scarcely enough to keep up breeding
;

to June 25.
45 colonies.

With the increase I have
I moved 39 colonies 3

ment of a license fee." Now did I
ever ask anything for " specialists "
Did I ever advoas against others V
cate a " license fee V" Didn't I rather
leave the whole subject open as to
particular kind of legislation ? Didn't
1 always compare bee-keepers with
farmers, and isn't the farmer protected in his territory whether he has
one acre or a thousand ?
You see I only put these things in
question form," for I am getting so
mixed up by the various things lam
said to have said, that if any one
should say I had tried to bribe the
legislature to pass a special law giving
me exclusive control to raise, sell, and
eat all the honey between Marengo

Experience

w

itli

J. B.

Bees, FeediDi,

etc,

DUNLAP.

I bought a colony of bees in December, 1886, and one last March, and
I now have 7. and one swarm went to
I got 100 pounds of comb
the woods.
honey the first swarm issued on June
of course
4, the last one on Sept. 2
the latter is light. I gave it two
frames of brood and honey to start
on, and it has done quite well for
My next latest swarm
being so late.
issued on Aug. 22, and it filled the
;

;

hive nicely. They are Italian-hybrids
in movable-frame hives, eight framesto the hive.
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When

bouglit the colony Last the feeding of a few chickens, but I
I
Bees in Winter ftuarters, etc.— F,
was given some copies of the did it, and will do it again if 1 keep A. Gibson, Racine, o» Wis., on Nov.
Bke Journal, and after reading my health, and I am now 59 years oldl 29, 1887, says
them I decided to subscribe for it,
The following is my report for 1887
and it was a good investment, I as- I bought 2 colonies of bees for $12;
I have 80 colonies of bees in winter
sure you for one of my colonies, after Italian queens, $4; bee-hives, sec- quarters, and all are doing nicely.
filling its hive, lost the queen, and I tions,
They have plenty of honey to live on.
and other bee fixtures, $11
did not know it until after they were total, $27. The results were
Three I have taken one ton of extracted
reduced quite low. I sent a descrip- new colonies, $80; two new empty honey, and 300 pounds of comb honey
tion of it to Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, bee-hives left, $3 sold in honey in from tbem.
They gathered it all
whose name I saw in the Bee Jour- old comb, at 15 cents per pound, $4 from sweet and Alsike clover. My
nal, and he sent me a queen, telling honey in one-pound sections at 20 extracted honey brings 15 cents per
me to give it a couple of frames of cents per pound, $4; total, $41.
pound, and the comb honey 22 cents
brood. I did so, and introduced the
per pound. I took first and second
Vashon,*oWash. T., Nov. 14, 1887.
days
afterwards
queen, and in three
I
premiums on bees and honey at tbe
saw her laying, and now I have a
liacine County Fair.
good colony, which would have been
Local Convention Directory.
lost if it had not been for the Bee
Bees had a "Picnic," etc.— J. H.
Journal.
Howe, Mansfield, <x Mass., on Nov,
Tine ana vlact oj MeeHno~
I have put all of my bees into the 1S87.
27, 1887, says
cellar, and they are well supplied with Dec. 7-8.— Michigan State, at East Saginaw, Micb.
H. D. Cutting, Sec, Clinton, Micb.
sealed honey, except the one that
I commenced the spring of 1887
came out on Sept. 2, and it has con- Dec. 15.— Soulbeastem Mlcblgan, at Adrian, Micb. with 8 colonies, increased them to 15,
A. M. Gander, Sec, Adrian, Micb.
siderable, but not what I would like 1888.
and one colony was robbed to death.
Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Mitford, Pa. I bought 3 colonies, and now have 17,
it to have.
H. M. Seeley, Sec, Harford, Pa.
which I shall try to winter. I have
I read in the Bee Journal how to
Ont.
make a cheap bee-feeder with two Jan. 10, 11.— Ontario, at Woodstock.
taken out 6 pounds of honey, and fed
W. Couse, Sec.

spring

I

:

;

;

:

;

;

pieces of tin bent into two hoops, titting one in the other, then putting a
piece of muslin over one, and shoving
the other down into it and then to
;

pour in syrup made of granulated
sugar. I did so, and it worked nicely
with my young colony. 1. Will it do
2. If
them in the cellar
there comes nice warm days, as there
often does here, will it do to put them
out on the summer stands and feed
them, returning them to the cellar at
night V I put a block one inch thick
under each corner of the hive, thus
raising it one inch all around, and
tacked on wire cloth, for ventilatioil
for them. 3. Will it be sufflcient for

to feed

them

?

Yes

;

|y

In order to have this table complete. Secretaries are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.— Bd.

When

same way.
the hives

necessary,

of

may be put on the summer stands
on any warm day, and the bees can
bees

have a cleansing flight. Put them
Feed
back into the cellar at night.

them in the cellar.
3. That will be quite

many prefer not
much as that. Ed.]

fact,

to give

;

in

them as
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Bee-Keeping

:

Value of a Bee-Paper, etc.— S.
Alvarado,d Ind., on Nov.

I moved my bees 2J4
the cellar.
miles on April 19. I have sold 2 colo1887, writes
nies, lost 1 by its being robbed, and 1
I increased
I cannot very well get along with- by spring dwindling.
out the Bke Journal. I get more them to 72 colonies by natural swarmfor my honey than those who take no ing, and lost 5 by robbing during the
bee-paper, thanks to the market re- extreme dry weather in July and
ports. This has been a very poor August. I have 69 colonies now, 62
season here for bees. I started with strong ones, and 5 light in bees and
47 colonies last spring, secured about stores. I paid $58.25 for liives and
900 pounds of honey, mostly comb supplies, and have taken about 200
honey and I increased my apiary to pounds of comb honey in one-pound
29,

I sold 5 colonies, had a
few robbed, doubled up several colonies, and I now have 77 colonies left.
Some of them are rather light in
stores; some are packed in clover
chaff, and the rest are in double-

100 colonies.

walled hives.
son next year.

anil Garfleuing, etc.

JOHN BOERSTLEK.

The Season's Results.—Mr. C. A.
Wright, Little Prairie Ronde, ? Mich.,
on Nov. 23, 1887, writes

put 39 colonies into winter quarters on Nov. 17, 1886, 30 of them in
the cellar, 8 packed in chaff in a
clamp out-doors, and 1 in a doublewalled chaff hive.
All were in good
condition except two that were light.
I brought out 38 about April 1, 1887,
M. losing one out of those that I put inta

;

sufficient

230 pounds of sugar this fall. My bee»
have had a real " picnic " to-day. The
temperature at noon was 68°, to-night
it is 603 above zero.

I

Cox,

19, 1887.

you can feed them in the

cellar in the
2.

Jan. 20.— Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. C. Campbell, Sec. Cayuga, Ont.

'i

Eochester,5 Ind., Nov,
[1.

Jan. 11.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Henry Patterson, Sec, Humboldt, Nebr.

I.

sections— enough for my own use.
There was not much money in it this
year.

The Season in Tennessee.— J. H.
Higgins, Victoria, On Tenn., on Nov.
look for a better sea- 28, 1887, writes

My bees

are doing very well now.

They brought in their last pollen on
Death.— Miss Edna Jacobus, North Nov, 18, from a shrub on the creek.
Urbana, N. Y., on Nov. 30,1887, sends Owing to the drouth, my bees did not

think that they the following notice of her father's do very well this season, as I got only
about 30 pounds of comb honey per
death
colony the rest I got in reading the
John Jacobus died of heart trouble, Bee Journal, as a school fund,
on Nov. 25, 1887, at the age of 67 which I hope to continue while I keep
years. He had been a member of the bees. My bees are all Italians except
National Bee-Keepers' Union for one colony, which is a hybrid. I use
about 18 months, had taken the ahiveot two storie.'", and tapered, 9'
strawberries 134 ni'les to the landing, American Bee .Journal two years, frames below and 10 above, to hold 60
and the empty crates back. 1 have and had always been deeply interested one-pound sections in the top story.
cleared about §12.5 this year above all in bee-culture ; but had taken more To-day we have an indication of
expenses, and have lost about $25 by interest in bees since he joined the approaching winter from the northof an inch ort
not having crates and boxes in time. Bee-Keepers' Union, than he ever did west. There is ice
We have at present 65 colo- the ponds, which is uncommon for
I wonder what Dr. Miller will say before.
this time of the year in this locality.
when be reads this. That is worth nies of bees.

As some

people

cannot do anything else when they
have bees to look after, I will tell how
I had one acre in strawI manage
berries this S'r'ason, with only a 14year-old boy to help me pick the berries, and as I have no team, I have a
wheelbarrow, on which I wheeled the

:

;

:

^
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A

Valuable Boole Given Away.— We

€

erette Free Calf

lar price of both.

:

History or the United States— from

Issued every

THOMAS

G,

Wednesday by

NEWMAN & SON,

Proprietors,

923 A, 925 WEST MADISON ST., CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ALFRED

H.

ILL.

NEWMAN,

Bpsinksb manager.

^Tfittml Notices.
To Correspondents. — It

would save

much

trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office.
receive letters
(gome inclosiDg money) that have no name

us

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

have made arrangements by which we can
supply the American Bee Journal and
We supply the American Bee Journal
the New York PTorM— both weekly— for one one year, and any of the folinwing publicayear, for f 2.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one of tliese books, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the regu-

We

many

others having no Post-Offlce, County
Also, it you live near one postoffice and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2 00.
HisTORT OF England— from before the
Christian era to 1887— Price, J2.00.
EvERYBODTS BOOK— a treasury of useful
knowledge.—410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

The extra

10 cents

for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscripis

Is Anotber firm in Chicago by
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
correspondents would write " American Bee

Enameled Clotb for covering frames,
price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10
pieces, $'20.00
If ordered by mail, send 15
;

;

free upon application. Any one

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office
or we will send them all to the agent.

Canadian Bee Journal

The 6 above-named papers
and Cook's Manual
2
Bees and Honey (Newman).. .2

.

1

45

140
80
1 80
4 60
1

.

25. 2 00
00.. 175

cents per yard extra for postage.

Preserve your Papers fer reference.
you have no BINDER we will mail you

If

one for 60 cents, or you can have one frej
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscriptions for the

Bee Journal.

Yucca Bmsbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft,

vegetable

fiber,

and do not

To

All

New Subscribers

for 1888

we

remaining numbers of 1887
subscription to the oldest and
best beepaper in America for only $1.00!
No Investment will repay such excellent dividends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal.
Subscribe now, and get the rest of the numbers
of this year free. The sooner you subscribe
the more you will receive for your money.
will present the

-over* year's

We

will be sent

The Apioulturist

1 75

.

;

EXTRAOrED

^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Jodtinal

,

;

We

determine their meaning.

.

Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1 60.. 150
and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
Dzierzon's nee-Book(cloth).. .3 00.. 2 00
The book selected will be mailed in a cardRoot's A B
of Bee-Culture. .2 25.. 2 10
board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 30
Western World Guide
1 50.. 130
it cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
and then the risk of loss Is very small. The
Convention Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 .30
Weekly Inter Ocean
200.. 175
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is $2.10 for both
One yearly subscription for the American
papers, and the Book and postage.
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

Journal " on the envelope when writing to
bave a large quantity of CHOICE
this ofBce.
Several letters of ours have WHITE
HONEY, in kegs
already gone to the other Arm (a commission
holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which
bouse), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents
per lb. Orders solicited.

TvlU Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

1 00
2 00..
1 50
150..
2 00,.
2 00..
5 00

and Gleanings in Bee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee- Keepers' Guide

tion,

or State.

As there

All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

wnen

Rene^ving your eubscriptloii
pleaae try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to Join with you in taking the
Journal. It is now eo cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We wlU present
a Binder for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

Bn

irritate the

We

bees.
can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen ; if sent; by mail,
odd 1 cent each for postage.

Colored Posters
honey exhibits

for putting

up ever

at Fairs are quite attractive,

We

have prepared some
and will send two or
more free of
to any one who will use
We are sometimes asiied who our them, and trycost
to get up a club.
authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed
send in the name of one new subscriber at the following prices
One ounce, 40 cts ;
with his own renewal for 1888. The next 4 ounces, $1 W pound, $1.75 1 lb., $3. One
few weeks is'the time to do this. We hope pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
every subscriber will do his or her beet to if properly thinned out and re-set.
double our list of subscribers.
as well as useful.
for the Bee Journal,

;

We

:

;

money Orders

can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.

As

these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them Instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are In no way safe.

SImmins' Nou-Swarnilng System.—

We

;

Sbonld any Subscriber receive this
pay 20 cents per pound, delivered paper any longer than it is desired, or Is

here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's' name should always
be on each package.

pay for it, please send us a postal
card asking to have It stopped. Be sure to
write your name and address plainly. Look
willing to

AT your wrapper LABEL.

We

have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Beb
JouRNAi, for one year, both postpaid, for
f 1.25. We can supply all orders by retarn
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

We

bave a few Sets of the Bee Jotmfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these bacli numbers, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
NAL

be sent.

Red Labels for one-pound pails of
honey, size 3x44 inches.
We have now
gotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
iupply them at the following prices : 100
tor $1.00 ; 250 for $1.50 ; 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $3,00 ; all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—
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MILWAUKEE.

Honey and Beeswax Market.

HONBY.-Cholce white

HONKY.— We quote

White clover l-lb. Bectlons
:
1H@190.; dark i-lbs. i7®18c.i 2-bls.
Bxtructed. Arm at 7^(i^l(ic.. depending

2-lb9.,

15<3l6c.

l-lbs., 19a20c.; 2-IbB., 18
might bring 21<s>220. White
extracted in barrels or half-barrels. 8>»8)^c.; In
kegs, 8^^9c.; in cans or pails. 9<gJific.; dark in
kegs and barrels. B^i«7c. Demand good.

to 19C.; fancy white

CHICAGO.
ao@^ic.:

BKKSWAX.-22®k'>c.
A. V. BISHOP,

Oct. 26.

upon the qutility. and style of package. Hecelpta
are somewhat heavier, and when sold in a jobbinK
way prices must be phaded from to 2 cts. per lb.

HONEY.— New

BKb;8WAX.-2.;«:.'3c.

F18H & CO.,

8. T.

8.

189 8.

Water

St,

Ib.

Is

CHICAGO.

HONBY.— Prices range from is<32(lc. for best
with Itylil demand 2-lb. sections. l.'jgilBc.
Extracted In good demand at7(<^l'>c. Offerings of
comb honey are lar^e, and the receipts have been
heavy during this month.
K. A. BURNBTT.
BKICSWAJC,— 22®i!30.
161 South Water St.
Not. 23.

ffrade'*,

142

W. Water St.

Mb.

crop.

sections, iR®20c.; 2-

sections, I7ai8c. Extracted, 6@8c.

not very brisk.

UKK8W AX.-25 cts. per lb.

Nov.

21.

BLAEl * KiPLiT.

57

Themarket

DBTBOIT.

HONBY.— Best white In 1-lb. sections, 17@19c.
Extracted. 9®10c. Demand fair.
21®aSo.
BKK
Nov. 21.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

SWAX-

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Best white l-lbs. sell
cts.: 2-Ib8.,

BBK8WAX.-25C.

KENDBL,

A. C.

Oct. 24.

HONEY.— We quote
amber

l-lbs..

8UUACUT &

L.BMCEE.

who

a Bee-Man

WAITED." FRANK CURL,
(Lock Box
East St. Louis,
6S).

HOW

122-124 Davis St.

The Chapman Honey-Plant.
PRICE OF THE SEED:
$100
200
300

4 Ounces
10^ "
1

Pound

Larger quantities by Express at Reduced
Price. Sow very early in the spring or late
in the fall. It vegetates In a low temperature. I have twelve acres that will bloom
next spring. I shall sow two acres this fall.
It is a success
H.
A
AN,

CH Pn

VERSAILLES, N.T

44C4t

Ills.

IdfalBc. amber. II I® 4c. Extracted, light amber.
aiuber. dark and can tied, bn'^foHo.: extra
white would bring 7^c., but none is in the market.

THE SELECTION OF

A CHOICE GIFT

For Pastor, Parent, Teacher, Child, or
Friend, both elegance andusefulness will be found
combined in a copy of Webster's Unabridged.

you need this pamphlet, and
Supply Circular.
aiAtf
flit Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

OL.IVKR FOSTER,

White to extra white comb

;

alloived.

TO RAISE COMB HONEY,

5 cents,
PRICE
my free Bee and

SAN FRANCISCO.

HONE Y— We quote

«Ctf

IN

WORK, by

ndnri-tanrts the business.

BEK-(WAX.-22c.
19.

and winter.

A.. IP. STA.'D":F':F''H]I^,
STEKLING, ILLINOIS,

Address,

115 Ontario 8t.

Extracted, white and choice, 7^®8c. light amber,
7®7^;c.: amner, 7c. Supplies becoming reduced.

Nov.

tall

A Iieavy Discount

I

Extra white l-lbs.. 17®18c.;
laSLic: 2-lb8.. I2®14c.—

:

seta of

3^duertisiemjewts,

80.

SAN FRANCISCO.
2-lb9.. l«c.;

1887 left. There
are only a few, and to get them an early
applicallon will be necessary.

readily at I9@20

White clover extracted,

nSl-c.

New Subscribers can obtain the full
numbers for 1887 ani 1888 for $1.80, as long
we have any

for this

Chatham Street

;

ae

SUPPLY DEALERS

OTHRKS should write to me for
AND
Speciai, Pkices on BEE-SUPPLIES
13^

BOSTON.

1

Nov.

781

1

6^Hc.

;

BBBSWA_X.-19<t22C.
Oct.

SMITH &

O. B.

3-

NEW
HONBY.— We
wheat
I@2c.

wheat.

same

Southern, per gallon, t>0@7u cts,-

i!^@i;c.

Market seems to be unsettled.
BEB8W*X.-22i»2ac.

MCCAUL & HILDRBTH BROS.,
'28 & 3u W. Broadway, near Duane St.

Sept. 3u.

KANSAS

EXTRACTED HONEY

another column.

to 22c.

& BEESWAX.

sell, will find it to his

pond with us.
uce and make

We

handle all kinds o( prodadvances on " bill of
lading." Address, S. T. FI.^H & CO.,
189 South Water St.,
CHIOAGO, ILLS.
38Ai:u

CITY.

UAMBLIN & BEARSS, 514 Walnnt 8t,

23.

In

to consign or
ANY ONE having the above
tnierewt to corresliberal

NOTICE.

:

Nov.

See advertisement

Besiaei)

HONBY.— We quote new crop Choice white 2-Ib.
actions. 16®l8c.; dark 2-lbs.. >5@]6c.; choice white
White extrao.
l-lbs.. 2ii<a-.'2c.; dark i-lbs., ]S®l7c.
ted, 6'.h®7c.; dark. 5@6c. Demand good, but light
supply.
BKKSWAX.-21

retail.

BEE-HIVES and SUPPLIES.

SECTIONS,

T Tiu Cafes and Shippingand Metal Corners,
Honey-Exiractorfi and Honey-Koivea.
Cralee, Bee-Smokers

KANSAS

HONKY.-We

CITY.

quote: Choice white

^^r Send

lor Price-

B. J.

Head what J.

•I

;

at SM'iSc. per lb
In the jobi^ingway.
The

-

demand
pace

18<g)ji'c..

u

contain*

Dictionary

of 118,000 Words,

3iXk)

Engravings,

A Gazetteer of the World
locating and describing
Places,
A Biographical Dictionary
25,000

of nearly

lO.orto

Noted Persons,

One Book.

All in

3000 moro Words and nearly 2000 more Illustrations than any other American Dictionary.
Sold hy al Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
G. & C. HERRIAM & CO. Pub'rs, Springfield, Man.
:

,

rrtenda.

If

vou are

In

any way Interested

In

BEES OR HONEY
We
will

with pleasure send a sample copy of the

1.

CO.,

PAHBNT.of

dress written plainiy, to

A.

I.

ROOT, Medina,

Ohio.

bined MachineB, lust winter
chaff hWes with 7 in. cap,
un\ honey-racks, .Sini broad
frames, ri.t)" i> hciney-bnxeB
and a preat deal of other
work. ThiK winter we have
double the aiuuunt of beehives, etc., to ojake and we
expect todo itwlth thlsSaw.
It will do all you say it will."
(ataloBue and Price -List

I

CINCINNATI
HONEY. We quote extracted

niLLFR &

Ch *KLToN.N.Y.,8ay8— "We
cut with nne of yuur Com-

ST. LOUIS.
HONBY.—Choice comb, I5ai8c.; latter price for
choice white clover in good condition. Strained.
Extra fancy, of bright color
In barrels. *^ -^cand In No, packages, H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbts., H'<*6c, in cans, hH to 8c.—
Short crop indicates further advance in prices.
BBK8WAX.-2"Hc. for prime.
Oct. 21.
D. G. TUTT * CO., CommerclBl St.
:

1, l8f.

other valuable features,

A

Seml-M oiithly Oleanlnfra In Bee-CiiltDrct
with a descriptive price-list
the latest improve49D4t
NAPPANEE, INDIANA. ments In Hlvfa, Hoaej of
Extractor*. Comb
Poandation, Section Honey B«»xeB.all books
and Journots. and everything; pertainlnK to Bee
BARNES* FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
Culture. Nothing Patented. Simply send your ad-

l-lbs., 20c.;

dark. i'.<§n8c.: choice white 2-lbs.. inc.; dark, I4c.
Extracted. h@hic. California— white t-lbs., IHc;
dark, l.sc; white 2-lbB.. IfKglHc; dark, 14@15 eta.
White extracted. 9c.; amber. 8c. Supply lair.
BKKsWAX. No. 1.22c; No. 2, IKc.
Oct. 6. CLKMONS.CLOON A CO., cor 4th4Walnnt

Choice comb,

many

YORK.

quote : Fancy white in 1-lb. secIn 2-lb8., 15@lBc.; buckl-il>8„ 12014C,: 2-lb8., Ili@l2c.
Off gra'ies
lb.
less.
White extracted. 8®9c.; buckper

tions, 17<S)19c.: the

Dadant'sFnundation Factory, wholesale
and

CO., 423 Front St.

Free.

46Ctf

for honey of all kinds, and keeps
with arrivals
A.
Demand good -2n®22o. per lb. for
to cbi'ice yellow, on arrival.

I

Address, W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
No. 4M4 Kuby St. Kockford,

III.

is tair

BBK8W \-

Rood
Not. 10.

c. F.

NEW

BEINO

YORK.

HQNEY.— We quote Fancy
;

17fdl9C.; fancy -Jibs.. 15®16c.

per

lb.

lea.H.

Buckwheat

white

23.

1-lb.

sections,

;

.'-lbs.,

buckwheat, 6

of

who

a Ree-keeper nf •2.'> ytar$*
htxs for m yars vfuvU ihs

122 Water 8t

PHILADELPHIA.
HONBY.— Fancy while l-lbs. ii*@20c.;

tS c*nts. by malL This Isanew worfc
about 114 paxea, well-printed ana nloely t>oand
cloth. Addrosa.

Price.
fair l-lbs.

fancy l^-lbs.. imo. No sale yet for dark.Bxtracteo, California, 80.; Cuba strained. 68id70c.
per gallon.
Oct.

about tome of th« ImplemenU, Plans

Proauciion of Honey kU Exd^ttivt

in

18c.;

lo.

Tallt

and Practices
Erp^TWiic*.

I

ii@i2c.;

F.O.STKOHJlBYEEftCO.,

B BBS W AX.— 24<»25C.

A

Lower grades @2c.

i-lba..

to lie. Extracted, white, u<Sioc.
to 70. Market tirm.

Not.

Year among the Bees,

MtTTH i Son. Freeman A Central At.

ARTHUB TODD. 2122 N. Front St.

:>f

In

JUST PUBLISH!:!).
"PRACTICAL TURKEY RAI5IN'^"
By Fanny Fit*ld. This book tellb aj/
about turkey rainint?, from the setting
of the egRH to the mamrity of the youn^
turkfl.
If yon lohow the directions in
thiB lx)ok yon need not lot-e a bird.
Fannv Field has hart more experience
and Rucc^ds better in raisinR turkeys than any other
perpnn in America.
8he cJeMrs hufidre''8 of dollaw
yearly onthfm, and will

tell

yon how she does

it.

Price,

25wnt«. StamiwtMken. Addre«jfl R, B, MITOHKLL
G. NEWV AN & SON,
Pnbliflher, 69 Dearborn St^ ChicMO, HI.
023 & 925 Weat Madison St., CHICAGO, lU*
9Ctf

THOS.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

I5«000

(Entirely

Or»

Invention.)

!

M.AX\JA^ OF

THE ^PI^AJBY.

SOLD SINCE

1876.

Since May* 1898.
Mare than 50 pages, and more than 50 fine illnst-atlons were added In the «th edition. Tbewhole

7,000

very latest in respect to bee-keeping. It la certainly
tie fullest and most sclentlflo work treating of
btes In the World. Prlce.bymail,81.»5. Liberal
dtsoount to dMilers and to olubs.

A. J. COOK, Author and

Fab|iBber.
Atnloultural College, Mioh.

Ai y

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
OIT KIVSS.
In order to keep our Hive-Factory
running during the dull season, we
will make a DISCOUNT of 10 PER
CENT, on Langstroth Hives, Cases,
Frames, Shipping-Crates and BeeFeeders, received before Jan.

THOS.
923

&

925

OB THI
aa Apiary
aBd Frefit by

Hanagement

G.

NEWIOAN

W. Madison

St., -

1,

1888.

SON,
CHICAGO,

C. NEWMAN,
THOMAS
American Bet JoumaL
Editor
of tiu

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pa^es
is " fully up with the times " in all the improvements and inventions In tnis rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist with everything that can aid in the

successful management of the honey-bee,
u>d at the same time produce the most
louey in its best and most attractive conBound in cloth, $1.00, postpaid.
Ltion.

^"A

Dlsconnt to Dealers, by
the Dozen or Hoiidred.

lilberal

THOS.
323

&

G.

NEWTMAN &

925 West Madison

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONET-JARS,
ClrcolarB, apply to

CHA8.
ELL.

SON,
CHICAGO, ILI»

St..

Moth's Honey Extractor,
For

&.

for Fleasnxe

ef

;

Sttld

work has been thorouKhly revised, and contains the

)

BEES and HONEY,

F.

MXTTH

etc

A SON,

CINCINNATI, O.
rreeman 4 Central Ave.,
P.S.— Send 100. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

Dadant'sFQu ndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

in

another column

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

_^^ High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
to the pound. Wholesale and
^f^ feet
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

NoAny person canEngineerB
manage
high-priced

overcome.

No angular

Friction almost en-

pueh, or dead center.
tirely

&

are required.

it.

It ts

the most compact

Engine ever laTeiited.

It Is perfectly
also warrant it to attain a

governed. We
blgher speed and develop more power
with less luel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Bapids High
Speed Engine Worlis, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
^^r Send for a Circular. Address,
RICKEL, Pres.,
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.
44Atf

^P" If you nlsh to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, write to Headqnarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

lAtf

SONS,
J. VAN DEVSEN
(SOLE MANtJTACnjRERB),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

SENTFREt
A SAMPLE

STROHmEYER

& CO.,
F. G.
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

BENRY

>V^
33A26t

EXCELSIOR
HONEY EXTRACTORS
In answer to frequent Inqulrtee
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4
Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is in a
can of the same size and stjie as
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the lart^er can, witb the cone
or metal standard for the basket
to revolve upon, leavinjt room underneath the basket for 75 or 80
I'lniKi lbs. of honey, ll will be complete.
covers, and in every way
1 ^'^^
,^ Identical, except In size, with the
"li «16.u.t Extractor, I3xao, which 1b
Intended for any size of frame.
I
I

iKfn;-"

BIHEY
Wr- ""^

'!

*''i"

^

[

Excepting with the fs.OO Bxtractors, all the different styles
have strainers over the canal leadIngtothe honey gate, and movain the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and

W.

Z.

HUTCHINSON,

Genesee Co., Mich.,
publshed a neat little book of 45
Flint,

HASpages,

entitled, "The Production of
Its distinctive feature Is the
manner in which it treats of the

Comb Honey."

thorough
use and non-use of foundation. Many other
For
points are, however, touched upon.
instance, it tells how to make the most out
of unfinished sections, and how to winter
bees with the least expense, and bring them
through to the honey harvest in the best
possible shape.
f^f~ Price of the Book, 25 cts.
taken—either V. S. or Canadian.

no covers.

For2 Ameiican framds, 13x13 loohes

$8 00

For

8
10
14
12
12
16

2

For3

Landstroth

*'

"

"
"

*'

For 4
For 2 frames Of any size,

ForS
For4

"
*'

''

"

THOS. G.
933

"

10x18
10x18
10x18
13x20
13X20
13X20

"
"
"

"

NEWMAN &

h 925 West Madison Street.

00
00
00
00
00
00

SON,

CHICAQO, 11^.

and

retail.

Baa advertisement

in

another oolomn.

Natxtie for every body.
$2.00

a year,

20c.

a na,

FOWLER & WELLS
48A4t

Bee-Keepers' Cards. J^I^-'dE^^lll
Chrome Card, we have plain designs.—
Fancy Car. is. Stationery, Monograms tor Bu-ilQeas
and Amusement, for old and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards luc.
Neat paclvage cards and sample honey-candiep 15c.
J. H. MARTIN.
Address
HAKTFORD, Washington Co., N.T.
4Aly
tiful ft-color

J.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"BOSS"

3oAtf

One-Piece

SECTIONS,

|=1^g]E

The American

Apiculturist
Patented June 28, 1881.
—SAMPLE COPIES FREE I—
furnish you, the eominti: season, ONBWITjL
PIECE SUCTIONS as cheap as the cheapest.
Address,
HENRY ALLEY,
47Atf
WENHAM. Essex Co.. MASS. fW Write for prices.
Watertown, Wis.. Oct. 25, 1887.
IN THE
FACTORY OF

HEAD-QUARTERS

SOUTH

<&C.
BEE HIVES,
&
Early Nuclei

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

"^f

A niannal of Character Read- and a list of BOOKS on
Intr for the people, an Intensely Phrenology, PhysiognoInteresting and attractive book
Every bodv ehmiM read it. my .Health, Heredity, &o
Send address on postaL
200paires. '-^Htfine illus. 40ct3.
CO., 775 Broadway, N. X.

Stamps

I

ble sides
tlO.OO Extractors have

35,000 Sold.

JIO"WTOSTUI>YTHEM

See advertisement in another column.

retail.

OP TH«

Journal,
A magazine of Hukan

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, Trholesale
and

NO.

Phrenological

Italian Queens.

9~ Ninth annual Catalogue now ready.
»Ctf r AUK. 1.. VIAXJLON. Bajon Qonla, La.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL
AND B££-KEEFEB'8 ADVI8EB,
published every week, at
ISannum.
It contains the

10s. lOd. oer

best praotioa
It Is edited by
F.R.M.S.
etc.,
F.G.S.,
Cowan,

information for the apiarist.

Thomas Wm.

and published by John Huokle, Klng'B Laos*
ley, Herts,

England.

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Mr. T. "W, Cowan has arrived at his
winter residence in Switzerland, and by a
letter from him we learn that he had a very
rough ocean passage, but arrived in safety,
and that the journey was very beneficial to
Mrs. Cowan's health. He speaks enthusiastically of the very kind reception he met
among the apiarists of America. He intends
to write a series of articles for his paper,
the British Bee Journal, during the coming
winter, concerning American apiculture, In
which he promises to "do full Justice to
American bee-keepers."

THOMAS

Mnill.

a.

ITSWUAN,

Editor.

Dec. 14,1887.

No. 50.

Tbeir Chaste Salutes are
When women kiss a friend

not misplaced
or brother
But of life's honey what a waste
There Is, when women kiss each other.
;

Upon arriving at Horsham, bis English
residence, he found that a triumphal arch
had been erected, made of bee-hives, evergreens, and flags, with the word WELCOME
in large characters.
There was general
rejoicing among the people, that Mr. and
Mrs. Cowan had returned In safety.
Knowing that

many

friends in America will enjoy the reading of these particulars, we have given place to them, and
his

our friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Cowan, upon their reception " at home."
congratulate

" How

to ProdDce Comb Honey " Is
the title of a new pamphlet of 12 pages, by
Ceorge E. Hilton, of Fremont, Mich. The
size of the pages are 4x6 inches, and the
price 10 cents.
It is the substance of an
essay read at the Joint meeting of the State
Farmers' Institute, and Fremont Progressive Bee-Keepers' Association last February. It can be obtained at this office.

Every One Needs a Calendar
New Tear, and will appreciate the

for the
elegant
one designed and engraved on steel for
Messrs. Dollber, Goodale & Co., of Boston,
Mass., who will mail it to any one upon receipt of ten cents In stamps or cash. It is
one of Lovell's flnest steel-plate engravings,
and is by far the handsomest calendar
which we have ever seen.

Prof.

Resignation

Wiley's

is

now

Kansas but in New
England, as will be seen by the following
paragraph in the New England Homestea'l, a
paper of wide Influence, full of pluck and
called for. not only in

of History with every
club subscription to the American Bee
Journal and New York World, is all that
we can offer. The book is worth the whole

State

in

doingso

-

" The revised work of Father Langstroth
will probably be ready by next spring, and.
Judging from the number of inquiring
friends, we anticipate a ready sale for it.
As soon as It is ready for the press, or
rather, for sale, the readers of the bee-

papers will be duly informed by extensive

advertising. We have been delayed In the
revision of the work by different causes.
Independent of our control, but we think
we have now overcome all the obstacles,
and that the balance of the work will soon

be completed."

The revision of Father Langstroth's book
certainly In the best of hands, and I sincerely hope that Messrs. Dadant will be
able to give us the opportunity to peruse it
by the time indicated.
is

We hope that this Important book will be
published soon, for so many are very anxious to possess a copy of the latest revision.
As Messrs. Badant & Son are making thorough work of it, we may all with patience
await Its advent.

:

work in the
sorghum sugar experiments. Such acourse
I am sorry that Toledo was selected for
will do much to clear the air about Com- the next place of meeting of the North
American Bee Keepers' Society, and not
missioner Colman.
Cincinnati.
The great majority of our

A man occupying such a position should
have known enough to try to remedy the
evil effects of the silly lies he invented
about the " manufacture of combs out of
parafSne, and filling them with glucose by
machinery." But Prof. Wiley has never done
anything to arrest the multitudinous repetiEven when he

is

brethren will visit Cincinnati during the
Centennial Exposition next summer and

There would be a chance fora grand
meeting had Cincinnati been selected. The
iaii.

attraction of the Centennial, general reduction of fares for three or four months, free
use of a nice hall, all combined should have

been an inducement.

We should have preferred Cincinnati for
the next meeting, but were not present
when the vote was taken. We are sorry
that Mr. Muth was not here to advocate the
claims of Cincinnati.
Photographs of Bee-Keepers.—We

have purchased a lot of the "medley" gotAn Enthusiastic Apiarist, and tbere ten up by E. 0. Tuttle, containlngthe faces
indeed, it of 1.31 representative apiarists, and a photoare many thousands of them
may be truthfully said that " the woods are graphical sketch of each one, and will send
full of them." wrote the following for one it and the Bee Journal for one year for
$1.7.5, or will present il free by mail to any
of our farm exchanges
one for a club of three subscribers and $3.
An experienced apiarist declares that the
modern improvements in bee-keeping, including the movable comb-hive, the honey
To Delinquents.—After Jan. 1, 1888,
extractor, comb foundation, and the safe
methods of wintering, make bee-keeping a we shall discontinue sending the American
pursuit which maybe indefinitely developed.
Indef d. it may be so followed that, from its Bee Journal to those who have not rewide diffusion over our country and from sponded to the bills we sent out a few weeks
the value of its products, it may be truly ago. This does not mean that we shall try
;

:

This

Is

honr a Label

for extracted

honey reads from a Rhode Island apiary

Fair was

Cushman has done

awarded. Jointly, to R.C.Bedford and Robert
DeJernette. The latter being a Negro, the
Advertiser speaks In high terms of him both
as a skilled apiarist and an industrious and

lishes a reputation for

worthy citizen.

concise,

Mr.

well.

any one of the pleasure of reading the Bee Journal who really desire Its
continuance, but find It difflcult to pay now.
Such can get a short extension of time by
asking for it. We should be sorry to lose
any subscriber who wishes to have Its
weekly visits continued, but do not want
any to continue to take It who do not think
they are getting the full worth of their
money. We are contemplating many new
features and improvements for next year,
which we shall mention In detail in future.
to deprive

:

Pure Honey— E.vtracted (thrown from the
Comb by Machinery). Warranted gathered
by my bees from the Natural Sources.
premium for the best display of Samuel Cushman. Pawtucket, R. I.

Alabama

ensue

at the close of this season's

Colored Bee-Keeper.— It

The first
honey at the

the writer, may be of interest to all the
readers of the bee-papers, and so unknown
to them. I take the liberty of making it public, trusting no barm, but much good, will

:

called a great National industry.

has often
been said that but few bees were kept by
colored men. The following item is from an
exchange, and shows that one colored man,
at least, is a proficient apiarist

:

The following extract from a letter from
Dadant & Son, dated Nov. 30, received by

It Is

informed about the sad
havoc it is playing, and its injury to the
pursuit of bee-keeping, he simply laughs in
his sleeve, and apparently " enjoys the fun."
money to be sent, and then you may con- Such a man in the position of " National
aider the other two papers as a free gift.
chemist" Is a National disgrace !

Give Proper Credit. — Several beepapers have copied the report of the Chicago convention from the American Bee
JOCRNAL without giving any credit for it.
As we paid the reporter for attending the
sessions and writing out the proceedings, it
is our private property, and any periodical
which copies it should in common honesty,
give the American Bee Journal proper
credit for it. If it does not wish to do that,
then let it send a reporter to the convention
and get it in a legitimate way.

The Langstroth Book.— Concerning
the revision of tbls book and its publication
next spring, Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of St.
Charles, Ills., writes us as follows

Not Cincinnati. — Concerning the locaIt says
apparent that the resignation of Prnf. tion of the next meeting of the North
H.W.Wiley, Chemist of the National De- American Bee Keepers' Society, Mr. C. P.
partment of Agriculture, will be requested Muth writes us (is follows

enterprise.

tion of the story in the papers of the World.

Only One Book
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It estab-

pure honey to have

a distinctive and attractive label. It
and reads enticingly.

is

neat,
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OXJEPLIES Mm
intb Replies

Query 500.— Will

tbereto.

mill

and mate

quite uBeless to ask for answers to

I

it

pay

to purchase a
foundation for 50 to

my own comb

100 colonies of bees
[It is

®0rr^sp^0n£jenrje.

Fonndation for 50 Colonies,

?— Iowa.

think not.— James

Heddon.

Queries in this Department in less time
It would be unprofitable for me.—
tban one month. They have to wait their
W. Z. Hutchinson.
turn, he put in type, and sent in about a
No, not if your time is worth anydozen at a time to each of those who answer
Beown.
them get them returned, and then find thing to you.— J. P.
apace for them in the JouRNAii. If you are
I use the Poster molds, and I think
in a "hurry" for replies, do not ask for that pays.
The cost is trifling, and
them to be inserted here.— EdJ
one pound of wax can be worked as
well as 50 pounds can be.— G. M.

©

This mark
indicates that the apiarist is
located near tne center ot tbe state named;
5 north of the center; 9 south; O* east;
>0 west; and this i< northeast:
northwest:
3> southeast; and 9 southwest of the center
of the State mentioned.

^

H

;

For the Amerlcaii Bee

PacMng Bees

Doolittle.
It all

Wly

Bees Eat

Fonndation Starters.

off

and the person interested has much
Unless the circumstances are very favorable, it would
be cheaper to buy the foundation for
50 colonies than to try to make it.— H.
to

Qncry 499.— Why do

the bees eat off the
comb- foundation Btaners in the aections ?— Calif

J.

depends upon circumstances,

do with

it.

For lack of employment.— W. Z. D. Cutting.
Hutchinson.
1 have always thought best
To use the wax in some other spot. my foundation, even with 300

—Dadant & Son.

colonies; but

if

your time

to buy
or 400

is

unoc-

comes either from mischievous cupied, it may be best to make your
idling:, or from imperfect foundation.— own foundation. — C. C. Miller.
James Heddon.
No, not when you can buy better
It

The foundation may be too thin, or fonndation than you can make yourthe bees may have nothing else to do. self, without making a great outlay
for proper flxtures, at only a slight
—J. P. H. Brown.
Perhaps because the foundation advance above the first cost of the
was very thin, and little orno honey wax.— G. Ij. Tinker.
It would not pay me.
You must
to store.— C. C. iliLLBB.
buy an outfit, and have a suitable
I do not know, unless for the same room
you must work
to operate in
reason that the bee went in the boy's up wax that costs as much as anyear.— H. D. Cutting.
there
body's wax does, and
is nothing
They do not with me, if they are left you but the margin between the
Perhaps it is to keep price of the wax and the price of the
getting honey.
out of mischief, unless that is mis- foundation when finished.
I know
chievous.— A. J. Cook.
several persons who manufacture
Bees do not eat off the comb foun- their own foundation on a small scale,
dation starters when there is enough and I have to see the first sheet of
honey coming in to enable them to it that comes up to my idea of a firstAt other times they class article. The large, well-furbuild comb.
nished foundation factories turn out
will.— G. L. TiNKEK.
the best foundation.— G. W.Demaree.
;

Who can tell ?

When no honey

is

being gathered they do it out of pure
It depends largely upon your localmeanness. Do they do it when gath- ity. Ordinarily it would not for myIn asking questions, self at present prices. If bee-keeping
ering honey
full data should be given, if correct is the sole occupation, it would probanswers are expected.— J. E. Pond.
ably pay, as it could be made at times
when there was nothing else that
Because " Satan finds some miscould be profitably done.
The price
chief still for idle hands to do." A
would form an imgood yield of honey causes them to of wax, however,
add to the starters rather than eat portant factor even then. J. E. Pond.
them ofi.— G. M. Doolittlb.
To make comb foundation is a
good an article as
Because they have nothing else to trade to make as
can be purchased, requires much exdo. I never had them to nibble oft
perimenting, loss of time and maand waste the foundation starters at terial,
and these, when added to the
a time when there was honey in the
disagreeable work of its manufacture
Sowers. But they will use the wax
would outweigh every other considto stop cracks with, mixing it with
eration, and compel us not to manupropolis, if given to them at a time
be purchased
when there is no honey in the flowers, facture it, when it can The
at a reasonable price.—
Editor.
or no flowers to secrete honey. I have
found, however, that they will not
waste the wax after they have begun
Convention Notices.
to draw out the foundation starters,
whether they are gathering honey or
The
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will
|y
not.— G. W. Demakee.
hold its annual meeting at Woodstock, Ontaria, on
't

—

;

Either they intend to use the wax
elsewhere, or they are inclined to be
During a honey-flow
mischievous.
they would work on the starters and
rapidly increase their size, rather
than destroy them.— The Editob.

A.

JonmaL

for Winter.

BUCHANAN.

What is there in the idea of packing bees for winter
I have' asked
this question of a great many beekeepers in this locality, and the answer is almost invariably, " Nothing
at all."
When a colony has been
packed with several inches of dry
chaff or other good material, we say,
" Now the bees are in good condition
to endure the coldest winter that may
come." But, is this true
If you
say " yes," I will ask, why it is that
we see, after a terrible, long, cold
winter, so many reports like the following ? "I put a splendid apiary
into winter quarters
the hives were
thoroughly packed after the most
approved manner, but there are only
a few feeble colonies left to tell the
story." And continuing the sad refrain, he says:
"I have just purchased quite a number of strong colonies in box-hives, and will stock up
again as fast as possible."
'(

i*

;

Now it seems to me that when I see
such frequent reports like the above,
it is " giving away " the packing system without reserve.
I have thought, to account for the
many failures, bees were packed in
this wise
A packs his bees in chaff
hives with cushions all around the
while
cluster
B has his colonies in
single-walled hives exposed alike to
sunshine and rain.
Winter begins
with a grip of icy coldness, with no
" let up " tor thre^ long months, when
there comes a few brief hours of sunshine, with a fleeting, balmy breeze
which react and revive the bees in
the thin hives, and taking advantage
of the opportune moment,they quickly
:

;

sally forth for a cleansing flight,

and

now

in a condition to withstand
another long, cold spell. But not so
with the bees in the thick-walled
hives. The sun has not shone long
enough to react and revive them in
time to bring them out at the proper
time ; and before another warm spell
comes, so loaded with feces have they

are

become, that every day a few leave
the hives to relieve their overloaded

which

intestines,

is fust

producing

disease and death.

Spring-time comes again, and the
lovely and joyous it is because
of the severity of the winter that has
Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 10 and
1888.
preceded it but there is no hum of
W. CousB, Sec.
peaceful content lingering near the
^" The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' As- entrances of A's chaff -packed hives,
sociation will meet at New Milford, Pa., on Jan.
Subjects for discussion "The Beet Way and only the sharp notes of plunder
7, 1888.
to Prevent Swarming," and "Is it Advisable to come from B's strong colonies in the
Italianize Colonies 7" All bee-lieepers are cordially
single walled hives.
Invited.
H. M. Ssxliit, Su.

more

1 1,

;

:

I
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•fHE
Show me a ten-frame Langstroth
hive with one frame removed, that
more bees may pack together in the
plenty of good honey and
ranges
plenty of September and October
hatched bees a honey-board or good
a good,
well waxed down
<iuilt
roomy entrance kept open a perfect
water-tight roof, and in a place sheltered from the prevailing winds, and
I will have no forebodings as to this
colony coming through any winter,
«ven if its only protection is a box
made of %-inch lumber.
Ordinarily there is a saving of
stores where bees are warmly packed,
but aside from this one advantage,
no other presents itself to me. For
many years I have kept from 75 to
100 colonies, half of them being in
chaff hives with the usual parapher-
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;

GEORGE W. rORK.

;

;

;

nalia of quilts, cushions, etc.

Again, I will admit that a weak
colony can be brought through the
winter when contracted to a small
space and well packed, more successfully than it might if left in a large
hive
but this amounts to nothing,
from the fact that where the bees
have been during the summer and
fall, in a normal condition, and still
go into winter in such poor condition
as to require such careful nursing to
keep them in existence, their kind
should perish
It will not prove
profitable to propagate this kind of
;

One summer d&y In the month of June,
A bee was bumming a merry tune,

And as
It

It

went from flower to flower

Kathered the drops of the *' honey-shower.'

in the chair.

Thus while It toiled very hard and Iour,
And still was singing that cheerful song,
A butterfly happened to pass that way,
In ItB life BO aimless

Then

from day

:

" Why do you slave so hard to get bread
jRet my food, and then Jhave pleasure
But you never seem to get any leisure."
*

?'

;

" Yes," said the bee, " what you say is true.
I lead a life far nobler than you ;
I Ret my food, and much for my keeper."
Then into the flower the bee went deeper.

Soon it returned from out that flower,
kept up its hum for nearly an hour :
Seeing the butterfly still at her ease.
Again it began, and said "If you please,

And

:

"

He lives in

vain who tolls but for self—
Often 'tis found that he Rains by pelf
While he who works hard, unselfishly too.
Will live long in hearts that soon forget you.
;

Thus do I live for those who love me,
And my work, though small, will always be
Honored by all who like to eat honey,
"

That freely

I store,

without price or money."

stock.

I believe in the

doctrine

Chicago,

Ills.,

Dec.

6,

1S87.

my house to see if I would buy
his bees. He had 15 colonies in boxhives.
He said that they were " all

ped at

;

This was the signal for a livelv disPresident Ely, Mr. Hand,

and the Secretary would let the bees
swarm naturally. Mr. Smith would

of
For the American Bee JoumaL

A

Mr. Lindley said— I had 45 colonies
inat the beginning of the season
creased them to 55 colonies, and took
500 pounds of comb honey, a little
over 11 pounds per colony, spring
count. I increased by dividing colonies, on the nucleus plan.
cussion.

!

the "survival of the fittest," and the
fittest only should be permitted to
perpetuate the race.
Last April, an old gentleman stop-

After the regular business was
transacted, reports were made as
follows
President Ely had 80 colonies in the
spring of 1887, increased them to 12.5
colonies, and obtained 1,640 pounds of
comb honey, and 390 pounds of extracted honey, being a trifle over 25
pounds per colony, spring count. His
bees are well supplied with honey,
except possibly 4 or 5 late swarms
that are rather light, but he thinks
that they have enough for winter.
He winters a part of his bees on the
summer stands, and a part in the
:

to day.

to the bee the butterfly said

The Hardin County Bee-Keepers'
Association met at the Court House
in Eldora, Iowa, on Saturday, Nov.
26, 1887. The convention was called
to order at 2 p.m., with President Ely

divide a colony that refused to work
in the sections, and showed signs of

swarming by hanging

Rip Van Winkle Bee-Keeper.

out.

This was

concurred in by nearly all.
Mr. Lindley winters his bees on the

M. M. BALDRIDGE.

summer stands, and uses chaff hives.
Mr. Hand was all ready with 30
Thanksgiving Day, one of my
On
livin'," but did not know anything
good colonies last spring, and with
correspondents wrote me as follows
" his dish right side up " to catch the
about their condition, as he had be" I met a man in La Crosse, Wis.,
come so afraid of them that he would
As the
expected shower of honey.
not go near them any more. He of- this week, who had come from Min- season advanced, and no signs of
fered them for $20, and being so low
in price, I then paid him his price,
and told him that I would haul them
home in a few days. I found them in
the most dilapidated old hives that I
had ever seen bees inhabit. Part of
them had to be bound together so
that they would not fall apart on the
way. The hives were so large that I
got,

in

transferring,

good worker

comb enough from each

to

fill

ten

Langatroth frames, and there was
enough drone-comb and pieces mostly
full of honey to fill a barrel.

Nearly all the entrances of these
hives were from 1 to IJ^ inches deep,
besides other openings where bees
passed out; but such powerful colonies I had never seen in April.
I
could but view them with astonishment. Musingly I asked myself this
question
Of what use is our modern
system of contraction, and careful,expensive packing, if bees will winter in
such splendid condition as they have
in these old excuses for hives ? What
:

do we know ?
The honey crop of this State for
1887 was almost a failure.
From 90
strong colonies I got but 1,100 pounds

of surplus honey.
The fall flowers
yielded well, which put our colonies in
good condition as to bees and honey.
Holliday's Cove, 5 W. Va.

nesota with 2,000 pounds of white
surplus, he was tempted to kick the
clover honey, and had sold it to a
over, and join the column of
man there for 12^ cents dish
" blasted hopes."
However, he alI went with him and
lowed the "dish" to remain, and
saw the honey. It was in the square when basswood bloomed he " caught"
one-pound sections, made of one500 pounds of nice corab honey, an
piece, and was still in the top stories,
average of 16^^ pounds per colony;
in wide frames two tiers deep, and
his bees are all well supplied
all built between separators.
None and
with honey. He also Italianized his
of the propolis had been removed
I
apiary, and increased it to 41 colonies.
took out some of the wide frames and
winters his bees in a cave, and
found every section plump, nicely He
thinks that this part of Iowa is too
sealed, and full at the corners. All I
He used
to use chaff hives.
saw was as white as snow. The next cold
successfully in Ohio, but canday this honey was picked up by a them
in Iowa.
Milwaukee house at 21 cents per not succeed
Mr. Webster commenced the season
pound for the whole lot— the empty
supers and wide frames to be re- with 12 colonies, increased them to 15,
turned.
Some of the supers had and 2 or 3 swarms went away. He
neither top nor bottom, having been took no surplus honey, was away most
shipped in that way
The gross of the summer, and the bees were
weight of each super was 75 pounds, neglected. He winters his bees in the
and 20 pounds were allowed on each cellar.
Mr. Smith had 11 colonies in the
as tare."
Now, can it be possible that this spring, increased them to 21, and took
Minnesota honey-producer reads a 102 pounds of comb honey, a little
bee-paper V If not, it might possibly over 9 pounds per colony. The surbe money in his pocket to do so.
It plus was all taken from 3 colonies,
does seem strange that honey-pro- the rest doing nothing in the sections.
ducers will allow the commission man He winters his bees in the cellar.
and retailer more net profit on comb'
J. W. Buchanan began the season
honey than they get for themselves. with 6 colonies, obtained 100 pounds
But such is often the case. Reader, of comt) honey (an average of 16%
how is it in your case ?
pounds per colony), and increased his
St. Charles, 5 Ills.
apiary to 7 colonies.
He caught 3

commission
per pound

!

I

I
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stray swarms, by putting hives up in
trees, thus making 10 colonies in all.
The summed up reports are Total
number of colonies in the spring, 184
total number of pounds of honey
taken, 3,232. being an average of a
little over 173^ pounds per colony ; and
number of colonies in the tall, 267.
As the day was a stormy one, and
only a few members present, it was
decided to postpone the election of
officers until the next meeting.
The
subject for discussion at the next
"
meeting will be,
International organization of bee-keepers," and the
writer was appointed to open the
discussion.
After some discussion on various
subjects, the convention adjourned to
meet on Dec. 10, 1887, at the Court
House in Eldora, Iowa.
:

J.

W. Buchanan,

Sec.
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Yi±m Fonnflation
ED.

S.

in Sections.

EDEN.

In reviewing the different methods
employed to fasten foundation into
section boxes, it seems strange that
some one has not invented a machine
to do the work satisfactorily.
Since
the invention of combfuundation, the
bee-keeping fraternity have striven to
surmount this difficulty, but with very
little success. Of the many machines
so far invented, not one of them has
given general satisfaction.
I think
that this is because the inventors do
not consider sufficiently the difficulties to be overcome. Some are guided
solely by the strength of the work,
regardless of speed and neatness
while others are guided by speed, regardless of neatness and strength.
machine to give general satisfaction,
must not only be rapid in its work,
but must do it sufficiently strong and

A

neat.
If foundation is fastened by dipping
it into a melted mixture, or by pouring wax along each side to adhere it
to the section, it will be found that
this destroys the guide or wall to the
top row of cells, and the bees will not
draw them out, unless they are short
of room, leaving a very imperfectlyfilled section.
But if the foundation
is fastened neatly, they will draw the
top TOW out equally witli the rest,
leaving a section filled in a superior

manner.
This plan of fastening foundation
by pressure has also its drawbacks, as
it is

almost impossible to get them

all

and especially if the section
smooth for the substance used in
lubricating the dies while manufacto stick,

is

;

turing foundation, prevents the foundation from sticking to the wood by
pressure.
Some have adopted the
plan of heating the section, and then
pressing the foundation on the warm
section. This plan I have tried, but
with very little success. The trouble
I had was, that the warm section
prevented the foundation from " setting " sufficiently quick, necessitating it to be left in the machine till it
became sufficiently cool, before re-

it and even then -some would dispersed the guards with the end of
break loose with the least little jar, a stick, when the old queen seized the
opportunity to make a fierce attack
making it very annoyiijg.
The guards being no
It is doubtful whether the plan of on the cell.
fastening foundation by pressure will longer interfered with, rallied and
forced
the enraged queen away. Some
ever be developed sufficiently to give
general satisfaction.
There are so of the guards worried and bit her legs
as
she
sullenly
retreated. Why should
many conditions that are absolutely
necessary, to procure the best results, not the "great haste" which Mr. D.
such as temperature of the room, puts to the other account, be most
pliability of the foundation, warmth likely to be thought necessary in the
of the section, etc., before the work case I have described V
It is true that young queens reared
can be performed successfully. It is
to be hoped that some one of the by bees to supersede old, worn-out
many thousand bee-keepers will dis- queens, are generally of the best
cover a plan that will give general quality but this is a different case.
satisfaction. I have no doubt that The old queen is generally spared till
such a person would receive the her successor has proven her good
thanks of every bee-keeper in the qualities. Besides, the facts show
that the poor, old mother-queen, with
country.
If the difficulty of fastening foun- a wonderful display of stoicism, acdation in the sections was overcome, quiesces in the whole proceedings.
I believe that bee-keepers would turn
There has been a great deal said
their attention to the production of
the dry, indigestible stufi often
comb honey more than they now are about
seen at the bottom of cells after the
doing.
young queens have emerged. On thi»
Eastwood, Ont.
we have another built-up theory.
The theory is, that such queensFor tlie American Bee Journal.
having been " highly fed " must b©
extra good queens. There is very
Scientific BreeflinE of Oneens.
nearly nothing in this but bare speculation, handed down from one author
Q. W. DEMAEEE.
to another, and accepted as true without investigation.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle, the well-known
The individuality of the queen
writer on practical bee-keeping, in honey-bee as pertains to the functionshis article on page 740, again refers to of a mother- bee, is the result of a
scientific
queen-rearing, which he state of development above her sister
speaks of as " artificial." Mr. D. has worker-bees, and this state of dea right to his own views, and has a velopment to be normal in nature^
right to express them in his contri- must be under the circumscription ot
butions to the bee-literature of the nature's laws.
Every close student
times, but he must expect to have his of the habits of bees ought to know
views on this subject criticized. Most that young queens are fed to excess,
of us demand more than mere asser- surfeited with food quite as often as
tion, and mere theory, when it comes they are stinted for the want of it. I
to settling an important question like have seen embryo queens deluged
the one under consideration. To my with so-called royal jelly till they
mind, what Mr. D. has written in the come to nothing but big, bloated,
article under consideration— in fact,
white worms, and perished in that
in all his articles that I have seen on condition
and 1 have seen them so
this subject— is based on mere misstinted with food that they were detaken theory, except so far as he veloped but little above the workerbrings his own experience as proof of bee. These facts show that right conthe soundness of his position.
ditions are those which result in good
My experience is the opposite of queens, and not the presence or abhis.
I do not say that I would not sence of the mother- queen when the
breed from a queen because .she was young queens are nursed in their cells.
reared by a swarming colony if I
When it comes to facts and expericould trace her parentage back to
that
pure ancestry, but I will say that I ences, my experience differs from
have never had the good fortune to of Mr. Doolittle's. All the extra-fine
in
bad
that
ever
I
cross a single specimen thus reared breeding-queens
what Mr.
that was equal to my finest queens my apiary, were reared by
methods;"
bred by selection under my own care, D.and others call "artificial
and in the absence of a resisting, out- I. e., they were reared under the care
of myself or other skilled breeders.
raged mother-bee.
I could bring forward the testimony
It will be observed that Mr. Doolittle bases his whole theory upon the of a number of intelligent bee-men,
presence of the mother-queen while concerning the value of queens reared
the young queens are being nursed. by me in the absence of the reigning
On these grounds most thinkers would queen but I do not care to do it. It
judge that the theory was against Mr. might have been a mere accident, but
Doolittle.
Some years ago, when I have had a limited number of queens
studying the habits of bees under the on trial in my apiary, from men who
"
swarming-fever, I lifted out a frame advocate the " swarming impulse
on which was the first sealed queen- system of rearing queens, and not one
cell, right on the eve of an issuing of them showed any superior traits
swarm, and discovered the mother- over the average queens in my apiary.
bee circling around the first sealed One of these I paid $10 for, hoping to
cell which was strongly guarded by get an improvement on my home-bred
the workers.
As an experiment I queens but she turned out to be in-

moving
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my queens. Mr.
Doolittle and myself will agree that
queens are not equally good,no matter
now they are reared.
Christiansburg,^ Ky.
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" fine, crystallized basswood honey "
enjoys in England. We had, when in
England, and have now, no other
wish than that our honey should be
known over there by the distinctive

name " Canadian." Its good qualities
by Dr. are a sufficient passport to popularity.
For the American Bee JoumaL
Dr. Mason misstates the facts when
Mason, entitled, " Basswood t)s. Linden," in which he manifests a good he says that, " Canadians, in a wily
" cousins way," or any other way, either here
Tlie Western Bee-Keepers' ConTention. deal of feeling towards his
None of his re- or elsewhere, have sought to destroy
across the border."
marks, already published or hereafter confidence in the good qualities of
E. M. HAYHURST.
to be written, will deter Canadian American basswood honey, and claim
The Western Bee-Keepers' Society bee-keepers from selecting their own superiority for their own. I challenge
him to name a solitary Canadian
met to-day in this city at the resi- names for their own products.
Had the Doctor confined himself to (apart from Mr. Pettit) who has made
The atdence of Mr. Peter Otto.
" One swallow does
tendance was smaller than usual, but a refutation of Mr. Pettit's statements such a statement.
most of us took our "wives and respecting the quality of " American" not make a summer," nor one man a
babies," thus making quite a house- basswood or linden honey, none of us, nation, and it is not generous on the
Mr. and Mrs. I am sure, would have feltcalled upon Doctor's part to manifest such anful of jolly company.
Otto made us feel entirely at home, to interfere but he does not confine tipathy against his "cousins across
and entertained us right royally at himself to this or even to our right to the border, and their relatives across
people
the dining table, as well as in their employ the term we have adopted, the pond," because one of our
peculiar
parlors. Our meeting was an entirely but charges us as a people with dis- holds and expresses opinions
to himself, and in which his felinformal and very enjoyable reunion. honesty and fraud, when he says
countrymen do not sympathize.
"And now, after the 'Yankees' low we
The reports made indicate that
can afford to be disliked, for
have established a name for their But
there was not only no surplus gathpart
bass- hate is an evidence of fear on the
richly-flavored' crystal
fine,
ered the past season by the bees in
markets of the of the hater, and power on the part
in the
honey
wood
western Missouri and eastern Kanworld,' especially the English market, of those hated.
sas, but that most colonies had to be
As to the part I took in the adoption
it seems that the Canadians, wishing
" linden " as against
fed for winter, the season being an
of its popularity, of the word
advantage
take
to
entire failure. Those present seemed
have no apology to
to, during, and since "basswood," I
previous
have
to take their misfortunes very goodmake, as I believe it to be the more
been
pushExhibit,'
Colonial
their
naturedly, and " blasted hopes " was
Dr. Mason
the two.
ing their basswood honey undof a (to appropriate of
all of us are
not even whispered
"Can it be possible, as Mr.
calling it (in a says:
name,
new
them)
making the usual preparations for
linden
way) superior to American McKnight says, that the term
wily
the hoped-for crop of next season.
is at once more respectable and corbasswood honey."
My answer is: "Yes, I beA number of topics were energeti- Here are two or three statements rect?"
perhaps the most in- in the above paragraph which require lieve it is at least more correct."
cally discussed
established by Dr. Mason
teresting of these being " foul brood." to be better established before they This fact is
for he has shown most conWe listened with great interest to can be accepted as correct. The himself,
" basswood,"
Mr. L. W. Baldwin's narrative of his " name and popularity the Yankees clusively that the term
belonging to the
own, his brother's, and Mr, Jones' ex- have established for their honey in as applied to trees,
known by that name
perience during the past summer with the markets of the world, especially genus tilia, are
limited portion of the
this much-dreaded malady. Early in the English market," are not so de- over a very
upon which they flourish,
the season they found all of their sirable as to lead Canadians to envy territory
more correct to call
apiaries badly diseased, some 800 col- them for the advantages it brings and surely it is
name by
Out of them but, on the contrary, we were the honey they yield by thegenerally
onies in all being affected.
which the trees are most
all but one apiary they completely especially desirous, when in England,
least apthe evident to steer clear of any association with known, than by the name
eradicated the trouble
Trees of the genus
reason for their failure in the one " American " products of a like kind. plied to them.
Europe and
yard being a slight deviation from Not because we consider your honey tilia are common to both
Dr. Mason tells us that
the rule of treatment applied to all of in any way inferior to ours, but be- America.
name for
Their case is a good cause "Yankee" honey is in bad basswood is an unknown
the others.
them in all parts of the United States,
illustration of what can be done by ordor with the English people.
small portion lying north of
intelligent, energetic action.
moIt so happened, as the story goes, except a
They are not known
Ohio.
central
time
an
enterprising
passed
requesting
Mr.
Baldon
was
once
a
tion
that
neither is
shipped some American by this name in England
win to write their experience in de- Yankee
applied to them on the continent of
tail for publication in the American honey to Britain, and when there he it
^^ ^
Bee Journal.
increased its volume by a liberal ad- Europe.
But Dr. Mason complains that
Bottling the
of glucose.
A resolution was also passed ex- mixture
to
you
by
employed
was
"linden"
pressing the gratitude of the guests mixture on the spot, he added to each designate a particular kind of honey
honey-comb,
tempting
bit
of
a
bottle
to our kind entertainers, for their
and that we
and in this attractive form put it upon before it was in use here,
generous hospitality.
your brand. I accept
the market but the bait did not take. appropriated
A few minutes before adjournment The ruse of the Down-Easter was the Doctor's statement, but when I
the following board of officers was
sanction to its adoption here,
discovered, and the sins of that gave my
elected for the ensuing year, viz
that such was the
sharper are visited upon his country- I was not aware
President, J. V. Coleman Vice-Presisupposing we all knew it
to this day, as many of them case. But
men
Secretary,
dent, L. W. Baldwin
Doctor should be
shipped honey to England since at the time, the
Peter Otto
and Treasurer, John who
"riled" by the
can testify. The injury and the in- more flattered than
Conser.
for I am sure our " linden
imitation,
forgotten,
been
and
it
not
sult has
The convention then adjourned to will be some time yet before the con- honey " does the brand no discredit.
meet in the latter part of next April, fidence of Englishrrien in the purity of
There is one other statement made
at the Court House in Independence, " American "
honey is restored. by the Doctor which I cannot allow
Mo., in a basket meeting due notice Englishmen are like a tamed ele- to pass unchallenged, as there is an
of the date to be given by the Sec- phant, " modest" and confiding until insinuation in it that things were not
retary.
once deceived but betray them once, conducted quite as they ought to have
In tbe absence of Secretary Nelson, and retribution comes soon and cer- been by those who had charge of the
the writer was requested, by the tain. No, no, Doctor, there was no Candian honey exhibited at the
" put up job " on our part to " rob "Colonial." He says
"The CanaSociety, to make the above report.
you of the reputation " which your dian Bee Journal also contained some
Kansas City,*o Mo.
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warm words about what was done
with some of the $1,000 granted them
by the government to help pay the
expenses of the honey exhibit at the
" Colonial."
No warm words were
ever indulged in by any one as to the
way in which this grant was used.
The "grant" was disbursed, not by
those who had charge of the exhibit,
but by the treasurer of the Ontario
Bee- Association (who was not one of
the delegates), and no adverse comments were ever made as to the way
in which it was expended. The warm
words of which he speaks had no
reference to this grant.
Owen Sound, Ont.
B^r the American Bee Journal

Tartaric Acifl in Winter Stores.

JAMES HEDDON.

Away back on page 585, Dr. Jesse
Oren propounds two questions, one to
Prof. McLain, and one to myself.
The question with which I am to
deal, is regarding the addition of
tartaric acid to the winter food of
bees. Now, I presume the Doctor is
aware that I am a practical beeanswer, which is
keeper, and in
the only one I can truthfully make,
the Doctor will not be compelled to
accept any theories whatever.
I believe that I have never used,
nor advocated using, tartaric or any
other kind of acid in any wintering
food for bees except that composed of
cane-sugar syrup ; this I put into that
syrup simply and solely to prevent recrystallizaiion, and it is a well-demonstrated fact that nearly all acids
1 have used it
have that tendency.
in proportionately small and large
I
have
never been
quantities, and
able to discern that in any quantity
in which I have used it, it was detrimental to the health of the bees and
as I have stated before, the late M.
Quinby, after making some experiments, was of the opinion {and was
planning to demonstrate the truth of
that opinion, when his useful labors
were suddenly brought to an end by
death) that the addition of acid to
the winter food of bees, whether of
syrup or honey, would act as a preventive to the dreaded bee-diarrhea.
So, you see, Doctor, I never sought
acid as a medicine for bee-diarrhea,
but rather as an antidote for crystallization of syrup— a food which is
much superior to honey tor the safe
wintering of bees, so far as any ex-

my

;

perience has gone.
Dowagiac, ? Mich.
ror toe American Bee Journal.

A Dry Season—Alfalfa.

MART

A.

GOODALE.

This has been a very dry season
Crops of
here as well as elsewhere.
almost all kinds were nearly an entire
the
honey
failure, and consequently
crop failed also ; yet 1 find that our
bees have made their own living all
summer, and have stored an abund-

W. H. Raftery, of Pittsfield, 74 colance of honey to carry them through
the winter, with but very little feed- onies in the spring, and 90 colonies
ing, goldeurod being a good honey- now; 200 pounds of comb honey, no

plant in this locality, and growing in extracted, and the condition of his
bees is fair.
abundance.
John Pickup, of Pittsfield. 7 coloI commenced the season with 20
colonies, bought one colony for queen- nies in the spring, 14 colonies now ; 28
rearing, but the only use that I found pounds of comb honey, but no exfor queens was in superseding, as I tracted. His bees are in fair condition.
did not increase my colonies either
C. T. Lame, of Horton Station, had
by division or making nuclei neither 37 colonies in the spring, 44 colonies
did I have any natural swarms, and now, and took 200 pounds of comb
His bees
consequently I consider myself in the honey, but no extracted.
same place I was one year ago, minus are in fair condition.
the amount paid out last spring for
Jos. Dober, of Atlas, had 11 colonies
supplies, as 1 got very little honey, in the spring, 18 now, and took 300
having sold but .50 cents worth.
pounds of comb honey, but no extracted. His bees are in good condiALFALFA IN COLORADO.
;

tion.

have been reading of alfalfa as a
W. Camm, of Murrayville, had 96
honey -plant; also that it is exten- colonies last spring, and 90 colonies
been
have
sively sown in Colorado. I
He took 500 pounds of
this fall.
searching the files of the Bee .Jour- comb honey, and 700 pounds of exsubject,
the
on
information
nal for
tracted. His bees are in fair condibut although I find there is a State tion.
organization of beekeepers in ColoJ. M. Hambaugh, of Perry Springs,
rado, and that alfalfa is highly prized had 138 colonies last spring, and 160
as a honey-plant both in California colonies in the fall, 22 being purchased.
and Nebraska, yet I find nothing He had no comb honey, but 1,250
from Colorado on the subject. Now, pounds of extracted honey. His bees
I would ask some who are acquainted are in fair condition.
with both the plant and Colorado, to
Mr. Petty's bees had been moved
give their opinions in the American to the Mississippi river bottom for a
Bee Journal. Would it pay to fall crop. Mr. Hambaugh's bees were
emigrate to Colorado, taking the bees put in the cellar on Nov. 10 to Nov.
along y Who can tell us anything of 21
the bees of other members being
I

;

the prospects of bee-keeping in southeastern Colorado V
Clear Creek,? Ind., Nov. 30, 1887.
For tbe American Bee JoumaL
Tlie Bee-Keepers'

out-of-doors yet.
On motion, the meeting adjourned
without formal discussion of any
questions, as the weather was so
rainy as to prevent many from atWm. Camm, Sec.
tending.

Union Convention.
For the American Bee JoumaL

Illinois Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Pittsfield, Ills., on
Nov. 26, 1887, in connection with the

The Central

Season's Results, Marketing,

etc.

of the Pike County BeeWILLIAM CRAWLEY.
Keepers' Association, for the purpose
W. T.
of uniting the two societies.
I wintered 20 colonies in the cellar
F. Petty, President of the Pike County last winter, without any loss, except
Association, occupied the chair, and one queenless colony, and one-third
Wm, Camm was elected Secretary.
of them were very weak. I increased
On motion, the two societies were them to 45 good colonies, and I have
united under the name of " The Bee- taken 1,000 lbs. of extracted honey,
Keepers' Union," when the following and 500 lbs. of comb honey in Mb secofficers were chosen for the ensuing tions, being 75 lbs. per colony, spring
year
S. N. Blafk, of Clayton, Ills., count. About two-thirds of it was
President J. M. Hambaugh, of Perry linden honey, and the balance was
Thomas S. from fall flowers. I have fed 250 lbs.
Springs, Vice President
Wallace, of Clayton, Secretary and of granulated sugar for winter stores.
Jno. G. Smith, of Barry, Treasurer.
They were not short of honey, but I
It was decided to hold the next fed part of them syrup, as an experimeeting at Clayton, early in October, ment.
My honey is about all sold, and at
1SS8, the day to be fixed by the Presihome, too. Extracted honey sold for
dent.
The following are reports of colo- 15 cts. per lb., and comb honey for 20
nies, the crop, and the condition of to 25 ct3.-> according to 'grade. I will
give my method of selling honey, as it
the bees for winter
W. T. F. Petty, of Pittsfield, 90 may be a benefit to some, and be the
colonies, spring count, 105 colonies means of supplying our home market
get by
fall count; 700 pounds of comb honey, at a better price than we would
and 200 pounds of extracted honey. sending it to commission-men. It is
as follows
The condition of his bees is good.
Redwood Falls has a population of
T. S. Wallace, of Clayton, 110 in the
spring, and 100 colonies now. He had 1,500, with 6 groceries. I supply all
no honey, and the condition of his these stores with a moderate amount
of both comb and extracted honey,
bees is poor.
which they
J. G. Smith, of Barry, 15 colonies in and I make the price for
He are to sell it, with the understanding
the sprinar, and 14 colonies now.
had no honey, but the condition of that all I can use in trade shall be sold
without any commission to them but
his bees is good.

members

:

;

;

;

;

.
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I take money, they are to have a
small commission for selling it. But
I find that 1 can use the most of it in
trade this year, and save me just so
if

much money.
The above plan has worked well
with me. The merchants have no
money invested, and I find that they
will not ship in

honey

if

they can get

found the pollinia fastened upon their
tibial spurs as well as on their claws.
I have also found pollinia of this
species on the spurs and claws of
Danais Archippus, and high up on
tarsal hairs of I'riononyx Thomae.
In a similar way, a specimen of
Scolia bicincta shows pollinia of A.
Cornuti on the tarsal hairs. However,

at home, as extracted honey is gen- the gynostegia of these species are so
erally candied, and the comb honey is large that the feet of many visitors
badly smashed up in shipping. The will not reach far below the angles
method can be carried to an unlimited of the wings, and, when this occurs,
extent, as my business increases and the claws are the only parts which
as there are a dozen towns within a are readily caught.
The importance
radius of 30 miles of this place.
of the hoods in guiding the legs of
I exchanged honey and hives for 12 insects over the angles of the wings,
colonies of bees this fall, so that I now is more apparent in the smaller flowhave 55 colonies in good condition in ered species, since the more delicate
the cellar under the kitchen. I put wings catch hairs which are not only
very fine and short, but which are
them into the cellar on Nov. 19.
also situated much higher up on the
I have a foot-and-hand power saw,
which for economy and tine workman- legs. Thus, hive bees caught on A.
SuUivantii and A. Cornuti, show polship in the apiary cannot be excelled.
linia only on their claws and pulvilli,
I make the most of my hives and fixbut they have the pollinia of A. tubetures with it. The hive I use is my
rosa, A. incarnata, and A. verticillata
invention, and from the past season's
scat1;ered upon the hairs of the tarsi.
experience I think that it is just what
specimen of Argynnis Cybele,
is needed in this climate.
It is an 8frame hive, the same depth as the which I caught on A. Cornuti has
Langstroth and 1 inch shorter, so that pollinia of this plant on its claws, and
a super holding 4 tiers of 4>4-inch sec- pollinia of A. tuberosa on the tarsal
hairs
tions will just fit the hive. The suH. Muller, who supposes that the
pers are what is called the ' blankwhole foot enters the stigmatic chamstrip section-case,'" or similar to it. I
" When the insect tries
can use separators or not. as I like. I ber, says
to draw its foot out in order to profind that the contraction of the broodchamber is very valuable when work- ceed further, the diverging claws are
caught by the apposed edges of the
ing for comb honey.
and guided upwards in
Eedwood Falls, 6 Minn.,Dec. 6, 1887. anther-wings,
the slit, so that one or other of the
two claws is brought without fail into
Botanical Gazette.
the notch in the lower border of the
corpusculum and there held fast."
How Bees Extract Pollen from Flowers.
On the same subject Mr. Corry says:
" When the foot reaches the superior
PROF. CHARLES ROBERTSON.
end of the alar chamber in which it
has been guided, one at least of the
In regard to the visitors of Asclepias two hooked claws upon it, or some
Cornuti (common milkweed) Dr. JJer- part of the foot in the case of Diptera,
mann Muller observes that they '• slip must easily enter the hollow cavity of
upon the smooth parts of the flower the corpusculum, which lies in such a
until a foot enters the wide inferior position that this result is inevitable."
part of the slit, in which it at lasts
The importance which these augets a firm hold."
Mr. T. H. Corry thors attach to the view that the
describes the insect as grasping the whole foot enters the chamber, in my
back of a nectary, and plunging its opinion, rests on a misunderstanding
proboscis into its cavity, " endeavor- of the mode of insertion of the poling at the same time to get a firm linia, and has led them to overlook
and sure foothold on the unstable the precision with which a corpusflowers," until the insect at length culum comes to be fastened to a hair
places one of its feet into the wider or claw. The coipusculm is placed so
part of an alar fissure.
nicely at the top of the wings that its
Having collected insects on the cleft is fairly continuous with the slit
flowers of six species of Asclepias, I between them, and I cannot conceive
regard the normal action of the most that the contrivance works normally
common and most efficient to be that unless the particular part, i. e,, a sinthey hold on to a flower, or several gle claw, hair, or pulvillus to which
flowers, in such a way that their feet the corpusculum becomes attached,
go down below the aqgles of the ate, is caught between the wings and
and when the legs are drawn upwards guided by them into the cleft.
they are caught between the strongly
Believing that all processes are
projecting hoods and guided by them caught as the leg of the insect passes
over the entrance of the stigmatic over the angle of the wing, I suppose
chamber, which occupies the narrow that only a single process is caught,
interval between their bases. Of na- and that a claw is cauglit in exactly
tive insects, the most common visitors the same manner as a hair or spur.
I have observed on A. SuUivantii, are In a careful examination of the feet
humble bees (Bombus separatus B, of 116 hive-bees which were killed by
Pennsylvanicus, and B. scutellaris) being caught on the flowers of A.
and Danais Archippus. The feet of SuUivantii, I have found that, with
humble bees reach down as far as the but two exceptions when a foot was
bases of the petals, and I have often held by the wings, only one claw was
it
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between them, the other being

free,

or less often the pulvillus was held
between the wings and both claws
were outside.
When Urst withdrawn the pollinia
lie in the same plane.
In a few minutes the twisting of the retinacula
brings the pollinia into nearly parallel
planes, but the upper ends are still
separated by quite an interval. According to the authors to whom reference has been made, the pollinia
are inserted
by the corpusculum.
From the analogy of observations
made on the movements of the pollinia of some Orchidaceae some advantage might be looked for in the
slow movement of the pollinia of
Asclepias. Indeed, Mr. Corry, who
has observed this phenomenon in A.
Cornuti,states that it is of advantage,

although he fails to show it and I
think it impossible so to do on the
supposition that the pollinia are introduced by the corpuscula. He says
" Some considerable
time, more;

over, must elapse after the pollinia
are extracted before the corpuscular
appendages are so far dried that both
pollinia of the same corpusculum can
be introduced through the fissure into
the alar chamber, and in the meantime the insect has had time to reach
another flower or plant."

On another page he observes " If
the movement did not occur on the
part of the pollinia, their broad surfaces would lie at right angles to the
alar fissure, and their insertion into
it in this position through the notch
would in consequence be rendered a
much more difficult, if not an altoor else
gether impossible, operation
the pollinia in being slipped in would
become folded in the opposite direction, and the less curved border which
emits no pollen tubes would be first
But what
inserted into the fissure."
is to prevent this consequence before
What^
the movement takes place V
ever might happen there is obviously
the
introduction of
nothing to render
the corpusculum itself more diflicult
before the movement occurs than
afterwards, so that the slowness of
the movement is hardly an advantage
under this view. If the corpusculum
were very slender or flattened so that
a thin edge could be presented to the
slits, there would be no difliculty in
understanding how it could readily
but
slip into the stigmatic chamber
it is a rounded body, and is relatively
large in comparison with the entrance
to the cavity.
Of course, if the whole foot of an
insect commonly enters the stigmatic
chamber, it is not hard to uuderstand
how the corpusculum should go in
with it. But when the corpusculum
is fastened to a hair which is directed
outward and downward from the leg
of the insect, and which is often so
short that the corpusculum is fairly
in contact with the leg, the difficulty
:

;

;

increases.

In the examination of the feet of
hive bees killed on the flowers, I have
failed to find a single case in which a
corpusculum was attached to that
part of the foot which was held between the anther wings. In my opinion, therefore, the structure of the

,

.
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corpuscuulm

is

so far

from

facilitat-

ing the introduction of the pollinia
that it prevents the part to which it is
attached from being again caught in
the slits ; and, until the movement
occurs, the corpusculum with its two
pollinia will pass over the entrance
to the stigmatic chamber without being injured.
After the movement occurs, if the
corpusculum be examined from one
side, it will be observed that the

" In

which I dis- the broken retinacula not only take
and pollen the place of the parts disqualified, but
masses were still in their places, increase the number of parts to which
though pollinia, which must have the corpuscula can be attached. By
come from other flowers, had been in- means of these combinations, therefore, the leg of an insect has its
serted into the stigmatic chamber."
sected,

several

the

flowers

corpuscula

In a number of cases observed by capacity for carrying pollinia greatly

me on A.

Sullivantii, the

movement

which turns the knees toward the
flower is completed in about seven
minutes, though it has proceeded
sufficiently in five minutes to turn the
retinacula project outward and down- flexure far enough to render its inward. Since the parts to which the sertion quite likely.
With the view

.

corpuscula are attached themselves of pollination stated in this paper,
project outward and downward, the the slow movement is plainly of adretinacula tinally stand nearly at right vantage, because a knee can hardly
The be caught by the wings until it has
angles to the leg of the insect.
retinaculum, near the point where it occurred.
joins the pollinium, is bent rather
Now, since only one pollinium is
suddenly, so that the pollinium ap- inserted into the stigmatic chamber,
This
flexflexed
upon
it.
pears to be
there is an economic disposal of the
ure, which Mr. W. H. Leggett has pollinia.
The interval between the
called the knee, is very prominent.
flexures is so great that only one of
There is quite an interval between them can be caught, while the other
the knees and the membrane of the passes by the slit uninjured. There
retinaculum at the knee is expanded are, therefore, two chances of a poltransversely to the plane of the pol- linium being transferred to another
Robert Brown has observed plant. If both pollinia were left at
linium.
in A. purpurascens, that the part of each act of pollination, there would
the retinaculum extended between the be hut one chance of cross fertilizaknee, and the pollinium remains at- tion. Moreover, the chances of cross
tached to the latter when it is found fertilization would be reduced from
in the stigmatic chamber. This ex- the fact that the stigmatic chambers
pansion of the membrane serves to would be more nearly filled by pollinia
prevent the withdrawal of the pollin- from the same source, while if they
ium after it has been inserted into the are.introduced singly, there are more
cavity, and, when drawn against the chances of a chamber receiving a polclosely opposed edges of the ate in linium from a distinct plant.
the upper part of the stigmatic chamAs two pollinia are fastened tober, facilitates the rupture of the gether, there would be but one chance
retinaculum.
of pollination occurring if the pollinia
Judging from the structure of parts were inserted by the corpuscula, while
which are readily caught between the there are two chances of a knee being
anther-wings, nothing could be more caught. When a pollinium has been
natural than for one of the knees to removed, the broken retinaculum may
slip into the entrance to the stigmatic be caught in a slit and remove a secchamber, and the movement is in- ond corpusculum with its two pollinia.
tended to turn them into such a posi- When this combination of two corWhen, puscula and three pollinia is drawn
tion that this will occur.
therefore, the movement has taken over the angle of the wings, there are
place, and the insect draws its leg three chances of a pollinium being
over the angle of the wings, the cor- caught.
Whenever a pollinium is repusculum with the claw or hair to moved, two new pollinia may be subwhich it is attached, passes on with- stituted for it, and a large combinaout being caught, while one of the tion of pollinia may result, arranged
knees of the pollinia readily enters either in a unilateral series or dichothe stigmatic chamber, and the pol- tomously. In either case, the chances
When the of the insertion of a pollinium equals
linium enters with it.
knee has reached the upper part of the number of pollinia in the combithe cavity, and will go no further, the nation.
retinaculum is torn across and esIf the foot to which the first corcapes, leaving the pollinium in posi- pusculum of the combination is attion to effect fertilization.
tached must enter the stigmatic
In repeated trials at artificial pol- chamber, of course there would be
lination of the flowers of A. Cornuti, but one chance of pollination taking
A. Sullivantii, and A. incarnata, I place without regard to the number
succeeded three times, in the case of of pollinia. Such an accident would
A. Sullivantii, in separating the pol- be likely to destroy the whole combilinium from the retinaculum without nation.
As already observed, on the
withdrawing the latter from the slit, large flowers of A. Sullivantii and A.
and thus was enabled to insert a pol- Cornuti, the shorter hairs on the legs
linium, and to draw out a corpuscu- of insects are not readily caught, so
lum at the top of the ulaj with its two that the number of parts to which the
pollinia by the same movement. But corpuscula may be attached are rein all other cases a pull that seemed duced to the minimum.
sufficient to break the rectinaculum
For instance, the only parts of the
freed it from the slit so that the cor- leg of a hive-bee which can remove
pusculum at the top remained intact. the corpuscula of these species, are
Accordingly, I have seen nodifliculty, the two claws and the pulvillus. The
on the supposition that the pollinia leg will thus remove three corpuscula,
are introduced by the knees, in the and since these bodies render useless
observation of H. MuUer, who says
the parts to which they are attached,
:

increased.
Finally, I have seen the pollinia of
A. Sullivantii introduced into the
stigmatic chambers in the manner
described. The pollinia and the entrance to the chamber in this species
are very large and are easily seen, and
hive- bees move so slowly in effecting
pollination that,
after a knee is.
caught, one can see the pollinium
slowly disappear between the wings,,
so that there can be no doubt as to
the manner of insertion. Commonly,
however, the insertion of pollinia occurs so rapidly that it is impossible to
see how it really happens.
After a
pollinium has been introduced into
the chamber, hive-bees always have
difticulty in breaking the retinaculum,
and they lose their lives on account
of this as well as on account of the
difliculty in
drawing their clawa
through the slit. When a foot is held
by a retinaculum the pollinium i»
found in the chamber, with every indication that it was introduced by the
.

knee.

Blackburn University, Chicago,

111.

[The foregoing article was sent to
us by Mr. J. M. Valentine, of Carlinbeing "advance sheets"'
of the Botanical Gazette for October,
1887.
It will be read with great in-

ville. Ills.,

by those who heard the address of Prof. Cook at the Chicago
convention on " The legs of the bee,"
terest

all who are interested in
learning the relation which bees sustain to the blossom and the fruit. Mr.
Robertson is professor of botany at
the Blackburn
University in this
city.— Ed.]

and also by

Vor the American Bee

ResDlts oftlie Season Of
J.

JoamaL

m

M. CLAKK.

I commenced the season of 1887
with 23 colonies in fair condition,
which built up very strong during
fruit bloom. The honey season opened
very encouragingly, but from some
cause, even before the drouth commenced, the honey-flow slackened up.
White clover bloomed abundantly,
Bassbut yielded very little honey.
wood bloomed very full, but before
we could realize its presence, it was
We were having quite a
gone.
"bonanza" on sweet clover, there
It is
being about two acres of it.
growing along one of the railroads,
but just as we were exulting in our
.

good fortune, the railroad olBcials
had it all cut down.
The fall flowers yielded some very
nice white honey after the rains commenced, but we did not get any buckwheat honey.

—

:
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I extracted
Local Convention Directory.
as to the results
extra nice white
Time and vuut of MietinQ.
honey, weighinc; nearly 13 pounds per 1887.
gallon, for which I have been receiv- Dec. 15.— Southeastern Michigan, at Adrian, Mich.
A. M. Uander, Sec, Adrian, Mich.
ing an average of \\}4 cents per
1888.
Eound also 100 pounds of comb Jan. 7.— Susquehanna County, at New Milford, Pa.
H. M. Beeley, Sec, Hartord, Pa.
oney. I increased my apiary to 43
colonies, and doubled ttiem back to 37 Jan. 10, 1.— Ontario, at Woodstock, Ont.
W. Couse, Sec.
colonies. I fed 160 pounds of granulated sugar syrup. All of my colonies Jan. ll.-Nebrnskft State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Henry I'alterson, Sec, Humboldt, Nebr.
are packed in chaff on summer stands.

»

:

pounds of

1,150

;

1

Some of my neighbor beekeepers
much better than I. One harvested 2,000 pounds of comb honey
did

Jan. 17,18.-N.W. ills AS. W.Wi8.,atRorkford. 111.
D. A. Fuller, Sec. Cherry Valley, Ilia.
Jan. 17-19.— New York State, at Utlca, N. Y.
G. H. Knickerbocker, Sec, Pine Plains, N. Y.

27 colonies, spring count ; but Jan. 20.— Haldimand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
E. C. Campbell, Sec, Cayuga, Ont.
sold it early at 12)^ cents per

from

he
pound. We have one very enthusiastic bee-keeper in this county, as

1^

forward

full particulars of

:

sBms^^^M
Wmfknm

Some

of

my neighbors'

bees

swarm;

in all, which is a big yield for this
year. I fed the 10 colonies 64 pounds
of sugar.
I think there will be a good pasturage for next year, for the white clover
came up thick where the drouth killed
out the blue-grass, so what bees there
Linis left will have plenty of food.

den does fairly in this place, but it is
trwo miles away, and we cannot depend upon that source for any great
yield
but it helps.
Heaft's-ease
;

yielded well while

drouth killed

it

it

all

bloomed, but the
out on the oats

they had a few cans and

rectly.

[As we desired to end this controversy in this issue of the Bee Journal, we sent Messrs. Tutt & Co. a
proof of the above, and asked them
if they desired to make any reply to
send it to us at once, and their reply
is as follows :— Ed.]
In reply

we can

only repeat

what

we

said in our former communication.
have no recollection of having
seen or spoken to the gentleman.
In
regard to the quotations named— we
have not that issue of the Journal

We

before us, and hence we cannot answer intelligently.— D. G. Tutt & Co.,
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 7, 1887.

Hardy Easpberries.- C, A. Bunchy
La Paz, 6 lnd.,on Nov. 26, 1887, says
:

I

:

;

and wheat ground so in all we had 26, 1887, writes
the most complete failure ever known
I have read the item on page 723, in
to bee-men here.
which Messrs. D. G. Tutt & Co., take
Some say that it does not pay to exceptions to my statements in regard
keep bees. I would ask such faint- to their honey market report, as pubhearted bee-men, what does pay in lished in my article on page 697. All
such a year as the one just ending V I have to say in reply is, that I was in
All over this country the farmers have D. G. Tutt & Co. '8 business house in
not raised any corn, and they are St. Louis, on Sept. 27, 1887, and ingoing to the railway stations, and quired for honey in the comb, and
paying 45 cents per bushel, where also extracted honey (I may have
they usually have received 20 cents asked for clover or fall honey). The
;

per bushel for corn. I do not think
that there is one in fifty that will say
it does not pay, and that they will
quit the business.
I believe that it
would be better not to depend altogether upon bees, but if one does, it
will pay the best for the money invested, of anything that he can do, if
he has the " stick-to-it."
Empire Prairie, ? Mo., Nov. 27, 1887.

if

should be glad to have some Michigan bee-keeper tell through the Bee
.Journal of some kind of raspberries
which will not winter-kill, and that
will be first-class for bees to work on.
I use the regular Langstroth frame,
but think I shall make them hereafter
man in apiculture, I feel sorry to say. only 9i^xlB>4i so that the crate will
fOur condolence as well as that of reach to the ends of the frames. How
will it work ?
the whole bee-fraternity is hereby
[As to the raspberries, will some of
tendered to our afflicted brother, while
our Michigan readers kindly reply.
we say " good-by."—Ed,]
We cannot approve of any change
Bees Wintering "Well, etc— Jas. F. of the size of frames from the standard
Johnson, Salem,? Mo., on Dec. 5, sizes. It makes confusion in buying^
and selling, as well as sometimes
1887, says
My bees are wintering well. The making it necessary to use odd size
Would sections for surplus. If you stick to
weather is mild and rainy.
not "honey extracted from the comb," the size you now have (the Lang"
or honey extracted," be better than
stroth), we think you will never have
the name as it is now used V
just cause to regret it.— Ed.]
name
it
would
be
entirely
[No as a
too long.— Ed.]
Colonies Rich for Winter, etc.
Market Reports of Honey.— J. M. Theo. Johnson, Bower, o» Nebr., on
Valentine, Carlinville,OIll3., on Nov. Dec. 5, 1887, writes:
:

ed out during the last warm spell I
suppose it was for the lack of food.
My bees are packed away in chaff, as
warm as can be. I have 10 colonies
in good condition. Last spring I had
8 colonies, and have taken 1.5 pounds

house,

jars of California honey. It is nice.
As to their market quotations referred to, I will simply refer the
readers to quotations on page 605 of
tiie Bee Journal of Sept. 21, 1887.
It will be found that I quoted it cor-

In order to hare this table complete. Secre-

taries are requested to

the following incident will show
time and place of future meetings.- Bd.
He has great faith in " water-cure,"
was sick, and his father had him
packed in wet blankets for a sweat.
Just as the perspiration was nicely
started, he looked out of the window
and saw the bees swarming. He
jumped up, throwing the blankets
right and left, exclaiming, " Out of
this, out of this ;" and slipped into
his clothes, and was out after the
Affliction of an Old Bee-Keeper.—
bees in less time than it takes me to Mr. Gust. Murhard, of Portland,-©
write it.
Oreg., on Dec. 1, 1887, writes
Hillsdale,? Mich., Dec. 6, 1887.
Having not only by old age become
disabled to attend to my bees, but
For tne American Bee Jonmak
having also, by the sudden death of
my wife last June, lost all personal
Bee-Keeniui in Missonri, etc.
interest in anything, I am a retired

JOHN BLODGET.
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gentleman who asked

me

if

there

I began with 70 good colonies last
spring, and increased them about 25
per cent. The season was bad here,
as elsewhere, so I have realized only
about 1,000 pounds of honey in good
condition for market ; but I leave all
my colonies rich for winter. Here in
Nebraska our honey-flow for surplus
is always in autumn ; so with proper
care we have no necessity of feeding
Although I am working
for winter.
principally for comb honey, yet I
think it wise in the late Chicago con-

was anything I wished, said that they vention not meddling with the name
had none on hand. Upon asking him "extracted." Had any other name
chosen, I surely
if he could inform me where I could been unanimously
In connecfind some, he replied that he did not would have accepted it.
I may be
think I could find any.
mistaken about the California honeyit may have been at some other house
where I saw that. I do not think
that it would be any disgrace to the

my apiary I have established
a fishery, and now have a fine lot of
fish.
I think many apiarists would
find it to their profit and pleasure to
tion with

do likewise.

.

—
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A

Valuable

Book GiTen A^vay.— We

OUR CLUBBING

LIST.

have made arrangements by which we can
We supply the American Bee Journal
supply the AMERiciN Bee Journal and
the New York World— hotb weekly— for one one year, and any of the following publicayear, for $2.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one of tbese books, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
erette Free Calf
:

History of the United States— from
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
HiSTORy OF England- from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.
Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

Issued every Wednesday by

THOKAS

G.

NEWMAN & SON,

Propribtoes,

knowledge.

_,,.„,

,

Prteetfboth. Olub
1 00

The American Bee Journal
and Gleanings in Bee-Culture

.

2 00.. 1 75
1 50
1 45
150.. 140
2 00
1 80
2 00. 1 80
5 00.. 4 50

Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee-Keepers' Guide

. .

The Apiculturist

—410 pages.— Price, $2.00.

.

Canadian Bee Journal

.

.

The extra 10 cents is for postage on the The 6 above-named papers
book, which must be selected by the sub- and Cook's Manual
2 25. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman).. .2 00.. 175
scriber at the time of sending the subscripBinder for Am. Bee Journal..! 60.. 1 50
tion, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth).. .3 00.. 2 00
The book selected will be mailed in a cardRoot's A B C of Bee-Culture. .2 25. 2 10
Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 30
board case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Western
World Guide
150.. 130
It cannot be replaced.
Be sure to write your
.

423 A,925 WEST MADISDNST.,CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Ifear.

ILL.

.

ALFRED

H.

NEWMAN,

Busnniss Managbb.

^ptcml

'^oiitzs.

;

Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50 1 40
A Year Among the Bees
175.. 150
Convention Hand-Book
1 50.. 1 30

'

name, post-offlce, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Kemember, the amount is $2.10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.

Correspondents. — It would save
Enameled Clotb for covering frames,
as much trouble, if all would be particular price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
to give their P. O. address and name, when whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25 10

To

Weeklv Inter-Ocean
Iowa Homestead

2 00.. 1 75
2 00.. 1 90

One yearly subscription for the Americah
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

;

;

writing to this

office.

We

receive letters

dome inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-OfiSce, County
or State. Also, It you live near one postofBce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
pieces, $20.00

;

if

To

All NeAT Subscribers for 1888 we
remaining numbers of 1887
—over a year's subscription to the oldest and
best beepaper in America for only $1.00!
No investment will repay such excellent divwill present the

Preserve yonr Papers fsr reference. idends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscripyou have no BINDER we wiU mail you tion to the AMERICAN Bee Journal. Subone for 60 cents, or you can have one free scribe now, and get the rest of the numbers
if you will send us 3 new yearly subscripof this year free. The sooner you subscribe
As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by tions for the Bee Journal.
the more you will receive for your money.
the name of " Newman & Son," we wish our
oorrespondentB would write " American Bee
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
We bave a large quantity of CHOICE 'Wben ReneTVlng your subscription
this office.
Several letters of ours have WHITE EXTRAerED HONEY, in kegs please try to get your neighbor who keeps
already gone to the other firm (a commission holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which bees to Join with you in taking the Bb>
tiouse), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents Journal. It Is now go cheap that no one
If

per

can afford to do without

Orders solicited.

lb.

Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postpaid, for two subscribers with $2.
It is
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to
determine their meaning.

Ifncca Brnsbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a

it.

We will present

Binder

for the Bee Journal to any one
sending us three subscriptions- with $3.00
direct to this office. It will pay any one to
devote a few hours, to get subscribers.
a

We will Present

fiber, and do not irritate the
can supply them at 5 cents
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent' by mall,
odd 1 cent each for postage.

soft,

vegetable

bees.

We

Colored Posters for putting up over
honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
as well as useful. We have prepared some
for the Bee Journal, and will send two or
more free of cost to any one who will uae
We are sometimes asked who our them, and try to get up a club.
authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent we have no others, and we
We Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed
greatly desire that each one would at least
One ounce, 40 cts
send in the name of one new subscriber at the following prices
with his own renewal for 188S. The next 4 ounces, $1 ^ pound, $1.75 1 lb., $3. One
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,
every subscriber will do his or her best to if properly thinned out and re-set.
double our list of subscribers.
;

t^~ Sample Copies of the Bee Jochnai,
free upon application. Any one

will be sent

Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this ofllce
or we will send them all to the agent.

;

:

;

;

;

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

We

Sbould any Subscriber receive this
pay 80 cents per ponnd, delivered paper any longer than it is desired, or Is

here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
mistakes, the shipper's name should always

be on each package.

Simmlns' Non-Snrarming System.—

We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bee
JotJRNAL for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mall. The subscription to the Bee JourFAL can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

We

bave a few Sets of the Bee Jottrfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back nnmbers, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
NAL

be sent.

willing to

pay for

please send us a postal
stopped. Be sure to
and address plainly. Look
it,

card asking to have
write your

name

it

AT YOUB WSAPPEB LABEL.

Red Labels for one-pound palls of
koney, size 3x4>4 inches.
We have now
grotten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
tor $1.00 ; 250 for $1.50 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $.'^.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mall, postpaid.

—

;

;
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HONEY.— We

quote: White to extra, 15@iac
amber, UX^'Sc. Extracted, white liquid, 7<Sj7J^c.;
amber and randleo, .'s^^eUc. Market quiet.

CHICAGO.
White clover I-Ib.8ectlons
dark l-lbs. 17@IHc.; 2-bl8.
16®16c. Extracted, flrm at TWiojiiic, depending
upon the quality, and style of packaKe. Kecelpts
are somewhat heavier, and when Bold in a Jobbing
way prices niuBt be shaded from 1 to 2 cts. per lb.
BKtSSVI AX.--2jH2:k.
8. T. K18U i CO.. 188 8. Water St.
Nov. 8.
:

2t)®2lc,; 2-lb9., 18(i$19c.:

;

BEES WAX.-2( 1(3240.
3.
SCUACUT & LEMCKB,

Dec.

122.124

DaTlB

8t.

HUSTON.

HONEY.— New

crop,

Ib. sections, I7(^i8c.
is not very brisk.

sections, 18®20o.: 2-

1-lb.

Extracted,

21.

Blakk H riplxt.

Themarket

HONEY.— Prices
Iif.'ht

57

Chatham

Street.

range from 18@2nc. for best

demand

2-1 b.

:

Convention Notices.

sections. l.'iOKJc.

not wanted. Extracted is steady at7@luc..
according to stylo of package.
K. A. BUKNBTT.
BlllllisWAi.-2oa230.

Dark

Is

Dec.

South Water

161

7.

St.

DETROIT.

HONEY.— Best white In lib. sections, 17@19c.

REVIEW.
Jan, 10, 1888, we shall begin
ABOUT
the publication of a 16-page monthly
having the above

BBU8W AA.— 25 cts. per lb.

Not.

6(!j)8o.

CHICAGO.
grade;*, with

THE BEE-KEEPERS'

BAN FRANCISCO.

Honey and Beeswax Market.
HONKY.— We quote
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tV

The' Hardin County Bee-Keepers' A Bsoclameet at the Court blouse In Eldora, Iowa,
on the second Saturday in each month, at noon
tion will

(12 o'clock), until further notice.
J. W. BOCHANAN, Sec.

title.

As indicated by

Its

name, one of

Its dis-

tinctive features will be the reviewing of
current apicultural literature. Errors and
fallacious ideas will be faithfully but courteously pointed out, while nothing valuable
will be passed unnoticed. But few articles
will be copied entire, but the Ideas will be
extracted, given in the fewest words possible,

and commented upon when thought

advisable.

Another feature will be that of making
each number, to a certain e.xtenl.what might
be termed a" special " number. Forinstance
a large share of the correspondence, editorials and e.ttracts of the first number will be
HENRY PATTERSON, SCC.
CLEVELAND.
devoted to the subject of, " Disturbing Bees
HONEY.— Best white MbB. sell readily at 19®20
in Winter."
cloyer
extracted,
8c.
White
The Southeastern Michigan Bee-keepers'
cts. 2-lbs., ^©l^'c.
1W
Association will hold its annual meeting in the
BEBSWAJC— 25c.
Our own apiary will, hereafter, be largely
A. C. KENDBL. 1 15 Ontario St.
Supervisor's room in the Court House at Adrian, o.xperimental, and of this our readers will
Oct. 24.
Mich., on Dec. 15, 1S87.
A. M. Uanjiek, Sec.
have the benefit.
SAN FRANCISCO.
The price of the
will be BO cts.
tW^ The annual meeting of the Northwestern per year and while we have not the slightHONEY. — We quote White to extra white comb
Demand fair.
BKB8WA2[.-21®23c.
M. U. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mlcb.
Not. 31.

Extracted, 9@l(ic.

tW~ The next meeting

of the Nebraska State
Bee-Keepers' Aesucijilion Will be held on Jan. 1],
1888, at Lincoln, NeOr.

:

REVIEW

:

amber, li)@14c. EAtracled, light amber.
6@6i^c.; amber, dark and candied, 5!4lft.'i9ic.: extra
white would bring 7Hic., but none is in the market.
16<ai8c.;

BBBS\VAX.-la»»220.
Oct.

SMITH & CO., 423

O. B.

3.

NEW

Frout

St.

Illinois

and Southeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'

Asaociutlon will be held in G. A. R, Hall, corner of
State & .North Main cts.. in Hocktord, Ills., on Jan,
17 and 18, 1888. Dr. Miller will be present, and a
good prouramme is in course of preparation.
D. A. Fuller, Sec.

;

est objection to receiving subscriptions in

advance, our only request Is. that each one
interested will send his address, and allow
Uncle Sam to hand him a copy of the first
issue as soon as it is printed.

YORK.

HONEY.— We

quote : Fancy white in I-lb. secsame in 2-lb8., 15@16c.; buckOtT grades
l-lbs., 12®Uc.; 2-lbs., I0(al2c.
per lb. less. White extracted, 8(3jyc.: buck-

Comb Honey,

Tlie Production of

Don't do li !— Notwithstanding our many A

book of 45 pages, price 23 eta.
wheat
cautions, some persons
The Review' and this book for 65 cents.
l@2c.
Stamps
taken,
either U. S. or Canadian.
nine
In
cases out of
wheat, .^H@^!c.; Southern, per gallon, 60^70 cts.— ing silver In letters.
Idarket seems to be unsettled.
ten it will break the envelope and be either
Address,
W. X. HUTCHINSON,
BBB8W AX.-22(gl2:ic.
lost or stolen.
Cases come to light nearly
50Atf
MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS..
FLINT, MICHIGAN,
28 & 30 W. Broadway, near Uuane St. every day, showing that silver sent in
Sept. 20.
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
KANSAS CITY.
HONE Y.—We quote new crop Choice white 2-lb. an Invitation to the thief— a regular tempExtractor,
i5@i6c.;
choice
white
sections. I6@i8c.:dark 2-lb8..
tation ! If you wish to safely send money,
White extracl-lbs.. 2ii@^'2c.; dark l-lbB.. 15@l7c.
Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,
Money Order, Express
ted, 6^(gi7c.; dark, 5®6c. Demand good, but light get a Post-Office
supply.
Order, or Bank Dralt on Chicago or New SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,
et<v
BEB8WAJC.— 21 to 220.
York. When money is sent in either of the
Nov. 23. HAMBLIN & BEAR8S, 514 Walnut St.
For Chroulars, apply to
above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
CHAS. F.
as SON,
KANSAS CITY.
other manner, it is at the risk of the sender. Freeman 4 Central Ave.,
CINCINNATI, O,
tions, 17®19c.: the

still

neat

little

persists in send-

Muth's Honey

;

WUTH

HONEY.— We

quote Choice white l-lbs., 20c.i
dark, l.=>®16c. choice white 2-lb8., 18c.: dark, 14c.
Extracted, 8® IOC. California— white I-lbs., 18c.:
dark, 15c.; white 2-lbs.. 16@l8c.; dark. I4@15 cts.
White extracted. 9c.; amber. 8c. Supply fair.
BBESWAX.-No. 1, 22C.; No. 2, 18c.
Oct. 6. CLEMONS.CLOON & CO., cor 4th& Walnut
:

P.S.— Send lOo.forPraotlcal Hints to Bee-Keeper*'

;

ST. L0DI8.

HONEY.—Choice comb,

Subscribers can obtain the full
numbers for 1887 and 1888 for f 1.80, as long
as we have any sets of 1887 left.
There
are only a lew, and to get them an early
application will be necessary.

15(8)18c.

;

BEE8WAJL— 20Hc. for prime.
Oct. 21.
D. a. TUTT & CO.. Commercial St.

HONEY.- We quote extracted at SH&Se. per lb
Choice comb, I8@20C., In the jobbing way. The
clemand Is fair for honey of all kinds, and keeps
pace with arrivals.
BEE8WAX.-Demandgood-20®22c. per lb. for
Kood to Choice yellow, on arrival.
Nov. 10. C. F.
ft SON. Freeman & Central At.

Mm^

NEW
HONEY.— We quote
per

lb.

less.

"BOSS"

One-Piece

S ECTIONS

,

2-lb3..

:

YORK.
Fancy white

15@16c.

Buckwheat

28, 1881.

furnish you. the cominK season, ONBJWITjL
PIECE SKCTIONS as cheap as the cheapest.

^- Write for prices.

Watertown, Wis.,

Oct. 25, 1887.

by a Bee-Man who

WAMTED.u FRANK CURL,
(Lock Box
East St. Louis,

nderstands the business.
62J,

JOW TO

Ills.

RAISE COMB HONEY,

5 cents.
PRICE
my tree Bee and

You need this pamphlet, and
Supply Circular.
31Atf
L-inn Co., Iowa,

OL.I VKK FOSTEK, Mt. Vernon.

Patent Flat-Bottom

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
y?® pound. Wholesale and
•Svif'sa t?®*
jiK^j^wJ Retail. Circulars and Samples free

^

-''
lAtf

J.

VAN DEUSEN A: SONS,

(SOLE MANUTACTOKERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

1-lb. sectionfl,

Lower grades l@2c.

i-lbs..

n@t2c.; 2~Ib8.. 10
buckwheat, 6

to lie. Extracted, white, 9(aJl0c.:
to 7c. Market flrm.

NOT.22.

CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OP THE

Patented June

gidxijertxsjemjetits.
—WORK,

CINCINNATI.

fancy

FORNCROOK &

in

;

17(ai9c.;

J.

latter price for

good condition. Strained,
In barrels, 4i^-afic. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages, H-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., .ii^@6c. in cans. 6H to 8c.—
Short crop indicates further advance In prices.
choice wblte clover

New

F.G.8TR0HMEYER&C0., 122Water8t

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— Fancy white l-lbs.. 19@20o.:

EXTRACTED HONEY &BE1SWAX.
to consign or
ANY ONE havingtothe above
interest to corressell, will find it

fair l-lbs.

fancy IW-lbs., I8c. No sale yet for dark.Bitracted, California, 8c.: Cuba strained. 68®70c.
per gallon. •
18c.;

pond with us.
uce and make

We handle all

liberal

kinds of prod**
bill of

advances on

lading." Address. S. X. FI.SH A: CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.
189 South Water St.,
SSAl.'lt
BEES WAi.— 340250.
Oct. 10.
ABTH UR TODD, 2122 N. Front St.
Bee-Keepers' Cards.J-Je^dK'b'ell!
MILWAUKEE.
HONEY.— Choice white l-lbs., 18020c.; 2-lbs., 18 ttful «-color Chrome Card, we have plain designs.—
Business

to 19c.: fancy white might bring 21@22c. White
extracted In barrels or half-barrels, SJ^SHc. In
kegs. H^tgiHc; In cans or pails. 9@ioc.: dark In
kejiB and barrels, 6^(g(7c. Demand good.
BBESWAJt.— 22@25C.
Oct. 26.
A. V. BISHOP, 142 W. Water 8t.
;

A Year among

the Bees,

his

Fancy Cards, Stationery. Monograms for
and Amusement,for old and young, at astonishing
low prices. Circulars free. Packace 25 Cards luo.
Neai packaee cards and sample hdney-candies 150.
J. H. MAKTIN.
Address
HARTFORD, Washington Co.. N.Y.
4Aly

A

Talk about some of the Implements, Pkau
of a Bee-keeper of 25 years*
Experience, who has for 8 years made the
Production of Honey his Exclusive

and PTacHces

Business.

Price.

75

923

la a new worfeana nicely bound-

cents, by malL Thts

of about 114 pases, well-prluted
in olotb. AddresB,

THOS. G. flEMnr AN Sc SON,
& 026 West Madison St.. CHICAGO, IIX-
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-EEEFER8' GUIDE;
Or.

Intention.)

{Entirely

MAN17A1< OF

TH£ API^ARY.

SOLD SINCE 1876.
WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT 15,000
7,000 Bold Since Hay, 1888.
SPEED
AND
POWER
OF
More than 50 pages, and more than 50
were added
the 8th edition. The whole
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL tratlons
work has been thorouffhly revised, and contains the
!

fine lllns-

In

very latest In respect to bee-keeping. It is certainly
tae fullest and most sclentlflc work treating of
bees In the World, f^lce, bymall.Vl.Sfi. Liberal
dlBOOnnt to dealers and to clubs.

J.

A..
'

COOK, Author and Pablisher,

A y

Agrioultural College. Mich.

I

BEES and HONEY,
^

OR THB

Management

of an Apiarjr for Fleainre

and

Profit

;

hj

THOMAS
C. NEWMAN,
Editor
American Bee JoumaU
of Vie

It contains 320 profusely illustrated pages
is " fully up witli the times " in all the improvements and Inventions in tnis rapidly
developing pursuit, and presents the apiarist wilh everything tliat can aid in the
niccessful management of the honey-be€L

ind at the same time produce the most

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
OIT HIVES.
In order to keep our Hive-Factory
running during the dull season, we

honey in
dition.

its

best and most attractive conin cloth» Sl.OO, postpaid.

Bound

tar"A Liberal Discount to Dealers,
tlie

THOS.
123

&

by

Dozeu or Hundred*
G.

NEWIWAN

925 West Madison

St..

Sc SON,
CHICAGO, ILU

make a DISCOUNT of 10 PER
CENT, on Langstroth Hives, Cases,
will

Frames, Shipping-Crates and BeeFeeders, received before Jan.

THOS.
923

&

G.

NEWMAN

925 W. Madison

1888.

1,

SON,
CHICAGO,

St., -

ILL.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

retail.

See advertisement

After Forty years'
experience in the
preparation of more

4;

in anottier

column

than One Hundred

Thousand applications for patents in
the United Slates and Foreifin countries, the publishers of the Scientifio
American continue to act as solicitor!
for patents, caveats, trade-marks, copyrights, etc., for the United States, and
to oblaiQ patents in Canada, England, France,
Germany, and all othpr countries Theirexperience i3 unequaled and their facilities are unsurpassed.

Drawings and specifications prepared and

"Vro high-priced Engineers are required.
.XN Any person can manage it. No angular
push, or dead center. Friction almost endrely overcome. It ts tUo most compact

Euglne ever iUTented.

t^~ If yon n^sU to obtain the
Hlgliest Price for Honey this

It is iicrl'ectly

governed. We also warrant It to attain a
bisber speed and develop more power

Season, write to Headqnarters,
122 Water-street, New Vork,
F. G. STROHITIEYER A: CO.,
Wtiolesale Honey Merchants.

with less luel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
t^~ Send for a Circular. Address,

HENRY

RICKEli, Pres..

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

44Atf

Dadant'sFoundatiott Factory, wholesale
and retail. See advertisement in another column.

EXCELSIOR
In answer to frequent Inqulrlee
for Extractors carrying 3 and 4

Langstroth frames, we have concluded to adopt these two new
sizes. The 3 frame basket Is In a
can of the same size and style ae
the 2 frame. The 4 frame basket
is in the larper can, with the cone
or metal standard for the basket
revolve upon, ieavinB room unllilill t'O
11 derneath the basket for 75 or 8Ci
IllE '^^- ^^ honey. It will becomplete.
'illllo with covers, and in every way
""""^ Identical, except in size, with the
$16.00 Extractor. 13x20, which 1b
Intended tor any size of frame.
Exceptlnjr with the 18.00 Bxi

j

I

I

1
1

III

I

|l

ll

I

lu

1

NtY

1

I

the difTerent stylee
httvestralnersoverthecanalleadIng to the honey gate, and movable Bides In the Comb Baskets. The $8.00 and
$10.00 Extractors have no covers.
I
'

tractors, all

Por2 Araerioanframas, 13x13 inches
*'
For 2 LanKatroth ""
10x18
"
*'
For 3
10x18

For*

'•

"

10x18

For 2 frames Of any size, 13x20

ForS

'*

For 4

"

^'

"

THOS. G.
-923

13x20
13x20

"

NEWMAN &

& 925 West Madison Street.

$8 00
8 00
10 00
14 00
12 00
12 00
16 00

"
"

r«it&lL

"WEEKLY

A SAMPLE

ing— everythinir. your
name, occupation and
address, with the machine and u bottle of
ink. by mail.for $l.n(i.
Extra i4 bottl es of in k

V^

A manual of Chnracter

20c.

a

no.,

BOOKSon

my.Health, Heredity, &o
Send address on postaL
CO., 775 Broadway. N. X.

Every body should read

FOWLER & WELLS

it.

4MA4t

SAMPLE
the "midget.Co.. N. Y.

See advertisement in another column.

American

47Atf

a year.
Kead- andallstof
$2.00

aOOpaires, ;(li1tlnelllu.9. 4ucts.

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale

Address.

Natltie for every body,

"^Z

Inff fnr the people, an Intpnsely Phrenology, PhyslognoInterest incrnndatlrietive I 'oolc

GEO. T.HAMMOND,

retail.

35,000 Sold.

nOWTOSTUDYTHEM

Show this
for 12 eta
adv't to your friends.
Send me an order for
10 Stamps. & get your
own free Read what
Editor Newman says
of this Stamp on paue
rA7.
A^^enta wanteii.
Send for Catalogue
and terms. Address.

and

OF THB

Journal,
A magazine of Ht;5iAW

Cards. Sectiiins. Cloth-

BROCKPOKT, Monroe

NO.

Phrenological

Impressions for 10 els.
Will last a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
Letter - Heads. Postal

CHICAGO, ILL. Tlie

Be« advertisement in another oolamn.

SENT FREE

2,000

SON,

Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
and

understands
This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
at $3.00 a year, and is
published
aduiitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
mechanics, inventions, ensineerini? works, and
other departments of industrial progress, publb contains the names of
lis led in any country.
all patentees and title of every invention patented
ench week. Try it four months for one dollar.
Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to
Munn A Co., publishers of Scientifio Amerioaa,
361 Broadway, New York
Handbook about patents mailed free.

is

RUBBER-STAMP.

SELF-INKING

HENRY

WENHAM,

FREE

Ton h.ave no idea wliat a nice
Be© Masazine we publishSample?
Why not send for a with
a supNot being connected
ply business we have no ax to

BIlE KEEPERS MAGAZINE, Burrytown, N. Y.

grind.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

AND BEE-KE£FEB'8 ADVISEB,
published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
IS
It contains the best praotioa
annum.
Apiciilturist
apiarist. It is edited by

—SAMPLE COPIES FREE
•

AMERICAN,

which has
SCIENTIFIC
the largest circulation and is the most influential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patentee
inttie

33A26t

iHONEY EXTRACTORS

llWt; c,
pMuo/,

filed

in the Patent Office on sliort notice. Terms very
reasonable. No charge for exanvnation of models
or drawings. Advice by mail free
Patents obtainedtlirough MnnnACo.are noticed

I—

AliljEIT,
Essex Co.. MASS.

information for the

Thomas Wm. Cowan,

F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,

and published by John Huckle, King's Lamrley, Herts, England.

—

:
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I lie Mees.— Of all the
and conspiracies liatchcd
by the enemies of tlie honey-bees, the
most dispicable is that of feeding them on
honey " loaded to kill " with poison.
A copy of tlie "MesseriKer," a little
local sheet published at Atlantic, Iowa,
was sent to us, which contained an article
advising this method of treatment for in-

PoiNoniiig-

diabolical plots

offensive bees.

THOMAS
Yoinill,

a.

ITSWUAN,

Editor.

Dec. 21,1887.

No. 51.

Merry Clirlstmait now is here,
Brljihtest time of all the year
Gentle words and greetings gay.
From friend to friend on Cbristraas day.
;

Twine tlie laurel and tb© bay.
With the hoUy-berrlesgay
;

Declc the walls with i^arlands bright,

On merry, merry Christmas

night.

— Vick' 8 Monthly.
CliriMlnins will have come by the
time this number of the American Bek
JouRN.\L reaches its readers. No holiday
It is ushered
is more welcome than this.

The

writer says

:

This part of Fowa is rapidly coming to
the front as a grape-raising country, and
it behooves those interested in tlie matter
to consider and decide upon some means
by which the grapes may be protected
from the ravages of bees.
The grape-raising industry has been

To

"rank

with a young Benedict
I»c
us say that Mr. Frank (i. Uopkins, Jr.,
of St. Joseph, Mo., Is a trifle sly and secretive, not to have informed us of the nearness of ft great event, when we were
riding around the city of St. Joseph last
let

fall

together.

this time,

now

But we

will forgive hira
that he has been so fortu-

nate as to secure such a charming
partner as Miss Augusta Keller.

life-

Among

the long list of wedding presents
the " Herald " we notice that of a complete outfit of household furniture from
in

his father, Capt.

says

Hopkins.

The "Herald"

:

They will beat "home" to their friends
almost entirely killed in Ohio by this
nuisance. Last summer the papers gave at Woodland farm and apiary, just north
of
devastation
of the city limits, on the road to the water
accounts of the complete
entire districts in Illinois, and now we works, where the young Benedict will dehear complaints on every hand of the vote his attention to scientific bee-culture
destruction wrought by the pests, in this ami the raising of blooded stock, for
which avocations he has a natural fondState and county.
The writer hereof, has had the entire ness and much experience.
products for two years of fifty vines taken
" Frank " is one of the most genial and
by the bees, which,as soon as a grape ripens,
pierce the skin, suck out a little of the companionable young men we ever met
Now,
juice, and leave the grape to rot.
to us he was indeed " charming," a proinasmuch as the granes are worth a great
deal more than the bees, some means must gressive apiarist, and fancier of live stock,
be devised for putting a stop to the pres- of correct business habits, and possessing
ent state of affairs.
bright conversational powers.
I have thought of many plans— only one
We wish Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins much
of which seems feasible, and that is, to
place near the vines just before the grapes pleasure and prosperity. May the "apiary"
well
honey
containing
are ripe, dishes
produce much "honey"—
dosed with some active poison, something at Woodland
that will kill tliem before they can reach not only by the bees in the swarming
their hives. <;an any one suggest a better season, but every month in the year by
plan ? In some States laws are enacted
the young couple of cooing-doves.
prohibiting the keeping of bees in grape
districts, but as we have no such laws
here, we must devise means for our own
protection.
Tin is Quite i^ecessa,ry for beeIn the second paragraph this ignorant keepers, but the prospect is that there
"ranter" asserts that "the grape-raising will be a large advance in prices. Here
industry h.as been almost entirely killed is what the daily papers say of it

in with pleasant gifts of friendship, ."Sid
ends in the pronunciation of blessings on
Its observance for so many hundreds
all.
of years has given it a character which
appeals to all to promote the joy and
happiness of kindred and friends. Christmas-trees, and Christmas ereetings are the
order of the day. Let no selfish thought
be connected with this grand day let it
All of
be universally briglit and beautiful, that out in Ohio, by this nuisance."
The excitement in the New York metal
A which we deny. It is a malicious false- exchange over the recent advance in copall hearts may rejoice and be glad
hood, and the author of it was either per and tin is unabated, and developments
Merby Chkist.ma.? for All.
awaited with great anxiety by leading
ludicrously ignorant, or he is a willfully are
;

I

operators.
The speculative interest is
The
keenest among dealers in copper.
a
such
published
bulls declare that the supply of the metal
The paper which has
Showing how vile defamation would indeed be a is daily decreasing in proportion to the
Economic Management.
bees may be cultivated as a means of live- "MESSENGER of death" if its advice demand, and predict a continued rise in
There are some fears that the
its price.
lihood as a health-giving puisuit and as should be carried out. We do not think fruit and vegetable canning industry will
a source of recreation to the busy man. that there are many who would listen to receive a check next season owing to the
tin-plate for the
made 'certain by growing crops such dastardly mean advice
Profits
Suppose diffioultv in obtainingScarcity of tin has
manufacture of cans.
yielding the most honey, having also other these bees should get a small quantity of
created a " corner " in tliat article. Want
uses and by judgment in breeding a good it, reach their home, and then get it mixed of "tin" heretofore has bursted other
working strain of bees. By S. Simmins, with some honey, would not the instigator " corners."
Rottlngdean, Brighton, England.
of this plot be held liable for any damage
Those who can do so will exhibit
This is the title of a new book just done to humanity as a resultof eating this
shrewd business qualities by buying at
published of about 200 pages. It is printed poisoned honey ?
ONCE any extractors, tin pails, and such
on excellent paper, and is nicely bound in
The "Messenger" should be a little tin goods as they may soon need before
cloth. Price Si. 00. It covers the whole careful of letting such vindictive scribthe rise in prices.
field of apiculture, and is written in a blers take possession of its columns.
The
It can be
terse and interesting manner.
public will undoubtedly hold it responsiobtained at this office.
Heads and Faces, and How to
ble for any calamity that may follow in
a manual of phrenology
Study Them
that line of " bomb-throwing."

A Mortem Bee-Fami

malicious slanderer

and

!

its

;

:

!

;

—

;

Wide - Awalfe — InSS.—The new
year has already begun with the holiday

number
larger

just

and

out— a

richer,

truly great number,
varied, and belter

more

than ever before.
We know of no Christmas gift so sure
of bringing a happy response in a reading
family. Send S2.40 to D. Lothrop Company, Boston.

and physiognomy, by Prof. Nelson Si/.er,
phrenological examiner, and Dr. H. S.
Queries are again crowded out of this Drayton, editor of the "Phrenological
issue, by a pke.ss of other matter.
Journal." This book of 200 pages is on
our desk; it is profusely illustrated, and
Sanipl«^ Copies.— Do not send to can be obtained of the publishers. Fowler
Y., for 81
us for sample copies of any other papers. & Wells Co., 77.5 Broadway, N.
Send for such to the publishers of the in cloth binding, or. 40 cents in paper
covers.
papers you want.
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of the queen's functions, which means
a serious detriment to the strength of
the colony.
Mr. Heddon has the lasting gratiindicates that the apiarist is tude of the apicultural world for his
Thlg mark
located near tne center ot the state named; many discoveries and substantial in5 north of the center; $ south; O* east; ventions, and we certainly have no
west; and this (< northeast x> northwest: desire to rob him of his justly earned
0« southeast; and P southwest of the center fame ; but we do take issue against a
shallow sectional brood-chamber, for
of the State mentioned.

^oxxtsjfuoufitntt.

©

O

:

heretofore mentioned, and
sincerely believe that had he exercised his ingenuity and inventive
powers on a hive with combs of larger
dimensions, he would have come
nearer " the hive ' that will come to
stay, and would have opened a new
era, far in advance of that realized by
his present device.
My argument i? not altogether
from the reasoning of Mr, H's departure from the theory governing
their household economy, but years
of practical experience with small and
large hives has confirmed my statements in every particular, as regards
the superiority of large combs over
small ones, for obtaining strong

reasons

For tne American Bee Joumai.

A

Plea for
J.

km

Frames.

M. HASIBAUGH.

It seems to me that the most important feature of bee-culture is
either ignored or carelessly overlooked, in the bee-lore of our best
modern apicultural writers. It is a
fact that none will dispute, that we
measure our harvest by the strength
of our colonies numerically ; and to
achieve the best results in this direction should be the guiding-star of the
and the brood-chamber
apiarist,
should be constructed in accordance
with the natural laws governing the
household economy of the honey-bee.
Let us take a peep at the bee in its
natural habitation, where they become their own architects in the construction of their own combs, and
what do we find ? I have transferred
hundreds of colonies, in all kinds of
hives, nail-kegs, log-hives, box-hives,
and from bee-trees in the woods, and
the same principle that governs one
governs all, in the main, and that is,
large, deep, roomy combs, with stores
above, brood beneath, and combs
spaced from IJ^ to 2 inches from cenIn the early part of
tre to centre.
the season sealed brood can be found
in the centre of the combs, next to

colonies.

Let those who doubt my statement
an equal number of colonies with
queens of equal fertility, and report.
try

It is said that " the proof of the

pudding is in the eating thereof," and if
Messrs. Heddon, Hutchinson and
others can give reports of larger yields
of honey from the sectional broodchamber hives,than can be given from
hives of large, roomy combs, I will

From £8

to £15 in

many

cases were realized.
In .the case of
those who kept a greater number ot
colonies (of which there were a few). the
return of course was greater.
For
the districts within moderate reach,

Edinburgh

and Glasgow were the
marts for the sale of the
noney, which was conveyed thither by
principal

the village carrier.
The apiarists, if
they belonged to the tradesmen class,
usually
accompanied their goods
(getting a "casi on the way" from
the carrier) in order to negotiate the
sale with the city merchants.
This
was an important transaction, and
when they got a good price they returned home in high spirits with the
results of their honey season.
The system of bee-culture, however,
then followed was not fitted to produce the largest harvest. The plan
of swarming then in vogue reduced
the strength of the pareirt colonies,
producing a number of weak colonies,
which, in many cases, stored just as

much honey as sufficed to keep them
throughout the winter. The cruel
practice of " brimstone smoking," by
which bees were sacrificed, was simply
honey-producing
a destruction of
power. The system required good,
genial summers to secure moderate
profits.
So long as the warm summers of former years continued, beeculture was so far a fair success, but
with the change into cloudier and
colder summers of succeeding years,
the honey harvest greatly decreased.

Many

colonies died out, leading in the

have to acknowledge the fallacy of great majority of cases to the giving
this article. I wish to get at facts, up of bee-cultivation by the ordinary
"
the new must give way to the cottager.
and the time is near at hand
The modern system of bee-culture
when " we will manipulate hives more
" depriving system " and barand frames less," we wish to know by —the hive,
by giving additional
frame
actual test the reasons, why's and
gtorage-room, preventing swarming,

and

if

old,"

wherefores.

Spring^,»o Ills.

which can be found larvae in all
stages, and on the outside of all, eggs;
showing conclusively that the queen
first commenced her laying near the
centre of the comb, and like a spider
spinning her web, she plies her vocation from centre to circumferenceNature's most economical method of
time-saving to the queen in her vocation of reproduction.
We should imitate nature in the
construction of our hives, especially
in that of the brood-chamber, that
we may bring about the greatest
strength possible, numerically, from
To
the prolificness of the queens.
accomplish this, I contend that the
most essential point in apiculture is,
our combs should be so arranged that
not one second of time need be lost
by the queen in her onward march
from cell to cell, depositing in the
heighth of her fecundity about two
eggs per minute, or nearly 3,000 eggs
in 21 hours. In order to do this, she
should not be confronted with horizontal bars and bee-spaces in the
centre of her brood-nest, as they are
certainly a great barrier against her
fecundity, being contrary to the laws
of her natural domain. Being thrown
out of her natural circuitous orbit,
she loses time in passing over bars

incomes.

Glasgow, Scotland, Herald.

Bees

anil

Bee-KeepE

in Scotlanil.

thereby strengthening colonies— has
wrought quite a change in the plan
formerly pursued, resulting in the
production of a larger, yield and better quality, thus opening up the way
for the return of more than the former
prosperity.

THE PRACTICE OF TEAKS AGO.

Under the
giving

old system the idea of
additional storage-room was

Of the various employments of an given effect to only occasionally, and
industrial character that in former in
the case of exceptionally good
times engaged the attention of trades- colonies. The much greater results
rural
localiin
many
laoorers
and
men
from this new system are full of hope
ties in Scotland, in addition to their and encouragement to the cottagerstated avocations, that of bee-keep- class of apiarists and others, already
ing was pretty widely followed. In noticed as having been in former days
many farm-places, and in every ham- so numerous, to their resuming the
let and village there might be seen, cultivation of this branch of industry
placed in the sunniest nooks and ex- with greater certainty of success.
posures of
varying in
forty or

common

the

fifty.

gardens,

bee-hives

number from three

to

These formed quite as

the cottagers'
"yards "as a drill of potatoes or a
to the
addition
row of cabbage. In
common cottager, nearly every village
blacksmith, joiner, shoemaker, tailor,
features

War the

Amencan Bee Ammal

in

Attenapiarist.
tioD to their bees occupied their odd
times, at certain seasons requiring

and weaver was an

more time, which was ungrudgingly
given by the tradesmen portion of
them.
Whilst this work was a pleasure it
and bee-spaces, and shifting from was also a source of profit, forming a
side to side, thus losing the benefits much-needed addition to their scanty

Oriinary Bnsiness Sasacity.
M. M. BALDRIDGE.

This year there is no surplus honey
worth mentioning in northern Illinois.
The Oatman Brothers have about 700
colonies of bees, and have been
obliged to feed them, more or less, all
through the past season. Last year
they bad, so report says, about 40,000
pounds of honey, all in the square
one-pound sections. Report also says

;

!

:
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that they made one sale of honey last the same number of bees remained
year of $5,000 worth, spot cash, at clustered on the spot after the swarm
their deport. They sold early, and by was hived, and remained there till
80 doing, they made for once a lucky Thursday, evidently supporting themhit.
selves by foraging in the fields till we
All of their bee-operations are kept took pity on them and allowed them
exceedingly quiet,having learned that to go to their chosen home.
not pay to do otherwise.
it does
The same day another investigating
They never brag at bee-conventions committee selected a similar plaoe In
for the public eye, nor among their a neighbor's house, and the next day
non-honey-producing neighbors, or one of his neighbor's had a swarm of
elsewhere when harm might ensue, bees come off and leave. He followed
about their big crops of honey nor tbem directly to the spot where the
how little the itioney costs them nor committee had all things in readiness.
how soon they expect to become
What now is the governing, supreme
millionaires
power in the bee-hive V It is cerThere are a few honey-producers in tainly not the queen. She is simply
the United Slates, and they some- the mother bee,
and at the time the
times attend bee-conventions, who swarm leaves the hive,may be but an
might be profited by following the infant of a day, Nor is it the drones,
common-sense example of the Oatman who are born to serve a brief purpose
Brothers. But will they do it V Please
and then murdered.
keep an eye upon them in the future
In the case mentioned there is a
and see
search for a location, the communiSt. Charles, 5 Ills.
cation of intelligence to the parent
colony and uniformity of action on the
Iowa Homestead,
part of the swarm.
Now, who appoints this committee, and in what
Do Bees select a liome before Swarmini? way is their report received and
unanimously adopted and acted uponV
SOJIB INTERESTING FACTS.
;

;

!

,

We
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have always regarded the state-

ment frequently made,

that before
not before leav- The

leaving the apiary, if
ing the hive, bees have a new home
selected if not fitted up, as a tradition
that might, and again might not have
a basis of fact. We had an opportunity last week to see for ourselves
or rather, to get our inform-ation from
first hands, and under circumstances
that left no opportunity for mistake.
On Sunday Mr, Vance, the manager
of our creamery farm, discovered bees
clustered under the window sill of
his bed-room. There were but few of
them ; probably half a pint, and they
seemed to go in and out of a very
small crevice where the weatherboarding had shrunk from the sill.
He concluded this must be the

committee of Investigation, appointed by whatever power
rules in the bee-hive, to find out
whatever good lay before them, and
report.
traditional

MicMian Bee-Keepers'
W.

Z.

ConYention,

HUTCHINSON.

The Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Association held its annual meeting
on Dec. 7 and 8, 1887,at East Saginaw,
Mich. The bee-keepers did not commence their convention until the
afternoon of Dec. 7, and the first session was a joint one with the horticulturists,

the day

who began their meeting
The local bee-

previous.

keepers had done everything possible
to make it pleasant for the visitors.
Back of the speaker's stand appeared
the words, " Welcome Bee-Keepers,"
the letters being formed by an arrangement of cakes of bright yellow
wax upon a back-ground of gilt and
silver paper. This was the work of
Mr. John Bey. The Mayor of East
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them out, but left the sound ones untouched. I have put the grapes into
the hives, and the bees did not open
them. I would like to know if any
one present, who raises grapes, has
been annoyed by bees V
L. A. Pearce— The bees cause annoyance in my vineyard perhaps
I may say
three years out of five.
that they are not always an annoyance. Some years the birds attack
the grapes, and set the juice to running, and then the bees would suck
the skins dry ; but this has been a
help, as it enables us to pick out the
skins and sell the sound grapes,
which could not be done were not the
juice cleaned off the sound grapes.

The

bees

value.

A. G.

touch sound
fruit is of no

never

and cracked

grapes,

market

„
GuUey— We have found
,

.^

it

pick grapes because the
bees are so thick. The Delawares
The bees will also
are taken first.
eat peaches it may be they were first
attacked by the curculio.
Dr. L. C. Whiting— We often think
that the grapes are not cracked, when
where the grapes
they really are
touch each other there is often a crack
that we do not notice.
A. I. Root— I have raised grapes
(Concords) for shade over my hives,
and, as the bees have not molested
them upon the vines, we have often
used this as an argument to prove
that the bees do not injure grapes;
but as soon as I began selling grapes,
picking them off and putting them
into baskets, and putting them into
the market wagon, then bees were
I presume that the
quite annoying.
picking and handling bruised and
cracked some of the grapes, and thus
As soon as the
started the bees.
grapes are picked, we are obliged to
put them in the cellar until I am
The bees
ready to deliver them.
have not yet learned to follow the
wagon, but they are always ready to
meet it upon its return, and lick all
the juice from the baskets.
J. H. Robertson— I have a neighbor who has two Delaware vines, and
the bees strip them of grapes.
covered two bunches to keep the bees
difficult to

;

;

We

Saginaw welcomed the two societies
we
The committee stayed all Sunday to the city, which brought a. prompt away, and upon examination
cracked.
forenoon, and spent the night and response from T. T. Lyon, President found many of the grapes
combees
As soon as uncovered, the
the next forenoon.
The bees were of the Horticultural Society.
The convention then |)roceeded to pletely cleaned them up. The grapes
Italians of a brighter and better color
were very ripe, and could not be
than any in our apiary, and hence discuss the following subject
handled without cracking them.
were clearly strangers.
The next
Do Bers lujnre maturing Fruit ?
afternoon, while Mr. V, happened to
Secretarv Garfield— The Secretary
be watching them, a large swarm of
Prof. A. J. Cook— I do not believe of the Eaton County Horticultural
" Charles Garbees of the same color came in from that the bees ever injure sound fruit. Society, said to me
the northwest and immediately began They are never attracted to anything field, there is no use of talking, the
A sound bees do open grapes; I have seen
to cluster and enter the aperture in that is entirely closed up.
the siding. By prompt and efficient grape is sealed up, and the odor can- them dp it. There was no crack nor
use of the smoker, they were driven not escape. When bees attack grapes anytliing of the kind the bee just
they cannot com- put his jaws down on the grape and
out, the hole closed and the bees it is all at once
clustered on a tree and hived.
We mence gradually. When they begin wiggled his nose back and forth, until
know of no bees of the quality nearer work it is after a warm and sultry he wiggled a hole right through the
than nine miles to the northwest.
time, and the grapes are over-ripe, skin of the grape."
This seems to us a demonstration and the skins crack. I would not
L. A. Pearce— I do not b-el-i-e-v-e
I had some apples
that bees select their home.
This state positively that bees cannot cut it. (Laughter.)
committee had evidently reported a open the skin of a sound grape but it that the birds picked into, and the
land of promise near the Alsike, is contrary to their instinct.
I have bees followed and sucked the juice.
white clover, and linden, and had sent placed the tender varieties of grapes Near the trees were grapes, and the
back a good report of the land as well where the bees could get them in a birds picked open many of the grapes.
as guides to bring on the colony.
time of drouth, and they never The bees followed here, and sucked
There seems to have been some touched them. If some of the grapes the skins dry. They did not molest
misunderstanding, however, as about were pricked, the bees soon cleaned the sound grapes. Now, if they could
:

;

;

;

;
;

:
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open the grapes, why didn't thev ?
Some have said that bees will carry
the yellows from one peach tree to
another. I do not believe this, either.
If they did, all the peach trees would
be dead in about one year.
A. I. Root— A man living in Medina,
Ohio, owned a cider-mill, and the
bees annoyed him
but we offered to
cover the doors and windows with
netting. The mill was so old and full
of cracks that it did no good, and we
;

finally offered to build a

new

mill.

This shamed him, and he finally went
at it and fixed it himself.
A. M. Gander— What is the size and
shape of the opening made by a bee
when it opens a grape V
H. D. Cutting— Birds take away
about one-third of the grape wasps
make a slit I cannot say as to bees.
;

;

make bee-keeping more profitable was read and accepted. Then the
than anything else on the farm.
following members paid their dues
R. L. Taylor— If the farmer finds
John Rey. East Saginaw, Mich.
bee-keeping the most profitable, he
Henry Jones. Chesaning, Mich.
will drop farming for bee-keeping,
I. S. Huckins. Bay City,
Mich.
Joel Gullek. Nelson. Mich.
and thus become a specialist.
H. D. Cutting, Clinton, Mich.
E. J. Cook I am engaged in genA. J. Cook. Agricultural College, Mich.
eral farming, and I find that, for the
O. J. Bedell, Rawkawlin, Mich.
R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.
time and money expended, the bees
Martin Gute, Owosso, Mich.
pay me the best.
Sam. Willis, St. Charles, Mich.
W.
B. Fellows, Jackson, Mich.
Dr. L. C. Whiting— The trouble
A. I. Root, Medina, O.
with farmers and horticulturists keepJ. H. Robertson, Pewamo, Mich.
ing bees is, that the busy time comes
J. A. Pearoe, Grand Rapids. Mich.
at the same time with both pursuits.
T. F. Bingham, Abronia, Mich.
Dr- L. C. Whiting, East Saginaw, Mich.
I remember riding past a farm about
W. D. Soper. Jackson. Mich.
ten o'clock in the morning, when the
E. J. Cook, Owosso. Mich.
farm bell began ringing.
Just over
Geo. W. Gillett. Hemlock City. Mich.
Wm. Spedding, Clifford. Mich.
the fence was a man cultivating corn.
Wm. H. Barry, Shelby, Mich.
" Don't you hear the
1 said to him
A. M Gander, Adrian, Mich.
dinner bell?"
"Yes," he said, "I
J. B. Wilcox, Manistee, Mich.
hear it. It is about those pesky bees
W. M. Freeman, Flushing. Mich.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Flint, Mich.
I've hived them three or four times
Geo. W. Sortes, Kingston. Mich.
this morning, and now they may go
Geo. E. Hilton,
:

—

:

R. L. Taylor— One trouble is, that
our neighbors do not understand the
nature of bees.
We know how to to

manage

so that no trouble arises. I
have a neighbor who has a piece of
land near my apiary.
If he should
attempt to work it at some times he
would be severely stung. I go and
tell him just when he "can work it,
and how to manage not to be stung,

and he has had no trouble.
We
should instruct our neighbors.
If
they raise grapes, we should tell them
not to let the grapes become over-ripe
or they will crack and the bees will

them up; that it is better for
them, and for us, to gather the grapes
eat

earlier.

H. Robertson— Bees

J.

are very

useful for the

fertilization of blosfor their aid, fruit
;
I think that we
ought not to find so much fault with
the bees for taking a little fruit.

soms were it not
would be scarce.

This raised the following question

BoTF Great are the Benefits ofBees In
Promoting tbe Setting of Fruits'?
Prof. Cook— If the bees do not visit
flowers, it is pretty good evidence

that the bees are not needed. Of all
the fruits, strawberries seem to need
the bees the least. Strawberries have

been covered suflScient to keep away
the bees, and yet a good crop secured.
Geo. Peffer, of Wisconsin— If the
weather is damp for a long time, bees
are needed; if dry, the wind will
carry the pollen.
W. R. Fellows— I was in Dakota,
the last season, at a place where there
are no bees
pumpkin and squash
vines were growing luxuriantly, but
there were no pumpkins nor squashes.
I transferred some of the pollen arti;

ficially,

and

in this

way pumpkins and

squashes were secured.
The next topic was this

How does

:

Bee-Kee]ilng Supplement

Hortleulture, Coniuiercially
T. r.

:

Bingham—Farmers and

?

horti-

culturists can
produce honey as
cheaply as any one. It may not be so
nicely put up as that of Mr. Taylor's,
or Mr. Ileddon's, or some other specialist
but the ordinary public will
buy it and eat it, and the honey will
be just as good.
young farmer can
;

A

Fremont, Mich.

."

Just here the ladies were called
The following lady members were
upon, and invited to join in the dis- enrolled
cussion and Mrs. Frank Wright read
Mrs. Helnhard. East Saginaw, Mich.
a short letter. She kept bees, not for
Mrs. Myra h. Parsons, Linwood, Mich.
the pleasure, but for the profit in
Mrs. Frank Wright, Otter Lake. Mich.
them still she did not make one-half
Mrs. I. S. Huckins, Bay City, Mich.
Mrs. John Rey, East Saginaw. Mich.
as much as some bee-keepers asserted
O.J. Bedell, Kawkawlin, Mich.
that they did.
The trouble was, that Mrs.
Mrs. R. L. Taylor, Lapeer, Mich.
she could not control the swarming
Miss Lucy A. Wllkins, Farwell, Mich.
of the bees
she had not the time
The convention next listened to
necessary to give the bees the care
they needed, and lastly, she did not
Tlie President's Address.
understand marketing the honey so
as to get the best prices.
We have assembled here with our
Prof. Cook— If a man does fail, it is friends, the horticulturists, at our 21st
not all lost, because the added infor- annual convention, to consider that
mation broadens the man.
Then which pertains to the best interests
again, can we not keep bees and not of our pursuit.
I shall not occupy
do so much labor in June V Mr.Green, your time with an exhaustive address,
at Chicago, gave us a point in this for the programme is very complete,
direction. And right here let me say and our time is short at best to consomething about Mr. Heddon. He sider the important subjects which
has received one or two left-handed will be presented.
compliments upon this point, and
1 am here as a member of this
now I wish to give him a right- society to assist as best I may in
handed one. I think he has done throwing light on the topics brought
more than any other bee-keeper, not before us. I take it as an expression
only in this country, but in the whole of good-will and great generosity in
world, to simplify beekeeping.
I those
who have arranged the preknow this is strange language, but I liminaries of these meetings, that
believe it.
everything for the comfort of us all
R. L. Taylor— We are wandering has been so amply provided, and that
from the subject. The proposition is, all arrangements are so thorough and
that farmers can keep bees and make complete
let us see to it that w« enit profitable, and a few cases have deavor to perform our part in as faithbeen cited of farmers succeeding ful a manner as our committee have
and we have been told that we learn done.
something even if we do fail. The
It is with pleasure and pride that I
question is not whether the farmers congratulate this Society on attaincan learn something, but whether ing its majority, and while the last
they can make it profitable
Dr. year of our second decade has been
Whiting gave a fair illustration of the discouraging from one point of view,
average farmer. In my own locality from another, we start on our third
several persons have commenced bee- with most flattering prospects.
The
keeping and dropped it.
dearth of honey has not only estabWm. H. Barry—The question is, lished paying prices, but has sounded
shall bee-keepers raise fruits (com- the death-knell of the " Wiley lie,"
mercially), or shall
horticulturists and all advocates of " manufactured
produce honey V I should like to raise honey," and to me the prospects were
fruit, but when fruit requires the never brighter.
most care, I am busy with my bees.
Yes, we have reached a crisis in the
The convention then adjourned history of bee-keeping which must be
until 7:30 p.m.
acknowledged to be of national importance. The question no longer reEVENING SESSION.
mains, "Shall we commence," or
The convention was called to order " Shall those of us who are already
at 7:30 p.m., with President Hilton in engaged in it continue ?" I now say,
the chair.
The Secretary's report without fear of successful contradic;

;

;

;

'i

—

:
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tion, that

the possibilities

in

bee-

keeping have not yet been reached.

Need I say less of horticulture V In
the words of Mr. Eugene Secor, of
Forest City, Iowa, I would say "The
true horticulturist, like the successful bee-keeper, is an enthusiast.
I
need not remind any one who plants
trees and grows fruits, of the genuine
pleasure that thrills the soul when
nature responds to his intelligence,
:

thought and careful direction
lie
lives in a world of his own. He needs
no other intoxicant to complete his
happiness. Horticulture is one of the
'f

it requires the skill
fine arts
of a
master. It is just as impossible for
the thoughtless, brainless clod-hopper
to reach the highest round in the
ladder in propagating fruit, as it is
for him to appreciate it after it is
;

JiEiS

JUURINAL.

" But, aside from these considerations of the healthful diversions and
pleasing variety of mind, and returning again to the utilitarian side of
the question, the horticulturist will
find it profitable to pursue the study
and practice of this delightful branch
of entomology.
The habits and instincts of this pattern of industry
are ever interesting, and the business
quite as remunerative as raising tender fruits in an 'iron-clad climate.'
This pursuit, once entered upon, possesses charms of its own. No other
stimulus is needed to follow it than
the fascination of its own creations.
"
great deal has been said about
bees injuring fruit— some fruit-growers having charged that they puncture the ripe grapes, suck the juice
and destroy the crop. But from the
physical structure of the bee this is
said to be impossible by scientific
'

'

A

But after all man's skill in
planting, after ransackmg the earth
for improved varieties, after propa- entomologists. It has no jaws like
gating, grafting and hybridizing, he the hornet
it is made to suck, not to
must rely mainly upon Nature's bile and on close observation, and
methods of fructification. The favor- after repeated experiments, it has
ing winds and industrious bees are been found that where bees are disneeded to fertilize the bloom to insure covered helping themselves to ripe
a harvest of fruit. As a means of f ruit.that the skins had been ruptured
accomplishing this end, there is no by the weather or from over-ripeness,
question but that the bee is of great or that hornets or wasps, or birds,
service to the grower of fruits
no had first been the depredators. After
other insect is multiplied in such vast the skin has been broken from any
numbers so early in the spring when cause, if there is a scarcity of honey,
their agency is so much needed to the bees, always anxious to be doing
fertilize the orchards and small fruits. something.will endeavor to get a share
Therefore, as to
" If the winds were the only means of of the plunder.
bees injuring fruit, I, as their attorcarrying the pollen from flower to
ney, shall claim to the jury that the
flower, how often would perfect ferticharge is not proven.
lization fail from too much or too
"In dismissing this subject, which
little wind during the brief opportunity when the bursting buds are to the lover of fruits, flowers and
sighing for the life-giving dust from bees is always a source of infinite
delight, I cannot refrain from quotthe neighboring flowers.
ing a few lines from The Planting
" Not only is honey provided in the of the
Apple Tree,' by that venerable
delicate chalices to entice them, but sylvan poet, our own Bryant, who
the pollen so essential to the plant saw so much of future hope and
(and just as essential to the bee in promise as he sifted the soft mould
furnishing the proper food for its about its tiny rootlets
young), is placed in close proximity
what plant we in this apple tree
to the nectar, so that in
getting
Sweets for a hundred flowery springs
either, the bee is unwittingly carrying
To load the May-winds' restless wings
When from the orchard row he ppurs
the dust from flower to flower, or
Its fragrance at our open doors
working out the wise plans of ProviA world of blossom for the bee."
dence as relates to plants, and caterGeo. E. Hilton.
ing to man's pleasurable taste at the
same time.
The drop of honey is
R. L. Taylor— Now this gives Prof.
placed then in the flower not because
it is needed to perfect the flower or Cook a chance to say a word that he
fruit, but to tempt the bee to brush is bursting to say.
Prof. Cook— In brief, I will say that
its hairy legs against anthers, and
distribute the golden dust.
So the bees are needed all over the country
bee introduces itself at once to the for the fertilization of blossoms that
horticulturist as his friend. The latter the study of rural pursuits helps to
ought to meet it halt way and ac- make home pleasant, and binds toknowledge its two-fold service. It does gether the family, and finally it may
him a service while on its daily be made a source of profit. I may be
rounds in search of food for itself and mistaken, but I thoroughly believe in
young, and again by storing up for his bee-keeping on the farm.
benefit the liquid sweets which it does
grown.

;

;

;

'

:

'/

;

;

not need itself, and which ungathered
vanish like the morning dew, like the

manna which

Excessive SiTarming or Bees.

Mrs. Wright had had considerable
trouble with excessive swarming, and
wished to know how to avoid it.
Dr. L. C. Whiting— I have prevented it by extracting 4 or .5 pounds
of honey from the brood-nest, thus
giving the queen room to lay. I do

the Israelites ate of
the ungathered portions melted 'when
the sun waxed hot.'
" What, then, is there to hinder
these two vocations from going hand
in hand, since each is helpful to the
other ? They ought at least to be on this as often as necessary.
friendly terms.
Each furnishes inR. L. Taylor— I do not think that
ducements for the other to exist.
this plan will work generally.
One
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year I produced extracted honey, and
the bees swarmed considerably. If
we are to have any swarms, we may
just as well have many as few. The
object in preventing swarming is,
that we may avoid having a man with
the bees all of the time ; and if part
of the colonies are to swarm, they
may as well all swarm. Another objection to the Doctor's plan is, that it
involves too much labor.
It is this
kind of labor that makes cost in producing honey.
Another season I
shall try the following plan
Use a
drone-trap to catch the queen, and return the swarm without the queen.
Just before the young queens natch,
cut out all the cells but one.
Dr. Whiting— Now I am going to
" pick a hole " in that.
Your colony
is without a laying queen for nearly
three weeks, atid the loss is equal to
:

a swarm of bees.
R. L. Taylor— Now "

I

am

going to

pick a hole in thai." In the first place
there is not a loss equal to a swarm of
bees, and in the next place, such a
loss of bees woiild be an advantage.
For a few days before a colony
swarms, the queen reduces her eggproducing capacity, takes a rest, and
becomes light so that she can fly.
After the bees swarm it is several
days before she resumes laying to any
great extent hence the loss in bees
is not so great as might be supposed
and, furthermore, all bees produced
that do not come upon the stage until
the harvest is over, are produced at
;

;

a

loss.

The following committees were now
appointed
On Resolutions— R. L. Taylor, A.
J. Cook, and W. Z. Hutchinson.
On Exhibits—J. A, Pearce, A. I.
Root and J. H. Robertson.
The following is a copy of a letter
read by President Hilton, being a reply to a letter addressed by him to the
Commissioner of Agriculture, in regard to apicultural statistics, as suggested at the recent Chicago convention.

The

letter is as follows

;

U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C, Nov.

26, 1887.

Geo. E. Hilton, Fremont. Mich.,
President of Michigan Bee-Keepers'
Association.
Sir :— Your letter of the 21st inst.,
addressed to the Commissioner of
Agriculture, has been referred to me
for answer. Our monthly reports are
made up from information gathered
from a corps of crop correspondents
in each agricultural county in the
United States, and with such a wide
range it is only practicable for us to
report regularly upon the leading
farm products.
We frequently make
outside investigations relative to the
condition and extent of special rural
industries, and realizing the importance of bee-keeping, would be glad
to give it the attention it deserves.
Our regular correspondents, however,
are ordinary farmers, and but few
would be able to give any information
relative to the present condition of
apiculture.
It would be necessary to
send directly to those interested in
the industiy.
Can you furnish me.

;
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or suggest where I might obtain, a
Mr. R. L. Taylor, of Lapeer, Mich.,
list of bee-keepers, comprising one or then read an essay, entitled,
two names in each county where the
Coiub Honey vs. Extracted Hoiicy.
industry is of any prominence, and
also give the points which, in your
The advantages to the apiarist of
opinion, such an investigation should
producing either kind of honey ,rather
cover? Very respectfully,
than the other, depends upon his
J. R. Dodge, Statistician.
tastes and circumstances. Our choice
The convention then adjourned un- in all the ordinary, not to say the
til 9 a.m. on Thursday.
most momentous .things in life, is
controlled largely by our tastes
and
this controlling influence will genbe felt when we come to decide
The convention was called to order erally
whether we shall make it our business
by I'resident Hilton at 9 a.m.
to produce comb honey or extracted
From the Question-Box was taken honey, and it is highly proper that
" How shall spring this should be so.
the following
dwindling be prevented where the
Every one does that best which he
wind blows in from the lake over a likes
best. I like best the production
bank of ice V"
of comb honey, and my mind involJ. H. Robertson— Move to some
untarily pictures to itself superior
other locality.
neatness and comfort, and greater
R. L. Taylor— I do not think that
ease and more equable division of the
spring dwindling is the result of cold
labor of the season among the days,
weather in the spring, but of imperas appertaining to this branch
but
fect wintering.
while I continue to like this best, I
Shade lor tlie Bees.
must confess that when I sit down
Prof. Cook— I would advise the use and listen calmly to reason, it is diflSof a shade-board everytime ; and I cult to find any great difference in
So there is no acsay this after having tried about these respects.
everything that has been recom- counting tor tastes nevertheless they
mended. I would like a high trim- should be consulted, for though they
cannot be voluntarily created, yet
med grove for comfort.
they are largely formed in response
John Rey— Sunflowers.
to the necessities of existing condiR. L. Taylor— Shade-board's.
tions and it is these conditions which
President Hilton— How about the in the absence of a decided bias must
swarms clustering in high trees ?
be consulted in order to determine
Prof. Cook— If the queens" wings whether it is better for any particular
are clipped, as they ought to be, there individual to devote his apiary to the
will be no objection to the bees clus- production of comb honey or of extering where they please.
tracted honey.
President Hilton— I tried grapeNow what these conditions are, it is
vines for shade, and they proved a of interest to all apiarists to know ;
nuisance. In this latitude it is doubt- and as I view it, the chief among
ful if shade is needed.
them are the following, namely
ExDavid Shangle
When I began isting appliances, the quality of the
keeping bees, some of my hives were honey produced, the season when it is
painted dark, and others white. The obtained, and the character of the
combs melted down in some of the home market.
dark ones, but never in the white
Of course, if an apiarist is supplied
ones. I have painted the dark ones with the appliances necessary for the
white, and I do not use shade, and I advantageous production, and the
do not think tllat it is necessary.
care of comb honey, he should be very
J. H. Robertson— My yard is all slow to incur the expense incident to
shaded by high trees, and I like a a complete change of these for those
adapted to the production of extracted
good shade.
R. L. Taylor— There are only a few honey ,and vice versa.
days in the summer when shade is
Secondly, choice in the matter
needed, and when it is needed, I know should often be influenced by the
of notiiing better than a shade board. quality of the honey produced.
It is
W. Z Hutchinson Who can say seldom best to undertake the producfrom experience that more or less tion of comb honey unless it is to be
honey will be secured by shading the white and of good quality. Dark
comb honey is almost always a drug
hives y
R. L. Taylor— This is a pretty fine in the market, and sells generally at a
point. If one-half of the hives were very low price— so low that when the
shaded, the bees might suffer for ivant increased amount of extracted honey
of the sunshine at some particular time, that can be produced, is taken into
and those without shade suffer from account, the latter will be found to
the sunshine at some other time and bring easily the more money.
thus each half of the apiary store an
Next, it is to be remembered that
equal amount of honey.
As I have in the early months of the season the
already said, shade is needed only a bees produce wax freely, and work it
few days, and even then the only readily, while later in the season they
trouble is that the bees are driven out are rather slow to do either
and the
of the supers.
resulting fact is, that with the otherT. F. Bingham— I do not shade my wise equal opportunities they will
hives, and I have never had a comb usually store much more honey durmelted down.
The entrances extend ing the first part of the season than
the whole length of the hive— 22 during the last, if they are obliged to
inches.
build the comb in which to store it

THE SECOND DAY.

;

:

;

;

;

—

:

—

;

;

so it will generally be found more
profitable to use combs for extracting
in which to secure the fall nectar.
Lastly, the character of the home
market is to be considered. I think
it is safe to say that if three-fifths of
the price of comb honey can be obtained for extracted honey, the production of the latter is the more
profitable in all circumstances; and
there are many home markets in
which nearly or quite as much is
obtained for the latter as for the
former. Those who are blessed with
such a market should cultivate it
assiduously, and keep it supplied constantly with extracted honey of the
finest quality that can be produced.
It is to be noted, also, that generally the man makes the market.
Some have a remarkable faculty in
this way.
They never have any difliculty in making a market for anything that they have to sell.
Such
should make the most of this talent,
and thus not only greatly benefit
themselves, but also to a considerable
extent relieve the markets of the
larger cities.
R. L. Taylok.

T. F. Bingham— I should say for a
home market, extracted honey to
;

send to Chicago, or for merchants to
handle, comb honey is probably the

most

profitable.

—

Prof. Cook How much more extracted than comb honey can you produce. Mr. Taylor V
R. L. Taylor— It depends upon how
the honey is produced.
If left upon
the hive until the season is over, perhaps 50 per cent.
There is also
another point that is usually lost sight
of, viz
Colonies worked for extracted
honey become more populous.
For
instance, if one-half of an apiary is
worked for extracted honey, and the
other half for comb honey, those colonies worked for extracted honey
will become the most populous; and
it should be expected that they will
gather more honey.
T. F. Bingham— It may not be generally known that honey stored and
ripened by a strong colony is of superior quality.
:

Using Honey in Coolting.
T. F.

Bingham— Honey cannot be

successfully used in cooking; especially in "making cakes or anything
that must be baked.
The great heat
necessary burns the honey and destroys the flavor, and spices must be
used to cover up the burnt flavor.

Mrs. R. L. Taylor— Is it white V
President Hilton— Not so white as
some cake.
Mrs. Taylor— Yes, but Mr. Hilton,
is it xohite f

President Hilton— Not so white as
sponge cake,
Mrs. Taylor— Is it yellow V
President Hilton— No.
Mrs. Taylor— We make a coffee
cake with honey, but it is neither
white, yellow, nor sweet it is bl'own.
;

Prof.

Cook — We" had some peculiar

honey about three years ago. I presume you all know what it was without my telling you it was miserable
stuff.
We let a baker in Lansing try
;

some

of

it

in

making cookies,

telling

;
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it was, and he found that
answered just as well as any honey,
and he bought all we had.
T. F. Bingham— By using steam in
conking food, honey can be used.
A. I. Root— We have been getting

him what

it

some very superior cakes made with
honey. Their manufacture is a secret.
On motion of Prof. Cook, it was
voted that a committee be appointed
to confer with the Government in regard to its buying and distributing
the Chapman honey-plant seed.
The convention then adjourned to
meet at 1:30 p.m.

AFTERNOON

SESSION.

The convention was

called to order
at 1:30 p.m., with President Hilton in

was voted that the Association

hold its next annual meeting at Jackson, Mich., the time of meeting to be
decided by the officers.
The election of officers resulted in
the re-election of the old officers, viz
President, Geo. E. Hilton, of Fremont; Secretarj', H. D. Cutting, of
Clinton and Treasurer, M. H. Hunt,
of Bell Branch.
Prof. A. J. Cook at this time delivered a lecture upon
:

;

Tbe Anatonir

of Bres.

He

described the glandular system
in particular.
One pair of glands
furnishes the saliva, and another the
food for the larvee. The drones do
not have this gland, and it is only
rudimentary in the queen, which
shows that she once nursed the
larvae, as the queen bumble-bee now
does in the spring.
The change that
has taken place in the honey-bee in
this respect, is another proof of the
correctness of the evolution theory.
This gland is very deticient in old
worker bees, which shows that nursing is not their business.
It is the
food furnished by these glands that
the workers feed the queen.
If she
had to eat honey and pollen, and
digest it herself, she could never lay
twice her weight in eggs in one day.
Another set of glands furnishes a
fluid that changes the character of
the nectar gathered, changes the canesugar to glucose. This glucose may
be chemically the same as commercial
glucose, but there are other tests that
show it to be dififerent.
Mr. T. F. Bingham, of Abronia,
Mich., then read an essay on,

Hoiv

To

attained in no way narrows or cir- honey I sold, I would give one of
cumscribes the field of enthusiastic these " leaflets," and at the same
vision, the practical results attained time I would stamp my name on the
serve to modify in a certain sense the leaflets, and for the comb honey I
immediate hope of marked improve- would stamp it on the sections. For
extracted honey I would always label
ment.
I was surprised to see
It would not be safe to say that no the glasses.
gain had as yet been made in the mv honey sell so fast. My honey was
direction of color, disposition and in- all" gone before the new honey was
Yet it is coming in, and I had to do something
dustrial value of bees.
strictly safe to venture the assertion in order to hold my trade, not having
that, while we have many modifica- been able since to produce honey
tions and crosses of races, these modi- enough from my own bees to supply
so I have to buy
fications do not in a practical sense my home market
justify the hope or stimulate the be- honey to fill my orders until my new
lief that material and marked im- honey is ready the following season.
provements are possible from the
In buying honey I always make It a
mixing of races of honey-bees.
point to buy it from my neighbor
If, as now seems probable in the bee-keepers, providing that I can get
near future, those bee-keepers wish- it at some profit of course the profit
ing to realize the best home market, is small.
They keep posted on the
and the surest returns for their pro- market price, and they expect to get
duct, should adopt the plan of part nearly as much for their honey from
comb and part extracted honey, little me as I would get myself. But even
effort will, in the light of past suc- so, if I get their honey at a small
cesses, be bestowed upon experiments profit, it takes that honey off the
to improve any mixture of Italian market, and gives me a chance to
bees, whose queen and workers will bring mine on, with the prospect of
allow of the rapid manipulation of better prices in the future.
the combs and hive without running.
I have often thought that if I had
However much may have been enough money, I would buy all the
hoped and dreamed in regard to the honey from my neighbor bee-keepers,
Utopian honey-bee, " Apis Ameri- and from farmers that produce little
For instance, in Sagicana." one great fact, practical and honey to sell.
demonstrable, cails us back from naw county I would start a honey
Wonderland, and forces the convic- house, and the producer of honey
tion that, while our standard of ex- would bring his honey to me, and the
cellence is the Ligurian or Italian retailer and consumer would look to
bee and her near crosses, " Apis me for their honey. But being a poor
Americana " will needs have more man, I will have to drop that idea,
than a pedigree to install her in the and do the best I can but if such a
live man could be found in every
heart of the practical bee-keeper.
county throughout the country, with
T. F. Bingham.
plenty of money and experience in
the marketing of honey, I think that
After the reading of the above bee-keepers at large would get better
follows
essay, it was discussed as
prices for their honey.
Prof. Cook— The two great points
Why, the farmer knows in the
upon which we need to work are, to morning before he starts to the city
improve our bees and our honey- with a load of wheat, what he is going
plants.
to receive for his wheat, by seeing the
L. C. Whiting— I once had a colony
prices in the daily market reports.
that built but few brace-combs
by He takes his wheat to the flour mills,
rearing queens from this queen, I gets his cash, and returns home
secured a strain of bees that built happy.
The retail grocer, and the
almost no brace-combs at all.
consumer, get their flour from the
Mr. John Rey. of East Saginaw, flour mills; and if the producer of
Mich., then read an essay on,
honey could bring his honey to the
" honey man," as you would call him,
marketing Honey at Home.
why, the retail grocer and consumer
I will give only my own experience
would look to the honey man for their
in a home market, having never sent
any honey to outside markets, for honey.
As to putting up honey in marketthe simple reason that I have found
able shape, I have nothing new to
ready sales in my home market.
Advertising is the life of trade, and offer to the experienced honey prothat I have
the same holds good in bee-keeping. ducer. It is from them
my lesson— by attending the
Up to four years ago I could not al- taken
ways dispose of the honey that I pro- bee-conventions, and reading differduced the season before, and 1 would ent bee-books. But to the inexperihave some old honey on hand when enced bee-keeper I would say Never
honey go out without
new honey was coming in. I found let a section of the
section or if it is
your name on
that something must be done in order
always put up the
extracted
honey,
to get my honey before the consumer,
and I adopted the plan of advertising. nicest and best honey in glass packages, and put your name on it, on a
I did it in this way
nice label. By putting up honey in
I noticed advertised in the Ajmeuithe consumer can always
CAN Bee Journal, a leaflet called glass jars,he
is buying, and, besides,
" Why Eat Honey," and alsoa pamph- see what
the jar is of some use after the honey
let on " Honey as Food and MediJohn Ret.
is consumed.
cine."
I thought that would be a
good way to work up a home market
After its reading, Mr.Eey explained
so I sent for several hundred copies
of each, and with every package of that he prepared it hurriedly, and
;

;

the chair.
It
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Improve Our Bees.

tbe casual observer, as also to
the young student, this subject is one
of almost illimitable scope, preseotIng vast possibilities; and while considered as in a certain sense parallel
and analogous to the improvements
realized by the breeders of thoroughbred horses, cattle and sheep, the
almost certain realization of the enthusiastic
bee - keeper's
brightest
dream lends a perpetual charm. Many
presumably well-balanced and conservative bee-keepers have devoted
much time, money and practical endeavor to the ever charming and
paramount wish to enhance the practical economic value of the honeybee.
While the success so far uh-

;

:

;

:

;

:
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neglected to mention that he went
among the grocers and bought up wax
at 25 cents per pound, melted it and
molded it in small cakes, and then
sold it back to the dealers for 30 cents
per pound, the dealers retailing it for
5 cents a cake, eleven cakes weighing
a pound.
A. I. Root— I wish to say for the
encouragement of Mr. Rey, that I
have never seen finer displays of
honey in stores than he has here in
the groceries. I wish we could have

JUUKISAi.

Eastern Farmer.

A Review

Of the Past

Seam

SEASONABLE HINTS.
The honey

honey-producing plants in our district than are others.
Now is the time to make our plans
for the next year's work.
Shall we
run for extracted or comb honey ? If
for the latter, then before spring the
' sections'' should be got ready, put
together all ready for the starters,
which can be put in just before they
are wanted. If tor extracted, an extra number of "frames "will be required. They can be nailed up and
wired so a great deal of the extra
work about the apiary may be ready
and
for the rush of the honey season
a book of mistakes could be kept to
down
good advantage, in which to put
all errors made, and important things
learned by experience
also a book of
wants in which to write any handy
thing needed in our work that can be
constructed at our leisure, and will
save a great deal of time when we

the
season is over
faded, and their sweet
perfuiTie no longer pervades the air,
and the cheerf til hum of the busy bee
cau no longer be heard, as the chilly
autumn winds keep them within the
hive, and oblige them to seek the
sustaining warmth of the cluster,
them photographed.
made as comfortable
;
T. r. Bingham— The best use that which has been
as chaff cushions, dried leaves or
can be made of poor honey is to make
them,
if
can
make
and
woollen
mats
pound of honey
it into vinegar.
At they are to be left on the summer
will make a gallon of vinegar.
they should be let "severely
about 45° to 50° of temperature will stands
alone," for awhile at least.
make vinegar.
Now, as there is nothing more we
The committee on exhibits reported can do for our pets, let us with a
retrospective view, think over and
the following
profit by the many mistakes we have are in a hurry.
Eden's comb-foundation fastener, East- made during the past season.
Only
wood, Ont.
by the past can we judge of the
Local Convention DirectoryBetsinger's crate with wire-cloth separa- future.
While some of us hope we
tors, and pasteboard shipping boxes.
may never see another season like the
Bingham's smoker and honey knife.
1888.
rtme and place of IteeUnQ.
one just past, yet many things we
W. Z. Hutchinson, case of very fine comb have learned that if jolted down will Jan. 7,— Susquehanna County, at New Milford. Pa.
H. M. Seeley, Sec, Harford. Pa.
honey.
be of great benefit to us hereafter. Jan. 10.—Cortland Union, at Cortland, N. Y.
President Hilton, four samples of exmany mistakes we have
R. L. Weaver, Sec, Dryden, N. Y.
tracted honey— baeswood, maple, willow- And tbe
made, if we acknowledge them as Jan. 10, 1.— Ontario, at Woodstock, Ont.
herb and raspberry.
W. Couse, Sec
H. D. Cutting, fine collection of extracted such, and carefully consider what we
honey, all under the same treatment, one should have done, will be of inesti- Jan. 10, 1.— Ohio State, at Columbus. Ohio.
also
part being candied and the other not
Bluffton, O.
Prank
Baton,
Sec,
A.
mable value in our future manipulaan entrance feeder.
tions.
Jan. 11.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln, Nebr.
Van
flatDeusen's
Mr. Soper, sections, and
Henry Patterson, Sec, Humboldt, Nebr.
If, for instance, we did not have
bottom foundation.
hives ready when the bees swarmed, Jan. 17,18.— N.W.IIls &8.W.Wis.,atRockford. ni.
Dr. li. C. Whiting, sample of very fine
D. A. Fuller. Sec. Cherry Valley, Ills.
and they were left hanging in a tree
honey vinegar.
Jan. IS. is.-Vennont State, at Burlington. Vt.
together,
box
could
be
thrown
until
a
Sections and separators from the Berlin
R. H. Holmes. Sec, Shoreham, Vt.
Fruit-Box Company.
that experience ought to be rememJan. 17-19.— New York State, at Utlca, N. Y.
Dr. Tinker, sections, perforated-zlno, and bered during the leisure hours this
G. H. Knickerbocker, Sec, Pine Plains, N. Y.
a queen-cage.
winter, and a lot of hives prepared for
Jan. 20.— Haldlmand, at Cayuga, Ontario.
O. J. Hetherlngton, machine for putting future use.
E. C. Campbell, See., Cayuga, Ont.
together 4-plece sections.
If for want of empty frames the
CF" Id order to hare this table complete. SecreJohn Rey, fine collection of extracted queen had no cells in which to deposit
taries are requested to forward full particulars of
honey also solar wax-extractor, steam exthe numbers gradually time and place of future meetings.— Ed.
tractor, Stanley's honey extractor with un- eggs, and
until
there were not
also foot-press foun- diminished
capping can attached
dation-fastener.
enough left to warm the hive sufficiently to hatch an egg, we should
The committee on resolutions then own it as a fault and not blame the
reported the following, which were bees or the queen.
Did we put on the sections soon
flowers

;

are

;

A

;

:

1

1

;

;

;

unanimously adopted

enough ? Did we think when we saw
a dead queen in front of a hive that
she was probably killed the day bePacking for Bees in Winter, etc.—
erous and agreeable way in which they have fore, when we opened the hive at an James Ilolden, Marietta,cv. Ohio, on
unseasonable hour, when the cold
ministered to our entertainment.
tbe Dec. 8, 1887, writes
Resolved, That we heartily appreciate and wind was blowing directly on
:

Resolved, That the thanks of this convention are hereby gratefully tendeied the
business men of East Saginaw, for the gen-

:

hereby express our gratitude to the
of this city.for the hearty
and for the hall provided

officials

welcome extended,

frames

'i*

Where there is an effect there is
us for our sessions.
certainly a cause ; and by understandreturn our thanks to
the managers of the Sherman House, for the ing the cause we may change the efTliere is
bountiful way in which they have provided fect to our own advantage.
for our physical wants, and for the reduction no " witch work " about bee-keeping,
in rates granted.
nor is there much in luck.
Resoloed. That our thanks are due, and
If we allow our bees to go into winare hereby extended to resident bee-keepers,
for their 8i:ccessful efforts to render our ter qu'arters with no young bees, or
sessions pleasant and proiitable.
without sufficient stores, or proper
The convention then adjourned to protection, and they die of old age or
B<(o!i'ed,

That

we

meet at Jackson, Mich., next year,
the call of the executive committee.
Flint, d Mich.

at

spring

dwindling,

we

call

it

think that the beat cushions for
protecting bees in winter can be
I

made from some

suitable cloth filled

with the " ground cork " that white
grapes are packed in from foreign
countries as there is no odor from it,
it never gets musty, and can be had
Very
very cheap from fruit stores.
little honey was gathered here this
What is the advantage to bees
year.
going into the hives the longest way
poor of the hive, over the entrance in the

luck.
If we knew a farmer who wintered
his stock in an unventilated barn cel-

;

narrow way of the hive

;

or in their

going into "the hives lengthwise of the
brood-frames, or crosswise of them ?

and fed them only on straw, we
[The advantage of the brood-frames
would not call it poor luck if they
Only One Book of History with every were not fat in tlie spring. The term running lengthwise of the broodclub subscription to the American Bee luck is as applicable to bee-keeping as chamber is that the ends of the frames
JocRNAii and New York TTorld, is all that to the case of the stock, and no more,
come to the entrance, thereby giving
we can offer. The book is worth the whole with perhaps the exception of the
money to be sent, and then you may con- pasturage, as some of us are more the bees easy and direct access to any
sider the other two papers as a free gift.
fortunate in having more indigenous comb desired.— Ed.]
lar,

:

;

—

:
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Sour and Rusty Honey.— A. F. we had the largest flow of " honey"
Wheeler, llossville.d Iowa, on Dec. dew ever known in this country, on
a few kinds of timber, such as oak,
1887,
says;
7,
hickory and elm, and it was almost as
If the
I got about 100 pounds of surplus fair as white clover honey.
honey from 9 colonies, spring count, winter should prove a very cold one,
and increased them to 16 colonies. I shall have my fears about successbut if the winter
Last year I got 4-50 pounds from the fully wintering
same number of colonies. I would proves to be mild, so we can give our
like to know the cause of the follow- bees an occasional flight, then they
one colony the may winter through all right.
1. In
ing effects
houey in the surplus boxes smelled
sour, looked frothy, and some of the
Poor Season for Bees.- Thos. W.
cells were drawn out longer than the
Weaver, Edinburg,© Ind., on Dec.

811

method

It gives equal

of ventilating.

temperatures at equal heights in any
building where it is properly applied.
I am glad Mrs. Harrison has touched
on the subject. At the Detroit convention, in 1885, I could not stay in
the room, for want of air.

;

Mustard for Bees.— W, H. Stewart,
Kimball,? Dak., asks:

:

general surface.
2. On the surface
of some of the sections there appeared
rusty spots, in which the cell caps
were sunken in some. Please state
the cause, and also the remedy.

the cause at this
range. It is from a local cause, and
Melt
no disease. The cure is this
up the whole mass, evaporating the
honey, and skimming off the wax.
Put the combs in a pan in an oven,
and leave one door open. Keep the
temperature at about 100° to 110°, till

cannot

[I

tell

:

all is liquid,

side

till

the

and then

waxen

and while the honey

set it to

surface

is

one

cool

warm, tap
up the pan, and

is still

10, 1887,

writes

I

and
is

want

to raise mustard for bees
for seed.
What time of the year

best to sow the seed

I have kept bees
five years, and the

near Edinburg for
season of 1887 has

been the poorest that I have experienced. From 20 colonies in fair condition in the spring, I have taken
about 300 pounds of comb honey, and
increased them to 32 colonies. I had
I have
to feed them for winter.
packed them on the summer stands.
I owe many thanks to the American
Uee Journal for my success.

?

may

be sown very early in the
spring in shallow drills, wide enough
for the cultivator, using from 6 to 10
pounds per acre ; or it may be sown
broadcast, 2.5 pounds to the acre. For
seed it should not be sown later than
Julyl. When ripe it does not shell
out by the wind, and may be harvested at leisure. Ed.]
[It

:

Honey Trade in Philadelphia.—
Arthur Todd, Philadelphia,©^ Pa., on
Poor Season, but Not Discouraged. Dec.
9, 1887, writes
S. H. Moss, Colchester ,*o Ills., on
With
an average temperature of
Dec. 13, 1887, says
58°Fahr.,and the bees flying every
My report for 1887 is as follows day, the sales of honey by groceries in
Spring count, SO colonies, and this this city is, and has been very poor
Of ever since the opening of the season.
fall I have the same number.
comb honey in finished sections, I Grocers have accepted the advance in
have 100 pounds, and in unfinished prices, and for good honey they have
sections, but cut out, 300 pounds. I not grumbled to pay good prices, viz

—

:

:

:

the wax surface, tip
leave it until all drains out clean.
This is the way we treat cappings,
and in this way we save every particle
of wax and honey, and both are of fed to hybrid bees, for winter stores,
The poor sea300 pounds of sugar.
the best quality.— James Heddon.]
son was on account of the drouth.
But I am not discouraged yet.
Bees in Good Condition.— O. L.
Hershiser, Big Tree Corners,*oN. Y.,
Small Yield of Honey.— George
on Dec. 12, 188", says
Shafer, Neoga,o Ills., writes

:

20 cents.
The possibility of
lower prices now comes as a consequence of the non-sale of the honey so
purchased altogether owing to the
fact that cold weather and the consumption of honey are concomitant.
18 to

;

:

As

judged from ap-

My bees

did nothing the past seaConvention Notices.
pearances thus far, bees are in good son, the yield from 30 colonies being
condition in this locality. They have only 300 lbs. of extracted honey.
It
meetlDK of the Nebraaka State
ty The next
had opportunity to fly nearly every has been the worst failure that I ever Bee-Eeepers'
Association will be held on Jan. 11,
1888, at Lincoln, Nebr.
week, and colonies seem to be strong. knew.
Hbnrt Patterson, Sec.
In this section bees are for the most
of the Vermont State
annual
convention
The
from
Black
Bees.—A.
Surplus
No
part wintered on the summer stands,
Association will be held at the Van
and usually very successfully when E. Maley, Auburn,o> Nebr., on Dec. Bee-Keepers'
Ness House, in Burlington, Vt., on the Jan. 18 and
R. H. UOLMES, Sec.
19, 1888.
chaff hives are used.
Last winter, 14, 1887, says
during two warm, windy days, with a
The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will
|y
The spring of 1887 was very favor- hold its annual meeting at Woodstoclt. Ontarla, oi*
very damp atmosphere, the bees flew
and 1!, 1888.
until
July.
My bees Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 10W.
profusely, and nearly one-third of able here,
CouSK, See.
them were chilled and unable to re- swarmed early. Buckwheat yielded
^" The Hardin County Bee-Keepers' Associaturn to their hives.
The result was well, but I had no surplus honey from tion
will meet at the Court House in Eldora, Iowa,
heavy spring dwindling, by which the black bees. My bees are still out- on the second Saturday in each month, at noon
fully one-half of some apiaries per- doors, and are not consuming much (lli o'clock), until further notice.Bdchanan, See.
J. W.
ished. Those having bees in the cel- stores. The dry atmosphere of Ne1»" The fifth annual Ohio Slate Bee-keepers'
braska will insure safe wintering.
lar did not suffer from this cause.
Convention will be held in the United States Hotel, corner High and Town Sts., t.'olumbu8, O., on
Jan. loimd ll,l888. An interestint; programme
G.
Proper
Ventilation.—
Plenty of Stores and Young Bees.
Securing
will be arranged. Reduced rates at tiie hotel.
Fkank a. Eaton, Sec.
W. Mason, of rillmore,»o Ind., on A. Adams, Perrysville,5 O., on Dec.
Union Bee-Keepers' Associa|y The Cortlandannual
Dec. 12, 1887, writes
10, 1887, writes
meeting at Cortland, N.
far as can be

:

—

:

The

long-continued
drouth was
broken here the last of a^ovember,
which made all hearts glad. I stored
my bees in the bee-house on Nov. 19,
it being the first cold spell.
They
were in fair condition, with plenty of
stores, excepting 3 or 4 colonies which
were rather light, and will have to be
fed later in the winter, or in early
spring. We had a .few light showers
in August, that started the bees to
breeding, and leaving them well
stocked with young bees. In October

tion will hold their

the election of

v., on Tuesday. Jan. lu,
Bee-keepers ought to know more otHcers
and to transact such business us may come
than they do about ventilation. The before the meeting. All bee-keepers are invited.
R. L. Weatkr, Sec.
bees ventilate as all ventilating
No |y The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' Asshould be done— at the bottom
will meet at New Milford. Pa., on Jan.
open drafts upon their heads are sociation
18S8. Subjects for discussion
"The Best Way
The 7.
allowed, if they can prevent it.
to Prevent Swarming." and "Is it Advisable to
bee-keepers
are cordially
Colonies?"
AH
Italianize
used-up air is expelled at the bottom, invited.
U. M. SEEL^T. See.
and new air taken at the same place.
"Music Hall" in Cleveland holds |y" The annual meeting of the Northwestern
Illinois and Southeastern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers'
6,000 people, and the hot air comes Association will bo held in G. A. R, Hail, corner of
from below, and the cold or exhausted Statelet North Main 8ts..in Rocktord. Ills., on Jan,
17 and 18. 1888. Dr. Miller will be present, and a
air is drawn out by heat through the good programme le in course of preparation.

1888. for

!

;

floor;

that

is

the

true,

scientific

D. A. Fuller, See.

..
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A Valuable Book Given Away.—We

ODR CLUBBING U8T.

have made arrangements by which we can
We supply the American Bee Journal
supply the American Bee Journai, and
the New York TTorld— both weekly— for one one year, and any of the following publicayear, for $2.10, and present the subscriber tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
with one of tbese boolis, bound in Leath- of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.
erette Free Calf
botli. Olub
History of the United States- from The American Bee Journal Price of100..
432 to 1887.-320 pages.— Price, $2.00.
2 00. 1 75
in Bee-Culture
History op England- from before the and Gleanings
1 50.. 1 45
Bee-Keepers'Ma^azine
Christian era to 1887.—Price, $2.00.
150.. 140
Bee-Keepers' Guide
:

.

Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful

Issued every Wednesday by

THOMAS

G.

knowledge.

NEWMAN & SON,

PROPRIETORS.

923&.925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGO
At One Dollar a Year.

ILL.

The Apiculturist

—410 pages.—Price, $2.00.

and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk if lost
Be sure to write your
it cannot be replaced.
name, post-office, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
subscriptions can commence at any time.
Remember, the amount is. $2,10 for both
papers, and the Book and postage.
;

H.

NEWMAN.

BnSINBSS MANAGER.

^pttinl ^0tijces,

To Correspondents. — It would save Enameled Clotb for covering frames,
UB much trouble, if all would be particular price per yard, 45 inches wide, 20 cents if a
10
to give their P. O. address and name, when whole piece of 12 yards is taken, $2.25

.

2 25..
..2 00..
.

ABC

Farmer's Account Book

.

.

Dzierzon's Bee- Book (cloth). .3
of Bee-Culture. .2
Root's

tion,

.

2 00.

o 00.

Binder for Am. Bee Journal.. 1

The book selected

ALFRED

2 00

Canadian Bee Journal

The extra 10 cents is for postage on the The 6 above-named papers
book, which must be selected by the sub- and Cook's Manual
Bees and Honey (Newman).
scriber at the time of sending the subscrip-

4

1 80
1 80
4 50

200
175

60.. 150
00. 2 00
25.. 2 10
00.. 2 30
50.. 130

1
Western World Guide
Heddon's book, "Success,".. 150
1 75..
A Year Amonff the Bees
1 50..
Convention Hand-Book
2 00.
Weekly InterOeean
2 00..
Iowa Homestead

1

40

150
130
175
190

One yearly subscription for the American
Bee Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage
of the prices named in the last column.

;

;

writing: to this office.

We

receive letters

(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no Post-Offloe, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postofflce and get your mail at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

ordered by mail, send 15
cents per yard extra for postage.
pieces, $20.00

;

if

New Subscribers

for 1888 we
remaining numbers of 1887
—over a year's subscription to the oldest and
best bee-paper in America tor only $1.00!
No investment will repaysuch excellent div-

To

All

will present the

Preserve your Papers f©r reference, idends to a bee-keeper, as a year's subscripyou have no BINDER we wUl mail you tion to the American Bee Journal. Subone for 60 cents, or you- can have one free scribe nou), and get the rest of the numbers
yearly subscrip- of this year free. The sooner you subscribe
If you will send us 3 new
As tbere Is Anotber firm in Chicago by tions for the Bee Journal.
the more you will receive for your money.
"
our
Son,"
we
wish
&
of
Newman
name
the
correspondents would write " American Bee
Tl^ben Renewing your Bubscription
Journal " on the envelope when writing to
•We bave a large quantity of CHOICE
Several letters of ours have WHITE EXTRACTED HONEY, in kegs please try to get your neighbor who keeps
this office.
Be»
already gone to the other firm (a commission holding from 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. each, which bees to join with you in taking the
that no one
bouse), causing vexatious delay and trouble. we will deliver on board the cars at 10 cents Journal. It is now so cheap
tf

per

lb.

can afford to do without it. We will present
a Binder for the Bee Jottrnal to any one
sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office. It -will pay any one to
devote a lew hours, to get subscribers.

Orders solicited.

We

wrlll Present Webster's Dictionary
(pocket edition), and send it by mail, postIt is
paid, for two subscribers with $2.
always useful to have a dictionary at hand
to decide as to the spelling of words, and to

Yucca Brusbes are employed for removing bees from the combs. They are a
soft, vegetable fiber, and do not irritate the
bees. We can supply them at 5 cents
Colored Posters for putting up over
determine their meaning.
each, or 50 cents a dozen if sent; by mail. honey exhibits at Fairs are quite attractive,
odd 1 cent each for postage.
as well as useful. We have prepared some
Cor the Bee Journal, and will send two or
IS^ Sample Copies of the Bee Joubnal
more free of cost to any one who will use
will be sent free upon application. Any one
We are sometimes asked who our them, and try to get up a club.
intending to get up a club can have sample
;

copies sent to the persons they desire to interview, by sending the names to this office
or we will send them all to the agent.

Money Orders

can now be obtained at

Five
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, it will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,

and are in no way

safe.

authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent ; we have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send in the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 1888. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to

double our

list

Supply Chapman Honey-Plant

seed

:

if

properl.v thinned out

and

re-set.

of subscribers.

Sbould any Subscriber

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or ia
cents per pound, delivered
willing to pay for it, please send us a postal
To avoid
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
card asking to have it stopped. Be sure to

We pay 20

mistakes, the shipper's

name should always

be on each package.

Slmmius' Non-Swariuing System.—

We have received another shipment of these
books, and have made such favorable terms,
that we will now club them with the Bee
Journal for one year, both postpaid, for
$1.25. We can supply all orders by return
mail. The subscription to the Bee Journal can be for next year, this year, or may
begin anew at any time.

We

One ounce, 40 cts ;
at the following prices
4 ounces, $1 ; Vi pound, $1.75 ; 1 lb., $3. One
pound of seed is sufficient for half an acre,

We

bave a few Sets of the Bee Jourfor the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last January. New subscribers desiring these back numbers, will
please to state it plainly, or they will not
be sent.
nal

name and address plainly. Look
AT your IVRAPPEB LABEL.

write your

Red Isabels for one-pound pails of
We have now
aoney, size 3x4^ inches.
STOtten up a lot of these Labels, and can
supply them at the following prices : 100
for $1.00 250 for$l.oO 500 for $2.00 ; 1,000
for $3.00
all with name and address of
apiarist printed on them— by mail, postpaid.

—

;

;

:

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
Honey and Beeswax Market.
CHICAGO.

HONBY.—We quote

:

White clover

aci@2lc.; 2-lbs., lK®l9c.;

dark

i^lb.

eectlons

1-lbs. I7(gil8c.i 2-bl9.

1S®1BC. Kxtracteil, firm al 7>steloc.. depenrtlng
upon the duality, and style of package. Receipts
are somewhat heavier, and when sold in a jobbing
way prices must be shaded from to 2 cts. per lb.
BBlSSVVAX.-2.;«j.23c.
„„
„
8. T. FISH & CO., 189 S. Water St,
Nov. 8.
l

813

To Dellnqnentm.—After Jan. 1, 1888, Xo Advertisers.— The first number
we shall discontinue sending the American of the Amehican Bef, Journai, for 1888,
Bee Journal to those who have not re- will be a splendid number for Supply
sponded to the bills we sent out a few weeks Dealers to make their
announcements to
ago. This does not mean that we shall try
the bee-keepers of America. Besides the
to deprive

ing the

any one of the pleasure of read-

Bee Joursai. who

really desire its

„

continuance, but find It dIfBcult to pay now.
Such can get a short extension of time by
CHICAGO.
asking for it. We should be sorry to lose
HONKY.— Prices range from I8@20c. for best any subscriber who wishes to have Its
g'ades, with light demand 2-lb. sections, LSSllic.
ark Is not wanted. Extracted is steady at7(3*10c., weekly visits continued, but do not waat
_
according to style of package.
any to continue to take It who do not think
B. A. BURNETT.
BBKSWAJC.-20O230.
161 South Water 8t.
Dec. 7.
they are getting the full worth of their
DBTROIT.
money. We are contemplating- many new
HONEY.— Best white In 1-lb. sections, )9®2uc. features and improvements for next year,
Extracted, 1I(3>12C. Demandbrisk.

large regular issue,

we

shall

print thou-

sands of extra copies which will be sent
out as samples.
This will be a rare
opportunity for advertisers.
In order to
obtain space, the copy must be sent at

;

which we shall mention

BBB8WAX.-21®23C.
Dec.

CLEVELAND.
HONEY.— Best white l-lb». sections sell

at 19020

Extracted, 7(aiHc. Demand smiill.
BBKSWAJt.- 2i<3i25c.
A. C. KENDBL. 115 Ontario
Dec. IS

eta.

8t.

;NEW YORK.
HONHY.— We

quote : Fancy white in 1-lb. secin 2-lb9., 15(»16c.i buckOff grades
l-lbs., 12(<ul4c.i 2-lb8., UKi,l2c.
11^20. per lb. less. White extracted, 8^9c.; buck-

tions, 170I9C.; the

same

wheat

wheat, 5H@6c.

:

Southern, per gallon, 60@70 cts.-

Market seems to be unsettled.
BBB8WAX.-22IS23C.

MCCAUL & HILDRETH BROS.,

Sept. 20.

28

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane

St.

KANSAS CITY.
HONBY.—We quote new crop Choice white 2-lb.
:

dark 2-lbs., )5@i6c. choice white
20®22c.j dark l-lba., 15®17c. White extracted, 6H@7c.; dark, 5@6c. Demand good, but light

sections, 16@18c.;

:

l-lbs.,

'SkB8WAX.-21
Nov.

to 22c.

HAMBLIN & BEARSS, 514 Walnut St.

23.

In detail in future.

M. H. HUNT. Bell Branch, Mich.

15.

:sT- '.onis.
HONEY.- Choice comb, 15@18c. latter price for
choice white clover In good condition. Strained,
In barrels, 4!^'«5C. Extra fancy, of bright color
and in No. 1 packages, i^-cent advance on above.
Extracted, in bbls., .^^<ft6c.: in cans, 6^ to 8c.—
Short crop indicates further advance in prices.
BEESWAX.- 2o^ac. for prime.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
Oct. 21.
;

Snreet Clover, (AfeHlotiw alba), furnishes
the most reliable crop of honey from July
until frost, and at the same time it furnishes
the most delicious honey, light in color, and
thick in body. It may be sown in waste
places, fence corners, or on the roadside,
at any time of the year.
Sow two years running, on the same land,
and the honey crop will be without intermission. Money invested In Sweet Clover
Seed will prove a good investment. The
Seed may be obtained at this office at the
following prices: $6.00 per bushel (60 lbs.);
$1.75 per peck, or 20 cents per pound.

Fancy white 1-lb. sections,
Lower grades l®2c.
per lb. less. Buckwheat l-lbs., Il@I2c.; 2-lbs., 10
to lie. Extracted, white, SOioc; buckwheat, 6
to 7c. Market firm.
Nov.22. F.G.8TR0HMBYER&C0., 122WaterBt

dark

l-lbs. are
15(5j1Hc.:
cts.: common, 12c.

white.

fair l-lbs

slow sale at l4@15c. fancy 2buckwheat fancy l-lbs., l;j®14
Prices tend downward.
;

BBE8WAX.-23®24C.

Dec.

HONBY.— Choice white

l-lbs., 2nc.; fair, 19®2''c.:

If@i9c.: 3-lbs.. iw»18c. White extracted in
kegs or half-barrels, 9^ia93^c.; in pails or cans. 91.^
to loc: amber, In >^-barrelB,9H[®y^c,: dark In kegs
and barrels. 7(97^c. Demand good, supply fair.

BEB8WAX.-22®2.5C.
A. V. BISHOP,
Deo. 15.

every day,
letters stops

142

showing

that

silver

sent in

somewhere on the way.

It is

New

Subscribers cap obtain the full
numbers for 1887 and 1888 for $1.80, as long
There
as we have any sets of 1887 left.
are only a few, and to get them an early
application will be necessary.

W. Water St.

BKESWAX.-2lJ®24c.

SCUACHT & LBMCKB,

122-124

Davis Bt

BOSTON.

HONEY.— New

crop, 1-lb. sections, 18@20c.; 2Ib. sections, i7®i«c. Extracted. 6®hc. Themarket
is not very brisk and sales are only fair.

per

57

Chatham

Street.

SAN FRANCISCO.
HONBY.—We quote White comb,

17®19c.i amamber to white extracted,
and candied, 6^®754c. Mar:

ket

(Lock Box

e2),

East St. Louis,

Ills.

AND BEE-KEEPEB'S ADVISEE,
published every week, at lOs. lOd. per
ISannum.
It contains the best practica
It is edited

by

and Amusement, for old and young, at astoniabing
low prices. Circulars free. Package 25 Cards loo.
Neat package cards and sample honey-candles 15cAddress
J, H. MAKTIK",
4Aly
HARTFORD, Washington Co., N.Y.

HOW

TO RAISE COMB HONEY,

5 cents.
PRICE
my free Bee and
OL.I

Ton need this pamphlet, and
Supply Circular.
31Atf
Mt. Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

VBR FOSTER,

Dadant'sFonndatioD Factory, wholesale
and

r«tRll-

««>« Rdvertli»«roflnt In

anotbAr oolumn

After Forty yeare*
experience in tfaa
preparation of more

than One Hundred

Arm and

stocks light.
BEESWAX.— 22®23c.
Dec. 12.
O. B. SMITH

4 CO.,

Bf~

423 Front St.

•'

"

who

100 colonies (220 pages)
200 colonies (420 pages)

$1 00

125
150

The larger ones can be used for a few colroom for an increase of numbers,
and still keep the record all together in one
book, and are therefore the most desirable.
onies, give

Germany, and all other countries Theirexperience is uuequaled and their facilities are unsorDrawinffS and specifications prepared and filed
in the Patent Office on short notice. Terms very
reasonable. No charge for examination of models
or drawinea. Advice by mail free
Patents olitain^dthrouRh ^!unn A Oo.are noticed

Intend to be syslematio In
their work in the apiary, should get a copy of
the Apiary Register and commence to use it.
the prices are reduced, as follows :
All

tries, the publishers of the Scientific
American continue to act as solicitori
for patents, caveats, trade-marke, copyriKlits. etc., for the United States, and
to obtain patents in Canada. England. France,

passed.

System and Success.

For 50 colonies (120 pages)

lb.

Blaki & KiPLCT,

ber, i2'.i;fei.'>c.
Light
7l^@Mc.; amber, dark

who

THE BRITISH BEE JOLRNAl

of Bee-Keepers.— We
have purchased a lot of the " medley " gotten up by B. O. Tuttle, containing the faces
of 131 representative apiarists, and a photographical sketch of each one: and will send
it and the Bee Journal for one year for
$1.75, or will present 11 free by mail to any
one for a club of three subscribers and $3.

;

BEB8W AJf.— 25 CIS.

a Bee-Man

Fbotograplis

HONEY.— We quote: White to extra, 15®I8c
amber. )0®l3c. Extracted, while liquid, 7®7J^c.:
amber and candied, sl-^&el^c. Market quiet.

10.

WORK, by

the business.
WANTED.u nderstanda
FRANK CURL,

I

SAN FRANCISCO.

Dec.

Siduettisjenxjents,

Thoasand applications for patents in
the United States and Foreipn coun-

2-lb8.,

10.

be necessary to secure the
rare advantages here offered to advertisers.
tention will

ARTHUR TODD. 2122 N. Front St.

11.

MILWAUKEE.

Dec.

and will present the finest appearance of
any bee-paper in the world. It will be
printed from new type, on fine, thick
paper, and will contain several extra
pages of reading matter.
Immediate at-

:

PHILADELPHIA.
HONEY.— Fancy white l-lbs- I8@i»c.;
:

illustbated,

!

17®19c.; fancy 2lbs.. 15®16c.

Ibs.,

page of this

first

will be

information for the apiarist.

an invitation to the thief— a regular tempIf you wish to safely send money,
tation
HONBY.—We qaote extracted at 4®9c. per lb get a Post-Office Money Order, Express
Choice comb, 16®20c., in the jobbing way. The
demand for extracted exceeds arrivals, and for Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
comb the demand is tame.
BEESWAX.— Demand good— 20®22c. per lb. for York. When money is sent in either of the
above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
Kood to choice yellow, on arrival.
Dec. 12. C. F. MUTH & SON. Freeman ft Central At. other manner, it Is at the risk of the sender.
NEW YORK.

I7c.

For rates see

The number

issue.

Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S., etc.,
Don't do It !— Notwithstanding our many and published by John Huckle, King's Langley, Herts, England.
cautions, some persons still persists in sending silver in letters. In nine cases out of
HEAD-QUARTERS
>'narric
Uai UOi —Besides our beauten it will break the envelope and be either Bee- ^66p6^S UUIUOi
beauR-color Chromo Card, we have plain designs.—
Cases come to light nearly tiful
lost or stolen.
Fancy Cards, Stationery, Monograms for Business

CINCINNATI.

HONBY.—We quote

ONCE.

intoe SCIENTIFIC Al*rEUICA\, which haa
the larcest circulation and is tbe mouL inlluential
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patentee
onder3tands
This large and splendidly illustrated newspaper
at $3.00 a year, and is
is published
admitted to be the best paper devoted to science,
mechanics, inventions, eneineering works, and
other departments of industrial progress, published in any country. It contains the namps of
all patentees and title of every invention patented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.
Sold by all newsdealers.
If you have an invention to patent write to
Munn %t Co., publishers of Scientifio Amerioaa,

WEEKLY

Broadway, New York
l^&ndbook about patents mailed

361

fre«*
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A NEWNewENGINE.

BEE-KEEPERS' GDIDE;

WONDERFUL DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER AND SPEED
GREAT ECONOMY OF FUEL

I5,000

Or, MANTJ-AX.

Invention.)

(Entirely

OF TOE APIA»Tf.
1876.

SOLD SINCE

7.000 Sold Since May, 18SS.

!

More than

50 paKea, and

more than SO

flne tllaa-

added In the **th edition. Thewhole
work has been thoronKhly reviBed, and containB the

tratlons were

very latest In respect to bee-beeplnK- It Is certainly
tbe fullest and most scientitlc work treating of
beea In the World. Prico.by mall,»l.»S. Liberal
dlBOOnnt to dealers and to clubs.

A. J. COOK., Anther and
I

A y

Ajnrlcnltural

1

PabUaher,
CoUege. Mich.

THE BEE-KEEPERS'

REVIEW.
Jan. 10, 1S88, we shall begin
ABOUT
the publlcatiou of a 16-page monthly
having lhe above title.
As indicated by its name, one of

its

dis-

tinctive features will be the reviewing of
current apicultural literature. Errors and
fallacious ideas will be faithlully but courteously pointed out, while nothing valuable
will be passed unnoticed. But few articles
will be copied entire, but the ideas will be
e.xtracted, given in the fewest words possi-

and commented upon when thought

ble,

advisable.

SPECIAL

DISCOUNT

ON mvss.
In order to keep our Hive-Factory

running during the dull season, we
will make a DISCOUNT of 10 PER
CENT, on Langstroth Hives, Cases,
Frames, Shipping-Crates and BeeFeeders, received before Jan.

THOS.
923

&

G.

1,

1888.

NEWMAN &

925 W. Madison

St.,

-

SON,
CHICAGO, ILL.

Another feature will be that of making
each number, to a certain e.xtcnt.what might
be termed a" special " number. For instance
a large share of tbe correspondence, editorials and extracts of the first number will be
devoted to the subject of, " Disturbing Bees
In Winter."
Our own apiary will, hereafter, be largely
experimental, and of this our readers will
have the benefit.
willbe ,50 cts.
The price of the
per year and while we have not the slight-

REVIEW

:

est objection to receiving subscriptions in

advance, our only request is. that each one
interested will send his address, and allow
Uncle Sam to hand him a copy of the first
issue as soon as it is printed.

Tbe Production of Comb Honey,
A neat little book of 45 pages, price 25 cts.
The Review and this book for 65 cents.

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale Stamps
retail. See advertigement In another column

Rnd

taken, either U.

W.

Address,
50Atf

NoAny person canEngineers
manage

No angular

it.

tirely

overcome.

Friction almost en-

It Is tlie

most compact

1^~ If you irisb to obtaiu

Engine ever Invented.

It is perfectly
also warrant it to attain a

governed. We
Iiigber speed and develop more poiver

Hlgliest Price for

HEiVRY RICKEIi,

Houey

tlie

retail.

FLINT, MICHIGAN.

J.

lAtf

VAN »E USEN & SONS,

(SOLE MANUFACTCBERS),
SPHOUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. Y.

Year among the Bees,

Pres.,

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA.

BEING

A

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
and

or Canadian.

HUTCHINSON,

p^SvK-JSJ feet to the pound. Wholesale and
1^^558^ Retail. Circulars and Samples free

this

Season, ^vrlte to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,
F. G. STROHinEYER & CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

with less fuel than any Engine in use.
Manufactured at the Cedar Rapids High
Speed Engine Works, of Cedar Kapids, Iowa,
i^" Send for a Circular. Address,

44Atf

S.

Patent Flat-Bottom Comb Foundation
^..^^^.High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square

are required.

high-priced

push, or dead center.

Z.

See advertisement In another column.

Talk about some of the Implements, Plan$
onid Practices of a Bee-keeper of -ir> years*
Experie-nce^who has for Sv^ars TTiade Vu
Productimx of Honey his Excl*i8ive
Business.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success.
HAVE made a success of producing
I Comb Honey for the past 9 years. My
little pamphlet— "How I Raise Comb
Honey "—briefly tells how I do It. By mall
10 cents.
1888, free.

My

Price-List of

FREMONT, MICH.

FORNCROOK &

CO.,

MANnFACTtTKERS OF THE

"BOSS"

BEE-HIVES and SUPPLIES,

Prlce.

923

and

retail.

Is a new work
ana nloely bound

cents, by malL This

THOS. G. NE^VIT AN & SON,
& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. TLI*

SENT FREE
A SASrPLE

Dadant'sFoundation Factory, wholesale

SECTIONS,

One-Piece

T-Tin Cases and ShippingCrates, Bee-Smokers and Metal Corners,
Honey-Kxtractors and Honey-Knives.
1^" Send lor Price-List.
B. J. miLIiER & CO.,
NAPPANEE, INDIANA.
49D4t

TS

of about 114 pa^ea, well-printed
tn cloth. Address,

SECTIONS,

GEO. E. HIIiTON,
J.

NOTICE.

SUPPLIES, for

Address.

51Att

33A26t

NO.

OF THB

Phrenological

See advertisement in another column.

Journal,
Patented Juue

W

lia,

coming season, ONEPIECE SECTIONS as cheap as the cheapest.
Write for prices.
Watertown. Wis., Oct. 25. 1887.

ITjIj furnish you. the

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SQUARE GLASS HONEY-JARS,

etc.

For ClTCQlans, apply to
CHA8. F.

MVTH <b SON,

Wooden

Pails for

Honey!

W

CINCINNATI, O.
Freeman <t Central Ave.,
P.8.— Send too. for Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers

Nature

household

pail.

XKOS.

«.

NE~VPMAN

e23&92S West MadlBon

Street,

SON.
CHICAGO
<fe

UiL.

The American

Apiculturist
-SAMPLE COPIES FBEE 1Address,
HENRV ALLEY,
WENHAM, Essex Co., MASS.
47Atf

for every body.

a
a year,
now TO STUD Y THEM
of BOOKS on
Read- and a
20c.

$2.00

A manual of Character

no.,

list

for the people, an Intensely Phrenology. PhyslognoIntprestmp and attr;iotive book my,HeaUh, Heredity, fto
Evprv body ehouM read it.
Spnd address on post&L
20>pn'^p55. -iiiiiflne llhis. 4(icts.
CO., 775 Broadway. N, X,
&
Incr

FOWLER.

WELLS

4H*-tt

E can furnish

regnlar Wooden Water-Palls—
well painted on the outside, and with 3 Iron
hoops and a tiMht-httinK wood cover, at )Hiifi.05
per donen. Thev will hold S5 lbs. of honey, and
when empty, can be utilized for use as an ordinary

TX7

A magazine of Hcxa^

Muth's Honey Extractor,

1881.

SAMPLE

FREE

Tou hnve no idea vrliat a nice
Bee Magazine "we publish.
Sample?
Why not send for a with
a supNot being connected
ply business we have no ax to

BI:E KEEPER'S MAGAZI>K, liurrytown, N. V.
grind.

:

:
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SM-ect CSoiacnroa
this

is the title of
ambrosial feast of delicate sentiment

;

Did the crickets sing at thy ohrlstenlng,
When, in his wurni embrace,

111
TEOUAS

from

ills

brimming cup.

beauty, ciieer, and grace

'/

lie brightens the asters, but Boon they fade,
lie relilens tiie Buniac tree
The clematis Inses its snowy bloom,
But he's true as truth to thee.
;

a.

ITEWUAIT, Editor.

Scattered on mountain top or plain,
Unveen by human eye.
Be turns the fringes to burniBbed gold

By love's sweet alchemy.
And when the chill November comes.

Yoinill.

Dec, 28,1887.

No. 52.

an

article

And the flowers their work have done.
Thou art still unchanged, dear guldeurod.
Bride of the autumn sun

friend, expressed a

I

and both agreed

We Wish
young and
"

of our readers, both
prosperous and

all

old, a

HAPPY NEW TEAR."

solemn murmurs.
Weirdly sounding everywhere
'TiB the passlni; moments moanlnK
For the Old and Dying Year.
Cilfltpn to tbose

;

which

lately

appeared in

paper, stating that "what was
advertised and sold as Swiss honey, and
fnrnished on the tables of Ilotels In the
ditterent parts of Europe, and even in
Egypt, was not honey atall; thatin Switzerland pears were ground in a cider-raill
and the juice of the pears was boiled
down and constitutes the Swiss honey;
that the article is of a clear, light-amber
color, and about the consistency of thick
molasses, the flavor being very agreeable."
Our correspondent, upon his attention
being called to the Bos'on article by a

I

And

SwiMN Honey.— A correspondent refers to

a Buston

OEoldenrort! sweet eoldenrod
Brli'onf the Huuiiiiii sun
Has he kissed thy i>ln8?«oin8 this mellow morn,
And tinged them one by une?

lie gave the love

819

doubt concerning

it,

to write to the Editor of

American Bee Journal for any
he may have concerning it, and
when sending it, remarked thus
As you have traveled in Switzerland

tlie

Volume XXIII

closed with this
Another valuable " bonk of
number.
reference " is created for the pursuit of

facts

apiculture.

and the neighboring countries, I suppose
you are able to enlighten us ou this

is

years the present Editor has had
the support and confidence of the readers
of the American Bee Journal, and
hopes to retain and merit its longer con-

For

14

:

question.

The aiticle in the Boston paper Is of llie
same character as the Wiley lie about the
manufacture of comb honey published
tinuance.
One Dollar invested for the weekly In order to be of the greatest advantage some years ago in the " Popular Science
visits of tlie Amekican Bee Journal for to our pursuit, we must have the largest Monthly."

We are personally acquainted with
constituency of wide-awake, progressive
apiarists, and we request that if our many apiarists in Switzerland and other
patrons think we have labored for tlieir European countries, and know that their
interest in the past, that they will give us honey is just as pure and genuine as ours.
ijaerles.— We close this volume with "
the vote of confidence" in the shape of We have eaten of the honey at the hotel
Query No, 500, and will commence next
continued exertions for the prosperity of tabels, and do not fear to say that it is
year with No. 501. On that account there
genuine honey.
the American Bee Journal.
are none tliis week. This department is
The wliolesale lying indulged in by
usefulness
in
record,
character
and
Its
very interesting and instructive to all.
scribblers for the press concerning honey,
for.
future.
the
past
is
its
guarantee
the
The number of replies will be greatly inis only an evidence that they know nothIt will lose no opportunity to further the
creased for next year.
ing of the matters upon which they write.
Interests of honey-prod ueers by booming
1888, will

richly repay every apiarist in

America.

Our Xlianks

are hereby tendered to

of the Bee Journal family for their
patronage of the past, and all are invited
to remain with us for another year.
all

IrV^tnd-Breaks around

the apiary

are very desirable in winter, or at least on

In the American Bee Journal for
on page 483, is an editorial article
which we wrote at a hotel in Switzerland,
concerning tlie popular honey cakes found
l.ate.— On account of our
One
on the hotel tables of that country. It is
day of printing (Monday) being the leaal
called the " Leckerii " of Basle,
holiday for Christmas and New Year, the
Bee Journal will be one day late for
this and next week.
Honey as Food.—The "Michigan
the product and defending the pursuit of
apiculture.

Day

A

the exposed sides.
high board fence,
or even a row of evergreens, will be an
advantage.

By Induciug

your

bee-keepinR

neighbor to take the Bee Journal for
1888, you will be doing yourself a duty,
because he may thus be educated so as not
to ruin your marlcet for honey by selling
his at a ruinous price, for lack of kuowiug
Its real worth.

A

1879,

Xo Detect Glucose

Farmer" advises the
account of its
in Sug'ar.— on

An exchange gives the following recipe

health.

Take

a handful of tiie mixture and diop
into a glass of cold water. Stir it a few
minutes and you will note that the .sugarcane is entirely dissolved, leaving the
grape-sugar undissolved at the Ijottimi of
the glass, in the form of a white, sticky
substance, nut at all unlike starch in
looks, ami quite bitter to the taste.
It
will not do to use hot water in your test,
however, for 11 you do the whole thing
will dissolve.
it

Complete Index is presented this
week, not only to the subjects presented
during the year, but also to the names of
Fa-vorable
from any of
correspondents. The latter one comprises
who speak from experience,
nearly all of the best and most thoroughly our readers,
has more wei.;ht with their friends than
successful apiarists of the present age.
anything we might say. Every one of our
readers can lend us a helping hand, in
Wever Di.sturb the bees during cold this way, without much trouble, and at
weather. If anything is necessary to be the same time help to scatter apicultural
done, wait for a warm day and then do It knowledge and promote the welfare of our
about noon.
pursuit.

Word

beneticlal

honey,

effect

on

It says

:

It is said that the presence of glucose
In sugar can be detfcted In this way:

A

daily use of

We desire to commend its daily use to
every fatiiily in the land.
We iVelieveit
to be one of the most healthful sweets
that can be founil, and well adapted to
common use. It seems to us very d.'Sirable that Michigan should produce a large
Cimld
share of her own thble sweets.
honey be brnuglitintoaeneral use, theret>y
creating an extensive home market for it,
we l)elieve it would tend to encourage the
culture and production of honey.
It is a healthy sweet for children, and
cliillien must have sweets just as the
Irishman must have potitoes The honeybee feeds upon the healthy juices of
healthy plants, and honey partakes of the
(if the l)lo3soins fit the plants and
trees from which it is gathered. The use
of this article should become so common
and L'eneral that a honey store or depot
would be found profitable in ev^ry large
town.
believe in encour^igiiig the bee-

quality

We

men and women, and if every family
land would make honey an article

thi"

daily use, in place of the
syrups, then all concerned
benefited.

in

of

unhetlthy
be

would

"

f
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^ovxzsyiontltntt.
©

indicates that the apiarist is
ThlB mark
located near tne center or the state named;
5 northof the center; 9 south; O* east;
west; and thi8f< northeast: "« northwest:
0< southeast; and 9 southwest of the center

O

of the State mentioned.

and fraud " in that connection

but Bee-Keepers' Association." It mav
be possible that it is one of my blunders, but I am not going to make
another by putting Mr. McKnight
down as better authority than Mr.
Pettit, for I do not believe it.
" Ono swallow does not make a
summer," Mr. McKnight says. Well.
I suppose he is right, for I /laue several
" Nor
times heard that it takes two.
one man make a nation;" I expect
that depends upon the man and the
nation. I have heard of a man saving
article,
be- a nation. Perhaps it is not " generrichly- flavored' Canadian
cause of its quality or color," and I ous " on my part to manifest such
intend to let it stand just in that way, antipathy against my "cousins and
relatives," because one (or in this case
too.
I do not, in the least, doubt the ttio) of them " hold and express opintruth of Mr. McKnighfs statement ions peculiar to himself (themselves),
when he says that " the sins of that and in which his fellow countrymen
sharper " (if there was such) "are do not sympathize."
But, "it is
visited upon his countrymen to this English you know," for, as Mr. Mcday," for a people who do not know Knight shows, they visit " the sins of
upon his countrymen
the difference between " basswood that sharper
nutmegs," "basswood hams," or to this day." How is that for being
;

did use the term
"misrepresentation and fraud," and
I do not wish, nor intend to " take it
back," nor apologize for it till lam
satisfied that I was mistaken.
" And I
In another place I said
pity the ignorance or the dishonesty
(I do not know which it is) of every
one, be he Canadian, Englishman or
'
any other man who has said that
the basswood honey produced in the
United States is inferior to the fine,
in other places

I

:

'

For the Amencan Bee JoonuUL

United States

Linileii

Honey.

DR. A. B. MASON.

Who will be
Well, did you ever
the next to " rile " me up V Because
I was so generous and kind-hearted
as to try lo set Mr. Peliit and the
I

'

"managing committee" right, in regard to some of his statements in the
Amehican Bee JouRNAL,here coii.es
honey, unless properly
Mr. R. McKnight (on page 791), and "basswood"
"

stamped," would not be very likely
to know the difference between a
"sharper" and a nation of honest
people.
Oh yes, neighbor, I have
trequenily heard that Englishmen are
•'modest" (for how can an Englishman write an article without putting
his "modest" foot in it); but I have
astray.
proof of it, unless the
In his second sentence, Mr. Mc- never seen any
" None of his remarks terms "modest" and "bombastic"
Knight says
Now, this does not
are synonomous.
already published, or hereafter to be
Canadians, for my personal
written, will deter Canadian bee- apply to
with Messrs. D. A.
keepers from selecting their own acquaintance
Macpherson, Pettit,
names for their own products." That Jones, F. H.Holtermann,
and the
Emigh, and
is right; but give the proper wedit
r. Clarke, lead me to bewhen you make your '• selections." Rev. W.
that, if they are representative
My understanding of this sentence is, lieve
Canadians, that the Canadians are
that 1 have said, or uill say something
as nice and genial as the
just
about
Such is not
to "deter" them, etc.
" Yankees " are.
But 1 do not mean
the case. I have nowhere made the
that all Canadians or Yankees
least objection to Canadians giving to say
nice and honest.
their products any name they may are
" No, no," Mr. McKnight, I did not
choose, and had Mr. McKnight read
"
my article on page 709, he would have say that it was a put up job" on
found no use for his assertion above, your part to rob us of the reputation,
but what I did say was. that the
for I am there quoted, and correctly etc.,
more I thought about Mr. Peltit's
too. as having said that I " thought it
more thoroughly
perfectly right to make Canadian statements, "the
did I become convinced that it was a
articles distinctively Canadian," etc.;
and Mr. Pettit agrees with me put up job,' and a deliberate and unwarranted attempt, by misrepresenabout it.
tation and fraud, to buildup a name
I am not aware that I am obliged
and market (italics mine) for Canadian
to " confine " myself to the " refutahoney," etc. Nothing about
tion " of any one erroneous statement basswood
made by Mr. Fetlit, Mr. McKnight, reputation, you see. Mr. McKnight
to the text, and not get
any other Canadian, or any one else, should stick
" too much " misrepresentation " in his
but I think I shall " wander around
after such bee-literature that " gets "remarks."
I am more than pleased to have Mr.
off its base," as I may see fit, and
"
although Mr. McKnight, in each of McKnight say that Dr. Mason misstates the facts when he says that
his Drst two paragraphs, seems to ina wily way,' or any
sinuate that I object to Canadians Canadians in
have not sought to de
using such names and terms for their other way.
products as they see Bt, I wish to stroy confidence in the good qualities
of American basswood honey, and
state most emphatically that I have
claim superiority for their own ;" but
nowhere done anything of the kind.
how are we to know that his utterI will admit that there is a "moiety"
ances have more of truth in them
of seeming truth in Mr. McKnighfs
statement that I charge Canadians than Mr. Pettit's, or even as much V
" as a people with dishonesty and
Perhaps I made a mistake in taking
fraud " in the q\iotation he gives, if Mr. Pettit for a represeniative Cana"in a 'wily' way" means "dis- dian, but he was President of the
honesty and fraud ;" but I believe my Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association,
"copy "had a capital W, and an e in and it seemed rather natural to pre" Wiley," and if so printed, I pre- sume that he was the very best ausume no one would have thought that thority ori the subject, for he signed
I charged Canadians with " dishonesty his name and " President Ontario
says that 1 " manifest a good deal of
feeling towards " my " cousins across
the border." I conless that I do have
" a good deal of feeling " concerning
all wayward people, and to the extent
of my ability desire to aid in getting
them in the right way when they go

!

:

'

'

.

.

generous
I am not sure that to " hate " is an
" evidence of fear on the part of the
hater, and power on the part of those
hated ;" neither do I see its application here. It certainly does not apply
to me, for Idonot " hate " any person,
but 1 do hate the actions and doings
of a large number of people ; and as
for " fear," I do not now remetnber
that I am particularly afraid of, or
fear any one.
I am not aware that any one has
asked, or even expressed a desire that
some one should aplogize for adopting
the word " linden " as against " basswood," and I fully agree with Mr.
McKnight, "that the term linden
is more
correct," and the Canadians have shown their good sense in
adopting it ; and now that it is used
in the North, South, East and West,
it is to be hoped that those living in
the limited area in the United States,
that have been following the bad example of the Canadians in using the
term " basswood," will soon get back
into the "right way," and use the
term " linden " only ; for it certainly
is " more correct."
The only reason
that I can see why the " term linden
is at once more respectable " is, because it is " more correct," and it is
" more respectable " to be correct
than to be incorrect so let all try and
be among the " more respectable
ones.
I do not, and did not "complain,"
and am not " riled " because Canadians adopted our name "linden,''
but give them credit for their shrewdness in holding on to a good thing
when they see it. What 1 did complain of, was the seeming, if not real
attempt of the Canadians (Mr. Pettit
being their representative) to introduce their honey " in the markets of
the world by misrepresentation " (and
that is fraud, I guess) in calling it
" superior " to our honey.
If I am mistaken about " the warm
words about the $1,001) grant," I am
glad to " stand corrected," but I said
what my impression was in scanning
the matter in the Canadian Bee
;

Journal.
My object in my articles on this
subject was to show that Mr. Pettit's

rHE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
statements in regard to the color aud
quality of IFnited States linden honey
were incorrect ; and also to sbow our
Canadian neighbors that the term
" linden " is the one used over much
the larger portion of the United
States the term " basswood " being
used only along the Canadian border
and I leave it to those interested to
say how well I have succeeded in
doing it, and I shall be most happy to
furnish, if desired, more evidence of
the truthfulness of my statements in
regard to the color and quality of
United States linden honey. Thanks
to the Canadians for getting me to
using the " more respectable " term
" linden."
;

in time to get sufficient root to stand
the winter. All we can do is to have
our bees in the best possible condition
to make the most of whatever we get,
and be thankful for the blessings

already bestowed.

Owasa,© Iowa, Dec.

16, 1887.

;

Auburndale.'o O.
Wor

tlie

American Bee JoomaL

Season of 1887, Honey-Boarfls,
J. K.

etc.

HAND.

Bees have done very poorly in this
vicinity the past season.
There was
but little white clover bloom, and

For the American Bee JoumaL

Wintering Bees in Kentucky.
J.

M. TYLBR.

I have 25 colonies thoroughly Italianized with pure queens obtained
from States north and south, to break
up sectionalism, insure harmony and
no seceding. They are in 10-frame
(each in upper and lower story) Langstroth hives.
All the information in the beepapers on the subject of wintering
bees is from apiarists of higher latitudes, where the cellar or chaff hives
are necessary. Successful wintering
on the summer stands here is what
this section and latitude wants. Last
winter I wintered 14 colonies on the
summer stands in two-story Langstroth hives, in good condition, while
the usual loss from my
I heard of
neighbors. About the last of November I distributed 2 frames of honey
from the stronir to the weaker.placing
the weaker colonies in the centre of
the hive, with 5 or 6 frames of honey,

only on low land along the streams.
On account of the extreme drouth, it
yielded no honey, consequently at the
beginning of basswood bloom the
bees were almost destitute, in fact I
should have had to feed my bees or
But basslet them starve in July.
wood came to the rescue just in time
to save our bees, and they began to all empty frames being removed. I
work with a vengeance, and soon had close them in with division-boards
their brood apartments filled with reachirig to the bottom
then fill the
Only the very vacant spaces between the divisionnice wnite honey.
strongest colonies went into the sec- boards and wall of the brood chamber
tions; those that were not strong with chaff. This makes thick walls,
enough to work in the sections proSt- insures warmth, and enables weak
I had only three colonies to maintain a proper temably, I divided.
I commenced with perature.
natural swarms.
The honey boards are reSO colonies, increased them to 41, and moved from all the colonies, and
took about 500 pounds of comb honey. Hill's device, easily made out of clean
My apiary is three miles from the barrel staves, nut on the body of the
nearest basswood trees. I am satis- upper story. Then I lay on a cover of
fied that my bees went five miles to burlap, coffee-sack, or pieces of carI think that pet, always clean, and cut large so as
work on basswood.
another year I shall have mv bees to tuck all aroimd. I place on top of
nearer the timber, as I think that my this a chaff pillow about 6 inches
yield would have been twice as larse thick, made to flt tightly, so as to
had I been close by the timber. We tuck down close in the corners. I
had the best flow of basswood honey then put a roof on and fasten it down
that I ever knew.
with wire.
JJuckwheat yielded no honey, and
I do not unpack them in the spring
fall flowers but little, consequently until cold spplls are over, and until
about one-fourth of my colonies had the brood calls for more room. I feed
to be fed for winter.
My bees never in the spring by mixing honey and
went into winter quarters so light in granulated sugar with a little fine
stores as they have this winter ; but I meal to a paste ; 1 spread it on thin
intend to see that none of them starve. boards, which I shove in at the enIt is my opinion that a great many of trance at night, and remove early in
the " guess so " bee-keepers will lose the morning.
most of their bees this winter.
I had no swarms the past season,
I wish to say a word in favor of the but divided colonies as directed by
Heddon honey-board. I have used it Mr. Muth. Sixer? of mv old coloin my apiary for the past two sea- nies stored an average of 20 pounds of
sons, and I think it will pay for itself surplus honey. Zincgupen-exclnding
in a very short time. It has only to honey-boards and Ileddon's breakbe used to be appreciated.
It* does joint slatted honey-boards were used.
entirely away witli all brace-combs, The zinc honev-board will not do for
and does not hinder the bees from this localitv. The honey melted down
going into the sections.
out of the frames in the super with
The prospect of next season's honey them, where they were exposed to
crop is not very flattering, to say the the sun and furthermore, the bees
least, iis white clover is all killed on stopped most of the holes up with
high ground, and the rains came so propolis, and I think that some bees
late that the seed did not germinate are too large to get through readily,
;
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or not all. I discovered this when
using a drone-catcher which had the
The slatted breakperforated zinc.

gem where it
was used no honey melted, and no
necks of comb were built to the super

joint honey-board is a

;

frames.

Compared with all the writers for
the bee-papers, I discover that Mr.
Muth and myself are behind in holding to the 10-frame Langstroth hive.
I am perplexed to know the best and
cheapest hive to use for my locality
to winter bees on the summer stands.
Several styles are recommended ; but
it is not easy to change after a large
apiary is built up. We must use pine
lumber, as poplar is so given to
warping. What is the best hive for
us here V
Bowling Green, 9 Ky.

[We know of no better hive than
the Langstroth for all purposes and
all latitudes.— Ed.]
New England Bomestead.
Late Fall

fork

in

tlie

Apiary.

SAMUEL COSHMAN.
Every pleasant day my bees worked
with a will on wild asters or frost
weed.
The golden-rod bloom was
about over. My Cook apiary is where
many farms are grown up to weeds
and brush, and golden-rod aud asters
are very abundant.
Being on a hill, frosts hold off late,
and I generally get a good fall crop,
always enough for winter stores.
Here the bees gathered enough during the season to keep up brood-rearing, and during the yield from chestnut, most colonies drew out the foundation and nearly filled with honey
from 40 toSOone-pound sections. This
I allowed to remain, as the honey is
dark, and does not sell so well.

During the long

scarcity that followed, these boxes were emptied, and
the honey used to rear brood. At the
opening of the fall flow all the colo-

nies were verv powerful, but had less
than a fortnight's supply of stores.

FALL HONEY IN SECTIONS.

As

I had not taken enough surplus
meet the local demands. I wished
make the most of this flow and to
get all the honey possible in the sections. To do this, I crowded all the
colonies on very few broid combs
to force them into the sections, and

to
to

as bees are reluctant to build comb
late in the season, I gave only sections
containing drawn-out combs.
thick
chaff cushion was placed above to retain the heat.
I generally leave sufficient natural
stores for the winter supply, but I
have made an exception this season.
As soon as there is a billing frost, all
the honey in tlie hives in the home
apiary was extracted, ajso that in the
others when it could be conveniently
done.

A

FEEDING BEES FOR WINTER.

;

then spread the combs as they
were to remain for the winter, and
immediately fed sufficient thick sugar
1

:
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amount of sealed stores was down so as to enter easy. Make the
given from other hives. One colony in strips to fit snugly. It separators are
the home apiary had been employed not used, tack small pieces of tin
for a month in storing syrup in empty across each end of each stick, to keep
brood-combs, which, as soon as they it from falling too low down between
were filled and sealed, were removed the sections.
The advantage of this device is,
and replaced by empty combs. These
were carried to an out apiary, where I that the case can be emptied at one
make " short stops," and cannot feed move, like the T-super used by Dr.
T-lins, like
I also use them C. C. Miller and others.
in the usual way.
late, if needed, after it is too cold to those made with wooden centres, are
a greal deal stronger, and are not so
feed syrup.
I obtain bees that are condemned to liable to get bent and kinked as the
the fumes of brimstone, and success- common style of T-tins.
Let some of the readers try a few of
fully carry them through the winter
in this way. In most cases I cause these devices, and see how they like
If they do not like them they
all of this feed to be used early in the them.
spring, and feed more before the time can put in the partition again.
Le Claire,o« Iowa.
for sections. Should any remain, my
and gives more room for them to system of management absolutely
Prairie Fsrmer.
In the prevents all possibility ot its being
cluster between the combs.
woiking season, I space them 1% carried into the surplus sections.
Bees
Pawtucket,6 R.I.
inches trom centre to centre.
Tie Bee's Legs anfl Feet.

By using
Byrup to last until spring.
a Uige feeder, twice tilliug was suffistrong colony will empty
cient.
one feeder tw ice in a day. If 1 fear
robbing, 1 feed only at night, otherwise boih morning and evening. The
earlier this can be done the better, as
after the weather is cold, bees are less
active, and the feed is not so readily
stored and capped. It should be given
warm, or fairly hot. 1 prefer to have
all feeding done if possible in September, and have no occasion to open
the chances for
hives after Oct. 1
Buccesstul wintering are then much
Frames are spread 1^
greater.
inches from centre to centre this enables the bees to thicken the combs
at the top, store more at each comb,

cient

A

;

;

usually place most of their stores of
pollen in each outside comb, or at
For the Amencan Bee JonRuJ.
feast in the outer ones which they
filling
Remember this when
occupy.
hives with spare combs before feeding. Separators for Old-style Heion Case.

WHAT

I

FEED THE BEES.

1 doubt not that the best quality of
honey is the best winter food for bees,
butatterit has been removed from
the hives, the bees do not again get
The poorer qualities are led back
it.
in the spring, when it is used to rear
brood, and does not affect tbe bees
unfavorably, but 1 do not feel sale to
use it lor winter stores, and, therefore, use the best grade of granulated
This is dissolved in boiling
sugar.
water in the proportion of 5 pounds of
If not
sugar to one quart of water.
To
used, it will soon crystallize.
occurring
in
the
against
this
guard
hive, bee-keepers use an acid which is
added while the syrup is boiling.
Some use tartaric acid, an even teaspoonful dissolved in water for every
Others use vine20 pounds of sugar.
if added when quite hot, it
gar,
makes a chemical change in the
sugar called "inversion." This prevents granulation out of the hive, and
when bees are fed late, and have no
time to treat it with their natural
acid secretion, it may be a good thing;
but if fed early, while it is warm
weather, 1 do not believe their artificial aid will be of any benefit.
This season I added to every 20
pounds of dissolved sugar, 2 ounces of
strong honey-vinegar, 1 ounce of salt,
and 2 ounces of salicylic acid solution.
Salicjlic acid has a close aflinity (or is
like in its nature) to the formic acid
of the bees, is an anti-fungus, and
much used as a pieventive and a cure
for that great scouige of beekeepers,
foul brood. It is here used as a preventive.
The solution is made of
salicjlic acid 1 ounce, soda borax 1
Granulation
ounce, water 4 pints.
may also be prevented by adding one
pint of honey to 4 quarts of sugar
syrup.

STORING SYRUP IN EMPTY COMBS.
Most colonies in my apiary were so
contracted that there was little room
for honey in brood-combs, and it was
not to be extracted, but as soon «s
the sections weie removed, a sufli-

M. MILLER.
I have seen communications from
beekeepers who use the old-style of
lleddon section-case, who expressed
a desire to use separators between the
rows of sections, but could not do so
without using a separate separator
with each section, which is too much
trouble, the trouble arising from the

peculiar construction of the case. I
will now give a description, of a device which can be used in connection
with the Heddon-case, which changes
it so that separators can be used, or
not, just as the beekeeper desires. It
is as follows
First cut some strips of wood (pine
is good enough) as long as the case is
wide ; plane these down until they are
about 7-16 of an inch one way, and
of an inch the other way.
scant

M

Then cut out some

strips of heavy
tin 7-16 or one inch wide, and the tin
the same length as the
strips of
wooden sticks nail the tins on the
sides of the sticks that measure scant
;

%

inch across the base, using J^-inch
wire nails. Let the tins project 3-16
of an inch on one side of the sticks,
putting the nails about 1^4 inches
apart; then put the device in a good
clamp, and fold the sides ot the tins
which project 316 of an inch over on
the stick. Now turn the stick right
over, and fold the tins that project 3^
of an inch out from the stick at right
Now
angles, and that part is done.
get out some more sticks the same
length and size of the sticks on the
\tins. Plane off the two corners
on the same side of the stlcks,and
the device is done.
Remove the three partitions from
the inside of the ease, and nnil some
small pieces of very heavy tin right
beneath where the partitions-were on
each side, letting them project inside
of the case about }4 of an inch, lor the
ends of the device to rest on. Drop
one of the devices in where each partition was ; put in the sections, then
drop in the separators, and last put in
the strips with chamfered coiners

MRS.

L.

HARRISON.

At the late bee-convention in Chicago, Prof. Cook, of Michigan, gave a
very interesting and instructive lecture on the legs of the bee. with illustrations many thousand times magniThe microscopic study of the
fied.
bee has lately received a uew impetus
by the visit of Mr. Cowan, editor of
the British Bee Journal, who brought
to this country a microscope acknowledged by experts to be one ot the
finest they had ever seen.
In looking at these illustrations, it
is easy to see how the bees gather up
the pollen and store it in their baskets. It would seem to appear by the
law of " the survival of the fittest,''
as age upon age has rolled away, that
these baskets have increased in size.
As an illustration, take the island of
Cyprus, which, added to a sterile soil,
has dry scorching winds, parching
everything in the form of vegetation.
The inhabitants of this island never
feed the bees,- therefore those only
survive such an ordeal which possess
the greatest endurance and the largWhere there
est amount of stores.
are colonies equal in numbers, and
some of them store surplus while
others are starving, it shows conclusively that some of them possess attributes which are lacking in others.
They may have stronger wings, and
can fly further and faster, or hav»
larger tongues, which enables them to
reach nectar which the others cannot, or have larger receptacles for
carrying pollen, thereby enabling
them to rear more workers.
This fall I was showing a visiting
beekeeper a feeder which was merely

a solid block of wood with holes cut
into it by a wobbling saw, into which
He rethe feed could be poured.
marked that if I put that on a hive,
full of syrup, in a short time it would
be full of drowning bees. It had been
given to me for trial, and I had never
used it. As I was then feeding a
colony short of winter stores, I filled
When I went
it and put it on a hive.
to look after it, I found the feed all
gone, the feeder dry and clean, and
no dead bees in it.
I then filled some wooden butter
dishes, and found that without any
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carried down, without would cabbage.
If it is planted in did not appear to be much stronger
1 was puzzled rows as corn, or thicker, ii would do in numbers than they were in March ;
at this, for if a vessel of earthenware, belter. You can have a stand every but by the last of May some colonies
tin or glass had been used in this way, time in tliis way. It will grow and were just boiling over with bees.
it would have been full of drowning, bloom the lirst year, and seed the
White clover blossoms began to apwrithing bees. It was made plain at ground, and it will give no further pear on May 30. and by June 10 there
the convention why this is so. When trouble.
was an abundance of it in bloom ; but
Casey ,o» Ills., Dec. 16, 1887.
a bee walks on wood, his tarsi or feet
thus far it did not appear to yield
take hold with a sort of grip, but he
much, if any, honey. From June 10
cannot do this on a smooth surface
to June 16 honey came in quite freely.
ror toe Amenoan Bee Jonnuu.
When a bee's feet are dry,
like glass.
Some colonies nearly filled a case of
and It walks upon glass or tin, its
sections during these few days ; and
in
Fonnilation
Sections.
Fastening
feet secrete a sticky substance which
let me say right here, that this was
enables it to hold to the surface.
the driest time we had during the
ELIAS
FOX.
summer. During the night following
If a pane ot glass is examined with
June 16 we had a heavy thunder
a microscope after a bee has run up
It would seem from Mr. Eden's re- shower, and for the next eight days
and down it, its tracks can be seen,
marks
on
page
790, that there had the bees made no perceptible increase
and this is what discolors the white
comb, if it is left long on the hive been no satisfactory method devel- in the supers. On June 24 they began
oped for fastening foundation in sec- to work more lively, but stored surafter it is sealed. I have often noticed
tions. My method is satisfactory to plus quite slowly.
that glass was sticky after bees had
Basswood blossoms began to open
been running up and down on it, and me, although it lacks one of the feasupposed that it was a wax secretion. tures which Mr. E. terms "spe'ed;" the last ot June, but did not appear
although
for neatness and strength I to secrete much nectar until July 4.
The delay of winter has allowed the
donotlliink that it is surpassed by From July 4 to July 27, inclusive, it
bees time to get ready for cold
any, and it is done speedily enough yielded fairly well, and then it was all
weather.
for me.
over ; our harvest of white honey was
Peoria,© Ills.
The implement which I use is done, and a very light crop it was insimply a piece of thoroughly seasoned deed.
Bees continued to gather a
hickory (although any hard wood will little honey from corn tassel and other
For tlie American Bee Joomal
do) .5 inches long, J^ inch tliick, and 1 miscellaneous blossoms sufticient to
inch wide, at the widest end, this end keep up brood rearing.
Season's Resnlts— Sweet Clover.
being shaped like the end of a puttyAbout July 2-5 buckwheat, goldenknife, and nicely rounded, polished, rod, celendine and thoroughwort beD. R. ROSEBKOUGH.
and oiled. I cut the foundation in gan to bloom ; these, with a succesThe past fall was so dry that white pieces about one inch square, and set sion of other autumn flowers, supplied
clover was killed out, and the fall my sections on the work-bench ; take a continuous moderate flow of honey
rains were so late that it is very small the foundation in my left band, and until Sept. 20, although the forepart
and tender. If we have a hard win- the implement in my right, and use ot the month was too rainy and cool
ter it will all be killed, and if that it just the same as if putting glass in for bees to do much.
From Sept. 16
should be the case, we will have no a window.
to Sept. 20 it was warm, Bne weather,
honey in 1888 here. 1 have 58 coloIn the summer the wax is perfectly and the bees worked lively and stored
nies in good condition.
I did not pliable, so the foundation can with honey freely.
During August and
have a swarm this year, and 5(J0 perfect ease be brought to the proper September they stored more honey
pounds will cover my crop of honey. shape, where I will guarantee that it than they did in June and July. This
It was my fault, and not the fault of will stay, no matter which side of the was the best flow of fall honey that
the bees; for in May and June, when section is down.
I can put in 300 we have had for the last 6ve years.
I should have been at work with the starters in an hour, and not one in All bees in this vicinity are well supbees I was at my work of township 5(10 will come out, no matter how plied with food for winter without
assessor
in fact I tried to keep the smooth the section is. In cold weather, any feeding.
bees back so I could get through with of course, the work will have to be
It appears to be a very general
assessing
before
swarming com- done in a warm room, I have prac- complaint from almost every quarter,
menced ; but by the time I was ticed this method for three years with that the honey crop of 1887 has been
through assessing, the honey-flow was perfect success.
unusually light, and the cause is alover, and I lost about $-500 worth of
to
attributed
unanimously
idea of using so small a piece most
My
honey, and my oflice brought me only of foundation is, that it entirely does drouth ; but I apprehend that the dry
$150.
away with the leathery " tishbone " weather was not the only cause, nor
i'erhaps some would like to know which is so much complained of.
do I think it was the principal cause
how I can tell that I lost so much. It
of the failure of the honey crop. If
Hillsborough,*©
Wis.
was in this way : Two or 3 colonies
such were the case, how could it hapwere
that
close to the house I fed a
pen that the best flow of honey that
Bee Keepers' Magazine.
little honey between apple bloom and
we had last summer came durinp; a
white clover bloom, and they stored
few days right in the very driest time
about 80 pounds each. Those that I
Canses of a Liglit Honey-Crop.
in the whole season; while just bedid not stimulate by feeding, did not
fore, and immediately after, there apstore a pound. I bad plenty of honey
JOSHUA BULL.
peared to be very little or no nectar in
to have fed all the bees that I had, as
That is the way it
the flowers ?
much as 1 did those that I did feed.
The winter of 1886-87 was notable worked in this locality, as near as I
Still there is something to be learned, for its severe and long-continued cold could discover, and I watched things
and that is, to attend to that which period. My bees, wintered upon the pretty carefully, or at least I tried to.
will pay the best.
summer stands, did not get an opporI think it was the late Moses Quinby
The bees are in good condition. tunity to have agood flight from Nov. who said that the best time for bees
Honey brings 20 cents per pound here 2, 1886 to March 9, 1887. I examined to store honey is when the farmers
them all at the latter date, and every begin to complain of the need of rain,
in the stores.
colony had capped brood in three or or words to that effect, and my exPLANTING SWEET CLOVER.
I never saw bees in bet- perience coincides
four combs.
with that sentiTo get a good stand of sweet clover, ter condition at that time of the year. ment. Now. in this immediate vicinfollow these directions
Plow the
On April 10 they commenced to ity, it was not so extremely dry durground in the same way that you bring in fresh pollen, and things ing the past summer as to affect the
would plow it to plant corn or pota- looked very encouraging, but from field crops very badly, although more
would, no doubt, have been
toes ; and then from a place where some cause the old bees seemed to rain
the sweet clover has a stand, dig it up disappear about as fast as the young beneficial to them, yet the honey crop
by the roots and set it out as you ones hatched, so that on May 1 they was no better here in June and July
floats, it

was

all

any bein^ drowned.

;

:

;
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than in many other places

same condition

have existed in other
In the

page

;

and the

of things appears to
localities also.

American Bee Journal,
VV.

613,

Sterling, Ills.,

J.

Cullinan,

of

ror

tiie

American Bee Joumair

1mm Swarms—

Mt.

E. L.

Interesting Relic.

HOLDEN.

makes the following

:

" We have had this year,
I began the last winter with 14 colostatement
without exception, the largest wheat nies on the summer stands, all being
and oat crop that was ever known in packed in sawdust. All but one came
this section of the country, and I see through the winter in good condition,
the same recorded for Missouri and and that one was destroyed by mice.
other States.
We had a fair crop of From these 13 colonies, and two new
hay, and will have more corn than we ones, I took 563 one-pound sections of
had last year.
We have double the honey, and 2.51 two-pound sections,
yield of clover seed than was ever making some over 1,000 pounds of
known before. It is true that the comb honey.
My method of managing was, to
honey crop has been a partial failure."
then reI desire to call special attention to take out all queen-cells, and
that part of Mr. Cullinan 's statement turn the swarm to the old hive, when
I do not like this
wherein he says, " We have double a swarm issued.
the yield of clover seed than ever was way, because I never know when the
known before." Now, the complaint bees are through swarming. In some
is almost
universal from Illinois, instances they came out again in six
Iowa, and Wisconsin, and many other days after being returned, with sealed
In other, cases they
places, that the yield of honey from queen-cells.
white clover was very light indeed, would come out in two days, but not
notwithstanding the fact that clover with sealed queen-cells. My bees bebloomed profusely and yielded seed gan swarming on May 16, and the last
abundantly, at least in some places swarm issued on July 16.
I was 73 years old last May, and
where the honey crop failed.
have had the management of bees, to
From the foregoing I draw the con- some extent, ever since I was large
clusion that it was not altogether the enough
to handle a bee and the more
lack of rain that cut the honey crop
I see of them the more interest I take
short the past season.
in them.
A pertinent and interesting query
AN OLD RECEIPT.
very naturally arises at this point:
What, then, is the reason the flowers
I have a receipt for the right to use
did not supply their usuaLquantily of the Langstroth hive, signed by the
nectar V If I were called upon to an- hand of L. L. Langstroth, in Greenswer this question. I should freely field, Mass., and dated Feb. 18, 18,58,
admit that I do not know. But judg- nearly 30 years ago. The receipt was
ing from appearances, I have foimed for $5. I am glad to hear of the good
the opinion that the failure did not health of the inventor of the movableresult altogether from the want of frame.
rain, but was also equally due to
N. Clarendon,*© Vt., Dec. 13, 1887.
some peculiar state of the atmosphere,
which I do not fully understand, and
For the American Bee JournaL
therefore cannot explain satisfactorily
even to myself. I am not a scientist.
The secretion of nectar in the flowers DicaBBei Honey— Consunmtion Cure.
is a very delicate process, achieved
only by the spontaneous action of
JOHN A. RICKENBACHEB.
natural laws which are dependent
upon suitable atmospheric conditions
The past season has been another
:

;

for the fulfillment of their functions ;
and are very sensitive to any inter-

ruption

of.

or changes in, those con-

that was selling manufactured comb
honey, but I hear nothing of them
now. I suppose that they have also
gone to sleep with the rest.
The following is a good recipe for
consumption
To two ounces of allicopaign roots add two quarts of
water, and boil down to one-half
then add one quart of honey, also 5
cents worth of the best licorice slick,
and boil down to one-fourth.
dose
is a table-spoonful, to be taken before
each meal.

total failure in this locality, making
three years of failure out of the last
When fruit bloom
four years here.

A

Gahanna,©

O., Dec. 13, 1887.

[Being thick honey, even though
uncapped, it will probably answer
very well.— Ed.]
For tbe American Bee JonniaL

No Conmlaints-Oilorless Font Brood.

WM.

B.

M'CORMICK.

While others are complaining so
last season being so
poor for honey, I have no reason to
complain, although we have had the
driest summer that has been known
here for many years.
No rain has
fallen since the middle of May to the
present, at any one time, sufllcient to
wet the ground 2 inches deep yet we
had enough to keep vegetation in
good condition until July 5, when it
became so hot and dry that the white
clover (our only source of surplus
honey) was completely dried up. But
about Aug. 1, we had some good
showers that started the fall flowers
to blooming nicely, and during September and October the bees had a

much about the

;

good time, and tilled their hives
mostly from asters, which was the
first time I ever knew them to produce honey to any extent. The honey

came
whole

in in such quantities that the
yard, for rods around, was

scented with it.
My crop from white clover was
1.800 pounds, which has been disposed
of in my home market at 20 cents per

pound. Some of my colonies produced
to 120 pounds each.
I have wintered my bees the last
two winters without any loss, excepting one or two that became queenless.
I winter part on the summer stands,
well packed, and part in the cellar.
Those wintered out-of-doors I think
stand the sudden changes in the
spring better than those wintered in

from 90

Even the changing of the opened, the bees gathered a little
wind from one point of the compass honey from that source. White clover
to another, will sometimes appear to was a failure, but the bees gathered
suspend the operation altogether for enough honey from linden bloom to
the time.
We can understand the carry them through until fall bloom,
effect, although we may not be able from which
they gathered barely
to comprehend .the " why and where- enough to last until spring. My bees the cellar.
fore " concerning it.
had a great deal of uncapped honey,
ODOKLESS FOUL BROOD.
Every one that has had much ex- and some had nothing else but unperience with maple sugar, is doubt- capped honey when packed them for
I was very much interested in the
less familiar with the fact that the the winter, which was about the last article on " Odorless Foul Brood." on
flow of sap from the trees is governed of October. Do you think they will page 730, as that exactly described the
almost wholly by the state of the at- winter well on that kind of honey, if kind of foul irood that we are plagued
I am
mosphere. When the conditions of other conditions are right V
with in this locality, and what a few
The honey is thick, years ago destroyed nearly all the
the atmosphere are just right there going to try it.
quality.
and
of
good
a
will be an abundant flow of sap when
bees in this county, as well as in sevthey are not right no sap can be obI had a conversation with a grocery- eral of the adjoining counties. Also
tained, although there may be no man in Columbus, last summer, who the remedy there recommended is
visible difference in outward appear- told me that this was the first sum- what I have been practicing, and I
ances. Is it not reasonable to sup- mer for a number of years that he find it effectual, and 1 do not fear the
pose that the flow of nectar in flowers could get no honey to sell. What has disease now as much as I do spring
is equally as much affected by at- become of the comb honey manufac- dwindling or bee diarrhea.
ditions.

1

;

mospheric conditions, as
sap in the sugar maple V
Seymour.o* Wis.

is

the disastrous year killed
I am not yet satisfied as to its
years ago a man told me origin, but I am rather inclined to
that there was a firm in Columbus believe that it comes from chilled

the flow of tors

Has

I*

them

?

Two

:
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The Italians are not as liable
be affected by it as the blacks,
and much more likely to overcome it
In fact, I have had
attacked.
if
several Kalian colonies to recover,
that were badly diseased, and from
all appearance they became perfectly
healthy without any doctoring but I
would not advise waiting a day to
treat any colony, but would apply the
transferring remedy upon the first
appearance of the disease.
Uniontown, p Pa., Dec. 11, 1887.

for the winter. I work them on the spring count so that I think I ought,
socialist plan, as I take from those and am content with my results.
1. Which is the most profitable for
that can spare, and give to those that
have not enough and what they have the bee-keeper to use, flat or natural
more than both the rich and the poor bottom foundation in the one-pound
need, I take for myself, and that is sections for the production of comb
where the 28 gallons of extracted honey V 2. In how large, and what
honey came from. I have several shape pieces should it be cut to rentimes extracted honey before this in der the apiarist the best results ?

Local ConTention Directory.

Bees had a Good Flight.— Herbert
Old Subscriber.— George Ball, Clark, Palmyra, 9 Iowa, on Dec. 15,
Danbury,P Conn., on Dec. 17, 1887, 1887, says

brood.

to

;

Jon. 7.— SDBqaehanna County, at New Milford, Pa.
H. M. Seele;, Sec. Uarford, Pa.
Jan. 10.—Cortlarrd Union, at Cortland. N Y.
K. L. Weaver, See, Dryden, N. T.

Jan.

10,

n.—Ontario,

at Woodstock. Ont.

W. Couse. Sec.

Jan. 10, 11.—Oblo State, atColombus. Ohio.
Frank A. Eaton, Sec, BlufTton, O.

Jan.

U.— Nebraska State, at Lincoln,

Nebr.

Henrj Patterson, Sec, Humboldt, Nebr.
Jan. I7.1&— N.W. Ills ,i 8. W.Wis, at Korkford. ni.
D. A. Fuller. Sec. Cherry Valley,

Jan.

18. IB.-

;

the winter, by bringing it near a stove
Some pre[1. Either will answer.
to get it warm enough ; but this time
the
other.
and
some
fer
one
kind,
heating
I put it over an old-fashioned
and it
2. Fill the sections with comb founplace in the green-house,
worked like a charm, equal to any I dation It will pay to do so.— Ed.]
have done in the summer.

An

rime aim place of MteUnt.

1688.

;

Ills.

Vermont

State, at Burlington. Vt.
B. H. Uolmea, Sec. Sborebam, Tt.

Jan. 17-19.— New Vork State, at Utica. N. Y.
O. H. Knickerbocker, Sec, Pine Plains, N. Y.

Jan. ao.—Haldlmand, at Caynga, Ontario.
Campbell, 8ec, Cayuga, Ont.
K.

C

In order to hare this table complete, Secre.
tarles are requested to forward full particulars of
time and place of future meetings.- Bo.

t3^

:

says:
I

have taken the

Journal

:

for

23

wonder how many

had a good

flight yesterday.
only a little snow on the
ground. I took off the caps on one
cold, windy day, and to my surprise
nice comb
I took out 200 pounds of
honey, and then filled the caps with
The coldest day so far
forest leaves.

American Bee There was
years,

missed but one number.

I

and never
sometimes

of the subscribers

can say that. I am now old and broken
down, and must give up keeping bees.

was Nov.
refreshing to hear from the
Mr. Ball has taken
old stand-by^.
the American Bee Journal ever
since it started, and as he has lost
only one number in that time,it would
be almost impossible for any one to
do much better.— Ed.]

27,

being 17° below zero.

fit is

in Depositories —

Wintering Bees
J.W. Bittenbender,Knoxville,91owa,
on Dec.

Bee-Keeping in Utah.— Luther K.
Stewart, Benjamin,© Utah, on Dec.
15, 1887, writes

My bees

19, 1887,

writes

:

Bees that have been taken care of
and supplied with winter stores are in
My 120 colonies have
fine condition.
Every
been in a cave for 33 days.
when put into the
weighed
one was
cave, and I will weigh them when I
I also put 2 colonies
take them out.
up
in on Oct. 24, and weighed them
to Nov. 18 they consumed one pound
while on the
of honey per colony
same day (Oct. 24) 1 weighed 20 colonies and left them on the summer
stands; they consumed 3 pounds per
;

;

Bees have done very well here the
past season,
have taken 4,200
I
pounds of extracted honey, and 800
of
comb
honey
from 30 colo- colony.
pounds
another point in
Tfiis is
All favor of putting bees in winter denies, and increased them to 46.
the honey was gathered from lucerne positories early.
and sweet clover. We use the American hive, and winter our bees on the
Flat or Natural Base Foundation,
summer stands, as we think that they
winter better in this hive than the etc.— Clarence W. Wilkins, Cortland,
Langstroth.
The American Bee
N. y ., on Dec. 19, 1837, writes
.JouuNAL is a welcome weekly visitor.

O

:

Convention Notices.

IV

The next meetlOK of tbe Nebraska State
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held on Jan. 11,
1888, at Lincoln, Nebr.

HKNBT PATTBBSOK,

StC

The annual convention of the Vermont State
Bee-Keepers' Association will be held at the Van
Ness House, In Burlington, Vt., on the Ian. 18 and
R. H. Holmes, See.
19, 1888.
FF" The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association will
hold its annual meeting at Woodstock, Ontarta, on
TuesJayand Wednesday, Jan. loand II, I88*i.

W.

COD8I!, Set.

^T" The Hardin County Bee-Keepers' Associameet at the Court House in Bldora, Iowa,
on the second Saturday In each month, at noon
tion will

(V2 o'clock), until further notice.
J. W. BDCHANAN. See.

tW

The Cortland Union Bee-Keepers'

Assoclar

tion will hold their annual meeting at Cortland, N.
Y on Tuesday. Jan, 111, )>W8. fur the election of
i.fflL-ers anil to transact such businef^s hs may come
before the meeting. All bee-keepers are invitedB. h. WKArEB,aM.
.

pr* The Susquehanna County Bee-Keepers' As-

meet at New Milford. Pa., on Jan.
"The Best Way
IRHH. Subjects for discussion
to Prevent Swarming," and "Is 11 Advisable to
Italianize Colonies?" All bee-keepers are cordially
U. M. SEELEY, See.
invited.
sociation will
7,

:

ty" The annual meetintr of the Northwestern
and Southenstem Wisconsin BPe-Keepers'
AssucmlKin will be hel'l in G. A. R, Hall, corner of
State & *Jorth Main -ts.. in Rnckford. Ills., on Jan,
17 and 1«, is^i^. Dr. Miller will be present, and a
good programme is in course of prenaration.
D. A. Fuller, Set.
Illinois

The

Late Extracting, etc.— H.
man, Peru,6 ills., on Dec.

S. Ilack14,

1887,

writes

financial benefit derived directly
from the apiaries in this section the
The fifth annual Ohio State Bee-keepers'
States Hopast season has been slight; indeed, Convention will be held in the United
tel, corner Hich and Town Sts., i'nlumhus. O., on
so slight that some apiarists have Jan. I'lanil 11,188H. An Interesting programme
at the hotel are
scarcely received enough from their will be srranged. Reduced rates
.S'l for ea'h
person, liouhie. or »i;.'>'i per day if
bees to repay them for the necessary slTiple. There will be re luce nites of travel, parwill be given later. It it desiraFrom tii-iilar.s of which
labor expended in their care.
ble to know who can be present. Will you kindly
a spring count of 13 colonies, I in- notify me by postal card, at BlufTton. Ohio.
FiiANE A. Eaton, See.
creased to 25. with a surplus of about

tW

1

1

Yesterday I extracted my crop of
honey for 1887, amounting to 28 gallons ; I also had about 1.50 pounds of
inferior comb honey, I started with
65 colonies in the spring, had no increase, and I now have 55 colonies
safely packed for winter. Last year
I started with 42 colonies, increased

600 one-pound sections of very good
clover and basswood honey ; buckwheat yielding scarcely enough to be
The bees still
worth mentioning.
have enough for winter stores, which
them to 84, and had 6.000 pounds of is far superior to the condition of
numerous colonies throughout the
honey, half comb and half extracted.
Perhaps I ought to explain about country, unless they have been fed
the extracting in winter. 1 examined considerable. This yield which I remy bees about Oct. 10, to see what ceived is far better than the average,
they had, and get them in condition being about 46 pounds per colony,

When

Renenrlng

your subscription

please try to get your neighbor who keeps
bees to .loin with you in taking the Bb>
Journal. It Is now so cheap that no one
can afford to do without it. We wiU present
a Bluder for the Bee Journal to any one

sending us three subscriptions— with $3.00—
direct to this office.

It wrlll

pay any one to

devote a few hours, to get subscribers.

J

1

'

*
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GENERAL INDEX TO VOLUME
AlBlcttons of an old bee-keeper.. 79a
Amaxlng Ignorance
3H9
Amount of honev usee! bybeea.. 212

Analyzing Hnd Ripening honey..

Anatomy

-

<]'!!'
6e«
,
ARtl*bee raze
437
Antsin the apiary 371. 484, 486, 532, 634
<

lye

^^u
2'*2

Aplcnitural inventions
1S5
Apicultura! patents
120
Apicultural progress
2
Apiculture at Cornell University 32"<
April work in the apiary
217

Appropriate apicultural term3,34.3,645

Are bees trespassers

g

?

ArkansMS bee-lawsuit.... 3' "7,
Arranging hivea In the cellar

339, 379

772
723

Autumn

Average

life of bees
Aversions of bees

Bare-headed bees...

..'.

eni
66I

470, n^e, fiea, fioi
709, R2o

BasBwood vs. linden ..23. «93,
Bee and bird and butterfly

5««
7^9
Bee and honey shows 407.595,«S'i, 896
Bee-cellars
91.219, hi9, 62h
Bee-feeders
186. 565. 615
Bee-forage a necessity
423
Bee-hat for protection
135
Bee-hives and fixtures
774
Bte-housefor winter
516, 55=.
Bee-keeping— healthy occupation. 312
Bee-keeping alone or with other
pursuits
3 12. 662, 774. 779
Bee-keeping and horticulture.
8'>6
Bee-keeping as a business.
535, 63

Beeandthe butterBy

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bee-Kekping—
In

Arizona
Arkansas
California

Canada

,

Central Illinois

Cuba
Cumberland Mountains
England

,

43
714
394
761, 762
663

!."58',

I II

697

691
331,393,587* 761
762
'

Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Indiana
Towa
Japan

1"6
"I'iio 762
491,683, 761
243
*
*

Kansas

.'

683
554
loV 540
502. 6-<3i 795

Massachusetts
Minnesota
Missouri

Nebraska

75, 583,6'3. 715

Norway

707
632
566 76J
486
ITO 323

"tiio--;

*5.5.^

Pennsylvania

Rhodelaland
Kusata
Scotland

8' •4

Tennessee

779
'yexAs
170,507.583, 715
Utah
R25
Vermont
76 i
Washington Territory .'.**".'.'.' 348
Bee-keeping in the future
89
Bee-management
75
Bee-moths
547, 555!5e**.* 649
Bee-notes
584
Bee-ranches In California
425
Bees and clover
259 707
Bees and fruit 27h, 379, siri, 451* 805
Bees and grapes 171. 213. 277, 419,

Blank-atrip section-case
Board to retain heat
Bone ashes and tartaric acid
Rooming the business
Bottom -boards in winter
86
Boring beetles
British Bee-Keepers' Association
Brood-combs for winter
Bug-Juice,.
587,

.

'

43«,.'i08

316
5x6
sms
314
724
(135

725
av*
619
Building air-castles
259
Building combs between stories'! 459
Bu Id up colonies I1«,212.26«,405,576
Building up nuclei
134
California bee-suit
19
California honey market....!.!!
119
Canadian bee-lawsuit
35, i6h
Canadian honey crop
67
" 791
Canadian linden honey ....
Can bees hear? 121,201,215, 234!
"

Capplngs
(

71.'i(*)2,"l52* V84,'232V267. 297
arniolan-Italian bees
196

"'
Catching swarms
!*" i^i
Cavesof honey and bees
Cause Of drouths and cyclones. 4^9
4h7.5.V».5h2, 613

615

Cause of light honey crop
8-'3
( ausc of low prices for honey..!!
231
Cel
tar-ventllation

Cellar

v«.

1

out-door wintering!!!!' 649

i.r'^^u7''"'^^^'"ff--4^. 187.2:14,311. 6<p1

Chafthives

J54

j,,

r!5"n'*S'^'''^^*-''^'^

*^^

I'DiIIed bees

ig,^

best b'ees .*.....' 18O
c^-^

Cider-mills and bees
Clamp for bees....

J-V icu
.'.';

2^
Clipping queens'wings bV.'eoi!?!]. 748
< lover chaff for
packing
r>-»
Closeof Vnl.xxill
iin
Colonies that killed their queens 676
Colonies without eggs or brood. 564
tomb honey production
100. 215
Comb honey tt«. extracted honev, R08
<omb foundation 120, l.>2. l. 5 167 746
Commission men
S8 90 279 759
Comparing samples of honev...
6-3
rompellinga swarm to cluster... 299
(-onwumption cure
S'»4
Contracting the brood-ne's't'.'.' "iso. 32.'>
*

.

.

.'

Controllmg honey markets

24. 3 15. 758

C0NVKNTION8—
Colorado
E Iowa and W. Illinois!!!*.'.!!
Guelph. Ont
llaldimand.Ont
390
Hardin (^o Iowa
*

.

'

Illinois Central

qcZ
<^«7

Nebraska
North American
474 49

1

,

N

>V. Ills,

7>ja

-j'y

Marshall Co.. Iowa....'!
Michigan

Vkh
onq Qn=i
119 248

.;.

170, 4!5i. 4^7'
6H2, 739. 742.756.772! 774
Illinois
««

and

Unio
Ontario
Pan-Handle.

8.

Wis".!*.!!

554
jf
j^,

W.Va!

Progressive. Ohio
Union at Albany,

Vermont
Wabash, Co.,
Western

W.

"

N Y

oVV 770
'
344
88
07
oqi

Ind,..!!!

79,

Wiscons'n
152
Cost of the production 'of'ho'n'e'y' 757
Counteracting fermentation
>ii
Cowan's (Mr.) visit
7-^7
57V
563.
Cyprian bees
60-,

Bees and plants
Bees a sacrifice to prejudice seJ! 391
Bees as pest-CHrriers
246
Bees as-pomologiats"
359
Bees bee-hives.honey and money 534
Bees carrying out brood
72. 75 Death Notices—
Bees do not freeze
Mrs. Ira Barber
ict
346
Bees do not make honey
Henry Ward Beecher...!!!"" iJjs
681
Beesdying in winter
Mrs. P.C.Benedict
4
Jfiq
"
Bees in a bell
A. T. Blauvelt
iro
4IH
Bees in a cave
.....,*..,*
j.E. Boy.es
ly:]
90
!
Bees In a wati of stone
John Burch
fJ-j
871
Bees In cities
Dr.
A.Butlerow
yy,
.'.*"" »79
Bees In law
Joseph
Ehhs
89
'"* 4fi7
Bees in winter quarters!.!'.
Jno. D. Van Gorden
87
4fi7
"
Bees knowing their homes
James
Harper
!«,
679
Bees on shares
John Jacobus
779
131 42n
Bees ordered removed
Euerene Francois Jonas!!
763
275
Bee-space above the sections
J. R. Lindley
940
212
Bee-epaces between cases ..
!!
C C. Richardson
52
4X7
Bees purchased without a queen! 420
'*' qo^
Mrs. C. -"hindler
Bees reared in old combs....
Hon. Louis Wallbrldge....!'" 7->:i
4'i4
Bees refusing food.'
B.
F.
Woodcock
107
..:!!.;:... sfs
Bees refusing to accept hives.... 132 Dairy-men
and beekeepers
250
Bees roaring in winter.. 3i»7, 332.
Dampness in a bee-cellar
36 345
347, 34H, 363, 395, 396
455 Darkening cellar windows
iwr
Bees sipping blood
244
honey
247. HdS. 452. 645
Beestings 444.467.47 1.491 524. 563, 661 Dark
Bees turning black and dying.... 436 Oark substance stored by bees !" 45»
Deep
or
shallow
frames
473
Bees under the snow...
59 DepreJsion in the honey market
247
Beeswax
HIH, 43(J. 659.e66, 6H0
Detecting glucose
si 9
Bees working in sections carlv
500 Development of queens
4->fi
Beginning hi bee keeping 650.711. 714 Developments
of bee-keeping... fiH4
Beiients of apoorweason.
584 Disea-^ed bees
".
3^7
Best bees for tomb-building
164
Display at the Toronto exhibition 6<)6
Better bee keeping
'

_'

"

;

'.

'.'.

'

*

.

'

!

Big bee-state

needed...

320
243

.

Doubling up late swarms
104
l»rone-comb
213, 295, 628
Drone-eggs
4
Drones
43, 234, 3b3, 427
Drone-traps
404
Drouth in England
56i
Drouth In Texas
267
Ducking for covers
508

Educating people on bee-keeplne
Effects of drouth
T.-.T
Eight-frames t?«. lo-frame hives..
Elongated eel Is
Kmpty hives and combs
English honey exhibit

European

visitors

Distinguishing swarms
133
Disturbing bees tn brood-chamber 23

501
244

611
esi

Evaporating honey

Examine the colonies
Examining bees

647

Excessive in* rease
Experiences with bees...
123,

I7i), 202,
53*^. «0( ). 697,

170
548
42. 107,

226, 230. 396, 491.

715

778

Experiment on ventilation
263
Experiments with bees
643,6^3
Extra combs for extracting.. 84, 137
Extracted honey.
i;91.332, 345,

Extra< ted

89, 9i,

lOii,

Hints to beginners 346,378,39J,423,e81
Hlve-covere
616

Hive entrances in winter
Uives, frames and sections...
232.296.5.4

Hiving swarms
4.V>,472

277,

136
53.

59«
295. 309, 371,442,

713

History of bees
390, 467
Holy-Land bees and Italians
533

Uonie markets for honey «7.9i 1.387.809
Honey and pollen yielding trees. 267
Honey and the human system.... 294

Honey as food
Honey as a tooth-preeerver
Honey at fairs

«i9
315

419
Honey-bird of South Africa
416
Honey-boards
in, 170,821
Honey-cakes, cookies and ginger-

„

bread.

314, 40B
2II

Honey-candy
714

443
eas
40
Essentials to success
2 4
Kstabliching out-aplaries........ 777
Ethical principles
i7n

Honey comestibles
Honey consumed in rearing brood
Honey consumption
Honey crop for 1hh6
Honey crop of Calif. 195, 358, 363,
Honey crop of Colorado
Honey crop
454, 499. 524, 538,
Honey-dew for winter stores
Honey for all— no monopolies. ...
Honey for bees in winter
Honey fnr lung diseases

615.627 646.756. 757

honey— new names for
1

586.634,699
715
Extracting honey 216,276,277,346. 548
Eyesof the bee
519,691

643
132

646
281
454

458
570
396
7

325

490

Honey-louse
556
Honey in brood-framesor sections 276
Honey in cooking
ho8
Honey-Jumbles
I39. 214

Honey-lemonade
Honey markets
Honey-moon

506
6,

6):IS

391

Honey necc.-sary to produce wax 328
Honey on commission 67,71, 314,
32ii

435, 443, 457. 459, 460. 474, 476.
486. 488. 49*1 49 1 . .5<J2. .50.'), 506.
507. 508. 522. .524. 53 , 539, .'>40,
5M.554. 555, 556, 566. 670. 571,

778

Honey on hotel tables
760, 81&
Honey-plants of Canada
473
Honey-plants of Idaho
475
Honey-producers' association 2>t,
25. 58, 74, K4, 103. HH. IO*i. 107.
1 19.
2'^U,

153, 166. 167.
298. 299

17i',

I8I, 2<a,

474

Honey-producers' convention 135,275
Honey-resources of Iowa
697
Honey sugar
611
Facts Hbout honey and bees. 502, 602 Honey-trade in Philadelphia
811
rail work in theapiary
Honey-vinegar
821
118,163,259.589
Fall honey in sections
Horse and bees
'2i7
8->i
Ka'sely accused
275 House for the apiary
43t>
Farmer bee-keepers
26,359 How & why plants produce honey 330
Fastening founuatiun... 203,235.
How are the bees doing/...
381
-"^Sy.

.58->

63^
,'

Linwood. Wis.

Northern

oq

XXIII.

Disturbing bees in winter. 8,57, 169
Dividing tor increase 3"8,346, 388, 411
Division-boards
443,471
Do bees select a home before
swyrmlngV
8O5
Doohttte G. M ,{ biographical)... 264
Doolittle's report for lo87
677
Down-right dishonesty
,99
Double bee-space:-* over brood
500
Double hives for wintering
20
Double- walled hives
11

7:«)
l.M
in ^
fastenings for

v^

Iowa
Iowa Joint
Kentucky

'

.

5

Black bees
636
Black bees of Tasmania and their
medicinal honey
36I

v3'i

of bees
Sua
Ancient and modern hooey 695,

Apiary for one man
Apiary plundered
Apiary roughty handled..

Bigcropsof honey

square-Joint hives

fasting of bees
father Langstroth
Feeding bees 36, 68.
442, H20. 778

771
168, 203. 259.

Feeding bees for winter
5"5. 547,

8i:3
7ii8

647, 6K). 695

832
ibl'.'iab'.

f>6.'»

Feeding granulated honey
!!!
Feeding honey in musty combs..
feeding maple syrup
Feeding sugar syrup.... lOO, 182.
feeding to rear drones
Fessler's bees

821

46h
266
234
506
564
fi4i

Fertilizingqueens...l97. 474. 56?!
filling sections with store-combs
finding the queen
Flat or natural-base foundation.
Flavor of honey
8, 202,
Flowers fertilized by bees
Food of thequeen-tarv(BFoolish abbreviations
Foolish warfare against bees ...!
Forbidden honey ate by Jonathan
Forced respiration in bees
Foul brood.. 7", 167,393,426.470.
472.474.548, 684
.

663
372
316
8-25

323
475
310
4^3
323
7i

1

150

746

Foul brood and dead brood-dlfference
599
Foul-broody combs
i87
Foundation in brood-frames. 34.V, 4119

Foundatinn

Frequent 11. gilts for bees
Ftuitand honey crops
Fuel for bee-smokers

292
pollen. 516

wax
new book

Imperfect combs

707
186
186
186
238

*.

m

sections
in bee-hives
lmpr«»ving our bees
Improving the honev market
Increase— colon ies:H4,356,4 11,476,

Impruvemenis

Indiana ordinance
Insect that punctures grapes
Interesting relic

Introduction of queens.

3ii9,

340
377
809
104
569
328
555
324

359.

4,')M. -,17.677, 711.712, 740
741
Inverted queen-cells
229
inverting brood-frames
379
Irascible bees of India
355
Italianizing colonies
324.372,651
Italian v«. black bees
86
Items in bee-keeping
186,299

Jealous Canadians
Jolly honey-bee

531, 533
165

Keeping bees near rivers....
Keeping comb honey
Keeping honey

602, 681

Labels for honey
Lady presidents
Lamp-n u rsery
Language of bees
Langstruth's book revised

15.t

et>7

Full colony of B's

How to sheet
Hutdiinson'fl

798
422, 504

245
I23

Kis8ingbees259, 371,411,467,521, 587

in sections 341,421,458 571

Frames for extracting
Frames partly Hlled with

How beese.viract pollen
How bees know one auutber
How bees make cells
»*ow to carry bees
How to cut foundation

540
662
712

505, 538

58
711

329
787
825

Late e-xtracting
Fumigating comb honey
Laying in queen-cells
4
Layingworkers. 132.342.387,484, 568
Gasoline stove for bee-cellars.... .19 Leaving hives in January
244
Gatheringof the clan
7.55
Legislation for bee-keepers 9, 21,
Getting bees into the sections.... 138
&7,6H, 105. IIH. 119, I^H, 150.
Getting bees out of the sections.
J5I, 1S7, 199. 214. 233, L%3. 299,
22K. 411.452
4'>7
332, 377. 44 '6, 4K>, 535, 637, 586,
Getting honey instead Of Increase 356
505. t;99. 74.3. 7.5.^.-.
778
Gilt edged honey
396 Legs and teet of the bee 755, 757, 823
Giving qiieen-celis to nuclei
740 I-^esson from the honey-bee
698
Glassed and unglassed honey .57. 107 Lesson ol our misfortunes
631
Good prices for h'-ney
133,213 Lessons Irom the ivy
707
Green-house cellar fur bees
26 Lessims in apiculture
458
Grizzly bear and the bees
618 liquid or e.vtracted honey 291,347, 421
Jiizzie Cotton
211
Hand-holes in crates
i.'ss
Locality an-i populous coIonleB .. 373
Handling bees
117,661,681 Locatinc tlie queen
3(J8
Harvesting the honev
197 Location of an apiary
214, 341
Heaii of tliebee-famiiy
,11.5
Long winicr confinement
283
He tdon. James (biographical)... 326 Looking
at the brightslde
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History op En-oland— from before the
Christian era to 1887.— Price, $2.00.

Everybody's Book— a treasury of useful
knowledge.—410 pages.- Price, $2.00.
The extra 10 cents Is for postage on the
book, which must be selected by the subscriber at the time of sending the subscription, and cannot be afterwards exchanged.
The book selected will be mailed in a cardboard case, at the subscriber's risk If lost
Be sure to write your
It cannot be replaced.
name, post-offlce, county and State plainly,
and then the risk of loss is very small. The
;

subscriptions can

commence

at

Remember, the amount is $2.10
papers, and the Book and postage.

any time.
for both

a

..

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.
OUR CLUBBING)

LIST.

We supply the American Bee JAnmal
one year, and any of the following publico
tions, at the prices quoted in the last column
of figures. The first column gives the regular price of both. All postage prepaid.

The American Bee Journal

THOMAS

0.

1

NEWMAN

& SON,

923A.925 WEST MADISON ST.,CHICAGa
At Oue Dollar a Year.

ILL.

H.

NEWMAN.

BCBtNESS MANAOIR.

.

150..
2 00..
2 00..

^Avitvtxstmznts,

Ciinadian Bee Journal

140
1
1

80
80

The 6 above-named papers
5 00.. 4 50
and Coolt's Manual
2 25,. 2 00
Bees and Honey (Newman)... 2 CO.. 175
Binder for Am. Bee Journal..! 80.. 1 50
Dzierzon's Bee-Book (cloth)... 3 CO.. 2 00

Roofs A B C of Bee-Culture.

ALFEED

00

2 CO.. 1 75
1 50.. 1 45

The Apiculturist

PROPRIKTURS.

Only One Book of History with every
club subscription to the American Bbb
Journal and New York World, is all that
we can offer. The book is worth the whole
money to be sent, and then you may consider the other two papers as a free gift.

Price of both. Olul

and Gleanings in Ilee-Culture
Bee-Keepers'Magazine
Bee- Keepers' Guide
Issued every Wednesday by

829

.2 25.

2 10

—WORK,

by a Bee-Man who

tho bualuess.
WANTED. uinierHtanHs
FRANK CURL,
{Lock Box

6.:^

£a&t St. Louis,

Ilia.

THE BRITISH BEE JOURNAL

Farmer's Account Book
4 00.. 2 20
AND BEE-KEEFER'8 ADVISEE,
Western World Guide
1 50.. 1 30
Heddon's book. "Success,".. 1 50
published every week, at 10s. lOd. per
1 40
IS
annum. It contains the best practics
A Year Amonp the Bees
1 75.. 1 50
Convention Hand-Book
inforraalton lur the apiarist. It Is edited by
1 50.. 1
Weekly Inter Ocean
2 00.. 1 75 Thomas Wm. Cowan, F.G.S., F.R.M.S..etc.,
Iowa Homestead
2 00.. 1 00 and published by John Huckle, King's Laugley, Herts, England.
One yearly subscription for the American
Beb Journal must be ordered with each
paper or book, in order to take advantage Bee-Keepers'Cards.Al?a''.Zl!
of the prices named in the last column.
tiful '-color ChromoCHrd. we have plain designs.—
Fancy CariiB. Stationery. MonuKrams tor Business

M

^ifitcml goticjcs.
—

To Correspondents. It irould eayc
U8 Djuoh trouble, if all would be particular
to give their P. O. address and name, when
writing to this office. We receive letters
(some inclosing money) that have no name;
many others having no PostrOfflce, County
or State. Also, if you live near one postr
office and get your mall at another, be sure
to give the address we have on our list.

We
at the

and AniuHement. for old and young, at a^tuniBhiD^
low prices. Circulars free. Pacbage 25 Cards locpackage cards and sample boney-candiea 15c.
Supply Chapman Honey-Plant seed Neat
Address
J. II. MARTIX.
HARTFORO, Wasblogton Co., N.Y.
following prices
One ounce, 40 cts 4Aly

4 ounces, $1

:

H

;

pound of seed
if

is

pound, $1.75

;

;

1 lb., $3.

sufficient for half

One

an acre,

properly thinn9d out and re-set.

Should any Subscriber

HOW TO RAISE COMB HONEY,
5 cents. You need this pamphlet, and
PRICE
my Iree Bee anf) Supply Circular.
31Atf
OLI VBK FOS'l'KK, Mt. Vernon. Linn

Co., Iowa.,

receive this

paper any longer than it is desired, or is Dadant'sFonndation Factory, wholesale
A* there Is Another firm in Chicago by willing to pay for it, please send us a postal Hnd
H*»a R/lTert.iB*mflnt in anothAr cnlnmn
rftlftU.
"
the name of Newman * Son," we wish our card asking
to have it stopped. Be sure to
"
Full of neiv Ideas and
correspondents would write American Bee
NEW BOOK
write your name and address plainly. Look
vuliiable iiilornialloD
ON
Journal " on the envelope when writing to AT
YOCH WRAPPER LABEL.
Although actually worth
this office.
Several letters of ours have
many dollars to growers,
copy will be mailed free to
already gone to the other firm (a commission
any person who will send
house), causing vexatious delay and trouble.
W^e pay 20 cents per pound, delivered
'i stumps and the address
here, for good Yellow Beeswax.
To avoid
lit (hrte or more extensive
Cabbage, Cauliflower or
mistakes, the shipper's name should always
Celery growers. Address
Sample Copies of the Bee Journai. be on each package.
Isaac F. 'rillln^haBt,
will be sent free upon application. Any one
liU Plume, Lack'a Co., Pa.
IJ2A4t
Intending to get up a club can have sample
copies sent to the persons they desire to inDon't do It !— Notwithstanding our many
terview, by sending the names to this office
cautions, some persons still persists in sendor we will send them all to the agent.
ing silver in letters. In nine cases out of
ten it will break the envelope and be either

GABBA6E

CELERY,

B^

Money Orders can now be obtained at
the Post Offices at reduced rates.
Five
dollars and under costs now only 5 cents.
As these are absolutely safe, It will pay to
get them instead of the Postal Notes which
are payable to any one who presents them,
and are in no way safe.

We

are sometimes asked who our

authorized agents are. Every subscriber is
such an agent ; wo have no others, and we
greatly desire that each one would at least
send In the name of one new subscriber
with his own renewal for 188S. The next
few weeks is the time to do this. We hope
every subscriber will do his or her best to
double our list of subscribers.

We

have a Tew Seta

of the

Cases come to li^ht nearly
that silver sent in
letters stops somewhere on the way. It is
an InTiiation to the thief— a regular temptation : If you wish to safely send money,
get a Post-office Money Order, Express
Order, or Bank Draft on Chicago or New
York. When money is sent in either of the
above-named ways, it is at our risk. In any
other manner, it Is at the risk of the sender.
lost or stolen.

every day,

showing

After Forty yearf*
experience in th*
preparation of mor«

than One Hundred
ThouRnnri appllcatlonB for patents in
Foreicn counthe Scientifio
Amtrifan continue to act as solicitor*
trnde-marks,
copyfor patents, caveats,
tiie UniLod jitatea and
tries, the publishers of

riKiiT8,«tc.. for tlia United States, and
to obtain patents in Canada, England, France,

Germany, and
ence

is

Theireiperiall oih«r countries
uneiiualed and their facilities are unsor-

pamsed.

Photographs of Bee-Keepers.— We
have purchased a lot of the "medley" gotten up by E. 0. Tuttle, containing the faces
of 331 representative apiarists, and a photographical sketch of each one, and will send
it and the Bee Journal for one year for
$1.75, or will present It free by mail to any
one for a club of three subscribers and $3.

Bee Jodr-

NAi, for the present year, and can fill orders
until further notice, for all the numbers
from the first of last Jan\iary. New subscribers desiring these back nnmbers, wll I
please to state it plainly, or they will not

Neiv Subscribers can obtain the full
numbers for 1887 and 1888 for $1.80, as long
There
as we have any sets of 1887 left.
are only a few, and to get them an early

be 'sent.

application will be necessary.

Drawings and specifications prepared and

filed

In the Patent Office on sliort notice. Terms very
reasonable. No chars© for eiamin«tion of models
or drawings. Advice by mail free
Patents obtainfd through MunnAOe. are noticed

intne SCIENTIFIC AlVfERICATV, which ba«
the largest circulation and is the most iniluentiat
newspaper of its kind published in the world.
The advantages of such a notice every patent**
onderstands
Thifl large and splendidly llIuBtrated newspaper
at $3.00 a year, and is
published
admitted to be tbt* best paper devoted to Bcience.
mechanics, inventions, enRineerinR works, and
other departments of industrial progress, pubIt contains the names of
lis led in any country.
all patentees and title of every invention patented
each week. Try it four months for one dollar.
Bold by all newsdealers.
If yon have an invention to patent write t«
Munn A Co., publishers of Soientifio Amerioui,
361 Kroadway. S'ew York
Uandbook about patents Builed Crea.

is
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830
Honey and Beeswax Market.

BEE-KEEPERS' GUIDE;

CHICAGO.

MAACr^l^ OF

Or.

1-lb. sections
HONBY.— We quote White clover17@lKc.!
:!-bl9.
:

dark

2-lb8., lfi®18c.!

18®a)c.:

Arm

Extracted,

15@16<!.

l-lbs.

7®Kic.. depending

at

npun the quality, and style of package. D.irk.i
or 3 clu. below above quotations. Uecelpts liKht
and demitnd

fair.

BKBSWAX.—

FISH & CO..

8. T.

Dec. 20.

„

J-'SaSc.

1888. Water

HONEY.— Prices
light

8U
best

range from iR®2nc. for

demand

;

2-ib. sections, i.'^OiBo.

ark Is not wanted. Kutracted is steady atTCSloc.,
According to style of package.
K. A. BURNBTT.
BHlKP(WAJt,-20®230.
161 ijoutb

Water

SOLD SINCE

1876.

7,000 S«ld Since May, 1883.
More than

so paffee, and more than 50 fine lllnswere added fn the ^th edition. The whole
work has beenihorouBhly revised, and contains the
trations

CHICAGO.
gades, with

i5,000

THE APIART.

vary latest In respect to bee-keeplnii. It Is certainly
tie fnllest and most sclentldo work treatlnn of
bees In the World. Price, by mall.81.85. Liberal
dlsooant to dealers and to clabs.

A. J. COOK., Anthorand
'

A y

Pabllsher,

ACTlctiltural ColleRe. Mich.

I

St.

Extracted,

11

in 1-lb. sections, 19®20c.

white

Demand

@rjc.

brisk

BBK!8WAJ(;.-21@23C.
Deo.

M. H. HUNT,

15.

Bell Branch, Mich.

CLBVBLAND.
HONBY.— Best white l-lbs. sections sell at
els. Extracted. 7@'*c. Demand small.
BEESWAX.— 2. ®25c.

19@20

A. O.KENDEl.. 115 Ontario

Dec. IS

NKW
HONBY.— We

at.

YORK.
Fancy white

in 1-Ib. secin 2-lbB., I4@IRC.; buckOlf gra.lea
l-lbs., ll®12o.; 2-lbs., ll)®llc.
extracted, 8®yc. Marper lb. less.

quote

:

same

tions, l«®19<!.i the

wheat

White

1320.
ket dull.

BBB8WAX.—22023C.
MCOA UL & HILDRBTH BROS.,

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
OIT HIVES.

KANSAS

havinf; the above title,
Aa indicated by its name,

one of Its disfeatures will be the revleivlng of
current apicultural literature. Errors and
lallacious ideas will be faithlully but courteously pointed out, while nothing valuable
will be passed unnoticed.
Rut tew articles
will be copied entire, but the ideas will be
extracted, given in the fewest words possitlncti\-e

CITY.

HONBY.-Wequote: Choicewhite I-lbB..I8O20c.;
:

:

Another feature will be that of making
each number, to a certain p.vtcnt what might
beiermed a" special "number. For instance
a lar^je share of the correspondence, editorials and extracts of the first number will be
devoted to the subject of, " Disturbing Bees

THOS.
&

923

G.

NEWMAN

925 W. Madison St„

-

1,

1888,

SON,
CHICAGO,
dc

ILL,

inteiested will send his addrefs, and allow
Uncle Sam to band him a copy of the first
Issue as soon as it is priuted.

The Frodnctlon of Comb Honey,
A nest little book of 43 pages, price 25 cts.

for GH cents.
Dadant'sFoiiiidation Factory, wholesale The Revie'^vand this book Canadian.
Stamps taken, either U. S. or
retail. See advertisement in another column

and

ST. LODIS.
18(5 200.; latter price for
Strained,
in good condition,
clover
choice wbite
Extra fancy, of bright color
In barrels, it- 6c.
«nd In No, 1 packages, M-cent advance on above.
Bitracted, In bbls.. RH«i.7c.; in cans. 7 to 9c.—
Short crop indicatea further advance In prices.
2'ic. for nrlme.
D. G. TUTT & CO., Commercial St.
Deo. 19.

Patent Flat-Bottom

HONBY.—Choice comb,

CINCINNATI.

HONBY.— We

F. G. STROH.1IEVER ic CO.,
Wholesale Honey Merchants.

quote extract«d at 4ia9c. per lb.
Choice comb, IK®ii'C., In the jobbing way. The
demand for extracted exceeds arrivals, and for
comb the demand is tame.
BKKSWA.'C.— Demand good— 2n«22o. per lb. for
Kood to choice yellow, on arrival.
Dec. 12. C. F. MUTH i Son. Freeman & Central At.

YORK.

Comb Foundation

High Side Walls, 4 to 14 square
feet to the pound. Wholesale and
Retail. Circulars and Samples free

13^ If yoa wlsb to obtain the
Highest Price for Honey this
Season, ^vrlte to Headquarters,
122 Water-street, New York,

BKBSWAX—

NEW

FLINT, MICHIGAN.

50Atf

CLJi:MONS,Cl,OON4CO.,oor4th&Walnnt

19.

W. X. HUTCHINSON,

Address,

:

Deo.

and commented tipon when thought

advisable.

;

Feeders, received before Jan.

dark, i«@iftc. choice white 2-lhs., I8c.: dark. 15 to
leo. Extracted, whit?, in eo-lb. tin cans. He: In
barrels. HO. dark, in barrels, 5@«c. Cailturnia 2Extracted, white,
Ib. whit« comb, inc.; dark, 16c.
mi-Ib. cans, ^^9c. amber, 8c.
BKESWAX.— No. I, 2oc.; No. 2, 16®180.

m

Jan. 10, 1888, we shall begin
ABOUT
ihe publication of a 16page monthly

In order to keep our Hive-Factory In Winter."
Our own apiary will, hereafter, be largely
running during the dull season, we
experimental, and of this our readers will
will make a DISCOUNT of 10 PEE have the benefit.
The price of the REVIEW will be .^0 cts.
CENT, on Langstroth Hives, Cases, per
year and while we have ni>t the slightest objection to receivinjr subscriptions la
Frames, Shipping-Crates and Bee- advance, our only re luest Is that each one

& 30 W. Broadway, near Duane St.

28

Doc. 20.

REVIEW.
ble,

DETROIT.

HONBY.— Best

THE BEE-KEEPERS'

J.

lAtf

VAN DEUSEN ic SONS,

(80LB MANUTACTITRERS),
SPROUT BROOK, Mont. Co., N. T.

'^°^ have no idea what a nlod
C A &JDI C Bee
LZagazine we publish.
^l^^^p^l^ WhynotsendforaSample?
^_ __
^^
^" Not being connected witlx a BUIH
^" ^^
Xm MM Ka ^H ply business we have no ax to
erind. B! E KEEPEK-SMAGA.

^
r n^ C
^m L
mt

ZINC, Barrytown,

?I.

Y.

5nA4t

HONEY.— We quote Fancy white 1-lb. flections,

__^

:

170190.: fancy 2ibs.. i.'iSiec.

Lower grades l®2c.

l®l2c.; 2-lbs., 10
.
per lb. less. Buckwheat
to Ho. Extracted, white, 9®10c.; buckwheat, 6
to 7c. Market firm.
i-lhe

l

3.'5A26t

DatJaiit'sFoundation Factory, wholesale
»0T.22. *'.G.8TROHMBYBR&C0., 122Water8t and retail, tiee aOvertisement in another column.

PHILADELPHIA.

HONEY.— Fancy
I7c.:

dark

ctB.t

common,

white i-ftis.. 18@'9c.; fair I-lbe
slow sale at UOI.'ic.; fancy 2buckwheat fancy l-lbs.,
Prices tend downward.

l-lbs. are
Ibs., white. l.s@lfic.;

12c.

U@U

GLASS PAILS

BBKSWAJ£..-2H®24C.
Deo.

11.

FOR HONEY.
Pails are made
THESE
of the best quality of

AKTHDR TODD, 2122 N. Front Bt.
MILWAUKEE.

HONEY.—

Choice white l-lbs.. 2nc.; fair, 19®2"C.:
2-lbB„ If-QlOc: 3-lbs IricalHc. White extracted in
kegs or half-barrels. S^'^inl^c; in pails or cans. 9K
to inc. amber.ln i^-uarrels. S)H®HHc : dark in kegs
and barrels. 7^i*7^c. Demand good, supply fair.
142

W. Water

HttractWe appearance of
these pallft cannot be equaled by any »tther style of
package- They can be used
for household purposes by
consumers, after tbe honey
ts removed, or they can be
returned to and re-tlt)ed by

8t.

BAN FRANCISCO.
HONEY.— We

quote: White to extra, l.vgisc
lo@ 3c. Extracted, white liquid. 7@7J^o.;
amber and randier, ^M'&eyic. Market quiet.
;

aratjer.

BKE3WAX.-20®21C.
Dea 17. 8CUACHT & LEMCKB.
BOSTON.

HONEY.— New

122-124 Davis 8t

tlie apiarist.

Prices are aa follows:

To hold
"

crop. lib. sections, IR®2nc.; 2-

Kxtracted. fi®xc. The market
sales are only fair.
per lb.
Kiplit, 57 Chatham Street.

"

Deo. 10.

Blakk a
SAN FRANCISCO.

Hf^NKY.— We quote

White comb. I7®i9c.: amLight amber to wliite extracted,
ber. 12}^(ai.')C.
7J^®«c.; amber, dark and candied, 6H®7^c. Mar*
ket firm and stocks

;

lieht.

12.

O. B.

SMITH * COm *2S

3

"

923

frout

8t.

G.

"^-JS
•?*
9.&0

NK^^OTAN & SON,*

& 925 West Madison St., CHICAGO. ILL.

The American

Apiculturist
—SAMPLE COPIES FREE 1—

Address.

BKESWAX.-22a230.
Deo.

pound of honey* POt doien,
"
"
2 pounds
"

1

THOMAS

Ib. sections, i7®|Rc.
IB not very brisk and

UBKSW AA.— 25 cts.

Perfection Cold-Blast Smokers,

SqCARE GLASS HOSET-JABS,
For Clrcniars. apply to
CHAS. F. M17TB

47Alf

HENRIT ALLEY,
WENHAM, Essex Co. MASS.

etc

A SON,

CINCINNATI, O.
freeman <t Central Ave.,
P.8.—Send too. f or Practloal Hints to Bee-Keeper»

clear tlint Klasa. with a ball
nnd a metal top and cover.
When ailed with honey. the

.

BBKSVVAX.-22@2SC.
Dec. 15.
A. V. BISHOP,

Muth's Honey Extractor,

RUBBER-STAMP.

SELF-INKING

2,000
Impressions for lO cts.
Will iHst a life-time.
It prints Envelopes.
l,,etter - Heads, Postal
K

'ards. Sections, Cloih-

ing—everylhinK. Your
name, occupation and
address, with tlie machine and a boitle of
ink. by mail, for $1.(K'.
Extras bottles of ink
lor \l CIS show thi^
a-lv't to vour friends.
Senil me an order for
in Stanip3.& Bet your
own Iree Head what
Kdlt'ir Newman wiys
of this Stamp on paue
Ayents wanted
.M7.

,

.

I

Send fiir Catalogue J
HOd termft. Address.

6E0.T.HAMM0ND,
BKOCIiPOBT, Monroe

T<r."MiD5>T.'
<

a, N. Y.

aeKtf

